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"2002 SEC RESERVES AUDIT BRUNEI 6 CONCLUSIONS" dated February 15, 2004 consisting
Of seven slides bearing Bates Nos. RJW01001171 7 RJW01001177
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20
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22
0007
1 PROCEEDINGS -2
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is the
3 Video Operator speaking, Richard Bley, of
4 LegalLink Action Video located at 420 Lexington
5 Avenue, New York, New York.
6
Today's date is February 19th,
7 2007. The time on the record is 10:52 a.m.
8
We are in a conference room in The
9 Hague, Netherlands to take the videotape
10 deposition of Anton Barendregt in the matter of In
11 Re: Royal Dutch/Shell Transport Securities
12 litigation in the United States District Court for
13 the District of New Jersey, Civil Action Number
14 04-3749 (JAP), consolidated cases before Honorable
15 Joel A. Pisano.
16
Will counsel please introduce
17 themselves?
18
MR. HABER: Jeffrey Haber,
19 Bernstein, Liebhard & Lifshitz on behalf of lead
20 Plaintiff, Peter M. Wood and The Class.
21
MS. COHEN: Rebecca Cohen,
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22 Bernstein Liebhard & Lifshitz on behalf of lead
0008
1 Plaintiff, Peter M. Wood and The Class.
2
MR. ADLER: Derek Adler, Hughes
3 Hubbard and Reed on behalf of
4 PriceWaterhouseCoopers.
5
MS. MARIA: Leslie Maria, LeBoeuf
6 Lamb, on behalf of the witness.
7
MR. CORSON: Nicholas Corson on
8 behalf of KPMG Accountants NV, and I am
9 accompanied today by Leen Groen and Alastair
10 Hunter, both from KPMG.
11
MR. DAVIS: Sidney Davis on behalf
12 of KPMG.
13
MS. WICKHEM: Rebecca Wickhem,
14 Foley & Lardner LLP on behalf of Judith Boynton.
15
MR. GOLDSTEIN: Joseph Goldstein of
16 Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw on behalf of Sir Philip
17 Watts.
18
MR. MORSE: Adriaen Morse, Mayer,
19 Brown for Phil Watts.
20
MR. WARE: David Ware, Debevoise &
21 Plimpton, LLP on behalf of Royal Dutch/Shell
22 Transport and Anton Barendregt.
0009
1
MR. EADIE: James Eadie of
2 Blackstone Chambers, UK counsel for Mr.
3 Barendregt.
4
MR. WEED: Earl Weed, in-house for
5 Shell.
6
MR. TUTTLE: Jonathan Tuttle,
7 Debevoise & Plimpton LLP on behalf of Shell
8 Defendants and the witness here today.
9
MR. BEST: Stephen Best, LeBoeuf,
10 Lamb, Greene & McRae LLP, Washington D.C. on
11 behalf of Mr. Barendregt in his individual
12 capacity.
13
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Can we swear the
14 witness?
15
ANTON BARENDREGT,
16 Called as a Witness by counsel for the Plaintiffs,
17 after being duly sworn, testified as follows:
18
EXAMINATION BY MR. HABER
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19
Q. Good morning, Mr. Barendregt.
20
A. Good morning.
21
Q. As you probably have been advised,
22 I am going to be asking you a series of questions
0010
1 over the next few days, several days. I am
2 looking for your best recollection and your
3 knowledge of the events and circumstances that
4 concern the recategorization of reserves at Shell.
5
If I ask you a question and you do
6 not understand the question, will you let me know?
7
A. (Nodding) Yes.
8
Q. And just as I am going through, a
9 lot of these sort of ground rules, if you will,
10 are just an understanding between us so that the
11 record is clear and we get all of your answers.
12
It's important for you to
13 articulate your answers with a yes or a no. Head
14 nods and Mm-Hmms, while they get picked up at the
15 video operator, they don't get picked up with the
16 stenographer.
17
So it's important for you to always
18 articulate and answer.
19
A. I understand.
20
Q. Thank you.
21
If at any time there is a question
22 that I ask that you would like me to rephrase or
0011
1 reask, will you let me know?
2
A. I will.
3
Q. And if you don't hear a question,
4 will you tell me?
5
A. I will.
6
Q. If you don't know the answer to a
7 question, will you let me know that as well?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Another occurrence, common
10 occurrence -- always unintentional, but it happens
11 anyway -- during question and answer, I will
12 sometimes speak over you or you will sometimes
13 speak over me.
14
I will do my best to make sure that
15 I don't do that and let you finish your answer
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16 before I follow with a question, and I would just
17 ask that you wait for me to finish my question
18 before you answer. Is that okay with you?
19
A. I understand, yes.
20
Q. Good. And finally, if you need a
21 break, please let me know. I will accommodate any
22 requests for a break. The only exception will be
0012
1 if there is a question pending, in which case I
2 will ask for an answer and then we will break.
3
Okay?
4
A. I understand, yes.
5
Q. For the record, can you tell us
6 where you currently reside?
7
A. I reside in a place called
8 Wassenaar, not far from The Hague, in an address
9 Iepenlaan number 7.
10
Q. I take it you went to a university?
11
A. Yes, I did.
12
Q. And where did you attend
13 university?
14
A. In Delft, here in Holland.
15
Q. In what year did you graduate?
16
A. In 1968.
17
Q. Did you graduate with a degree?
18
A. An engineering degree in physics,
19 yes.
20
Q. Is this degree what we would have
21 in the United States as an undergraduate degree,
22 or would that include a higher degree such as a
0013
1 masters?
2
A. It would be at the level of a
3 Masters Degree.
4
Q. When you graduated, where did you
5 first get a job?
6
A. I got a job with Shell in
7 Amsterdam, the Amsterdam laboratory, where I was
8 employed as a mathematician/physicist.
9
Q. And how long were you in this
10 position?
11
A. For about a year.
12
Q. What did you do next?
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13
A. Next I was transferred to The
14 Hague, to work with a group who had been
15 developing a software database administration
16 system for group exploration and production
17 companies.
18
Q. And how long were you in that
19 position?
20
A. That was approximately a year
21 and-a-half, beginning of 1969 to 1971 so it would
22 have been more than that. It was in fact two
0014
1 and-a-half years. It was originally for just one
2 year but then it got extend.
3
Q. So this takes us to around 1971?
4
A. Yes. Yes.
5
Q. And your role in this position was
6 to develop software?
7
A. To help develop software and to
8 help it being implemented and actually installed
9 on the computers of various exploration and
10 production companies.
11
Q. What was the purpose for the
12 software?
13
A. It was a database, a new database
14 administration system. It was felt in exploration
15 and production that there was a lack of tools to
16 store the large amount of data that was coming in
17 from various parts of the operation, from well
18 logs and all the way to production data.
19
Q. Where did you go after this
20 position?
21
A. I was transferred to Brunei for
22 about a year and-a-half until the end of 1972,
0015
1 where I was made in charge of the conversion of
2 all computer programs from the 19 -- from the
3 previous ICL computer to the new IBM 360 computer
4 that they had just purchased.
5
Q. Did you have a title while you were
6 in Brunei?
7
A. I believe it was Team Leader,
8 computer conversion.
9
Q. So you were there from around 1971
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10 to the middle of 1972?
11
A. No. The end of 1972.
12
Q. The end of '72.
13
Did you have any responsibilities
14 with regard to any field work that was being
15 performed in Brunei?
16
A. No. Not at that time.
17
Q. Did there come a time when you had
18 responsibilities for field work?
19
A. Yes. Much later.
20
Q. So you had another stint in Brunei?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. So when you finished with this
0016
1 position in Brunei in 1972, where did you go next?
2
A. I went back to The Hague, to the
3 central office in The Hague, where I joined the
4 group who were developing new kinds of software,
5 not specifically for exploration production
6 purposes, but for more general purposes.
7
And that assignment lasted until
8 the end of 1973.
9
Q. Where did you go after that?
10
A. I went to Shell International
11 Chemicals in London as a computer systems designer
12 and analyst.
13
Q. And how long were you in that
14 position?
15
A. It was until September of 1975.
16
Q. And where did you go after Shell
17 International Chemicals?
18
A. At that time I decided to make a
19 career change, and I applied for joining the
20 exploration and production function.
21
Before that time, I had been
22 working in the information and computing function.
0017
1 That career move was agreed and I was transferred
2 to the NAM, N-A-M for short, in Assen, who are the
3 Dutch exploration and production operating arm for
4 Shell.
5
Q. And what made you decide on this
6 career change?
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7
A. I found that in my previous
8 assignments in the information and computer
9 section, I was getting more and more away from my
10 technical background; and also in my periods in
11 Brunei and in visits to other EP operating
12 companies in the years before, I had developed an
13 interest in exploration production activity.
14
So these two factors combined led
15 me to a request for a career move.
16
Q. When you got assigned to NAM, how
17 long were you in the position that you were given?
18
A. I was given the position of
19 Reservoir Engineer, and that position I kept until
20 June 1978.
21
Q. Had you been given any training to
22 serve as a Reservoir Engineer?
0018
1
A. Absolutely. Yes. I had numerous
2 training assignments in The Hague during those
3 first years while I was in Assen.
4
Q. So when you got assigned to NAM,
5 that's when you had -- in the initial period you
6 were given the training?
7
A. Yes. I had to join classes and of
8 course I had to fit the schedule of these classes.
9 There wasn't an individual training scheme set up.
10 I had to join these classes, but they started
11 almost within the first week that I joined NAM in
12 Assen.
13
Q. In total, how long was the training
14 courses that you had taken?
15
A. Difficult to say. All I can say is
16 that the standard set of training courses that new
17 graduates take typically take about three months.
18 So I guess since mine was prepared at fairly late
19 notice, I had to join the classes that still had
20 time available.
21
So I didn't get them as one bunch,
22 but I got them with intervals. But all in all,
0019
1 they must have added up to those three months.
2
Q. Did any of this training course
3 work include reserves reporting requirements?
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4
A. Reserves calculation requirements,
5 there was a training course on reservoir
6 engineering and that included reserves and
7 reporting requirements, yes.
8
Q. Do you recall how long that course
9 work was?
10
A. I believe it was a two-week course.
11
Q. Do you recall if there was any -12 any lecture or discussion within this course work
13 of SEC requirements for reporting Proved Reserves?
14
A. No. Because this was 1975 and this
15 was before the SEC came out with that requirement
16 for their requirement of Proved Reserves.
17
Q. Did you take any subsequent
18 training in reserves reporting?
19
A. Yes. That was during my next
20 assignment.
21
Q. And what was your next assignment?
22
A. My next assignment was as a
0020
1 Reservoir Engineer in Sarawak in Malaysia, and
2 that lasted from June 1978 until late 1981.
3
Q. What were your responsibilities in
4 your assignment in Malasia?
5
A. I was Reservoir Engineer for the
6 new gas province that had been discovered and that
7 was being prepared for development in Central
8 Luconia Gas Province.
9
And later on, I was made -- I
10 became in charge of the -- of a group of reservoir
11 engineers consisting of three reservoir engineers
12 responsible for oil and gas fields in the southern
13 South China Sea offshore fields. And that
14 included the Central Luconia fields but also some
15 smaller oil fields nearby.
16
Q. Did you have any responsibility for
17 the estimation of Proved Reserves in this
18 position?
19
A. Yes, I did.
20
Q. Can you discuss a little bit what
21 that entailed?
22
A. The gas fields were, like I said,
0021
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1 they were new gas fields, they had been discovered
2 in the previous five to ten years, and they were
3 going to be developed by means of cluster
4 development running, because they were pretty
5 large fields and quite prolific.
6
We didn't really have sophisticated
7 -- the sophisticated simulation tools available in
8 those days that we would have available now, but
9 some crude simulation work was done at that time.
10
In fact, four gas fields, it was
11 found that it wasn't so much the subsurface for
12 these particular fields because that was
13 relatively easy, but it was the integration with
14 the surface facilities that turned out to be a
15 problem.
16
A problem that needed technical
17 evaluation for which at that time in Sarawak there
18 were no tools available. As it happened, in one
19 of my last few months in the NAM in Assen, I had
20 developed such a tool integrating surface with
21 subsurface facilities and thereby getting more
22 reliable forecasts of gas concentrate rates. I
0022
1 had taken this program with me to Sarawak and I
2 applied it there with quite some success.
3
Q. Now, when I asked the question
4 about the SEC reporting requirements, I did stand
5 -- I was stood corrected, if you will. I stand
6 corrected in a sense that the SEC did not
7 promulgate its rule until 1978.
8
And in your answer, you said that
9 you had some training with regard to the SEC rule
10 in your subsequent position.
11
Is this the position you are
12 referring to, or that you referred to?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
14 Mischaracterization of the testimony. You can
15 answer.
16
THE WITNESS:
17
A. The way I interpreted your question
18 was did we report Proved Reserves in those days in
19 the days in Assen? And the answer is yes, we did.
20
Shell had developed in the early
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21 70s -- which is before I joined the exploration
22 production function, Shell had developed a method
0023
1 which at that time was unique in the industry, of
2 determining not only what we call the expectation
3 or best estimate reserves, but also determining a
4 more conservative and therefore a more robust
5 estimate of proven -- what they called proven
6 reserves.
7
This was done on the basis of
8 probabilistic reserves, and that was adequately -9 that was extensively dealt with in the reservoir
10 engineering courses that I followed.
11
So I was used to reporting Proved
12 Reserves already straight from my first month in
13 my assignment in Assen.
14
Q. When you got to Malaysia, were you
15 given any course work with regard to the SEC rule
16 on reporting Proved Reserves?
17
A. Not course work as such. But when
18 the new guidance was introduced, I believe I am
19 reaching back into the early recesses of my brain
20 now. But I believe that it took sometime, a few
21 months if not a year, before it actually was
22 filtered down from The Hague.
0024
1
The first dealings, when the
2 request by the SEC, the first dealings were done
3 in The Hague. And they were then ultimately
4 translated into instructions, coming down from The
5 Hague to the operating companies, how to report
6 Proved Reserves.
7
Q. Were these instructions embodied in
8 guidelines that were created in The Hague and
9 disseminated to the various operating units?
10
A. There must have been some sort of
11 document, but I honestly can't remember in what
12 form that took.
13
Q. Other than the instructions that
14 came down from The Hague, did you have any
15 training or course work concerning the SEC
16 requirements?
17
A. No. I think at this stage, it's
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18 useful to remind you that when the SEC came
19 forward with their request for Proved Reserves,
20 within Shell that wasn't seen as a major new
21 request. It was just a request for some
22 additional data, yes.
0025
1
But it was data that we were
2 already in the process of preparing internally.
3 And therefore, it was a matter of picking up the
4 data and putting it together in the report and
5 reporting it to the SEC.
6
I understand, but I wasn't there,
7 but I understand that at that time, there was
8 contact between Shell, The Hague, the central
9 office in The Hague and the SEC describing the
10 position that Shell was in, i.e., that they were
11 already having their own procedures for developing
12 Proved Reserves.
13
And they obtained an agreement with
14 the SEC, not a formal signed agreement, but at
15 least some form of acceptance by the SEC that
16 Shell would continue to use their own internal
17 methods, which the way it was seen by Shell were
18 fully in line to the new SEC definitions.
19
Q. What was the basis of your
20 understanding that there was this contact between
21 The Hague central office and the SEC?
22
A. Statements made by central office.
0026
1 There must have been some remarks made in the
2 announcing Telexes that were sent out to the
3 operating companies along the lines, and you found
4 this repeated, because since -- and I had some
5 various assignments in the central office and you
6 found these understandings repeated to you.
7
So it was just, if you like,
8 general accepted wisdom within Shell and within
9 the professional E&P community that this agreement
10 had been reached with the SEC and that Shell was
11 essentially following their own previous
12 guideline.
13
Q. And this, for purposes of
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15
A. Yes. Yes.
16
Q. -- not too far from when the rule
17 was promulgated?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
19 You can answer your best recollection at that
20 timeframe.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. I believe it was the '79 reserves
0027
1 reporting that we first applied it throughout the
2 group.
3 BY MR. HABER:
4
Q. So all of the Telexes and the
5 communications would have occurred prior to the
6 1979 reporting?
7
A. If there were any between the
8 central office and the SEC, then they would have,
9 yes.
10
Q. Now, in your earlier answer, you
11 also said that regarding the SEC communications,
12 you said, "And they obtained an agreement with the
13 SEC, not a formal signed agreement, but at least
14 some form of acceptance by the SEC that Shell
15 would continue to use their own internal methods,
16 which the way it was seen by Shell were fully in
17 line to the new SEC definitions."
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. It's the last part of that answer
20 that I want to ask you a couple of questions. Who
21 had determined that Shell's guidelines were fully
22 in line with the new SEC rule?
0028
1
A. If you are asking for a specific
2 person, I can only speculate. I don't know. I
3 wasn't there in the center at the time, and that
4 is where of course in the center in The Hague, and
5 that is where all the discussions took place.
6
Q. Over time, during your tenure at
7 Shell, did that -- did that position ever change?
8
A. Not really, no.
9
Q. And I know I am jumping ahead now
10 in terms of your CV, but you became the Group
11 Reserves Auditor.
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12
Correct?
13
A. (Nodding)
14
Q. And when did you become the Group
15 Reserves Auditor?
16
A. That was January/February 1999.
17
Q. And during that period, how long
18 did you hold that position?
19
A. I held that position 5 years.
20
Q. So sometime early in 2004?
21
A. Yes. Sometime early in January
22 2004.
0029
1
Q. During your tenure as Group
2 Reserves Auditor, did the view that you just
3 testified about that Shell's guidelines were fully
4 in line with the SEC rule, did that change?
5
MR. BEST: Objection.
6 Mischaracterization of his testimony.
7
MR. TUTTLE: Same objection.
8 BY MR. HABER:
9
Q. You can answer.
10
A. My view did change. I think you
11 can find it in various reports that no doubt you
12 have access to.
13
Not initially, but gradually, the
14 view did change to the extent that I felt that the
15 group guidelines needed corrections, needed
16 adjustments in order to become more closely
17 aligned with the then new SEC guidance as it had
18 been published in 2001.
19
Q. And that guidance, you are
20 referring to the staff interpretive guidance that
21 was released in March of 2001?
22
A. Correct, yes.
0030
1
Q. And when I say "staff interpretive
2 guidance", you understand that I am referring to
3 the staff of the SEC?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Now, up until this point, was it
6 the view within Shell that Shell's guidelines were
7 compliant with the SEC rule?
8
A. Absolutely, yes. And in fact,
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9 there was some evidence to support that view. And
10 in 1997, a comparison was made between the
11 reserves bookings for some North Sea fields, both
12 on the UK side and on the Netherlands side. A
13 comparison was made with the Shell -- between the
14 Shell Proved Reserves bookings and those booked by
15 Exxon, who were the 50/50 partner in both of these
16 ventures.
17
And it turned out that Exxon's
18 Proved Reserves figures were higher and some of
19 them quite a lot higher than the Shell figures.
20
So that strengthened Shell in their
21 belief that their reserves estimation methods
22 were, if anything, more conservative than perhaps
0031
1 the SEC definitions would require.
2
Q. Do you know if, as a consequence of
3 this analysis that you just described, Shell
4 revised its guidelines?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. And were those guidelines changed
7 in 1998?
8
A. They were.
9
Q. Do you have an understanding of the
10 circumstances as to how the guidelines came to be
11 revised?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13
THE WITNESS: After this
14 comparison, it was felt that the group guidelines
15 could do with a sharpening and a change where
16 required of the method in which reserves were
17 calculated.
18
As I said before, since 1972, the
19 methods in which reserves and particularly Proved
20 Reserves were calculated was done on the basis of
21 probabilistics, which is a very appropriate method
22 for particularly new fields where uncertainties
0032
1 are large.
2
But what one tended to see in
3 practice is that a proved and expectation reserves
4 estimate was made for a field, a field would be
5 taken into production.
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6
So over the years, the proved and
7 expectation reserves estimates of the field would
8 be reduced by the amount of production that was
9 taking place in that field.
10
But in some cases, what was not
11 done. What should have been done was that the
12 original proved and expectation reserve estimates
13 were changed, and particularly the proved
14 estimate, should grow with the amount of
15 cumulative production that was taken from the
16 field.
17
The net result was that remaining
18 Proved Reserves, which is total Proved Reserves
19 minus the cumulative production, in those fields
20 tended to be quite a lot smaller in comparison to
21 remaining expectation reserves.
22
And therefore the proved volumes
0033
1 in -- and we are dealing with mature fields here,
2 the Proved Reserves of mature fields tended to be
3 quite a lot more conservative.
4
Therefore the recommendation was
5 made that in those mature fields, we could move
6 towards what was called a deterministic
7 determination, deterministic evaluation of the
8 reserves, which was in fact more in line with the
9 practice still prevailing in the industry.
10
I mention the word deterministic as
11 opposed to probabilistic, which was the method
12 that Shell had introduced in 1972.
13
The industry, the rest of the
14 industry, the other major oil companies did follow
15 what Shell had done in the early '70s and they had
16 stuck with the deterministic method.
17
And that, like I said, led to
18 higher reserve estimates in more mature fields.
19
Q. Now, at or about this time in 1988,
20 do you know what method the SEC preferred, the
21 deterministic as opposed to probabilistic?
22
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
0034
1 Foundation.
2
MR. BEST: Same objection.
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3 BY MR. HABER:
4
Q. I will rephrase. Do you know if
5 the SEC had a preference for a methodology of
6 determining reserves?
7
A. The short answer is no. But did I
8 know whether the SEC had a preference.
9
All I can say is that the SEC had a
10 statement which certainly was published in their
11 additional guidance in 2001.
12
But even before, I think, they had
13 made their view public, that yes, they were aware
14 of the method of probabilistics reserve
15 estimation.
16
And in fact, and I am just
17 paraphrasing it now, but in fact they couldn't
18 care whether people use it or not as long as they
19 stuck or remained within the original guidelines.
20
And that, as I recollect from those
21 days, was the attitude of the SEC.
22
Q. When you say stick with the
0035
1 original guidelines, are you referring to rule -2
A. The original SEC definition.
3
Q. So that would be Rule 4-10 of
4 regulation SX?
5
A. That's the one, yes.
6
Q. Now, a moment ago you mentioned
7 expectation reserves.
8
For the record, what do you mean by
9 expectation reserves?
10
A. Another way to describe them is
11 your best estimate, middle of the road estimate.
12 Taking all uncertainties into account, what would
13 be the most likely estimate of reserves that you
14 can come up with.
15
Q. Now, I have heard the term P50,
16 P85.
17
Does that relate to expectation
18 reserves?
19
A. Not strictly speaking, but in
20 practice, yes. P50 is in fact the point at which
21 the value is as likely to be exceeded or to be -22 to be turning out to be less than that particular
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0036
1 value.
2
And for a symmetrical
3 distribution -- we are talking technicalities now,
4 before the symmetrical distribution, they are one
5 and the same. But if they are not a symmetrical
6 distribution, they are different, but not a lot.
7
Q. Now, in your earlier answer, you
8 referred to a recommendation regarding mature
9 fields.
10
And what you said was, "therefore
11 the recommendation was made that those mature
12 fields, we can move towards what is called a
13 deterministic determination."
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. Who made the recommendation?
16
A. It was done by a value assurance
17 team, I believe was the name. I am not 100
18 percent sure whether that was the name. But
19 anyway, there was a team setup in 1997 after the
20 comparison with the Exxon fields to try and see
21 whether they could -- whether Shell should come up
22 with new reserves, guidelines in this respect.
0037
1
And that team made the
2 recommendation in 1998, and it was then
3 implemented in the Shell reserves guidelines at
4 the end of 1998.
5
Q. Now, this team, have you heard a
6 team referred to as a Value Creation Team?
7
A. That's the one, yes. Yes.
8
Q. And do you recall there being a
9 Value Creation Team whose purpose was to review
10 hydrocarbon resource maturation?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. Were you a member of that team?
13
A. No, I was not. I was at that time
14 development manager in Lowestoft in charge of the
15 southern North Sea UK gas fields.
16
Q. That would be part of Shell Expro?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. At the time the Value Creation Team
19 was created, were you aware of its creation?
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20
A. Yes, I was, yes.
21
Q. And how is it you became aware of
22 its creation?
0038
1
A. In formal context, I think, with
2 people still in the central office; its first
3 creation. There was a formal announcement of a
4 workshop made by that team once it had been set
5 up, and that I took part in. That was a workshop
6 intended for reserves estimators and reservoir
7 engineers of the major E&P companies.
8
And that was held in The Hague and
9 I was attending that.
10
Q. And what -11
A. But before that, I had heard about
12 the team being installed and I can't recollect
13 precisely how, but it must have been through word
14 of mouth.
15
Q. When was this workshop -16
A. Held?
17
Q. Yes. Thank you. We get tongue
18 tied.
19
A. I believe it must have been
20 somewhat early in 1998.
21
Q. This workshop was conducted prior
22 to the guideline changes -0039
1
A. Yes.
2
Q. -- the official changes?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. How long was the workshop?
5
A. A few days, three days, maybe. I
6 can't be sure.
7
Q. Do you recall the sum and substance
8 of what was discussed during the workshop, at
9 least as to what you attended?
10
A. Again, it's a long time ago -11
Q. I understand.
12
A. -- so I can't be too sure. But
13 what I remember is that at that time -- at that
14 time the group had already formed its opinion that
15 seeing the comparison with Exxon, and they were
16 thinking of, say, introducing a new way of
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17 calculating reserves in mature fields.
18
And they held the workshop to see
19 whether they had perhaps overlooked something,
20 whether this introduction of this new way of
21 estimating reserves would lead to problems in the
22 various operating companies, and that's why they
0040
1 held the workshop to hear the views of the people
2 with the coal face, people in the field.
3
MR. TUTTLE: Coal or cold?
4
THE WITNESS: Coal face. It's a UK
5 expression.
6
MR. TUTTLE: Yes.
7
THE WITNESS: People who are
8 actually working at the point where it all
9 happened.
10
MR. TUTTLE: Right.
11 BY MR. HABER:
12
Q. Do you know if there was a sponsor
13 of the Value Creation Team?
14
A. There may have been. I can't
15 remember.
16
Q. Do you know a Hank Dijkgraf,
17 Dijkgraf?
18
A. Yes, I know.
19
Q. Who is Mr. Dijkgraf?
20
A. I expect you want me to answer the
21 question who was Mr. Dijkgraf at the time?
22
Q. Correct.
0041
1
A. I believe he was at that time in
2 charge of Shell International E&P new ventures. I
3 believe it was called SIPV, something like that.
4 And one of his responsibilities was to have
5 reporting to him a section that was in charge of
6 what was called group reporting, which included
7 reserves reporting externally and internally, as a
8 matter of fact.
9
Q. Do you know if Mr. Dijkgraf had any
10 involvement in the creation of the guideline
11 concerning resource maturation?
12
A. The short answer is I don't know.
13 I wasn't there. I don't know precisely how it was
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14 instituted.
15
Q. Do you know who Philip Watts is and
16 what his role was at the time?
17
A. Yes. He was the chief executive of
18 E&P at the time.
19
Q. Do you know if Mr. Watts sponsored
20 the VCT, the Value Creation Team?
21
A. I can't tell you that. I don't
22 know it.
0042
1
Q. Do you know if there were any
2 recommendations made by the Value Creation Team
3 concerning hydrocarbon resource maturations?
4
MR. TUTTLE: Objection. Asked and
5 answered.
6
THE WITNESS: Yes. They made
7 recommendations. Like I said earlier, they made
8 recommendations regarding the determination of
9 reserves to the group that was responsible for
10 issuing the Shell guidelines.
11
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 1 was
12 marked for identification).
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. We have just handed what we have
15 just marked as Barendregt Exhibit 1. It's a
16 multipage document that says as a subject, if you
17 will, at the top of the page it says, "Creating
18 Value Through Entrepreneurial Management of
19 Hydrocarbon Resource Volumes."
20
And then underneath it, there is a
21 Shell logo, and it says, "Volumes to Value."
22
There are two Bates ranges, the
0043
1 first is V00101293 through V00101317, and the
2 second range is GUI 000398 to GUI 000422.
3
Mr. Barendregt, have you seen this
4 document before today?
5
A. I must have, although I don't
6 specifically remember.
7
Q. Do you recognize this document as
8 -- well, withdrawn.
9
What do you recognize this document
10 to be?
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11
A. I see the title, and I -- it seems
12 to be the report that was produced by the Value
13 Creation Team that was looking into resource
14 reporting.
15
Q. Do you know who the members were
16 that were responsible for this document?
17
A. Only the Chairman, who was Stuart
18 Evans.
19
Q. Who was Stuart Evans at the time?
20
A. He was the head of group, and the
21 name of that group escapes me. The group that was
22 set up in 1996 consisting of a group of senior E&P
0044
1 consultants and a group of IT -- IT specialists.
2
Q. Did you ever work with Mr. Evans?
3
A. Yes, I did, for a year before I
4 went to Lowestoft in end of 1996.
5
Q. Do you know if Exhibit 1 was
6 reviewed by Shell's external auditors?
7
A. No, I don't.
8
Q. Do you know who Shell's external
9 auditors are or who they were at the time?
10
A. I was aware of KPMG at that time
11 sitting where I was in Lowestoft, and I may have
12 been aware of PriceWaterhouseCoopers, but I don't
13 remember that.
14
Q. And are you aware of a process
15 called the ARPR?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. What is the ARPR?
18
A. Annual review of petroleum
19 resources.
20
Q. And what's the purpose of this
21 process?
22
A. It's a name that is given to the
0045
1 process at the end of the year when every company
2 has to put together its estimates of produceable
3 reserves and report these to the center. It's an
4 activity that peaks or it used to peak, at least,
5 in those days in the month of January.
6
Q. When you say produceable reserves,
7 are you referring to Proved Reserves for external
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8 reporting purposes?
9
A. Yes, and internal purposes as well.
10
Q. Now, when you were at Shell Expro,
11 did KPMG have any involvement in the ARPR process
12 that was engaged in by Shell Expro?
13
A. In order for you to understand my
14 answer to that question, you must understand that
15 our office in Lowestoft was a subsidiary office to
16 the main office of Shell Expro in Aberdeen.
17
And the way it was that we
18 essentially -- or not essentially. We reported
19 our reserve estimate to Aberdeen, and Aberdeen
20 then put all the estimates together also from
21 staff in Aberdeen themselves and reported that to
22 The Hague.
0046
1
So the answer to your question is
2 no, I do not remember having seen any personally
3 or my staff having seen any staff from KPMG or any
4 of the external auditors in Lowestoft.
5
And I wouldn't have expected that
6 to have been the case. I would have expected that
7 any contact would have been up in Aberdeen.
8
Q. I was just referring to your prior
9 answer where you said, "I was aware of KPMG at
10 that time sitting where I was in Lowestoft."
11
And I was just inquiring, and what
12 I wanted to know is whether or not you were aware
13 of it?
14
A. Well, yes. I mean, it's not as if
15 we talked to each other and we have heard of KPMG.
16
Q. No. No. I just wanted to explain
17 to you what I was following from that inquiring
18 whether or not your knowledge came from working
19 with KPMG while you were in Lowestoft?
20
A. The short answer is no.
21
Q. Okay. Now, again, with regard to
22 Exhibit 1, do you know if PriceWaterhouseCoopers,
0047
1 anyone from that organization, had reviewed this
2 document?
3
A. I don't.
4
MR. ADLER: Objection. Asked and
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5 answered.
6 BY MR. HABER:
7
Q. During the time that you served as
8 Group Reserves Auditor, do you recall any
9 communications with KPMG concerning the guideline
10 changes in 1998?
11
A. In passing through and during
12 discussions that we had with them from time to
13 time.
14
Q. When do you recall having such
15 discussions?
16
A. I can't be sure. They must have
17 happened. We saw KPMG staff typically three to
18 four times a year, and the subject must have come
19 up, but I can't recall precisely when.
20
Q. Do you recall the sum and substance
21 of what was discussed?
22
A. Again, the short answer must be no.
0048
1 I know that these issues must at some stage have
2 led to either a question or a remark from their
3 side. But I cannot remember it being a -- an item
4 for say prolonged discussion. There might have
5 been a clarifying question from the side of KPMG
6 that I would have answered. But it doesn't stand
7 out in my memory as an issue that we debated at
8 length, far from it.
9
Q. When the guidelines were changed to
10 implement the recommendations, did it have any
11 impact on the amount of reserves that Shell
12 reported in the following year?
13
A. Yes, it did.
14
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
15 Foundation.
16
MR. BEST: Same objection.
17 BY MR. HABER:
18
Q. And how -- how did the changes to
19 the guidelines impact on reported reserves?
20
A. They tended to increase the
21 reserves in the mature fields pretty much as had
22 been the expectation when the new guidelines were
0049
1 issued.
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2
And following, of course, the
3 comparison between the Exxon and the Shell
4 reserves that I mentioned earlier.
5
But the increase in reserves was
6 almost exclusively in what we call the mature
7 fields, which were the fields that were in
8 production, and fields therefore that had already
9 been developed and the large contingent of their
10 wells already drilled with all the ensuing
11 information.
12
Q. With regard to this increase, do
13 you recall having any discussions with KPMG about
14 the increase?
15
A. Not specifically. But like I said,
16 we talked with KPMG three to four times through
17 the year, and more intensively at the end of the
18 year during the ARPR exercise that we talked
19 about.
20
So yes, the subject will have come
21 up, but it doesn't stand out as a specific subject
22 that we discussed.
0050
1
Q. What about with regard to PWC,
2 PriceWaterhouseCoopers, do you recall having any
3 discussions with them about the increase?
4
A. Not during the year, but at the end
5 of the year, they were there in those discussions.
6 I think at this point it's useful to bear in mind
7 -- to remember that my role -- one of my roles was
8 to report to E&P management and to external
9 auditors at the end of the year just before the
10 external reserves were going to be published.
11
I would prepare a report on my view
12 and the reasonableness to the extent that I could
13 -- that I had this position of the relevant
14 details on the reasonableness of these reserve
15 estimates.
16
I would prepare a report which KPMG
17 and PriceWaterhouseCoopers did receive, and I
18 would prepare a presentation that they attended to
19 and at which they could ask as many questions as
20 they liked.
21
Q. In the report that you prepared, is
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22 this the annual report?
0051
1
A. Yes, indeed, yes. My annual
2 report, yes.
3
Q. When you first started as Group
4 Reserves Auditor, looking back at the changes in
5 '98 to the guidelines, do you recall any
6 discussion as to whether the changes complied with
7 SEC Rule 4-10?
8
MR. BEST: Discussions with whom?
9
MR. HABER: With the auditors.
10
THE WITNESS:
11
A. Not specifically.
12 BY MR. HABER:
13
Q. How about generally?
14
A. Generally, the discussion is likely
15 to have come up. And I am only -- I don't
16 remember it specifically, but I can tell you that
17 I would have expected them to have come up.
18
And our explanation at the time,
19 which was abundantly documented, is that these
20 changes were in mature fields. And that there was
21 good evidence that we were conservative there for
22 the reason that I have already highlighted here,
0052
1 and therefore that there was full justification
2 for implementing them.
3
Q. Did you ever perform an analysis of
4 whether the guideline changes in 1998 complied
5 with Rule 4-10 when you first started as the Group
6 Reserves Auditor?
7
MR. TUTTLE: Did he ever, but
8 limited to when he first started in, so you got
9 two timeframes.
10
MR. HABER: When he first started.
11
MR. TUTTLE: Okay.
12
MR. HABER: Let me rephrase it so
13 it's clear.
14
Q. When you first started as Group
15 Reserves Auditor in 1999, did you perform an
16 analysis of the guideline changes in 1998 to
17 determine whether those changes complied with Rule
18 4-10?
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19
A. Not formally as you put it, and I
20 will tell you why I saw no reason to do that. As
21 I said, the changes were introduced in reaction to
22 -- in reaction to a comparison between Shell and
0053
1 Exxon reserves where Shell was found to be
2 conservative for reasons that had been identified.
3
And the changes related to
4 developed and mature developed fields.
5
The changes that were proposed were
6 to move away from probabilistic reserves estimates
7 which had been yielding too conservative -- had
8 been proven to yield too conservative figures to a
9 more deterministic way of determining those
10 reserves, which was the practice in the industry
11 at large.
12
So we knew that we were aligning
13 ourselves more closely with the industry at large.
14 That itself did not raise the suspicion that we
15 would have been falling foul from the SEC
16 definitions; far from it, in fact.
17
Q. Did anyone -- withdrawn.
18
Did you undertake an analysis to
19 determine whether the industry at large was
20 compliant with the Rule 4-10?
21
A. No.
22
Q. I asked you if you had any
0054
1 discussions with compliance with the -- compliance
2 with Rule 4-10 with the auditors.
3
Did you have discussions with
4 anyone at EP concerning the guideline changes,
5 again in '98, and their compliance with Rule 4-10?
6
A. No, certainly not at that time.
7
Let me remind you here that the
8 reserves changes were in the mature fields. Now,
9 during the coming days, we will no doubt reach the
10 point in 2002/2003 when Shell came to its reserves
11 restatement.
12
I think it is as well to bear in
13 mind now that the reserves changes or the method
14 changes that were introduced in 1998 related to
15 those mature fields. Of those mature fields and
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16 of those reserves, very, very few in fact got
17 restated in 2003.
18
The large majority of the reserves
19 restated in 2003 related to new fields.
20
So the changes that were introduced
21 in 1998 were, and I still believe that and
22 everybody believes that, that they were reasonable
0055
1 and certainly in compliance to a very large extent
2 with the SEC definitions as they were known at
3 that time.
4
Q. You said a few were restated. Do
5 you recall the fields where the reserves that were
6 booked as a consequence of the guideline changes
7 were then restated as part of the
8 recategorization?
9
A. Not individually, no. No. I don't
10 have those.
11
Q. Do you remember the operating units
12 for which those fields were restated?
13
A. Yes. We all know those. SPDC was
14 a big one, Oman, and various others.
15
MR. TUTTLE: His question was those
16 fields that he said where the reserves that were
17 booked as a consequence of the guideline changes
18 were then restated. Do you know if, and then he
19 picked up on those fields.
20
MR. HABER: I want to make sure
21 that.
22
MR. TUTTLE: I want to make sure
0056
1 that your response is to the question and not if
2 you know if field reserves in general were
3 restated.
4
THE WITNESS: The short answer is
5 no. When the restatement was made, it was made on
6 the basis of studies largely done in the operating
7 units themselves.
8
And I didn't overlook the
9 individual studies that were carried out, and I
10 certainly didn't look at details of fields.
11
I am thinking now of a company like
12 SPDC where of course a large volume of restatement
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13 was made.
14
What I understand is that a lot of
15 these changes related to -- in fact, I know that a
16 lot of these changes related to new fields or
17 possibly new areas in existing fields where
18 development was not imminent.
19
Q. Just taking the timing a little bit
20 forward, my original questions with regard to any
21 analysis or comparison was restricted to when you
22 first became Group Reserves Auditor.
0057
1
A. Mm-Hmm.
2
Q. Now, I want to know once you were
3 firmly in that position from the middle of 1999
4 until the conclusion, do you recall having any
5 discussions with anyone at EP concerning the
6 guideline changes and their compliance with Rule
7 4-10?
8
A. Not these particular guideline
9 changes, no. No.
10
Q. The same question with regard to
11 the external auditors.
12
Do you recall having any
13 discussions with them?
14
A. Not specifically, no.
15
Q. Did the issue come up -- withdrawn.
16
Were you involved in a project
17 called "Project Rockford?"
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. What was Project Rockford?
20
A. Project Rockford was set up in the
21 end of 2003 when it became clear that we were
22 heading towards a -- what was amounting to a
0058
1 crisis situation regarding our reserves reporting.
2
It was set up, I believe, at the
3 end of September, maybe early October in 2003
4 after we saw first evidence, first real evidence
5 emanating from Nigeria that large amounts of
6 reserves were likely to be in need of restatement.
7
Q. Did you have any involvement in
8 Project Rockford?
9
A. Yes, I was. The name Project
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10 Rockford or the project was set up to ensure
11 confidentiality, because this was sensitive
12 information obviously, and people only needed to
13 take part on a need-to-know basis.
14
And that therefore the taking part
15 in this project meant that you had to sign a
16 specific confidentiality agreement, more specific
17 and certainly more binding than the general one
18 that any Shell staff would sign, including myself
19 as a consultant.
20
So the reason why this was put
21 together, the way I perceived it, as a means of
22 controlling confidentiality of information.
0059
1
Q. My question was: Did you have any
2 involvement in the project?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. And what was your involvement?
5
A. My involvement was that as Group
6 Reserves Auditor who of course had a shall we say
7 a very direct participation in any reserves
8 reporting or in any restatement of reserve.
9
Q. During your involvement in Project
10 Rockford, did the guideline changes in 1998 come
11 up as a topic of discussion?
12
A. They must have been. I don't
13 specifically recall any discussions. If there had
14 been, then my answer would have been pretty much
15 on the lines of what I just told you, that the
16 short answer to your question would have been no.
17
MR. TUTTLE: Jeff, we have been
18 going a little over an hour. Do you want to take
19 a couple of minutes?
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. I just want to be clear in the
22 record with regard to the record. Is your answer
0060
1 no, you have no recollection of the guideline
2 changes being discussed during Rockford? Or no,
3 they were not discussed?
4
A. When I said "no" just now, my final
5 no, what I meant is that if anybody had asked me a
6 question: Do you see the 1998 reserves changes as
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7 having any impact on these restatements? My
8 answer to that question would have been no.
9
MR. HABER: All right. Why don't
10 we go off.
11
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
12 record at 12:00 noon.
13
(Recess taken)
14
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Returning to the
15 record at 12:14 from 12:00 noon.
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. Mr. Barendregt, a few moments ago,
18 you had testified that you met with the external
19 auditors three to four times a year?
20
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
21 Mischaracterization.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0061
1
Q. Let me go back and make it clear.
2 Was it KPMG?
3
A. KPMG, yes.
4
Q. Did you meet with
5 PriceWaterhouseCoopers during that same three to
6 four times a year?
7
A. No.
8
Q. What were the reasons for meeting
9 with KPMG three to four times a year?
10
A. It was mostly at their request.
11 They usually took the initiative of asking for a
12 meeting. And just -- let me rephrase that.
13
The main reason, as I saw it, you'd
14 really have to ask KPMG of course to get the
15 correct answer to that question, but the main
16 reason as I saw it was for them to be able to ask
17 me for any clarification of any audit reports, of
18 any company audit reports that I sent them
19 throughout the year as these audits occurred.
20
So typically, I would take anything
21 between six and ten audits a year, and they
22 appeared, as I wrote them, as they were published,
0062
1 and copies were directly sent to KPMG and
2 PriceWaterhouseCoopers, and KPMG felt that it
3 would be useful for them to ask for any
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4 clarifications from these reports, if they had any
5 questions.
6
And in addition, they wanted to
7 touch base with myself, Remco Aalbers, and his
8 successors, to talk about any new developments,
9 any major reserves changes that might be coming
10 about, that sort of thing.
11
Q. Were these meetings scheduled?
12
A. In a sense that they were noted in
13 our diaries, yes.
14
Q. I guess what I am asking: Were
15 they scheduled for certain days throughout the
16 year? For instance, one during the ARPR, one say
17 during the summer, one in the fall?
18
A. No, not in that sense. Only that
19 in the end of the year, during the January period,
20 would be and particularly the final one on that
21 which was end January or early February, that was
22 really the only one that was scheduled in advance.
0063
1
Q. So the other three or so, those
2 would be more impromptu during the year?
3
A. Yes. We would get an E-mail and we
4 would fix the date, sort of a weekend, something
5 like that.
6
Q. Is it your recollection that they
7 initiated, KPMG that is, initiated these meetings?
8
A. By and large, yes. They took the
9 first initiative in getting a date together. It
10 wasn't because we didn't want them. It just so
11 happened that they initiated at a time that it
12 suited them.
13
Q. Now, what other type of
14 communications did you have with KPMG?
15
A. Other than the two types of
16 meetings that I mentioned to you, none.
17
Q. Do you recall having any E-mail
18 communications with KPMG during the year?
19
A. Oh, I am sure I must have. Again,
20 from what I remember and I don't remember specific
21 instances, clarifications of questions.
22
Q. What type of questions would you
0064
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1 see clarification from KPMG?
2
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
3 Mischaracterization of the testimony.
4
MR. BEST: Same objection.
5
THE WITNESS: It's difficult to
6 say. I can't remember any specific questions that
7 they had asked. And that indicates that none of
8 these questions led to any major discussions
9 about the results of my report.
10
Q. Did you ever initiate any
11 communication with KPMG during the years?
12
A. I probably did, but I can't
13 remember any specific instance.
14
Q. Do you have any recollection as to
15 the reasons why you initiated communications with
16 KPMG?
17
A. Like I said, no.
18
Q. I'd like to go back to your CV. I
19 believe -- I think we were -- the last position
20 that we were talking about was your position as a
21 Reservoir Engineer in Malaysia which I believe you
22 said concluded in late 1981.
0065
1
A. Yes.
2
Q. Where did you go after Malaysia?
3
A. I went to central office, Shell
4 central office in The Hague.
5
Q. And what did you do there?
6
A. I was -- by that time, I was senior
7 Reservoir Engineer attached to the senior area
8 Reservoir Engineer in The Hague overlooking the
9 operations in the Middle East.
10
Q. What were your responsibilities in
11 this position?
12
A. Specific responsibilities were
13 coordinate and minute regular meetings, quarterly
14 meetings that we used to have with staff from
15 petroleum development Oman, where at that time a
16 sizeable program of various studies in relation to
17 improved oil recovery were being done by at that
18 time the Shell laboratory in Rijswijk that needed
19 regular liaison.
20
And one of the ways that liaison
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21 was being maintained was through central office,
22 but more specifically through these quarterly
0066
1 meeting as that we had with them. Another
2 important player in that meeting was the Oman
3 government.
4
Now, these meetings needed to be
5 set up, minutes needed to be written, and that was
6 my responsibility.
7
I wasn't chairing the meeting
8 obviously. There was a senior Reservoir Engineer
9 in The Hague that was doing that.
10
Q. Why was the Omani government
11 important?
12
A. Because the Oman government are a
13 major shareholder -- not shareholder, but a major
14 stakeholder in the Oman fields. And yeah, they
15 have an interest, and they are paying -- they were
16 paying a large amount of the costs of the research
17 program and they felt that they needed to be made
18 more aware of precisely what the program was about
19 and what the results were.
20
Q. Now, during your tenure as Group
21 Reserves Auditor, do you recall if there were oil
22 recovery efforts being conducted in Oman?
0067
1
A. I am not quite sure what you mean
2 by "oil recovery efforts." If you mean efforts at
3 recovering oil, then that's essentially what
4 petroleum development Oman was doing all the time.
5 So...
6
Q. That's a fair point. I was
7 referring to the studies similar to the ones that
8 you just testified about that you said were being
9 conducted out of Rijswijk?
10
A. There were always some studies,
11 some of them small, some of them slightly bigger,
12 but one specific one that stood out was a study
13 that was initiated I believe late 2002, early
14 2003.
15
Q. Who was principally responsible for
16 that study?
17
A. The Shell laboratory in Rijswijk.
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18 The leader of that team was Stein Christiansen.
19
Q. And what was the purpose of that
20 study?
21
A. As I remember it, it was instigated
22 at perhaps not the request, but certainly after
0068
1 some concern had been expressed by the Oman
2 government, about the recent, sudden decline in
3 production in the Oman fields.
4
And I must say that the unexpected
5 and sudden decline that had occurred I believe in
6 the course of 2001, 2002.
7
Q. Do you know who was paying the
8 costs for this study?
9
A. No is the short answer. I can
10 guess, but I do not know.
11
Q. Do you have an understanding?
12
A. Well, like I said earlier on, the
13 Oman government was to pay a significant amount of
14 all costs relating to studies and the like.
15
So extrapolating from that, it
16 would be reasonable to expect the Oman government
17 to pay for the study as well.
18
However, it may well be seeing the
19 sensitivities of the case vis-a-vis the Oman
20 government for whom also this sudden decline was
21 also a disappointment, it may well have been that
22 Shell may have offered to carry out a study at
0069
1 their cost, but I don't know. I have no
2 indications, nor have I ever asked questions in
3 that direction.
4
Q. Now, going back to your position at
5 The Hague, how long were you there?
6
MR. TUTTLE: Why don't you start in
7 1981.
8
MR. HABER: That's right. I was
9 just going to make that clear. Thank you.
10
THE WITNESS: That was until May
11 1985 when I was transferred to become head
12 Reservoir Engineer with Maersk Oil and Gas in
13 Denmark.
14
Q. And what was your position in
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15 Denmark?
16
A. Like I said, it was the senior -17 the senior, the lead Reservoir Engineer, so the
18 most senior Reservoir Engineer in that
19 organization with a staff of -- on the order of I
20 believe it was 10 to 12 people, reservoir
21 engineers and assistants.
22
And we were in charge of the Danish
0070
1 chalk, offshore oil fields, mostly oil fields, one
2 gas field, in which Shell had a 40 percent
3 interest, as I remember it.
4
Q. Did you -- I am sorry. Go ahead?
5
A. Maersk Oil and Gas were the
6 operator, and they had an agreement with the other
7 major industry shareholders, one of them was Shell
8 and the other one was Chevron and Texaco, the
9 other two at the time, and each of these three
10 major oil companies had secondees working in the
11 Maersk oil and gas operation.
12
Q. Did you have any responsibility for
13 reserve reporting in this position?
14
A. No. Well, sorry. I am jumping
15 ahead. By your asking the question, I assumed
16 external reserves reporting, and there the answer
17 is no. But certainly we were responsible for
18 reporting reserves for the center.
19
Q. As part of the ARPR?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Now, how long did you remain in
22 this position?
0071
1
A. Until end December 1987.
2
Q. Where did you go next?
3
A. I went to Brunei to be the head of
4 the department at reservoir engineering.
5
Q. What were your responsibilities as
6 head of reservoir engineering?
7
A. Responsibilities was to carry out
8 studies in the Brunei fields and reservoirs, to
9 produce forecasts, and to contribute or to develop
10 development plans -- to produce development plans
11 specifically about proposals for the Brunei
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12 offshore fields.
13
Q. How long were you in this position?
14
A. I was in that position for four
15 and-a-half years, so that would lead me to '92,
16 somewhere the second half of '92.
17
Q. Now, during your time in Brunei, do
18 you recall there being any concerns about -19 expressed about legacy reserves?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. And what do you recall?
22
A. In fact, it was a very big item in
0072
1 our relations with the Brunei government.
2
Before my arrival in the end of
3 1996 -4
MR. TUTTLE: '96 or '86?
5
THE WITNESS: '86, beg your pardon.
6 In 1986, there had been a major change introduced
7 in Brunei Shell's expectation and also proven
8 reserves.
9
The reason why this was introduced
10 is because it came about that there were an
11 increasingly large number of reservoirs, and
12 particularly -- but even fields in some cases,
13 where we had negative reserves, and in particular
14 negative Proved Reserves.
15
Now, that may sound strange to
16 somebody who is not closely involved in the
17 business. But what it means is that the way the
18 reserves were and still are calculated is that you
19 have an estimate of what they call an ultimate
20 recovery, and that can be both on an expectation
21 basis or on a proven basis.
22
You have an estimation of the
0073
1 ultimate recovery in the fields, and from that you
2 deduct the cumulative production that has been
3 taken away out of that particular part of the
4 field.
5
And it was found that if the books
6 weren't maintained -- weren't maintained or were
7 kept in line with continuing production, that in
8 quite a large number of reservoirs, cumulative
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9 production in fact will overtake even the
10 expectation reserves estimates, and that of course
11 is wrong.
12
It's clear that you have produced
13 more on those fields than what you carry on the
14 books, which is clear an indication that the books
15 are wrong.
16
Now, the handicap that we had in
17 those days is that there were about 3,000
18 reservoirs, some of them small but some of them
19 big, but particularly the large amount of small
20 reservoirs were very difficult to study for a
21 number of reasons. And I will have to make it
22 technical now, for a number of reasons.
0074
1
These reservoirs you would have to
2 think of as stratified. Oil reservoirs tend to be
3 in stratified, essentially sealed from each other.
4 These reservoirs are then caught through in a
5 phenomenon called fault, which is a major shift in
6 the earth structure and therefore they are also
7 laterally, not only vertically, but laterally they
8 are also sealed from other reservoirs.
9
In some cases they are sealed, in
10 other cases they are not sealed. You don't know.
11 In fact you don't know until you actually start
12 putting wells on either side of the fault. And
13 you are lucky if you see the fault in seismic, and
14 there is either pressure communication or there
15 isn't. That's fine if you have five reservoirs;
16 but if you have 3,000, it's a major task, believe
17 me.
18
Particularly because in those days,
19 the tools that we had in simulating and trying to
20 understand the reservoir performance were fairly
21 crude still. They were improving but they were
22 still fairly crude, particularly the setting up of
0075
1 what we later called the geological model of the
2 model describing the precise 3D dimensions of the
3 reservoirs, and the possible relation with each
4 other, the possible pressure communication with
5 each other. The tools there were primitive.
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6
And it is only in the last ten
7 years or so, counting back from now, from where we
8 are now, that these tools have improved
9 enormously. So we had a big problem. We had
10 reservoirs that we knew where the wells that had
11 been completed on it, that significant amounts of
12 oil had been produced but we had no way of
13 explaining that.
14
Okay. The easiest would have been
15 perhaps to just set all of these reserves to set a
16 value so that each year you end up with zero
17 proven reserves, remaining reserves in those
18 fields.
19
But that meant that you just
20 updated your books each year with cumulative
21 production without actually showing any foresight
22 about what reserves might ultimately be produced.
0076
1
That was the situation that Brunei
2 Shell was in at the end of 1986.
3
So together with advice from
4 central office, the decision was made to apply a
5 large correction to all of these fields
6 essentially based on an estimate of what would be
7 a realistic recovery factor in each of these
8 reservoirs.
9
What is the recovery factor? It is
10 the quotient between recoverable reserves,
11 ultimate recoverable reserves and the in-place
12 volume in those reservoirs.
13
So what was said is that these are
14 clean reservoirs, light oil, that means that you
15 have a recovery factor -- you can expect a
16 recovery factor, 35, 40, 45 percent.
17
And the recovery factor that was
18 postulated was adapted to the type of reservoir
19 that was seen. Larger reservoirs probably got a
20 higher recovery factor because you have more room
21 to play with additional wells.
22
So on that basis, a reasonably
0077
1 sound estimate was made of those -- of those
2 reserves on a bottom line basis, lastly on a
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3 bottom line basis without looking in detail to
4 each of the individual reservoirs. And what do I
5 mean by "in detail"? I mean actually carrying out
6 a simulation study.
7
That increasing reserve was made
8 without consulting the government.
9
Now, as it happened just before
10 that, the government had imposed on Shell, on
11 Brunei Shell, a production ceiling. They said you
12 shall not produce more than 200,000 barrels a day,
13 200,000 barrels a day.
14
And in the eyes of the government,
15 Shell had introduced this large reserve change in
16 reaction to this -- to this imposition of a
17 production ceiling. And they were not happy with
18 it, and that is putting it mildly.
19
So that was the start of a very
20 lengthy and at times acrimonious debate between
21 Brunei Shell and the government. And it was right
22 at the start of that period that I entered on the
0078
1 scene.
2
So here I was needing to field the
3 questions and accusations from the government, not
4 personally, not myself, by myself alone but with
5 my staff, obviously.
6
I think I am happy to say that we
7 managed to -- to provide some structure in the
8 discussions that we had with the government. We
9 set up a -- or I set up with the government a
10 schedule of which fields we will go through,
11 detail by detail, and to describe to them why the
12 new estimate was at least a reasonable estimate
13 given the amount of information that we had
14 available.
15
And that series of discussions
16 continued throughout the years that I was there,
17 and it hadn't even finished when I left in 1992.
18
What had become clear by that time
19 is that of those reserves -- which by that time we
20 started to call legacy reserves, because they were
21 a legacy from a previous period -- about
22 two-thirds were justified or had in fact already
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0079
1 been in those years, because production of course
2 continued, had in fact been taken or overtaken by
3 production.
4
About two-thirds of those
5 originally booked volumes were reasonable, and
6 about one-third had to be debooked, and they were
7 debooked after we had done the proper studies.
8
Q. Do you recall when the reserves
9 were debooked?
10
A. As when the studies of when those
11 particular reservoirs had occurred. So you could
12 see a gradual reduction in ultimate recovery for
13 these reservoirs over the years starting in
14 1987/88, over the years. And it continued, but at
15 a slower pace, because obviously what we addressed
16 first were the larger fields and the larger
17 reservoirs, so the corrections were larger
18 initially, and they were gradually getting smaller
19 in the later years after I had left.
20
Q. Do you recall how much volume that
21 one-third reserves that you just spoke about
22 represented?
0080
1
A. Not off-hand. The only figure that
2 sticks in my mind was a figure of 600 million
3 barrels reserves being added to expectation
4 reserves. Now, how much is translated to proven
5 reserves, I don't remember.
6
I can expect that it would be
7 something on the order of 400 million barrels or
8 something. So that was the total figure that we
9 started with.
10
Q. When this calculation that you just
11 talked about was performed, 600 million barrels
12 were added to expectation?
13
A. To proven.
14
Q. To proven?
15
MR. TUTTLE: Wait, you said 600
16 million were added to expectation or proven.
17
THE WITNESS: 600 million barrels
18 were added to expectation, as I remember it. And
19 I can't remember the exact figure, but I would
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20 guess 400 million barrels proven.
21 BY MR. HABER:
22
Q. And the two-thirds that you
0081
1 testified were justified, that would be two-thirds
2 of the 600 million?
3
A. Expectation.
4
Q. And then of course the balance
5 being the one that were the legacy that needed to
6 be addressed over time?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. I think that since we are on
9 Brunei, when you became Group Reserves Auditor,
10 did you have an opportunity to audit the Brunei
11 operating unit for Shell?
12
A. Yes, I did.
13
Q. Do you recall when you conducted
14 the audit?
15
A. As I remember, it was in 2002.
16
Q. Do you recall what you had found?
17
A. I had found that considerable
18 progress had been made. This was of course ten
19 years after I had left from my previous assignment
20 there in Brunei.
21
Considerable progress had been
22 made, in particular the issue of the legacy
0082
1 reserves, and particularly caused by the use of a
2 new tool that took care of much more realistic
3 geological modelling, and that as a result, most
4 of these legacy reserves had been either matured
5 in actual supported reserves or have been taken
6 off the books. There was only a very small
7 fraction of that left.
8
Q. When you say a small fraction, do
9 you recall the volume?
10
A. Not off-hand. Ten, 20,000,000
11 barrels, something like that, I honestly can't
12 remember the precise figure.
13
Q. Do you recall when you conducted
14 the audit?
15
A. It was combined with a similar
16 audit in Sarawak across the border, and I believe
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17 it was late April or early May that I was there.
18
Q. Do you recall how long the audit
19 took?
20
A. A week.
21
Q. When you conducted the audit, did
22 you have anyone assisting you?
0083
1
A. No. I never did on any of these
2 audits anyway.
3
Q. So throughout your entire tenure as
4 Group Reserves Auditor, you never had assistance
5 in conducting the audits?
6
A. Correct.
7
Q. Did you ever ask for help?
8
A. No. No.
9
Q. Did you ever consider it
10 appropriate to have additional people to assist
11 you in performing the audits?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13
THE WITNESS: Not until -14 BY MR. HABER:
15
Q. You can answer.
16
A. Not until the very end of my tenure
17 in late 2003 when it -- well, when the imminent
18 reserves changes, reserves recategorizations
19 became clear.
20
Q. And what was it about these reserve
21 changes that caused you to re-think seeking
22 assistance?
0084
1
A. Well, we are jumping ahead, you
2 know, and I am sure that we are going to cover a
3 lot of ground between those two events with my
4 earlier stay in Brunei and later.
5
But in essence, what has happened
6 during the last two, three years of my tenure as
7 Group Reserves Auditor was that the SEC had come
8 up with additional guidance, which in turn led us
9 to a gradual tightening of reserves and to
10 additional introduction of criteria which hitherto
11 hadn't been included in the reserves guidelines
12 and therefore hitherto hadn't been included in my
13 estimates -- in my audits.
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14
That meant that my audits initially
15 -- while my audits initially were, to a large
16 extent, process audits in the sense that I would
17 sit together with selected groups of staff, and I
18 would make the selection.
19
We would sit together with groups
20 of staff and we would talk about specific fields,
21 particularly starting with larger fields. And in
22 a session of an hour or so, they would tell me -0085
1 they would explain to me what the -- they say the
2 dimensions of the field were, what the problems
3 were, and what the current production performance
4 of this field is.
5
With my experience and with the
6 trust that I know I had and the trust that I
7 placed also with the staff, that allowed me a
8 pretty good idea about the way in which the
9 reserves were calculated in that field.
10
And therefore, the soundness of the
11 basis of those fields. Typically in my audits I
12 would cover in this way anything between half,
13 maybe three-quarters of the total reserves
14 portfolio of that company.
15
So that's how I used to work. You
16 take a few examples, representative examples and I
17 would select them carefully beforehand, and on
18 that basis, you would form an opinion about the
19 soundness of the reserves basis.
20
Back to 2003. With the gradual
21 tightening of the group reserves, it became clear
22 that there were a lot more aspects that we needed
0086
1 to take into account for each of the smaller
2 units, smaller fields, and that therefore are more
3 comprehensive review of the company's portfolio
4 was going to be required.
5
And that therefore, my efforts
6 would have been taken over by at least two, if not
7 more people. And that's what I made in the
8 recommendation in my final report at the end of
9 2003.
10
And of course, since then, my
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11 auditorship has been taken over by in fact not
12 just a couple of people, but by teams consisting
13 of up to six, seven people.
14
Q. Prior to 2003 -- withdrawn.
15
So it's your understanding that
16 your recommendation was accepted by senior
17 management?
18
A. Which recommendation?
19
MR. BEST: Which recommendation?
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. The recommendation to have
22 additional staff perform audits?
0087
1
A. Yeah. In fact, they had already
2 made up their minds that a much larger effort was
3 going to be required. At that time in particular,
4 it was felt that a detailed field by field review
5 of the entire group portfolio was going to be
6 required as part of the recategorization of
7 reserves. And that is what happened.
8
Q. Prior to 2003 when you made the
9 recommendation for more staff, had you inquired of
10 any of Shell's competitors of how they staffed
11 their audit -- their internal audit program?
12
A. Not inquired, no.
13
Q. Were you aware of, let's say, how
14 Exxon was staffing their internal audit group?
15
A. By word of mouth, by hearsay, yes.
16
Q. And what had you heard?
17
A. That Exxon had a team of 10, 12
18 people that were overseeing the process of
19 reserves reporting in Exxon.
20
Q. And when had you heard this?
21
A. I cannot remember. It must have
22 been 2001, something like that, 2002, I don't
0088
1 know.
2
Q. But it was between the time you
3 started in your position in 2003?
4
A. It was certainly after my starting
5 in the position, yes.
6
Q. Had you heard anything with regard
7 to staffing of an internal audit team at other of
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8 Shell's competitors, such as Chevron, Texaco
9 Chevron?
10
A. No. No.
11
Q. Was Exxon the only one that you had
12 heard about?
13
A. The only one that I can remember
14 right now, yes.
15
Q. Was -- to your knowledge, was Exxon
16 the company that people within Shell looked to
17 with regard to how things were being done in the
18 industry?
19
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
20 Calls for speculation.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. As I explained earlier on, Shell
0089
1 had their own way of reporting Proved Reserves
2 right from the start when the SEC came about with
3 the request of proof of that.
4
And that led to -- and that with
5 the agreement that or the understanding at the
6 very least that was reached with the SEC, led to
7 Shell staff throughout the organization being
8 aware that yes, there was this need to report
9 reserves to the SEC.
10
But Shell had their own method, and
11 they relied on the center in The Hague coming
12 forward with detailed instructions on how to
13 prepare Proved Reserves.
14
So in other words, Shell staff,
15 throughout the organization in the operating
16 companies, were not directly concerned with things
17 like the SEC definitions. They were aware of
18 them, they aware at the end of the guidelines that
19 were issued, but they saw the reporting of
20 external Proved Reserves as the responsibility of
21 The Hague. They prepared the estimates, but
22 that's as far as it went.
0090
1
Now, as far as comparing ourselves
2 with Exxon, we didn't see any reason for it, any
3 comparison of numbers that may have been heard,
4 and the 10, 12 people that I mentioned to you, it
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5 wasn't clear at all whether those were in fact
6 ten, 12 senior engineers or two senior engineers
7 and a lot of clerical staff.
8
I mean, and anyway the subject
9 didn't interest us, because we saw and we were
10 aware that Shell had their own method, which by
11 all accounts was in conformance with the original
12 SEC definition and that therefore any comparison
13 with staffing levels would be irrelevant.
14
On top of that, it wasn't just me
15 going around from the center checking reserves.
16 There was a whole system in place of what, by that
17 time in the -- say in the early 2000s, what was
18 called Value Assurance Reviews.
19
Now, those would typically consist
20 of a number of senior experienced individuals in
21 the organization. It would go around two
22 operating companies and review projects, status of
0091
1 projects, status of uncertainties, status of
2 development, and they would also look at project
3 reserves.
4
In other words, there was also a
5 very tight level of control through that system of
6 Value Assurance Reviews.
7
And that was another reason why it
8 was felt that there was no point in comparing
9 Exxon's organization against ours. It was felt
10 throughout the organization that the controls that
11 we had in place, both through myself and through
12 the VAR reviews, were adequate.
13
Q. We will talk about the VAR reviews
14 sometime later.
15
In your answer, you had mentioned a
16 couple of things: One, you mentioned conducting
17 process audits. Were there any other type of
18 audits that you conducted?
19
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
20 Characterization of the testimony.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. There was only one audit that I can
0092
1 remember that was specifically called a process
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2 audit, and that was the one carried out for
3 Nigeria, for SPDC Nigeria in 2003. All the others
4 were regular audits.
5
I use the word process audit, just
6 now in describing them, in the sense that -- and
7 what I meant by that is that I didn't actually go
8 and check with the team.
9
With the field teams that I would
10 gather around the table, I didn't actually go and
11 check, okay, which wells did you drill, what sort
12 of porosities did you see there, and how did you
13 translate those porosities into your assumptions
14 for your reservoir simulation models.
15
That is the sort of detail that I
16 would expect the supervisor of those engineers
17 would do. Mine would be at a higher level, saying
18 okay, how many wells have you got, show me a
19 typical cross-section of the reservoir simulation,
20 how you applied it, how did you calculate the
21 average porosities from your averages in the
22 wells. Do you take any -- say any preference to
0093
1 any particular well, that sort of thing.
2
So my review would be on a higher
3 level than the detailed review that I would expect
4 the supervisor to carry out.
5
Q. Now -6
A. And that's what I mean by process.
7 I looked at the process in which they came up with
8 the reserves estimates. And from that space, if I
9 like the process, then I had no reason to doubt
10 the validity of the reserves estimate that came
11 out of that work.
12
Q. And the staff and engineers that
13 you just mentioned, these are staff and engineers
14 who are working in the operating unit?
15
A. Correct, yes.
16
Q. And earlier, you had said that -17 you had said, "with my experience and with the
18 trust that I know I had and the trust that I
19 placed also with the staff," in conducting your
20 audits. Did you ever come to, after the fact,
21 question whether that trust was properly placed?
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22
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
0094
1 Calls for speculation.
2
MR. HABER: It calls for his
3 determinations after the fact.
4
THE WITNESS:
5
A. The short answer is no, certainly
6 not for the Shell operated companies, for the
7 Shell-staffed companies. There were one or two
8 question marks that I had for non-Shell staffed
9 companies. BEB stands particularly to mind, where
10 later on I found that not all of my questions had
11 been answered.
12
I forget what particular instances,
13 so if you ask me for examples, I can't give them
14 to you. But other than that, those were
15 definitely exceptions within the Shell companies.
16
No. I have never had reason to
17 doubt say the straightforwardness of the staff and
18 the openness of the staff that they displayed in
19 front of me.
20
Q. Did you ever have questions about
21 the experience of the staff?
22
A. Not really, no. No. Don't forget
0095
1 that I knew many of these companies either because
2 I had been working there myself, or because I had
3 been visiting them there during a previous
4 assignment in the early '90s when I was senior
5 consultant in the organization in The Hague.
6
MR. HABER: Okay. I think we are
7 running out of tape and this is probably a good
8 time to break for lunch.
9
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
10 record at 12:59. This is the end of tape number
11 1.
12
(Lunch recess taken)
13
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is the
14 beginning of tape number 2 returning to the record
15 at 1:40 from 12:59. Go ahead.
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Barendregt.
18
A. Good afternoon.
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19
Q. Before we broke, we were talking
20 about audits generally and reliance on operating
21 staff and engineers.
22
I just want to ask you one
0096
1 follow-up question on that topic. During the
2 audits that you conducted, did you ever find that
3 the rotation of positions within the operating
4 units caused you some concern about the
5 reliability of the information that you were
6 receiving?
7
A. Not as a structural complaint. I
8 mean, sometimes you might be aware of some
9 engineer around the table being fairly new on the
10 subject and therefore he or she would be a bit
11 more quiet than the others.
12
But the thing is that with these
13 teams, with these field teams, it would be very,
14 very rare indeed if all of them were new and
15 hardly knew what they were talking about, so to
16 speak.
17
So between them, you would always
18 have a number of people that would actually
19 remember things as they had been done the year
20 before or something like that.
21
Even then, people that were new
22 were, I always found, were certainly sufficiently
0097
1 knowledgeable about their subject to be able to
2 contribute to the conversation if it came their
3 way.
4
Q. Now, going back to the Brunei audit
5 that you had conducted, I am going to ask you a
6 couple of questions about the audit report that
7 you had prepared. Actually, first on, I am going
8 to ask you about a draft report.
9
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 2 was
10 marked for identification)
11
We are marking as Barendregt
12 Exhibit 2 a draft note which is dated May 5, 2002.
13 It's a report, and the title of the report is "SEC
14 Proved Reserves Audit, Brunei Shell Petroleum SDN
15 BHD 29 April-3 May, 2002".
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16
The Bates number is RJW01001167
17 through RJW01001170.
18
Mr. Barendregt, have you seen this
19 document before today?
20
A. Obviously, yes. It looks like the
21 draft report that I left with or shortly after my
22 departure and sent over to Brunei Shell.
0098
1
Q. Now, do you recall -- in that
2 answer, do you have any recollection if you
3 prepared this draft while you were in Brunei Shell
4 or immediately thereafter?
5
A. Before I answer that question, I
6 think it's useful if I explain my procedures when
7 carrying out with audits like these.
8
Q. Sure.
9
A. I liked to strive before leaving,
10 on the last day of my audit, a complete draft of
11 the report that I was going to issue on the
12 auditing question. That didn't always happen.
13 For obvious reasons I was very busy right until
14 the very last day.
15
But usually, we then a few days
16 after the end of the audit, I managed to get out a
17 draft report to the company in question for their
18 comments.
19
With that report, I always left
20 instructions to the extent that I said, "Look,
21 this is my draft report. I want you to go through
22 it and check it on facts -- on matters of factual
0099
1 detail; in other words, "Did I get any of the
2 facts wrong? Then please let me know".
3
"Secondly, you can give me your
4 opinion about opinions that I have expressed and I
5 will certainly read them. But what I will
6 ultimately do is issue a report that expresses my
7 opinion and my opinion alone."
8
So these reports would typically
9 receive small corrections here and there, mostly
10 of facts that I had got wrong. And ones that had
11 been done and they would be typically between two
12 and three weeks after the end of my audit,
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13 depending whether I was available in fact, because
14 I might have another audit immediately afterwards.
15
And then I would issue it as a
16 final note.
17
Q. Do you recall any instances where
18 an operating unit did challenge an opinion that
19 you had formed?
20
A. Not any specific instances. But I
21 am sure on once or two occasions that it happened,
22 yes.
0100
1
Q. On those occasions where it
2 happened, do you recall if you changed your
3 opinion, in light of what was being communicated
4 to you?
5
A. I am just really trying to think of
6 any particular examples here, which I can't.
7
Sometimes I might slightly change
8 the wording on the facts leading to my conclusion,
9 but I do not recollect any instances whereby I
10 basically reviewed my opinion.
11
The only example that might be an
12 exemption that I can think of, and I am thinking
13 of while I am going through it, that an audit in
14 Norway, where due to a very poor contribution by
15 one of the contributors and the absence of his
16 supervisor at the time, I ended up, without my
17 knowledge, with a totally wrong set of facts,
18 data, on which I based an opinion which later on
19 was found to be unfounded.
20
The absence of the supervisor in
21 question was sorely missed, and in the end on that
22 particular audit, I had to come back at some later
0101
1 stage and redo the audit or parts of that audit
2 again, this time with the supervisor present.
3
But that's an exception. That's
4 the one exception that I can think of. But by and
5 large in general, no, I would rarely find cause
6 for changing my opinion.
7
Q. With regard to Shell Norway, do you
8 recall when this event occurred?
9
A. 2000. The year 2000.
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10
Q. Now, if you could look at Exhibit 2
11 for a minute.
12
(Witness complying)
13
I am sorry. I just want to check
14 one thing here.
15
(Pause)
16
Looking at Exhibit 2, I just want
17 to go back to my question that resulted in the
18 last exchange. I had asked you if you prepared
19 this draft while you were in Brunei Shell or
20 immediately thereafter, and you answered it by
21 giving me what your general practice was.
22
And I just want to know now, having
0102
1 said that, what's your recollection with regard to
2 when you prepared Exhibit 2?
3
A. Well, I look at the date, which is
4 a couple of days after the final day of my audit.
5 I know that that particular -- those particular
6 dates were a Monday through Friday. So this note
7 was prepared on a Sunday.
8
I suppose that the major part of
9 the text was prepared after my departure from
10 Brunei.
11
Q. Now, if you look at the fourth
12 paragraph, the one that begins "the audit found"?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. There is a change that says,
15 "although the volume of 'legacy' reserves have
16 decreased substantially in the past few years, the
17 continued presence of 'legacy reserves' remains an
18 area of concern."
19
Is this a change that you made or
20 is this a change that you made in response to
21 information -22
A. A change from what? I can only -0103
1
Q. I am sorry. I just have to finish
2 the question.
3
A. Sorry. Sorry.
4
Q. Is this a change that you made or
5 is it a change that you made in response to
6 information learned during the audit?
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7
MR. BEST: Objection to form.
8
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
9
THE WITNESS:
10
A. When you say change, I do not
11 understand what you mean, a change -- I see only
12 one text and I do not remember what has changed.
13 This must be the preliminary report, and there
14 must be a final version obviously that you have
15 compared it against.
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. Well, I am just looking at the part
18 that's underscored, and there appears to be an
19 addition.
20
This text appears to have been
21 added from an earlier draft?
22
A. An earlier draft?
0104
1
Q. Let me ask you so I can head off an
2 objection.
3
Do you recall preparing a draft
4 prior to May 5 -5
A. No.
6
Q. -- 2002?
7
A. No, I don't. That doesn't mean
8 that I didn't do it, but I don't recall it.
9
Q. Now, looking at the text that we
10 just focused on, do you recall which fields were
11 -- that you were referring to in this text?
12
A. They would have been in the major
13 fields Southwest Ampa, A-M-P-A, and Champion.
14
Q. Now, if you look at the paragraph
15 above it, it says "the last previous SEC proved
16 reserves audit for BSP was carried out in 1998."
17
Do you know if that was carried out
18 prior to the changes in the guidelines that we
19 talked about earlier today?
20
A. Probably. Probably. The
21 guidelines were at the -- issued towards the end
22 of 1998. I would imagine that these were being
0105
1 ahead of that, but I don't know.
2
Q. And the audit was carried out by
3 your predecessor?
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4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Who was your predecessor?
6
A. Ad de la Mar. A-D D-E L-A M-A-R.
7
Q. Now, if you look at the third
8 sentence in this paragraph, and it I believe
9 refers to the current audit. It says, "It
10 included a verification of the technical and
11 commercial maturity of the reported reserves, a
12 verification that margins of uncertainty were
13 appropriate, that Group share and net sales
14 volumes had been calculated correctly, and that
15 reported reserves changes were classified
16 correctly. It also included a verification that
17 the annual production (sales) submission through
18 the Finance system was consistent with the reserve
19 submission."
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. How did you verify these items that
22 you had written in this Exhibit?
0106
1
A. Before I answer that, I think it's
2 useful to bear in mind that this is a pretty much
3 a standard sentence that I included in all of my
4 -- all of the summaries of my sentence.
5
Now, when it comes to -6
MR. TUTTLE: So you want for each
7 of the items that you read? So -8
MR. HABER: Well, if there is
9 something that he can talk about in a summary; if
10 not, then in each, yes.
11
THE WITNESS:
12
A. Essentially, as you will have seen
13 in my report, the method that I used in checking
14 each of these items, is by means of a spreadsheet
15 that I included in my -- in full in my report
16 which gives the various criteria that were
17 dependent -- that were important for assessing the
18 quality of the reserves estimates in that
19 particular company.
20
And that would allow me then to add
21 in comments to each of these criteria where they
22 had not be good. I also allowed it to score the
0107
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1 company on that particular item.
2
Yeah. If you want to know how I
3 did it, then I can only refer to the -- to the
4 list, to the checklist that I included in each and
5 every report.
6
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 3 was
7 marked for identification)
8 BY MR. HABER:
9
Q. We are marking as Barendregt
10 Exhibit 3 a note dated May 31, 2002. In the
11 subject the title line reads "SEC Proved Reserves
12 Audit, Brunei Shell petroleum, SDN BHD, 29 April 13 3 May 2002." The Bates range is RJW00061605
14 through RJW00061620.
15
(Witness reading document)
16
Mr. Barendregt, have you seen
17 Exhibit 3 before today?
18
A. Yes. It looks like my final report
19 of the Brunei audit.
20
Q.
And if you look at the lower
21 left-hand corner, there is a signature. Is that
22 your signature?
0108
1
A. Yes, it is.
2
Q. Now, if you look at the
3 attachments, a moment ago you mentioned a
4 spreadsheet.
5
And I think you might be referring
6 to one of the attachments in this document?
7
A. Yes. Attachment 3.
8
Q. Now, in terms of verifying, let's
9 say for argument's sake, technical maturity, and
10 in answering the questions that are listed in the
11 left-hand column, did you make your comments which
12 are in the right column based on information that
13 was provided to you by staff, in this case, Brunei
14 staff?
15
A. Yes.
16
Q. Did you do anything independent of
17 what was communicated to you to verify the
18 information that was being communicated to you?
19
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
20 BY MR. HABER:
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21
Q. You can answer.
22
A. I am not sure what you are meaning
0109
1 there. I was independent when I made the new
2 review. I listened to the staff giving the
3 explanation of what the field was like.
4
But as I made clear before, what I
5 did not do was to check and see whether, on a very
6 detailed level, staff had transferred the correct
7 values from wells and well data and what not into
8 the models.
9
Q. And so when you say in the -- we
10 could look at Exhibit 2, that your audit included
11 a verification of all those various pieces of
12 information, that verification then is based upon
13 the information that was provided to you from the
14 operating unit staff.
15
Correct?
16
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
17 Characterization of the testimony.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. You can answer.
20
A. It -- my opinions were based on the
21 information that I was given, together with
22 interpretations and opinions by myself.
0110
1
Q. You can put these aside for the
2 moment.
3
Actually, I am sorry. I apologize.
4 I am sorry. Can you pick up Exhibit 2 again for a
5 moment?
6
A. Okay.
7
Q. If you can turn to page two of
8 attachment 1?
9
MR. BEST: Bates number?
10
MR. HABER: I am sorry. This is
11 1169.
12
(Witness complying)
13
THE WITNESS: Okay.
14 BY MR. HABER:
15
Q. I am looking at the second sentence
16 of number 6. It says, "Any incomplete hydrocarbon
17 column penetrations are thus also addressed
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18 probabilistically, i.e." and then it's underscored
19 "proved areas", and it's also in quotes, "(ref.
20 SEC definitions) are not adhered to rigidly."
21
Do you recall what the issue was
22 that was reflected in what I just read?
0111
1
A. This seems to refer to what we
2 later referred to as the LKH issue, lowest known
3 hydrocarbons.
4
A reservoir is rarely a flat
5 pancake. And particularly in the case of Brunei,
6 you would always found that the reservoir would be
7 tilting, would be running at the slope. That
8 meant that across that reservoir, you could see
9 various what we called fluid levels.
10
Typically in Brunei you would have
11 a gas cap, i.e. the top of the reservoir would be
12 filled with gas. You would get a layer of oil,
13 and then underneath that water.
14
When you first drill a well through
15 that reservoir, you might see early gas if you
16 were really high up in the reservoir. You might
17 see gas and oil if you were halfway. You might
18 see pure oil, you might see oil and water, or you
19 might in fact see nothing but water, depending on
20 where you were, and in some cases it was difficult
21 to determine beforehand where you were.
22
Typically this is the case in
0112
1 exploration and appraisal wells. Appraisal well
2 is a well that you drill in a stage where you are
3 still exploring and trying to define the actual
4 content of the reservoir.
5
One of the instances where the
6 original SEC definition of Proved Reserves is
7 specific is about this issue of fluid levels.
8 They say that if you drill, for instance, gas and
9 oil, then you can only assume for Proved Reserves
10 that the oil that you find as its deepest
11 penetration is where you saw it deepest in the
12 well.
13
That may still mean that there is
14 some oil underneath that all the way down to the
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15 oil water contact as we call it, that is therefore
16 not seen by the drill bit.
17
And that oil, even though you can
18 interpret it perhaps by other means, either from
19 seismic or from pressure measurements or whatever,
20 there are various means of having at least a very
21 good cast of that, that oil could not go into the
22 SEC definition, be included in the Proved Reserves
0113
1 estimate.
2
Q. And the SEC definitions that you
3 reference here, these are now with regard -- with
4 reference to the staff interpretive guidance or -5
A. No. The other ones.
6
Q. SX, regulation SX Rule 4-10?
7
A. Yes. Correct.
8
Q. So it's Rule 4-10?
9
A. Correct.
10
MR. WEED: Counsel, if I might make
11 a quick note just for the clarity of the record,
12 sometimes the Shell engineers from Europe refer to
13 S-E-C as SEC, and that will occasionally come up.
14
I think the court reporter got it
15 right this time. I just want to make it clear
16 that because we usually in the States refer to it
17 as strictly S-E-C. If you hear SEC, that's the
18 same thing.
19
MR. HABER: Okay. Thank you.
20
MR. WEED: Thank you.
21 BY MR. HABER:
22
Q. Now, the next sentence says,
0114
1 "Although accepted Group practice in the past,
2 this is no longer in line with Group guidelines."
3
Had the group guidelines been
4 revised to address this proved area issue or the
5 LKH issue that you mentioned?
6
A. Yes. I remember that in 2001, I
7 had a fairly strong hand in revising the
8 guidelines.
9
And this is one of the areas that I
10 addressed more specifically in the guidelines.
11 That was in the reaction to a similar instance
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12 that they found in an earlier -- in an earlier
13 audit in 1999 with SNEPCO in Nigeria.
14
Q. Now, the next sentence says, "This
15 should be addressed."
16
Did you provide BSP with advice on
17 how to address the issue?
18
A. No. Because it was abundantly
19 clear what they needed to do.
20
The fact that this doesn't feature
21 prominently in, for instance, the summary on the
22 first page, is that the effect of this in the BSP
0115
1 context was small. In most of these cases, the
2 reservoirs have been penetrated by many, many
3 wells because most of these fields are very
4 mature.
5
And that therefore there are very
6 few areas where we have the situation where we
7 haven't actually seen all of what we call the oil
8 column, and therefore very few areas where we
9 haven't actually seen an oil water contact and the
10 gas oil contact.
11
Q. Now, if you look at number 7 on
12 Exhibit 2, which is also on 1169, same page. The
13 recommendation, it says, "The auditor's opinion is
14 that probabilistic addition of reservoirs to field
15 level is not to be recommended."
16
What was the basis for that
17 recommendation?
18
A. Can I read it first? Because the
19 explanation is in the following paragraph
20 obviously as you can see.
21
Q. Please go ahead.
22
(Pause)
0116
1
MR. FERRARA: Excuse me. What
2 paragraph are you on again, Jeffery?
3
MR. HABER: This is paragraph
4 number 7.
5
THE WITNESS:
6
A. There I give three reasons for my
7 opinion, as you well have seen: First, these are
8 mature fields. I already made that point on
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9 several occasions.
10
And in mature fields in 1998, we
11 had the recommendation that rather than do a
12 probabilistic reserves estimate, we would do a
13 deterministic estimate, i.e. based on a specific
14 realization, as we called it, of the reservoir
15 model and determine that against the performance
16 of that reservoir, i.e., at the fluid level -- the
17 fluid production, the gas production, the oil
18 production, and water production; and thereby
19 compose a picture, a historical picture trying to
20 match the performance against the model results.
21
And this is entirely different from
22 the probabilistic reserves estimating that had
0117
1 been used before '98 in mature fields.
2
And what I am saying is just simply
3 repeating that particular -- that particular
4 premise.
5
Then the other two points: They
6 are rather technical. What it says is that if you
7 have various reservoirs in one field, and you add
8 these up probabilistically, then it is very
9 important whether you assume the individual
10 reservoirs and the assessment of the recovery in
11 the individual reservoirs is independent of that
12 of the other reservoirs.
13
Now, if it's independent, that
14 means that the total reserves estimate becomes
15 narrower, i.e. the Proved Reserves, and the high
16 estimate of reserves become closer and therefore
17 closer to the expectation reserves.
18
That is -- yeah. You will have to
19 take it from me, but that's a technical fact.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. That's one of the reasons that I
22 asked if you could sort of put the technical into
0118
1 layman's terms so I can understand it.
2
A. Well, in order to do that, I would
3 have to explain to you, and I am more than happy
4 to explain to you a method what the Monte Carlo
5 analysis is.
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6
You have a situation -- you have a
7 situation where you have a distribution describing
8 the various outcomes of a reserve in a particular
9 reservoir, say.
10
And typically, we tend to describe
11 it by some sort of a bell-shaped curve. I am sure
12 you have seen these bell-shaped curves elsewhere,
13 and the bell-shape curve has its peaks somewhere
14 around the expectation, as we call it.
15
And somewhere on the left, you have
16 a lower value, and that depending on whether you
17 take 90 percent or 95 percent is then your proven
18 estimate. And then on the other side is a high
19 estimate which we are not concerned with. You
20 have a bell shape like this for each and every
21 reservoir.
22
Now, there is one technique called
0119
1 the Monte Carlo analysis, which tries to establish
2 a probabilistic sum of all these reservoirs
3 together.
4
And you do that effectively by
5 throwing a set of dice and deciding on that basis
6 whether you take for a reservoir a low value or a
7 medium value or a high value or any value in
8 between.
9
You set it aside and take the next
10 reservoir and you do a similar thing, and the next
11 reservoir and the next reservoir.
12
And you do that through all of the
13 reservoirs in succession, then you add up all
14 these various estimates. And as you well have
15 seen, some of the reserves in some of the
16 reservoirs will have come out in the low side,
17 some of them will have come out on the high side.
18
It's a matter of, what is called in
19 the UK, swings or roundabout. You come up with a
20 result that is fairly narrow, some low estimates
21 chances of estimates will be compensated by
22 chances of estimates on the high side.
0120
1
That is the case where you assume
2 that these reservoirs are independent of each
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3 other.
4
Now, there is also a possibility
5 and a fairly strong possibility that the reserves
6 estimate in these reservoirs are in fact
7 dependent.
8
What do we mean by that? It's that
9 if you have a low outcome in one reservoir, then
10 it's likely that your misguess, your -- say your
11 estimate has been caused by a particular
12 assumption that is -- may not be clear at that
13 time, but that also affected all of the other
14 reservoirs because you have applied the same
15 method of calculation to each of these bell-shaped
16 curves.
17
Now, that means that you really
18 have to be more careful that if you go through the
19 process again of taking one realization, one value
20 out of the bell-shaped curve for each reservoir
21 and you come out with a low one, then you must
22 also take a low one from the other reservoirs
0121
1 because there is some dependence, yeah?
2
And that means -- as I hope you can
3 see, means that the total bell shape of all the
4 reservoirs together will be wider, because you
5 will more get a situation of low values being
6 added to low values and et cetera, and on the high
7 side the same.
8
And therefore, if your reservoirs
9 are dependent, and to some extent that will always
10 be the case if it's in the same field, and they
11 are say modeled by the same method, you have to be
12 careful, because the effects might be that your
13 total range is too narrow, therefore your proved
14 is too close to your expectation and effectively
15 is too high. And that's what I am saying.
16
Q. Okay. I appreciate it. Thank you.
17 If you turn to the final note which is Exhibit 3,
18 I would like you to take a look at number 6 in
19 attachment -- I believe it's attachment 1, on page
20 61607?
21
MR. BEST: I am sorry. Did you say
22 a paragraph?
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0122
1
MR. HABER: Yes. Paragraph 6. I
2 am sorry.
3
(Pause)
4
My question, you will see there,
5 the words "economically robust" are underscored
6 there.
7
Q. What did you mean by that?
8
A. Shell did and still do screen their
9 projects. And by "their projects," I mean
10 activities which generate a certain amount of oil
11 or gas activities like drilling a well or
12 developing a whole field, such projects will be
13 screened economically.
14
And one of the parameters that
15 would be used would be what the Shell called a
16 screening value oil price, which around this
17 period was something in the order of 14 or 16
18 dollars a barrel, so conservative even for those
19 days.
20
"Economically robust" meant that
21 the result was economical for a range of
22 parameters, for a range, for instance, for the
0123
1 typically for the proven reserves, the expectation
2 reserves, et cetera.
3
Economically robust was one of the
4 conditions that was introduced in -- back in 1993
5 in the reserve guidelines in 1993. The other one
6 was technically robust.
7
And okay. That's meant -- that is
8 what was meant with economically robust.
9
Q. And why was it that undeveloped
10 reserves in a number of fields and reservoirs
11 needed to be economically robust in order to be
12 certain of their future development?
13
A. This is five years ago and I don't
14 remember the individual field instances in -- on
15 which this remark was based.
16
But I can only speculate that a
17 number of these activities may have been
18 associated with the legacy reserves, legacy
19 reserves which were identified as reserves but not
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20 really associated with identified -- identified
21 activities like drilling a well.
22
But further on that, I'm afraid I
0124
1 can't tell you.
2
Q. Okay. Is there a difference
3 between commercial maturity and economic
4 robustness?
5
A. For all practical purposes, no.
6 No.
7
Q. Now, when you concluded the audit,
8 I believe you said earlier that you met with the
9 staff of the operating unit.
10
Is that correct?
11
A. During the audit, yes. Yes.
12
Q. Just take me generally speaking,
13 not necessarily with Brunei, but generally
14 speaking.
15
When you finished the audit, did
16 you have a meeting with people or staff, engineers
17 at the operating unit to discuss your findings?
18
A. Yes. Yes.
19
Q. And was that a standard practice
20 you had during your tenure as Group Reserves
21 Auditor?
22
A. Yes. Yes.
0125
1
Q. Now with regard to Brunei, do you
2 recall conducting such a meeting at the conclusion
3 of your audit?
4
A. Not specifically, but I must have
5 done, yes. Yes.
6
Q. Let me take this to the general
7 again. When you met with the staff and engineers
8 at the conclusion of the audit, did you make a
9 presentation?
10
A. Mostly, yes. Not always, but
11 mostly. It depended on the time squeeze that I
12 was in. Sometimes I was in more of a time squeeze
13 than other times.
14
Q. When you did have the time to make
15 the presentations, did you prepare Powerpoints or
16 view graphs for the staff to review?
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17
A. I am sure you know the answer to
18 that, yes.
19
Q. I have to ask them.
20
So okay. Do you recall preparing
21 such a Powerpoint presentation for Brunei at the
22 conclusion of your audit?
0126
1
A. Short answer is no, I don't
2 specifically view it. Your question was did you
3 view it? I cannot tell you. I would have to look
4 through my files.
5
Q. At the meeting that you had in
6 Brunei, do you recall having any discussions about
7 a clean sweep of the legacy reserves?
8
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
9 Characterization of the testimony.
10
MR. HABER: I am just asking him a
11 new one.
12
MR. TUTTLE: You said at the
13 meeting do you recall, and he testified he doesn't
14 recall, but he must have had one.
15 BY MR. HABER:
16
Q. Do you recall at any time during
17 your -- I will rephrase.
18
Do you recall at any time during
19 your audit discussing a clean sweep of the legacy
20 reserves with BSP staff or engineers?
21
A. Not specifically, no. No.
22
I think just further on that, I
0127
1 think it's useful to that in mind that the legacy
2 reserves by that time were a very small portion of
3 the Brunei reserves, so therefore they didn't
4 feature very highly or very prominently in my
5 report.
6
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 4 was
7 marked for identification)
8
Q. Let me show you what we have just
9 marked as Barendregt Exhibit 4.
10
(Witness reviewing document)
11
And in particular, I am going to be
12 asking you questions about slide six, which is
13 1176. And let me identify this document for the
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14 record.
15
This is a Powerpoint. It's
16 dated -- it's hard to say. There is a date on the
17 bottom which is February 15, 2004. In the upper
18 right-hand corner it says, "SEC reserves Audit
19 BSP, 27 April - 3 May, 2002."
20
The title of the document is "2002
21 SEC Reserves Audit Brunei - conclusions."
22
The Bates number is RJW01001171
0128
1 through RJW01001177.
2
A. Just a remark there, you mentioned
3 the date of February 15, what it is in my
4 Powerpoint I have got an automatic feature or I
5 had an automatic feature which could take the
6 current date as the date of printing.
7
Q. Okay.
8
A. Somebody must have printed it off
9 in February 15, 2004, so it says that date.
10
Q. So do you recall preparing this
11 document in or about May of 2002?
12
A. Like I say, not specifically. But
13 obviously I have prepared it, and I will accept
14 that this is what I prepared.
15
(Witness reviewing document)
16
Q. Does this refresh your recollection
17 about discussing a clean sweep of the legacy
18 reserves in Brunei?
19
A. Not totally, but I am getting
20 there.
21
Q. Do you need a little more time to
22 get there?
0129
1
A. No. No. Fire off the questions.
2
Q. Well, I am interested in the last
3 bullet point on slide 6, which is Bates numbered
4 1176. You say, "Recommend to make the 'clean
5 sweep' when we upgrade proved developed reserves."
6
Do you recall why you were making
7 that recommendation?
8
A. As far as I recall, no. I would
9 have to reconstruct it from what it is that I have
10 said here.
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11
But I would have -- I would guess
12 that the reason why I made it is that this was a
13 suggested way of getting rid of the final small
14 percentage of proved legacy reserves.
15
Q. And by "clean sweep," what did you
16 mean?
17
A. Making sure that anything that
18 wasn't fulfilling the guidelines, as we had it
19 then, was taken off the books.
20
Q. So that would be a complete
21 debooking -22
A. Yeah.
0130
1
Q. -- of whatever reserves fell into
2 that category.
3
Correct?
4
A. Yes.
5
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
6 Characterization of the testimony.
7
THE WITNESS: If I refer to the
8 same expression clean sweep in point 2 of that
9 paragraph, what was -- and this is the historical
10 situation, what was meant with the clean sweep
11 there is that all of the reserves, the 600 million
12 barrels that I talked to you about earlier, the
13 600 million barrels Expectation Reserves that were
14 added in 1986 -- as I have already explained to
15 you before that there has been some pressure,
16 particularly from the government, to take away all
17 of those 600 million barrels except the
18 reservoirs, that meanwhile we had been making
19 studies in, to just strike those off the books.
20
And we had always resisted to make
21 such a clean sweep because we felt that certainly
22 a sizeable portion of those reserves were in the
0131
1 end justified, except we just didn't know yet how.
2
So the clean sweep that we made
3 there is sweep it all off the board, take it all
4 out.
5
This is the same sort of clean
6 sweep that we -- that I may have been referring to
7 there.
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8
Q. Okay.
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. Okay. You can put this aside.
11
A. Okay.
12
(Witness complying)
13
MR. TUTTLE: Are we on a new topic?
14 Want to take a couple of minutes?
15
MR. HABER: Just a couple of
16 follow-up and then we can break.
17
Q. Do you know if BSP in fact engaged
18 in a clean sweep and debooked the reserves that
19 were not in compliance with the guidelines?
20
A. The only one that I am aware of is
21 the one that was done at the end of 2003 where the
22 companies, the major companies, including BSP,
0132
1 were instructed to take out all those Proved
2 Reserves that weren't in fact covered by a firm
3 plan yet, either FID, or in the case of Brunei
4 where they could be small activities, typically an
5 additional well or a sidetrack of a well, all of
6 the Proved Reserves that were not covered by these
7 confirmed activities were taken off the books.
8
So there was a lot more than just
9 as any legacy reserves that we were talking about
10 here.
11
Q. So you were -- I will spit this
12 out. I am sorry. You are referring to Project
13 Rockford?
14
A. Yes. Yes.
15
Q. Now, prior to Rockford, do you know
16 if your recommendation about a clean sweep was in
17 fact taken up by BSP and implemented?
18
A. No, I do not. And it would be too
19 small to see me appearing at the end of the year
20 for the total reserves submissions, from what I
21 remember.
22
Q. One other question: In one of your
0133
1 earlier answers, you had said that you were
2 involved in the 2001 revision to Shell's
3 guidelines?
4
A. Yes.
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5
Q. What was your involvement?
6
A. A pretty strong one. The
7 preparation of the updates of the guidelines was
8 the responsibility of the group reserve's
9 coordinator, which until the end of 2000, was
10 Remco Aalbers. Remco was replaced by Leigh Yaxley
11 who was an ex Shell employee and who had reapplied
12 for a job again and was nominated to be the group
13 reserves coordinator.
14
Lee -- I knew Lee from earlier
15 years from his previous assignment, we had both
16 served in The Hague together. Lee wasn't very
17 happy mostly for family reasons, yet meanwhile
18 married a second wife from Indonesia, who brought
19 her mother-in-law with her, and they had a child
20 in between.
21
And the mother had to go back to
22 Indonesia because she couldn't get a residence
0134
1 permit, which made his wife particularly unhappy,
2 which put him under a lot of domestic stress.
3
Therefore, Lee was by no means as
4 effective as Remco was. And towards the end of
5 the year, he quit before the end of the year
6 ultimately.
7
But even before then, he didn't
8 really take an active role in the things that, in
9 my view, he should have done. And one of them was
10 the preparation of the updated guidelines, which
11 would typically happen over the middle of the
12 year, to be issued September/October timeframe.
13
Since there were a number of issues
14 that I felt had to be included or at least to be
15 put in to make the guidelines more precise, I took
16 it upon myself after checking with Lee, that shall
17 I have a first go at updating the guidelines? And
18 he agreed, so I did.
19
Q. When you had made -- withdrawn.
20
Did anyone in EP question whether
21 it was appropriate for you to be revising the
22 guidelines?
0135
1
MR. TUTTLE: Objection. Calls for
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2 speculation.
3
MR. HABER: I will rephrase that.
4
Q. Did anyone communicate from EP to
5 you whether it was appropriate for the Group
6 Reserves Auditor to be revising the guidelines?
7
A. Nobody present in The Hague at the
8 time that I remember. The one who was very vocal
9 about it was Remco Aalbers, who I occasionally got
10 in touch with. He was by that time in his new job
11 up in Assen, and he made it clear to me that that
12 would have never happened under his reign, and I
13 agreed with him.
14
But there it was. I felt that new
15 guidelines, new good quality guidelines needed to
16 be issued. And if there was nobody else around
17 who could do them, then I would be prepared to do
18 them. And unless somebody actually stopped me
19 doing it, I just went ahead and did it.
20
Q. Did you consider at the time
21 whether it was a conflict for the Group Reserves
22 Auditor to be revising Shell's guidelines?
0136
1
A. Not really, no. No.
2
MR. HABER: All right. This is a
3 good time to break.
4
THE WITNESS: Okay.
5
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
6 record at 2:37.
7
(Short recess taken)
8
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Returning to the
9 record at 2:52 from 2:37.
10 BY MR. HABER:
11
Q. Mr. Barendregt, I am going to jump
12 back to your CV again. I believe we were in
13 Brunei, which sort of led us through this whole
14 discussion.
15
I believe you said that you were
16 the head Reservoir Engineer from '87 to sometime
17 in the latter half of 1992 -18
A. Correct.
19
Q. -- is that correct?
20
A. Correct. Yes. That's correct.
21
Q. Where did you go after Brunei?
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22
A. After Brunei, I went to The Hague
0137
1 where I became one of the reservoir engineering
2 consultants, and this particular area of
3 responsibility being Southeast Asia and Africa,
4 below the sub Sahara Africa as it was called.
5
Q. And what were you responsible for
6 doing as a reservoir engineering consultant?
7
A. I was responsible for reviewing
8 plans by the various operating companies, for
9 reviewing particular projects.
10
And that would often mean me going
11 out together with a number of colleagues from the
12 other petroleum engineering disciplines like
13 production, geology, petrophysics, et cetera, to
14 operating companies if they had a particularly
15 difficult project on their books.
16
And we would go out and review
17 those plans, make recommendations regarding any
18 changes to those plans as appropriate, and also
19 advise Shell central office management about the
20 soundness of the projects that would come out of
21 the operating companies.
22
Q. Which operating units fell within
0138
1 this category of sub Sahara Africa?
2
A. That would be Southeast Asia, so
3 Malaysia, Brunei, Philippines, Australia, New
4 Zealand, and then Africa, sub Sahara Africa would
5 be Nigeria, Gabon, and a very, very high tiny
6 holding of Congo in Zaire.
7
I am not sure whether that's a
8 comprehensive list, but those are the major
9 players.
10
Q. How long were you a consultant in
11 this capacity?
12
A. That was until the end of 1996 when
13 I was transferred to Lowestoft, that we mentioned
14 earlier.
15
Q. And what were your responsibilities
16 at Lowestoft?
17
A. I was a development manager there.
18 And that effectively equates to being the head of
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19 petroleum engineering, petroleum engineering
20 manager in charge of a group of approximately 40
21 people, engineers and staff, and responsible for
22 preparing development plans for the southern gas
0139
1 fields, making our proposals and the like, and
2 also for maintaining liaison with Shell Gas
3 Marketing in London, who would make the sales gas
4 nominations with the gas customers.
5
We would prepare the forecast and
6 say this is for the next year or for the next
7 quarter, this is how much gas you can make
8 available because we think or we see that this is
9 the gas that we can make available in the next -10 in the next month, in the next few months.
11
Q. What is a development plan?
12
A. Development plan is a plan
13 describing the activities that are needed in order
14 to bring a field or a reservoir into production.
15 It consists of a number of -- of a number of
16 things: First, very importantly, it consists of a
17 description of the surface facilities, how many
18 platforms, how many wells.
19
Also targets of these wells,
20 whether they were just simple wells or whether
21 they were wells with what we call sidetracks.
22
You go in through one whole in the
0140
1 surface, and then somewhere in the subsurface it
2 splits into 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, different bore
3 holes, each penetrating different parts of
4 reservoir, so it would describe that.
5
So it would describe the setting up
6 of a model which invariably at that time we would
7 set up in order to assess the future performance
8 of that field. It would describe the assumptions
9 that went into that model. It would include a
10 comparison with original data, particularly log
11 data from the wells.
12
And it would finally include an
13 economic evaluation of the project or the set of
14 activities that was being proposed.
15
Q. What did the economic evaluation
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16 entail?
17
A. It would be based on a forecast
18 which was going to be generated by people in my
19 jurisdiction, under my -- in my group. And it
20 would -- that forecast would be translated with
21 certain assumptions regarding future oil price or
22 gas price that would be related to a cash flow.
0141
1
And that cash flow would be set
2 against the cash flow, the initial development
3 cash flow, i.e., the costs of building the
4 platform and installing the platform, drilling the
5 wells.
6
And that will give a certain
7 monetary forecast. And that forecast will be
8 evaluated to see whether it fulfilled the economic
9 criteria that Shell was hitting against.
10
Q. Now, the development plan that you
11 just described, is that different from a field
12 development plan or is that one and the same?
13
A. No. It's one and the same, yes.
14
Q. Now, is it necessary to have field
15 development plans in place before an operating
16 unit can book reserves, Proved Reserves that is?
17
A. Not before 2003, according to our
18 guidelines.
19
Q. And when you say not before 2003,
20 are you referring to guideline revisions in 2003
21 or after Project Rockford?
22
A. They appeared both at the same
0142
1 time.
2
Q. When were the guidelines revised
3 and disseminated in 2003?
4
A. I can't remember off-hand, but it
5 must have been again in the period October
6 November, thereabouts.
7
Q. Now, any of the information that
8 you just mentioned that goes into development
9 plan, are these items considered in determining
10 technical and commercial maturity?
11
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
12 Foundation.
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13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. Ultimately, yes.
15 BY MR. HABER:
16
Q. So is it fair to say that in
17 determining whether a particular project is
18 technically mature or commercially mature, it
19 would be a good practice to have a development
20 plan in place?
21
A. Yes.
22
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
0143
1 BY MR. HABER:
2
Q. I am sorry. The answer is yes?
3
A. The answer is yes.
4
Q. Now, you were -- withdrawn.
5
How long were you in that position?
6
A. This is the consultant position?
7
Q. Yes. The Lowestoft?
8
A. The Lowestoft. That was December
9 '96 through January '99, so just over two years.
10
Q. And after this position, you became
11 the Group Reserves Auditor?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. How did you come to become the
14 Group Reserves Auditor?
15
A. In the late -- in the period late
16 1998, Lowestoft was going through a reorganization
17 where it became clear to me that because of, say,
18 lack of compatibility between myself and my boss,
19 who was the head of Lowestoft, it was clear that
20 there was not going to be a position for me in the
21 new organization, which was vertically different;
22 rather than by discipline, which is what it was in
0144
1 my time, it would be by area unit, with the
2 disciplines sort of integrated into each of these
3 three area units.
4
It was clear that there wasn't
5 going to be a position for me there. So I went
6 back to The Hague and said, "This is the
7 situation. What -- is there anything you have for
8 me? And if not, then I'll be willing to take
9 early retirement."
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10
Because by that time, I had clocked
11 up something like 32, 33 years of service, and
12 that would give me a comfortable pension that I
13 could live on.
14
Q. Now, who did you speak to at The
15 Hague with regard to getting this whole works in
16 process to move on from Lowestoft?
17
A. Primarily, Hans Bouman.
18
Q. And who is -- I am sorry. Hans
19 Bouman?
20
A. Bouman, spelled B-O-U-M-A-N. He
21 was in charge of career planning of petroleum
22 engineers at the time.
0145
1
Q. And when you went to Mr. Bouman,
2 did he say that he was going to try to find
3 something for you, a position for you?
4
A. No. It didn't quite go that way.
5 In fact, I had heard on the grapevine that Ad de
6 la Mar was poorly.
7
THE REPORTER: Can you repeat that,
8 please?
9
THE WITNESS: He was ill. Sorry.
10 English expression. He was just.
11
MR. BEST: Let me just state while
12 he is talking that this, as we all understand, is
13 hearsay.
14
So I am going to object to the form
15 that's requiring him to answer this in double -16 in single and double and if not triple hearsay.
17 But you can continue to answer.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. You can answer.
20
A. What I knew was that Ad de la Mar
21 was having health problems and it was likely that
22 he was going to retire from the job around the end
0146
1 of the year.
2
I was interested in the job, so I
3 specifically inquired about me taking that job.
4 And if that wasn't an option, then what else did
5 he have available for me?
6
Q. And what did Mr. Bouman say to you?
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7
MR. BEST: Same objection. Go
8 ahead. You can answer.
9
THE WITNESS:
10
A. That he saw me as an excellent
11 candidate for the job and that he was going to
12 propose that I take the job.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. And how did you -- did you apply
15 for the position?
16
A. In those days, a new system had
17 been set up whereby everybody, upon a transfer,
18 had to apply specifically themselves. In the old
19 days, before 1998, transfers was essentially
20 arranged by Senior Personnel Planners in the
21 center.
22
But from 1998 onwards, each of us
0147
1 had to make specific applications for jobs with
2 the new company that we sought as an employer.
3
Now, this job was somewhat
4 different, because this job wasn't a regular
5 career job. This job meant -- and I knew that
6 beforehand, meant that one had to take early
7 retirement in order to return as an independent
8 consultant doing the reserves auditor job.
9
So when you say: Did you make a
10 formal application? No. I didn't fill in any of
11 these computerized sheets. But I did make clear
12 to Hans Bouman that yes, I was interested in the
13 job.
14
Q. How did you learn that you had the
15 position?
16
A. Early December, there was a meeting
17 of the BusCom, I think it was called, that was the
18 meeting of the top level of managers of Shell
19 International E&P, and the proposal of Hans Bouman
20 to make me Group Reserves Auditor was discussed
21 and accepted.
22
So after that meeting I was
0148
1 informed that I could indeed have the job.
2
Q. This was in early December of 1999?
3
A. Yes. Yes. 1998, I beg your
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4 pardon.
5
Q. I am sorry. 1998?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. I was just jumping ahead to when
8 you started.
9
And you said you started in January
10 of or early February of 1999?
11
A. Yes. In fact, my assignment in
12 Lowestoft ended formally on the last day of
13 February in '99, but most of the months of January
14 and February I already spent in The Hague still
15 formally being on the payroll in Lowestoft.
16
But I was effectively lent out by
17 Lowestoft to The Hague. And then on the 1st of
18 March, I formally took my leave from Shell and
19 reentered my service as effectively a consultant
20 contractor in doing the audit job.
21
That meant that from then on, my
22 pension was fixed, my pension had been built up
0149
1 over the previous 32, 33 years, and it was by all
2 accounts a good pension that I could expect to
3 live on without any problem.
4
Q. Now, when you became the Group
5 Reserves Auditor, was this a full-time position
6 or?
7
A. No, it was not.
8
Q. It was a part time position?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. How many hours were you expected to
11 put into the position on a yearly basis?
12
A. In the order of 40 to 50 percent of
13 my time.
14
MR. BEST: And when you say your
15 time?
16
THE WITNESS: Oh, the normal office
17 time that one would have available, which is 40
18 hours a week times 52 weeks minus the amount of
19 holiday. It was something in the order of 1800 -20 yeah. 1800 hours in a year, something like that.
21
So divide that by the percentage
22 that I told you.
0150
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1 BY MR. HABER:
2
Q. Now, a moment ago you said that the
3 Group Reserves Auditor position was not a regular
4 career job.
5
Do you have an understanding as to
6 why?
7
A. In order to maintain independence.
8 The position in principle could make
9 recommendations that would not have been to the
10 liking to management in the company or management
11 of the central office.
12
And humans being what they are,
13 that could then be feared to be having an effect
14 on my future career, which incidentally is
15 precisely what is happening to the auditors that
16 are working for Shell now.
17
But leave that aside.
18
So that was a very sound basis on
19 which to set a candidate up as a independent
20 reserves auditor.
21
Q. Now, was there a transition period
22 between you and Mr. De la Mar?
0151
1
A. No, effectively not, no. He was
2 too ill.
3
Q. Did you have any communication with
4 him before you began concerning what the job
5 entailed, what the responsibilities were?
6
A. I had a telephone conversation with
7 him. And he sent me -- as a result of that
8 telephone conversation, he sent me an E-mail with
9 some hints and tips.
10
Q. Do you recall the general sum and
11 substance of what that E-mail said?
12
A. No is the short answer. What I do
13 recall that particular E-mail didn't really
14 contain information that was totally new to me.
15
Because I think it's also useful to
16 bear in mind that this job of Group Reserves
17 Auditor wasn't new to me in the sense that I knew
18 what it was about.
19
I had experience in my successive
20 positions as Senior Reservoir Engineer and
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21 reservoir engineering manager, I had been the
22 subject of a group reserves audit both in my time
0152
1 in Sarawak and Brunei. So Sarawak in the late
2 '70s and in Brunei in around 1990.
3
My two different then group
4 auditing incumbents, one of them was Ad de la Mar,
5 when I was in Brunei, and the previous one was
6 Jaan Nesselaar who was the predecessor -7 predecessor of Ad de la Mar.
8
Q. And were both predecessors to you
9 reservoir engineers?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. Now, other than the E-mail that you
12 had with -- E-mail communication that you had with
13 Mr. De la Mar, did you receive any training from
14 Shell on how to perform the duties and
15 responsibilities of the Group Reserves Auditor?
16
A. No. And I must say I didn't expect
17 that, nor indeed did I feel in any way
18 uncomfortable with that.
19
Because you must be reminded, by
20 that time I had clocked up something like 25 years
21 as a Reservoir Engineer. I had seen many, many
22 Shell operations. I had built up a lot of
0153
1 expertise myself.
2
I had in fact in 1993 actively
3 participated in issuing the set of reserves
4 guidelines that were put up then. There was a
5 major new release so to speak of the guidelines,
6 which I had factored after.
7
So I felt fully qualified to take
8 on this particular job, as held also by my
9 predecessors who were of similar qualifications
10 when they took up that particular job.
11
Q. When you had started the position
12 or just prior to starting that position, had you
13 received any training on the requirements under
14 Rule 4-10, regulation SX?
15
A. I think in answering that, I must
16 refer you again to the background of the
17 understanding that Shell had reached with the SEC
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18 when Rule 4-10 was first published, and that is
19 that Shell essentially made their own
20 interpretation of Rule 4-10 to a large extent
21 based on probabilistic reserves estimating, which
22 was a method that had been used in Shell for quite
0154
1 some considerable time.
2
That doesn't mean of course that we
3 weren't and that I wasn't -- was not aware of the
4 SEC Rule 4-10.
5
We were, because they were included
6 as an appendix in the successive reserve
7 guidelines that were issued by Shell to operating
8 companies and to staff in the operating companies.
9
Q. When you started as Group Reserves
10 Auditor, were you a member of any professional
11 organization, such as the SPE?
12
A. I was a member of SPE, yes.
13
Q. Do you recall at or about the time
14 you started as Group Reserves Auditor, attending
15 any meetings of the SPE?
16
A. Yes. I attended a -- in the course
17 of '99, a workshop on probabilistic reserves
18 estimates organized by the SPE in Houston.
19
Q. Do you recall if there were any
20 representatives from the SEC at that workshop?
21
A. I am fairly certain there were, but
22 I can't be sure.
0155
1
Q. Do you recall at the time you
2 started as Group Reserves Auditor, reviewing any
3 articles in journals that were published by the
4 SPE concerning SEC reserves reporting
5 requirements?
6
A. No. Short answer, no. By this, I
7 mean no, I can't remember. I may have done, but
8 it doesn't stand out in my memory.
9
Q. Do you recall reviewing any
10 publication that was published by the SPE during
11 your membership?
12
A. Again there, no. I can't remember.
13
Q. Do you recall when you became a
14 member of the SPE?
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15
A. Yes. That was way back in Sarawak.
16 That was in 1978.
17
Q. And did you maintain your
18 membership through your tenure as Group Reserves
19 Auditor?
20
A. Yes. I am still a member.
21
Q. Now, again, going back to the
22 beginning of your tenure as Group Reserves
0156
1 Auditor, did you review Shell's guidelines when
2 you first started?
3
A. I certainly read through them.
4
Q. Do you recall having any
5 discussions with anyone about the requirements
6 that were in the guidelines for Proved Reserves
7 reporting?
8
MR. BEST: I am sorry. Can you
9 repeat the question?
10
MR. HABER: Sure.
11 BY MR. HABER:
12
Q. Do you recall having any
13 discussions with anyone about the requirements
14 that were in the guidelines for Proved Reserves
15 reporting?
16
MR. BEST: Inside or outside of
17 Shell or anyone?
18
MR. HABER: Inside or outside of
19 Shell.
20
MR. TUTTLE: Limiting to that time?
21
MR. HABER: Yes. This is at the
22 time he started.
0157
1
THE WITNESS:
2
A. I can't remember specifically. But
3 I am sure I must have -- Remco and I.
4
Remco, who was the reserves
5 coordinator at the time when I started the job,
6 must have had from time to time had some
7 discussions about specific points in the -- in the
8 guidelines.
9 BY MR. HABER:
10
Q. Do you recall at any time, when you
11 first started as Group Reserves Auditor, comparing
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12 Shell's guidelines against Rule 4-10 to see if
13 Shell's guidelines were compliant with Rule 4-10?
14
A. Yeah. In fact, this had already
15 been done before me as I am sure you are aware,
16 that there was at that time, and there still is, a
17 comparison, or there still was at my time, a
18 comparison between the SEC guidelines and the SEC
19 definition and the interpretations by Shell.
20
So yes.
21
Q. Had you done that?
22
A. No. It was already there
0158
1 beforehand.
2
Q. Did you ever review that analysis
3 to determine if that analysis was correct?
4
A. Not immediately. I mean, I read
5 through it and I didn't see anything that struck
6 me as being inappropriate.
7
But in the course of the year 2000,
8 and particularly as a result of an audit in SNEPCO
9 in Nigeria, I began to realize that these
10 guidelines could be improved.
11
Q. And this realization, did this
12 involve an analysis of SEC definitions?
13
A. Yes is the short answer. Now, I
14 would submit that an analysis of SEC definitions
15 sounds a rather grandiose term of what is in all
16 fairness a fairly oblique, fairly vague set of
17 rules.
18
The most important word in the
19 original SEC definitions, the original Rule 4-10
20 definitions is the word "reasonable certainty."
21 And it gives one or two specific examples, one of
22 them is this LKH issue that we touched on earlier.
0159
1
And there are one or two other
2 examples of as it happened for the portfolio of
3 Shell of relatively minor importance.
4
But the rest of the rule was vague
5 such that it was felt -- already as early as 1978,
6 that it was felt that it was insufficient to just
7 send out to the troops.
8
It had to be accompanied by a more
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9 clearly and a more extensive write-up by Shell or
10 by Shell office, Shell central office in order to
11 disseminate this definition to the operating
12 companies. That was what was done.
13
Q. Other than -- withdrawn.
14
Separate and apart from any Shell
15 training, did you on your own, seek any coursework
16 on the SEC's requirements for reports Proved
17 Reserves?
18
A. No. No.
19
MR. HABER: This is probably a good
20 time for us to break for the day.
21
THE WITNESS: Okay.
22
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Mr. Haber, do
0160
1 you want to go off the record?
2
MR. HABER: Yes. Go off the
3 record.
4
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
5 record. The time is 3:24. This is the end of
6 tape number 2.
7
(Whereupon the deposition recessed
8 at 3:24 p.m.)
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
0161
1
ERRATA
2 CORRECTION
PAGE
3
4
5
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 ___________________
___________
22 Signature
Date
0162
1
I, Anton Barendregt, am a deponent in
2 the foregoing video deposition, Volume I. I have
3 read the foregoing video deposition, and having
4 made such changes and corrections as I desired, I
5 certify that the transcript is a true and accurate
6 record of my responses to the questions put to me
7 on Monday, February 19, 2007.
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 Signed_________________________
22
ANTON BARENDREGT
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1
CERTIFICATE OF COURT REPORTER
2
I, Frederick Weiss, CSR, CM, do hereby
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certify that I took the stenotype notes of the
foregoing deposition and that the transcript
thereof is a true and accurate record transcribed
to the best of my skill and ability.
I further certify that I am neither
counsel for, related to, nor employed by any of
the parties to the action in which this deposition
was taken, and that I am not a relative or
employee of any attorney or counsel employed by
the parties hereto, nor financially or otherwise
interested in the outcome of the action.

_________________________
FREDERICK WEISS, CSR, CM

_________________________
DATE
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0171
1 PROCEEDINGS -2
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is the
3 beginning of Volume II, videotape number 3 in the
4 deposition of Anton Barendregt. Today's date is
5 February 20, 2007. The time on the record is
6 10:02 a.m.
7
Please proceed.
8
EXAMINATION BY MR. HABER - continued
9 BY MR. HABER:
10
Q. Good morning, Mr. Barendregt.
11
A. Good morning.
12
Q. I am going to continue with the
13 questioning that we left off with yesterday on
14 your audits and when you first began in the
15 position as Group Reserves Auditor.
16
So I just want to give you an idea
17 of where we are going to start.
18
Now, when you started, in that
19 period right before you started as Group Reserves
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20 Auditor, did you review any documents to help
21 acclimate yourself to the position?
22
A. No, because I had no time for it.
0172
1 I had another job to do.
2
But of course, in the time that I
3 was in The Hague so to speak on loan from
4 Lowestoft to SEIP in January, I did read through
5 various documents, most notably the reserve
6 guidelines as they were available at that time,
7 the Shell reserve guidelines.
8
Q. In those guidelines, were they 1998
9 guidelines?
10
A. They would be, yes.
11
Q. Now, at any point when you first
12 got into the position, did you receive any
13 training on how to perform an audit?
14
A. Short answer is no, no. Not as
15 such, no.
16
Q. Did you meet with anyone from KPMG
17 when you first started in your position as Group
18 Reserves Auditor?
19
A. Yes. I met Egbert Eeftink,
20 E-G-B-E-R-T, E-E-F-T-I-N-K.
21
Q. And who is Mr. Eeftink?
22
A. He was at that time one of the
0173
1 partners of KPMG in the Netherlands.
2
Q. Do you recall when you met with Mr.
3 Eeftink?
4
A. Not the precise period, but it
5 would have been during that period in January.
6
Q. Do you recall the sum and substance
7 of what was discussed during that meeting?
8
A. There were several meetings, and
9 most notably of course the one at the end of
10 January or early February where I would make my
11 report on the process of getting together all
12 these -- all these reserves data.
13
But before that, I cannot remember
14 precisely when that was or what the subject was.
15 It must have been just general introduction and
16 getting to know each other, those sort of things.
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17
Q. Do you recall Mr. Eeftink
18 providing you with any guidelines on how to
19 perform an audit?
20
A. No.
21
Q. Just so the record is clear, I just
22 want to make sure there is an understanding; when
0174
1 you say that there was several meetings, there was
2 an initial meeting, sort of get-to-know-you
3 meeting, and then there were other meetings in
4 connection with the ARPR process?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. When you became the Group Reserves
7 Auditor, did you have to sign a contract with
8 Shell?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. Do you recall how long a period of
11 time you were -- you would be contracted to
12 perform the duties as Group Reserves Auditor?
13
A. The contract was a contract that
14 Shell had with a number of people, typically
15 ex-employees or pensioned employees.
16
It would be best be described as a
17 call-off contract of their services at that time,
18 essentially providing for a daily rate or an
19 hourly rate and a duration which typically would
20 be one year, extendable by mutual consent.
21
Q. And so when you signed the
22 contract, it was for one year?
0175
1
A. It was initially for one year, yes.
2
Q. Was that contract extended?
3
A. Obviously, of course. Yes.
4
Q. Who did you negotiate the contract
5 with?
6
A. There wasn't any negotiation at the
7 time. At the time, those contracts were very
8 tightly controlled by the personnel function.
9
And in particular, what they didn't
10 want to see is that people who were laid off later
11 on came back being at what they feel was
12 extortionist rates. So they were very strictly in
13 control of these contracts. In fact they would
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14 hold the contract so to speak.
15
And in particular, the rate was
16 tightly controlled as by its being a calculation
17 of my previous Netherlands salary divided by the
18 number of days that I would normally have worked
19 in the Netherlands at that time.
20
Q. Now, you say at the time those
21 contracts were tightly controlled.
22
Did that subsequently change over
0176
1 time?
2
A. I don't know what it is now. I do
3 know that in the last year, when I -- in my last
4 year which was in 2003, my pension had already
5 started. I initially or originally had said to
6 Remco and his boss, Wouter van Dorp -- I think his
7 name has come up before.
8
Q. I think it's W-O-U-T-E-R?
9
A. W-O-U-T-E-R.
10
-- that I was intending, I was
11 expecting to do this job for about four years, and
12 then my pension would start, and then we would
13 review the situation then.
14
So after these four years, I said
15 to Frank Coopman, who was by that time in charge
16 of reserves reporting, "I am ready to quit."
17
Frank Coopman was in finance. He
18 was the head of EP Finance. There had been a
19 change in the reporting relationships when he
20 arrived on the scene.
21
Instead of me reporting to the head
22 of the department that was doing the internal and
0177
1 external reporting of reserves and other matters,
2 I was now reporting to the head of finance, head
3 of EP Finance and that was Frank Coopman.
4
In that year, I said that I wanted
5 to continue one year, but at a higher rate, to
6 negotiate at a higher rate. I looked around me
7 and saw indeed the rates, the going rates in the
8 industry, and I negotiated the higher rate with
9 Frank Coopman for one more year.
10
But I made it clear then, this was
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11 at the beginning of 2003, that this was going to
12 be my last year and they better start seeking a
13 replacement for me by the end of the year. So
14 that's what was happening.
15
And then so for that rate, which
16 was then clearly in excess of what personnel would
17 have liked me to take, they were overruled. I
18 would imagine I don't know what sort of discussion
19 took place.
20
Q. And the conversation that you had
21 with Mr. Coopman, that was in late 2002, early
22 2003?
0178
1
A. Correct, yes.
2
Q. Do you know who succeeded you in
3 your position as GRA, Group Reserves Auditor?
4
A. A whole group of people. The way I
5 understand it is now set up is that reserves
6 auditing is brought under the control of Group
7 Audit. And there are two teams of approximately
8 five or six people, so something like ten to 12
9 altogether, who go around and do a complete and a
10 comprehensive annual check of all the reserves in
11 the group.
12
They have external participation
13 but also internal -- mostly internal
14 participation.
15
Q. Is there a person who is in charge
16 or heads the Group Audit function?
17
A. Yes. I don't know -- don't
18 remember the name, no. You are talking now?
19
Q. Well, actually, my question really
20 is with regard to 2004 when you left?
21
A. Yes. There was a person in charge.
22 I forget his name.
0179
1
Q. Did you have any input into who
2 this person who would head the Group Audit
3 function would be?
4
A. No. No.
5
Q. Do you know if this person is a
6 full-time employee of Shell?
7
A. The head of Group Audit certainly
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8 was a full-time employee, yes. Yes.
9
Q. Do you know who that person
10 reported to?
11
A. No. No.
12
Q. And -13
A. It was an organization. I think it
14 was -- bear in mind it was an organization that I
15 had relatively little to do with.
16
Although, at the instigation of
17 Frank Coopman, I did start to send my reports to
18 Group Audit, somewhere during I believe it was
19 either late 2001 or in the course -- I am sorry,
20 late 2002 or in the course of 2003.
21
I am sorry. I would have to look
22 up from my reports who that person was, but he is
0180
1 clearly listed as one of the addressees in my
2 reports.
3
But other than that, I had very
4 little to do with them. So precisely how they
5 organized themselves, I honestly don't know.
6
Q. Have you heard of a Reserves
7 Committee?
8
A. Yes. Yes. That was set up by
9 Frank Coopman in the course of late 2002, early
10 2003, I think.
11
Q. And did you serve on the committee?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. You were a full member or an
14 advisory member?
15
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
16
MR HABER: I am sorry. Let me
17 rephrase.
18
Q. Were you a full member?
19
A. As far as I remember, yes. Yes.
20
Q. Did you serve as a member of a
21 committee in an advisory capacity?
22
A. Yes. Yes. I had no executive
0181
1 powers, so yes. Yes.
2
Q. Is there a difference between the
3 Reserve Committee function and the Group Audit
4 function that you just described?
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5
A. No. I sat there as Group Reserves
6 Auditor, so in my capacity as Group Reserves
7 Auditor.
8
Q. No. My question is: Was the
9 committee, the Reserves Committee -10
A. Yes.
11
Q. -- was that the same as the Group
12 Audit function?
13
A. Oh, beg your pardon. No. No.
14
Q. Was there any interaction between
15 the Reserves Committee and the Group Audit
16 function?
17
A. I am not really the person to ask.
18 You would have to ask the head of the Reserves
19 Committee, who was Frank Coopman, and he was
20 taking care of the dealings as far as I knew with
21 the group auditors committee.
22
Q. For the record, who was Frank
0182
1 Coopman and what was his position at the time?
2
A. Frank Coopman was the head of EP
3 Finance. He arrived, he took over from his
4 predecessor in somewhere in the middle of 2002, I
5 believe.
6
Q. Now, in terms of reporting, when
7 you first started as Group Reserves Auditor, who
8 did you report to?
9
A. To start with, I reported to Wouter
10 van Dorp, the name that we mentioned, who was in
11 charge of reserves and business reporting,
12 particularly in the reporting of the amalgamation
13 of financial and production forecasts and the
14 like. Remco Aalbers was reporting to the same
15 person at that time.
16
Q. Now, Mr. Aalbers was the Group
17 Reserves Coordinator?
18
A. Correct, yes.
19
Q. And Mr. Van Dorp, he was in EPB,
20 which I believe was EP Business Planning?
21
A. I forget what the reference
22 indicators were, but it could well be as you said.
0183
1
Q. Did your reporting change over
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2 time?
3
A. Yeah. After a not too long period,
4 Wouter van Dorp left the company and he was
5 succeeded by Aidan McKay.
6
Q. And do you recall when you began
7 reporting to Mr. McKay?
8
A. Not precisely the dates, but it
9 must have been somewhere in either late '99 or
10 early 2000, something like that.
11
Q. And how long did you report to Mr.
12 McKay?
13
A. Until he left for the US and he was
14 taken over by -- he was succeeded by Jaap Nauta, I
15 believe.
16
Q. And how long did you report to Mr.
17 Nauta?
18
A. A year, year and-a-half, something
19 like that. I don't know the precise dates in my
20 head. The neatest trail is just to go and look
21 through my audit reports and then you can pretty
22 well see when one took over the year.
0184
1
Q. And do you know who succeeded Mr.
2 Nauta?
3
A. Yes. But I forgot his name.
4
Q. Is it Malcolm Harper?
5
A. No. No. It was a Dutch man. I
6 would have to look in my reports, sorry.
7
Q. Now, did you have -- I understand
8 in Shell, it's called a dotted-line report.
9
Was there someone who you also
10 reported to who wasn't a straight-line person
11 above you?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. Not really, no. These were the
15 persons I had to deal with on a day-to-day basis.
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. Other than your annual reports, did
18 people in the position that you just identified
19 for the record, did they require to you file any
20 other reports to them identifying the activities
21 and conduct of what you had performed throughout
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22 the year?
0185
1
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
2
THE WITNESS:
3
A. The reports that I issued were the
4 reports of the actual company audits, which are
5 well known and which all have full access to, and
6 the reports at the end of the year, which again
7 you have all seen.
8
Those were the two types of
9 reports. And then of course there were my monthly
10 statements regarding the number of hours worked
11 and et cetera. But that was separate.
12 BY MR. HABER:
13
Q. How would you describe the level of
14 supervision that these people that you reported to
15 gave to you during your tenure?
16
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
17
MR. BEST: Objection to form.
18
MR. WARE: Objection. Foundation.
19
THE WITNESS:
20
A. I would more call it -- my
21 relationship with, say, the Group Reserves
22 Coordinator's supervisor was hands off. I would
0186
1 meet him irregularly and not too frequently,
2 mostly in the end of year period in January, then
3 we would have a number of meetings.
4
But my day-to-day contacts were
5 with the Group Reserves Coordinator.
6
Q. How would you describe your
7 interaction with the Group Reserves Coordinator?
8
A. I would more describe it as
9 cooperation. If I had for instance any concerns,
10 any questions, I would go and see him and he would
11 either share my concerns or give me an answer or
12 whatever.
13
Anyway, we had an effective and I
14 think even very cooperative way of working with
15 each other.
16
Q. Now, you have mentioned Remco
17 Aalbers and I believe yesterday you mentioned that
18 there was a gap after Mr. Aalbers.
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19
A. Mm-Hmm.
20
Q. Do you recall who were the people
21 that filled that gap until a more permanent person
22 was placed in that position?
0187
1
A. Yes. Remco Aalbers was first,
2 succeeded by Leigh Yaxley. He did not last very
3 long. He came on the scene, I believe, on the 1st
4 of April, 2001. And he left somewhere in November
5 2001.
6
Q. Who -7
A. As I mentioned yesterday, it was
8 because of personal and home problems that he felt
9 he could not continue his job with Shell.
10
Q. And who filled that space, that
11 void, after Mr. Yaxley left?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. It was Jan Willem Roosch who was
15 helping out over the period of the end of 2001
16 reserves reporting, because at that time there was
17 no reserves coordinator; and the end of year
18 period is obviously a very busy period and they
19 needed someone, so it was Jan Willem Roosch.
20
Q. What was the level of interaction
21 you had with Mr. Roosch?
22
A. Slightly more at the distance than
0188
1 with Remco Aalbers, I would say. We knew each
2 other. We had met. In fact, we had even shared
3 an office at one stage in the distant past.
4
Let's just say that Jan Willem is
5 more of a people -- more of a man that keeps
6 people at the distance than Remco Aalbers is.
7
Q. Who succeeded Mr. Roosch? I am
8 sorry. Who succeeded him?
9
A. Oh, who succeeded him? There was,
10 after another interval, it was John Pay, who as it
11 happens, also started on the 1st of April, I
12 believe, in 2003 -- 2002, beg your pardon.
13
Q. And what was the level of
14 interaction you had with Mr. Pay?
15
A. Excellent, yes. Pretty much like I
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16 had it with Remco Aalbers.
17
Q. Did you have to report -18 withdrawn.
19
Did you report to KPMG during your
20 tenure?
21
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
22
THE WITNESS:
0189
1
A. I sent all my reports to KPMG, so
2 yeah. In the strictest sense, yes, I did report
3 to KPMG.
4 BY MR. HABER:
5
Q. Other than through your reports,
6 was there any reporting that you had done with
7 KPMG?
8
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
9
THE WITNESS:
10
A. No.
11 BY MR. HABER:
12
Q. Now, during your tenure as Group
13 Reserves Auditor, who paid your compensation?
14
A. The way I interpret that question
15 is on whose budget were my costs allocated. That
16 was distributed. The costs of my visits to the
17 operating companies were borne by the operating
18 companies. And I had set up a system whereby I
19 would keep tabs of how many hours I would have
20 worked for each of the successive audits.
21
The overhead activities during the
22 year and certainly the end-of-year activities
0190
1 would be charged to Remco Aalbers, his unit, i.e.
2 to his supervisor.
3
Q. What do you mean by "overhead
4 activities"?
5
A. Well, for instance, my involvement
6 with issuing the new guidelines, all the
7 activities that couldn't clearly be attributed to
8 a specific company audit would be what I called
9 overhead activities.
10
Q. So when you bill an operating unit,
11 that bill or that invoice would cover your hourly
12 rate and out-of-pocket expenses.
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13
Is that correct?
14
A. Correct, yes.
15
Q. I believe yesterday you had said
16 that as Group Reserves Auditor, you were a
17 part-time employee.
18
Correct?
19
A. Yes.
20
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
21 Characterization of the testimony.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0191
1
Q. Did you believe during your tenure
2 that you could devote sufficient time to
3 performing the duties and responsibilities of a
4 Group Reserves Auditor on a part-time basis?
5
A. I think we must realize that the
6 system of a part-time Group Reserves Auditor had
7 been in operation for Shell for 25 years at the
8 time. And there never had been any reason for
9 Shell to have second thoughts about a system.
10
And therefore, I hadn't come across
11 any instances where I felt that, say, a larger
12 amount of effort had to be spent on these audits.
13
As I explained earlier, my audits
14 were of a form where I would sit around the table
15 with a group of engineers describing a certain
16 field; and with my experience and with the
17 knowledge and the experience of the people around
18 the table, it would be very quickly possible for
19 me to get a good technical picture of the field in
20 question and of the way in which the reserves
21 estimate for that field was put together.
22
As I said, I didn't go checking
0192
1 individual details, like did they use the right
2 values of porosity or permeability or any of the
3 other parameters that you need in a simulation
4 model.
5
But I did ask them how, for
6 instance, they put together the various data that
7 had come in from, for instance, drilling wells,
8 how that had been put together into the simulation
9 model.
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10
MR. FERRARA: I am sorry. Had he
11 finished his answer?
12
THE WITNESS: Effectively, yes. I
13 am just describing this process yet again, to say
14 that I felt a very effective transfer of knowledge
15 and data did take place during those audits, and
16 that I didn't need -- I didn't feel the need to
17 have a much more thorough detailed investigation
18 of those simulation models and whatever else the
19 company was doing.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. Over the course of your tenure, did
22 you come to have second thoughts about having
0193
1 sufficient time to perform your duties as a Group
2 Reserves Auditor?
3
MR. BEST: Objection. Asked and
4 answered.
5
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to the form.
6 Asked and answered.
7 BY MR. HABER:
8
Q. You can answer.
9
A. This question sounds very much like
10 a question you already asked me yesterday.
11 Towards the end of my tenure, towards the end of
12 2003 when it became clear that there was a large
13 proportion of our reserves that didn't fulfill the
14 requirements of having, say, a firm development
15 plan or even FID, it became clear to me that there
16 was certainly a whole area in the portfolio of our
17 reserves that needed a lot closer look.
18
So on that basis, I recommended
19 that we would have need at least a doubling of
20 manpower in the Group Reserves Auditor. That
21 recommendation was taken up -- more than taken up,
22 because now as I explained to you, they have two 5
0194
1 to 6 man teams, and they still have those.
2
Q. During the year, how many audits
3 did you perform of Shell operating units?
4
A. Everything between seven and ten.
5
Q. How did you determine which
6 operating units to audit?
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7
A. There was a fixed schedule. The
8 principle was that every operating unit was
9 visited once every four years. There was an
10 exception to that when I started, when a large
11 backlog of these audits had been built up because
12 of the illness of my predecessor.
13
And it was felt that we had to
14 gradually catch up on that audit, on that backlog.
15 So initially, we had a system whereby the larger
16 operating companies would continue on their four
17 year schedule. I would just continue that with
18 the -- from the previous, the previous schedules,
19 and the smaller operating companies would be
20 delayed slightly by either once in five years or
21 once in six years.
22
But after a few years, that backlog
0195
1 had been cleared. I reported on those -- on that
2 schedule every year in my end of year report. So
3 you can see the details there.
4
Q. Now, you say that this was based on
5 a fixed schedule. Who created the schedule?
6
A. I maintained it and reported it or
7 proposed it rather for the coming year. So each
8 year, at the end of the year, I proposed a
9 schedule for the coming year and agreed that with
10 the external auditors and with the Group Reserves
11 Coordinator.
12
Q. So the proposal was made to the
13 Group Reserves Coordinator and the external
14 auditors?
15
A. Primarily to the external auditors.
16
Q. And was it KPMG that you made the
17 proposal to?
18
A. Both, KPMG and
19 PriceWaterhouseCoopers.
20
Q. Who at PriceWaterhouseCoopers did
21 you communicate with?
22
A. I am sorry. What?
0196
1
Q. I am sorry. Who at
2 PriceWaterhouseCoopers did you communicate with?
3
A. Steve Johnson.
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4
Q. Was he the primary contact?
5
A. Yes. Bearing in mind that the
6 contact with PriceWaterhouseCoopers was mostly
7 concentrated -- in fact, was concentrated at the
8 end of the year. So at the end of January, a
9 meeting that we had with the external auditors was
10 in fact the only time in the year that I would see
11 Steve Johnson.
12
Q. Do you know a Brian Puffer?
13
A. He was Steve Johnson's predecessor
14 I believe.
15
Q. And he was also at
16 PriceWaterhouseCoopers?
17
A. As far as I remember, yes.
18
Q. And when you made the proposal for
19 the upcoming year schedule of audits, you sent it
20 to Mr. Johnson?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. And before him, Mr. Puffer?
0197
1
A. I hope that's right. Brian Puffer
2 was before Steve Jones. I am sure somebody around
3 the room can tell me.
4
MR. TUTTLE : Just your best
5 recollection, that's all we're after.
6
MR HABER: That's all we're after.
7
Q. Now, did you ever make exceptions
8 to the schedule?
9
A. Exceptions to the rule of once
10 every four years -11
Q. Yes.
12
A. -- you probably mean?
13
Q. That's correct.
14
A. Yes. There was one instance during
15 the end of 2002, I believe, when there was a
16 remark in one of the E-mails that we received from
17 SNEPCO in Nigeria, where there was a discussion
18 whether they could book a newly-discovered field,
19 a newly-discovered field for reserves, for proved
20 reserves.
21
And we, the Group Reserves
22 Coordinator and myself, effectively told them no,
0198
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1 you can't do this, because the maturity is just
2 simply not sufficient to allow us to do that.
3
And they came back with the remark
4 saying, Oh, but we booked -- I believe it was
5 Erha, one of the other fields -- "We booked Erha
6 in this manner last year".
7
And indeed, they had. It had just
8 slipped through, or slipped through in the sense
9 that they had made a booking.
10
It was made clear that it was a new
11 field, but there was no reason for us to have any
12 opinion about that booking, not until I would come
13 and visit SNEPCO, which would be a couple of years
14 later.
15
So when he made this remark, that
16 really made us sit upright. We said: Clearly
17 there is something funny.
18
Now, I was due to visit SNEPCO in
19 2003. But because of this remark, I proposed that
20 we move the audit forward to 2002, and that is
21 what has happened.
22
Q. Other than the SNEPCO situation,
0199
1 can you recall any other instances where you made
2 an exception to the schedule of once every four
3 years for an audit?
4
A. Not off-hand, except perhaps for
5 Nigeria, my first visit to Nigeria as PDC was in
6 1999. And my predecessor had visited Nigeria in
7 1997 and had made the recommendation that Nigeria
8 be visited again in 1999.
9
So that in itself was a change from
10 the four-year rule.
11
Q. But once you got into the position,
12 did you audit SPDC sooner than four years?
13
A. Apart from my first audit, no. No.
14
Q. Did you do any follow-up with
15 operating units after you conducted an audit?
16
A. No. No. I considered that to be
17 the responsibility of the operating unit concerned
18 and of the reserves coordinator, and the general
19 reporting relationship that that company had with
20 the central office.
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21
Q. If you made -- when you made
22 recommendations in your operating unit reports,
0200
1 did you follow up to see if those recommendations
2 were implemented?
3
A. Like I said, no. My responsibility
4 was to go out, find, and report. But I had no
5 executive powers directing companies to do this,
6 that or the other.
7
Q. During your tenure as Group
8 Reserves Auditor, did you ever come to question
9 the propriety of conducting audits of the
10 operating units on a four-year cycle?
11
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
12
THE WITNESS:
13
A. Again, there, we must bear in mind
14 that this had been a system that had been in
15 operation with Shell without any complaints from
16 anywhere for 25 years.
17
Having said that, when in 2003,
18 which was my fifth year in the position of Group
19 Reserves Auditor, I went and visit some companies
20 that I had also visited in my first year, because
21 the four-year cycle.
22
And that's when I found that in
0201
1 cases where the reserves coordinator of that
2 particular company was still the same position,
3 was still held by the same person, there were very
4 few complaints or changes.
5
But in quite a number of companies,
6 you would find that that position had changed, and
7 that -- or the person holding the position had
8 changed.
9
And I was surprised by the amount
10 of change that a new person sometimes could and
11 would have introduced in the reporting procedures
12 in that company.
13
So that's when I began to -- that's
14 also when I began to realize that perhaps once
15 every four years is not enough, but it wasn't
16 until the fifth year.
17 BY MR. HABER:
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18
Q. In preparing the schedule, did the
19 efforts of the operating unit reserves coordinator
20 factor into how you scheduled the audit for that
21 particular operating unit?
22
A. I am sorry. Can you rephrase the
0202
1 question?
2
Q. Yes. When you prepared your
3 schedule each year -4
A. Yes.
5
Q. -- did the person who served as the
6 operating unit reserves coordinator factor into
7 how you scheduled the audits?
8
MR. TUTTLE: The identity of the
9 person?
10
MR HABER: Yes. Who the person
11 was.
12
THE WITNESS:
13
A. Yes. Typically, once I had agreed
14 the schedule with the external auditors and the
15 Group Reserves Coordinator at the end of January,
16 I would approach the operating companies and tell
17 them that they were due for an audit in the course
18 of the year, and I would explain to them -- pretty
19 much along standard text, I would explain to them
20 what the audit entailed, and what sort of measures
21 I would expect to be present, what sort of
22 information I would need; and first and foremost,
0203
1 of course what would be a suitable date for them.
2
Q. Did you have this communication
3 with them before the schedule was finalized with
4 the external auditors?
5
A. No. Usually it was the other way
6 around, usually. Sometimes I may have approached
7 a company beforehand.
8
Q. A moment ago I asked you about
9 recommendations that you would make after an
10 audit. Whose responsibility was it to implement
11 those recommendations?
12
A. The operating company.
13
Q. Now, as the Group Reserves Auditor,
14 were your duties and responsibilities written down
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15 in any particular place in Shell?
16
A. Yes. There were two documents, one
17 of them was Terms of Reference for my audit.
18
They were published each year in
19 the Group Reserves Guidelines.
20
And there was a separate set of
21 Terms of Reference for the group reserve auditor
22 position.
0204
1
Q. And where was that separate set of
2 Terms of Reference?
3
A. It wasn't -- it was residing on my
4 computer for one, but it wasn't a set of formally
5 enshrined in any particular document, but it
6 certainly was available to all the persons
7 concerned, Group Reserves Coordinator, et cetera
8 et cetera.
9
Q. This document that you are
10 referring to that was on your computer, was this
11 something that you had created?
12
A. I would have put up the first draft
13 of it. It started with a similar Terms of
14 Reference that had already been in existence with
15 my predecessor, and I changed it.
16
There have been over the years a
17 number of changes, always agreed obviously with
18 the Group Reserves Coordinator and his supervisor,
19 and when Frank Coopman who came on the scene
20 agreed with head of EP Finance.
21
One particular change for instance
22 that came in was that when the group Reserves
0205
1 Committee was set up, and I had to take part in
2 that committee or I was asked to take part in that
3 committee as well, and then he added it to another
4 paragraph in my Terms of Reference.
5
Q. The Terms of Reference that were
6 attached to the group guidelines, did you draft
7 that Terms of Reference each year?
8
A. Yes. I drafted it and received
9 comments where applicable. It was finally an
10 agreed document that would go into the Reserves
11 Guidelines, yes.
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12
Q. Now, when you say it was agreed, it
13 was agreed upon with the Group Reserves
14 Coordinator?
15
A. And his reporting relationship.
16 Ultimately the Group Reserves Guidelines had to be
17 agreed with and sponsored by the group reserves
18 coordinator's supervisor and his two managers
19 above that.
20
Q. When you first began as the Group
21 Reserves Auditor, did you create an audit program
22 that you followed with regard to conducting the
0206
1 audits of the various operating units?
2
A. Yes. I found that when looking at
3 the reports of my predecessor, that there seemed
4 to be an absence of a sort of a framework along
5 which he would generate or conduct these audits.
6
And even though, of course, I was
7 fully aware that reserves estimating is in the
8 last instance is a matter of opinion taking the
9 Reserves Guidelines as a guiding principle, I
10 still felt that some more structure could be
11 applied.
12
So what I did is I set up a
13 checklist spreadsheet along the -- along the
14 various points in the Reserves Guidelines which
15 would allow me to A, make sure that I had covered
16 all the subjects, all the relevant points in the
17 reserves estimates; but also to have an attempt at
18 scoring the company against that, and thereby get
19 some sore of an aggregate score.
20
I found that a very useful method
21 to be A, consistent, and B, comprehensive in doing
22 my audits.
0207
1
Q. Did anyone assist you in preparing
2 this checklist?
3
A. No.
4
Q. Did you pass the checklist over to
5 KPMG for their review before?
6
A. It was a part of my -- a full part
7 of my report that was sent out, so they received
8 the completed checklists.
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9
Q. My question is before -10
MR. TUTTLE: His question was
11 before you started using.
12
THE WITNESS:
13
A. Oh, I can't remember. Certainly if
14 -- I think in 1999, which was my first year, I set
15 up this checklist somewhere around February/March,
16 before I went out on my first visit.
17
I think the answer is no. I am not
18 100 percent sure, but I think the answer is no.
19 They didn't see my checklist until they saw my
20 first report, which would have been at the end of
21 April.
22
Q. Do you recall anyone at KPMG
0208
1 commenting on the checklist?
2
A. In any other sense than just
3 favorable and a good idea, no.
4
Q. Did anyone from KPMG ever pass
5 comment that the checklist was or was not
6 comprehensive enough?
7
A. No.
8
Q. Did anyone from KPMG ever make a
9 comment about whether the checklist captured all
10 of the elements of commercial maturity?
11
A. I don't recall that.
12
Q. Same question with regard to
13 technical maturity?
14
A. I don't recall that either.
15
Q. Do you recall anyone from KPMG
16 commenting on whether the checklist captured the
17 factors that go into a determination of reasonable
18 certainty?
19
A. I don't specifically recall that.
20
Q. Now, this checklist that you
21 created, did it vary from operating unit to
22 operating unit when you conducted an audit?
0209
1
A. It developed over the years. So if
2 you were to take my first report and compare it
3 against the last report, you will see that it has
4 indeed changed quite a bit over the year -- over
5 the years.
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6
This was basically as a result of
7 instances -- no, first as a result of the changes
8 guidelines over the years, but also as a result of
9 specific instances, specific cases that came up
10 during my audits where I felt that yeah, this
11 would probably be another item that I would need
12 to check.
13
So yes, it did change, yes.
14
MR. BEST: I think the question was
15 did it vary from operating unit to operating unit?
16
THE WITNESS: Well, effectively,
17 yes, because it gradually grew.
18
MR. BEST: All right. But -19
THE WITNESS: The operating units
20 in 2001 would have seen a different list than the
21 ones in 1999 and in 2003, not grossly different,
22 but yes, different, more extensive.
0210
1 BY MR. HABER:
2
Q. When you audited an operating unit,
3 did you review the audit reports from the prior
4 audits of that operating unit?
5
A. If I had them available, then yes.
6 And I say that because I did not have a complete
7 set of the audit reports of my predecessor. I had
8 -- I think I had the most recent audit reports,
9 but not a full set.
10
I didn't -- I didn't pay a lot of
11 attention to it. I would glance through it and
12 see whether there was any particular items that
13 would be relevant to those companies, and that was
14 for a number of reasons: A, I wanted to make my
15 own assessment of the company, my independent
16 judgment; but B, a lot of these companies I
17 already knew, either because I worked there myself
18 or because I had been visiting them on my previous
19 assignment as consultant.
20
Q. Now, in terms of items that would
21 be relevant to the companies, what sort of items
22 are you referring to?
0211
1
A. I am not sure I understand your
2 question.
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3
Q. Well, let me go back to your
4 answer. You said, "I would glance through it and
5 see whether there was any particular items that
6 would be relevant to those companies."
7
A. Oh, I see. If there was any
8 particular finding in one of the previous reports
9 about something that wasn't entirely as it should
10 have been, then I would -- I would take that up.
11 I would register that and say, okay, this is
12 obviously something that I needed to check on.
13
But like I said, I didn't really
14 feature it very much, because as I mentioned
15 earlier, I didn't find the reports from my
16 predecessor to contain a lot of structure. I
17 didn't find them overly useful.
18
Q. Now, when you conducted audits,
19 were these audits performed in the field, that is,
20 in the operating unit itself?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. Did you ever perform an audit of
0212
1 the operating company from The Hague?
2
A. Only when the effective working
3 unit of the working company was in fact located in
4 The Hague.
5
Q. And which operating unit or units
6 fall into that category?
7
A. Oh, I don't remember. Pakistan,
8 there was an exploration venture; Kazakhstan in
9 2003, I believe, yes. Those are the two that
10 spring to mind.
11
Q. When you conducted an audit of the
12 operating unit, did you ever send requests for
13 information in advance of the audit?
14
A. Yes, quite often I would.
15 Typically what I would ask is: Can you give me an
16 up-to-date list of all the field names and their
17 field reserves, like proven expectation reserves
18 of oil gas -- oil and gas.
19
And with that, I would prepare the
20 bubble plots that you will have seen appear in my
21 reports.
22
And I found this to be an excellent
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0213
1 way of picking out the exceptional fields, either
2 fields with high proven reserves or the large
3 fields because the size of the bubbles would
4 indicate whether it was a large field or a small
5 field.
6
Anyway, I found it an extremely
7 useful method of picking out the fields on which I
8 might want to ask some questions.
9
So on that -- on that basis, I
10 would come back and say, okay, I want to talk with
11 these and these and these fields. Typically the
12 larger ones of course would be there. You would
13 always go for the larger ones, but some of the
14 smaller ones when they looked exceptional I would
15 pick out as well.
16
Q. Now, is the information that you
17 requested in advance of the audit, was this
18 information that would also be found in the latest
19 estimates that the operating unit sent to The
20 Hague?
21
A. Yes. Yeah. I would expect those
22 to be the same, yes.
0214
1
Q. Prior to conducting an audit, did
2 you ever request the latest estimates to review
3 for that operating unit?
4
A. I am not sure what you mean when
5 you say "the latest estimates." As far as I
6 remember, the latest estimates that came in during
7 the year once every quarter were in fact the
8 estimates on a company basis only, so the
9 aggregate volume for the company.
10
It was only at the end of the year
11 and during my audits that we would ask them to
12 prepare a list of individual field value, of
13 course then expecting that to add up to the
14 aggregate company value.
15
Q. Did you ever compare the aggregate
16 value in the latest estimates to the individual
17 field?
18
A. Oh, yes. Definitely. That was
19 part of my reports. It was a separate table in my
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20 reports which makes that comparison.
21
Q. Did you ever request information
22 from the operating units to give you a picture of
0215
1 the reserves position at the beginning of the year
2 and the end of the year so that you can do a
3 comparison of changes?
4
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
5
THE WITNESS: Yes. That was -6 that was certainly done by me at the end of the
7 year, in the end-year statement.
8
In my reports, there is a table
9 that expresses that as well, that gives that -10 that gives the reasons for changes, a separate set
11 of tables, one for gas, one for oil. It gives
12 those changes as well with my comments.
13
Q. I am sorry. And when you said
14 end-year statements, you are referring to the
15 year-end report?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Now, at the operating unit level,
18 who is responsible for signing off on the reserves
19 that are reported to the center?
20
A. In my days, it was the chief
21 petroleum engineer, the head petroleum engineer,
22 the petroleum engineering manager, so typically
0216
1 the same position as I was holding in Lowestoft.
2
Q. When you conducted your audits, did
3 you have interaction with this person in that -4 who was the chief petroleum engineer?
5
MR. TUTTLE: Do you want to ask for
6 each one? I mean -7
MR HABER: I am speaking generally.
8
THE WITNESS:
9
A. Yes. Definitely. Absolutely. I
10 would -- during these audits, I would of course
11 have a close working relationship with the
12 reserves coordinator because he would be the one
13 to answer all my questions, other than the
14 questions that I would direct to the field teams
15 and his supervisor, so the head reservoir engineer
16 or the head petroleum engineering.
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17
I would also, as a matter of fact,
18 always make a point of visiting the Managing
19 Director of that company when he was available,
20 and sometimes a technical director as well.
21
But those would be just courtesy
22 calls. And he would always -- he or she -- it's
0217
1 always a he as far as -- no. No. There only was
2 one she. They would always receive a copy of my
3 report at the very end.
4 BY MR. HABER:
5
Q. Who was the one woman that you are
6 referring to?
7
A. Canada. I am sorry. I forget the
8 name of the woman, I am sorry, for the moment.
9
Q. Do you know a Sheila Graham?
10
A. Yes, I know her.
11
Q. And who is she?
12
A. She was I believe the reserves
13 coordinator in Shell Development Australia.
14
Q. And was she someone that you had
15 interaction with when you audited -16
A. Yes.
17
Q. -- SDA individual?
18
MR HABER: We can break now. This
19 is fine.
20
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
21 record at 10:58.
22
(Short recess taken)
0218
1
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Returning to the
2 record at 11:18 from 10:58.
3 BY MR. HABER:
4
Q. Mr. Barendregt, we are about to
5 mark a number of documents, six documents, I
6 believe. Five of them are the Petroleum Resource
7 Volume Guidelines from Shell. And they are from
8 1999 through 2003.
9
The last document is the guide for
10 administration of Proved Reserves and production
11 for external disclosure.
12
So we are going to mark these for
13 the record. We have handed these documents out.
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14 So when you start getting these, if you could just
15 take a look at them, my questions are primarily
16 going to be devoted to the Terms of Reference.
17
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 5 marked
18 for identification)
19
The first document that we are
20 marking as Barendregt Exhibit 5 is the Petroleum
21 Resource Volume Guidelines Resource Classification
22 and Value Realization. It is a multipage
0219
1 document. Bates range is PER00070810 through
2 PER00070880, and this document is for the year
3 1999.
4
The next Exhibit, which we'll mark
5 as Barendregt Exhibit 6, is a Petroleum Resource
6 Volume Guidelines Resource Classification and
7 Value Realization for the year 2000.
8
It's Bates range is PER00081330
9 through PER00081360.
10
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 6 marked
11 for identification)
12
The next Exhibit, which will be
13 Barendregt Exhibit 7, is the Petroleum Resource
14 Volume Guidelines Resource Classification and
15 Value Realization for the year 2001, and this is a
16 multipage document. Its Bates range is
17 RJW01000924 through RJW01000971.
18
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 7 marked
19 for identification)
20
The next Exhibit, which will be
21 Barendregt Exhibit 8, is the Petroleum Resource
22 Volume Guidelines Resource Classification and
0220
1 Value Realization for the year 2002. And it's
2 Bates range is LON01470136 through LON01470175.
3
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 8 marked
4 for identification)
5
The next Exhibit, which will be
6 Barendregt Exhibit 9, is a Petroleum Resource
7 Guidelines Resource Classification and Value
8 Realization for the year 2003. The Bates range is
9 RJW00762369 through RJW00762415.
10
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 9 marked
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11 for identification)
12
And finally Exhibit 10 will be the
13 Guide for the Administration of Proved Reserves
14 and Production for External Disclosure. The date
15 of issue is July 2003. It's Bates range is
16 RJW00122185 through RJW00122208.
17
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 10 marked
18 for identification)
19
MR. TUTTLE: Mr. Haber, I just note
20 for the record in Exhibit 5, that appears to be
21 actually two documents. Starting at PER00070842
22 is the "Petroleum Resource Volumes Submission
0221
1 Requirements for Internal and external reporting
2 (for Operating Units and New Venture Operations)."
3
MR HABER: Okay.
4 BY MR. HABER:
5
Q. Mr. Barendregt?
6
A. Okay.
7
Q. Have you seen each one of the
8 documents that we've marked as Exhibits 5 through
9 10?
10
A. Yes. And they appear to be the
11 documents that I have been working with, yes.
12
Q. Now, your counsel has noted on
13 Exhibit 5, if you turn to page 70843, there is a
14 document that says, "Petroleum Resource Volumes
15 Submission Requirements for Internal and external
16 reporting (for Operating Units and New Venture
17 Operations)."
18
Do you see that?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Do you know if this document is a
21 part of the resource volume guidelines that we
22 have marked as Exhibit 5?
0222
1
A. Yes. It is part of it. It's a
2 complement to it. The top document in Exhibit 5
3 are the actual guidelines, which is that -- which
4 are the guidelines that I for one, as a reserves
5 auditor, was using as my reference, and it was
6 intended to be used as a reference by all the
7 operating units in determining the actual volumes
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8 of the fields in question.
9
The second part is the -- is
10 instructions for use of the tables that operating
11 units had to submit to the center at the end of
12 the year. So it's more of a how to input the
13 figures type of explanation rather than the method
14 used previous in determining the volumes of the
15 actual volumes of the reserves.
16
So that's the difference between
17 the two.
18
Q. When you conducted your audits, did
19 you use the guidelines that we've marked today as
20 Exhibits 5 through 9 as your reference?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. When you conducted your audits, did
0223
1 you use SEC rule 4-10 as a reference to your
2 audits?
3
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
4
THE WITNESS:
5
A. SEC rule 4-10 is included as an
6 Appendix, and is, say, an unremovable part of and
7 has been the resource volume guidelines that we've
8 used.
9
So that goes also for this
10 document.
11 BY MR. HABER:
12
Q. When you conducted your audits, did
13 you refer to rule 4-10, which is an Appendix, and
14 I believe if you look at Exhibit 5, that would be
15 Appendix 3, which is on page 22 of the document,
16 or Bates range 836?
17
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
18
THE WITNESS:
19
A. As I explained yesterday, the
20 original rule 4-10 wasn't really useable in the
21 form in which the SEC issued it in 1978.
22
And during discussions between
0224
1 central office at Shell and the SEC, it was
2 determined that Shell would continue to use their
3 own methods and would continue to use internal
4 guidelines that, by all concerns, were deemed to
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5 yield the same if not actually more conservative
6 results than rule 4-10.
7
In my audits, I therefore referred
8 primarily, only by way of exception and now
9 specifically -- sorry. I referred primarily to
10 the internal Shell guidelines, to this document
11 (indicating) and only on occasion specifically to
12 rule 4-10, as you will see in my reports.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. Can you think of any specific audit
15 report where you made that specific reference to
16 rule 4-10?
17
A. Not off-hand. Let me think.
18 Kazakhstan, maybe. That's the only one that
19 springs to me at the moment, but I am sure that
20 there were more, there were occasional remarks in
21 the text.
22
Q. Now, if you can look at the Terms
0225
1 of Reference, which is on -- and I am looking at
2 Exhibit 5 now, page 24 of the document, the Bates
3 range ends 838.
4
And I believe earlier in your
5 testimony, you said that you had drafted the Terms
6 of Reference.
7
Is that correct?
8
A. Drafted and then agreed with the
9 reserves coordinator and his supervisors, yes.
10
Q. So with regard to Exhibit 5, the
11 Terms of Reference that we're looking at, you
12 drafted this document?
13
A. That particular page, yes. Yes.
14 And agreed after discussion, like I said. Which
15 meant that they might have come up with slight
16 changes of wording or additional comments.
17
Q. Did you -18
A. So it was an agreed document.
19
Q. No. I understand that. And
20 actually that's my next question.
21
Do you recall any comments that
22 were given to you by the Group Reserves
0226
1 Coordinator and whoever they had reported to, such
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2 as let's say Mr. McKay?
3
A. Not specifically, but I know that
4 there were. But like I said, I can't remember
5 specifically what those comments were.
6
Q. Do you recall if the comments were
7 substantive in nature?
8
A. From my recollection, which is
9 vague -- after all, it's seven, eight years ago.
10
From my recollection, they came up
11 with perhaps additional points that were relevant
12 during those -- during those audits. So they felt
13 that my original draft was maybe a little bit on
14 the brief side and they felt that it could be
15 expanded with one or two additional ones.
16
But if you ask me which ones are
17 these, I cannot tell you.
18
Q. Now, do you know if KPMG had
19 approved of this Terms of Reference?
20
A. They certainly had seen the draft
21 of it, of the whole document.
22
Q. Right.
0227
1
A. And it was discussed between
2 ourselves, so between myself and the Group
3 Reserves Coordinator and KPMG.
4
Q. Do you recall if PWC participated
5 in those discussions?
6
A. No. Not in that discussion.
7
Q. Do you recall if KPMG provided any
8 comments to the Terms of Reference?
9
A. Yes, they did. But again, I cannot
10 remember specifically which comment that would
11 have been. But yes, that they would have asked
12 questions and then on the basis of that, they may
13 or may not have had comments.
14
Q. Do you recall if the comments or
15 questions were substantive?
16
A. There is one comment that I can
17 remember, specifically on this one, on this year.
18
In the previous year, there was a
19 comment saying that KPMG -- or no, external
20 auditors had approved of the -- of the guidelines.
21 And we got a comment, or the Group Reserves
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22 Coordinator got a comment or a question from KPMG
0228
1 saying, "Did we approve that? How did we approve
2 that? Can you tell us how that went?" And
3 ultimately that particular sentence in a
4 successive guidelines was taken out.
5
Q. So did KPMG approve of the
6 guidelines that are -- that have been marked as
7 Exhibit 5, for 1999?
8
A. They saw it and they had no further
9 comments to it.
10
Q. Do you recall any written document
11 that evidenced their approval of the guidelines?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Object to the form.
13 Foundation.
14
MR. BEST: Object.
15
MR. ADLER: Object to the form.
16
THE WITNESS:
17
A. No, I do not remember that.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. Now, I would like you to take a
20 look at Exhibit 7. And also have handy Exhibit 6.
21
I am sorry, please turn to -22 forgive me, Exhibit 8. If you can look at Exhibit
0229
1 6 and Exhibit 8.
2
And what I would like you to do is
3 turn to page 28 of Exhibit 6, which ends 357 the
4 Bates range. This is the Terms of Reference for
5 the year 2000 and if you can now turn to Exhibit
6 8, page 27 of the document which ends 167 in the
7 Bates number, which is the Terms of Reference for
8 the guidelines which were issued in April of 2002.
9
Now, if you take a look at the -10 looking at Exhibit 6, if you look at the first
11 paragraph of the document, there is a reference to
12 FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
13 no. 69; however, in Exhibit 8, which is 2002, the
14 reference to FASB FAS 69 has been removed.
15
Do you have an understanding as to
16 why in 2002 the reference to FAS 69 was omitted?
17
A. Yes. We took out the explicit
18 reference to FASB statement number 69 which is the
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19 same as 4-10, which I am sure you are aware,
20 because that particular document was included in
21 the internal Group Reserves Guidelines.
22
It was referred to it, and as I
0230
1 have explained to you, the way the reserves
2 estimation process in Shell went is that in the
3 first instance, reference was made to the internal
4 group guidelines, which in turn were made to
5 conform with requirements, external requirements
6 like rule 4-10.
7
So my reference in these audits I
8 found had to be the internal guidelines.
9
The statement as it was in the year
10 2000 was a statement that had been carried over
11 from previous versions. And I felt that since
12 reference was primarily made to the Group Reserves
13 Guidelines, there was no point in explicitly
14 referring to the FASB statement of accounting
15 standards.
16
So that was the reason why that was
17 taken, just to align with the then prevailing
18 practice.
19
Q. Now, again if you look at Exhibit
20 6, number 1, which begins to verify the technical
21 maturity -22
MR. BEST: Can you give a Bates
0231
1 number?
2
MR HABER: I am sorry. This is
3 still 357.
4
MR. BEST: Thank you.
5 BY MR HABER:
6
Q. And if you compare that to Exhibit
7 8, which is 167, you will notice that the language
8 which appears on page 1357, which is Exhibit 6,
9 "and by verifying that undeveloped reserves are
10 based on identifiable projects that can be
11 considered technically mature" has been omitted in
12 the 2002 guidelines, which is Exhibit 8.
13
What is your understanding of the
14 omission of that portion of number 1?
15
MR. MORSE: Objection to form and
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16 characterization of the document.
17
MR. TUTTLE: Same objection.
18
THE WITNESS:
19
A. I cannot remember what the reason
20 was that that particular sentence was removed.
21 All I can say is that in my reports and in my
22 audits, I continued to specifically look at
0232
1 undeveloped reserves and ask the question whether
2 they were based on identifiable projects.
3
So even though that particular
4 sentence or part of the sentence has been taken
5 out of the Terms of Reference, there was
6 absolutely no change in my practice, as you will
7 see from my checklist in all my successive
8 reports.
9 BY MR. HABER:
10
Q. I would like you again to do a
11 comparison now. If you look again at the 2000
12 guidelines, and the Bates number is 357, number 2,
13 and compare that with the 2002 guidelines, which
14 ends Bates number 167?
15
A. So comparing the number 2s of both
16 of these pages?
17
Q. Correct.
18
A. Yes.
19
(Pause)
20
What had happened in between those
21 two volumes is that in the year 2000/2001, under
22 the direction of Aidan McKay, the group had
0233
1 instituted a much more formalized way of operating
2 companies having to submit their proposals for
3 future projects, whereas before it would be
4 largely as a written document.
5
It now had to be formalized pretty
6 much like the reserve system had been formalized
7 through spreadsheets that had to be submitted to
8 the center, which were then amalgamated in
9 spreadsheet fashion, and which then provided a
10 much more thorough and consistent manner of
11 comparing various operating companies' plans.
12
Those submissions regarding their
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13 plans -- and these were separate from the
14 submissions of the NT reserves. Those submissions
15 would be production forecasts where necessary by
16 individual wells if they were to be drilled in the
17 coming years, and otherwise they would be of
18 specific projects like field developments or field
19 extension developments with additional platforms
20 with new wells.
21
And so it would be broken down to
22 the lowest level of detail that was realistic.
0234
1 And all of that data would be submitted centrally
2 so that Shell could then carry out its evaluation,
3 its economic evaluation of these projects and
4 thereby rank them and thereby assign available
5 capital to each and every one or none of these
6 projects.
7
Now, with that in place, people
8 felt that it was important for me to check the
9 consistency of those forecasts and those used for
10 reserves estimating.
11
In other words, in cases where a
12 production forecast is important, like in the case
13 of an end-of-license situation, it was felt that I
14 needed to look into the forecasts that were used
15 and to ensure that they were the same as the ones
16 that were submitted to the center.
17
And that is indeed what I did.
18 There was a specific question added in my
19 spreadsheet, and that explains the difference, the
20 more extensive reference to production and sales
21 forecasting. And that is included in that
22 particular point.
0235
1
Q. Why was the words on Exhibit 6
2 "economic robustness" removed in the guidelines in
3 2002?
4
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
5 Characterization of the document.
6 BY MR HABER:
7
Q. If you look at number 2, it says
8 that, "by assessing the robustness of project
9 economics".
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10
Why was that portion of the
11 guidelines in 2000 not included in the 2002
12 version of the guidelines?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Same objection.
14
THE WITNESS:
15
A. By -- commercial maturity is a
16 notion or is -- yeah, is a notion that is
17 explained in the text of the document. And I
18 cannot remember specifically why those words were
19 taken out at the time.
20
But I would not consider -- and in
21 fact, in my audits I did not consider that to be a
22 material change of process. I continued to assess
0236
1 the commercial maturity of projects in exactly the
2 same way as you saw before.
3 BY MR HABER:
4
Q. What I would like to you do now is
5 to keep Exhibit 8 open to again the same page,
6 167?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. And turn to Exhibit 9, which is the
9 guidelines that were issued on September 2003.
10
(Witness complying)
11
And if you will turn to page 36 of
12 the document, under Bates number that ends 408?
13
A. Mm-Hmm.
14
Q. I would like you to take a look at
15 number 3 of Exhibit 9 and number 3 of Exhibit 8.
16
And what I would like you to focus
17 on is the last sentence of Exhibit 9 in number 3,
18 which reads, "The audit also verifies that applied
19 future development is indeed likely to go ahead".
20
And you will see that that sentence
21 is not included in number 3 -22
A. Yes.
0237
1
Q. -- on Exhibit 8.
2
And if you could explain why that
3 sentence was added?
4
A. As we discussed previously, the
5 Group Reserves Guidelines over the years,
6 particularly the years after 2001, gradually
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7 became more precise about the hurdles, the
8 economic hurdles and, say, the business hurdles
9 that needed to be taken by new projects before
10 they could be booked as reserves.
11
In other words, there was a gradual
12 tightening over the years. And this sentence is a
13 very brief way of describing that gradual
14 tightening.
15
The tightening was such that it was
16 inspired by the additional guidance that was
17 issued by the SEC in 2001, although even
18 beforehand it became clear to me that some
19 tightening in this respect was necessary.
20
But anyway, the tightening happened
21 during these successive years. And like I said,
22 that particular sentence is a brief way of
0238
1 representing that particular tightening.
2
Q. When you refer to the additional
3 guidance that was issued by the SEC in 2001, you
4 are referring to the interpretive guidance by the
5 staff of the SEC?
6
A. Indeed the one that was published
7 on the 1st of March, yes.
8
Q. Now, this tightening that's
9 reflected by this language, from the audits of the
10 operating units that you had conducted, did you
11 have a sense that the people in the field in the
12 operating units understood what was being referred
13 to in this sentence?
14
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form. Calls
15 for speculation.
16
THE WITNESS:
17
A. In this particular sentence?
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. Yes.
20
A. I can't comment on the perception
21 of this particular sentence, but I do know that
22 staff in the operating units each year did receive
0239
1 their own copies of the Reserves Guidelines. And
2 I do know that even in my introduction, while I
3 was out on audits, I made sure that they realized
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4 what the latest additions to the guidelines were.
5
Q. When you visited the operating
6 units for the audits, did you get a sense that the
7 operating unit staff understood the information
8 that was set forth in the guidelines?
9
A. Yes. Yes.
10
Q. Did you ever, throughout your
11 tenure as Group Reserves Auditor, did you ever
12 come to a conclusion that the operating units and
13 the staff working at the operating units needed
14 education with regard to the Shell guidelines?
15
A. Staff that I spoke to I think
16 understood the changes in the guidelines.
17
And I didn't feel -- at that time,
18 I didn't see any evidence that led me to the
19 conclusion that the staff at the working level
20 needed further education in the guidelines at that
21 time.
22
Q. Now, you say "at that time".
0240
1
First of all, when are you
2 referring to?
3
A. Generally to the period, say, from
4 2001 onwards.
5
Q. And prior to -6
A. And I am dealing here with the
7 staff whose responsibility it was to prepare the
8 reserves estimates, or the staff that I would meet
9 and work closely with during my audits.
10
Q. Prior to 2001, did you see any
11 evidence that led you to believe that the staff
12 did need education with regard to the guidelines?
13
A. No is the short answer to that.
14 No.
15
Q. Now, if you can turn to Exhibit 10
16 for a moment, and in particular -17
MR. BEST: Before you go on, do you
18 want him to compare with -19
MR HABER: No. No. No. We are
20 done.
21
MR. BEST: Okay.
22
MR HABER: Just look at Exhibit 10.
0241
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1
Q. I would like to direct your
2 attention to Appendix F, the Bates number that
3 ends 206.
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. This is titled "Group Reserves
6 Auditor: Terms of Reference."
7
Did you prepare this document?
8
A. Yes. Similar to the previous Terms
9 of Reference for the audit that we looked at, this
10 one was drafted by myself and commented on and
11 discussed with at that time Frank Coopman and John
12 Pay, who was the Group Reserves Coordinator.
13
Q. Do you recall receiving any
14 comments from Mr. Coopman?
15
A. Yes, he did. But if you ask me
16 specifically which comments, maybe. Can I read
17 through it -18
Q. Yes, please. Please do.
19
A. -- and see whether the memory is
20 jogged.
21
Yes. I believe and again I have to
22 point to the fact that this is by now four years
0242
1 ago.
2
I believe that he added or he
3 suggested that I add the third point, i.e. the
4 first two points being that I carry out audits and
5 I do the end of year review of the reserves
6 accumulation process.
7
And thirdly, he was making use more
8 and more of my advice and views during the year,
9 most importantly in setting up the group Reserves
10 Committee, but also in other respects.
11
He would talk with me quite
12 regularly, so that's why this third point was
13 added.
14
Q. Was this Terms of Reference meant
15 to supplant the Terms of Reference that we looked
16 at in the various guidelines?
17
A. No. They are separate. These are
18 the Terms of Reference for the Group Reserves
19 Auditor. These are the things that he is expected
20 to do.
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21
The SEC audit guidelines are Terms
22 of Reference. There is a distinct difference
0243
1 between these two guidelines. The ones you are
2 having me to look at are the Group Reserves
3 Auditor Terms of Reference.
4
There are three activities that the
5 Group Reserves Auditor carries out, and these
6 three are enumerated here. The first one is carry
7 out group reserves audits in the operating
8 companies.
9
The second one is to witness and
10 audit the process of accumulating reserves at the
11 end of the year, and that is taking place in the
12 center.
13
And the third one is providing
14 general advice to management of SIEP.
15
Now if you go back to the Terms of
16 Reference in the guidelines, those are Terms of
17 Reference of the reserves audits that are carried
18 out in operating companies only, and they describe
19 the methods that are used in carrying out those
20 audits.
21
Therefore, they relate only to
22 point 1 of the general Group Reserves Auditor
0244
1 Terms of Reference.
2
Q. Now, with regard to number 2, it
3 says, "Witnessing and verifying the accumulation
4 of the Group's Proved Reserves at the end of the
5 year for inclusion into the Group Annual Reports
6 and the SEC Form 20-F report on the basis of
7 information supplied by Regions/Asset Holders."
8
Were you performing those duties
9 prior to this document being drafted?
10
A. Yes, I was present during the month
11 of January when these reserves would be coming in.
12
Q. Other than being present and
13 witnessing the information coming in, did you
14 verify the information that came in?
15
A. Yes. I would look at them, because
16 the spreadsheet gave a lot of detail about where
17 the specific changes came from; and I would pick
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18 out the -- I would pick out some projects where I
19 had a question mark where I wanted to know more
20 about why that particular change had been made,
21 and I would pose those questions to the Group
22 Reserves Coordinator: Okay, can you please
0245
1 provide me with some more background data here.
2
Q. Did you do anything other than that
3 to get behind the numbers to check for their
4 accuracy?
5
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
6
THE WITNESS:
7
A. The activity that I carried out at
8 the end of the year in January, looking at all the
9 groups' reserves changes, of course could not
10 compare itself with actually going out into an
11 operating company and carrying out at the end of
12 the year.
13
So it was never the idea that I
14 checked the validity of those reserves changes to
15 the extent and to the detail that I would do in an
16 actual operating company visit.
17
Having said that, if a company
18 would come and propose a new reserves booking for
19 a new field, a field that had been discovered by
20 that company, it would be relatively easy to ask
21 that company to give us reasons for that reserves
22 booking, and in particular to give us a
0246
1 description of the maturity of that particular
2 project.
3
Quite often, if it was indeed a
4 project on which field development plans had been
5 prepared, then those field development plans would
6 have been available already in The Hague, and so
7 it would be possible to refer to that.
8
But in some cases, that information
9 would not have reached The Hague yet. And in that
10 case, we would -- we would ask for some more data
11 and pass our judgment on the maturity of those
12 projects.
13
Q. In the instances where the
14 development plans were prepared and available, did
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15 you do anything to check the validity of those
16 plans?
17
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
18
THE WITNESS:
19
A. Yes. Where necessary, I would talk
20 also to or with the Group Reserves Coordinator,
21 and in some instances, with the Regional Business
22 Directorate as it was called, who would be the
0247
1 group in SIEP overlooking the activities of a
2 particular area that the operating company was in.
3
That didn't happen too often, but
4 it did happen.
5
Q. When you say "where necessary,"
6 what circumstances would make it necessary for you
7 to?
8
A. If the Group Reserves Coordinator
9 couldn't provide me with the answers that I
10 needed.
11
Q. Can you think of any instances
12 where that occurred?
13
A. It started to occur on Angola.
14 That's one specific instance that I remember. The
15 other one was in Sakhalin, which would have been
16 in 2003. No. There are no others that I can
17 think of just right at this moment.
18
Q. With regard to Angola, what year
19 are you thinking of?
20
A. That would have been the end of
21 2000.
22
Q. Now, you mentioned a comment that
0248
1 you received from Mr. Coopman, which you say is
2 reflected in number 3 of Exhibit 10.
3
Do you recall any comments that you
4 received from Mr. Pay to the draft, which is now
5 reflected in final form in Exhibit 10?
6
A. Not specifically, no. No.
7
Q. Do you remember if Mr. Pay had any
8 substantive comments to the draft?
9
A. He certainly had a close interest,
10 and I am sure he would have given me some
11 comments. But whether they were such that they
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12 turned the whole document around, I am certain
13 that they weren't of that sort.
14
Q. Okay. You can put this document
15 aside.
16
MR. TUTTLE: Is this a good time to
17 take a break?
18
MR HABER: Yes.
19
MR. TUTTLE: If you are going to
20 start a new section, then.
21
MR HABER: That's fine.
22
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
0249
1 record at 12:04.
2
(Short recess taken)
3
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Beginning tape
4 number 4 and returning to the record at 12:18 from
5 12:04.
6 BY MR. HABER:
7
Q. Mr. Barendregt, just one follow-up
8 question with regard to Exhibit 10. Prior to
9 drafting the Terms of Reference that we were just
10 talking about, was there a Terms of Reference that
11 existed previously?
12
A. Yes, there were. Like I mentioned,
13 I had on my computer, as I said, Terms of
14 Reference ever since the early, the beginning
15 period of my group auditorship, reserves
16 auditorship back in 1999.
17
Q. Do you know if those versions of
18 the Terms of Reference for the Group Reserves
19 Auditor were ever printed and then disseminated to
20 the Group Reserves Coordinator?
21
A. I know that whenever I changed, I
22 came up with changes to the Terms of Reference.
0250
1
Or whenever somebody else, like for
2 instance Frank Coopman instituted changes in Terms
3 of Reference, they were certainly discussed with
4 them, with the Group Reserves Coordinator and his
5 supervisor or Frank Coopman.
6
But they weren't, as far as I
7 remember, formally enshrined in some maintained
8 document, not until the issue of Exhibit 10.
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9
Q. So then the 2003 document, which is
10 Exhibit 10, is the first time that they were
11 included in a formal document, to your knowledge?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13 Characterization of the testimony.
14
THE WITNESS:
15
A. As far as I remember, yes.
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. Now, just going back to your audits
18 of the various operating units, generally
19 speaking, how much time did you spend on an audit?
20
A. Typically two or three to five or
21 six days, depending on the size of the company.
22 The largest one was six days and that was Shell
0251
1 Expro. The smallest one would have been small
2 ventures like Shell at the Port of Brunei, where I
3 was for two days.
4
Q. Now, during your audits, what type
5 of materials data did you review?
6
A. I would start -- as I mentioned, I
7 would start about beforehand actually requesting a
8 list of reserves, Proved Reserves and expectation
9 reserves of oil and gas on the basis of which I
10 would select the fields on which I wanted to have
11 a closer discussion with -- on.
12
In those discussions, I would
13 typically ask for maps, geological maps, any log
14 data, any panels of log data, which would mean
15 that you put the log data in graphical form next
16 to each other.
17
And as far as those were relevant,
18 I would definitely ask for the mature projects,
19 the producing projects, I would ask for the
20 production performance data, either by field or by
21 reservoir. And normally they would have those
22 available by any -- by any unit that I would
0252
1 request.
2
So it's those sort of data that I
3 would ask for detailed data; and then I would ask
4 them to explain the field to me, to give a
5 description of the field, tell me where the
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6 challenges of the fields lay, was it low porosity
7 permeability, or was it wells watering out or
8 gassing out, any of those things.
9
And what was being done to combat
10 these challenges, and what then ultimately was the
11 way in which they had evaluated the reserves.
12
Q. When you made the request for
13 information, did your request -- withdrawn.
14
When you made the request for
15 information, was your request made directly to the
16 operating unit?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. Did you ever memorialize these
19 requests in writing?
20
A. They were E-mails. They were in
21 E-mail form, yes.
22
Q. Were these E-mails copied to the
0253
1 Group Reserves Coordinator?
2
A. Not normally, no. They would be
3 just my dealings with the operating company, yes.
4
Q. As the Group Reserves Auditor, how
5 did you view yourself in the reserves reporting
6 process?
7
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
8
THE WITNESS:
9
A. Pretty much as implied by the word
10 "auditor," I would review the procedures and
11 methods in which the reserves estimates have been
12 -- would have been prepared, and compared those
13 against the group guidelines, specifically through
14 the spreadsheet that I used in my reports, as you
15 well have seen.
16
And on the basis of that, come to a
17 composite judgment on the company in question.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. Did you ever tell anyone that you
20 had formed a view that senior management viewed
21 the role of the Group Reserves Auditor as a
22 ceremonial position?
0254
1
A. I think I know where your question
2 is coming from. I may have used that word in the
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3 first interview for the Davis Polk study, and that
4 interview was carried out in February 2004.
5
I think it's important for us all
6 to realize that the period of December 2003 to -7 through January/February 2004 was an emotional
8 period for all those concerned with the Group
9 Shell Reserves, and I don't need to expand on
10 that.
11
But that means that when I was
12 first interviewed by the Davis Polk staff, and I
13 must hasten to add that I was interviewed without
14 any preparation, without any briefing by legal
15 representative, it was just straight off the cuff.
16
And given the still rather
17 emotional circumstances of that period, I may have
18 used expressions that are fine in colloquial
19 parlance, but that when written down are very easy
20 to be taken out of context and out of meaning.
21
And I believe that that's -- that
22 is what happened here.
0255
1
What I was referring to when I made
2 comments like that was that indeed there had been
3 very little -- I got very little reaction to my
4 reports from senior management in Shell, in fact,
5 so little that I never saw Philip Watts, for
6 instance.
7
The last time I saw Philip Watts
8 was when he was in that totally different and more
9 junior position overseeing the operations in
10 Denmark and when I was in Denmark myself. That
11 was back in 1987.
12
But I never saw Philip Watts, I
13 never got any reaction, and the same must be said
14 of Walter van de Vijver when he arrived on the
15 scene.
16
So I wasn't particularly perturbed
17 by it. I was surprised, particularly because when
18 I went out on my audits to the operating
19 companies, I always made a point myself and
20 admittedly I took the initiative there, I made a
21 point myself of seeing the M.D. or at least the
22 technical director.
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0256
1
But that contact I did not have in
2 The Hague.
3
Also, I found that other -- that as
4 far as the external auditors was concerned, I
5 found that yes, of course there was a good
6 cooperation with particularly KPMG and at the end
7 here meeting with PriceWaterhouseCoopers.
8
But it was -- certainly initially,
9 it was completely oblivious to me -- I was
10 completely oblivious about the process that would
11 follow after that and, in particularly, about the
12 external auditors taking the conclusions of my
13 report to, for instance, the Group Auditors
14 Committee.
15
To put it even more bluntly, when I
16 started the job and during the first few years of
17 my job, I wasn't even aware of what the Group
18 Audit Committee was about.
19
Thinking back on it, I think it
20 would have been better if the reserves matter had
21 been reported more directly, particularly by
22 players by myself in the Group Audit Committee.
0257
1 And that is precisely what is happening now, but
2 of course that is after the event.
3
So it's these two factors combined
4 that sometimes tended to create a situation where
5 I felt completely separate from the totally
6 cooperative manner in which I worked with the
7 Group Reserves Coordinator.
8
I felt like working a bit in a
9 vacuum. I never got any response back from senior
10 circles within -- within SIEP. That was the basis
11 of that particular remark expressed a bit more
12 emotionally than I normally would have done it.
13
Q. Other than Philip Watts and Walter
14 van de Vijver, were there other members of senior
15 management that you would have expected you would
16 have received feedback from?
17
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
18 Characterization of the testimony.
19
THE WITNESS:
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20
A. Yes. At the end-of-year meeting
21 that we had with the external auditors, I remember
22 that initially at the end of '98, at the end of
0258
1 '99, in fact there would be very few people
2 present from Shell themselves. There would be of
3 course the Group Reserves Coordinator. There
4 would be his supervisor, although at one
5 particular meeting, even then he wouldn't be
6 there.
7
And that would be just about it.
8 There would be no senior management present.
9 There would be a short briefing I remember with
10 EPB, the head of the EPB.
11
That's the new business -- the
12 director of the new business venture unit in SIEP,
13 or not part of SIEP, it was in fact a separate
14 company, SEPIV, S-E-P-I-V. But that was the
15 extent of the interest that was expressed by
16 senior Shell management in those days.
17
Q. Did the members of senior
18 management who attended these meetings change over
19 time?
20
A. Yeah. The organization changed.
21 EPB became something else. It changed from being
22 SEPIV, S-E-P-I-V, that's Shell E&P International
0259
1 Ventures, which back in 1998, it would be set up
2 as a separate company.
3
That was phased out and that
4 organization became part of SIEP, and I forget
5 when that was. And yes, the organization and the
6 organogram would change, and that would be -7
Q. But the number of people who
8 attended, did that change?
9
A. That increased over the years.
10 Gradually over the years, there was more and more
11 interest shown; I say the supervisors of group
12 reserve coordinator and their managers.
13
And of course at the end of 2003,
14 everybody was there.
15
Q. But other than 2003, when do you
16 recall the shift from less to more?
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17
A. It was gradual, it was gradual.
18 Each year a few more people would turn up.
19
Q. Now, a moment ago you mentioned a
20 Group Audit Committee. Did you make any
21 presentation to the Group Audit Committee as the
22 Group Reserves Auditor?
0260
1
A. Never.
2
Q. Were you ever invited by the group
3 reserve -- the Group Audit Committee to make a
4 presentation?
5
A. No.
6
Q. And again, this is during your
7 tenure as Group Reserves Auditor?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Did you ever inquire as to the
10 reasons why the Group Audit Committee had not
11 invited you to make a presentation to them?
12
A. Not in so many words, no. No.
13 Like I said, I didn't really become aware of the
14 role of the Group Audit Committee effect -- until
15 after the arrival of Frank Coopman.
16
And I believe that he -- from time
17 to time, he would make suggestions that perhaps I
18 would come along to one of his presentations. He
19 would be called upon now and again to make
20 presentations, and then they would be put off
21 again at the very last minute.
22
But he suggested at one stage that
0261
1 I might come along, but then I believe the word
2 came from above that that wouldn't be necessary.
3
Q. Do you know if your annual reports
4 were presented to the Group Audit Committee?
5
A. The short answer is no, I don't. I
6 don't know precisely in what form, if they ever
7 were.
8
Q. Did anyone from EP ever report to
9 you one way or the other with regard to the
10 presentation of your annual report?
11
A. Sometimes we would receive some
12 comment back, mostly from the external auditors,
13 as a matter of fact, who would have been present
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14 in that presentation.
15
Initially, I believe, but I may
16 have got it wrong there, but I believe that
17 initially it was only the external auditors who
18 would attend that Group Audit Committee meeting,
19 and that changed again, I believe, only after
20 Frank Coopman took over a more directing role in
21 the reserves reporting process. And he certainly
22 -- he would be attending those sort of meetings.
0262
1
Q. I take it from what you've just
2 testified to, you believed at the time that you
3 could add value to the process by being in
4 attendance at these meetings?
5
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
6 Characterization of the testimony.
7
THE WITNESS:
8
A. Certainly not initially. And in
9 fact, it wasn't until very, very late in the
10 process towards the end of 2003 when I -- when it
11 became clear to me precisely what the various
12 roles and responsibilities had been that I thought
13 by myself: It would have been useful if I had
14 been given an opportunity to report back to this
15 committee.
16
I don't think we would have been
17 able to avoid the recategorization of reserves. I
18 mean, that was something that as soon as the
19 additional guidance of the SEC came about in 2001,
20 that was just waiting to happen; even when we
21 didn't know it until 2003.
22
Q. Why do you say that it was just
0263
1 "waiting to happen"?
2
A. Well, the successive events that
3 led up to the end of 2003, could it have been
4 avoided? Even though we didn't know it, but it
5 was unavoidable with hindsight, that the
6 recategorization was what was necessary.
7
Most specifically, we discussed
8 earlier, I described to you earlier, that one
9 specific comment that was introduced at the end of
10 2003 in the reserve guidelines that were going to
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11 be used for the end 2003 reserves estimate was
12 that FID was going to be required for major
13 projects and certainly full field development
14 plans for anything even slightly smaller than
15 that.
16
That in itself turned out -- and we
17 found out in 2000, end of November 2003, that in
18 itself removed at least 700,000,000 from the
19 Nigerian portfolio at a stroke, which turned out
20 to be even more than that afterwards.
21
So that in itself set in train a
22 number of changes to the reserves that were
0264
1 unavoidable. So in other words, we changed the
2 guidelines and we made them so tight that
3 ultimately, we had to debook this large amount of
4 reserves, even though at the time when we were
5 using them so in 2000, 2001, 2002, we weren't
6 aware that there was so much reserves potentially
7 exposed.
8
That realization became vaguely
9 known in the course of 2000 -- end of 2002, 2003,
10 and the full magnitude did not become clear until
11 the end of 2000 -- November of 2003. And the rest
12 we know.
13
Q. Now, when you say that awareness of
14 exposures became known in the course of 2002,
15 2003, what caused that awareness?
16
MR. BEST: Objection to form and
17 characterization.
18
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form and
19 characterization.
20
MR. BEST: That's not what he said.
21
MR HABER: I'll rephrase.
22
Q. You said that realization became
0265
1 vaguely known in the course of 2000, end of 2002
2 and 2003?
3
MR. TUTTLE: I am sorry. The
4 sentence above it says, "We weren't aware that
5 there was so much reserves potentially exposed.
6 That realization became vaguely known in the
7 course of 2000 -- end of 2002, 2003". So...
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8 BY MR HABER:
9
Q. I still want to know what is the
10 basis of that realization, what caused that
11 realization.
12
A. We have to go back to the original
13 SEC definition. As I think I have explained
14 before, the original SEC definition was vague in
15 many material respects. It was specific in one or
16 two respects, but it was vague in many material
17 respects.
18
And the only notion that was firm
19 from that was the statement that reserves needed
20 to be reasonably certain to be produced.
21
Now, reasonably certain can mean a
22 lot of different things to different people.
0266
1
Some of the them interpret that
2 there is 100 percent certainty, although to me
3 that would be absolute certainty; some of them
4 interpret it as 98 percent certainty, 85 percent
5 certainty. Various levels of certainty can be
6 mooted if you can quantify certainty, which in
7 itself is a chance.
8
Now the situation changed and
9 improved somewhat, somewhat, with the additional
10 SEC guidance in 2001.
11
And the most important change that
12 was introduced was the notion of commitment. The
13 SEC expected to see a commitment by the company
14 concerned to go and develop the reserves before
15 they could be booked. And they gave similar
16 examples like it could be signed contracts or
17 whatever.
18
But the word commitment is really
19 the operative word there. In addition, the SEC -20 but those are side issues -- the SEC changed
21 surreptitiously -- I find one of the wordings on
22 the LKH issue that we touched upon earlier.
0267
1
But those were not significant in
2 the context of the restatement of reserves. The
3 restatement of reserves was ultimately emanating
4 from the use of the word commitment and the way we
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5 interpret that in our successive guidelines.
6
MR HABER: This is probably a good
7 place for us to stop for lunch.
8
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
9 record at 12:43.
10
(Lunch recess taken)
11
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Returning to the
12 record at 1:27.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. Good afternoon Mr. Barendregt.
15
A. Good afternoon.
16
Q. I am going to start my questioning
17 around your audit of SDA. And in particular, my
18 questions are going to be focused on the Gorgon
19 booking.
20
Okay?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. Did you perform an audit of SDA
0268
1 during your tenure as group reserve auditor?
2
A. Yes, I did. That was in the year
3 2000.
4
Q. Do you recall when?
5
A. I believe it was October.
6
Q. Do you recall how long the audit
7 took?
8
A. I think it was four days.
9
Q. And when you performed the audit,
10 was reference made to Shell's guidelines?
11
A. Yes. Yes.
12
Q. Do you recall making any specific
13 reference to rule 4-10?
14
MR. TUTTLE: In the report or just
15 at any time during the audit?
16
MR HABER: At any time during the
17 audit.
18
THE WITNESS:
19
A. In answer to your question do I
20 recall, no I do not.
21 BY MR. HABER:
22
Q. Just so the record is clear, is it
0269
1 do you recall? Or no, you do not?
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2
A. I may have done it, but I do not
3 recall specifically.
4
Q. Did you -- in particular with
5 regard to the Gorgon booking, did you review any
6 audit trail that supported the booking?
7
A. Not really. There -- the booking
8 and the history behind it were verbally explained
9 to me, but I did not dig into the files or ask
10 people to dig into the files to tell me precisely
11 where the documents were that they had shown me.
12
The predominant reason for that is
13 that I tend to go on my audits in the frame of
14 mind that I want to make my own opinion, I want to
15 express my own opinion, I want to make my own
16 judgment against the validity of that booking as
17 against the Group Reserves Guidelines.
18
Q. Who was the person who verbally
19 explained the history behind the Gorgon booking?
20
A. I expect that would have been
21 Jeroen Regtien.
22
Q. What was Mr. Regtien's position at
0270
1 the time, if you recall?
2
A. I believe he was senior reservoir
3 engineer of SDA at the time.
4
Q. Do you recall the sum and substance
5 of what he had told you?
6
A. In respect of Gorgon or in general?
7
Q. Yes.
8
A. In respect of Gorgon, I do not
9 recollect the conversation as such. But he will
10 have told me that Gorgon was booked whenever it
11 was first booked, I think a couple of years
12 earlier, even three years earlier.
13
And that it was based on the
14 evaluations as they were made at that time, the
15 details of which just simply escape me.
16
Q. Do you recall if Mr. Regtien said
17 anything about a market for the Gorgon gas?
18
A. We certainly discussed it. I think
19 it is useful to bear in mind that Gorgon wasn't
20 new to me when I was there. It wasn't as if I was
21 faced with a totally new field to me. I knew
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22 Gorgon quite well. I had been attending work
0271
1 shops organized by the operator who was Robert, a
2 branch of Chevron, back in the early '90s when I
3 was the representative of -- or one of the
4 representatives of SEIP on partner workshops, as
5 they were to be called then, discussing the
6 development opportunities for the large field of
7 Gorgon.
8
Even then in those early days in
9 199 -- in the early 1990s, Gorgon had already
10 received a considerable amount of appraisal and a
11 large number of wells, something in the order of
12 ten to 15 wells, I seem to remember, had been
13 drilled in the greater Gorgon area.
14
And from an appraisal point of
15 view, it seemed like the field was getting more
16 and more mature, and this is what I was expecting
17 when I came back in 2000, which was something like
18 five or six years after my previous visit there,
19 my last previous visit.
20
And indeed, it turned out exactly
21 like I expected. Meanwhile, a lot more work had
22 been done on making and preparing a development
0272
1 plan for Gorgon by Chevron.
2
And meanwhile, a lot more work had
3 been done by Shell on the, as we called it,
4 downstream facilities that were required to bring
5 the gas to market.
6
Gas that was found like Gorgon on
7 the Northwest shelf, which is the Northwestern
8 shore and against the Timor Sea in Australia, that
9 gas did have no sizeable market in its near
10 vicinity, and that meant that in order to bring
11 that gas to a market, that gas had to be
12 liquified, with which there was nothing wrong.
13 That was quite an established method in the
14 Southeast Asia area in bringing gas to market.
15
The market for that gas was most
16 likely to be what we call the Pacific Rim. In
17 principle, the western Pacific Rim, i.e., Japan,
18 Korea, Taiwan.
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19
But at the instigation of Chevron
20 in particular, or Chevron/Texaco as they became to
21 be known in early 2000, that Pacific Rim extended
22 itself also to the US West Coast.
0273
1
So the market -- it was clear that
2 the market was there, there was plenty of
3 opportunities. Various marketing studies had been
4 done and indeed were shown to me on my audit visit
5 in the year 2000, showing up that from the second
6 half of the first decade of the second Millennium,
7 third Millennium, it was clear that market
8 opportunities would open up.
9
But precisely when it was in that
10 stage, not certain. But nobody that I spoke to
11 and knowing the area and the background myself,
12 there was no evidence to suggest that Gorgon would
13 not become developed in the future.
14
Q. But at the time you conducted your
15 audit, were there existing market opportunities
16 for the sale of Gorgon gas?
17
A. I am not sure what you mean by
18 existing. There certainly wasn't a gas contract
19 in place or anything like that.
20
Q. That's certainly one aspect?
21
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
22
THE WITNESS:
0274
1
A. It's an aspect but not a relevant
2 one for reserves, because the reserves definition
3 and also the SEC guidance does not talk about
4 contracts or the requirement that you must have a
5 sales contract. It requires a market to be
6 available. The market was there, there was no
7 doubt about it.
8
What was uncertain at that stage
9 was the -- say the opening of the market for the
10 Gorgon area. But the market was there, and it was
11 definitely continued to be there, and it still is
12 there.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. So within the rule 4-10, if I
15 understand your answer, the market you say is
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16 there, but it wasn't open.
17
Is that correct?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
19 Characterization of the testimony.
20
MR. BEST: Same objection.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. I don't know what you mean by
0275
1 "open." You don't develop a gas field from one
2 day to the other when suddenly there is an opening
3 in the gas market. It doesn't work that way.
4
You achieve an opening in a gas
5 market by negotiating a contract with some buyers,
6 certainly in those days.
7
Even in that nowadays is less
8 formal, because more and more of LNG gas gets sold
9 on the spot market, just like oil does.
10
You don't get that opportunity
11 until you have actually built an LNG plant and put
12 the field on stream through a development with
13 platforms and wells and like that.
14
So you need to have a clear idea
15 about how and where it is that you are going to
16 sell the gas and who you are going to sell the gas
17 to before you start actually developing a field.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. At the time that Gorgon was booked,
20 did Gorgon have the facilities to sell the gas
21 from the Gorgon fields?
22
A. No. No. The field was
0276
1 undeveloped.
2
Q. And at the time you conducted your
3 audit, was the facility developed for the sale of
4 the Gorgon gas?
5
A. No, it wasn't.
6
Q. Where was this facility supposed to
7 be built?
8
A. The development plan that was
9 considered at the time would be an off-shore
10 construction consisting of several platforms and a
11 pipeline to an onshore location where the LNG
12 plant would be, and that would be on the Barrow
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13 Island.
14
I must add that one of the other
15 developments would be of the other occurrences
16 that had happened over the years when I hadn't
17 looked at Gorgon was that the LNG -- the LNG
18 costs, the costs of constructing an LNG plant had
19 come down quite significantly, thanks to work
20 done, among others, by a Shell group, a group in
21 Shell called Global Solutions.
22
The costs of building an LNG plant
0277
1 and in bringing gas in liquified form to market
2 had come down considerably.
3
And that meant that the economic
4 prospects for a field like Gorgon had improved
5 enormously and there was absolutely no doubt that
6 the field was economic to produce.
7
Q. Where was Global Solutions
8 headquartered?
9
A. In The Hague.
10
Q. What did Global Solutions do?
11
MR. TUTTLE: Just generally?
12
MR HABER: Yes. Just generally.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. I don't know. I know that this is
15 one of the things that they did, but I don't know
16 what else that they did. It's part of exploration
17 and production.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. Now, with regard to Barrow Island,
20 did Shell -- withdrawn.
21
Were regulatory approvals required
22 in order to build the facilities on Barrow Island?
0278
1
A. Undoubtedly, yes. Yes. They would
2 have been.
3
Q. And at the time that the reserves
4 were booked in Gorgon, do you know if the
5 regulatory approvals had been obtained?
6
A. I believe not, but they were not
7 believed to be any serious hindrance at that time.
8
Q. At the time you conducted your
9 audit, had required approvals from the government
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10 been obtained for Barrow Island?
11
A. No. But there were certain rights,
12 development rights enshrined in Australian law.
13 And again, it was a matter of the Australian
14 government not being able to withhold on
15 unreasonable grounds any development.
16
Q. Do you know if Barrow Island was an
17 environmentally protected area?
18
A. Yes it was. Yes it was. But it
19 wasn't -- this LNG plant wouldn't be the first
20 facility that was going to be built on Barrow
21 Island. There were already facilities for an oil
22 field in fact called Barrow Island that had
0279
1 already been in existence.
2
Q. Whose facility was that facility
3 that you were referring to?
4
A. It would have been an oil
5 production facility and an oil export facility of
6 some sort. I cannot remember the precise detail,
7 but it certainly was an oil facility together with
8 oil wells.
9
Q. When -- withdrawn.
10
Do you know if the regulatory
11 approvals had been obtained past the time that you
12 had conducted your audit, so that is, from 2000
13 forward?
14
A. I am sorry. Can you rephrase the
15 question?
16
Q. I will rephrase. Do you know if
17 after the time you conduct your audit in 2000, the
18 regulatory approvals had been obtained?
19
MR. TUTTLE: To the present?
20
MR HABER: To the present.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. No, I don't. I haven't -- I
0280
1 haven't followed that. But not a lot of change
2 had happened since I -- when I was auditor, and I
3 have stopped taking interest when I quit the
4 auditor job.
5 BY MR. HABER:
6
Q. At the time that you left the
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7 position, do you know if the required approvals
8 from the government had been obtained?
9
A. That had -10
MR. TUTTLE: Objection. Asked and
11 answered.
12 BY MR. HABER:
13
Q. I am sorry. You can answer.
14
A. That particular detail I cannot
15 remember.
16
Q. Now, earlier, you mentioned that
17 there was not a gas contract at the time of the
18 booking.
19
At the time that you conducted your
20 audit, was there any gas contract through the sale
21 of the Gorgon gas?
22
A. No, I don't -0281
1
MR. TUTTLE: Objection. Form,
2 speculation, characterization of the testimony.
3
THE WITNESS:
4
A. No. There was not. There was no
5 contract in place.
6 BY MR. HABER:
7
Q. At the time that you conducted the
8 audit, had anyone presented a signed contract for
9 the sale of the Gorgon gas?
10
A. No.
11
Q. Between the time that you conducted
12 your audit and project Rockford in late 2003, do
13 you know if there was a signed contract for the
14 sale of the Gorgon gas?
15
A. I know that there wasn't. But
16 again, I think I want to clarify here that since
17 you are continuing to refer to a signed contract,
18 the signed contract was a sufficient condition for
19 the booking reserves, but it was not a necessary
20 condition for booking reserves.
21
That was made clear in, for
22 example, the SEC additional guidance in 2001, even
0282
1 though that was after the period of this
2 particular audit. But it was also clear in the
3 guidelines as they were issued by Shell before
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4 that time.
5
MR. FERRARA: I am sorry. As a
6 point of clarification for the reporter, for the
7 past several answers this witness has been
8 referring to a signed, S-I-G-N-E-D, contract and
9 it's appearing in the transcript as side, S-I-D-E.
10
THE REPORTER: Thank you.
11
MR HABER: Thank you.
12 BY MR. HABER:
13
Q. Was obtaining all required
14 governmental approvals a necessary condition for
15 the booking of gas reserves?
16
A. It was not explicitly mentioned for
17 contracts -- for projects of this type, as far as
18 I recollect in the Group Reserves Guidelines.
19
The Group Reserves Guidelines,
20 which was the only reference of importance at the
21 time of the audit, insisted on a clear way visible
22 towards obtaining a market entry, i.e., having a
0283
1 market already in existence, plus a clear way of
2 obtaining a path into that market.
3
And that, in this particular case,
4 meant having an undoubtedly economic way of making
5 the gas into liquified gas and transporting it to
6 market, which was a method that had been -- as I
7 explained, had been well established over the
8 previous 20 years in that area.
9
And the third one is: Is there any
10 doubt that the field in question is not going to
11 be developed for reasons of economic viability,
12 whatever; and that doubt was simply not there.
13
Whoever I talked to made it very
14 clear to me there was in nobody's mind was there
15 any doubt that Gorgon at one stage was going to be
16 developed, or indeed that any of the partners,
17 Shell, Chevron, would walk away from Gorgon and
18 decide not to develop the field.
19
In fact, later on when the
20 requirement of commitment was mentioned in the
21 additional SEC guidance, I could see evidence of
22 that commitment.
0284
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1
In particular, the attitude by
2 Chevron/Texaco that came to pursue the project, to
3 go ahead with the project, they had set up a
4 dedicated team with a senior manager that it had
5 to pursue the development of Gorgon.
6
Now, that to me is a serious
7 commitment. You don't spend money on setting up a
8 team, paying all the salaries, et cetera, et
9 cetera, doing all the data gathering, that is
10 required to start a project of this size.
11
Q. Well, going back to my question,
12 which was: "Was obtaining all required
13 governmental approvals a necessary condition for
14 the booking of gas reserves?" In your answer, you
15 said, "it was not explicitly mentioned for
16 contracts."
17
So was it an understanding that
18 such approval was needed before?
19
A. Yes, indeed. Yes. Yes.
20
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
21 Characterization of the testimony.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0285
1
Q. Now, you mentioned just a moment
2 ago Chevron/Texaco.
3
Were they the operator of the
4 project?
5
A. Yes, they were.
6
Q. And this commitment that you talked
7 about, do you recall when this came to light?
8
A. It was after the -- after the
9 audit, one, maybe two years later.
10
Q. So that would be some time in 2001,
11 2002?
12
A. 2002 more likely I think, yes.
13
Q. Do you recall who the partners were
14 with Shell and the project? And again, I am
15 referring to Gorgon?
16
A. Chevron/Texaco obviously. I am
17 hesitating because there was BHP at one stage, but
18 I am not sure whether they were still in, or
19 whether they had in fact sold out, so that I don't
20 know. I don't know.
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21
Q. Well, at the time that Shell
22 initially booked the reserves in Gorgon, do you
0286
1 know if any of Shell's partners booked Proved
2 Reserves in the Gorgon project?
3
A. I didn't pursue that information.
4 So the direct answer is I don't know. I certainly
5 hadn't seen that any of its partners did, but...
6
Q. From the time that you conducted
7 your audit to Rockford, did you ever become aware
8 of whether Shell's partners booked or did not book
9 reserves at the Gorgon?
10
A. No, I did not -- I did not become
11 aware.
12
MR. TUTTLE: Plus let him finish
13 getting his question out before you start your
14 answer.
15
THE WITNESS: Yes. Yes. Yes.
16 Yes. I am too eager.
17 BY MR. HABER:
18
Q. Now, when you conducted your audit,
19 did you meet with the staff at SDA?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Other than other than Mr. Regtien,
22 was there anyone else that you recall meeting?
0287
1
A. Well, yes. We mentioned her name
2 before, Sheila Graham, but there were others, the
3 regular acting supervisor. The name escapes me,
4 but it can be found on the addressees of my audit
5 report.
6
Q. Do you recall if that was Mark
7 Chittleborough?
8
A. That name does not ring a bell.
9
Q. Does Sarah Bell come to mind as
10 something that you may have met with?
11
A. No. I think that was after my
12 time. I met Sarah Bell for the first time in
13 Bangladesh.
14
Q. And when was that?
15
A. Around the same period, 2001 maybe.
16 I would have to look it up.
17
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 11 marked
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18 for identification)
19
Q. For the record, we are marking as
20 Barendregt Exhibit 11 a draft note dated October
21 19, 2000. The title of the document is "SEC
22 Proved Reserves Audit, Shell Development
0288
1 Australia, 9-13" October "2000."
2
The Bates range is PER00070679
3 through PER00070689.
4
(Handing)
5
Now, Mr. Barendregt, have you seen
6 this document Exhibit 11 before today?
7
A. It would appear to be a draft
8 version of my audit report.
9
Q. Do you recall preparing the draft
10 note?
11
A. Well, I always did ahead of
12 finalizing the report, yes.
13
Q. Now, you'll notice that a number of
14 people are copied on this note. Is Alan Parsley
15 the person that you were thinking of a few moments
16 ago?
17
A. No, it was Robert Blaauw; that was
18 the name I was trying to remember. I see now also
19 that Jeroen Regtien, but he was in fact
20 development manager of the SDA.
21
Q. Now, did you provide a copy of this
22 draft to all of the people identified on this
0289
1 list?
2
A. No, I never did. I sent my draft
3 report to the primary auditee, who in this case
4 would have been Jeroen Regtien, expecting him to
5 take care of appropriate distribution of this
6 report in their organization.
7
Q. Do you recall providing a draft to
8 anyone else?
9
A. I usually gave a draft copy also to
10 the reserves coordinator.
11
Q. At this time, was that Remco
12 Aalbers?
13
A. Yes, it would have been. Yes.
14
Q. Now, if you could just look to the
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15 paragraph on page 1. That begins, "The audit
16 commended the high quality technical work that had
17 been carried out by Woodside"?
18
A. Mm-Hmm.
19
Q. If you go in a little bit further,
20 the sentence that begins "Maintaining the
21 preliminary booked volume of Gorgon gas." It
22 would be the second sentence of that paragraph.
0290
1
A. Yes. Okay. What was the question?
2
Q. There is a reference in that
3 sentence to a 5-year retention lease.
4
What does that refer to?
5
A. I am sorry. I must have been
6 looking at the wrong paragraph. Which paragraph
7 are you reading?
8
Q. I will reread it. It's the same
9 paragraph that begins once the audit?
10
A. The second audit.
11
MR. TUTTLE: The fourth paragraph.
12
MR HABER: The fourth paragraph.
13
THE WITNESS: Oh, I am sorry. I
14 missed that.
15 BY MR. HABER:
16
Q. And it would be the second sentence
17 that begins "Maintaining the preliminary booked."
18
A. Can I read that, because I was in
19 the second paragraph still?
20
Q. Yes.
21
(Pause)
22
A. Yes.
0291
1
Q. There is a reference in that
2 sentence to a 5-year retention lease?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. What does that refer to?
5
A. Fields under Australian law, as I
6 remember it -- and of course I am far from an
7 expert and also my memory to that day is getting
8 dim.
9
But as I remember it, a field that
10 was in its predevelopment stage, in other words,
11 that was still in a stage of being studied by its
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12 operator and shareholders, was the subject of a
13 retention lease, which would allow the operator to
14 continue to do studies on the fields, to carry out
15 additional appraisal drilling if necessary, and to
16 further mature the fields towards the stage of
17 development.
18
And from what I seem to remember,
19 is that such a lease would be granted on a 5-year
20 basis.
21
And it would be renewable
22 effectively as a matter of course, provided that
0292
1 the operator could show that it was working the
2 project, that it was spending effort and money on
3 further maturing that -- of the project.
4
And in the case of the Australian
5 government, there had never been any incidence in
6 the past where such a retention lease was
7 unreasonably withheld.
8
Q. And do you know if the retention
9 lease was -- the extension was granted?
10
A. I don't remember off-hand. But if
11 it wasn't, then the field would no longer be in
12 Shell's position, so it must have been.
13
Q. Now, if you could look at the
14 Attachments for a moment to this document, earlier
15 you testified about a spreadsheet and also a
16 checklist.
17
The attachment 3 appears to be a
18 checklist?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Is this the -- I realize that it's
21 relating to SDA. But was this the checklist the
22 type of checklist that you were referring to
0293
1 earlier -2
A. Yes.
3
Q. -- this morning?
4
A. Yes, it was. Yes, it is.
5
Q. Now, were the questions that are
6 identified in the left-hand column of the
7 attachment, were these form questions that you
8 used for each audit that you performed throughout
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9 the year?
10
Or were they specific to a
11 particular operating unit?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. No. This was part of a standard
15 list that I would take with me with blank answers,
16 obviously. And I wouldn't in fact take a
17 checklist and sit around the table with the people
18 concerned.
19
I would first instance sit around
20 with the people concerned and gather all the data
21 that was necessary and then later on typically at
22 the evening of the first day, I would take out and
0294
1 tick these boxes myself.
2
Invariably, I would find that there
3 was one particular question that hadn't come to be
4 discussed during the day, and I would then take
5 that up and come up with follow-up questions the
6 following day, the second day or whatever.
7
And that is precisely what I did
8 here.
9 BY MR. HABER:
10
Q. So did you ever add or subtract
11 from the standard questions that were included in
12 the checklist?
13
A. It would sometimes occur that there
14 were questions which, for whatever reason, were
15 not available. And I think there is one here, for
16 instance, 118, then I would just simply say that
17 it was not applicable.
18
It talks here about improved
19 recovery estimates. Well, neither Gorgon
20 initially, nor the Woodside fields had any
21 improved recovery project installed in it.
22
By improved recovery in this sense,
0295
1 I meant either water injection or a gas injection
2 project.
3
So since that wasn't in operation,
4 that particular sentence was not applicable.
5
Q. I am not sure that you've addressed
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6 the question I asked, which is: Well, if these
7 questions were standard, did you ever add
8 additional questions throughout the year as you
9 were conducting your audits?
10
A. Yes. I think I explained that to
11 you earlier, that each audit provided me an
12 opportunity to check also and see whether I -- the
13 range of questions that I had here was indeed a
14 comprehensive one or whether I couldn't add to it.
15
Q. I see.
16
A. And more likely than not, over the
17 years, more questions were asked or questions were
18 rephrased as a result of these audits.
19
Q. Now, the previous attachment two
20 appears to be a spreadsheet, or at least
21 spreadsheet form.
22
I believe you addressed this a
0296
1 little earlier today.
2
A. Correct.
3
Q. And is this representative of what
4 you were referring to earlier today?
5
A. Yes, it is.
6
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
7 BY MR. HABER:
8
Q. So this spreadsheet would be filled
9 in by the operating unit during the course of the
10 audit?
11
A. No. I would fill it in myself.
12
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 12 marked
13 for identification)
14
(Handing.)
15
Q. Mr. Barendregt, I am marking as
16 Barendregt Exhibit 12 a draft note dated November
17 21, 2000.
18
And the title is "SEC Proved
19 Reserves Audit, Shell Development Australia, 9-13"
20 October "2000."
21
The Bates range is PER00020307
22 through PER00020309.
0297
1
Have you seen this document before
2 today?
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3
A. Again, it would appear to be a
4 draft note, and I am somewhat surprised to see
5 that this appears to be a second draft note that I
6 prepared.
7
Q. Why are you surprised?
8
A. Well, I wasn't normally in the
9 habit of issuing more than one version of a draft
10 note. Now, there could be two explanations here.
11 One of them is that this was in fact my final note
12 where I omitted to take out the word draft. It
13 happened once or twice.
14
Or indeed it was another draft
15 note -16
Q. Do you -17
A. -- for reasons that I do not
18 remember.
19
MR. TUTTLE: Mr. Barendregt, let me
20 note for the record that the PER indicated that
21 this document was produced from Perth from a
22 collection of documents in Australia.
0298
1
So I don't want the witness to be
2 misled in terms of the source of the document in
3 speculating here on the origin of it.
4
So if you want to pursue that line,
5 Mr. Haber, that's fine. But I just want to make
6 sure that he understands what the production code
7 suggests.
8
MR. HABER: It may be what the
9 production code suggests, but the issue is whether
10 he prepared a second draft note?
11
MR. TUTTLE: Then you can ask him
12 if he recalls doing so.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. And that's the question. Do you
15 recall preparing a second draft of a note?
16
A. The answer to the question is no, I
17 do not.
18
Q. Now, do you recall with regard to
19 the draft note? And since you recall Exhibit 11,
20 do you recall receiving any comments to the draft
21 from Mr. Regtien?
22
A. Not specifically. But I am sure I
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0299
1 must have received some comments.
2
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 13 marked
3 for identification)
4
Q. I am going to hand you what we have
5 just marked as Barendregt Exhibit 13. And this is
6 what I believe to be the final note?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. It's dated 5 December, 2000. The
9 title line reads "SEC Proved Reserves Audit, Shell
10 Development Australia, 9-13" October "2000."
11
The Bates range is RJW00060528
12 through RJW00060538.
13
Do you recognize this document?
14
A. It would appear to be my final
15 note, yes.
16
Q. Do you recall preparing this
17 document?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. And if you look at the bottom
20 left-hand corner, there is a signature.
21
Do you recognize that signature?
22
A. My signature.
0300
1
Q. Do you recall if the final note was
2 distributed to the people who were identified at
3 the top of page 1 of the Exhibit?
4
A. Separate copies were put together
5 in an envelope with each of these names
6 highlighted and sent in the mail to SDA.
7
So I don't know whether they
8 actually received it, but certainly they each were
9 sent their own individual copy.
10
Q. Now, if you look in the copy
11 portion in parenthesis on the left-hand side, it
12 says "circulation"?
13
A. Mm-Hmm.
14
Q. At the right it says "SIEP - EPF:
15 Gardy, van Nues," is it?
16
A. Van Nues.
17
Q. Van Nues.
18
Other than those two people, was
19 there anyone else that you had intended within EPF
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20 for the note to be circulated to?
21
A. There was the business advisor in
22 SIEP who received his separate copy.
0301
1
Q. Who is Mr. Van Nues?
2
A. Gardy was the -- say the
3 predecessor of Frank Coopman, so the head of EP
4 Finance. And van Nues was, as I remember it -5 but I am certainly not 100 percent certain, was in
6 charge of financial reporting, external financial
7 reporting.
8
And by financial, I mean the
9 financial results of E&P, so not say Group
10 reporting, but E&P reporting as far as the
11 financial results were concerned.
12
For instance, he was not
13 responsible for reserves reporting. That was in
14 the stream of Bell, McKay, and Aalbers.
15
Q. Do you recall if any of the people
16 who are identified as recipients, either direct or
17 as copied recipients, had commented on the report?
18
A. Not specifically, no.
19
Q. How about generally?
20
A. I would expect that Remco Aalbers
21 would have given a number of comments, but the
22 character of that I just do not know. I do not
0302
1 remember.
2
Q. And in terms of timing, do you have
3 a recollection if you had received comments from
4 Mr. Aalbers after this note was circulated?
5
A. I would have been surprised if he
6 did, because he certainly had an opportunity to
7 look at it beforehand.
8
Q. So he was one of the people that
9 you distributed your draft note to?
10
A. Normally, yes. Yes.
11
Q. Now, is there anything in the final
12 note -- withdrawn.
13
Do you recall receiving any
14 comments from Mr. Regtien that were incorporated
15 into the final note?
16
A. Do I recall a specific instance
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17 where he did? No, I do not. I am not saying that
18 he didn't.
19
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 14 marked
20 for identification)
21
Q. Mr. Barendregt, I am going to hand
22 you what we are marking as Barendregt Exhibit 14.
0303
1 It's two E-mails with attachments, and I will note
2 that the attachment is a draft note which is dated
3 November 21, 2000, which we marked as Exhibit 12.
4
The last E-mail which appears on
5 the top of the page is from you. It's dated
6 November 22, 2000 to David Christie, Jeroen
7 Regtien, with a CC to Shiela Graham and Robert
8 Blaauw. The subject line reads "DRAFT AUDIT
9 NOTE."
10
And the Bates range is PER00081987
11 through PER00081997.
12
Have you seen this E-mail before
13 today?
14
A. Well, since I sent it, I must have,
15 yes.
16
Q. And looking at this E-mail, does it
17 refresh your recollection sending out a second
18 draft of this note of your audit?
19
A. Not a lot, but it's clear that
20 there were some issues that gave reason for a
21 second -- for a second draft.
22
Q. In looking at your E-mail to Mr.
0304
1 Christie and Mr. Regtien, I'd like to direct your
2 attention to the middle bottom of the E-mail, the
3 one that -- the sentence that begins "Gorgon
4 losses."
5
Do you see that?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. What did you mean by "again, a
8 victim of the hurry to get the report out?"
9
A. I don't know what it refers to,
10 what Gorgon losses refers to. Can I look back at
11 my final report -12
Q. Yes.
13
A. And see whether I can seek to
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14 unearth what I meant? I simply do not know what I
15 meant by "Gorgon losses." It obviously refer to
16 say a particular item in the report.
17
MR. FERRARA: Perhaps you would
18 consider directing the witness's attention to the
19 second page of Exhibit 14, the second page of
20 Exhibit 14, and then you may wish to look at that
21 and then consult the audit report.
22
MR HABER: That's fine.
0305
1
THE WITNESS: Oh, there we are,
2 okay. "A 2% correction was made for Gorgon
3 losses", 6.03.
4
Oh, yes. This is this matter of
5 own use fuel and losses.
6
In reporting gas volumes and
7 particularly gas volumes as reserves, Shell had
8 adopted the method of correcting the actual
9 produced gas volumes as they came from the field
10 for own use and losses, as I recall.
11
Various parts of the facilities,
12 for bringing the oil and gas to surface and to
13 shore, required fuel. And most of the time, this
14 fuel used was taken -- or is taken from the gas
15 stream, for instance to drive compressors, gas
16 compressors and other facilities.
17
As a matter of fact, as an aside
18 issue, the SEC guidelines we have later
19 established do not actually require this
20 deduction to be made. The reason why Shell
21 adopted it is because the finance function
22 reported gas sales, which effectively would have
0306
1 been gas produced minus gas lost in operation or
2 used as fuel; fuel flared and losses is what that
3 was called.
4
And in order to arrive at a
5 situation whereby the annual production -- and
6 this is all in existing fields, where the annual
7 production was comparable between the submissions
8 of the reserves and the submissions of the finance
9 function, this deduction was made.
10
In order to be consistent with this
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11 practice for existing fields, a similar projection
12 needed to be made for future fields.
13
So in other words, the calculation
14 of future recoveries in the Gorgon field, future
15 gas recoveries, needed to be corrected for
16 anticipated use for fuel, flare, and other losses,
17 and that is what this is about.
18
Q. The next paragraph says the un -19 and this is in paren -- I am sorry. In quotes,
20 "The 'unsatisfactory' rating for the mismatch in
21 1999 gas production/sales figures: I hope you can
22 understand that I can hardly rate this as 'good'.
0307
1 Trust that" quote, "'satisfactory'", close quote,
2 "is a good compromise. I did check with EPF here
3 and it seems that the old Ceres guidelines left an
4 integrated OU like SDA with no option but
5 reporting the way you did."
6
And it appears you are responding
7 to a comment that Ms. Graham had made, again on
8 the second page of the E-mail which is I believe
9 referencing a new checklist 6.07.
10
My question is: Can you explain
11 what this issue is about?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Just object to the
13 characterization of the document, the comments
14 from Ms. Graham.
15
You can answer.
16
THE WITNESS:
17
A. Yes. One of the activities that I
18 carried out at the end of the year was to check
19 the consistency of the reported oil and gas
20 production figures as reported by the reserves
21 reporting stream, on the one hand, which would be
22 organized by the Group Reserves Coordinator, and
0308
1 the finance function on the other hand.
2
Finance would report separately
3 sales of gas and oil during the year.
4
As a check, it was introduced I
5 believe somewhere in the '80s, early '80s, that
6 these two reported volumes, annual production and
7 sales volumes, needed to be consistent between the
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8 two, and that meant that they needed to be the
9 same; and if they weren't the same, then we needed
10 to find out why it was that they were different,
11 and that was one of the things that I did.
12
And invariably, you would find that
13 one or two companies that had differences between
14 these two streams, and it was sometimes easy,
15 sometimes more difficult to find the reason for
16 that.
17
Now, as I remember it, one of the
18 problems that we had with SDA is that the fuel
19 that was spent for running the Woodside LNG
20 plant -- so this had nothing to do with Gorgon -21 the Woodside LNG plant, because Woodside were
22 producing gas as well, that that fuel was deducted
0309
1 as fuel and flare.
2
And our Reserves Guidelines make
3 sure that only the fuel and flare that is used in
4 the upstream operation, so in the pure physical
5 act of bringing the gas to surface and bringing it
6 to shore to the nearest -- to the nearest point of
7 collection, only that fuel would be accounted for.
8
Now, the way the administration
9 worked in Woodside was that that was an integrated
10 operation as far as they were concerned.
11 Therefore, the gas reserves by Woodside had to be
12 reduced by a larger amount than there really
13 should have been.
14
And that was part of the reporting
15 by SDA. And as I said here, originally I proved
16 that I -- I showed it to be unsatisfactory, and
17 indeed it was not in line with the regulations.
18
But I gathered from my discussion
19 with SP, in fact SDA had no option, they had no
20 means of accessing data to correct that.
21
So they did what they had to do,
22 what they couldn't avoid doing. So therefore I
0310
1 said: Well, it still isn't what it should be, but
2 we will make it a middle of the road opinion.
3
Q. So if you look at Exhibit 11, your
4 checklist, on the last page, which is 689, I
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5 believe at 6.07, that's where it is noted as an
6 unsatisfactory grade?
7
A. Yes. I believe the cross was an
8 unsatisfactory, yes.
9
Q. And in your draft note of November
10 21, which is Exhibit 12 or which is attached to
11 the E-mail we were just talking about, it's now
12 reflected as a satisfactory grade?
13
A. The November 21?
14
MR. FERRARA: I am sorry. This is
15 Exhibit 12?
16
MR HABER: No. I am sorry,
17 Exhibit -18
THE WITNESS: The final copy.
19
MR HABER: Or just let's look at
20 the Exhibit 14.
21
MR. FERRARA: I think we are in a
22 jumble.
0311
1
MR HABER: Yes. No, I am going to
2 correct it. Exhibit 14, which has November 21
3 note attached to it.
4
THE WITNESS: Oh, I see.
5 BY MR. HABER:
6
Q. And if you look at the last page of
7 the document, that reflects now a satisfactory
8 grade.
9
Correct?
10
MR. FERRARA: I am sorry. What
11 page are you referring to?
12
MR HABER: 1997.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. Yes. Item 6.07 in Exhibit 14, it's
15 an "O", which stands for satisfactory, yes.
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. In terms of your grading system, in
18 terms of which one is better, is good better than
19 satisfactory?
20
A. (Nodding)
21
Q. I am sorry. You have to verbalize
22 the answer?
0312
1
A. Yes.
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2
Q. And I see in the final note, the
3 final report, you graded SDA, the audit,
4 satisfactory.
5
If you look on Exhibit 13, the
6 bottom of the page?
7
A. Yes. Yes.
8
Q. Do you recall any instance when you
9 performed an audit during your tenure as Group
10 Reserves Auditor where you did not give a
11 satisfactory or good grade to an operating unit?
12
A. There was one where it was for Abu
13 Dhabi. And that was I believe somewhere in 2000,
14 where in my draft report, I came up with an
15 unsatisfactory answer.
16
And this was the situation where
17 there was one person in Rijswijk, which is the
18 research laboratory of Shell, there was one person
19 made responsible for coordinating the reserve
20 submission for Shell Abu Dhabi.
21
Shell Abu Dhabi -- Shell Abu Dhabi
22 had themselves a very small office with hardly any
0313
1 staff in Abu Dhabi, obviously, and the operation
2 there would be run by ADCO, Abu Dhabi -- Abu Dhabi
3 Company. I forget what it stands for.
4
Anyway, it was referred to as ADCO,
5 who would be a joint venture company between
6 ADNOC, who are the government oil company, and
7 Shell. They would be the actual operators.
8
Now, because they were the actual
9 operators but because there was a mixture there
10 between Abu Dhabi government staff and Shell
11 petroleum staff, petroleum engineering staff, it
12 was deemed not necessary for me -- for me to visit
13 that company in Abu Dhabi. But in fact it was
14 deemed that it was sufficient for me to visit the
15 person in Rijswijk who was responsible for putting
16 their reserves together.
17
And I found that there were serious
18 flaws in their -- in his submission, basically
19 because he didn't get the data, and the ADCO
20 company wouldn't make it available to him, so it
21 wasn't his fault. But nevertheless, as an audit
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22 trail it was unsatisfactory.
0314
1
What we agreed then was that he
2 would yet again go back to ADCO and seek the
3 additional information that I was looking for,
4 which I allowed him to do, and then a few months
5 later we did the audit again and it came out at
6 just satisfactory, but it always remained the
7 lowest score as far as the audit that we had.
8
Now, as far as your question as to
9 were there any audits that we gave that were
10 unsatisfactory rating, the short answer is no. It
11 wasn't until the year 2003 that the two audits of
12 SPDC and of Oman were given an unsatisfactory
13 rate.
14
Q. We will probably discuss those two
15 tomorrow.
16
MR. FERRARA: We have gone for a
17 little over an hour.
18
MR HABER: Yes. I was just going
19 to say this is a good breaking point.
20
THE WITNESS: Okay.
21
MR. HABER: So we will take five
22 minutes.
0315
1
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
2 record at 2:31.
3
(Short recess taken)
4
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Beginning tape
5 number 5 and returning to the record at 2:45 from
6 2:31.
7 BY MR. HABER:
8
Q. Mr. Barendregt, in 2000, do you
9 recall there being an effort by SDA to book
10 reserves additions in Gorgon?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. When do you recall that occurring?
13
A. I don't know the precise date, but
14 it was sometime before the -- before the audit, as
15 I remember it.
16
Q. Do you recall how much SDA was -17 how much volume SDA was trying to book as
18 reserves?
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19
A. No, I do not. But it was small.
20
Q. Do you recall discussing the issue
21 with Remco Aalbers?
22
A. Not specifically. But it must have
0316
1 come up in discussions that we had at that time,
2 yes.
3
Q. Do you recall what position Mr.
4 Aalbers was advocating with regard to the booking
5 of additional reserves in Gorgon?
6
A. I do not remember that, but I know
7 that my position was that whatever they propose,
8 we'll see when I get there.
9
In other words, people would give
10 me perhaps opinions on this or not, but whether or
11 not, they didn't in any way influence me. I had
12 always made quite clear to Remco and to others
13 that I would go out there, I would come to an
14 opinion, and I would express that.
15
Q. Do you know if the ExCom considered
16 the issue of whether it was appropriate to book
17 reserves addition in SDA for Gorgon?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
19 Foundation.
20
THE WITNESS:
21
A. I do not remember that.
22
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 15 marked
0317
1 for identification.)
2 BY MR. HABER:
3
Q. We are marking as Exhibit 15,
4 Barendregt Exhibit 15, the "Review of Group
5 End-1999 Proved Oil and Gas Reserves Summary
6 Preparation."
7
It's a note dated 8 February, 2000.
8 The document is multipaged. It bears two Bates
9 ranges, the first one is V00280131 through
10 V00280144, and the other range is DB 25123 through
11 DB 25136.
12
Now, Mr. Barendregt?
13
A. I am sorry.
14
Q. That's okay. Have you seen this
15 document before today?
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16
A. Yes. It would appear to be my end
17 1999 report.
18
Q. And if you look in the bottom
19 left-hand corner, there is a signature there. Do
20 you recognize that signature?
21
A. Yes. That's mine.
22
Q. That's yours? I would like you to
0318
1 turn to the attachment 1, which is 133 or the DB
2 range 125. Under number 3, "In Australia", if you
3 just take a look at that for a moment.
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Now, do you recall when, having
6 looked at this, when SDA was proposing to add the
7 reserves?
8
A. Well, obviously from the date of
9 this report, it would have been somewhere in the
10 course of 1999.
11
Q. Now, in your report, it says, "The
12 most likely market for this gas would be LNG.
13 However, customers for this additional gas cannot
14 at this stage be readily identified and the
15 incremental volumes, (some 20 10^9 Nm3 Group
16 share) have not been included in externally
17 reported Proved Reserves at this stage. This is in
18 line with Group guidelines and is therefore
19 supported."
20
What is your understanding as to
21 why these reserves were not included in the
22 externally reported Proved Reserves at that time?
0319
1
A. As I remember it, my understanding
2 at that time, not having been to visit SDA yet,
3 was that Gorgon had been the subject of an update
4 of the field development study, presumably by the
5 operator, and that that had yielded a slight
6 increase in the amount of reserves proved and
7 expectation that were identified in the field.
8
So that is the nature -- as far as
9 I remember it now, that was the nature of the
10 slight increment, slight meaning in comparison
11 with what was -- what -- the total size of Gorgon
12 at that stage.
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13
Q. Now, my question, thought, was what
14 was your understanding as to why the reserves were
15 not included in externally reported Proved
16 Reserves at that time?
17
A. I cannot remember that. I cannot
18 remember that precisely what the reason was, and I
19 regret that I didn't specifically report that
20 here. Normally I do that, but I didn't do that.
21
Q. Well, if you notice there is a
22 reference to "customers", not, I am quoting,
0320
1 "mere, readily identified."
2
Was that an issue that you
3 considered?
4
A. Yes. This comes back to the
5 earlier subject that I mentioned that in order for
6 gas to be carried as reserves a market -- a path
7 to markets needs to be identified. In other
8 words, there needs to be an existing market, and
9 there needs to be a path identified to that
10 market.
11
And in this case, that was an LNG
12 plant and LNG shipment to the western Pacific Rim.
13
Q. Did you consider at the time
14 whether those conditions which caused you to agree
15 with not booking these reserves addition required
16 you to consider whether to debook the reserves at
17 Gorgon that had already been on the books?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
19 Characterization of the document, characterization
20 of the testimony.
21 BY MR. HABER:
22
Q. You can answer.
0321
1
A. First, I regret that this
2 particular paragraph hasn't been more extensive.
3 That normally I try to write my reports in a lucid
4 fashion such that people first, foremost people
5 understand what it is I mean there, but also that
6 I later on remember myself what I have written
7 here.
8
And I regret to say that I cannot
9 remember precisely what went through my head here.
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10
When I say that "approved gas
11 volumes are economic to develop and a market is
12 readily available and the license duration is"...
13 (Reading) I am sorry. Still reading, too.
14
(To the Reporter) Strike what I
15 would have said because I was reading from the
16 wrong paragraph.
17
"The most likely market for this
18 gas would be LNG, although customers for this
19 additional gas cannot be readily identified."
20
As I said, that in fact is not,
21 say, a necessary condition for booking reserves,
22 if you haven't additional customers.
0322
1
And linking it as I did with the
2 incremental volumes has not really any substance.
3 I should have written that much clearer than I did
4 have.
5
Q. Well, when you say "it's not a
6 condition," is it a factor that's considered?
7
A. It's a factor that I must have
8 considered at the time.
9
Q. Do you recall considering whether
10 it was appropriate to debook the Gorgon gas in
11 light of this condition, this factor?
12
A. What I knew about Gorgon when I
13 compared it against what the guidelines said, it
14 fulfilled the guidelines. The Shell guidelines
15 said that a market needs to be in existence, and
16 this is in fact what I believe rule 4-10 said.
17
But that I am not 100 percent sure
18 of. But anyway, a market needs to be in
19 existence, and a robust way of developing that gas
20 and bringing it to market must be identified and
21 it must be economic to do so.
22
Now, all of these conditions, as I
0323
1 understood it, were present in Gorgon. Not
2 having, and I repeat, not having been there yet
3 myself, I couldn't assure the validity of each of
4 these arguments, certain arguments as they were
5 presented to me seem to be sufficient to book that
6 gas.
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7
Q. Now, in that last sentence of
8 number 3, you say, "This is in line with Group
9 guidelines", this being referenced to not booking
10 the additional reserves.
11
Is that correct?
12
A. Yes. That's what obviously the
13 text refers to.
14
Q. So my question is, then, the
15 guidelines did not support the booking of the
16 reserves additions.
17
Correct?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
19 Characterization of the document, characterization
20 of his testimony.
21
MR. MORSE: Same objection.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0324
1
Q. You can answer.
2
A. Again there, this is not clear. As
3 I think back of it now, I think it was wrong for
4 me to say it as I did.
5
What you must bear in mind is that
6 it's always possible to agree with something not
7 being booked. If you look at the SEC definitions
8 and through 4-10, at the additional guidance at
9 their own general guidelines, any of these
10 guidelines never force you to book reserves. It
11 effectively sets a limit to what you can book as
12 reserves.
13
And that is very important, and
14 that meant that whenever a proposal is made not to
15 do -- not to book a certain volume, it's very easy
16 to, as an auditor or as a regulatory body, to
17 agree with that.
18
If you go to the SEC, and you say
19 we propose not booking this, then they are bound
20 to say okay, because their concern is reserves
21 being overstated, not being understated.
22
And that is where I was coming from
0325
1 when I was saying that I supported it. And I
2 regret that I didn't write it -- write it down
3 right. This is one of the very -- I think very
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4 few instances where I could have been a lot
5 clearer in my -- in writing down my
6 considerations.
7
That's about as far as it goes.
8
Q. Okay. Did there come a time during
9 your tenure as Group Reserves Auditor that you
10 started to think about whether Gorgon should be
11 debooked?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. Yes. I can think of a particular
15 instance or particular instances after -16 particularly after Frank Coopman came on the scene
17 and took over from his predecessor.
18
And when Frank Coopman instructed
19 the Group Reserves Coordinator, John Pay, to put
20 up what we framed or what we called a group
21 reserves exposure register -- I am sure we are
22 going to be talking about it in the next couple of
0326
1 days -- and Gorgon featured on there. And the
2 times when we discussed the exposure register, of
3 course the question did come up, do we continue
4 booking Gorgon?
5
The issue became -- and I
6 maintained the attitude that the reasons why I
7 supported the booking of Gorgon at the time of the
8 audit had not changed.
9
And therefore in my opinion -- and
10 I repeat that in my annual report. In my opinion,
11 Gorgon can continue to be maintained on the books.
12
Now, in the course of 2003, of
13 course, we were introducing in the guidelines the
14 requirement for FID for a major -- for a major
15 project like Gorgon.
16
And that meant that at the end of
17 2003, it was becoming inevitable to take Gorgon
18 off the books. But then so many other reserves
19 corrections were becoming apparent from November
20 onwards that there were -- there was plenty of -21 there were plenty of reserves corrections that
22 were asking for our attention.
0327
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1
But it was clear from then on that
2 Gorgon was going to be debooked and together with
3 a lot of other reserves.
4
Q. Did you reflect this thinking in
5 any of your written annual reports?
6
A. Well, in 2000, the end of 2002 -7 so before this letter of occurrence that I
8 described to you -- I gave reasons why I still
9 supported a booking of Gorgon.
10
Q. And into 2003 opinion for year-end
11 2002, is there anything that you recall you said
12 in your report that questioned the Gorgon booking?
13
A. Well, the end of 2003, it had been
14 taken out. Gorgon had been taken out.
15
Q. Gorgon was debooked as a
16 consequence of Rockford?
17
A. As a consequence of Rockford, yes.
18
Q. I am saying prior to Rockford, when
19 you prepared your report for year-end 2002, which
20 comes out I believe in January or February 2003,
21 is there anything in that report that reflects
22 your thinking that Gorgon may no longer be
0328
1 supportable?
2
MR. TUTTLE: Objection, form.
3 Characterization of his prior testimony. He just
4 testified what was in his year-end 2002 report.
5 So I maybe even misunderstood that.
6
MR. BEST: I join in the objection.
7
MR HABER: Maybe I didn't
8 understand; maybe if you can just repeat your
9 answer.
10
THE WITNESS:
11
A. In my report at the end of 2002, I
12 did discuss Gorgon, as a whole paragraph devoted
13 to Gorgon, and I gave my reasons there of
14 maintaining Gorgon on the books.
15
And the reasons were essentially
16 the same as the reasons I put forward in my audit
17 in the year 2000.
18
MR. BEST: We had a gentleman's
19 agreement in the generic sense to cut this off at
20 3:00 clock. And this was done specifically
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21 because of considerations for Mr. Barendregt.
22
So how much longer do you think you
0329
1 need?
2
MR HABER: Absolutely. And I did,
3 just so you know, did inquire at the break -4
MR. BEST: Oh, you did.
5
MR HABER: -- to find out how long.
6 I think I will probably be about another ten
7 minutes -8
MR. BEST: Great.
9
MR HABER: -- if that's acceptable
10 to you and Mr. Barendregt.
11
MR. BEST: That's fine.
12
THE WITNESS: Thank you.
13
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 16 marked
14 for identification)
15 BY MR. HABER:
16
Q. Mr. Barendregt, I am showing you
17 what we have just marked as Barendregt Exhibit 16.
18 It's a note dated January 31, 2003. It's "Review
19 of Group End-2002 Proved Oil and Gas Reserves
20 Summation Preparation." The Bates range is
21 V00010650 through V0001066.
22
Mr. Barendregt, if I can direct
0330
1 your attention to item 7, your main observations,
2 which is on page 654. Halfway down the page,
3 there is a reference to Gorgon.
4
Is this what you were just
5 referring to, this?
6
A. Yes, indeed it was. Yes.
7
Q. And this document, do you recognize
8 this document as your annual report for year-end
9 2002?
10
A. It would appear to be that
11 document, yes.
12
Q. And you drafted this document?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. And if you look in the bottom
15 left-hand corner, it bears the signature.
16
Do you recognize the signature as
17 your own?
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18
A. Yes, I do.
19
Q. Now, prior to the time of Rockford,
20 do you recall anyone from SDA advising you that
21 they were prepared to recommend a debooking of the
22 Gorgon reserves?
0331
1
A. I remember that the issue was
2 debated between SDA and Remco Aalbers, the Group
3 Reserves Coordinator at the time.
4
When I heard about it -- and I
5 don't remember precisely who told me, whether it
6 was Jeroen Regtien in an E-mail or Remco verbally.
7
But when I heard about it anyway, I
8 discussed it obviously with Remco. And I made
9 clear to him that okay, all very interesting, but
10 I am going to go out there, do my audit, and I
11 will make up my own opinion.
12
I hear what the various plans are,
13 but I will make -- I will express an opinion when
14 I go out for the audit.
15
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 17 marked
16 for identification)
17
Q. I have marked as Barendregt Exhibit
18 17?
19
A. We are done with 16?
20
Q. Yes.
21
An E-mail with attachments. It's
22 multipaged, this was previously marked as Darley
0332
1 Exhibit 25.
2
The last -- the E-mail that appears
3 on the first page of the Exhibit is from you to
4 Jeroen Regtien. It's dated January 9, 2004. It's
5 to John Darley. And as I said, there are a number
6 of attachments.
7
The Bates range is V00321097
8 through V00321104.
9
And Darley 1097 through Darley 1104
10 and I would like to direct your attention to the
11 second and third page of this document, which is
12 an E-mail from Jeroen Regtien dated May 25,
13 2000 -- I am sorry, to you, with a CC to Robert
14 Blaauw and Sheila Graham, the subject line reads,
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15 "SEC reserves audit - Australia".
16
And in particular, I would like you
17 to look at the last page of this E-mail, the top
18 of the page, the second bullet point. And this
19 will be the last series of questions for the day.
20
A. So it's the bullet point with
21 respect to Chevron-operated assets?
22
Q. Correct.
0333
1
(Witness reviewing document)
2
A. Yes.
3
Q. Do you recall receiving this
4 E-mail?
5
A. Not specifically. But it's clear
6 that I did receive it.
7
Q. Do you recall having direct
8 communications with Mr. Regtien about possibly
9 debooking the Gorgon gas?
10
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
11 Characterization of the document.
12
THE WITNESS:
13
A. Again, not specifically. As I said
14 earlier, I did discuss the subject with Remco,
15 and -- well, it's obvious from this, I must have
16 sent him a reply. I sent Jeroen a reply that I
17 discussed the issue with him as well. I don't
18 know whether in the reply, in fact, I did mention
19 Gorgon. I can't remember that.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. Just for the record, if you look at
22 what Mr. Regtien says, he says, "With respect to
0334
1 Chevron operated assets, the giant Gorgon field is
2 classified as proved undeveloped and we intend to
3 downgrade that to SFR".
4
What is your understanding of what
5 that means?
6
A. Precisely what it says there, that
7 they wanted to reclassify it as SFR, Scope For
8 Recovery, which is the Shell term for volumes that
9 are identified, are known to be there, but cannot
10 yet be booked as Proved Reserves.
11
Q. So then by moving it from proved
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12 undeveloped to SFR, that would effectively debook
13 the Gorgon -14
A. Yes.
15
Q. -- gas reserves as proved.
16
Correct?
17
A. A Shell preferred term, that is
18 recategorize it.
19
MR HABER: Thank you very much, Mr.
20 Barendregt. I appreciate your indulgence for the
21 extended time.
22
THE WITNESS: Okay.
0335
1
MR HABER: That concludes today.
2
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
3 record for the day at 3:14. This is the end of
4 tape number 5.
5
(Whereupon, the deposition recessed
6 at 3:14 p.m.)
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
0336
1
ERRATA
2 CORRECTION
PAGE
3
4
5
6
7
8
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 ___________________
___________
22 Signature
Date
0337
1
I, Anton Barendregt, am a deponent in
2 the foregoing video deposition, Volume II. I
3 have read the foregoing video deposition, and
4 having made such changes and corrections as I
5 desired, I certify that the transcript is a true
6 and accurate record of my responses to the
7 questions put to me on Tuesday, 20 February, 2007.
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 Signed_________________________
22
ANTON BARENDREGT
0338
1
CERTIFICATE OF COURT REPORTER
2
I, Frederick Weiss, CSR, CM, do hereby
3 certify that I took the stenotype notes of the
4 foregoing deposition and that the transcript
5 thereof is a true and accurate record transcribed
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to the best of my skill and ability.
I further certify that I am neither
counsel for, related to, nor employed by any of
the parties to the action in which this deposition
was taken, and that I am not a relative or
employee of any attorney or counsel employed by
the parties hereto, nor financially or otherwise
interested in the outcome of the action.

_________________________
FREDERICK WEISS, CSR, CM

_________________________
DATE
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY
Civ. No. 04-3749 (JAP)
Hon. Joel A. Pisano

3
__________________________
4
)
IN RE ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL )
5 TRANSPORT SECURITIES
)
LITIGATION
)
6 __________________________)
7
VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION UPON
8
ORAL EXAMINATION
OF
9
ANTON BARENDREGT
10
VOLUME III
11
Taken on:
12
Wednesday, 21 February, 2007
Commencing at 10:08 a.m.
13
Taken at:
14
The Hague Zurich Tower
15
Muzenstraat 89
2511 WB The Hague
16
The Netherlands
17
18
19
20
21
22 REPORTED BY: FREDERICK WEISS, CSR, CM
0340
1
APPEARANCES
2 On behalf of Peter M. Wood, lead Plaintiff, and
the Class:
3
JEFFREY HABER, ESQUIRE
4
REBECCA R. COHEN, ESQUIRE
BERNSTEIN, LIEBHARD & LIFSHITZ, LLP
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10 East 40th Street
New York, New York 10016
Telephone: (212) 779-1414
On behalf of the Witness and the Shell Defendants:

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

JONATHAN R. TUTTLE, ESQUIRE
DAVID C. WARE, ESQUIRE
Debevoise & Plimpton, LLP
555 13th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
Telephone: (202) 383-8124
EARL WEED, ESQUIRE
ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL
In-House Counsel
RALPH C. FERRARA, ESQUIRE
LESLIE MARIA, ESQUIRE
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, LLP
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20009-5728
Telephone: (202) 986-8020
JAMES EADIE
Blackstone Chambers
Blackstone House
Temple
London EC4Y 9BW
Telephone: (44) (0) 20-7583-1770

21
22
0341
1 On Behalf of the Witness personally:
2
STEPHEN A. BEST, ESQUIRE
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, LLP
3
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1200
4
Washington, DC 20009-5728
Telephone: (202) 986-8235
5
6 On Behalf of PriceWaterhouseCoopers:
7
DEREK J.T. ADLER, ESQUIRE
Hughes & Hubbard
8
One Battery Park Plaza,
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New York, New York 10004 - 1482
Telephone: (212) 422-4726
On behalf of KPMG Accountants N.V.:
W. SIDNEY DAVIS, JR., PARTNER
NICHOLAS W.C. CORSON, ESQUIRE
Hogan & Hartson, LLP
875 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10022
Telephone: (212) 918-3606

14
On Behalf of Judith Boynton:
15
16
17

REBECCA E. WICKHEM, ESQUIRE
FOLEY & LARDNER, LLP
777 East Wisconsin Avenue,
Milwaukee, WI 53202-5306
Telephone: (414) 297-5681

18
On Behalf of Sir Philip Watts:
19
20
21

JOSEPH I. GOLDSTEIN, ESQUIRE
ADRIAEN M. MORSE, ESQUIRE
MAYER, BROWN, ROWE & MAW LLP
1909 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-1101
Telephone: (202) 263-3344

22
0342
1 Also present:
2 LEEN GROEN, KPMG ACCOUNTANTS, N.V.
3 STEVEN BALMER, KPMG ACCOUNTANTS, N.V.
4 RICHARD STEVENS, PriceWaterhouseCoopers
5 STEVEN J. PEITLER, INVESTIGATOR
BERNSTEIN, LIEBHARD & LIFSHITZ, LLP
6
7 Deponent: Anton Barendregt
8 The Videographer: Richard Bly
9 Court Reporter: Frederick Weiss
10
11
12
13
14
15
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
0343
1
INDEX
2 DEPONENT
3 ANTON BARENDREGT
4 Examination
Page No:
5 Examination by Mr. Haber - continued
345
6 _________________________________________________
7
8
EXHIBIT INDEX
9 EXHIBIT
Page No:
10
Barendregt Exhibit 18 345
11
Document entitled "NOTE - 31 Aug, 1999"
12 Authored and signed by Anton Barendregt
Bearing Bates Nos. LON00820516 - LON00820527
13
Barendregt Exhibit 19 345
14
Document entitled "DRAFT NOTE - 23 Sept 2003"
15 Authored by Anton A. Barendregt bearing Bates
Nos. RJW00890491 - RJW00890500
16
Barendregt Exhibit 20 345
17
Document entitled "NOTE - 30 Sept 2003"
18 Authored by Anton A. Barendregt bearing Bates
Nos. V00010772 - V00010781
19
20
21
22
0344
1
I N D E X - continued
2
EXHIBIT INDEX
3 EXHIBIT
Page No:
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4
Barendregt Exhibit 21 -

359

5
Document entitled "NOTE - 30 January 2001"
6 Authored and signed by A.A. Barendregt
Bearing Bates Nos. LON01260652 - LON01260652
7
Barendregt Exhibit 22 435
8
Document entitled "NOTE - 30 January 2002"
9 Authored and signed by A.A. Barendregt
Bearing Bates Nos. V00300308 - V00300320
10
Barendregt Exhibit 23 450
11
Copy of handwritten notes with the title "SPDC
12 Resvs Discussion" bearing Bates Nos.
RJW00112775 - RJW00112786
13
Barendregt Exhibit 24 487
14
Copy of three pages of E-mail string from John
15 Pay/Anton Barendregt, and copy of document
entitled "Oil & Gas Reserves in Nigeria" bearing
16 Bates Nos. RJW0092077 - RJW00920787
17
18
19
20
21
22
0345
1 PROCEEDINGS -2
(Whereupon, Barendregt Exhibit No.
3 18 was marked for identification)
4
(Whereupon, Barendregt Exhibit No.
5 19 was marked for identification)
6
(Whereupon, Barendregt Exhibit No.
7 20 was marked for identification)
8
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is the
9 video operator speaking. We are beginning volume
10 III, videotape number 6 of the continuing
11 deposition of Anton Barendregt. Today's date is
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12 February 21, 2007. The time on the record is
13 10:08 a.m.
14
Please proceed.
15
EXAMINATION BY MR. HABER - CONTINUED
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. Good morning, Mr. Barendregt.
18
A. Good morning.
19
Q. Today, as I mentioned yesterday, we
20 were going to start talking about SPDC in Oman.
21 And just again as a marker so you know what we are
22 going to start with, I am going to start asking
0346
1 you about SPDC.
2
A. Okay.
3
Q. Where is SPDC located?
4
A. In Nigeria, Western Africa.
5
Q. What is the ownership structure of
6 SPDC?
7
MR. BEST: If you know.
8
THE WITNESS:
9
A. The precise ownership structure I
10 am not aware of, but I know it's effectively a
11 50/50 deal with the government.
12 BY MR. HABER:
13
Q. With the Nigerian government?
14
A. With the Nigerian government, yes,
15 indeed.
16
Q. Now, are you aware of any
17 arrangement with regard to the payment of costs
18 that the Nigerian government had committed itself
19 to provide?
20
A. I am not quite sure that I
21 understand the question.
22
Q. Well, if there were costs for
0347
1 investment in SPDC, who was to bear those costs?
2
A. The costs of development of the
3 SPDC fields would be shared 50/50 between Shell
4 and the government; and by most costs of
5 development, I mean the costs of installing the
6 facilities, drilling the wells, et cetera.
7
Q. Have you heard of a reserves
8 addition bonus?
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9
A. Yes, I have.
10
Q. What is that?
11
A. It was an agreement that was made
12 with the Nigerian government who, at one stage,
13 wanted Shell to increase the portfolio of reserves
14 regarding the areas in their -- in their
15 concession, regarding the fields in their
16 concession.
17
It was aimed both at inducing or
18 encouraging SPDC to carry out more exploration
19 and, therefore, come to a more complete inventory
20 of what was available in the Nigeria subsurface,
21 but also to look at existing fields, or known
22 fields at least, and try and come up with
0348
1 development schemes that would maximize the
2 recovery there as well.
3
Q. Now, was there a formula that was
4 set up to calculate what that reserve addition
5 would be?
6
A. I don't remember the details of the
7 deal. I know what direction it went in, but I
8 don't remember the details.
9
Q. And the direction it went in would
10 be a payment to the Nigerian government?
11
A. Yes indeed. For every million
12 barrels, they would receive a certain sum of
13 money.
14
MR. TUTTLE: I am sorry. Did you
15 say a payment to the Nigerian government?
16
MR. HABER: Yes.
17
THE WITNESS:
18
A. I am sorry. I misunderstood that.
19 In actual fact, SPDC would come up with additional
20 reserves, be it either through exploration or
21 through additional developments, and those
22 reserves additions would be discussed and
0349
1 ultimately agreed with the Nigerian government.
2
And as a result of that, SPDC would
3 receive from the Nigerian government a sum of
4 money. I am sorry. I misunderstood your
5 question.
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6 BY MR. HABER:
7
Q. Thank you. And with regard to the
8 development that you just referred to, as the
9 group reserves auditor, did you ever reach a
10 conclusion that the reserve -- excuse me, addition
11 bonus influenced SPDC in the booking of reserves
12 or the attempted booking of reserves?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
14
THE WITNESS:
15
A. I think before I answer that
16 question, I think it's important to say that the
17 reserves addition bonus in the first instance was
18 directed at expectation reserves, not at proven
19 reserves.
20
You find and Shell finds that in
21 dealings with the government, they are not really
22 interested in improved reserves and in external
0350
1 reporting. They see that as a matter for Shell
2 because they see that they themselves don't have
3 that responsibility and -- for instance, the
4 Nigerian state and the Oman state.
5
They are not interested in proven
6 reserves, they are only interested in what Shell
7 phrases expectation reserves. So the reserves
8 expectation bonus was primarily awards based on
9 expectation reserves. That's one.
10
The -- I am sorry. This
11 explanation, I forgot the question again. What
12 was it?
13
Q. Well, the question was whether the
14 reserves addition bonus, if you had reached a
15 conclusion with regard to the bonus of whether the
16 bonus influenced the booking approved reserves at
17 SPDC?
18
MR. BEST: I am going to object to
19 the form. It's a compound question.
20
MR. TUTTLE: Object to the form.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. A lot -- when I arrived on the
0351
1 scene when I went to Nigeria on my first audit,
2 the reserves addition bonus had already been in
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3 place for ten years. I believe it was started in
4 the early 90s.
5
And it was beginning -- the
6 discussions were beginning to fizzle out. The
7 reason being that even though reserves addition
8 bonus had been agreed in the early 90s, the
9 Nigerian government was very slow in paying, and
10 so it was beginning to be realized that the whole
11 effort wasn't reallyworth while because the
12 Nigerian government weren't paying anyway, or
13 very, very slow indeed.
14
But certainly initially it had the
15 result that fields were studied, because a field
16 development study was made, fields were studied,
17 which were not yet due for development.
18
Those fields might -- without the
19 reserves addition bonus as I understand it, those
20 fields might otherwise have lain on the shelf
21 until they were due to be developed without
22 carrying any reserves with them.
0352
1
But since those fields were studied
2 and since defendable and agreed reserves estimates
3 had been prepared for these fields, SPDC quite
4 naturally decided that since they had expectation
5 reserves and since there was a good development
6 plan and it was economic and past all the hurdles,
7 there was no reason why they shouldn't book proved
8 reserves as well.
9
Q. And those bookings, were they done
10 pursuant to the changes in the guidelines in 1998?
11
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
12
THE WITNESS:
13
A. No, they were not, because as I
14 tried to explain, most of these reserves were in
15 immature fields. They were either exploration
16 discoveries, or they were in fields that were
17 discovered but weren't due for development for a
18 very long time.
19
So in other words, they were
20 totally at the beginning end of the spectrum;
21 whereas the '98 reserves changes, as I've
22 explained to you, primarily dealt with the fields
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0353
1 at the end of the maturity spectrum, fields that
2 were in production.
3 BY MR. HABER:
4
Q. Under Shell's guidelines, was a
5 mature field a defined term?
6
A. A mature field -- I am trying to
7 think whether there was actually a definition of a
8 mature field. Everybody knew at least what a
9 mature field was.
10
A mature field was a field that had
11 been developed, that had been in production for
12 sometime, but there wasn't a, say, a hard
13 definition saying that it must have produced at
14 least 30 percent, or whatever, a certain
15 percentage, a fixed percentage of the ultimate
16 recovery in that field.
17
I don't believe that that was laid
18 down.
19
Q. So in essence, it was subject to
20 subjective determination of engineers and
21 geologists?
22
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
0354
1 Characterization of the testimony.
2
MR. BEST: Same objection.
3 BY MR. HABER:
4
Q. You can answer it.
5
A. If there was a difference in the
6 interpretation, it certainly wasn't instrumental.
7 It wasn't as if somebody would judge a field that
8 had been in production for a half of a year and
9 had been producing -- three percent of their
10 ultimate recovery was regarded or defined or
11 viewed upon as a mature field.
12
I mean, that sort of thing never
13 happened. Everybody knew pretty well what a
14 mature field was.
15
Q. Now, did SPDC have a scorecard?
16
A. I don't know for certain, but I
17 expect there must have been, together with the
18 rest of the organization, yes.
19
Q. And what are Score Cards, for the
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20 record?
21
A. Score Cards were introduced
22 somewhere in the late 90s. I forget which
0355
1 particular year. They would set a number of
2 targets to, for instance, a company or a division
3 within a company.
4
They would set a number of
5 quantified targets for annual production at the
6 end of the year, reserves additions, specific
7 targets like coming to certain agreements or -8 with the government or producing field development
9 plans.
10
And these targets would then be
11 reviewed, and the performance against these
12 targets were reviewed at the end of the year.
13
Meaning that for each, resulting in
14 an assessment on each of these points, typically
15 there would be something like anything between
16 five and ten of these points, whether the targets
17 had been met or not met or exceeded.
18
And for each of these scorings, one
19 would get a number of points and the average of
20 these -- or they would be totalled up to a certain
21 weighting. And that meant that there was an
22 overall score on the targets, on the scorecard
0356
1 that determined, for instance, the bonus of
2 individuals concerned, starting from the Managing
3 Director of a company down to individual people.
4
Q. Did you ever review SPDC's
5 scorecard?
6
A. No, I did not.
7
Q. Now, in your answer, you said that
8 the targets would be reviewed.
9
Who reviewed the targets?
10
A. It depended on the level. If it
11 was a scorecard for a company, then the targets
12 will be reviewed in The Hague.
13
Q. Who at the Hague?
14
A. The Regional Business Director for
15 that particular company; for SPDC, it would be the
16 business director for Africa.
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17
Q. Do you recall who the Regional
18 Business Director was in SPDC during your tenure
19 as group reserves auditor?
20
A. I know that it changed. But if you
21 ask me for names, no, I would have to dig back in
22 the file.
0357
1
Q. Is Brian Ward someone that rings a
2 bell?
3
A. Brian Ward was certainly a business
4 director at one stage. He may have been for
5 Africa. I honestly don't know. I can't remember.
6
Q. How about Tim Warren?
7
A. Could have been.
8
Q. Were you a proponent of the
9 scorecard system?
10
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
11
THE WITNESS:
12
A. Initially, I was neutral about it.
13 But later on, and most notably because of the year
14 2000, I began to see possible effects on a
15 particular reserves bookings that I considered
16 undesirable.
17
And from then on, I wasn't in favor
18 of Score Cards where it related to setting
19 reserves addition targets.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. What happened in the year 2000 that
22 caused you to change your position?
0358
1
A. It was particularly the booking for
2 Shell Angola.
3
Q. And what was it about the booking
4 of Shell Angola that raised your awareness about
5 Score Cards?
6
A. The -- when Shell Angola wanted to
7 propose a reserves addition for their Block 18
8 fields, there was some doubt expressed, in the
9 first instance by Remco Aalbers, who was the group
10 reserves coordinator, as you know, supported by
11 myself. I had my doubts too.
12
And we were both taken aback by the
13 aggressive reaction that we received from the
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14 organization, particularly from staff in Shell
15 Development Angola, even more so in the regions,
16 in the regional business directorate in The Hague.
17
Q. Who at SDAN are you referring to?
18
A. Mm-Hmm.
19
Q. I am sorry. Who?
20
A. Oh, who. My memory of names -- I
21 have always been able to rely on my reports to
22 look up names, but Grigoire Simon was one of them,
0359
1 but he wasn't the most vocal.
2
I think on balance, the most vocal
3 were probably the people in the regional business
4 directorate.
5
Q. And who were they?
6
A. There we go.
7
MR. TUTTLE: If you remember.
8
THE WITNESS:
9
A. The names appeared on, say, the
10 notes that I made or that were made during the
11 discussions at the end of the year. If I could
12 have a look at those, then I could point out whose
13 names they were.
14 BY MR. HABER:
15
Q. We are getting a little out of
16 order in what we are marking, but this is going to
17 be Barendregt Exhibit 21.
18
MR. TUTTLE: 21.
19
(Whereupon, Barendregt Exhibit No.
20 21 was marked for identification)
21
MR. TUTTLE: Jeff, do you just want
22 to put on the record 18, 19, and 20 so we don't
0360
1 confuse every further, future reader of the
2 transcript?
3
MR. HABER: Yes. That's fine. Let
4 me identify Exhibit 21, and then I will note, as
5 counsel has just noted, that we premarked some
6 exhibits.
7
Exhibit 21 is a note dated January
8 30, 2001. Its title is, "Review of Group End-2000
9 Proved Oil and Gas Reserves Summary Preparation."
10
Its Bates number is LON01260652
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11 through LON01260666.
12
(Handing)
13
And while the witness is looking at
14 that, I will note for the record that we premarked
15 three documents. The first one, Exhibit 18, is a
16 note dated 31 August, 1999. Its title is, "Shell
17 Proved Reserves Audit - Shell Petroleum
18 Development Co (SPDC) Nigeria, 18-26 Aug 1999".
19 Its Bates number is LON00820516 through
20 LON00820527.
21
Barendregt Exhibit 19 is "Draft
22 Note - 23 Sept 2003". The title reads, "Proved
0361
1 Reserves Process Audit - SPDC (NIGERIA), 18-19
2 Sept 2003". Its Bates range is RJW00890491
3 through RJW00890500.
4
And the third document that was
5 premarked was Barendregt Exhibit 20. It's "NOTE"
6 dated 30 September, 2003. The title is, "Proved
7 Reserves Process Audit - SPDC (NIGERIA), 18-19
8 Sept 2003". Its Bates range is V00010772 through
9 V00010781.
10
(Handing Exhibits to witness)
11
Q. Mr. Barendregt, if you could take a
12 look at Exhibit 21.
13
Do you recognize this document?
14
A. Yes. It would seem to be my end
15 2000 report.
16
Q. And if you look in the bottom
17 left-hand corner, there is a signature there.
18
Do you recognize that as your own?
19
A. Yes, I do.
20
Q. And do you recall preparing this
21 note?
22
A. Yes, I do.
0362
1
Q. Now, if you would turn to
2 Attachment 6, which ends 664.
3
(Witness complying)
4
Do you recognize Attachment 6?
5
A. Yes, I do.
6
Q. And what is Attachment 6?
7
A. Attachment 6 is a note reflecting
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8 my findings regarding the Angola Block 18
9 attempted reserves bookings and ultimate reserve
10 booking as it had developed over the last -- over
11 the last months of year 2000 and the beginning of
12 2001.
13
Q. Now, you see in the second
14 paragraph -- or yes, in the second paragraph and
15 in the first paragraph as well, there is a
16 reference to Shell Deepwater Services?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. What is Shell Deepwater Services?
19
A. Shell Deepwater Services was a
20 group of experts that had been set up in Houston
21 to carry out studies effectively as some sort of a
22 contractor for operating companies with deep
0363
1 water, with fields in deep off-shore water.
2
The group was set up as a center of
3 expertise, particularly Deepwater Services that
4 didn't therefore relate so much to the subsurface
5 as well as the surface or subwater facilities,
6 which were and had been a frontier area of
7 development, where Shell had made quite some
8 progress.
9
Since most of the progress in
10 developing that technology had been in the Gulf of
11 Mexico, Houston was the logical place to have
12 locate this center of expertise.
13
I say that the emphasis was on
14 surface and subsea facilities. In addition to
15 that, the type of fields that one tends to find in
16 the deep off-shore are called -- what geologists
17 call turbidites, which are sand slumps off the
18 continental shelf, so from the shallow inshore sea
19 to the real deep water.
20
And these fields have specific
21 qualities that, again, the American operation had
22 quite some experience in.
0364
1
So that was felt to be another
2 reason to bring that together in this Shell
3 Deepwater Services Group in Houston.
4
Q. Now, if you look at -- if you look
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5 at the third paragraph that begins "prior to
6 preparation of the present Stage 1 development
7 plan."
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. It says, "Two meetings were held
10 late in 2000 between SDS/SDAN and SIEP/SEPCo
11 advisors, including myself."
12
Do you recall where the first
13 meeting was held that's referenced here?
14
A. I believe that the first meeting
15 was held in The Hague. I am just recalling from
16 recollection. Let me read the paragraph.
17
Q. Sure.
18
(Pause)
19
A. As I read it here, I am not too
20 sure which two meetings specifically referred to;
21 certainly, at least, one meeting at which Remco
22 Aalbers and myself attended, which was held in
0365
1 Houston. And I believe that was early in
2 December.
3
Prior to that, I happened to be in
4 Houston for an audit of the Shell oil reserves
5 bookings, so nothing to do with Angola or SDS in
6 early move, and I believe I had an early
7 pre-meeting with one or two staff of SDS, because
8 at that time it was beginning to be clear that
9 Shell Angola were wanting to book some reserves.
10
And Remco even at that stage was
11 beginning to express concern that this might be
12 too early.
13
So I had a brief preliminary
14 discussion with one or two staff there. And in
15 addition, Remco and I had discussions with Shell
16 Development Angola staff in Rijswijk somewhere in
17 the course of late November, early December,
18 together with the Regional Business Director,
19 whose names I forget, except that I believe one of
20 the names was called Barry. He's not listed in
21 one of the names here, but Barry is a name that
22 comes to mind.
0366
1
Q. And there is a reference to a
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2 SIEP/SEPCo advisor.
3
Who were you referring to there?
4
A. That would be Gordon Barry.
5
Q. Do you recall meeting with Rod
6 Sidle at that time in December of 2000?
7
A. Oh, SEPCo advisor, yes. Rod Sidle
8 was -- I cannot remember whether Rod Sidle was
9 present in the big meeting that Remco and I had in
10 December.
11
Somehow, I seem to remember that he
12 wasn't there, but I cannot be sure.
13
Q. Now, if you look at the next
14 sentence, it says, "In the face of prevailing
15 uncertainties, marginal to poor economics, plus a
16 failed VAR2 review in October 2000, SDS were
17 advised to look for a 'creaming' development
18 plan."
19
Under the VAR system, was it
20 permissible to book Proved Reserves if a project
21 did not pass VAR2?
22
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form,
0367
1 foundation, time period.
2 BY MR. HABER:
3
Q. At the time of the booking.
4
A. The short answer is yes.
5
Q. And why is that?
6
A. I believe that at the end of
7 2000 -- remember that the reserves guidelines
8 gradually tightened over the years. And I believe
9 at the end of 2000, that the requirement was
10 preferably for our review to have been passed. I
11 forget precisely what the requirements were.
12
Q. Do you recall if it was a VAR3?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
14 Foundation.
15
THE WITNESS:
16
A. No, I do not.
17 BY MR. HABER:
18
Q. The reference to "marginal to poor
19 economics," what were you referring to there?
20
A. Yes. Let me -- I think at this
21 stage, it's useful to describe the project in more
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22 detail to you.
0368
1
There were six small fields
2 discovered in the two years preceding this point
3 in time. There were small fields that were
4 typically something like ten -- no, 30 to 50
5 kilometers apart from each other.
6
BP were the operator; in other
7 words, BP was doing the drilling and was making
8 the development plan.
9
Shell decided to have their own
10 shadow study being done, and in this case by SDS.
11
BP were quite keen on the project.
12 They had been pushed along by their chairman, and
13 they were committed to go and develop the fields
14 as soon as possible.
15
Now, of these six small fields,
16 small accumulations, invariably there were a
17 couple that were larger and the rest of them were
18 smaller.
19
But each of them need their own
20 individual platform because they were too far
21 apart from each other to even reach with
22 long-reach wells.
0369
1
So each of them needed their own
2 separate facilities, and that meant a separate
3 facility already in deep water, and that with
4 distances of 40, 50, 60 kilometers, and that meant
5 expensive development.
6
Some of these smaller fields were
7 in fact not big enough to really make that an
8 effective proposition. And indeed, with Shell's
9 screening criteria, and I stress Shell's screening
10 criteria, which were done against a conservative
11 oil price of in the order of 14 to 16 barrels -- I
12 am sorry, 14 to 16 dollars per barrel,
13 particularly the outlying fields, these smaller
14 outlying fields did not seem attractive.
15
That was against Shell's own
16 internal conservative estimates. However, it
17 would appear that if you were to look at a smaller
18 scale development of only the largest two, maybe
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19 three fields, then you might get a project that
20 would yield less oil but certainly oil that was
21 more economical to produce than the larger amount
22 of oil, when you take the development as a whole.
0370
1
The Shell guidelines in those days
2 quite clearly stated that in order to book
3 reserves, one needed to demonstrate technical
4 maturity and commercial maturity.
5
And the minimum requirement for
6 that was at least a plan, a field development plan
7 that could, if that was the case, it could be
8 based on a notional development.
9
In other words, the prime purpose
10 of that plan would be to demonstrate that this
11 field could be produced economically, that the
12 reserves that were quoted could be produced
13 economically.
14
And that seemed to be the only way
15 of booking reserves for Angola Block 18 rather
16 than going for the full development that Shell
17 development Angola were pushing for.
18
Q. Was it permissible to use notional
19 development plans under SEC Rule 4-10?
20
A. Rule 4-10 never mentions anything
21 like development plans. Rule 4-10 in this respect
22 only talks about reasonable certainty and nothing
0371
1 else.
2
Like I mentioned on several
3 occasions before, there are one or two other more
4 specific items that Rule 4-10 addresses.
5
But as far as the concept of
6 development plans is concerned, all it refers to
7 is reasonable certainty. Shell had interpreted
8 that along the lines as has been described in our
9 guidelines.
10
Therefore, the accepted reserves
11 bookings were fully in line with those internal
12 Shell guidelines, which had been put up because
13 Rule 4-10 wasn't specific enough.
14
Q. Did anyone -- withdrawn.
15
Did Rod Sidle ever express a view
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16 that was contrary to the booking of approved
17 reserves in Block 18 Angola?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
19
THE WITNESS:
20
A. Rod Sidle did express concern about
21 the bookings, and his concern focused primarily on
22 the proved areas that were used in the development
0372
1 plan.
2
Now, what do I mean by "proved
3 areas"? Proved areas are a notion in -- in Rule
4 4-10 that determines which areas around a well you
5 can use for basing Proved Reserves on.
6
The most significant parts where it
7 related to Angola Block 18 was this LKH issue,
8 lowest known hydrocarbons, where the question was:
9 Could we book oil that was seen below the
10 penetration by the -- by the drill bit?
11
I think on the first day I
12 explained to you that you may have a situation
13 whereby you drill and you find oil in the
14 reservoir, but you don't see any water, so you
15 don't know where actually the transition between
16 oil and water is.
17
And there are various tools that
18 you can use to infer where that oil/water contact
19 is, as we call it.
20
But Rule 4-10 says that in
21 principle, you should stick -- in determining the
22 proven volume of oil, you should stick to what
0373
1 you've seen in the drill bit.
2
And the precise words are "in the
3 absence of information on a fluid contact, you
4 will stick to this proven oil."
5
Now, Shell, and in particular Rod,
6 had interpreted this as follows: Seismic -7 seismic techniques had improved enormously in the
8 previous ten, 15 years, and it was now possible to
9 detect in fact the outline of the oil/water
10 contact from seismic.
11
You could follow the outline of the
12 oil/water contact. And together with the known
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13 depth of those structures and of those outlines
14 that you could see on seismic, it was therefore
15 possible to infer where the oil/water contact was
16 even though you hadn't seen it with the drill bit.
17
That was seen to be a sufficient
18 basis, and it was seen as a sufficient basis to
19 qualify it as information on a contact.
20
So Rule 4-10 said that in the
21 absence of information on a fluid contact you
22 cannot do it, but the inference is if that there
0374
1 is information on the fluid contact and its
2 arrival information, then you can use it. And
3 that's what Shell Oil had developed as a method.
4
And Rod, who was quite instrumental
5 in developing this -- this technique, this method,
6 was concerned that we should stick to that in
7 determining the proved areas in these Angola
8 fields.
9
Q. Now, was this method implemented
10 through appraisal wells?
11
A. It was based or it was coupled with
12 results from appraisal wells, yes. But the prime
13 source of the information was from seismic
14 studies, seismic -- seismic surveys having been
15 taken and interpreted.
16
Q. Now, do you know if Shell had
17 drilled appraisal wells in Block 18?
18
A. Oh, yeah. Definitely. Yes.
19
Yeah. All the blocks were approved
20 areas were delineated were all blocks that
21 actually -- that had been penetrated by an
22 appraisal well. So that was the primary example.
0375
1 If there was a particular block that we could see
2 on seismic, a fault block, you can see those, you
3 can see the faults run, if it was a block that
4 hadn't been penetrated, then it couldn't be
5 classified as proved.
6
Q. At this meeting, had you seen that
7 data to show that wells had been drilled and that
8 the block had been penetrated?
9
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
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10 Just a reference to "this meeting."
11 BY MR. HABER:
12
Q. I am sorry. The reference is to
13 the December 2000 meeting.
14
A. Yes. We had all the maps out on
15 the table and all the locations of the wells. So
16 yes, we were shown that.
17
Q. Now, is there a difference between
18 an exploration well and appraisal well?
19
A. Not really. The function is the
20 same, except the exploration well is typically the
21 first well that you drill on a structure, and
22 therefore you are less certain of what the outcome
0376
1 is going to be.
2
Quite often, you always begin with
3 shooting seismic, trying to see what is happening
4 in the subsurface. But what you cannot see with
5 seismic without well data, what you cannot see
6 there is whether we actually have a structure that
7 is oil or gas filled; or at least it's very
8 difficult. You are very lucky if you can actually
9 see it.
10
Q. Now, are there wells that are
11 drilled after the exploration appraisal wells?
12
A. Yes. Those are called appraisal
13 wells.
14
Q. And after the appraisal well, is
15 there a well that's drilled -- let me ask that
16 again. I am sorry.
17
After you drill an appraisal well,
18 is there another type of well that's drilled?
19
A. Yes, development well. That's what
20 you have when you start drilling wells for targets
21 for producing oil, which you then plan to or will
22 hook up to facilities and therefore produce the
0377
1 oil.
2
Q. So is a development well a well
3 that one would create a development plan around?
4
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
5
THE WITNESS:
6
A. No. It would be the other way
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7 around. You create a development plan that
8 determines where development wells are going to be
9 drilled.
10 BY MR. HABER:
11
Q. I see. Okay. Now, in the next
12 part of this sentence, it says, "SDS were advised
13 to look for" quote -- I am sorry -- "a 'creaming'
14 development plan."
15
What is a creaming development
16 plan?
17
A. A creaming development plan would
18 be a descriptive term for the plan that I just
19 described to you; i.e., even though it was clear
20 that BP was going ahead with their development of
21 all the structures, this creaming development
22 would only address part of the structures and
0378
1 thereby allow only a portion of the ultimate
2 project reserves to be booked as reserves.
3
So it would be a creaming of the
4 more juicy bits in the development plan and put
5 together -- and put those together as a plan.
6
The effect of this is that if you
7 only book the reserves of such a creaming
8 development, that in fact what you are doing is
9 you are taking the best part of the total reserves
10 and only book those, rather than the total
11 reserves, which would contain a portion that were
12 less attractive.
13
Q. Now is a creaming development
14 compliant with Rule 4-10?
15
A. Rule 4-10 doesn't say anything
16 about creaming development. All Rule 4-10 says is
17 that it must be reasonably certain that it will
18 get developed. One of the conditions for that is
19 that it must be economical.
20
Q. When you say it will get developed,
21 are you talking about the entire field?
22
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
0379
1
THE WITNESS:
2
A. Fields.
3 BY MR. HABER:
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4
Q. You can answer.
5
A. Fields. I remember we were talking
6 about five or six fields.
7
Q. And so a creaming plan only
8 addresses a certain portion of the fields?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. Now, we got on to Angola in
11 response to a question I asked about Score Cards.
12
Do you recall any discussion at
13 this December 2000 meeting concerning Score Cards?
14
A. No. No.
15
Q. Then what is it about the booking
16 of Block 18 that raised your awareness about the
17 effect of Score Cards?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
19 Characterization of the testimony.
20
MR. BEST: Object to form.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. I mentioned strongly challenging
0380
1 the reaction, shall we say, of Shell Development
2 Angola staff and of the Regional Business Director
3 in The Hague when Remco, supported by myself, was
4 beginning to make noises that he considered it too
5 early to book reserves here.
6
And we saw a similar reaction with
7 SDS staff. My interpretation of that is that
8 Shell Development Angola and Regional Business
9 Directorate staff in the Hague were on scorecard
10 with reserves additions, but SDS staff seem to
11 have been on Score Cards as well.
12
Q. Did anyone from Shell Angola
13 express to you that booking Angola would favorably
14 impact the scorecard?
15
A. I cannot remember that, whether
16 anybody did.
17
Q. Was it -18
A. I mean the subject was discussed
19 between Remco and myself. Nobody -- I don't think
20 anybody actually mentioned it in my face. It was
21 just in a discussion with Remco. But having said
22 that, it was quite clear that people were pushing
0381
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1 it.
2
Q. Pushing?
3
A. For the original proposal of
4 reserves, for the whole field, for the whole
5 project to be -- to be booked.
6
Q. And that was because it would have
7 a favorable impact on their scorecard?
8
A. Yes.
9
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
10 Foundation.
11 BY MR. HABER:
12
Q. Now, when did you have this
13 conversation or conversations with Mr. Aalbers?
14
A. Late November.
15
Q. Of 2000?
16
A. Of 2000, yes.
17
Q. And do you know if the reserves in
18 Angola were recategorized as a consequence of
19 project Rockford?
20
A. I believe ultimately that they were
21 not. Because at the time of project Rockford, the
22 FID had been taken and the field had been -- the
0382
1 fields had been moved in the maturation cycle in
2 Shell.
3
And BP had put up a development
4 plan which had been discussed, and Shell had
5 agreed to go ahead with the development, and the
6 money had been made available.
7
And that meant that the reserves
8 were going to be produced and that the project was
9 going to go ahead. So there was no reason to
10 debook that, as far as I remember.
11
Q. Now, at the time that Shell booked
12 the reserves in Block 18, had BP booked any Proved
13 Reserves?
14
A. Not 100 percent sure, but I believe
15 they hadn't. Not at that time, no.
16
Q. Do you recall how much volume was
17 originally planned to be booked in Block 18?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Object to form.
19 Foundation.
20
THE WITNESS:
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21
A. Not specifically. I believe it was
22 about three times the volume that was ultimately
0383
1 booked at that time.
2 BY MR. HABER:
3
Q. And how much was ultimately booked?
4
A. It's here in the notes, I am sure.
5 Two figures, 11017 come to mind. Something like
6 11,000,000 cubic meters.
7
Q. Is that approximately 74,000,000
8 BOE? And I am referring to Shell's share.
9
A. Yes. 12,000,000 cubic meters Shell
10 share, so times six, roughly that's 70 something
11 or other, yes.
12
Q. Now, going back to what I told you
13 we were going to talk about, which was SPDC?
14
A. Are we done with this?
15
Q. Yes. We are done with the
16 document.
17
I think you mentioned yesterday
18 that your predecessor, Ad de la Mar, had audited
19 SPDC before you took over the position.
20
Correct?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. And when was that audit?
0384
1
A. In 1997.
2
Q. Do you recall what Mr. De la Mar
3 had found when he had audited SPDC?
4
A. Short answer is no, I do not recall
5 specifically. I believe it was something to do
6 with the audit trail, which indeed is -- I found
7 to be a problem as well.
8
Q. And why did you find that to be a
9 problem?
10
A. SPDC are in charge of a large
11 number of fields, altogether an enormous amount of
12 oil, far more than is required for their immediate
13 needs for production, because Nigeria was a part
14 of OPEC, still is a part of OPEC.
15
They were therefore on a
16 self-imposed country off-take constraint, and that
17 meant that the SPDC part of Nigerian production
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18 couldn't exceed a certain -- a certain threshhold,
19 around the level of I believe nine -- at the time,
20 900,000,000 barrels a day -21
Q. How did -22
A. -- 900,000 barrels a day. Beg your
0385
1 pardon.
2
Q. So in effect, the OPEC constraint
3 was a cap on how much SPDC could produce.
4
Is that correct?
5
A. Yes. On a daily basis, indeed.
6 Yes.
7
Q. I think my original question was:
8 What was it about the audit trail that you found
9 to be a problem?
10
A. As I said, SPDC had a large amount
11 of fields in their portfolio, more than they
12 needed for their, say, immediate needs.
13
The total number of fields was in
14 the order of 100. I found that a built up -- what
15 you would require in a case like this, you would
16 require a reconciliation between the total amount
17 booked built up from individual field estimates.
18
And in most of the companies, that
19 estimate was no problem -- no problem. And you
20 would expect that both for the expectation and for
21 the Proved Reserves level.
22
In Nigeria, there was the
0386
1 complication that Proved Reserves declared needed
2 to be produced before the end of license, which
3 was at that time perceived to be in 2019.
4
And therefore, it wasn't just
5 simply a matter of totaling up what you see as
6 Proved Reserves in each and every individual
7 field. You needed to process it, put it together,
8 and then a combined forecast which you would then
9 cut off at 2019.
10
All of that work hadn't been done
11 or at least wasn't available. But I am sure it
12 hadn't been done either.
13
One of the reasons was that SPDC is
14 located in three different areas. There is the
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15 head office where the persons responsible for SPDC
16 reserves reporting to the center were located.
17 And there are the two operating areas, one in a
18 place called Warri, W-A-R-R-I, and Port Harcourt,
19 P-O-R-T, H-A-R-C-O-U-R-T.
20
And the coordination between these
21 two, particularly in the 90s, was not good.
22
Nigeria is a country that's
0387
1 struggling with its infrastructure, and it
2 certainly has taken longer in that country to get
3 things like E-mail, et cetera, off the ground; and
4 that therefore, historically, communication
5 between the head office in Lagos Warri and Port
6 Harcourt had been difficult.
7
And Ad de la Mar could still see
8 effects of that, and I also could, coupled I think
9 with a lack of interest by the reserves
10 coordinator that had been preparing the last
11 reserves estimate at the end of 1998.
12
Q. And who was the reserves
13 coordinator at the end of 1998?
14
A. Again, I would have to verify. He
15 is not even mentioned on my note.
16
Q. Which note are you looking at?
17
A. On the -- on Exhibit No. 18, which
18 is my Proved Reserves audit report of August 1999.
19
Q. And this is the note that you
20 drafted?
21
A. No. It seems like this is the
22 final note. It has my signature on it, Exhibit
0388
1 18.
2
Q. All right. And just for the
3 record, did you prepare this note?
4
A. Yes, I did, and it's my signature.
5
Q. Thank you.
6
A. So no, I cannot tell you what the
7 name was. He was Nigerian. End of 1998 was his
8 first submission by himself. He had been the
9 assistant of an expatriate, a reservoir engineer
10 in previous years.
11
I think he had been left to his own
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12 devices for too long.
13
SPDC had acknowledged that, even
14 before my doing the audit, and had already decided
15 that a dedicated unit for reserves reporting,
16 internal reserves reporting -- and as a matter of
17 fact, I believe also for general business
18 reporting to the Hague -- would be set up, and
19 that would be set up in Port Harcourt under the
20 direction of Bram Sieders.
21
Therefore for all practicalities, I
22 sent my report to Bram Sieders because he was the
0389
1 one who was going to do something with my report.
2
Q. And again, just for the record, I
3 want to make sure when we were talking about the
4 reserves coordinator, you were referring to a
5 local reserves coordinator?
6
A. Correct.
7
Q. You were not talking about the
8 reserves coordinator in The Hague.
9
Is that correct?
10
A. No, indeed. I was talking about
11 the local reserves coordinator.
12
MR. HABER: We have been going at
13 it for about an hour. Why don't we take a break.
14
MR. TUTTLE: Yes. Take a break.
15
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
16 record at 11:06.
17
(Short recess taken)
18
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Returning to the
19 record at 11:25 from 11:06.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. Mr. Barendregt, before I continue
22 with SPDC, there is a couple of follow-up
0390
1 questions from our prior discussion that I'd like
2 to ask you.
3
You mentioned SDS having some
4 expertise with turbidite fields?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. Are turbidite fields located in
7 deep water only?
8
A. Not always, but it is the, say, the
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9 geological setting under in which they originate.
10 In other words, turbidites are always generated at
11 the time that they were beginning to exist by sand
12 slumps rolling off the continental shelf into the
13 deep sea many, many millions of years ago.
14
So yes, typically you would find
15 those on the edges of continental shelves, and
16 that by definition almost means that they are in
17 deep water.
18
Q. Were there any turbidite fields in
19 SPDC?
20
A. Onshore, not. Most of the field
21 settings that were there were fields of the type
22 -- with sands of the type that are deposited in
0391
1 deltaic -- what the geologists call deltaic
2 environments, which again is similar in the
3 setting where you see now where the Niger river
4 has a large Delta depositing sands that are eroded
5 from upstream from that river and deposited
6 downstream in the near shore area.
7
Q. Did Shell have any fields or
8 projects in SPDC in the Delta water area?
9
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
10
THE WITNESS:
11
A. I am not sure whether I understand
12 the question.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. Well, the Delta region that you
15 just referred to?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Did Shell have any projects?
18
A. Oh, yeah. Yeah. Virtually 100
19 percent of their fields are in that environment.
20
MR. FERRARA: I am sorry. That's
21 not what he asked. You mean projects with
22 turbidite fields? Is that what your question was?
0392
1
MR. HABER: No. He said turbidite
2 -- let's go back.
3
Q. These fields in the Niger Delta?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Do they include turbidite fields?
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6
A. No, they do not.
7
Q. Okay.
8
A. In fact, the way Shell split up
9 their business was that SNEPCo would be the off -10 would be looking at the off-shore fields, which
11 was a different concession, a different terms, and
12 those fields would contain some turbidite fields.
13
But the onshore fields or
14 near-shore fields, which would be operated by
15 SPDC, would all be of a different type.
16
Q. Now, the technology that's used
17 with regard to turbidite fields, does that have
18 any application in nonturbidite fields?
19
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
20 Foundation.
21
MR. BEST: If you know.
22
THE WITNESS:
0393
1
A. It depends on the type of
2 technology that you are referring to you. If you
3 are referring to subsea and surface technology,
4 the answer is no, they are not. These fields are
5 not all located on deep sea but they are located
6 on land, and that means an entirely different type
7 of surface facilities.
8
The -- as far as the subsurface is
9 concerned, i.e., the geological setting of these
10 fields, no. Any knowledge specific to turbidites
11 is not knowledge that you require -- other than
12 general petroleum engineering knowledge that you
13 always need, is not knowledge that you require for
14 developing the typical fields in relation with
15 SPDC.
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. You have heard of the EA field in
18 SPDC?
19
A. Yes. It's one of the shallow
20 off-shore fields.
21
Q. Do you know if SDS provided any
22 technical support at the EA field?
0394
1
A. I do not know. I would be
2 surprised if they had.
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3
Q. But you have no knowledge of it?
4
A. I have no knowledge of it.
5
Q. Now, just one other question about
6 Angola. After the booking was made in December of
7 2000, did you have any discussions about the
8 booking with the external auditors?
9
A. Yes. They saw all my reports. We
10 must have discussed it, and they must have asked
11 some questions about it.
12
Q. Do you recall when you had these
13 discussions?
14
A. That would be in the latter half of
15 January.
16
Q. As part of the closeout?
17
A. The January as part of the closeout
18 of the year, yes.
19
Q. And do you recall who was present
20 during the year closeout?
21
A. The actual closeout, which is say
22 the important year-end meeting, would see presence
0395
1 from both KPMG and PriceWaterhouseCoopers.
2
And the persons present from
3 PriceWaterhouse would be for example Bert Eeftink,
4 initially, until he had been taken over by Han van
5 Delden and one or two of the KPMG engineers, whose
6 names escape me at the moment.
7
They were engineers that we used to
8 -- not engineers, but accountants that we used to
9 see in those meetings.
10
Q. Do you recall either KPMG or PWC
11 representatives challenging the Angola booking
12 during the closeout meeting?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
14
THE WITNESS:
15
A. Not challenging in the sense of
16 expressing disbelief; seeking clarification, I
17 think would be more the -- would be better
18 description of the sort of discussion that we had.
19 BY MR. HABER:
20
Q. Do you recall what clarification
21 they were seeking?
22
A. No. No.
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0396
1
Q. Going back now to SPDC and your
2 audit, you had mentioned before the break some
3 concern that you had about the audit
4 documentation, the audit trail for SPDC.
5
Did you include that in your audit
6 note for SPDC?
7
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
8 Characterization of the testimony.
9 BY MR. HABER:
10
Q. And you can -11
A. I believe I did. I believe I did.
12 But with questions like these, I always refer back
13 to my note to see precisely what I have written.
14 It is, after all, seven years ago.
15
Q. And you can feel free to look at
16 Exhibit 18, if it will help you.
17
And if I can help you even further,
18 I note that there is a recommendation on the last
19 page of Attachment 1 which is 518, where this is
20 addressed in number 6.
21
(Witness examining document)
22
MR. BEST: Jeff, I want to note for
0397
1 the record that while he is looking at this
2 document, that on Exhibit 18, as well as many of
3 the exhibits that I have seen in the course of Mr.
4 Barendregt's interview, there are handwritten
5 notations on these documents which do not appear
6 to be Mr. Barendregt's handwriting.
7
Certainly we haven't talked about
8 that. But indeed, if ever these Exhibits are
9 introduced into evidence, there has been no
10 foundation laid for these handwritten notations.
11
And particularly on 18, there is
12 more handwritten notations than on other documents
13 I have seen.
14
MR. HABER: I will ask him after
15 this pending question.
16
THE WITNESS: Okay. I have
17 somewhat refreshed my memory. So would you -18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. Is the recommendation portion of
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20 Exhibit 18 the only place where you reference the
21 audit trail situation that you've just testified
22 about?
0398
1
A. No. I also refer to audit trails
2 in the previous findings, specifically in number
3 14 and 15.
4
Q. And what you have written in 14 and
5 15, do these reflect the issue that you just
6 testified about concerning the audit trail?
7
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
8
THE WITNESS:
9
A. They provide the basis for my
10 recommendation to improve their procedures for a
11 comprehensive and consistent audit trail, for the
12 corporate submission.
13
They had the audit trail notes for
14 the two separate divisions, but now I would like
15 to see it being brought together for the
16 corporate. And that was particularly important
17 for the end year -- for the end license situation
18 where you -- where they needed to show a basis for
19 their proved reserves estimate.
20
All in all, I had no -- my concern
21 here was primarily a concern about making sure
22 that I could follow the reserves estimate building
0399
1 up from the individual field estimates.
2
I would typically, when I would do
3 my own building up, taking individual field
4 estimates that had been given to me separately, I
5 would come up typically just say one or two
6 percent below or sometimes higher than the figure
7 that they had submitted.
8
I couldn't reconstruct the exact
9 figure. I wanted to see an exact match between
10 what you built up and what you -- and what they
11 reported.
12
I had severe difficulty doing that.
13 And that is what the point that I am trying to
14 make here, that it's -- if you do your job
15 properly, then it's very easy -- I mean,
16 spreadsheets are very easy and comprehensive tools
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17 to achieve exactly that.
18
And they saw that point and they
19 promised to improve.
20
Q. Now, at the time that you had
21 conducted the audit, did you think about whether
22 to give a grade to SPDC less than satisfactory,
0400
1 that is, unsatisfactory?
2
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
3
THE WITNESS:
4
A. I did. In the end, I decided
5 against that -- can I just look further through
6 the notes -7 BY MR. HABER:
8
Q. Please.
9
A. -- and see precisely? As I
10 explained before, my scoring of an audit would be
11 also based on the scoring that I did in the
12 checklist.
13
(Pause)
14
Okay. It's not printed here, no.
15 So I don't have access to that. On my computer
16 you can see what the actual scoring numerically
17 comes out.
18
I know or I remember that SPDC was
19 quite close to getting an unsatisfactory, but they
20 were just above the cutoff level that I normally
21 maintained for unsatisfactory audits.
22
But in response to your question
0401
1 did I consider it, yes, I did. In the end, I was
2 happy to leave it as just satisfactory, even
3 though it was on the lower range of the
4 satisfactory basically, because I could see that
5 there was a new team in place. They were eager to
6 get on with it.
7
And like I said, I knew the person
8 in charge of that unit, and I knew that he was
9 more than capable of putting it together.
10
And on that basis, I decided to
11 leave it -- to leave it as a satisfactory -- just
12 satisfactory audit.
13
Q. Now, was the absence of this audit
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14 trail an issue that recurred following your audit
15 in 1999?
16
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
17 Foundation.
18
THE WITNESS:
19
A. The next audit that I carried out
20 was in 2003, by which time the guidelines had
21 changed considerably.
22
So the set of criteria that were
0402
1 used in looking at those fields was vastly
2 different than the method of putting together a
3 proved reserves estimate, was vastly different.
4 So there really was no comparison.
5
So as far as my involvement as an
6 auditor was concerned, the focus was no longer on
7 or less so on audit trail. The focus over the
8 coming years, as you will no doubt come and see,
9 has been on the relevance of the end of license in
10 2019.
11
That's where much of the focus lay
12 in the coming years, not so much the audit trail.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. We will get to the end of license
15 in a moment.
16
A. But the point that I really made is
17 that the effect of, say, an absolutely spotless
18 audit trail has been small.
19
Like I said, I did my own audit
20 trail if you like, and I always came up with an
21 answer that was just off it, from what I remember
22 typically, on the order of one or two percent.
0403
1 But it wasn't significant.
2
Q. Now, do you know if the absence of
3 an audit trail was an issue that was considered
4 during Project Rockford with regard to SPDC?
5
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
6 Foundation.
7
THE WITNESS:
8
A. Not as such. The input of SPDC in
9 Project Rockford was -- entailed a major screening
10 review of all of the portfolio against all of the
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11 portfolio of SPDC, all of the field portfolio of
12 SPDC, a major screening review of say the maturity
13 of the fields in that portfolio and the maturity
14 requirements that by that time we had in the -- in
15 the Shell guidelines.
16
Like I mentioned before, SPDC had
17 built up a large portfolio of reserves in fields
18 which were not due to be developed shortly as a
19 result of the reserves addition bonus discussions
20 with the government.
21
So in other words, they had
22 accelerated their activities in relation to
0404
1 exploration drilling and subsequent appraisal
2 drilling, and thereby got a large number of fields
3 and significant volumes of oil on the shelf and,
4 therefore, also on the books.
5
And there was nothing in Rule 4-10
6 that forbade that, that did not allow the well
7 volumes to be there. They were proved, they were
8 demonstrated by wells, and they were certain to be
9 developed in due course because they were all
10 attractive as well, economically attractive.
11
But the screening that was carried
12 out in 2003, towards the end of 2003, was much
13 more critical on the issue of how likely is this
14 field going to be developed and, ultimately, is
15 there a field development plan or at least an area
16 development plan with a timetable.
17
And in many of these fields
18 naturally, for the reasons I've explained to you,
19 there wasn't.
20
And therefore, ultimately, there
21 was something like a thousand million barrels that
22 had to be taken off the SPDC portfolio as a result
0405
1 of Project Rockford.
2
But I am painting to you the
3 picture that Rockford was four years later than
4 this here, and there had been a significant shift
5 in the conditions in our reserves guidelines.
6
Q. I understand that. And what I
7 guess I am asking is a follow-up to what you just
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8 testified to.
9
During this screening that was
10 carried out in 2003, did those that conducted that
11 screening ever communicate to you that their work
12 was difficult to perform because of the absence of
13 the type of audit trail information that you were
14 discussing?
15
MR. BEST: Objection. Form.
16
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
17 Characterization of the document. Characterization
18 of the testimony.
19 BY MR. HABER:
20
Q. You can answer.
21
A. Yes. I am trying to think how to
22 phrase it. A lot of these fields had reserves
0406
1 estimates forward in the books. When I was
2 expressing concern about the audit trail here, I
3 was simply expressing concern about the lack of a
4 simple table saying, okay, this is what we have
5 for this particular field in the books, and these
6 are the volumes for all the other fields.
7
And if you put them together and
8 add them all up, then this is what you get. That
9 simple sum ultimately was just a simple addition
10 and was difficult to reconstruct for me.
11
And that probably meant that in
12 some cases, people in the past had been doing an
13 addition from a different sum for some of these
14 fields. And it was impossible for me to ascertain
15 how or when or what, resulting in a different
16 volume.
17
And all I was saying that look, go
18 and look at these fields, take the volume that you
19 carry, and put those in the table.
20
Now, before that, you can ask the
21 question: Are the volumes that we carry for these
22 fields, are those volumes representative for what
0407
1 we now think we can actually develop in those
2 fields? Some of those fields hadn't been looked
3 at for a long, long time because they had been
4 literally on the shelf and the books had been in
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5 somebody's cupboard and yes, the fields weren't
6 needed for development so they just sat there.
7
And by the end of 2003, SPDC
8 undertook to carry out a comprehensive review of
9 not the simple addition building up from the
10 individual fields, but also trying to reconcile
11 the field data with the reserves estimate that
12 they had in place, trying to find documents on
13 which those reserve estimates are based.
14
And that is what took them a lot of
15 effort.
16
Q. Now, this review that was conducted
17 in the end of 2003, who, if you know, led that
18 review?
19
A. Names are beginning to fade in my
20 memory very quickly, but it's also because of a
21 lack of discipline at trying to remember them. I
22 always go back to my notes and say who it was.
0408
1
Is there -2
Q. Well, let me ask you, does David
3 Kluesner sound familiar to you?
4
A. Yes. David Kluesner was somebody
5 from Rijswijk.
6
Q. Does John Hoppe sound familiar?
7
A. John Hoppe, that was the man that I
8 was referring to. He was the one that was in
9 charge in Nigeria. He was based in Nigeria. Dave
10 Kluesner was a consultant in Rijswijk helping him
11 with that study.
12
Q. Now, do you know if they were able
13 to find the documentation on which those reserves
14 estimates were based?
15
A. I don't know. I don't remember.
16 They certainly didn't give us a full review of
17 which fields they found documentation and what
18 not, although there was a large spreadsheet made
19 highlighting -- no. Let me start again.
20
What SPDC did is that for all their
21 fields, they made a huge spreadsheet showing
22 precisely where they had problems in finding a
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2 and any field development plan and a reserves
3 estimate.
4
And it would highlight for instance
5 whether there was any uncertainty regarding a
6 field development plan, uncertainty regarding well
7 data that had been use, whether there had been in
8 fact sufficient appraisal wells drilled.
9
So it was an enormous patch sheet
10 showing checkpoints against checklists against
11 various criteria and hurdles that you need to pass
12 in order to come up with a field development plan.
13
So yes, there had been information
14 given to us that showed where they struggled or
15 not with getting really together the entire audit
16 trail.
17
Q. I just want to go back for a moment
18 and then we are going to come back to this review.
19 If you could look at Exhibit 18 for a moment, your
20 counsel did mention there is handwriting and other
21 type of notations, markings on the document.
22
Do you recognize those, on Exhibit
0410
1 18?
2
A. Well, the top right-hand corner, it
3 says "spare," that's my handwriting. Somebody
4 noted a "new Ind. Auditor", independent, "since
5 '97." That's wrong.
6
MR. BEST: But more importantly, is
7 that your handwriting?
8
THE WITNESS: No, it isn't.
9
MR. BEST: Okay.
10
THE WITNESS: And the "1999 audit
11 satisfactory" wasn't my handwriting either.
12 BY MR. HABER:
13
Q. How about the line markings next to
14 the text?
15
A. No. No. They are certainly not
16 mine, no.
17
Q. So the only handwritten note that
18 you recognize as your own is the word "spare" in
19 the upper right-hand corner?
20
A. Yes, correct. And my signature.
21
MR. BEST: And so for the purposes
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22 of at least putting the objection on the record,
0411
1 if any documents are ever going to be used in any
2 foreseeable trial, I am going to object to them to
3 the extent that Mr. Barendregt cannot authenticate
4 the document that is being shown to him as regards
5 these independent and unknown handwritten
6 drawings.
7
If you want to redact them for the
8 trial, so be it, but I have a standing objection
9 for this and every other document that we haven't
10 authenticated his handwriting on a document.
11
MR. HABER: As a matter of order,
12 of course, these type of issues are reserved, and
13 we certainly believe that the document itself has
14 been authenticated. And certainly where he has
15 identified his handwriting is authenticated for
16 purposes of trial.
17
Q. Mr. Barendregt, if you could turn
18 to Exhibit 16. This is the group end-2002 annual
19 report, which is dated January 31, 2003.
20
Now, I'd like to direct your
21 attention to page 3 and 4 of the document, and
22 it's Bates number 654 to 655.
0412
1
In particular, under number 8,
2 which is the heading "Production licence duration
3 constraints."
4
A. Yes. Can I read it first before
5 you ask any questions?
6
Q. Please.
7
A. Okay.
8
(Witness reading document)
9
Q. With regard to SPDC, what message
10 were you trying to convey to the recipients of
11 Exhibit 16?
12
MR. BEST: Objection to the form.
13
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to the form.
14 Foundation.
15 BY MR. HABER:
16
Q. With regard to number 8, the
17 production license constraints?
18
MR. TUTTLE: Same objection.
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19
MR. BEST: Same objection.
20
THE WITNESS:
21
A. I was indicating that it was
22 difficult to reconcile the proved oil volumes that
0413
1 were carried by SPDC with, on the one hand, the
2 end of license in 2019 and the current off-take
3 rates.
4
And for all that we could see,
5 constrained off-take rates which, if assumed to
6 continue until 2019, would not leave enough
7 production to cover the current -- the carried
8 proved reserved.
9
Now, SPDC had been aware of it, and
10 they had been assuming a significant upturn in
11 future off-take rates such that before 2019, they
12 would have produced all of the currently carried
13 Proved Reserves.
14
I had already hinted that this was
15 the case or that this might pose a challenge to
16 increase the production rate in 1999, in my audit
17 report.
18
And when it was clear that for
19 several years, SPDC had not been able to increase
20 that off-take rate, it was also becoming clear
21 that they would have a problem in making those
22 proved reserves by the end of 2019.
0414
1
The situation now was different to
2 that in 1999. In 1999, there had been a period
3 when the Nigerian government found themselves
4 incapable of putting forward their share of the
5 capital expenditure required for installing new
6 facilities.
7
And because of that, Shell had
8 refused to put in any significant amount of money
9 in developing new field facilities.
10
And that meant that with time, the
11 off-take rates would gradually be declining.
12
However, in or around 1999, I don't
13 remember the precise date, an agreement had been
14 struck with the government whereby they would now
15 make more money available for development.
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16
So that meant that, in principle,
17 SPDC could look forward to a gradual increase in
18 off-takes, because there was also the implied
19 promise by the Nigerian government that OPEC
20 constraints would be gradually lifted for as far
21 as it related to the SPDC off-take.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0415
1
Q. But -- I am sorry. Go ahead.
2
A. So in 1999, there was an outlook
3 that the future off-take rates might well
4 increase.
5
There was a promise by the
6 government, and it seemed not unreasonable to
7 assume an upturn in the off-take, particularly
8 because SPDC management committed themselves to
9 that promise in the implied promise that they made
10 to the central office by putting that off-take
11 rate in their development plan, in their business
12 plan for the years '99.
13
Q. And had you reviewed SPDC's
14 business plan at the time that this document was
15 written?
16
A. "Reviewed" is too grand a word. I
17 had somebody show me the relevant pages in the
18 business plan.
19
MR. TUTTLE: By "this document,"
20 you are talking about the -21
MR. HABER: Exhibit 16.
22
MR. TUTTLE: -- Exhibit 16, to the
0416
1 January 2003 note on the year end-2002 period?
2
MR. HABER: Correct.
3
MR. TUTTLE: I want to make sure -4 you looked at the '99 business plan before you did
5 your year-end 2002.
6
THE WITNESS:
7
A. What I was referring to was the
8 SPDC business plan, which is a document that
9 companies were required to submit to the Center
10 describing a forecast in principle for five years
11 but also with a long-term forecast included,
12 describing their foreseen costs and productions
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13 and providing a general state of the union, so to
14 speak, type of information from the operating
15 company to the center.
16
Now, that is a document that is
17 nowhere here contained, and that I don't -- I
18 wouldn't normally receive. But if I ask for it,
19 then I could have a look at it.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. Do you recall looking at it, so the
22 record is clear, another business plan from SPDC
0417
1 when you conducted your audit in 1999?
2
A. Briefly, yes. Yes.
3
Q. Again, as you said before, relevant
4 portions were shown to you?
5
A. Yes, particularly graphs. I mean,
6 I want to see graphs.
7
Q. After 1999, did you look at SPDC's
8 business plan as it was revised?
9
MR. TUTTLE: Objection. Form.
10
MR. HABER: I will withdraw the
11 question.
12
Q. Did you, after 1999, did you look
13 at SPDC's business plan?
14
A. Not in the year 2000.
15
At the end of 2001, I tried to get
16 hold of a copy. In the end, I didn't get it. I
17 tried to get hold of the information, particularly
18 in relation to the long-term forecasts. I didn't
19 get it. In 2002, I finally did get something, and
20 I didn't like what I saw.
21
Q. And why didn't you like what you
22 had seen?
0418
1
A. Because there was still, in spite
2 of disappointments in the off-take rate, the
3 off-take rate in fact from 1999 had gone down
4 rather than up. And yet there was in the business
5 plan still this assumption of an upturn.
6
And I felt at that time in a
7 position to say: Well, look, there is an
8 inconsistency. How the hell can you make us
9 believe that you are going to do that?
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10
And that is precisely the message
11 that I put in -- put in here. My message in 1999
12 was still: Look, realize that your future -- your
13 reserves that you carry are critically dependent
14 on the future upturn of reserves. Make sure you
15 realize that, to which effectively the answer was,
16 Yes, of course we realize that, and we are
17 confident that we are going to make it.
18
Okay. Fine. But after these three
19 years when it became clear that they hadn't, for
20 all sorts of reasons, community disturbances,
21 governments not fulfilling their -- government not
22 fulfilling their promise, but it was clear that
0419
1 they were struggling to maintain even the rate,
2 let alone even increase it.
3
I said that it's very difficult for
4 me and for many others to believe that you are
5 actually going to make that upturn. And
6 therefore, your Proved Reserves to the end of 2019
7 are under serious question.
8
Q. When did -- when did you start
9 forming this view?
10
A. It was beginning at the end of
11 2001, so in the end-of-year process.
12
And I asked the stand-in reserves
13 coordinator, who at that time as I mentioned
14 earlier was Jan Willem Roosch, I asked him for
15 information for a comparison of the production
16 forecast assumed for the -- for the reserves
17 estimate with the latest business plan.
18
I asked him, I said, because that's
19 what he preferred me to do. He didn't want me to
20 either go directly to the company or indeed go
21 anywhere else. He wanted all my requests to go
22 via him. Fine. That was the way he wanted to
0420
1 play it.
2
And I asked for that information
3 somewhere early in January fairly shortly after
4 the first submission of the reserves came in from
5 the operating companies, which would have been the
6 second week of -- the end of the first week of
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7 January.
8
And I didn't get a reply until two
9 weeks later. I was running out of patience. So I
10 told him that look, if you are not going to give
11 me that information, I am going to go out to SPDC
12 in E-mail and ask him then directly for that
13 information, to which he sort of shrugged his
14 shoulder.
15
I did, and there was a panic
16 reaction coming out of SPDC where they wanted to
17 suddenly change all of their reserve submissions
18 because of my question, which presented a great
19 problem for Jan Willem Roosch who at that time had
20 closed his books.
21
So he became rather cross with me,
22 and I decided not to pursue the issue any further,
0421
1 but list it as a possible concern for me.
2
I didn't have access to -- so in
3 the end, I hadn't access to any concrete evidence,
4 and that would support my concern that I had this
5 concern, and that's what I reported at my end 2001
6 report.
7
Come the end of 2002, my concerns
8 of course hadn't gone away, and that led to the
9 discussion that I have now got in front of me.
10
Q. When you say that SPDC wanted to
11 change their reserve submission, in what way?
12
A. I don't remember the details. I
13 honestly don't remember. He wanted to reduce it,
14 but he didn't say by -- well, he did say
15 implicitly by how much, but he didn't say what the
16 reason for it was. It was just, okay, we will
17 reduce it by whatever volume.
18
And he didn't give -- that was at
19 that time, that was I believe Ojo Sanni who, in my
20 view, was really getting out of his depth as far
21 as his ability to stand on top of the reserves
22 submission.
0422
1
Q. Who is Ojo Sanni?
2
A. He was the reservoir engineer in
3 charge. He had taken over in that by that time
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4 from Bram Sieders as being in charge of reporting
5 reserves to central office. He was based I
6 believe in Port Harcourt.
7
Q. Now, in your prior answers, you
8 were referring to an off-take rate. And for the
9 record, can you explain what that is?
10
A. Yes. It's the production rate of
11 the Shell share part of production from the fields
12 that were operated by Shell.
13
Q. Is it fair to say then the
14 documentation that you were seeing was showing
15 that SPDC was not going to reach the forecasted
16 production for the year?
17
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
18 Characterization of the testimony.
19
THE WITNESS: The forecasts that
20 SPDC showed in the document that I saw the end of
21 2002, i.e., their business plan, did not show the
22 upturn even on the five-year cycle that I deemed
0423
1 was necessary to cover all of the proved reserves.
2
I had made a plot, a graph giving a
3 pictorial presentation of my argument, which isn't
4 included in my end-year report but which was
5 included in the view graph presentation that I
6 made to external auditors at that time.
7
I am sure you have got access to
8 that.
9
Q. Now, the documentation that you
10 looked at in 2002, did this documentation show
11 historical production against forecasts in the
12 business plan?
13
A. I don't think so. That wasn't what
14 was normally done. What you would see would be
15 historical production and current projection of
16 the future.
17
Q. Did you ask for a comparison of
18 historical production against prior forecasts?
19
MR. TUTTLE: Time period?
20
MR. HABER: 2002.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. I can't be sure, but I don't
0424
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1 believe I did. And the reason was that I was
2 aware of a gradual reduction in the off-take
3 because of various reasons, community
4 disturbances, and being certainly one of them that
5 I knew couldn't have been foreseen in previous -6 in previous business plans.
7
So it was clear -- in other words,
8 that it was clear to me that the actual off-take
9 lagged behind whatever had been promised in the
10 past.
11
Q. In light of what you had seen by
12 the end of 2001, going into 2002, did you begin to
13 form an opinion of whether reserves should be
14 debooked in SPDC?
15
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
16
THE WITNESS:
17
A. You should remember that at the end
18 of 2001, I didn't see anything. That was
19 precisely the point and the bone of contention.
20 So all the evidence -- the only evidence that I
21 saw was at the end of 2002.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0425
1
Q. And by 2002, did you begin to form
2 a view that the issue of a possible debooking
3 should be raised?
4
A. Strange the way it may sound, no.
5 I came to the view that certainly in the past, the
6 reserves had been overstated on the basis that the
7 implied forecasts, to be able to produce those
8 reserves by 2019, had been unrealistic. And that
9 point I made quite clearly.
10
But there was -- in the meantime,
11 there was another development and, as it turned
12 out, quite a significant development.
13
And the development was that partly
14 I think as a result of my pushing against this.
15 Since 2001, SPDC went and looked at the legal
16 basis of the assumption that the license would
17 expire by the end of 2019.
18
In 1999, I had spoken with the
19 legal advisor, the SPDC legal advisor in Lagos,
20 and he described to me that indeed the license was
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21 going to expire in 2019.
22
And I asked him how likely is it
0426
1 going to be extended? And could you already
2 conclude an agreement with the government now to
3 extend it?
4
And his answer was no, there is no
5 point in doing that now. The government wouldn't
6 be interested in pursuing something which at that
7 time was 20 years in the future.
8
But anyway he, being the legal
9 representative, informed me that yes indeed the
10 license was expiring by the end of 2019.
11
I didn't review those documents, I
12 am not a lawyer, and I was happy to accept his
13 statement.
14
Now, back to 2002. After my
15 initial rattling of the cage, so to speak, that
16 there was something to be considered to the end of
17 license, lawyers in SPDC looked again at the
18 precise conditions of the license extension, and
19 they came to the conclusion that in fact, there
20 was a right to extend provided that SPDC fulfilled
21 certain conditions which were by no means onerous,
22 but just the sort of conditions that one would
0427
1 have expected any responsible operating company to
2 fulfill.
3
In other words, it was clear and it
4 was concluded from that review, from that legal
5 review that, in fact, there was a right to extend
6 the license.
7
Now with that conclusion, the whole
8 issue of whether the assumed forecast was
9 realistic dissolved into thin air.
10
So we -- the situation at the end
11 of 2002 was that on the one hand, we had seen that
12 something had been grossly amiss in the past, but
13 on the other hand the whole issue had suddenly
14 been dissolved and there was now no requirement
15 anymore to insist on any type of forecast in order
16 to defend the position that all the reserves were
17 going to be defended before the end of license,
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18 which I believe was in 2029. I believe it was a
19 20-year extension.
20
Q. Who were the lawyers at SPDC that
21 looked at the issue?
22
A. I do not remember. I have seen the
0428
1 notes, but I do not remember.
2
MR. TUTTLE: You are talking about
3 2002?
4
MR. HABER: Yes.
5
Q. And do you know if any attorneys at
6 Shell EP looked at the issue in 2002? And again,
7 I am referring to license extension issue?
8
A. I do not remember that
9 specifically. But I am sure that an important
10 conclusion like this would not have been taken by
11 SPDC lawyers themselves, but they certainly would
12 have sought legal advice both with E&P in The
13 Hague and with Shell in London.
14
Q. And do you know if any legal advice
15 was sought by outside counsel to Shell?
16
A. Who do you mean by outside counsel?
17
Q. A law firm that was retained by
18 Shell to perform various services?
19
A. I do not remember that.
20
Q. Have you heard of a law firm by the
21 name of Cravath, Swaine, and Moore?
22
A. Yes, I have heard of them.
0429
1
Q. Do you know if Cravath, Swaine, and
2 Moore provided any legal services in connection
3 with the license expiry issue?
4
A. I don't.
5
MR. BEST: Objection. Asked and
6 answered.
7
THE WITNESS:
8
A. I do not remember that.
9
MR. HABER: I am told we have five
10 minutes on the video, and this is probably a good
11 time to break for lunch.
12
MR. TUTTLE: Okay.
13
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
14 record at 12:20. This is the end of tape number
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15 6.
16
(Lunch recess taken)
17
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Beginning tape
18 number 7 and returning to the record at 1:10 from
19 12:20.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Barendregt.
22
A. Good afternoon.
0430
1
Q. If you could turn to Exhibit 18 for
2 a moment, I would like you to look at the
3 recipients of the note. In particular, I am
4 looking at two people. The first one is Linda
5 Cook.
6
Who is Linda Cook?
7
A. Linda Cook was the Director, i.e.,
8 the most senior person in the company called Shell
9 E&P International Ventures. This company was set
10 up as part of the reorganization that took part in
11 Shell in the late 1990s.
12
And this company was primarily in
13 charge of new business ventures which included
14 exploration activities throughout the world, and
15 included divestment and acquisition activities of
16 other oil companies or assets.
17
In addition, for reasons that I
18 have not been -- I have not been appraised of that
19 I am not aware of, the group that was responsible
20 for group reports of reserves and E&P financial
21 activities internally and externally was also made
22 part of that organization, of that SEPIV company.
0431
1
Q. Was Ms. Cook a member of the ExCom
2 at that time?
3
A. Yes. She was part of ExCom, yes.
4
Q. Do you know if she was a member of
5 the Committee of Managing Directors?
6
A. No, she was not at that time.
7
Q. Did there come a time when she did
8 become a member of the Committee of Managing
9 Directors or CMD?
10
A. I believe she is one of the
11 directors now.
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12
Q. Now, underneath her name is a
13 gentleman by the name of Ron van den Berg.
14
Who is Mr. Van den Berg?
15
A. Mr. Van den Berg was at that stage
16 Managing Director of -- i.e. the most senior
17 person of SPDC in Lagos.
18
Q. And at this time, that is in 1999,
19 was Mr. Van den Berg a member of the CMD?
20
A. Certainly not, no.
21
Q. Was he a member of the ExCom?
22
A. I believe he was a member of the
0432
1 what was called the extended ExCom. I believe
2 that was the situation at that time; i.e., the
3 ExCom would consist of the most senior persons in
4 Shell E&P in The Hague consisting both of SEPIV,
5 Shell E&P International Ventures, and Shell
6 International E&P, SIEP. But in addition -- and
7 they would meet regularly.
8
In addition, there was a circle of
9 senior managers from large companies, SPDC being
10 one of them, that would partake in ExCom meetings
11 once a quarter, I believe, and in those meetings
12 they would formally be part of the ExCom circle.
13
Q. Was it your understanding at this
14 time that Mr. Van den Berg was a part of that
15 circle?
16
A. As far as I understood it, yes.
17
Q. Now, in terms of your dissemination
18 to the people identified on this document as the
19 direct recipients and the copied recipient, how
20 did you distribute your note to them?
21
A. Quite simply by putting the notes
22 in an envelope and putting it in the out tray.
0433
1
That in particular was the case for
2 the internal distribution, for distribution within
3 SIEP and SEPIV. As for the external distribution
4 and in this particular case, it would be for SPDC,
5 all the SPDC persons.
6
And also for the external
7 accountants, I would put all the SPDC in the
8 schedule. I would put all the SPDC copies and
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9 each would have an identified copy to them, which
10 is highlighted. All the copies I would put in a
11 large envelope and just put it in the out-tray as
12 well, and then the Shell system would take care of
13 it being sent to Nigeria.
14
Q. Now, is this a practice that you
15 employed throughout your tenure as group reserves
16 auditor with respect to your operating unit
17 audits?
18
A. Pretty much so, yes. It was only
19 towards the very end of my tenure that I started
20 sending out copies by E-mail, because by that time
21 E-mail had been established as a reliable enough
22 means of communication that made it practical to
0434
1 send these documents through that medium rather
2 than the physical paper hard copy.
3
Q. Do you recall when, at the end of
4 your tenure, you started using E-mail as a means
5 of distribution?
6
A. Not precisely, but it must have
7 been somewhere early in 2003.
8
Q. So with regard to your practice
9 prior to the use of E-mail, did you use the same
10 means of distribution for your annual reports as
11 you did with the operating unit audit reports?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. And then once you began using
14 E-mail, did you distribute the annual reports via
15 E-mail to the recipients of those reports?
16
A. Yes. If it -- if I did start doing
17 that during the course of 2003, then it would in
18 fact be the end of 2003 report that I sent out in
19 this way. But as I said before, I am not sure
20 whether I did start doing that early in 2003 or
21 even earlier than that, late in 2002. It was
22 somewhere around that period.
0435
1
Q. During your tenure as group
2 reserves auditor, did anyone ever communicate to
3 you that they had not received a report when they
4 were expecting one?
5
A. Not that I can recollect, no.
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6
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 22 marked
7 for identification)
8
We are marking as Barendregt
9 Exhibit 22 a note dated January 30, 2002. It's
10 titled, "Review of Group End-2001 Proved Oil and
11 Gas Reserves Summary Preparation." There are two
12 Bates ranges. The first is V00300308 through
13 V00300320, and the second range is DB29057 through
14 DB29069.
15
(Handing)
16
Now, Mr. Barendregt, do you
17 recognize this document?
18
A. Yes. It would seem to be my
19 end-2001 report.
20
Q. Did you prepare this document?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. And if you look in the bottom
0436
1 left-hand corner, there is a signature.
2
Do you recognize that signature?
3
A. Yes, I do, yes.
4
Q. Do you recognize it as your own?
5
A. Yes, I do.
6
Q. Now, before our lunch break, you
7 had testified that you had hinted in the 2001
8 report about the license expiry issue.
9
And I would like you to direct me
10 where that hint was located?
11
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
12 Characterization of the testimony.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. Okay. I will have to scan through
15 it now, so bear with me.
16 BY MR. HABER:
17
Q. That's okay. If I can, I can
18 perhaps make it easier. I believe it's number 6
19 on page 311. But again, you tell me where it is.
20
A. Yes.
21
(Pause.)
22
Yes, indeed. That is the point. I
0437
1 don't think it is mentioned in subsequent points.
2 Let me just scan through those.
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3
(Pause)
4
Yes. That is the -- point 6 is the
5 one that this particular issue is addressed in.
6
Q. Do you recall if there was any
7 reaction from any person who was identified as a
8 recipient, on the first page, to what's discussed
9 in number 6 on page 311 of Exhibit 22?
10
MR. BEST: Any reaction?
11
MR. HABER: To that point.
12
THE WITNESS:
13
A. I am fairly certain that of the
14 people copied there or addressed there, like Lorin
15 Brass, Dominique Gardy, ExCom members -- I am
16 sorry. Let me rephrase that.
17
I believe at that time, when I made
18 my end-year presentation to -- in particular to
19 KPMG and PriceWaterhouseCoopers, I had a session
20 with Lorin Brass together with the group reserves
21 coordinator who at that time was -- I certainly
22 did with Remco Aalbers, but I am not sure whether
0438
1 I did -- I am sorry. I am thinking aloud now. I
2 am trying to think back precisely how it went.
3
The previous year I definitely had
4 a session with the director of EPB, who I seem to
5 remember was Lorin Brass.
6
But on this particular one, when
7 Jan Willem Roosch was in charge, I am not sure
8 whether I had in fact a session with Lorin Brass;
9 certainly with the others, Walter van de Vijver,
10 Dominique Gardy, and all the others.
11
I am certain that none of them came
12 back with any comments or questions. John Bell
13 may have been present during some of the questions
14 that I gave to external auditors.
15
But again there, my memory doesn't
16 serve me in reminding me whether anybody actually
17 made any specific comments. If they did, and they
18 must have done, then I cannot remember precisely
19 what they were about.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. Now, you have mentioned people
22 within Shell. How about from the external
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0439
1 auditors?
2
Do you recall any comments from
3 them?
4
A. We had an extensive discussion,
5 which I seem to remember did increase their
6 appreciation of the report and their understanding
7 of it. But I do not understand whether, on the
8 issue of SPDC, they made any specific comments.
9
They may have done, but I do not
10 remember that.
11
Q. This was at the closeout section?
12
A. Indeed, yes.
13
Q. And when you say that you recall
14 extensive discussion which increased their
15 appreciation of the report, is there anything in
16 particular that you recall?
17
A. Like I said, no. No. The details
18 are lost over those years.
19
Q. Now, if you turn the page for a
20 moment to page 312 under number 9, the discussion
21 of "Reserves Addition Targets in Score Cards".
22
Do you recall if anyone had a
0440
1 specific reaction to what you had written in
2 number 9 concerning Reserves Addition Targets in
3 Score Cards?
4
A. I do not recall any specific
5 reaction, at the time at least, at the time -- at
6 the -- say at the end of January.
7
I know that in the course of the
8 year, after John Pay had arrived, the issue was
9 discussed -- not in my presence, was discussed
10 among EP management, maybe in ExCom, but I am not
11 sure, but that was already much later.
12
Q. And how do you know that the issue
13 was discussed?
14
A. John Pay told me.
15
Q. When did you have this conversation
16 with Mr. Pay?
17
A. After his arrival, which was at the
18 1st of April, and it must have been sometime
19 during the summer of 2002.
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20
Q. Was this -- was this communication
21 in The Hague?
22
A. Yes. Yeah.
0441
1
Q. When you were not conducting field
2 audits, where were your offices located?
3
A. I didn't have an office as such. I
4 shared a desk with -- well, in fact I had a hot
5 seat so to speak. I had a desk that most of the
6 time I could call my own, but not always.
7
I would, in the weeks that I would
8 not be traveling, I would generally tend to come
9 in one day a week on Tuesday, either to finalize
10 my reports, to have it properly prepared, because
11 at home I really didn't have proper print
12 facilities that could do that, and pick up on any
13 ongoing business and have a quick chat with the
14 Group Reserves Coordinator to see what's new if
15 there is anything we need to discuss.
16
And if there wasn't, after a half a
17 day, I would probably be home again.
18
Q. And this desk, this hot desk, was
19 it located on the same floor as EPB personnel?
20
A. It changed over various locations.
21
But at the time that John arrived,
22 it was located on one floor above.
0442
1
Q. One floor above Mr. Pay?
2
A. Yes. More or less directly above
3 him, but you had to walk around via the stair
4 well.
5
Q. And this was in the center?
6
A. Yes. Yes.
7
Q. Now, before our lunch break, we
8 were talking about a study that was -- a review of
9 a study that was conducted by Mr. Kluesner, Mr.
10 Hoppe.
11
Do you recall that?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. Do you recall when that study
14 commenced?
15
A. Not precisely. The study was
16 committed by SPDC, sometime I guess around the
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17 middle of the year, the year 2003.
18
Q. And do you recall if that study
19 commenced before or after your audit of SPDC?
20
A. Before.
21
Q. And just so the record is clear, we
22 are talking about 2003.
0443
1
Correct?
2
A. Absolutely, yes.
3
Q. And that audit in 2003 would be
4 reflected in Exhibits 19 and 20.
5
Is that correct?
6
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
7
THE WITNESS:
8
A. Accepting for the moment that these
9 are indeed my reports, one of them is a draft
10 report and the other one is a final version or
11 what would seem to be the final version report,
12 yes.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. Well, for the record, let's
15 identify Exhibit 19.
16
You will see it says, "DRAFT NOTE"
17 September 23, 2003.
18
Did you prepare this note?
19
A. It would seem to be a draft copy of
20 my report, yes.
21
Q. Do you recall if you had prepared
22 another version or an earlier draft of the note?
0444
1
A. No. I do not recall that, no.
2
Q. And if you look at Exhibit 20, the
3 note is dated September 30, 2003.
4
Do you recognize this note?
5
A. Yes. It seems to be my final
6 report, except that I note that there is no
7 signature of mine on the top.
8
But I note that the draft has been
9 taken away from the heading, which would make it
10 seem to be the final version of the report.
11
Like I said, there is no signature
12 of mine, so I cannot really say that this is the
13 final version.
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14
MR. TUTTLE: Can you ask him about
15 the underlining?
16
MR. HABER: I am going to get to
17 that, don't worry.
18
MR. TUTTLE: I just don't want him
19 testifying about a final report that has
20 handwriting on it.
21
MR. HABER: I understand. I will
22 get to it.
0445
1
Q. Do you recall preparing a final
2 note that was distributed to a number of people
3 such as those identified on this document, Exhibit
4 20?
5
A. Yes, I do.
6
Q. Now, if you look at Exhibit 20, you
7 will notice that there is underlining and some
8 markings on the margins of the document; and on
9 the third page of the document, text that's
10 circled.
11
When you look through the Exhibit,
12 can you tell me if you recognize any of these
13 markings as yours?
14
A. No, they are not mine.
15
Q. Just so the record is clear, on the
16 first page, 772, is that your hand markings?
17
A. No, they are not.
18
Q. And 774, are those your hand
19 markings?
20
A. No, they are not.
21
Q. 775, are those your hand markings?
22
A. No.
0446
1
Q. Now, at the time that you had
2 conducted your audit, which if you look at Exhibit
3 19 or Exhibit 20, it says, 18th and 19th of
4 September, were you aware that Mr. Hoppe and Mr.
5 Kluesner were conducting their study of SPDC?
6
A. Oh, yeah. Certainly. That's
7 precisely what they came -- this audit was held in
8 The Hague, so not in Nigeria. And Kluesner was of
9 course already based in The Hague, near Rijswijk.
10 And John Hoppe came specially to the Hague for the
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11 purpose of this study.
12
Incidentally, can I make a remark
13 about the status of this note?
14
Q. Sure.
15
A. I see that in the enclosure there
16 is a date on the bottom, I think, which I
17 mentioned earlier I used to put in my reports, and
18 the date reflecting automatically the date that it
19 was printed. And this date seems to be the 5th of
20 December.
21
So somebody took my electronic
22 report and printed it out, which would explain why
0447
1 I haven't signed it and why this seems to be a
2 copy that is not formally endorsed by me.
3
Q. Do you have an understanding that
4 you disseminated or distributed this document to
5 the recipients electronically?
6
A. Oh, yes. Of course. That's what
7 it must have been, yes. Yes. I must have
8 originally -- in those days I wasn't as tight
9 enough to be able to use all the tools that we
10 have nowadays. Nowadays, if you print a copy, you
11 can make sure that people can't change it any
12 more.
13
At that time, in fact, there was a
14 utility which allows you to put it out in PDF
15 format. That utility was not available to us
16 throughout the group. It is now, but anyway -- so
17 I had to do with just the electronic copy, and
18 with a right to protect on it, and password
19 write-protect and people could read it. So that
20 was reasonably secure and free from possibilities
21 of dabbling.
22
But there were fairly easy means of
0448
1 copying it and then issuing it as an original
2 report after it had been doctored. It wasn't
3 foolproof, but it worked at the time.
4
Q. When did you become aware that Mr.
5 Hoppe and Kluesner were conducting their study?
6
A. It must have been sometime before
7 the actual date of this -- of this audit. I
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8 cannot tell you when. I don't remember.
9
Q. During the study, were you
10 consulted at any time?
11
A. This audit was in fact a consulting
12 session at the same time. So indeed, I made some
13 recommendations, as you will have seen, in that
14 audit report.
15
And that indeed was the consulting
16 about the way forward.
17
Q. Can you explain why the audit took
18 place over a two-day period?
19
A. Yes. I think what you need to
20 understand is that an audit was due in SPDC
21 Nigeria because it was four years after the
22 previous one.
0449
1
And one was due to be held in
2 August of that year, which was going to be at
3 least a full week just like the previous one had
4 been.
5
And regrettably, I had to withdraw
6 from the audit on the very -- at the very last
7 moment because of -- because of cardiac problems.
8
So I had to apologize and say, I am
9 sorry, I can't come.
10
And my preference would have been
11 to tied over the audit to next year, but SPDC
12 themselves and I believe Frank Coopman said, "No,
13 we need to have at least some partial audit or at
14 least some type of consulting with you before the
15 year is out."
16
So that's why this visit was
17 organized of John Hoppe and Dave Kluesner.
18
Q. Now, do you recall -19
A. And that's the reason why it was
20 only two days rather than a full week.
21
Q. Do you recall participating in any
22 meeting with Mr. Kluesner and others concerning
0450
1 the review that was being conducted?
2
A. Yes. Yeah. He was there.
3
Q. Do you recall taking any notes of
4 meetings that you participated in with Mr. Hoppe
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5 and Kluesner?
6
A. Certainly.
7
MR. TUTTLE: Other than the audit?
8
MR. HABER: Other than the audit
9 concerning the review that they were conducting.
10
THE WITNESS:
11
A. I took notes of the discussions
12 during those two days. I always do that, because
13 that's what I use as a basis for my subsequent
14 reports.
15
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 23 marked
16 for identification)
17
(Handing.)
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. We have just marked as Barendregt
20 Exhibit 23 a multipage document of handwritten
21 notes. The first page the title reads "SPDC
22 RESVS" which I take to be reserves discussion. The
0451
1 Bates range is RJW00112775 through RJW00112786.
2
Mr. Barendregt, do you recognize
3 the handwriting on this Exhibit 23?
4
A. Yes, I do.
5
Q. And do you recognize this
6 handwriting as your own?
7
A. Indeed, yes.
8
Q. And do you recall when this
9 document was prepared?
10
A. That will be the 18th and the 19th
11 of September.
12
Q. And how is it that from this
13 document, you know that it was on those two dates?
14
A. I am sorry?
15
Q. I said how is it that you know from
16 looking at this document that the meeting that
17 these notes were taken from occurred on the 18th
18 and 19th of September?
19
A. I am not sure whether I understand
20 your question correct.
21
MR. TUTTLE: How do you know that
22 those are the dates.
0452
1
MR. HABER: Right.
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2
THE WITNESS:
3
A. Oh, okay. Because I recognized the
4 people that were coming, it was the subject of
5 SPDC. If you asked me was this on the 18th or the
6 19th, then I would say probably the 18th, but
7 there is no way of telling.
8 BY MR. HABER:
9
Q. Now, if you look at the first page,
10 the middle of the document, I believe -- and
11 again, you can tell me if I am not reading your
12 handwriting correctly, it says, "Ssome volumes not
13 sufficiently mature for proved reserves."
14
Did I read that correctly?
15
A. Yes. That's what it says there.
16
Q. Do you recall what was discussed
17 around -- I am sorry -- what was discussed during
18 this meeting on this issue?
19
A. No, is the short answer. But I
20 think you must bear in mind that the study was
21 started with the express purpose of finding out
22 what the exact status of maturity was of the
0453
1 portfolio.
2
And you don't do that if you do not
3 have at least a question whether all the volumes
4 are sufficiently mature for proved reserves,
5 bearing in mind that the guidelines, as we
6 prescribed them to the operating companies, were
7 gradually getting more tight and requiring more
8 firmness in the development machine.
9
Q. Did you begin to question whether
10 the volumes in SPDC were sufficiently mature prior
11 to this study?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. Let's put it this way: I found it
15 extremely useful when I heard that SPDC were going
16 to -- were going to do this, because I was aware
17 that the guidelines were tighter, and I would very
18 much like to know what sort of effect these
19 tightened guidelines would have upon the portfolio
20 of SPDC.
21
As to the result, I had an
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22 absolutely open mind. I didn't claim that the
0454
1 SPDC portfolio was overstated in this respect, nor
2 did I discard the possibility that some of these
3 proved reserves might not be sufficiently matured.
4
So when I heard about the study, I
5 was quite happy to hear it.
6 BY MR. HABER:
7
Q. When you conducted your audit in
8 1999, did you find anything that raised any
9 concerns about the maturity of the volumes in
10 SPDC?
11
A. In answering that, we must remember
12 that the group guidelines, against which I carried
13 out the audit, were of course quite a bit
14 different from the ones that we were beginning to
15 be working with at this point in time.
16
Like I mentioned on several
17 occasions before, project maturity, other than the
18 requirements for technical maturity and commercial
19 maturity that were in the Shell guidelines -- but
20 project maturity in the sense of commitment to
21 develop, was not an issue in either Rule 4-10 and
22 for that matter in Shell guidelines at that time.
0455
1
Q. Could you have project maturity
2 without having technical maturity?
3
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
4 Argumentative.
5 BY MR. HABER:
6
Q. You can answer.
7
A. The answer is yes, because by
8 "project maturity," I mean state of advancement in
9 the project development cycle, i.e., is it getting
10 close to development, has FID been taken, for
11 instance.
12
That is what I refer to as project
13 maturity, and it is a notion that's completely
14 different from what you mentioned, commercial
15 maturity and technical maturity.
16
You can have a field or a project
17 that is both commercially mature and technically
18 mature, and yet have very little in the way of
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19 project maturity.
20
That is typically a field that had
21 been studied, for which a development plan would
22 have been developed, and that was shown to be
0456
1 economical to undertake. But that for any
2 particular reason, was chosen not to be undertaken
3 at that particular point in time.
4
And it was clear and it was known
5 that there were many of those fields in the SPDC
6 portfolio, but none of these were at that time of
7 any particular concern.
8
Q. Well, let me ask you this: Do you
9 have reasonable certainty if there was no
10 technical maturity?
11
A. I didn't say.
12
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
13
MR. HABER: No. I know you didn't
14 say. I am asking you a different question.
15
THE WITNESS:
16
A. These fields, as I had explained
17 before, had been the subject of discussions with
18 the Nigerian government as part of the reserves
19 addition bonus cycle of events.
20
And that required that a field
21 development plan would have been drawn up for them
22 showing the economic viability of the project and
0457
1 showing the technical maturity of the project.
2
That field development plan, which
3 would have been documented because otherwise there
4 is no basis upon which to discuss this with the
5 government, was at that time a sufficient
6 condition to carry Proved Reserves and expectation
7 reserves.
8 BY MR. HABER:
9
Q. I guess my question was a little
10 bit more general. Independent of SPDC, could you
11 find a project to be reasonably certain if there
12 was no technical maturity?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
14 Vague. Characterization of the testimony.
15
MR. FERRARA: Sorry. It might help
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16 if you sort between project and, you know,
17 individual fields, because you are kind of
18 confusing those issues, because he has made a
19 distinction.
20
Do you know what I mean?
21
MR. HABER: Is counsel's
22 distinction helpful to you?
0458
1
THE WITNESS: Umm -2
MR. FERRARA: He has testified
3 about project maturity versus technical maturity
4 for particular fields. He has made that
5 distinction in his testimony.
6
MR. HABER: Okay.
7
MR. FERRARA: And if your questions
8 make that distinction, it may help him.
9
MR. HABER: And that's fair.
10
Q. In terms of the field, can you have
11 reasonable certainty with regard to booking Proved
12 Reserves if there is no technical maturity?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Same objection.
14
THE WITNESS:
15
A. I will go ahead and answer it in my
16 way, if I may.
17
The short answer is no, because the
18 guidelines state quite clearly that in order to
19 book expectation reserves or proved reserves in
20 the Shell system, you need commercial maturity and
21 you need technical maturity, and that I think is a
22 sufficient answer to your question.
0459
1 BY MR. HABER:
2
Q. Now, if you can turn to page 2 of
3 the document, 776, and you will notice in the
4 upper right-hand corner, you have the page 2
5 circled there.
6
Six lines from the bottom, and
7 again if I am not reading correctly your
8 handwriting, please correct me, it says, in
9 quotes, "Project is highest area of immaturity."
10
Do you recall to what this refers?
11
A. I think you must bear in mind that
12 these are, of course, handwritten notes which
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13 aren't of the quality that I like to think my
14 final reports are in; in the sense that when you
15 read it, then it's immediately clear what is
16 meant.
17
So you must accept that in these
18 notes, there are things that even I have
19 difficulty understanding.
20
Okay. Having said that, how I
21 interpret this now, knowing what was broadly
22 discussed, is that the study that SPDC were
0460
1 carrying out was reviewing each of the fields in
2 their portfolio against successive stages of
3 maturity.
4
In other words, they would start by
5 asking, "Have we appraised a field sufficiently?
6 And if we have, have we drilled sufficient wells
7 to come up with a reasonable delineation of the
8 proved area? Has the proved area been able to be
9 defined on the basis of lowest known
10 hydrocarbons?" Et cetera, et cetera. "And if
11 that had been the case, has sufficient proved area
12 been identified to be able to come up with a
13 development plan for that field?"
14
And so it went on.
15
So there were checklists of
16 questions that described a successive stages in
17 coming to a development for that field against
18 which a field would be either ticked off or struck
19 off and say, No, this is how far as it went, but
20 this particular stage hasn't been reached.
21
So when you look at projects or at
22 fields, you first look at the subsurface -- you
0461
1 first look at the subsurface description of the
2 field, and then you go on and see whether there is
3 a description of the number of wells that are
4 required and whether in fact you are already in
5 the process of preparing what is called a project.
6
By "project" I meant a description
7 of the surface facilities and of course of the
8 wells to be drilled, and a description of the
9 activities that needed to be undertaken to
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10 actually get all of this development in place.
11
Now, the project is therefore the
12 last stage. Defining a project is the last stage
13 in these successive checkpoints in order to assess
14 the maturity. And that I think is what is said by
15 this "project is" the "highest area of
16 immaturity."
17
You can imagine that when you have
18 the whole portfolio, that many of the fields will
19 have sufficient drilling, will have a proved area
20 defined, et cetera, and some of them may be as far
21 as having a field development plan.
22
But by no means all of them will
0462
1 have actually a project ready to be executed, and
2 that I think is what is meant here.
3
Q. If you can turn the page to page 3,
4 and the Bates number is 777. It's about a third
5 of the way down from the top.
6
And what I am looking at is the
7 portion of that top that reads in quotes, "'sloppy
8 housekeeping'" close quote.
9
And again, please correct me if I
10 am not correctly reading your note.
11
A. I am sorry. Which page are we on,
12 3?
13
Q. It's on page 3, 777?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. It's the line that begins I think
16 "Reservoir Categories."
17
A. Oh, yes. Yes.
18
Q. And if you look down from that one,
19 two, three lines?
20
A. Yes. Okay. Sloppy housekeeping,
21 yes.
22
Q. And then it goes further and says s
0463
1 "concern is large, volumes is, quote,
2 "'marginal.'"
3
A. In marginal.
4
Q. I am sorry. "In 'marginal'".
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. Oh, okay. In paren, is that less
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7 than 2,000,000 barrels, close paren, and I think
8 the rest says approximately 30 - 50%.
9
Is that correct?
10
A. Yes. I am not too sure about the
11 30, whether it's 20 or 30, but it's either of the
12 two for sure, yes.
13
Q. Can you tell me what is meant by
14 what I just read?
15
A. Remember my earlier remarks, yes?
16 These are -- this is a document that of course I
17 have not seen since the final issue of my note.
18
(Pause)
19
Yes. What I seem to be referring
20 to here is that the reservoirs and fields were
21 going to be categorized by SPDC in the study.
22 First, there was going to be a category of
0464
1 projects that were deemed to be marginal, then
2 there were fields that were apparently developed
3 and closed in for whatever reason.
4
So the facilities had been
5 installed, the wells had been drilled that had
6 been closed in, then there was a category that was
7 producing, then there was a category partly
8 appraised, and there was a category unappraised,
9 of which I say these are mutually exclusive.
10
And my assignment would be made by
11 individual reservoir block, and then it says, "Not
12 available as well, 'sloppy housekeeping'".
13
I do not know what that was
14 referring to. Yeah. I am sorry. I can't say
15 that. I don't understand that.
16
Q. Do you recall if this reference has
17 anything to do with the audit trail issue that you
18 testified about earlier?
19
A. No. My impression -20
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
21
THE WITNESS:
22
A. My impression is that we are
0465
1 referring here to fields that have been in some
2 form or another developed or that are either
3 producing or not producing. And if they are not
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4 producing, then there may be various reasons why
5 they haven't been producing.
6
And one of them could be that their
7 production facilities are not available or -- and
8 that could have all sorts of meanings. One of
9 them may be sloppy housekeeping, i.e., if a well
10 wasn't maintained properly, they had left the
11 sliding side door opened which couldn't be closed
12 any more because they left it open for too long,
13 anything of that order.
14
My impression is that I am
15 referring to sloppy housekeeping in the fields,
16 but I cannot tell for sure whether that is the
17 case.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. Do you recall during this meeting
20 if there was discussion of how much volume was
21 exposed to debooking?
22
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
0466
1 Foundation.
2
MR. HABER: Withdrawn.
3
Q. Was there a discussion concerning
4 whether there were volumes exposed?
5
A. Yes. There certainly was a
6 discussion, because there was -- in fact that was
7 what the whole of the discussion was about. We in
8 SPDC were trying to inventorize and see precisely
9 whether there were volumes exposed; and if so, to
10 what extent.
11
That was what the entire study that
12 they were undertaking was about. So yes,
13 certainly we were talking about the principle of
14 volumes becoming exposed.
15
Q. Do you recall how much volume was
16 exposed?
17
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. At the time of this meeting?
20
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
21 Foundation.
22
THE WITNESS:
0467
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1
A. I am looking now at Exhibit 22 and
2 I am trying to see if I can find an answer in
3 there.
4
I am sorry. I am looking at the
5 wrong -- I am looking at Exhibit 20. I beg your
6 pardon.
7
(Pause)
8
There is a table in that note of
9 this discussion, of this audit, process audit,
10 that is page V00010777, and that gives a very
11 preliminary estimates of the various categories in
12 which the fields would eventually be classed.
13
And that was as per the database of
14 September 2003.
15 BY MR. HABER:
16
Q. You are referring now to the table
17 at the bottom of 777?
18
A. Yes. I am, yes. I am trying to
19 see what we had there.
20
Q. And in total, how much was exposed
21 as represented in this table?
22
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to the form.
0468
1 Characterization of the document.
2
MR. BEST: Same objection.
3
THE WITNESS:
4
A. I am trying to see whether that
5 estimate is there because, if it was anywhere,
6 then it would be in this table.
7
(Long pause)
8
MR. FERRARA: Do you want to
9 withdraw this question?
10
MR. HABER: I am thinking about it.
11
MR. TUTTLE: Why don't you just
12 withdraw the question.
13
THE WITNESS: I am sorry about it.
14
MR. FERRARA: If you just withdraw
15 the question.
16
MR. HABER: Let me ask you a
17 different question. I will withdraw the question.
18 Let me ask you a different question.
19
MR. TUTTLE: Listen to the
20 question.
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21
THE WITNESS: Okay.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0469
1
Q. The table -- at the time that you
2 participated in this meeting, had there been a
3 preliminary calculation of what -- of the amount
4 of volume that was exposed to debooking?
5
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form. It
6 calls for speculation.
7
THE WITNESS:
8
A. From what I remember, and I regret
9 that even reading through those, my memory cannot
10 be sufficiently jogged of anything more precise,
11 there was at that time the large spreadsheet that
12 they are filling.
13
At that time there were only
14 certain criteria which fields had been checked
15 against. In other words, the spreadsheet table
16 was by no means complete.
17
And that seemed to suggest that the
18 category that was beyond any doubt as being
19 qualified for Proved Reserves was relatively small
20 in comparison with the total portfolio.
21
That meant -- by relatively small,
22 I mean out of the 1600 or so that was actually
0470
1 booked, less than half was completely beyond any
2 doubt clear proved reserves.
3
That left to something -- and I am
4 quoting from memory now, something more than half
5 of what was carried on the books had at least one
6 question mark against it.
7
And what was now needed to be done
8 was that SPDC would go ahead and refine the
9 scoring of all of these fields against the
10 successive stages that I've described to you, and
11 therefore come to an assessment of how many of
12 these would actually be in a stage whereby you
13 say, "Yes, with reasonable certainty and checking
14 against the conditions that we have in our
15 reserves guidelines, these can also be classified
16 as proved reserves".
17 BY MR. HABER:
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18
Q. Now, when you are referring to
19 total portfolio, you are referring to the total
20 portfolio within SPDC.
21
Is that correct?
22
A. That's correct, yes.
0471
1
Q. And the table that you've pointed
2 us to, which is Attachment 2 on page 777 of
3 Exhibit 20, does that table convey -4
A. Well, that's what I was struggling
5 with trying to understand. As you can see, that
6 in the database, they had quite a significant
7 number of fields with total volumes, proved
8 volumes of 2238, which was well in excess of what
9 was actually booked.
10
So that meant that in some stage in
11 the past, some stage of these fields were clearly
12 not -- were considered not worthy of booking.
13
And what this exercise was about
14 was trying to reconstruct or actually looking with
15 a fresh -- with a fresh eye into what out of this
16 total portfolio, which fields would indeed not be
17 worth or not fulfill the conditions of booking as
18 Proved Reserves.
19
Now, the top line would seem to be
20 fulfilling proved reserves requirements; in other
21 words, at first glance, immediately fulfilling the
22 requirements.
0472
1
You can see that there is two
2 columns here, three as a matter of fact, the third
3 one being the sum of the previous two.
4
First, there is proved developed
5 reserves. These are reserves which are developed
6 and in production, and there a portion of fields
7 fulfilling at superficial inspection all the
8 requirements is 377, which is somewhat less than
9 the 850 that were actually booked. That's the
10 figure then that sticks in my mind.
11
On the undeveloped reserves, the
12 picture is -- well, reflects a lot more
13 uncertainty. There only a relatively small
14 portion, less than ten percent of what is carried
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15 in the portfolio, is at first glance is fulfilling
16 Proved Reserves.
17
And there are large reserves in
18 some of the other categories, and these were going
19 to be the subject of a further field study.
20
Q. Now, in the left column, there is
21 abbreviation, CA/BP.
22
What does that refer to?
0473
1
A. I don't know what the CA stands
2 for -- I don't remember. BP is business plan.
3
Q. Do you think CA -- or do you recall
4 CA referring to capital allocation?
5
A. Yes. Yes.
6
Q. And so what the middle box of this
7 chart on the left-hand column, what do these
8 convey?
9
A. That there are 319 reservoirs that
10 are not fulfilling, it would seem, requirements;
11 that there are unknown reservoirs. I am not too
12 sure what we meant by that. I guess because it's
13 not clear whether these reservoirs have been
14 sufficiently appraised, and that on the developed
15 reserves there were in fact -- no.
16
What it is, last two lines, one of
17 them, the first line of the -- sorry -- the second
18 line in that box is where it says in capital
19 allocation business plan, unknown reservoirs is
20 where they have an entry in the capital allocation
21 business plan.
22
An entry which in principle needed
0474
1 to be by field, but it wasn't clear where that
2 entry would be coming from.
3
Typically there would be a line in
4 the capital allocation saying Forcados-Yokri area.
5 I am just quoting an example, but Forcados-Yokri
6 is a name of a field, but then it wouldn't say
7 which particular field or even reservoirs in that
8 area would this be referring to.
9
But they were in the business plan,
10 and then there was a category that was not in the
11 business plan but where we were sure that they
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12 were known reservoirs.
13
Okay. On the developed reservoirs,
14 there wasn't any identified. But certainly on the
15 undeveloped, there was a sizeable proportion
16 there.
17
Some of these would be -- could
18 become as in a state where they could be carrying
19 Proved Reserves, but they just needed further
20 study.
21
Q. Now, at the time you conducted your
22 audit in 1999, were you aware of this last
0475
1 category that is not in capital
2 allocation/business plan known reservoirs
3 unplanned?
4
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
5 Foundation.
6
THE WITNESS:
7
A. Well, I was aware of it. I mean,
8 it's partly taken it up in my report.
9
MR. TUTTLE: In 1999.
10
MR. HABER: In 1999.
11
THE WITNESS: Oh, beg your pardon.
12 Sorry.
13
MR. HABER: It's okay.
14
THE WITNESS:
15
A. No. Because like I said, project
16 maturity at that stage was not a requirement in
17 the Shell guidelines nor in the Rule 4-10.
18
It was an issue that was part of
19 the lack of audit trail that I referred to in my
20 report then, where I said show me a list of
21 individual field volumes and show it to be built
22 up to the volume that you carry as proved
0476
1 reserves.
2
I think we must bear in mind that
3 in 1999, SPDC had and still have a significant
4 number of fields, well over a hundred. And some
5 of those fields would be big and those fields I
6 would review.
7
By that time, my selection
8 mechanism of fields wasn't as sophisticated as I
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9 developed over the successive years, so I took a
10 random selection of fields that I discussed with
11 the engineers in the way that I described to you
12 earlier.
13
But certainly of the smaller
14 fields, hardly any in the timeframe allocated to
15 the audit, hardly any of those were presented to
16 me.
17
So a lot of these fields that would
18 be in these categories with question marks, they
19 would simply not be addressed during my 1999
20 audit.
21
Q. Okay. I think this is probably a
22 good place for us to take a break.
0477
1
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
2 record at 2:18.
3
(Short recess taken)
4
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Returning to the
5 record at 2:30 from 2:18.
6 BY MR. HABER:
7
Q. Mr. Barendregt, before we broke, we
8 were talking about the volume that was exposed.
9
Did there come a time where that
10 study that was being conducted by Mr. Hoppe and
11 Mr. Kluesner reached a conclusion on how much
12 volume was exposed?
13
A. Yes. The first time that
14 reasonably definitive answers were coming out of
15 that study was in November 2003. I forget the
16 precise date, but it must have been before the
17 23rd of November, because that's when I returned
18 from holiday. And by that time, the results have
19 come in.
20
Q. Do you recall having any
21 discussions with anyone on that maturation study
22 team before the definitive answers were given?
0478
1
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
2 Other than what he has already testified?
3
MR. HABER: Yes.
4
THE WITNESS:
5
A. No. The study was carried out in
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6 Nigeria, and I personally haven't had any contact
7 with John Hoppe or anybody else during that
8 period. Like I said, during part of it, I was
9 also on leave myself.
10 MR. HABER:
11
Q. Do you know how much volume was
12 exposed as found by that maturation team?
13
A. As I remember it, the volume that
14 was being talked about when I came back at the end
15 of November was in something in the order of
16 700,000,000 barrels, Shell share.
17
Q. Do you know what percentage that
18 represented of SPDC's total portfolio?
19
A. Well, I am sure we can find it out
20 by comparing it. Not off the top of my head.
21 Something approaching half, thereabouts.
22
Q. Do you know if that was the amount
0479
1 of volume that was recategorized as a consequence
2 of project Rockford?
3
A. I'm confident that virtually all of
4 that 700,000,000 barrels that was talked about at
5 that time was related to fields in the immature
6 end of the spectrum.
7
As we discussed on the first day,
8 the '98 reserves guideline changes related to the
9 mature end of the reserves spectrum, i.e., related
10 to fields that had already been taken into
11 development, that had already been developed, and
12 that had already been showing production
13 performance sufficient for -- sufficient to yield
14 a production trend that could be extrapolated into
15 the future.
16
These volumes in Nigeria, virtually
17 all of them came from a category that I described
18 earlier as laying on the shelf, not ready for
19 development.
20
Q. My question was: Do you know if
21 the amount, the 700,000,000, changed as a
22 consequence of the work that was done in project
0480
1 Rockford?
2
A. Ultimately, it became more. It was
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3 something in the order of over a thousand. I
4 forget what the precise volume was.
5
Q. That would be a billion?
6
A. A billion, sorry. A thousand
7 million, yes.
8
Q. Now, if we can look at Exhibit 19
9 for a moment, which is your draft note of
10 September 23, 2003, did you circulate a draft of
11 this Draft Note to anyone?
12
A. Yes. Otherwise, there wasn't any
13 point in having a Draft Note.
14
Q. Who did you distribute the draft
15 to?
16
A. To -- certainly to Frank Coopman;
17 and in The Hague to John Pay; and to SPDC; and I
18 would have copied in first instance to John Hoppe,
19 relying on him to circulate it within SPDC as he
20 saw fit; and Dave Kluesner probably would have
21 received a copy as well, although he is not
22 mentioned here.
0481
1
Q. Of the people that you just
2 mentioned, do you recall receiving any comments to
3 the draft from them?
4
A. Not specifically, no.
5
Q. I see in your note you gave SPDC an
6 unsatisfactory grade.
7
Correct?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Did Mr. Coopman say anything in
10 response to the Draft Note? And in particular,
11 with regard to the unsatisfactory rating?
12
A. Not that I recall, nothing
13 specific.
14
Q. Do you recall having any
15 discussions with Mr. Pay concerning the Draft
16 Note?
17
A. I don't recall them as such, but I
18 must have done.
19
Q. Do you recall if Mr. Pay expressed
20 any concern about the unsatisfactory rating?
21
A. No, I do not recall that.
22
Q. Now, do you know if a draft of this
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0482
1 report was provided to any member of the ExCom?
2
A. As I said, to Frank Coopman. Other
3 than that, I wouldn't know. It's possible, but I
4 don't know.
5
Q. Do you know if a copy of this draft
6 note was distributed to Walter van der Vijver?
7
A. I do not know. I certainly didn't
8 do that myself. It's possible that Frank Coopman
9 may have given him a copy.
10
Q. Did you ever speak to Mr. Van
11 deVijver with regard to the final note, which is
12 Exhibit 20?
13
A. No. Never.
14
Q. Did anyone communicate to you any
15 reaction that Mr. Van der Vijver had to the note?
16
A. I don't remember, sorry.
17
Q. Do you recall having any
18 discussions about the note with Han van Delden?
19
MR. TUTTLE: You are on the final
20 note now or the draft?
21
MR. HABER: The final note.
22
THE WITNESS:
0483
1
A. No. I do not remember, no. Sorry.
2 BY MR. HABER:
3
Q. Do you recall having any
4 communication with Brian Puffer about the final
5 note?
6
A. No. Highly unlikely, I would have
7 thought.
8
Q. Now, with regard to the final note,
9 Exhibit 20, of the people who are identified as
10 recipients, either direct or who are copied, did
11 you receive any reaction from any of these
12 individuals?
13
MR. BEST: In a comment?
14
MR. HABER: A comment to the note.
15
THE WITNESS: Nothing stands out in
16 my memory, and I wouldn't be surprised if there
17 wasn't any reaction.
18 BY MR. HABER:
19
Q. And is why wouldn't you be
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20 surprised?
21
A. Because I very rarely did get
22 reactions to my notes.
0484
1
Q. Something that we haven't discussed
2 about SPDC has to do with a moratorium.
3
Have you heard about a moratorium
4 being placed on reserves addition in SPDC during
5 your tenure as GRA?
6
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
7 Foundation.
8
THE WITNESS:
9
A. Yes, I have.
10 BY MR. HABER:
11
Q. And when did you first hear about
12 it?
13
A. I guess it must have been in the
14 course of the year 2000, particularly towards the
15 end of the year 2000. I may be a year out, but I
16 think it was at the end of the year 2000.
17
Q. And how did you hear about it?
18
A. SPDC wanted to book a small
19 additional slice of I believe it was oil reserves,
20 and the figure of something on the order of
21 50,000,000 barrels sticks to mind.
22
And Remco Aalbers had told Nigeria
0485
1 that -- or had at least questioned with Nigeria
2 the wisdom of doing it, taking into account the
3 fact that they had this license extension or this
4 lack of license extension, the end of license in
5 2019, and the fact that a rather significant
6 upturn in production was required to produce these
7 reserves.
8
Remco questioned the wisdom of
9 booking those additional volumes, even though for
10 the pro forma itself there was a specific study
11 that was done that would justify it on the basis
12 that, "Look, you are already capped by whatever
13 your possibilities seem to be, for producing
14 reserves." What is the point, or what is the
15 justification even for getting those reserves?
16 And I totally agreed with that.
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17
Since then, SPDC have put a termed
18 as moratorium on increases in reserves; i.e.,
19 whatever they did in the way of additional
20 studies, it wouldn't yield additional bottom line
21 Proved Reserves on their books.
22
Q. How long did the moratorium remain
0486
1 in effect?
2
A. Until 2002 when it became clear
3 that the license extension was indeed a matter of
4 right, and that therefore the whole issue of being
5 boxed in by the end of license and the production
6 forecast was no longer relevant.
7
Q. Do you know if SPDC booked reserves
8 additions after the license expiry issue had been
9 resolved?
10
A. We can very quickly verify by going
11 to my end year-2002 report. Off-hand, nothing
12 stands out significantly in my memory.
13
Q. Now, just going back to Exhibit 20
14 for a moment, can I ask you if you had received
15 any reaction from the recipients of Exhibit 20,
16 had you received any reaction from Judith Boynton?
17
A. No.
18
Q. Do you know who Judith Boynton was
19 at the time?
20
A. Yes, I did.
21
Q. And who was she?
22
A. She was Director of Group Finance.
0487
1
Q. Had you heard any reaction from Tim
2 Morrison?
3
A. No.
4
Q. Who was Tim Morrison at that time?
5
A. I believe he was just new in the
6 position of Group Controller.
7
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 24 marked
8 for identification)
9
Q. We are marking, for the record,
10 Barendregt Exhibit 24, which is a series of
11 E-mails with an Attachment. The last E-mail is
12 from John Pay that's dated May 30, 2003, and it's
13 to Mr. Barendregt.
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14
The subject line reads, "SPDC
15 Proved Reserves Booking Guidelines." The Bates
16 range is RJW0092077 through RJW00920787.
17
Mr. Barendregt, do you recognize
18 the E-mails and the Attachment?
19
A. I do not recognize the E-mails,
20 simply because I do not specifically remember
21 them. But on this particular sheet, I do remember
22 the -- or do recognize the handwriting, which is
0488
1 mine.
2
Q. Okay.
3
A. So I must have seen it, obviously.
4
Q. Now, the handwriting that you say
5 you recognize, just again so the record is clear,
6 the first page 777, do you recognize that as your
7 handwriting?
8
A. Mm-Hmm. Yes, I do.
9
Q. Do you recognize the markings on
10 778 as your handwriting?
11
A. Well, the tick marks could be
12 anybody's of course, but in the context, they are
13 likely to be mine, yes. And the text is mine.
14
Q. On page 779, do you recognize the
15 text as yours?
16
A. Yes, I do.
17
Q. And do you recognize the other
18 markings on this page as yours?
19
A. I recognize my exclamation mark,
20 yes.
21
Q. And on the next page, 780, do you
22 recognize this handwriting as your own?
0489
1
A. It must be.
2
Q. And again on page 781, do you
3 recognize the markings and text as your own?
4
A. The text, certainly, and the rest
5 must also be mine, yes.
6
Q. On page 782, do you recognize the
7 markings and the text which includes the numbers?
8
A. Yes. The same comment.
9
Q. So you recognize them as your own?
10
A. They are text and the writing, and
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11 the rest must be mine, too.
12
Q. And on page 783, do you recognize
13 the text and writing as your own?
14
A. Yes, I do.
15
Q. And 784, do you recognize the text
16 and writing as your own?
17
A. Yes, I do.
18
Q. 785, do you recognize the text and
19 writing as your own?
20
A. It's only a few tick marks and some
21 underlinings, so...
22
Q. I am sorry. I apologize. Do you
0490
1 recognize those tick marks as your own?
2
A. I mean, in all likelihood, they
3 must be mine because the rest of the document was
4 mine.
5
Q. And the following page, page 786,
6 do you recognize the text as your own?
7
A. Yes, I do.
8
Q. And the underscore at the top of
9 the page?
10
A. Impossible to say. Likely.
11
Q. The handwriting is your own. Do
12 you recognize that?
13
A. Yes indeed.
14
Q. If you can turn back to the first
15 page of the document.
16
Actually, let me ask even a more
17 general question: Do you recall the context in
18 which this E-mail exchange occurred between you
19 and Mr. Pay?
20
A. No, I do not. I would have to read
21 the document before I could make any comments on
22 them.
0491
1
Q. Well, before we do that, let me ask
2 you if you can look at the last E-mail, which is
3 the first E-mail you see at the top of the page?
4
A. Mm-Hmm.
5
Q. It's from Mr. Pay to you dated May
6 30. He says in the second paragraph, "The minimum
7 objective" paren "(from my point of view)" close
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8 paren "for the rest of the year is to ensure that
9 the base case is safeguarded:" Colon, "namely that
10 oil debookings are limited to an extent by which
11 they offset gas bookings, so that net reserves
12 changes for SPDC in 2003 are close to zero."
13
Do you see that?
14
A. Yes, I do.
15
Q. Do you have a recollection of
16 having a discussion with Mr. Pay surrounding what
17 he had written here in Exhibit 24?
18
A. To be honest, I do not specifically
19 remember this discussion. I remember me having
20 given John at some stage a fairly extensive note
21 with my comments scribbled on them, which is
22 obviously this note, but I would not have
0492
1 remembered before today what the subject of the
2 note was nor the subject of any discussions that
3 John and I may or may not have had.
4
I remember that I left this on his
5 desk, and we didn't discuss it for quite sometime,
6 not until several weeks later, and it was either
7 because John was away or I was away. That is as
8 much as I remember about this particular note.
9
Q. Do you recall any discussions with
10 Mr. Pay about offsetting gas bookings with -- I am
11 sorry -- offsetting oil debookings with gas
12 bookings with regard to SPDC?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to form.
14 Characterization of the document.
15
THE WITNESS:
16
A. No is the -- I don't specifically
17 remember that. I can add to that, the comment
18 that any discussion like this, I would -- my
19 attitude to them would be that I would listen to
20 them, but it was not my job to ensure that at the
21 end of the year, SPDC -- SPDC reserves submission
22 would in any way be such that they would be
0493
1 offsetting any convenient targets.
2
That was just simply not my task in
3 life, so to speak.
4
It was at the specific request of
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5 Frank Coopman that I would take a more active role
6 in these type of discussions. But I think that
7 even -- that John Pay would have agreed with me
8 that these sort of considerations would not be
9 mine to act on.
10
I could listen to them, but I would
11 not do anything with them until the end of the
12 year, and then I would see what the situation was
13 at that time and make a recommendation or a
14 comment.
15
Q. Who did you believe was responsible
16 for such considerations?
17
A. Well, it would seem that these are
18 -- this is an E-mail from John Pay, and I read
19 from this that these are his intentions or targets
20 or aspirations.
21
Q. Okay. One last question, or mini
22 series of questions: If you turn to page 779, the
0494
1 handwriting at the bottom, I am not sure I get all
2 of that.
3
So if you could, could you read
4 that for us, please?
5
A. "What about SIEP's" reserves
6 replacement ratio "management process (to avoid"
7 -- in between brackets -- "(to avoid major swings
8 from year to year?"
9
Q. Do you recall what you meant by
10 that?
11
A. In previous years, and I am going
12 back to end '98, end '99, as a result of the
13 introduction of the new guidelines, there were
14 significant reserves additions.
15
These significant reserves
16 additions led to additions that were in excess of
17 what was actually produced.
18
Now, one way of describing that
19 particular metric was to issue or to calculate a
20 ratio that was called the reserves replacement
21 ratio, which is in essence the increase in proved
22 reserves divided by the amount of production
0495
1 occurring during that year.
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2
And the target, the aspired target
3 would always be 100 percent or more, in order that
4 there would be more than replacement of production
5 by additional reserves.
6
And if you looked at the profile,
7 as for instance Exxon would publish from year on
8 year, you would find that the reserves replacement
9 ratio was hovering just above 100 percent; one
10 year, 105, the next year 115, but just above 100
11 percent, very neat and tidy.
12
And we knew and everybody in the
13 industry would have known that that is partly
14 artificial, that that is the process of what I
15 have no other way of describing as the reserves
16 replacement ratio management.
17
It's probably done in such a way
18 that any new projects are added to reserves, and
19 then out of existing projects, existing production
20 fields, reserves are matured into -- into Proved
21 Reserves to such an extent that they end up with
22 replacement ratio just above 100 percent.
0496
1
It's crafty, it's good public
2 relations. Shell were at that time, I can only
3 say, more naive in the sense that they booked what
4 they got.
5
What we could have got, could have
6 done is spread out those reserves additions over
7 the years, saved some of them up for next -- for
8 following years, and achieve a reserves
9 replacement ratio of 100 percent.
10
As it was, we didn't. I believe
11 the reserves replacement ratio at the end of 1998
12 was close to 150 percent, and the following year
13 it was something similar. And then in the year
14 after, we were getting close to 100, and then we
15 were dropping below.
16
John Pay had recognized this, and
17 we had discussed it from time to time. And his
18 idea was that if we had any reserves additions
19 that would exceed the 100 percent, that we would
20 store those up and save those for a rainy year,
21 for the following year.
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22
And that was an approach that I
0497
1 didn't object to and that I know that if, for
2 instance, somebody like the SEC had been asked
3 this, "Can we book something that, even though it
4 is justified as being Proved Reserves, can we
5 decide not to book that this year and keep it for
6 a later year?" They would have shrugged their
7 shoulders.
8
Their role in life -- and I think I
9 mentioned this an earlier day -- their role in
10 life was to ensure that reserves weren't
11 overbooked, but underbooking was of no concern of
12 theirs.
13
And I pretty much took that same
14 attitude. I would report it, and I would say to
15 management, "Look, you could have booked this, but
16 if you chose not to, then I will not further
17 comment."
18
That's what I was referring to the
19 reserves replacement ratio management.
20
Why I have this particular question
21 here with this, I cannot tell you without actually
22 going through the note and reading that.
0498
1
MR. HABER: Okay. I think this is
2 time for break for the day.
3
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
4 record for the day at 3:00 p.m.. This is the end
5 of tape number 7.
6
(Whereupon the deposition was
7 recessed at 3:00 p.m.)
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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19
20
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22
0499
1
ERRATA
2 CORRECTION
PAGE
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 ___________________
___________
22 Signature
Date
0500
1
I, Anton Barendregt, am a deponent in
2 the foregoing video deposition, Volume III. I
3 have read the foregoing video deposition, and
4 having made such changes and corrections as I
5 desired, I certify that the transcript is a true
6 and accurate record of my responses to the
7 questions put to me on Wednesday, 21 February,
8 2007.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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16
17
18
19
20
21 Signed_________________________
22
ANTON BARENDREGT
0501
1
CERTIFICATE OF COURT REPORTER
2
I, Frederick Weiss, CSR, CM, do hereby
3 certify that I took the stenotype notes of the
4 foregoing deposition and that the transcript
5 thereof is a true and accurate record transcribed
6 to the best of my skill and ability.
7
I further certify that I am neither
8 counsel for, related to, nor employed by any of
9 the parties to the action in which this deposition
10 was taken, and that I am not a relative or
11 employee of any attorney or counsel employed by
12 the parties hereto, nor financially or otherwise
13 interested in the outcome of the action.
14
15
16
17 _________________________
18 FREDERICK WEISS, CSR, CM
19
20
21 _________________________
22 DATE
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15
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1
INDEX
2 DEPONENT
3 ANTON BARENDREGT
4 Examination
Page No:
5 Examination by Mr. Haber - continued
509
6 _________________________________________________
7
8
EXHIBIT INDEX
9 EXHIBIT
Page No:
10
Barendregt Exhibit 25 509
11
Document entitled "NOTE - 18 Nov, 1999"
12 Authored and signed by Anton Barendregt
Bearing Bates Nos. LON00010729 - LON00010741
13
Barendregt Exhibit 26 509
14
Document entitled "Draft Note - 3 Nov 2003"
15 Authored by Anton A. Barendregt bearing Bates
Nos. V00240172 - V00240180
16
Barendregt Exhibit 27 509
17
Document entitled "NOTE - 29 Nov 2003"
18 Authored by Anton A. Barendregt bearing Bates
Nos. V00300014 - V00300028
19
20
21
22
0507
1
I N D E X - continued
2
EXHIBIT INDEX
3 EXHIBIT
Page No:
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4
Barendregt Exhibit 28 -

520

5
Shell Exploration & Production document
6 Entitled "Petroleum Resource Volume
Guidelines Resource Classification and
7 Value Realisation" bearing Bates Nos.
RJW00770633 - RJW00770663
8
Barendregt Exhibit 29 555
9
Document previously marked as Aalbers
10 Exhibit D containing E-Mail string between
Thomas Meijssen and Anton Barendregt with
11 handwritten notes bearing Bates Nos.
RJW00151703 - RJW00151705
12
Barendregt Exhibit 30 555
13
Document previously marked as Aalbers Exhibit
14 E containing an E-Mail string bearing Bates
Nos. V00102056 - V00102059
15
Barendregt Exhibit 31 610
16
Copy of E-Mail String from Frank Coopman to
17 Frasier, Darley and Barendregt bearing
Bates Nos. V00101693 - V00101694
18
Barendregt Exhibit 32 615
19
Copy of E-Mail from Anton Barendregt to Frank
20 Coopman and John Pay, with attached document
Entitled "Rockford - A historical perspective"
21 Containing a total of ten pages
22
0508
1
I N D E X - continued
2
EXHIBIT INDEX
3 EXHIBIT
Page No:
4
Barendregt Exhibit 33 616
5
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Document entitled "NOTE - 1 February 2004"
6 Authored by Anton Barendregt including
Attachments 1 - 8 bearing Bates Nos.
7 RJW01021058 - RJW01021076
8
9
---o0o--10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
0509
1 PROCEEDINGS -2
(Barendregt Exhibit Nos. 25, 26,
3 and 27 were marked for identification)
4
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is the
5 beginning of Volume IV, videotape number 8 in the
6 deposition of Anton Barendregt. Today's date is
7 February 22, 2007. The time on the record is
8 10:10 a.m.
9
Please proceed.
10
EXAMINATION BY MR. HABER - CONTINUED
11 BY MR. HABER:
12
Q. Good morning, Mr. Barendregt.
13
A. Good morning.
14
Q. Today I hope to be able to cover
15 the reserve situation in PDO Oman as well as
16 discuss a couple of documents with you concerning
17 Project Rockford.
18
And then if there is any
19 miscellaneous issues to tie up, we will finish
20 with that. But that's what I plan to cover today.
21
Before we went on the record, I had
22 premarked three exhibits which I will hand to you
0510
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1 now, because these will be useful in our
2 discussion. I will identify them for the record
3 and then I will hand them off to you.
4
The first Exhibit, which is Exhibit
5 25, is a Note dated 18 November, 1999. The title
6 reads, "SEC Proved Reserves Audit - Petroleum
7 Development (Oman) and GISCO 23-27 October 1999."
8 The Bates range is LON00010729 through
9 LON00010741.
10
(Handing)
11
The second exhibit we premarked as
12 Barendregt Exhibit 26 is a Draft Note dated 3
13 November, 2003. "SEC Proved Reserves Audit - PDO
14 (Oman), 25-28 Oct 2003" is the title line. It has
15 two Bates ranges. The first one is V00240172
16 through V00240180. And the second one is VIJVER,
17 that's V-I-J-V-E-R, 2233 through VIJVER 2240.
18
(Handing)
19
The third document we premarked is
20 a Note dated 29 November, 2003. Its title line
21 reads, "SEC Proved Reserves Audit - PDO (Oman)
22 25-28 Oct 2003." Its Bates range is V0030014
0511
1 through V00300028, and that's Exhibit 27.
2
(Handing)
3
Now, Mr. Van de Vijver, before we
4 start -5
A. Beg your pardon?
6
Q. I am sorry, Mr. Barendregt. I
7 apologize. As an aside, I tend to do that a lot.
8
A. I know we do look all alike.
9
(Laughter in the room)
10
Q. Not at all. My apologies, sir.
11
Before we get started into the
12 audit, prior to 1999, when you went to Oman to
13 perform the audit, had you reviewed any prior
14 audit notes from your predecessor Ad de la Mar?
15
A. I cannot remember. I can expect I
16 would have done.
17
Q. Do you recall any issues of note
18 being raised by your predecessor with regard to
19 Oman?
20
A. No.
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21
Q. In 1999, what was your
22 understanding of how Oman was reporting its
0512
1 reserves?
2
A. The -- as I have explained on
3 various previous occasions, in Oman, the subject
4 of reserves and future forecasts was a continuous
5 subject of discussion with the government. The
6 government expressed a keen interest in reserves
7 carried. All of these discussions were at the
8 level of expectation reserves.
9
That being so had led to a good
10 system of expectation reserves and forecasts being
11 maintained by PDO.
12
In other words, there was a good
13 correspondence between individual field reservoir
14 estimates and the build-up to expectation
15 reserves.
16
Proved Reserves were not of any
17 interest to the government of Oman, nor indeed
18 were Proved Reserves of relevance to PDO
19 themselves.
20
Normally an operating company would
21 find that Proved Reserves need to be used for
22 items like depreciation, et cetera, in the books.
0513
1
Now, in the case of PD Oman, the
2 financial systems and the financial procedures
3 were different from those of many other Shell
4 companies. And the bottom line result was that
5 Proved Reserves had no influence on the financial
6 statements that PDO issued.
7
So that meant that we had a company
8 here that -- whose functional interest in Proved
9 Reserves were limited. The only reason why they
10 maintained something that looked like Proved
11 Reserves was for external reporting to the Center.
12
Q. Did -- oh, I am sorry. Go ahead.
13
A. And that was the situation that I
14 found in 1999.
15
Q. Now, did PDO report expectation
16 reserves to the Omani government?
17
A. Yes.
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18
Q. How frequently did PDO make those
19 reports?
20
A. I don't know. I would imagine at
21 least annually. But I know that the subject was
22 discussed with representatives from the Oman
0514
1 Ministry of Petroleum at regular intervals. So...
2
Q. Do you recall anyone ever saying
3 that the intervals were on a four-year cycle?
4
A. A four-year cycle? No. That would
5 be highly surprising to me.
6
Q. Now, we talked, I believe it was
7 two days ago or maybe three days ago, about the
8 guideline changes in 1998.
9
A. Mm-Hmm.
10
Q. And by guidelines, I am referring
11 to Shell's internal guidelines.
12
A. Correct, yes.
13
Q. Do you recall if there was any
14 impact of the guidelines on the way in which PDO
15 was reporting its reserves thereafter; that is, in
16 the '98 ARPR which, as you know, was in '99 and
17 then forward?
18
A. I am sorry. Can you rephrase the
19 question?
20
Q. Sure. Do you recall if there was
21 any impact of the guideline changes on the way in
22 which PDO was reporting its reserves to the
0515
1 Center?
2
A. Not immediately, no. Not in 1998
3 or 1999.
4
Q. When -- if it was in '98 and '99,
5 when did the guideline changes in '98 impact the
6 way in which PDO was reporting Proved Reserves to
7 the Center?
8
A. That was at the end of 2000.
9
Q. And how did the guideline changes
10 impact the way in which PDO was reporting its
11 Proved Reserves?
12
A. I think we have to get a
13 representative answer to that question. We have
14 to go back to the situation that I found in 1999
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15 with respect to Proved Reserves. So what I found
16 was a good deal of discipline and order in the way
17 reserves were built up and in the way, for
18 instance, field development plans were maintained,
19 et cetera.
20
And that in itself was good. The
21 only element that was lacking was a proper
22 representation of the bottom line Proved Reserves
0516
1 as they were built up from individual Proved
2 Reserves.
3
To start with, Proved Reserves had
4 been -- not been as diligently maintained as
5 expectation reserves for a number of fields.
6
Some fields even carried negative
7 Proved Reserves. This is what happens. If you
8 make an initial estimate when the field is put on
9 production, of proved and expectation reserves,
10 and then leave these to estimates unchanged after
11 production is started.
12
And from year on year, both the
13 proved and expectation reserves would be reduced
14 by the amount of production taking place in that
15 year.
16
And in some cases, the cumulative
17 amount of production had already overtaken the
18 Proved Reserves estimates, which of course is
19 unrealistic and should have been corrected.
20
In many cases also the Proved
21 Reserves, remaining reserves estimates, i.e. the
22 proved ultimate recovery for the field minus the
0517
1 cumulative production to date, the proved
2 remaining reserves would be unrealistically low in
3 comparison with the proved expectation reserves.
4
And this is what you get if you
5 have a proved initial estimate and initial
6 expectation estimates and you continue subtracting
7 from both of these estimates, then the remaining
8 reserves in the proved, of course, dwindle more
9 rapidly than the expectation reserves.
10
And therefore, the ratio between
11 the two is in fact going down; whereas, in
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12 practice it should be going up with increasing
13 knowledge and certainty in the field.
14
So that was the situation that we
15 found; then came rule -- the reserves guideline
16 changes in 1998 pertaining in particular to the -17 to mature fields, so fields that had been in
18 production.
19
And we found that Oman were slow in
20 coming up with the expected increase in reserves,
21 in Proved Reserves in the mature fields.
22
One of the problems that Oman had
0518
1 in doing that is that in order -- since Oman had
2 an end-of-license situation in 2012, and that
3 meant that in order to make a proper assessment of
4 the total company Proved Reserves, they needed to
5 have a forecast, a proven forecast based on Proved
6 Reserves stretching out into the future.
7
And that forecast would then be
8 added -- would then be accumulated for each and
9 every individual field and that combined forecasts
10 would then be cut off -- would then need to be cut
11 off at 2012 in order to assess the total Proved
12 Reserves for the company.
13
That was necessary. It wasn't just
14 simply a matter of totaling up and adding up the
15 individual Proved Reserves in the fields. It was
16 absolutely relevant to know along what profile,
17 what forecast, what production forecast those
18 Proved Reserves of the individual fields would be
19 produced.
20
And PDO did not have that sort of
21 situation in place. In my mind, it would have
22 been relatively easy with an experienced engineer,
0519
1 who would have been able to resolve that within a
2 few days.
3
And I left instructions appended to
4 my 1999 audit report to suggest how they might
5 have a -- or set up a convenient and accurate way
6 of arriving at a representative total Proved
7 Reserves estimates.
8
Now, I would have expected PDO
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9 maybe not to have done that at the end of '99, but
10 I certainly would have expected them to have done
11 that at the end of 2000. And towards the end, it
12 became clear that they hadn't done that.
13
So then after a visit by Remco
14 Aalbers to PDO at the end of 2000, Remco, together
15 with staff in PDO, had set up a method of
16 increasing the Proved Reserves in the -- or making
17 more realistic the Proved Reserves in the mature
18 fields in Oman and bringing them more in line with
19 the expectation value that was carried for those
20 fields.
21
I overlooked that process and I
22 supported it, as I've documented in my end of 2000
0520
1 report.
2
Q. Before we follow up on a number of
3 questions, I just would like to mark another
4 document as Barendregt Exhibit 27 -- I am sorry.
5 28.
6
(Whereupon, Barendregt Exhibit No.
7 28 was marked for identification)
8
And Barendregt Exhibit 28 is titled
9 "Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines Resource
10 Classification Value Realisation." Its date of
11 issue is August 1998. Its Bates range is
12 RJW00770633 through RJW00770663.
13
Mr. Barendregt, do you recognize
14 this document?
15
A. Yes. It would seem to be the end
16 '98 resource for Petroleum Resource Volume
17 Guidelines; in other words, the Shell internal
18 guidelines for reserves estimates.
19
Q. And throughout the last few days,
20 we have been talking about the '98 guidelines.
21
Are these the guidelines that you
22 have been talking about?
0521
1
A. They would be, yes.
2
Q. For the moment, you can put that
3 aside.
4
A. Okay.
5
Q. Now, earlier in your answer, you
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6 had mentioned with regard to PDO that Proved
7 Reserves were not diligently maintained as
8 expected.
9
What did you mean by that?
10
A. Like I said, Proved Reserves
11 weren't a primary concern of PDO in -- both in
12 their dealings with the government and in their
13 day-to-day business and, in particular, their
14 financial reporting.
15
Yes. I think that's a complete
16 answer, that it wasn't a primary concern and it
17 didn't receive as much attention as expectation
18 reserves.
19
Q. Did you discuss this issue with the
20 people at PDO when you did your audit in 1999?
21
A. Yes, I did. And I am fairly
22 certain I commented on it in my audit report.
0522
1
Q. Okay. Why don't we take a look at
2 your audit report which we marked as Exhibit 25.
3
Do you recognize this report?
4
A. Yes. It would appear to be my
5 audit reports.
6
Q. Do you recall preparing this
7 report?
8
A. Yes, I do.
9
Q. If you look at the bottom left-hand
10 corner, there is a signature.
11
Do you recognize that signature?
12
A. Indeed I do.
13
Q. Is it yours?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. Now, you say that this issue about
16 maintaining the proved reserve records is
17 reflected in your report.
18
Can you show us where in the
19 report?
20
A. Well, the first page on the summary
21 page, fourth paragraph, I say, "The most
22 significant comment concerns the generally
0523
1 conservative nature of the individual fields'
2 proved and proved developed reserves estimates."
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3
Q. And it's that sentence that
4 captures the issue of Proved Reserves information?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. Now, just so I am clear, when we
7 are talking about maintaining this information, is
8 this in the nature of an audit trail such as what
9 we talked about yesterday with SPDC?
10
A. Not quite, not quite. In SPDC, it
11 was, in the first instance, a matter of adding up
12 individual fields' Proved Reserves. And it would
13 appear that the register of individual field
14 Proved Reserves was somehow not complete.
15
In other words, when I added up a
16 register that was given to me during the audit in
17 SPDC, a register with all the Proved Reserves and
18 PDO Proved Reserves, I would add them up, and they
19 did not add up to what was actually reported. It
20 was close, but it did not add up precisely.
21
Here, when I did add up the Proved
22 Reserves, they certainly didn't add up to the
0524
1 declared Proved Reserves in the submission.
2
But that was entirely
3 understandable, because there was this issue about
4 the license expiring in 2012. In other words,
5 some measure of cutoff had to be applied, and Oman
6 knew that it had to be applied to each of the
7 individual -- each individual fields.
8
But they couldn't show me how the
9 end of 2000 -- the end of license in 2012 had been
10 reflected in the sum of the reserves estimate that
11 they had submitted.
12
The difference between Oman and
13 SPDC was that the end of license was quite
14 considerably closer than it was in the case of
15 SPDC. In SPDC, it was 20 years away, and in Oman,
16 it was just over ten years away.
17
Q. And if I understand correctly what
18 you just said in your answer, so with regard to
19 PDO, then you were not able to ascertain how much
20 volume would be exposed due to license expiry.
21
Am I correct?
22
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to the
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0525
1 characterization of the testimony. Sorry.
2
MR. MORSE: Same objection.
3
THE WITNESS: Would you mind
4 repeating the question?
5 BY MR. HABER:
6
Q. I guess what I am trying to
7 understand is what was the effect of not having
8 that information given to you during your audit?
9
A. The effect is -- was that the
10 Proved Reserves estimate that was given to me,
11 that was submitted had been submitted at the end
12 of 1998, because that was the one that I was due
13 to audit in '99, had not been put together or at
14 least there was no evidence put before me that it
15 had been put together according to the proper
16 procedures.
17
The reason being that on the one
18 hand, the individual field estimates were too low
19 and, secondly, that the way of adding up these
20 reserves was not done in a proper fashion.
21
I suddenly realized that there was
22 one further mention why PDO was different from
0526
1 SPDC, and that has been well documented in my
2 reports, is that in addition that Oman had a
3 target overall uptake, overall production level of
4 850,000 barrels a day, that was the Oman
5 government imposed target.
6
And that meant that the at any day
7 at the time that I was there, Oman could in
8 fact -- the PDO operation could in fact produce
9 more than that 850,000 barrels a day, but didn't.
10
And that meant that they had to do
11 some sort of prioritizing, giving priority to
12 certain fields and that other fields had to be
13 held up.
14
Now, if you have a situation like
15 that, then it becomes even more complicated to
16 actually come up with a combined production
17 forecast.
18
It is not just sufficient to have a
19 proved production forecast for each and every
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20 individual field and then add it up, because then
21 you would probably come up with a forecast that
22 would touch 900, 950,000 barrels a day initially
0527
1 at least.
2
And that of course was not
3 realistic. Some of these fields would have be
4 deferred.
5
And that procedure could have been
6 introduced fairly easy, and yet sufficiently
7 accurately, but it wasn't.
8
I left some instructions with my
9 audit report to deal with this particular problem,
10 but as it turned out later on, that it -- these
11 instructions weren't heeded. They weren't taken
12 up.
13
Q. Now, you are referring to
14 instructions to be taken up. Are those reflected
15 in Attachment 3 of Exhibit 25, which is page 736?
16
A. Yes. Under the heading "taking
17 account of production licence" -- "production
18 licence expiry."
19
Q. Just going back to my question
20 about the effect of not having the evidence before
21 you, that you said that, "there was no evidence
22 put before me that it had been put together
0528
1 according to the proper procedures."
2
As a consequence, were you able to
3 determine how much volume fell outside -- that is,
4 production fell outside the license, the end of
5 license period?
6
A. My conclusion was that the bottom
7 line Proved Reserves estimates submitted by PDO
8 for the end year amalgamation in SIEP had been too
9 conservative.
10
So I was expecting that a proper
11 calculation of A, both the individual fields
12 proved volumes, that I also leave some
13 instructions in my report as you have seen, and
14 taking account of the production license expiry
15 together with the fixed off-take of 850,000
16 barrels a day, those two factors combined would
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17 have yielded a larger volume of Proved Reserves to
18 be produced within license.
19
So it wasn't the matter of me
20 suspecting that some of the Proved Reserves booked
21 would in fact become produced after the license.
22 It was the other way around. I was suspecting and
0529
1 in fact I was quite sure that the booked Proved
2 Reserves were too low.
3
Q. Now, looking at Attachment 3 for a
4 moment, under "Raising individual fields' proven
5 volumes" , you identified four suggestions for
6 reserves bookings.
7
Who asked -- withdrawn.
8
Did anyone ask you to provide these
9 suggestions on how to book reserves of PDO?
10
A. I cannot remember, sorry. This is
11 eight years ago.
12
Q. Do you recall if you had considered
13 at the time whether it was appropriate for the
14 group reserves auditor to provide guidance on how
15 to book reserves?
16
A. The short answer is no. The way I
17 carried out my audits was pretty much the same as
18 the way in which I went about my business when I
19 was a consultant for the group in my area of
20 responsibility in the early 1990s.
21
That meant that I would make
22 comment, I would be free to make comment, and I
0530
1 would also, as when necessary, make suggestions on
2 how they could improve estimates and improve their
3 procedures.
4
So I saw no conflict there with my
5 role as group reserves auditor, nor did anybody
6 else, as a matter of fact.
7
Q. When you say "nor did anybody
8 else," did anyone approach you and communicate
9 that to you?
10
A. The opposite. Nobody communicated
11 to me that it wasn't appropriate for me to do
12 that.
13
Q. Did you ever ask, for instance, the
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14 external auditors if it was appropriate for the
15 group reserves auditor to be providing guidance
16 on -17
A. Not as explicitly as you say, but
18 they saw my report.
19
Q. And you don't recall any comment
20 from them after reviewing the report?
21
A. No, I don't.
22
Q. Was there anyone at Shell's legal
0531
1 department that you liaised with?
2
A. No.
3
Q. Did you ever ask anyone at Shell's
4 legal department if it was appropriate for the
5 group reserves auditor to be providing guidance on
6 the estimation of Proved Reserves?
7
MR. BEST: I am going to object to
8 that question.
9 BY MR. HABER:
10
Q. You can just answer yes -11
A. No.
12
Q. If you can look at Attachment 3.
13 And if you could just explain number 2, and in
14 particular, I am looking at the last sentence of
15 number 2.
16
It says, "in Oman" -- I'm sorry.
17 "In the Oman environment, where reservoirs tend to
18 be generally" quote "'proven'," comma, "but more
19 complex than in many other areas," comma, "a
20 suitable criterion for" in quotes "'maturity'
21 could be NP" greater than symbol "> 0.4*" -- I
22 think that's an asterisk, "expn" capital "UR."
0532
1
Can you explain what that means?
2
A. Yes. It's reservoir engineers'
3 jargon for expressing that cumulative production,
4 and that's what the NP stands for, is greater than
5 40% of expectation ultimate recovery in the field;
6 so in other words, if the field had produced,
7 physically produced in excess of 40% of what the
8 field was ultimately expected to yield in the way
9 of recoverable oil or gas.
10
But in the case of PDO, it was
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11 purely oil. PDO didn't try to get gas.
12
Q. Now, do you recall if your
13 recommendations for, and I am just going to quote
14 the document here, raising individual fields'
15 proven volumes -16
A. Mm-Hmm.
17
Q. -- was implemented by PDO?
18
A. No, it wasn't.
19
Q. How did you find out that it was
20 not implemented?
21
A. Well, I would have expected an
22 exercise or these two exercises to yield
0533
1 significantly higher Proved Reserves from PDO.
2 And when they came out at the end of 2000, so the
3 following year, they -- their first draft
4 submission did not appear to have this significant
5 increase that I was expecting.
6
So when we questioned that with
7 them, it became quick -- quickly clear that they
8 hadn't implemented either of these
9 recommendations.
10
Q. Yesterday, you testified with
11 regard to SPDC that your annual audit, which came
12 out in January 2000, hinted at the license expiry
13 issue.
14
Can the same be said for the
15 license expiry issue in PDO?
16
A. I am sorry. Would you repeat the
17 question?
18
Q. Well, do you recall if your annual
19 report for year 1999, which comes out I believe in
20 January -21
A. Yes.
22
Q. -- of 2000 reflected your concerns
0534
1 about license expiry in PDO?
2
MR. MORSE: Objection to form.
3
THE WITNESS:
4
A. Okay. As I explained, my concern
5 wasn't so much that the license expiry was having
6 an effect on a particular -- a curtailing effect
7 on Proved Reserves.
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8
In fact, my concern was going the
9 other way, that Proved Reserves were too
10 conservative.
11
However, I was making the point -12 making the point here in my report that in order
13 to come up with a more realistic Proved Reserves
14 estimate, one needs to take into account the
15 license expiry.
16
So coming back to your question, at
17 the end of 1999, I have given a brief summary of
18 my conclusions of all the audits that the two -19 in 1999 in my end-year report, and I am pretty
20 certain that this particular issue, although
21 brief, was mentioned in my end '99 report.
22
Q. If you take a look at Exhibit 15,
0535
1 that would be in this pile. (Indicating)
2
(Witness complying)
3
Is the reference that you just
4 described found on the first page of the Exhibit?
5
A. I am sorry.
6
Q. I am sorry. If you look at Exhibit
7 15?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. The reference that you just made to
10 the conservativism and license expiry, is that
11 found on the first page which ends 131?
12
A. No. It wouldn't be, because this
13 is a total end-year report. And the conclusions
14 of the individual audits would be in an appendix
15 which in this note would be Attachment 6 on page
16 V00280143.
17
Q. And that would be under the heading
18 Oman?
19
A. Yes.
20
(Pause)
21
MR. TUTTLE: Is there a question
22 pending?
0536
1
MR. HABER: I don't believe there
2 is.
3
MR. FERRARA: Good.
4
MR. HABER: Let me ask one.
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5
MR. TUTTLE: I think that's your
6 job.
7
MR. HABER: Let me ask one.
8
Q. Under the heading Oman in
9 Attachment 6, it says, "The generally conservative
10 nature of individual fields' proved and proved
11 developed reserves estimates was noted. However,
12 any scope for increase in Proved Reserves was
13 offset by the fact that the expiration of the
14 production licence in 2012 had not been properly
15 accounted for. The net result was that reported
16 Proved Developed entitlements were likely to be
17 some 15% overstated, whilst the total Proved
18 entitlement reserves were probably of the right
19 magnitude."
20
A. You will note that that is almost
21 literally the same text as I have at the front of
22 my -- of my audit report, which is Exhibit No. 25.
0537
1
Q. Do you recall how that 15%
2 overstatement was arrived at?
3
A. I think we have some embarrassment
4 here. I was -- one of the answers that I was
5 giving you previously were answers quoting off my
6 memory, not having read these particular documents
7 for a long, long time.
8
Clearly there were -- my impression
9 was that -- or my memory of that audit was that
10 the Proved Reserves were on the conservative side.
11
Yet I come to the conclusion that
12 at the end of my audit, and have documented my
13 conclusion, that proved development entitlements
14 were likely to be some 15% overstated.
15
I cannot remember why that is. I
16 am sure if I dig in my report, I would be able to
17 find that out. But I cannot see why that is the
18 case. I apologize. My memory just served me
19 badly here.
20
Q. Now, do you recall receiving any
21 reaction from any of the recipients of Exhibit 15
22 to this portion of the note that I just read into
0538
1 the record?
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2
A. No, not specifically.
3
Q. Do you recall the reasons why the
4 proved developed entitlements were likely to be
5 some 15% overstated?
6
A. Not without reading the document,
7 no. I don't.
8
MR. TUTTLE: By "this document,"
9 you mean Exhibit 25?
10
THE WITNESS: I am sorry. That's
11 Exhibit 25, yes.
12 BY MR. HABER:
13
Q. At the time that the annual report,
14 Exhibit 15, was issued, Remco Aalbers was the
15 Group Reserves Coordinator.
16
Correct?
17
A. Yes, he was. Yes.
18
Q. Do you recall having any
19 discussions with Mr. Aalbers about this
20 overstatement in Oman?
21
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
22 Characterization of the testimony.
0539
1
THE WITNESS: No. Not
2 specifically.
3 BY MR. HABER:
4
Q. Again, if you look at Exhibit 15,
5 the statement that says, "The net result was that"
6 proved -- I am sorry -- "that reported Proved
7 Developed entitlements were likely to be some 15%
8 overstated."
9
Do you recall having any discussion
10 with Roelof Platenkamp about that?
11
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
12 Characterization of the document.
13
MR. HABER: Well, I read it
14 verbatim.
15
MR. TUTTLE: You need to read both
16 sentences.
17
MR. GOLDSTEIN: One sentence just
18 for the record.
19
MR. HABER: One sentence.
20
MR. GOLDSTEIN: But you didn't
21 finish the sentence.
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22
MR. TUTTLE: "Whilst the Total
0540
1 Proved entitlement reserves were probably of the
2 right magnitude."
3
So you can ask him about proved
4 developed, but I am going to object as long as you
5 call it a blanket reserves overstatement.
6
MR. HABER: I believe I read
7 directly in the record the net result was that
8 "the reported Proved Developed entitlements were
9 likely to be some 15% overstated."
10
MR. TUTTLE: We are not quibbling
11 with your reading. We are quibbling with your
12 question about this overstatement.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. Do you recall having any
15 communications with Mr. Platenkamp concerning the
16 portion of the sentence that I just read?
17
A. No, I do not. I think it's
18 unlikely that I had it.
19
Q. The same question with regard to
20 Lorin Brass?
21
A. I do not recall.
22
Q. What was the level of interaction
0541
1 you had with Lorin Brass?
2
A. Once a year meeting just before the
3 end-of-year meeting with the external auditors, I
4 would present my draft report -- he would see my
5 draft report which I would have circulated to or
6 within SIEP, and there would be a brief discussion
7 of me together with the Group Reserves Coordinator
8 and probably his supervisor with Lorin Brass.
9
Q. I mentioned -10
A. You mentioned Lorin Brass, but at
11 the time at the end of 1999 it was Linda Cook
12 still, not Lorin Brass. Lorin Brass came on the
13 scene, if I remember right, was just shortly after
14 that.
15
Q. What was your level of interaction
16 with Linda Cook?
17
A. As it happened, nil. Linda wasn't
18 around at the end '99 period. And as a result, I
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19 have never actually attended a meeting in her
20 office or with her, for that matter.
21
Q. I mentioned Roelof Platenkamp, and
22 he is identified on Exhibit 15.
0542
1
What was your level of interaction
2 with Mr. Platenkamp?
3
MR. BEST: Generally?
4
MR. HABER: Yes.
5
THE WITNESS:
6
A. On the business level, extremely
7 infrequent. There may have been one meeting in
8 the end year, or one or two meetings perhaps at
9 the end year cycle, i.e., during January. I doubt
10 if it was more than one.
11
We greeted each other in the
12 corridor when we met.
13 BY MR. HABER:
14
Q. Now, did you receive any comment to
15 the discussion in Attachment 6 in Oman from Mr.
16 Watts?
17
A. No, certainly not, no.
18
Q. During the closeout session, do you
19 recall discussing the information that's set forth
20 in Attachment 6 under Oman?
21
A. Not specifically, no.
22
Q. Do you recall if the external
0543
1 auditors from KPMG or PWC asked any questions
2 concerning the information that's set forth in
3 Attachment 6 under Oman?
4
A. No, not specifically. No.
5
Q. Do you recall if the discussion
6 concerning the reported proved developed
7 entitlements came up during the closeout session
8 for year-end 1999?
9
A. They certainly would have come up,
10 because I made my presentation. It was mentioned
11 in my report and in my -- in my presentation. I
12 am fairly certain that a comment along these lines
13 would have been included. But I need to go back
14 to my actual presentation to be absolutely
15 certain.
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16
Q. Now, earlier in your testimony, you
17 mentioned production forecasts.
18
Had you, at the time you conducted
19 your audit in 1999, reviewed PDO's production
20 forecasts?
21
A. At the -- I am trying to think.
22 No. I do not remember whether I had seen a
0544
1 forecast before I went there. If I did see one
2 forecast, then it must have been the general one
3 with just the 850,000 barrels a day flat plateau
4 of the aggregate forecast, but certainly not an
5 individual field-by-field forecast, no.
6
Q. When you conducted your audit, do
7 you recall who you met with?
8
A. Not everyone, but there was Neil
9 O'Neil (Phonetic) who was in charge of -- I think
10 he was the head reservoir engineer there. He is
11 the only name that springs to mind at the moment.
12
Q. Do you know a person by the name of
13 Said al-Abri?
14
A. Yes. And I am looking at Exhibit
15 25 now, he is the -- he was the reserves reporting
16 coordinator in PDO, so indeed he would have been
17 my daily contact during the audit.
18
Q. Do you know who Stuart Evans is?
19
A. Yes, I do.
20
Q. And who is Stuart Evans?
21
A. Stuart Evans is a senior engineer,
22 senior reservoir engineer in Shell. At that time,
0545
1 he was the area reservoir engineer, area reservoir
2 engineer and consultant for the Middle East. What
3 else do you want me to say?
4
Q. Do you recall meeting with him at
5 the time of your audit in 1999?
6
A. I don't think I did.
7
Q. Do you know a Stuart Clayton?
8
A. Yes. He was in Oman. I am trying
9 to remember whether he was there at the time of
10 the first audit. He certainly was there during
11 the second -- during the time of the second audit
12 in 2003. I cannot remember whether he was there
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13 in the first audit.
14
Q. Do you recall providing a draft of
15 Exhibit 25 to anyone at PDO prior to it being
16 finalized?
17
A. Not specifically, but it was -- as
18 I explained to you several times, that was my
19 habit of doing so. I must have done it here as
20 well.
21
Q. Do you recall receiving any comment
22 from any of the people that you distributed the
0546
1 draft to?
2
A. Not specifically. There is likely
3 to have been one or two, yes.
4
Q. At the time you conducted your
5 audit, did you review PDO's business plans?
6
A. No. No. That wasn't my task. I
7 may have used it, but to say that I reviewed it,
8 no. That was beyond my task.
9
MR. HABER: This is probably a good
10 time to take a quick break.
11
MR. TUTTLE: Great.
12
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
13 record at 11:03.
14
(Short recess taken)
15
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Returning to the
16 record at 11:33 from 11:03.
17
MR. FERRARA: Mr. Haber, over the
18 course of the break -19
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: I don't have a
20 mic on you, do I? Who is talking.
21
MR. BEST: Mr. Ferrara. Just speak
22 up.
0547
1
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Go ahead.
2
MR. FERRARA: Over the course of
3 the break, Mr. Barendregt had an opportunity to
4 reflect further on what appears to be some
5 confusion that's entered into our record with
6 respect to his testimony, on the one hand
7 indicating that on a field-by-field basis the Oman
8 Proved Reserves were understated, and his
9 testimony that with respect to as reported Proved
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10 Reserves may have been as much as 15% overstated.
11
And what Mr. Barendregt has done
12 during the course of the break is to more
13 carefully study his reports of those audits, and
14 would like to have the opportunity to clarify the
15 confusion that's been introduced into the record
16 on these two points before we begin and continue
17 with his examination here today.
18
MR. HABER: That would be fine.
19
MR. FERRARA: Mr. Barendregt, could
20 you address yourself to those two issues, please?
21
THE WITNESS: Yes. Like I already
22 said earlier, I hadn't seen this particular
0548
1 document or read this particular document for
2 quite a long time. And it is by another careful
3 read of what I actually wrote down at the time
4 that I am beginning to have again a better
5 appreciation of what it was that -- of the points
6 that I was meaning to make.
7
I think one of the causes for the
8 confusion was that there were two issues in my
9 audit in '99.
10
One of them was that on an
11 individual field basis, Proved Reserves, in
12 particular proved remaining reserves in each of
13 the fields tended to be low to very low in
14 relation to expectation reserves, bearing in mind
15 the maturity of these fields, by which I mean the
16 amount of cumulative production that had meanwhile
17 been produced from these fields.
18
I comment on that, but I do not
19 give that comment a very high profile. That is
20 one point.
21
And the second point is that
22 accepting the proved volumes for each of the
0549
1 individual fields as a fair representation of the
2 volumes that are actually producible -- of the
3 volume that are producible from these fields and
4 taking the production forecasts that would be
5 commensurate with these proved volumes, proved
6 volumes which as I said earlier are in fact low.
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7
But anyway, let's ignore that
8 particular effect.
9
If you do that, then the method
10 that they have applied in putting together these
11 forecasts in order to assess the affect of the end
12 of license has been improper for the proved
13 developed reserves, by which is meant the forecast
14 producible from existing wells, the no further
15 activity case, as it is sometimes referred to.
16
So you take your existing wells,
17 you don't drill any additional wells, and then you
18 get a gradually declining forecast.
19
And in order for it to get a proper
20 reflection, of course, it has to be cut off at to
21 2012, and the actual fact was that it hadn't been,
22 and that of course is improper.
0550
1
And that led to my statement saying
2 that these proved developed reserves are 15% too
3 high, the 15% being the portion in detail and
4 beyond 2012.
5
I think it is useful to bear in
6 mind also I have checked back at the record that
7 an appropriate correction has in fact been made by
8 PDO at the end of '99, so a couple of months after
9 my audit report in the proved developed estimate
10 for PDO.
11
So the point was accepted and an
12 appropriate reduction was made in a proved
13 reduction estimate.
14
I also make the point that the
15 proved total, by which we mean the proved
16 developed and the proved undeveloped reserves,
17 i.e. the reserves producible from future
18 activities, was probably -- was probably all
19 right, was of the right magnitude, and therefore
20 could be accepted as a fair representation. And
21 that is what appeared -- ultimately appeared in
22 the report.
0551
1
I hope this gives a better -- or
2 this gives you a better understanding of my
3 description of the situation in Oman around 1999.
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4 BY MR. HABER:
5
Q. Just so I am clear then, the 15%
6 overstatement of proved developed entitlements,
7 that refers to reserves that have been booked, but
8 fall outside of the license period?
9
A. Correct, yes.
10
Q. Okay.
11
A. And like I said, these 15% of
12 reserves, overstated reserves had been corrected a
13 couple of months later at the end of '99.
14
Q. And was that reflected in the
15 year-end ARPR?
16
A. Yes. Indeed they were, yes.
17
Q. Okay. Thank you.
18
A. Okay.
19
Q. Now, with regard to production, I
20 believe you had mentioned a production forecast of
21 850,000 barrels a day.
22
Is that correct?
0552
1
A. Yes.
2
Q. And that forecast was seen by you
3 during your 1999 audit?
4
A. Yes. I am fairly certain it was.
5 I believe that I had access to the year Oman -- to
6 the PDO business plan. A copy was made available
7 to me during the audit. So in the end, that would
8 have contained the 850,000 barrels a day forecast.
9
Q. Did there come a time when that
10 forecast changed?
11
A. How do you mean?
12
Q. Well, after 1999, did there come a
13 time when PDO was finding it difficult to reach
14 production of 850,000 barrels a day?
15
A. Yes. It came as a shock to us all.
16 But I believe in the course of 2001, PDO were
17 having serious problems in maintaining the 850,000
18 barrels a day. One particular problem that
19 occurred, and one particular problem that stands
20 out in my memory is that in their largest field,
21 the Yibal field, they had over the previous years
22 been installing in-fill drilling, i.e. drilling
0553
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1 wells in between existing wells in order to
2 accelerate oil production through water injection.
3
And it turned out that that latest
4 round of in-fill drilling was by no means as
5 successful as it had been anticipated. It is a
6 matter of fractures providing a direct -7 fractures in the field, unrecognized fractures
8 providing a direct path between injectors and
9 producers.
10
And therefore, the water injector
11 would come out within hours or a very short period
12 to the producers and therefore not yield the
13 effect that had been anticipated.
14
That was a big project and dealt a
15 serious blow to PDO's ability to maintain the
16 forecasts. But that wasn't the only one. In
17 other fields, there were disappointments occurring
18 at the same time.
19
Q. Was the Yibal field the largest
20 field in PDO?
21
A. If not the largest, at least the
22 three largest. There were Natil, Fahuud, and
0554
1 Yibal. I believe Yibal had the highest volume of
2 recoverable oil. The others had somewhat lower
3 recovery factors. But the in-place volumes of the
4 other two fields may have been larger, but that I
5 am not too sure of.
6
Q. I am sorry. I just want to go back
7 to one second to your explanation when you were
8 talking about the 15%.
9
A. Mm-Hmm.
10
Q. Did that 15% exposure represent 15%
11 of PDO's total portfolio of Proved Reserves?
12
A. Proved developed.
13
Q. Proved developed reserves?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. Now, coming back now to the
16 production issue, do you recall when in 2001 you
17 became aware of this production problem?
18
A. Somebody must have mentioned it to
19 me, probably Remco Aalbers, maybe Ian McKay at the
20 time, who was his supervisor.
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21
Q. I am sorry. Was that Aidan McKay?
22
A. I am sorry. Aidan McKay, yes. But
0555
1 in all likelihood it would have been Remco
2 Aalbers.
3
Q. Now, you had mentioned that Mr.
4 Aalbers had gone to Oman in late 2000.
5
Do you recall the purpose of his
6 meeting?
7
A. One of the reasons for that
8 visit -- I don't remember them all, but one of the
9 reasons for the visit was to see to what extent
10 the recommendations that I had made in my audit
11 had been included in PDO's procedures. And by
12 "recommendations," I mean specifically the
13 recommendations that were made an Attachment to my
14 report in 1999.
15
Q. I would like to show you what we
16 marked as Exhibit Aalbers D and Aalbers E, and I
17 think we probably will just remark these with
18 Exhibits for this deposition as well.
19
(Barendregt Exhibit Nos. 29 and 30
20 marked for identification)
21
We are marking Aalbers Exhibit D
22 also as Barendregt Exhibit 29. And again just for
0556
1 the record, this is a series of E-mails, the last
2 of one is from Thomas Meijssen dated January 3rd,
3 2001 to Mr. Barendregt with a CC to Remco Aalbers,
4 Said Abri, Marcus Antonini. The subject line
5 reads "Proved Reserves Visit - Group Resource
6 Co-ordinator."
7
The second Exhibit, which was
8 previously marked as Aalbers Exhibit E, we are
9 marking as Barendregt Exhibit 30, also a series of
10 E-mails. The last of which is from Mr. Barendregt
11 dated January 4, 2001 to Thomas Meijssen with a CC
12 to Remco Aalbers, Said Abri, and Marcus Antonini.
13 Again, the subject line reads, "Proved Reserves
14 Visit - Group Resource Coordinator."
15
A. Yes.
16
Q. Now, with regard to Aalbers Exhibit
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18
A. Mm-Hmm.
19
Q. -- I'd like to direct your
20 attention to the second chart and the paragraph at
21 the bottom of the page that begins "I would
22 propose for external reserves reporting."
0557
1
So this is the E-mail from Mr.
2 Meijssen to you?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. And if you could also take a look
5 at Exhibit 25 at the same time, and in particular,
6 your Attachment 3, number 2 on Attachment 3, which
7 ends 736.
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Now, am I correct that what Mr.
10 Meijssen is proposing, which is, quote, "using the
11 40% maturity criterion," -- and I believe that's
12 referring to the chart -- consistent with what you
13 were including in your guidance that's reflected
14 in Attachment 3, number 2?
15
A. Yes. They are this same criteria,
16 yes.
17
Q. And when we look at the chart, the
18 second one?
19
A. Which chart are you on?
20
Q. I am on, I am sorry, Exhibit 29?
21
A. But which chart?
22
Q. On the first page?
0558
1
A. Oh, the table you mean.
2
Q. I am sorry. Yes. The table.
3
A. Oh, okay.
4
Q. If you look at the table, the
5 second table, would the second item listed there,
6 proven developed reserves 40%, that line, be
7 consistent with what you were recommending in your
8 audit report, which is Attachment 3, number 2 on
9 Exhibit 25?
10
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to the
11 characterization of the document to the extent
12 that you are just directing him to one paragraph
13 of his report.
14
MR. HABER: I am asking him, and he
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15 can feel free to look at whatever he needs to
16 answer the question.
17
MR. TUTTLE: You should look at the
18 entirety of your recommendations before you answer
19 that.
20
THE WITNESS:
21
A. Okay. First, let me say that the
22 gist of my -- or a summary of my recommendation of
0559
1 how to deal with the apparent general
2 conservativism in the Oman Proved Reserves, and
3 that is the top half of Attachment 3 in Exhibit
4 25, is that I point to the '98 reserves
5 guidelines, the Shell reserves guidelines.
6
And I say that the point is made
7 there that for mature fields, proved developed
8 reserves can effectively be made equal to
9 expectation developed reserves in line with
10 accepted industry practice. Okay. That was a
11 point that was made in the reserves guidelines.
12
Then I add to say that in the Omani
13 context, a reasonable criterion for determining
14 which fields are mature, I said that you could
15 consider the fields with cumulative production
16 being in excess of 40% of expectation ultimate
17 recovery in that field.
18
That's what I say there. And that
19 is -- those are the -- that is the line of
20 thinking that they follow in this particular
21 table.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0560
1
Q. So in the table, which one of the
2 items in the left column is consistent with what
3 you were suggesting in Attachment 3 of Exhibit 25?
4
A. In order to do that, I would have
5 to read the -- I remember the conversation, but I
6 don't remember the details of the -- of the E-mail
7 discussion. So you will have to bear with me.
8
Q. Okay.
9
A. And I will to have read it
10 carefully. Somebody has some scribbling in it,
11 which certainly aren't my scribbles.
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12
Q. That's going to be one of my next
13 questions.
14
A. Well, they are not.
15
MR. BEST: And just for the record,
16 Mr. Barendregt, you are speaking about the
17 document with Bates number RJW00151703?
18
THE WITNESS: Indeed, yes. Number
19 29, yes.
20
(Pause)
21
Yes. I believe your answer was
22 that the second line, which is headed in that
0561
1 table in Exhibit 29 -- the second line is proven
2 developed reserves, 40%, that that is the one that
3 is in line with my recommendation.
4
And my answer to that would be yes.
5 BY MR. HABER:
6
Q. Now, in your recommendation on
7 Attachment 3, Exhibit 25, did you make any
8 recommendation with regard to reporting proved
9 undeveloped reserves?
10
A. Yes, I did. That's point number 3
11 of the first half -- top half of Attachment 3 in
12 that Exhibit, Exhibit 25, where I say, "For proved
13 undeveloped recoverables, a multiple scenario
14 modelling...should ideally be followed," so indeed
15 I addressed the undeveloped reserves there.
16
Q. So again looking at Exhibit 29, the
17 table, of the bottom two items listed in the
18 left-hand column which is proven developed
19 reserves 40%, undeveloped reserves 60%, and proven
20 developed reserves 40%, undeveloped reserves 40%,
21 which one of these items in the table is
22 consistent with what you are recommending or
0562
1 suggesting in Attachment 3 of Exhibit 25?
2
A. Before I answer that, I think it is
3 useful to bear in mind that my recommendation is,
4 particularly in item number 3 that we just talked
5 about for undeveloped reserves, that item requires
6 or I recommend that a range of multiple scenario
7 modelling is carried out.
8
And by that, I mean that the range
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9 of different reservoir simulation models are set
10 up and run in a future prediction mode to assess
11 what the realistic assessment is for expectation
12 and Proved Reserves in that field. And
13 particularly, the Proved Reserves would be the
14 result of somewhat more conservative assumptions
15 in those models.
16
I put it there fairly lightly, but
17 that is quite a major amount of effort, amount of
18 effort that PDO did not get a chance to get around
19 to.
20
And certainly by the end of 2000,
21 it was clear that accepted approach, although
22 certainly desirable, would not be physically
0563
1 possible before the end of 2000.
2
So coming to your question is
3 either of the two lines named proven developed
4 40%, undeveloped 60% or the one below that, 40%
5 and 40%, is that in concurrence with my
6 recommendation? The answer is no, it isn't.
7
Q. Now, if you look at Exhibit 30,
8 which was also marked as Aalbers Exhibit D, and in
9 particular, I'd like you to take a look at item 5,
10 which appears on the bottom of the page.
11
It says, "As for your proposed
12 volumes to book as externally reported Proved
13 Reserves," paren, "(before they are cut off by
14 license expiry)", close paren, "your line" quote
15 "'proven,'" comma "'DevRes 40%,'" comma "'UndevRes
16 60%'" close quote paren "(347 mln m3 Dev Res and
17 254 UndevRes)" close paren "seems to be the best
18 one to aim for?"
19
Do you recall having any
20 discussions with Mr. Aalbers concerning this
21 suggestion?
22
A. Yes. I -- yes I had, yes.
0564
1
Q. And how did you come to -- in the
2 context -- withdrawn.
3
What do you recall discussing with
4 Mr. Aalbers?
5
A. We mustn't forget that this is
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6 almost seven years ago now. So I don't
7 specifically recall say sentence by sentence what
8 we discussed. I do recall of course the
9 discussion that we had on this issue. And I
10 recall writing this particular E-mail, which I did
11 after having a discussion with Remco Aalbers on
12 this.
13
Q. Do you recall what you and Mr.
14 Aalbers had discussed?
15
A. Yeah. The merits of the various
16 cases that Thomas Meijssen was presenting here.
17
Q. And was it in this discussion that
18 you and Mr. Aalbers arrived at what's reflected in
19 number 5 that I read, that proposal?
20
MR. TUTTLE: Objection to the
21 characterization of the testimony.
22
THE WITNESS:
0565
1
A. I do not remember it, but it's
2 clear that this is an E-mail which I sent.
3
So I wouldn't have sent this E-mail
4 if it would have been, say, disputed by Remco
5 Aalbers.
6
Then if there was any dispute, and
7 I still wanted to go at it, then I would have
8 reflected this in some way.
9 BY MR. HABER:
10
Q. Do you recall how your position
11 evolved from what is reflected in Attachment 6 of
12 Exhibit 25 to the proposal in Exhibit 30?
13
MR. TUTTLE: Attachment 6?
14
MR. HABER: I am sorry, Attachment
15 3. Thank you. I am sorry.
16
Q. Do you recall how -- let me reask
17 that so it's clear.
18
A. Mm-Hmm.
19
Q. Do you recall how your position had
20 evolved from what's reflected in Attachment 3 of
21 Exhibit 25 to what is proposed in Exhibit 30?
22
MR. MORSE: Objection to form.
0566
1
THE WITNESS:
2
A. We were faced with the reality that
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3 my recommendation in item 3 of Attachment 3 of
4 Exhibit No. 25, that that recommendation was
5 describing the ideal case of what PDO should do.
6
As it happened, PDO never got
7 around to doing it. And I explained that to you.
8 So that was a fact. That was something that they
9 couldn't do something about any more, because it
10 would be a fairly sizeable task to carry out these
11 reservoir simulation studies for each and every
12 one of their fields.
13
That being the case, it was deemed
14 desirable to come up with a method of
15 recalculating Proved Reserves in such a manner
16 that the recommendation that I made here would be
17 better reflected than they were in the figures
18 that PDO had been carrying up to that date.
19
So it was in response to the
20 reality and to the unchangeable reality that PDO
21 hadn't been able to carry out these studies, which
22 is something that I personally only discovered at
0567
1 the time that all this played, which was late -2 late 2000, that Remco and I discussed the cases
3 and Thomas Meijssen of PDO discussed the case that
4 we see here reflected.
5
Q. When you said in your answer, "It
6 was deemed desirable to come up with a method of
7 recalculating Proved Reserves in such a manner
8 that the recommendation that I made here would be
9 better reflected than they were."
10
And then it actually -- it's a
11 little difficult to read, but who deemed it
12 desirable to come up with a method of calculating
13 Proved Reserves?
14
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
15 Characterization.
16
THE WITNESS:
17
A. The drive for this came from Remco
18 Aalbers.
19 BY MR. HABER:
20
Q. Did Mr. Aalbers say what was
21 causing him to be so driven?
22
MR. BEST: Objection.
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0568
1
MR. HABER: You can answer.
2
MR. BEST: The question requires an
3 answer which is hearsay.
4 BY MR. HABER:
5
Q. You can answer.
6
A. I can't say of course precisely why
7 Remco Aalbers came to this conclusion, but I know
8 that he read my report. He saw my assessment that
9 the individual field Proved Reserves were low, and
10 obviously too low in comparison with expectation
11 reserves. And this was particularly for mature
12 fields.
13
And of course, Remco was fully
14 aware of the guidelines in 1998, which gave
15 instructions on how to approach reserves in mature
16 fields.
17
And it was clear that the reserves
18 by PDO -- put forward by PDO were not in line with
19 those guidelines for these mature fields.
20
Q. During your discussions with Mr.
21 Aalbers, did you discuss reserve replacement ratio
22 target?
0569
1
MR. TUTTLE: At any time? Any
2 discussion with Remco Aalbers?
3
MR. HABER: No. The discussions
4 concerning Oman.
5
THE WITNESS:
6
A. We may have done, but I don't
7 specifically recall them. But we may have done.
8 BY MR. HABER:
9
Q. Do you recall any conversation
10 concern this booking of reserves in Oman with Mr.
11 Aalbers where he said to you that he was under
12 pressure to reach a certain percentage of the RRR?
13
A. I remember comments to that effect,
14 yes. In that period, he was under pressure; he
15 appeared to be under pressure.
16
Q. What was the basis for your
17 observation?
18
A. Comments by himself, I think.
19
Q. Do you recall what he said to you?
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20
A. He was saying -21
MR. BEST: Object. The same
22 objection, as calling for a hearsay response.
0570
1 BY MR. HABER:
2
Q. And you can answer.
3
A. Not literally, of course. But it
4 was along the lines that he was under pressure to
5 come to a -- to a reserves replacement ratio of
6 around 100 percent.
7
Q. And did he say from where the
8 pressure was being exerted?
9
MR. BEST: Objection. Again, calls
10 for a hearsay answer.
11 BY MR. HABER:
12
Q. You can answer.
13
A. All I can remember is that he said
14 that Philip Watts was expressing a close interest
15 in the end-of-year reserves reporting and the
16 volumes that were about to be reported.
17
Q. Do you recall him saying anything
18 else on the subject?
19
MR. BEST: Same objection. All of
20 these questions are calling for responses which
21 are hearsay objections and are not part of any
22 known exception that I know of to the hearsay
0571
1 rule.
2
But go ahead and answer.
3
MR. HABER: You can raise them at
4 trial. Go ahead.
5
MR. BEST: Well, I am preserving
6 the record right now.
7
MR. HABER: All objections are
8 preserved for trial except as to form.
9
Q. Go ahead.
10
A. I am sorry. Can you ask the
11 question again?
12
Q. Do you recall Mr. Aalbers saying
13 anything else on the subject?
14
A. No. Not off-hand, no.
15
Q. Now, do you recall if the method as
16 proposed in Exhibit 30 is the method that was
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17 implemented for booking reserves in PDO in the end
18 of 2000?
19
A. Not specifically. But it may well
20 have been.
21
Q. Do you recall how many -- how much
22 volume PDO booked as Proved Reserves for year-end
0572
1 2000?
2
A. As a quantified figure, no, I do
3 not. But I can easily look that up.
4
Q. Does approximately 355 or so
5 million barrels sound familiar to you?
6
A. No is the short answer.
7
Q. Okay. Now, a moment ago, you
8 testified that there did come a time when PDO's
9 production had declined.
10
Correct?
11
A. Yes. That was after this period.
12
Q. And my question now relates: Did
13 that decline have any effect on what had been
14 booked at the end of 2000?
15
A. Yes. I think you should understand
16 that my assessment in '99 was based on a
17 comparison of Proved Reserves versus expectation
18 reserves.
19
In my view, and in my knowledge,
20 there was no cause for concern regarding the
21 volumes that PDO carried as expectation reserves.
22
And I base that view on what I saw
0573
1 during the audit. I mean, we had discussions
2 about the major fields, some of the more -- some
3 of the smaller fields.
4
In all, PDO had something close to
5 100 fields in their portfolio, so we didn't
6 discuss each and every one of them. But certainly
7 the major ones, and some of those were major
8 developments were imminent, we discussed in the
9 way I described before. I sat together with the
10 team and we would look at it.
11
And on that basis, I had no reason
12 to have any serious doubts about the expectation
13 volumes that were carried in the books.
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14
There was a further consideration
15 in the back of my head, and that was that all of
16 these field estimates of course were discussed
17 extensively with Oman ministry staff who had their
18 own external experts to help them.
19
So I was satisfied that the
20 expectation reserves were a realistic estimate for
21 the Oman portfolio.
22
What I was concerned about was the
0574
1 ratio between Proved Reserves and expectation
2 reserves in these fields. I make a comment about
3 that in my '99 report.
4
And there is even a plot in my '99
5 report which reflect in a graphical manner what I
6 was referring to.
7
And this particular item was taken
8 up in 2000 in order to bring the booked volume for
9 Oman into closer alignment with expectation
10 volumes.
11
What we were not aware of and what
12 was a surprise to everyone, certainly in the
13 center and I understand also in PDO themselves,
14 was the sudden production problems that began to
15 appear in 2001, i.e. within six months of us
16 trying to do what we are doing here.
17
That was a major surprise to all of
18 us. It meant that in fact the expectation
19 reserves, which we had been viewing as a standard
20 against which to judge the proven reserves, were
21 in themselves obviously too optimistic, and
22 therefore they had to be brought down. By how
0575
1 much that was far from clear at that time.
2
But clearly, some measure of
3 reduction had to be applied.
4
Q. Did there come a time where you
5 reached this conclusion?
6
A. In the course of 2001 when we heard
7 about the first of these production problems, yes.
8
Q. Did you begin to consider whether
9 the reserves that had just been booked should be
10 debooked?
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11
MR. TUTTLE: Objection.
12 Foundation.
13
THE WITNESS:
14
A. I discussed it in my end-year 2001
15 report because that would be my first opportunity
16 to comment on it.
17
I discussed it in that report,
18 bringing the issue together with the issues that
19 are reported on SPDC and I believe Abu Dhabi,
20 saying that here we have companies that are boxed
21 in by end of license and a limit to their
22 production forecast, and that therefore the Proved
0576
1 Reserves that should be booked should be in
2 conformance with those.
3
And I forget the precise words, but
4 I am pretty certain that I did address Oman at
5 that time.
6
Q. You can feel free to look at
7 Exhibit 22. And if you can identify where you
8 said that, that would be helpful?
9
MR. BEST: While he is looking at
10 that, let me make the record clear, because I
11 apologize in our conversation, my objections were
12 all to form, in that your questions required a
13 hearsay response.
14
MR. HABER: Okay.
15
THE WITNESS:
16
A. Yes. In Exhibit 22, if you go to
17 page two of Attachment 1, item number 6, titled
18 "Production licence duration constraints," second
19 paragraph of which starts with, "For a proper
20 estimation of Proved Reserves (which have to
21 fulfill the criterion of 'reasonable certainty')",
22 et cetera, et cetera.
0577
1
I say that, "It is noted that PDO
2 still maintain an 850,000 kb/d plateau in their
3 forecast, in spite of recent problems in
4 maintaining that production level."
5
I go on to say in the following
6 paragraph that, "At present, the Group reserve
7 guidelines do not provide any guidance about what
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8 assumptions to take for future forecasts in these
9 cases. This should be rectified. Following that,
10 the assumed forecasts should be reviewed with the
11 OU's concerned."
12
And that is a statement of fact,
13 that indeed the guidelines, as we had them in the
14 -- in place at that time, did not say anything
15 about what assumptions to take, nor was this
16 particular issue anywhere addressed in Rule 4-10.
17 BY MR. HABER:
18
Q. Had you made any recommendations as
19 to what the guidelines should include?
20
A. I am making them here now.
21
Q. So that paragraph that you just
22 read is -0578
1
A. Is where I make the recommendation
2 and say effectively what I am saying there is
3 look, at this moment, I cannot say that this
4 particular assumption is not in line with our
5 guidelines.
6
I believe that the guidelines
7 should be tightened and should be made more
8 specific, and then we should review again the
9 situation of PDO and, as it happens, SPDC and the
10 others.
11
Q. I guess the question I am asking
12 you is: Did you suggest to anyone how the
13 guidelines should be tightened and be made more
14 specific?
15
A. Yes, I did, in the following year.
16 And that would have been in the year of 2002.
17
Q. And is that recommendation
18 reflected in your annual report?
19
A. Yes. Number 2 of my
20 recommendations on page 4 of the same Attachment.
21 But it says, "In the Group reserves guidelines,
22 include guidance on assumptions to use in future
0579
1 production profiles when these become important
2 for OUs with constrained production licence
3 durations. With such guidance, review the present
4 assumptions used by e.g. SPDC and PDO."
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5
Q. Did you have any involvement in
6 providing the assumptions that were to be used in
7 any tightening of the guidelines?
8
A. The guidelines in 2002, as I
9 remember it, were put together by Jan Willem
10 Roosch at the beginning of 2002, and indeed I had
11 made recommendations for corrections in certain
12 parts, including this particular issue.
13
Q. And do you know if your
14 recommendations were implemented in the revised
15 guidelines?
16
A. I believe they were not.
17
Q. Do you have an understanding as to
18 why?
19
A. The short answer is no. Jan Willem
20 Roosch is Jan Willem Roosch, and he did his own
21 thing.
22
Q. With the guideline revisions in
0580
1 2003, did you raise this issue again for inclusion
2 into the guideline revisions?
3
A. We would have to refer to my
4 end-year document. I can't be precise. Certainly
5 the issue itself was raised. That of course I am
6 sure about. Whether the issue of the guidelines,
7 I cannot tell off-hand. I would have to look at
8 my report.
9
Q. Now, from -- other than the
10 challenge session -- withdrawn.
11
Other than the ARPR process, did
12 you have any follow-up with PDO concerning any of
13 the issues that you identified in your report, the
14 1999 report, that is?
15
A. None that I can remember.
16
Q. And again, other than the ARPR
17 process, did you have any follow-up with PDO
18 concerning the production problems that PDO -19 that you had learned PDO was experiencing?
20
A. The only follow-up that I can
21 remember is the follow-up at the end of 2002 when
22 the issue of the production license constraints,
0581
1 et cetera, was raised again by me in my report.
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2
And when I asked PDO and SPDC for
3 specific data regarding their assumed off-take
4 profiles, and that led to a specific item that I
5 raised in my end 2002 report where I said that
6 clearly the Proved Reserves estimate carried by
7 PDO is too high.
8
I made quite a specific assessment
9 of the volume by which, in my opinion, on the
10 basis of the limited data that I had available, it
11 was obvious that something was not right.
12
Q. If you can just take a look at
13 Exhibit 16 for a moment, and just identify where
14 that discussion is included or contained, rather?
15
A. It would be on page 3 of Attachment
16 1 of Exhibit 16, item number 8, last paragraph at
17 the bottom. First I introduced the issue again of
18 companies being constrained both by the end of
19 license and by their offtakes. And then I
20 described that I asked Shell Abu Dhabi PDO and
21 SPDC for additional information.
22
And where in the last paragraph, I
0582
1 say, "PDO did not provide a clear answer to the
2 query."
3
And I go on to say, "Comparison of
4 their stated Proved oil reserves volume against
5 their latest Business Plan forecast showed that
6 the Proved volume seems unrealistically high," and
7 then I go on.
8
Q. Now, with regard to this portion of
9 the year-end report, and the portion I am
10 referring now to what you just read under item 8,
11 do you recall having any comment -- receiving any
12 comment from any of the recipients on the first
13 page of Exhibit 16?
14
And that includes the direct
15 recipients and the recipients who are copied.
16
A. No specific comments stand out.
17 Walter van de Vijver and ExCom members certainly
18 didn't come back to me, Malcolm Harper didn't.
19 Frank Coopman and I had frequent contact with, so
20 he may have given some comments or asked
21 questions.
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22
But I don't remember specifically
0583
1 which they were, and the same as we said for Han
2 van Delden and Brian Puffer who of course I saw at
3 the end of January 80.
4
Q. Other than specific conversations,
5 do you recall any specific conversations that you
6 had with Mr. Coopman concerning Oman?
7
A. Not specifically, no. No. I am
8 not saying that we hadn't, but I cannot remember
9 any specific points.
10
Q. And again, general discussion over
11 Oman, do you recall having that with Mr. Van
12 Delden?
13
A. Not specifically. But I made the
14 point, this particular point and many other
15 points, quite clear in my presentation.
16
I remember that I showed a view
17 graph with the production forecasts, at which I
18 drew various lines suggesting what the minimum
19 amount was by which I needed to see the Proved
20 Reserves estimate needed to be corrected.
21
Q. And was Mr. Puffer present during
22 this presentation?
0584
1
A. Yes, he would have been, yes.
2
Q. Do you recall any reaction from Mr.
3 Van Delden or Mr. Puffer to the presentation?
4
A. Not specifically. But I know that
5 it wasn't received in stony silence. We certainly
6 did get questions and comments. But if you ask me
7 who made what comment, I honestly cannot remember.
8
Q. Other than the recipients
9 identified on Exhibit 16, did Ms. Boynton provide
10 any comment about the Oman item that we just
11 talked about?
12
MS. WICKHEM: Object. Lack of
13 foundation.
14
MR. TUTTLE: To Mr. Barendregt?
15
MR. HABER: To Mr. Barendregt.
16
THE WITNESS:
17
A. Well, Ms. Boynton was not copied on
18 my note, nor do I think she received a copy, at
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19 least to my knowledge.
20 BY MR. HABER:
21
Q. Well, let me ask a different
22 question. Did you have a different discussion
0585
1 with Ms. Boynton concerning the note that has been
2 marked as Exhibit 16?
3
A. No. I have never met Ms. Boynton.
4
Q. Same question with regard to Mr.
5 Watts. Did you discuss the note with Mr. Watts?
6
A. No. I never met Mr. Watts.
7
MR. BEST: Objection to form.
8 Asked and answered.
9 BY MR. HABER:
10
Q. Now, you did conduct another audit
11 of Oman.
12
Correct?
13
A. In 2003, yes.
14
Q. Was that audit a part of the cycle,
15 the four-year cycle that had been your practice?
16
A. As it happened, yes. Yeah. But I
17 think following my recommendation or my remark at
18 the end of 2002, even if it had been part of the
19 cycle, then in order it would have been carried
20 out in Oman in the following year.
21
MR. FERRARA: Excuse me, Mr. Haber.
22 If you think you are going to be able to wrap up
0586
1 with 2003 and conclude your examination the next
2 ten minutes or so, I would like to continue.
3
But in the event that you think
4 that you are going to go longer than that, we have
5 been on for a little more than an hour and we may
6 want to take a five-minute break.
7
MR. HABER: I think probably we
8 will be on for about ten to 15 minutes on 2003,
9 and then I just have, as I mentioned earlier, one
10 small area that I do want to inquire into that I
11 don't anticipate longer than a half-hour, and
12 should take less.
13
MR. FERRARA: Well then, we should
14 take a break.
15
MR. HABER: That's fine.
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16
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
17 record at 12:30.
18
(Short recess taken)
19
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Beginning tape
20 number 9 and returning to the record at 12:41 from
21 1230.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0587
1
Q. Mr. Barendregt, I just want to go
2 back to one answer that you gave previously, and
3 that concerned that 15% of proved developed
4 entitlements.
5
I believe your earlier testimony
6 was that it was corrected a few months later?
7
A. Yes. Certainly a correction was
8 made to the proved developed estimate at that
9 time, yes.
10
Q. And do you recall the basis for
11 that correction?
12
A. As I recall it, it would have been
13 as a result of the recommendation that I made in
14 -- or the observation that I made in my 1999 audit
15 report.
16
Q. And that correction was reflected
17 in the final ARPR submission for PDO?
18
A. Yes, indeed it was. There was a
19 sizeable negative correction, yes.
20
Q. Do you know if PDO had ever
21 withdrawn its business plan during your tenure as
22 group reserves auditor?
0588
1
A. I cannot recall. I can't recall.
2 It wouldn't -- I wouldn't normally be involved in
3 the process of business plan and capital
4 allocation submissions.
5
Q. Were you involved in PDO's capital
6 allocation submissions?
7
A. No, I was not.
8
Q. Now, right before the break, we
9 were starting -- we were about to get into your
10 2003 audit.
11
Do you recall generally what you
12 had found in Oman when you audited PDO?
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13
MR. TUTTLE: In 2003?
14
MR. HABER: In 2003.
15
THE WITNESS:
16
A. It was clear that the original
17 expectation reserves estimates for some fields,
18 some of the fields, were too high. It was also
19 clear that the production forecast, and in
20 particular proved production forecast, had been
21 too optimistic and needed review.
22
In addition, of course, we had the
0589
1 issue that we discussed before of the reserves
2 guidelines having been tightened and, in
3 particular, requiring a more strict hurdle before
4 undeveloped reserves could be produced. And that
5 also affected some of the proved forecasts for
6 undeveloped reserves on PDO's books.
7
And the net result was that proved
8 -- developed and proved undeveloped forecasts for
9 PDO were quite a lot less than what they were
10 before and, more importantly for me, that a lot of
11 work still needed to be done to mature reserves
12 such that they could be booked as Proved Reserves.
13
Q. If you take a look at Exhibit 26?
14
A. 26, yes, I have got it.
15
Q. And if you could pull 27 aside as
16 well, because we will get to it.
17
Do you recall preparing this Draft
18 Note?
19
MR. BEST: Which one?
20
MR. HABER: I am sorry. Exhibit
21 26.
22
THE WITNESS:
0590
1
A. Yes. As I explained several times
2 before, I was in the habit of preparing a Draft
3 Note shortly before my completion of the audit.
4 BY MR. HABER:
5
Q. And do you recall who you
6 distributed the Draft Note to?
7
A. Not specifically. But in this
8 case, I would have expected it to be Stuart
9 Clayton.
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10
Q. Do you know who Said al-Harty is?
11
A. He was the -- and I am looking now
12 at Exhibit 27. He was the reserves coordinator.
13
Q. Do you recall providing him with a
14 draft?
15
A. Not specifically. I would expect
16 that I had done that via E-mail, yes.
17
Q. Do you recall if you sent a draft
18 to Stuart Evans?
19
A. Probably not. I do not recall.
20 The reason is that I sent my Draft Note typically
21 to one or two people in the organization that I
22 had -- I had audited, and I would expect them to
0591
1 distribute it further within their organization,
2 appropriate persons in their organization.
3
Q. Do you recall receiving any
4 feedback from the people that you sent the draft
5 to?
6
A. Again, not specifically. But I
7 always got feedback, small or slightly less small.
8 But no, I cannot recall in this instance.
9
Q. In this particular instance, do you
10 recall any of the people you distributed a draft
11 to challenging the facts and conclusions set forth
12 in Exhibit 26?
13
A. Not challenging it, no. No. I do
14 not recall.
15
Q. I'd like you just to take a look at
16 the first page for a moment of Exhibit 26. And
17 it's the paragraph that begins, "The audit found
18 that PDO's Group share proved developed reserves
19 are largely reasonable, but that the proved total
20 reserves are currently overstated by some 40%."
21
Do you see that?
22
A. Yes.
0592
1
Q. Now, when you referred to proved
2 total reserves, what are you referring to?
3
A. The sum of proved developed and
4 proved undeveloped reserves.
5
Q. And do you recall, between proved
6 developed and proved undeveloped, which made up a
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7 greater portion of the overstatement?
8
A. No, I do not remember that detail.
9
Q. Now, further in this paragraph, you
10 write -- and it's the second to last sentence in
11 this paragraph, "PDO have recognised this and have
12 embarked on it on an aggressive study programme to
13 address the maturation of these projects."
14
Do you know when this project or
15 this study program commenced?
16
A. I wasn't there when it was
17 commenced. But it must have been in the course of
18 2003.
19
Q. So your understanding is it was
20 commenced prior to the time you conducted your
21 audit?
22
A. Yes. There was, of course, and I
0593
1 think I mentioned that earlier on, a study -2 meanwhile a study was going on by staff in
3 Rijswijk, Stein Christiansen. There was a study
4 regarding the STOIIP and reserves review of all
5 the PDO fields.
6
But that wasn't a development
7 study. Meanwhile, PDO themselves were starting -8 at that time were starting to set up a program of
9 studies.
10
Q. And I am sorry. I just don't
11 recall, when did the study that was conducted by
12 Stein Christiansen commence?
13
A. As I remember it, it must have been
14 somewhere around the middle of the year, May/June
15 thereabouts would have been my estimate.
16
Q. Now, if you could just turn to page
17 175, number 5 on the page. The first sentence
18 reads, "There is mis-alignment between individual
19 field proved reserves and the corporate PDO
20 submission."
21
Was this a problem that existed at
22 PDO at the time you conducted your audit in 1999?
0594
1
A. I'll have to read the entire
2 paragraph.
3
Q. Okay. Please do.
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4
(Pause)
A. Yes. Yes, I did.
5
Q.
SO this was an issue that was
6
7 existing at the time you conducted the '99 audit?
A. Yes, it was, yes.
8
Q. Now-9
l O A . There is a plot which is referred
11 to as Figure 2 in the report, which is the same
12 plot as a similar plot that was produced in the
13 '99 report, except this one, the message is -14 should be clear that the ratio between proved and
15 expectation reserves in the Oman fields were way
16 too low.
Q. And this is the figure on page 178
17
18 at the bottom half of the page?
A. Correct, yes.
19
Q. Now, you graded PDO unsatisfactory.
20
21
Correct?
A. On this audit, yes. The status of
22
0595
1 the reserves was unsatisfactory, yes.
Q. Do you recall having any
2
3 discussions with Mr. Coopman concerning this
4 grade?
A. Not off-hand, no.
5
Q. Now, I'd like you to take a look at
6
7 Exhibit 27. Do you recognize this document?
A. Yes. It would appear to be my
8
9 final-- the final copy of my report of the 2003
10 audit on PDO Oman.
11
Q. Do you recall preparing this
12 report?
13
A. Yes. Yes, I do.
Q. And you will notice that there is
14
15 no signature on the bottom left-hand corner of the
16 first page.
17
Do you recall distributing this
18 note via E-mail to the recipients identified on
19 page I?
20
A. Yes, I do.
21
Q. And there are a number of people
22 who are identified as direct and copied
0596
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1 recipients. Do you recall receiving any comment
2 from any ofthese recipients to your
3 unsatisfactory grade for the Proved Reserves
4 position at PDO Oman?
5
A. No. No. I would have expected any
6 such comment, if there were any, to have been made
7 to my Draft Note.
But I do not recollect and I would
8
9 be surprised if anybody came back to me after
10 issuing the final note.
11
Q. Other than the recipients that are
12 identified on Exhibit 27, did you receive any
13 comment to the note from WaIter van der Vijver?
14
A. No. No.
15
Q. Same question with regard to Mr.
16 Watts?
17
MR. BEST: Objection. Form. Asked
18 and answered.
He testified one or two days ago
19
20 that I don't believe he remembers having any
21 conversation with Mr. Watts for years.
But you can answer.
22
0597
THE WITNESS:
1
2
A. No. I did not receive any comments
3 from Phi1 Watts.
4 BY MR. HABER:
Q. Same question with regard to Ms.
5
6 Boynton?
7
MS. WICKHEM: Object to form and
8 foundation.
9 BY MR. HABER:
Q. You can answer.
10
11
A. I did not receive any comments from
12 Ms. Boynton.
13 BY MR. HABER:
Q. Other than comments to this
14
15 particular note, did Mr. Van der Vijver discuss
16 with you your findings in Oman in 2003?
17
A. He did not discuss those with me at
18 any point in time, before and after.
Q. And other than with regard to this
19
20 specific note, did Ms. Boynton ever discuss with
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21 you your findings of Oman in 2003?
22
MR. BEST: Objection, form. I
0598
1 believe he testified that he has never met Ms.
2 Boynton.
3
THE WITNESS:
A. Correct. The answer to your
4
5 question is no.
6 BY MR. HABER:
Q. Now, if you can turn to page 4 of
7
8 Attachment 1 which ends in 18 under number 12, the
9 auditor's suggestion for the way forward.
10
MR. FERRARA: I am sorry. What
11 page number are you on? It ends 18 or the DB
12 number 767.
13
THE WITNESS: Yes.
14 BY MR. HABER:
15
Q. Are you with me looking at number
16 l2?
17
A.
Yes. I am.
18
Q. The third dash reads, "Hence, it is
19 suggested that the present proved developed and
20 proved total Group share reserves volumes be
21 continued in the 1.1.2004 submission correcting
22 only for 2003 production and for transfers from
0599
1 developed to undeveloped. Total Proved Reserves
2 replacement ratio should thus be O%."
3
Why were you recommending -4 withdrawn.
5
Can you explain what this
6 recommendation is saying?
7
MR. TUTTLE: Are you limiting him
8 to that specific dash or to the total
9 recommendation that's reflected in all five or so
10 of the dashes?
11
MR. HABER: Well, he can refer to
12 that, but if it will help him to look at the whole
13 thing for context, that's fine.
14
MR. TUTTLE: I just want to make
15 sure the record is clear, if you are asking him to
16 explain just a part ofthe recommendation as
17 opposed to the entire thing?
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18
MR. HABER: Well, the question is
19 directed to that entire part.
20
However if it will make it easier
21 for him to respond to the question, he is
22 certainly free and I will encourage him to look at
0600
1 the full context.
THE WITNESS:
2
3
A. The situation that PDO Oman was in
4 at that time is that as far as documentation and
5 field evidence was concerned, there was only a
6 modest amount of the carried Proved Reserves that
7 could in fact be defended as Proved Reserves,
8 particularly bearing in mind that these Proved
9 Reserves of course would also have to be curtailed
10 by the end of license in 2012.
11
There were development plans in
12 place -- I am sorry. There were development plans
13 being undertaken that, in my view, were such that
14 it was highly likely that they would yield
15 additional Proved Reserves in the course of the
16 commg year.
In addition, and even more
17
18 importantly as to its impact, discussions were
19 ongoing with the Omani government regarding an
20 extension of the license beyond 2012.
21
I had discussed that particular
22 item with the Oman Managing Director, John
0601
1 Malcolm, and he assured me that he was fully
2 confident that an agreement could be reached with
3 the Omani government, if not before the end of the
4 current year, which was 2002, then certainly early
5 on into 2003.
6
He told me that he had been given
7 verbal assurance by I believe the Oman minister
8 that a deal would be struck.
9
I took that as an important piece
10 of information, because that would mean that as
11 soon as that license extension was there, then a
12 sizeable amount of reserves would be fully in line
13 with the requirement that Proved Reserves needed
14 to be developed -- needed to be producible within
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15 the license period.
16
I took that as an evidence of
17 reasonable certainty. I based that reasonable
18 certainty on the verbal assurance that I had been
19 given by the highest person in the organization of
20 PDO that this was likely to occur.
21
And therefore, I said it's
22 ablllldantly clear that next year, you are going to
0602
1 have this production, if not this year, you are
2 going to have this license extension and that,
3 therefore, you have an instant increase in your
4 Proved Reserves.
What I recommended here was in
5
6 order to avoid swings in reserves, i.e., booking
7 them or debooking them one year and then having
8 them again booked the next year, that these
9 reserves be maintained.
10
I will accept that if you look at
11 the specific requirement, as they were in the
12 Shell guidelines, of proven reserves being
13 producible within existing licenses, this did not
14 fully conform to that.
15
However, I looked more at the
16 bottom line requirement of reasonable certainty
17 and I felt that that particular condition was
18 fulfilled.
But I will accept criticism that
19
20 this particular recommendation was not wholly
21 justified by the actual-- the actual conditions
22 in the Shell guidelines. I will also say that
0603
1 this particular recommendation was not followed by
2 -- in particular, by Frank Coopman.
3
Q. And do you recall what Mr. Coopman
4 had said to you in deciding not to go along with
5 your recommendation?
6
A. I believe he did. I believe he
7 did.
8
Q. I am saying do you recall what he
9 said to you?
l O A . Yes, I believe that he did say that
11 to me.
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12
Q. Just that he would not go along
13 with the recommendation?
14
A. That he said that indeed, he was
15 not going to go along with that particular
16 recommendation, yes.
17
Q. Did he give you any explanation as
18 to why he would not go along with your
19 recommendation?
20
A. I believe it was on the basis of it
21 not being in conformance with the letter of the
22 guidelines.
0604
1
Q. Do you recall when you had this
2 discussion with Mr. Coopman?
3
A. Not on a specific day. But it must
4 have been somewhere between the draft reports and
5 the end reports, somewhere in November.
6
Q. If! am understanding what your
7 answer is and what the recommendation is, am I
8 correct that the recommendation that's set forth
9 in Exhibit 27 is only to debook a small portion of
10 the total reserves that are overstated? Is that
11 -- am I correct?
12
MR. TUTTLE: Object to the
13 characterization.
THE WITNESS:
14
15
A. In fact the recommendation is to
16 maintain the current proved volume, with the net
17 effect that the total Proved Reserves replacement
18 ratio should be zero, which means effectively that
19 you deduct the reserves that you carried the last
20 year, you deduct from that the annual production
21 and then the reduced volume was to be maintained
22 in the books.
0605
1
That's what I intend here.
2 BY MR. HABER:
3
Q. And did that include all ofthe
4 reserves that you deemed to be overstated?
5
MR. TUTTLE: Object to the
6 characterization.
THE WITNESS:
7
8
A.
Yes. It would have, yes. I think
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you should llllderstand that what I was seeing as a
situation to be avoided, i.e., to have the major
reserves reduction in one year only to be followed
by the reserves being replaced -- the same
reserves being replaced the following year, that's
where I was coming from.
But I will accept -- like I said, I
will accept criticism that this is one of the, in
my mind, very few occasions when my actions were
potentially subject to criticism.
BY MR. HABER:
Q. And so now I think I got it. So
then by maintaining the reserves, it would be at
the point when they would be debooked, in effect,

0606
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

it would be offset by the extension of the license
so that the net effect would be zero.
Is that correct?
MR. TUTTLE: Object to the
characterization.
THE WITNESS:
A. It would be zero now, yes.
BY MR. HABER:
Q. Right. Okay.
Now, I think on the first day, I
asked you a question or two about your involvement
in Project Rockford.
A. Mm-Hmm. Are we done with this?
Q. Yes. We are done with it.
How did you come to become involved
inProjectRockford?
A. As I mentioned on I believe the
first day, in -- at the end of November of 2003,
it became clear that sizeable reserves,
corrections reserves, recategorizations were going
to be required.
In the first instance, the first

0607
1
2
3
4
5

piece of concrete evidence was coming from SPDC.
And in the face ofthat, it was
very quickly realized by, among others, Frank
Coopman, that once you make a reduction like this,
then you'd better make what by some was referred
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6 to as a clean sweep across the board.
7
You'd better critically look at the
8 Proved Reserves across the board. That of course
9 was highly confidential information at that time.
10
And on similar occasions, when a
11 highly confidential project was going to be
12 undertaken, Shell had the habit of giving that
13 particular project a name and of ensuring that
14 everybody who was in the know on that project
15 would be signing an additional declaration of
16 confidentiality; and more stringent than the
17 general declaration of confidentiality that
18 everybody would have to sign and that I had to
19 sign when I started my contract with Shell as
20 reserves auditor.
21
That was a normal procedure for
22 Shell. And therefore, this particular project of

0608
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

reserves recategorization was given a name for
ease of reference without giving away the
confidentiality of its content.
The players in there were -- in the
very first instance, were Frank Coopman, John Pay,
the reserves coordinator, and myself. But of
course the circle very, very quickly spread to
people first inside SIEP and soon after that, to
people outside SIEP as well.
Q. Who invited you to work on Project
Rockford?
MR. BEST: Objection to the form,
and characterization.
THE WITNESS:
A. I don't think inviting was the
right term. I was effectively having no choice.
It was obvious that I had had an instrumental role
in the previous reserves bookings. And it
therefore was of little doubt, of no doubt in
anybody's mind that I had to play a role in that
particular proj ect.
BY MR. HABER:

0609
1
Q. Now, during your involvement in
2 Project Rockford, do you recall any discussion
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about whether there was a breakdown in internal
controls?
A.
Yes. Vaguely, yes.
Q. And do you recall the sum and
substance of those discussions?
A. If I recall, it went along the
lines ofthe question: How did we manage to find
this in this position? How did we -- we as a
company that was, we felt and a lot of people
felt, was well managed, how did we manage to find
ourselves in the position that we are in now where
we are having to restate or recategorize our
reserves?
And one ofthe avenues of thought
was the question: Was there a breakdown in
controls? Did people anywhere along the line not
do what they were meant to have been doing and
what they were required to have been doing?
According to terms ofreference or whatever,
controls were in place.

0610

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

That was an avenue of thought that
was particularly undertaken by Frank Coopman.
Q. Did you have any involvement in the
work that was done in co=ection with answering
this question about internal control breakdown?
A. Early on, yes. I remember that
Frank had drafted up some view graphs I believe,
reflecting his initial thoughts on the issue, and
he asked us for some comment.
Afterwards, he took the whole issue
of controls further up the organization, and then
it was beyond my perception. I stopped being
involved.
MR. HABER: I would like to mark as
Exhibit3l, I think.
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 31 marked
for identification)
This is two E-mails, the last of
which is from Mr. Barendregt. It's dated January
3, 2004. It's to Frank Coopman with a CC to John
Pay, John Darley and John Bell. The subject line
reads: "Re: Internal control weaknesses."
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0611
1
Q. Mr. Barendregt, have you seen the
2 last E-mail that's reflected on Exhibit 31, which
3 is from you to Mr. Coopman?
4
A. What do you mean by the last
5 E-mail? The top one?
Q. The top E-mail, yes.
6
7
A. Yes. Yes.
Q. And just for the record, since I
8
9 haven't given the Bates range for this document,
10 the document has two Bates ranges, the first one
11 is VOOl 01 693 through VOOl0l694. And the other one
12 is GUI000798 through GUI000799.
13
Now, if you look at the bottom
14 E-mail from Mr. Coopman to Curtis Frasier dated
15 January 2, 2004, you will notice that your name
16 appears in brackets.
Did you put those -- did you put
17
18 your name in those brackets?
19
A. What it was is that an E-mail was
20 sent, which was the one from Curtis to Frank
21 Coopman -- from Curtis Frasier to Frank Coopman,
22 and that we were asked to -- that that E-mail had
0612
1 a text that we were asked to comment on.
2
What I did was that in my reply, I
3 think I pasted or somehow pasted the original
4 E-mail and then made corrections to the text, and
5 then it's a habit of Outlook, the E-mail program,
6 that we -- that was in use in Shell, that the
7 minute I changed the text in another E-mail, then
8 immediately I would get -- or one would get my
9 name between brackets, and then in a color, which
10 it doesn't explain here, the changes that I made
11 in the text.
12
So my way of commenting to that
13 particular text would be to strike out certain
14 bits and to add new bits. That is what I was
15 asked to do.
16
So that's what it is. So that's
17 why you see my name appearing as some sort of
18 audit trail, not controlled by myself but
19 controlled by Outlook, together with the color of
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20 my changes, of the changes that I had made in that
21 text.
Q. And do you recall if the changes
22
0613
1 that occur -- that appear after your name, do
2 those reflect your changes?
3
A. Yeah. They would have been except
4 that you ca=ot see the colors. So somewhere
5 along the line, I would expect the blue color to
6 go back to the black which was the original text.
7 But on a black and white print, you ca=ot see.
8
So you ca=ot precisely see what
9 changes I have made. And I must have made -- I
10 ca=ot honestly remember which it was, which words
11 precisely that I changed.
Q. We will check to see ifthis has
12
13 been produced in the native format so we can tell.
14 But since it has got a Bates number on it, it
15 certainly appears it was not produced in the
16 format that would reflect the color changes that
17 Mr. Barendregt has just testified to.
18
And if that's the case, we would
19 request production of this document with the color
20 changes so that we could see what changes Mr.
21 Barendregt inserted.
22
Now, also this Exhibit 31, is this
0614
1 consistent with what you just testified to about
2 Mr. Coopman preparing a view graph requesting some
3 comments?
4
A. That's how I remember it, yes.
5
Q. And do you recall -- you'll notice
6 in his E-mail of January 2nd, is a reference to a
7 Note to the CMD.
Do you have a recollection that the
8
9 comments that you were making were in the context
10 of a Note that was deemed prepared for the CMD's
11 review?
12
A. I don't remember that.
13
Q. You can put this document aside.
14
(Complying)
15
MR. BEST: Can we go off the record
16 for like two seconds?
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17
MR. HABER: Sure.
18
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
19 record at 1:20.
(Offthe record)
20
21
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Returning to the
22 record at 1:22 from 1:20.
0615
1 BY MR. HABER:
Q. Mr. Barendregt, did you prepare a
2
3 report, an annual report such as the ones that you
4 have done in 2004?
A. No. I am sorry. At the beginning
5
6 of 2004, yes, I would have prepared a report on
7 2003.
Q. And do you recall ever writing
8
9 down, from your perspective, the events that led
10 up to Project Rockford?
11
A.
Yes, I did, in January. Yes.
12
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 32 marked
13 for identification)
14
Q. The first Exhibit that I am marking
15 as Barendregt Exhibit 32 is a document that was
16 produced from a native drive.
17
It bears the Summation Document
18 Number" 100254267: Rockford - A historical
19 perspective." It's from Mr. Barendregt to Frank
20 Coopman. It was sent on January 16,2004. The
21 subject line reads, "Rockford - A historical
22 perspective," and the Attachment is
0616
1 "Rockford-HistPersp.doc."
2
(Barendregt Exhibit No. 33 marked
3 for identification)
4
The next document that I am marking
5 is Barendregt Exhibit 33. It is a Note which is
6 dated February 1, 2004. It's titled, "Review of
7 Group End-2003 Proved Oil and Gas Reserves,
8 Summary Preparation." Its Bates number is
9 RJWOl 021058 through RJWOl 021076.
10
(Handing)
11
Mr. Barendregt, looking at Exhibit
12 33 for a moment, have you seen this document
13 before today?
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14
A. It would appear to be my end 2003
15 report. And yes that of course, I have seen it.
16
Q. And do you recall preparing this
17 report?
18
A.
Yes, I do.
19
Q. And you will notice in the bottom
20 left-hand corner, your signature does not appear.
21
Do you recall distributing this
22 report via E-mail to the recipients identified on
0617
1 this document?
2
A.
Yes, I do.
3
Q. Now, looking at Exhibit 32, which
4 is the historical perspective, why did you prepare
5 this document?
6
A. When Project Rockford and the
7 reserves categorization were becoming a reality, I
8 very quickly realized that of all the players at
9 the time, that is at the end of 2003, I was
10 probably the one with a memory, if not an
11 involvement, in the issue of reserves, that
12 stretched out further into the past than anybody
13 else.
14
I had been the only one that had
15 been directly involved in reserves reporting
16 matters for the last five years.
17
But also I had been one, as a
18 result of my various steps in my career, I had
19 been the one that had been closest and actively
20 involved, as a matter of fact, in the issue of
21 reserves reporting from time to time in the years
22 before that.
0618
1
Q. Did someone ask you to prepare this
2 -- a document like this?
3
A. No. Nobody did. I took it upon
4 myself to reflect what my thoughts were in the
5 position that, in my view was unique, like I said,
6 because of the experience that I had had with
7 reserves reporting over the years.
8
Q. Did you have any discussion with
9 Mr. Coopman about this historical perspective?
10
A. Not a lot. Mr. Coopman had plenty
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11 of other things on his mind at the time. And
12 yeah, no. We didn't discuss it in great detail.
13
He made one or two general
14 comments, the details of which escape me at the
15 moment.
Q. Now, if you look at the first page
16
17 of Exhibit3 2, the last sentence. It says -18 that's the E-mail, I am sorry.
19
A. Sorry.
Q. The very last sentence says, "I'm
20
21 not sure yet whether this should be part of," in
22 paren "(or an appendix to)," close paren, "my
0619
1 end-year report."
Did you decide to include this
2
3 historical perspective in your year-end report?
4
A. Let's see. When was this? Yes.
5 This was halfway during January, so at that time
6 my a=ual report would by no means would have been
7 finished.
It reflected precisely what it says
8
9 there, that I could see it as a possibility of
10 appending it to my end-year report or just leave
11 it as an -- as a separate report for whoever would
12 be interested in it.
13
In the end, but that was after
14 this, I decided that it was probably best not to
15 have it included as a -- in its full, and to have
16 a brief summary of that included. I believe
17 that's what I did, as a summary by summary in the
18 text.
19
And I believe, if you go to
20 deposition number 33 -- Exhibit No. 33, then my
21 thoughts reflected in full in the note of Exhibit
22 32 are reflected in paragraph 2 of Attachment 1 of
0620
1 my end-year note.
Q. Did you receive any comments from
2
3 any of the recipients to Exhibit 33 to what you
4 had written on number 2 of Attachment 1?
5
A. Yes. I received several comments
6 of people saying, look, you don't want to include
7 all of this in your end-year report. So I
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8 received some resistance of including that in the
9 report.
10
Q. And who provided the resistance?
11
A. Frank Coopman was one of them. I
12 believe John Bell. I cannot remember who else.
13 There was one lawyer over in the US who provided
14 some comment and who also felt that this wasn't
15 useful.
16
MR. FERRARA: Excuse me. If there
17 is a lawyer in the US that was serving as counsel
18 to Shell at the time and was providing legal
19 advice with respect to reserve reporting issues
20 that was confidential when given and was intended
21 to remain confidential, then that may be a
22 privileged communication belonging to Shell, and
0621
1 we are not at liberate to waive it.
2
So if in response to your answer,
3 you are about to say what a lawyer advised Shell
4 or one of its officials, then you can talk about
5 that off ofthe record.
6
If not, you can continue.
7
MR. BEST: Or what you told the
8 lawyer.
9
THE WITNESS:
l O A . What I told the lawyer -11
MR. BEST: Stop.
12
MR. FERRARA: Excuse me.
13
MR. BEST: We don't want you to-14
THE WITNESS: Sorry.
15
MR. FERRARA: I don't want this.
16
MR. HABER: Yes. And let me just
17 say, you are free to inquire with him. All I want
18 to know right now is who the lawyer is, who you
19 spoke with.
20
THE WITNESS: I cannot remember his
21 name. I am sorry.
22 BY MR. HABER:
0622
1
Q. Okay. That's okay.
A. The whole issue is not important
2
3 whether or not he was a lawyer or not.
4
MR. BEST: It is for us.
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5 BY MR. HABER:
6
Q. Because I want to get this done, if
7 it's acceptable to you, when I conclude subject to
8 everyone else's examination, ifthere is anything
9 in there, as before, if he feels that he can
10 testify to, about it, then that will be fine. If
11 it is in fact privileged, then we will just leave
12 it as is.
13
I just want to -- my point is I am
14 trying to get through this so that we can break.
15
MR. FERRARA: I am sorry. So you
16 were suggesting that on the break, we inquire as
17 to what this -MR. HABER: Correct.
18
MR. FERRARA: -- communication is,
19
20 and then advise you after the break -21
MR. HABER: Correct.
22
MR. FERRARA: -- whether in our
0623
1 judgment, this is a privileged communication?
2
MR. HABER: That's correct. If
3 that's acceptable.
4
MR. FERRARA: Certainly we'll ask.
5
MR. HABER: Okay.
6
Q. I think I asked you the name of the
7 attorney.
Do you recall who that was?
8
9
A. No, I don't.
10
Q. Does Curtis Frasier sound familiar?
11
A. No, it wasn't him.
12
Q. Other than the people you
13 identified, can you think of anyone else who
14 provided any resistance to you including a form of
15 this perspective in your report?
16
A. Not off-hand, no.
17
Q. I just have one follow-up question
18 from SPDC.
19
Yesterday you said that you had
20 raised the license expiry concern with SPDC in
21 1999 during your audit.
22
Correct?
0624
A.
Yes.
1
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2

Q. And I think you also testified
3 yesterday that SPDC sought to resolve the license
4 expiry issue sometime in 2002.
5
Am I correct?
6
A.
Yes. Yes.
7
Q. Do you have an understanding as to
8 why it took SPDC approximately two years or so to
9 address the issue that you had raised in 1999?
10
MR. TUTTLE: Object to the
11 characterization.
12
THE WITNESS:
13
A. No, I do not. I do not.
14
MR. HABER: Again, subject to the
15 questioning by other counsel, I am concluded for
16 this examination.
17
MR. BEST: We take a, what,
18 half-an-hour lunch break? How much, an hour?
19
MR. FERRARA: Well, it will be
20 someplace between 30 minutes and an hour. But we
21 need to-22
MR. HABER: That's fine.
0625
MR. FERRARA: -- consult first.
1
2 And if! could ask all ofthe other counsel to
3 come into our break-out room? We are offthe
4 record.
5
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
6 record at 1:34.
7
(Lunch recess taken)
8
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Retlillling to the
9 record at 2:05 from 1:34.
10
MR. FERRARA: We have just
11 concluded our lunch break.
12
And over the lunch break, we have
13 considered the most productive way of proceeding
14 with our opportunity to either redirect or cross,
15 depending on one's perspective to Mr. Barendregt.
16
And we have consulted with all of
17 the other lawyers here, and at least two of whom,
18 maybe three have their own interests in asking
19 questions of Mr. Barendregt.
And we, that is LeBoeuf and
20
21 Debevoise, certainly have many questions we would
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22 like to pose to the witness and we are expecting
0626
1 in the aggregate, that would take two or three
2 more hours. And I think given -- and perhaps
3 longer.
4
Given the very detailed examination
5 that Mr. Barendregt has undergone for the past
6 four days, detailed and exhausting as it has been,
7 we have collectively determined that the
8 appropriate and prudent thing to do is to adjourn
9 this deposition rather than to close it, agree to
10 resume the examination of Mr. Barendregt here in
11 The Hague under the same terms and conditions as
12 he has appeared these past four days, and to come
13 to a date within the next several weeks that is
14 agreeable to the parties present.
15
If anyone does not want to come, of
16 course they need not, and then we will resume our
17 examination or commence our examination of Mr.
18 Barendregt at that time.
19
We will consult with the other
20 defense lawyers who are here to see if we can
21 streamline the examination so that it's not
22 repetitive and doesn't take more time than is
0627
1 needed.
2
And we will consult with you, the
3 Plaintiff's counsel, to come to an agreeable date.
4
MR. HABER: Okay. And everything
5 that you've said is agreeable to us. We will, of
6 course, sit down and discuss with you and any of
7 the other defense counsel, how much time and a
8 date on which the resumption of this proceeding,
9 this examination will be.
10
And again, of course I will still
11 continue to reserve my right to ask further
12 questions subject to counsel's examination.
13
MR. FERRARA: Right. And we will
14 further consider during this period the question
15 you asked about the privilege objection that I
16 raised, and we will consult with Mr. Barendregt on
17 that and appear to respond to that when the
18 deposition resumes.
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19
MR. HABER: Okay.
20
MR. FERRARA: I want to first now
21 -- I shouldn't say first. I now want to invite
22 comments from any of the other defense counsel who
0628
1 may want to be heard on this point.
2
MR. ADLER: For PWC U.K., we are
3 happy with that procedure.
4
MR. DAVIS: The same for KPMG B.Y.
5
MR. GOLDSTEIN: Same for Philip
6 Watts.
7
MS. WICKHEM: Same for Boynton.
8
MR. HABER: Okay.
9
MR. FERRARA: Au revoir.
10
MR. HABER: We are done for this
11 week.
12
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the
13 record at 2:09.
14
(Whereupon the deposition was
15 adjourned at 2:09 p.m.)
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
0629
1
ERRATA
PAGE
2 CORRECTION
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22 Signature

Date

0630
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I, Anton Barendregt, am a deponent in
the foregoing video deposition, Volume IV. I
have read the foregoing video deposition, and
having made such changes and corrections as I
desired, I certify that the transcript is a true
and accurate record of my responses to the
questions put to me on Thursday, 22 February,
2007.

9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21 Signed
22
ANTON BARENDREGT

_

0631
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

CERTIFICATE OF COURT REPORTER
I, Frederick Weiss, CSR, CM, do hereby
certify that I took the stenotype notes of the
foregoing deposition and that the transcript
thereof is a true and accurate record transcribed
to the best of my skill and ability.
I further certify that I am neither
counsel for, related to, nor employed by any of
the parties to the action in which this deposition
was taken, and that I am not a relative or
employee of any attorney or counsel employed by
the parties hereto, nor financially or otherwise
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13 interested in the outcome of the action.
14
15
16
17
18 FREDERICK WEISS, CSR, CM
19
20
21

22 DATE
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j

Creating Value through Entrepreneurial Management of
Hydrocarbon Resource Volumes

Quote
" let's say you'djust blown a million dollars on a project that went down harder than a drunken
ninety year old lady with a broken hip. You're silting in the challenge workshop meeting with the
BUSCOMwho would like to spend the entire meeting rubbing yourface in the fiscal entrails. Your
mission is to escape this/ate, and -with luck. even enhance your position. Here's where some
entrepreneurial skills are indispensable, whilst it may be a good test wh
ether management can really handle failure. The conversation might go something like this:
You: "] spent a million dollars, but the project did not work out ".
BM]: "You blew a million dollars"
BM2: "What were you thinking? "
BM3: "Hellooooo!! Is anybody managing that thing??"
You: (coolly looking at the big picture): "A million dollars is just noise when you consider the entire
R&D budget. We're in a risky business. ( At this poim B USCOM members realise they have been
flanked by the Big Picture Manoeuvre, and they will scramble to compensate).
BM}: "For only a million dollars we learned a great deal. "
BM2: "Compared to the group NIAT, it is a rounding error
BM3: "Can we talk about something important now"

Unquote
(Slightly modified from The Dilbert Principle page 128)
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1 Summary & recommendations
The Group is failing to create the maximum value Ollt of its hydrocarbon resources because of intrinsic
conservatism l . Without a transfonnation in hydrocarbon resources volumes management (HCRVM). the
Group cannot hope to have a developed resource base, twice the size of today's, to support the desired
production in the year 20 IO.
One underlying reason for this intrinsic conservatism is that it has served us well in the past since it guaranteed
a steady supply of new additions to our reSource volumes even in the absence of major new discoveries.
Technology was our competitive edge. Conservatism has now become embedded in the corporate culture
with':
An aversion to taking risks and a blame culture.

"We need to improve on our handling ofdisappointment and managing performallcejailure 10 meel
targets. Raps Oil the knuckles will not result ill increased performance',)
Under-utilisation of human resource through failure to empower or capitalise on diversity.

"In Shell, brain power no problem'.1
A lack of external focus even to the extent of not aPRlying appr<:lpriate technology and knowledge
.
available in other parts of Shell.
A technical rather than a conunercial or business focus to managing the surface assets.

"We need to change mindset so that everyone realises they have a role to play in Shell being aware of
what its competitors are doing"}
Earning the right to grow in a rapidly liberalising world economy, with growing competitive market forces and
with much technology nOW readily available from Service Companies, cannot rely on a new "knock-out"
technology. A transformation is clearly needed.
Recomrnendahons
While access to, and deep understanding of, leading edge technology remains a sine qua 1/on for growth, we
propose to move towards an entrepreneurial style of management of the hydrocarbon resources with a clear
focus on value. To achieve this requires the ongoing Group transformation to be effective but we make
recommendations in six areas where we believe changes can underpin the transformation in HCRVM.
New reserveS reporting guidelines to reduce conservatism; increase awareness of the business impact and
better represent the Group's reserves and NIA T externally.
The shift from volumes to value realisation as the focus for maturing the asset is achieved by integrated
risk and opportunity management through the life cycle Asset Reference Plan (ARP).
Promotion of global knowledge sharing through a global network and face-ta-face peer challenge, but also
through,
An "Open Development" platform on the SWW where staffmay "surf the projects and assets" and put
forward and be recognised for value creation ideas.
New areas for competency development, e.g. decision-making, risk and opportunity management, are
needed to complement traditional subsurface skills.
Promotion of behaviours and culture changes required for the above recommendations to work through
leadership and appraisal.
Potential benefits
As at 1.1.1998. greater than 75% of the remaining discovered resource volumes were undeveloped. There is
hence significant potential for increasing production from this eXisting resource base complementing any
increase from new resource volumes. Some of the presently undeveloped resource volumes will have been
ascribed relatively low value and hence low priority. A change to nurturing and sharing ideas has the potential
to increase the value and hence make the resources more attractive.
The transformation, particularly with respect to empowered teams and knowledge sharing, can also be
expected to improve job satisfaction.
Measures of success with the transformation may hence be seen in:
lOut of600 m1n mJ new oil acquisitions or discoveries over the past 10 years, we have only managed to produce 4%
1 Results from a survey carried outby the
l

vcr supported by AnhuT AndelSen; outside parties views of Shell; earlier veTs

Quole taken from stakeholder interviews
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increased developed reserves volumes;
increased proved reserves;
developed reserves as an increased percentage of discovered resources
faster progression from acquisition to production;
increase in Intrinsic Business Value;
staff morale.
More/un to work in· Shell is not seen as a very attractive company 10 work/or. We should be able 10
attract different people ifwe are able 10 make Shell an exciting place to work J

2 Introduction and case for action
Hydrocarbon Resource Volumes Management (HCRVM) focuses on maxmusmg value from the
hydrocarbon volumes within a (potential) asset. Value is realised by (see also attachment 1. figure 3):
• adequately describing and reporting these volumes. including the true range ofpossib1e outcomes.
• identifying what needs to be achieved to create value by actively progressing volumes from identification of
scope to actual production (or profitable divestment).
• managing the route through the value chain as a project.
It is evident that maximising asset value requires an integrated effort of project execution. well delivery and PE
staff rather than considering subsurface development optimisation in isolation.
In general our intrinsic conservatism with respect to management of our subsurface resources is threefold:
1) We tend to be very slow in bringing our new assets to bear fruit: Historic Group reserves data show that of
the more than 600 mln m' of oil discovered over the last ten years only 4% has been produced. Out of our
total remaining discovered conunercial resource base of 3300 mIn m' recoverable oil we have only
developed 650 mln m' or 20% (whilst our proved only constitutes 480 mln m' or 15%). Our reported
proved developed reserves could only sustain 4 years production vs. 7 years for other majors. In addition
to the total discovered resources there is identified potential to increase these by 50%.
2) We have a technical rather than commercial focus. and tend to be inward looking: There is often little
appreciation at the coalface about how technical studies contribute to the bottom line. Also when trying to
improve on our reported resource base we tend to focus on technical solutions. ignoring possible
commercial options: At present some 25% of our developed reserves are beyond licence expiry. Also we
tend to be conservative in our reported volumes (figure 1) as part of our total reSOurce base. which has a
negative impact on NlAT. These examples are in line with outside views that Shell is going for the 100%
technical solution rather than trying to maximise value.

TotarResources (ESOSC 1.98)
01/ &: NGL

GAS

•

o

SFR

•
•

ElltlllemeDI
Proved

Exp~dltlOll

Figure 1: The Group's production future as function of resource volumes
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3) We under-appreciate
true uncertainties (specifically upsides) and tend to be risk averse. A large number of
4
case histories reveal that the acmal reserves figure is well outside the range of uncertainty initially carried.
4) We tend to underestimate the extent to which technology development and increasing understanding of the
subsurface will in future contribute to higher recovery factors and decreased cost. This results in losl
acquisition opportunities or development opportunities.

3 Methodology
Following visits to consultants, other oil companies and two business schools, the HCRM VeT worked along
the lines of the following methodology~.
1)Define problem:
Hydrocarbon resource volumes are not
managed in such a manner as to
2)Create vision:
To be recognised as creating value
through entrepreneurial management of
h drocarbon resource volumes
)Formulate hypotheses:
Identify gap between present position
(problem) and what we aspire to be
(vision); translate to hypotheses

",','",

~~--1 •

avoiding risk
- poor decision making
-lacking business focus
- not using appropriate knOWledge/technology
- under utilising human resources

A full overview of (sub) hypotheses and value leakage is given in attachment 2. Subsequently these hypotheses
were tested by means of a series of interviews with key stakeholders, by a questionnaire sent to a wider
audience. and by a review with the extended network. Results were used to either confmn or reject our
problem statement, and/or hypotheses. The problem statement was strongly supported. results (ranked order)
were as foHows:

•

•
•
•

•

under utilising human resources
aVOiding risk
inappropriate knowledge & technology sharing
lack of business focus
poor decisIon making

most strongly supported
almost as strongly supported
strongly supported
moderately supported
moderately supported

Two other hypotheses emerged during the stakeholder interviews, being lack of clear leadership and lack of
external focus.
A more detailed overview of the survey results is given in attachment 3.

4

Reference J99 J SlPM srudy
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Adopted from lNSEAD, Prof. M,Brim
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4 Recommendations and implementation
We have translated our vision to the working environment of the asset team. The integrated asset team focuses
on maximising asset value, and has full appreciation and ownership of its stakeholder's wishes. As a result of
instilled entrepreneurialism there is a continuous drive to identify and mature upsides, not fearing occasional
disappoinnnents. Other asset teams may contribute to value creation, either by means of peer challenge. by
submitting ideas via an 'open development platform' or through the network. The sector and QU should sen'e
as centres of excellence. setting the strategic framework with respect to portfolio management and defining the
Group value system (fonning the basis for appraisal and recognition systems). The framework within which
the asset tearn operates is illustrated by figure 2.

GROUPI
SECTOR
PROJECT

AGEMENT
RISK

AGEMENT

Know-bow;
Resources;
Reputation;
Strategy;
Reward Sy5tems;

DECISION

KJlowJedge
sharinlll
Portfolio

MAKING

Management

OPPORTUNITY

CHASING;

Figure 2: Entrepreneurial asset management

In order to achieve the above. we propose to implement changes as indicated in the summary, which were
cross referenced 10 our main hypotheses:

A more detailed overview of our reconunendations is presented in the follOWing tables.
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4.1 Recommendation: Resource Volumes Reporting Guidelines
Update Resource Volumes Reponing Guidelines to emphasise framework of Value Creation and the
commercial impactS of reserves reponing.

Vision of the future
Shell is recognised as having a framework for resource volumes management which aggressively reinforces
and underpins the EP sector focus on Value Realisation. This is achieved through a classification aligned
with the business model and with PonfoJio Management. It allows benefits of, for example, technology
development 10 be identified. Uncenainty in the subsurface can be adequately represented for the purpose of
risk and opportunity management.
External reporting enhances Shell's image as an open, honest and entrepreneurial company with clear
indication of the Group's succeSS in maturing resource volumes with a value focus.

First practical steps, Implementation strategy

Who!
When

Update the Reporting Guidelines to ;
a) emphasise the need to manage the maturing of resource volumes throUgh the value chain
in order to realise value. KPIs should look not only at reserves replacement but also at
developed reserves replacement as the basis for production and the efficiency with which
SFR is matured to reserves.

EPS-SE
Aug 98

b) establish that probabilistic and deterministic approaches to resource volumes estimates are
acceptable dependent on the circumstances.
•

Probabilistic methods, including probabilistic addition, is best used when the
geological model and development concept are clear'and the volumes in place are
major uncenainties.

•

Deterministic methods are best used when the main uncertainty is in the d)'I1amic
behaviour of the reservoir or when performance based estimates are being used.

c) define proved reserves to use the larger of either the P85 of the full field full lifecyc!e
estimate (interim the P85 of the dependently added project estimate) or the expecration of
the proved volumes. At aJltimes be aware of the differences, Note all fields should have
moved lothe latter by the time expectation developed exceeds P8S of the total volumes,
d) make clear to users of the guidelines the link between reserves and depletion charges and
the need to involve finanCe in the reporting process.
Initiate development via the network of guidelines with respect to :
a) estimating ranges of uncertainty

VCT

b) probabilistic addition

NET

c) establishing target recovery factors, i.e. recovery factor for UR + SFR

1uly 98

d) moving from volumetric to performance based resource volumes estimating
Contribute to the SPE publication on practices in evaluating reserves.
Impact; Impact on end 1998 reserves ofsome 500 MMBoe and some $150 lOin NIAT. In a grOWing
company higher proved reserves will have a continued positive impact on NJAT.
Barriers: time required in DU to implement changes; tax. and/or capital allowance issues; need to bring
other stakeholders on board; Jack of guidelines.
Enablers; the current low oil prices put a premium on implementing measures that positively impact NJA T;
growth objectives suPPOrt closer look at resource volumes potentiaL
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Recommendation: Maturing The Asset .. Risk And opportunity
Management

1. The Asset Reference Plan (ARP) is the vehicle for capturing the maximum value for an asset and
defining the integrated requirements for maturing volumes through the value chain.

2. Scenarios are used to reliably represent subsurface uncertainty. Reservoir monitoring requirements will
be specified against the opportunities and risks represented by the scenarios.

3. A full inventory of Scope for Recovery Volumes is available clearly linked to integrated activities,
technical or commercial, by which they may be matured through the value chain. A potential value is
ascribed to these volumes through a portfolio of opportunities. At the Sector and OU level there is
portfolio management to identify where several assets could benefit from one technology or commercial
arrangement.
4. Team appraisal will evaluate the process of risk and' opportunity management rather than the outcome.
For example a well manasted field trial is rewarded regardless of whether the technoloav is successful.

Vision of the future
Hydrocarbon resource volumes will be project managed through the value chain· from undiscovered SFR to
developed reserves and subsequentlY production. based on risk and opportunity management. New ideas are
encouraged and built upon; managed risk taking is encouraged. By defining what is needed to make the
necessary decisions, the work is kept to the required minimum.
Scenarios, and the imaginative options to respond to them as they unfurl, are core to the Asset Reference
Plan (ARP) and accepted by all the asset leadership team.
Some assets are designated "launch customers" for integrated technology application, the benefits judged
against the portfolio of similar asset tyPes. Launch customers are rewarded for the leaming they contribute.
The asset leadership team fully understand all stakeholders aspirations, which are included in the ARP, and
manage licence agreements and other arrangements to realise the value of the resource volumes.
With technology increasingly available to all, it is the ability to manage the risks and opportunities through
quality decision making and project management which gives competitive edge. Risk and Opportunity
management is valued as a process_ Staff and teams are appraised for the quality of this process.
The infonnation in the ARP also provides the basis for portfolio management, e.g. acquisition and
divestment.
Who/
First practical steps; Implementation strategy
When
•

Evaluate the use of external facilitators in asset teams to improve risk and opportunity
identification and their incorporation in ARP and decision making. Develop this competency

•

Clarify difference between requirements for reserveS reporting and for risk and opportunity
management. Facilitate use of scenarios, e.g, deterministic proved, for reserves reporting to
avoid double work. Open up network forum on estimating ranges for scenarios, e.g. start
with "what the field is not" rather than the "most likely case".
Identify disseminate and develop best practice in ARP (template together with Major
Projects)
Peer Challenge ToR to include completeness of the SFR portfolio and the links to activity
and hence value. 'Identify best practices and disseminate via network.
Portfolio management: there is a clear link with "Open Development", Technology Strategy
and Planning and initiatives in difficult fields to identify assets with common opportunities
Appraisal: develop team scorecard addressing issues of : nurturing ideas; risk taking;
leaming. Team on team appraisal for risk and opportunity management.

oUlVer

in-~ouse.

•
•
•
•

fPS·SE
NET
8/98
EPT·AM
1998
OU, EPTAM, NET
EPT

HR,OU

Impact: essential for reserves replacement in existing OU. Increase the speed with which resource volumes
matured to developed reserves and production.
Barriers; OU not in asset structures; "initiative overload"; funding for on going EPTINET work
Enablers: examples from OU where success has been achieved (POO, Expro, SSB?)
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4.3 Recommendation: Open Development Platform
Create an Open Development platform on SWW akin to open resourcing. This will allow staff to submit
ideas to create value in asSCts throughout the EP sector.
Organise an annual (vinua) "Technology Fair" gathering together best practices and integrated technology
applications with strong potential for creating value. Also to celebrate sta(fwho have contributed most to:
creating value; maturing reSOurce volumes; learning.

Vision of the future
Energised by the fonhcoming technology fair, staff will every now and then browse the open deveJopmem
site to see whether there are any projects!assets on which they can improve, capitalising on their own area of
expenise. E.g. if your area of expenise happens to be carbonate oil rims. you search projects on this keyword.
Given that it improves your chances of success if you submit a team idea, i.e. integrated technology
application, networking is actively encouraged. A reservoir engineer in asp could team up with a drilling
engineer in Expro whose area of expenise is multilateral horizontals, and a facilities engineer in NAM who is
good at optimising mini-satellites, to jointly write a proposal for a project in Nigeria.
The top projects out of each category are invited to the annual fair, where at the award session, live on Shell
business TV, the tension is rising until the winning names are revealed.
"Open development" scheme will result in the following benefits:
• True sharing of each other's best practices
•
Recognition of technical excellence
• Allowing market forces to concentrate on those oil and gas projects where maximum value can be added,
or where most reserves can be matured
•
Creating a business envirorunent where it is encouraged to put new ideas to test
Furthermore the system is self propelled: There will be a direct incentive for all technical staff to see where
they can add value to group wide development scenarios'!t will allow staff to contribute to development
planning without actually being physically present. OU will be encouraged to participate through the benefits
to their assets and motivation of staff. An OU may proactively solicit ideas after searching for analogues.
Non-operated assets can be included and input souwt from their operators where prudent.

First practical steps, implementation strategy
'- A number of target OU's should be selected (NAM, asp, ssa, SPDC). each of them
selecting a number of projects for the open development pilot Pilot projects should penain
to assets preferably having an asset reference plan. Create websites and advenise to all staff
2.

Creation of templates which will allow staff to submit ideas in a consistent format which
will enable group wide comparison and ranking of ideas

3.

Staff and team contributions should be recognized in appraisal. Staffwill need to show they
are managing the balance oftime/effon between their own assets and those in Open
Development.

4.

Creation of an ideas tender-board, consisting of one or two Buscom members, two or three
OU asset managers or similar, relevant technical expens (although this is a bit dangerous
since technical experts normally are not very supponive of breakthrough ideas). Ideas could
be scored on typical indicators such as value added, number of barrels matured, innovation,
team effort, etc. Non·prize winning ideas could be forwarded to the relevant OU, leaving it
to their discretion to award a special bonus.

::~;~
VCT
workgroup,

Q3/98

Impact: Potentially large both in value and volumes with transfers from SFR to reserves.
Barriers: Initial effon to get sufficient data on the network due to time and effort involved; concerns on
confidentiality and joint ventures; others have "no time" to panicipate with suggestions; ease of responding to
ideas with reasons "why it will not work here".
Enablers: RBD to encourage OU to use this panicularly for "underperfonning" fields. DU must have
commitment to follow through constructively on ideas. EPT and EPS encourage staff to "surf' for
opportunities. Staff respond to celebrating success. Cross OU rewards.
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4.4 Recommendation: competency Development and Acquisition
Essential organisational competencies will be acquired through ;
• TraditionalE&P courses: content should be expanded to provide a greater insight into those areas that
are key to the fUture commercial and transformational success of the Company.
• On the job development through use and mentoring; most new graduates have some commercial skills
but these need to be encouraged not made secondary to technology skills.
• Hire or buy competencies which are lacking: be prepared to hire facilitation to complete a teams
competency profile; consider "acquiring" an entrepreneurial company for its skills (but be prepared to
man32e retention of the staff)

Vision of the future
Staff in the next Millennium will be at the forefront of technology but will possess commercial skills to
achieve competitive edge. They will have the skills to firstly understand and assess the commercial impacts
of their work and then apply the results such that value realisation is the primary driver. Leadership will
demonstrate the value placed on such skills.
These value realisation competencies - risk and opportunity management; decision making; projel:t
management - will be regarded as core organisational competencies promoted by leadership and nurtured in
a diverse staff from the beginning. Integrated teams will not be considered complete without such
competency being present

First practical steps, implementation strategy
•

Who

!When
Skills
Manager
1998

The recently issued skills portfolio documents should be updated to explicitly include the
above competencies.
• Skills Managers Liaise with Group Learning and Development to develop modules either
suitable for inclusion in current courses or to be as a standalone options. This should not be
fleeting overviews only (as some L&D has been in the past) bllt rather, should provide a
SMs&
comprehensive insight Home learning modules (e.g. remote MBA) should be included.
EPT-LD
The impact on current training schedules should then be assessed and a "best way forward"
VCT
adopted. This should be done as soon as possible.
1998
• Identify consultants who can provide facilitation in these competencies and enter into an
alliance whereby there is mutualleaming/benefit to develop skills in-house or to retain
EPT-LD
access to the right people.
• Include acquisition of competency in evaluating potential al:quisition targets.
EPS-AD
LEAP
• Continue to develop appropriate leadership skills through LEAP
Expand training facilities into India, Russia .. _.. where pools of untapped talent may exist.
HR
Impact; Enables the impact of maturing assets; improves staff retention, especially those with commercial
skills.
BaJ:'riers : OV staff may be reluctanlto take external facilitation. Otherwise none provided funding and
resources are available
Enablers: Successes celebrated through EPNL etc. Promotion throullh major proiect assessments.
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4.5 Recommendation: Knowledge Sharing
•

•
•
•

A global HCRVM network is being established to promote and provide a mechanism for the sharing of
best practices and technology across all DUs. This will complement networks in specific technologies.
e.g. petrophysics, which are essential to successful HCRVM. Experience from major consultancies on
knowledge sharing systems will be incorporated.
Peer Challenges (or Reviews) of Hydrocarbon Resource Volumes Management have commenced.
Sharing outside of Shell is taking place through such opponunities as the SPE TlG on reserves. Other
opponunities will be sought for sharing panicularly on the non-technical skills.
Increase emphasis on the sharin~ of problems and issues and follow-up in implementin2 solutions.

Vision of the future
Sharing knowledge and best practice is embedded in the EP culture and people will be proud to share
information. Knowledge sharing via a global network and, in a more face to face mode, via Peer Challenge
will be recognised as value adding mechanism for 'Ieaming organisation'.
There is an open and trusting environment within EP to share knowledge Technology is recognised as an
enabler only. An active worldwide network will operate in which people will post problems, requests for
help, best practices, clever and innovative solutions. DU leadership teams will actively encourage this
interactive transfer of knowledge recognising that they can benefit as much as they can contribute. The
emphasis will not just be on sharing knowledge but also on helping in the implementation.
Professional bodies will seek opponunities to be pan of Shells networks.
There will be reward mechanisms that function across CUs to recognise the contribution of individuals
across geographical boundaries. Each individual will have tasks and targets that recognise their usage, both
in l!ivimz and l!ettinll advice, from the neTWork.
Who!
First practical steps, Implementation strategy
When
• Appoint a network moderator (Done) who will review, edit, cajole to ensure the system
kicks offand runs.
• Review other active, successful networks and seek expen implementation advice, e.g.
NET
instrument engineering in SlOP.
NWW
• Define the initial scope of the network to get an initially manageable system active.
June 98
• Hold a second network meeting to progress issues in the network operation.
Oct98
Group
• Develop ToR and a contract to learn from existing Consultancy Groups which have
KM?
excellent processes to promote knowledge sharing world wide e.g Arthur Andersen.
• BUSCOM will demonstrate their commitment to this New Way of Working a~ the EPSEC
meeting in May.
• Regional business directors to include network usage as scorecard items for their respective
OV chief executives. It is expected that these targets would then be cascaded down the OUs DU/RBD
as appropriate, This will provide a "top down" influence that will assist in overcoming any
local resistance or scepticism.
Refer also to the Open Development and Appraisal Recommendations.
Impact: Intangible but potentially significant through improved idea generation/development; improved staff
retention.
Barriers: Time of extended team; non-standard or availability of IT infrastructure; initiative overload
Enablers: Committed, energetic and funded moderator for the network; early contributions from VCT;
incentives.
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4.6 Recommendation : Leadership and Appraisal (Staff,Team and
Leadership)
•
•

Develop the concept of mandates, including budgets and other targets, to describe the freedom teams have
to make decisions and to maximise value realisation.
lmplement 360 degrees feed·back system with particular emphasis on the leadership displaying the values
they aspire to· Deliver as promised; Honesty (opelUless); Sharing (knowledge, resources. reward);
Balanced risk takin!! • and asset teams beinl! focused on value realisation.

Vision of the future
The work environment is rich in mutual trust where ideas are nourished, undue conservatism is not rewarded
and managed risk taking is rewarded. Decisions are taken at the lowest possible level. The individuals or
groups taking decisions will be free to move within a wide framework described by a mandate from the
leadership team.
Mandates are developed looking at the global impact on Shell as a whole and not on the basis of what is best
for a particular asset. For example, one team may be mandated to trial a new technology. Bureaucracy is a
thing of the pasL
There is no ambiguity about the values and principles of the diverse company. Leadership is prompted to
"walk the talk" through 360 degree feedback,
All staff at all levels use the 360 feed-back using superiors, peers and subordinates, as a major contribution to
their aJ:lpraisal and personal developmcnt and recolll'lise the value of this tool.
Who/When

First practical steps, implementation strategy

EPT-AM,
Identify examples of best practice in mandates. Open a network discussion to develop
NET, Q398
these for HCRVM.
HR/LEAP
• The 360 degree appraisal recommendation is not specific to HCRVM and is expected to
be implemented throu2h transformation activities.
Impact: Personal development in staff; improved staff retention, especially those with entrepreneurial skills.
BarrIers: Unwillingness to "let go" existing controls; cultural issues.
Enablers: Transformation drive from RBD, BusCom CMD

•
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Attachment 1: The hydrocarbon resource volume value chain

Explore

>

Appraise

:>"

On-clop

d prOdUe!>
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AC VIRE: AND DIVEST

Figure 3: The resource volumes value chain as per classification in EP business model

An asset may have resource volumes at different levels of maturity at anyone time, e.g. near facility
exploration potential during the production phase. Integrated HCRVM will hence involve decisions at the asset
level making trade-offs between, say, maturing risky Scope (SFR) and producing hydrocarbons.

Value leaks e due to conservatism
c::

.§

g

low plateau

"'='

eCl.
Lates7
Missed
_
acquisition.
suboptimal
exploration,
appraisal and FDP

missed SFR

Figure 4: Value leakage during the asset life cycle an example

•

•

•
•
•

•

Prior to discovery we may be concentrating on volumes rather than portfolio value, leading to following a
volumes rather than value 'creaming curve'. Exploration may not be aligned with acquisition strategy
leading to 'unconnected discoveries'.
Over-engineering at FDP stage and not involving well engineers and project execution staff at an early
stage may result in late start-up and consequential deferred revenues; furthermore lack of integration may
result in not building fit for purpose facilities.
Conservative reserve estimates result in a low production plateau or missed sales opportunities.
In the decline period 'teclmology opportunities' may be missed resulting in untapped scope for recovery.
Consetvatism during licence negotiation time, or worse, unawareness of the licence terms at the coalface
may result in significant resource volumes remaining after the licence expires or missing on reserves
bonuses.
Asset may be undervalued when divested.
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Attachmeot 2 Primary aDd secondary hypotheses related to nlue leakage
PRIMARY HYPOTHEsI!!

IMPACT/CONSEQUENCES

SECONDARY HYPOTHESES

Not using appropriate knowledg.
and technology

Missed business opportunities

•

Avoiding risk

·•
Conservatism

·
·
·•
Poor decision making

Missing out on reserves bonus
Undersized facilities
Under reporting NIAT

Leaving behind excess reserves at licence
expiry

•

Late start up, over "engineer" - out the risk

·
·
·
·

Sub-optimal development plan
Under lover appraisal
Wrong decisions in aequis/lion divestment

High cost

•

Transition from manaoement to leadership
Is not fast enough. our present reporting
guidelines promote conservatism.

•

Not trained to make decisions

·

·
Resource constraints for growth

•
•
•

Lack of business focus

·
·
·•
·

Slow production build up
Not taking advantage of NIAT and reserves
bonuses
Slow to chase upsides
Leek of portfolio management (O&A divestment and acquisilion)
Poor decisions

Personal risk management; .respond to
message from the top.
Training - instils conservatism; teehrlology
biased as opposed to business; not around
decision makin\J.

·

·

Blame culture; fear of failure; don't accept I
recognise uneenainty.

•

•
•

Under. utilising HR Resources

Don1 utilise Group I Industry knowledge.

•
•

•
•

Slow maturation

Individuali$tie attitude

Do not capture learning' making use of our
past

Under value of assets at disposal

•

Do not share knowledge

•

·

Organisational structure not supportive of
d.cislon making .
Look for a technical solution
Lack of Inlegration; $110 mentality; surface
and subsurface addressing different
problems (leading to a lata and resisted
changes to scope)
Personal ambition associated with project
Not full-life cycle
Not prepared to look at analogues
The value as we jiving" it do not support
decision making
HR systems - wrong persons rec:ruited I
promoted
Lack of trust in people I data
Personal risk mOOilgement; respond to
message from the top

•

Lack of integration: silo mentality: surface
and subsurface addressing dtfferenl
problems (leading to a late and resisted
changes to scope)

•

Training - instils conservatism: technology
biasad as opposed 10 business: nol around
declsion making.

·
•

·

,

Personal risk management: respond to
menalle from the top
Reward system
lack of Integration; silo mentality: sUrface
and subsUrface addressing different
problems (leading to a late and resisted
changes to scope) especially with Finance
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Attachment 3: Survey results (summary from Artbur Andersen report)

Hypotheses Matrix
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External Reporting of our Resource Base

Total Resources (ESOSC 1.98)
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• Externally reponed (Proved) reserves are only 25% of our Resource Volumes Base.
• Shell (ESOSC) stand OUt as having the lowest reported Proved Developed Reserves compared to other Oil Companies
~ 4.8 years of current production vs. approx 7 years.
• This has a significant impact on depreciation and hence NIA T.

Do your Asset Holders make full use
of the Resource Volumes Guidelines?
Proved Developed Production Ratio (1.98)
(Group Companies Only)
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Externally Reported Reserves

Total Proved Production Ratio (1.98)
(Group Companies Only)
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Benchmarking externally reported reserves
• Shell has Ihe highesl proved reserves when nonnalised by produclion. However, backing OUI gas, weare in line.
• Shell's proved developed oil reserves are low when compared 10 others. Proved developed 10 production is a measure of
Ihe rale at which we depreciale our assets.
• For bOlh oil and gas. Shell's ralio of developed

10

IOlal slands out as very low,

Discussion indicales thal we are both early in registering reserves and conservative in reporting proved developed.

Ratio Proved Developed over Total Proved (1.98)
(Group Companies Only)
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Maturing our Assets

Total Resources (ESOSC 1.98)
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• Only 22% of th~ discovered resource base is developed.
If W~ doubl~d the dev~loped reserves,

10

44%, we could suppon doubl~ th~ production wilhoul any increase in total volumes

Only 6% of the volumes discovered between 1988 and 1997 have be~ monetised . produc~ or sold· 10 dale.

Are your Resource managers going after Value Realisation?
OU Resource Maturation Results 1988 to 1997
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Resource Volumes Maturity Model the
Value Chain

ppraise

Develop

Discovered

SFR

Production
& Sales

ACQUIRE AND DIVEST

• Value Realisation is about moving down the Maturity Model
-either to production or to divesunenl.
• Asset Reference Plans should include the value chain and identify the requirements for maturing the volumes.
• Volumes may be matured through new technology or comercial agreements - 50% ofSFR and 20% of Reserves are beyond licence.

Part of transformation is a mindset shift from
Volumes Description to Value Realisation!
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Resource Volumes - Hypothesis Testing

I) Define problem:
Hydrocarbon resource volumes
-- are Dot managed in sucb -a
manner as to- maximise value

2) Create vision:'"

, To be recognised as creating value
thtough entrepreneurIal' m~nagement of hydrocar~on_
resource volumes

~;." ~ ..-

)j~.

,zdLi:::,_' ~U UI~~;

3) Formulate hypo'theses:
Identify gap between present position
(problem) and what we aspire to be
(vision); translate to hypotheses

~~~~~~iiiii-~"'-~-'i'Eil_~'-i-avoiding risk

.. poor decision making
.. lacking business focus
.. not using appropriate

'~owledge/technology

-underutilising human resources

Hypotheses Testing Process
eConduct key stakeholder interviews
eConduct survey via E-mail questionnaire
eReview with the extended team in a workshop
eCarry out research to identify best practice
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Hypothesis Testing - Results

Hypotbeses Matrix
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We look 11 ...,lInital rathe< than commerci.1
i$Sue•.
Peuple cIon'l know how whal they do will effect .he
business i. money "'nns,
~
People have a koen undersllnding of how their job is

I

a-.

.....

'.

I

don••
Lack ofoommcrcialacumen.
Need to c:rea1e a cullure of sharing knowledge and
be., praetiee so thal the.. is an ~ to 'hate.~!
Th' bigl.sl issue is aniludi""l rathe, lhan belle, meth .
Oft.. loc'l bo.... WOn't give sllfTlhe time to contribu1e
,a knowledge .haring,
Shell often recruits for diversity but then .pends lime
turning uch employee inlO a "Shell employee" lit lose.
!lie benefits,
.
Still functional 0' discipline b..ed .lruCture.
Excellenl people bUI "'" given team 10 run.
Could open'" with fewe, people.

....

RtStln:h
I'~othing "en'ured nothin, g.ined'·· people a",

encouraged to lake li.ks "'ilh lhe ackno,,·led,emen.
lhalsomelimes railw-e ",sulls ' AES
I Risks become ealeulated "'hen k"""'led¥e is .ha",d
,,;th e.peru who make .he deci.;olU • pp
IDtcisiolU should be made b)' tI1o.. <lose.. 10 ,he
issue.; Tuaco
I Empower employe.. to make Ihei' own decisiolU and
c.leola,., lhe lisks in. 'no-bla....• cul'llI't" 3M
'Need 10 ,..,.·••d the desired behl\;oln' Siemens
l.
I EncoWl'. open information di.doslll't so people .re
.ble to 'ee 1he 'big pic.w-e' • AES

'Reward employees Ib' maintainine an oW"'lII'd focus
-.Id IQnsrerring be.1 praelice.pproaches • Genersl
Ele<lric:
tTechnol"gy is only.n enabler 10 knowledg. shalinl;
overcomln, human resistance is the ",., challehge.
BP,leL
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visibility 'C"'SS Ihe o,!ani'.lion • SmithKline
Peeeham
IOrre, lono,...live .nd fleXible Working prac.ie.. 10
allraC' fresh 1I1en' ' Bank of Montreal
IPut diversity on .he .genda " .uniform' wo,kforcc
damage. "'cruilmen~ n:ten'ion and developmenl
practices. Arnoco

Hypotheses Testing Process
• Problem statement was supported
• Ranked order were:
• Under ~ utilising human resources
• Avoiding risk
• Inappropriate use of knowledge &
technology
• Lack of business focus
• Poor decision making

• Two additional hypotheses emerged
• Lack of clear leadership
• Lack of external focus
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Knowledge Sharing in Hydrocarbons
Resource Management
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Competency Development and Acquisition
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Where do we want to be?
Staffwill be at the forefront of technology and will possess commercial skills to
achieve competitive edge.
I

Staff will understand the commercial impacts of their work and make value the
primary driver
,
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The first steps!
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Integrate commercial training as an essential part into training modules
Seek help from consultants to provide facilitation
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Include acquisition of competencies in evaluating potential acquisition targets
Continue to develop appropriate leadership skills through LEAP
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Transformation Programme
I

Volumes to Value Relalisation
Entrepreneurial project management and decision making
Asset Reference Plan as basis for integrated scenario based risk management
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SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT • BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM SON BHD, 29 Apr. 3 May 2002

I have audited the Proved Reserves submissions of Brunei Shell Petroleum Sdn Bhd (BSP) for Ihe year 2001
and the processes that were followed in their preparation. These submissions present the asp contribution to
the Group's externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves and associated changes as at 31
December 2001.
Total Group share Proved Reserves booked by asp at the end of 2001 were 72 mln m3 oil+NGL and 100 bin
sm3 of gas. This represents some 5.6 % of total Group share Proved Reserves on an oil-equivalent basis.
Proved reserves replacement ratios for BSP over 2001 were 152% for oil+NGL and 112% for gas,
The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for asp was carried out in 1998. This current audit followed the
procedures laid down in the ·Petroleum Resource Volume GUidelines, SIEP 2001-1.100/1101" (based, inter alia,
on FASS Statement 69), It included a verification of the technical and commercial maturity of the reported
reserves, a verification that margins of uncertainty were appropriate, that Group share and net sales volumes
had been calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes were classified correctly. It also included a
verification that the annual production (sales) submission through the Finance system was consistent with the
reserves submission. The audit took the form of detailed discussions about technical details of many of asP's
fields with asp Asset Unit staff and about the reserves reporting process with BSP reserves coordination staff. ,
The audit found that asp follow well documented procedures in their annual reserves reporting process. 'Audit
trails have historically been a -strong feature in asp reserves reporting and their high quality was confirmed.
during the audit. The most significant comment was regarding the conservative nature of asP's Proved
reserves, in particular Proved developed reserves, many of which were not in accordance with current Group
guidelines. Although the total volume of "legacy" reserves has decreased substantially in the past few
yearS,+!he continued presence of 'legacy reserves' remains an area of concern. These are undeveloped
reserves which had historically been booked in reservoirs and for which no clear activies had been identified (in
line with then current practice). These reserves should be addressed at the first available opportunity, while
striving to avoicj major reserves SWings.
The audit finding is that the asp stalements fairly represent the Group entitlemenls to Proved Reserves at the
end of 2001. There is a possibility of a small understatement of entitlement reserves due to the conservatism in
particularly the Proved developed reserves. The changes in the Proved Reserves during 2001 can be reconciled
from lhe documents at hand. The overall opinion from the audit regarding the slate of asP's 2001 Proved
Reserves submission, taking account of the scoring in Attachment 3, is therefore satisfactory.
A summary of the findings and observations is included in the Attachments

A.A. Barendregt

Attachments 1, 2, 3, 4
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Attachment 1

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT· BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM SON SHO, 29 Apr· 3 May 2002

MAIN OBSERVAribNS
1.

Brunei Shell Petroleum Sdn Bhd are a 50% Group company with their established head office in Seria,
Brunei Darussalam, The remaining 50% of the company is held by the Brunei Government. The company
operates a large number of offshore fields and some onshore fields. The three largest fields are the
onshore Seria field, with first production in 1929 and the offshore SW Ampa and Champion fields where first
production started in 1964 and 1972 respectively, Although Ihe area is therefore mature, there are still
some smaller, recently discovered fields awailing development.
Reserves are approximately evenly divided between oi/+NGI and gas. Gas produclion has been taking
place to the Brunei LNG plant since 1972, The 20-year gas contract with Japanese buyers was extended
for another 20 years in 1992 on the basis of then available proved gas reserves, This base, being
somewhat conservative, has since then grown and there is now a surplus of some 1.5 Tcf proved gas and
some 5 Tef of expeclation volumes.

2,

The Brunei fields consist of slacked near-shore reservoir sequences, broken up by clay diapir induced or
tectonically induced faulting, resulting in numerous small reservoirs that show variable but generally poor
communication. Initial fluid levels areth.erefore largely individual to reservoirs and each needs separate
evaluation, although sometimes in conjunction with its neighbou'rs, A total,of some 4000 reservoirs is
currenUy recognized, presenting a challenging task for reserves evaluation' ~,!d development planning.

.

.,

All of the fields are in relatively shallow offshore areas (up to 100 m water depth). Exploration focus is
shifting towards deep offshore turbidite sequences, in which one field (M'erpatl) is carrying proved
undeveloped reserves at this stage.
'
With the largest reservoirs developed first, BSP have faced several cycles of active'development.
Development lended to become temporarily reduced when the then available technology slowed down the
maturation of new economically viable well targets. A recent upturn in development has been seen in the
late 1990's when a number of factors contributed to an enhanced capability of reservoir performance
modeling and development planning. These factors included enhanoed 3D seismic acquisition (with Ocean
Bottom Cable) and seismic processing (PSDM), more recently followed by geological modeling through the
Petrel package, yielding greatly improved speed and aocuracy of reservoir definition. AutomatiC
downloading into MoReS dynamic simulation models allows this improved accuracy yield its benefits in
dynamic modeljng too. Through-tubing C-O logs allowed a much more widespread monitoring of dynamic
fluid levels, greatly improving the accuracy of simulation models and predictions, Significant progress has
been made in reducing drilling costs and improving drilling fleXibility in well targeting, eg through shortradius horizontal drilling and multi-target sub-horizontal wells.
The result of these successfUl technological developments is that new reserves developed per well shoW a
steady trend. with no signs of any levelling off as yet.
3.

Expeclation developed ultimate recoveries (URs) are determined from performance decline extrapolations
in those cases where there is no active history malched simulation model. The standard method of
determining Proved developed URs is through filting a symmetrical triangUlar distribution around the
Expectation estimates with Ihe lower end point halfway between cumulative production and expectation UR.
This tends 10 result in a Proved developed reServes volume that is some 70-78% of Expectation (see Alt.
4.1). This is highly artificial and nol in accordance with current Group guidelines (which in turn follow SEC
gUidelines).

11 is strongly recommended that proved developed reserves are derived from expectation developed
reserves by multiplying the lalter by a factor that is dependent on reservoir maturity and which approaches
or equalS 1 for the more mature reservoirs, where in-place volumes are well known.
4,

Historically, BSP have tended to determine total reservoir recoveries from volumetrics with recovery factors
either assumed or derived from analogues, Obtained from analytical reservoir studies or obtained from
assumed well numbers and notional recoveries per well. After the start of field development, the developed.
reserves became based on performance extrapolations but undeveloped reserves remained poorly defined' .
as they were calculated as the difference between total URs (which were kepi unchanged) and, developed
URs.
With the introduction of new Group guidelines in 1993, requiring all reserves to be based on identified
projects (Le. well targets, numbers, costs and forecasts) the undeveloped reserves thus calculated became
non-conformant with Group reserves guidelines. BSP have long recognized the non-conformance of these
'Iegacy'reserves However. any lemptation to 'wipe the slate clean' (Le. set all undefined undeveloped
reserves to zero) was resisted because it was considered likely that in many reservoirs it would be possible
to replace them by properly defined reserves, i.e with well targets and forecasts. It was felt thal major
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reserves swings needed to be avoided and the decision was therefore taken to keep these reserves in the
books until the proper studies had been made, Significant progress has been made in this respect and the
amounl of·reserves now covered by simulatiqn models and studies is some 70% on average. As a resull,
lhe portion of 'Iegacy'reserves in undeveloped reserves (currently some 9% of Expectation, much less of
Proved) is now considerably reduced.
A further reason why 'legacy' reserves have reduced in size was the conservatism in the original field inplace estimates (caused possibly by too rigorous petrophysical cut-offs?). As a result, developed URs
continued to grow and in many cases they overtook the original total proved (and sometimes even
expectation) UR estimates. Hesitation was observed in simply zeroising these negative reserves because
reservoir cross flow was a common phenomenon and it was possible that the underestimate in one reservoir
could be due to an overestimate in a ileighbouring reservoir. A reg,ional study was therefore required before
proper updates could be made. Lack of resources and priority caused a continuous deferment of such
. studies in a number of areas. Negative reserves continued in many reservoirs (particularly in the Champion
Main field), until concerted efforts in 2000/2001 brought back the lotal of such reserves to more reasonable,
but still low proportions.
. The continued existence of 'legacy' undeveloped reserves is still a cause for concern. asp have therefore
started and resourced a study that will address this issue and that of the too conservative Proved developed
and undeveloped reserves that are not in accordance with Group guidelines. This study is supported, With
the annotation that, in the auditor's opinion, probabilistic a~dition of reservoirs is not a viable option (see
below). asp are also strongly supported in their present drive for complete coverage of all developed and
to·be·developed reservoirs by proper studies. ' Developed and undeveloped reserves should both be
defined separately and properly, preferably by a joint simulation mOdel.'
5.

In the original approach followed by asp, Proved undeveloped reserves were simply the difference between
proved total and proved developed reserves. In the new approach, whereby undeveloped reserves are
determined independently, the method of determining proved lIolumes is less well defined. The impression
is that in many cases, a conservative approach is still followed. Group guidelines clearly state that in such
cases a number of simulator scenarios should be run, with a reasonable P8S scenario picked as the Proved
case at first, which can gradually become updated by a scenario that grows closer to or equal to expectation
values with increasing field maturity.

6.

BS'P have historically been one of the strongest proponents of probabilistic reserves estimation and initial
volumetric estimates are still done probabilistically. Ahy incomplete hydrocarbon column penetrations are
thus also addressed probabilisticalfy, Le. 'prOved areas' (ref. SEC definitions) are not adhered to rigidly.
Although accepted Group practice in the past, this is no longer in line with Group guidelines. This should be
addressed.
.

7.

Asset depreciation is done at a field level. Hence, guidelines would in principle allow probabilistic addition of
reservoirs within a field. This is not done at present but is being considered by asp as a possible method
of bringing field Proved reserves closer to Expectation volumes.
The auditor~ opinion is that probabilistic addition of resePv'oir reservoirs to field level is not to be
recommended. The reasons for this Fesommendation are as follows:
· Probabilistic volumetric estimates become irrelevant for mature fields. Probabilistic parameter ranges
(bUlk volume. porosity etc) can orten not realistically be changed to capture the effects of field performance
data and any change in volumetrics could therefore become arbitrary and not auditable.
· Reservoir dependency will become a critical issue in proper probabilistic addition of reservoir volumes.
This will also be susceptible to SUbjective judgment and will also present audit trail problems.
· The need for probabilistic addition should diminish significantly if the calculation methods 0.1 Proved
developed and undeveloped reserves are brought closer in line with Group guidelines, thereby bringing
Proved reserves much closer to Expectation Volumes.

8.

lt is noted that there is no complete correspondence between reserves volumes and production forecasts in
the BUsiness Plan. This is largely due to the 'legacy' reserves, for which no forecasts are available.
However, there are also other discrepancies (eg in Land 1 Darat BU where the BP contains forecasts for
which there are no re~erves (only SFR) in the books. The impression is that some of this SFR is sufficiently
mature to warrant inclusion as reserves. This should be rectified

9.

Fairley 8aram undeveloped oil reserves appear to be positive at Proved level, but the Expectatio
undeveloped volume is zero. This is inconsistent and should be rectified.

10. Current production licences expire as follows:
Onshore and 'first offshore' (eg SWA): 22 Dec 2003,
Second offshore area (eg FA): 31 Dec 2007,
Third offshore area (rest): 31 Dec 2026
There is a ri!;jht la extend these licences by two successive periods of 15 years, at terms and conditions to
be agreed upon' Discussions on the terms and conditions for the on5110re and first offshore licences are
2
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cUfrenlly in progress. There are no i'1dicalions that an acceptable set of new terms and conditions cannot
be agreed with the Governmenl and asp management are fully confident that a licence extension will be
obtained.

"

11. Various documents describing the reserves determination process are in place (eg a OUR review procedure
gUide). The annual reserves review process is kicked off by a note by the reserves coordinator, selling out
the requirements, target dates and responsibilities. All reserves changes are documented in reports or
notes, depending on their complexity. Full 'field (or part-field) reviews and FOPs are.documented
comprehensively. An annual report 'End-ye~rResource Volumes for External and Internal reporting"is
issued, together with a summary of results:, This provides for an excellent audit trail and is fully
commended.
12. 'Consistency with field reserves and changes (yet to be revievred)
13. Very good consistency with rJnance reporting has been observed in the mallers of annual production
volumes'and Unit of Production factors (UPF) for asset depreciation. This is seen to be the result of close
cooperation betwe'en Finance Accounts and Reserves Coordination and is fully commended.

Recommendations
1.

Replace the present method of deriving proved developed reserves from Expectation developed reserves.
(triangular distribution starting at Cum,prod + 0.5 • [Exp'n dev'd - Cum.prod]) by multiplying Expectation
reserves by a factor which gradually approaches or equals 1 with increasing reservoir maturity (defined as
Cum ,prod I Exp'n UR)
.

2.

Adhere beller to Group guidelines for Proved undeveloped reserves by selecting a realistic P8S scenario
of future activities, which scenario should be updated as more field performance is obtained and which
should therefore grow closer to the Expectation scenario. This approach should be adopted in all new or
revisit reservoir studies

3.

Complete the recen'tly started study into 'legacy' reserves and the appropriate level of Proved vs .
Expectation reserves in line with the present plan per end 2002.

4.

Address the issue of 'proved areas', in particular in relation to the non-allowed booking of volumes below
'lowest known hydrocarbons' (LKH, see guidelines), unless supported by strong evidence (eg seismic
amplitudes). This apQrQach should be adopted in all new or revisit reservoir studies

5.

B~consider the justification for probabilistic addition of reservoir reserves to field level..

6,

Review the appropriateness of booking some BP forecast volumes in land/Darat BU as reserves and not
as SFR as at present.

7.

Rectify Fairley Baram Proved (>0) vs Expectation ("'0) undeveloped reserves.

3
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asp

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM SON BHD, 29 Apr • 3 May 2002
I have audited the Proved Reserves submissions of Brunei Shell Petroleum Sdn Bhd (BSP) for the year 2001 and
the processes that were followed in their preparation. These submissions present the asp contribution to the
Group's externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves and associated changes as at 31 December
2001.
Total Group share Proved Reserves booked by asp at the end of 2001 were 72 mln m3 oll+NGL and 100 bIn sm3
of gas. This represents some 5.6 % of total Group share Proved Reserves on an oilooeQuivalent basis. Proved
reserves replacement ratios for BSP over 2001 were 152% for oi/+NGL and 112% for gas.
The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for BSP was carried out in 1998. This current audit followed the
procedures laid down in the "Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines. SIEP 2001-1100/1101" (based. inter alia. on
FASS Statement 69). It included a verification of the technical and commercial maturity of the reported reserves. a
verification that margins of uncertainty were appropriate. that Group share and net sales volumes had been
calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes were classified correctly. It also included a verification that
the annual production (sales) submission through the Finance system was consistent with the reserves submission.
The audit took the form of detailed discussions about technical details of many of esP's fields with BSP Asset Unit
staff and about the reserves reporting process with asp. reserves coordination staff.
The audit found that asp follow well documented procedures in their annual reserves reporting process. Audit trails
have historically been a strong feature in asp reserves reporting and their high quality was confirmed during the
audit. The most significant comment related to the conservative nature of esp's Proved reserves. in particular
Proved developed reserves, many of which were not in accordance with current Group gUidelines. Although
decreased substantially in recent years, the continued presence of 'legacy reserves' remains an area of concem.
These are undeveloped reserves which have historically been booked in reservoirs but for which no clear actlvles
had been identified (In line with prevailing practice at the time). These reserves should be addressed at the first
available opportunity; while striving to avoid major reserves swings.
The audit finding is that the BSP statements fairly represent the Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the end
of 2001. There is a possibility of a small (3 %?) understatement of entitlement reserves due to the conservatism in
particularly the Proved developed reserves. The changes in the Proved Reserves during 2001 can be reconciled
from the documents at hand. The overall opinion from the audit regarding the state of esP's 2001 Proved
Reserves submission. taking account of the scoring in Attachment 3, is therefore satisfactory.
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Attach ment 1

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT • BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM SON SHO, 29 Apr • 3 May 2002
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.

Brunei Shell Petroleum Sdn Bhd are a 50% Group company with their established head office in Seria, Brunei
Darussalam. The remaining 50% of the company is held by the State of Brunei. The company operates a
large number of offshore fields and some onshore fields. The three largest fields are the onshore Seria field,
with first production in 1929 and the offshore SW Ampa and Champion fields where first production started in
1964 and 1972 respectively. Although the area is largely mature, there are still some smaller, recently
discovered fields awaiting development.
Reserves are approximately evenly divided between oil+NGI and gas. Gas has been produced to the Brunei
LNG plant since 1972. The 20-year gas contract with Japanese buyers was extended for another 20 years in
1992 on the basis of then available proved gas reserves. This basis, being somewhat conservative, has since
then grown and there is now a surplus of some 1.5 Tcf proved gas and some 5 Tcf of expectation volumes.

2.

The Brunei fields consist of stacked near-shore reservoir sequences, broken up by clay dlaplr Induced or
tectonically induced faulting, resulting in numerous small reservoirs that show variable but generally poor
communication. Initial fluid levels are therefore largely individual to reservoirs and each needs separate
evaluation, although often in conjunction with its neighbours. A total of some 4000 reservoirs Is currently
recognized (of which some 1000 with Proved reserves), presenting a challenging task for reserves evaluation
and development planning.
All of the fields are in relatively shallow offshore areas (up to 100 m water depth). Exploration focus is shifting
towards deep offshore turbid/te sequences, In which one field (Merpati) is carrying proved undeveloped
reserves at this stage.
With the largest reservoirs developed first, BSP have faced several cycles of active development.
Development tended to become temporarily reduced when the then available technology slowed down the
maturation of new economically viable well targets. A recent upturn in development has been seen in the late
1990's when a number of factors contributed to an enhanced capability of reservoir performance modeling and
development planning. These factors included enhanced 3D seismic acquisition (With Ocean Bottom Cable)
and seismic processing (PSDM), more recently followed by geological modeling through the Petrel package,
yielding greatly improved speed and accuracy of reservoir definition. Automatic downloading Into MoReS
dynamiC simulation models allows this Improved accuracy yield its benefits in dynamic modellng too. Throughtubing CoO logs allowed a much more widespread monitoring of dynamic fluid levels, greatly improving the
accuracy of simulation models and predictions. Significant progress has been made in reducing drilling costs
and improving drilling flexibility in well targeting, e9 through short-radius horizontal drilling and multi-target subhorizontal wells.
The result of these successful technological developments is that new reserves developed per well show a
steady trend, with no signs of any levelling off as yet.

3.

Expectation developed ultimate recoveries (DURs) are determined from performance decline extrapolations In
those cases where there is no active history matched simulation model. The standard method of determining
Proved OURs is through fitting a symmetrical triangular distribution around the Expectation estimates with the
lower end point halfway between cumulative production and expectation UR. This tends to result in a Proved
developed reserves volume that is invariably some 75% of Expectation (see Att. 4.1). This Is highly artificial
and not in accordance with current Group guidelines (which in turn follow SEC guidelines).
It is strongly recommended that proved developed reserves are derived from expectation developed reserves
by mUltiplying the latter by a factor that is dependent on reservoir maturity and which approaches or equals 1
for the more mature reservoirs, where in-place volumes are well known.

4.

In line with general Group practice in the 1970's and 1980's, BSP have tended to determine total reservoir
recoveries from volumetrlcs with recovery factors either assumed or derive.d from analogues. obtained from
analytical reservoir studies or obtained from assumed well numbers and notional recoveries per well. After the
start of field development, the developed reserves became based on production performance extrapolations
but undeveloped reserves remained poorly defined as they were maintained as the difference between total
URs (which were kept largely unchanged) and OURs.
With the introduction of new Group guidelines in 1993, requiring all reserves to be based on identified projects
(i.e. well targets, numbers, costs and forecasts) the undeveloped reserves thus calculated became non·
confonnant with Group reserves guidelines. BSP have long recognized the non-conformance of these ~
reserves. However, any temptation to 'wipe the slate clean' (i.e. set all undefined undeveloped reserves to
zero) was resisted because It was considered likely that in many reservoIrs it would be possible to replace
them by properly defined reserves, Le with well targets, forecasts and robust economics. It was felt that major
reserves swings needed to be avoided and the decision was therefore taken to keep these reserves in the
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books until the proper studies had been made. Significant progress has been made in this respect and the
amount of reserves now covered by simulation models and studies is some 70% on average. As a result, the
portion of 'legacy' reserves in undeveloped reserves (currently some 9% of Expectation, much less of Proved)
is now considerably reduced.
A further reason why 'legacy' reserves have reduced in size was the conservatism In the original field in-place
.estimates (caused possibly by too rigorous petrophysical cut-offS?). As a result, developed URs continued to
grow and in many cases they overtook the original total proved (and sometimes even expectation) UR
estimates. Hesitation was observed in simply zeroising these negative reserves because reservoir crossflow
was a common phenomenon and it was possible that the underestimate in one reservoir could be due to an
overestimate in a neighbouring reservoir. A regional study was therefore required before proper updates could
be made. Lack of resources and priority caused a continuous deferment of such studies in a number of areas.
Negative reserves continued In many reservoirs (particularly in the Champion Main field), until concerted efforts
in 2000/2001 brought back the total of such reserves to more reasonable, but still low proportions.
The continued existence of 'legacy' undeveloped reserves is stili a cause for concern. asp have therefore
started and resourced a study that will address this issue and that of the too conservative Proved developed
and undeveloped reserves that are not in accordance with Group guidelines. This study is fully supported.
asp are also strongly supported In their present drive for complate coverage of all developed and tcrbe- .
developed reservoirs by proper studies. One of the root causes for the present problems has been the practice
of assessing total (developed + undeveloped) reservesas on estimate. Instead. developed and undeveloped
reserves should both be defined separately and properly, preferably by a joint simulator model:
5.

In the original approach followed by asp, Proved undeveloped reserves were simply the difference between
proved total and proved developed reserves. In the new approach, whereby undeveloped reserves are
determined independently, the method of determining Proved volumes is less well defined. The impression is
that in many cases, a conservative approach is still followed. Group guidelines clearly state that in such cases
a number of simulator scenarios should be run, with a reasonable pas scenario picked as the Proved case at
first, which can gradually become updated by a scenario that grows closer to or equal to expectation values
with increasing field maturity.

6.

Undeveloped reserves in a number of fields and reservoirs do not yet fulfil the condition (to be Introduced In
Group gUidelines at end 2002) that such identified reserves must be economically robust in order to be certain
of their future development. Many of these reserves and associated forecasts are still notional and asp are
confident that, with proper study and with present technology (eg cheaper horizontal wellbores) they can be
made economic. This is accepted.

7.

asp have historically been one of the strongest proponents of probabilistic reserves estimation and Initial
volumetric estimates are stili done probabillslically. Any incomplete hydrocarbon column penetrations are thus
also addressed probabillstically. i.e. 'proved areas' (ref. SEC definitions) are not adhered to rigidly. Although
accepted Group practice in the past, this is no longer in line with Group guidelines. This should be addressed.

8.

Asset depreciation is done at a field level. Hence, guidelines would in principle allow probabilistic addition of
reservoirs within a field. This is not done at present but is being considered by asp as a possible method of
bringing field Proved reserves closer to Expectation volumes.
The auditor opinion is that probabilistic addition of reservoir reservoirs to field level is not to be recommended.
The reasons for this recommendation are. as follows:
- Probabilistic voiumetric estimates become irrelevant for mature fields. Probabilistic parameter ranges (bUlk
volume, porosity ete) can often not realistically be changed to capture the effects of field performance data and
any change in volumetrics could therefore become arbitrary and not auditable.
• Reservoir dependency will become a. critical issue in proper probabllistic addition of reservoir volumes. This
will also be susceptible to subjective judgment and will also present audit trail problems.
- The need for probabilistic addition should diminish significantly if the calculation methods of Proved
developed and undeveloped reserves are brought closer in line with Group guidelines, thereby bringing Proved
reserves much closer to Expectation volumes.

9.

Somewhat exceptionally, asp REs keep track of condensate production from oil wells in oil+associated gas
reserVoirs. even though these liquids are produced through the oil stream. This condensate production is
added to the condensate balance in these reservoirs and reflected in individual field condensate volumes.
Reported NGL reserves are however based on produced streams, Le. reported NGLs are only those·
condensates produced and sold separately. Reported 011 reserves similarly include condensate produced in
the oil stream. The main justification for this extra accounting of condensate volumes (outside production and
reserves reporting) is said to obtain a correct reflection of the condensate material balance in reservoirs with
very large gas caps. However, it does not add to the clarity of the audit trail - no documents were sighted
showing a clear connection between condensates and reported oil/NGL volumes. With the 011 production of
large gas cap reservoirs now coming to an end, thought should be given to either abandoning this complexity
or at least provide a better audit trail on this aspect.
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10. It is noted that there is no complete correspondence between reserves volumes and production forecasts in
the Business Plan. This is largely due to the 'legacy' reserves, for which no forecasts are available. However,
there are also other discrepancies (eg in land ('Darat') Business Unit where the BP contains forecasts for
which there are no reserves (only SFR) In the books. The impression is that some of this SFR is sufficiently
mature to warrant inclusion as reserves. This should be rectified.
11. Fairley Bsrem undeveloped oil reserves appear to be positive at Proved level, but the Expectation undeveloped
volume is zero. This is inconsistent and should be rectified.
12. Current BSP production licences expire as follows:
Onshore and 'first offshore' (eg SWA): 22 Dec 2003,
31 Dec 2007,
Second offshore area (eg FA):
31 Dec 2026.
Third offshore area:
There is a right to extend these licences by two successive periods of 15 years, at terms and conditions to be
agreed upon. Any failure to agree such new terms would still lead to extension by one period of 15 years
largely on existing terms. Discussions on the new terms and conditions for the onshore and first offshore
licences are currently underway. The approach by both parties Is said to be positive and there are no
Indications that an acceptable set of new terms and conditions cannot be agreed with the Govemment. Hence,
asp management are fully confident that a new licence extension (and an option for a further extension in the
.
future) will be granted.
13. Various documents describing the reserves determination process are in place (eg a OUR review procedure
gUide). The annual reserves review process is kicked off by a note by the reserves coordinator, setting out the
requirements, target dates and responsibilities. All reserves changes are documented in r&ports or notes,
depending on their complexity. Full field (or part~field) reviews and FOPs are documented comprehensively.
An annual report 'End-year Resource Volumes for External and Internal reporting' Is issued, together with a
summary of results. This provides for an excellent audit trail and is fully commended.
In addition to these documents and in preparation for the audit, BSP had made a special effort to provide
documents summarising the status of reserves in the three Asset Units (Land, East and West). Apart from a
brief summary per field; these documents also contained overviews of proved, expectation reserves and SFR,
historical reserves changes over the last few years etc. This was highly useful and is commended.
14. Consistency with field reserves and reserves changes was good. The one exception appeared to be the oil vs
condensate issue (see 9 above).
.
15. Very good consistency with Finance reporting has been observed in the matters of annual production volumes
and Unit of Production factors (UPF) for asset depreciation. This is seen to be the result of c1o~e cooperation
between Finance Accounts and Reserves Coordination and is fUlly commended.

Recommendations
1.

Replace the present method of deriving proved developed reserves from Expectation developed reserves
(triangular distribution starting at Cum.prod + 0.5 • [Exp'n dev'd - Cum.prod]) by multiplying Expectation
reserves by a factor which gradually approaches or equals 1 with increasing reservoir maturity (defined as
Cum. prod / Exp'n UR). The initial value of this factor may reflect the uncertainties in the individual reservoirs.

2.

Assess undeveloped reserves separately (and not as stopgap between developed and total reserves).
Estimate Porved undeveloped reserves by selecting a realistic P85 scenario of future activities, which
scenario should be updated as more field performance is obtained and Which should therefore grow closer to
the Expectation scenario.

3.

Complete the recently started stUdy into 'legacy' reserves and the appropriate level of Proved vs Expectation
reserves In line with the present plan per end 2002.

4.

Address the issue of 'proved areas', in particular in relation to the non-allowed booking of volumes below
'lowest known hydrocarbons' (LKH, see guidelines), unless supported by strong evidence (eg seismic
amplitUdes).

5.

Review the need for maintaining the oil vs condensate split in reservoirs or improve the audit trail on this
aspect

6.

Critically evaluate the justification for probabilistic addition of reservoir reserves to field level.

7.

Review the appropriateness of booking some BP forecast volumes in Land/Darat BU as reserves and not as
SFR as at present.

8.

Rectify Fairley Baram Proved (>0) vs Expectation (=0) undeveloped reserVes.
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Attachment 2.1

BSP 1.1.2002
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31%

43%

100.0%

100.0%

1209

32.747
27.478
3.014
29.569
27.392
2.019
1.422

128.327
46,799
12.791
47,351
52.707
5.267
2611
-1,792
23.001

6t%
57%
49%
7"to
11%
68%

314.2li2

10.1lIl
5.57
15.25
16.66
6.55
1,35

50,00%

6.28
2.67
12.02
3.75
2.90
0.61
0.00
1.19

50,00%

ZU2

a.a

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50,00%

5
6
7
3
7
20

0.85

9
12
9
14

17
8
61

3.54
60.15

6

Cll-n

3>

Champion
Champk",..WesI

aCOo
o

;0::1

<t>:::!)

~a.

CCO

coa
en w·

roe.

on",r main foeld. - Wast

5.n

OII1er maln fields· East

1.07
0.26
0.00
11,43

Seria

Iolh&r main fields • l",,<I
UG

OIlier 8mall neIds
Condenoale produced In 011 slream
Telal NGL (MlMlb)

109.85

147.51

0.48
0.53
0.13
0,90

22.81

llG
le lher minor lIal<ls

ITalal Gas (10"9 sm3)
~

~
o

o
o

Conversion faclonl ....ad by asp
lstb"
lscf =

0>
......

}>
'lJ
,

CC-

o
o

79%

24%
38%
41%
63%
54%

0

0.03
6.46
2.46
-7.08

50,00%
50.00%
50.00%
50,00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%

0,34
0.00
0.00
323
0,00
-1.19

5.52
1,20
0.39
2.19
1.29
0,07
0.01
3.23
1.23
-3.54

23.17

50.00%

6.114

11..53

o.n
4.37
258

0.14

3.23

0.22
0.\6

MS

12
6
162

21
34
386

c

3

(J)

:::i

......

2
14

W
../::>.

,

-"

CO
lUl4

11..53

13

26

11

347.664
114.768
34.257
47,461
62.622
39.898
6.428

402.402
146.765
49.269
71.016

30.685

48.916

200.792
61.094
12.3ll8
3.675
6.676
39.968
2766
-0.667
0.017

683.781

661,572

326.649

68.222
47.179
7.781

1 mJ
1 sm3

AudllTraU;

0>

o

to

,

C-

()

Gas (Dry, sales gas Yolumes)
&NAmpa
Other mal n fields - West
Champion
Champlon-Wesl
Olher main fields. EasI
Seria
Other main tleids-land

W
--J
../::>.

12

NGl

010

~,

I
ZU2

--j
SWAmpa

,

../::>.

o
o

Oil
SWAmpa
Other main foe/ds - West
Champion
O4I1er "",In !ields • EasI

w
o

60,252
5.295
4,085
2.625
9217

79.436

2.079
0.677
-4.792
0.000

14.507
136.1sa
217.588

12%
0%

54%
105%
85%
0
'47%

51%

75%

68%

50%

Ccrw&/l.lon facio.. used by SIEP:

1 Sib"
1 od ..

(J)

89%
71%
84%
18%
37%
95%
71%
100%
0%

67%

n%
45%

70%

a2%
92.3%
74%
92,3%
51%
92.3%
72%
92.3%
67%
92.3%
96%
92.3%
72%
92.3%
0
923%
47% ,923%

92.3%
92.3%
92.3%
92.3%
92.3%
92.3%
92.3%
923%
923%

55.64
4.89

74%

923%

92.3%

85.68
30.26

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%

3.n

6.56

242
8.51
1.92
0.63
-4.42
0.00

29.73
33.81
3.78
1.94
-1.42
13.40

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%

73.354

200,921

50.00%

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%

27,82
244
1.139
1.2'1
4.2ll
0.96

4294
15.13

10
4

3.26

8

14.86 .
16.90
1.89 .

5
7
11

0.31

0.97

·221
0.00

..221
6.70

:B.&77 100.461 . 3UST 100A61

-"

57

-"

27
22
12

o
o

t:3
o
o

21

'lJ

m

(Q
(J)

0.0263 8m3

100% wol........ from 'R_part ne. 1.1' (Alt.3) lram CSS NFF 20021001 lexcept conde....ta.uoaII .....um .... for whlc!l no ...!donee _.~
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SEC RESERVES AUDIT· VOLUMES RECONCIUATION

Attachment 2.2

BSP 1.1.2002
Proved 011 Reserves Changes 2001 (100%, 10A 6 m3)
Prov.Res.
1.1.2001

Field

Revlson$l
Reclaslns

&lens}

Improved
Recovery

Olscov's

P<nchase in·
place

Sales n-

Nsw

Prod~n

place

Oevefd

2001

Prov,Res
1.1.2002

ReseNes

Shell Equity SheU Equity Shell Equity
Share %
Share %
Share %
1.1.2001
200lPrDd
1.1.2002

Net SIleII
Equtty

NetShlIU
Equity

1.1,2001
(10"6 m3)

1.1.2002
(10"6 m3)

Comments

,
~,

../::>.

Proved Develo ad Reserves

3.aa

SWAmpa
Other main lields - West
Champion
Other main fllllds • East
Seria
Olller mam IleIds - Land
Oilier small field s
Condensate produced In 011 stream

2.52
0.50
030

2.54 '
0.90
3.25
2.43
0.79
032
0.12

12.57
5.35
24.05
7.SO
5.80
1.81
000
2.37

SO.OO%

SO.OO%
SO,OO%
so.OO%
50.00%
50.00%

50.00%

50,00%
50.00%
50.00%

50.00%
50.00%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0

50.00%

SO.OO%I

0.00

50.00%
SO.OO%
50.00%
SO.OO%
50.00%
SO.OO%

SO.OO%

50.00'10
SO.OO%
50.00%
50.00%

SO.OO%

6.28
2.67
12.02
3.75
2.90
0.81
0.00
1.19

29.62

o
o

W
--.J

,

~

C-

}>
'lJ
,

CC-

---i

CD-n
~o

I

t

(rov,Oev.Resvs
(10'6 m3

35>

Proved UndevelQDed Reserves

-0

SWAmpa
Otller main fields - West

~()

;;0;

CD -..ca.
Cll

c

(lI~

en
-.
_Ill

m-

a.

w
o

0.001

5.74~,,*S*]rmm.~

Other matn fields - East
SeMa
Olher mam fll!lds - Land
OtIIer small fields
Condensate produced In 011 sltllam

10"6m3

59.241

o
o

Champion

I

, 10.341

()

1.57
·1.13
2.16
0.90
0.37
-0.22

Prev.Undev.Res

7.111

0.001

1.76
0.52
0.18

9.19
5.79
6.46
25.82
7.30
1.llS
1,71
4.71

4.16
1.29

54,12
3.65

2.47

5.48

0.00

62.06

SO,OO% .. . 'W:t~:::'~~~

SO 00%<:>,,"
50.00%.
.

,.~.

SO.OO% i:;(;,,·o.",·:"'·....
50.00% <.......~;." ..,;..
50.00%
50.00"10
50.00%

O'

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%

c

4.59
2.a9

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
SO.OO%
50.00%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

12.91\Bugan lIPP' + <IlscoY.
3. &5 SMR apprajsal
0.54
0,B5
2.36

50,00%

0.00

31.03

3

(J)

3.23

:::i

......
W
../::>.

,

-"

CO

11
(J)

Cl.

Ne, Group Eqully
Proved Developed Res_s
Proved Tela! Reserves

0.00
0.00

2.87,
4.69

'.

...

..
1.23

2.74

10"6m3

28.40
57.22

Convemon fecIors used by BSP

1 m3=

~
o
oo

1 sm3

...o

=

1 m3
.1 5m3

AlNIll Trail:

~

0>

3.55
0.00

5.17
5.17

29.62
60.65

-"

1.25
3.49

o

2000 Submission
Prov.Oe¥ .Res
Prov.Tot1 Res
10"6 m3

~

0.00

2.821
4.6:1

3.57
1.23

2.74

5.171
5.17

2u21
60.65/

t:3
o
o

29.62
60.65

--.J

'lJ

Conversion factors used by Sl EP:
1 sill =
0.159m3
1 sc:f =
0.0283 8m3

m

(Q
(J)

U1

Overall, laIr malch.

(J)

1.1.2001 field volumes not available
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SEC RESERVES AUDIT· VOLUMES RECONCIlIATION

asp

Attachment 2.3

1.1.2002

Proved NGL Reserves Changes 2001 (100%, 10A 6 m3)
ROYbon,.,
Rec::ta.s:ms

I'rov.RG$.

F!<lld

1... ..2001

Improved
ROGO"<lry

e""""'j

P~rcIlase In·

&lies In·

NewOevel'd

PIOduct'n

Prov.Res

Disco"

plo""

pll.o

R0HMI3
(Transf.

2001

1.1.2002

Shell Equity Shell Eq..1y SlleII Equity
ShIre'"
ShIre ""
ShIre ""
1.1.2001
2001 Prod
1.1.2002

Und_Io09v)

Proved Oevelo

Net Shell

NetSII8II

eqully
1.1.2001
(10"6m3)

equity
1.1.2002
(1Cl'6 m3)

w

c-.ts

o

,
~,

../::>.

o
o

d Reserves
0.0.

SWAmpa
OIher main aelds • Weot
Champion
Champion-West
OIher main I\eIds • East

0.52
007
0.00
-0.03
0.00
0.00
0.01
0-45

Seria
OlIler main ffelds • lartd
LLG
Other small ffeld.
Condonsate produceclln oil stream

0.00

I'rov.oe--.Re"""

0,08

50.00""
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
50.00%
SO,OO%
SO.OO%

-0,12

&.46
0.44
032
0.10
0.&7
0.00
0.01
6.46
0.00
,2.37

50.00%
50.00,,"
50.00%
50-00%
SO.oO%
SO.OO%
SO.OO'"
SO.OO%
50.00%

SO.OO""

SO.OO""

50.00%

0.00
.0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0,91

12.09

0

50.00%

50,00%

0.00

50.00%
SO_
SO.oo%
SO.oo,,"
50.00%
SO.OO%
50.00%
SO.OO%
50.00%

0.00
O.OD

3.23
022
0.15
0.05
0.34
0.00
0.00
3.23
0.00
·1.19

W
--.J
../::>.

6.04

oo

,

C-

}>
'lJ
,
CC-

I

l!1D"6m3

-j

(U"l1

~O

3:;
CD

O
;lo
;:u::J

CD:::!l
.0 a.
c CD

m;a.
(Il _.
.... 1»

CD0.

PToved Undevel

()

c

Reserves

SWAmp.
0Ihet main IleId9 • We$!

-0.21

0.05

•.59

0.01
-0.07
-0.20
0.06
0.00
0.07

Champion
CliamploA-WIl9t
Olher main llelds ' &91

sen.

Othor main fields ,laoo
LLG
OIher .....UI\eIdo
Condensate "",duce<t in ell ""'am

1.9&
0.45
4,27
1.fl
0.14
0.02
000
:L46

-4.11

I

Prov.Und...... Res
10"6m3'-

0.001

11.04
-0.26

0.05

0.00

ll.oo

0.00

[mUm

lid

11.09 1

50.00% ,,4 "!:", •
50.00%
50.00:% lo:.o .....~ ~ •

50.00%
50.00% .
SO.OO%

50.00%
50.00%
50.00%

50.00%

5O.llO%
5O.lI01li
50.00%
50.00%

O'

3

2.3Q

50.00%
-50.00%
50.00%
SO.OO%
SO.*",
SO.OO%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
ll.OO
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.96
0.07
0.01
0.00
1.23
-2.36

50.00"'1

0.00

5.54

(J)

:::i

0.98
0.22

......
W
../::>.

213

,

-"

CO

11
(J)

Cl.
-"

NBt G'tIujl EqUty
PrcY8ll OeveIoped ReSlIYB8
PrcY8ll TllIaI R~

I

1ll"6m3
2001 Submission
Prov.o....R<la
Prov.Tot'l Res

o.cO
ll.oo

-0.05
-0.18

lAB
12.1.

-0.05
.0.15

'.

0-04
0.ll2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.45
0.45

6.04
11.59

o

-0.48
-0.61

t:3
o
o

10~m3

0.ll3
0.02

'QA2

0.42

1-04
11.59

--.J

6.04
11.59

::0

~
o

o

o
Cl
......

'lJ

m

Conl/WS;on fadon; used by 8SP

1m3:
10m3~

......
......

Convsl3lcn faClOls used by 51EP;
tslb ~
0.159 m3 "
1 set ~
0.0283 sm3

1m3
15m3

IwdltTran:

Cl

(Q
(J)

U1
--.J

Fair match

o

1.1.2001 ""Id V<lklmeo nol available.
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SEC RESERVES AUDIT - VOLUMES RECONCIUATlON
asp 1.1.2002:

Attachment 2.4

Oas Reserves Changes 2001 (100%. 10'"'9 sm3) • Dry sal..'gas volumes
Aakl

Prov.R....

fI_onsJ

ImpRIII<ld

1.1.200\

R_no

Reawety

&:le"""'

l'urd1.so

Obc:ov+:s

jn.

Salesl...

N_

~leoe

o..verd

place

ProducI'n
2001

Prov,Res
·1.1.2002

Shell Equity Shell Equity Shell ~ Not Shell
5I'8re ,.
Share ,.
Shore ,.
EquIty
1.1.2001
2001 Pro< 1.1.2002
\.1.2001

Not Shell

GIN

Eq~

(llkncf)

RO$8N""

(Tn,"".

eon-.-u

NelShen
Net Shell
Eqully
~
1.I.20Q2.
1.1.2001
(10'& Nm3 (10"& Nm3

1.1.2002
(10"9-..3) (IO'Il om3)

,

../::>.

~,

Proved Dov"1o &d Resarvos
3.17.

SNJlmpe

OIher meln fields - Wll$\

o37e

01llmpI0n
O1empiot>-Wes(
O!ller meln field. - EasI

Serla

017&

Other main _

-l.8nd

0.133

LlG
Oli>er minor r..1ds

.e ll5'K
.e.65%

6.340
1.352
050<1
0.561
1.344
0.163
0.178

60.252
5.2&5
4.085
2.625
9.211

o.en

.ca.65%

~.337

·4.192

46.65%
46._

t.1l1ll

0.000

4565%
45.65%
.6.65%
46._

u,.
48.%
46%
46.%
46,%
48.%
46.%
48.%
.e,%

w
o

4e 17"
4e.17%
4617"
46.17"
.6,17%
.6.17%
46.17'lO
48,\7%
45.17%

0.000

27.81&

0.000

2.445
1 MS
1.212
4.256
119BD
11313
-2.2\2
0.000

0000

llooo
0.000
0.000
0.000

llooo
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1150
1147
1
1150

1105
IlISO
1139
1139
1139

o
o

29.&86
2.628
1.656
1.306
4.408
1.0!l2

W
--J
../::>.

,

C-

0.334

}>
"lJ

-2.362
0.000'

,

CC0,000

3860

10,1.2'5

711438

.%

48%

4817%

0000

38677

11.11

0,000

39.218

.e.17%

0,000
0000

15.119
12.887
1352
116S2
12.647
0.932
0.6S7
0.000
6.698

1150

0.000
0.000
0000
0.000
0,000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

16.291
13.235
1.370
14.718
13,832\ B"9""
1,031
0.701
0,000
7.151

0.000

88.133

I

Resarvos

--l

m"TI

!!:!.O
3):;

~()
~O

SN /lmpII
Other main fiekis

~

Wesl

Chempbn
Champlon-Wes'

1.54S
-1.1'3

0.665

0468

0.37S

2.2l1i
-2.088

O<her moIn flelds • East

;:o;a,
(0 _ •

Serla

0.234

OII'>ar main fields - LaIld

0.831

.00c: C1l

UG
Other frinor !leid.

(l)a.
Ul _.

~lll
ro-

0-

TofI Pr"".Res
'l0'90m3

~

0.000

32. 7.,
27,.78
301.
29.589
27,392
2.018
1.'22
0.000
1.,507

6.915

0.4801

ii.riOO~~

1

3.267\

~

0
0
0

I;~:;~~~~. -__

-

4:8581 100:46;1

4,722
100.461
~

~.. fi¥f~-LIK
0,000

0.000

::u

0.000
0,000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1113

1050
1150
1150
1180
1139
1\39
1139

0.000

-

99.899
1.647
~

0000

c

"!'P' . _

......
(J.)

../::>.

,

-1-2\7
I._

36.677
100.481

Convor:olon lador:s ... eeI 1>1' BSP
1m31 m3
1 sm31 om3
I sm3.
lI.94llNm3
_10m3- 1.0ne0sT ~9500
~,e, ovge GH'I =
10761 Icc-.a
or
10201 kcdsm3

or
or
or
dW\l GHV 01

1:;;
.

•.111.

1079S.'

-1.345
1.764

5.UO
5.110

38.427
l07.J.76

38.427
107.816

4.9741

39.218!

«1.05 MJRfm3
42.71 MJIsm3
11411 Blu/scI
1\40 8Iliad' from ail..... _

CO

ComI8nIon laclonl ... eel 1>1' Sla>
0.159 m3
1 sib =
0.0283 orn3
loci =
1 srn3 =
0.948 Nm3
0._ Nm3@9SOO
erlCl10m3=
(i GHV=
9500 1a:aIINm3
8DC61<c:a11sm3
or
or
59.77 WlNm3

data.

or

iIl'.71 MJIsm3

0'

101 1 IltuIscf

11
(J)

Cl.
-"

o

t:3

o
o

--J

Audit Trait
~ In

producaonand.......,.. NnI3 voIUIIIO$.
_ 1 1 1 _ Pf"baIlIYd.e 10 _ _ 01 celc_.

39.314
1116.230

2.240
2.730

1.923
0.517

3.509

"lJ

m

(Q
(J)

U1

co
o

.....

L

(J)

:::i

Cl)
.....
Cl)

N

3

-"

130.193
2.1"

0.000

c...

4817%
48,17%
'8.11"
48.17%
48.17%
48.17%
48.17%
. 48,17%

o
o

()

asP-""
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CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

BSP,27 Apr· 3 May 2002

Attachment 3

AREA I FIELD: ALL FIELDS

COMPANY: BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM Sdn Bhd

Dimensions (100% field figures as at 1.1.2002):
Average Group share: .•%
1.1.2002 Proved 011 Reserves
10"6m3
(Group share
1,1,2002 Proved Developed 011 Reserves
10A6 m3
(Group share
10"6 m3
(Group share
2000 011 Production
10"3 m3fd (Group share
0
1lY'9 sm3
(Group share
1.1.2002 Proved Gas Reserves
(Group share
1lY'9 sm3
1.1.2002 Proved Developed Gas Reserves
2000 Gas Production
1lY'9 sm3
(Group share
A
10 6 sm3fd (Group share
0
Number of fields In Brea
Number of wells drilled f in production

IResultl

Audit criteria
1
1.01
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TECHNICAL MATURITY
Is 3D seismic available and used for the field(s) In quesaon?

..:

1.02 Are seismic processing and interpretation state-of-the~art?

+

1.03 Is well data coverage adequate?

+

1.04 Has a 'proved area' been defined (lowest known fluid contact,
no majorfseallng faUlts) and Is It realisUc?

0

1.05 Is this 'proved area' supported by seismic amplitude studies
sndfor reservoir analooues In the area?
1.06 Are petrophyslcal well data quality and quantity adequate?

1.07 Is reservoir produciblllty for undeveloped reserves supported
by production tests or other evidence?

10A6 m3)
lQA6 m3)
10A6 m3)
10"3 m3fd)
10"9 sm3~
10"95m3
10A9sm3)
10"65m3fd)

. Comments

3D Seismic coverage Is almost universal over the main
producing area In the shallow offshore. For new seismic
surveys the OBC (seabottom cables) technique Is used,
paracularfy to avoid acqulsltlon problems around the densely
spaced platforms. An Important area where such new 3D
acquisition Is now planned Is the Champion Main field, where
the poor quality seismic mapping todate (caused by
seabollom reefs) has hindered advancement of reservoir
simulatinn .. nd .
PSOM Is applied (where the data are available) to obtain
beller deflnltlon of fault planes. A major advance In
. Interpretatlon quality has been obtained by the Introduction of
the Petrel geological modelling package which allows a rapid
and complete integraUon of the seismiC data with the dense
well data and With structureI intemretatlons.
Most of the "elds are mature and well data Is mO/'El than
adequate. Adequate appraisal well data Is available in
lundeveloDed fields.
BSP have historically been one of the strongest proponents of
probabiflsltc reserves estimation and volumetric estlmates are
stlll done prDbablllstically. Any Incomplete hydrocarbon
column penetralfons are therefore addressed probabllisUcally.

NA Good OHI amplitude data are available in spme cases, eg the
deeDer offshore.
+. Log selectlon In new wells Is state-of-the-art and fully
adequate. Log interpretation seems hlstorlcally to have been
somewhat conservative (too severe cut-offs?), resulting In
STOIIPs that are too low In comparison with present:
perfonnance. A major breakthrough has been the availability
of through.tubing C-O tools (RST Schlumberger, RPM Becker
Atlas) by which moving Ruid levels In reservoirs can be traced
much more accurately and on a much wider scale than
before.
+ Appraisal wells in undeveloped fields are rarely production
tested. Fuily adequate data are obtained from sampling tools
(MOT). Very good data are also obtaIned through modem
NMR logs. Finally, there is ample analogue data in the area.

1.08 Ne there proper volumetric estimateS?

+

Static reservoir models (CPS-3, now being replaced by Petrel)
are generally used as the method of making volumetric
estimates upon first discovery. Petrel geological modelS are
prepared following well drilling (If not already before) and
volumetric estimates are obtained from these. Refined
features like porosity maps, saturatlon-helght curves etc can
thus be Induded in an early stage.
Historical HIIP estimates tend In some cases to be too
conservaltve, probably caused by too conservative

1.09 Are representatlve PVT data available and have they been
lomoertv accounted for In the volumetric esUmate?
1.10 Are static models available I adequate?

+

PVT samples are obtained and interpreted through the proper
tools
Historically, GEOCAP models were often used to replace the
Initial CPS-3 models prtor to major fleld studies. More
recently, Petrel models have become the standard. Coverage
Is not complete yet· areas with higher development priority
are belna addressed flrst.

..

+ '" Good
BSP·AtI3. Checklist

+

.

'.

'.

(~".:..,.".\
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Are dynamic models available I adequate?

0

Dynamic model coverage Is not complete (some 70%) over
reservoirs wlth proved and expectation reserves. Coverage Is
complete for areas under study. I.e. those areas Where further
development Is seen asUkely and as having priority. Models
are almost Invariably downloaded from geological models.

1.12 Are history matches available I adequate?

+

1.13 Are the recovery factors for proved reserves reallsUc?

+

History matches are oompllcated by both water and gas
breakthrough In these fields (many primary gas caps) and by
pressure communication wlth neIghbouring reeervoirs through
partially sealing faults. Improved geological modelling has
imoroved the Dllalitv of these matChes.
Recovery factors are generally based on simulation studies or
on prodllction performance data. Gas recoveries take
account of Installed and future compression.

1.14 Are developed reserves based on proper NFA (No Further
ActivlM forecasts?
1.15 Are developed reserves based on existing wells. completJons
and facilities, or do they require only minor costs «10%
Drolect costlto be hooked UD?
1.16 Have development projects been defined for undeveloped
reserves or can they be defined?

+

Yes

+

Yes; Most behlnd-plpe volumes are not counted as
developed until they are properiy completed.

0

The large majority of undeveloped reserves are covered by
well targets (some notional or even undetermined and In need
of further study) and forecasts. A small amount (around 9%
of expectallon llndeveloped, much less of proved), sometimes
referred to as 'legacy reserves') Is not covered by targets
Iandlor forecasts vet.
Projects with forecasts are inCluded In the BSP Bllsiness Plan
and have project costs (some preliminary) and economics
associated with them.
Projects are ranked and their development sequence Is set
accordingly. Those with later target dates lend to require
further study work before they can be matured. Their
associated recoveries tend to be based on earlier, preliminary
studv work or on analoou85.
A successful gas Injection project (wlthln..well, from deeper
gas horizons) Is In operation In SW Ampa. Water injection Is
in operetion on some areas In Champion and expansion of
thiS Into neighbouring areas Is being considered. For any
undeveloped reserves, no pilots are deemed necessary.

1.17 Are there sllditable development project plans with costs.
benefits and economics?

+

1.18 Are the projects technically mature or Is further data gathering
necessary?

0

1.19 Are improved recovery estimates based on a successful pilot
or analogue or are they otherwise. supportable?

+

1.20 Have the projects successfully passed a VAR3 review or are
they. otherwlse ready for application for funding?

0

1.21

Are the projects firmly planned to go ahead - are there any
potentiel show stoppers?

0

COMMERCIAL MATURITY
Are the projects economically viable (meeUng Group Scr. Crit.
over range of possible future scenarios flow case reserves)?

0

2.02 Have forecasts been cut off when rates become uneconomic?

+

Most projects pass economic screening criteria. Those that at
this stage do not, are felt to become economically viable with
further work and uodated co.st estlmatlllQ
Yes; minlmllm economic rates are determined by field.

2.03 Have the latest Group Screening I Reference Criteria been
used?
2.04 Are assumed prices and costs RT (or justified If not)?
2.05 Is export Infrastructure (pipelines, terminals etc) available or, if
not, Is it firmly planned and fully Included In the economics?

+

Yes

2
2.01

New field developments are subjected to VAA reviews. but Infield projects are generally too small for these. The projects
with lower priority tend to require more study work before they
can be matured.
In principle lhere are no show stoppers. Projects will go
ahead In due course as and, when they can be made
technlcallv and economlcallv robust.

+

Yes

+

Yes, any new infrastructure required (flow lines, well jackets
etc) are Included In the cost estimates and economics

2.06 Is project financing available or can It reasonably be expected
to be available?
2.07 Are developed reserves actually In production?

of.

Yes

+

2.08 Have allproved gas reserves been contracted to sales?

0

Yell; A reglllar review Is held of 'shut-In potential' and it is rare
for wells with developed reserves to remain shut In for a long
time.
The BLNG plant Is the main customer for asp gas.
Additional. smaller gas sales streams are for~ocal domesllc
use and for power generation. The BLNG contract was
extended in 1992 on lite basis of then available proved gas
reserves. This base, being somewhat conservative, has since
then grown and there Is now a surplUS of some 1.5 Tcf proved
gas and some 5 Tof of expectation volumes.

+ = Good
BSP·A1I3, Checklist

0 = SaU5f.ctory X, UnsaUsfactory NA = Not Applicable
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2.09 If not, can they reasonably be expected to be sold In existing
mar1<ets and through existing I firmly planned facilities?

+

2.10 If neither, Is there a finn commitment (eg FID) that supports
the assumotlon and maturlno of a future market?

N.A.

3
3.01

Filed 10/10/2007.

REASONABLE CERTAINTY
Is the uncertainty range of volumetric parameters and STOUP
estimates adequate?

0

3.02 Is the uncertainty range of developed recovery adequate?

X

3.03 Is the uncertainty range of undeveloped recovery adequate?

X

Page 61 of 75
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There Is no doubt that any surplus gas will be able to be
contracted to the ex/sting supply outlets. Additional local
outiet Dos~lbllltles are belno oursued.

ProbabillsUc volumetric estimates tend to become Irrelevant
for mature fields since they cannot capture reservoir
performance data property. Volumetric Proved HUPs
therefore tend to become too low.
expectation developed recoveries are determined from
performance decline extrapolations In those cases Where
there Is no active history matched simulation model. The
standard method of determining proved developed volumes Is
through flttlng a symmetrtcal trtangular dlstrlbution around the
expectation estimates with the lower end point halfway
between cumulaUve production and expectation value. This
invariably resufts in a 'proved' developed reserves volume that
Is some 7Q..78% of expectation. This Is highly artificial and
not in accordance with current Group guidelines.
Historically, total reservoir recoveries were determined from
volumetrics with recovery factors derived from analogues or
from preliminary simulation studies. A significant portion of
tolal recoveries In asp are still based on these estimates.
Developed reserves were based on performance
extrapolations and undeveloped reserves were the difference
between total and developed reserves. With time, developed
reserves grew and In many cases overtook the original total
proved (sometimes even expectation) estimates. Hesitation
was applied In updating these negative reserves because
reservoIr crossllow was a common phenomenon and any
such updates required a regional study. Lack of resources
and priority caused a continuous deferment of such studies In
many cases. Negative reserves continued In many reservoirs
(particulariy /n the Champion Main field), until concerted
efforts In 200012001 brought back the total of such reserves to
more reasonable, but sUlllow.proportlons.
The proper way of determining undeveloped reserves Is
through a simulation stUdy whereby these reserves are
calculated from Identified activities, with well targets.
Developed reserves can be determined from the same
(history matched) simulation model or from well performance
extrapolalfons. With progressing field developmenl;bbth
developed and undeveloped reserves are updated In the light
of reservoir performance, new drilled wells, changed future
well targets etc. Total reserves are always the sum of both
developed and undeveloped reserves. and are therefore no
longer fixed 'target' recoveries that do not (or only pooriy)
become updated with progressing field life. This Is now the
norm In the large majority of Group OUs and in asp this Is
also the approach In the tleld areas with simUlation mode's.
In the original approach followed by asp. proved undeveloped
reserves were simply the difference between proved total and
proved developed reserves. In the new approach. whereby
undeveloped reserves are determined Independently, the
method of determining proved volumes Is less well defined.
The Impression is that in many cases, a conservative
approach Is still followed. Group guidelines clearly state that
In such cases a number of simulator scenarios shOUld be run.
with a reasonable P8S scenario picked at first, which can
gradually become updated by a scenario that grows closer to
or equal to expectation values wlth Increasing field maturity.

3.04 Have mar1<et I production constraint uncertainties been taken
into account?
3.05 What Is ratio of field(s) cum.prod. I expectation total recovery?
3.06 Can the field(s) be considered mature?
3.07 Are proved (developed and total) reserves consistent With
'proved areas'?

+.. Good
BSP.Atl3, CheckUOI

N.A.

0

There are production constraints but these are taken account
of In field olannlno and oresent no uncertainties.
Quite variable, from 0 (undeveloped fields) to 92% (Serla
field). asp averaoe Is 70% for 011 and 50% for oas.
Approximately half Is mature to .very mature.
Proved areas are not adhered to rigidly, although partial
penetrations elc are taken account of In the probabilisUc
estimates see also 1.04.

0 .. SaUsfactory X .. UnsaUsfactory HA... Not Applicable
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3.08 Are proved reserves for fields (or other entities used for asset
deoredationl added tooether arithmeticallv?
3.09 Ale proved reserves within fields (or within enlllies used for
asset depreciation) added together probabllisllcally?

3.10
4
4.01

4.06
4.07
4.08

4.09
4.10

4.11
4.12

5
5.01

5.02
5.03
5.04
5.05

Attachment 3

+

Yes

+

Asset depreciation Is done at a field level. Hence, guidelines
would allow probabilistic addition of reservoirs within a field.
This is not done at present. In view of the Impractical aspects
and fntransparency of results (dependencyl) this \$ supported.

GROUP SHARE CALCULATION

Are proved and proved developed reserves fully producible

4.02 Are the forecasts required to demonstrate the above condition
consistent with the firm Base Case presented In the latest
Business Plan?
4.03 Is the hydrocarbon EqUity share calculated properly (regular
production contracts)?

4.05

Page 62 ot 75".

N.A.

Is any assumed dependency In probabilislic addition
aooroDrlate7

within the licence period (or Its extension If there Is a legal
right) and within production ceilings/constraints?

4.04

Filed 10/10/2007

Is the hydrocarbon PSC entitiement share (net cost 011 + profit
011 onlvl calculated orooertv?
'
Is the hydrocarbon Purchase Right share (to the extent that
economic benelltls'derlved from producllon while still bearing
share of risks and rewardsl calculated orooerlv?
Are royalties that are (formally or customarily) paid In cash
included In reserves?"
Are royallles paid In kind excluded from reserves?
Are volumes delivered free or charge as fees In kind (e.g. for
Infrastructure use by third parties) Included In reserves?
Similarly, are volumes received as fees In kind excluded from
reserves?
Has historic Group under-or overlift (e.g. compared with other
co-venturersl been accounted for?
Have gas volumes produced from the reservoir but not yet
sold (e.g. through UGS, gas re-Injection into another reservoir
or a swap deal with another field) been properly maintained In
reserves?

Have gas volumes paid for by the buyer but nolyet produced
and sold ('take-or-pay' gas) been properly maintained in
reserves?
Have separate submissions been made for Equity ,
Entitlement and Purchase Riaht volumes?
AUDIT TRAILS
Are proved and proved developed reserves estimates up-IQ
dale?

+

+
+

BSP Is a 50% owned Shell company, with the remainder
being held by the Brunei govemment AlIlicances are 100%
BSP owned, BSP has full title to the produced 011 and gas and
IGrouo share is thus unirormlY 50%

N.A.
N.A.
+

Royalties (between 8 and 12.5%, dependent on area) are paid
In cash and are thus not subtracted from reserves.

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
+

Gas production and re-lnJecllon volumes Involved In the Intrawell gas re-injection project in SW-Ampa are properly
recorded. subtracted from the source reservoirs as
production and added (as negative production) to the target
reservoirs .. Gas ultimate recoveries in the latter are from time
to time re-evaluated, taking account of possible future losses
due to residual gas saturations In gas flooded 011 zones.

N.A.
N.A.
0

Can reported net Group eqUity reserves be reconciled with
individual field reserves estimates?
Can reserves changes be reconciled with IndlvldU~llleld
chanoes?
Are reserve changes reported In the appropriate categories?

0

Is there a document In place describing the QU's reserves
reporting procedures?

+

+ = Good o· Satisfactory

Current production licences expire as follows:
Onshore and 'Ilrst offshore' (eg SWA): 22 Dec 2003,
Second offshore area (eg FA): 31 Oec 2007,
Third offshore area (rest): 31 Qec 2026.
There Is a right to extend these licences by two successive
periods of 15 years, at terms and conditions 10 be agreed
upon. Discussions on the terms and conditions for the
onshore and Ilrst offshore licences are currentiy In progress.
There are no Indications that an acceptabla sat of new terms
and conditions cannot be agreed with the Government and
BSP management are fully confident that a licence extension
Iwlll bl!! obtltjnl!!d
Yes. all reserves for which forecasts are available ere
Included In the Business Plan.

+
+

Developed reserves are reviewed annually in many, but not all
reservoirs. Undeveloped reserves In the 70% (approx.) of
reserves that are covered by 'active' simulallon models are
reviewed regularly as well. Undeveloped reserves in the
remaining 30% are generally derived from older total recovery
estimates and are thus less uD-tD-date.
Yes, with the exception of the condensate-produced 35 oil
I(see 6.021
Largely, yes, with the exceptlon of the condensate·produced
as oil (see 6.021
Yes
Various documents are in place (eg a OUR review procedure
gUide). The annual reserves review process fs kicked off by a
note by the reserves coordinator, seltlng out the requirements,
tarnet dates and resoonslbllllies.
.

X = Unsatl.factory NA. '" Not Applicable
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5.06 Ate technical reports available describing reasons and

+

Justifications for new reserves estimates In sufficlent detail?

,

Page 63 of 75
Attachment

3

All reserves changes are documented In reports or notes,
depending on their complexity. Full field (or part-field) reviews
and FOPs are documented CDmDrehensivelv.
Yes,

5.07 Are reports numbered I indexed properly and is there a central
IIbrarv where 'cooies are keot?
5.08 Is the annual reserves submission supported by a sufficiently
detailed summary note explaining the reserves changes
(classified In revisions, extensions, sales-in-place elc) per
field, with references to detailed reports as appropriate?

+
+

Yes, an annual report 'End-year Resource Volumas for
External and Internal reporting' Is Issued, together with a
summary of reSUlts.

5.09 Are electronic data bases containing both historic
submissions' data and current reserves data In place and
accessible?
5.10 Do these data bases also contain references to detailed
reoorts?

+

Yes, a comprehensive RISRES data base Is in place

+

Yes (a very rare feature among OUs)

+

Yes

+

Oil, NGL and gas are reported by straam. Tha condensate
stream (consisting of gas wall liquids or 'CHPS' and
slugcatcher liqUids plus other liquidS from lIle BLNG plant,
called 'LLG') Is sold and exported separately.
Somewhat exceptionally, asp REs keep track of condensate
produGtlon from 011 wells In oil+assoclated gas reservoirs.
even though these liquids are produced through the oil
stream. This condensate production Is added to the
condensate balance In these reservoirs and reflected In
Individual field condensate volumes. Reported NGL reserves
are however based on prodUced streams, I.e. NGLs are only
those condensates prodUced and sold separately. Reported
011 reserves similarlY Include condensate produced In lIle 011
stream. The main justification for this extra accounting (not In
the EPPROMS system) Is to obtain a correcl reflection of the
condensate In reservoirs with very large gas caps.
The LLG stream has been included In the sales and reserves
accounting since 2000. The reason for their Inclusion was
that BSP have effective tll/e to these liquids (With the BLNG gE

CONSISTENCY WITH FINANCIAL REPORTING
Are proved and proved developed reserves based on
6scalised volumes under sales conditions?
6.02 Ara 011, NGLs and sales gas reported In thalr approprtate
categortes?

6

6.01

6.03 Are own use, fuel, losses etc excluded?

+

6.04 Ate gas GHVs measured property for sales gas conditions
and accounted for In reserves submissions?
6.05 Are annual Oil+NGL production volumes in reserves
SUbmissions consistent with Upstream sales volumes
reported into the Finance (Ceres) system? (Ceres line 0933,
which Is the sum of line 7385 (Reward OIIlNGL) and line 0871
[" 8462-0i1 + 8464-NGL for COnsolidated Companies + line
3596 (" 0931-011 + 0932-NGL) for Assoc. Companies).

+

6.06 Are annual gas production volumes in reserves submissions
consistent with Upstream Gas production available for Sales
(GpafS) volumes reported Into the Finance (Ceres) system?
ie;"res line 9130).
6.07 Are the Financial and Reserves accounting of production I
sales fully consistent with each other alsO In cases like
royalties, fees-In·kind, undertlfVoveri/lt, gas re-injectionlUGS,
take-or-nav DIS?
6.08 Are the net Shell share reserves reported property and
consistently with Finance reporting (100% for consolidated
Shell companies, with minority reserves reported separately,
or actual Dercentaae jf less than 50%)?
6.09 Are reported proved developed reserves consistent with those
, used for asset depreciation In Group Accounts?

+

Own use, fuel and losses are deducted as.e bottom line
correction from annual production and from reserves before
the annual Group reserves submission. The percentage is
calculated annuallv (around 8%).
Yes, gas samples are taken regularly and evaluated with the
IDrooer tOOls.
""
Yes, close cooperation fs observed between Finance.'.
accounts and the reserves coordinator.

+

Yes, dose cooperation is observed between Finance
accounfs and the reserves coordinator.

+

Yes (only relevant for annual production)

N.A.

BSP is a 50%, I.e. an associate company and accounts and
reserves are reported on a net Group share basis.

+

Yes, Proved developed reserves and Unit of Production
Factors are advised annually by the reserves coordinator to
Finance accounts.

0

Proved reserves are likely to be somewhat understated due to
the conservative procedures stili In place

0

Whilst expectation estimates appear Quite reasonable, the
proved estimates are too conservative in compartson with
Grouo oUidelines

-7

OVERALL
If Group guidelines should not or not completely have been
followed. are resulfs still reasonable I overslaled I
underslated?
7.02 Do the reported proved and proved developed reserves
estimates give a reasonably accurate reflection of shareholder
vaIUl"?

7.01

+ "Good
aSP·Att3. Che<:kUsI

0 ~ Satisfactory x" Unsatisfactory N.A." Not Applicable
31-5-2002. 12:07
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Attllchment 3

Weighl Score (0·100%)
1

2

3
4
5
6

7

•

TECHNICAL MATURITY
COMMERCIAL MATURITY
REASONABLE CERTAINTY
GROUP SHARE CALCULATION
AUDIT TRAILS
CONSISTENCY WITH FINANCIAL REPORTING
OVERALL OPINION

25% 82%
16% 81%
14% 37%
9% 100%
16% 90%
11% 100%
8%50%

TOTAL SCORE

100% 78%

+ "Good
BSP-All3. CheckLl.t

0" Satisfactory X" Unsallsfac:lory N.A." Not Appll~ble
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Proved I Expectation OIl+NGL Reserves versus field maturity

1.1.2002 asp DEVEL.OPED OlL.+NGL. REseRVEs
Fields I OUs Proved I expectatIon ratios \IS maturity
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Proved I Expectation Gas Reserves versus field maturity

1.1.2002 asp DEVELOPED GAS RESERVES
Fields / OUs Proved I Expectation ratios vs maturitY
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Aud.it is about reserves procedures" not a comprehensive (VAR) review'!
Audit opinion is based on comp~rison with Group guidelines and with PnlcUce in other OUs
Excellent preparation for audit by RE staff - best seen
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Seismic acquisition: 30, OBe
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Through-tubing RST logs to track dynamic fluid levels
Major well drilling cost reductions and target/trajectory imp,rovements
Reserves developed per well drilled do not show a decline yet
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Target should be Proved'" 900/0 of' Expectation at Company level (ef other 'OUs)
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performance scenario of Expectation vc>lum,ettics .. later updilted with field performance
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BSP's historical leading role in probabilistic reserves esttmatiOi1'(from 1970',5) now overtaken
by events
Method is designed for new fields, too conservative for mature fields (difficult to refle,ct
dynamic performance in static parameter distribul'ions):
New Group guidelines recommend deterministic estimation - not followed by BSP
PU sensitivities re raising (Proved) reserves were an issue - now addressed
Increased tax payable by asp if reserves are raised - resplve is needed
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Originating from 'antiquat.ed' method of determining reservoir u.ltimate recovery (UR) from
recovery factor assumptlon_, from ananaJogue or, ~t bfJst, from a crude simuJati,on study
Undev'd reserves (UDR) equated to"dlfference betw&Etn UR and dev'd reserves (OUR.)
Undeveloped well targets I forecasts, economic evaluation rarely avaUable
In some small undev'd fields economics are marginal, but now deemed out of date
In other cases (Championl) UDRs became negative when UR. was overtaken by OUR
Proved 'legacy' reserves are small (9°k of Exp'ri undev.rt$erves, - 30/0 of Proved?)

Historical reluctance to make a 'clean sweep':
Avoid major reserves swings
Crossflow an issue, needing an area-wide, not individu.al reservoir resolution
With up to 4000 ,reservoirs, not an easy task in asp
Effort made in 2000/2001 and proper 'project now started and resourced to addres$ this
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Very good consistency with Finance reporting (annual production, UPFs)
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INTRODUCTiON

PetrolculiI resources represent a s,gnificant pan of the company's upstream assets and are
the foundation of most of its current and future upstream activities. To aid in understanding,
planning" and decision making about these petroleum resources, resource volumes are
classified according to the maturity or status of· its associated development project. The
current' status 'and c~nges' in petroleum resources, and specifically the cotpmereia.lJy
recoverable portion (reserves), 'are a significant concern to management. The future of the
company depends on our· effectiveness in maturing resources to the point where maximum
economic Yalue is realised.
For the Shell Group as a whole, petroleum resources are teport4;d annually to senior
management and are essential information for the strategic'planning process of the upstream
, sector. The current status and chailges to the proved and proved 4eveloped reserves are also
repOrted annually to the Securities and Exchange Conunission (SEC). '
.

'.

t~

V

.

Therefore the importance of these figures cannot be overemphasised. Reliability, uniformity,
consistency, transparency and' auditability are essential' elements in the collation of
petroleum resource reports by Operating Units (OUs) and New Venture Operations <NVOs).
In 1998, the guidelines have been rt>written, building on. the foundatiOn established by
previous'versions (References I to 5). These suidelines serve as a reference. for OUs and
NVOsand as the standard against which audits will be conducted.
The recommendations of the Hyckocarbon Resource Volume Value Creation Team have
been incorporated in, this update of the guidelines. The' primaIY. changes are incr~ed
'attention to' realise riiaximum value from volumes and the modification of the definition for
proved developed reserves to be more consistent with industry ,practice. The value realisation
theme is refJect~ in' emphasismg 'a) that reserves are project based and b) the'i!Uportance of
maturing resource volumes to,developed reserves and hence sales. No major cha.nges 'in the
, classifi~tion scheme are introduced.
This documeht contains only guidelines, The information on internal and external
. submission requ~ments a,nd quantification methods that was contaln~ in previous versions
of this document will be included in Other communications. Submis'sion requirements will be
conununicate:d,annually in a letter from BP Planning. Methods wiQbe developed through the
HydrocarbOn ResoUrce Volume Common Interest Network (Reference 7).

•

The present, ',1999 version contains a small number of corrections/modifications dnd : '
clarifications compared to the 1998 edition, wJUch ar(!lndic~ted by a line i"n the margin.
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2.

PETROLEUM RESOURCES'

2.1

' Definition

A petroleum resource is any accu~tion of hydrOcar~ns that is known or anticipated t·
exist in a sub-surface rock formatio!,!. located in the company's current exploration an,:
production acreage. If the petroleum resoUrce extends beyond the company's licence area tb
resource volumes must be· divided according to the granted licence boundaries. to tak
proper account ,of Group share.

ga

Resource volumes are reported as the quantities of sales product for cmde oil; natural
and natural gas liquids. 'the corresponding quantities of field recovery should be maintaine
by the'OD (See Append~ 6). The reporting of petroleum resource volumes should furthf
indicate the petroleum type,tbe reporting utdts and conditions. and the Group share.

Resource volumes are tied to the project that develops them and are generally reported b
field. The term rese"e& is used for resource volumes associated with a project that '
technically and conunercialJy mature. Resource volumes that do not meet these' criteria al
.called scope for recovery (SFR). Proved reserves are the p<n:tion pf reserves that .
reasonably certain to be produced. These distinctions wiJl be discussed ~ Sections 3 -and 4.

2.2

Group Share

Only the GrouP. share of resource volumes is reported. The GrOup share is determined b
agreements with the resource holders. Resource volumes can be distinguished according I
~ different types of agreement,whicbare discussed below.

EqUity Equity resOurces are the. Group share of resourCes in Concessions. Concession agreemen'
lay down the general terms and conditions of operatIon. Thes-e agreements with governmen
defme the applicable tax rules, the Group share of resource$ in Concessions and the duratk
of the production licence:
'

by

Entitlement, Entitlement resouree.s.

at:e the Group share of production in acreage goverped
Production Sharing Contract (PSC). The Group share of production is th~ Group interest :
the sum of cost oil plus excess cost oil plus profit oil. in accordance with the PSC ttnns. "

Innovative
Production
Contracts

In ~t years. a number of resource holding countries have introduetd innovati'
production contracts in order to attract investment by foreign oil companies while preservir
the principle of national resource ownership., These agreements ~icaJlyprovide for tI
contractor to recover costs and profits from hydrocarbon revenues while holding no title t
or'entitlement
to receive, petroleum resources.
,
US Fmancial AceountingStandards Board (FASB) regulations have lagged behind the:
'developments and provide little explicit guidance on reserves disclosure when the risks ar
rewards of ownership are carried witbout legal title to mineral rights.
However, volumes covered by such innovative contracts should be inclUded in extern
reports in an informative way to be consistent wit~ the spirit' of the SEC regulations. T;
volumes from whicheeonotrUc benefit is derived should be repOrtciJ if all three 'of t'
following conditions are met:
'
.1. The OV participates in the production operations as either operator or in partnersh
with the operator, and so bears a share of the costs and risks of the producti,
operations.

2. The' OV derives future economic value that is directly related to the volume
hydrocarbons produced. For example, a fee expressed as a fIXed' or indexed amount F
'barrel of production would constitute a derivation of value from the produc
hydrocarbons, but an operating fee that is largely independent of production would n'
The actual source of revenues used to pay the OV is not crucial to ',this point f
example..if the remuneration is determined by' a produced gas vplume but paid from·
revenues, the eionomic value to the OV is in effect derived from the produced gas, a
this volume should be reported.
'
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3. The OU is exposed to the normal risks and rewards associated with owltetship of
mineral rights, including the downside and upside from changes in the'value of future
production volumes. These include the risk ~t costs may not be recovered. due to either
uncertainty as to the 'presence or magnitude of hydrocarbon volumes or to movements ·in'
petroleum prices. . .
OUs and NVOs working under such contracts-should complete the stand8rd resource volume
, submission for the Group!Company interest in. these volumes, noting the nature of the
, interest ReP~ volumes should be in line with the reporting of traditional reserves with
regard to royalties and should therefore reflect the volumes from which pre.tax cash 'flow is '
derived. As elsewhere, cash royalties are regarded as a production cost.

H an OU has ·interests in sevenlll~n.ce areas subject to different contract types (e.g. reward
generating and PSC), a ~arate submission must be made' with respect to the interest in the
reward generating contract area.
When an OV is participating in a venture which grants neither title to, nor al) entitlement ,to
, ,receive petroleum. and which does not satisfy the three criteria above the OU should not
report reserves or production volumes. For example this might occur if the recovery of costs
is guaranteed against adverse price movements or a shortfall 'in recovered volumes

Licence or For internal r~ing putp9§es, Group, share of the expeCtation estimate of reserves a~d
Contract sCope for recovery Ill'e recorded for the total prOducing life, i.e. including the period beyond ,
Extensions the relinquishment date, but not covered by a'right to extend or by a letter of assurance (see
,below): The Currently existing licence terms or othet anticipated t~ should be' assumed
for this extrapolation. In addition to rull life cycle volumes, resource volutneS limited to the
. current licence only are recorded for total expectation reserves, developed expectation
reserves and total commercial scope for recovery. .
'
For external repOJting, Group' share of reserves (proved. proved developed) is limited to
production within ,the existing,Jicence or contract period.. However, produetionbeyond the
licence or contract period can be include4 if there is a legal right to extend a produc~on
licence or,PSC, or if the gov~lJnent has formally indicated that it will' favour substantiated
requests for extensiOns' in the future (letter of assurance). Then volumes recoverable during
the ~tension period are included in the Group share. assuming currently existing or other
anticipated terms. Such considerations should be documented in the:: ~ual submission.
In some countries, the issue or duration of production licences for gas fields is effectively
coupled to the conclusion of gas sales contracts. In other areas, a realistic target date for
initiation must beset for projects that are not yet firmly planned so that the production
forecast and other screening assumptions can be used to estimate the volume produced
before licence or contract exvtrY.

Long Term FASB regulations (69 par. 13) require that quantities of oil or gas subject to purchase under
Supply long term supply, purchase or similar agreements should be reported separately, if the OU
Agreements participates in the operation Qf the properties in which the oil. or gas is located or otherwise
serves as the "producer" of those reserves, as opposed, for example, to being an independent
purchaser, brokec, dealer, or importer.
'
The "supply" agreement should be a consequence of the OU acting as producer. This would'
not be the case if, for example, others had similar agreements but did not participate in the

production operations.

.

These net quantities, as well as the net quantities received under the agreement during the
year, should be included in the end year estimate of reserve volumes for eXternal disclosure
fonn .

r'~-------~'
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Royalty Royalty is a payment made to the host government (or the production 9f mineral resources.
It is usually calculated as a percentage of revenues (payable in cash) or production.(payabl(

in kind).

Where in practice royalty obligations are met iQ kind (i.e. by delivering oil instead of cash)
the Group share ofproduction and reserves should be reported excluding these volumes.
Where royalty is payable in·cash or is Ut principle payable in kind but We government ba:
formal1y elected to receive, or customarily receives; payment in cash. Group share 0:
production and reServes should be rePorted without deduction of equivalent royalty volumeS.
Fe8sin kind Third Parties may.. in some cases pay Fees in Kind or Tariff in Kiqd (TIK) for the use 0
'infr8$trueture (e.g. pipeline tariff, proceJlsing fee). Such volumes reCeived by the co~pan:
do wg, constitute a Grbup share in resources and should not be included in'reported volumes
Condensate volumes recovered from a pipeline system related to transportation of Thir(
Party gas volumes and sold by the company are equivalent to fees in kind. received. All fee
in kind received should be included as a purchased volume in the company ·accounts.

Where a company' pays fees in kind (from its own fields/resourceJl) io a Third Party,' these d,
constitute a Group share in resources and should· be included in the reported 'volutIleS
Annual volumes produced and used as fees in kind should be inc~uded in' sales volumes. will .
associated revenues (at an agrted fair market value) equivalent to booking of the incurr&
operating cost.

or

'Open Acreage

Group share of volumes is non-existent in open acreage and acreage for possible acquisitiOI
or farm-in.

UnderlOver Lift Group share should also allow for any histonc under or over lift by partners or,government.
Committed G!lS

Total volumes of expectation gas reserves within licence, which have been sold (conunitted
~d short term contractual agreements, In countries with a matUrelderegulatc.
gas market all gas reserves" which have a near certaintY of inarktt takc>up can ~ classifie.
as •committed,..

ReseNes under long

Committable Volumes of gas reserves, which have not been sold. but-could be sold (conunittable) node
Gas Resewes .contractual agreements: The sum Of conunitted and committable gas reserves should equa
expectation gas. reserveJl within licence. Gas resource volumes, wJUch
classified as scop.

are

for recovery due to lack market availability, should not be included.

.

.'

Gas Re~ Gas volumes re-injected in a reservoir, for pressure maintenance, .gas conservatior·
underground storage (incl. cushion gas). or other reasons, remain part of a company'
resource base and should be accounted for as such. These gas volumes should be cluswe,
'and reported as reserveS or SFR, conform any other gas resource based on proje<
assuJtWtions for re..development (taking into account expected f!'-saturation losses).

, injection

Gas volumes re-injected in an Under Ground Storage (UOS) project on behalf of a Thir·
Party (including any gas volumes previously sold by the company to this party) do !l!
, constitute a Group share in resources and should not be included
in reported volumes.
'
.
.
Di/Sands

Reporting of petroleum volumes (heavy oil, bitUmen. syncrude, gas ete) recovered fro.
"oil sands" (tar sand. oil shales. coals etc.) as part of'hydrocarbon resources (reserves (
·SFR) is principally governed by the method of recovery of such volumes. Volumes produce
through wells, generally from thermal methods are reported AS part of the hydrocarbo
resource base. Volumes recovered though mining .and subsequently recovered from th
mined prOduct are not part of the hydrocarbon resource base and should be reporte
, separately (see also ApPendix 3 C4).
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hlESOURCE VOLUME· CLASSIFICATION FOR INTERNAL'

-I

.

REPO~TING

: C,lasaUlcatlon Scheme

The iniebaJ classification scheme ~hown in Figure 1 is intended to provide a consistent link
·betwee~ a field's.resoui'ce volumes and the BP business model, identifying separately those
resoureJs that are the focus of the various stages in the development life cycle. .
.
Cumu4atlve Production
Developed Reserves
,Undeveloped Reserves

Resents:

. i
DJscov~red Scope for
Recovery:

-Co~ial Scope for Recovery by
,Proved Techniques
CotnJT)ercial Scope for Recovery by
Unproved Tecbniques
,
Non-Commercial- Scope for Recovery,
Undiscovered Commercial
Se:ope for Recovery

pndisc:hvered.Soope for
Reco~ ,

nuoo~ndlmtlmlnAa~
1

.

Figure ~: Resource Categories for Internal Reporting
A sUnu$ry of the definitions for these categories ,is provided in Appendix. I. The cascade.
model oFigure 2) illustrates the migration of volumes between resource categories during the
.
'
developfuent life cycle.

1-'

,

I

I

iHseClVered~AA-_--1

---I

SF:R

;

·1;
AC

UIRE .AND DIVEST

Figure 2: Cascade Model .

-

sPec~iC

A
examPle of the migration of resource voiumes
life cycle is shown in Appendix 2.
1

-

.

betw~n categories during a field's'

' .
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3.2

ConIidenlia .;;

Value Realisation

The most imPortant objective of resource volume management is the progression of thc
volumes to the pOint' where maximum value is 'realised. The main purpose of the intema
c~siflcation scbe~ tied to the development nfe cycle is to enable understanding of tit<
potential value and the actions need~ to mature volumes. In order to achieve busine3;
groWth and rCSlnes replacement objectives, it is essential that DUs and NvOs have eft'icien
: systems to move volumes through the value chain from scoPe for recovery to production anI
sales as shown in the cascade model.
, OUs and NVOs internal rt'.1etVe management systems should;
,

t
j

,

a) set targets and monitor .actual performance in maturing volumes towards valu
realisation,

I

b) fully inventorise and have maturation plans for Scope for Recovery opportunities,
c) review ultimate recovery targets for existing fields and identify what activity. appraisil
study, new technology development. commercial ,agreement, etc. - is required to reac
.these targets,
d)' and have Key Performance Indicators (KPI's) to measure performance (e..g. reservf
replacement ratio, scope fot recovery maturation ratio, time between discovery and ftr~
, production).

3.3

Technical and Commercial Maturity

The classification scheme uses a project's technical and commercial maturity as the primar
criteria to distinguish between reserves and scope fOt' reCovery (SFR). Resource volumes ca
be classified as reserves only if the associated project that will resu}tin production of,th~
volumes is considered to be technically and commercially mature. If it cannot. the resour<
volumes shOuld be classified' as SFR. SFR needs an activity (e.g. exploration appraisal, fie:
trial, gas market development, etc) 'to achieve technical maturity and cOmQlel:ciat viabilit:
Secondary technical and conunercial distinctions (between proved and unproved techniq!lc
SFR and between conunercial and non-commercial. SFR) further identify resoutce volUl1lf
at various stages in the life cycle.

~

.. .;

I

Project Basis Technical and cOmmercial maturity reflects the' status of remaining uncertainties in tl
assessment of the optimal development project and its associated recovery. A project is ar
proposed or noqonal modification of -the wells, the production facilities and/or tl
production' policy, aimed at changing the company's sales product forecast. It can also be
modification of the company's share in a venture (purchase! saJes-in·place. unitisation.
new terms), The generic tenn 'project' is also' used to describe a group of (sometim·
alternAtive) projects, each with a certain chance of realisation, depending On the .results .
further data gathering.' In that case, the project NPV is replaced by the Expected Moneta
Value (or EMV, see Appendix 6).

!

j.

Technically
Mature

I,

For a· project to be technically mature, information on the resource v6lu~, including'
level of uncertainty. is such t~t an optimal project can be defined with an .auditable pl:oje
development plan. based on a resource' and developmenT -scenario description, w'
drilling/engineering cOst estimates, a production forecast and economics. The plan may
notional or it flllty be an analogy of other projects based on similar resourceS. However,th(
should be a reasonable expectation that a fIrm development ,plan can bC matured with tin
Projects do not have to have a completed development plan.

Commercially A commerciaUymature project is commercially viable over a sufficiently 'large portion
Mature ,the range of possible scenarios that reflect the remaining r~ource uncertainties as well as t·
remaining commercial uncertainties, including market availability, The definition of wl
constitutes "a sufficiently large portion" may vary from case to case and could for exam)
require the project NPV for the low reserves scenario to be positive for appropri,
commercial criteria. It is also likely to inclUde an assessment of the capital exposure in Cl
of project failure due to adverse resource realisations. The selected range of scenarios sho!
be documented and auditable.
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. Commf'rcially A scenario is commere~aiJy viable if the NPV is expected to be positive under the
Viable applicable (or expected) tl:rlm and conditions for the acreage and for the current advised
Group reference criteria for commerciality (aeta-cnce 9).

Economically A project is econOmically viable, if the expected NPY under the applicable te:rnw arid
Vlabll{l conditions for the acreage exceeds the separately advised Group project screening criteria or
if the project 'has already
approved by shareholders. Projec.ts generally have to
demo~trate eco,nomic viability in order to obtain investt,nent approval. However, economic
viability or formal proj~ approVal is not required for a. project to be considered
commercially mature. Reserves may be booked be:fore pr~jeet approval is sought

been

3.4

Uncertainty Estimates,

lJnC~ty in resource volumes ariSes from using data and prediction techniques with
varying degrees of uncertainty. The uncertainty in resource volume estimates can be
assessed and represented using a variety of methods (see. ~eference 7). Probabilistic methods
, determine a range of estimates and tbe associated probability that they will occur. Scenario
deterministic methods determine best estimates for specific cases sucb as a low side case or a
base case.

The terms low, expectation. Or high estirriatcs are used in this dOCument to simplify the
discussion and to define reported volumes where consistency is. required. When using a
probabilistic inethodology, iow, expectation and high estimates are d~ned as the P8S, Mean
and PIS values from the probability (listribution function (see Appendix 7 for de;finitions).
When using, a scenario deterministic methodology, low, expectation and,high estimates m:e
lli.e low side case, base case and high side cases, res~vely.
, Only the expectation estittJate for each of the resource categories is required for Internal
reporting. The low estimate is usually used to define ~ternally reported'proved reserves. It
is up to the DU to decide whether there is a need to determine other estimates.

. .
.
. '
Uncertainty' The uncertainty range 'of ultimate recovery generally decreases as a field is developed and
Reduction with produced. However, the uncertainty range as a, percentage
replaining reserves may not
Performance : always decrease with time. As a field matures" initial in place volwnes and ~'Very
should
from a volumetric to· a, performance-based estimate, incorporating' the
additional production data to reduce the uncertainty range. Once the reservoir
performance has been. established with reasonable'. certainty, a fairly small difference
between low, expectation and high estimates would be expected Definition of the low and
high es~iinates may no longer be of value in mature fields with relatively little. uncertainty
, and use of a single expectation estimate should be considered in this situation.
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.Fimlf~ 3 illustrates the narrowing ()f the uncertainty with field appraisal and development
This is a near ideal example where the expectation remains constant for most of the lifl
cycle.. This example is ako.used in Appendix 2 to show the migration of resources bctWetl
internal and external repotting categories during the field life cycle.
The reduction in uncertainty based on pedormance should be adequately reflected in the
annual reserve and scoPe for recovery. estimates for the field.

Addition of Resource·volumes are added together at various levels during the resource assessment am
Resource reporting process. Addition of reserves at' or above the level used for depreciatiOl
VolUmeS . calculations mUst be aritlinu:tical for consistency with financial accounting. Below this level
Le. normally below. the field level, addition should be done taking into account th
~~ Ro.~1',.
dependency between the volumes to truly reflect the recoverable volumes associated with
).. ......'
project AritluneUcal. ~tiQn is appropriate for dependent volumes, but usually overstate

~~~
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the uncertainty range for the,sum of partially independent volumes. Probabilistic addltio'
·should be used for partially independent volumes· when the difference with arithmeti
addition is significant.
Below are'two examples where the methOd of addition is important to handle properly.
I) Field A is comprised of separate layers and the properties Of these layers are indepen~e"
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of each other. In other words, a low ·result one layer would not increase or decreaE
the chance Of a low result the otlier layers. Low" expectation and high estimates III
calculated for each !ayer separately.. Probabilistic addition shou.ld be used to accO!1l\t f(

in

of

the reduced. uncertairity adding together independent volumes. Arithmetical additio
of these estimates would understate the low estimate and overstate'the hi8h estimate (
the total field.

.2) A project develops three independent fields as sub-sea satellites connected to or
platform. In this case. the investment in surface facilities may be totalled .fl
depreciation' and consequently the reserves estimates should relate to the combint
fields. 'Probabilistic addition should be used to calcUlate the total reserves assOciatE
with the platform

Careful consideration should be given to Commercial SFR by provea'lechniql1eS whe
eventual development is only increment8l to ,an existing or planned development. The: '
volumes may have a probability of success' (POS) less than one, but with'probabilist
addition will contribute at all levels" low, ex~tation· and high • Of reserves estimate
Examples of where this would apply are:
I) A fault block that is not yet tested and may be ri:asonably. int~reted as an extension

'"c0"

the delineated area of the field The project itself is technically and conunercial
mature. The untested block would be developed through existing field facilities witho
significant additional investment other than, additional wells, which is recogmsed in t:
project scope. The uncertainty is geological and volumes are tlassed as reserves.·
2) A phased development where there is uncertainty in the scope (e.g. number of wells)
a project due to. geological uncertainty. However, the nature of t1ie·project 're~i
essentially unchanged and additional wells could be accommodated within the 'flexibiJi
of the field facilities design, then the whole range of recovaable volumes 'should
considered in deriving reserves, A scenario tree can be developed to represent the ran
of outcomes, both in recovered volumes'andoptimised numba cif wells, dependent
geological. uncertainty. The uncertainty is resolved, with time, through planned do
gathering eventually determining the number of wells. Hence the volumes can
regarded as technically mature. If one branch of the scenario tree is not economic, th
the volumes associated with that arm do not contribute to reserves.
If probabilistic addition is used, ensure the methodology, and parameters used ;

documented in the audit trail.

I

Group Accounts sho\lld be consulted when considering combining surface facilities for different fields
depreciation purposes.

~
,

.

-----,
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3.5

Cumulative Production
The resource volume category "CumuJative

production" pertains to 'summation' or sales
quantities, of production volumes up to the date of reporting. Consistency is required'
between sales and' field quantities. Production Operations and Finance functions tnust
reconcile their figures prior to any submission -(annual oiVNGL production [0933) and gas
sales [0323) as rewrted in CERES upstream sector must equal the volumes reported in the
~ual resource statement using the appropriate unit conversion factors).

3.6

' Reserves

Reserves are the sales quantities anticipated to be produced and ~onetised from a discovered

'field associated with a project that is teclmlcally and commerdally mature (see definition
in Section 3.3). PetroleUm volumes h8ve been demonstrated to be producible through wells
from the field A market must reasonably be expected to be available.
The production forecast, and therefore the reserves, must be cut off at the point ,where cash
generation becomes- negative, i.e. 'when operating costs (with appropriate treatment of
abandonment costs) exceeds sales revenues after royalties. If the remaining tail production is
significant;it may be booked as Noo-Conuriercial SFR (see below).

The production forecasts must be adjusted for any volume$ flared/vented and 'own use' (fuel
for production faejlities, compressors ete) in the upstream operations prior'to transfer of the
volumes to the buyer (Third Party or ·Oowns~eam'). '
The restriction of marketability is relevant to gas reserves and for the classification of those
NGL produeu that are subject 'to go-ahead of a n,on-associated gas project. Apart from an
.assessment of the loCal market and identification of the type of export projec;:t (e.g.,pipeline,
LNG, methanol), this,restriction implies earmarking the gas.resources suitable to feed these
outld:s. The restriction applies to
Confidence levels (iow,expectation and high _esti~tes)
of reServes:
.

an

To ininimise fluctuations over time; OUs and NVOs s~ould exert caution in transferring
volumes between the reserves and SFR categories. Demonstrable tf'Chnical ~nd commercial
maturity will be required when new fields and reservoirs are added to the reserves ·base. The
same requirement applies in principle when undeveloped reserves are retained. To retain
developed reserves, their production should have a positive cash generation after subtraction
of operating costs, laX and royalties. _

•

I.

Existing volumes classified as reserves, but which are no longer commercially mature, may
be retained a~ reserves only in cases when there is an overriding strategic interest, or where a
current small oper!lting loss is eXpected to be reversed in the short term. In both cases
support from shareholdq§ mUst be'obtained.

Doveloped, Developed reserves are the portion of reserves that is producible thrOugh currently existing It"
Reserves completions, with installed facilities for treatment, compression, transportation and delivery,
I
using existing operating methods. Outstatlding project activities. such as initial completions, .
recompletions, hook·up and modifications to existing facilities. ~~~<tnsidered as .existing
or installe(fif the outstanding capital investment is minor (<.10%) compared to the total (project cost and if budget approval has beep obtained. Volumes behind pipe are considered
"0'1
developed if additional activjties (e.g. 'lower' zone abandonment, perforating, stimulating) 111I
do not require a full well entry/re-completion and if the future investnient (normally opex) is
~
minor «10%) compared to a new well.

oft

Developed reserves are estimated by forecasting the production that will be contributed by
the existing wells through the currently installed facilities assuming no future development
aetivi~y. Future wells or facilities may be planned that ,dd reserves and/or accelerate the
reserv~ that would be produced by the existing investmentS. However, the portion of
reserves expected to be accelerated by future_ investments are classified as developed with
the existing investments and not after the future investments. If future investment accelerates
production such that addjtlonal reserves are recovered within time limits (e.g. sales contract
periods. field life), -the additional reserves are classified as developed only after these
investments are made,
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Und(lvelbped Undeveloped ~erves 'are the' complement of developed ieserves i~ 'the total. reserveS
Reserves' iequirios <:apital investment in new wells and/or production facilities in order to be
,

'proW~

For new' development projects, developing additional resenes may defer field I platfOfh
abandonment and may tha:eby also i~e the reserves, producible from existin(
,completions. SucIJ g~ns should be included -in the economic evaluation flf -the ney
development project and can only be.classified as reserves if the project meets the technica
and commeccial 'Criteria.
3;7

Scope for Recovery

SCQPe for ReCovery Is the recovery estimate of any notional project for whici
,implementation ,cannot yet be shown with sufficient confidence to be tethnically sound 0
comuietcially viable. Howevtt, there must be an expectation that this project could matur:
based on reasonable assumptions about the success of additional data gathering, a maturiD
technology from current research, relax.ation in the market constraint$ and/or the terms an,
-conditions for implementing such a project.
.
," ..
The 'economic evaluation should include any future pro-investment costs rtquired to.reduc
' ,
technical uncertainty.
In the case of immature projects: the associated scope f~ recovery may be reported as
single estimate for the undiscounted 8yerage recoveries in the case of success (mean suctes
volunie, MSV) togetber with a probability Of success (POS). For aggregation purposes rh
risked expectation "\'olumes are used (POS*MSV).
'
cOmmercial
, . SFR

sFR which is expected to be c:onunercially viable should be reporte4 in one, of the tollowin, '
three Commercial SFR categories.

Commerclal·SFR by proved l.echniques is the yolurne estimated to be recoverable from di~covere
SFR by Proved resources, ~y a pr.oject utilising a recovery process' or technique which has bee

Techniques

~
l

l

!,

Commercial SfR by unproved techniques is, the v.olume believed 'to be recoverable, from discovert:
SFR by resources by a ptQjed: utilising any recovery technique or' process that has not yet bet "
Unproved demonstrated to be technically feasible in the field where its application is cOnsidered. bl'

Techniques

I

:j
!

demonstrated to be technically feasible in the area or in the field. Implementation is expectt
to be commercialty viable, but a large range of teChnical uncertainty precludes tl'
formulation of a teclmically soUnd projeCt propOsal.
.

which through laboratory .or trials elsewhere has 'a reasonable chance of being technical
feasible in the future. Iffeasible, the process, should be expected to be c:onpnercial.
Future data gatherina may disprove the technique" and with it the possibility of developmer·
and these SFR volumes must therefore 'be disCounted for the risk that the considen
technique will not prove to be fCa$ible.
'

Undiscovered SF'R is the volume believed to be reCoverable from as yet undrilled potenti
accumulations by any process that has, been a technical success elsewhere, under simil
. SFRconditions, and the development of which is expected to be commercial.

Undiscovered
Commercial

These SFR volumes must be discounted for the risk that petroleum· is not present or is n
commercial to develop (Probability of Success; see Appendix 6).
Future data gathering may result in a total write--off of these resources. Following drilli:
results, the resouroe volumes are revised and, in -the case of a discovery, the economics I
assessed, whereupon the resource is 'either discarded or reclassified.
'

:l-

Npn- SPR in di&covered resources is considered non-comrcial for development projects whk
Commercial even if technically successful, woUld not be commercially viabl~. To avoid unrealis

SFA situations the reporting of Non-Commercial SFR is restricted to projects with a U
Technical Cost below an annually advised ceiling. ,
Non-commercial SFR is reported in order toretal"- an indication of the discovered reSOUTl
that could become commerCial with a change of circumstances (e.g. an increase in oil pri.
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a ~hange in tax regime. development of a gas market, flaredlvcnted/re-injected gas volumes
,if recoverable and significant enough to ,be lIlarketed). ,

numbers

The volumes reponed for the four SFR re&.ourcc categOries
ate' based on full Ufe
cycle. In addition, total Connnercial SFR within licence should also be reported. ,
3.8,

Initial In Place

The petroleum volume Initially In Place (UP) are expressed in volumes of Stock'Tank. Oil
Initially In Place (STOIIP), Condensate Initially In Place (CUP) and Gas Initially In PlaCe
(GDP). under standard conditions. For standard conditions the same PVT data must be used
as adopted for. the reporting of field recoveries.
'
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4.

RESOURCE VOLUME
REPORTING

4.1

'Classification Scheme

Confidcnlia

CLASSIFICATION

FOR

EXTERNAL

Externally reported resource volumes have two, primary pulpOSeS - rmancial calculation,
a,nd investor assessments. The reported figures are used to calcUlate the depreciation of El
sector capital investments. The amount of dep~tion affects the company'. book earning
that /!I'C a,lso. externally reported. Shareholderi and the investment community use th
reported volumes and' earnings to assess the· performance and value of the company. It i
essential that externally reported proved reserves volumes are a true reflectiol1 of sbareholde
value. Externally rep~ prOved reserves volumes should, be equal to internally use ' .
proved'reserves numbers.
'

I
j

CumulttUve Production
Prov~d

Reserves:

I

t

I
i

I

4:

cUmulati~e productiOl
total proved reserves and proved developed reserves are extermilly reported aMually for oi
gas and NGL sales quantities as of the Ist of Jan)lary. The. reponed volumes must' campi
with SEC definitions. reproduced in APpendix 3. The Shell Group definitions contained i
this section are in ,full compliance with these definitions. Where Group guidelines interpn
SEC definitions, as listed in Appendix 4. 'th~e interpretations have been accepted b
external auditors as fuIruling SEC requirements. A sununary of the Group def"mitions for.d
external categories is provided in Appendix. 1.
.

The resource categories for external reporting are shown in Figure

. Proved Developed Reserves
Proved Undeveloped Reserves

Figure 4: Resource Categories for External Repo..~g
Cumulative production for external reporting has the same definition as used in the ShE
.internal classification scheme (see Section 3.5). An example of the migration of resoufl
volumes between externally repOI'te.d categories during afield's life ·cycle is shown
Appendix 2.

4.2

Proved Reserves

Proved reserves are the portion of reserves, as defined fot internal reporting, that
reasonably. certain to be produced and sold during the remaining periOd ·of existh
production licences and agreements.. Extension periods are ·only included if there is a le~
right to extend, which may derjve either from the .initial concc:-Ssion agreeme~t or from
subsequent letter of assurance. Any applicable government restrictions on oil export ai
contractual or practical nwket limitations to gas delivery J:'ates should be taken into aecaut
. Only the Group share of proved reserves .is reported.
.
If probabiliStic metbodsare used, reserves are re.a&onably certain w~en there is an 85
probability ,that the quantities. actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate. This
the P85 value of the cumulative probabi'ity curve.. If scenario deterministic methods l
used, the term r.;asonable certainty is intended to exPress a high degree of confidence t)

the quantities will be recovered. This is the low side estimate. When the estimate assulT
significant volumes of hydrocarbons outside the defined fluid contacts, Of when the recovc
mechanism is unteSted in the field or analogue fields, a lower estimate should be used tl
reflects this uncertainty.
As discussed in Section 3.4, proved reServe estimates should be updated annually based
development and performance data.
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Proved ,Proved, developed reserves' are, the reasonably certain portion of internally reported
Developed developed reserves (i.e. produced ftpm existing wells through installed facilities). Drilling
Reserves and COJq)Jeting a well esseDt1ally proves the hydrocatbonS that ,it develops and therefore
proved developed l'e'Jerves arc bas~ on.. the ex~tion estimate of developed reservci;
adjusted to take into account Of undefined fluids I;Ontaets, untested recovery mechanisms,
, licence periods, govenunent rt$trictionaand market limitations, as discussed above. The
cxpectation eStimate is the mean value if probabilistic methods are used or the base case
estimate if :scenario detmninistic methods are used and should tie-in with the expected No
Fuithu Activity (NFA) produCtion f~t.
',

,
Proved Pf<:!Ved undeveloped reserves are the reasonably ce(tain portion of, internally reported
UndevelOped undeveloped reserves (i.e. require additional capital investment for new wells or facilities).
Reserves ,Reasonable certaiDty is met by ~g the P8S value or 19W side estimate of undeveloped
reserves and taking into account undefined fluid$ contacts, untested recovery l1l\lChanisms,
licence periods. government restrictions and market limitations, as discussed above.

.

,

Total proved reserves and proved developed reserves are often determined, and' then proved
,undeveloped'reserves is the difference between the two. In manire fields When most of the
reserves have been developed, this ,approach can result in values f<>r totall>roved reserves
and proved undeveloped reserves that are no longer reas.onable. Once a field is at this level
of maturity, a deterministic approach should be used for both proved developed reserves and
proved unde~eloped reserves consist~t with the SEC and SPE definitions (Appen'du, 3.
Reference 8). Total proved reserves is then the sum of proved developed reserves aDd proved
undeveloped reserves.
I
Estimates' of proved reServes should be benclut1a(ked against the "p~oved area" deterministic
method consistent with the SEC and SPB defini~ons (Appen~ 3, Reference 8). This
method first defines the proved area2 of the field and then estimates the volumes expected to
be recovered from the proved area. If the proved and proved develQped res~e' estimates are
significantly different using the proved area method (as generally used in the industry), a
reconciliation should be made for the OU to 3Ssureitself.that the reported reserves are a true
'
reflection of shareholder value.

Asset holders should be aware of the differences between probtibili'stic and detenniriistic
techniques since third parties, e.g. gas buyers and hence external reserves auditors for
cenification, may adopt different practices.

•

.Extemal' For projects wliich require some degree of external financing (e.g. LNG projects. major new
Financing venture start·ups), project fmancing must be expected to be available before proved reserves

are disclosed externally. This could, by exception, be a reason why the re8erveS of some
'viable projectS are excluded from external reporting.

Improved Advances in reservoir modelling techniques have greatly enhanced the systematic
Recovery assessment of project recoveries across the full range of uncertainties, increasing confidence
Projects in in the use of simulation results as the basis for investment decisions and reserves estimation.
, Externa£. This improved quantification has in some cases Shown that pilot testing is not necessary'
,Disclosures prior. to project conunitment (based 'on' a Value 'of InfOlltl1ltion approach). Under these
circumstances. reCovery from improved recovery, proj~ts (e.g. fluid injection. reservoir
hlowdown) may bl;l. considered proved when the following three conditions are met:
1) A comprehensive 'assessment of uncertainties results in confidence that the actual
volume will be greater than t!le low estimate.,
2) The main features of the recovery process are supported by confirmed, re&ponses in
analogous reservoirs.

2

The area of the reservoir {:onsidered as proved area includes (I) the area deli~ated by drilling and defined by
fluid CQntacls. if. any. and (2) the undrilled portions of the reservoir that can reasonably be judged as
commercially productive on the basis of available geological and engineering data, In the absence of data on
fluid conlacts. the lowest known occurrence of hydrocarbonsconlrols the proved limit unless otherwise
indicated by definitive geological. engineering or performance data (Reference 8),
~
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3) Project financing has been obtained or is exp~ to be available without a pilot testin!

phase.
In the case of improved gu recovery, the additional conditions in the following section alst
apply.
.
'
.,'

I

Proved Gas In addition to the foregoing conditions, proved reserves of natural gas should include onl:
'
'
Res8wesln quantities faUing in the following categories:
Extemal 1) that are contracted to sales; or
Disclosures
2) that can be considered as reasonably certain of being sold, based on a reasonabl.
,exp~tion of the availability of markets, along with transportation! deliveryfacilitie
that,are in place; or
''
'3) , that. while not firmly planned, have been eannarked for future development and henc
may .reasonably be anticipated to be'sold based upon expectation of availability c

markets and project ,financing.
. These restrictions also apply to the external disclosure of condensateINGL prodUCtS that ar
subject fo the go-ahead of a. non-associated gas project.

Proved
Reserves under
.Constrained
Production

When operatmg under a combined p,oduction constraint" (e.g. oil productioJ:l quota) an .
production beyond the licence'or agreement period is expected;,the capability to acc~leral
the post Iicet\ce produetioQ provides a safeguard against under-performance of the 'planne
development programme during the licence period. This capability increaseS the confidenc
level that can be assigncld to the constrained production forecast during the licence period. )
this circumstance" the proved reserves should be based.en an· accelerated developInel
programme that Cc>uld be fonowed in the event that the base plan delivered less productio
. than e!Xpected.

Types of Under US FiJ:lancial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations. separate disclosure,
Agreements requir~ for oil and gas volumes applicable to different types 'of agreements. Th6
requirements are illustrated in Figure 5.
'"
Minority Interest Reserves are repotted on a 100% basis for companies in which the Group holds a controllir
interest (in line with financial reporting) rather' than On a GroUp share basis. Minori!
interest volumes inCluded in the tOtal proved reserves are disclosed s~y.3

} Inclusion of minority interest requires prior agreement with the Group.
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i

Notes
'(

No
H~ \he Company own a mlnel'a11nlefett In
lIle ~leum reeources?

1

.

Yes
Traditional meaning of an enterprf68'8lnterest

In reaerv" (FAs& 19 para. 10). ExdUde
volumes payable to or,.,. through ptoelUctfon
payments or carried Interests (FAS8 19 para.

Report equity CJII and 9.a vol':!maa

47aanddl·

'

'.'

,

,

-I

,Has Ihe Company been assigned an
N0
,..--... entldement to receIVe volum,es of 011 and gas
as • re8Uft ()f Its participation In the operation

.

01 011 and OBS orooortles7
Yes

1

Typical PSC case. Whelller the Government
hllS a pre.emptive right to buy ~adt thllS8
eflllt/aments Is not material.

Report enUlJemenl 011 and 911;1 volumes

I

as

Relevant where natlonalleglsi.uon prevents
a<:ce8S to mineral' rights. The agreement would.
fl()\ be 11 consequence 01 acting a. producer If
e.g. others have similar agreemlll'lts 11U1 do not
participate In prOduction operallons.
'

Dges lheCompany.
a consequence 01 ItS
: - acting as "prodUcer'. have an agreement with
lIle Government Of Government agency, wI1tch
asslgns Ihtt· tight to'purchase quantllles Of 011
or gas?

0

1

'Yes
separate disclosure Is required. FASB 69 PIlfa.
1&

Report aeparately the,volumes which the
Company" entitled tl' purchase.
.' ,

'

The /<l/Iowbp

of tll9 ~ d ... FA&8

-:

Does the' ComPIIIly participate In the
production 01 hydrocarbons from which It
derives economic benal" While subStantially
carrvlno Ihe normal E&P risks?

1

/118""""""

~~~ytllelll$llIn~&

I

•

,

No

No volumes reported.

Yes

Report aeparately the Company ahere of
the prOduCtIon and ..serves from whICh
economic benefit Is defl1llld.

Norm at E&P risks refer to both dcrMtalde and
upside exPosure to changes In lhe value' of
future produCtion volumes due to uncertaInties
lIS to their presence, volume .nd price,

'Figure 5: Types'of External DisclosureS in Relation ~ FASB Regulations
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5~

RESOURCE 'VOLUME' REPORTING, RESPONSIBILITIES AND
AUDITS'

5.1

Shareholder Requirements

EP Planning will communicate' atUnetable and the details about submission requirements tt ,
OUs and NVOs each year for both internal and cx.ternal reporting.
Volumes will be reported b,ased on the classification systems described in Sections 3 and 4
Additional information is reported for the calculation of the Standardized Measure requirtll
by the US Financi~l Accounting Standards Board (FASB).
'

5.2

Methods and Systems

OUs and NVOs are rrsponslble for'selecting the meihods and systems thai are technicall'
most appropriate for quantifying the resourCe volumes of their assets consistent with thes
guidelines. The preferred methods and systems may vary depending on the type of resourc
and with time as the resource matures and technology improves. !Jest pmctices will b
-developed. ut>dated and shared in the Hydrocarbon Resource yolumes Managemer
Connnon Interest N,etwork <Reference 7). This' network will repl!lce the material previous I
covered in ,Volume 2 of the 1988 guidelines (Reference 1 ) . '
,
A ~ariety of commonly' used Group and 3rd party systemi &re available to support resourc' volume assessment. Group systems are tailored to these requirements and methods 'and .wi
generally provide an inherent level of quality assurance through input CQnstraints•.intern:
calibrations. and other "reality checks". Where more generalised 3rd p8rty systems are uset
OU and RBD management should be aware, of the greater burden of quality control that wi
be required.

I

,f

;

The Group Reserves Auditor will review decisions on methods and systems during it
periodic audits. As' far as these methods bear on the estilnation of extc;rnally reporte
resource volumes, the Group Reserves Auditor will ensure that reconunended methods al
acceptable to the external auditors.
In some cases. DUs and NVQs maybe unable to follow Group guidelines and/l
reconunended practice.' due to go~ernment 'requirements. hardware constraints or othl
reasons. It is the resPonsibility of the OU ReServes Custodian to bring .such cases tll d
attention of the Group Reserves Auditor. to enal:# him to obtain external auditors' approv
,of the OUs and NvOsspecific methods and systems.

5.3

Responsibilities and Audit Requirements

EPPlanning BP, Planning is'responsible for compiling of the Group statistics Of resource volumes. 11
.Responsibilities analysis thereof and the communication to other functions. EP Pl~ng also maintains tl
resOUrce volume guidelines.

"

Reserves 1'he Group Reserves Auditor will carry out regular detailed reserVes reviews in DUs a-I
, Auditor. NVOs ,to ensure compliance with SEC requirements., The Terms of Reference of the SE
Responsibilities Audit arc included in Appendix 5, The external auditor will ver.ify
data for exterr

the

i'

,

i
.1

1

reporting.
Operating Unit
Responsibilities

Within OUs. and NVOs, _a Management System should be established (see Reference c
clearly defining internal reporting requirements, tasks and responsibilities.. Technical
Financial functions must co-ordinate and 'reconcile their figures (partiCUlarly producti
volumes) prior to submission,
-

a

All levels in an OU, including Asset managers and the reservoir engineer preparing I,
individual field reserves-estimates, should be'aware of the importance of extemally repon
reserves (proved; proved developed) and their impact 01:1 financial indicators,
Asset and Dll managers are responsible to ensure that the guidelines are implemented
such a way as to best represent to the shareholder~ the true value of the asset.
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, Non-operated Where $hell is n~ the operator, the'local Shell BP representative should prep~ the reserves
ReseNes submission: In this case the Shell representative has the responsibility of ,ensuring that
resource 'volume assessments' by the oPerator are aUsned with Group guideUnes ' before
submission. This may include reclassification of volumes between reserves and SPa
categories where the operatOr's criteria differ from Group criteria. As usual. an audit trail
(N!lle for file) should be available to document the reserves estimate.
If there is no BP representative or if the nece$sary data are not avat1able locally, then the
submission is prepared by SEPI,(responsible RBA).

Annual Review Until 1995, the Annual Review of Petroieum ResOurces (ARPR) ~as a constituent document
of Petroleum of the annual EP 170granune DOcumentation. providing an inventory of the status of
, ResOl./rces' petroleum resources. While -oUs and,NVOs no longer submit ARPR's to SEPIVISEPJ, the
compilation of' such an overview report wjll generally 'be necessary to satisfy therequirements of ,OU governance' and as such wiU be a key element of the OU reserves
Management System referred to above. '
"

Audit Trail

For all the reported resource volumes an audit trail must be available of the a¥umptions

made and process followed. This will allow any subsequent assessor to modify these
estimates based on new information in a reconcilable manner. Thus, eVllluation reports, must
be compilC!d (preferably on a field basis) giving the basic data, the way it has been
interpreted and processed, the develOpment options considered, aJ)d the'resultant volumes
with the assigned probabilities. ;rn addition, a description should be given of the develojllnent
strategy, including data 'gathering activities. These reports may be working files (if
acceptable to local.uditors). but itls recotilmended to make a duplicate 'for file' in ~er to
ensure that the data are preserved in field retJ0rt8.
"
.
Where subsequent small revisions IttC made, an update note must, be compiled. Multiple
changes, may be combined in one overall update of the resource volumes if they all belong to
the Same change category. After several years of small changes- or following a development'
study, a new evaluation report IllUst be issued. When a proposed change has a significant
impact on the Company's t<;ltal reserves or financials, SEPIV/SEPI should,be advised at ,the
, earliest opportunity.
'

•
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APPEND~X 1: RE$OURCE'CATEGORY (QUICK REFERENCE)
Portkin of reserves, as'dermed for internal reporting, that are reasonably'
certain
• Restricted by licence periods, government, constraints and market
limitations
.
f 8 • External financing, when used, must be expected to be available
i t ' · . Dctenninistically estimated volumes' should reflect undefined fluid
ii cOntaet8 and untested recovery mechanisms
~ ~ Proved
• Prov~ reserves producible through existing:
'P. Developed
completions and installed facilities using existing
Reserves
operation methods
l5:i
• Ou~tanding, project activities considered completed if
remainina cost <10% of total
'
.
,
• Proved reserves which require capital investment (wells
Proved
and/or facilities)
. Undeveloped
•

F!
l!
8.

cl

I

I

t

]. ..' J.i

Reserves
•

.~
iI
~

Project is "technically and.conunercially mature"
. Note: Formal project approval'or economic viability is not required .
• Market is reasonably Cltpected to be available '
• .Includes only prOduction with positive cash flow
• Not restricted by li~ce period
• Group share reported
Developed
• Reserves producible through existing completions anei
ReserVes.
installed.facilities using existing operation methods
. ., Outstanding proj~ activities' considered completed jj
remaining cost <10% of total .
Undeveloped • Reserves which require capital investment (wens andl~
faciliti~)

IReserves

i

'/

I

I

• Project is riot technically lmdIor co~cill.lly mature·
• . NOl restricted by licence period
• Group shlu"e rePOrted
'
ConUilertlal .• Discovered
SFR by
• Commercially viable
Proved
• Techniques h~ve' been proved to be feasible in thi:
Techniques
resource
.
• A sound tech~caJ project proposal is not possible ye
due to large range of technical uncertainty
• Market not currently available
--,
,_
Commercllil • Discovered
SFR by
• COJ'tltDeJ;ciaJIy viable
Unproved
• Recoverable by techniques that' have been sU9Cessfu
~ Techniques
elsewhere, but cannot yet be demonstrated to be feasibl,
~in this field
.... I
•
I,.aboratory .work or trials elsewhere hav~ a reasonabl
chance of demonstrating feasibility in this field
'8, I
• DiscOunted for the risk that the considered techniqu
01.~..~. will not prove to be feasible
~
I Non·
• Discovered
Commercial • Not commercially viable even if technically successful
ISFR
• Commercially viable. with a\ change of commercii
I
circumstances'
j
• Unit ~~hni~l cost bel~w ~. a~nu.al1~ advised ceiling
[~__ ._: .
!~Be~ll!.~g tal1J!roductlo!!-!t~~~_~g!!.ificant
.
..
] Undiscovered • Recovery from undrilled prospects
1 Commercial
• Commercially viable exploration and development
SFR
" Techniques have been successful elsewhere und,
similar conditions
• Discounted for the risk that commercial volumes are n·
present
.~
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APPENDIX 2: RESOURCE MIGRATION DURING FIELD LIFE
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APPENDIX 3: SEC PROVED RESERVES DEFiNITIONS
(Transcribed from the Handbook of SEC Accounting and Disclosu~ 1998, pages FJ·63 t·

F3--64)

-

~

. Proved Proved reserves are the estimated quantities of crude oil, natural gas, and natural' gas liquid
Resewes

.

I

which geoJogical and enghieering data demonstrate with reaso~ble certainty to' b
recoverable in future years 'from known reservoirs under existing econo~c and operatin
conditions, i.e. prices and costs. as of the date, the estimate is made. PriceS incluc
consid«ation of changes in existing prices provided only by contractual ammgements, bl .
, not 90 escalations based upon fu~ conditions•
A. Reservoirs are considered proved if economic pfOductibility is supported by eith« aetu.
.production or conclusive formation test' S1:ipports. The area .of a reServoir considerf
proved inclu((es:
'

1. that portion delineated by drilling and defined by gas-oil,andlor oil-water contacts,
any, and
'
2. the immediately adjoining poitions not yet drilled, but which can ~e reasonably ju~gt
as economically productive on the basis of available geological and engineering·data. ,
. the absenc~ of.information on fluid contacts, the lowest known s~ctural OC(:Urrence I
hydrocarbons _controls the lower proved limit of the res<:rvoir.
.
,
B. Reserves which can be prOduced economically throug~ application of' improvl
recovery ~hniques (such as fluid injection) are included in die "proved" classificati(
when successfultcsQng by a pilot project, or the operation of an ins\llled program in tl
reservoir, provides support for the engineering analysis on which the project or progra
was 'based.

C. Estil1)8tes .of proved'reserves.-do not include the following:,
I. oil that may become available from known reservoirs but is classified separately
"indicated additional reserves";
-

..

~

1
1

'2. crude oil" natural gas, and natural gas liquids. the recovery of which is subject
reasonable doubt because of uncertainty as to geology, reservoir characteristics, ,
economic factorS;
3. crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, that may OCcur.in undrilled prospects; an
4. - ctude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, that may be recOvered from oil-shales, c(
'(excluding certain coalbed methane gas), gilsonite and other such sources.

Proved Proved developed reserves are reserves that can be expected to be recovered through existi
Developed, wells With existing equipment and operating ri1ethods., Additional oil and gas expected to
Reserves obtained ilirough the application of fluid injection or other improved recovery techniques j
supple.menting the natural forces and mechanisms of primary reCovery should be included
"proved developed reserves" only after testing by a pilot project ~ after the operation of
installed program has confJI111ed through production response that increased recovery will
achieved.

Proved Proved undeveloped reserves are reserves that are expected to be recovered from new w('
i

'1!

a

'Undeveloped on undrilled acreage, or from existing wells where relatively major expenditure is requu
Reserves for' recompletion. Reserves on undrilled ll!=reage shall be limited to those drilling ur
offsetting productive units that are reasonably certain of production wben drilled. Pro'
reserves for other undrilled units can be claimed only, where it can be demonstrated \\0
certainty that there is continuity. of prOduction from the existing productive formation. Un,
no circumstanCes should estimates for proved undeveloped reserves be attributable to 'f
acreage fOr which an application of fluid injection or other improved recovery technique:
contemplated, unless such techniques have been proved effective by actual tests in the a
and in tbe saine reservoir.
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Confidential

INTERPRETAT,ON

OF

SEC

RESERVE

SEC Definition
,

Shell Interpretation for External R~portiDg

Reasonable certainty; Proved
includes
p,ortion
delineated by drill,ing and
defined by gas-oiJ and/or oilwater contacts. if any. and the
immediately
adjoining
portions nOt 'yet drilled...In
the absence of information on
fluid contacts. the lowest
known structural occurrence
of hydrocarbons controls the
lower proved, limit of the
.reservoir.

H probabilistic methods are used. reserves are reasonably
certain when there is an 85% probability that the
quantities actually recovered will equal 01' exceed the

area

t$timate. This is the P8S value of the cumulative
probability C\1fVe'. If scenario deterministic methods are
~ the term reasonable certaiIltY is intended to express a
high, degree of confi~nce that the quantities will be
recovued. This is· the low side' estimate. When the
estimate assumes significant volumes of hydrQCatbons
oQtsid~ the defined fluid contacts, or when the recovery
,meChanism is untested in the field or analogue fields. a'
lower' estimate should be used that. reflects this
uncertainty.

Drilling and' comp~eting a well essentially proves the
hydrocarbons that it develops and therefore proved
developed reserves are based'on the expectation estimate
of developed reserves adjust~ to take i'nto account of
undefined fluids contacts an9' untested recovery

mechanisms.
Fixed RT ~rices. at level Prices fIXed by SIEP ca. 6 months prior to estimate date,
but amended if there is a subsequent significant change:
prevailing at date of eStimate

Fixed RT' costs at level
prevailing at date of estimate.
Economic produetibility

I

Costs fued by aus and NVOs at,date of estimate. Flat
costs must be supported by ~hnology plans to'
show that implied cost reductions are viable.

! MOD

Tec::hnically and commercially mature (i.e. positive
discounted real terms cash flow for sufficient range of
sc~arios).

'

Produetibility supported by Product:ibiUty should normally be demonstrated by a
either actual production or conclusive test, but may be based On log or core
conclusiv,e formation test evaluation in an area where many similar rcsel'Voirs have
beeJi conclusively test~.
.
~upports
ImprOVed recovery processes Reserves from improved recovery processes are normally
included only after successful included following an in-situ test; by analogy with the
testing by -a pilot project or same process being used elsewhere under similar
the operation of an installed conditions, or occasionally as a result of l~b tests or
program
simulation studies.

No, gaS qualifier

Include only ,gas contracted or reasqnably expected to he
sold.

· r-::--:----:-"'----.....-c---::-+o=-=--:-----,~_,_____:::__:~~~-~_:_...,..._--__:___I

Developed reserves are from Existing wells, installed facilities and existing operating
existing wells (including methods. Outstanding project activities can be considered
minor cost recompletions), ,existing or installed if outstanding costs are minor and
existing
facilities
and approved. This includes volumes behind pipe if future
operating methods
costs are minor.
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APPENDIX 5: SEC AUDIT· TERMS OF REFERENCE

ne purpose of thc SEC Reserves Audit is to verify that appropriate processes ire in place in
the OU to msure that the proved and proved devcloped resetVes estimates for extenial (SEC)
reporting are prepared in aceordan9c with the latest Group prescribed gUidelines (SIEP 99~

1100111(1) and theFASB Statement of Firlancial Accounting Stimdards no.69 (SPAS-69).

The Audit will be carried out by the Group Reserves Audito.r. His specific tasks dUring the
audit shall be:
1. To verify the teehni9al maturity of the reported proved and proved dev~loped reserves
estimat~ by assess~ng the quality of thc engineering data and study work supporting the
estimates and by verifying that undeveloped reserves are based on' identifiable projects
that can be Considered technically mature.

·1

t

To verify the.commercial maturity of the reported reserves volumes by assessing the
robustness of project economics and by establishing that these volumes can reasonably
be expected to be sold in present or future markets.

3. To verify the 'reasonable certainty' of the reserves estimates by as~ing the validity of .
uncertainty rang~ used for their C9nstituent parameters, by verifying that estimates are
. realistic iil CODJlWison with expectation estimates. by verifying that appropriate 'methods
are .used
mature fields and by establishing that appropriate methOds of reserves
. additio~ (p~abiIisticl arithmetic) have been ~pplied~
.
.

for

i

t.

4. To .verify that the Group share of proved and proved developed volumes has been
calculated ProPerly and that these volume& are prod~cible within prevailing licence
periods.

.
.
5. To verify that reported volumes are up·to-date and consistent with previous estimates,
. that changes
reported in the appropriate categories and that appropOat~ audit trails
are in place for the study work suppot:ting the reported reserves estimates
. . .
.
.'
6. To verify that reported reserves are net sales volumes and that the rePorted annual
production (sales) voluJIl.eS are consistent with those reported in submissions to Group

are

.r

Finance.
In case of deviations from the Group and FASB gtiidelines, the auditor shaD establish
. whether and'to what extent resulting estimates are likely to differ .significantly from those
that might be expected from the application of the standard gu.idelines.
The audit' will be canied out by reviewing the reserves estimation and submission process
through interviews of OU staff and by' taking at random a' numbec Of fields for detailed
analysis.
.
The audit will in pr~ciple be carried out' on OD premises and will be based' on
documentation available in the QU. Assistance of DU staff may be called upon.

An audit report will'be submitted to the Managing Director of the QU, to the EP CEO and
. EP RBA, to the QU's Hydrocarbon Resource Manager and to KPMG the external auditors,
It will be prepared and discussed in draft fonn on site, after which a fmal report will be
prepared in The Hague, once formal DU conunents are received. The report 'will contain an
ovetall jUdgement (Good. Satisfactory, or Uns~tisfactory). with itemised conclusions and
reconimendations.
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APPENDIX 6: TERMINOLOGY
A)

Petroleum Reso'!rces Terminology'

Reservoir A reservoir isa discovered petroleum n$~e where internal pressure' communicati~n is
known to exist between all identified geological sub-units.
In case of doubt, reserVoirs are restricted to fault blocks I sedimentary ui'lits until production
pedomlance proves comnninicaiion to exist across faults! barriers. PVT properties can vary
within a reservoir.
'

Field ' A fiellJls the collectionohll petroleum resources within a closed areal boundary that belong
to,the same confining geological structure, and where the presence of petroleum h~ been
demoo$trated in at least one reservoir ,by a successful exploratiQn well.
'
.

.

Field boundaries must be defined upon discovery and should encompass the unpenetrated
petroleum resources in adjacent fault blocks and stratigraphic traps, if they are consjdered to'
be pan of the same overall confining, stI1lcture. Fieia boundaries may be re--defined on the
basis of new geological information.

Potential Potential petroleum resources beyond existing field boundaries, where the presence of
,~ccumUlatlons petroleum ~s not yet been demonstrated, are collectiVely called potential aceu~Jations.
Producibllity Should normally be supported by a conclusive test in a drilled·or inunediately adjoining
reservoir, but may be based on log or core' evaluation in an area ~hete many siplilar
reservoirs have been conclusively tested.
'
Production 'The production facilities consist of all hardware installed to recovex petroleum from the subFacilities surface resoUrces and to deliver a quality contrOlled end-product for sale. These comprise
production and injection wells and the surface facilities for treatment, conversion,
compression! pumping, transport a!1d delivery~
,

the

Surface That part Of the production facilities accessible at surface, connecting the wellheads
ultimately to the delivery points.

Facilities

ExIsting The collection of all completed projects or sUb-projects is referred to as the existing
'
, Development devekipment.
Field quantities

Field quantities (also called "Wellhead". quantities) are those quantities roUtinely measured at
surface for in<jividual well strings and expressed in terms of the stabilised products oil,
condensate and (wet) gas or in terms of the type of injected fluids. these quantities may
SUbsequently ~ reconciled with fiscalised sales and otherP~oduct outle,ts, see below.
,

Sales,.quantltles The quantities sold after fiscal metering and delivered at the'locations where the upstream
company ceases to have an intere.1t in the end~products. These can be expressed in 'terms of
t!te general end-products oil, (dry) gas and natural gas liquids (NGL) or in terms oftlle actUal
product.
, Field products and the sUbsequent sales products may be'different and will be affected by
own use and losses. The propenies and volumes of end-products may be influenced by
mixing and the petroleum type itself may be altered during surface processing. Since surface
processing conditions may change during a project life, sales products may' vary, in
specification and in relation to field products. To avoid ambiguity and 'double counting, a
clear distinction must be made between recoveries. in the field. and the quantities estimated to
be available for sale,
For general sales products, oil, gas and NOLs, only the quantities sold by the upstream E&p
company can contribute to Group reserves. Condensates mixed with crude oil in the same
stream and sold as such are reported under oil. Separator condensate from gas wells and light
hydrocarbon liquid products, derived from surface processing. if collected in a separate
stream and sold as such are reported under NGL. Bitumen may be reported under oil in
summary reports (with an appropriate footnote), In line with SEC requin':ments, sales
volumes for gas should be those committed or commitable to a gas contract. Conunitted Gas,

.

:

,.--------------,
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,is covered by a gas contract. Commitable gas reasonably expected to be assig~ed to a
'COntract in the future.

It is necessary 10 maintain a more derailed intetJlBl administration of rhe ac:tua1ly sold
products by stream in two cases: 1) It the upstream B&P company has separate contracts for
delivery of sPecial converted sales produers such as LNO, methanol, ethane. LPG, CS+, or
2) if there are special sales products like helium,. sulPhUr.or generated electricity.
ReconciHation

A mon~y recoooUi.ation ~s made between the flScalised sales quantiti~ and the quantities
produced in the field. This is reported in the Monthly Report of Producing Wells (MRPW).
.The reconciliation. process corrects for own us~ flaring, losses an~ prodUct conversion, and
provides rhe end~prOduet yield.
'
For ~en'es estimating purposes an average future yield'factor is to be estimated (e.g. LPO/.
wee gas yield, dry gas! wet.gas yield).
'

Uffimate The ultimate recovery (UR) of a petroleum tyPe is the sum of cumulative production and the
"
,
Recovery estimated volume of reserves.

B)

ProbabllIstlc Terminology

Probability 'l:he probability distribution function of a stochastic variable indicates the probability that the
actual variable value liC'.'l within a narrow interval around a particular value of the possible
range, divided by the width· of that interval.

DIstribution
-Function

The value ~t has,a 85% probability that it will be exceeded.

P85

P15 The value that has a 15% probability that it will b~ ~ceeded.
The statistical mean of a stochastic variable is the weighted average over the .entire
probability range.

Mean

Mean Success, The probability weighted average of all realisations that equal or exceed the ininimum
Volume (MSV) reserves required, for a commercial development of t.he resource.
Probability of ,the probability that the minimum commercial volume will be eJfceeded and which therefore
indicates the likelihood of any future development. The product of MSV and pas is the
recovery Cltpectation.

SUCc6Sf> (POS)

C)

.!

Commercial Terminology

A rate at which future real terms costs or cash·f1ow are discounted over time to calculate
their present value..

Discount· Rate

The net pre$ent value of a project is the sum of the discounted annual cash flow, expresSed •
in real terms money, over the period from the first project expenditure to abandotitnent. The
net present value is expr~sed in million US$- at the relevant discount rate.

Net Present
Value (NPV)

ExpeetfK/ The expected monetary value is aprobabilistic .balance of investments and revenues,
expected from a set ofconditional operational activities, Compri~ing data acquisition and one

Monetary Value
(EMV)

.

or more development projects, which are arranged in an ordered sequence with probabilities
assi~ed t~ each action {decision tree).
The EMV is the summation of the NPV's of projects, reduced by the costs of data
acquisition activities,
eltpressed in discounted real term money and multiplied by their
assigned probabilities. EMV is expressed in million US$ at the relevant discount rate. '

all

Projects with' a negative NPV for certain reSource model realisations shOuld be excluded
from the EMV calculation, if the assumption is' valid that data gathering will prevent such
projects being implemented.
Unit Technical
Cost (UTC)

Thc unit technical cost of a development project is defined as the sum of capital plus
operating costs. expressed in real tcrms money, divided 'by the total production oVer the
period from start-up to abandonment. In addition. both die cost and the production must be
discounted. The reference date for the discounting should be the same for denominator and
numerator (e.g. the first year of expenditure) and .should be stated. The unit technical costs is
expressed in USS/bbJ (oil equivalent) at the relevant discount rate.
------~" PEROO070840
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Exploration versus Development Wells

TIie classification ot a

we)) as either an exploration well Of as a ,development well is '
~ned (in'line with SEC rules) based on the proved area follows:
'

Proved Area The proved area is

as

the part of a-property to which proved reserves have been specifically

attributed.
An ~lorat1o~ well is 'a well that is not _a -development well, a service' well, or
Well stratigrapbic test well.

ExPloration

,

it

,Development A devel~pnient.weJl is a well drilled witbinthe proved area of an oil or gas reservoir to a
Well depth of a suatigraphic horizon known to be productive.
Setvlca· Well ' A service well' is basically'any well which is either an injection well, a disposal well or a
.
- water supply well. , Appraisal Well', An appraisal well, or stratlgrapbic test weD is a well drilled ~or geological information
(not to test a prospect), either 'development-type' drilled in a ,proved area 9l" 'exploratorytYPe' if not drilled in a proved area.

-e
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Purpose.
This document provides the gUidelines for the annual submi$sion of internal and extemttl resource
volumes' statementS. These guidelines should be used in conjunction With the 'Petroleum ReSource
Volume Guidelines: Resource Classification and Value Realisation' (Reference 1). External reporting "
requirements comply with SEC roles and FASB statements (References 2 and 3).
The annual statement of Resource Volumes is submitted in the beginning of each year to BP Planning
(SEPIV-EPB-P) by Operating Units (OUs), New Venture Organisations (NVOs) and,Non Operated
Ventures (NOVa). .

~ Planning is responsible for aggregating the data at Group level and for .the inter:nal and eXternal .
reporting. The Group Reserves Auditor will verify the data.for external reporting.
Detailed i~formationis provided in the appc;ndices:
.

Appendix 'I
Appendix 2. .
Appendix. 3

.

Submission Requirements for Internal Reporting;
Submission Requirements for External Reponing; and.
Guidance fOr the electronic spreadsheet 'Reserves Reporting Workbook'.

Schedule
. The 19?9 Resource Volume Statements should be with the Group -!Iydrocarbon Resource
Coordinator in the Ha~e by the following dates: .
Non-producing ventures
Producit)g.ventures

by Wednesday 12 January 2000 (COB Local Tirne);and

.
'
by Wednes4ay ~9January 2000 (COB Local Time)..

.The data should be ~ubmitted 'in electronic format using the electronic (Excel} spreadsheet 'Reserves
Reporting Workbook' as provided to each OUINVOINOV reserves focal point. The electronic
workbook (password protected) can be submitted via EmaiI or on diskette.

' f'::;
t IV

OUINVOINOVs should submit (by mail) signed copies of all internal and external resource reporting
fonns as approved at the appropriate level e.g. Technical Manager, General Mapager or equivalent.
The Standardized Measure submission should also be signed by the Finance Manager. Signed copies
should be in the Hague offices no later than one week after the reporting deadlines given above.
Submissions by Email (password protected) should be addressed to Remco Aalbets SEPIV EPB-P
(Rerooo.RD.Aalbers@sepivbv.she1l.com).
.
Paper mail should be addressed to:
R.D. Aalbers (EPB-P)
Group HydroqarbOn Resource Coordinator
Shell EP Intemaoonal Ventures BY.
p.a. Box 663
2501 eR TbeHague
The Netherlands .
Tel. +31-70-377 2001
Fax. +31·70·377 2460
All submissions should be copied to the respective Regional Business Advisor (RBA).
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Opening and Closing st,.tements
. In view of the early reporting date, preliminary estimates of end year ~erVes and resources are '
accepted Oll/NGL production and gaS sales, volumes should equal volumes reported as full year

actual in CBRES.

.

Opening reserves and resOUl"Ce statements should be equal to previous year's (preliminary) cl~ing
statements as submitted to the Group. The workbook received by each OUINVOINOV already
includes their respective closing numbers tTom last year as a fixed input.
. '

Units and Conversion Factors
011 and NQL
Oil and NGL volumes are reported in m3 sales volumes at standard conditions (I5"C and
760 mm Hg).

= 0.1590 mJ (l5°C, 760 trim Hg)

I bbl (15°C, 760 mm Hg)

I
I

Gas volUmes are reported in two different units:
l) Sales volumes "tel queZ" (i.e. at its inherent heating value) in cubic meters at 'standard conditions

(lSC>C and 760 nun Hg);

,

,

Conversion factors betwterl standard cubic meters (sot) and standard cubic feet (set) are' as
follows:

I sm3 (i5°C', 760 nunHg)
I scf (1S"C, 760nunHg) .
I scf (60°F. 30 in Hg)'

=35.3147 scf(15~C, 760 nunHg}

,=35.2899 sef (60°F" 30 in Hg)
=0.02832 m3J (15°C. 760 ~ Hg) ,
= 0.02834 m (ISoC. 760 mm Hg)

N~ed conditions (i.e. adjusted to an average hea~ value) in cubic
meters at normal conditions (O°C, 760 mm Hg) and' a gross heating value (GHV) of

2) Sales volumes at
9.500 kcaJlnmJ.

'
3

Conversion between standard cubic meters (sm
out in two steps:

)

and Normalised cubic meters (Nml ) is

a) Volume conversion reflecting the temperature change from standard
15°C to n()fmal cubic meter (nrrt) at OC>C:

I sm3 (15°C, 760 nun Hg)

eatned

~ubic meter (sm3) at

'" 0.9480 nm] (Doe. 760 mmHg)

This conversion may - to. some extent -'depend on gas composition and slightly different values
may apply.
,
.
b) Volume conversion reflecting the gross heating value change from actual GHV ("tel queJ") to
a GHV of 9,500 kcallNn?, for instance:
'

'I hmJ (GHV = I 0,000 kcaV~3) = 10,000/9,500 = 1.0526 Nm3 (GHV

I

Heating value conversion factors are:

9,500 KcaJlnml '
1,000 btu/scf (15°C, 760 mm Hg)
J ,000 btu/scf (60°F, 30 in Hg)

i
'<

-_.~~- ,--~-_._~~~._-

=9.500 kcaJ/nnh

- .-._~-~,---~,.- ... -.. ~.. ~.-- ............ ,~ ....

_-_ ...

-~._--~~-,~.~,.------_."

= 39.7480 MJ/nml
= 39.3027 MJ/nmJ
= 39.2751 MJ/nm3
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c.g. for a gas ~th an average GHV of 1,000 btulscf: .
1 Nor (9,500 kcallnrni

=0

37.6738 scf(l,OOOb~sct)

See references 4 and 5 for other conversion factors if ~equired.

Barrel 01'011 Equivalent (b.08)
Conversion of gas volumes to barrel of oil equivalent is (generally) defined as follows:
::: 5.8 mln ~ttl

1 boe

As 'hoe', is defined in ternlS of total energy. conversf~ 'of gas volumes to 'boe' depends on the
. average GHV of the gas'as follows:.

1 boe

::: 5,800 sef (GHV == 1,000 btu/set)

I hoe

= 153.95 Nm) (OHV ==: 9,500kcai/nm3)

e.g. for a gas with an average OHV
I boo

of 1,1 QO btu/set:

=I,OOOIl,I00 '" 5,800:;: 5,273 scf (OHV

0=

1,100 btu/set)

.References
I.

Petroleum Resource Volume Guid~lines; Resource Classification and Value Realisation;
SIEP 99-1100. September]999.

2.

Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), e.g. Statements 19,25 and 69.

3.

Handbook. of SEC Accounting and Disclosure~ e.g. paragraph F3, Oil and Gas Entities.

. 4.
5.

Production Handbook. Volume I; SIPM, 1991.
Natural Gas Terms and Measurements, 510/6911, SIG Ltd., 1992.
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A1

Internal Reporting

The folloWing submissiOns,,are req~ired for internal reporting:
1. Expectation Estimate of Reserve. Volumes 011, NOL, and Gas

Group share of expectation estimate of reserves as' at 31 December 1999 and
reconciliation with the reserves reported in the previous y~. A breakdown, (by field)
should be provided separately for significant· changes in the' expectation estimate of
reserves. Expectation reserves are estimates offull life cycle future 'saleS volumes.

2. EXpectation Estimate of SCope for Recovery 011, NGL and Gas
Group share of expectation estimate of Scope for Recovery (SFR) as at 31 December
1999 and reconciliation with the SfR reported in .the .previous year. SFR volumes are
reported as full life cycle numbers.

3. ExPectation Estimate of Exploration DIscoveries '011; NGL and G'BS

R.ecords the discoveries- during· the year' 1999 with the eipectation estimate of
recoverable resourqlS.
.
4. ,Exploration DI~coverles and Re~islon~ 0111 NOL-and Gas

~des a sumrnaiy of eXploration discoveries and revisionS over the last'ten ~
. corriparing initial estimates of disCover:ed volumes (in the year of discovery) with current
, estimates of resources for the same fields.
Combined· with the explt)l"ation expenditure for each year' provides an estimate of Unit
Finding Costs. .
.
5. Summaiy of Resources by Field (new request)

R.~ a summary cif res~ ~olumes by ~ for each resource category. Input is
split between oil and gas Jields, with additional infonnation· on location (onshore,
. offshore or deepwater), On operated status (operated or non-operated), on oil and gas"
quality (API & GHV), group share in the field as well as arCatcontTact information (free
format per OUINVOINOv). "
"
Details should be provided for "an the large and medium size fields within each venture,
but small·fields may be aggregated into one (or morel"other sman fields" entries. Small
fields (tOgether less than 10% of the total reserves) ~hould be g:rOu(ied within the same
'subset' (e.g. offshore & operated, or onshore & ,non-opetated). Equally exploration
potential (Commercial SFR-undisc) may be aggregated from prospectsneads into
concession block(s) ete as long as grouping is within.an t.quivalent '~ubset~.

A1.11,.lcence and Conlractperiod
For 'internal reporting purposes, Group share of the expectation eStimate of reserv~ and scope for
recovery are recorded for the total producing life, i.e. including the period beyond the licence period.
The currently existing licence terms or other anticipatC(( terms should be assumed for this
ex~apolation.

In the submission for Expectation Reserves (under 1 above), also the expectation estimate of both
developed and total reserves that will be produced within the licence period is requested.
In the submission for Scope for Recovery (under 2 above), also total commercial SFR within Licence
is recorded.
r
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Change Categories
NewPieJds

NewBntiies

Extensions

Disooverles

Terms and conditions

Terms and conditions

PurcJwes in place

Purchases in place .

Sales in place

Sales in place .

tmprOved recovery (tl>'from SFR) Transfers to'from reserves
Economic Revisions'

Econori1ic Revisions

Technical Revisions

,Technical Revisions
Deletions

,PrOduction .

The change categories that apply to in~nal reporting are defmed as follows:
New FiitldsThis category includes only ReserveS volumes that are allocated for the first time to a
discovered field. TlHs could occur directly upon discovery by a successful exploration
well but only if a technically mature and commercially viable develoPment plan can
already be formuI~. This aiso includes first time allQ.C81ion of. reserves for
discoverCd fields for which volumes were previously booked as SFR that are
transferred to reserves following firming up of a technically mature and
oommercial1y viable <levelopmentplan.
-

.j

New Entries

Pertain to SFR estimates entered fOr the first time for a new klentified petroleum
resource andJorproject. Transfers from reserves are thus
included in this
category.

Extensions

Include only the Reserves allocated fot the first time to a discovered accumulation
(e.g. a new fault block or reservoir), located within the boundaries 9f a fiel~ that
already carries Reserves. .
.

not

Discoveries Include only SFR volumes that are allocated for th~ first time to a discovered field as
a result of a successful ~xptoration well. It is noted that. immediately upon discovery
of the presence of hydroc8rbons in a field. it may
yet be possible to prepare' a
technically mature and commercially viable development plan. '

not

'Terms'&; CQnd~tions

Describe Reserves! SFR changes that are solely due to the itllocatiolior',retraction of
a production or exploration IicenceJcOIltracts. and/or to adjustl!lents to the te~llIs Or
existing licences/contracts. including licence/contract extensions.

Purchases in Place ,Include Reserves! S~ additions solely due to equity changes as a result of a
financial or barter transaction.
Sales in Place

1

Include Reservesl SFR reductions solely due to equity changes as a result of a
finllOcial or barter transaction.
.
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lmpro~d R,covery

~bes positive rcsa'VOS changes allocated to' a field where Reserves were already
(tolfrom SFR) carried and COIlsistJ only of transfers from SFR. of volumes associated with new
projects, that were bitherto not deemed technically mature or commercially viable to
contribute to reserves. This, excludes ExtensiOlls. which should be reported
separately. In the audit traiL. the reasons for sUch transfers should be given, as wen'
as an in~eation whether the project pertains to an improvement in the sub-surface
recovery technique Clf in surtaee processing.
Negative reserves cltanges rcfIect the de-booking of volumes previously carried as
reserves but no longer considered to be technically and commercially mature to SFR

Transfers Includf: those positi~ (nbgative) SFR changes that involve a reclassification of
Reserves into (from) SFR. Negative Transfer volumes in SFR should be
accompanied by positive volumes in the appropriate ke~ves change category, and
vice versa.
Revisions General Include corrections to previous estimates of recovery for a project, or of previous UP:
estimates, for a r~ource, based on new information. re-evaluation and/or
conClusion of a unitisation agreement. Transfers of entire project resource volumes
out of Reserves into sFR should be included in this category. with the reasons to be
stated in the' audit trail. ~ revisions also include transfers from 80ncommercial SFR if the hitter are due to changeS in the economic abandonment rates
for projects that alteady carry reserves. .

tne

Economic Revisiotts Include those .revisions that arc solely due to a change in the advised Group
, reference criteria for ~ality.·
.
Technical Revisions Include all other revisions. If duting a year. a project h/:ls been subject to technical
revisions. whilst there has also been change in reference criteria, the economic
revisions should be calculated separately. where possible. . ' ,
'

a

Production Sales quantities sold during the >"lar after fiscal metering and delivered at the
location where'the upstream sector ceases to have an interest in the end prodUcts.

Deletions Penain to SFR estimates for resourCes relinqUished. projects withdrawn from the
system and failed exploration/appraisal.
'
.

,r.IC

ure

, Please note that in:
electronic workbook a number of logical links have been made to ensure·
consistent reporting of changes between SFR (transfer to/from reserVes) and the equivalent changes
to expectation reserves (new fields/discoveries, extensions and improved recOVery). Data should be
entered on thexelevant SFR sheet and is automatically linkec!'to the expectation,sheet.
Sirnil~r.lY to ensure consistent reporting of production volumes these should

be entered on the proved
reserves sheet(s) for external reporting and are linked to the expectation sheet.

• , Further logical,links are included between the volumes reported on the 'DisCoveries 1999' sheet aJ\d
volumes recorded as "discoveries" on the 'SFR' sheets and lOyear exploration overview sheets. The
num~r of successful exploration wells reported in the statistics sheet are linked to the. number of
discoveries reported in the 'Discoveries 1999' sheet.

,-----------,
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Reconciliation of Changes

··'A1.3

In principle. a reclassification' shouldn6t alter the transferred quantity. nor ~ number of identified
projects. Similarly. 'a revision should pertain to a change of the quantity estimated for a particular
'project. and should not affect the number of projects identified in the system. The latter can only be
changed by new eOtries and deletions.
'
,
In practice, many resource volume changes will actually consis\ of a eonmmation of constituent
changes. For-instan<:e. a successful exploration well will cause a reclassification from undiscovered
SFR to one of the discovered resource 'categOries (Discovery or NeW Field), whilst at ~he same
it
will provide new data that -may modify the pnwiously estiinated resource volumes (Revision).
Similarly. a development study may re-classify a resource from SFR to Reserves (Improved
Recovery), whilst the new volumetrics will increase the Initially-in-Place estimate (Revision), -Deon
reclassification, ,the revision should be 'shown in tbe grevious category and the new estimate will be
transferred to the target category.

time

,For reconciliation pu~. it is desirable for each composite change to be evaluated and 'stored as a
number of constituent changes. each in its separate cate8OTY~
ResoUl"Ce.Volumes and Associated Change Categories
To

\

Cum
Prod'n

Developed

'Undev

Reserves

Reserves

Proved
·Unprov.
Tecb&Pa- TechSPR

$PR

eomm

NO! .
wrlal

Non·

SPR

Frqm \

tR

.

Prod'n

TRIER

·

Devdop't
ITR

·

/R/TS

-

JRIJ'S

Undisrovered
SPR

·

NFIEX

Hon-<:OlDl1l SPa

-

ERfJ'c

Cumu1allve

,

-

-

-

.

.

-

-

·

. ERlfC.

SIP

TRIER.

TRIER

-

eRII'C

SIP

tRtrS

TRIER -

.

ProduClion
Developed
~

Un&vcJoped
kclscrves
Proved
SPa

Undlsc'd

Tceh_

UllflI'OYed T«h

SPa

Notc:anied

·

IlVrS

NFIEX

TR:
'DlS

·

BRIfC

~

·

mvrc

DIS

TRJaR

ERtrC

SIP
/DEL,

SIP
/DEL

SIP
/DEL

ERItC

I'lP

PIP

£RITC
,PlPINE

ERlfC

EN/l'C

PIPJNE

I'lPINB

TRIER

rrc

SIP
/DEL

P1PINE'

"j
,
I

,

$

OIS
DEL.
ER
EX

Oiscovery
O!lletion
Economic Revision
ElItension

IR
NE

Improved Recovery

'SIP

New Entry

NF New Field
PIP

Purchase in Place

Sale in Place

TC Tenn & Conditions
TR

1'5

Technical Revisions
Transfer tnffrom SFR

.N(}t~; ~t4lia iltdicole c"ang~ cal~gorlu which. altflo"gh pl>S$ibl~. are 11<88 common.

1
1
,

I
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A1.4

SUbmission sheets

_Internal reporting: &pectation estima~e of reserves volumes: Oil, NOL and Gas
Internal reporting: Summary of Resources by Field
Internal reporting; Expectiltion estimat~ of Scope for Recovery;.oil

.

Internal reporting; Expectation estimate of Scope fot Recovery: NoL
Inteinal reporting: Expectation estimate of Scope-for Recovery: Gas
Internal reporting: Expectation estimate of Exploration Discoveries
Internal reporting: ExPectation estimate of Exploration Discoveries and
Revisions J990 - 1999: OiV NGL .
Internal rePorting: Expectation estimate of Exploration Discoveries and _
Revisions 1990 -

1999~

Gas.

~--------.,~
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0.000

0.00
0.00
OK

0.00

0.000

0.00

0.000
OK
OK

0.000
·0.000

MO

FIwisIms
PrOClUcllon (sales) during 1999
'
Dev1ll"""" r~wilhin lk:enc:e III 31.12.1.999
Elq» Elcp Res
<dMldl 0\11I Elq» Oev Elq) Res

ok

0\(

OK

commitedgas31.12.1999
.
Committable lUllS -!ltVeS aI31,12.1999

0.000

~
OK

0.000

Mlnotily Elql Res. WllhIn liCence lndUded 1.1.1999
Mln · R•. WI\hin UQIlIlCIl included 31.12.199

AlIVIft6 [nPuI tor Standarrtized M/1am caIclIIallon.
Commenls; .
Elcpe<:IatI<ln comments:

,.

I
;

I
Date: Q5·NQv·99
Signed by _. _
r
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Total of field resources by category should be equal to the total resources reported at company level
for the specific tesourcecategory.
Note:

for "Location" please' enter/select: 'Onshore', 'Offshore' or 'Deepwater'.
for "Operated" please enteJ:!select: 'Operated' or 'non-Operated'.
-
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h'itemal reporting: expectation Estimate of SCope for' Recovery: on,
Input sheet 011

1_

Country Name: Mycountry
Eatlmate for ComD8nv: Mv Com08nv

ElItimateforyearendlng: 31 December 1999
Group shate or ecope for recovGIY .

UndIsc.

NonCom.

W\1hIn .
licence
SFA
TotCom.

10"m

10m·

10'm

InclUding potential enti1Iement alter

Com.SFR
ProveCl .
10m
Expectation estimate of SFR 1.1.1999

.0.00

licence 8Jo'OIrv
com.SFR
Corn. SFR
Ul'IOO)ved
10m
0.00

SFR

O.GP

0.00

0-:00

New Entries

J

I

·i

Discoveries

0_00

Terms & Conditions
Purchases In p1.ce
8alesin~

Transfer toIIrom rQ$erYes

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Economic rmlslons
Techf\k:al revisions
..
DeIetlons
Ellp8ctallon estimate of SFR 31.12.1999

0.00

. 0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

OK

OK

OK

0.00

.0.00

0,00
0.00

ICheck
Transfer SFR tolfflll'n All$erves
New FIeIdll!Olscollories
Extensions .
Other ioJrrom Reserves Ilmo. Rac. i

::

OK

0.00

0.00

Comments:
SFR OH commentS:

i

.j

'-

j
1

No~:

,

tor oil fields associated gas volumes should be included if oil SFR Is carried
nalso for undiscovered SFR)
.
.

:

1
~

Date: 05·Nov;99
Slgrntd by -- •••
Original to SEPIV - EPB·P Portfolio and Economics FAX (+31) 703712460

1.(

1
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EstIma1lllor year ending: 31 December 1999
Group lIhare 01 scope tor recov"Y .

Wllhln
licence

Including poCenlral entitlement after

.
Cam. SFR
Proved
10m

IEllpeeIallon estimate of SFR 1.1.1999
New Entries
,

Oiscoveri9$.
Term$ & Conditions
Purchases In place
Sales In place
Transfer toIYlOm reserves
Economic rtl'llslons
Technical revisions
DeIeliona
Elcpeolallon ll$IImale 01 SFR 31.12.1999

ICheck

0.00

SFR
NonCom.

SFR
ToICom.

1CTm

10"m"

0.\)0

0.00

8

0.00

0.00

. .0.00

0.00

0.00 .

0.00

0.00

O.IX!

0.00

0.00 .

0.00

0.00

0.00

• OK

OK

0.00

0.00

OK'

Transfer SFFlICli'f1Om ReselVGS

lloenc:e 8llIlIrv
Com.SFR
Com.SFR
Undl$C.
UIlPIOVVd
10m
10m

0.00

New Fl8ldslOlscoveries

OK

0.00

.

OKI
0.00

0.00

. ElcIensions
0Iher loIIrlim R8$8Ml$ (ImD. Rac.)

$FA .NGl co"!'ments:·

Note:

For Gas fields associated NGL volumes should be Included If Gas SFR is carried
Ilalso for undiscovered SFR)

.

'

Date: 05·NQy·99

Signed by- Original to SEPIV • EPB,P Portfolio and Economics fAX (+31) 70377 2460
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Internal reporting: Expect.lIo'n Estlmat. of SCope for Recovery: Gas
Input sheet Gas
.

1999

.

~ntry

Name : Mycountty
eatlmste for Comoanv: MY ComDllnv
Estlmate for year ending: 31 Deoember 1999
Gruup ~~ of scope for rect:N8IY

Including potenlialllnt\tlemant after
licence &llDIrv . .
Corn. SFR . Com.SFR
Com,SFR
sm
'Pl'OYed
Undlac.
NonCom.
Unmoved
10"01<1...

ExpllC\illian Mlirnate of SFR 1.1.1999

1001<1."

0.000

0.000

·10$14....

10"01<1...•

0.000

0.000 '

WlthTn'
. licence

'SFFI
TotCom.
T
10 Old. m

0.000
,;

New Enlries

0.000

Discoveries
Tenn$ & Cotldalons
PUrcilllse$ in place
Sales In place
Transfer tolllOm rtlSBrVBll
economic revisions

0:000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

O,qciO

0;000

OK

OK

MOO

0.000

TBOhnlcal ftIVisions

i

i! .

Deletkms
l!llpeetalion 8$tlmate 01 am 31.12.1999

ICheck

OK

Transfer sFR to/bom Reserves
. New Field$lOiscoveiles .
Extensions
Olhertollrorn Reserves IImo. Rac.1

O.OOC!

0.000

0.000

0.000

. Comments
sm Gas commonls:

Note: .
For Gas fields associated NGL volumes shoUld be included If Gas SFR Is carried
Ilalso for undlscoveredSFA)
. '
.

Date: 05-Nov-99

Signed by - -Original 10 SIEP • EPS-SEStrategy Development and Economic FAX (+31) 103172460
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MOL

011
10 m"
FIeld Name ~)

,

Type

.......

'-

....,.
Shell

TaIllI
,

GAS

1~in"
TClIII

'o:..lt~"
Tot4II

Shell
share

ShIi
share

·~'O

..

T""',Ow.u.

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

o:OiKl

o.mii

GovemnItm PSC like, R",*,1Y1ft KIIIlI

ore_on_,..

r. . 0 1 _ 'l!l<cI. O'ment 11I"* e~

~Ikl

0.00

O.M/l

Commenl&:

I

~:
1) For oil disc:over!es !'"O<:lated 98& volumes shoukl be included

.

2\ For aes dlllCOYelkls essociated NGL volumes should be inclUded.

Oa\e: 05-NovMl
Signed by- ~

Orlglnal to SEPIV· eJ>8.p Portfolio and Econ~ FAX (+31) 70 3n 2460

r
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Extern.1 Reporting

A2 '

The following submissions arc requirtd for extenial ttporting:

1, Proved, and Proved,Developed Rese!V8s ,Volumes OIl"NGL and Gas
Group' share of proved and

proved developed reserves as at the 31 December 1999 and

~Uiation with the reserves reported in the previous
sales p~ctS.

year. Reserves are expressed in

If an OU(NVO has interests in several licence areas subject to different contract types' ,
(e.g; concession. PSC 9f elSe), a lIepamte sli6fuission must be ma<te for each conttact
type.
1~. Summary

of Major Changes

'0

Proved Reserves

A break~own by field-should be provided for significant changes in the proved and proved
dc?veloped reserves'. This is a new format for 1999.

2. Statlstlc;al Data
Records Gronp share in acreage and wells as at year..end with reconciliation to previous
year's statement.
'
3; Standardized Measure
'Standardi~ Measure of Di~countedFuture Net Cash Flow Relatiilg to
P~edOil and Gas Quantities' as per PASB Statement no. 69. Reporting of St~ndardized

Records the

Measure (SM) and quantification of changes to the SM applies .to all ventures repOrting
proved reserves at 31.12.99 (to estimate SM'99 and qliantify changes from'SM'98) or
previously reported proved reserves at 31.12.98' but now rep<>tt proved reserves equal to
~ (t6 quantify the changes from SM'98 to SM'~=O).

far

the fust time the actual Standardi:z:ed Measure calculation and results are _
part of the submission (in previous years only the input data was submitted).

This year

-A2.1

Licence and Co~traet period

For external reporting, Group share of reserves (proved. proved' devdoped) is limited to production
within the existing licence or contract period. However" productidn beyond the licence or contract
period can be ~luded if there is a legaL right to extend a produet1on _~cence or PSC, or if the
goVernment has formally' indicated that it, will favour substantiated requests for extensions in the
future (letter of ~surance). Then volurres recovcrnble aliring'the extension period are included in the
Group share. assuming currently existing or other anticipated terms. S~ch considerations should be
-documented ID me annual submission.
.
.
In'some countries, the issue or duration of production licences for gas fields is effectively coupled to
the conclusion.of gas sales contracts. In other areas, a realistic target date for initiation must be set for
projects that are riot· yet firmly planned so that the prod~ction forecast and other screening
assumptions can be used,to estimate the volume produced before licence or contract expiry:

--
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A2.2

Change Categories

The cbange.categorb that apply to external reporting are defmed as follows:
Revisions and Represents changes in pre'\lioos estimates of ptoved reserves. eithu upward or'
Reckwi]icatJons downward. reSulting from new information '(except for eXtCosloos) normally
obtained from develOpment drilling and production history ,01: resulting from
a change in· economic factors.
,Improved Recov17ry Describes po$itive reserves changes allocated to a'field where Reserves were
already carried resulting tromll(iplication of improved recovery techniques if
significant. If not significant, sl,lch changes shall be included in revisIons anc\
reclassificatioos.
.

I

ExtensionS and Include Reserves volumes that are allocated for the first lime to a discovered
Discoveries field and Reserves allocated for the first time to a discovered accUinulatioo
(e.g. a new fliult block or reservoir), located witb.inlhe boundaries Of a field
that already carries R~es. First time allocation of proved reseiv~ is not
necessarily linked to the year of actual discovery of the field.

Pun;luIses in Place

I

I
i

!

Sales in Place

Production

Include Reserves additions solely due to equity changes as a result of a
financial or barter transaction. .
.
Include Reserves reductions solely
financial or barter transaction.

due to equity changes as a result of a
'

Sales quantities sold during the year after fiscal metering and delivered at the
location where the upstream c<?fllpany ~ses la have an interest in the end
products.

.----------,
FOIA Confidential
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SEC Standa~dized Measure'
The SEC requires disclosure of 'the "StandardizCd' Measure of Oisc:ouqted Futu~
A2.3

Net Cash Flows
Relating to Proved Oil and Gas Reserve Quantities'" which is effectively the preS~t value of the
Group's Proved Resezves based on end year priCes and operating, cost at a prescribed 10% discount
rate. The input data and the methoci of calculation have been Standardized by the US Fmancial,
Accounting Standards Board (pASB in statement No 69). , '
Three opUOllS ar~ available for calculating and reporting -Standardised,Measure in USO:
t) Standard Input (General OuiNvOINOVs).

Based on inputparameter:s (production and capex forecast) the SM value of proved reserves is
, calculated using year end oil, NOt and,gas prices (unit revenue averag~ for 4q99) and operating
costs (unit.lifting cost by product average'Jor full year 1999) all derived from 1999 CERES .
returns,
If bUs ha;e proved production proftles available, these should be submitted and all input data,
should be consistent with the pr~ved profile (e.g. capex necessary to acrueve this production,
~bandonment cost rdated to this production proftie, etc.). If proved production profiles are' not
available, the t;Xpectation profile should be submitted and all input data should be consistent with
. ~he cxpect8tion proflles (capex., abandonment cost. etC.). In the latter case. the ,model will tnlncate
the expectation' production profile as soon as the proved· reserve volumes 'are produced and will
apply proved.to-expect8tion ratios to capex and abandonment costs.
,
The present value of the after tax Cll!'h flows rela~ng to abandonment -of the fields that feature in
the produetion profile should be cillculated using a discount rate of 10%,
OUINVOINOVs are requested to submit the effectiv~ tax rate appropriate to the annual income
from prodUction, which should be consistent with, CERES

2) Direct Cash Flow (Innovative Contra?ls)
The BM value of proved reserves is calculated based on detailed cash flow and proved production
forecast directly provided by the company. Cash flow should be consistent with data supplied in
CERES return (end year prices and lifting costs).

,n.

3) Special (USA and Canada)

Explicit input of SM and record of changes in 'local cUrrency (USD or,CAD).,

Input data for the SM can I;>e selected in either USD or local currency. End year (31:12.99) exchange·
rates between USP and local currencies' will be provided by EPB-P early January 2000.

A2.4

Submission sheets

External reporting: Estimate of Proved and Proved Developed Reserves Volumes: Oil, NOLand Oas
External reporting: Summary o(Major Changes Proved Reserves
External reporting: Statistical Data

External reporting: Standardized Measure
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External reporting: Ettimateof Proved and Proved DeVeloped Reserves

l:"~:-~Q"

~::::

~oi~l_

1999

Country Name: Mycountry

Estimate for year ending: 31 DlCllIYIber 1999
VoIumas are Group enllllement 10 sales volumes, bued on a Group interest of:
A Company ahal9'Of: I
0.00%1
ExcJuding royalty In kind' lIS folloWs:
"
011 Royalty In'kind %
,
NGL Royalty In kind %
0.00%

I: : O.¥;fl

[5].00%

.

"(jas AcIyalty in kind %
Minority interll5l %,

. 0.00%

I

0,00%1

1999 • Input'
Oil
10
'

lcfms
'0.00

0.00

Proved reserves at,1.1.1999
RevislOllll and RectasslflClltlons
Improved r~ery
Elctenslons and Discoveries
Purchases In place
Sales In place
Production (I.e, net sales) during 1999
PrO\led reserves al 31.12.1999"

GaS
10'std,

Gas
10" Nm" ,

m'

ftol..Uon
0.000

(9liOO ku-'iNm')

0.00Cl

"

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000

Proved dllllelope<l reMIVes at 1.1.1999
trlln$fer UndeVe/op(ld to DlWeloped
Revisions
Producllon (l.o. pet Sf,Ies) during 1999

0.00"

0.00'

0.000

0.000

0.00

0.00 '

0,000

Proved devekloed reserves at 31.12.1999
Minority Ae8en1" li1cIuded 1.1.1999

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.000
0.000

0.00

0.00

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Minority

I

ms

NGL

FlGservu included 31.12.1999

Check Proved

.

OK
OK

"

. Check Proved Develo@

OK
OK

These estimates Mlra prepared In accordance with lhe current Group Interpretation 01 the SEC guldelinll$

NB. Separate form~ by field may b9 ~8$IIId If dlffefent fields are held III d1118IeIlt proportion&.
Comments:

Sec sh~ 1 comments:

Date:

05-Nov-99

t

Signed by...:.
Original to SEPIV - EPB-P Portfolio and Economies FAX (+31) 703n2460
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Exl.mal R.portfng: Statistic.' Data
Itlpll'SIlbOt
, Country Name: Mycountry
Estimate for Company: My Company
Group Intarest :
Estlmata 'or year ending: 1999

Gross.

Nat

DeveloPed (i.e. any licenee, iease or concessloJl area Which tontalllS
a plOduetlon field)

0.00

0.00

UJldtl\leloped (i,e. tcital minus developed holdings)

0.00

0.00

0
0

0.0
0.0

Acreage {in thouunda of square kilometres}

Number of'wells (as carried by Company records)
New wells dr)lIed during the year

ExploraUon (potential 'accumulations)

d~i

not. drv

.'

.Development (prospective plua prodUCtive fields
dry
0
notd~
~ew wells drilling

at end year

Exploration
DlIVelopmenl

ProdUcing or capable 01
productiO!l.during Deoember

011
gas

0

. 0.0
0.0

0
'0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

..

LOCal on 01 Activities at vear end
IExploration
, Production
Shell Ooerated

These estimetes v.erll prepared In aociordance with the current GroUp Interplll1l1tioli of the SEC gu!dellJl8ll.

Commen\$:
Stlllistics comments:

Pete: OS-Nov-BB
Signed by Original to SEPIV

~

~..

EPB·P Portfolio and Economics FAX (+31) 70377 2460
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§tandard Input <General OUINYOINQY)
&lemal repor1\ng: $tandardlzed Measure

l_/nput_"""'
__'

.c.==""'=!ty:L=::::HIme=I~!"'i_.=
__

__,.~~~-1-999---r

...L_

ProIIfe wlUtln

NGL

Oil
Is ''', pl<lIilt· Proved at Expeclallon wI\IllIIlicencol? CtlcIIIo Togglt ->
FottcasI of P/OdlIdIon of reS8/Vfl wItIin Iqnoe period.

'MIIce

fO"/II'

1(1"./11"

ExD8Clallon

ExDlll:1ll11on

:i!OOO

. a~~'".:.

2001
2002

.2003
2004

200S
2006
2007
2008

.'

~

..

2010·
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

'.

TCl\al pr<lducIiOll 2000 10 2019
R$malning unpIOduced aI 31.12~19
Total_lYeS

-IT.OO

0.00
O,llll
OK
_lID CulTencvlUSD

0.1llI
0lilI

01Xl

""TIK .

OK
Units:

TOIllI I~st dev<llctlfMnl exp6ncitule RT99

I11ln

200fJ
2001

2002
2003
2004

I·

TOI8I deveklplnent OllpencllUre 2000 10 2004
T_ ~ upencll\utll2OQS 10 2019
ToI8I devel
lUre

0.0
'lJ]l

FII1lInolal deta -Iotal uPStreanl (10 be completed wllll Finance Depsnmenl)

Tu wdlten-down value 01 properly. plant and equipmenl III 31.12.1999
Tu 10000s cany lOI'wlUd as eI31.12.1999
PtesenI value 0/ 1lIt., tax Abandonment cosl clscounted with laclor G,b) al 31.12.1!i99

•1

SlaMOf)' lax rate eonslstenl with.Sector 01. line Item (3643}
Exchange Rate USOAJSD at 31.12.1999
AoIuuI DevelODm8lll ellD8ndlture 1888

0%
1.000ll1

. A:revtnues
U... lllline Currency end units see above
Oil:

Q4

D: volume
04

C: unll rev

IA/Bl:

cc:anwenue
~(Ilroy
C-Wl

.

. 0.00
0:00
I
0.00
0.00
0.0
oJiif
F:.volume
0: prodcosl
E: royalt,es
. G: u~: ~ cosl H:
fullvear
fullvear
/UIlvesr.
01
Oil:
0.00
0.00
.NGL:
0.00
0.00
-{
·0.00
IGas:
I
I
0.00
undevelnnAtl
develooed
lotal
[rnlnm']
Proved Reserves, 011
0.00
0.00
0-00
Proved Reserves, NGL
[rnlnm'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
Proved Reserves, Gas
Jrnrd Nm')
0.000
0.000
0.000
Expectallon "'eS8lYBS wlthln licenc', 011
0.00
0.00
Imlnm'l
0.00
ExJ*/allon Reserves wllhln licence. NGL (mlnrn'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0_000
Expectation Anel've. within 11""""8, Ga. [mrd Nrn'
0.000
0.000

NGL:

I

Gea:

unIlmergln
ICC-Gl
I
0.00
0.00
I
0.00

-,

un::E
'%,eIIy
l.
0.00
0.00
0.00

-I

Dale: ()5·Nov·99

Signed by- ...

FOIA Confidential
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Dlred Cash Flow Input <Innoyatlve Contracts),

IM direct cashflqw Input

IMy£ountry

"'-

NPV •

.....

USD

I....n
.NP'8
U·I_
_ UlI

Q.Q

===-

. 0.0
0. _ _ T.....

~:
0

a.

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 Uh", Co.. HGL
0.0 Ul\lna 'Co" Go.
0 IIlna caouOUo'

D

0

IMarQlnTotaI

'olooYl' cap..

11

•
~.·Uso

1·

_UlIb

Q.U

0.0
0.0
11

.,'.USD

0.0
0.0
0.0
0

.".uso
"""uso

.....

..,.uso

0.•
0.0
0.0
O.CI
0

"""uso
_usa.

....

-..
o.U

'1II1II1

CM'

~.

>iliilI

0.0
0.0
0.0

-.

0.0

0.0

~

0./1
o.lI.

D

0:0
0.0
0.0
11

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
'11

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

lIIIlIO

mol

0.0

u

0
0,0
0.0

'iD
0.0

•

-6'

•

•

~:
:~

11

0.0

0.0.
0.0
'0.0

•

'lIIIO

:.

-o.u

0.0

0.0
0.0

~:

0.11
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0

..0
0.0.

flO

0.0
0.0'
0.0
0.0
0

0.0
0

'11'

:::
0

0

u.o

0.0
0.0

"."0

USIllUSD .. ..,d po<

HP~

0.' IUfttIlI Co" Oil
0.•
0.0 ~g:::;

0.0
0.0
0.0
0

o UIIIna Co.1 ToIIIl

0
0
0
0
0

!
-~

"""USO

"""USD

I."

1Eacll.., . _

!'/Om
:zooo
HP1'10
0.0
. 0.0 .
~O_NGL
0.0
0.0
Gu
T

I

I

.,.,

0

mIii\llll)

. mlnuaD

oIl-- .'

0
0

II

~Co"OI

Unlta

OK

on..rc.p..

*--

.__...-'
.......
!,,,,,,,

01(
01(

OMAIlGIN

OIAbandonmo"
ONtt

&II1'Iow

-

O.D
•.0
0.0
11.0

11.0
0.0
.0.0

rHlICl

""""'*"

0.00 bl
0.00 NGL...-

0.000 a.. ....
0.0

0.00 UnIt R........ OIl
0.00 UnIt 11....... NGL
0.01 UnIIR......... Gu

1-

0.0
0.0
0-"
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.00 UnllIIItIng .... (l;l .
0.01 lIIiItDhIng . . . NGL
0.00 Untt Alllnn
G.t.

. - ">1"

0.01 UnIt ¥trvln 01
0.00 u"M MOIvfn NGL
. 0.00 Unit M.orGin Gao

Ita

mliIUSD
.,In

usa

"",USD
_UBO

"''''USD
""USO
",I.USO
.... UM

"'oUSD

",InUSO

"'IoUSO

""'USD
BD

•

Un'"
........
m1nm'

tJJIetNms
,",0_

1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0:0
0.0
0.•
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

11'

'Ill
0.0
0.0
0.0
0

~.
0.0

o·
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0

21111'1

0.0

lI.1f

l[lI

Cl»

:~

0.0
0.0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.')'
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0 .
0.0
0

--00.0
0.0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0·
0

0.0'
0.0
0.0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.•

0.0

0.0

~:

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
.0.0
0.0
0

•

0.0
0

o .

0

~:

0.0
·0

:::
0.0
0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
'11

I
0.00
O.OG
0._
0.0

0:00

0.00

0.0

0.00
0.000
1).0

O.OOD
0.0

0.00
o.OG

0._

o~oo

0.00
0.00
0.000
0.0

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.000

n.OOD

'D.I)

O.D

0.0

0.01
0.00
0.00

0.01
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.000

USDIm"
USD'.,'
USDll_Nm

O.OG
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
.D.OO
0.00

0.01
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

u8D11ii'
USDlrn'
USOtlOOOHm

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
.0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.01

USDlrn
USOi!n'
UBIlI1000Nm

0·00
•.00
0.011

0.00
O.OG
0.011

O.GO
0.•0
0.00

0.00
O.OG
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
'0.00
0.00

0.00
11.00
0.00

g.OG
0.00
0.01

Note: Only part of the sheet shown above.
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Fl.velu_
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at
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0
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01
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1.0000
0
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:
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0
0'

0
0

0

0

'0

~

0
0

01

'811
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tMlbIJ·
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0
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Dele: 05-N""'99
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Guideline to the Rese~es Reporting Workbook

A3

The Reserves Reporting Workbook is a Microsoft Excel workbook (Offi~'97 format) which contains
all submission forms for the internal and external reporting of reserves volumes in spreadsheet fonnat.
The spreadsheets contain noteS to assist the completing of the submission f~. Where possible,
consistency cheCks are i n c l u d e d ·
'
Each year, each OU, NVO and NOV Will receive its dedicated Reserves Reporting Workbook
electronicalJy,. which already contains the relevant opening statements. The workbook is password
protected. The passWord will be sent to OU and NVO reserves foeal points separately.
BP Planning (EPB-P) ,is .the custodian for' the Reserves Reporting Workbook. Questions and
. suggestions regarding the workbook can be directed to the Group'Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator.

Road Ma'p
When the model is opened the "Road Ma.," is shown as the default view. The Road_Map gives an
overview of the res~es workbook structure and can be used to navigate through th~ model. By
clicking on the sheet icon. the sheet is selected.

Reserves ,re·port Layout

~

II .Field Dale
,i...~,
Click

,.-...t!F'.

I

i.

on

Sheet Icon'
To select

[--..1-.,-IDlseoverles &.
I

011 Se--'-----~'" ......-}

r~~""'--"·"·.

) NGL SCope

,

.

I

...._

......_ _........:,

o;;-...p;-~

Revisions OlllHGL

r

t

1--'--,

! Chang@s
j

'.

[~
r.

stH,I'H.h~H';l~{f:

. I S1llrldardlzod
I

M.as....e ......_ _

i Inp,K
j
I."

_1Jr'--=!!'I'

\~"i

MtHlt"WP,
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Reserves Report Set-Up
When thC wor~ is opened .for the fust time. the set-up dialogue box will ask for general
information, e.g. Company Name. Date, Job.Title, and Name of the Manager responsible for signing.
In the Standardiwi Measure box, the type of input and the Name of the Fmance Manager/Controller .
who will sign' the fann are to be provided.

.

~

:

)

II

The parameters can be changed at a later stage by u'sing the "Set-Up" option in the main menu bar or
from tbe 'road map'.
'
,

Utilities

·r
,I

. The workbook will present • "Reserves" menu option in the main
tneIiu b a r . '
"
,
From this menu option three utilities can be pulled down which can
be used to access the 'Set-Up' menu, the print selector menu and
t,he 'evaluation log'.

I

I
i
I

I

;

I
"
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Set-Up
Allows chil:nges to be made to the general data and Standardized Measure input selection as
described undtf' "Reserves Report Set~Up".

"

. Print 8elect~r
,

This menu allows printing of an individual, selection of sheets

,

f'toJ;D the workbook or all sheets .

~onego.

0.

Evaluate Checks

Checks are built in on a number
of sheets to ensure data
consistency. These checks are
automaJically evaluated on
closure of the workbook or when
. the 'Evaluate Checks' is selected
from the pull down menu.
An evaluation log records the
results of the checks. Please
ensure that all checks are 'OK'
prior to submitting the workbook
to the Centre!
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Field Data

On the 'FlCId Data' sheet , additional lines to enter the resources volumes for individual fields can be
dynainicany added or deleted by using the 'red" or 'blue' bu~ona on Jhe workSheet. The user has the
choice'to enter the additionalllnes field by field or to make a' multiple entrY.
.
Insert one field
Entering data field by field can be done using the first 'tab' 9Ption in the menu which ensures
a consistent set-up of the enterCddata,(i.e. ~tionlOperated and contract area)

Insert multiple field entries

This option can. be used to insert a total number of blank lines equal to the total· number of
fields to be rePorted. Subsequently, the user can'paste all field <bta. including field names and .
location/operated irifoi'mation directly from another electronic worksheet outside the tnQdel.
~tion and Operated information must be entered 'by the user. Note that these must be fiDed .
in as'per t~e defmed selection, as this is taken into account by the 'check' evaluation of the
sheet.

j

I
j

,i

I

, '..
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Delete tteld entries
: To remove a field entry fro~ the sheet use the red button, this will bring up a dialogue from
which the entry to.be deleted can be selected. as shown below:

Standardized measure
Tb!: type"of standardized measure input is defmed in the "Set.up~ .menu.

Currency Selection

) ·e

The local currency type has to be selected using a sheet button, this
will show a dialogue containing the available currencies and will
set the selected appropriate exchange rate.
.

Exchange Rates
In January 2000 there will be a ."plug in"
distributed (via Email) which will update the
internal Exchangt; Rates" Table of the Reserves

Report workbook. This plug-in is an Excel file,
which will execute automatically on opening
and only prompts for the Reserves Report
workbook name.

(
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INTRODUCTION

PetrolcUlD teBoUrce$ represent a significant pan of the cotnpAny's upstream assets and are
the foundation of moat of its current and future upstream activities. Reserves replacement is
the basis for a sustainable BP Business. To aid in understanding, planning, and decision
making about these petroleun1 resources, resource volumes are classified according to the
maturity or status of its associated development project. The current status and changes in
petroleum resources, and specifically the cominercially recoverable portion (reserves), arc a
significant concern to management. The futu(c of the company depends on our effectiveness
in maturing resources to the point where maximum economic value,is realised.
For the Shell Group as a whole, petroleum resources arc ieported annually to ExCom and are
essential infonnation for the strategic planning process of the BP business. The current status
and c~ges to the proved and proved developed reserves are also published in the Group's
Annual Report and 2O-P submitted to the Securities Bne1 Exchange Commission (SEC).
Reserves also form a key component of analyst evaluation of company pe1formance.
ThcrefoIe the importance of these figures cannot be overemphasised. Reliability, uniformity,
'consistency. transpamlcy and auditability are essential elements in the collation of
petroleum resource reportS by Operating Units (OUs) and Ne'" Venture ()pcrations (NVOs).
Key issues are proved reserves replacement and realising maximum value from the total
hydrocaJbon resource portfolio, pursuing maturation of resource volulDeI to developed
reserves. and ultimately sales. Proved developed reserves though depreciation impact directly
on the fmancial bottom line and therefore require special attention.

These guidelines serve as a reference for OUs and NVOs and IS the standard against which
audits will be conducted. The information on internal and external submission requirements
and quantification tt1Ctbods are included in other communications. Submission requirements
will be COm1nUnicated annually in a letter from BP Planning.

TIfe preurrt, 2()(}() version contains a small number 0/ cOTTectionslmodificalions Dnd
darijiauions etmtpand to the /999 edition, which are indicated by a line in the m4rgin.
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A petroleum resource is any accumulation of hydrocarbons that is known or anticipated to
exist ina sub-surface rock formation. located in the company's current exploration and
production acreage. If the petroleum resource extends beyond the company's licence area the
.resource 'Volumes must be divided according to the granted licence boundaries, to take
proper account of Group share.

Re&oIUce volumes are reported as.the quantities of sales product for crude oll. Datural gas
and Datural gas liquids. The corresponding qullt1tities of field recovery should be maintained
by the OU (See Appendix 6). The reporting of petroleum resoun:c volumes should further
indicate the petroleum type, the reporting units and conditiona, and the ~up share.

Resource volumes are tiCe! to the projeCt that develops them and ate generally reported by
field. The tean reserves is used for resource volumes associated with a project that is
technically and colllll1etCially mature. Resource volumes that do not meet these criteria are
called· scope for ncovery' (SFR). Proved reserves are the portion of reserves that is
reasonably certain to be produced. These distinctions will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
2.2

.

Group Share

Only the Group share of resourCe volumes is reported. The Group share is determined by
agreerne:nts with the resource holders. Resource volumes can be distinguished according to
three different types of agreement, .which are discussed below.
If an OUINVO has interests in several licence 8IC8S. subject to different contract types. a
separate submission must be made with respect to proved reserves for each of the contract
types.

Equity

Equity :te8OUI'CeS are the Group share of resources in Concessions~ Concession agreements
lay dOWn 1he general terms and conditions of operation. These agreements with governments
definetbe applicable tu JUles, the Group share of resources in Concessions and the duration
of the. Production licence.

Entittement

E.m.it.k.meot resot1tt'e$ are the Group share of production in acreage governed by a
Production Sharing Contract (psq. The Group entitlement share of production is the Group
interest in the sum of cost oil plus excess cost oil plus profit oil. in accordance with the PSC
tertns. The entitlement share is calculated from'economic modelling reflecting current
estimates of future costs.

Innovative In recent years, a number of resource holding countries have introduced innovative
Production production contracts in order to attract investment' by foreign oil companies while preserving
Contracts the principle of national resource ownership. These agreements typically provide for the
contractor to recover costs and profits from hydrocarbon revenues while holding no title to,
or entitlement to receive petroleum resources.
US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations have lagged behind these
developments and provide little explicit guidance on reserves disclosure when the risks and
rewards of ownership are camed without legal title to mineral rights.

However, volumes covered by such innovative contracts should be included in external
reports in an informative way to be consistent with the spirit of the SEC regulations. The
volumes from Which economic benefit is derived should be reported if all three of the
follOWing conditions are met:
1. The OU participates in the production operations as either operator or in partnership
with the operator, and so bears a share of the costs and risks of the production

operations.
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2. The OU derives future economic value that is direcdy related to the volume of
h~ns produCedl Ftlr bxlltnple. a fee ei~ as a fixed or indexed amount per
,·barrel of- production would constitute a dcriYation ~ value - from the produced
hydrocarbons, but. an operatins fee that is largely independent of production would not.
The actual source of revenues used to pay the OU is not crocial to this point. For
example, if the remuneration is determined by a produced 888 volume but paid from oil
revenues, the economic value to the OU is in effect derived from the produced gAS, and
this volume should be reported.
'

,

·

-,-

~.

3. The OU is exposed to the normal risks and rewards associated with ownership of
mineral rishts. including the dowmidc and upside from changes in the value of future
production volumcl. These include the risk that costs may not be recovered, due to either
uncertainty AS to the presence or magnitude of hydrocarbon volumes or to movements in
pctrol~ prices.

OUs and NVOs working under such contracts should complete the standard resource volume
submissi~ for the GroupICompany interest in these volumes, noting the' nature 9f the
interest. Oioup share of production is calculated f;rom economic modelling of total fiilancial
reward in tine With oontracl tmN \'etsU8 ~ revenues. Reported volumes should be in line
with the niporting of traditional reserves with regard to royalties and should therefore reflect
the volumes from which prc-taX cash flow is derived. As elsewhere. cash royalties are

).

regarded as a production cost.

When an DU is participating in a ventw'e which grants neither title to. nor an entitlement to
tee:eive petroleum. and whiCh does not satisfy the three criteria above the OU should not
J:eport reserves or production volumes. For example this might occur if the recovery of costs
is guaranteed against adverse price movements or a shortfall in recovered volumes.

Licence· Of Fgr iDPmtM nmortinB

pmJ!01C§. Group share of the expectAtion estimate of reserves, and
Contract scope for rteovery are recorded for the total producing life. i.e. including the period beyond
Extensions the relinquishment date. but not covered by a right to extend or by a letter of assurance (see
below). The cunently existing licence terms or other anticipatedtenns should be assumed
tot this ~polation. In addition to full life cycle volumes. resource volumes limited to the

'current JiC$lce only are recorded for total expectatiOn reserves. developed expectation
reserves and total commercial scope for recovery.
For external tg)Orting. Group share of reserves (proved; proved developed) is limited to
production Within the existing licence or connact period. However, production beyond the
licence or contract period can be included if there is a legal right to extend a production
licence or PSC. Or if the government has formally indicated that it will favour substantiated
requests for e)ltensions in the future Oetter of assurance). Then volumes recoverable during
the extension period are included in the Group share, assuming euzrently exi5~g or other
anticipated terms. Such eonside~tions should be documented in the annual submission.

In some countries, the issue or duration of production licences for gas fields is effectively
coupled to the conclusion of gas sales contracts. In other areas. a realistic target date for
initiation must be set for projects that are not yet finnly planned so that the production
forecast and other screening assumptions can be used to estiIl\ate the volume produced
before li<:en(:e or contract expiry.
Long Term

FASB regulations (69 par. 13) require that quantities of oil or gas subject to purchase under

Supply long tenn supply. purchase or similar agreements should be reported separately, if the OU
Agreements participates ~n the operation of the properties in which the oil or gas is located or otherwise
serves as the "producer" of those reserves, as opposed, for example, to being an independent
purchaser, broker. dealer, ot importer.
The "supplyi.' agreement should be a consequence of the OV acting as producer. This would
not be the case if. for example, others had similar agreements but did not participate in the
production .operations.
I
"

,

These net quantities, as well as the net quantities receiVed under the agreement during the
year, should be included in the end year estimate of reserve volumes for external disclosure
fonn.
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Royalty Royalty is a payment made to the host government for the production of mineral l'Cllourt:es.
It is usually calculated as a percentage of reveiil1t§ (payable in cash) or productioh (payable
inkiJtd).

Whete in practice royaltY obligations arc met in kind (i.e. by delivcrina oil instead of cash),
the Group share of production and reserves should be repotted e:te1uding these vol\unes..
Where royalty is payable in cash or is in principle payable in kind but the government has
formally elected to receive, or customarily receives. paytncnt in cash. Group share of
production and reserves should be reported without deduction of equivalent royalty volumes.

Fsss In kind Third Parties may in some cases pay Feea in Kind or Tariff in Kind (TIK) for the use of
infrastructure (e.g. pipeline·tariff, processing fee). Such volll.l'De$ received by the company
do um constitute a Group share in tesourees and should not be included in'reported volumes.
Condensate volumes recovered from a pipeline·system related .to transportation of Third
Party gas volumes and sold by the company are eqwvalentto fees in kind received. All fees
in kind received should be included as a purchased volume in the company accounts.
Where a company pays fees in kind (from its own fic:ldslresources) to a Third Party, these do
constitute a Group share in resouteeS and should be included in the reported volumes.
Annu8l volumes produced and uaed as fees in kind should be included in sales volumes. with
associated revenues (at aD agreed or fair market value) equivalent to booking of the incurred
operating cost.

Open Acreage Group share of volumes is non--existent in open acreage and acrea&e for possible acquisition
or fann-in.
UnderlOver Lift Group share should also allow for aily historic under or over lift by partners or government.
A OtOup historic over lift should be reflected as an equivalent reduction of Group reserves, a
Group historic undeclift as an equivalent. increase of Group reserves.
Otoup share should reflect impact of swap deals between fields where early production
capacity in one is traded versus later production repayment by the other.
Treatment of take-or-pay volumes should be aligned with financial treatment of the cash
received and booking of production volumes.

Committ8d Gas Total volumes of expectation gas reserves within licence, which have been sold (committed)
Reserves under long and sbort term contraetUa1 ag:reements. In countries with a matureldeceguJated
gas market all gas reserves, which have a near certainty of market take-up can be c:lassified
as ·conunitted'.

Committable Volumes of gas reserves, which have not been sold. but could be sold (coaunittable) under
contractual agreements. The sum of conunitted and committable gas reserves should equal
expectation gas reserves within licence. Gas resource volmnes, which ate classified as scope
. for recovery due tQ lack market availability, should not be included.

Gas Reserves

Gas lie- Gas volumes re--injected in a reservoir, for pressure maintenance, gas consetvation.
injection Underground· Gas Storage (UOS) incl. cushion gas, or other reasons, remain part of a
company's resource base and should be accounted for as such. These gas volumes should be
classified and reported as reserves or SF&. conform any other gas resource based on project
asswnptions for re-development (taking into ac:count expected re-saturati0n losses).
Oas volumes re-injected iD an Under Ground Storage (UGS) project on behalf of a Third·
Party (including any gas volumes previously sold by the company to this party) do n.Q!
constitute a Group share in resources and should not be included in reported volumes.
011 Sands

Reporting of petroleum volumes (heavy oil, bitumen. syncNde, gas ete) recovered from
"oil sands" (tar sand, oil shales, coals etc.) as part of hydrocarbon resources (reserves or
SFR.) is principallygovemed by the method of recovery of such volumes. Volumes produced
through wells. generally from thermal methods are reported as part of the hydrocarbon
resource base. Volumes recovered though mining and subsequently recovered from the
mined .product are not part of the hydrocarbon resource base and should be reported
separately (see also Appendix 3 C4).
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RESOURCE VOLUME CLASSIFICATION FOR INTERNAL REPORnNG

3.1'

Cla••lflcatlon Scheme
The "interrtal clMsificadon scheme shown in Figure 1 is intended to ptOvide a ccmsiatent link.
between a: field's resource volumes and the BP business model, identifying separately those
resources that are the focus of the various stages in the development life cycle.
Cumulative ProduttloD
Reserves:

Dfseovered Scope for
Recovery:

UndillCOvered SCope tor
Recovery
Djsc:ove~

Developed Reserves
Undeveloped Reserves
Connner<:ial Scope for Recovery by
Proved Techniques
Commercial Scope for Recovery by
Unproved Techniques
Non-Commercial Scope for Recovery
Undiscovered Commercial
Scope for Recovery

IDiti.. 1n Place

Figure I: kesoune Categories for Internal Reporting

A SUln1?W'Y of the defmitions for these categories is proVided in Appendix 1. The QIlSCade
model (FigUre 2) illustrates the migration of voll1D1eS between resource categories during the
'
development life cycle.

Dlstonted+-ei"S--_--+

--1

'SFR

AC UIRE AND DIVEST

Figure 2: Cascade Model
A specific exantple of the migration of IeSOW'Ce volumes between categories during a field's
life cycle is shown in Appendix 2.
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Value f:leaUaallon

The most imPortant oUj~ve 6t reSOUJ'Ct \I~iuf11! inanagement is the progression of the

volumes to the point where maximum value ii realised. The main pwposc of the internal
classification scheme tied to the development life cycle' is to enable undentandins of the
potential value and the actions needed to mature volumes. in 01'der to achieve bu&iness
growth and reserves replacement objectives, it is essential that OUa and NVOs have efficient
systeD,\S to move volumes through the value chain from scope for recovery to production and
sales as shown in the cascade model.

,6)

OUs and NVOs intem8lleSetVc management systems should:

a) set targets and monitor actual perfonnancc in maturing volumes towards value
realisation,
'
b) fully inventorise and have maturation plans for Scope,forRecovCIY oPportunities,

c) re\'iew ultimate recovery targets forexisting'fields and identify what activity - appraisal,
stl,tdy, new technology development, commercial agreement, etc. ~ is required to reach
these targets,
,
~ measure performance (e.g. reserves '•
. rep1acetncnt ratio, ~~ for R:COVeI')' maturation ratio, time between discovery and ~rst &
production).
.,

d) and have Key Performance Indicators (KPrs)

3.3

Technical and Commercia' M8turlty

The classification scheme uses a pl'Oject's technical and C91l1JJlQffiitl maturity as the primary
criteria to distinguish between reserves and scope for recovery (SPa). Resource volumes can
be classifi!'d as reserves oilly if the associated project that will result in producI:ion of those
volumes is considered ro be technically and commercially mature. Il it cannot, the resource
vol~ sbould be cl~ as SFR. SFR needs an activity (e.g. exploration appraisal, field
trial. gas market development. ete) to achieve technicaltnaturity and commercial viability.
Secondary tcchnitaland coounercial distinctions (between proved and unproved techniques
SFR and between commercial and nOll-(:ommereial sFR) further identify resource volumes
at various stages in the life cycle.

Project Basis

Technical and commercial maturity reflects the status of remaining uncertainties in the
assessment of the optimal development project and its !lSsociated recovery. A project is any
proposed or notional modification of the wells. the production facilities andIor the
production policy, aimed at changing the company's sales product forecast. It can also be a
modification of the company's share in a venture (purehase/ sales-in-placc. unitisation. or
new terms). The generic tenn 'project' is also used to describe a group of (sometimes
alternative) projects, each with a certain chance of realisation, dependins on the results of
further data gathering. In that case, the project NPV is replaced by the Expected Monetary
Value (or EMV, see Appendix 6).

Technically For a project to be technic:aJly mature, information on the resource volume, including its
Mature level of uncertainty, is such that an optimal project can be defmed with an auditable project
development plan; based on a resource and development scenario description, with
drilling/engineering cost estimates, a production forecast and economics. The plan may be
notional or it may be an analogy of other projects based on similar resources. However, there
should be a reasonable expectation that a fum development plan can be matured with time.
Pl"oj~ do· not have to have a completed development plan. Successful· completion of a
Va]ue Assurance Review (VAR) with sufficient definition supports technical maturity.
CommerCially A commerclaJly mature project is commercially viable Over a sufficiently large Portion of
Matqfe the range of possible scenarios diat reflect the remaining resource uncertainties as well as the
remaining coinInercial uncertainties, including market aVailability. The definition of what
constitutes "a sufficiently large portion" may vary from case to case and could for example
require the project NPV for the low reserves scenario to be positive for appropriate
commercial criteria. It is also likely to include an asS(l8stnent of the capital exposure in case
of project failure due to adverse resource realisations. The selected range of scenarios should
be documented and auditabJe.
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Commercially A scenario is commerdaUy Viable if the NPV. j.s !'J!-pected to be positive under the
Viable applicable (or expected) tef'ift.i And conditions for the ~ge and for the CWl'Cnt advised
Group Iet'etence criteria for cotmner<:iality (Reference 8). -

ECQnOmlCally. A project! is ec:onomfeaJJy liable if the expected NPV under the applicable terms and
Viable conditions for the acrelSC exceeds the separately advised Group project screening criteria or
if the project has already been approved by shareholders. Projects generally have to
demOns~ economic viability in order to obtain investment approval. However. economic
viability or, formal projett approval is not required for a project to be considered
commercially mature. Reserves may be booked before project approval is sought.

Uncertainty Estimate.

3.4

Uncertainty in resource volumes atises from using data and prediction techniques with
varying degrees of uncertainty. The uncertainty in resource volume estimates can be
a&ses8ed and rtpresented I1sing a variety of methods. Probabilistic methods determine a
range of estimates and the as80ciated probability that they will occur. Scenario detenninistic
methods determine best estimates for specific c8SCS such as a low side case or a base case.
The terms low. expectation or high estimates are used in this document to simplify the
discussion. and to define tepQrted volumes where consistency is required. When using a
probabilistic methodology, low, expectation and high estimates are defined as the P8S, Mean
and PIS v~ues from the probability distribution function (see Appendix 6 for definitions).
When usi»g a "scenario deterministic methodology, low, expectation and high estimates are
the low side case, base case and high side cases, tespectively.
Only the ~on estimate for each of the resource categories is required for Internal
reportiIig. The low estimate is usually used to define externally reported proved reserves. It
is up to the OU to decide whether there i$ a need to determine other estimates.

Uncel'tslnty The uncertainty range of ultimate recovery generally decreases as a field is developed and
, Reduction with produt:ed. Ho-wever. the uocenainty range as a peteentage of remaining reserves may not
Performance always decrease with time. As a field matures, initial 111 place volumes and recovery
should sblft fiun a volUJl\etrie to 8 peJformance-based estimate, Incorporating the
additional. produetio~ data to redu4:e tile UDcertalnt)' range. Once the reservoir
performance fw been established with reasonable certainty, a fairly small difference
between low, expectation and high estimates would be expected. Definition of the low and
high estitoates may no longer be of value in mature fields with relatively little uncertainty
and use of a single expectation estimate should be considered in this situation.
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. Figure 3 illustrates the narrowing of the. uncertainty with field appraisal and development.
This is a near ideal eXllmple where the exptetatio~ remains constant for most of the life A."'\
cycle. This example is also used in Appendix 2 to show the migration of resources between . '
.internal and cxternal reporting categories during the field life cycle.
The reduction in uncertainty based on performance should be adequately reflected in the
annual reserve. and scope for recovery estimates for the field.

AddltJoiJ of Rcso1.m:c volumes lUe adckd toJCtber af various levels during the resource assessment and
Rssource reporting process. Addition of reserves at or above the level used for depreciation
Volumes calculations must be arithmetical for consistency with rmancial accounting. Below this level.
i.e. normally below the fle1d level. addition should be done taking into account the
. dependency between the volumes to truly reflect the recoverable volumes associated with a
projcct. Arlthmeticil addition is appropriate for dependent volumes._but usually overstates
the uncertainty range for the sum of partially independent volumes. PrObabilistic addition
should be used for partially independent volumes when the difference with arithmetic
addition is significant.
Below are two examples where the method of addition is important to handle properly.
1) Field A is comprised of separate layers and the properties of these laYC1'1lIR independent
of each otber:, In other words, a low msult in one layer would not increase or decrease
the chance of a low result in the other layers. Low, expectation and high estimates are
calculated for each layer separately. Probabilistic addition should be used to account for
the reduced uncertainty of adding together independent volumes. Arithincitica1 addition
of these estimates would understate the low estimate and overstate the high estimate of
the .total field.

A:
WI'

2) A·pnje:Ct deV\:lnps three independent fields as sub-sea satellites connected to one
p1atfonn. In this case, the investment. in surface facilities may be totalled for
depreciation' and consequently the teserVeS estimates should relate to the combined
fields. A'obabilis.tic acldition should be used to calculate the total reserves associated
with the p)atfant
.Careful COJ»ideration should be given to Commercial SFR by proved techniques where
eveotual development is only incremcotal to an existing or planned development. These
VQhunes may have a probability of success (POS) less than one, but withprobabilistic
addition will cOntribute at all levels • low, expectation and big}) - of reserves estimates..

Examples of where this would apply are:
1) A fault block that is not yet tested and may be reasonably interpreted as an extension of
the delineated area of the field. The project itself is technically and commercially
mature. The untested block would be developed through existing field facilities without
significant additional investment other than additional wells, which is recognised in the
project scope, The uncertainty is geological and volumes are classed as reserves.

I)

2) A phased development where there is uncertainty in the scope (e.g. number of wells) of
a project duetoge01ogica1 uncertainty. However, the nature of the project remains
essentially unchanged and additioilal wells could be accommodated within the flexibility
of the field facilities design, then the whole range of t'eCOverable volurncs should be
considered in deriving reserves. A scenario tree can be developed to represent the range
of outcomes, both in recovered volumes and optimised number of wells, dependent on
geological uncertainty, The uncertainty is resolved, with time, through planned data
gathering eventually determining tbe number of wells. Hence the volumes can be
regarded as technically mature. H one branch of the scenario tree is not economic, then
the volumes associated with that ann do not contribute to reserves.
If probabilistic addition is used, ensure the methodology and parameters used are
documented in the audit trail.

I

Group AccOunts should be consulted when considering combining surface facilities for different fields for
depreciation purposes.
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Cumulative production

The 1"CSOUICC volume category "Cuml1lative Production" pertains to summation Qf _
quantities of production volumes up to the date of reportinS' Consistency is required
between siles and field quantities. Produ~on Operations and F1118nce functions' must
reconcile their figures prior to any submission, Annual oiJINGL producdon [0933J and gy
Production IvailabJ~ for Sales (from own reserves) (OPafS) (9130] as reported in CERBS
upstream sector nlUBt equal the volumes reported in the annual resource statement using the
appropriate unit conversi,on factors.
'

3.6

Reserves.

Reserves are the sales quantities anticipated to be prOduced and monetised from a discovered
field associated with !l project that is tedmically and eommerdally mature (see defmition
, in Section' 3.3). PettoleUltl volumes have beendcmonstratcd to be producible -ihrough wells
from the field. A market IDU8t reasonably be expected to be available.
The production forecast, and therefore the reserves, must be Cut off at the point where cash
generatiOn becomes negative, i.e. when operating costs (with appropriate treatment of
abandonment costs) exceeds sales revenues after royalties. If the remaining tail production is
significant, it may be booked as Non-Cotnmereial SFR (see below).
.
Production forecasts should reflect volumes available for sale taking into account all system
. constraints. aban40nment timing, expected operational perfonnance (planned and unplanned
deferment), production quota restrictions, contractual sales volumes, market and other
eJpeCted production limitations (community disturbance etc.).
Theprqduetion forecasts must be adjusted for any volumes flaredlvented. and 'own use' (fuel
for prOdudion facilities., compressors etc) in the upstream gperations prior to transfer of the
volumes to the buyer (third Party or ·Oownstream'). The definition for gas reserves and the
def'mition for Gas Production av$lable for Sale (GFlM) are fully aligned (both excluding
flarelvent ft. own use).

The restriction of marketability is relevant to gas reserves and for the classification of those
NGL productS that are sub~ to go-ahead of a non-associated gas project. Apart from an
asSessment af the \aeal
and identification of the type of export project (e.g. pipeline,
LNG, methanol), this restriction inlPlies eannarking the gas resources suitable to feed these
outlets. The restriction applies to all confidence levels (low, expectation atKi high estimates)

market

.of reserves.

To minimi,se fluctuations over time, OUs and mos should exert caution in transferring
volumes between the reserves and sm categories. Demonstrableteehhical and conunetcial
maturity will be requited when new fields and reservoirs are added to the reserves base. The
same requirement applies in principle when undeveloped reserves are retained. To retain
developed reserves, their production should have 8 positive cash generation after subtraction
of operating costs, tax and royalties.
Existing volumes classified as reserves, but which are no longer commercially mature, may
be retained as reserves only in cases when there is an overriding strategic interest, or where a
current srnaJI operating loss is expected to be reversed in the short term. In b<gh cases
suPPOrt
shareholders must be obtained.

fmm

(I

Developed Oeve1oped reserves are the portion of reserves that is producible through cummtly existing
Reserves completions, with installed facilities for treatment, compression. transportation and delivery,
using existing operating methods. Outstanding project activities. such as initial completions,
TCCOmpletipD5. hookwup and modifications to existing facilities, can be considered as existing
or installed if the outstanding capital investment is minor «10%) compared to the total
project cost and, if budget approval has been obtained. Volumes behind pipe are considered
developed if additional activities (e.g. 'lower' ZOne abandonment, perforating, stimulating)
do not reqUire a full wellentry/re-completion and if the future investment (nonnally opex) is
. minor «10%) compared, to a new well.

.).'

Developtd'reserves are estimated by forecasting the production that will be CQntributed by
the existing .wells through the curtently installed facilities assuming no future development
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activity. Future wells or facilities may be planned that -add reserves and/or accelerate the
reserves that would be produced by the existing investments. However. the portion of
reserves expectec;l to b6 accelerated by future investments are classified as developed with
the ~sting investments and not after the future investments. If future investment accelerates
production such that additional icserves are recovered within time limits (e.g. sales contract
periods. field life). the additional reserves are classified as developed only after these
investments are made.

Undeveloped Undeveloped reserves are the complement of ~veloped reserves in the total reserves.
Reserv.s requiring capital investment in new wells and/or production facilities in order to be
produced.
'

For neW development projects. developing additional reserves may defer field I platform
abandonment and Dl8y thereby also increase the reserves producible from existing
completions. Such gains should be included in the economic evaluation of the new
development project and can only bcclusified as reserves if the project meets the technical
and co11UI1e1'Cial criteria.

3.7

Scope for Recovery

Scope' for Recovery is the recovery estimate of any notional project for which
implementation cannot yet be shown with sufficient confidence to be technically sound or
comD:JereialJy viable. However. there must be an expectation that this project could JXiature
based on reasonable assumptions about the success of "additional data gathering, a maturing
technology from current researc<h. relaxation in the market constraints and/or the terms and
conditions for implementing such a project.
The economic evaluation should include any future pre-investment costs required to reduce
tedmica1 uncetUIinty.

In the case· of immature projects, the associated scope for recovery may be reported as a
single estimate for the undistnunted average recoveries in the case of success (mean success
volume. MSV) together with a probability of success (POS). For aggregation purposes the
risled expectation volumeS' are used (POS*MSV):
"
Commercial SflR wbi.ch is eltpedlld to be commercially viable should be reponed in one of the following

SFR t.bree Commercial SFR categories.
Commercial SFR. I;Jy proved techniques is the volume estimated to be recoverable from discovered
SFR by Proved resoW"CtS. by a project utiUsing a recovery process or technique which has been
_Techniques demonstrated to be technically feasible in the area or in the field. Implementation is expected
to be - commercially viable. but a large range of technical uncertainty precludes the
fonnulation of a technically sound project proposal.
Commercial
SFRby
Unproved
Techniques

SFR by unproved techniques is the volume believed to be recoverable from discovered
resources by a project utilising any recovery technique or process that has not yet been
demonstrated to be technically.feasible in the field where its application is considered, but
which through laboratory or trials elsewhere has a reasonable chance of being technically
feasible in the future.lf feasible. the process should be expected to be commercial.

Future data gathering may disprove the technique. and with it the possibility of development,
and these SFR volumes must therefore be discounted for the risk that the considered
technique will not prove to be feasible. "
Undiscovered Undiscovered SFR is the volume believed to be recoverable from as yet undrllled potential
Commercial accumulations by any process that has been a technical success elsewhere. under similar
.
"SFR cOndi~ons. and the development of which is expected to be conunercial.
These SFR. volumes must be discounted for the risk "that petroleum is not present or is not
commercial to develop (Probability of Success. see Appendix 6).
Future data gathering may ~ult in a total write--off of these resources. Following drilling
resUlts. the resource volumes are revised and. in the case of a discovery. the economicS re·
assessed, whereupon the resource is either discarded or reclassified.

A~j

..

.~
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SFR in discovered resources is considered non-commercial for development projects which,
eveD if technically successful: woUld not be colD1Ill!fb!Wy viable. To avoid unrealistic
situations me reporting of Non-Commercial SFR is restricted to projects with a Unit
Technical Cost below an annually advised ceiling.
Non-<ommercial SFR is reported in order to retain an indication of the discovered resources
that could become commercial with a change of circumstances (e.g. an increase in oil price,

a chanae in taX regime, development of a gas market, flaredlventedlre·injected gas volumes
if recoverable and significant enough to be marketed).

The volumes reported for the four SFR resource categories numbers are based on full life
cycle. In addition, total Commercial SPR within licence should also be reported.
_3.8

Initial In Place

The petroleum volume Initially In Place (lIP) are expressed in volumes of Stock Tank Oil
Initially In Place (STODP), Condensate Initially In Place (CDP) and Gas Initially In Place
. (GnP) under standard conditions. For standard conditions the same PVT data must be used
as adoptccHor the reporting of field recovenes.

1

Figure 4: Internal resource classffication Row diagram
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EXTERNAL

REPOAnNG
4.1

,I)

CI••8IfJeatlon Scheme

Extema11y reported resource volumes have two primary purposes - financial calculations
and investor assessments. The repOrted figures are used to calculate the depreciation of RP
Business capital investments. The amOunt of depreciation affects the' CQmpany's book
earnings that are also externally reported. Shareholders and the investment community use
the ~ volumes and earnings to assess the performance and value of the company. It is
essential that externally reported proved re&eJ:'Ves volumes 'are a true reflection of shareholder
,value. Externally reported proved reserves volumes should be equal to intemallyused
proved reserves numbers.

The l'eS()Uree categories for external reporting are shown in Figure S. Cumula~ve production,
total proved reserve.t and proved developed reserves are externally reported annually for oU,
sas and NGL sales quantities as of the 1st of 1anuary. The reported volumes must comply
with SEC definitions, reproduced in Appendix 3. The Shell Group definitions contained in
this section arc in full compliance with these definitions. Where Group gUideJin~ inte1plet
SEC 'definitiOns, as listed in Appendix 4. these interpRtations have been accepted by _ ,
extcmal auditOJ'll as fulfllling SEC requUen1ents. A summary of the Group definitions for the •
external clltCSories is provided in Appendix 1.
Cumulative Production

Prned Rearves:

Proved DeVeloped Reserves
Proved Undeveloped Reserves

Figure 5: Resource Cateaories for External Reporting

Cumulative production for extemaI reporting has the same definition as used in the Shell
internal classification scheme (see Section 3.5). An example of the migration of resource
"O\UISlCB between externally reported categories during a field's life cycle is shown in
~2.
4.2
PI'OW!dRe$9rves

Proved reserves am those reserves that are reported wemal.li and are equal to the portion
of resecvcs, as defined for internal reporting, that is reasonably certaln to be produced and
sold during the remaining period of existing production licences and agreements. Extension . ,
periods are only included if there is a legal right to extend, which may derive either from the WF
initial concession agreement or from a subsequent letter of assurance. Any applicable
government restrictions on oil export and contractUal or practical market limitations to gas
delivery rates should be taken into account. Only the Group share of proved reserves is
reported.

If probabilistic methods"are used, undeveloped reserves are reasonably certain when there is
an 85% probability that the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate.
This is the P8S value of the cumulative probability curve. Jf scenario deterministic methods
are ~ed. the term reasonable certainty is intended to express a high degree of confidence
that the quantities will be recovered. This is the low side estimate. When the estimate
8SSU1JlC$ significant volumes of hydrocarbons outside the defmed fluid contacts, or when the
recov~ry mechanism is untested in the field or analoSUe fields. a lower estimate should be
used that reflects this uncertainty. Reasonable certainty for developed reserves is the mean
value or the base case for probabilistic or scenario deterministic methods respectively.
As discussed in Section 3.4, proved reserve estimates should be updated annually based on
development and perfonnance data.

2 Proved

-

I

reserves lll'e not by default equal to the P85 or low estimate!
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Proved Proved developed reserves aie the reasonably certain portion of internally reported
Developed developed reserveS (i.e. Jffbduccd from existing wens throUgh installecffacllities). Drilling
.Reserves and completing a well essentially proves the hydrocarbons that it develops and therefore
proved developed reserves (as ~ported externally) are based on the expectation estimate of
devoJoped rescnres adjusted to take intD account of uDdefined fluids contacts, untested
recovery mechanisms. licence periods, government restrictions and market limitations, as
discussed above. The expectation estimate is the mem value if probabilistic methods are
used or the base case estimate if scenario detemli.nistic methods are used and should tie-in
with the expected No Further Activity (NFA) production forocast.
Proved Proved undeveloped reserves are the reasonably certain portion of internally reported
Undeveloped . undeveloped restJ'Ves (i.e. require additional" capital investment for new weUs or facilities).
Reserves Reasonable ceitainty is met by using the P8S value or low side estimate of undeveloPed
reserves and taking into account undef'med fluids contacts, untested ~ery mechanisms,
Ucence periods, government restrictions and marketlimitatiODS, as discussed above.

total proved reserves and proved developed reserves are often determined separately and
though different methods, after which proved undeveloped reserves lUC calculated as the
difference between the two. In mature fields, where a significant portion of the reserves has
" been developed. this approach can result in values for total' proved resetVCS
proved
undeveloped reserves that are no longer ~nable. Once a fle1d is at this level of maturity. a
deterministic approach should be used for both proved developed reserves and proved
undeveloped reserves consistent with the SEC and SM def'iaitiona (Appen~ 3.
Reference 7). Total proved reserves is them the sum of proved developed reserves and proved

and

undeveloped reserves.

"

Estimatcs,of proved reserves should be benebmarked against the "proved area" detenninistic
.method «m.sistent with lhe SEC and SPE definitions (Appendix 3, Reference 7). This
method fot defines the proved area' of the field and then estimates the volumes expected to
be recovend from the proved area. If the proved and proved developed reserve estimates are
significantly different using the proved area method (as generally used in the indusby). a
~OfICiIWion should be made for the OU to assute itself that the reported reserves are a true
reflection of shareholder value.
holkrs slwuld be aware of the differences between ptobabilistic and d~terminislic
techniquu since third parties, e.g_ g~ buyers and hence exte77l4l reserves auditors for
certifiaztioli, may adopt different practices.

AS~'e1

(t

External For projects which require some"degree of external fmancing (e.g. LNO projects, major new
Financing venture start-ups). project financing must be expected to be available before proved re~rves
are disclosed externally.' This could, by exception, be a reason why the reserves of some
viable projects are excluded from eXtp1lal reporting.

the

Improved
Recovery
Projects In
External

Advances in" reservoir modelling techniques have greatly enhanced
systematic
, usessment of project recoveries across the full range of uncertaintiea. increasing confidence
in the use ·of simulation results as the basis for investment decisions and reserves estimation.
This improved quantification has in some cases shown that pilot testing is not necessary
Disclosures prior to· project commitment (based on a Value of Infonnation approach). Under these
circumstances. recovery from improVed recovery projects (e.g. fluid injection. reservoir
blowdoWn) may be considered proved when the following three conditions are met:
1) A comprehensive assessment of uncertainties results in cc:mfidence that the actual
. VOlume will be greater than the low estimate.
2) The main features of the recovery process are supported by confumed responses in
analogous reservoirs.

·lIrea of the reservoir considered as proved atelI inclUdes (I) !he area deUnealed by drilliDg and defined by
fluid contaets. if lIJlY. lIJld (2) the undrilled ponions of !he reservoir that can reasonably be judged as
COmmercially productive 011 the basis of available geological and engineering data. In the absence of data on
·f1uid contacts. the lowest known occunence of hydrocarbons controls the proved limit unless otherwise
illdic.led by definitive geological. engilleering 0(' perfonnance data (Reference 7).

3 The
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3) Ptoject fmancing has been obtained or is expected to be available without a pilot testing
phase.
I
In the case of improved gas recovery, the additional conditions in the following section also
apply.
,.
,
ProvfKlGas In addition to the foregoing conditions, proved reserves of natural gas should include only
'
Reserves In quantities falling in the following categoriC$:
External I) that are contracted to sales; or '..

Disclosures

2)' that can be considered as reasonably certain of being sold based OD a reasonable
expectation of the availability of nwkets, along with transportation! delivery facilities
that a.re in place; or
•
3) that. while not finnly planned, have been earmarked for future development and hence
may reasonably be anticipated to be sold based upon expectation' of availability of
markets and project financing.
.'

These restrictions also apply to the extemal disclosuie of condensatelNOL products that are
,subject to the go-ahead of a non-associated gas project.
Proved When' operating under a combined production constraint (e.g. oil prodUction quota) and

, Reserves under production beyond the licence or agreement period i$ expected, the capability to accelerate
Constrained· the post licence production provides a safeguard against underwpert'olmancc of the planned
Production development progtlllllme during the licence period. This capability increases the·confidence
level that can be assigned to the constrained production forecast during the licence period. In
this cin:umstance, the proved reserves should be based on an accelerated development
programme that co\lld be followed in the event that the base plan delivered less production
than ell:pected.
Types of

Under US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations, separate disclosurds
types of agreetnents. TheSe

Agreements requirtd for oil and gas volumes applicable to different
requirements are illustrated in Figure 6.

Minority Interest Reserves are ,reported on a 100% basis for companies in which the Group holds a controlling
interest (in line with,financial reporting) rather than on a Group share basis. Minority interest
VQlumes included in the total proved reserves are disclosed separately.·

4 Inclusion

of minority intelest fequires prior agreement with the Group.
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Noy~' thtI Company own a mlnerallntlll'8$t In
the petroleum resource,?

1

Ye'
Tradlllonal m8fltll/lg of an enterprt.... Inter.

In reaerv.. (FMB 18 pal'll.lO). Exclude
Volumes payable to othll'l through production

Report equity 011 Ind lP' volume.

paymlllJtl or carried Int8relll (FASB 18 para.
471 and d).
I

I-fu 1he Col'npany b8en aulgned an
r---- ej1Utlemenl to llICIIfye volumas qf 01 end gas

N0

as a ;eauh 01118 partlclpallon In the operallon
of oIllnd aaB oroll8rtles?

1

YH
TypIcal PSC C8Ill. Whettter the Government
has I pt'8-«Y1p1Jve light to buy back Ih8II
lIIltlllemen18 Is not metellal•

Report entitlement olllUld Pi voIu","

.t

,
0get the COmpany. as I conliElqUence of Ita

No

Relevant wh8l'l1lltJonallegialalkln pmvanls
aCC8U to mlnel'8l right&. The egreement would
not be • oonsequeIIca of aoUng • prgd\lC$t' If
e.g. others have Ilmller agreementl bUt do not

Ic1Ing u 'producer"•have In agreement with
the GOIIemmenl or GOvemment agency which
. aaelgns the rlght to purchase ~ntItlu of 011

~

parllclpate In produc:Uoo operallons.

«llIS ?

1

Yes

Separate diSClosure I. required. FAS8 69 para.
13.

"'* volume. wtllch the
COmpany 18'entitled to purdlue.
Mport separately

JIIe """",*"....."",..",. Of 1htI"",... DI". FA8B
......-ftIlllIIdhll~....-lnpndlclllan.

I

:.
>

Does the COmpany paf1lclpate In the
production of hydrocarbons fllll11 whleh II
derlYes economic benefit while substantially

No

-.-;
No volumes fIPOrt8d.

CB""'na the norm" E&P rIllks?
'

1

Yes

l\eport Mp8flltll1y the COmpany . . . of
Ihe production and ruervee from which

eGOfIDmlc bflIellt ,. deflved.

Normal E&P rI$k8 raler to both dOWl1Slde end
upside exposura 10 changes In the value of
future production volumes due to uncertalntln
as to thalr presence. Volume lIIId Pllce.

Figure 6: Types of External Disclosures In Relation to FASH Regulations
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RESOURCE VOLUME REPORTING, RESPONSIBILITIES AND

~~

6

Shareholder Requirements

EP Planning will communicate a timetable and the details about submission requirements to
OUs and NVOs each year for both intemal and external reporting.
Volumes will be reported based' on the classification systems described in Sections 3 and 4.
Additional information is reported for the calculation of the Standardiw Measure required
by the US Pinancial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).

$.2

Methods and Systems

OUs and NVOs are responsible for selecting the methods and systems that are technically
most appropriate for quantifying tho resource volumes of their assets consistent with these
guidelines. The preferred methods and systems may vary depending on the type of resource
and with time as the resource matures and technOlogy improves.
A variety of commonly used Group and Jrd party systems are available to support resource •
volunif; assessment. Group systems are tailorCci to these requirements and methods and will _
generally provide an inherent level of quality aasunmce through input constraints, internal . ,
calibrations, and other "reality checks". Where more generalised 3rd party systems are used.
OU arid RBD management should be aware of the greater buIden of quality control that will
be required.

'

The Group Reserves Auditor win review decisions on methods 8nd sYStems during the
periOOic audits. As far as these methOds bear on the estimation of externally reported
resource volumes, the Group Reserves Auditor will ensure that recommended methods arc
acceptable to the external auditors.
In some cases, QUs aDd NVO, "may be unable to follow Group guidelines and/or
recommended practice, due to government requirements. hardware constraints or other
reasons. h is the responsibility of the OU Reserves Custodian to bring such cases to the
attention of the Group Reserves Auditor, to enable him to obtain external auditors' approval
oftbe OUs andNVOs specific methods and systems.

5.3

Responsibilities and Audit Requirements

..

EP Planning BP Planning is responsible for compiling of the Group statistics of resource volumes, the
ResponsibUities analysis thereof and the communication to other functions. BP Planning also maintains the
resource volume guidelines.

Res9IVes The Group Reserves Auditor will Clll1')' out regular detallCd reserves reviews in OUs and
Auditor NVOs to ensure Compliance with SEC requirements. The Tenns of Reference of the SEC
Responsil;1ilities Audit are included in Appendix 5. The external auditor win verify the data for external
reporting.
' .
,
Operating Unit Within OUsand NVOs. a Management System should be established (sce Reference 6),
Responsibilities "clearly defining internal reporting requirements, tasks and responsibilities. Technical and
Financial functions must. co-ordinate and reconcile their figures (particularly production
vol~) prior to submission.
An levelS in an OU. including Asset managers and the reservoir engineer preparing the
individual field reserves estimates, should be aware of the importance of externally reported
reserves (proved, proved developed) and their impaet on ·financial indicators.
Asset· and OU' managers are responsible to ensure that the guidelines are implemented in
such a way as to best represent to the shareholders the bUe value of the asset.
.
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Non·operated Where Shell is not the operator, the local SheD BP representative should prepare the reserves
ResSfVSS submission. In this case tJii Shell representative has the responsibility of ensuring that
resource volume assessments by the operator are aligned with Group guidelines before
submission. This may include reclassification of volumes between reserves and SFR
categories where the operator's criteria differ from Group criteria. As usual, an audit tniil
(Note for file) should be available to document the reserves estitnate.

•

If there is no BP representative or if the necessary data are not available locally, then the
submission is prepared by SEPI (responsible RSA).

AnnualRevlBw Untill99S, the Annual Review ofPetroleum Resourcea (ARPR) was a constituent document
of Pstrolsum of the annual BP Programme Docwnentation, providing an inventory of the status of
Resources petroleum resources. While OUs and NVOs no longer submit ARPR's to SJEP/SEPI, the
compilation of such an overview report will generally be necessary to satisfy the
requiRments of OU governance and as such will be a key eleIl'lCnt of the OU reserves
Management System referred to above.
Audit Trail Audit trails fOl'1l1 an essential element in the reserves reporting process and arc an
indispensable tool for the Group Reserves Audi!Of to assess the quality of the resen'es
estimates. They should support and document the submitted figures andens1ire that OU

•

mana,aement understand and own the reserves submissions to SJEP. They also form an
essential link in handing over resollroC estimates between field reservoir engineers and
reserves coordinators and their successors.
For all the reported reSource volumes an audit trail must be available of the assumptions
made and process followed. This will allow any subsequent. assessor to modify these
estimates based on new infonnation in a reconcilable manner. Thus, evaluation reports must
be c:oIiIpiled <Preferably on a field basis) giving the basic data, the way it has been
intetpretcd and processed, the development options considered, and the resultant volumes
with the &asigned probabilities. In addition" a description should be given of the development
strategy. including data gathering activities. These reports may be working files (if
acceptable to local auditors), but it is reconunended to make a duplicate 'for file' in order to
enswe that the data are preserved in field reports.
Where sut»sequent small revisions are made, an update note must be compiled. Multiple
changes nli'y be combined in one overall update of the resource volumes if they all belong to
the same clwtge category. After several years of small changes or following a development
study, a new evalliation report must be issued. When a proposed change has a significant
impact on the Company's total reserves or financials. SIEPISEPI should be advised at the
earliest opportunity.
Guidelines on how to prepare a good audit trail. with suggested fannals for tableS etc. can be
found on the Shell World Web (Reference 11).

I
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Sa aevision of Report SlEP98-1100 & 1101, September 1998
Sb. Revision of Report SIEP99-1100 & 1101, September 1999/0ct0ber 1999
6.

BP92-0945 Business Process Management Guideline, SIPM, BPO/72, June 1992

1.

Petroleum Reserves Definitions, Society of Petroleum EngineerS and
World Petroleum Congresses,
httoi//WWW.p.org select "oil and gas technology"

8.

Project Evaluation and Screehing Criteria. SIEP 2000-2030, June 2000 .

9.

Handbook of SEC AccOunting and Disclosure

10. Financial Accounting Stan~ BOlrd (FASB), e.g. Statements 19.25 and 69.

11. Shell wide web - Resource Management web-page.
b!tP;{(sWW'.sepiv.shell.com/cpb q1an1amrhesmgt.htm
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APP-=NDIX 1: RESOURCe CATEGORY (QUICK REFERENCE)
- . " '"".
'.'
Portion
of
l'eSetV'es
as
defined
fOr' internal l'tporting, that are reasonably
l
•
certain

fh·
li-J

Restricted by licence periods, govenunent constraints and marlcet
. limitations
.
&temal financing, when used, must be expected to be available .
Deterministically estimated volumes should reflect undefined fluid
contacts and untested recOVery mechanisms
Proved
• Proved reserves . producible throuJb existing
completions and inscaUed facilities Qsing existing
Developed
operation methods
Reserves
Outstanding project activities considered completed if
remaininll cost <10% of total
Proved
• Proved reserves which require capital investment (wells
andIor facilities)
Undeveloped
Reserves
•

i :.]i J
'I

I

!

.a

I

•

•

•

•

!

Project is "technically and commercially mature"
Note: Formal project approval or economic viability is not required
• Market is reasonably expected to be available• Includes only production with positive cash flow
• Not restricted by licence period
.
• GrouP share re.i'orted
Developed
• Reserves producible thtougb existing completions and
installed facilities using exiSting operation methods
Reserves
• Outstanding project activities considered completed if
remaininl! cost <10% of total
Uadewe.loped • Reserves which'require capital investment (wells and/or
Reserves
facilities)

•
•
•

r

.

1:

!

1
i

Project is .B2!- technica1ly andIor commercially mature
Not restricted by licence period
GrouP share reOOrted .
Comm~rda'
• Di$eovered
SF'kby
• Commercially viable
Proved
• Techniques. have been proved to be feasible in this
resource
Tedmiques
• A sound techniCal project proposal is not possible yet
due to large r~ge of technical uncertainty
• Market not cmrentlY available
Commerdal
Discovered
Commercially viable
SFRby
•
t> Unproved
Recoverable by techniques that have been successful
elseWhere. but cannot yet be demonstrated to be feasible
Techniques
in this field
Laboratory
work or trials elsewhere have a reasonable
...
•
oS
chance of demonstrating feasibility in this field
• Discounted for the risk that the considered technique
will not prove to be feasible
Discovered
Non·
Not commercially viable even if technically successful
Commercial
SFR
• Commercially viable with a change of commercial
circumstances
• Unit Technical cost below an annually advised ceiling
RemaininJ! tail production if it is siJ!nificant
Undiscovered • Recovery from undrilled prospects
Commerdal • Commercially viable exploration and development
SFR
• Techniques have been successful elsewhere under
similar conditions
• Discounted for the risk that commercial volumes are not
present

•

J
!

..

•
•

-.
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APPENDIX 2: RESOURCE MIGRATION DURING FIELD UFE
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APPENDIX 3: SEC PROVED RESERVES DEFINITIONS
(Transcribed from the Hudbook of SEC Accounting and ,Disclosure 1998, pages F3w63 to

't:),

F3-M)
Proved Proved rtsetVes are the estimated quantities of crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids
Reserves which geological andengineerirlg data demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be
recoverable in future years from known reservoirs under existing economic and operating
conditions, i.e. prices and costs as of the date' the estimate is made. Prices include
consideration of changes in existing prices provided only by CQntractual arrangements, but
not on escalations based upon future conditions. '

A.. Reservoirs are ~nsidercd proved if economic:: productibility is supported by either actual
production ot conclusive formation test suppotts. The area of a reservoir considered
proved includes:
. ,
..

1. that portion delineated by drilling and defined by gas-oil and/or oil-water contacts, if
any,and
2. the immediately adjoining portions not yet drilled, but which can be'reasonably judged
as economically produclivc on the basis of available geological and engineering data. In •
the absence of infonnation on fluid contacts, the lowest known s~ctural occurrence of .~.
hydrocarbons controls the lower proved limit of the reservoir.
9'

B. R.tserves .which can be produced economically through application of improved
recovery techniques (such as fluid injection) are included in the ''proved'' classification
wben sliccessful testing by a pilot project, or the operation of an installed program_in the
reservoir. provides support for the engineering analysis on which the project or program
was based.
C. Estimates ofprOved resetVes do not include the following:
1. oil that may become available from known reservoirs but is classified separately as

"'iftdica1ed additional reserves";

.

2.. etUde oil, nalllral gas. and natural gas liquids, the recovery of which is subject to

re:asonable doubt because of uncertainty as to geology I reservoir characteristics, or
economic factors;
.
3. .ct'ude oil. natural gas, and natund gas liquids, that may occur in undrlllcd prospects; and
4. . crude oil. natural gas. and natural gas liquids. th/lt may be recovered from oil shales. coal
(exclUding certain coolhed methane gas), gilsonite and other such sources.

Proved Proved developed reserveS are 'reserves that can be expected to ~ recovered through eJt.isting
Developed wells with existing equipment and operating methods. Additional oil and gas expected to be
Reserves obtained through the application of fluid injection Or other improved recovCI)' techniques for
supplementing the natural forces and mechanisms of primary recovery should be included as
''proved developed reserves" only after testing by a pilot project or after the operation of an
installed program has confirmed through production response that increased recovery will be
achieved.

t·

Proved Proved undeveloped reserves are reserv~ that are expected to be recovered from new wens
Undeveloped on undrilled acreage, or from existing wells where a relatively major expenditure is required
Reserves for recompletion. Re$crves on undrilled acreage shall be limited to those drilling units
offsetting productive units that are reasonably certain of production when drilled. Proved
reserves for other undri11ed units can be claimed only where it Can be demonstrated with
certainty that there is continuity of production from the existing proouctive fonnation. Under
no circumstances should estimates for proved undeveloped reserves be attributable to any
acreage for which an application of fluid injection or other improved recovery teclmiques is
contemplated. unless such techniques have been proved effective by actual tests in the area
and in the same reServoir. .
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SEC

RESERVE

DEFINITIONS
SEC DeftnttJOD

SheD Interpntation for External Reporting

Reasonable certainty; Proved If probabilistic JXiethods are used, reserves are rcaaonably

area

includes

portion certaiil when there is an 85% probability that the

delineated by drilling and c:pllQltities actually recovered will equal or exceed the
defined by gas-oU and/or oil~ estimate, 1'his isthc PSS value of the cumulative
water contaet&. if any. and the probability curve. If scenario deterministic methods are
adjoining
immediately
portions not yet drilled: In the"
absence of information on
fluid contacts. the lowest
known struetura1 occurtence
of hy~ns controls the
lower proved limit of the
reservoir.

used, the term reasonable certainty is intended to express a
high degree of confidence that the quantities will be

recovered. This is the low side estimate. When the
estimate assumes significant volumes of hydrocarbons
outside the defined fluid contacts, or' when the recovery
mechanism is untested in the field or analogue fields. a
lower estimate sbould be l18ed that reflects this
uncertainty.

Drilling and completing a well essentially plOVe8 the
bydrocarbons that it develops and therefore proved
developed reserves are based on the expectation estimate
of developed reserves adjusted to ~ into account of
undefined fluids contacts and untested recovery
mechanisms.
FIXed, RT prices at level Prices fixed by SlEP ca. 6 months prior to estimate date.
prevailing at date ofestirmue but amended if there is a subsequent significant change.

'.

Fixed RT costs at level Costs fixed by OUs and NVOs at date of estimate. FIat
prevailing at date of estimate; MOD costs must be supported by technology plans to

show that implied cost reductions are viable,
Economic produetibility

t

Technically and commercially mature (i.e. positive
discounted real tenns cash flow for sufficient range of
scenarios).

Productibility suppOrted by Productibility should normally be demonstrated by a
either actual production or conclusive test. but may be based on log or core
conclusive formation test ~valuation in an area where many similar reservoirs have
supports
been conclusively tested.
Improved recovery processes
,included only after successful
testing by, a pilot project or
the operation of an installed

program

Reserves from improved recovery processes are normally
included following an in~situ test; by analogy with the
same process being used elsewhere under similll1'
conditions. or occasionally as a result of lab tests or
simulation studies.

No gas qualifier

Include only gas contracted or reasonably expected to be
sold.

Developed reserves are from
existing wells (including
minor cost recompletions).
existing
and
facilities
operating methods

Existing wells. installed facilities and existing operating
methods. Outstanding project activities can be considered
existing or installed if outstanding costs are minor and
approved. This includes volumes behind pipe if future
costs are minor.
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APPENDIX 5: SEC AUDIT· TERMS OF REFERENCE

·The purpose of the.SEC Reserves Audit is to verify that appropriate prooesses are in place in
the 0'0 to ensure that the proved and proved developed reserves estimates for external (SEC)
reporting are prepared in accordance with the latest Group prescribed guidelines
(SlEP 200().. 110011 101) and the FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Standards no.69
(SFAS-69).
The Audit will be carried out by the Group Reserves Auditor. His specific tasks during the .
audit shall be:

1. To verify the technical maturity of the reported proved and proved develOped reserves
eStimates by assessing the' quality of the engineering data and study work supporting the
e$timates and by verifying that undeveloped reserves are based on identifiable projects
that can be oonsidered technically mature.

2. To verify the commercial maturity of the reported reserves volumes by assessing the
robustnes$ of ,project economics and by establishing that these volumes can reasonably
bb expected t<:J be sold in present or future markets.
3. To verify the 'reasonable certainty' of the reserves estimates by assessing the validity of
uncertainty ranges used for their constituent paramcters,by verifying that esti:lnates are
realistic in comparison with expectation estimates, by verifying that appropriate methods
ate used for mature fields and by establishing that appropriate methods of reserves
addition (probabilistic I arithmetic) have been applied.

4. To verify that the Group share of proved and proved developed volumes has been
calculated properly and that these volumes are producible within prevailing licence

periods.

5. To verify that reported volumes arc up-ta-date and consistent with previous estimates,
that changes are reported in the appropriate categories and that appropriate audit trails
are in place for the study work supporting the reported reserves estimates
6. To verify that reported reserves are net sales volumes and that the reported annual
production (sales) volumes are consistent witb those reported in submissions to Group
F~nance.

In case of deviations from the Group and FASB guidelines, the auditor shall' establish
whether and to what extent resulting estimates ate li.Iccly to differ significantly from those
that niight be ex~ted from the application of the standard guidelines.
The audit will be carned out by reviewing the reserves estimation and submission process
through' interviews of OU staff and by taking at random a number of fields for detailed
analysis.
The frequency of.the audit will in principle be once every four years for each OU, with
possibility to extend this period to five years for medium sized OUs and six years for small
QUs. Major reserves changes or concerns expressed dUring a previous audit may require an
advancement of the next audit. For an OU reporting reserves for the first time, the fllSt audit
wiU in principle be within two years of this fltSt submission.
The audit will in principle be carried out on OU premises and will be based on
documentation available in the OU. Assistance of OU staff may be called upon.

An audit report will be submitted to the Managing Director of the OU, to the BP eEOend
BP RBA. to the OU's Hydrocarbon Resource Manager and to, KPMG the external auditors.
It will be prepared and discussed in draft fonn on site. after which a final report will be
prepared in The Hague. once fonnal OU comments are received. The report will contain an
overall judgement (Good. Satisfactory. or Unsatisfactory), with itemised conclusions and
recommendations..
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APPENDIX 6: TERMINbLOGY

A)

PetrDleum Resources Terminology

. Reservoir A reservoir is a discovered pebOlewn resource where internal pressure communication is
known to exist between all identified geological sub-units.

In case of doubt, reservoirs arc restricted to fault blocks I sedimentary units until production
performaricc proves communication to exist across faults! barriers. pvr properties can vary
within areservoir.

Field A field is the collection of all petroleum resources within a closed area! boundary that belong
to the

same confining geological strUcture, and where the presence of petroleum has been

d~ in

at least onc reservoir bY-a successful exploration well.

Field boundaries must be defined upon discovery and should encompass the unpenetrated
petJOleum resources in adjacent fault blocks and stratigraphic traps, if they are considered to
be part of the same overall confining structure. Field boundaries may be re-.defined on the
basis of new geological infonnation.

Potential Potential petroleum rescnm:es beyond existing field boundaries, where
f'~mUlations

petroleu~has

the presence of
not yet been demonstrated, are collectively called potential accumulations.

Producibllity Should normally be supported by a conclusive test in a drilled or immediately adjoining
reservoir, but may be based on iog or core evaluation in an area where many similar
reseIVoUs have been conclusively tested.

Production The produe:tion facilities consist of all hardware installed to recover petroleum from the subFac;;lities sw:face resowces and to dellver a quality controlled end-product for sale. These comprise the
production and injection wells and the surface facilities. for treatment,· conversion.
compression! pumping. transport and delivery.
Surface That part of the production facilities accessible at surface, connecting the wellheads
Facilities Ultimately to the delivery points.

Existing The collection of all completed projects or sub-projects is referred, to as the existing
Development development.
Field quantities Field quantities (also called "Wellhead" quantities) are those quantities routinely measured at
surface for individual well strings and expressed in terms of the stabilised products oil,
condensate and (wet) gas or in terms of the type of injected flUids. These quantities may
subsequeiltly be reconciled with flScaliSed sales and other product outlets, see below.
Sales quantities The quantities sold after fiscal metering and delivered at the locations where the upstream
company ceases to have an interest in the end-products. These can be expressed in tenns of
the general end-products oil, (dry) gas and natural gas liquids (NGL) or in terms of the actual
.
product.
Field products and the subsequent sales products may be different and will be affected by
own use and losses. The properties and volumes of end-products may be influenced by
mixing and the petroleum type itself may be altered during surface prOcessing. Since surface
processing conditions may change during a project life,sales products may vary in
specification and in relation to field products. To avoid ambiguity and double counting, a
clear distinction tnust be made between recoveries in the field and the quantities estimated to
be available for sale.
For genqal sales products, oil. gas and NOL, only the quantities sold by the upstream E&P
company can contribute to Group reserves. Condensates mixed with etude oil in the Same
stream and sOld as sucbare reported under oil. Separator condensate from gas wells and light
hydrocarbon liquid products, derived from -surface proee6sing, if collected in a separate
stream and sold as such are repotted under NOL. Bitumen may be reported under oil in
summary reports (with an appropriate footnote). In line with SEC requirements. sales
volumes for gas should be those committed or conunitable to a gas contract. Committed Gas
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is covered by a gas contract. Commitable gas reasonably expected to be assigned to a
contract in thc future.
It is necessary to maintain a more-detailed intcma1 administration of the actually sold
produ~ by stream in two cascs: ·1) If thc ups~ E&P company has separate contracts for
delivery of special converted sales products such as LNG. methanol. ethane. LPG. C5+, or
2) if there are special sales products like helium, sulphur or gcnerated electricity.

ReconclHatlon

A monthly reconciliation is made between the fiscalisect sales quantities and the quantities
produ.ced in the field. This is repOrted in the Monthly Report of Producing Wells (MRPW).
The reconciliation process corrects for own use. flaring, losses and product conversion, and
provides thc end-product yield.
·For reserves estimating purposes an average future yield factor- is to be estimated (e.g. LPGI
wct IllS yield. dry gas! wet gas yield).
-~

Ultimate The ultimate recovery (tJR) of a pcll'Oleum type is the sum of cumulative production and thc
Recovery cstimated volume of reserves.
B)

Probllblllatlc Terminology

ProbablHty Thc probability disttibution function of a stochastic variable indicates the probability that the
Dlstnbutlon actual variablc· value lies within a narrow interval around a particular value of the possible
Function range., divided by the width of that interval.

t

P85 The value that has a 85% probability that it will be exceeded.
P75

The value that has a 15% probability that it will be exceeded.

Mean

The statistical mean of a stochastie variable is thc weighted average over the entire
prob.'!>ility range.

Mean Success

The probability weighted average of all realisations that equal or exceed the minitnum
reserv~ required for a commercial development of the resource.

Volume (MSV)

ProbabUity of The probability that the minimum comJneJ:ciaJ volulDC will be exceeded and which:tberefore
indicates the likelihood of any future development. The product of MSV and PaS is the
- recovery expectation.

_

Success (POS)

C)

Commercial Terminology

Discount Rate A rate at which future real tennscosts or cash-flow are discounted over time to calculate
their present value~
Net Present The net present value, of a project is the sum of the discounted annual cash flow, expressed
Value (NPV) in ~ tenns money, over the period from the first project expenditure to abandonmenL The'
net present value is expressed in million US$ at thc relevant discount rate.

f;.

. Expected The expected monetary value is a probabilistic balance of investments and revenues,
Monetary Value expected from a set of conditional operational activities. comprising data acquisition and one
(EMV) or more dcvelopment projects, which are arranged in an ordered sequence with probabilities
assigned to each action (decision tree).
.

The EMV is the summation of the NPV's of projects, reduced by the costs of data
acquisition activities, all expressed in discounted real tenn money and multiplied by their
assigned probabilities. EMV is expressed in million US$ at the relevant discount rate.
Projects with a negative NPV fQl' certain resource model realisations should be excluded
from the EMV calculation, if the assumption is valid that data gathering will.prevent such
projects being implemented.
-

Unff Technical The unit technical cost of a development project is defined as the sum of capital plus
Cost (UTe) operating costs, expressed in real ten:ns money, divided by the total production over the
period from start-up to abandonment. In addition, both the cost and the production must be
discounted. The reference date for the discounting should be the same for denominator and.
mimerator (e.g. the first year of expenditure) and should be stated. The unit technical costs is
expressed in US$lbbl (oil equivalent) at the relevant discount rate.
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Exploration versus Development Well.

The clllssifieation of a well as either an exploration well or as a development well is
determined (in line with'SEC rules) based on the proved area as follows:

, Proved Area The proved area is the part of a property to which proved reserves have been specifically
attributed.
.
Exploration An exploration weD is a well that is not a development well, a service well, or a
Well stratigtaphic teat wen.

Development A development well is a well drilled within thepmvec! anm of an oil or gas reservoir to a
Well depth of a stratigraphic horizon known to be productive.
SelVlce Well A sentlce well is basically any well which is Elither an injection well, a disposal well or a
water supply well.
Appraisal Well An appraisal well, or stratlgraphlc test "en is' a wen drilled for geological information
(not to test a prospect). either 'developmenHype' drllledin a proved area or 'exp]~tory.
type' if not drilled in a proved area.

e
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INTRODUCTION

Petroleum re!'owces represent a sigiuficant part of the companY'Sr,upMceam assets and are
the fOWldation of most of its current and future upstream activities. Reserves replacement
is the basis for a sustainable EP Business. The current s.ta!,!s and changes in petroleum
resources, and specifically
commercially recoverable pc:>rtion (reserves), ate a significant.
concern to Group Management. The future of the Group depends on our effectiveness in
maturing resources to the point where maximum economic value is realised. To aid in
understanding, planning, and decision making about these petroleum resoU.tces, resoW'ce
volumes are classified according to the maturity or status of their associated development
activities.

the

Shell Group wide petroleum resource volumes are reported annually to ExCom and are
essential information for the strategic planning process of theJ,:-P business. The cunent '
• status and'changes to the proved and proved developed reserves are also published in the
Group's Annual Repoel and 20·P submitted to the Securities and Exchange Commission
(S¥-C). Reserves also form a key component of evaluation of company performance by
~llncial analysts. 'f!terefore the importance of these figures. cannot be overemphasised.
Reliability, unifonnity, consistency, transparency and auditability are essential elements in
the collation ofpetro,~um resource reports by Operating Units (OUs} and New Venture
.
Operations (NVOs).
Key issues are proved reserves replacement and the realisation of maximum "alue from the
total hydrocarbon resource portfolio, by pursuing maturation of resource volumes to .
developed reserves and ultimately sales. Proved developed resetves have, through
depreciation, a direct impact on the financial bottom line and therefore require special
attention.
These guidelines serve as a reference for aDs and NVOs in the reserves submission and
reporting process and as the standard against which audits will be conducted. The
information on the fonnat requirements of internal and external submission is included in
the second part of these guidelines (S!EP 2001·1101, Ref. Sd). Submission requirements
will be communicated at1J1ually in a letter from EP Planning.

The present 200] version contains a significant number of changes compared to the 2000
edition. These changes address an improvement of the upon's readibility, the addiJion of a
chapter on methods of quantifying unce',!ain!y and an expanded text describing the new
reserves guidelines introduced in ]99~. The changes should be seen as editorial only. No
change in the volume of reported reserves is' intended. or expected. Where text has been
('hanged or added. this is indicated bya line in·the'margin.
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A petroleum resOurce is an)' accumulation of hydrocarbons that is known or anticipated to
ex.ist in a sub-surface rock fonnation, located in the company's current exploration and .
production acreage. If the petroleum resource extends beyond the company's licence area
the resource volumes mUst be divided according ~o the granted licence boundaries, to take
proper account of Group share.
Resource volumes are reported as the quantities of sales product for crude oil, natural gas
and natural gas liquids. The corresponding quantities of field recovery should be
maintained by the OV (See Appendix 6). The reporting of petroleum resource vo)wnes
should further indicate tl:te petroleum type, dIe reporting units and conditions, and the
Group share.

2.2

Reserves and SFR

Resource volumes arC' tied to the project or activifJ' that develops them and are generally
reported by field. The term reserves is used for resource volumes associated with a project
that is technically and commercially mature. Resource volumes that d~ not meet these
criteoa are called Scope [or Recovery (SFR). Proved reserves llre the portion of reseI'\'es
thllt is reasonably certain to be produced and which will be reported externally. These
distinctions will be discossed in Chapters 3. 5 and 6.
The classification scheme shown in Figure, 1 is intended to provide a consistent link
between a field's resource volumes and the EP business model, identifying separately those
resources that are the focus of the various stages in dte development life cycle.

Cumulative Production
Reserves:

Sum of successive AnnuaJ
Production volumes
Developed Reserves (proved and
Expectation)
Undeveloped Reserves (proved and
E>;pectation)

Discovered Scope for
Recovery (SFR):

Commercia.! SFR by Proved
Techniques
CommerciaJ SFR by Unproved
Techniques
Non·Conunercial SFR

Undiscovered Scope for
Recovery

Undiscovered Commercial SFR

Discovered Initial In Place

Fit/In 1:

Group Rm>IITrt CafrgoneJ

These categories are further explained in this Chapter and their definitions are summarised
in il. ppendix 1.
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The cascade model (figure 2) illu~trates the migration of volumes between resource
- categories during the development life cycle.
~.

o Iscovered t-e~---+----'----i
SfR

AC
Fi~lm 2:

UIRE AND DIVEST

Cas,adf Modtf

A graphical example of the migration of resource volumes between 'categorie~ during a
field's life cycle is shown in Appendix 2.
•

2.3

Technical and Commercial Maturity

Resource volumes are realised as production through developmenfprojects ind/or
activlties (see below). The classification scheme uses '8 project's technical and .
. commercial maturity as the primary criterion 10 distinguish'between reserves and scope
for recovery (SFR). Resource volumes can be classified as reserVes only if the associated
project that will result in production of those volumes is considered to be technically and
commercially mature. If this ·is not the case, dIe resource volumes should be classified as
SFR. SFR needs a data gatheiirtg or other acgvity (e.g. exp~oratio!1 appraisal"field trial, gas
market development, etc) to achieve techriicalmaturity and ·commercial viability. Secondary
technical and commercial distinctions (be~een proved ind Wlproved techniques SFR and
between commercial and non-commetdal.~FJ.')-furtherideJItifyresource volumes at .
various stages in the life cycle.
''.
. - ,
~.

2.3.1 Project Ball!

A project is any proposed or notional modification of the wells, the production facilitie!i and/or dIe production policy, aimed at changing the company's sales product forecast. It
can also be a modification of the company's shue in a venture (purChase/ sales-in-place,
unitisation, or new terms). The generic term 'proje'Ct' is also \l~ed to describe a group of'
(sometimes alternative) projects, each widI a certain chance of realisation, depending on -.
the results of further data gathering. In that case, the project NPV is replaced by the
Expected Monetary Value (or EMV, see Appendix 6).

2.3.2 Technical!y Matun:
For a project to be technically mature, infonnation on the resource volume, in!=luding its
level of uncertainty, is such that a viable project can be defined with an auditable project
development plan, based on resource and development scenario descriptions, 'wiili
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drilling/engineering COSl estimates, a production forecast and econpmics. For small
projects (e.g. infill drilling in an existing field, or a small satellite development) the plan may
be notional or it may be an analog)' of other projects based on similar resources. Large or
frontier projects, whilst not needing a complete an'd optimised development plan, must
have demonstrated technical and commercial maturity. Successful completion of a Value
Assurance Review 01 AR) with sufficient definition would support such maturity and
robustness. TIlls shouJd preferably be a VAR3 (Concept Selection) review. In all cases,
there should be a reasonable expectation that a £inn optimal development plan can be
matured with time.
2.3.3 C01llmemp/!y Malllre

A com~ercially mature project is commercially viable over a sufficiently large portion of
the range of possible scenarios that reflect the remaining resource uncertainties as well as
the remaining commercial uncertainties, including the availability of markets (see below).
The defini~on of what constitutes 'a sufficiently large portion' may vary from case to case
but it does require the project NPV for the proved resen'es scenario to be positive for
appropriate commercial criteria. It is also likely to include an assessment of the capital
exposure in case of project failure due to adverse resource realisations. The selected range
of scenarios should be documented and auditable.
.
2.3.4 MtJrktl tJlIPilobl1i!J'

An essential reqUirement for commercial maturity j, also tllaf a market must be available or
reasonably expected to be available for the hydrocarbon products. For oil and NGL this·
means at least the (expected) availability of a pipeline to a shipping terminal or other outlet
(e.g. a refinery). For gas this means an expectation that access to a gas market will be
available, i.e. the gas must be:
1) contracted to sales; or
2) considered as reasonably certain ofbcing sold based on a reasonable exp~ctation of the
avaiJabilif)' of markets, along with transportation/ delivery facilities th~t are in place; or
3) whilst not finnly planned, have been earmarked for future development and hence may

reasonably be anticipated to be sold based upon expectation of availability of markets
and project financing.
For major gas projects critically depending on new gas market capture, reserves booking
should in principle be deferred until agreements have been signed, generally at or around
project sanction (PlD).
.
The condition of marketability to gas reserves also applies to the NGL products of a nonassociated gas project. If the gas market is not matured (or likely to be matured) and the
go-ahead of the project is still uncertain, neither the gas reserves nor die NGL reserves can
be booked.
2.3.5 C01llmm:iaJ!y Viable
A scenario is commercially viable if the NPV is expected to be positive under the
applicable (or expected) tenns and conditions for the acreage and for the current advised
Group reference criteria for commerciality.
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2.).6 EronooJlca//y Viable
A project is economicaUy viable if the expected NPV WIder thef'applicabie fenns and
conditions for the acreage exceeds the separat~l)' advised Group pioject screening criteria
or if the project has already been approved by shareholders. Projects generally have to
demonstrate economic viability in order to obtain investment approval (See Ref. 13),
2.3.7 loI,P0rlant (onJidl'rationJ
Full economic viability or formal project approval is not always required for a project to be
considered commercially mature and hence for reserves to be booked. Commercially viable
reserves may be booked before project approval is sought, but there must be identified
activities to improve project economics, the expectation that economic viability will be
achieved and a plan to seek approval at some time the future. The ptoject should also be
included in the annual Business Plan. If that intention is not (yet) there (because the
project is technically Ot commercially too immature), the project recoverables must either
be booked as SFR or the project / field must be a candidate for divestment. Conversely, if
a project is approved and it will go ahead, regardless of (re-evaluated) technical /
commercial maturity, the reserves should be booked. An example of this may be a pilot ~
waternood.
"

m

To minimise fluctuations over time, CUs and NVOs·should exert caution in transferring
volumes between the reserves and SFR categories. Demonstrable technical and commercial
maturity will be required when new fields and reservoirs are added to the rese!""e.s.base.
"the same requirement applies in principle when undeveloped reserves are ret~ed. To
retain developed reserves, their production should have a positive cash generation after
subtraction of operating costs, tax and royalties.
Existing volumes that have been classified as reserves, but which are no longer
conunercially mature, may be retained as reserves only in cases when there is an overriding
strategic interest, or where a current small operating loss is expected to be reversed in the
short tcon. In both cases support from shareholders must be obtained.
It is also important to realise that, if project recoverables for a resource are book,:ed as
reserves, these must contain both Expectation and Proved volumes, i.e. project volumes
should be included in both the Internal and External Reporting submissions. It is not
realistic to carry only Expectation and no Proved volumes since that implies that the
project is immature and hence that the volumes must be booked as SFR.

Before first time booking of significant reserves in a new area (following exploration
.
. discovery, successful acquisition, new gas market capture, reaching project FID, agreeing
new contractual terms etc.) it is recommended to review the project with the Centre (EPBP) to ensure that volumes are supportable and that they would meet external audit
requirements.
2.4

Developed, Undeveloped and Total Reserves

. Reserves ate subdivided in developed and undeveloped reserves. The sum of both is
referred to as 'total' resenTes.
2.4.1 Developed Rutn/fJ

Developed reserves must be producible through currently existing completions, with
installed facilities, using existing operating methods. Facilities requiring minor outstanding
activities in ongoing projects can be considered as existing if the outstanding capital
investment is minor «10%) compared to the total project cost and if budget approval has
FOIA Confidential
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been obt~ed. Volumes behind pipe can only be considered dcvelcped if the additional
activity (e.g. 'lower' zone abandonment, perforating, stimulating) does not require a full
well entry Ire-completion and if the cOst of this activity (normally opex}.does not exceed
10% of the cost of a new well.
Gas volumes in fields where compression is planned or anticipated in future, should only,
be classed as developed reserves to the extent that they can be produced through the
<:urrently existing facilities.
'
Developed reserves should in principle be estimated through extrapolation of existing well
performance trends. nus may be done either through plotting (e.g. rate vs. cumulative
production; log oil rate vs. time) or through history matched simulation modelling. If no
significant history is available to match, the developed reserves will be based on predevelopment (simulation) model projections, updated for observed well geological and
pettophysical data and well rates. The resulting forecast should represent the production
that 'will be contributed by the existing wells through the currently installed facilities,
assuming nO future development activity (NFA forecast).
2.4.2 Undeveloped RmroeJ

Undeveloped reserves require capital investment through future projects (new wells andlor
production facilities) in order to be produced. '!bese projects must be technically and
commercially mature (Section 2.3). In order to assess commercial viability of these
resetves, the wells and activities must be dearly identified, together with their costs.
Gas volumes that require installation of planned or anticipated fulure compression should
be classed as undeveloped until such compression has been installed.
New development projects, which add developed reserves, may defer field/platfonn
abandonment and may thereby also increase the reserves producible from existing
completions. Such gains should be included in the economic evaluation of the new
developmept project and should be included in reserves when commercially viable.
Future wells or facilities may accelerate resetves that would otherwise be produced by
existing investments. The portion of reserves expected to be accelerated by the new
investments should be classified as developed with the existing investments. If future
investment accelerates production such that additional reserves are recovered within tUne
limits (e.g. sales contract periods, field life), the additional reserv~s should be classified as
undeveloped
this investment has been made.

until

2.4.3 Total RmTVeJ

Total reserves are the sum of Develop and Undeveloped reserves. As indicated in the
preceding sections, developed and undeveloped reserves should be estimated separately.
In particular undeveloped reserves should be based on an identified or identifiable project
or projects. Historically, total reServes have sometimes been calculated through
multiplication of the STOUP/GIIP volumes by an assumed or estimated recovery factor,
without specific reference to a project. Undeveloped reserves were then calculated as the
difference between these total reserves and the separately estimated developed reserves.
This practice is in conflict with the concept of project based reserves estimation and should
be discontinued.
2.5

Scope for Recovery

Scope for Recovery is the recovery estimate of any notional project, which cannot yet be
shown with sufficient confidence to. be technically or conunercially mature. However, there
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must be an expectation that this project could mature based o~ reasonable assumptions
about the success of additional data gathering. a m<lt\1rihg technol0nID' from current
research, relaxation in the market constraints and/or the tenns and conditions for
implementing such a p r o j e c t . '
,
The economic evaluation should include any ful\lle pre-investment costs required to '
reduce technical uncertainty.
..

In the case of immature projects, the associated scope for recovery may be reported as a
'singleestimate for the 'undiscounted average recoveries in the ca~e of success (mean
success volume, MSV) together with a probability of success (POS). For aggregation
purposes the risked expectation volumes are used (pOS*MSV). '

2.5.1 Commemal SFR by Proved Technique!
SFR by proved techniques is the voIwne estimated to be recoverable from discovered
resources, by a project utilising a recovery process or technique which ,has been
demonstrated to be technicaUy feasible in the area or in the field. Implementation is
expected to be conunercially viable, but a wide range of technical uncertainties in the
recovery volumes predudes the fonnulation of a technicaUy !I1ature project proposal.

2.5.2 Commenial SFR by Unproved TechniqueJ
SFR by \Ulproved techniques is the volume believed to be recoverable from ...disco,>ered
resources by a project utilising any recovery technique or process that has been'p roven
elsewhere. but-that has not yet been demonstIated to be technically feasible in the area or
in the field, and which requires future laboratory tests and field ~als (pilot) 'in order to
establish this feasibility. Once technically feasible, the process should be expecte,d to be
commercially viable.
'
Future data gathering may disprove the technique in the field, and with it the possibility of
development, and these SFR volumes must therefore be discounted for the' risk that the
considered technique will not prove to be technically feasible.
2.5.} Undiscovered Commenia/ SFR
'Undiscovered SFR is the volume believed to be recoverable from as yet undrilled potential
accumulations by any process that has been demonstrated to be technically feasible
elsewhere, under similar conditions. Devc;.1opment of the accumulation should be expected
to be commerciaUy viable.
These SFR volumes must be discounted for 'the risk that petroleum is not present or is not
commercial to develop (probability of Success, see Appendix 6).
Future data gathering may result in a total write-off of these resources. Following drilling
results, the reSOurce volumes are revised and, hi the case of a discovery, the economics reassessed, whereupon the resource is either discarded or reclassified.

2.5.4 Non·Commercial SFR
SFR in discovered resources is considered non·commercial for development projects
which, even if technically successful, would not be con:unercially viable, To avoid
unrealistic situations the reporting of Non-Commercial SFR is restricted to projects with a
Unit Technical Cost below an annually advised ceiling.
Non-commercial SFR is reported in order to retain an indication of the discovered
resources that could become commercial with,'a ·change of circumstances (e.g. an increase

r
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in oil price, a change in tax regime, development of a gas market, ftared/vented/~e.injected
gas volumes if recoverable and significant enough to be marketed).

2.6

Diagrammatic summary

A diagrammatic summary of the distinction between reserves and SFR is given in figure 3.
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QUANTIFICATION OF UNCERTAINTY

3.1

Quantification methods

Page 13 of 50

Subsurface resource volume estimates are inherently subject to uncertainty, because they
are based on data (from seismic and dzilling) and interpretations that contain sometimes
significant margins of error. These uncertainties in resource volume estimates can be
assessed and represented using a variety of methods. The three most important are:
The Probabilistic m~thod (p8S, Mean, PIS)
The Multi-scenario method (Low, Middle, High)
The Deterministic method (proved, Probable, Possible)

3.1.1 The probabiliJlk me/hod
The probabilistic method has been in use by the Shell Group for more than 30 years.
Whilst the Group was initially the only one in the industry applying this method, the
method has, over the years, gradually gained wider acceptance, e.g. by the SPE (Ref. 7).
The method consists of assigning probability density functions (PDFs) to each of the
constituent parameters that define a subsurface volume estimate (i.e. gross bulk volume,
porosity, hydrocarbon £ill and saturation, hydrocarbon volume factor, recovery (actor).
These PDFs are then c9mbined (multiplied) either mathematically ('~oment' method, see
. Ref. la - App. 7) or, more commoruy, through Monte Carlo simulation. The latter method
uses a random number generator which generates random slHections from each of the
parameter ranges, which are then combined into successive volume estimates, often
numbering 1000 or more. Software tools using Monte Carlo simulation are e.g. @RJSK,
Crystal Ban and FASTRACK.
TIle resulting product from both the mathematical and the Monte Carlo methods is a PpF
or its integral; the cumulanve probability function (CPF), which defines the probabilities
that the resource vottiine exceeds each of a range of values. The values associated with the
85% probabilit)' the·15% probability are called the 85% and 15% confidence levels or P8S
and P15 for short. The probabilitY~weightedaveiage value is referred to as the Mean. The
reason for the original selection 'of the 8S% and 15% intervals by the Group was that they
aligned most closely \v:ith the previously used distributions of three equi-probable values.
More recently, the SPE and some operators and authorities have tended to favour 90% and
JO% intervals (1'90 and Pt 0 respectively)..
The probabilistic method is a good method {or assessing the Wlcertainties of Exploration
prospects and sparsely appraised discoveries. For fields that are ap.proaching the
development stage it is far inferior to the multi-scenario method and hence not
recommended. The main reason for this is that the recovery factor is rarely an
independently assessable parameter, but a direct consel:juence of the combination of static
model realisation and development scenario chosen (see below). This can only be
represented properly through multiple scenario realisations.

3.1.2 The muhi-Jcenano method
.TItis method is applied when the field has been modelled through a full set 6f static
(geological) and dynamic (reservOlr simulation) models. The static model is generally roil
for a range of possible subsurface realisations, yielding a range of hydrocarbon-in-place
volumes. After assigning a probability to each of these realisations, the range of in-place
volumes can be represented as a CPF (see above) from which 85%, mean and 15%
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confidence levels can be derived, Representative scenario cases cl6se to these PB'S, mean
and PIS values are then selected and defined as the Low, Middle and High cases
(0'
respectively.
.
,
A representative selection of alternative geological model realisations is converted
('upscaJed') into a discrete set of reservoir simulation models, which are then run each for a'
range of alternative development scenarios (e.g. different well numbers or positions). The
alternative development scenarios are not necessarily identical for each geological
realisation. The resulting set of model-scenario combinations (usually some 10-20 in
number) can again be combined into a CPF, with identifiable P8S, mean and P1S values,
(rom which representative Low, Middle and High cases can be selected,
An important characteristic of the multi-scenario method is that it is project- or activitybased, i.e. the recoverable volumes are linked to a specific development plan or plans, with
identified (or identifiable) costs, production forecasts and economics. The multiple
scenario method is obviously more complex than the probabilistic method, 1,:Iut, with the
present range of tools available (notably the GEOCAP - MoReS suite oflinkabJe models)
it is seen as a necessary requirement for any field development. It is therefore
reconunended that in principle all fields with booked reserves (proved and expectation)
should use this method,
.
3.1.3 Tht dtttT771imjtic method

The deterministic method has been the method most frequently used by the industry
outside Shell. It denves'from the onginal definitions of 'Proved Reserves' as issued by the
American Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and by the US Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) (Refs. 8, 9, 10). These definitions describe the mandatory
conditions for reserves that are reported annually through Company reports and public
submissions to the SEC. Subsequent definitions for Probable and Possible resente!=; have
been issued by the SPE in co-operation with the WPC (Ref. 7).
Proved resen'es are defined as ".. ,the estimated quantities of hydrocarbons wluch
geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable cenainty to be
recoverable...". 'Reasonable certainty' is implied to mean that future reserves revisions are
'much more likely' to be positive than negative. Pivotal in the definition of Proved
Reserves is the notion of a'proved area' of reservoir rock, outside of which no Proved
Reserves can be declared. TItis proved area is constrained by:
Economic producibility demonstrated by a production test (not a witeline test!).
Delineated by GOC, owe, GWC if seen by drilling,
Oil volumes above OUT levels only if gas is seen updip and a GOe can be interpreted,
No volumes below 'lowest known hydrocarbons' (LKH), as seen by drilling,
Laterally confined to one 1ega1location' (US regulatory minimum well spacing) away
from well control,
Certainty (not just 'reasonable certainty'/) of continuity ofproduction over the area
(mus-t be demonstrated by pressure interference data if beyond one 'legal location'!),
lrnproved recovery volumes only with a successful pilot in that specific rock volume,
The consen'ative restrictions regarding LKH and lateral well control may be lifted
" ... upon obtaining sufficient performance history to reasonably conclude that more
reserves can be recovered.,."
The significant information On resen'ou Structure 'and hydrocarbon fill available from
modem seismic techniques (DHls, flat spots etc) is acknowledged by the SEe (Refs. 8, 9),
but they maintain insistence on the constraints as stated above;

. r
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The practice in the indu~try outside Shell has been that Provc!d reserves estitnates are
generally 'best estimates', WiUl the proved area constraint being the only conservative
element that is strictly adhered tb. The important consequence ofthis has been that
Proved reserves as calcuJated by the detenninistic method tended to be lower thap
probabilisric P8S (or multi-scenario Low) estimates for flew discoveries and undeveloped"
.
fields. Similarly, they were generally higher for matll!e,fulIy appraised fields.
The SPE (Ref. 7) recommend that, if Proved reserves are determined probabilisrically. a
p90 value be selected."They generally align with the SEC guidance. except that tJley allow
areas beyond the regulatory well spacing to be included if " ... data from wells indicate with
reasonable certainty (P90!) that the objective formation is laterally continuous and contains
commercially recoverable hydrocarbons ... ".
The SPE/WPC definitions of Probable and Possible reserves (together called Unproved
reserves) can be summarised as follows:
Probable reser....es:
, 'More likely than nQt to be recoverable'; PSO if based on probabilistics. .'
- Probably productive from logs/cores,
".
- Likely volumes outside the 'proved area', e.g. updip behind intefflJ:eted;faults,
. Volumes probably.recoverable through unproved techniques (no successful pilot yet)
Possible reserves:
- 'Less likely than Probable', PlO if based on probabilistics,
~.
, Hydrocarbon bearing from logs/cores, but possibly not productive
- Possible volumes outside the proved area, e.g. downdip behind interpreted faults,
. Volumes recoverable through unproved techniques, with success in· 'rea"sonable doubt',
Industry practice tends to be that Probable reserves contain not ~nly volUMes associated
with areas in the field outside the volumetric confines of the 'pr~ved a~e:a', but also
volumes associated wiili projects that have not been fully matured or approved yet.
The sum of Proved and Probable reserves is sometimes regarded as equivalent to the Mean
or Middle estimates from probabilistic or multi-scenario meth9ds. SimilarlY,the sum of
Proved, Probable and Possible has been equated to PlO or High reserves. Howev~, the
definition for Possible reserVes dearly indicates that many of these volumes (and even
some Probable reserves volumes) should be classified as SFR in the Shell system.

3.2

SheD Group practice

Shell Group practice has long been based on the p,robabilistic method as the Group
standard for estimating Expectation reserves (for internal reporting) and Proved reserves·
(for external reporting). Expectation reserves were defined as equal to the mean expected
volume and Proved reserves were set equal to the :P85 estimate. As a result, the notions of
Proved and P8S estitnates have long been considered identical to many Group petroleum
engineers.
With the increasing maturity of many of the Group's fields it was found that the externally
reported Proved reserves were generally more conservative than those reported by the
industry. This was confirmed by a Group task force set up in 1998 to compare G.roup
guidelines with industry practice. The recommendation of the task force was to improve
the practice of estimating externally reported Proved and Proved developed reserves,
particularly for matu.re fields, in order to ·make Group estimates more in line With industI)'
practice.
This has led to new Group guidelines setting the framework for annual submissions of
internally and externally reported resen'es.
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Demonstrated producibility th.r~ugh a production test, or log/core ~ata in a tested area,
Delineated by Goe, owe, Gwe as see~/intetpreted from pressures in the reservoir,
In the absence of 'legal' well spacings, laterally.defined by well control and surrounding
areas u>ith continuous and good quality seismic amplitudes, but not beyond potentially
sealing barriers or faults. Evidence from well drainage limit tests may be used.
Extended by production performance data, if conclusive,
Improved recovery volumes supported by a pilot or a conclusive test (section 6.1.4)

The concept of this interpretation is that the drilling and completion of development wens
will generally expand the 'proved area' such that its volumetric extent will cover much, if
not all of the field. Even if still incomplete at first (i.e. after the first phase of development
drilling), this coverage will increase to full coverage with growing field maturity and
performance. In,line with industr), practice, Proved reserves should be based on 'best' or
Expectation estimates of 'proved area' volumetrics.
'
Apart Cram the volumetric uncertainty. there is the uncertainty regarding reservoir
performance (determined by sand development, reservoir continuity, injectant sweep
efficienc)', aquifer activity, etc.). The latter uncertainty will only be reduced after a
sufficiently long period of reservoir production perfoimance. Hence, a cautious,
'reasonably certain' approach should be followed for performance predictions in new
fields, whilst for mature fields an estimate much doser to, ~r equal to the Expectation
estimate can be taken, in line with industr), practice. An example would be an initial
assumption of oil recovery based on depletion only if aquifer influx is not yet certain.
The resulting description of scenario assumptions to be used for estimating Proved and
Expectation reserves is given in Fig. 4 and Appendix 4. If reserves (particularly Proved
reserves) are still based on probabilistic estimates, these should in principle be consistent
with these scenario assumptions.
Expectation

All fields

Mean probablllstic or Middle case scenario estimate
. (proved..Probabfe if appropriate and if no Mean or Middle
available)

New, recently
developed
fields:

'Reasonably certain' scenario (best estimate) of future
performance, based on Expectation post-drill 'proved area'
,volumetrics.

Mature fields:

Mean or Middle performance projection, based on Expectation
tully post-drill .. performance based 'proved area' voJumetrics.
The ·Proved estimate should in principle be equal to the
Expectation estimate.

Undeveloped
fields

'Reasonably certain' scenario (best estimate) ottuture
performance. consistent with pre-drlll'proved area' volumetric$

New, recently
developed
fields:

'Reasonaly certain' scenario (best estimate) ot future
performance, based on Expectation post-drill'proved area'
volumetrlcs

Mature fields:

Improved performance estimate, based on observed field
performance and Expectation fully post-driH + performance
based 'proved area' volumetrics.
The Proved estimale should be dose 10 or equal 10 Ihe
Expectation estimate. Lower Proved J Expectation ratios are
possible It fulure activities are significantly different from existing
oevelopment.

Developed and
Undeveloped

(Internal reporting):
Proved Developed
reserves

(external reporting):

Proved

Undeveloped
reserves

(external reporting):
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Further considerations
,,"'

3.3.1 Uncerloil1!y Reduction ~/th Pe1ormollcc

"

The Wlcertaint)' range of ultirn~te recover)' generally decreases as a field is developed and
produced. However, the uncertainty range as a percentage of remaining reserves may not
always decrease with time. As a field matures, initial in~place volumes and recovery
should shift from a volumetric to a performance-based estimate, incorporating the,
additional production data to reduce the uncertainty range. Once the reservoir
perfonnance has been established with reasonable ce~.ainty, a faidy small difference
between low, expectation and high estimates would be expected. Definition of the low and
high estimates may no longer be of value in mature fields with relatively little Wlcertainty
and use of a single expectation estimate should be considered in this situation (subject to
'proved area' conditions).
Figure 5 illustrates the narrowing of the uncertainty with field appraisal and development.
, TIUs is a near ideal example where the expectation remains constant for most of the life
. cycle. 'Ihis example is also used in Appendix 2 to show the migration of resources between
internal and external reporting categories during the f.ield life cycle.
The reduction in uncertainty based On performance should be adequately reflected in the
annual reserve and scope for recovery estimates for the'field.
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3.3.2 Addition rfprovtd Rmron VolumeJ

. Proved ·Reserves volumes are added together at various levels (reservoirs, fields, areas etc)
during the resource assessment and !~porting process. When Proved reserves are based on
PBS or Low estimates, such addition 'could either be arithmeticall}J 01 plobllbilistically.
Arithmetical addition usually overstates the uncertainty:;ange for the sum ofpartiaUy
independent volumes (ie. the resulting sum of P85/Lowvalues is too low), but is
appropriate for dependent volumes. Probabilistic addition
coUld be considered for partially'
.
,
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independent volumes when the difference with arithmetic additioR is significant.'An
important requirement is, however, that addition of Proved reserves at or above the
level used for financial depreciation calculations must be arithmetical for
consistency with financial accounting (see Section 6.1). Below this le\'e1, i.e. normally
below the field level, an appropriate selection of the addition method must be made. such
that account is taken of dependencY between the volumes to truly reflect the aggregated
P8S/Low/Proved recoverable volume.
Below are two examples where the method of addition is important to handle addition
propedy.
a) Field A is comprised of separate layers and the properties of these layers are
independent of each other. In other words, a low resuh in one layer would not increase
or decrease the chance of a low result in the other layers. Low, expectation and high
estimates are calculated for each layer separately. Preibabilistic addition should be used
to account for the reduced uncertainty of adding together independent volumes.
Arithmetical addition of these estimates would understate the low estimate and
overstate the high estimate of the total field.
b) A project develops three independent fields as sub-sea satellites connected to one
platfonn. In this case, the investment in surface facilities may be totalled for
. depreciation l and wnsequently the reserves estimates should relate to the combined
fields. Probabilistic addition should be used to calculate the total reserves associated
with the platform.
Careful consideration should be given to Conunercial SFR by proved techniques where
eventual development is only incremental to an existing or planned development. These
volumes may have a probability of success (POS) less than one, but with probabilistic
addition will contribute at all levels - low. expectation and high - of reserves estimates.
Examples of where this would appl}' are:
1) A fault block that is not yet tested and may be reasonably interpreted as an extension of
the delineated area of the field, The project itself is technically and commercially
mature. The untested block would be developed through existing field facilities without
significant additional investment other than additional wells, which is recognised in the
project scope, The uncertainty is g~ological and volumes are classed as reserves.
2) A phased development where there is uncertainty in the scope (e,g. number of wells) of
a project due to geological uncertainty. However, the nature of the project remains
essentially Wlchanged"and additional wells could he accommodated within the
fleXibility of the field facilities design, then the whole range of recoverable volumes
should be considered in deriving reserves. A scenario tree can be developed to
represent the range of outcomes, both in recovered volumes and optimised number of
wells, dependent on geological uncertainty. The uncertainty is resolved, with time,
through plalUled data gathering eventually determining the number of wells. Hence the
volumes can be regarded as technically mature. 1f one branch of the scenatio tree is not
economic, then the volumes associated with that ann do not contribute to reserves.

If probabilistic addition is used, it should be ensured that the used methodology and
parameters are documented in the audit trail.

J

Group AccoUlllS shOuld be consulted when considering combining surface facilities for different fields for
deprtci.tion purposes.
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GROUP SHARE

Only the Group share of resource volumes is reported, both in submissions for internal
and for external repotting. The Group share is determined by thre~ factors: (1) the
contractual share of produced hydrocarbons, as agreed with the resource holders (usually
the host government), (2) the Group share in the OU or venture that holds the contractual
share, and (3) licence duration and other restrictions.
4.1

Contractual Share

Resource volwnes can be distinguished according to"three different types o,f agreement:
Equity, PSC and 'New Contracts'. These are described below.
Ifan OU /NVO has interests in several licence areas subject to different contract types, a
separate submission must be made with respect to proved reserves for each of the cOntract
types. This applies in particular to submissions for external reporting, in line with FASB
requirements (see Chapter 6).
4.1.1

EquiD'

Equity resources are the OV Company share of resources in Concessions. Concession
agreements lay down the general terms and conditions of operation, define the ~pplicable
tax ruJes, the Company share of resources in Concessions and the duration of the
production licence. These agreements are generally with the host government, but in the
USA they may also be with the private owners of the mineral rights ("lease or fee"
conveyance of rights to, the operato,,:).
:
'4.1.2 PSC Entitlement

Entitlement resources are the DU Company share of production in acreage govemed by a
Production Sharing Contract (pSC). The Company entitlement share of production is the
Company interest in the sum of cost oil plus excess cost oil plus profit oil, in accordance
with the PSC terms. The entitlement share is calculated from economic modelling
reflecting current ~stirnales of future Costs.
4.1.3 New Con/rocts

In recent years, a number o(resource holding countries have introduced innovative
production contracts in order to attract investment by foreign oil companies while
preserving the principle of national resource ow~rship. These agreements"t)'pically .
provide for the contractor to recover costs and profits from hydrocarbon revenues while
holding no title to, or entitlement to receive petroleum resources.
US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations have jagged behind tll~se _
developments and provide little explicit gwdance Oil reserves disclosure when the risks and _
rewards of ownership are carried Without legal title to mineral rights.
However, volumes covered by such innovative contracts should be included in external
reports in an informative way to be consistent with the spirit ~f the SEC regulations. The
volwnes from which economic benefit is derived should be reported if all three of the
foUowVtg conditions are met:
.
1. The DU Company participates in the production operations as either operator or in

partnership with the operator, and so bears a share of the costs and risks of the
production operations.
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2. TIle OU Company derives future economic value that is direc~y related to tl1'e volume
of hydrocarbons produced. For example, a fee expre~sed as' a fixed or indexed amount
per barrel of production would constitute a derivation of value from the produced
hydrocarbons, but an operating tee that is largely independent of production would
not. The actual SOUIce of revenues used to pay the OU is not crucial to this point. For
example, if the remuneration is determined by a produced gas volume but paid from oil
revenues, the, economic value to the OU is in effect derived from the produced gas,
and this volwne should be reported.

3. The DU Company is exposed to the normal risks and rewards associated with
ownership of mineral rights, including the downsidc and upside from changes in the
value of future production volumes. These indude tile risk that costs may not be
recovered, due to either Wlcertainty as to the presence or magnitude of hydrocarbon
volumes or to movements in petroleum prices.
OUs and NVOsworking under such'contracts should complete the standard resource
volume submission for the Group/Company interest in tIlese volumes, noting the natUIe
of the interest. Group share of production. is calculated from economic modelling of total
financial reward in line with contract terms versus tot!ll revenues. Reported volumes should
be in line with the reporting of traditional' reserveS with regard to royalties and should
therefore reflect the volumes from which pre-tax cash flow is derived. As elsewhere, cash
royalties are regarded as a production cost (see below).

When an OU is participating in a vcntUIe which grants neither title to, nor an entitlement
to receive petroleum, and which does not satisfy the three criteria above the OU should
not report resel'ves or production volumes. For-example this might occur if the recovery of
costs is guaranteed against adverse price movements or a shortfall in recovered volumes.
4.2

Group Share in OV

If the Group holds only a partial share (i.e. less than a 100% share) in the company or
entity that holds the concession or contractual shaie with the resource owners, this share
must also be accounted for in the reserves submission.
As an exception to this, both Expectation and Proved reserves (mternal and external
reporting respectively) are reported on a 100% basis for companies in which the Group
holds a controlling (>50%) interest, in Wie with financial reporting. Minority interest
volumes included in these total reserves are then disclosed separately. Prior aveement
must be obtained from Group Finance before such reporting is considered.
4.3

Licence duration and other restrictions

4.3. 1 Linnn tJr Contract ExtenJlfJnJ
For internal report:ing pw:poses, Group shares of the expectation estimates of reserves and
scope for recovery are recorded for the total producing life, i.e. including the period
beyond the relinquishment date, that is not (yet) covered by a right to extend or by a letter
of assurance (see below). The currently existing licence terms or other anticipated teons
should be assumed for this extrapolation. In addition to these full life cycle volumes,
resource volumes ate also recorded ~s limited to the current licence or its agreed extension
only (total expectation reserves, developed expectation resen'es and total commercial scope
for recovery).
For externa) reporting, Group share of resen'es (proved, proved developed) is limited to
future production within the existing licence or contract period. However, production
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beyond the licence or contraCl period can be included jf thert! isa legal righl" to extend a
production licence or PSC, or jf the government has formally indicate-cl·that jt will favour
substantiated requests for extensions in thefu.ture Oetter of assura'fice). In 'that case.
volumes recovetable during the extension period are included in,the Group share,
assuming currently existing or other anticipated terms. Such considerations should be
documented in the annualsubrnissiQn.
.
,In some countries, the issue or duration of. production licences for gas fields is effectively
coupled to the conclusion of gas sales conUacts. In other areas. a realistic target date for
initiation must be set for projects that are not yet fumly planned so that the production
forecast and other screening assumptions can be used to·estimate the volume produced
before licence or contract expiry.

4.3.2 Lnng Term SuppfyAgrremmtJ
FASB regulations (Ref. 10,69 par. 13) reqUire that quantities of oil Or gas subject to
purchase under long term supply, puichase Or similar agreements should be reported
...
separately, If the qu participates in the operation of the properties in which the oil or gas
is located or otherwise serves as the "pro~ueer" of those reserves, as opposed. for example;
to being an independent purchaser, broker, dealer, or importer.
.The "supply" agreement should be a consequence of the OD acting as producer. This
would,ribt be the case if, for example, others had similar agreements but, did not participate
in the production operations.
.
'These net quantities, as wen as the net quantities received under the agreement during the
year, should be included in the end year estimate of reserve volumes for external disclosw:e

fonn.

4.3.3 Royol!y
Outside the USA, Royalty is a payment made to the host government for the production of
mineral resources. It is usually calculated as'a percentage cif.ievenues (payable in Cash) or
ptod!Jction (payable in k i n d ) . ' .
Where in practice royalty obligations :?-~e metil1~r;J"(~-"~. by delivering oil instead of cash),
the Group share of production and res~rves ·sh.o,wC! 'be reponed excluding these volumes.
Where r~yalty is payable in castJ or is ht pritfciple J>liyable in kind but t;he government has
fonnally elected to .receive, o(c\.Jstornarily rec~ives:"p'aiment in 'cash, Group share of
production and reserves should::be repor~ed inchldingtheseequivalent royalty volumes.
1·>1 - '

'

to

- .

of

Within the USA, Royalties are'Payable
the owner
the mineral rights, who can either
be a private or a public entity (e.g. State'government). In line with SEC regulations. these
are always excluded from Group re~erves whether paid in cash at in kind, for US
properties.

4.J.4 Over-Riding RqyalDt
In the USA, there are often 'Overriding'Royalties' payable to the owner of mineral rights or.
third parties. These shares of reserves are excluded from Group reserves, Third Parf)' 1'..
overriding Royalties payable to Shell are included in Group reserves.

4.3.5 Volumes jltJnd/vtnled and own use
Group share volumes must exclude any volumesfJared/vented and 'own use~ (fuel fot
production facilities, compressors etc) in theupsU'eamoperarions prior to transfer of the
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volumes to the buyer (Third Party' or 'Downstream,). 11Us is consistent with the
defm.itiotls applied for e.g. Gas Production available for Sales from oWf~.reseIVes (GPafS),
as applied in the Ceres production submissions through the finance sy;tem (see GF1M ref.

11).
4.3.6 Feu in kind

Third Parties may in some cases'pay Fees in Kind or Tariff in Kind (TIK) for the use of
infrastructure (e.g. pipeline tariff, processing fee). Such volumes received by the company
(to the extent that they originate from non.Group owned resources) do not constitute a
Group share in resources and should be excluded from reported volumes. Condensate
volumes recovered from a pipeline system related to transportation of Third Party gas
.volumes and sold by the company are equivalent to fees-lo-kind received. An fees-m·kind
received should be included as a purchased volume in the company accounts.
Where a company pays fees in kind (from its own fields/resources) to a TIUrd Party, these
do constitute a Group share in resources and should be jncluded in the reported volumes.
Annual volumes produced and used as fees in kind should be included in sales volumes,
with associated revenues (at an agreed or fair market value) equivalent to booking of the
incurred operating cost.

4.3.7 Undtr/Ot/tr LtJt
Group share should also anow for any historic under or over lift by partners or
government. A Group historic over lift should be reflected as an equivalent reduction of
Group reseLVes, a Group historic under lift as an equivalent increase of Group reserves.
Group share should reflect impact of swap deals between fields where early production
capacit)' in one is traded versus later production repayment by the other.
Treatment of take-or-pa}' volumes should be aligned with financial treatment of the cash
received and booking of production volumes.

4.3.8 Open Ampge
Group share of volumes is non-existent in open acreage and acreage for possible
acquisition or farm-in.
.

4.3.9 Committed Ga! Rt.ftI1J(J
Total volumes of expectation gas reselVes within licence. which have been sold
(committed) Wlder long and short term contractual agreements. )n countries with a
mature/deregulated gas market an gas reserves, which have a near certainty of market takeup can be classified as 'committed'.

43. TO

Committable GOJ RmnJCJ

Volumes of gas reserves, which have not been sold, but could be sold (committable) under
contractual agreements. The sum of committed and committable gas reserves should equal
expectation gas reserves within licence. Gas resource volumes, which are classified as scope
for recovery due to lack market availability, should not be included.

4.';.11

Ca.; R'.Jlycctio71

I

Gas volumes re-injected in a reser:0ir, for pressure maintenance, gas conservation,
Underground Gas Storage (UGS, mcluding cushion gas), or other reasons, without
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transfer of ownership, remain part of a company's resource base and should be included
in QIe Group resource esti.ma,~es, These gas volume.s should be da~,sjfied a':l? repot:ted as '
reserves or SFR, depending on the recovery anticipated through fut'o/c developments (e.g.
taking into account anticipated re-saturation losses).
'
,

~

Gas volumes re-injected in an UGS project on'beh~l~of a Third Party (fonowing trail'sfet

of ownership by the company to this party) do not constitUte a Group share in reSOUlces

.

and ,should be. excluded from reported volumes.

4.J.12

',',

.'

Oil Sand,

Petroleum volumes (heavy oil, bitumen, syncrude, gas, liquids, etc.) recovered from,
unconventional reservoirs (oil sands, tar sands. coals, oil shales) by a "manufactUring"
process must be reported separatelyIrom the conventional resource base. nus should
, also include conventional reservoirs where recovery occurs through a mining operation.
However, conventional resen'es or SFR can be claimed for otllerwise unconventional
reservoirs if the petroleum is recovered in its natural state and original location (i.e., has not
been .','manufactured" in situ by alteration from natu.tal state) through the use of
conventJO~al methods (weDs). Examp)~s of this are coal bed methane produced from wens
or heavy oil produced from wells using conventional thenna! recovery methods. (Also see
SEC definitions, Appendix 3 C4.)

"

,""

..
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RESOURCE VOLUMES FOR INTERNAL REPORT·ING
(EXPECTATION RESERVES AND SFR)

TIle reported volumes must comply with the Shell Group guidelines c6~tained in this
report. Only the Group share of expectation resen'es, SFR and production (sales \'olumes)
is reported (Chapter 4).

5.1

Expectation Reserves

Reserves are the sales quantities anticipated to be produced and monetised from a
discovered field associated through project(s) that is/are technicaUy and commercially
mature (see Section 2.3). Petroleum volumes must have been demonstrated to be
producible through wells from the field.

A market must reasonably be expected to be available for the hydrocarbons, particularly
.
for gas reserves (Section 2.3.4).
The production forecast, and therefore the reserves, must be cut off at the point where
cash generation becomes negative, '.e. when operating costs (with appropriate treatment of
abandonment costs) exceed sales revenues after royalties. If the remaining tail production
is significant, it may be booked as Non-Commercial SFR (see below).
Production forecasts should reflect volumes available for'sale taking into account aD system
constraints, abandonment timing, expected operational performance (planned arid
unplanned deferment), production quota restrictions, contractual sales volumes, market
and other expected production limitations (community disturbance etc.).

I

The historical production and production forecasts (i.e. reserves) must be adjusted for any
volumes flared/vented and 'own use' (see Section 4.3.5).

5.1.1 Expectation Developed .ReJe1lJt'f
Developed reserves must be producible through existing completions and facilities, using
existing operating methods. Volumes behind pipe can only be considered developed if the
completion activities' cost does not exceed 10% of the cost of a new well. See section 2.4.1-.
Developed reserves should in principle be estimated through extrapolation of existing wen
performance trends. The resulting forecast should represent the production that will be
contributed by the exis~g wells through the currently installed facilities, assuming no
future development actJvlty (NFA forecast). For the full conditions, see Section 2.4.1.

5.1.1 E:...peetatiofl Undeveloped ReJtrvtls
Undeveloped reserves require capital investment in future proJ'ects whi h
b
h . U d
.
•
c must e
tec mca yan commercIally mature (Section 2.3). In order to assess commercial viabili
of these reserves, the wells and activities must be clearly identified togethe . h th·
ty
costs.
'
r WJt
ell'
J For a more extensive description see Section 2.4.2.

5.2

Scope for Recovery

Scope for Recovery is the tecover)' estimate of any noci
1 .
hi h
h
·th £:6'
. ana prOJect w c cannot yet be
sown WJ· su Clent confidence to be technically or commerciany'matur (
.
2.5)..
e sec secOon
The economic evaluation should include any future
.
reduce technical uncertainty.
pre-11lveslment costs required to
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In the case of immature projects, tile associated scope for recovery ma)' be reported as a
single estimate for the undistoUl1ted average recoveries in the case d>f success (mean
success volume, MSV) together '\),.;th a probability of success (PaS). For aggregation
purposes the risked expectation volumes are used (pOS*MSV).
Scope.for Recovery is subdivided into four distinct categories: Commercial SFR by proved
techniques, Commercial SFR by ~proved techniques, llncliscoverd co~ercial SFR and
Non-commercial SFR. Details are ihen in section 2.5.
.'
.
.
The volumes reported for the four SFR resoUrce categ<.,>pes are based on fuU life cycle, i.e:
without consideration ofproduction licence expiry. In addition, total Commercial SFR
withiillic~nce should also be reported.
' ... ,
.

t.·

, 5.3 .,Annual and Cumulative Production
,

..~

'Ai1~ual salesvoiwnes are reported both~ through the annual reserves submissions and
. through the Finance systepl'(Ceres)', 'Both submissions find their separate ways into the
, Group,Annuat~eport ~n(} consistenCy'is of utmost importance.Producti~nOperations
<i
"...
~.
"* ~ t ~
And:Financ.e ,functions !?9.~t.r~com;:ilc. their fi~es prior to any submission. Annual
qil/NGL production rC~res line O~33land Gas Prod.uction available for Sales from own
resetves (GPafS) [Cefes line 9139J as ieporte~ ID the upstream sector in Ceres must equal
the volumes reported ~ the annual resource statement using .the appropriate unit
conversion factors. The definition for gas reserveS :and the definition for Gas Production
available for Sale (see GFIM ref. 11) are fully aligned (both excluding flare/vent and own
use).
' '" .~. . '
VI-

l'

The resource volume category 'Cumulati\'~ P~od~ction'pc;rtains tos~Jation of the
annually reported yearl}' sales quantities of production volumes up t() the date of reportUlg.
Separate records must be kept of both anmi~ Group share and full field produced volumes
if the Group share percentage has changed over the years.

. 5.4

Volumes Initially In Place

The petroleum volume Initially In Plate (lIP),is expressed in yolumes ofStocl< Tank Oil
Initially In Place (STOIIP), Condensate lnitially]o Place (ClIP) and.Gas Il'iitiaUy In Place
(GIIP) under standard conditions, For standard conditions the same PVT data must be
used as adopted fo~ the reporting of field recoveries:

It is necessary to maintain records of both the fun field ~d the cunent Group share inplace volwnes if ownership percentage of the properties has changed ot is likely to change '
over the years.

r--=FO:::-I:-:-A-~C:-o-n-:-fid-e-n-tia-'--'
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RESOURCE VOLUMES FOR EXTERNAL REPORl'ING (PROVED
RESERVES)
f,.'

6.1

Proved Resen'cs

Proved Reserves ate defined as those resen'es thal are reported cxte.r:n~)' in the Group
Annual Report and through annual submissions to the SEC. A clear distinction is made
between these externally reported Proved reserves and intetnaUy maintained P8S or Low
volumes. This'is explained in Chapter 3, in particular Section 3.2. Only the Group share
of Proved resen'es (sales volumes) is reported (Chapter 4).
Externally reported reserves volum~s- senre two important purposes - financial accounting
and investor assessment Financial accounting genera)]y uses Proved developed reserves to
calculate the depreciation ofEP Busines~ capital investments (GFIM, Ref. 11). The
amount of depreciation affects the Group's book eaxnings, which are also externally
reponed. Shareholders and the investment commUnity use the reported volumes and
earnings to assess the perfonnance and value of the company. It is the.refore essential that
externally reponed proved reserves volumes are a true reflection of shareholder value. .
Proved devdoped afldProved total (developed+undeveloped) ,esen'es and annual
productiofl are reported for oil, gas and NGL sales quantities as at the 1st ofJanuary of
each year. The reporled volumes must comply wit.h the Shell Group guidelines for reServes
as contained in this report (summarised in Appendix 1). Group guidelines are based On
SEC definitions, with some interpretations that have been accepted by external auditors
(see section 3.2 and Appendix 4).
Resentes should be based on technicaDy.and commercially mature projects (Section 2.3).
Only the Group ~haTe of proved reserves and production (sales volumes) is repo~ted
(Chapter 4). Proved reserves should be reasonably certain to be produced and sold during
the remaining period of existing production licences and agreements (Section 4.3.1). Any
applicable government restrictions on oil export and contractual or practical market
limitations to gas delivery rates should be taken into account.
Proved reserves should be consistent with the 'proved area' as defined by SEC/FASB and
interpreted by SIEP (Section 3.2). In cases where there is considerable uncertainty in fluid
contacts, the P8S or Low estimate should be compared with the SEC proved area method,
e.g. applying the criterion of lowest known hydrocarbon, if not disproved by perfonnance.
]f the two reserve estimates should be signific;tntly different from each other, a
reconciliation should be made by the OU to assure itself that the reported reserves are a
true reflection of shareholder value.
Asset holders should be aware of the differences between probabilistic and deterministic
techniques (Section 3.1) since third parties, e.g. gas buyers and hence external reserves
auditors {or certification, may adopt different practices.

6. 1. 1 Proved Dm/optd RmfJltJ
Developed reseIVes must be producible through currently existing completions, with
installed facilities, using existing operating methods, Volumes behind pipe can only be
considered developed if additional activities require only minor future investment not
exceeding 10% of the cost of a new well. See Section 2.4.1.
Proved developed reserves should in principle be estimated from extrapolations of existing
well performance trends (Section 2.4.1). For recentl}' developed fields, the original predevelopment model proiection~ (updated for observe9 well data and well rates) may be
used.
.

"j'

\
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In line with recommended Group practice (Section 3.2), Prov~d developed, reserves in new'
developed fields shoulp be derived
from a 'reasonably ,certain' scenario (best estimate) of
.
anticipated field production, based on the Expectation (post-drill 'proved area')
\'olumetrics. With increasing cumulative production, the Pro~~d estimate should gradually
grow until it equals the Expectation estimate when the field is mature. A mature field is
. broadly seen to be a field with a maturity ratio (cumulative production divided by
expectation ultimate recovery) of 40% or more.
,~

6.1.2 Proved Undeveloptd ReJ'CfveJ

,

'

,.

Undeveloped reserves require capital investment in future pmjects"(new wells and/or
production facilities) in order to be produced. These projects must be tecbnically and
commercially mature (Section 2.4.2).
Proved undeveloped reserves in undeveloped fields should be based on a 'reasonably
certain' scenario of anticipated future perfortilance, consisTent with pre-development .
'prove'cl area' volumetries. If probabilisticestimation is used, the'P8S value should lYe
,consistent with tfus scenario and volumetrics.

.......... • ...'.,OJO

Proved undeveloped reserves in new or recently developed fields should be derived from a
'reasonably·certain' scenario (best estimate) of future weUs~ (and actiVities1 perfonnance,
based on the Expectation {initial post.d.till 'proved area? volumetries. With increasing
cumulative production through existing weDs, th,e.uncertainties regarding the perfonnanee
of future weDs should gradually diminish, such that Proved undeveloped reserves can be
taken a$ equal to Expectation reserves for fully mature fields (broadly with a maturity ratio
of 80% or more). However, there maY-still be uncertain.ties'tegarding the future wells that
. are not addressed by the current wells' petfcinnance (e.{new hon:.eontal wells in a field
previously developed through conventional weUs), which 'may require tl,le Proved. estimates
still to be somewhat conservative.
' .' .

6.1.3 External Finandng
For projects which require some degree of external financing (e.g. LNG projects, major.
new venture start-ups), project financing must be expected to be available before proved
reserves are disclosed externally. TIUs could, by exception, be a reason why the reserYes of
some viable projects are excluded from external reporting.
I

6.1.4 Improlltd Recovery Prry'ec1S in E)(ternal Disdo~lIffJi
Advances in reservoir modelling techniques have grea~y"enhanced the systematic
assessment of project recoveries acrosS the full range of uncertainties, increasing
confidence in the use of simulation results as the basis for investment decisions and
reserves estimation. TIUs improved quantification has in some cases 'shown that pilot
testing is not necessary prior to projectcomnUtme1it (based 00 a Value of lofonnation
approach). Under these circumstances, 'recovery from improved recovery projects (e.g.
fluid injection, reservoir blowdown) may be consider~d Proved when the following three
conditions are met:
.

,. 1) A cdmprehensive assessment of uncertainties results in confidence that the
volume will be greater than the low esfunate. .

actu~l

,

2) The main features of the recovery process are supported by confirmed responses in
anaJ~gous reservoirs.
• 3) Project financing has been obtained or is expected fO be obtain~d witl'!ouf a pilot
testing phase.
(----::F-O:0:7IA:-:::C-on-:f~id;-e-:nt;;:la71~
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In the case of improved gas recovery, 'the additional conditions in the following section
also apply.

6.1.5 ProtICd Gt/l ReJerveJ and l11arkel tlli(1ilabiliD'
In addition to the foregoing conditions, proved reserves of natural gas should include only
quantities falling in the following categories:

1) that are contracted to sales; or
2) that can be considered as reasonably certain of being sold based on a reasonable
expectation of the availability of markets, along with transportation! delivery facilities
that are in place; or

3) that, whilst not fumly planned, have been eannarked for futute development and hence
may reasonably be anticipated to be sold based upon expectation of availability of
markets and project financing.
These restrictions also apply to the external disclosure of coodensate/NGL products that
are subject to the go-ahead of a non-associated gas project.
For major gas projects critically depending on new gas market capture, proved reserves
booking should generally be postPoned until agteemeots have been signed, generally at or
aroWld project sanction (FID).

6.1.6 Proved RtJt11ltJ VJ Expectation Ruenlr.f ForectlJIJ
The development scenarios (in particular the timings of successive futute field
developments) for Proved and Expectation reserves do not need to be the same. It is
reasonable to assume that whatever forecast has been assumed for the Expectation case
can also be met by disappointing (i.e. Proved) reserves realisations in the fields, simply by
accelerating their de"e1opment. nus is particularly important in cases where the
'Expectation forecast is capped by overaU production rate constraints or production quota.
TIle resulting Proved forecast will"of course decline from plateau earlier than the
Expectation forecast, but during initial years they should be dle same. This will avoid losing
too much proved resetves beyond licence expiry, when applicable.
6.1.7

7)pe1 ofAl,rtemenlJ

Under US Financial Accounting Standatds Board (FASB) regulations, separate disclosure is
required for oil and gas volumes applicable to different types of licence or contract
agreements, see also section 4.1. 'These requirements are illustrated in Figure 6.

6.1.8 Minonry inteml
Reserves are repotted on a 100% basis for companies in which the Group holds a
controlling interest (in line. with financial reporting) rather than on a Group share basis.
Minority interest volumes included in the total provecl reserves are disclosed sepatately.
Such inclusion of minority interest requires prior agreement with Group Finance. See also
section 4.2.

6.2

Annual Production

Annual sales volumes are reporred both through the annual reserves submissions and
through the Finance system (Ceres). Both submissions find their separate ways into the
Group Annual Report and consistency is of utmost importance. Production Operations
and Finance functions must reconcile their figures prior to any submission. Annual
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oil/NGL production [Ceres line 0933J and Gas Production ahilabJe for Sales from' own
teserves (CPafS) ICeres line 9130] as reported in the upstream sector in Ceres must equal
the volumes reported in the annual resource statement using thtappropriate unit
conversion factors. The definition for gas reserves and the definition for Gas Production
available for Sale (see GFIM re£. 11) are fully aligned (both excluding ~are/vent and own
use).

Naturally, the annual sales volumes reported in the opening and dosing balances for
Proved and Expectation reserves should be identical in both submissions. ,

. ...
~
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Notes

NH~S the Company own a mineral interest In
the pelroleum resources?

1

yes
Traditional meaning of an enterprise's interest
in reserves (FAse 19 para.10). e~clude
volumes payable to others through production
payments or carried interests (FASB 19 para.
47a and d).

Report equity 011 and gas volumes

I
Has the Company. been assigned an
: - enlillement to recel~e volumes 01 oil and gas
as a result ellls participation in the operation
01 011 end oas Drooertle5?

No

1

Yes
Typical PSC case. Whether Ihe GOllemment
has 11 pre·emptive right to buy back these
entitlements is nol material.

Report entitlement 011 and ga. volume.,

-No

Does the Company, as a consequence ot ils
ading as 'prOlSUCI!r", have an agreeOlent with
Ihe Government 01 Govemme"t agency whiCh
assigns the right to purchase quantities 01 oil
or gas?
.

Relevant wnele nalionalleg;slallon prevents
. access ta mineral rights. The agreement would
nOI be a consequence of adlng as producer if
e.g. others have similar agreamenls bUl do not
participate In production operaliQns.

,

Yes

I."-.. . ;.
-,

Separate disclosure is required. FASS 69 para.

13.

Report separlltely the volumes which the

mUU..... p.",hH••

Ooe$ Ihe Company participate In Ihe
produclion of hydrocarbOns 'ram which il
derilles economic benefll while sUbSlantially
calfV'lno the normal E&P risks?
Yes

1

. Report separately Ihe Company shl!'re of
the production and reurves from which
economic benefit Is derived.

.

The tclIbWillg #lfe "'~eI ,lons ol'N> /lIlllC~ 01 the FAS8
regulationS fegansnp Company irIleteS'S ... ptorJUC/bn &
fliMlfWIS:

No

No volumes reported.

Normal E&P risks refer to both downside and
upside exposure 10 changes in the value of
luture production volumes due to uncertainlles
as 10 their presence. volume and price.

1jpu t1Extmtal DiJdo/lim in 'RelatiOl110 FASB ReglilatiofIJ
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RESOURCE VOLUME MANAGEMENT. REP,ORTING,
RE,SPONSIBILITlES AND AUDITS

.

Value Realisation

'~l('
,
.;

,

The:'most important objective of resource volume management is the progression of the
'Volumes to the point wh~re maximum value is realised. The
purpose of the internal
tlassification scheme tied 10 the development life cycle is to enable understanding of the.
potenti,d value and the actions needed to mature volumes. 1n order to achieve business '"
. growth and reserves replacement objectives, it is essential that DUs and NVOsh~X~. . ',."
efficient systems to move volumes through the value chain from scope for recovery to
production and sales as shown in the cascade model.
'

roam

'.

"

'. OUs and NVOsintemal reserve management systems should:

a) Set tugcts and monitor actual performance in maturing volumes towards value
realisarion,
.

b) Full)' inventorise and have maturation plans for Scope for

~eco\'ery. opportunities,

c) Regularly (annually) review ultimate recovery targets for existing ~elds and identify
what activity - appraisal, study, new technology development, commercial agreement,
etc. - is required to reach these targets,
cl) Have Key Perfonnance Indicators (KPJ's) to measUre performance (e.g. reserves
replacement ratio, scope for recovery maturation ratio, time between discovery md
first production)~
7.2

Shareholder Requirements

EP Planning will communicate each year to OUs and N'VOs a timetable ;lnd details about
submission requirements for both internal and external reporting.

.

Volumes will be reported based on the dassifi~ation systems described in this report.
Additional information is reported for the calculation of the Standardized Measure
.required b}' the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).

7.3

Methods and Systems

aus and NVOs are responsible for selecting the methods and systems that are technically
most appropriate for quantifying the resource volumes of their assets consistent with these
guidelines. The preferred methods .and systems may v~ry depending on the type of
resource and with time as the resource matures and t.echnology improves.
.
A variety of commonly used Group and 3rd party syst~ms are available to ~upport resource
volume assessment. Group systems are tailored to these reqUirements and methods and
will generally provide an inherent level of quality assurance through input constraints,
internal calibrations, and other 'reality checks', Where more genetalised 3rd party systems
are used, OV and RBD management should. ,be aware of the greater burden of quality
control that will be required.
.
The 'Group Reserves Auditor will review decisions on metl10ds arid systems duririg the .
periodic audits. As far as these methods have an impact on·the estimation of externally
; reported resource volumes, the Group Reserves Auditor will ensure that re~ommended
methods are acceptable to the external auditors.
I
In some cases, aus and NVOsmay be unable to follow Group guidelines and/or
recommended practice, due to government requirements, hardware constraints or other
~C-~--=----~
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reasons. It is the responsibility of the DU Reserves Custoctian to brlng such cases the
attention of the Group Reserves Auditor. to enable him to obtain external auditors'
fo'
approval of the OUs and NVOs specific methods and systems.
7.4

Responsibilities and Audit Requirements

7.4.1 EP Pkmning Ruponsibiljtiu
EP'Planning is responsible for compilation of the Group statistics of resource volumes. the
analysis thereof and the communica'tion to other functions, EP Planning also maintains the
resource volume guidelines. '

7.4.2 Rmrves Auditor &sponsibililiCJ
The Group Reserves Auditor will carry out regular detailed reserves reviews in OUs and
NVOs to ensure compliance with SEC requirements. TIle Terms of Reference for SEC
Audits are included in Appendix 5. The external auditor will verify the, Proved resen'es data
for extemaJ reporting.

7.4_3 OptMling Uni' ReJPon.ribilitieJ
Within OUs and NVOs, a Management System should be established (see Reference 6).
dearly defining internalteporting requirements. tasks and responsibilities. Technical and
Financial functions must co-ordinate ana reconcile their figures (particularly production
, volumes) prior to submission.
All levels in an OUt including Asset managers and the reservoir engineer preparing the
individual field resetves estimates, should be aware of the imp0l'tance of externally
reponed reserves (proved, Proved developed) and their impact on financial indicators.
Asset and au managers are responsible to ensure that the guidelines are implemented in
such a way as to best represent to the shareholders the true value of the asset.

1.4.4 Non-optrated Rmrves
Where Shell is not the operator, the local Shell EP representative should prepare the
reserves submission. In this case the Shell representative has the responsibility of ensuring
that resource volume assessments by the operator ate aligned with Group guidelines before
submission. This may include reclassification of volumes between reserves and SFR
categories where the operator's criteria differ from Group criteria. As usual, an audit trail
(Note for rue) should be available to document the reserves estimate.
If there is no EP representative or if the ~ecessar)' data are not available locally, then the
submission is prepared by SIEP (responsible RBA).

1.4.5 Annual Review ofPetro!ell1J'l RzJollrru
Until 1995, the Annual Review of Petroleum Resources (ARPR) was a constituent
document of the annual EP Programme Documentation. providing an inventory of the
status of petroleum resources. While OUs and NVOs no longer submit ARPR's to SlEPt
the compilation of such an oveiview report will generally be necessary to satisfy the
re'luirements of OU governance and as such will be a key element of the OU reserves
Management System referred to above.
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iA.6 Audit Troil
Audit trails fonn an essential element in tile reserves repor~g pr~fess.and ate an
indispensable tocil for the Group Reserves Auditor te;> assess the quality of the resenres
estimates. They should support and document the submined figures and ensure that OD
management understand an~ own the reserves submissions to SIEP. They also form an
essential link in handing over 'resource estimates between field reservoir engineers and
, reSen!eSl;o-ordinators and theu- successors.
For all the reported resource volumes an audit trail must be available of the assumptions
made and processes foUowed. 'fro!' will allow any SUbsequent assessor to modify these
estimates ~ased on new information in a reconcilable manner. Thus, evaluation reports
must be compiled (preferably on a field basis) giving the basic data, the way it has been
interpreted and processed, the development options considered, and the resultant volumes
with the assigned probabilities. In addition, a description should be given of the
development strategy, including data gathering activities. These reports may be working,
files (if acceptable to local auditors), but it is recommended to make 11 duplicate 'for file' in
order to ensure that the data are pres~rved in field reports.
,Where subsequent small revisions are made,'an update note must he compiled. Multiple
changes may be combined irt one overall update of the resource volumes if they all belong
to the same change category. After several years of small changes or fonowing a
development study. a new evaluation report must be issued. When a proposed change has a
'significant impact on the Company's totaheserves or financials, SIEP should be advised at
the earliest opportunity.
Guidelines on how to prepare a good auclit trail, with suggested [onnats for tables etc. can
be found on the SheU World Web (Reference.12).
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! Ponion of Internally reponed Expectation reserVes,(s~ conditions below), that is

i 'reasonably certain'.

Additional conditions:~
Restricted by 'licence periods. government constraints and market limitations.
External financing, when used, must be expected to be available.
!/)
Deter,ministically estimated volumes 'shoUld reflect undefined fluid contacts' and
~ I !:!..nleste.£Lecov~!y_mechaDis"l!...CPJo~~f!.~I!l;"'
"""'
'
--I
: rProved
Proved reserves producible throuQh existing completions and
i Oevelopedinstalled facilities using existing operation methods.
'tI Reserves
Consistent with 'proved area'.
.,
!!
Outstanding projecl activities considered completed if remaining
f
cost <1'0% oltota/. 'Behind pipe' volumes only if cost <10% 01 well
a.
cos\..
=.:c~,...----..,.--:-:-.,.-------:-,-,..'-cProved
Proved reserves which reqUire future capital investment (wells
Undeveloped and/or faciliiies).
,
COnsistent with 'prpved area·.··
Reserves
Recovery techniQues must be proven 'in the rock volume'.
Project is"technically and commercially mature'. '
•
Must be commercially viable;. formal project approval or economic viability not
reqUired.
.
,
Market is reasonably expected to be availabte.
1\1 ,Includes only production with positive cash flow.
cl! ! Not restr\cted by licence period. .
.
IGroup share onlx: reported.
.
Developed
Reserves producible through existing comPlet"i?·-n-s-a-n....,d'"'i-ns-t-a.,.."e-d~....
~ f Reserves
facilities, iJsing eXisting operation methods
g
Outstarydingprojecl activities considered completed if remaining
cost.< 10r.. 01 t9~al: 'aehind pipe' volumes only jf cost <10% of
!
well cosL. . •.I Undeveloped Reserves' Whic''''-h·-r-e-q-ui'''re-:-':.c-a-p'"'it-a'''-,i:nvestm~nt (welis and/or facilities)
I Reserves
" , , ; .,'. -' ,
Project is technical/yor commercially not mature
I Not restricted by licence period.
,
LQ!2.~p. sh~!.e 0!lJY.~..p.9_rtes!,_~
~ __,
,_·
_
!Commercial Discovered.
.
ISFR by
Commercially viable.
Proved
Techniques have been proved to be feasible in this resource.
I Techniques
A sound technical project pr.oposal is not possible yet due to
large range of technical uncertainty and/or due to market
I
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L~ i Commercial

unavailab!!!!y.
~------------f
Discovered.
~ I' SFR by
Commercially viable.
g Unproved
Recoverable by jechniqu~s that have been successfUl elsewhere.
£C Techniques
but cannot yet be demonstrated to be feasible in this field.
()
Laboralory work or triais elsewhere have a reasonable chance 01
';;
demonstrat!ng feasibility in this I.ield.
%
Discounted for the risk that the considered technique will nol
M.
' . prove to be feasible.
'1 Non,,: ;;. . •
Discovered.
Not commercially viable even if technically successful.
. Commercial
I SFR . .
Commercially viabl~ wi.th a c~al)ge of commercial c:ircumslances.
!
Unit Technical Cost below an annually advised ceiHn9,,-·
1
! Undiscovered Recovery from undrilled prospects.
CC)Ill,!'lercia.'
Commercially viable exploration and development.
ISFR
.
Techniques have been successful elsewhere under similar
I
conditions.
Discoullled lor the risk that commercial volumes are not present.
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SEC PROVED RESERVES DEFINITIoNS
-

,

.

"

Transcribed from tlle Handbook of SEC Accounting :lnci Disdos\2re 1998, pages F3-63 to
F3-64 (Re£. 8). For a recent clarification by SEC, se;, Ref. 9.

Protltd Rmrvu
Proved resen'es are the estimated quantities of crude oil,'natural gas, and natural gas liquid~
which geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty lo,be
recoverable in ~ture yeus from known reservoirs under. existin$ economic and Rperating
conditions, i.e. prices and costs as of the date the estimate is made. Prices include
consideration of changes in existing prices provided only by contractual arrangements, but'
not on escalations based upon future conditions.
'
A.

Resetvoirs are considered proved if economic producibility is supported by either
actual production or conclusive fonnation test supports. The ~rea of a reservoir
considered proved includes;
,

1) that portion delineated by drilling and defined by gas-oil and/or oil-water contacts, if
any,and
2) the immediately adjoining portions not yet drilled, but which can be reasonably judged
as economically productive on the basis of available geological and engineering data. In
the absence of infonnation on fluid contacts, the lowest known structural occurrence
of hydrocarbons COJltrols the lower proved limit of the reservoir.
B.

C.

Resetves which can be produced e~onomically through application o( improved
recovery techniques (such as fluid injection) are included in the "proved" classification
when successful testing by a pilot pr9iect; or the operation of art installed program in
the reservoir, provides support for the engineering analysis on which the project Or
program was based.
Estimates of proved reserves do not include the following:

J) oil that may become available from known reservoirs hut is classified separately as
"indicated additional reserves";

2) crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, the recovery of which is subject to
reasonable doubt because of Wlcertainty as to geology, reservoir characteristics, or
economic (actors;
3) crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, that may occur in undrilled prospects; .and
4) crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, iliat may be recovered frOIn oil shales,
coal (excluding certain coal-bed methane gas), gilsonite and other such sources.

.Prwed Dew/aped ReUlVtJ
Proved developed resen'es are reserves that can be exp~cted to be recovered through
existing wells with existing equipment and operating methods. Additional oil and gas
,expected 10 be obtained through the application of fluid injection or other improved
recovery techniques for supplementing the natural forces and mechanisms of prima.ty
recovery should be included as "proved developed reserves" only after testing by a pilot
project or after the operation of an installed program has confirmed through production
response that increased recovery will be achieved.

---------""
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. Proved Undeveloped RmnlfJ
Proved undeveloped reserVes ate reserves that are expected to be recovered from new
'wells on undri1Jed acreage, or from existing wells where a relatively major expenditure i:;
required for re-completion. Reserves on undrilJed acreage shall be limited to those drilling
Wlits offsetting productive units that are reasonably certain of production when drilled.
Proved reserves for other undrilled units can be daimed only whereit can be demonstrated
with certainty that there is continuity of production from the existing productive
formation. Under no circumstances shouJd estimates for proved undeveloped reserves be
attributable to any acreage for which an application of £Ju.i~ injection Or other improved
recovery techniques is contemplated; unless such techniques have been proved effective by
acrual tests in the area and in the same reservoir. .
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SEC Definition
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Document 342

Reasonable certainty; Proved
Area includes portion
delineated by drilling and
defined by gas-oil and/or oilwater contacts, il any, and the
immediately adjoining
portions not yet drilled (if
supported by geological and
engineering data). In the
absence of information on
fluid contacts, the lowest
known structural occurrence
of hydrocarbons controls the
lower proved limit of the
reservoir. Extended by
prOduction evidence, If
conclusive.

Fixed RT prices at level
prevailina at date 01 estimate
Fixed RT costs at level
prevailing at date 01 estimate.
Economic producibility

Producibility supported by
either actual production or
conclusive formation test
supports
Improved recovery processes
included only after successful
testing by a pilot project or
the operation of an installed
program
'A gas market must exist'

Developed reserves are from
existing wells (including minor
cost re-completions), existing
facilities ancl operating
methods

Shell Interpretation for External Reporting (section 3.2)
Proved area delineated by lIuid levels as interpreted from
pressures in the reservoir. Laterally confined to areas of
good and continuous seismic amplitudes. not beyond
potentially sealing barriers. Extended by production, '
evidence il conclusive.
Proved 'developed reserves In Mw developed fields derived •
from a 'reasonably certain' scenario (best estimate) 01
current wells' future production, based on the Expectation
post-drill 'proved area' volumetrics. With increasing
cumulative production, the Proved estimate should grow
towards the Expectation estimate when the field is mature
(maturity ratio, i.e. cumulative production divided by
expectation ultimate recovery, of some 40% or more).
Proved undeveloped reserves in new or r~ently developed
fields derived from a 'reasonably certain' scenario (best
estimate) of future wells' production, based on the
Expectation initial post-drill 'proved area' volumetrics. With
increasing cumulative production, proved reserves should
grow towards Expectation reserves for fully mature fields
(maturity ratio of some 80% or more). Some exceptions may
;ustifv lOwer ProvedlExoeclation ratios.
Prices fixed by SIEP ca. 6 months prior to estimate date, but
amended if there is a subseQuent slllnlflcant chanoe.
Costs fixed by OUs and NVOs at date 01 estimate. Flat MOD
costs must be supported by technology plans to show that
Implied cqst reductions are viable.
Technically and.commercially mature (i.e. positive
discounted.real terfTIs cash flow for sutficient range of
scenarios).
'
Producibility should normally be demonstrated by a
conclusive test, but may be based on log or core evaluation
in an area where many similar reservoirs have been
conclusiveIv tested.
Re,serves from improved recOvery processes are normally.
included following an in-situ test; by analogy with the same
process being used elsewhere under similar conditions, or
occ~sionally as a result of lab tests or simulation studies.
Reserves associated with a firmly planned pilot can be
booked.
Include only gas contracted or reasonably expected to be
sold. '
Existing wells, installed facilities and existing operating
methods. Outstanding project activities can be considered
eXisting jf outstanding costs are minor «10% of project) and
approved. Includes volumes behind pipe if future costs are
minor «10% of anew well).

r
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SEC RESERVES AUDITS TERMS OF RBFERENCE •
8

"The purpose of the SEC Reserves Audit is to verify that appropriate processes are in place
in the OU 1'0 ensure that the proved and proved developed reserves estiri,ates for external
(SEC) reporting are prepared in accordance with the latest Group prescribed guidelines
(SIEP 2001.1100/1101) and the FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Standards no.69
(SFAS.69).
The Audit will be carried out by the Group Reserves Auditor. His specific tasks during the
audit shall be:
.

1) To verify the technical maturity of the reported proved and proved developed reserves.
estimates by assessing the quality of the engineering data and study work supporting
the estimates and by verifying that undeveloped resen'es are based on identifiable
projects that can be considered technically mature.

2) To verify the commercial maturity of the reported reserves volumes by assessing the
robustness o( project economics and by establishing that these volumes can reasonably
be expected to be sold in present or future markets.
3) To verify the 'reasonable certainty' of the reserves estimates by assessing the validity of

uncertaint)' ranges used for their constituent parameters, by verifying that estimates are
realistic in comparison with expectation estimates, by verifying that appropriate
methods are used (or mature fields and by establishing that appropriate methods o(
reserves addition (probabilistic / arithmetic) have been applied.
4) To verify that the Group share of proved and proved developed volumes has been
calculated properly and that these volumes are producible within prevailing licence
.
periods.

5) To verify that reponed volumes are up7to-date and consistent with previo1:is estimates,
that changes are reponed in the appropriate categories and that appropriate audit trails
are in place for the study work supporting the reported reserves estimates.
6) To verify that reported reserves are net sales volumes and that the reported annual
production (sales) volumes a!e consistent with those reported in submissions to Group
Finance.
In case of deviations (rom the Group and FASB guidelines, the auditor shall establish
whether and to what extent resulting estimates are likely to differ significantly from those
that might be expected from the application of the standard guidelines.
The audit will be- carried out by reviewing the reserves estimation and submission process
through intenriews of OV staff and by taking at random a number of fields for detailed
analysis.
The frequency of the audit will .In principle be once every fOUI years for each au, with.
possibility to extend this period to five years for medium and small OVs. Major reserves
changes or concerns expressed during a previous audit may require an advancement of the
next audit. For an OD reporting reserves for the first time, the first audit will in principle
be within two years of this first submission.
The audit will in principle be carried out on OU premises and will be based on
documentation available in the OU. Assistance of OV staff may be called upon.
An audit report will be submitted to the Managing Director of the OU, to the EP CEO
and EP RBA, to the OU's Hydrocarbon Resource Manager and to KPMG the external
auditors. It will be prepared and discussed in draft fonn on site, after which a final report
will be prepared in The Hague, once formal OV comments are received. The report will
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contain an overall judgement (Good, Satisfactory, or Unsatisfactory), with itemised
conclusions and recommendations.
'
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APPENDIX 6 TERMINOLOGY
A6.1 Petroleum Resources Terminology

(i

Rmrvoir
A reservoir is a discovered petroleum resource where intemal pressure communication is
known to exist between all identified geological sub-units,
In case of doubt, reservoirs are restricted to fault blocks / sedimentary lUlits until
production performance proves commwUcation to exist across faults/ barriers. PVT
properties can vary within a reservoir.

Field
A field is the collection of all petroleum resources within a dosed areal bOW1dary that
belong to the same confining geological structure, and where the presence of petroleum
has been demonstrated in at least one reservoir by a successful exploration well.
Field boundaries must be defined upon discovery and should encompass the W1penetrated
petroleum resources in adjacent fault blocks and stratigraphic traps, if they are considered
to be part of the same overall confining structure. Field boundaries may be r~-defined on
the basis of new geological in.fonnation.

Po/m/ill!AC(I(mulations
Potential petroleum resources beyond existing field boundaries, where the presence of
petroleum has nOt yet been demon'strated, are collectively called potential accumulations.

Producibili{Y
Should normaUy be supported by a conclusive test in a drilled or immediately adjoining
reservoir, but may be based on log or core evaluation in an area where many similar
reservoirs have been conclusively tested,

Production Facili/ies
The production facilities consist of all hardware installed to recover petroleum from the
sub-surface resources and to deliver a quality controlled end-product for sale. These
comprise the production and injection wells and the surface facilities for treatment,
conversion, compression! ptunping, transport and delivery.

Surfacc Faafi/icJ
That part of the production facilities accessible at surface, connecting the wellheads
ultimately to dle delivery points,

Existing Development
The collection of all completed projects or sub-projects is referred to as the existing
.
development.
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Field tjl/rJlltitiu
Field quantities (also' called 'Wellhead' quantities) ate those qua~ti~es routinely measured at
surface for indiyidual well strings and expressed in terins of the stabilisec:l'products oil,·
condensate and (wet) gas or.in terms of the type of injected fluids. These quantities may
subsequently be reconciled with fiscalised sales and other product outlets, see below.· .'

Soles quolltitiu
'The quantities sold after fiscal metering and delivered at the locations where the upstream
compan}' ceases to have an interest in the end-products. These can be expressed in terms
. of the general end-products oil, (dry) gas and natural gas liquids (NGL) or in terms of the'
actual product.
Field products and the subsequent sales pIoducts may be different and will be affected by
own use and losse.s. The properties and volumes of end-products may be influenced by
mixing and the petroleum type itself may be altered during surface processing. Since
surface processipg conditions may change during a project life, sales products may vary.in
specification and in relation to field products. To avoid ambiguity and double counting, a
dear distinction~mustbe made between recoveries in the field and the quantities estimated
to be available"for sale.
. ; "

. ~';1:- .

For generai sales products, oil, gas and NGL; only the quantities ~old'by the ups,tream E&P
company can contribute to Group reserves. Condensates mixed with crode oil in the same
stream and sold as such can be reported under oil, Separator condensate from.gas wells .
and light hydro.carl.>op liquid products, derived from sudace processing, if collec:e~:in a'
~eparate stream and sold as such are reported under NGL ~itumen may'be reported under
ail'in summary reports (with an appropriate footnote). In line with SEC requirements,sal.es
volumes for gas should be those committed or committable t9 a gas contract. Committed
Gas is covered by a gas contract. Committable gas. reasonably expected to be assigned to a
contract in the f u t u r e . t .
Iti~.necessary to maintain a mote detailed internal administration of the actually sold
products by stream in two cases: (1) If the upstream E&P company has separate contracts
for delivery of special converted sales products such as LNG, methanol, ethane, LPG, (5+
.etc., or (2) If there are special sales products like helium, sulphur or generated electricity.

,

Reconciliation
A monthly reconciliation is made betwe~n the fiscalised sales quantities and the quantities
produced in the field. nus is reported in the Monthly Report of Producing Wells (MRPW).
The reconciliation process corrects for own .use, f1at;:ing, losses and product conversion,
and provides the end-product yield.
F~r reservesestimating purposes an av~rage future yield factor is tq be estimated (e.g.
LPG/ wet gas yield,dry g-as/ wet gas yield).
.•

Ultimate Recovery
The ultimate recovery (UR) of a hydrocarbon' field is the sum of cumulative production
and the estimated volume of reserves (developed + undeveloped).
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To/al ReJollrct Volllme
TIle Total Resowce Volume of a hydro~arbon field is the sum of cumu&tive production,
the estimated volume of reserves (developed + undeveloped) and tbe Total Scope for
Recovery,

A6.2 Probabilistic Terminology

Probabi/i!y Duuiry FJl1Jetion
The probability density function (pDf) of a stochastic variable indicates tbe probability
that the actual variable value lies Within a narrow interval around a particular value of the
possible range, dhrided by the width of that interval
CIIMIII(J/itJt

Probabili!J Fundion

.The cumulative probability function (CPF) of a slochastic variable describes the probability
that the variable may exceed a certain value. The CPF is the mathematical integral of PDF.

PSS
The value that has a 85% probability that it will be exceeded by the stochastic variable.

P15
:me value that has a 15% probability that it will

b~

exceeded by the stochastic vatiable.

Mean
The statistical mean of a stochastic variable is the probability weighted average of the
variable over the entire variable range.

Mum SI/ecus Volume (MJV)
The probability weighted average of all realisations that equal or e»ceed the minimum
reserves required fot a conunercial development of the resource.

Probability of Sue.m (POS)
The probability that the minimum commercial volume will be exceeded and which
therefore indicates the likelihood of any future development. The product of MSV and
POS is the recovery expectation.

A6.3 Commercial Terminology
DiJ(()UI1'

&t/e

A rate at which future real terms costs or cash-flow are discounted over time to calculate
their present value.
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Net PrrlCIII Va/III! (NPV)
Tbe net present value of a project is the sum of the di~counted antlUal cash flow, expressed
in real teons money, over the period from the firsl project expenditure 10 abandonment.
The net present value is expressed in million US$ at the relevant discount rate.

Expected Monetary VO/lle (EMV)
The expected monetary value is a probabilistic balance of iO';estments and revenues,
expected from a set of conditional operational activities, comprising data acquisition and
one or more development projects, which are arranged in an ordered' sequence with
probabilities assigned to each action (decision tree). .
.
.
The EMV is the summation of the NPVs of projects, reduced by the costs of data
acquisition activities, all expressed in discounted real tenn money and multiplied by their
assigned probabilities_ EMV is expressed in million US$ at the relevant discount rate. .
Projects with a negative NPV for certain resource model realisations should be excluded
from the EMV' calculation, if the assumption is valid that data gathering Win prevent such
projects being implemented.

Unit Technica/ Cost (UTC)
The unit technical cost of a development project is defined as the sum of capital plus
operating COSts, expressed in real terms money, divided by the total production over the
period from start-up to abandonment: In addition, both the cost and the production must
be discounted. The reference date for the discoun~g should be the same for denominator
and numerator (e.g. the first year of expenditure) and should be stated- The unit technical
costs is e:>"'Pressedin US$/bbl (oil eqttivalent)-at the ,relevant discount rate.
FID

Final investment decision, the decision (at CMD or senior executive level) to proceed with
a project.

NFAftmaJI
No further (Capex) activity forecast, i.e. a forecast based on existing wells and facilities

only.'
A6.4 Exploration versus Development Wells

The classification of a well as either an exploration well or as a development well is
detennined (in line with SEC rules) based on the provedarea as follows: .

Proved A rea
. The proved area is the part of a property to which proved reserves have been specifically
attributed (see also Section 3.1.3). Jt is delineated by the fluid levels seen / interpreted
from dtilled wells and by the area around those wells which geological I engineering data
indicate to be producible.
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E>.ploraliol1 If/ell

An exploriHion well is a well that is not a development well, a service well, or II
.
hi c test we11. '
(.
strat:l~ap

Development IPel1

A development well is a well drilled within the proved area of an oil or gas reservoir to a '
depth of a strarigraphic horizon known to be productive.

Service Well
A semce weU is either an injection well, a disposal well or a watet supply well.

Apprai.ral Well
An appraisal weD, or stratigraphic test well is a 'well drilled for geological information
(not to test a prospect), either 'development-typt:' drilled in a proved area or 'exploratorytype' if not drilled in a proved area.
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INTRODUCTION

Petroleum. resources represent a significant part of the compltny's upstream assets and ate
the foundation of most of its rottent and future upstream activities.
'The Group's BP business depends on its eff~ctiveness in fmd.i.ng and maturing petroleum
resources to sustain itself and drive profitable production growth'. To aid systematic
resource matlltgement, the volumes concemed are classified according to the maturity or
status,of their associated development (project) and operational (production) actiVities.
Shell Group petroleum resource volumes an~ theit anticipated changes are reported to
Excorn on a frequent basis. Proved reserves have a direct influence on net income, are
disclosed extemaUy and therefore subject to internal contrfls and external audit.
This document represents the petroleum resources accounting standard for Shell Group
Operating Units (OU's) and New Venture OrganizatiQns (NVO's). It complies with rules
set by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEq and is to serve as a 'reference in
the reserves submission, reporting and control processes.
.

tnron\anon on the fonnat requirements of ~ternal \\nd exteroal submission will be
included in the second part of these guidelines (SIEP 2002-11Ok-Ref. 3). Detailed
submission tequirements are communicated annually in a lettel'from EP Planning.

,;

.

The prese~t (2002) version addresses recent Clarifieatiohs ofSEC dtfinitions publishedby SEC
staff. The text has also heen shortenfcd to promote clarity and readability. Where text has been
changed or added. thiS is indicated by 0 line in the margin.
No material change in the volume of reserves reported by the GrouP is expected nor intended
.

by these gUidelines-
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RESOURCE VOLUME CLASSIFICATION

2.1

Definition

A petroleum resource is any accumulation of hydrocatbons that is knoWn Or anticipated to
exist in a sub-surface rock forma.tion, located in the company's current exploration and .
ptoduction acreage.

.

Resource volutne; are reported as the quantities of sales productfor crUde oil. natural gas
and natural gas liqui~. The coccesponding qua.ntities of fidd recovery s&ould be
maintained by the OD (See Appendix 6). The repotting of pettoleum resource volumes
should further indicate the petroleum type, the reporting units and conditions, and the
Gtoup share.

l

2.2

Resoucie volumes ace tied to the proj.ect or a.ctivity that develops them ,~d ac~ ,~rieca.ll~
reporte, by field, The tenn reserves IS used for resource volwnes a.ss~ted WIth a prolect
that is technically and commercially matufC to the extent thrdilig is 'tealionabb"
cmain' to be seguyl. Resource volumes that do not meet thes
.teriA are dsssi6ed as
Scope for Recovery (SFR). Proved reserves are the portion of reserves that is reasonably
certain to be produced and which will be reported externally. If no Prayed reServes can be
assigned to a project, then the related resource volumes are to be retained as SFR.
The concept of'reasonable certainty' requites 'hud' field data, conteac/;s and thorough
e"9'"aluation to underlie the numbers. The implication is ,that as mote data becomes av-wble,
upward revision is much mote likely tha.n negative revision.

.... :'

.;:I;i

'.

Reserves and SPa (Figure 1)
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These categories ace furthet explained in this Ch~pter and theiJ: definitions ate summarised
in Appendix 1. A graphical example of the migration of resource volumes between
categories during a field's life cycle is shown in Appendix 2.
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Technical and Commercial Maturity

For a «SOUIee "olwne to pass from scope for teJ:.overy (SFR) to resetVes (for lote.tnal as
well as extetnal repotting), the associated projeet(s) will have to reach both technical and
commercial maturity. This is deemed to be the case when:
1. The SheD shateholdet assuuoce proeesseshave been,satis6lctorily passed both
technically and conunerciaJly and no significant issues that could preclude
proce~ with the project e x i s ( . ' ,
'
2. Support to. fund the project is reasonably, certa.i,n (e.g.. the project survives the
business planning processes of Capital ABocation) and the project forms (or is
reasonably certain to fonn) part of the relevant business plan.
Major reserves volumes that are no longer judged to be commercially mature should only
be de-booked after thorough (re-)evaluation.

2.3.1

Prt?1ict Basis

Reselres being future hydrocarbon ptoduct available fot saie ue 'tied to ptojectS
(development) and activities (ProdUetlOfl operations). A projegJs- any planned creation or
modification ofwells. surface production facilities and/or proWuction policy. aimed at
changing a company's sales product forecasL The aggregated pr04uction forecast of an OU
must therefore be consistent with its reported reserveS. ThisaJso holds for the 'proved
forecast'> as defined by the aggregated 'reasonably certain' amount of hydrocarbons.
forecast to be. produced by the appropriate development/production scenario. duly
respecting license duration and overall constraints (e.~. quota).

2.3.2

Techlti~al Matttri!y

of

For a project to be technically mllture, thue should be a documented ddinitiOfl a
viable project that is anticipated to be implemented With 'reasonable certainty'. Such project
definition should be based on resource and devdopmentscenario descriptions, with
drilling/engineering cost estimates, a production foreast (mcluding sensitivities) and
economics.
For project reserves to enter into the Proved categorY, ipdependent review and challenge is
teqllixed (as a control) to preserve integrity of the external disclosures. For major projects
such review is routinely executed through the Group's Value Assurance Review process.
Note mat concept selection CV.AR3) must at least have been c;ompleted. In an cas~ there
should be '.reasonable certainty' that nothing is standing in the way ofa fu:m development
plan (i.e. there are no technical issues that could de-rail theprojeet).
For smaner projects a documented development plan should suffice, which may be
notional if a wen established analogue is in place. The quality of such plan should be a
sufficient basis on which to judge the likelihood of project funding (see below).

2.3.3 Commercial Malltri{y
.i

!,

A project is deemed commercially mature, when (1) its profitability meets the Group's
criteria (as applied through Shell's corporate CapitalAU6cation process). (2) market
availability is assured (see below) and (3) funding by the Group is 'reasonably certain'.

I

Examples: Gas sales conuact5, major infrastructure needs, gqvernmtnt approvals, un-toed technology
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Assutanee of market availability for oil (ail.d/Ot NGL) means at least the 'reasonably certain' a'VwbiJity of.1l pipeline to a shipping tettninal or othu oudet (e.g. a refinery),
whilst for gas this means tMt the prQ(1uct is:
1) contracted to sales; or

-2) considered as reasonably cettain ofb'eing sold based on an expectation of the
availability 'of markets, al(mg with tnilsportation/ delivery facilities.
For major gas projects critically dependent on new- gas muket capture, reserves booking
.sh~wd in principle be defe.aed until agre~ents hive ,been signed. whlch is genetally at or
around project sanction (FID). ,
~
.
The comlition of marketability fOl gas tClletVes also applies to the NGL products of II oonassociated gas project If the gas market is not assured, neither the gas nor the NGL
volumes can be reported externally.
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2.4

t Proved,' Probable and Expectation Reserves

Total t&Pect;ation) teserveSare s~bdiVided in Proved and Probable reserves. It should'be
emphasized that if no Proved reserves caD be assigned to a pr~ then the telated
Petroleum resource volume should be retained as SFR, ie. there should be no Expectation
reserves reported without Proved reserves.

:

i-. I
, :i"

..

,

. ,:
'j :.

,

2.4.1 Proved ResIfWJ
Proved Reserves ate the portion of Expectation reserves that is reasonably certain to be
produced and which will be reported extetnally. as part of annual reports and (financial)
accounts. The concept of 'r~nable certainty' l'equites 'hard' field data (!Od logs,
pressures, (test) production, injection etc.), contracts and thorough e\l'aluation to underlie
the numbers, The iroplication is that as more data becomes available. upward revision is
much more likely than negative revision. As fields mature. Proved rcservesare expected to
<groW> towardS (and in most cases become equal to) Expectation estimates. Quantification
of uncertainty and esti.tnation approaches are discussed in Appendix 4.
2.4.2 Probabk Re/ems
Probable reserves are the portion of Expectatioo reserves that is not (yet)'Proved but is

part of the production plan for existing 6dds and projects; iltemiuiVely defined as the
difference between Expectation and Proved reserves.

2.5

,"

Developed and Undeveloped reserves should be evaluated sepatately. 'Assessment of
undeveloped reserves 00 the basis of an assumed recovery factor is not acceptable.

.:

',:

Developed and Undeveloped Reserves

'

"
-' ~

;; "
-

2.5.1 DNltloped lVsems
;

.; ;,

'1:

: ·1
:

"

Developed resetves must be producible through, currendy existing completions, with
installed facilities, using existing operating methods. Facilities requiting minor outstanding
activities in ongoing projects can be considered as existing if the outstanding capital
mvestment is nunor « 10%) compared to the total project cost aod if budget appioval has
been obtained. Volumes behind pipe can only be considered developed if the additional
activity (e.g. 'lower' zone abandonment, perforating, stimulating) does not requite a full
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well entty/ re--cotnpletion and if the rost of this activity (nonnally Opex) does not excced
10% of the cost of a new well.
Developed reserves should in principle be estitDated through extrapolation of existing weD
'perfonnance ·trends. This .may be done ~ther through ~plo~g (e.g. rate Vs. cumulative
" .production.lqg oil tatc 'vs. time) or through histoty tnatched SimUlation mOdelling. If no
significant histoxy is available to match. the developed ieserves will be based on pte.
development (simulation) model projections. updated for observed welt geological and
petrophysical data and wen rates. The resulting forecast shoUld represent the production
that will be contributed by the existing wells through ,the euttendy in;taJIed facilities, ,
assuming no future development activity (NFA fotec~t).
!

2.5.2 UnDeveloped Reserver
.~

Undeveloped reserves require capital fuvesttnent through futltte projects (new welts and/ O.t
production facilities) in order to be produced. These projects must be technicany and
conurerciany mature (Section 2.3).
Gas lolwnes that require instJlllatioo of planned or anticipated ill.ture comp~ion should
be clllssed as tindeveloped until such compression has,be~ ~ed.
.

New development projects, which add developed resei:ves: may defer field/platfonn
abandonment and may thereby also increase the reserves producible from existing
completions. Such gains should be included in the ecqnomic evaluatiQn'of the new
development project and should be included in reserves when cotnmerciaJ1y viable.
Future wells or facilities may accelerate reserves that would otherwise be produced by
existing asset$. The portion of reserves expected to beaccderated by the new iovesnneot$
should be classified as 'developed with the existing investments. If future investment
accelerates production such that additional reserves are recovered within titne limits (e.g.
sales contract periods, field life), the additional reserves shoUtd be classified as undeveloped
.
until this investment has been made.
2.6

Scope for Recovery

Scope for'Recovery is the recovery estimate of any (notional) project, which has not
reached technical as well as commercW maturity. Hoivever, there must be an expectation
that this project could mature. based on teasonable assumptions about the success of
further apptaisa~ emerging technology development, <:ost reduction strategies, matketing
efforts, tenus and conditions improvement and/ot any other issue that may preclude the
project's FIO.
The economic evaluation should include any future pre-investment costs required to
reduce technical uncertainty.
'
Scope for recovery is to be reported as a single best estimate (or a Mean Success Volume),.
discounted to take due account of the risk that the project will not materialise (for either
technical or economic reasons).
2.6.1 Commerdal SFR I!J Proved Technkpm .
The volutne estimated to be recoverable from discovered resources by a project utilising a
recovery process or technique which has been demonstrated to be technically feasible in
the resource concerned or under analogue conditions and is expected to be economically
viable.
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2.6.2 C01?llJttftiai SFR #!J Unproved TldmitjlitJ_
, The volume estimated to be recoverable from discoV~ resOutces by a project utilising', any recovery process or technique which ha.snot been demonsttated to be technically
-feasibie (uridet conditions applicable to the area or field)-and wbkh tequires futw:e
Jabo~toty tests and field trials (pilot) in order to establish this feasibility. Once technically
feastbie: the prOCess should be expected to be conunetciaDy viable.' - -'
, --

2.6.3 Untliscovmd Comm".aa/SFR
The volume believed to be r~coverable from llS yet undrilled poten~l accumulations by
any process that has been demonstrated to be technieaJly feasible elsewhete, under similar,
conditions.. Development should be expected to be CQ~ viable.
..

;~

the

risk that pettoleU1Jl is not present o~ is not
commercial to develop (probability ofSuccess, see Appendix 6).

These SFR ",olwnes must be discounted for

Fututf data gathering may result in It total write-off of these resoutGe$. Following drilling

resulll. the ,resource volumes are revised ,~d. in the case of a discovay. the economics re·
assessed, whereupon the resource is either discatded or recla1Ped.

-

2.6A NDn-Commen;iol SFR
The volume that may be produced by devdopment projects which,eve~ if (technically)
viable; would not be commercially viable. To avoid unrealistic situa~ons the repo.r:ring of
Non-Cotnmercial SFR is J:estricted to projects with a Unit TecbniClU- Cost helow a ceiling,
advised annuaDy by BP planning.
.
Non-conunetcial SFR is reported in order to retain an indication of the discovered
resources that could become commetcial with a
of citcumstanc~(e.g. an increase
in oll price, a change in tax regime. improvement of teehnology. development of a gas
market for flared/vented/te-injected gas vo1U1Jles).

cban8e.

\.
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GROUP SHARE .

Only the Group share ofresource volUttle& is reported, both in submissions for internal"
~d for external reporting. The Group shate is detennitled b,. three factors: (1) the
contractUal share of pt~ced hydrocarbons, as agreed with the r~ouree holdets (usually
· the host government), (2) the Group share in the OV ot·ve~ture that holds the contractual
share, and (3) licence duration and other restrictions.
.

3.1

.,.,
u
,
!

Contractual Share

ResolttCe volunics C2Jl be distinguished according to tlu;ee different tYPes of agreement
Equi~, PSCand 'New Contracts'. These are described bdow.

: If an OV /NVO has interests in several licence areas sUbject to diffetent contnct types, a
· sepamte submission must be made with respect to Proved reserves for each of the contract
types: This applies in particular to submissions for external reporting (see Figure 2).
J..t.l ~Ni!J'
'
'.
.
Equity resources are the OU/NVOs share of resources' in Co~sioos. Concession
agreements lay down the general tenns and conditions of operItion, define the applicable
tax rules, the Company share of resources in Concessions and the duzation of the
production licence. These agreements are generally with the host govemment; but in the
USA they may also be with the private owners of the mineral rights ("lease or fec"
conveyance of rights to the operator).
J.t.2 PSC Entitlement

Entitlement .resources are the OU fNVOs share of production in acreage gove,rned by a
Production Sharing Contract (psq. The Company entid~ent shltte ofproduction is the
Company interest in the sum of cost oil plus excess cost oil plus profit oil, in accordance
with the PSC tenns. The entitlement share is calculated from economic modelling
reflecting CUttent estimates of future costs and sales value.

3.1.3 New Contratts
In recent years, a number of resource holding countries have,introduced iruiovative
production contracts in order to attract investment by foreign o~ companies while
preserving the principle of natioMl resource ownership. These agreements typically provide
for the contractor to recover costs and profits from hydrocarbon revenues while holding
no title to, or entitlement to receive petroleum resources.
US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) reg1,llations have lagged behind these
developments and provide little explicit guidance on reserves disclosure when the risks and
rewards of ownership are eatried without legal. title to mineral rights.
However, volumes covered by such innovative contracts should be included in external
reports in an informative way to be consistent with the spiritof the SEC regulations. The
volumes from which economic benefit is derived should be reported if all three of the
fonowing conditions are met

t. The reporting Company participates in the ptoduc,tion operations as either operator or
in partnership with the opetlltor, and so beats a share of the costs and risks of the
production operations.
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2. The reporting Company derives future economic valUe,that is directly related to the
~olume ofhydrocaz:bons produced. F9t example, a fee expressed as a fixed'of indexed
lU;DOunt per battel of ptO<luction would constitute a deriy'ation':of value from the
. produced hydrocarbons. but an opemting fee that is largely independent of production
would not The ACtual source of revenues used'to,pay the 00 is not aucial to this
point. For example, if the teinuneration is determined by a produced gas "Volume but
paid £com oil revenues, the econotnic value to the DU is in effect derived from the
produced gas, and this volume should, be reported.

3.. The reporting Company is exposed to the normal risks and rewirds Ass~ted with

from

changes in the
ownership of minenl rights, including the downside And upside
value of future production volwnes. These include the risk that costs may not be
recovered, due either to uncertainty as to the presence or magnitude of hydrocarbon
. volumes or to mO<1ements in petroleum prices.
il""

OUs~nd NVOs wotkingunder such conmcts should complete the standard reso\1tce
v0Itre submission fot the Group/Company interest in these volumes, noting the natute
of tle interest. Group share of production is calculated from economic modelling of total
fitWiciaJ reward in line with contract terms versus tout teVenu~.;Reportedvolumes should
, be in line with the reporting of mditional resetVes with regailf to royalties apd should
therefore reflect the volumes from which pte.-tax cash flow is derived. As elsewhere, cash
royalties are regarded as a production cost (see below).
When an OU is participating in a ventlite which grants neither title, nor an entitlement to
receive petroleum, and which does not satisfy the three criteria above, the OV should not
report teSeJYes or production volumes. For example this might occur if the recovery of
costs is guaranteed against adverse price movements or a shortfall in teco'il'ered volumes.
3.2 . Group Share in OD
If the Group holdS only a partial share (1-e. less than a 100% s1w:e) in the company or
entity that holds the concession or conttactual share with the resource owners; this share
must also be: accounted for in the reserves submission.

i"
,

,

,

;',

'f,

, I;,"

As an exception to this, both Expectation and Proved reserves (Ulternal and external
reporting respectively) are reported on a 100% basis for companies in which the Group
holds a controlling (> 50%) interest, consistent with financial reporting. Minority interest
volumes included in these total reset<1es ate then disclosed sepacitely. PriOt agreement
must be obtained from Group Fmance before such reporting is considered.
3.3

licence duration and other restrictions

3.3. t U(rn«(1f' Ctrfltmct ExtensioltJ

,.
:'1

FQI Wtgnal «porting pw;p9SS;, Group shares of the Expectation estimates of reserves and
scope fot recovery are recorded for the total producing life, ie. including the period
beyond the relinquishment date, that is not (yet) covered by a right to extend or by a letter

of assurance (see below). The currently existing licence tenns or other anticipated terms
should be assumed for this extrapolation. In addition to these full life cycle volumes,
resource volumes ate also recorded aslimi.ted to the current licence or its agreed extension

only (Expectation developed reserves. rotal Expectation reserves and commercial SFR).
For gtemaJ repotting. Group share of .reset<1es (proved, Proved Developed) is limited to
futuxe production within the existing licence or contract period, including any agreed
extensions as may be covered by documented evidence.
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volwnes and s9ld by the co~pany ate equivalent to fees-in-kisld teceived. All fees-m-kind
received should be include<! as a purchased volume in the -company accounts.

Where a 'COmpany pays fees in kind (from its own fields/resources) to a Third Partyt these
do constitute a Group shue in resources and should be included in the ~epotted volumes.
Annual volumes pto<1uced and used as fees in kind should be included in sales volwncs,
with associated revenues <at an agreed Ot fair matket value) equivalent to ~king_of the
in~d~wq~t
.

'.
..,
~

3.3.9 Committed Gas RiHnJe,f .
Totalvolumes of expectation gaS'reserVes within licence. which have been sold
(conunitted) undetlong and short te11l1 contractual agreemenls. In countries with a
mature/deregulated gas market an gas reserves whiCh have a neat certainty of market takeup can be classified as 'committed'.

3.J.10

Collimittable GM Rmms

Volumes of gas resetves. which have not been sold, but could be sold (committable) under
contractual agreements. The sum of comtl:litted and committable gas reserves should equal
expectation gas reserves withiti licence.

3.).11

Gas RI-t.igemon

Gas volumeS re-injected in a rese1:voit, for pressurerna.intenanee.gas cOlli\etV'ation.
Uode:rgroWld Gas Storage (UGS, including cushion gas), or otbei reasons, without
ttllnsfez of ownership, remain part of a cotopants leSource base and should be included
in the Group resouice estimates. These gas vohnnes should be classified and :reported' as
resetVes or SFR, depending on the recovery anticipated through fu~ developments (e.g.
taking into account anticipated re-satutation loss.es).
Gas volumes re-injected man UGS project 00 behalfof a Third PAtty (either following
transfer of ownership by the company to this party, or fol,lowing production by the third
plUty itself) do not constitute a Group share in resources and shQ-uld be excluded from,
reported volumes.
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QiI Sands

Petroleum volumes (heavy. oil. bitumen. syne.tude/ gut J,iquids. ete.) tc<:oveted from
" unconvenriooaI resuvottS (oil sands, tu 'sands, C6als, oil shales) by a "manufacturing"
process must be reported separatelY from the conventioDa;1 resout~ blise. This should
also include conventional reservoirs where recovery occurs through a mining operation.
, Howevet, conven~al reserves or SFR can be claimed for otherwise unconventional
. reservoIrs if ~~. petioleum, is recovered in its natural state and otiginal'location (I.e.. has not
'been "mlUlufactuted" in situ by altetatipo from natural state) through the use of
'cOnveiJtioitaI ni~thod$ (wells). Examples of this are coal bed methan~ produced from wells
Of heavy oil produced from .wells using, conve:ntio~ thernial recovety ttletbods.
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4~h eompany own ....
th6 petroleul'll l8SOIIfC$a?' ,

,Olett

1,v•. ,

ln

"

' ,

r

Notes

,'\

f

i

"

,

Report eqult1 oIf and 9u vo~ , ,

",',

,
I

'.

Has the CIJmIlany been asstgned an
.-- entltlemllnt 10 receive voIlIIlI8ll of 011 and g8$
8$. result. of,~ion In tile operation
of oil and "11$
'I

0

'.,
':"."
, •.J-'

T

1

l

Yes
Typical PSC caSe. Whether tile GoY8l'Mlent
has a pre-emptiVe right to bttf batIc these

entillem",'" ~ maItf!aI,

Report entltlem8nt oil and ps volumes

I
No
~

RIl\evant Whefenatlonal ~ion

Does the ConIpany. as a eonsequence of lis
adlng as "producer", have all agreement with
the Government or Govefllllenl agency WhIch
assigll$ the right to purchase quantities of oil
orgas'l

1

previmts

to mineral fights. The agreement would .
not be a'consequenc:e of 8dlng as.producef if
e,g. other.; have s1milllr agreements but do not
pllltk:ipate In productlon operations.
IICCAl$S

Yes
separate disdollme is required. FASB 69 para.

13.

Report separately lIIe volumes which the
Company Is entiUedto pUl'd1ase.
'"

~~_~d~~d~M~

~~COIff>IJIJ1""'''''~&

!
Does Ihf:l CompallY partlclpate in the
production of hydr<lCalbons from wtridI it
:

.....

-

1.

. "l,'

.,

• : J~' ,

: ::il.'

'"_s:

No volumes reported.

derives economic benefit lMlile substantially
camtlnG the normal E&P risks?
Yes

1

Report llllparately ItIe Company share of
the production and reseMl$ fJ'om whk:h
economic: benefit 1$ derived.

.' :J!";i

No

Normal E&P rW<s refer to both,downSide and
upside f,lxposuf& to chlinges In the value of
future production volumes due to unceItalntles
as to their presenC$. volume and price.

'"

1)peJ ofExtemalDi/doll/rtI in &lati(Jn Jt) FASB Regulations
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ASSESSMENT. REPORTING, RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUDITS

Resource classification and reponing is meant to support the company decision.~g
with respect to resource anocation and portfolio managemc;nt in pursuit of profitable
, busine$$ gwwth and resetVes replat:ement objectives. Efficient systems to monitor-the
annual changes in the various resource categories are therefore essential
'
•

f ,

•

OUs or NVOsintemal resource assessment and ~eporting systems should:
a) Record the maturation plans for all Scope for Recovery oPP9rtUsrlties (projects),
b) Monitor performance in maturing volumes relative to ttrget,
c) Provide for systematic controls to preset\l'e integrity of r~rting.
d) Support'regular review of ultimate recoV'ety targets for e'ltisting fields hi pursuit of
eonsuntUnprovemen~

e) Rfcord Key PerfottnanceIndicatolS (KPi's) to measure perfonnanee. e.g. resetVe~,
tfplacement ratio, scope fot recovery maturation mtio; tUne between discovery and fitst
production.
;
, .~"
4.1

Shareholder Requirements

BP Plal1fiing will communicate each year to OUs and NVOs a tUnetable and del2ils about
submission requirements for both intetnal and extetn;\l reporting.

Volumes will be reported based on the classification systems described in this report.
Additional information is reported for the calculation;of the Standardized Measure required
by the US Financial Accounting Stlndards Board (FASB),
4.2

Methods and Systems

QUs and NVOs are responsible for sdecting the methods and·systems that are technically
the most apptepriate for quantifying the resource volumes, of their assets consistent with

these guidelines. The preferred methods and systems may vary depending on the type of
resource and with time as the resource matures and technology improves.
4.3

Responsibilities a.!ld Audit Requirements

4.3.1 BP Planning &sponJibilitiu

EP Planning is responsible for compilation of the Group sutistics of resource volumes, the
analysis th~eof and the communication to other functions. EP PlatuJing also maintains the
resource volume guidelines. "
4.3.2 Rt.retves ANditOT &sponsibilitiu

The Group Reserve~ Auditor will carry out rell;Ular detailed reserves audits in aus and .
NVOs to verilY compliance with the Group's guidelines. The Tenns ofRefe.re1\ce for such
audits are included in Appendix 5. In addition the Group external auditors will verify the
Proved reserves data for external (annual cotporate) reporting.
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4.5.3 Operating Uml &ipo;mbilitilJ
Definition of intemal reporting requirements, tasks and responsibilities should be as pet
the aUs/NVOs Management System (Ref. 5). Technical and F'snancial (Unctions must co-ordinate and reconcile their figures (particularly production volumes) prior to submission.

All levels in an OU, including Asset managers ~d the reservoir en&inett preparing the
individual field reserves estimates, should be aware of the importance of exte.mally .reported
reserves (proved, Proved developed) and their impact on financial indicators. '
Asset and OU managers are responsible to ensure ,that the guidelines are implemented in '
such a way as to best represent to the sbarehQlders the true value ofthe asset.

4.3.4 Non-operattd &J"",1
Where SheD is not the operator, the Shell company'that holds the intereSt/share in the
venture is responsible for the preparation of the reserves submission. In this case the Shell
compan.YY1F·
. olved has the responsibility of ensuring that reporting is compliant with
Group ~de1ine$.
'

'This may involve recla:?sifiCll.tion of volumes between reserves an¥FR categories where
the operatot's criteria differ from Group criteria and re-evaluation of proved reserves.
4.3.5 AlIdiJ Tf'tIil

Audit trails fortn an essential element in the reserves report;ing process and are an
indispensable tool for the Group ReseLVes Auditor to assess the quality of the reserves
estitDates. They $hould support and document the submitted figures and ensure that OV
management understand and own the reserves submissions to SIEP. They also fonn an
essential link in handing over resource estitnates between field reservoir engineers and
reserves co-ordinators and their successors.
..
For all the reported resource volumes an a~dir trail must be avaihble of the assumptiollS
made and processes followed. This will allow any subsequent assessor to modify these
estimates bas~(lon new information in a reconcilable manner. Thus, evaluatioD reports
must be compiled (preferably OD a field basis) giving the bask da~, the way it has been
interpreted and processed, the development options considered, and the resultant volumes
with the assigned probabilities. In additiotl, a description should be given of the
development strategy. including data gathering activities. These reports may be working
files (If accepbble to local auditors), but it is recommended to make a duplicate 'for file' in
order to ensure that the data are preserved in field reports.
Where subsequent &mall ~evisions are made, an update Dote must be compiled. Multiple
changes may be combined in one overall update of the resource volumes if they all belong
to the same PJange category. After several years of small changes or follOwing a
development study, a new evaluation report must be issued. When a ptoposed change has, a
significant impact on the Company's total reserves or fin'ancials, SIEP should be advised at
the earliest opportunity.
Guidelines OD how to prepare a good audit t.tail. with suggested formats for tables etc. can
be found on the Shell Wide Web (Ref. t 1).
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A,PPENDIX 1

R;ESOURCE CATEGORY (QUICK REFERENCE)

",",'

;,-

,
j

~

•

Portion of internally reported Expectation fE!serves (see conditions below), that Is
're~sonably certain'. Additional conditions:
.
Restricted by licence periods, government constraints and market Nmitations.
Deterministlcally estimated volumes should reflect undefined fluid contacts and
at
c· f I untested recoVery mechanisms ('proved area').
Proved reserveS producible through existing completions and
Proved
'E l!
Installed facilities using existing operation methods.
Developed
.8.
Consistent with 'proved area'.
Reserves
&!
Outstanding project activities considered completed if remaining
ii ii '0
cost < 10% of total 'Behind pipe' volum~s only if cost < 10% of
E E '>
wellcost.
a. ProVed
Proved reserves which' require future capital investment (wells
Undeveloped and/or facilities).
.Reserves
Consistent with 'proved area'.
Recovery techniques to ~ pro~n in same Of ana!o<ioys
reservoirs.
.Prgject is 'technically jlnd commers:!allv mature' Clnd fundiM 'teasonably certD!n',
IVoIumftS to b
••• tent with business oIannina and
s forl!ClUt
Includes only productiOn with positive cash flow. , ,
~ot restricted by licence periOd.
Group share only reported.
Developed
. Reserves producible through existing completions and installed
Reserves
facilities using existing operation met~s.
Outstanding project activities considered completed If remaining
cost < 10% of total. 'Behind pipe' volumes only if cost < 10% of
well cost.
Undeveloped Reserves which require capital investment (wells and/or facilities)
Reserves
Project Is technically or commercially not mature
Not restricted by licence periOd.
GroUD share orilv reoorted.
Commercial
Discovered.
..
0)
c
Commercially viable.
:SFRby
i!
Proved
Techniques have been proved to be feasible in this resour~ m
0
Techniques
analogous field.
"~
A sound technical project proposal is not possible yel due to
ii
large range of technical uncertainty and/or market constraints.
E
Commercial
Discovered.
i:'
Commercially viable.
~ SFRby
0
Recoverable by novel techniques O! techniques that have been
u Unproved
successful elsewhere, but cannot yet be demonstrated to be
~ Techniques
feasible In this field.
"02
R&D activities stand a reasonable chance of demonstrating
feasibility in this field.
.~
Discounted tOr the risk that the considered technique will not
u
th
prove to be feasible.
NonDiscovered.
Commercial
Not commercially viable even if technically successful.
SFR
Commercially viable with a change of commercial circumstances.
Unit Technical Cost below all annually advised ceilinQ.
Undiscovered RecovelY from uhdrilled prdspecIs.
Commercial
Commercially viable exploration and development.
Techniques have been suceessful.elsewhere under similar
~FR
conditions_
Discounted for the risk that commercial volumes are not present.
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APPENDIX 2 RESOURCE MIGRATION DURING FIELD UFE.
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APPENDiX3

PRovED RESERVEs -

SEC'DEFINiTIONS AND SHELL

INTERPRETATIONS
1~

~'

2..

SEC DeO.idon

SheD'Group Interprct~tiOn

~my~ oH ~·9as. r~setYes are tJ:Ie. esU~ated
quantitfes of crude 011. natural gas. and
natulitl gas l!quld, which geological and
engineering data demonstrate with flli!9"!bl'
certainty to be recoverable In future years
from known l1!Servoirs under !!1!ti!!9
ec9nsunlc and ppemtlng conditions. I....
micefend po!t! ea of the date the estf",.1s is
In•••:Prk:es -Incllide eonsl~t1on 01
,.
"'",
changes In existing prices prOvided by
'.
co~.etuaI.rrarigements, but riot ~n
. .'
escarations based upon future condll\ons. :'v

Be@SOf!pbk! certainty: FUture revisions more likely.

Reservoirs are considered pro~ if economIc
producibUity Is supported by either actual .'
production or cons:lU!lv' formation test. rbe
= I ' V o I f considered.i!mved
,
Incl
that portion delineated by drlQing'
and.
bY SMS-O\I andIor oiJ-water ..
contactB,lf any, and the Immediately
adjoining portions not yet drilled, but which
can bereasonabty judged as economically
productive on'~ basis of ~vallable
.
geol'!(lJcal and engineering data. In the
absence of information on fluid contacts, the
lowest known structural oecummce of
hydrocarbons controls the lower proved limits
of the reservoir.

Prpduabjli(y:Either throilgh 8 produdion test I
production or through log I core Jfluid data
analogous with other produced reservoirs In tI\e

10 be upward lhan downWard.
Proved reserves to 'grow' towards Expectation
estimates with increasing fie~ maturity.

Exi§!!ng etoDomlc and opemtipg !XJI!djliona
Include ~ future Ch,nges In these
conditions (e:g. new developments, including
abandonment).:provlded their costs are fulty
Il'lcludi!/(Hn lhe-projed economics and planning

baslSt:" .. "

Prlci';1nd COiN. see 8 ~eIow•

area

Proved ArM: Areas With well <lOll1rol. oonfitmed
produdbillty (Ill reservolt or analogue) and
continuous good
~1ity Seismic amplitudes (Ref.
13). but within
tially sealing barriers or
faults.
Lowest Known Hvslrgctiona: owe. GWC, GOC
may be Interpreted from pressures in the
resehloir unit.
Continujty of productjon.shou\d preferably be
demof1$traled Ihroughpressure or lIu1d responses
in the reselVoir. However. demonstrated analogy
with an analogous reservoir (of same or poorer
properties) can be accePted.

waived

The above conditions can be
by
conclusive reselVOlr evidence or performance.
In cases where other information (core and fluid
sludles. COtJpled WIth analogue field eJCP$rience)
provides the necessary assurance. pilots may not
be necessary. However, projects mus' be
technically as welt as cc>mmerelally mature (see
4.). i.e. project funding must be reasonably ,
certain.

3.

ImproV!d Recovery
RRe...,. which can be produced
economIcally'through applications of
ime~vtd tf90very techniques (such as flUid
injec: on) are included in the "proved"
classificatiOn when successful tesdng by a
pilot qmlect. or the operation .of ;10 Ipstalled
Rm9!!I!!.ln the reservoir. provides support for
the .ngln"ring analysis on Which the project
.or progra", was based.
I

4.

I!!G!mIcall commercIal uncertaInties
Must be technlc8l1y andcommerdally mature.
estimates' of proved. reserves do not include
Which is deemed to be the case when:
the follOWIng:
(1) The SheD shareholdM assurance processes
- oil tbat may become avaHable from known
have been satisfaetoriy passed both techniCally
rese.yolrs but Is.classified Separately as
. and commercially and no significant Issues that
"Indicated additional reserves".
could preclude proceeding with Ihe project e)list.
• crude oil. natural gas. and natural gas
AND
Iiqulds,.the recovery of which Is subject to
. .(2) Support 10 fund ltle project Is reasonably
reasot\8b1e doubt because of uncertainly as '(0 certain (e.g.1he project wrvives the business
geology, reservoIr characteristics; or
Planning processes of Capital Allocation) and the
econornlc faCtors.
pro~ fonns (or is reasonably c:ertain to foon)
• clUde oil, natural gas. and naturltl'gas
part of the relevant business plan. .
.liqui4s, that may occur In uridrillect pros~cts;·
• crUde oil;'natural gas; and natural gas"
. Continuance of permits. or formal options to
liquid$. that may be recovered from oil shides, . extend. are reqUired.
coal; gllsonite and other sources.
Heavy 0;1. bilumen, syncnJde. gas. Hquids. etc.
recovered from uncoriven,ional reservoirs (oil
sands tar sands, ooals, oil soales) bv a

:
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SEC Definition

"man",f~process must be reported

separatelyJrom lie conventional r8SOlf'C8 base.
H~, reserves (J( SFR can be claJmed for
other)Nise unconventional reservoirs if the
petroleum is r~red In its natural state and
ortglnallocatlon (i.e., has not been
"manufactured" in situ by alteration from natural
state) through the use.ofconventional methods
(wells).
'., .

$.

Provgd develoe.ed 00 and gas reserves are
reserves that can be expeeted to be recovered
through plsting Wills with !U5I!!!!l9
'Epment and operating mtthgds. Additional
oil and gas expected to be obtained through
the applk:atiol'l of OWd InJection other
fmproyeej recoytry secbnlgm for
supplementing the natural forces and
mechanisms of primary 'recovery should be
Included as "proved developed reserves" only
testing by a pilot project or after the
-ration of an Installed program has
confirmed through produc-tton response that
. Increaf8(l recovery win be achieved.

or

6.

7.

8.

Proved developed relerves require ~

facll!ties wld compJetion$. with existing operating
methods.
If outstandfnq WJIes In ongoing projects are
only minor « 10% of prQject Capax), the related
volumes can be accounted as develOped, as Is
the ease for reserves requiring only minor well
activ!1!es « 10% of cost of new weU).

.t=

No special conditions fOr Improved recovery
resetvea. Technical and commercial maturity
must bedemonstntted ~-888 'J.

Pmyed lfIldeYelopedbil and gas reserves are
reserves that are expected to tie recovered
from-new wells on undriDed acreage, 011 from
existing wells Where a relatively major
expenditUre Is required fOr recompletlon.
Reserves on undrilled lIcreage shall be limited
to thOlile drilling units offsetting pl'\?dtfSlve
units that are regonablv Cfllain of production
when drilled. Proved reserves for !!!b!!
\!ndrtlled units can be claimed only where it
can be demonstrated with certainty that there
Is cQf!t!nylty of Ilroduct!OQ from the existing
~etive fonnation. Under no
circumstances should estimates of proved
undeveloped reserves be attributable to any
acreage for which an application of ftuld
injection or other Improved recovery
technique is contemplated, unless such
techniques have been proved effective by
actual teats in the area and In the same
reservoir (Emphasis added).

Cootinult)' of production: see under 2.
Improved recovery reserveS - see 4 and 5.

AnaI09oU§ merv9frs IproducltUUM
In certain instances, proved reserves may be
assigned to reservoirs on the basis of a
combination of elecb'ial and other type logs
and core analyses which Indicate the
reservoirs are analogoys to similar reservoirs
in the same field which are producing or have
demonalrated the ability to produce on a
fonnallon test.
(Topic 12 of Accounting Series Release No.
257 of the Staff Accounting Bulletins).

~U<:ibi!itv is shown either through a prOduetlon
tes I prodUction or through log I core IlIuid data
a~oqoua willl other produced rese!Voi!! In 1!'Ie
!!ti (see also 2 above). This reqUires posilive
de{noostration oIlhe applicability of the analogy
to the proposed reselVoir.
-

Future cash Inflows [should) be computed by
applyiDg year=1lnd prices of oil and gas
relating to the enterprise's proved reserves to
the year-end quantities of those reserves,
(Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
69, paragraph 30.a.)

Slandard\zed ~ure submissions based on
end-year prices 8$ advised centrally.

it

,

,

:

,
-
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B!!efVo!r Simulatl9!J
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"
11.

staiJ5ll1rd!pcJ niiiture 'or discounted future

cash fIowt relating to oft.and,gaa ~~
II\iISt comply With Para,30 of FAS8 '

12.-

-

P

Sharing Agreements

..

If the method Is used. proved reseMIS should
confunn to the "Prove4 Area' constraint (see 1
above).
"!
"'
ProbabiIIstlc addition shoUkl only be used
(subject to full 'ini:lependenc,' of
ynjts) at
levels below those used for finandal-depreclation
'accounting, '

me

....

"

, "
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Reservoir simulallon is the preferred tool fOr
detennlnlng ';seMIs, (P,[Oved, and Expectation).
In the a~ of pro<tuaIon histqry to match,
vaRdlilfon by other ~ (i.e. analogy)
requJred to l!IS$UI'e 'reasonabl"".',
.
".
.
~. '.
Proved reserves- must always be consistent with
"the "ProVed Area' -prIncipfe, IM1en doubt exlsls,
, ~8tive values,shouJ.dbe Used.
,As 'per FAS8:" Based on en6-year prices, fulJ-year
, average ~tin9 costs, Capex as per date of
'eatim8te, <Iscount rat. 10%. '
PrO\fed reserves mU$f ~ based on the "economic
interest method" (~tute cost+prollt 011 revenue
divided by ~ oil price).,
produCer ,must
the right to extract the
hydrOcatbon$ and ~ be exposed to
expJor8tion I development' production risk.
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APPENDIX 4

ERTAINTY ~ PROVED PART OF RESERVES

tiN

, A4.t ,Quantification

Page 22 of 50

~ethod&

Subsutface resource v9lwne estimates are itlherently s~b;eet to uncertainty. because they
are based on <km (frotp seismic and dti1li.ng) and interPretations that contain sometimes
significant margins of
In-depth understanding is nectssuy to enable 'realistic'
repotting·of PtO\Ted r4erves. The three lUost important methods to q~tify and assess the
range of uncertaiQty ID; resource volume estimates are:
,

error.

The Probabilistic shethod (p85, Mean. P1S)
The

,

Multi-s~enariJ method (Low, Midd1~, High)

..

The Detettninistic!method (proved, Probable, Possible)'

M.1.1

TheprobaJIisJi&. method

. !

.

Th.·e t~robabilistic method has been in use by the Shell, Group fot m.0le than 30 'years.
Whi1It the Group waJ init:ially the only one in the industrY applyU:lg this method, the
method has, over the ~eats, gradually gained wider acteptanccilg. by the SPE (Ref. 6).

The method consists ~f assigning probabilit1 density functions (PDFs) to each'of the
constituent pa.cam.et~' that define a subsurface vo~ estiPlate.(Le.. g«jU bulk volume,
porosity, hydroearoo DD and satumtion, hydrocarbon volume factoJ;' recovery factor).
These PDPs are then combined (multiplied) either II1llthematicaDy (moment' method, see
Re£. 4 - App. 7) or, more COtnlnonly, tluough Monte Carlo simulation. 'The latter method
uses a random numb~r genenltor Which, gen~~s ral)do~ selections fr?m each of the
paranteter ranges, which are then combmedmto successrtre volume estunates. often
numbering 1000 or ~ore.. Software tools using Monte Carlo simulation are e.g. @RISK,
Crystal BaD atld FASjfRACK
.
, ,
'

The resulting ptodudt from both the mathematical ~d the MonteCado methods is a PDP
or its integral, the culnuJative probability function (CPF), which defioes the probabilities
that the .resource volbme exceeds each'of a t2llge ofvalUes. The values associated with the
85% probability the ~5% probability are called the 85% and 1501 cont;idence levels or P8S
and P15 for short. ~e probability-weighted average value is referred to as the Mean. The
reason for: the origin,'al selection of the 85% and 15% iritervals by the Group was that thq
aligned most closely/with the previously used distributions of three equi-probable values.
More .recently, the S~E and SOl)1e operators and authori~es have tended to fav-out 90010 and
10% intervals (P9O td P10 respectively)..

The ptobabilistic m thod is a good method for assessmg the uncertaintles of Exploration
prospects, spatsely Jpp raise4 discoveries and single development concepts in general For
(majo.r) fields that ale at concept selection stage the:multi.-scenario method is
recommended, as d!Scribed below.
'

A4.1.2

The mu i·J(enorio mllhod

aChi~ed ~d

This method is in J.rinciple applied before technical/commercial m:turity is
its application is prbdotninantly in support of development concept selection. The method
involves moddling!tbrough a full set of static (geolOgical) and dynamk (reservoir
simulation) modelJ. The static model is generally nm for a 11U1ge of pOSSIble subsutface
.realisations, yicldink a range of hydrocaIDon-in-place volumes.
.

cl_
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s~tio~~{il~ative

c~nverled

A rePresentative
'geologi<:almOdel realisatiObs is
('upscaled") into a discrete set ofreservoir simulation modcJs,which ate ~eo run each foe a
range.of alternative devel0pl;Dent scenarios (e.g. diffecent wdl numbes:s or positi()ns). The
.alte.tnative developm~nt scenarios ace no~ Qecessarily identictl,f9r each ge,ological
realisation.
.

"

An itnpOrcintchmcteristic of-the tnu1ti~scenuio method is that it is proj~. or activity.
based, ie. the .recovetable volumes lW!linked to a specific development p~ or plans, with
identified (oc identifiable) costs, production forecasts and economics. ~ese aspects make
this approach well suited as a support to development.concept selection. ,.

A4.1.J.
The deteuninistic method has beendit methOd most frequently used by the industry
outside ShelL It derives from the original definitions of 'Proved Reserv~> as issued by the
Ameticlln FUWlcial Accounting Standards Board (F.ASB) and by the US Securities. and
Exchange Commissioo (SEq (Refs. 7, 8 & 9). ThClSC definitions destti~ the ~datory;
condi~forreserves that are reported annually through Company reportS and public "
submiss.i~s to ~ SEC. Subsequent (Jefini~ for Probable and Possible reserves have
b~ issued by the SPE in cO-operation with the WPC (Ref. 6). it"
Proved ~~es ace defined as " ...the es~ated quantitieS of hydtocarbons which
geological and engineering data demonstmte with reasonable certainty to be
recovdllble...... 'Reasonable certainty' is implied to mean that future reserves revisions m;e
'much mOre likely' to be positive than negative. PivotiU in the definition ,;>f Proved
Reserves is the notion of a 'proved ~a' ofreservoir rock, outside of which no Proved
Reserves can be declared. This proved area is constrained by:
i

j

:I

,
I
,.

. 1

~:

~:.
l~

~l

l~i

~;
"'i

!
I

I, i

Bconbmicproducibility demonstrated by a pp:)duction test (not a witeline testl),
Delineated by GOC, OWC, GWC if seen by driJIing,
<
. Oil volumes above OUT levels only if gas is seen updip and a GOC can b.e intetpreted,
No volumes he'ow 'lowest'known hydrocarbons' (LKH), as seen by drilling,
Latenilly confined to one 'legal location' (US regulatory minimum well spacing) away
from well control,
.' Certainty (not just 'reasonable certainty') ofcontinuiry ofproduction over the area
(must be demonstrated by conclusive data if beyond one 'legaJlocatiOn'),
Improved recovery volumes oo1y with a successful pilot in that specific rock volume,
The conservative restric~ons regarding LKH and latetlll weD control fnay be lifted
'c.•• upon obtaining sufficient performance history to reasonably conclude that more
reserves can be rec~ered..."
'i

The significant information on reservoir -sttUcture and hydrocarbon 6lla~ailable from
modem seismic techniques (DHIs, tlatspots etc) is acknowledged by the'SEC~ but the staff
emphasize the above constraints wiless there is strong analogy with a nearby producing
reservoir (Refs. 8 & 14).
The practice in the industry outside Shell has· been that Proved reserves estintates are
genen1ly 'best estimates', with the proved area constraint being the only tonsecvative
element that is strictly adhered .to. The important consequence of this ha~ heen that
Proved reserves as calculated by the deterministic method tended to be 14wet than
probabilistic P85 estimates for pew-discmreOes and undeveloped fields. Similarly, they
were generally higher for mature, fully appraised fields.
~
.

.

.

.

J '.

The SPE (Re£. 6) rccotnmend that, if Proved teserves are determined probabilistically, a
P90 value be selected. They genetally align with the SEC guidance, except that they allow
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ry well spacing to be included W'...datJ from wells indicate with
teASOnable certainty (p9 that the objective fonnation i$lateta11y continuous and contains
conunercia11y rcco\Tcubl hydtocatbons...••.
'
111e SPE/WPC definitio of Probable and Possible reserves (together caUeq Unproved
reserves) canbe swnmat:tsed as follows:
,"

J

Probable reserves:
- 'Mote likely than not t be recoverable'j,PSO ifbasecl on p~babilistics.
~ Probllbly productive frhm logs!cores.
.
~ Likely volumes outside[the 'proved area'. e.g. updip behind interprete<l faults,
• Volumes probably recQverabJe through unproved techniques (no successful pilot yet)

~

,I'

'Possible'reserves:
- 'Less likely than Probai>Je'. PlO if based on probabilistics. '
;. Hydrocarbon bearing from logs/cores. but possibly not productive
,- Possible volumes out~~e the proved Uta. e.g. downdip behind interpreted faults,
'- VohUnes recoverable through unproved techniques. with success in 'reasonable doubt'.

fudu~~

~nds

Ptobab~

p.tactice
-10 be that
resmTes contain not only volumes associated
with llteaS in the field oJtside the volumetric confines of the 'p,t~a area'. but also
'Volumes associated wi~ p~ojects tfuat have not been fulty matured or approved yet.
The sum of Proved an&Probable reserves is sometimes regarded as equivalent to the Mean
oiMiddle estinlates frofu probabilistic or multi-scenari6 methods. Sinillarly. the sum of
Proved. Probable and ~ossible has heetl equated to P10 OJ; High teserVes. However, the
definition for Possible ieserves clearly indicates that many of these volumes (and even
_ some Probable rcsetVJl volumes) should be c!assified as SFR in the Shell system.
, . A4.2 Sbell Group Pta uee

bee~

Shell Group practice hls long
based on the prohabilistic method as the Group
standatd for estiniatinJExpectation reserves (for intttnal reporting). Ptmred reserves (fof
set equal to the (volumettically based) P85 estimates. which
external reporting)
changed Ii«le as: fields ~atuted. 11Us app.roacb was found to lead to underreporting against
major competiton and; was replaced by a deterministic approach in 1998. In following the
guidelines of the
Financial Accounting Standards 'Board (FASB) of the US
Se<;urities and Exchange Commission more strictly. the G.t;oup·s reporting practice is now
, more in line with its~jor ,competitors (m particular with respect to matu1e fields).

were

AmJcan

Current practice still a!ctibes a portion of Expectation, (internally reported) reserves
(extexnaRy reported) hoved category. First ''1>?oking»; therefore reqUires auditable
evidence of technical ~nd commercial maturity. to the extent that the project(s) are
reasonably certain to attnct corporate funding.

t~ the

The preferred approaJh to development concept selection as it leads up to field
development planning is based on the multi-SCenario metho<l. Reserves assessment is
however to be based on the development concept as selected fat execution. Proved
reserves estimates shduld in principle be consistent with volumettics in the 'proved area'.
which is defined by: ~
•

De~onstrated pr ucibility through a prod~ction test, 91 log/core da~ in a tested ~ea.
Delineated by G' • OWC. GWC as seen/mte.rp$:eted from pressures ID the reservotl.
-In the a.bsence ?~'legal' well spacin~. lat~all~ depn~d by well control and suttOuoding
areas WIth contllluous and good quality S(;lsnuc amplitudes (Ref 13), but not beyond

I

;,
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potentiaJIf sealing Inrrlers or mults. EVidence from -Well drairta.ge llinit tests may be
·used."

.

.

Extended by produCtion perfottnatlce dlt2, if condusiv~'
• . Improved recovery volumes suppo~ by a pilot or a robust analogy.

The thinking behind this intetpretation is that the drilling and completion of development
wells will petally expmd the 'proved area' such that its volwnettic' extent will cover
much, if not all of the field Even if still incomplete at fust (Le. a~ the first·piWe of
development drilling), this coverage will Utete:a8e to full coveta:ge with grt?Wing field
maturity and pcrformanc~ In line with industry practice. Proved reserves should be based
on 'best'or Expectation estimates oPproved.area' volumetrics..
Apart from the volUmetric uncertainty. there is the uncertainty regarding reservoir
~donnance (de~ed by sand development, reservoU: continuity,.injectaot

sweep

efficiency. aquifcractivitr. etc.), .The latter uncert:llinty will be reduced as production
. p~es.
a Oautious, <reasonably rertain' appioach should be followed for
perfonnance predictions in new fields (i,e, the classic SheD approach adopting the
Lowilatural outCome of the FDP as Prc:wed reserves rem~ vaHd). J!1~ mature
fit.1&Ahe Proved reserves are expected to grow towards':Expec:ta,~?B as field ,life progresses
and the uncertainty range narrows. In; some tnature fidds withiilTelJ established production
trends Proved developed reserves may become equal to 1:txpeci'ation estimateS (see above).

Hence.

The resulting description of assumptions to be us~ for estimating Proved and E~tation
reserves is given in Fig. A4.1. To the extent that reserves (particularly Proved reserves) are
based on probabilistiC estimates, consistency with these assumptions is required..
ExpectaUon
oev.loped and
Undeveloped
(Internal repofting);

Mean Pf(lbabillslic or Middle case outcome of the development

AD fields

concept (FOP to be funded) selected for executiofl and based

on Expectation volumelrics. (proved+Probable if appropriate
and If no Mean 0( Middle available)

'Reasonably certain' (low case) outcome of the development
concept (FOP 10 be' funded) selected 101 exewtion based on

Proved Developed' New, recently
reserves
developed
(external.reporting): fields;

Expect8lion 'proved area' volurnelrio&.
.......---~,....-.,--~--1
(Conservative) best estimate performance projection, baSed on
~llon post-drlll + pedonnance based on Expectation
'proved area' vtJIumetrics.
The Proved estimate should approach (and may become equat
to) the Expectation estimate as field life progresses.

1-=-:.....,---=~-f-.,.,;,....---::-....,..,..--:---.--

Mature fields;

I

Proved
f884lrveS

'Reasonably certain' (Low case. Iow acllvlty scenario If
applicable) outcome of the develOpment concept (FOP to be
fUnded) Selected for execution based on Expectalion 'proved

(external reporting):

area' V91umetrics.

Undeveloped

Undeveloped
fields

New, recently

'Reasonably cer1ain' (Low case) outcome of the Incremental
deve/opment ahead, based on Expectation 'proved area'

developed

votumetries.

fields:

Mature tields:

'ReasonatlIy certain' (Low case) outcome of the I~mental
.

develoPment ahead, based on Expectation "proved area'

r

.voIumetlics. EXpected to approach Expectation as field maturity

progresses.

:

Lower Proved J Expectation ratios shOuld however apply if the

reservoir mEichanisms concerned differ from the currenl ones.
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A4.3 Furtbet considerati~DS,

A4.J: t

.Vnmtain!,! RIJNttion tVith PtifonntinGi

The uncertainty ~ge ofu1~te recov~ petaUy d~cteaseB as fidd is developed and
p,roduced. However, the WlCertainty nnge as .a percentage of renWoing reserves may not
always deCrease with
AS a field matures, initial in-place volumes aild recovery,
sbould shift &onu volUmetric to a pedotmance-based estimate, incorporating the
additional production chta to'tuluce the, uncertainty range. Once the reservoir '
petfotmance has been established with reasonable certa.ioty"a fairly Sman diffeten~
betweenlow, exp~tion and 'high estJtnates would be expected, Definition of the low and
. high estimates may no longer be of value in In<lture fields with relativelY,little. uncertainty
.and use of a Single expectation estimate should be considered in this situation (subject to
'proved area' conditions).

a

time:

Figure A4.2 illustrates'the naaowing of the ,uncertainty wit;h field appraisal and
. d3Epment. This is a neat ideal example where the dcpectation retnainS, CODSblnt for most
of , life cycle: This example is also used in Appendix 2 'to show the tDigtation of
ceso . between internal and external reporting categories <I,mt the field life cycle.

lw· •

The reduction'in uncertainty based on petfonnimce should 00' adequately reflected in the
annual reserve and scope for recovety estimates for the field..
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A4.J.2

Addimm ofProved Reserves Volumes

Ptoved Reserves volumes are added togethe:t: at various levels (reservoirs, fields, areas etc)
during the resolirce assessment and reporting process. When Proved reserves are based on
P85 or Low estimates, such addition could eithe:t: be a,rithmetic orprobabilistic. Arithmetic
addition usually overstates the uncertainty range fot the sum of partially independent
volumes (i.e. the resulting sum ofP85/Low values is too low), but is appropriate for
dependent volumes. Probabilistic addition could be considered for partially independent
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volumes When the difference with arithmetic addition is signifi.ant An ~rtant
requirement is, however, that addition of Proved teserves at Ot above the Jevd used for
financial depredation calculations must be arltb1Detical fot CQnswt~cywith .
financial accounting (see Section 6.1). Below this level:, i.e. noanally be19w the field level.
appropriate selection of the aadition method must be made" such·that account is taken
of dependency between the volumes to tmIy reflect ':he aggregated P85/Lowf!'rovid
r~vetable'volume.'
, '
.' ,
.

an

Below are two examples where the method 6£ addition is important t~ .handle a4dition
F~··

-

,,.

'.

'

a) Field A is comprised of sepatate layers and the properties of these Liyeu are'
, independent of each other. In other words, a law result in one Jayer.'would not increaSe
or decrease the Chance of a low tesult in the othet layers: Low, expectation and high
estimates are calculated for each layer separately. Probabilistic addition should be used
to account for the reduced uncertainty of addiag together independent vo~.
Arithmetical additioQ. of these estimates would undetstate the loW estimate and
overstate the high estimate of the total field.

to

, b) A pro1ect devdops three independent fields as sub.-sea satellites connected otie
.platfonn.·ln this case, the investment in surfa~ facilities tnay tM totaDed for .
depreciation' and consequently the reserves estitnates should relate to the combined
fields. Probabilistic addition should he used to calculate the total rese.tVes associated
with the pJatfonn (assuming independen~e) .

.1

<Aoup Ac:wunl$ ~hould be consulkd ...ben cO<l~ideriag eombioiog $Urfaa fdties for different field~ for

depreciatiou pwposes.
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APPENDIX 5 SEC RESERvES AUDITS· TE~S QF REFERENCE. .
The putpose of the Proved Reserves Audit is to verify that appropriate processes ate in .
place in the OU to ensure that the Proved and Proved Developed reserves estimates for: .
extemal (SEC) reporting ate compliant with (these) Group guidelines.
The Audit will'be ewied out by the Group Reserves Auditor. His specific taskS dw:iOg the
audit shall be:
1) To V'etUy the technical nuturity of the projects and activities that wtde:die the reported
proV'ed and proved devdoped reserves estimates by assessing the'luality of the
engjneering data and study work. supporting the estimates.

2) To verify the commercial tnaturity of the rep9rted reserves volumes by_assessing .
consistency between the volumes reported and the cQmpany's bUsiness plamlmg ,
(production/sales forecasting), ensuring that these volumes can reasonably be expected
to be (devdoped, produced and) sold in present or future markets.
.3~

To V'erify the 'reasonable certainty' of the reserves estimates by assessing the V'alidity of
utJ:ertaln."ty ranges used for their constituent param~tets, by verifying that eSwDlttes are'
reI1istic in comparison with expectation estimates, by verifying that appropriate
methods are us.ed fot mature fields and by establishing thatiltppropaate methods of
reserves addition (probabiJistic / atithmetic) have been applied

4) To verify that the Group share of proved and proved deV"dopcd V'ollUiles has been
calculated properly and are produC1ble within prevailing licence periods.

5) To verify that reported volumes are up-to-date and consistent with previous estimates,
that changes ate reported in the appropriate categoties and that appropriate audit trails
ate in place for the study work supporting the teported' reserves estimateS.
6) To verify that reported reserves are net sales V'olumes and that the reported annual
production (sales) volumes are consistent with those reported in submissions to Group
rmance.
In case of deviations from the Group guiddines the auditor shall establish whether and to
what extent resUlting estimates ate likdy to differ from those that blight be expected frottl
the 'proper' application of the guidelines"

The audit will be caJ:ried out by reviewing the reselVes eSWnatioo and submission process '.
through mterviews of OU staff and by taking at randoth a number of fields for detailed
analysis.
The frequency of the audit will in principle be once ev~ four years for each DU, but
should be adjusted as wanaoted by size of OU, past change volumes and complexity of the
issues. Major reselVes changes or concerns expressed dlUing a previous audit may requite
an advancement of the next audit. For an OU/NVO reponing reserves fOt the fitst time,
, the first audit will in principle be within two years of this first subtnission.
The audit will in principle be carried out on DU ptemises and will be based on ,
docwneotation available in the Ov. Assistance of OV staff may be called upon.

av,

An audit report will be submitted to the Managing Directot of the
to the BP CBO
. and BP RBA, to the OUs Hydrocarbon Resource Manager and to KPMG the external
auditors. It will be prepated and ,discussed in draft for:m on site, after which a final report
will be prepared in The Hague, once formal OU cominents arel'eceived. The report will
contain an overall judgement (Good, Satisfactory, or Unsatisfactory), with itemised
conclusions and recbmmendations. '
'
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APPENDIX 6, TERMlNO(O<;Y I

M.t, Petroleum Resources Teaninology

A rescrvoit is a porous and penneable underground fonnation containing a'natum)
accumulation of producible oil or gas that-is confined by.impenneable rock or wate!:
baaie.rs and is indiVidual and separate from other teservpirs.
~

In case of doubt, reservoirs are restricted to faultbloclcs / sedimentary uDiis until
production perfo~anceproves communication to exist across faults/ bauiers. PVT
properties can vary within a teServott.

Field
A 6dd is an area consisting of a single re:'etVOU: o~ ~uJtiple teservoiis within a closed areal
- boundary
belong to the ,same confining geological structure.

I

tti

Fidd boundaries must be defined upon discovery lU)d should encomPifS "the unpen.etrated
petroleum resources in adjacent fault blocks and sttatignpbic traps, itthey ate considered
to be part of the same ovetall confining structure. Field boundaries maybe re-defined on
the basis of new geological information.
'
-

PO/lIltialA&t1UIINlations
Potential reservoirs beyond existing field boundaries, where the presence of petroleum has
not yet been demonstrated, ace collectivdy ~ed potential accumulations.

PTOdNabili!J
Should nonnaIly be supported by a conclusive test in a drilled or immediately adjoining
reservoir, but may be based on log or core evaluation in an
where many similar
reservoirs have men conclusively tested.

area

ProdNdion Facilities
The production facilities consist of all hardware installed to recover petroleum from the
sub-surface resources and to deliver a quality controlled end-product for sale. These.
comprise the production and injection wells and the surface facilities for treatment,
conversion, compression! pumping, ttansport and l;IeJivery.

SmftUe Facilities
That part of the production facilities' accessible at surface, connecting the wellheads
ultimately to the delivery pointS.
.

Existing Dtve/opment

.

The coHe(;tio~ ofall completed pcojects or srib~projects is referred to as
development.

the exist1ng
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, FaY'illantiJiu
Field quantities (also called 'Wel1beac:f quantit;ies).are those quantities routinely'measured at
surface for individual well st:tmgs and expressed in terms-of the stabilised products oil,
condensate and (wet) gas or iit tenDS of the type of injected fluids: These quantities may
subsequently be reconciled with 6scalised sales and other product outlets, see below.

Saks'll/antitUs
The quantities sold after fiscal metering and delivered 'at the locationS"Where the upstream
company ceases to have an interest in the end~productS.These can be expressed in tenns
of the general end-products oil, (dry) gas and natural gas liquids (NGL) or in tettns of the
actual product.
.
.Field products and the subsequent sales products Illily be different and will be affected by
own use and losses. The properties and volumes of end-products may be influenced by
" mixing and the petroleum type itself may be altered during surface processing. Since '
sur~T processing conditions may ~ge cluPng la project life,' sales products may vary in
sPeciltation and in relation to field products. To avoid':unbiguity and double counting, a
clear distinction must be made between recoveries in the field pd the quantities estimated
to be available for sale.
'
For general sales products, oil, gas and NGL, omy th~ quantities sold by the upstream E&P
company can contnbute to Group reserves. Condensates mixed with erode oil in the same
stream and sold as such can be reported under oil. Separator condensate ftom gas wells
- and light hydtocarbon liquid products, de.tived from surface processing, if collected in a
separate stream and sold as Slich ue reported under NGL In principle :ill non-oil
hydroca.rbons that
sold as separate streams in liqui~ state (pressurized or not) should be
accounted as NGL Bitumen may be reported under oil in summary'reports (with an
appropriate footnote). In line with SEC requirements, sales V'olumes for gas should be '
those committed or conimittable to a gas contract. Committed Gas is covered by a gas
contract. Committable gas reasonably expected to be assigned to a contract in the future.

ate

It is necessary to maintain a more deoilled internal administration of the actually sold
products by stream in two cases: (1) If the upstream E&P company has separate contracts
for delivery of special converted sales products such as LNG~ methanol. ethane, LPG, C5+
etc., or (2) If there are special sales products like helium, sulphur or generated electricity.

&mnd1iation
A monthly reconciliation is made between the fiscalised sales quantities and the quantities
produced in the field. 11lls is reported in the Monthly Report of Producing Wells (MRPW).
The reconciliation process corrects for own use, flaring, losses and product conversion, .
and provides' the end-product yield
For reserves estimating purposes an average future yield factor is to be estimated (e.g.
LPG/ wet gas yield, dry gas/ wet gas yield).

Ultimak .Recovery
The ultimate recovery (UR) of a hydrocarbon fieJ,d is ~e sum of cumulative production
and the estimated volume of reserves (developed + undeveloped).
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Tofal RU,III1" VfJbmt,
The Total Resource Volume of a' hydrocatbon field is the s~ of e;Uhiulativc production,
the estimated volume of reserves' (developed + undeveloped) and the Total Scope for- '
Recovery., '
. , '
,

I.

•

.

A6.2 Ptobabilistic'terminology

Probability DI1IJi!! Flln&tion

.. :'

a

The probability density function (PDF) of stOchastic variabl~' indicates 'the probability
that the aCtual variable v9Jue lies within a nai:row inte1Val Mound a particuh.t value 'of the'
possible nmge. divided by the width of that interval'
, .
CIUJ1I1!atiPt PirJbability Ftnidion

The eutnulattrc. probability function (CPP) of a stochastic ~ble, d~c.tloes the p~'?a.bi!ity
that the vad.a,le may exceed a certain value.' The CPF is the math~ti~~teg.tal, cifPDF.

#' ' '.

P85

The value that has a 85% probability that it will be exceeded by the stochastic variable.

•

- f15'
-

-

The value that has a 150/0probability that it will be-exceeded-by the !ltochastic variable.

MetJII ,
The ,statistical mean of a stochasticvllriable is the probability weighted avet:age of the
variable over the entire vllriable range.

Mean SN«tSS VolNi/ie (MJ'V)
The probability weighted average ohll realisations that eqUal or excee4 the minimUlD
rese'rvesrequired for a commercial development:of the resource.

Probabifi!y ojSII«Isr (POS)
The probability that the mirumumcommercW volume will be exceeded and which
therefore indicates the Hkelihood of anY' futUre development The product of MSV and
POS ,is the recovery expectation.

A6J Commercial Terminology,

Ducollnl Rale
A rate at which future teal terms costs or cash~flow
theit preSeilt value.

,,'- _.
\

ne discounted over time to calculate
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Net Presmt Value (NPV)
,

"

.1he net present value of a proj~t ~ the sum ,of. the discounte4 a~ual cash flow, expressed
in real terms'money, ovtt the' perioci, ~m the first ptoject ~nditu.te to abandonment. '
The net present value is expressed in million US$ at the rekilnnt discount rate.

ExpectedMonlta'Y Value (EMV)
The expected monetary ~~lue is a ptobabilistic balan~e of inveStments atid revenues;
expected from a set of conditional opentional activities, comprising d~ acquisition and
one or more development projects, which are arranged in an ordered sequence with '
probabilities assigned to each action (decision ttee). '

the

'\.
'

,

The EMV is the summation of
NPVs ot ptojects, reduced by the costS of data
acquisition activities, all expressed in discounted real te$ money arid multiplied by their
assigned probabilities. EMV is expressed in million US$ l1t the relevant discount rate.
Projec~ with a negative NPV fot certain resource model realisations should be eXcluded

&omtle EMV calculation, if the assumption is valid that data,gathering will prevent such
projectl being implemented.
'

"

Unit Technical Cost (UTq

The unit technical cost of a development project is defined as' the sum of capital plus
operating costs, expressed in real terms money, divided by the total production over the
period from start-up to abandonment. In addition, both the cost \lnd the production must
be discounted. The refetence dllte {or the discounting should be the same for denominator
and numerator (e.g. the fustyear of expenditure) and should be stated The unit technical
costs is expressed in US$/bbl (oil equivalent) at the relevant discount rate.

FID
, Final investment decision, the deciSion (at CMD or senior exe<.:Ucive leveQ toptoceed with
a ptoject.

i'.

,NFA fortraJt
No further (Capex) activity forecast, ie. a forecast based on existing w:e1ls and facilities
only.
A6.4 Exploration versus Developmeot WeDs
The classification of a well as either an el<:ploration well OI'as a development well is
determined (in line with SEC rules) based on the proved atea l1S follows:

Prowd Area
The proved area is the part of a ptoperty to which proved'reserves have been specifica1ly
a~buted (see also Appendix 4). It is delineated by the fluid levels seen / interpreted from
drilled wells and by the area around those wells which geological/engineering data
, indicate to be ptoducible.
'
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Dne!op11l,nt w,n
A deVelopnlent 'WeU is a weU driIl~(:l'Withitl the pto~d area, of an oil o~ gas t~oit to II
depth

of astmtigUphic horizon' kn0W'nto be produitWe.

SIf7Iice

w,n

,~"

l

,

A se,Mce weD is either an injection well, a,disposal weD or a water supply weD.

.AppraisdiW,II
An appraisal wen, Or sttatigtaphic test well is a well drilled for geOlogical information
(not~' test ~ prospect), either 'development~type' drilled in a proved artlJl or 'exploratory~
type/ if not drilled in a proved area.
l

Exploratio11. W,t!

•

An expJoption weD is a weD that is not a development wen. a, service well, or a
stratigraplic test wen.
'
..'
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INTRODUCTION
Petroleum Resources represent a significant part of the Group's upstream assets and
ate the foundation of most of its current and furore upstream activities. '
The Group's BP business depends on its effectiveness in finding and maturing
Petroleum Resources to sustain itself and drive profitable production growth., To aid
systematic resource management, the volumes concemed are classwed"according to
the maturity or Slaros of their associated development (project) and operational
(production) activities.
The Group's Pe,troleum Resource Volumes and changes to them, both actual and
plaMed, are reponed to the EP Executive regularly. Proved Reserves have a direct
influence on net income, since they are used direcdy in the calcula~on of capital
depreciation. Under the financial accounting rules of the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission _(SEC), Proved ResetVe8 must be disclosed externally and
therefore they are subject to internal controls and external review procedures. These
external disclosures represent the only infonnation on Petroleum R.esource Volumes
that is reported consistently by all major international oil and gas companies.
Consequently, disclosed Proved Reserves figures are subjected to intense scrutiny by,
external analysts. Acmal and projected perfonnance in the replacement of Proved
Reserves is one of the key facton taken into account by analysts when issuing advice
to investors. This. advice cail directly influence the share price.
This document describes the Group's Petroleum ·Resouice Volume classification
system. In relation io Proved Reserves. it is intended to comply with tUles set by the
SEC and it serves as a reference in the resetVes reporting and cpntrol processes, as
applied by the asset holders. Additional controls that apply at the Group level are
documented elsewhere (Smp 2003-1102, Reference 3).
Information on the requirements for the collection of data for internal reporting and
external ~sclosure will be addressed by the second part of these guidelines (SIEP
2003·1101. Reference 2). Detailed reporting requirements are communicated
annually in a letter from EP Planning.

The present.(1003) version ofthis document has been reformatted compared with
previous versions. with the intention ofimprOVing clarity. It is stressed that, with the
exception ofthe items summarized below. no changes to the internal rules for Petroleum
Resource Volume accounting have been made.
'
Material changes to the volume ofProved Reserves reported by the Group aTe neither
expected nor intended os the resultofissuing these revised guidelines.
Substantial changes compared with previous guidelines:
1. The trigger for booking rt!serves for major projects has been refined from VAR3
to Fill. or other public demonstration of commitment to proceed with the
project. Refer tos~on 2.4.3
.

2 It is clarified that binding Heads of Agreement ("HOA") fot sales contracts are a
(minimwri) necessat}' condition for booking major gas reserves that rely on the
creation of access to market (e.g. those reliant on negotiation of LNG sales
cont:r:lcts). Refer to section 24.3.
............
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2.

PETROLEUM RESOURCE VOLUME CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

2.1

Introduction
In geneta~ an companies, authorities and other organizations that are involved in oil
. and gas exploration and production activities use a system for tracking Peb'oleum
Resource Volumes 3S they mature from undiscovered prospects through to
producing assets. An such systems aim to achieve similar objectives. but each is
unique in teans of tbe nomenclatUre that is used and in the definition of certain
terms. Often. the most func;lanient3l clifferences stem from the cliffering areas of
foCU$ of the organizations iliat' developed the systems: govenunental os:ganizations
tend to address all aspects of technically recoverable resoutCes. however notional.
whereas commercial entetprises tend to concentrate on those elements that can most
readily be monetized.
. .
Thus. across the industry. 11 range of classification systems e)cists. each beinS tailored
. to the needs of the specific organiutions that use it. This may introduce contUsion
and· misunderstanding when different organizations discuss. aspects of petroleum
resource· management.. particularly when similar teans have different definitions
under different systems (for example, the precise meaning of ~e term "reserves" can
vary substantially between systems).
To help theindustty avoid such confusion. several independent bodies have
proposed the use of uniform classification systems. Probably the most widely known
is, that proposeq jointly by the Society of Petroleum Engineets and the Wodd
Petroleum Congress· Iltld subsequently adopted by the American Association ·of
Petroleum Geologists (SPE / WPC / AAPG.Refereni:~ 6)..
The G.roup continues to use its own classification system, developed over a number·
of years and tailored specifically to the needs of the Group's business. lhe system
will continue to evolve over time as the needs of the business change.
It is important for all individuals involved in the classifi,cation and management of
the Group's Petroleum Resource inventory to realize that the system is unique to the
Group, but also that it can be translated readily into the SPE system (and mos~ other
systems) should th~ need arise.

It is also important for all individuals involved in the prepuatton of Proved Reserves
estimates to ensure compliance with the definitions· and rules set by the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). arid Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB). as expressed and interpreted in these guidelines..
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Overview
The Shell Pctco!e.um RCllOurce Volume classification $.ystetrlh~ Sllmmanzed in Figure
1. It pro"i.des a frame\l/ork for dllssifyiitg the Pctroleum Resource Volumes that are
associated with a project as it 1ntltUces fWlJ\an undiscovered prospect through tOn
producing asset. Petroleum Reso~lrcc VoIl.lme estimates aresubje<;t to uncertainty,
reflected in the diagram through the me ofCoh.lmns c:xptcssingthe Low, Expectation
and High values of the estimate. A link to the SPE rcserrcs classitlqatioll (proved,
Probable, Possible) is also provided for the purpose of illustration.

Shell Notation
SEC Notation (ntserve$only)
$PI;. NO!<ItiQf1

low

Expectation

PrQYGd

n.e·

n,lI.

ProveQplus

Proved plus
Probable .plus

Proved

1P

Shotlllalld nol.. tion

Prptmble
2P,

High

PQssi~

3P

Cl,llllul!l~iv8 Production

DiSCQI.f3I'6d

Commercial

Pro\ied TechniQues
Ul1pro\ll';(J TeCl;Inlq\llS~

UndIscovered

Legend:
~~~'"'0"',

CQllected through ARPR for external di.&clOl$ure (SfCP(Qved~e~erw$}
CQllected through ARPR fur intilfMl.useollly
Nott:oIlecled through th.e ARPRbyl may be OOlIist~ in local asset holder databases.

Overview ofShe!! Petroleum Ruouh:e CRIJJijlwtto/l J~Wtl!l!1
for inteJ!l\ll C;roup purposes, Expecwion estimates of Petroleum Resource \'ohul1es
!Dust be reported to El' Planning through the anrluaJ Resource Volume data
5ubrnissioll, Proved Reserves are required in addition to this for externa I disclosure.
In che following sections, a. de·finicion is provided of each category in the
classification system (section 2.3), together with factors to be taken intoaccoU!1t
when Resource Volumes mature from one category into another (sect:ion 2.4).
A revised Pct:roleumResource Volume classification system will take effect from
3Ll2,2003. This IS described in .Appendix S. Whilst changes to Resource Volumes
during 2003 will be reported according to the existing cla~;sification system, Resourc(:
Volume balances at 31.12.2003 will need to be subdivided into the revised
da",iilcation system. These will then form the opening balances for the reponing of
dlilr1ges tbt occur during 2004.
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Petroleum Resource Volume De6nitio~8
In this section definitions are ,provided for each Petroleum Resource Volume
category. Several andUary and related ten:ns are als,o defined in Appendix 4.

,2.3.1 Petroleum ResourCe
A P,lrokMIfI RlsoMm is IJ'!Y aaNlfIM/a/ion of hydrocar!J()1tS thtd is knon or anlidptzkd hi txiJt in
a sMb-nnjatt rock foT71lati4n. !tJcakd within the company's tUmnl txpllJration and prodslClion
amatIPetroleum Resource Volumes are reported as the quantities of crude oil, natural gas
and natUtal ga~ liquids that will be available for sale upon production_ The volumes
ate reported on the basis of Group share. It is reconunended that asset holders also
maintain data on a 100% field basis.
.
Petroleum ResOurces are subdivided mto two broad categories; Scope For Recovery
(SFR) and Reserves.
'

2.3.2 Scope For Recovery"(SFR)

SFR is fl1!1 p",m1t1l11l RI,roNm VolNmt asJfJQat;d with a proj,,, that is not yet lII.f1Ui4ntIJ
t,chnkaJly andttI11IlfImia'IJ IIt4INrr kJ fjMalify as rrJervt.r.
There must be anexpeetationthat, the project could mature, based on reasonable
assumptions about the success of further appraisal, emerging tecbn910gy'
development, cost reduction.strategies, marketing efforts, improvement of terms and
conditions and/or any 'other issue that might prevent the project progressing to
development sanction (i.e. Final Investment Decision. «FID''). '
SFR is 'reporte4as a smgle.best technical estimate, multiplied where nec~ssaty by the
probability that the project will materialize. The objective at all. times is to reflect as
accun.tcly as possible the Resource Volumes that eventually will be av~ble to the
Group in the expectation case.
The economic evaluation should take into full account any future pee-investment
costs that are required to reduce technical uncerWno/.
The further breakdown of SFR. as "Undiscovered" or «Discovered" is as follows:

SPR Undiscovered
lWoNnrs that, Could be conftJin,d in an Mndrilkd pounlial amnnM!aJiOll oltti JPhich Jll()1I1d be
ncolllrable by o1!J prtJaSs that hm hem tkmonstrated to be technkalfy ftasibk ,Isewhm. Mnder
similar conditiollS. Dttlllopm,nt ShoN/d b, tXjJ«Ied to bt CO/1I1NerriallJ viable.

The expectation value ofSFR Undiscovered should be reported as the product of the
Mean, Sllccess Volume' (MSV) at conunercial cut-off and the corresponding
Probability of Success at commercial cut-off (POS) (see Appendix 4.2).
:Following drilling, the pre-drill estimate of Undiscovered SFR. should be updated to
take account of the drilling results and, in the case of a discovery, the economics of
development should be re-assessed. At this point the resop.rce is either discarded or
reclassified to one oftheSFR Discovered categories.
'

,--.---._--
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SFR Discovered
RtIOIIn'lllhpt arr amtai",d in an ammJultition in whi;b the prlSlntx of11IOfI(Jbk l?Jdro&l1rbonllhal
arr POk"tia'fy of ;"t",1I for dt",lopm"'l has been eSlablished. Ihrough drilling anti, whin nlcusiIf.J. '

throllgh OJiodakd data gathfri"g a(tivitUI.-

.

Please refer to t:l:te definition of "discovery".'section 2.4.2 below.

SFR Discovet'ed may be. held in one of ~e sulrcategories: Non,-Commercial SF}{.
Coirialetcial SFR by Proved Techniques or. Commercial SFR by Unproved
Techniques..

Non-<:ommeraal SFR
tha/are assodaJed with a diltorJmd a«Nmlllation and IPiIh ap"o1'ia that is ellablakd al
having a negalipr Net Present Value (NPV) of dtllfhpmlnt a/ the pmttiling GITJ"/J premms or
for lIIhich thm are dear (Ommmialobslarlts to tJ,vehpmtnt that appear to be ilUtl11ll0llfttablt in Ihl
. 5jtarplanperiod. . .
'
.
RtIOllftli

To avoid retaining unrealistic volumes- in the classification• .-the reporting of Non. ~ercial SFR is restricted to projects with a Unit Technical Cost below a ceiling
that is advised annually by EP Planning.
Non~Commercial SFR-is reported in.,oroe.t to retain an indication of the discQvered
resources that could become commercial with a change ofdrcumstances (e.g. an
increase in oil price, a change in tax re&ime,improvement of technology,
development of a gas market, dis-covery of additiotull volumes in the area that could
. .form a critical mass for development).

SFR Discovered should be categoiized as Commercial unless there is clear
demonstration to the contrary•. In other words; when conunerciality is uncertain, the
Resource Volumes should be allocated to a Commercial category pending further
evaluation (which may ~sult in the volwnes bein& reclassified as Non-Commercial).

Commercial SFR by Proved echniqucs

.R.esolltm that are a.rJodated IPiIh a dis&fJtltred tI«1I111uhlion flnd with a plTJjtd Ihal (a) lISts a
re(OlIfry proem or techn~fll whidJ has bltft dclllon.,rlraftd 10 be IIdJnicol!J feasible in the TeIONn'I
(()ltctrned orJifldtr analogous tondititJns and (b) is txpttkd 10 b, Commenial
Co~ercial

SFR by Unproved echniq,!cs

that art a.rsoaated tvith a dis&fJwred 'a«Nmulation al1d !Vith a projl&t that 11111 a'!Y
re(()lIfry professor techniqu, IIIhkh has 1101 blen ,tlemons1ralld to be terbnicaJ!y .feasible (IIndtr
erJ"dftions applirabk to the area orfield) and, IIIhkh "'gui,.,1 fttu,., laboratory ttlts andfield trials
(piht) in ordtr to tstablish thisftaJibili~ Then m1lSt exisl th, rtasonahle expectatitJn that, (lnct
the neassary IJIOrle has be", '(()mpleted to dmionslratl the techltit'alftasibili!J of IIN project, it tviP be
ConimmiaL
.
ReIOUtreS

~~-~'-
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2.3.3 Reserve.
TI1I 11,.", "RimJJfS" tkscribls a1l) Pltroleum RlIDmtt Vo"'ml thaJ is assodalld tvith aprodNeinJ.
asui or wilh aPro.Pe/ ,that is kehnieaJ!y and eommlrria'fy ,matNrt /0 /111 IX/lnt /hat pndinl.jor tl1l
, projlfl is rrasonab!'l &Iridin to bl SUI/rtd.
Two estimates of Reserves are captured in the annual reporting ~f Petroleum
Resource Volumes: Proved Reserves' and Expectation Reserves. Estimates of
Reserves (both Proved and Expectation) are subdivided into quantities tha:t have
been developed to date (Developed Resetves) and those that will be addressed by
planned or o."going development activities (Undeveloped Resetves). Each of these
categories is described below.

Bxpectadon Reserves··

The most IiluIJ ulimah of /he RlroN," Vol1llll1 1'Imainillt. ID bl neovmdfrom aprojlet that is
t«hnieaJ!y and eommlrriallJ maJlIfI, orfrom aprodNeillf, asSlt.
If probabilistic teduiiqu~s are used in reserves estimation, the Expectation ReseOres
are the probability-weighted average of all possible outcomes. '

If detenninistic techniques are used in reserves estimation, the Expectati~ Reserves
correspond to the most Ji,kely estimate of future recove1')'.

.

rn general, a field should not have. Expectation Reserves allocated to it unless and

until the ·necessuy criteria for booking (at least some) Proved Reserves have been
met the cri~ for categorizing ~source volumes as "Reserves", rather than "SFR",
apply in principle to all categories of Reserves and generally a field should not be
allocated Expectation Reserves but no Proved Reserve.s. 'After fust booking of
reserves, it is. possible for an additional development project in the ~e1d to have
ExpectatiOn Reserves but'no Pt'!)ved Reserves, for example when it will be wholly
executed on parts of the field that do not fall into the currently defined Proved Area,
or when it Will install an improved recovery scheme that is not supported by pilot
·test or local analogy.
.
Expectation Reserves ue subdivided into Proved and Probable Reserves.

ProvM Reserves
Proved Reserves are the portion of Expectation Reserves that is reasonably certain to
be produced. Proved Resetves volumes are disclosed externally.
Please refer to Appendices 1 and 2 for the full SEC / FASB definition of Ptoved
Reserves and notes on theintetpretation of this definition as it is to be applied in
Group operations. Note also the conditions that are required with respect to project
technical and commercial maturity, section 2.4.3.

In all respects, and particularly when in doubt, the most important concept
applicable to Proved Reserves is that of "reasonable certainty". The «reasonable
certainty" criterion applies both to the booking of any Proved Reserves and to the
• 1IfJbmrt of Proved Resetves that is booked.. It must be certain, beyond reasonable
doubt, that a project for which Proved Reserves are booked will actually be executed.
Furthennore it must be certain, beyond reasonable 'doubt, that the volume, booked
will actually be produced.
The SEC / FASB rules on Proved Reserves imply that as more data becomes
.available,upward revision of the estimate is much more likely th~n negative revision.
As fields mature~ Proved Reserves are expected to increase towards, and eventuaUy
to become equal to, Expectation Reserves {see also Appendix 2.3.1)
,.-_ ..........._--- ... - --- ...
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Probable Rescrv~s
Probable Reserves are the portion of Expectation Reserves that is ~ot (yet) Proved;
alternatively defined as the difference between Expectation a~d Proved Reserves.

Developed Reserves
Developed Reserve; are th~t part of res~es (whether Proved or Expectation) that is
producible through c~dy existing completions. with 'instd~d facilities, using
existing operating methods. Faclli~es requUing minor outstand41g activities in
ongoing projects can be considered as existing if the outstanding capital investment
is minor « 10%) compared with the total project cost and if budget approval has
been obtained. Volumes behind pipe can only be considered Developed if the
additional activity (e.g. lower zone abandonment, perforating. stim':l1ating) does not
. require a full wen entry/re-completion and if the cost of this activity (nottnally Opex)
does not exceed 10% of the cost of a new .",elL
Developed Reserves should in principle be estimated through ex,trapolation of
, existing well perfoanance trends. This oiay be done either through plotting (e.g. rate
vs. cumulative production, log oa rate vs. time), Or through history matched
simulation modelling. If no significant history is available to match. Developed
Reserves will ~ based on pte-development (simulation) model,projections, updated
for observed
geological and pettophysical data and well rates. In all 'case$,
Developed Reserves should. represent the production that will be contributed by the
existing wells through the currently inStalled facilities., assuming no future
. development actiVity (the No Further Activity or "NFN' forecast), other than any
minor amounts as indicated above.

wen

In general, the NFA forecast for mature assets ~ay include v-olumes that will require
a relatively modest (and cleady economic) level of future Capital Expenditure in
order to safeguard existing facilities and equipment (excluding wells; wbil:h are
discussed separately above). It should be certain. beyond reasonable doubt, that this
expenditure will be incuned. Where substantial new investment is (found to be)
required in order to safeguard or, in the worst case, replace ageing facilities,
consideration should be given to reclassifying the teserves associated with these
activities to Undeveloped Reserves.

Please refer to Appendices 1 and 2 for the fun FASB / SEC detiiUtion of Proved
Developed Reserves and notes on the interPretation of this definition as it is to Pe
applied in Group operations. ,

Undeveloped Reserves
Undeveloped Reserves are tha.t pan of reserves (whether Proved or Expectation) that
cannot be considered DeVeloped ReserveS. as defined above. .They require capital
investment through future projects (new wells and/or production facilities) in,oroer
to be produced. These projects must be technically and commercially mature
(Section 2.4.3).
Gas reserves that require the installation of planned or anticipated future
compression should be ~lassed as Undeveloped Reserves until the compression
equipment has been installed.
Incremental field development projects, which add reserves 10 their own right. may
defer field/platform abandonment and may thereby also increase the reserves
producible from existing completions. Such gains 'should be included in the
economic evaluation of the incremental development project and should be included
,.- -
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in reserves when the ineremental development project concerned reaches technical
and commercial maturity (i.e. when iu Resource Volumes become classified as
reserves).
Future wens

or facilities may accelerate reserves that would otheiwise be produced

by existing assets. The portion o( reserves expected to be acc~lecated by the new
investments should be classified as Developed with the existing investmenu. If
future investment accelerates production such that additional reserves are recovered

,within tinie limits· (e.g. sales contract periods, licence dutation),tbe additional
reserves should be classified as Undeveloped until this investment has been made.
The Undeveloped Reserves attributed to a field should be eValuated for each of the
specific identified future developtgent activities with which they are associated. The
preferred method is through detailed static and dynamic reservoir modelling.·
Deriving Undeveloped Reserves simply by subtracting Developed Reserves from an
. assumed total recovery estimate (e.g. from recovery factor correlations) is NOT
acceptable.
Please refer to Appendices 1 and 2 for the full FASB ./ SEC;: definition of Proved
Undeveloped Reserves and notes on the interpretation of this definition as it.is to be
applied in Group operations.
'

2.3.4 Guide to the correct allocation' of resources to a categoty
Based on the forgoing, the following· diagram summarizes the factors to be taken
, ~toaccount when assigning a Petroleum Resource Volume to its correct categoty:.

Fig/m 2:

RtIONm

tJasr#itation I.Nitle

'A graphical eXample of the migration of resource volumes between categories during
a field's life eyeleis shown in Appendix 2.3.1.
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Petroleum Resoul'ce Volume Maturation

2.4.1 The maturation' process
As a projects matures, the corresponding Resource Volume "cascades" through the
classi~eatiQn system (Figure 3). ,It is recommended that a Petroleum Resource
Volume Maturation Plan be maintained for all projects that have material Resource
Volumes associated with them, documenting the work activities that ar~ requited for
a project to pass through each stage of manuation. The project should also have
associated with it a: plan of the actions required to mature the resources to the
production,phase; the associated costs of exploration, development and production;
the schedulin~ Qf those costs; forecasts of ~de oil, natutal gas liquids and natural
gas sales volumes and, together with associated pricing and fiscal terms. a
quantification of the economic performance of th~ project.
Note that strict criteria apply in relation toteclmical and commercial maturity before
a project can migrate from SFR to Reserves (see 24.3 beJow).
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2.4.2 Maturation from Undiscovered SFR: Discovety
Discovety,oceurs when the presence of an accumulation of movable hydrocarbons is
proved through drilling and associated data gathering.
The concept of discovery applies tQ the entire accumulation that has bem penetrated
by the well. even if the penetration is only partial or the precise vertical and bteW
extent of the accumulation has yet to be established or confirmed (through
appraisal). All the Resource Volwnes that are expected to be contained in the
accumulation are deemed to'have been discovered. These Resource Volumes mature
upon discovery to one or more of the Discovered SFR or Reserves categories, afte'r
revisions have been applied to take account of infonnation provided by the discovCty
well. The estimate of discovered Resource Volumes may have a wide range of
uncertainty· at this stage, reflecting the uncertainties pertaining to parts of' the
accumulation that are remote from the discovery well location.
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The concept of discovtty automatically extends to any areas of the accumulation fOt
which there is a reasonable expectation that hydraulic continuity exists through the
hydroeatbon phase with the discoV-cty wen location'.. For "regional accumulations"·
which lack strucNtal definition of their limits (such as oil shales, regionally pervasive
tight gas sands and coal measures), the discovery volume may be limited according to
a reasoned view of the area' that can be expected to, be productive on the evidence
obtained from the discovery well, supported by local experienc~ and analogy.

2.4.3 ,Maturation from SPR to Reserves
For a Resource Volume to pas~ from SFR to Reserves, the associated development
project(s) must reach a minimum level of both technical and commercial maturity
in order to. satisfy the SEC requirement foe "reasonable certainty" that the associated
Proved Res'etves will be produced
Reserves that already have 'been booked but which potentially no longer satisfy the
. criteria for tecltnical and commercial maturity should' oo1y be de-booked after
thorough (re-)evaluation. lbis (re-)evaluatioh must be completed as soon as is
reasonably practicable: ,generally it is not acceptable to retain reserves that cannot be
justified. AD reserves that :ire potentially exposed in this manner should be notified
to the EP Hydrocarbon Resource Co-ordinator, who maintains !ln inventory of such
.volumes. '

Project Basis
Reserves are ~ssOciated either with a project (a development that is planned or in
execution) Ot with an eXisting producing asset (i.e. a project that has been executed).
A ptoject is any planned creation or modifiCation of wens, surface production
facilities or production policy, aimed at changing an asset's sal~s product forecast.
For Reserves to enter into the Proved category, independent review and challenge is
required (as a control) to preserve the integrity of external disclosures.' For major
projects such reviews are routinely executed'through the Group's Value Assurance
Review (VAR) process, Or by locally defined analogous processes in the case of
minor projects.
'.

In compliance with the spirit and mtent of the SEC·niJes for Proved Reserves, and
also to match reserves additions' with external expectati<?ns, reserves in principle
should not be reported until a project has been sanctioned (Final Investment
Decision: FID). This requirement is mandatory for major projects with Proved
Reserves exceeding 50 million boe Group share at FID or which require more than
US$100 million Group share capital expendit.u.re.. Iri exceptional cases, reserves for
major projects may be registered in advance of FID provided t}la:t there is a clear .
public demonstration of the Group's intention to proceed ~th executing the project,
.or other mitigating circumstances. Such cases should be raised well in advance of
yeaNnd reporting with the SIEP EPs-P.
For intermediate development projects (for which between 10 and 50 million hoe
Proved Reserves would be booked), concept selection (VAR3) must at least have
been completed
.

lbis should not be confused with the mum more 5tIingent requirement of "certainty that there is
continuity of produc;tion" that i5 required when determining the extent of the ''Proved Ate'}." for the
attribution of Proved Re5erVCS according to the SEC rules - for example, see Appendix t.
,.---_..
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For small' projects Qess !han 10 million boe Proved Reseives Group share)
documented development plan should suffice, which may be notional if a well
established analogy is in place. The quality of such a plan should be a sufficient basis
'
on which to judge the likelihood of project funding.
"I~e ditlrifteBe" het'Aeen ... ';6' 8ft.l .1",aUtr rf6j~eN hi cl,. 14" .6 e eee.thlC "j"l(tft\~di'ktt ancl ''(muY'' rl.,;(et8
Iflel noi lie JIIlIjeel I'!l oIedie.teol I'll> de~.liona "" the 61' Uactolti,e. ,"".(,e"l iF .nr illlt"n,oIi'le 0' .mlill
rt.,jeerJ at!! JlI";eer 18 a oIecliuleol nl) '" rhe lil' 'iuellri, e il i.1 1I1l1iI"., Illill ail' tl!NI'Io eJ lj"'llhill!; ee"I" 1111

",.tle "'eHSi! "'~"t

.

,"Major" projects must not be split intO several smaller projects in order to avoid the
requirement to await FID before booking reserves. Similarly, estimates of Proved
~eserves should' not be played dmw for the same reason. The cut~off volumes
described above serve as a guide: if there are compelling ~easons for accelerating the
booking of Proved Reserves for "majoi"projects ahead of FIO, or for delaying the
booking of smaller project reserves until FID, these should be discussed with SIEP
Eps·P on a case~by~case basis.
It is emphasized that all Proved Reserves require full Group, Region and Asset
Hold« co~tment that the associated projects will indeed be executed. This
should be demonstrated by~ for example, inclusion of the projects (:oncemed in the ,
current Business Plan, or by a clear demonstration that the projects are certain,
beyond reasonable, doubt, to be executed.
'
echiucal Mlliurlty

For a project to be technic'ally mature, there ~ust be a documented definition of a
technically feasibl~ project that is expected to be implemented with 'reasonable
certainty'. The project definition must include: a· ~e8Criptiori of the development
concept (including the planned recovery process); specification of the' engineering
worlcs required (number and type of. wells, production facilities and associated
support facilities, evacuation infraStnlcture); drilling/engineering cost estimates; a
production forecast (mcluding sensitivities) and economics. There should be no
technical issues identified that' could prevent the project from proceeding. Please
refer also to the.!~eneral criteria described in "Project Basis" above.

Conunercial Maturity
A projlXt is deemed commercially mature, when (1) its profitability meets the
Group's investment criteria (as specified in EP's Project Evaluation and Screening
Criteria, Refexerice 12), (2) market availa.bility is assured
(3) ronding by the
Group is <reasonably certain' to be provided (l.e. certain, beyond reasonable doubt).
There should be no commercial issues identified that could prevent the project from
proceeding. Please refer also to the general criteria described in "Project Basis"
above. '

ana

Assurance of market availability for ~il (and/or NGL) means at least the 'reasonably
certain' availability of a pipeline to a shipping terminal or other oudet (e.g. a refinery),
whilst for existing gas provinces this means that the product is:
1)

contracted to sales; oc

2)

considered reasonably certain of being sold into eXIsting markets, through
existing Ot firmly planned transportation and delivery facilities.

For major gas reserveS that rely on the creation of access to market (e.g. those reliant
on negotiation of LNG sales contracts). reserves booking should in principle be
deferred uritil certainty exists concerning sales agreements. A Letter of Intent

---_. -
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genemlly will not provide sufficient assurance that II Sale and Purchllse Agreement
will be concluded. Consequently Proved Reserves Cllnnot be booked on the basis of
a Letter of Intent except with the express approval of the EP Executive (such
, approval should be sought via the BP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator). Binding
Heads of Agreements are a ,sufficient basis (or, the booking of Proved ReseIVes,
provided that such documents arephtased in a way that commits both parties (buyer
and seller) to proceed to the conclusion of a Sale and Purchase 'Agreement. In the
event that Heads of Agteement. do not provide a binding commitri:lent, Proved
'ReselVes bookings should be: defened until the signature of the Sale arid Purchase
Agreement.
'
'

In all cases, Proved Reserves should only be booked to the extent that they are
supported ·by firm tranches of the sales agteernent. Optional tranches -:- especially
those executable at buyers discretion - should not be used as the basis for booking
Proved Reserves unless and until conimitments·are made fo~ the volumes in question
.' or precedence exists in support of a claim thllt it is 'reasonably cenain' thllt said
volumes will ~ produced and sold.
'

Similar conditions' llpply to planned "spot market" sales df. for example. LNG'
cargoes. Generally there should be precedence in support of a cla.im that it is
. 'reasonably certain· that said·volumes will ~ produced and sold.
The conditio~ of marketability for gas reSClVes 'also applies to ariy' associated NGL
produc~. If the gas market is not. assured, neithe.r the gas' nor the associated NGL
volumes can be reported external1y:
.
In some situations. potential buyers of gas or financiers of the associll.ted
dev.elopment projects require evidence of "Proved Resetves" as part of their own
,assurance processes. Since the assurance of market or finance availability is often a
pre~requisite for booking Proved Reserves via the Annual Report to the SEC,
marketing a~d financing requirements may need to be satisfied not with reference to
the "SEC" Proved Reserves, but instead to "technical" Proved Reserves, i.e. the
Proved Reserves volume that would qualify for disclosure via the SEC assuming that
all commercial Issues had been resolved.

Projects in Support ofLong- erm Commitments
Sp~ consideration may be given to projects that .support long-tenn supply
contracts (e.g. LNG sales). for which a comniitment has effectively been made to
execute the project, but for which the due proe.ess of verifying maturity might not yet
be fully in place. Such situations can arise when the project will 'not be executed until
far into the future and, consequently. detailed value assurance work has yet to be
canied out (VAR3 or higher).
.
Genenill.y. commitment to the supply' contract represents a dear public
demonstration of intent to execute the development projects that are necessary in
support of it. Also. value assurance work usually will have been undertaken prior to
signing the contract or taking FID on any infrastructure in support of it. In such
.cases. it may be appropriate to register r~serves for the projects that are expected to
.feed the long-term contract. Proved Resetves so registered must adhere to the SEC
defmition of Proved Reserves (Appendix 1) and must be constralned where
necessary by a reasonably conservative estimate of the volumes that ~ be lifted
. under the contract (Le, limited to the duration of ensting contracts. unless extension
is certain, limited to the Take or Pay volume where applicable, or excluding optional
tranches that cannot be considered reasonably certain to be lifted).
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GROUP SHARE
All Resource Volume estimates reported. to BP Planning must be on'the basis of
Group shate. Group share is determined ~y three factors: (1) the.contractual share
of produced hydrocarbons, as agreed ,with the resource holders (usu~ny the host
government), (2) the Group share in the assets Or the venture that holds, the
contractual share, and (3) licence duration and other restrictions.

3.1

Contractual S"are
Resource Volumes can be distinguished according to three different types of
agreement Equity~ PSC and 'New Contracts'. These are described below;
. '

-

,

.

ar~s subject to different types of
agreement, a sepante report must be made with respect to Proved Reserves for'each
of the contract types.'
.

If a company has interests in several licence

3.1.1 Equity
Equity resources are the Group shue of Resource Volumes in Concessions.
Concession. agreements lay down the general terms and conditions of operation.
define the applicable tax rules, the Group share of Resource Volumes in the
Concession and the duration of the production licence. These agreements are
, genetlilly with the host government, but in the USA they may also be with the private
owners of the ,mineral rights ('lease or fee" conv~yance of rights to the operator).
Such agreements may also be referred to as "Tax / Royalty" agreements.

i.1.2 PSC Entitlemellt
PSC Entitlement resources are the Group share of production in acreage governed
bya ProduCtion Sharing Contract (pSC). The Group entidement share of
production is the Group interest'in the sum of cost oil plus excess cost oil plus profit
oil, in accordance with the PSC tenDs. The entidement share is calculated from
economic modelling ~flecting current estimates of future costs and sales value. The
entitlement calculation should be based on the Group's middle PSV of oil or gas (see
3.3.14 below).
.
To help adhere to the SEC's requirement that Proved Reserves estimates should be
much more likely to be revised upwards than downwards in, fu~, the model should
be based on a «reasonably certain" production forecast, consistent with the
requirements of the SEC Proved Reserves definition (Appendix 1). Similarly, since
cost uncertainties can assume a significant role'in the overall uncertainty associated
with entidement reserves for mature assets, the PSC entitlement share of Proved
Reserves should be calcUIatedusing a reasonably conservative estimate of future
COSts, such that actual costs are more likely than not to be higher than assumed and
consequendy the Proved Rese,tves entitlement as estimated today is more likely than
not to eo: on the side of conservatism.

3.1.3 New Contracts
A number of resouree·holding countries have introduced innovative production
contracts in order to attract investment by foreign oil companies while preserving the
principle of national resource ownership. These agreements typically provide' for the
contractor to recover costs and profits from hydrOcarbon revenues while holding no
title to, or entitlement to receive, petroleum resources.
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US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) cegulations have lagged behind
these developments and provide little explicit guidance on reserves disdosuce when
the risks and rewatds of ownership are carded without 'legal title to mineral rights.
'HQWever, volumes covered by such innovative conttacts should be included in
extemal reports in an informative way to be, consistent with the spirit of the SEC
regulations. The volumes from which economic benefit is derived should be
repotted, in principle, if all three of the fonowing conditions are met:
'1.

A' physical reservoir of minerals' which meet the' SEC definition of' Proved
Reserves must underlie die transaction.

2.

The Group must legally own the minerals or be the' recipient of an insubstance conv~ance of ownership.
Note: An in-substance conveyance of 'ownenhip of (pari: of the) mineral
rights can be deemed to occur if the .Group ,has capital at risk, if the
repayment of the capital is dependent Qn the success of the project and if the
Group is, or has been, critically involved in bringing the' project to a
successful conclusion.

3.

The funding must not be a loan with little oc nO reseivoit risk. In other:
words, the level of risk should be commensurate with the higher levels of risk
that are normally lIssocia.ted with oil and gas reserves de'Ve1opment. rather
than the lower levels ofrisk that apply typica.lly to loans,

Any, new contract that is under consideriltion must be assessed for the right to
disclose reserves on itS own, merits. This requires' early engagement of the BP
Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator, who 'Will. be able to provide more specific
guidance, and engage the Group Reserves Auditor ~d other experts (indudiOg
external legal opinion and Group External Auditor opinion) as requited.
Asset holders working under suchconttacts should complete the annual Resource
Volume report for the Group interest in these volumes; noting, the nature of the
interest. Group share of production is calculated from economic modelling of total
financial reward in line with contIact terms versus total revenues (see also 3.1.2
above). Reported volumes shotdd be in line with the reporting of traditional reserves
with regard to royalties and should therefore reflect the volumes from which pre-tax
cash flow is derived As elsewhere, cash royalties are regarded as a production cost
(see 3.3.2).
When participating in a venture which grants neither tide nor an entidement to
receive penoleum, and which does not satisfy the thre,e criteria above, no reserves oc
production volumes should be reponed. For example this might occur if the
recovery of costs is guaranteed' against adverse pcice movements or shortfall in
recovered volumes.
'
.

a
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3.2, Group Share in EP Legal Entity
If the Group holds only a partial share (te. less, than a 100% shue) in the compa~y
or entity that holds the concession or contractual share with the reso\1tte owners, '
this shate must be taken into account in the resetves submission.

FASB roles stipulate that when the Group shue of such entities exceeds 50%,
Proved Reserves ue reported on a 100% basis, with the contribution that the
minority interest shareholcJing makes to the total being noted in extemal disclosures.
Prior agreement must l;Je obtained from Group Finarice before such reporting is
considered When the' Group share of such entities is 50% or less, reserves are
reported OD the basis of the share holding. '
3.3

Licence duration and other restrictions

3.3.1 Licence or Contract Extensions
For intemal reporting. Group share of Expectation ResC1Ves and SFR are recorded
for the economic producing life of the asset, regardless of the expity date of current
licences. Current licence tenns' should be assumed to apply to any licence extension
or renewal unless it is known or expected' that different terms would apply. In
addition, Resource Volumes ate also recorded as limited to the current licence period
(mcluding,any extension or renewals that 'are cextain to be granted, see below) for
Expectation Developed Reserves, Expectation Reserves and SFR. '
,Fo~ external reporting, Group share of Proved, Reserves and Proved Developed
'Re8e1Ves is limited to future production within the eXisting licen~e' or .contract
, period, ~cluding any extensions or renewals that are covered by documented
agreement, by legally enforce~ble rights or where precedence supports the view that
extension or renewal is granted "as a matter of course" by the applicable authorities.
Estimates of "post-licence" Proved Reserves are also collected, so that the reward
associated with licence extension can be. judged, but these volumes cannot be
included in external disclosures.
'

3.3.2 Royalty
Outside the USA, royalty is a payment made to the host gov~ent for the
production of mineral resources. It is usually calculated as a percentage of revenues
(payable in cash) or production (payable in kind).
Where in practice royalty obligations are met in kind (1.e. by delivering oil instead of
cash), the Group share of production and reserves should be reported excluding
these volumes.
Where royalty is payable in cash or is in principle payable in kind but the govenunent
has fonnally elected to receive, or Customarily receives, payment in cash, Group
shue of prOduction and reserves should be reported including these equivalent
royalty volumes.
Within the USA, royalties are payable to the owner of the mineral tights, who can
either be a private or a public entity (e.g. State govemment). In line with SEC
regulations, these are always excluded from Group reserves whether paid in cash or
in kind, for US properties.
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3.3.3 Overriding Royalty
In the USA, there are ,often Overriding Royalties p~yable to the owner of mineral
rights or third parties. These shares of reserves ate excluded from Group ~serve$.
lbird party Overriding Royalties payable to Shell are included in Group resel.'Ves.

3.3.4 Own Use and l.()sses
Group share Resource VolUmes must exclude any volumes ~onswned as "own use»
(fuel for production facilities, comp~560rs ete) or lost (flue<! or vented) in the
upstream operations prior to transfer of the Product to the buyer (Third. Party' 'or
'Dowo$tream'). ' This' is consistent with the definitions applied for e.g. Gas
Production available for Sales from own reserves' (GPafS), as applied in financial
reporting (Ref.1 0 ) . "
3.3.5 Fees in kind

Third Parties may in some cases pay Fees in Kind .or Tariff in Kind for the use of
infrastructure (e.g. pipeline tariff. processing 'fee). 'Such voluaies received by the
company (to the eJttent that they originate ~ non-Group owned resouteeS) do not
constitute a Group share in resources and should be excluded from reported
volumes. Condensate volumes recovered from a pipeline system related to
transportation of Third Party gas volumes 'and sold by the company are equivalen~ to
Fees in Kind received. All Fees in Kind received should be included as a puKhased
volume in the company accounts.
'
Where a company pays Fees in Kind (from its own Belds/resources) to a Third
Party. these do constitute a Group share in resources and· should be included in the
reported volumes. Annual volumes produced and used-as Fees in Kind should be
included in sales volumes, with associated revenues (at an agreed or fair market
value) equivalent to booking of the incurred operating cost .
3.3.6 Under-lift and Ovet~lift
Group share should' allow for any histonc under-lift or over·lift by partners or
government. A Group historic over-lift showdbe reflected as an equivalent
reduction of Group reserves, a Group historic under-lift as an equivalent increase of
Group reserves.
Group share should reflect the effect of swap dealS, for example in gas fields in
which early production capacity in one field is traded against· later production
repayment by the other. In principle, reserves booked for each field should reflect
the volumes actually produced (and sold) ~m the field in question.
.
Treatment of take.or-pay volumes should be aligned with &ancial treatment of the ,
cash received and booking of production volumes: 1hi.s generally means. that
volumes paid for but not yet taken (produced) should be included in reserves.
, It is essential that the treatment of reserves and production in theahove cases are
consistent with the corresponding treannent of Group income in financial reporting,
see also 3:3.13.
3.3.7 Open Acreage
Group share of Resource Volumes is non-existent in open acreage and acreage for
.
possible future acquisition or fann-in.
. . . . _ _ _ _ - - - ...._ _ ~
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3.3.8 Committed Gas· Reserves
This is the total volume of Expectation Gas Resetves Within Licence that has been
committed' for sale under long and shOrHetm contractual agreements. In countries .
with a mature or dereguIated' gas market, all gas reserves which have a neat certainlY
ofmarket take-up can
as Cominitted
. be classified
.
.
3.3.9

Committable Gas Reserves

This'is the' total volume of expectation gas reserves' that has not been sold. but which
could be sold .under COQtractual.agreements yet to be negotiated. The sum of
·committed and conUnittable gas reserves is equal to ·the Expectation Gas R.eserves
Within Licence.

3.3.10

.

G. Re.inie~tion

" Gas volumes re-injeCted in a reservoir. -for pressure maintenance. gas conservation.
Underground Gas Storage (UGS. including cushion gas). or other reasons, without
transfer of ownetBhip; remain part of a company's resource base and sbould be
inclul,led in the Group Resource Volume estimates~ These gas volumes should be
classified and repotted as -reserves or SFR. depending on ther.ecovery anticipated
thwugh future developments (also taking into account anticipated re·sa~tion

losses).

.

.

.

.

Gas volumes re-injected in a UGS projec;t on behalf of a Third Party (either
following transfer of" ownership by. the company to this party. or following
.productiOn by the third. party itself) do not constitute a Group shue itJ resoUrces and
should be excluded ~m "repOi1:ed volumes.
3.3.11

--'_._---~---

Oil Sands

Petroleum volumes (heavy oil, bitumen. syncrude, gas. liquids, etc.) recovered from
unconventional reservoirs (oil sands. tar sands. coals. oil sbales) by a
'<manufacturing" process must. be reponedseparatety- from .the conventional
resource base. This includes conventional reservoirs where recovery occurs through
a mining opetation. HoweVer, conventional Res«Ves or SFR can be claimed for
otherwiSe unconventional reservoirs if the petroleum is recovered in its natural state
, . and original location (i.e. has not been ..manufactured...• in ntN· by alteration from
natural state) through the use of conventional methods (wells). Examples of this ~
coal bed me.thane produced from wells or heavy oil produced from wells using
conventional thennal recovety methods.
.
.
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Aggregated producti~n forecast

The aggregated production forecast of an entity must be consistent with its reponed
reserves. This also holds for the 'proved forecast', as defined by the aggregated
. 'reasonably certain' amount of petroleum forecast to be produced by the appropriate
development/production scenario, duly respecting license duration and ovenll
constraints (e:g., quota).
The total Proved Resenes disclosed by an Asset Holder should be underpinned by a
conesponding production forecast that at no point in time ~xceeds the Asset
Holders aggregated Business Plan forecast. ' In general it is expected that the
production forecast foi Proved Reserves will start at the same level as the Business
Plan forecast and , that it will gradually faU below it over time, reflecting the
decreasing level of certainty that is nonnaUy associated with longer term elements of ,
the Business Plan. The Proved production forecast should contain only the current
Proved Reserves and the coaesponding projects. In principle project scheduling
should be the same as that of the Business Plan forecast, or somewhat accelerated if
this can be justified ~efer alS? to Appendix A2.3.3.
'

3.3.13

Consistency with financial reporting

Proved Reserves and production must be reported consistendy' with procedures
adopted by the Asset Holder's nnat:1ce department, guided ultimatdy with reference
to the Group Financial Information Manual (GFlM, Ref. to). Close co-operation is
therefore required between the finance and technical' functions to ensure' that
.alignment exists. Areas for attention include, but are not limited to, the reporting of:
Total Oil Sales; Total Net Gas Production Available for Sale; quantities used in the
, calculation of depreciation through the Unit Of Production method; gas volumes
paid for, but not, lifted; 'volumes reported, in relation to Group consolidated
companies; etc.
'

3.3.14

Oil and Gas 'Price

Resource Volumes should he evaluated at the Group Mid PSV of oil and gas price:
, that is, the economic limit for production operations, in which Resource Volumes are
reported using the equity method (see 3.1.1 above) should be established based on
the Mid PSV. Similiu1y, when estimating Resource Volumes using the entitlement
method (psCs,and "novd" contracts - see 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 above), the Mid PSV
should be used as the basis of the calculation.

This approach could be deemed contrary

to the letter of the SEC rules for Proved
Reserves, which imply that the prices extant on the date of the estimate (31"
December) should be used. . The Group retains the Mid PSV as the basis for,
reporting since (1) changes in product price have either neuttal or opposing effects,
on the reserves estimates for the equity and entidement melhods, so that oyetall the
Group's Proved Reserves are relatively insensitive to changes in product price; (2)
'the adoption of year-end pricing could lead to excessive annual revisions to the
Proved Reserves estimates for individual assets, and; (3) it is genenlly not feasible to
await obserVation oftbe year-end price before completing, auditing and discussing
with other stakeholders the estimate of Proved Reserves.
'

The Group's disclosure of the Srandudized Measure of Discounted Cash Flows is
calculated at the acrualyear~end price.
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ASSESSMENT, REPORTING, RESPONSIBIUTIES AND AUDITS
Resource classification and reporting is designed to support the Group's decision~
ma~g process with tesptct to resource aUocatio~ and P?rtfolio managemettt, in
purswt of profitable business growth and reserves replacement objectives. Efficient
sy~tems to monitor the annual changes' in the various resource categories -are
therefore essential.
-

4-0 asset holdeisintemai resoi.1rce assessment and repotting systems should:
a) R~cord the ma~tion'p~s foe all Scope F~rRecoveq,opportunities(projects)~
b) Monitor performance in maturing volumes relative to target.
~)

~rovide

for systematic controls to assure the integrity of volumes that a.re

repOrted,

4.1

,d}

Provide (or regular review of _ultimate recovery targets for existing fields in
pursuit 'of constant improvement,

'e)

Record Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to measure perfonnance, e.g.
r(servesreplacement ratio, Scope For Recovery matuntion ratio, time between
discovery and first production.

Shareholder Requirements
BP Planning will communicate each year a timetable and details of data submission
requirements for both intemaland external reporting.
Volumes will be reported based on the classification system described in this report.
Additional information is reponed for 'the calculation of the Standar<Ued Measure,
external disclosure of which is required by the US Financial Accounting Standards
Board
(FASB).
.
,.'

4.2

Methods

a~d

Systems

Asset holders are responsible for selecting the methods and systems that are
technically the most appropriate for quantifying the Resource Volumes of their assets
consistent with these guidelines. The preferred medtods and systems may vuy
depending on the type of resource and with time as the resource matures and
technology improves.
4.3 ' Responsibilities and Audit Requirements

4.3.1 EP Planning Responsibilities
EP Planning is responsible for compilation of the Group statistics of Resource
Volumes, the analysis thereof and the communication to other functions. EP
Planning also maintains the Petroleum Resource Volume guidelines.
4.3.2 Reserves Auditor Responsibilities
The Group Reserves Auditor cames out regular detailed reserves audits in asset
holders to verify compliance with the Group's guidelines. The Terms of Reference
for such audits are included in Appendix 3. In addition the Group External Auditors
verify the Proved Reserves. data for external disclosure.

---._.-;-----
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4.3.3 Region ,and Asset Holder Responsibilities

wd

Definition of intetnal reporting reqti.iiementsi tasks
responsibilities should be as
per the Region's (or Asset Holder's) Management System (Ref. 5). Technical ancl'
,Financial functions must co-ordinate and reconcile their figures (particularly
'
, production volumes) prior to submission.
All levels in a Regional organization, including asset manllgel$ and the reS'ervoir
engineer preparing the individual field reserves estimates, must be 1lware of the
'importance of externally' reported reserves (proved, Proved Oeveloped) and' their
~pact on financial indicators:
Region ,and asset holder management is responsible for ensuring that the guidelines
are implemented in such, a way as to best represent to shareholders and potential
investors the true value of the asset, subject, to the rules and regulations of the SEC
and FASB,as stated and interpreted 'herein (Appendices 1 and 2).

'4.3.4 Reserves Operated by Others
Whe£e Shell is not the operator, the Group company that holds the interest/share in
the venture is responsible for the preparation of the reserves s~bmission. In this case
the Group company involved is,responsible for ensuring that reporting is compliant
'
'
with Group guidelines:
This may involve reclassification of volwnes between Reserves and SFR categories
where the operator's criteria differ from G~yP criteria concerning the ~uation of
Proved Reserves.

,4.3.5 Audit Trail
Audit trails are essential in the Resource Volume reporting process. They are
indispensable tools for the Group Reserves Auditor to assess the quality of the.
Proved Reserves estimates and when handing over Resource Volume estimates
between field reservoir engineers and reserves co-ordinators and their successors.
1hey should support and document the reported figures and ensure that the Region
and Asset Holder management understand and "own" the reported volumes.
Fo.ri all Resource Volumes an audit trail must be available of the assumptions made
and processes followed. This will allow any subsequent assessor to modify these
estimates based on new information in a reconcilable manner. Thus, evaluation
reports must be compiled (preferably on a field basis) giving the basic data, the way it
has been interpreted and processed, the development options'considered, and the
resultant volumes with the assigned probabilities. 10 lI-ddition, a desq:iption should be
given of the development strategy, including data gathering activities. These reports
may be working files (if acceptable to local auditors), but it is recommended to make
a duplicate 'for file' to ensure that the data are preserved in field reports.
Where subsequent small revisions are made, an update note must be compiled.
Multiple changes may be combined in one overall update of the resource volumes if
they all belong to the same change category. After several years of small changes or
following a development study, a new evaluation report must be 'issued. When a
proposed change has a significant impact on the Company's total reserves or
financials, BP Planning should be advised at the earliest opportunity.
Guidelines on how to prepare a good audit trail, with suggested formats for tables
etc. can be found on the Shell Wide Web (Ref. 11).
'
,---- , - -
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4.3.6 Data Management
The reporting of Resow:ce Volume data to EP Planning is achieved using a standard
Excel template workbook (the "Resource Volume Workbook',). 'this is desa::ibed in
a separate document (}tef. 2).
Each 'asset holder must adopt a system for stocing Resource Volume data that both
delivers data in the requited format for the Resource Volume WorkboOk and meets
the needs of the asset holder for planning and monitoring perfottnance'in petroleum
resource maturation. Typically the latter requirement means that data must be ,stoted
at a finer level of resolution than is requited for the Resource Volume Workbook.
The detail and sophistication of the data storage and management systein is dictated
largely by the nature and complexity of the portfolio of assets in question.
'

a

WhAtever system is used, it must store data in such way that changes to Resource
Volumes- can be tracked over ~e: Syste,ms must provide for the aggregation and
reporting of year:.end Resource Volumes in eachchssification system category. They
must also provide ror the aggregation of changes in Resources Volumes that occur in
each year, enabling changes to be
sub4ivided by each of the "r~sons for' ,
change» that are prescribed in the Resource Volume Wotkbook{Ref. 2).

further

, Ass~t holders ~. advised to record all Resource Volumes in such a way that they can .
be llggregated md expressed on a per-field basis (m the event that II fidd may be the
subject of several different projects) or a per-project basis (m the event that a single
project addresses several different fields) "'hen required
At present there is no single Group-supported system for the storage of Resource
Volume data. .Each asset holder typically makes use of a system that has been
~ailored to the complexity of itll portfolio of assets. These systems include RISRES
(for the more complex portfolios), FASTRACK. commercially available software and
Exed spreadsheets. All such systems must be accompanied by a documented audit
trail that sununarizes the so~e and location of the relevant infonnation.,
Consideration is currently being given to introducin~ra Group-standard system. with'
links to the systems used for business planning and capital allocation.
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PROVED RESERVES - DEFiNITION

United State, Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Rule 4-10(.) of ReguJadon s.x,
produced pureuant to the United State, Securities Exchange.Act oC1934:
PfMltd oil andgat TlflIWS. Proved oil and gas reserves are the estimated quantities of crude oil. natural
gas, and natura! gas liquids which geological and engineering data demon~ttate with teUonable
certaP1ty to be recoverable in future yem from known .reservOtts under existing economic and
operating conditions, i.e., 'prices and costs as of the date .the estimate is made. Prices include
, considetlltion of changes in existing prices proVided only by contractual amngements, but not on
escalations based upon funue conditions.'

(i)ResUvou:s are considered proved if economic p~dudbility is supported by either actual
production. or conclusive formation test. The area of I' reservoir considered proved includes
(A) that portion delineated by drilling and defined by gas-oil "od/at oil-wl'tet contlle:ts, if lay;
and (B) the immediltely adjoining portions not yet dtiIled, but which can be reasonably
. judged as ec;onoinica1ly productive on the buis of available geological. and engineering ~ta.
10 the I'bsence of information on fluid contacts; the lowest known Stnlctutal oc:cutrence of
hydroeatbons controls the lower proved limit ofthe reservoir.
(11) Reserves which ·dn be produced economialJy through application' of improved recovery
techniques (such as fluid injection) are included in the "proved" classification when luccessful .
testing by a pilot project, or the opCtlltion of an installed prognun in the teservoir., provides
support fOt: the engineering analysis on which the project or program was based.
(ill) Estimates of proved reservell ~o not inc:lude the fonowing: ,

(A) .oil that may become available from' known reservotts but is classified stparately as
"indicated additional J:eserves";
.
(8) crude oil. natutal gas, and natural gas liquids, the recovery of which is subject to
reasonable doubt because of uncettllinty as to geology; teServoir <:h~ctel;istics, or
economic facto.cs;,

(C) crude oil, natural gas, and natui:aI gas liquids, that may occur in undtiDed prospects; and
(D) crude oil. natutal gas, and natural gas liquids, .that may ~ recovered rlom oil shales. coal,
gilsonite and othCl' such sources.
Pro1Jed t#wloptd oil and JPS rtJtn1IS.Pr~ed developed oil and gas reserves ue teSetVes that can be
expected to be recovered through existing wells with existing equipment and operating methods.
Additional oil and gas expected to be obtllined through the aPplication of fluid injection or other
improved recovery techniques for supplementing the natural fOtces and mechanisms of primary
recoveJ:Y should be included as "proved developed teSetVes" only I'frer testing by a pilot project: or
after the operation of IU1 mstalled program. has confianed through production response that
increased rec<ivety will be achieved.
'
Pf'OI1ed IIntk1Jeloped 1YIIIWJ. Proved undeveloped oil and gas reserVes ate reserves that are expected to
be recovered from new weDs on undrilled acreage, or from existing weDs where a relative1ymajor
expenditw:e is required fOt recompletion. Reserves on undrilled acn:a.ge shall be limited to those
drilling units offsettitlg productive units that are reasonably certain of production when drilled.
Proved reserves for other undrilled urUts can be claimed only where it can be demonstrated with
certainty that there is continuity of production. from the existing productive fonnation. Under no
, circumstances should estimates, for proved undeveloped reseives be attributable to any acreage for
which an application of fluid injection or other impJ:oved recovery technique is contemplated,'
unless such techniques have been proved effective by actual tests in the ~ea and in the same
reServoir.
'
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ShcU's intetPtetation of the SEC definitions, supplemented by guidance published by SEC staCf. is
as follows;
.
PASB I SEC DelioitiOD

t

ReaaOlllble ~ .
Proved oiIll11d gas merves arc the
estimated quanlilief of crude oil.
natural gas, and natwa! gu liquid_ .
which gwIogiCl11an4 engineering data
demooltJate ~ r$SOnable certainty
to be: m:overtble in future yem from
known. mervoira .~

2 &idJlg Condi~Pric:ea dd
Costs
(proved resenoes mould be estimated)
.~ under I!llisting ~ and ..
operating condilions, i.e., prices a,nd
costs as of the date the cslinwe ia
. made. Prices indude consfdctation of
chanp in eXisting pric:eJ provided .
Only by contJ:'lCtUll1 amngcmmlS, but
DOt OD escalations based upon future:
conditions.

3

SBC Illlerprctaciona (Ref. 8)
PUlUte

revision. should be more

likely to be upward rbtn downWlll"d.

Shell Group IllrerprctatiO\1l
Future revisiolU shQUl.d be IIIOte
likely IQ be uy.wn:l than dOWllwtrd.

A consttVative approach it required
uniil dlltS is supported by field

.Reserves estimltts tOr new and
_tIy devdopcd fields should be
bmd 01\ a Low case (cOllSCltV$dve)
projc(tion of funm productiolllllld
should bC consistent with 'Ptoved
Arr;s' volumetric&.

PerfOmtlftCc:1med projcaions may
be the median, not n«essuily the
low cslimatt.

RClIetYcs estimates IOr mttute fields
should be bas~ on 'best estimate'
petfoanlnce extrapobtiona and
projections. Provt:d tcSttVes should
grow toWarIU Expectation merves
with ~ field maturity.

evidenc:c.

~g economic and operating
ExiSting eronomic and opctf.Iing
'collditioos may indude ~lUte
conditions may include identified .
changes in tIlCIlC conditions. Such
. future chanp in !:hest ronditions
roture changes must be known and
(e.g. new de\rdopmcnts), provided
determinable, must have a teUOI1lIble their COsts arc fully included in the
certainty ofoecutdtig .net mUst be
project economics. Projecu mU$! be
included in the economic: featibility.
econoniically viable (m the
The latter mU5t also include
Exptc:llItioll cue). Abandonment
abandonment.
COSl$ ahould be: included in
economia.

Prices and coats should be as of the
date the cstimate is made, i.e. lit the
last <!lty of the year.

Ptiecs should be as pet Group Mid
Projccr S4:n:ening Value (PSV) ofoil
and / or gas price, this reflecting the
Group's Iong-tcm'I estimate of
produCt prices based on eurtendy
existing conditions.

ProduaDility must be demon8Ullted
rhrotljlh a fUll fonn:Won teat or
through production at ecOllomic
f'lte4. Cannot be a witdinc formation

Producibility is demonsttsted either
through production or a productioll
test. through I Witcline teSt, or
through log and!or COte data that
give positive demonstmtion of
amIogy with other produced
reservoirs in the area (NB - not
necessarily in the same 1icId). A fluid
sample must be avdablc.

PJOdudbility

Resetvoits arc coosideicd p~ed jf
producibility is supported by
cithct aclUltl production or lal
cOnclusive fonnatiOll test.
ccon~

tell.

In c:ertain imta'oCC$, provt:d rw:tYcs
may be assigned to resenooit1l 011 the
basis of a combination ofelectrical and
other type logs and CQJ:e analyses which:
indicate (that! the rcselVOirs arc
analogous to similar reservoirs in the
samelicld whic:h arc producing or have
demonstrated the ability to produce on
a formation test. opie t 2 of
Accouoting Series ·RcIcasc No. 257 of
the SlnffAccounting BuUetins).

er

Proved tcSefVes in unproduced
reservoirs can be clAimed only if In
analogy OUt be: demonatrated with
ochet produced te$etVM·in the
same lidd. This anakigy tequiles the
'ovetWbelming' support of log awl
~ diN (whidl sh<.>Uld be
favoucable to the unptoduc:ed
reservoir).

---------
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Nott; This allowed analogy s«ms
much more strict (log and. core data;
in same fitld) than that allowed for
Improved Recovery.
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4 Ptoved Ate.;.. fluid Levela
The am ofa mervoit considered
proved illdudcs that portioli (...)
defined by gas.:oiI and/or oi)·waa:r
'conllll:h, i( any. In the absence of
informatiOn on fluid COIlta'=tt<, th.e
lowt$t known stnlCtUral OCCUrlence of
hydrowbona controls the lower
proved limitil of the tellCtVoir.
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SEC InletptCudona (l\d. 8)

Reul'Ve& down to a known fluid
Proved rctel'VC$ shaUl'ullil 'Proved
conl2Ct or the Lowest Known
AJet' condition' (IICC definition
bdow).
Hyd~nI QJ<H) !'laybc
considered as: proved. In the absence Water IcveIJ (llIld volumes below
.ofa fluid COl1taet, nO mervoic
U<H) may be COllsideted pro"~
.volume below the LKH ,h,u be
btsc:d on inditea evidence obtained
&om pttMlle llICIlSlIleI'IIentl made
COIUideted proved.
Note: Recent statementll by the
in tile mervoir concerned.
imply that /10 proved telCf\l'e& can be . VoIumc:I Wow LKH CIlIl tlIso be.
~ proved jf good quality
.ttriblIted below the !Qwen toaed
hydroctrbon under lUly
sCismk amplitudea can be (OI1$idere:l
cin:ullllltallC:Cll unlil performance data
proof ofhydrocatbons IlIld if these
ill available that deady del1'lOll1ltmtea . are condn~ over the area (Ref.
tl).
theM' p - . . The SbdI Group ill
eutmltly .~king dtrific:aQon of !b18
mattet (root the SEC.

*'

sec

Proved oil reservCl can be eatrlcd
above Higbeat Known Oil only j(
there is cornpelIins evidcR« of the
oil ~ unde1aaturated (Re( 14).

5

PtoYccl Ala - Lateral Bxtau
'The area ofa mcrvoit coosidtred
pnmd indude. that portiOn deiinc:ated
by drilling (.~). and the immediately
ad;ooung portion. not yet: drilkd, bIlt
. which can be nasonably ju<lged- lI&
~y ~uetive 01'1 the buis
ofaVllill\ble ~ and engineering
dltt\.
Reserves on undrilled aeteage ,hail be
limited to those drilling units offsetting
productive urUts that a« reasonably
certain of produttioo "'hen driUed.
·Pto'led teaCfVCS for other uodriUed
units can lie dllimed ooIy where it an
be demon8trated with CCft\illty that
there is continuity of produetian ftOOl
the cxi5dng productive fQmlation.

Proved oil reserves ClUl be carried
.hove Highest Known Oil if there is
corivincing evidence of !be oil being
underntllrate4.

ne Proved Area should COIl5ist of

Proved Resetves thall fulfil 'Proved
Ar:o:.' condition,.
.
The 'Proved Area' is defined lI$ ' "
_ of !be reservoir with at least one
wc:U pcnetrlltion lUld with COll6tlned
plOducibility either in ~ reservoir
itselfor in an l!JIIliogous reservoir.
The Proved ALU is de1llleatcd by
WlIter le:veIs proved either by
Continuity of production means
Iogs/corea or by pressure
more thlUl just continuity of the
intel:polations in the reservoir,
COIItin\lOU$ goOd q~ty seismic:
produdna formation. Hydnll1ic
cootiDuity of the hydroatboo fluid
aIJIplitudet, giving positive indication
and producibility of the metVOir
of hydrocatbotuJ may fwther
must be demonstrated with tettainty. ddincate the area (conditions in Ref.
t 3). The area 'should not ClItend
This requites condusive evidence of
beyond potentially lIClIIing baniel'll or
~uni<:atlon from production or
taull$. Areas ClItending beyond nine
(U1rerfcmlce) p<cssure
~ts. Seismic dlttll tIone ill
wdI d~ areas can be K«pted
1\ot s«a U • sufficient condition Co
as a basis for prov~ metvd jf there
provt communicatlon over areas
is a delMnstratof analogy with ..
outside the eight 'offscc' dmntge
proved t'l:$llJVOlr (ofsame or pI;lOI'Cr
an:as.
propm:ies) in the lIfCa, or (preferably)
. thfOllgh observed Pf<:$8\JCC or Auid
responses in the teSClVOU-.
one 1e&N' (USA) or teehnictlly
jl.lstiIicd (Mn-USA)
area
uouod the wdlbote, p1Uf up eo eight
sutroUndUlj ("offset') legtl QC
teehnk.! dtt.iMce Jtea8.
Areaa outside dteae 'oltsc:c'loeatiotl$
can only be considered pmved if
continuity of production is cettaifI.

draln.

The above conditiolU CAn be wmved
only by condusive reservoit
prodllCtiOll.cvidcnce or perfonnance.

The above conditions can be W>\i"cd

by conclusive reservoir production
evidence 01 perfonnance.
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41 Ptoftd Developed Reaenoa
PlQV«! dndopcd oil and p reserVes
are reserves that can be cxp«ted to be
l«oYeted through ui.ang weu. with
existing equipment and opemting
me~s.
.
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SBC Interpretation. (R.ef. 8)

s~u Group Inmpretacion

Proved developed resctVl:Il can also
be booked if ooly minor expendiNre
~ outsllloding before ptodueDon can
be .Illrted (e.g. saka oonneetion, reeOlllpletion, additional petforntion,
bOre hole stimulation).

Proved developed JaCIVCtl tcquire
existing fditit» and completion;,
with existing operatitlg methods. If
oUlSlllnding aetiviucs in ongoing
projeenI ue only 'rnift(lr « t 0'10 of
projeet Capex), the proj«t can be
booked u'developed. Sif!lilarly,
reserves requiring only minor weD
aetiVitiel «10% of c:ost ofnew wtII)
may be booked !Ill developed.
Proved developed reserves should bederived .ftom production trend
- extrapollltioot or through No
Further Aaiviry (NFA) fum::asta
from aimulation mOdels. These
rnodeIs mun be properly hiatory
mlltl;hed when' production hisrory is
_ .vailable.

'7

Proved U~d Re.erve.

Prowd undevclol* oil and P
.mQ'VC' are .taCtVes rhat are expected
to be _ered ffORl new weUs on
IIIidriIIed ~, 01' ftom Cldaling

~ed r~es mllSt be booked as
undevdopcd if major expendiwco: is
JCqUired 10 produce the voluRIl:Il.

wells where • teb.livdy major
c:xpenditIlte • JCquUed fur
"teCOlnpletiolL

Reservoit simulation is !be prefetted
tool for determining un4eveIoped
reserves.
Undeveloped rcwves inust be based
on specifially idenrified future
aetivities {new wells or faQlitics).

8 .I~ R.ecovay
Reserves WNth altbe produced
appli<:adOO8 of
inlptovedreeovay techniques (sudllS
tluidin;eclioa) are included in the
-proved" dusifiClltion when $\lcccufuI
laPng by a pilot project, or the
-opcraUOII of 111 inllllllled progrun in
the lUmIOir, provides support for the
engineering analysis 011 which the
project or program was based.
Addidonal 011 and ps expected to be
obWned duough the IIppli<:ation of
fluid injection or orb« improved
recovery tedlniques fur wpplemtnting
the natul'll foo:a and ~ of
prinwy recovery .hould be in.cluded IS
·proved developed raerves· 0<I!y afkt
testing by a pilot project or .fter the
operation ohn inSlaUed prognmlllS
confinned- dUOt,Igb produerioo
teSpCII1&e that increased reeuvery will
be 'lclUcved.
Undu no citcumslllnces should
estimates of prov<:d undevdoped
- resefVes be attribulllble 10 any .C«age
for which an application of Ruid
injection or other improved ttCOvery
technique is contemplated, unless such
techniques havc been proved effective
by actual tests in the area and in the
~ame reservoir.
~y-through

Proved undeveloped tfiCtvet Ill'C
~ tllIt require significant
additional development eapitlll
expeaditure to _bk prodtkUon
(see above).

To cm)' Improved Recovery proved
reserves, the improved recovery
mdhod mu" cilber.
-Be verified by routine commercial
in lhe area, or
- Have a technieally and
com.Decclally successful pilot rest or
an instaI\ed program in that specili<:
rock volume in the field, or
• J-Ia;re a successful pilot rest in an
analogous mervoir in the same
geologic formation in the
immediate uea.. An analogous
reservoir is one having the same or
pooca n:set'Ioir properties
(pQrosity, petRIe:lbility. thickness,
hydrocarbon sa~lions.
continuity).
NOle: This allowed analogy is mudl
more leaient than that allowed for
producibility.

use

ImproVed Recovery proved
developed reseCVCll can be claimed
only for th"'" w~Ds that have shown
production increases associated with
the improved recovery technique

Improvlld Recovery proVlld reserves

in frontier areas can be booklld
without a pilot if the latter is not
jusli6ed and if other inforrnatinn
(core .nd fluid studies, analogue field
experience) provides the neeessary
.ssuranee (Valoe of Infonnation
approach). This implies thatrbe
project must be teehnic:aBy .nd
commec:ciaJly mature and projeet
financing must be r;easonably eertain
withoo( the ph FIO mun have
been taken for major projeel:$.

Improved Recovery proved
devdoped tl:IlCrves should be based
on perfonn.nce extrapolations a.
won as feasible. .
.
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'

a-...bIe _1nl)' or d",eJopm_,

E'limata of plOVec! teRMf do not
Provtd rtserve. t\!<j~ a serious
Projecu muSt be TechnicallY and
includc thc foDowing:
COlNlIitmcnt to purfUe the project.
COIMlerdaIly Marutll'atld lUnding "
• erude oil, oalwaJ gas, and natllnl gas
e.g. AFe, FID, MOU, signed .
uniler the Group Ctpilal AUocllion
'liquid., the: recovcry of which is subject conrraets, finn plans and limetablec.
scheme mUSt be likely.
to ~oabJe doubt because of
"This implies eoonpmic vlabilil)'.
TcclIiliad Maturil}' implies that there
uneeminl)' as to geology.-resuvoir
.Project financing must be reasonably SR: flQ pocwtial show stoppers.
c:hlltlleterisria, or economic factors;
«:min.
Commetdll matllul}' implies thst
An inordinatdy long delay in the
evacuation fOIItee will be available
, llIJd dlat a market is reasonably .
sd1edule ofdevelopment may
eertsin for gas volumes (e.g. through
introdu~ doubt, wfficient to
prtdude the altlibudOll of pnwed
binding Hem of Agreement or and
aetwd Sales Agreement).
reserves.
Proved reserve. must have a
,FIO must have been taken lor Mirjot
reasonable Wtainty that a marll~t
projects. SmaUer projects .hould
exists, e.g. existing or fUmly planned . have passed VAM or similar peer
reviews,
evo.c:lIlllion infraattuttllte. saIC$
eontm<:tl' or commitments..

ProVed ~ require continuance
of pemUts, QlRCUliona and
conunercialil)' agreements to pII1$IIC'
the project. If the Rglllati:lry body
has ibe right to cnd'the: ~ent

Proved volumes must be produced
within ellistiag production licences or
their uteDsion if there is provision .'
for the Iattet in the licence permit.

IIPM expUy,llIItOroatic ~ can'
only be sssumed it thert is a long and ,
dcat UIIck reeOtd of IClICWU and if .
the« is no reason to upect that this
renewaI may not occur.
10' Unpl'OVed reterva'lUId. nOlHelCl'VCJ
&1inlsres of proved teserves do not
indlldc the followins:
• oil that roay become available from
known te8CfVoin but is classified
lIept.fttdy 15 "indiated additional
~",
'. aude oil, natwal gas, and natunl gas
liquid•• that may occur in undrilled
prospect$;

• crude oil, natUral p. and Ratllral gas
liquids, .that lOlly be reoovered from
oil .haIes, eoQI. pONre and other
" sources.
'

Tar sands, Oil unci" OiI.halcs ew
mllst be booked ... miniog ~s.
not petroleum reserves, if reeovety is
not tbtough the drilling of wens.

Heavy oiJ, biromen,~. 1\15,
liquid" ere teeOVClred from
lI/l(l)f1ventional n:servoirs (oil sands,
12c sands, ccWs. oil shales) bY a
"manulitctllringft process must be
lIlpOrte.d separatcly from the
coavendonal reSWtCC btie.
However, UlseNetl can be claimed
,fur otherwise unconventional
teserVOin if the pctroieIIm is
recoverN in its natllral state and
orisinalloct.tion (Le•• hI5 not been
"manufacrured" in sitU by alteration
from narutallltate) through the use
ofconventional methods (weDs). An
nample would be COId,bed m~Qc.
, Volumes in undrilled prospe<:tJ or
unappraised field. are curled as SFR..

~'

.....
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Prob_biU,de lIletboda of reee,ve
'e,tillla0llg

PlOlnbilisric'me&lJl Ut .:e;cigniud
to have become _
useful.

TIle issuing of cOI1fidence criteria
(e.g. 90%) is at thiJ smge 100
premature: Fut and .:urrent
practiees utilizo; a Itledian QC best
,estimate, which may imply that
future revilIions are ,not more likely
to be positive than negative. This
inconJietene;yshO\ild be molved.
Lisniting erite:ria, e.g. LKH, shall still
bebonored.
A straightfotwlUd teeOl1ciliatiOl1 is
, uquited for financial ~orting

pUtpOSes i£ probabilistic addition is
used.
12
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Swldardiucl Meaaure
,
SllIndardizecllDelllllre of discounted
All elements, including income tu"
must be di#olInted at die standard
,ful\lR' cash lkrwt lda.ting to oil and P
properties mu« comply widi patll 30 of rare of 10%. "Short cut" N pet SAB
PAS 69".
,topicI2:D:l-Qu.2 may not be used.
PUl\U," ash inllo~ Ishould) be'
computed by applying~ prices

ofoil and gas tdating to the'
etltttprise's proved rekrVes to the
yar-end quantities of those lQC:Ne8'
(*Stttement of F"tnancial AlXO\Inring
Sand.t<ds 69.~ph 3O,a.)
13 'PtodUQion Sbarina .Agrecmcn..

DeterministiC Low ease seenaM
moddling (based 00 'Proved Arct.'
volumetrics in immature fields) It ~
Jlff;felTed method for CIIbmating
proved reserve-. Probabili,tit:
methods are fCComlllCnded mainly
for caJeultting volu/IlC$ in .
, c:xploraliotl plOSpc:ets and
unappnised diJcovcritlll. '
If probabi&tic: volumetric

c:akulations are used for estimating
proved reserves they muSt conform
to 'Proved Area' cOnditions.
Pi'olnbilistit: addition should only be
used llt levels btIow those used for
finallCiallI$set llCCOlInting.

Standtrdized Measure submltsi_
_ based Od cnd-yeai pkes lllld full.
year avenae oper2(ing 1;051$.Capc:x
cos~ are .. per dare ofestimate.

The
preScribed disrount tate: of 10% is
used.

Enli.yeu prices mean physicl1 prices
on the'last day of the year. 1ll( same '
require1mnr applies ro (fururc) costs.

Proved ~s must be based' on
the "economic interest method"
(future cost Md profit oil .evenue

dividc:d by yc:at~d oil price:) and not
the "working'interest method"
(worlcing inte:rc:st in contractor
-venrure, minus royalty), as the: sum
of all c:nlidemenlll must not exceed
t 000/.. Reserves volumes determined
by various owners shOllid add up to
100% of 6dd volnme£.
Producer mU$t have the right to
c:sMet the bydrocarbons and must
be exposed to cxplo...tioa I
development risk.

,R!:serves ue based on CQSt: and profit
oil revenue divided by II ref~ oil

price as per Group PSV screening
values.
PSC Clltidement share sbOllId be '
c:akulated using II teaSonably
coJl$ttVative estimate of future COSts.
For PSCS and other novel contracts:
The company should have provided
/ contributed rechnkal upetrr:un
expertise to the project llnd it should
have funded development eapitlll
that is subject to upstream risk.
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APPENDIX 2 RESOURCE VOLUME ESTIMATioN
~.1

Quantification methods
Resout'Ce Volume" estimates are inherendy subject to uncertainty .beause they are based on
sparse data (from seismic and dtilJing) and interpretations that, contain sometimeS
significant margins of enor. In-depth ,undetstanding is necessary to enable 'realistic'
reporting 9f Proved Reserves. The most important methods to quantify and assess the
range of uncertainty in Resource Volume estimates ate:
The Probab~riem,ethod (p8S, M~n, p15)
The DeterminiStic method:
Multi-scenario
SEC / SPE (proved, Probabl~ Possible)
The SEC Proved .Reserves definition is. strictly detetministic ll1ld all Proved R.esClNes
disclos~ externally by Shell should adhere to the SEC definition. Group practice in this
respect is summarized in section A2.2. '
,

A2.1.1 The'probllbiJisuc meth~d
The probabilistic method is good for assessing the uncertainties of explontion prospects,
parti:illy appniSed discoveries and single development concept$ in gc:nenL For (major)
fields that are at the «concept selection" stage the multi-scenario method is prefetted, as
described below.
.
, The probabilistic.method has been in use' by the Group since the 1970$. Whilst the Group
was initially alone in me industry in applying it, the method has gradually gained wider
acceptance, e.g. by the SPE (Ref. 6).
.'
.
The method consists of assigning prqbat:lility ~sity functions {PDPs) to ea~ of the
pararnetetS that define a Resource Volume estimate (e.g. gross bulk volume, porosity.
- hydtocubon. fill and saturation, hydrocatbon volume factor, recovery factor). The PDFs
are then <:ombined either mathematicaUy ("moment' method, see Appendix 7 of Re£. 4) or,
more commonly, through Monte Carlo sUnlJ1ation. The Monte Carlo method selects a
value at random from each of the parameter POFs, combines them to yield • Resource
Volume estimate, and repealS this process many times over 'to yield a. PDF for the
Resour<:e Volume itself. SoftwUe tools that use Monte Carlo simulation include @RISK.
Crystal Ball and FASTRACI<.
'
The PDF of the Resour<:e Volume may be mtcgtated to yield a cumulative ptobab~ty
function (CPF), whkh defines the probability that the Resource Volume exceeds each
value in the nnge of possible outcomes. The Resource Vollimes associated with the 8S%
and 15% confidence levels are refetted to as the Low and High estimates (or p85 and p15).
The probability-weighted average value of the entire distribution is refened to as the
Expectation value. The rellson for the original selection of the 85% and 15% interVals by
the Group was that they aligned most closely with the previously used distributions of
three equi.pmbable values. More recently, the SPE and some operators and authorities
have tended to favour 90% and 10% intervals (p90 and pto respectively).

A2.:l.2 The detenninisrlc multi-scenario method
This method is applied in principle before te<:hnical/commercial manuity is achieved and
its application is predominantly in support of development concept selection. The meth~d
involves modelling through a Cull set of static (geological) and dynamic (reservoir
simulation) models,
of which are internally consistent and honour the available data.
The static model is generally om for a nnge of possible subsurface realisations, yielding a
range of hydrocarbon-in-place volumes.

an
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A representative selection of alternative geologic:al model realisations is converted
('upscaJed' into a discrete set of reservoir simulation tbodels, which ue then Nn each for a
range of alternative deVelopment scenarios (e.g. different well numbers or positions). The
,alternative development scenarios ue not nec~sarily identical for each geological
realisation.

An impottanr chuacteristic of the multi-scenario method is that it is project- or activity, based, Le. the recoverable volumes are linked to 8 specific developmeilt plan or plans. with
identified (or identifiable) costs, production forecasts and c:conomics. These aspec~ make
, this approach well suited to,supporting development concept selection.
In its simplest form. the method may peld Low, Middle and High estimates of Resource
Volumes. However, kis increasingly common to apply the method to far more possible
realiza'tions, yielding. in effect, a PDF for the Resource Volume, with each discrete point
on the PDP beink defined by a unique deterministic scen~o. 'Although it ,may be
tempting to equate the p85 of the co~ponding CPF. to "Proved Reserves". it is,'
important to bear in mind that the externally disclosed Proved Reserves must still conform
to the Group guidelines (1.e. the SEC roles) on the definition of Proved Reserves (see
A2.1.' andA2.2 below). '

,,Ai.1.3 The SEC I SPE d~temdnistic methods
The deterministic' method has been the method most frequendy used 'by the industry at

large. Jt deriyes from the original. definitions of 'Proved Reserves' as issued by the US
Financial Accounting Standaids Boud (FASB) and by the US Securities and Exchapge
CommiSsion (SEC) (ReEs. 7. 8 & 9). These definitions describe the mandatory conditions
for reserves that are reported annually through company reports and public submissions ro
the SEC. '
.
Proved Reserves are defined by·the SEC as "... the estimat~ quantities of bydtocarbons
which geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be
, recoverabk.. ,". '~onable certa,ility' is implied to mean that future reserves TeVisions are
'much more likely' to be positive than negative. Pivotal in, the definition of Proved
Reserves is the notion of a 'Proved A1ea' of reservoir rock, outside of which no Proved
Reserves can be attributed. Similarly. only recovery from techniques that have been proved
effective can be included. Please refer to Appendix 1 and to Reference 8 for further
information on the constraints applicable to the definition of the Proved Ateaan,d Proved
Reserves estimates. but tlI.ke note also of the current Shcll guidelines on intetpreration, also
included in Appendix'1 md summarized in A2.2 below.
The practice in the industry at large has been that Proved Reserves estimates ue generally
'best estimates~, with the Proved Area constraint being the. only conservative element that
is strictly adh~ to. An irnportmt consequence 'of this in relation to the Group's
histroical prnctice is that Proved Reserves as calculated by the deterministic method tended
to be lower than probabilistic p85 estimate for new discoveries and undeveloped fields.
Similarly, they were generally higher foe mature, fuDy appraised fidds.
The SPE (Ref. 6) extended the definition of "Reserves" to include PrObable and Possible'
Reserves. Whilst the latter' two are commonly referred t<? by the industry at large, theydo
not qualify for disclosure according to the SEC roles. The SPE definition of Proved
Reserves is somewhat more relaxed than the SEC's, for example by allowing probabilistic
techniques (with Proved Rei;erves equating to the p90 confidence level). This theme is
extended through the Probable and Possible definitions, for which some of the key
features are:
.

---~~--
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Probable reserves:
-

'More likely than not to be recoverable'; ~50 if based on probabilistics.

• . Probably productive from logs/cores.

• I...ikdy volumes outside the 'Proved Area', e.g. updip behind ulterpreted faults•
.~. Volumes pt?bably recoverable through unproved techniques (no successful pilot yet)
Possible reserves:
'Less likely than Probable'. ptO if based on,probablIistics.
HydrocarbOn bearing f'rom logs/cores,but possibly not productive,
•

Possible volumes outside the Proved .Area, e.g. downdip behind interpreted faults,

-

Volumes reeovelablethrough'unptoVed techniques. with success hi 'reasonable doubt'.

InduStry practice tend~ to be that ~b:lble Reserves some~es conWn not only volumes
associated with areas in the field outside the' volumetric confines of the 'Proved Area'. but
also volumes associated with projects that have not been fully' matured or approved yet.
The sum of Proved and Probable reserves is sometimes regarded as equivalent to the Mean
or Middle estimates from probabitistic or multi-scenario methOds. Similarly, the sum of
,Proved. Probable and Possible has been eqwted to plO or High reserves. However, the
definition for Possible Reserves clearly indicates that many of these volumes (an~ even
some Probable Reserves volumes) would be classified as SFR. in the SheH system.

A2.2.

Sh~n Group

Practice

Group' practice has. long been based on' the probabilistic method for estimating
-expectation Resource Volume estimates (for intelnlll reporting). , Proved Reserves (for
external reporting) were for many y~ set equal to the probabitistit p8S estimates. whkh
tended to change little as fields matured. This' approach wall found to lead to underrep~rting of reserves in mature fields oompared' with major competitors and c:onsequently
it was replaced by a detenninistic approach in 1998. In following the guidelines of the US
Fmimcial Accounting Standards' Board (FASB) and the US Securities and Exchange
Commission more stticdy, the Group's reporting practice is now mote in line with its
major competitors (in particular with respect to mature fields).
First ".booking" requires auditab1e evidence of technical and commercial maturity, to the
extent that the project(s) are reasonably certain to attract corporate ~nding.
The' preferred approach 'to development concept selection as it leads up to field
development planning is based on the ~ulti-scenario method. Reserves assessment is.
however, to' be based on the development concept that is a~tually selected for execution.
Proved Reserves estimates should in 'principle be consistent with volumetrics in the
'Proved Afta·, which is defined by (see also Appendix I):
- Demonstrated producibility through a production test. or log/core data in a tested area,
• . Delineated by GOC, owe, Gwe- as seen/interpreted from pressures .in the reservoir
or by good quality seismic amplitude data (Ref. 13); if neither is available, by LKH,
In the absence of 'legal' well spacings, laterally defined by well control and surrounding
areas with continuous and good quality seismic amplitudes (Ref. 13), but not beyond
potentially sealing barriers or faults.. Evidence from well drainage limit tests may be
used.
.
~ Extended by productio'n performance data, if conclusive,
- Improved recovery volumes supported.by a pilot or a robust analogy.
Underpinning this approach is the concept that the drilling and completion of
deVelopment wells will generally expand the 'Proved Mea' until it covers much, if not all,
of the field. Even if still incomplete at first (I.e. after the first phase of development

,---
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dtilling), this coverage will increase to full cove:tage with growing field maturity and
'performance. In line with industry practice, Proved Reserves should be ~ased oo''best' or
Expectation estimates of 'Proved hea' volumetriCll (itl~place volumes).
,Apart from the volumetric' unc~ty; there is' the uncertainty regarding reservoir
performance. (determined by sand develop~ent. reservoir continuity, injectant sweep
. efficiency, aquifer activity, etc.): The latter uncertainty will be reduced as production
progresses. Hence, a cautious, 'reasonably certain' approach shoul~ be foUowed for
performance predictions' in new fields (i.e. the classic Shell approach adopting the
. Low natural outcoine oC the FOP as Proved Reserves remains vaUd). For mature
fields the Proved Reserves are expected to grow towards Expectation as field life
progresses and ,the uncertainty range naaows. In some mature fields with well established
production v:epds Proved Developed Reserves nay become equal to Expectation estimate.
The resulting assumptions to be uSed for estimating Proved and Expectation Reserves ~ ,
given in Fig. A2. t (below). To the extent, that reserves (particularly Proved Reserves) are,
still based on p'robabilistic, estimates, consistency with these assumptions is required.

Bxpeeutlon

,AD fields ,

Developed lIlId
Uadeveloped
Reservn'
(mtemlll reporting):
Proved :t>ev'elopc:d
Re&e.ves
(ute:rOal reporting):

PJoval Undevdoped
Reserves
, (external reponing):

M<:an probabilistic or Middle ease outeome of tbe
developmc:nt concept sdeewl Uld approved fQr UeQltion ,
buc:d. ()ft ElIpc:aation volumetrics. (proval+Probable if
appropriate and if no Mean or Middle available)

New, r«enlly
developed fields:

'Reuonably cemin',(Low ease) ourcome of the development
Concepl ~ Uld l'f'P£OVed fot execution build on
Eltpc:etlltlon 'l'rovc:d An:a"voIul'llc:lria.

M"ture6dds:

Best estimate perfonnanec:projedioll, based oil Expec:urion
"Proved An;a" voIwnc:trir:$, Ea' on ·me side of consetVati~m
when in doubl.
The Proved Developed Resel'vc:s estimate should approach
(and ""'y become equsl to) me Expectation estimate liS field
life progresSes.

Undeveloped
fields

'Reuonllbly <;emin' (Low c::ase, low aerivlty scenario if
appIi<:able) OUlCOlne of the deVelopmenl c:oncc:pt sc:leete:d
and al'PlOVed for fteC:Utlon baRd on &pc:etlldon 'Proved
hea' voIume:tti<:s.

New, m:e:ndy ,
developed fields:

~onllbly cemin' .(Low CllSe) outcome of the: incrementlll
dc:velopmenlahad, buc:d on Expc:c12tlon 'Proved Area'
volum~.

Mature 6c:\ds:

,'Reasonably certlIin' (Low clSe) outcO!"e of the inc:rementlll
development ahead, based on Expe<::12tiorl 'Proved Area'
volumetila.
The Proved Undeveloped Reserves estimarc: may approach
me Eql«l2tion cstilnate in hi&h\y maaan: and weIlundenltood ~oita, However,lower Proved :
El<pcctation ratios should apply if lhe dc:vdopment project
lnvolvc:s changing me recovery mechanism from thal
currc:ndy employed.

Figtm Al. t; Grmtp frlXlmm,mJed praaia for ,stimating ReJmltf
For most reservoirs it will be possible' to make a robust case for reporting Proved
Devdoped Reserves as being equal (or close to) Expectation Developed Reserves when
cumulative prOduction has exceeded some 40% of the Expectation Developed Ultimate
Recovery. Lowet' thresholds may be appropriate for very well understood reservoirs, with
copious local. direct analogue dal:l. Similarly, higher thresholds may be appropriate for
reservoirs in which relatively novel (but still "proved') recovery techniques ate being
employed, or when cirCumstances dict1lte that a more cautious approach be taken to
Proved Reserves' estimation.
- - . - - - - ,- ._.-
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Further Considerations

A2.3.1 uncertainty Reduction with PetfOttnance
The ul1cerralnt}' range of Ulcirnl\te Recovery genemUy decreases asa field i. developed IInd
prodtll::ed. However, the Ul1certainty range as a percentage of remaining teSen'c. lTlay 110t
always decrease with time. As a field matures, initial in~place valumesand recovery
should shift from a volumetric to a performance·based estimate. int::orporating the
:a<ldi~onal production data to reduce the uncertainty range,
Once resen'ou:
performance has been established with reltSonablc certainty, a fairly $ml!U. difference
betweeulQw, expectation and high estimates would be expected. Definition of rhe low and
high estimateS may no longer be of value in mature fields with relatively little uncertllinty
and use of a single expectation estimate snol,lld be cOrisidered in this Sitll11t1011 (subject to
'Proved Area' conditions).
The following diagram illusttlltes the redl\ction in uncertainty for Resom:ce Volume
estimates (including cumulatiye production) (wer the lifetime of an aSSet:
,. V<'!;''''''''',ed SfR
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For the above example, the Proved Reserves (taking account of clllllulative production)
profile as disdosed externally might be as follows:
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A2.3.2 Addition of Proved Reserves Volumes
Proved Re$erves ate aggregated at various levels (reserVoirs. fields, areas, eJc) d.,u;ing the
assessment and reporting process. When Proved Reserves are based on
p8S or Low estimates, such addition could in principle either be arithmetic or probabilisti6

Res~e Volume

-Arithmetic addition usually overstates the uncertainty range for the StW _
of (partially)
. independent -volumes (i.e. the resulling sum of p8S(Low values is too low), but it is
appropriate for dependent volumes.
.
Probabilistic addition could be considered fo~ pattiaiIy iOdependent volumes
the - difference with arithmetic addition is significant. An important requirement is, however,
_that addition of Proved Reserves at or above the level used for financial depreciation
calculations must be arithmetical for consistency with financial accounting. Below
this 1eveJ, i.e. nonnaIiy b~ow the field leveJ, an appropriate selection of the addition
method must be made, such that account is taken of 4ependeocy between the volumes to _
truly reflect the: aggregated p8S/Low/Proved recovetable volume.
-

when _

Below are two examples where the method of lddition is important to handle addition
prop~ly.

a) Field A consiSts -of separate layers and the properties o(these layers are .independent of
each othu. In other :words, a low result in one layer would not increase qr decrease the
chance of a low result in the other layers. Low, expectation and high estimates are
calculated for each layer separately. Probabilistic addition should be used to account for
the reduced uncertainty of adding together independent volumes. Arithmetical addilion'
of these estimates would understate the low estimate and overstate the high estimate of
the total field.
.
1l) A project develops threeindep~dent fields as sub-sea satellites connected to one
platform. In l;his case, the .invesanent in suteace facilities' may be totalled for
depreciationl and consequendy the reserves -estimates sliould relate to the combined
fields.· Probabilistic addition should be used to calculate the total reserves associated
with the platform (assuming independence).
. Please refer also to Appendix t.

Group Accounll! should be con.'U1ted when considering combining ",mce facilities for different fields for
depreciation purposes.
.

--- ,-'--
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A2,3~3 Production FO{ecasts
The follpwing notes are intended to guide the prepmtion of production forecas~ in
support of Resource Volume reporting and in particular in support of P~e(i and
Expecta~on Reserves reporting.
The basis for all Resource Volume reporting is either an elcisring producing asset
"project", however notionally defined.
.

01:

a

Reso.Ulce Volume estimates should preferably be supported in aD ca,ses by a production
. forecast for the correspo~d!ng reservoir developm~t scenario, linked to a specibeaboD of·
the recovery process, the ~umber and type of wells necessary, facilities requirements and
the costs ofinstalling and operating the required wells and facilities.
The production forecasts should be defined at a level of resolution that is appropriate for
- ·the .needs of the business and the maturity of the asselS concerned: for. example reservoir
unit. reservoir or field.
Account should be taken, where necessary;. of oveaiding constraints, such as eva~tion
system capacity, (likely) OPEC quota levels or funding levels, partieulady if theSe affect the
riming of development activities and the Resource Volume for .the project concerned is
depetldent on the timing of execution.
.
ne aggregation of all production £ote<:asrs for Expectation: ResoUrce Volumes should
reflect the oven1l business plan for the collection of assets in question.
It is recommended to construct Proved. production foreCasts for each asset, nOt least
because in principle this is required to create the Standardized Measure of Discounted
Cash Flo'o/ for external disclosure and to teliab.ly estimate volUPlcs producible within the
licence period (external Proved Reserves disclosures must be constrained by licence expiry
- see section 3.3.1 of main text).
Where Proved Reserves are based on ~servoir modelling, the Proved production
should be based on a specific modelled Proved ReServes scenario.

fo~st

The -Proved production forecast for Developed Reserves should equal the ElCp~tation
production forecast at its smrting point and thereafter it should gradually fall, further and
further below the Expectation production ·forecast (m cases where Proved Developed
Reserves do not equal the Expectation estimate). The Proved production. forecast Jor
. Undeveloped Reserves may commence at a lower level than the Expectation production
forecast to reflect uncertainty in the initial production rate.
When expressed in tenns of rate versus cumuktive production, the Proved production
forecast should never exceed the Expectation production forecast.
The aggregated Proved production foreca~t for a business or collet:tion of assets should at
no point in time exceed lite aggregated Expectation production forecast (i.e. the business
planning forecast), unless there are clearly defined cittumstant:es that would make it
possible for this to happen.
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APPENDIX 3 SEC RESERVES AUDITS ~ TERMS OF REFERENCE
The purpose of the.Proved Reserves Audit is to verify that appropriate processes are in place in the
uset holder to ensure that the Prov~d and Proved Developed Reserves estimates for extemal
(SEq reporting are compliant with the Group guidelines.
:
. The Audit will be q.rried oUt b)' the Group Res~es Auditor. His specific tasks during the audit
shall be:

.1) To verify me technical maturity of the projccts and !letivities that underlie the repotted proved
and proved developed reserves estimates by assessing the quality of the engineering data and'
study work supporting the estimates.
.

2) To verify the coriunetcial maturity ofthe reported .reserves volumes by assessing consistency
between the volumes reported and the company's business planning (production/sales
forecasting), ensutingthat these volUmes can reasonably-beexpeeted to b~ (d~e1opcd,
produced and) sold in present or future markets.
3) To verify the 'reasonable ccrWnty'. of the .reserves estimates by assessing the validity of
uncertainty ranges used for th:eir constituent parameters, by.verifying that estimates are realistic
in comparison with expectation estimates, by verifyin$' that appropriate .methods are used for
, mature fields and by establishing that appropriate methods of reserves addition (probabilistic I
aritbfnetic) have been applied. The audit also v~fies that implied future .development is
indeed likely to go ahead.
, .
4) To verify that the Group shAre of proved and proved developed volumes
properly and are producible within prevailing lic,ence periods.

has

been calculated
.

S} To verify that reported volumes are up-to-date and consistent .With previous estimates, that
changes are reported in the appropriate categories and that appropriate audit trai1s are in place
for the study work supporting the rep~rred reserves estimates. .'
'

6) To verify that rePorted reServes are net sales volumes and that th~ reported annual p~uction
(s~es) volumes are consistent with those reported in submissions to Group. Finance.

in' case of deviations from 'the Group guidelines the auditor shiill. ~stablish whether and to what
extent resulting estimates are likdy to differ from those that might be expccted from the 'proper"
application ofthe guidelines.
.
,
The frequency of the audit will in priqciple ,be once every four years for each asset holder, but
should be adjusted as wammted by size of asset holder. past change volumes and complexity of the
issues. Major reserves changes or concerns expressed .dumg· a previous' audit may require. an
advancement of the nell:t audit. For an asset holder reporting reserves for the first time, ttte first
audit will in principle be within two years of this first submission.
The audit will in principle be carried out on asset holder premises and will be based on
documentation available in the asset holder. The audit will be carried out by. reviewing .the reserves
estimation and submission process through interviews of asset holder staff and by taking a number
of selected fields for more detailed te.chnical analysis.
'

An audit report will be submitted to

the

Managing Director and Petroleum Resource Manager of
the asset holder (where appropriate), to the EP CEO and Regional Technical and Finance
, management and to KPMGthe external auditors. it will be prepared and discussed in draft form
on site, after which, a final report will be prepared in The Hague, once formal asset holder
conunents are received. The report will contain an overall judgement (Good, Satisfactory, or
Unsatisfactory), with itemised conclusions and recommendations.
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APPENDIX 4 TERMINOLOGY
A4.1

Petroleum R~8ow:ce8 Tenninology
Reservoir
A reservoir is :i. porous and permeable underground fonnation containing a natural
accumulation of prOducible oil or gas that is confined by impenneable rock or watei'
barriers and is individual and separate ~m other reservoirs.
'
In case of doubt, reservoirs are restricted to fauttblocks or sedimentary units that have
been proved to be productive until prodUction performance proves conununication to
~t across faults or other barriers.

PVr properties can vary within a reservoir.
Field
,A field is an area consisting of a singIe reservoir or multiple'reservoirs within a closed area!
bounduy that belong to the 'SlIme confining geological structure.
Fidd boundaries must be defined upon discovery and should encompass the unpenerrated
{)etrokum ~ources in adjacent fault bloeb and strlltigmphic traps. if they are considered :
to be part of die same overall confining structure. Fidd boundaries may be re-defined on
the basis of new geological information.
'

Potential Accumulations
Potentia! reservoirs beyond existing fidd boundaries, where the presence of petroleum has
not yet been demonstrated,.are collectively called potential aCC?mulations.
'

,Hydrocarbons Initially in Place
, The volume of hydrocarbon whi~h is estimated to exist (or have existed) originally in a
natutally occuning accumulation, at the time of its discovery., The volume is usually
expressed at standard conditions of temperature and pressure (or, sometimes for gas,
"normal" conditions of temperature and pressure) taking account of volume and phase
changes that would occur were the, entire hydcocatbon content of the accumulation to be
brought to those conditions. 'It is also usual to specifY the volume separately for each
hydrocarbon p~uct at the .reference conditions, usually oil,' natural gas liquids and gas
(which may be further subdivided into gas occurring in the gas phase at original reservoir
conditions - "non-associated gas" or "free gas" - and gas that forms a part of the liquid
phase at original reservoir conditions - "associated gas" or "solution gas'1; It is also usual
to Q\l8Dtify the range of uncertainty associated with the estimate (see A4.2).

Ultimate Recovery
The sum of cumulative production and the estimated reserves. The definition may be
qualified to mdicare the use of Proved Reserves, Expectation Reserves or Expectation
. Reserves Within Licence as. rCiiuired. It may be further qualified to include either
devdoped reserves or total reserves (developed + undeveloped). It may also be defined as
inclUding (and, for immature reservoirs, may consist, entitdy of) SFR. volumes. From the
foregomg it should be clear that whenever Ultimate Recovery figures are quoted, they
should be defined and qualified with the same rigout as resource, volwnes.
Recovery Factor
The Recovery Factor is the ratio of Ultimate Recovery to Hydrocarbon Initially in Place,
'
expressed as a fraction or percentage.
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Natural Gas Liquids
,Natural Gas Liquids, (NGLs) are hydroetrbons existing in the liquid phase at standard
conditions of temperature and pressure e'stock tank" conditions), but which formed a part.
of the gas phase at original teservou conditions, and which are ~coveted from the
production flcllities.
In sOme cases, NGLs are spiked into oil fot export and sales p~oses: in these cases it is
recommended that the NGLs ate still accounted foneparately.

Lique~d,PettoleumGas (LPG) products, which exist in the.d phase at the point of
sale but which would evaporate if flashed to standard' conditions of temperature and
pressure, should be accounted for as ps.

EconOmic Ptoducibility
Economic producibility should notmally be supported by a Concl~ive test in a drilled or
jmrnediateJy adjoining reservoir, but may be' based on log or core evaluation in an area
where many similu reservoirs have been conclusiv~y tested.

l»roduction Facilities
Production, facilities' consist of all hardware instaned to recover petroleum &om the subsurface resources and to deliver a quality controlled end product for sale. These comprise
the production and injection wells and the surface facilitieS for tteatment, conversion,
compression/ pumpmg, tta1lSport and deliverY.
'
Surface Facilities
-That part of, the production facilities accessible at surface, connecting the wellheads
ultimatdy to the delivery points.

Existing DeveIop,ment
The collection of aD completed prnjects or sub-projects is referred to as the existing
devdopment.
-

Field quantities
Fidd quantities (also called 'Wellhead' quantities) are_those quantities mutindy measured at
surface for individual wdl strings and expressed in terms of the stabilised products oil,
condensate and (wet) aas <tt in .tenns of the type of injected fluids. These quantities mllY
subsequently be reconciled with fiscalized sales and other product outlets, see below.
Sales quantities
The quantities sold after fiscal metering and delivered at the locations where the upstream
company ceases to have an inteteSt in the end products.-These can be expressed in terms
of the general end-products oil, (dry) gas and natural gas liquids (NGL) 01' in tenDs of the
actual product.
Field products and the subsequent sales products may be different and will be affected by
own use and losses. The properties and volumes of end products may be influenced by
mixing and the petroleum type itself ffilIy be altered during surface processing. Since
surface processing conditions may change during a project life, sales products may vary in
specification and in relation to field products. To avoid ambigllity and double counting, a
clear distinction must be made J,t;tween recoveries in the field and the quantities estimated
to be available for sale.
For general sllles products, oil, gas and NGL, only the quantities sold by the upstream E&P
company can contribute to Group reserves. Condensates mixed Wi,th cmde oil in the slime
stream and sold liS such clln be reported under oil. Separatot' condensllte from gas wells
;--'-'-

~-

~~ ~--
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and light hydrocubon liquid produclS, derived from surface processing, 'if collected in a
separate stream and sold as such ~ reported under NGt.. fn p~ncii>le an non-oil
hydrocarbons that are sold as, separate streams in liquid state (pressurized or not) should be
accowlted as NGL. Bi,rumen may be reported under oil in' summary reports (~th an
appropriate footnote). in line with SEC reqUirements, sales volumes for gas should be
those committed or committable to a gas contract. Conimitted Gas is covered by a gas
contract. Committable gas reasonably expected to be assigned' to a contract in the future.
It is necessary to' maint3in a more deta,iled internal administration of the acluaUy sold
produet8 by stream in two cases: (1) lE the upstream ~P,company has separate contracts
for de1ivCl}' of special converted sales produclS such as LNG, methano~ ethane, LPG, C5+
etc., or (2) If th~ are special sales products likeheliwn, sulphur or gqlerated electricity.
ReconciiliaQon

A monthly reconciliation is ffil!de betWeen, the fiscaIg:ed sales quantities and the quantities
produced in the field. This is reported in the Monthly Report of Producing WeDs (MRPW).
The reconciliation process correctS for own' use, flaring, losses and product conversion,
,and provides the end-product yield
Por' reserves eStimatingp~ses an average future yield factor is to be estiqaated (e.g.

lPG/ wet.$*' yield, <fEy gas/ wet gas yiel4).
A4.2

Pioba~i6stic Terminology
Probability Density FunctiQD
The prpbabilit)' density function (pDF) of a stochasi:ic variable indicates the probability
,that the actual variable value lies within a narrow interval around a particular value of the
possible range. ,
'

,Cumulative Probability Function
,The cumulativeprooability ~ction (GPI') of a stochastic·variable describes the probability
that the variable may excee~ a certllin value. The CPF is the mathematical integral ofPDP.

The value that has a 85% probability of being exceeded by any randomly selected value in •

faDge·
pts
The ,Value that has a 15% probability of being exceeded by any nndomly selected value in a

tange.

Mean (Expectation)

The statistical mean of a random variable is the probability-weighted average of the
, variable over ilS entire range.
Commercial Cut-offVolume
The commercial cut-off volume is that resource volume for which the development NPV
(Netl'resent Value) is equal to zero at the Mid PSV of oil or gas price.
Probability of Success (POS)

When applied to an undrilled potential accumulation, (Undiscovered SFR), POS expresses
the probability that the accumulation will contain resburce volumes exceeding a certain
volume C'cut-off"):
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~OS at uro cut·ofE The probability of finding hydrocarbons:

POS at commercial 'cut·ofE The probability of finding a the minimum' resow.ee volume
required for commerciaf development. The POS Ilt commercial cut-off c_lln never exceed
the pas at zero cut-off. Please refer also to the definition of "Commercial", A4.3 below. :

Med Success Volume (MSV)
The Mean Success Volume (MSV) is the' mean of all 'success-case volumetric oub:omes.
The MSV of a prospect depends on the (voluinetric) cut.-oft that has been applied and
'
therefore should always be quoted with reference to that cut~ff.

,See, also Probab~tY of S!lccess (pOS).
The expectation resource volume (Undiscovered SFR) associated with an undrilled
potentialaccwnuJation is the product ofMSV and POS at comm~ cut-otT.,

A4.3

Commercial Terminology
Commercial
, When applied to SFR. CD1IIffIltritll denotes SFR. that is a'ssociated with a project that is
ev3luated as haviQg a positive Net Present Value (NPV) of development (i.e.' excluding
exploniion and appraisal costs) at the prevailing Group Mid PSV of oil and gas price and
for which there is the reasonable expectation that any remaining obstacleS to development
can, be overcome (e.g. securing gas sales contracts, provision of major infrasttuc~
gpvenunent Ilpprovals, unproven technology).
'
Non·Commercial
When Ilpplied 'to SFR. NOII-COHJIJIIrrioI denotes SFR that is as~ociated with a project, that is
evalua,ted as having a negative Net Present Value (NPV) at the prevailing Group premises
"llSsumptions or for which the« are clear obstacles to development that Ilt present Ilppear to
be insurmountable (see definition of "Commerciaf').

, Discount Rate

A rate at which future real tenns costs or cash £low are discounted ovet. time to calculate
, their present value.
Net ~resent Value

(NPV)

The net present value of a project is the sum of the discounted cash flow, expressed in teal
,terms money, over the period from the first project expenditUre to abandonment. The net
present value is expressed in million US$ at the relevant discount rate.

Expected Monetary Value (EMV)
The expected monetary value' is a probabilistic balance of investments and revenues"
expected from a set of conditional operational activities, comprising data acquisition and
one or' more development projects, which are arranged in an ordered sequence with
l>robabilities assigned to each action (decision tree).
The EMV is the sununationofthe NPVs of projects, reduced by the costs of data
acquisition activities, all expressed in discounted real tenn money and multiplied by their
assi~ed probabilities. EMV is expressed in million US$atthe relevant discount rate.
Projects with a negative NPV for certain resource model realisations should be excluded
from the EMV calculation, if the assumption is valid that data gathering win prevent such
projects being implemented.
,......----- ~
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Unit Technical ~o8t (UTC)
The Unit technical cost of a developmelu ,ptoject' is defined as the swn of capital plus
operating costs, expressed in real terms money, divided by the total production over the
period from start-up to abandonment. In addition, bot!:t the cost,and the production must
,be discounted The reference date fot the discounting should be the same for denominator
and numerator' (e.g. the first year of expC(1diture) and should be stated. The unit technical
CO.lts is expressed in US$/bbl (oil equivalent) at the relevant discOunt rate.

.FIO
Final investment decision, the decision (at CMD or senior ex~tive level) to proceed with
. a project.
NFA Corecast

No further (Capex) activity forecast,· i.e, a forecast based on existing wells and facilities

only.

A4.4

Exploration and Development Wells
The ~ssi6cation of a well as either an exploration well' or as a devdopment well is
detmnined (In line with SEC rules) based on the proved area as follows:
Proved Area

The proved area is the part of a property to which ~ved Reserves have been specifically
'attributed (see also Appendix 1). It is delineated by the fluid levels seen / interpretedJrom
. 'drilled weDs and by the area around' those wells which. geologica.l / engineering data
indicate to be producible.
Development WeD
A development weD is a well drilled within the proved area of an oil or gas reservoir to a
depth 'of a slDtigraphic horizon known to be productive.
Service Well
, A service weD is either an injection well, a disposal well or a water supply well.
Appraisal WeD

An appraisal wen, or suaugtaphic test weD is a well drilled for geological infomiation
(not to test a prospect), either 'developmet.tt-type' drilled in a proved area or 'exploratorytype' if not drilled in a proved area.
Exploration WeD

An exploration wen is a· well that is not a development well. a serVice
slDtigraphic test well.

wen.

or a

Exploration Expenditure and Capital Expenditure
.For details of the allocation of costs between Exploration Expenditure· and Capital
Expenditure, please refer to the Group Financial Infonnation Manual (GFlM, Ref. 10). In
simple terms, Exploration. Expenditure includes all costs incurred in drilling wells to
locations that fall outside the Proved Area.
.
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NEW CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

With effect from 31.12.2004 the Petroleum Resource Volume Classification System will be revised
as indicated below (see se(:tion 2,2 (It' main te~t for comparison), 1he changes relate to an
expansion of the SFR categories, so as to provide mon~ useful information on the maturity of the
Resource Volumes concerned. At 31.12.2003, year-end Resource Volume balances should be subdivided into the new categories to form opening balances for the reporting of changes in 2004.
shllirNotatlon
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Figure /15.1: Overview of proposed newSheU Petroleum Resource Classification Sysrem
The purpose of introducing further re-.;olmion into the $FR Undiscovered category is

to

highlight

the mOte mature elements of the exploration portfolio. The changes to the SFR Discovered
ciltegory are intended to give grt:ltcr insight into the maturity of pmjects for wscoveredrCsOUfCCS
en m/fle todevelopn\cnt FID.

DC'finitions of New SFR Categories
SFR Undiscovered;" Undefined

SFR (}IiJ;scQPm:d !Y!iOlfrra

IvIHIJ/i')' l!Ja! :m /lO! rpe<,iJiml/y il!/dlll//aple /0

lA

potCIJlia/ 'hall/mldio!! loal u(JJ !lWI

mapped.
This category describes oorion«1 volumes that <tee «nticipated to he present based on, for ex~mple,
play maturity moddling (for example, Inferences b;\~ed on existing discovered field sitc
distributions), but\vhich canllot yet be aSJih>ned to any idetllificd prwpcct or lc~d. There should bi~
i\ reasonable likelihood that ~lIlY ;;'.Ich resource volumc~ would be comme(cial to develop.
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SFR Undiscovered: Defined

JFP.

L'lIeIiHoller"d re.fo/m·" wll/ln,. Ihal (//"I! idmlijid with mappud pO/rlllti(l! (/,'rH/JUt/alioIIJ (pnupedi tlfulltll/IJ).

SFR CommcrdaJ

Within this category, project rrlat1.lriry can vat)' considerably and the new sub-divisions :lrc designed
to p.rovide greHer tt:lllSpllrem.j. I on the distribution ofResource Volomeson the "maturity" scale.
"the pre-exiliting SFR Proved T~chl:1iqut~si\nd SFR Unproved 1'ecbni~llles will now be reserved for
projects that are at II relatively late. stage of FieldDevelopment Planning: these will be grouped and
referred Was <'In Planuirlg". T>'picaUy these will be projects that are being actively worked through
concepq,dection towards VAR3 (they will generally have already passed VAR2) or for which Field
Development Pll'l)1S are being prepatcq for FID.
For projel;ts chatnre not sufficiently mature to qualify under these (revised) pre-existing categories,
new I;lltegory will be created;

It

SFR Discovered: Under Appraisal

JFR OiJ'fOPtfdd mOIlll't WIJIJ!ft)' I!Mal"(! iUJQl'tatdwil1.J (/fiela ol')mytd flwl i,. mo/M /0 OiJgf/i/lg 1'P!JrfJi.fa! 01' Ibe
eVillili1/ir>lllJ/e:<jIlortltiOl/oT apprai.l'alnrultL

This. ciltc:gory qescribesneW (or reccl'lt) di~toveties; ~mtiaUy appraised field); or ulmppraised
discoveries. This categorygctlenUy covers projects up to VAR2, Dpo(l completion of funher
apptaisal ;Ind / qreva,lLI;ttlOllSmdies, the ptOject would either bededared Non"Commercialorit
would pnss to the "In Planning" cl\tegory and from therc to Reserves,
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Explpre
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INTRODUCTION
The status of the G,toUp's oil and gas proved reserves position and the changes in the:
figures from yeAr to year are, reviewed regularly by the EP &ecutive and by the
Committee of Managing Directors. The proved reserves status and changes over .
time ,are reported in the: Parent Company Annual Reports an4 the: United States
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEq "Fonn 20-F' annual report submission.
Production volumes are also disclosed in these reports and in the Quarterly Results
.A,rinQuncemcnt. Further expJanation of all figures is also provided in ptese~tations
~ade in meetings ~th financial analysts.
'
The ~ and consistency of the production and reserves figures reported are
therefore of significant management concern, not only in their technical ~uation
, but also in theit confonnance With applicable regulations and. in respect of Group
interest Under the various corporate arrangements With the BP Opemting Companies,
'("'Asset Holders'j.
'
The: BP Hydrocarbon 'Resource Coordinator has' the rcsponsibilityto ensute that
reserves reporting' guidelines, approval ptocesscs and data gathering systems are in
place for ·the coUection and disclosure of accurate proved reserves infonnation in a
timely manner.

Group

'The
Reserves Auditor has the respOnsibility to verify that reserves evaluations
made for Group annual financial repotting pUrposes are in confotmallce With the
approved procedures and definitions, and he or she actS independendy to prQvide
this assUran(e to the Reserves Cotntl)ittee and, bence~the BP Executive.
The Reserv~s Committee takes responsibility for ensuring that the business controls
pertaining to proved reserves disclosures' are Sl:Iequate and are being 'adhered to.

This guide provides a summary of 'responsibilities and authorities as applied during
tbe' administration of returns of hydro<:arbon reserves and production, which are
subsequc:otly used as the basis fOt Group reporting. It refers to the televant, statutory
rules and to' internal Shell doc:uments which guide the application of said rules by
Shell.BP Asset Holders and in which the procedure for compiling the, requited,
figures is described. Taken in total. this documentation, and execution of work
activities in confonnance ~th it, is intended to promote' consistency' in the
application of definitions and in the preparation of reports or teturnsby all partS of
the Sh-e1l BP organization.
Since infonnation, in particular concerning production, is collected ~th through the
.l\nnual RepOn of Petroleum Resources (to Eps), and through ,financial repotting
systems (FIRST: to Group Reporting, SI-f'CGB, and EPF), it is essential that the
technical and finance functions in the regions and Asset Holders fully coordinate and
, reconcile their figures prior to submission.
Proved resctVes disclosures must conform to the roles and regulations set by the'
SEC. It is therefore important at all stages leading to the disclosure of these6gutes
that roles and responsibilities are agreed and adhered to. This guide is designed to
help meet these objectives and to provide a summary of the controls that are in place
to assure the accuracy of the Group's proved reserves disclosures.
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DEFINITIONS AND THEIR APPUCATION
Proved reserves ate, a constituent part of the total hydrocarbon ttSoutees in the
Group'~ portfolio: other categories. which are not yet sufficiently mature as ~ qualify
for disclo~ure under the SEC rules. arc probable reserves,. discaveted ~pe for
recoveq and undiscOvered scope for rerovety. Definitions of tetms relating to an
hydrocarbon resource volumecategones, including proved reserves, can be found in.:
.

EP yyyy-UOO":

.

.

. '

Petrol~ Resource Volwne Guidelines
Resout'Ce C~sifkation and Value Realisati9n

The Petroleum Resouic~ Volume Guidelines provide a fwneworlt for describing the
manuation of hydrocarbon resource volumes with refetenee to BP bu;riness activities
such as explomtion, appraisal, field development plannjng. field development and
production operations. The guidelines ~e updated annually, or less frequently when'
updates are d~emed not tq be necessary in a particu4t year. R.e-risions are required
for several reasoDS, including: to take into account cvoMng guidance 'from the SEC
on the manner in whic:h its tU1cs should be intapteted;, to revise or (more usually)
clarify ShcU's further inte~tion of the SEC roles, and; to reflect changes and
.clarifications· to resource volume ,categol}' definitions other than ,provednseLVes.
Such changes are made' only after consultation with senior specialists in ~ ~up.'
In the case of any changes affecting, the Group's proVed reserves disclosute. the
approval of the Reserves Committee and the BP Chief Executive Officer is required
and the matter may be referred further to ~Up Reporting (SI·PCGB) and! or the .
Committee of Managing DireCtors either for information or approval depending on
the circutnstances of each case.:
"
The Petro~euin Resource Volume Guidelines lltC the s~dard reference for aU.shell
BP 'professionalS engaged in the estimation of proved rewv'es. They are also .the
standatd agAinst, which the GroupRcserves Auditor conducts (1) periodic.audits of
the resetves reponed by ~set Holden and (Z) reviews of the Group·s overall aonual
proved reserves disclosure (see 5 below).
,
.
Given the foregoing. ooly those definitions that are direcd.y applicable to the cxtetnlll
disclosuIC of proved reserves are listed bdow.
.
(a)

Proved oll and gas reserves. and

(b)

Proved develo~ oil and gas reserves, and

.(c)

Proved unde'iTe1oped reserves

External disclosures of proved resetves must comply with the rules set by the Un,it~
States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), Rule 4-10(a) of Regulation S.x, .
produced pursuant to the UDited States Securities Bxc:hange Act of 1934. This is
reproduced in Appendix A and it defi9'es an three terms listed above. As mentioned
previously, the Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines (BP yyyy.l100) provides
guidance on how the SEC rules are t~ be ini:etp~~d atld implemented in estimating
the Group's proved reserves.
Note: The SEC rules ate baSed on several Statements 'of 'Financial Accounting
Standards (FAS) produced by theUaited States Fmancial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB), notably: FAS19 (1977), FAS25 (1979) and FAS69 (1982).

• All versions retain the same EP reference number ("I 100'1. p~fixc:d by the y«C,ofissue ('yyyy'1
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.(d) Parent companies
There are t\'Vo Parent Companies: Royal Dutch' Petroleum Company and The "Shelf'
Transport and Trading Company plC. For further infoanation on Parent Companies
and other entities desaibed below, please refer to the Manual cif Group Financial
AccountiligPolicies. section A.30.

(c)

Group (Shell)
The Group is the coRection of an companies in which the Parent Com~es hold
interests, either'directly or indirectly. The Group is also refeaed to as "Shell" herein.

Group companies

(f)
I

For the 'purposes of extemal diSClosures.. Group Companies are companies in which
the Parent Companies together have direct or indirect control through a majority of
the voting tights, the power to exercise control or the ability to appoint the majority ,
of th~· management' or .superrisoiy boards. Some companies in which the eqQity
interest is greater than 50% are treated, 'by exception, as Associated Companies.

Where aqy of the remaining. mino~tY' equity share capital is not held by the Shell
, Parent CompanieS, ,this interest is teferted to as a "minority interest shareholding".
Any significant contribution thllt minority interest shareholdings make to the total
proved reserves of Group Companies must be disclosed in Form 2Q..F.

(g) Associated companies
;

.

For the pwposes of exteri:1al disclosures, Associated Companies are companies in
which the Group companies do not have control but in which they have an interest
(npnnaUy this means up to and including 50% of the voting rights): in the operating
, and financial decisions of the comp~y. Some' companies in which the equity interest
is ~tet than 50% are treated. by exception, IlsAssociated Companies.
(b)

Service companies

The main business of-Service Companies is to
Group and ass~ated companies.
(g)

p~vide

advice and services to other

Operating companies (Asset Holders)

Opemting Companies are engaged in various activities related to o~ and natwal gas,
chemi,cals,. power generation, renewable' resources and other businesses throughout
the world. Under the BP global organization and for the purposes of this document, '
BP Operating Cmppanies are referred to as Asset H~lders.
(h)

Group interest'
Group Interest is used to indiCate the direct and / or indirect proportionate equity
interest held by the Pareflt Companies in a venture'-or partnership or company (i.e.,
after exclusion of minority interestshareholdings in' Group Companies and third'
party interests in Associated Companies).

(i)

Group share

Group Share is used to indicate the volumes to which Group and Associated
Companies are entided for proved oil and natunl gas reserves and production.
Group Share of production is also referred to as "net equity production". Further
infonnation on factors to be taken into consideration when calculatingtbe Group
Share of proved reserves can be found in the Petroleum Resource Volume
Guidelines.
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PROCEDURES FOR COlLECTING AND REPORTING DATA

3.1 . Spccifi~ guides

;w.

. The two key documents to be used by those responsible for estimating
reporting .
proved reserves dam <as well as data on other petroleum resource volwn~ categories)
are:
a)

"Petrolewn Resource Volume Guidefuics: Resource Classification and
Value Realisation" ....:, issued by SIEP-EPS annually. stlDdud reference code BP
yyyy-ll00, in whi~
denotes ~e year of issue (e.g. "2002"'.

'w'

This describes the Shell petroleum resoUrce volume classification system and
the rules and guidelines that. are to be foUowed iD the:' estimation of all such
volumes. including proved reserves.
b)

"Petroleum resourCe volumes submission requiremebts Cor intemal and
externa reporting» - issued by SlEP-EPS annually. standard reference code
BP yyyy-ll 01, in which <'rn!' denotes the year of issue (e.g. "2002").

This describes the manner and foanat in which petroleum resource volUmes.
and in particular changes to said volumes, are to be reponed annually by all
Asset Holl;lers.
3.2

Main reports in which oil and gas reserves figures ate uSed
a)

HP Reserves and Scope For Recovery

'This is an annual internal publication in which the status ofpetroleum resource
volumes in all c:arcgories is sutntnaJ:i%ed at the Asset Holder, region and. BP
level, with commenblrles' being provided on reasons for change, trends and
comparison of the Group's performance over time with that. of its main
competitors (m the case of proved reserves).

b)

Annual Report submissiOn to the US· Secwities and' Exchange
Comniission (SEC, Form. 2O-F)

'The Group results induded in SEC Foan 20-F include supplemental
information on proved oil and gas reserves.' 'This includes details of proved
reserves and proved' developed reserves at the start and end of th~ year.
together with an analysis of the changes that occurred during the year. The
data are grouped by geographical area and subdivided into Gtoup Companies
and Associated Companies (in line with the reporting of cerWn financial
information under these categories elsewhere in the Form 2Q-F repon). Data
from the previous two years are also reproduced. These data are prepared by
the BP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator, ate reviewed and verified by the
Group Reserves Auditor and the' external Group Auditors and aie then
submitted to Group Reponing (see 5 below).
Form 20-F also includes a report of the Standardized Measure of
Discounted Cash F1o'W' applicable to the Group's proved reserves, referred to
commonly as the "Standardized Measure". This is required under FAS69, in
which cenain conditions for the calculation arc stipulated.
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In addition a geogmph1cal analysis oEnet equity production of,oil. natura181s
liquids and natural gas per lUUlum for the repotting y~ and in previous years
is ~ncluded. These production data are prepared by Group ;Reporting from
information provided through the Group Fmancial Infocnation systl:lD
r'FIRST', The Group Reserves Auditot verifies the consistC!1-CY between the '
production data so tepc;tted and that reported separately by the ~set Holders
as p~ of the ~ubmi~sion of reserves data.
The supplCJttCtiw -information on proved oil and gas resetVes is not audited
but is subjected to review procedures to assure compliance with the Petroleum
Resource Volwne Guidelines and hence the applicable SE~ regulations (see 5
below).
.
c)

Parent CompanY Annual Report(s)
ThePaunt- Com~y Annual RepOrt(s) contains similar infonnation ~ oil
and gas reserves to that provided for SEC Ponn 20-F.

cl)

Quarterly Results Announcement

Net equity production. uWYsN by geographical region by ~. is submitted
to Gtpup Reporting by - Asset Holders through the Group- F'UWlcial
Information system ("FIRST'). These data ,are not verified by the Group
Reserves Auditor except in the case of the fourth quarter. in which production
for the entire year is verified as mentioned in (b) above. Reserves are nqt
disclosed externally excePt at the end of the year with., or at about the same
tiine as. the fourth quartet results.
.
e)

Financial and Operating Infonnation

This repOrt includes similar information to that published i\1. SEC Form 2Q-F.

3.3

Preparation of reports
Appendix B illustrates schematically the steps leading to the preparation of net equity
production figures for inclusion in the various Quarterly and.Annual repo'rts listed in
section 3.2 above.
.
Appendix C illustrates schematical1y dle steps leading to the prepantion of proved
reserves figures for 4lclusion in the various reports listed in section 3.2 'above. The
schematic indicates the activity to be carried out, the action patties and comtIlents to
aid clarity.
.
Pan 1 of the schematic concerns activities that take place during the course of the
repotting year -and which focus primarily on the flow cif information to the. BP
Exepltive on progress with proved reserves changes that are likely to be reflected in
disclosl:Ues made at the end of the year. During this period there is provision for a
challenge session on proved resCtves changes that are to be disclosed at each regional
level, at which senior technical professionals within each region will review the
proposed changes for compliance with the.PetroleUm Resource Volume Guidelines
and, hence. with the SEC rules. There is also provision for two reviews of status by
the Reserves Committee - the first taking place in July and the second in O<;tober
after, and hence benefitting from the recommendations of, the regional challenge
sessions. The objective of these reviews is to enable the Reserves Committee (and,
where necessary, the EP Executive) to determine or otherwise approve actions to be
taken in relation to proved resetves bookings or debookings that are to· be reflected
in the year~end reports.
--- _ .__
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Part 2 of the schematic concerns activities. that take place after the close of the
repotting year. This includes all a~pects relating to the conection. quality checking
and summarizing of information submitted by the Asset Holders to the EP
Hydroc:arl>on Resource Coordinator. It also 'includes the review and verification of
the proved resetWs data by the Group Reserves Auditor and the provision .of
information to the external Group AuditorS. FmaUy it sununarizes the procedures by
which Reserves Committee membets approve the proved reserves figures for
.
publication.
An approximate timetable for an activities is' indicated in Appendix C, a ~ore
d~ed version ·of which is produced annwtlly"-by the BP Hydrocarbon Resource
Coordinator in consultation with SIBP·BPF, SI-peGB (Group Reporting) and SI- .
PXXC (External Af&i.ts: Annual Report and Foun 20-F production). .

In support of the ptepatation of proved reserves disclosures, three additional
documents are llScd purely for intemal adlt)inisttative purposes 2nd they ate tefetted
to in Appendix C:

<->

Re8~ Reporting Workbook

TlUs is a Microsoft Excel workbook, configu.ted in· a standard foanat for all
Asset Holders and designed to capture infonnation oh all movements and
C~5 in perrolewn resOurce volumes during each reporting yeas: (c:akndar
year). The workbook is also used to collect Standardized Measure. of
Discounted. Cash Flow data, again on a consistent basis across the whole
Group. A workbook, pre-popula~ with opening balances, is distributed to
each Asset Holder· by the :BP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator in Q4 of
each year, with returns required by mid·Januuy of the following· year. The
aggregation of infotmation supplied in this manner constitutes the G~oup's
global database of pettolewn resource volumeS and forms the· basis for, among
other things, its external disclosure of proved reserves.
(b)

OpportUnities Catalogue

A summary of opportupities that have the potential to add significant proved
to the inventory is maintained by the BP Hydrocarbon .Resolirce
Coordinator and is used as the basis for prioritizing work programmes where.

teSCJVe8

~~~~.

(c)

.

.

Potencial Exposure Catalogue
.An inventory is maintained by the EP HydrocacbonResource Coordinator of
proved reserves in the Cllttent portfolio that could potentially be at risk. 1'hi$
generally consists of volumes whi~ were booked previously but which may
not fulfil the pfCsent guidelines (which may' have been revised since the
bookings weiemade). Debooking of these volumes is beldpending while the
results or imminent actions or decisions are awaited, for example appraisal
drilling or FlD. The catalogue is considered by the Reserves Committee at
least twice annually (at the two reviews refeiredtoabove), with direction being
given as to the continued booking or debooking of reserves as appropriate
(also with reference to the views of the Group Reserves Auditor).
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ANNUAL PRODUcnONVPLUMES

at¥! production volumes must be quantified at. the s2IIle reference
conditions for ease ofcompa.rison. .
.

Both reserves

For reservoir engineering pwposes the measurement of the total'physical production
withdnwn fic;)m the reservoir is required to help estimate the remaining oil ~d gas
reserves. However, in extemal· disclosures and in accordance with Shell's gc;n~.
accounting principles, both reserves and production are specified as products that are
. anilable for sale.
Generally, for liquids (oll .and n:atunl gas li~dsj~ these two volumes Q.e. those
physically produced and those available for sale) are the same. However, frequendy
for gas (and occasionally' for liquids) a portion of the physical production is
.consUmed as fuel ~'Own Use", or is otherwise "lost" throUgh Baring or venting to
the environment r'Losses'j. Discl~sures of production and reserves must tilke into
account volumes consumed in this manner, requiting Asset Holders to maintain
parallel data records of the products physically extrieted frtlm the reservoir (for use
in reservoir engineering analysis) and those either actually sold (production) or
expected to be sold (reserv-es) after making due allowance for Own Use and Losses.
'This apprqach· is cOnsistent with the definitions -applied for, for example.' Gas
Production available for Sales &om own resetVcs (GPafS). applied to Finance,
.. reporting and doc:umented in ~e Group F'mancial Information Manual (GFIM).

as

In the past it waS standard practice for, the Group to report natural-gas sales volumes
in -SEC Form 2()..P (and other external disclosures) on a' different basis to the
production figures listed'· in the supplemental infonnation concerning proved
reserves. The former was quoted at "no~" conditions of temperature and

pressure and normalized to a reference calorific value, while the latter was quoted at
"standard" conditions and was not normalizcd for calorific value.
Since 2001, this potentially confusing diffcrence has been removed and all volumes
are now quoted as fonows:
Not normalized for calorific value, the volume being expressed· either in .

standard cubic metres (i.e. at 1013 mbar and 15°q·or standard c~bic feet (i.e. .
at 14.651bf/inl and 6OoP/lS;6°C). '

,.--

--'--

-,~

-

...

"-~

..........
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RESPONSIBILITlBS AND AUTHORITmS

S.1

DisclOsure oCProved Reserve. and Standardized M«succ

5?

Confidential

The estimate of proved .reserves and Standardbed Measure at year-end i$ ptepared by
. the Asset, Holders in accordance with the Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines
and submitted to the BP Hydrocubqn Resource ~tor in January of each
. feu. The EP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator chedts the submissic,DS for
quality and con~stency with refetence to the petroleum RelQur<:e Volwne Guidelines
before passing the data, plus sUmmaries. in the format of the eventual disclosure, to
the Group Reserves Auditor for 'Verification.
.
,

DisclosutCS fot Shell Canada

are finalized by them independently ~ aggregated

with the rest of the Group data by the BP Hydrocarbon Resourq: Coordinator.

The aggregate SEC Form 2O-F oil ilnd gas reserves volume sununaries are discussed
with the extemal Group ·Auditon by the Group Reserves Auditor and, the BP
Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator on behalf of the Reserves Committee. The
external Group Auditors are 'kPMG and PriceWaterhouseCoopets.
5.2

Internal Responsibilities and Authorities

ltesponsibilities for the accurate estimation of proved rese1'VCS and production dam
in line with the Petroleum ReSOUtte \7olume Guidelines exist at the foRowing generic
levels in the EP organization and are descnDed in said guidelines:

•

Asset' teams

•

Region I Asset Holder Hydrocarbon Resource Coordination £unction

•

Region J As~ Holder Technical and Financial ManaPent

,

,

.

•

EP PllUlning (BP Hydrocatbon ResoUfce Cootdinator)
The role and re~ponsibilityof the BP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinaror in relation
to p~d reserves disclosures are further elaborated in Appendix D.,
Authorities for the approval of the proved reserves and production figures exist at·
the following generic levels in the EP organization (for simplicity, authorization of
production data submitted separately to Group Reporting is onUtted):
.
•

Region / Asset Holder TechniCal and Financial Management

•

BP Executive (Chief Financial Officer and Cotporate Support Director).

Asset Holde~ and / or Regional Technical and Financial Managers. ate requited to
sign snd submit to the BP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator paper copies of those.
parts of the Reserves Reporting Workbook that include infonnation that will be
disclosed externally. In so doing, they pro'Vide assurance that· the information has
been prepared in compliance with the Petroleum Reserves Volume. Guidelines (BP
yyyy-11oo and BP yyyy~ 1101) and the Group Financial Infonnation Manual (GFIM).
Accountability within BP forme extemal proved reserves disclosutes rests with the
BP ExecutiYe and specifically with the Chief Financial Officer (EPF) and the
Cotporate Support Director (BPS). They co-sign "Letters of Comfort" to the
external Group Auditors concerning each annual disclosure of proved reserves and
the Standardized Measure. examples of which are giv"en in Appendix E.
Disclosure by the Group follows the Group's Disclosure Control Procedures
(beyond the scope of this document).
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5.3

ResetVes Committee
~c

Reserves Committee. consis~ of the following pennanent mem~:

•

EP Chief Financia1 Officer,(EPF)

•

EP Cotpo~te Support D4'ector (EPS)

•

BP Dinector Sh~ Technology (BP!)

•

BP Hydrocarbon ReSource CooIdinator (EPS-p)

•

SI Deputy Group CODtroller (pCG)

In lidditi~n. the Group Remes Auditor attends', the Reserves Comnuttee in an
a~visory

role. _

'

The Reserves Committee -reports to the EP Chief Executive Officer and the other
members of the EP Executive on all procedural matters conccming the ,disclosure of '
proved tesetVcs. In this _context, its duties include. b~t are _not limited .to:
,

•

.

To understand, .challenge ~ ultimately to authorize on behalf of the'BP Chief
Executive Officer the proved reserves figures that arc disclose4 externally,
togeth~ with any explanation ~ereof that is to be published-. -

-At least annually, ~ -review internal procedute~ (as described herein) and the
Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines· with a view to detennining the need for
revision and to direct Slich revisions where necessary.
•

To coordinate televant correspondence with the United States Securities and
-Exchange Commission on behalfoftbe Group Controller.

-

To maintain an interface with the extemal Group Auditors.

•

To ,monitor action taken by Regions!Asset Holden or by the BP organization as
a whole in response to Group Reserves Auditor recommendations and to inform

the external Group Auditors accordingly.
•

To assist in the ~olution of disagreementS betw~en authorizers- of proved
resetves at different levels in the EP organization.
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Audit oC Disclosures ot SEC Proved Reserves and Standardized Measure

By'thcir nature. all estimates ofproved reserves cannot be subjected to audit in the
conventional sense that is applied to financial infoanation. However. the annual
proved oil and gas reservcs and the standardized measure disclosUres arc subjected to
limited review procedures. The review of the Stllndardizcd McasQre disclosure ,is
conducted by the external Group Auditors. The external Group Auditors also
review the proved reserves voluine disclosutC but rely heavily OD a more d~ed
review that is conducted by the Group Reserves Auditor.
The G~up Reserves.Auditor also co~duets audits oftbe principal Asset Holders
once every three' to five years. or more frequently jf wuranted. This regular cycle is
,designed to assure that reserves,calculations and procedures are being carried out in

accordance with the procedures and st2ndards described in the Group Petroleum
:Resource Volume Guidelines. which aiso contain Tenns of Reference.for the audits.
The more gencnl Tmns of Reference of the Group Reserves Auditor ate elaborated '

mAppendix F.

~.5

Schedule oC Authori1lei

A Schedule of Authorities is included as Appendix G. This indicates responsibility
for the prcpaation and approval of an the formal doCuments concerned. plus their

main recipients;

No change to the Schedule of Authorities or to the procedures that undetpin it may
be nude without ,at least the approval of the Reserves Committee. which may refer
matters to other EP Executive' membets;' the Group Resqves Auditor. Group
Reporting, the Committee of Managing Directors. external Group Auditors or
exteroallegal counsel as appropriate. '
,
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SBC Rules Concerning PrOV'ed R.eserves
United StateS Securities and Exclw1ge Commission (SEC). Rule ....10(a) of Regulation
prOduced pursuant to the Unittd States Securities Exchange Act of 1934:
'

S-x,

ProwJ oiJ tIIIJ gas mnw. ,Proved oil and gas reserVes ue the estimated quantiti~ of crude oil,
natural gas. and natural gas liquids which geological and cngi~g data demonstrate with
reasonable certainty to be recoverable' in future years f'rorn known reservoirs QDder existing
. economic and op~ting conditions, i.e.. prices' and costs as of the datA; the estimate is made. '
Prices include consideratiOn, of changes in existing prices provided only by contractual
,conditions.: .
arrangements. but not on escalations based upon

matte

(i)

Reservoirs are considered proved if econo~c 'producibllity is supported by either actual
production or conclusive formation test The area of a reservoir considered proved'
includes (A) mat pOnion delineated by drilling and defined by gas-oil and/or on-water
contaCts. if any; and (B) the immediately adjoining portions riot yet drilledo but which can
be reasonably judged as economically productive on the basis of available geological and
enginc:eriDg data. In the absence of information on fluid. CODtacts, the lowest known
struetutlll ocCUttence of hydrocarbons controls the lower proved limit of the reservoir.

(11) Reserves which can be produced economically through application of improved recovery'
techniques (such. as fluid injection) are included in the "proved" classification when
successful testing by a pilot project:, or the operation of an installed program in the
reservoir, provides support for the engineering analysis 011 Which. the project or program .
was based.
.

(m) Estimates of proved reserves do not include the following:

(A) oil that may become llVailabJc from known rescrvoits but is classified separately as
"indicated additional reserves";
.

(B) cmde oil, natural gas, and natutal gas liquids, the reCovery of which is. subject to
rcasollll.ble doubt because of uncertainty as to geology. reservoir characteristics, or
economic factors.

(q

cmde oil, IllI.tural gas. and natural gas liquids. that may occur inundrilIed prospects;
and
.

(D) cmde oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids.; that may be recovered from oil shales.

coal. gilsonite and other such sources.

PtTJJWi t1wtIDped oiJ and gas TUtnIU• .Proved developed oil and gas reserves are reserves that can be
expected to be recovered through existing wells with existing equipment and operating methods.
Additional oil and gas expected to be obtained through· the application of fluid injection or other
improved recovery techniques for· supplementing the natural forces and mechanisms of primary
recovery should be included as "proved developed reserves" only after teS~ by a pilot project
or after the operation of an installed progwn has confirmed through production response that
increased recovery will be achieved.
Proved undtvl/opld TUIhJu. Proved undeveloped oll and gas reserves are reserves that are expected
to be recovered from new wells on undrilled acreage, or from existing wells where a relatively
major expenditure is required for recompletiolL Reserves on undrilled acreage shall be limited to
those drilling units offsetting productive units that are reasonably ccrtllin of production when
drilled. Proved reserves for other undrilled units can be claimed only where it can be
demonstrated with certainty that there is continuity of production from the existing productive
formation. Under no circumstances should estimates. for, proved undeVeloped reserves be
attributable to any acreage for which an application of fluid injection or other improved recovery
technique is contemplated, unless such techniques have been proved effective by actual tests in
the area and in the same reservoir.
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Schemadc of Reporting Ptoccchue: Net EqJJity Production
Ac:don plftY

. Acdrity

..Comments

1) Quanedy

Region I Asset Holder
f"mance Deputmeot

Provided ~ugh FIRST to SI-PCGB
(and EPI')

Gtoup Reporting, SI-PCGB

Prepam data £Or Quarterly Resulti
Announcement

EPP

Prepares produetionsumlnary foi
quarterly BP highlights

Group Investor Relations SI·PI

TIlis announcement includes, by
geopphicaJregion:
a) Quartedy pmducUon .
b) Year-to-datc production

- 2)AnnuaDy

GRA. SI-PCGB, EPF

Reconcile .net equity production
tepotted in FIRST widl dlarreported in the annual reserves
data submission

.

Group Repottidg. SI-FeGB

I

Net equity production by country
for 'SEC Form 2O-P' and
'Fmancial and Operacing
lnfonnation'
. GRA; Group Resaves Auditor

..... ,
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Schematic of Reporting Procedure: prayed Reserves
Part 1: Prior to the end oCthe RepordnaYear
Action party
BP&ecutive
D~ber. previous year

Activity .

Comments

Establish target Proved Reserves
Additioo.s and larget range foc
the

I
Reserves Committee
PebruUy'

Determine Deed for cl1anges to 'process
, and / or guidelines. ,To include
consideration ofGRA

Review of previous year's,

di5closure process

m:ommend.uons.

I
Regions/Asset Holders, HRC
Monthly

Mairitain Latest Estimate (LE) of
Proved Reserves Additions

V.BPMIS.
Report to BP EXecutive mondlly.,

durinRtbe

I

Reserves Committee. Hlc
July
.

Mid-year review: Review LE.
Oppommities Catalogue and
Potential expOSure CatalOllUC.

IleHrves Committee to spedCy actions
required for year-end reporting.
To Include GRA comments.

t
Septentber, QC,tohet

Update Petroleum Resourc:e
Volume Guidelines (reporq
BP vvvv·l100 and BP vyyy·1101)

Regions. HRC, GRA

RegiOQal Reserves Ghallenge

HRC.GRA

D1stribuced to all &p)onsl~set
,
Holden'and made available on the BPS
Planning intenul web$lte

I
Scrutinize proposed new bookings and
alsting balances for (continued)

sessions

September

compliance with ~delines on p~~ ,
reseJVes.

I
Distribute pre.populated
R.esetvesReporting Workbooks
to ReRions/Asset Holders

HRC
October

&serves Comminc:e. HRC
October

I
Q4 Review: Review LE,

Rcsenoes Committee ro specify actions
required for year-end·reporting.

Opportunities Catalogue.

To include GM comm~nts.

Potential Exposute Caulogue
and outcome of Regional '
Reserves Cha1lensz.e sessions

I

mc

Advise RegionslAsset Holders of
Reserves Committee: decisions on
Droved re8eJVes bookinas

October

r

HRC; RegionslAsset Holders
December

Continued on the following page,

Agree detailed procedures for
implementing ReseJVes
Committee decisions on reserves
bookines

I

,A detailed timetable is prepared annually by HRC in consultation with SlEP·EPF.
SI-FCGB (Group Reporting) and SI·PXXC (External Affairs).

HRC: EP Hydrocatbon Resource Coordinator

GM; Group ReseJVes Auditor

---

.. ~-

~~

~

--
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Pan Z: After the ~ ofthe RepotdntJ Year
Continued &om the previous page
llcgional DWlagcmcnt
jUlIwy. weeks 1 & 2

I

Reserves Reporting Workbooks plated
on EPS global server or e-mailed to

Notification of reserves

HRC.

I
HRC.GM

January weeks 2 & 3

-Verify that cllangcs repOned fot me
yCar can be supported.

Clarify and cbaIIenge
Region/Asset Holder
. submissions .. rcemifcd

I
HRC. RegIons/Asset Holden
January wcele. 3

Resubmissions _

·1
HRC

January wcele.s- 3 & 4

Provide suamnuydata to extemal
Group Auditora for review

I
HRC, GIlA, SI-FeGB
January wcele. 4 .

Production reported in me Reserves

Agree final production data

. llcpordng Workbook must be
consistent with PIRST reporting.

I
HRC, Reserves Committee
January week 4

Prdiminuy report and
nreaentatiotl to BP Executive

GRA. cxrcinaJ Group Auditon

Agree &nal ptOVed reserves for
cxtcmaldisdosure

EndofJamwy

Note for Discussicin plus presentation.
NB: pteliminary figures

I
- I

GRA,HkC
End ofJanlWY

Present final reaer«s to Reserves
Committee (and BP Executive If
nccessaty)

Declaration of satisfaction With the
Bgures to be reported at ycar-end for
_proved and proved developed reserves.
EPS & EPF sign ''Letter of Comfort"
to external auditom;scnt via SI·FCG -

1
HRC on behalf of RcsetVCs
Committee, GRA
End ofJanuuy

Report and Presentation of proved
reserves infonnadon to external Group
Auditors Jnd Deputy Group ControUcr.

Rescl'VQ Meeting
I

HRC,EPS
Early Febnwy

IrIDal report to HP ~cutive and
CMD on year-end proved
reserves

HRC, external Group Auditors
Early Febnwy

Agree fioa1 Standardized Measure
dam for external disclosure

HRC
Early Febnwy

Parent Company Annual Report

Note fot Information plus presentation
if rcqu,ircd. .

1

EPS & EPP sign ''Letter of Comfort"
to external auditors. sent via SI·PCG

I
Reserves figures passed to SI-FeGB.
Including copy ofInitialled sehc:dules
from external Group Auditors.

1
HkC,EPS
End of May

EP Rescrves and Scope Por
Retovery

Refetence report describing changes in
Group Hydrocarbon Resources during
the reporting yeu.

A detailed timelll.ble is prepated annually by HRC In consultatiol! With SIEP·EPF.
SI-FCGB (Group Reporting) and SI·PXXC (External Affairs).
HRC: BP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator

GRA: Group Reserves Auditot
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RP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator: AccountabiHdes
The EP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator reports (mdii'ectly) to the Corp9~te, Support
Director. EPS. -He or she ensures that hydrocarbon resource volume assessment and reporting .
practices are aligned with the Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines (BP yyyy-1100) ~d rdated
dOcumentation (BP yyyy~ 1101 and BP yfyyc1102). that proved reserves estimates comply with
the relevant accowiting stand~ and regulations Q.e. as defined by -the SBC), ~d that future'
. changes in the hydrocarbon ~eSOutCe volumes hi each category are estimated.commensurate with '
the reqwiements ofbusiness planning within BP.
Accountabilities (m relation to proved reserves):

from

(a)

Deliver a realistic :view of proved ieserves additions that can be expected to result
the oveal1 hydrocarbon niatumtion process as part o( and consistent wi~ the optirriized
BP business plan.

(b)

Ddivec accumte progress reports (based on data supplied'via EPMIS) of shorHerm
- reserves maturation (proved reserves additions) in cloSe cCX;;peruion with
management and Asset Holder
focal points.
' .

.nal

reserves

,

"

,

(c)

Maintain invenrories of proved reserves bookings that .arc potentially under threat
(potential Reserves &posure catalogue) and opportunities to add to the proved reserves
base (Opportunities Catalogue). _
.

(d)

Provide s)'items that ensure the timdy and accurate collection of information' on
petroleum respuree volumes from the Asset Holders.

(e)

Compile and submit quality-assured 'internal and cxterna1 ~ervcs

reports.

(f) _ Maintain Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines' (BP JYYY-l100) and Submission
Requirements (BP yyyy-1l01) tha~ are to be used within the Group and. which tim to
ensure that Shdl's pnl.l;tices are aligned with statutory standards.internlil needs and
industry practice.

(g)

Analyse hydrocubon maturation performance venus target and (perceived) potential, the
Jatter in close cooperation with appropriate technicaJ 'specialists in the Group.

(It)

Maintain interfaces with the Group Reserves Auditor, EP man~ent,'regional
organizations. Asset Holders and Finance.. In particular to act as a first point of reference
for any topic related to proved reserves, that requires consideration, clarification or
approval of the appropriate. course of action to be taken. This incl~des the llpllroach to be
taken in the reporting of significant proved reserves ~anges and,points of clarification on
the interpretation and implementation of the appropriate rules.

(i)

Maintain external interfaces with extemaI Group Auditors and the SEC.

CD

Provide ad hot input to GtPup Control, Investor Relations. Group Geneial Financial
Accounting Policies (GPAp) or other internal interfaces as may be required from time to
time.

(k)

Monitor devdopments on resource reporting in the industry (SEC, SPE, etc).
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Letter of Comfort: Proved Reserves ,
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Letter of Comfort: Standardized Me~ure
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Group Reaetve, Auditor: TenD' (JfReference
The Group Reserves Auditor reports dietedy to the EP Chief Fin2nci2l Officer (aPF) but acts

independently in:
1.

The auditing of submitted Proved Reserves of Regions!Asset Holden by visits to those
~~

.

The Reserve Audits verify that all the required proCesses ue in place and adhered to which
ensure that the reported Group share Proved Reserves are estimated in accordance with
the most recent version of the Group.Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines. The audits
~dress the Techriical Maturity, the Commercial Maturity and the 'Reasonable Certainty' of
the reponed reserves and also Verify that the Group share calculation and the consistency
with Finance reporting are in order and that appropriate a~dit trails are in place.
A report is ptepared for each ReserveS Audit that is addressCd 'to the OUef Executive ot
the Region/Asscr Holder concerned, to the BP Chi~f Financial Officcr(EPF), to the BP
Corporate Support Director (BPS) and to the extetnl1 Group Auditors. Copies are sent to

sc1ecicd individuals in the &gion!Asset Ho1d~, the BP Internal Audit fUnction. and the
Hydrocarbon Resource Coordination ti.uu:tion in EPS and to the external.Group Auditors.
A s~ of tbe.year!s audit findings is included in the erid~yeatGroup R.t$erves Auditor
upocL

"

The Reserve Audits form part of an annually agreed plan. aiming at an audit frequency of
onc audit every four years fOr each Asset Holder. Terms of Reference for these audits are
to be found iO the Group Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines (BP yyyy-It 00).
Due to local testtictions, the Group Reserves Auditor does QOt audit the resources
reported by ~heJ1 Canada.
2

Witnessint and verifying the accumulation of the Group's Proved Reserves at the cnd of
each year fodndusion into the Group Annual Reports and the SEC Form 2O-F report on
the basis ofinformation 5upplied by Regions/Asaet Holden.
'

In this task the 2$sembled data as tcecived arc audited in cooperation with representatives
, of KPMG Accountants (2$' memal Group Auditors). Changcscompared with the
previous year are reviewed and their reasonableness is assessed on the basis of. the
information' available. Where necessItY, additional information is requested from the
Region!Asser Holder concerned•.
Production volumes for the reporting year ate cOmpared. for consistency with data
supplied via the Group financial infoana1;ion system (FIRS1) to Group Reporting.
At the end of this· process a Reserves Auditor Report with AuditOr findings is written to
the external Group Auditors, the BP Chief Financial Officer (EPF) and the BP Corporate
Suppon DireCtOr (£PS). It is copjed to the BP ClUef Executive. The Chief Financial
Officer aild Corporate Support Director thereupon release the 'The Letter of Comfort',
addressed to the external Group Auditors (KPMG and PWq. In addition KPMG
Accountants issue a note with Supplementary Information to the Group Auditors (pwq.
The Reserves Auditor Report is also presented and discussed in a meeting between Group
AuditoC5 (KPMG, PWq, The Deputy Group Controller (SI.FCG), representatives from
SIBP Corporate Support! Hydrocarbon Resource Coordination and the Group Reserves
Auditor ar the end ofjanuary.
3.

The provision of general advice withtespc:et to Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines
and Procedures.
Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines are jn principle reviewed and, where neeesslUY,
updated annually by the BP Hydrocarbon Resource Coordination function. The Group
Reserves Auditor will provide advice regarding the changes proposed. He or she may also
be called upon to provide other advice regarding issues that may arise from time to time
with respect to Reserves repotting methods and procedures.
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Schedule of Authorities: Proved Reserves and Standardized MeasUre
Based on BP ~725 (1986), updated t 996. 2002 and 2003

Tide ofdocument or acdvi~

Reapolllible
for
Preparation

Responsible
for
Approval

Final
submission £or
uieto

EP
Executive

EPRegions
/ Asset Holders-

t

Proved Reserves Replacemeilt Target Sealog

HRC

2'

Reserves Audit Reports (Region / Asset Holder
audits)

GRA

EPS.EPF.
Regions. Asset
Holdets

3

Resource Management and Reporting Guidelines
a) Pmtess, ~sibi1ities, definitions.

HAC. GM

requirements

BPTIT&OE. EPT/T&OE

b) Tedmictl methodologies
~

c) Matten rdatiag to proved and proved

GRA,HRC

Annual tesetves terum &om RegionslAsset
Holl;lers

Region/AH

Techni611

.:.~.

l~

>:

5

Reserves
Committee

devdoped reserves estimating pto«durcs

-4

-R.esetv-es
Committee

Audit trall in support of annual reserves return
from Asset Holder.

Region
Technical

Asset Holden
Asset Holden
SI-PCGBand
Asset Holders
GRA,HllC

&Fmancc
functionS '

and FUlIOcial
Management

Asset Holder
Senior RE

Region I
Asset Holder
PE Ma.
(or equlv't)

Region/AH
Technical

Reserves
Committee

EP
Executive
'
,

6

PrelinWwy report on year-end proved reserves to
BP Executive

HRC

7

Reserves Auditor Repott

GRA

~eni:

Reserves
Co~uee

8

Slllndudized Mea$Ute Report
- Region / Asset Holder annual submission
(together with proved teSerVes - see (4) above)

HAC

&Finance
functions

Region
Technical
and Financial
Management

- Group submission to SEC Fonn 2O-F

HRC

EPS;EPF

SI-PCGB

9

Proved reserves & Standardized Measure "Letters
of Comfort" to external Group Auditors.

GRA

EPS.EPF

Gro\lP Auditors

10

Stateme.nt of crude oll and natural gas reserves for
inclusion in Annual Report submission to the US
Securities and Exchange Commjssion(Fottn 2Q.
P) and other Parent Company publicly disclosed
repons.

HRC

Reserves
Committee

SI-FCGB

HRC: EP Hydrocarbon Resourc:e Coordinator

Region/AH

Technital

GRA: Group Reserves Auditor

AH: Asser Holder
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ORAFT NOTE -19 Oct 2000

From:
To:

Copy:

CONFIDENTIAL

AnIon A. Barendregt

Group Reserves AUditor, 'SIEP - EPB • GRA

lorin' Brass

Director, Business Development, SIEP • EPB

Alan Parsley

CEO. Shell Development, Australia (SOA)

Robert Blaauw

E&P Manager. SDA

Davld Christle

Finance Manager, SDA

Wim Heln Grasso

Commercial Director, SOA

Jeroen Regtlen

Development Manager, SOA

(circulation)

SIEP - EPF: Gardy, van Nues

(circulation)

SIE:P· EPfJ.P: Bell, McKay, 'Aalbers

Rob Jager
Egbert Eeftlnk

Director, KPMG Accountants NV

StephenL.Johnson

PrlceWaterhouseCoopers

Business Advisor. SIEP (EPA)

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - SHELL DEVELOPMENT AUSTRALIA, 9-13 Oct 2000

I have audited the proved reserves submissions of SDA·forthe year 1999 and the processes'that were followed
in their preparation. These submissions present the SDA contribution to the Group'S externally reported
Proved and Proved Developed Reserves and'assoclated changes as at 31 December 1999.
The aodit followed the procedures laid down In the ·Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines. SIEP 99110011101" (based, inter alia. on FASB Statement 69). It Included a verification of the technical and
commercial maturity of the reported reserv~s, a verification that ~argins'of uncertainty were appropriate, that
Group share and net sales volumes had been calculated 'correctly and that reported reserves changes were
classified COJTectly. The 18$l previous SEC proved reserves audit for SDA was carried out In 1996. The audit
took the form of technical discussions with staff from Woodslde Energy Lld (the operator for a large part of the
asSets with SOA interest) and detailed discussions about the reserves reporting process with' SOA staff.
Total booked Group share. proved reserves at the end of 1999 were 44 mln m3 of oil + NGl (of which 20 mln
m3 developed) aDd 217 bin sm3 ofgas (of Which 27 bIn sm3 developed). 1'999 Reserves replacement ratios
were 48% for oil+NGL and -340% for gas.
The audit commended the high quality technical work that had been carried out' by Woodslde, partiCUlarly in
assessing the subsurface unce~alnties and in evaluating the ranges of in-place and reserves estimates.
Intensive SIEP assistance through VAR- and other reviews was noted. Maintaining the preliminarily booked
volume of Gorgon gas reserves (first done at 1.1.1999) was supported on the grounds that a gas market was
highly likely to be established in due course and that it must be considered likely that an extension of the
current 5-year Retention Lease Will be granted In 200Z. Proved reserves in somemature fields. (N·Rankln,
GOodwyn' and the four 011 fields) shoUld be increased to expectation levels, in line with the guidelines. This
could increase Group entitlement by some 12 mln m30e. Concern was expressed about the lack of a concisely
'docomented' audit trail, which hampered a proper assessment of the reasons for the end·1999 reserves
changes.
The audit finding Is that the SOA statements fairly represent the Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the
end of 1999. There Is a possibility of a small (appr. 4%) understatement of ei1t1l1eJ11ent reserves due to the
reporting of P8S (proven) reserves instead of expectation reserves in mature fields. The overall opinion from
the audit regarding the state of SOA's 1999 Proved Reserves submission, taking account of the scoring in
AUachment 3, is therefore sallsfaclory.
A summary of the findings and observations is included in the Attachments.

AA Barendregt

Attachments 1, 2, 3

SDA·Covn,doc

13110/00
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9-13 Oct 2000

I

li
.'

~

MAIN OBSERVATIONS

,t
1.

SOA report their Group Share reserves in two separate submissions. The first contains the 'direct' share of
SOA in the successive licences and ventures in whiCh Shell have an Interest, together with other coventurers. The second submission relates to the 34.27% shareholding that Shell have in Woodslde
Petroleum Ltd, who are co-venturer and operator In many of the fiel.ds In which SOA have an ·intere~. The
effect Is an increase In the net reported share of the Woodslde operated fields.

2.

Commendation Is made of the excellent quality of the technical work carried out by Woodside Energy Lld
in assessing'the subsurface risks and in evaluating and quantifying the probability ranges of the in-place
and reserves estimates. The fact that production history in the mature fields largely confinned the original
estimates p!ovldes evidence for this qlJa1ity. Woodslde can be commended for a significant improvement
of their intemal work processes In this respect. It was also noted t~at.co-venturer supPOrt, e.g. through
regular peer reviews and SIEP reviews (VARs and others) helped to further contribute to this suCcess.

3.

Some 10 Tcf (or 86 bin m3 Group share) of proved gas reserves have been booked for the giant Gorgon
field since 1.1.1999. This was done o'n the strength of work done by the operator (WAPET, later Chevron)
showing that development of this field through an LNG facility (stand-alone or, preferably, shared with the
existing Woodslde I North West Shelf LNG faCility) was commercially robust. An important challenge Is
finding a buyer in a market that is fUlly supplied until 2005 and In which there is still slgnifitant competltk~
thereafter. In the long tann, however, there ca~ be little doubt that a maltet will be found for this gas if.· r
the East~ or South Asian rim. Hence, the Group reserves reporting guidelines do in principle allow this gas
to be reported as reserves.

~

~

J
.,
./

The outstanding Issue Is whether tile Stated ,Gorgon reserves can be sh.oWn to be produclble within the
prevailing production licence. Gorgon Is presently held under a Retention lease, renewable for
successive periods of 5 years under the condition that the field can be considered likely to become
commercially viable within the next 15 years and that the'lessee is actively pursuing the evaluation of
. commercial viability. including the conclusion of long t!3nn sales contracts. The current Retention lease
expires in 2002. Although there Is little doubt that, on ttie strength 9f the significant technical and
commercial work done todat~, an extension of the Retention lease will be granted, there is no fonnal right
to this extension. Hence the Group guidelines are ~ot fully clear of! this issue. . . .
The practical way forw~rd (an~ recommendation from this audit) is to maintain the presently booked
volume of Gorgon reserves (even when the actual volume has been superseded by a 20% larger volume,
following new teChnical work) and not book any increases until either the Retention lease has been
extended or until e.g. a letter of intent with a prospective buyer Iias been signed.
4.

Group reserves guidelines prescribe that externally reported 'Proved' reserves should be made equal to
expectation volumes (in stead of P8S proven or low volumes) in mature fields, i.e. fields with significant
production In relation to their ultimate recovery. Hence, the externally reported proved reserves in N~ '
Rankin, Wanaea and Cossack (and possibly Goodwyn plus, in the near future, Lamlnaria and Corallina)
should be taken as equal to expectation reserves. The same reserves shOuld then also be applied for
asset depreciation calculations for Group accounting..

5.

One of the requirements of a reserve audit is that QU Group share submissions can be reconciled with
reserves volumes and changes in Individual fields. The audit should also establish that Group share
reserves Changes have been reported in th~ correct category (revisions, field extensions ar:ad discoveries,
purchases I sales in place etc.). .'This process was greatly hampered by the lack of Iil concise audit note,
with full detail at field level and by the lack of a proper record of 1999 p'roduced volumes by Individual
fields. As a result, only a very partial match could be obtained with individual field volumes and changes
as reported by Woodslde and Chevron, see Attachments 2.1-2.4. In particular, no expl~natjon c~uld be
found for the sizeable reduction in proved total gas reserves during 1999 (causing an alarming reserves
replacement ratio of -340%1).
NeW guidelines for preparing a proper audit trail have recently been publiShed on the SIEP·EPB web site.
11 is the strong opinion of the auditor that a good audit trail will not only facilitate the auditor's task but also,
and more importantly, will greatly enhance clarity and transparency of the reserves reporting process in
the OU organisation, This will undoubtedly lead to less staff lime being required during staff handovers,
queries etc.

6,

GHVs are measured and a record is maintained at field level (and apparently even lower) by Woodside.
who do the calc~lation of Nm3 from Sm3 volumes. An allempt was made at reconciling the SOA Nm3
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submission with av~rage Gorgon and NWS GHVs, but no matCh could be obtained (Att. 2.4). This
..
problem will disappea~ In the end·200D cycle when reporting In NIJl3 will no longer. be required.
. '/.
7.

. 8.

Asset depreciation for Group accounts Is done correctly throu(jh P.roved developed reserves depletion:(proved total reserves for the full North Rankln faCilities, which act as a hub for the entire NWS offshore
gas system). Correct reserves values are being used, but no'ca~y cOuld be found of the· formal end-1999 "
note of advice to Finance with the proper new reserves volumes to be used.
£'4 .
..

Full monthly production a~ sal~s statistics (100% field volumes) .are received bl' ~(;x (!'Om Woodslde,
who are the only operator at present with fields In production in SOA-held acreage. A selection of these
figures (e.g..totals by assets only, not fields) is manually transcribed Into the Finance system for monthly I.
quarterly reporting. 'A parallel system (also with manual Input) Is maintained by the Development Manager
for e.g. KPI and MIS reporting. There would appear totbe (lpportunltles for synergy and rationalisation,
also through electronic tmnsfer'of data. Incorporation of data at field level could help the. end-year audit
trail.
;

Recommendations

':¥i. le tAw....t ;,..:rL.."I..... .,~/,'/...
'. A
~, j.t'",. :'.'r"";- /e ,~r~:"" ~~A;.I'~ ~.!'",
':"'~'
,i·:-~~·. :~;".>.,::'·;~.,:,r" , ' / , /-- /,'",

. ,:>"::.

1.

Maintain the presently booked volume of Gorgon reserves until a clearly positive event (extension of the
Retention lease or LOI.with a buyer) has occurred.

2.

Raise externally proved and proved developed reserves in N-Rankin and Wanaea 1 Cossack, plus
possibly those in Goodwyn and Laminaria 1 Corallina to expectation levels, in line with Group gUldell~es.

3.

Prepare a 'proper audit trail note, in line with published guidelines, for the 1.1.2001' reserves reporting
cycle.

4.

Consider possible synergy and rationalisation between produCtion isales reporting tl1rough Finance and
the' Development function.
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CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

. SOA, Qct 2C)OO

COMPANY: SHELL DEVELOPMENT AUSTRAliA LTD

Att&cftlment 3

".

-.:;

.•

• t

It

AREA I FIELD: ALL
I

Dimensions (100% field Rgure$ U at 1.1.20001:
Averllg. Group share:·25 - 37%
p share 18 10"6 m3~
1.1.2000 Proved Oil Reserves 45 10"6 m3'
Group share 1610"6 m3
1.1.2000 Proved DeveIo~ Oil Reserves 40 .10"6 m3
6
10"6 m3
Group share 1.4 10"6 m3)
1
011 Production
16 10"3 m3Id Group share 3.8 10"3 ~
1.1.2000 Proved Gas Reserves 900 10"95m3 .' (GrouP share 218 10"9
(Group share '010"9 sm3)
1.1.2000 Proved
Gas Reservas 124 10"95m3
1
Gas Production 16 1(1i'9sm3
~GrOUPshare 4.110"9~
45 1O"B sm3ld Group share 11 10"6 s
Numbel' of fields In area '20
Number of wells driDad , In production

rrou

I

f

Deve=

Result

Audit criteria
1 TeCHNICAL MATURITY
1.01 I.s 3D I5eismie available and used for the field(s) in quesllon? .
1.02 Are seismic processing and interpretation state-of-the-art?

+
+

1.03 Is well log data quantity and quality adequate?

+

1.04 Is well dala.coverage adequate?

+'

1.05 Has a 'proved area' been defined (Iowe$l known nuld contact,
no m";';"huo"l!n<I fauJts\ and is it realistic?'
•
1,(16 Is reservoir produclbDity for undeveloped reServes supported
bv nttIdudion las
evidence?
1.07 Is there a proper volumetric estimate?

+

1.08 Ale representative PVT data available and have they been
orooeitv.accoonled for in the volumetric 'estimate?
. 1.09 Is a &tatlc model available I adequate? .

,

Comments

3D seismic has been &hot and interpreted aver an the fields
Allhough much of the seismic: vintage Is frpm the eaI1y 1990's,
re-proc:esslng and re-In.terpreta~ion using the latest lec:hnlques
is gradually being Introduced (eg LambertlHennes,. Laminaria)
Extensive log and core data have been gathered In appraisal
wells and in deveJllllITlent walls as a r
Certainly in developed fields; Subsurface unc:ertaInties are
properly accounted for in undeveloped fields and proved
reserves are In principle not booked until data coverage is
Proved reserves are not booked UIlti1 well data coverage is
adlll'lUate.
Yes, most nolal;»ly In Gorgon

+
+

For Woods/de operated lields, SPACE probabllislic 8$limates,
validated againllt sele<:ted low- and high reafl8elions in e stalic
model, are &tandard practice. For the Gorgan area there Is a

+

Yes, eldensive PVT analyses are standard practice and these
are Drooertv refle<:ted In static and dvnamlc models.
For Wqodside operated fields, SPACE probablllstlc estimates,
validated. against selected low· and high realisations In a sialic
model. are standard praclice. For the Gorgon area there is a .
fuU"t .
'.
.
. Ves. detailed dynamiC: models (downloaded from static models)
are available for all flSlds with Droved reserves.
History rna~ches, 10 the extent that there Is slifficlent production
history, are good and are kept up-to-date on a regular basis.

+

1.10 Is a dynamic model available' adequate?

+

1.11 Is a history match available I adequate?

+

1.12 Is the recovery factor for proved reserves reafisllc?

+

1.13 Ne developed reserves based an proper NFA (No Further
Actlvilvl forecasts?
.
1.14 Are developed reserves based on existing wells. completions
and facilities, or do they require only minor costs «10% project
cost) to be hooked UD?
1.15 Ha5/llalie (a) development project(s) been defined for
undeveloDed reserves or can Mhev be defined?
1.16 l&fare the project(s) technically mature or is further data
gathering necessary?

+
+
.+;
+

Yes, the RFs fUlly reflect the range of possible subsurface
realisations and DOSsible develoDr'nent scenarios.
Yes; dedicated NFA dynamic model runs are made.
incorooratina exIstlno facilities' constraints as relevant.
Yes. A proper correction was made at 1.1.2000 to reflect the as
yet undeveloped state of gas reserves obtainable through
comDression.
Yes
..
'"' - .
Those projecls pertllining to proved reserves lire mature. with.
the possible el(ceplion of Egret, where Ihe low r~rves
estimate does not appear to pass ~reening criteria. In the
large Gorgon gas field, Ihere is also a technically (and
economicallv\ robust d
Yes

1.17 Islare lhere (an) aUdilabJe development project p1an(s) with
+
costs benefrts and economics?
1.16 Are Improved recovery estimates based on 11 successful pilot or NA. Apart from ongoing gas recycling in Goodwyn and some
analogue or are they citherwise supportable?
LPGfgas injeclion in LaminariafCorallina. there are no
imoroved rel:overv llroiects olanned.
1.19 Has Ihe project been subjected 10 11 VAR review or other
+ All projects in which SDA have an interest are subjected to
external review and if so, what have been the main
regular peer reviews and VAR reviews with SIEP-EPT
conclusions?
assistance. In particular Ihe SJEP assistance to Woodside can
be classified as Intensive.

.2
2.01

COMMERCIAL MATURITY
Islare the projecl(s) commercially mature (positive NPV for
Group Ref. Cr~. over ~ range of possible fulure scenarios flow
case reserves)?

+ ~ Good
SDA·AnJ.xls. CheckUsl

+

Yes; those that are not are classified as SFR

0 ~ sau.r.clo,y X; Un••li.r.clory N.A.; Not Appllc.ble
'3110100. i'·~5
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CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDll'~

. SDA, Oet 2000

Attachment 3

2.02 Is1Ire the project(s) IICllIlOPlicaII viable (meeting Group Sa.
CrlL over IlIIlge of po$$ible future seenarioa I low ease

+

2.03 Have fofecasts been cut 0« when rates become uneconomic?

+

Yes: those ~at are not ~re ~Ied as SFR

2.04 Have the latest Group Sereefling I Reference Cr~eria been
used?
2.05 Are assumed prices and costs RT (or justified if not)?
2.06 Haslhave the projeet(s) been approved by Shareholders?

+

Yes (standard Group practice)

2.07 Is project flnIlnclng available or can It reasonably be expected
Ito be Svailable?
2.08 Are developed reserves actually in production?
2.09 Have all proved gas reserves been conItacIed to sales?

Yeti, with the Possible (n:MrIor) ~ptiol:l of Egret, ~ 1.16
.'

above.

.,

;

,

,

+

Yes (standard Group practiCe)

0

Shareholder approval Is usuany not sought untO start of project

+.

Yes, no foreseeable problems In this respect.

+

Yes

0

Not an of lhese. There Is still uncontracted gas In the NWS
fields whilst GorllM oasis as
uneommltted.
existing NWS gas buyers are Hkely la be quite willing to extend
currenl contracts; Existing facllilles'life span Is not seen 8$ a .

2.10 If not, can they reasonably be expected to be sold In existing
markets and through existing facll~les?

+

If neRher, can they reasonably be expected 10 be developed
and sold in a future markel? .
'

+

REASONABLE CERTAINTY
Is \he uncertainly range of volumetric parameters and STOIIP
estimetes adequate?

+

activitY.

.

constraint
2.11

3
3.01

There are fike/y to be amp'le opportun~ies for expansion of the
LNG mamelln South and East AsIa (Japan and.Korea, but
also Taiwan, China, India), particUlarly post·2005. Although
. there is col1'lpelilion on lhe supply side, there can be little doubt
that buyers can eventually be found for all economlcaRy
. 'tillS on'"
•
.

The establl$tlld proced"r. of fuBy probabilistic voIumelrlcs and
muJli-reaftsation static modelling ensures thal proper ranges are
taken for each of the voIU1'n<>1r;;; .......meters. .
+ Yes, It lakes account of ~ metu,rity of \he field
+ Yes, reftected through lhe multJ..scana'rlo dynamic modelling
N.A. Since \here are no·en<k>f -lcence Issues for the NWS fields,
maritellfaeililies,constraints have essentially no effect on
reserves estimates. For a discussion
see 4.01.
Ranges from 0 to 40% (excluding Barrow island and
Thevenard see also Att 2.11
Some (N·Rankln, Wanaea, Cossack), yes. The very malure
fields Barrow Island and Thevenard have been sold during

3.02 lathe uncertainty range of developed recovery adequate?
3.03 Is the uncertainly range of undeveloped recovery adequate?
3.04 Have markell production consIrainI uncertainties been taken
into account?
3.05 What is ralio of field(s) cum.prod.1 proved total recovery?
3.06 Can the fleld(s) be considered mature?

2000,

3.07 Are proved (developed and 100al) reserves benchmarked
against expectation reserves for 'proved areas' when fleld(s)
are mature (delennlnlstic approach)?

X

3.08 Are proved reserves for fields (or oIher entities used for asset
deprecialion) added together llrithll'lelically?

+

3.09 Are proved reserves within .fields (or within entities used fOl'
BllSeI dellreciatlonl added toaelher PfObabilisticallv?
3.10 Is any assumed dependency In probabilistic addition
aDPrOPriate?

+

4
4.01

No; 'GUli:Ielines allow externally reported provea reserves in N· "
Rankin, Wanaea and Cossack (and possibly Goodwyn plus, in ,"
the near future,lamlnaria and Corallina) 10 -be laken as equal
10 eYnecl"ti
Proved reserves for fields ara added logether B!ithmeticaDy,
Depreciation for e.g. the NWS gas fileds Is done on a
combined asset basis and probablllstlc addRion within those
uld 'n ori,,,.inl...... "Ilnwad
Probabilistic estimates for enlRies (areas, reservoir sands)
within fields are addad looether Drobabillstlcallv.

.

GROUPSHARECAlCULAt~N

Are proved and proved developed reserves fully producible
within the .lIcence P,Briod (or its extension if there is a legal right)
and within production ceilings/constraints?

0

,

Licences start with an exploration pennit for up to 6 years,
renewable for up to 5 years, 10 be followed by a Produclion
Licence if commercial prOduction is undertaken. ProductiOn
Licences lasl for 21 years, with one extension option of another
21 years, followed by a further extension option of indefinite
duration. The Production Licence lapses only if there has
been no production for 5 successive years. Hence there is no
end-of-licence cut-off In effect (or any of the NWS or
11

+ = Good
SDA·AII3 xlo, Checkllol

0

= Satls.factory

•.

. ,1i..1<J"

x:. Uh~.iHi'5fac:tory N.A.o:: Net Appllc",ble
P<i~jf.~

2
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Attachment 3

Fields for which lhe expIorallon Iieence has ended and for
wtlIch no production licence has been applied for can be
granted a Retention Lease for a period of 5 years. ThIs can be
followed by an indeftnile number of.successive t>year
extension ilptIons, whlch Qny the coMiIions lhat the rleld can
be oonsklered b"kely 10 become c:ommereially viable WIIhln Ihe
next 15 yelltS and IhalIhe lessee Is lIe1lW1y ptnUlng the

..

lMlluallon of commerelal vlablUty, Inc:IUdlng lhe conclusion of
long lerm sales conlrDcts.
Currently, the field$ In !he Goraon area are held under a
Retention Lease, 01 which the current 8lCIenSion ends In 2002.
Although it is eonsIdOred Ukely I~ the Interesl holders can
convince I!'& aUlhprlties lhat commen:IaI viability on these
fl8lds is aellvely
being pursued,
,.
, fI is not c:Iear whether this can

4.03 Is the eompany's hydroeatbon$ Equity share calculated

+

prtlpeI\y?

4.04 I~ the net Shen share calculated properly (100% for
consolidated SheD companies, with minority reserves reported
or aelual """""nlROIl If less than 50%\?
4.05 Is the hydrocarbons PSC entitlement share (net cost oil + profil
oil onlY) calculaled 1Ytllll!!ffv?
4.06 lathe hydrocarbons Purchase Right share (10 lhe.exIenIlhat
economic beIietit Is derived from produelion while stlD be;lrtng .
sha'
calculaled nm.....rIv?
4.07 Are royalties in cash (legally or customarily) counled as
'.
reserves?
4.08 Are royalties In kind excluded from reserves?
4.09 Are volumes given _y or received as fees In kind (a.g. for
Infrastructure use bv third Dartles) excluded from reS8lVes?
4.10 Has historic Group under-<Jr overlift (compared wilh othar co:venturers1 been aecounted for?
.
4.11 Have gaa volumes produced from the reservoir but not yel sold
(e.g. through UGS, gaa re-Injecl/on into al'!other rEnlelVOir or a
awap deal with another field) been properly rpaintalned in
. 4.12 Have separate &ubmlssiona been made for Equ~y , Enlillement
and Purchase RIQht volumes?

+

Yes, actual percentage is reported.

... .,

+

I

~

royallles are paid In cash and corresponding volumes are
included In reserves.

N.A
N.A

f

•

N.A
N.A

0

Separale llubmlssons have been made for 'Direct' and 'Indirect'
SheH share volumes.
ReselVeS for Ihe Woodside operated fields (NWS and
LaminarlaICoral1ina) are being kepi up-to-date annuaHy and'
revised as necessarv.
Largely, yes. A good match (or reconcmatlon of minor errors)
W8$ obtained for Oil and NGL figures, but gas volumes
appeared to show discrepancies of 1-3%, see All. 2.1.

·NA. Nol really relevant
X

No Individual field reserves (100%) from last year's SUbmission
W!ilre available, neKher were individual field production data for
1999 (see also 6.06-(7). Specific categories for oil
(purchases/sales In place, new discoveries, new developed
reserves) could be broadly reconciled to Individual fields. A
significant reduction in developed gas reserves was due 10 a
correction for (as yet undeveloped) reserves allributable 10
future compression. The cause for the reduction of lotal gal'
reserves could nol be eslablished,

5.05 Are reserve changes reported in Ihe appropriate categories?

+

Yes, see above.

506 Are technical reports available describing reasons and

0

Most field reserves are in line with estimates in the latest FOP
reports, with remarkably lillle change being required in e,g.
Wanaea I Cossack and Laminaria I Corallina. However. the
latest correction in developed gas reserves (correcling for
compression) was not found to have been documented

justifications for new reserves estimates in sufficient detail?

+ ::: Good

f
I

N.A

5.02 Can reported ne! Group equity reserves be reconciled with
Indivldualfield reserves estimates?

'Is. CoeckUsl

1

N.A

+

$OA.AII~

,

Yes, lotsl SheD equity Is calculsted as the sum of 'direet' SheU
. (SDA) participation share in Ihe respective ventures, plus the
'indireel' SheD share (34.27%) In Woodslde Petroleum Lld,
which has separate hcklings in Ihe respeetlve ventures.

N.A

5 AUDIT TRAILS
.5.01 Are proved and proved developed reserves estimates up-Io
date?

5.03 Can reported net Group equity reserves be reconciled with
other relevant dala (e.g. produclion constraints, gas markets,
etc)?
5.04 Can re$erve changes be reconciled with Individuallield
changes?

v

N.A

4.02 Are the forecasts required 10 demonsIraIe the above eondHIon
eonsIatent with those presented In Ihe latest BuslneM Plan?'

0:: Satidactory X=: Un5:aUsfilttory N.A.:= Not Applicable
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5.07 he reports nurnlJem I Indexed'properly and Is thtlre 8 c:enlraI
Ibr8fy where copies "'. kept?

x

5.10 l)Q these dala bases also contain re'erences to detailed IreclOrts?

X

No.

+

Ves

+

Yes, in particular LPGs are reported GOrrectly as gas

o

Ysstream own use. 'ueIand loues. (estimated at 3.1% in the
Woodslde 'VefSion..7' submission to SOA. although 2.9% was
shown in a lat.r submission) are excluded fromlhe NWS gas
volumes. No such correction is made for the Gorgoo volumes,
which is acceptable In view of the as yet preliminary nature of
these volUmes.
Qgymstream 'uel and losses (I.e. in the LNG plant) are

6.04 Are gas GHVs properly measured ,or sales gas conditions and
accounted 'or In reserves submissions?

o

GHVs tue measured and a record is maintained at fleld level
(and apparently even lower) by Woodslde, who do the
calculation of Nm3 'rom sm3 volumes. An attempt was made at
reconciling the SOA Nm3 submisSion with average Gorgon
aM NWS GHVs, but no match could be obtained (All. 2.4),

6.05 Ne reported proved developed reserves c;onsistent-with those
used for asset depreciation in Group Accounts?

o

Yes, although the audit Iran was poor: a copy of the orlginal
note by' SOA Petroleum El)gineers advising SDA Finance
about the reserves to be used. could not be found.
Upon advice 'rom SIEP early in 2000, asset depreciation for
North Rankin facilities is done on total North Rankln reseives,
whilst those 'or the other fields are done on 'proved developed

6.06 Are annual Oil+NGL production volumes in reserves
SUbmissions c;onslsterrt with Upstream sales volumes reported
into the Finance (Ceres) system, i.e. Ceres line 0933, which is
the sum of Une 7385 (Reward OillNGL) and line 0871 I"' !l462Oil + 8464-NGL for Consolidated Companies + line 3596 (10
0931·0iI + 0932-NGL) for As6OC. Companies?

+

6.07 Are annual gas producllon (sales) volumes in reserves
submissions consistent with Upstream DIes volumes reported
Into the Finance (Ceres) system, te. Ceres fine 0323" 0934
(Group ey net NG sales) + 3598 (Assae.Cy NG sales),
corrected for 1404+4796 (Gas_ purch~) and
4100+4510+457~73 (Trade, other Sales and Transfers)?

x

6

CONSISTENCY WITH FINANCIAL REPORTING

6.01 Iw proved and proved developed reserves based on fiscalised
IIItlIiJrnM under sales
.• ?
6.02 Iw oil, NGLs and sales gas reported in their appropriate
caleaories?
6.03 Are own use, fuel, losses efc excluded?

7
7.01

OVERALL
"Group guidelines should '101 or n~ c;ompletely have been
fonowed. ;:lre results still reasonable / Overstated I understated?

,.D....""""

.,

The.eOO-1999 submisSions for 1999 oil+NGL production
through Cares and through SIEP were, after some corrections,
identical.

The eOO-1999 submissions for 1999 gas sales through Ceres
and through the reserves reporting line (SIEP) were
inconsistent with each other (some 9% different). This was
due to LNG plant 'uelaOO flare being excluded from the Ceres
figures. in fine with then prevalUhg deflnilions. The new
.1.1.~definitionslnf.erfs~,.h~11ren~!~i\./ ." /).,''./
~ /./'':.~~\~~

o

o

.'~~.~"'l"./. ~I /.o'~.'

Group guidelines were not completely followed with rElspectlo _·i/
proved and proved developed reserves irl mature flelds (see
3.07). The potential understatement in total proved reserves
could be some 12 mln m30e Group share. or some 4% of SOA
bOoked reserves.
. . ',' -,-,' I,
"
r',,/
Gorgon gasreserves (some 86 bin sm3 or 30% of SOA's '
m30e Group share volume) can be maintained at their present
level in the reserves portfolio and should only be changed if
definitive new information regarding the project and/or the
'DIDnl;"n

ID~~"

.

. .

\

."" /
'

.

7,02 00 the reported proved and proved developed reserves
Bearing in mind the above remarks, the SOA st"tement of
estimates give" reasonably accurate reflection of sh"reholder
proved and proved developed reserves 011 end 1999 can be
value?
considered to give a reasonably accurate renection or
'-_-'-----.-...,
~'____ _l>'s""ha"_'r_"'_'eh(older valu""e"--.~
___'

+

~ Good

0

= Satisfactory

)( ~ UnsaUdaclory N,A. ~ Not Applicable
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CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFT NOTE - 21 Noy 2000

From:

Anton A. Barendregt

Group ReSetv9s Auditor, SIEP - EPB - GRA

To:

Lonn Brass
Alan Parsley

Director, Business Development, SIEP - EPB

Copy:

CEO, Shell Development Australia (SOA)

Robert Blaauw

E&P Manager, SDA

David Chrlstle

Finance Manager, SDA

Wlm Heln Grasso

Commercial Director, SOA

Jaroen Regtien
(circulation)

Development Manager. SDA
SIEP - EPF: Gardy. van Nues

(circulation)
Rob Jager

stEP· EPB·P: Bell, McKay, Aalbers

Egbert Eeftink
Stephen L. John60n

Business Advisor, SIEP (EPA)
Director, KPMG Accountants NV
PriceWaterhouseCoopers

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - SHELL DEVELOPMENT AUSTRALIA, 9-13 act 2000

I have audited the proved reserves submissions of SDA for the year 1999 and the processes that were followed
in their preparation. These submissions present the SDA contribution to the Group's externally reported Proved
and Proved Developed ReS8tves and associated changes as at 31 December 1999.
The audit followed the procedures laid down in the ·Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines. SIEP 991100/1101· (based, Inter alia, on FASB Statement 69). Itlncluded a verification of the technical and commercial
maturity of the reported reserves, a verification that margins of uncertainty were appropriate, that Group share
and net sales volumes had been calculated correctly· and that reported reserves changes were classified
correctly. The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for SDA was carried out in 1996. The audit took the
form of lechnical discussions with staff from Woodside Energy Ltd (the operator for a large part of the assets
with SDA interest) and detailed discussions about the reserves reporting process with SOA staff.
Total booked Group share proved reserves at the end of 1999 were 44 mln m3 of oil'" NGL (of which 20 mln m3
developed) and 217 bIn sm3 of gas (of which 27 bin sm3 developed). 1999 Reserves replacement ratios were
48% for oil+NGL and -340% for gas.
The audit commended the high quality technical work that had been carried out by Woodside, particUlarly in
assessing the subsurface uncertainties and in evaluating the ranges of in-place and reserves estimates.
Intensive SIEP assistance through VAR· and other reviews was noted. Maintaining the preliminarily booked
volume of Gorgon gas reserves (first done at L L 1999) was supported on ~he grounds that a gas market was
highly likely to be established In due course and that it must be considered likely that an extension of the current
S-year Retention Lease will be granted in 2002. Proved reserves in some mature fields (N-Rankin. Goodwyn
and the four oil fields) should be increased to expectation levels. in line with the guidelines. This could increase
Group entitlement by some 12 mln m30e. Concern was expressed about the lack of a concisely documented
audil trail, which hampered a proper assessment of the reasons for the end-1999 reserves changes.
The audit finding is that the SDA statements fairly represent the Group entlUements to Proved Reserves at the
end of 1999. There;s a possibility of a small (appr. 4%) understatement 01 entitlement reserves due to the
reporting of P8S (proven) reserves instead of expectation reserves in mature fields. The overall opinion from the
audit regarding the state of SDA's 1999 Proved Reserves submission, taking account of the scoring in
Attachment 3, is therefore satisfactory.
A summary of the findings and observalions is Included in the Attachments.
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Attachment 1
SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT· SOA. 9-13 Qct 2000
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.

SOA report their Group share reserves In two separate submissions. The first contains the 'direct' share of
SOA In the successive licences and ventures In which Shell have an interest, together with other c~
venturers. The second submission relates to the 34.27% shareholding that Shed have in Woodside
Petroleum Ltd, who are co-venturer and operator in many of the fields in which SOA have an interest. The
effect is an Increase in the net reported share of the Woodslde operated fields.

2.

Commendation Is made of the excellent quality of the technical work carried out by Woodslde Energy Lld in
assessing the subsurface risks and in evaluating and quantifying the probability ranges of the in-place and
reserves estimates. The fact that production history in the mature fields largely confirmed the original
estimates provides evidence for this quality. woodside can be commended for a significant improvement of
their internal work processes in this respect. It was also noted that co-venturer support, e.g. through regUlar
peer reviews and SIEP reviews (VARs and others) helped to further contribute to this success.

3.

Some 10 Tcf (or 86 bin m3 Group share) of proved gas reserves have been booked for the giant Gorgon
field since 1.1.1999. This was done on the strength of work done by the operator (WAPET, later Chevron)
showing that development of this field through an LNG facility (stand-alone or, preferably, shared with the
existing Woodside I North West Shelf LNG facility) was commercially robust An important challenge is
finding a buyer in a market that is fully supplied until 2005 and in which there is still significant competition
thereafter. In the long term, however, there can be little doubt that a market will be found for this gas In the
East- or South Asian rim. Hence, the Group reserves reporting guidelines do in principle allow this gas to
be reported as reserves.
The outstanding issue is whether the stated Gorgon reserves can be shown to be producible within the
prevailing production licence. Gorgon is presently held under a Retention Lease, renewable for successive
periods of 5 years under the condition that the field can be considered likely to become commercially viable
within the next 15 years and that the lessee is actively pursuing the evaluation of commercial viability,
Including the conclusion of long term sales contracts. The current Retention Lease expires in 2002.
Although there is little doubt that. on the strength ·of the significant technical and commercial work done
todate, an extension of the Retention Lease will be granted, there is no formal right to this extension. Hence
the Group guidelines are not fully clear on this issue.
The practical way forward (and recommendation from this aUdit) is to maintain the presently booked volume
of Gorgon reserves (even when the actual volume has been superseded by a 20% larger volume, following
new technical work) and not book any increases until either the Retention Lease has been extended or until
e.g. a letter of intent with a prospective buyer has been signed.

4.

Group reserves guidelines prescribe that externally reported 'Proved' reserves should be made equal to
expectation volumes (in stead of P85 proven or Low volumes) in mature fields, i.e. fields with Significant
production in relation to their ultimate recovery. Hence. the externally reported proved reserves in NRankin, Wanaea and Cossack (and possibly Goodwyn plus, in the near future, Laminaria and Corallina)
should be taken as equal to expectation reserves. The same reserves should then also be applied for asset
depreciation calculations for Group accounting.

5.

One of the requirements of a reserve audit is that DU Group share submissions can be reconciled with
reserves volumes and changes in individual fields. The audit should also establish that Group share
reserves changes have been reported in the correct category (revisions. field extensions and discoveries,
purchases I sales in place etc.). This process was greatly hampered by the lack of a concise audit note,
with full detail at field level and by the lack of a proper record of 1999 produced volumes by individual fields.
As a result, only a very partial match could be obtained with individual field volumes and changes as
reported by Woodside and Chevron, see Attachments 2.1-2.4. Bottom-line corrections, not necessarily
linked to individual fields (e.g. those made for the revised Woodside share in Domgas sales). could (and
should) also be addressed in such a note.
New guidelines for preparing a proper audit trail have recently been published on the SIEP-EPB web site. It
is the strong opinion of the auditor that a good audit tr911 will not only facilitate the auditor's task but also,
and more importantly, will greatly enhance clarity and transparency of the reserves reporting process in the
DU organisation. This will undoubtedly lead to less staff lime being required during staff handovers, queries
etc.

6.

GHVs are measured and a record is maintained at field level (and apparently even lower) by Woodside,
who do the calculation of Nm3 from 5m3 volumes for NWS fields. An attempt was made at reconciling the
0024 aOl ($DA-Govn.doc)
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SOA Nm3 submission with Individual field's and Gorgon GHVs, but the resulting average GHV did not seem
10 match with the average GHV Implied by the submission (Att. 2.4).

7.

Asset deprecIation for Group accounts is done correctly through proved developed reserves depletion
(proved total reserves tor theful/ North Rankln facilities, which act as a hub for the entire NWS offshore 98s
system). Correct reserves values are being used, but no copy could be found of the formal end-1999 note
of advice to Finance With the proper new reserves volumes to be used.

8.

Fun monthly production and sales statistics (100% field volumes) are received by fax from WOodslde, who
are the only operator at present with fields in production In 5DA-held acreage. A selection of these figures
(e.g. totals by assets only, not fields) is manually transcribed into the Finance system for monthly I.
quarterly reporting. A parallel system (also with manual input) is maintained by the Development Manager
for e.g. KPI and MI5 reporting. There would appear to be opportunities for synergy and rationalisation. also
through electronic transfer of data. Incorporation of data at field level could help the end-year audit trail.

Recommendations
1.

Maintain the presently booked volume of Gorgon reserves until a clearly positive event (extension of the
Retention Lease or LOI with a buyer) has occurred.

2.

Raise externally proved and proved developed reserves in N-Rankln and Wanaea 1 Cossack, plUS
possibly those in Goodwyn and Laminaria 1Corallina to expectation levels. In line with Group guidelines.

3.

Prepare a proper audit trail note, in line with published guidelines, for the 1.1.2001 reserves reporting
cycle.

4.

Consider possible synergy and rationalisation between production 1sales reporting through Finance and
the Development function.

<;
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From:

Anton A. Barendregt

Group Reserves Auditor, SIEP - EPB • GRA

To:

Lorin Brass
Alan Parsley

Director, Business Development. SI~P • EPB
CEO, Shell Development Australia (SDA)

Copy:

Robert Blaauw
Davld ChrlStle
Wim Heln-Grasso
Jeroen Regtlen
(CIrculation)
(c1rcutatlon)
Rob Jager
Egbert Eeftlnk
Stephen L. Johnson

E&P Manager. SDA
Finance Manager, SOA
Commercial Director, SOA
Development Manager. SDA
SIEP.- EPF: Gardy, van Nues
SIEp· EPB-P: Bell, McKay, Aalbers
Business Advisor, SIEP (EPA)
Director, KPMG Accountants NV
PrlceWatemouseCoopers

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT • SHELL DEVELOPMENT AUSTRALIA, 9·13 Qct 2000

I have audited the proved reserves submissions of SDA for the year 1999 and the processes that were followed
in their preparation. These submissions present the SOA,contribution to the Group's externally reported
Proved and Proved Developed Reserves and associated changes as at 31 December 1999.
The audit followed the procedures laid down In the "Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines, SIEP 9~
1100/1101" (based, inter alia, on FASS Statement 69). It Included a verification of the technical and
commercial maturity ~f the reported reserves, a verification that margins of uncertainty were appropriate. that
Group share and net sales volumes had been calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes were
classified correctly. The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for SDA was carried out in 1996. The audit
took the form of technical discussions with staff from Woodside Energy Ltd (the operator for a large_part of the
assets with SOA interest) and detailed discussions about the reserves reporting process with SOA staff. .
Total booked Group share prOVed reserves at the end of 1999 were 44 mln m3 of oil + NGL (Of which 20 mln
m3 developed) and 217 bIn 5m3 of gas (of which 27 bin sm3 developed). 1999 Reserves replacement ratios
were 48% for oil+NGL and -340% for gas.
The audit commended the high quality technical work that had been carried out by Woodslde, particular1y in
assessing the subsurface uncertainties and In evaluating the ranges of in-place and reserves estimates.
Intensive StEP assistance through VAR- and other reviews was noted. Maintaining the preliminarily booked
volume of Gorgon gas reserves (first done at 1.1.1999) was supported on the grounds that a' gas market was
highly likely to be established in due course ahd that it must be considered likely that an extension of the
current 5-year Retention Lease will be granted in 2002. Proved reserves In some mature fields eN-Rankin,
Goodwyn and the four oil fields) should be increased to expectation levels, in line with the guidelines. This
could Increase Group entitlement by some 12 mln m30e. Concern was expressed about the lack of a concisely
documented audit trail, which hampered a proper assessment of the reasons for the end-1999 reserves
changes.
The audit finding Is that the BOA statements fairly represent the Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the
end of 1999. There is a possibility of a small (appr. 4%) understatement of Proved Reserves due to the
reporting of P85 (or Low) reserves Instead of expectation reserves in mature fields, The overall opinion from
the audit regarding the state of SOA's 1999 Proved Reserves SUbmission, taking account of the scoring in
Attachment 3, is therefore satisfactorY.
.
of the flndin s and observations is included in the Attachments.

Attachments 1, 2, 3
05/12/00
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Attachment 1

.
.SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - SDA, 9·13 Oct 2000
.

,. MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.

. .
.
SOA report their Group share reserves In two separate submissions. The first contains the 'dlred' share of
SOA in the successive licences and ventures In which Shell have an Interest, together with other ~
venturers. The second submission relates to the 34.27% shareholdlng that Shell havtt In Woodside
Petroleum Ltd, who are co-venturer and operator In many of the fields In which SOA have an Interest. The
effect Is an Increase in the net reported share of the Woodslde operated fields.

2.

Commendation Is made of the excellent.quallty of the technical work carried out by Woodslde Energy ltd
In assessing the subsurface risks and In evaluating and quantifying the probability ranges of the In-place
and reserves estimates. The fact that production history In the mature fields largely confirmed the original
estimates provides evidence for this quality. Woodslde can be commended for a significant Improvement
of their Intema(wol1( processes In this respect. It was also noted that ~ventorer support, e.g. through
regUlar peer reviews and SIEP reviews (VARs and others) helped to further contribute to this success.

3.

Some 10 Tet (or 86 bin m3 Group share) of proved gas reserves have been booked 'for the giant Gorgon
field since 1.1.1999. This was done on the strength of wol1( done by the operator (WAPET. later Chevron)
showing that development of this field through an LNG facility (stand-alone or, preferably. shared with the
exlstlnQ Woodslde I North West Shelf LNG facility) was commercially robust. An Important challenge is .
finding a buyer in a mal1(et that Is fully supplied until 2005 and In which there Is stili significant competition
thereafter. In the long term, however, there can be little doubt that a mal1(et will be found for this gas In
the East· or South AsJan rim. Hence, the Group reserves reporting guidelines do In principle allow this gas
to be reported as reserves.
The outstanding issue Is whether the stated Gorgon reserves can be shown to be produclble within the
prevailing production licence.· Gorgon Is presently held under a Retention Lease. renewable for
successive periods of 5 years under the condition that the field can be considered likely to become
commercially viable witnin the next 15 years and that the lessee Is actively pursUing the evaluation of
commercial viability, including the conclusion of long term sales contracts. The current Retention Lease
expires in 2002. Although there is little doubt that, on the strength of the significant teChnical and
commercial work done todate, an extension of the Retention Lease will be granted, there Is no formal right
to this extension. Hence the Group guidelines are not fully clear on this Issue.
.
The practical way forward (and recommendation from this aUdit) Is to maintain the presently booked
volume of Gorgon reserves (even when the actual volume has been superseded by a 20% larger volume,
following new technical WOrk) and not book any Increases until either the Retention Lease has been
extended or until e.g. a letter of Intent with a prospective buyer has been signed.

4.

Group reserves guidelines (approved by external aUditors) prescribe that extemally reported 'Proved' and
'Proved Developed' reserves should be made equal to expectation volumes (In stead of P8S or Low
volumes) In mature fields, Le. fields with significant production In relation to their ultimate recovery.
Hence, the extemally reported proved reserves In N·Rankln, Wanaea and Cossack (and possibly
Goodwyn plus, In the near future, Lamlnarla and Coralllna) should be taken as equal to expectation
reserves. The same reserves should then also be applied for asset depreciation 'calculatlons for Group
accounting.

5.

One of the reqUirements of a reserve audit Is that OU Group'share submissions can be reconciled With
reserves volumes and changes in individual fields. The audit should also establish that Group share
reserves changes have been reported In the correct category (revisions, field extensions and discoveries,
purchases I sales in place etc.). This process was greatly hampered by the lack of a concise audit note,
with full detail at field level and by the lack of a proper record of 1999 produced volumes by Individual
fields. As a reSUlt. only a very partial match could be obtained with indiVidual field volumes and changes
as reported by Woodside and Chevron, see Attachments 2.1~2.4. Bottom·line corrections, not necessarily
linked to Individual fields (e.g. those made for the revised Woodside share in Dorngas sales). could (and
shOUld) also be addressed in such a note.
New guidelines for preparing a proper audit trail have recently been published on the SIEP-EPB web site.
It Is the strong opinion of the auditor that a good audit trail will not only facilitate the auditor's task but also,
and more importantly, will greatly enhance clarity and transparency of the reserves reporting process In
the OU organisation. This will undoubtedly lead to less staff time being required during staff handovers.
queries etc.

6,

GHVs are measured and a record is maintained at field level (and apparently even lower) by Woodside,

who do the calCUlation of Nm3 from sm3 volumes for NWS fields. An attempt was made at reconciling the
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SOA Nm3 submiSsion with Individual field's and Gorgon GHVs, bUlthe resulting average GHV did not
seem to match with the average GHV Implied by the submission (Alt. 2.4).
'

7.

Asset depreciation for Group accounts Is done CQrreetly thl'Qugh proved developed reserves depletion
(proved total' reserves for the fun North Rankln facilities. which act as a hub for the emlre NWS offshore
gas system). Correct reserves values are being used, but no cOpy could be found of the formal end-1999
note of advice to Finance with the proper new rese,rves volumes to be used.

8.

Full monthly production and sales statistics' (1 00% field volumes) are received by fax from Woodside. who
are the only operator at present with fields In production In SDA·held acreage. A selection of these figures
(e.g. totals by assets only, not fields) Is manually transcribed Inlo1he Finance system for monthly I.
quarterly reporting. A parallel system (also with manuallnpUl) Is maintained by the Development Manager
for e.g. KPI and MI5 reporting. There would appear to be op'portunitles for synergy and rationalisation.
also through electronic transfer of data. Incorporation of data at field level could help the end-year audit
.

~~

. Recommendations

1.

Maintain the presently booked volume of Gorgon reserves until a clearly positive event (extension of the
Retention Lease or LOI with a buyer) has occurred.

2.

Raise externally reported proved and proved developed reserves in N·Rankln and Wanaea I Cossack,
plus possibly those In Goodwyn and Lamlnatla I Corallina to expectation levels. In line with Group
guidelines.
.

3.

Prepare a proper audit trail note. in line with published guidelines, for the 1.1.2001 reserves reporting
cycle.

4.

Consider posSlbl~ synergy and rationalisation between production I sales rePorting through Finance and
the Development function.
.
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r-'.''''s
-21.'... )

COMPANY: SHEU DEVELOPMENT AUSTRALIA LTD

AREA I FIELD: ALL

DImensions (100% ftekltlIlU...... al1.1.2000):

Average Group .h....: 25 .37%

,.,.2IIOll......." ' _ ..<40 10"6m3'
,,,,,, .

1.1.2000Proved~0IIR ...rves

'.

..'.

1

.

01 Production
6
10"6 m3
' 1 6 .to"3 m3Id

1.I.2IIOll""'''_ 900 ,...1.1.2000 Proved D~ Gas Rnervee 124 10"9 1m3
.

"

'"

Gas Production

1

16, 10"911m3
45 '10"6 sm3Id
Number of fIeIdt In am . 20
Number of weUs drUled / In producIIon

1
1.01

TeCHNICAL MATURITY
Is 3D seismic ewieble IIfld used for thl! field(s) In question?

.

lSIate-of-lhe-art?
1.02 Are
. seismic processing. and 1/lIefpreIallon
.
.

+
+
,+

1.03 Is well log data quantity and qUalil)' adequate?
1.04 Is ~I claIa coverage adequate?

+

1.05 Has a 'prgved area' been defined (Icwest known fluid clll'ltact,
no malOrlseafi
it rearllltlc?
1.06 Is resetVOlr produclbllily for undevIlloped reserves IUpported
Ibv DrOdu
?
1.07 Is there a proper volumelrlc estimate?

1.....

~ sh.re 2710Ah::~)
4.1 10"9
Group share 11 10"6111131d)

Group share

Comments
3D seismic haa been shot and Interpreted aver all the fields
Although much of the eetsmlc vintage la from the early 1990's,
re-processJng and re-lnterprelatlon using the latest teohniqUH
la gradually being Introduced (eg lambertJHermes, Lamlnaria)

..
EldenI/ve log and core date hllV8 been gathentclln appraisal .

weIIa and In
t wells IIfI a
CertlIInly in developed flltlds; SUbsurface uncertainties .,.
propetI)' llCCOUnted for In undevaloped fields and prowd
reserws are In principle not booked until d_ coverage Is

+

Proved reserves are not booked until well data COYefage is

+

Yel, most.notllbly In Gorgon

+

For Wocdslde operated fields, SPACE probablflstic estlmates,
validated against seIecIed Jow- and high realisations in a static
model, are standard praetice. For the Gorgon area thare 1111

+

Yes, extensive PVT analyses we standard practice IIfld these
.r.
eeted in static and dvnamlc mtldels.
For Wocdside operated fields, SPACE probablllstic estimatea,
validated against selected low- and high realisations In a sialic
model, are standard praetlce. For the Gorgon area there Is a

'.
1.08 Are representative PVT data avallllble and heve they been
for In the WIlumetric estimate?, .
1.09 Is a slatic model available / adequate?

-t

,1.10 Is a dynamic model avaDlIble / adequate?

+

Irllll'
1.11

Grouplhare 1610"6
Group lIhare 1.4 10"6 m
Group 8hanI 3.810"3 m~

' Result

Audit crll.",

Is a history match available / adequate?
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+

1.12 Is the recovery factor for proved reserves realistic?

+

1.13 Are developed reseNeS based on proper NFA (No Further
Activitv) forecasts?·
1.14 Are developed reseMls based on existing wells, completions
end facilities, or do they require only minor costs « 10% projeet
IcosIHo be hooked u o ? ·
. .
1.15 Hashlave (a) deveJopment project(s) been defined for
reUnMA or can Mhev be defined?
u
1.15 Islare the project(s) technically mature or is further dale
gathering necessary?

+
+
+

+

'

Yes, detailed dynamic models (downloaded from statk: models)
are available for an fields with lll'llVed reserves.
History matches, to the extent that there iasufflclent production
history, are good and Ire kept up-kHlate on a regular basis.
Y85, the RFs fully refleet the lBTlge of possible subsurface
realisations and .......slbla d-Ioament scl!lnarioa.
Yea; dedicated NFA dynamic model runs are made,
incorcoratino existlna facilitlea' constraints as relevant.
Yes. A proper correction was mada et 1.1.2000 to reflecl the as
yet undeveloped stale of glis ntsl!fVe$ obtainable through
comoressJon.
Yes
Those projects pertaining to proved reserves are mature, with
the possible exception of Egret, whare the low reserves
estimate does not appear to pass screening criteria. In the
large Gorgon gas field, there is also a technically (and
.

I'M",,1

1.17 I&lare there (an) auditable development project plan(s) with
+ Yes
cos1s benefits and AConomics?
.
1.18 Are Improved recovery estimates based on a successful pilot or N.A. Apart from ongoing gas recycling In Goodwyn and 60me
analogue or are they otherwise supportable?
LPG/gas injection In LamlnariaICoralijna, there are no
imoroved recoverv oroiects olanned.
1.19 Has the project been subjected to a VAR review or other
+ AU projects In which SDA have an inlerest are subjected to
i!Xtemafrevlew arid if so, what have been the main
regular peer reviews and VAR reviews with SIE'P·EPT .
conclusions?
assistance. In particular the SIEP assistance to Woodside can
No ,..h..... ifi..rl

2
2.01

COMMERCIAL MATURITY
Is/are the project(s) commercially mature (positive NPV for
./
Group Ref. Crit, (/I/er a range of pcssible future scenarios /Iow
case reserves)?

+ "Good
SDA·An3,l<Is. Checklist

+

Yes; those that are nOI are classified as SFR

0" Satlsractory X" UnSIIUsfllctory N.A." Not Applicable
r-
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2.02 IsIn the project(e) economically vilble (meeting Group SCr.
Cri. over range ofpossible future sceneriol/luW case

+

Yee, with !he pouible (mlnot) exception of Egret, He 1.16
.bove, -

2.03 Have faIecaats been eU off when ratee become uneconomic?

+

Yee: It'ICIIe thlIt 111'8 nolll1e cIessilied ee SFR

2.04 HlMt the latest Group SCreening I Reference Criterie been

+

Yee (1I8nderd Group pt8CIIce)

+

Yes (standerd Group practice)

0

Shareholder approval hes been obteIned for imminent projects
end projects in progreM. For projects further Into the Mure it
win
..

2.07 I1 project finendng available or CBn it reasonably be expected
to be available?
2.08 Are developed rnerves actuaUy In productlon?

+

Yes, no fomeuble problemaln this respect.

+

Yes

2.09 HlMt all prOlled gas reserves been contraded to 1l1ea?

0

2.1Q If not, can they reasonably be expected to be sold In existing
merkete and througt1 Distlng facllltIes?

+

Not aB oftheee. There is aliI uncontraetfld gas In the NWS
Ilsal
fieldl
EldatIng NWS gae buyere ,re blcety to be quite wiRing to extend
current contraets: ExiIting fac:iIities' life span Is not seen 81 ,

IUBed?
'
2.05 Are llIIUmed prices and C08IS RT (or justifllld if not)?
2.06 Helhleve the project(s) been approved by Shereholders?

2.11

If neither, can they reuonably be expected to be deyeIoped
and sold In 8 future market?

+

TheIv are lleely to be ample opportunItI.. for expansion of the
LNG merket In South and East Asia (Japan and Korea, but
allo Taiwan, China, IndilI), paIticuJerJy post-2005. Although
there it c:ompetltlon on the eupply side, there can be little doubt
lhet buyare can eventually be found for all eeonomieally
.

3

-

.

, ..h...,

REASONABLECERT~NTY

3.02 Is the unc:et1ainty rlnge of developed recovery adequate?

+

The eetablshed procedure of July probabllistle volumetrlcl and
mulIi-reaJlsatlon static modelling ensures that proper ranges are
taken for each of
Ye., it I8keliI il<;OOUt1I of the ITlIIlurity of the field

3.03 II the uncertainty range of undelleloped reccrvery adequa~?
3.04 Have market I production COI'I$traint uncertainties been taken
into arxount?

+

Yes, reflected through the multl-acenarlo dynamiG modelling

3.01

I1 the uncertainly range of volumetric parametenl and STOIIP
estimates adequate?

+

NA Since there are no end-of -ieenee Issues for the NWS fields,

merketlfacilities constralnts have essentlaDy no effec::t on
rMeNlltI estlmalllS. For a discussio
- - 4.01
' Renges from 0 to 4t)'lI, (exctueling Barrow island and
ITheYenard see also Aft 2.11
Some (N·Rank/n, WenBea, COSAck), yes. The very mature
fields Barrow Island and Thevenard have been sold during

3.05 What Is ratio of field(s) cum.prod. I proved total recovery?
3.06 ClIn the field(s) be considered mature?

,

2000.

3.07 Are proved (developed and total) reserves benchmarked
against expectation resetVel for 'proved areas' when field(s)
are maturl (determinislle approach)?

X

No; Guldellnes allow externany reported proved reserves In N.
Ranldn, Wanaee and Cossadc (and possibly Goodwyn plus, In
the near future, Lamlnaria and Corallina) to be taken as equal

3.08 Are proved reservell for fields (or other entities used for asset
depreciation) added together arithmetiCIIIIy?

+

Proved reserves for all Individual fields Ire added together
arilhmeticaUy. Depreciation for e.g. the NWS gas fieldS Is done
on a combined asset buls and probabifistio addition within

3.09 Ate prpved reserves within fields (or within !'lntities used for
asset depreciation) added together probabifistitally?

+

ProbabiUstIe estimates for entilles (areas, reservoir sands)
within fields are added together arilhmetic:ally, with the
exception of the reservoirs in Goodwyn, which are added

3.10 Is any assumed dependency in probabilislic addition
appropriate?

0

The probabillstic ranges for the reservoirs In Goodwyn are
assumed 10 be independent. This Is probably too optimistic,
since dependencies In the estimates muat be present.
However, the issue will disappear If ellpec:lation reserves are
,3.07\

0

Licences start with an exploration permit for up 10 6 years,
renewable for up to 5 years, to be followed by a Production
Licence If commercial production Is undertaken. Production
Licences lasl for 21 years, with one extension option of another
21 years, folloWed by a further eldension option of indefinite
duration. -The Production Licence lapses only If there has
been no production for 5 successive years. Hence there is no
end-of·licence cut-off in effect for any of the ~

,..-.........

In

_n.

....

4
4,01

GROUP SHARE CALCULATION
Are proved and proved developt!<! reserves fUlly protlucibie
within the licence period (or its eldension if there Is a legal right)
and within production ceilings/constraints?

..

+ ~ GOO<l
SOA·An3.><Is, C~eckLlsl

O. Satlslactory X =Unntlsractory HA ,'HoI Applicable
Page 2 of 4
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~.

Field. far which the exploration licence has ended and for

-

-

which no produclion licence hat been applied for Gin be
granted. Retention L.... fOr a PtriOd Of 5 yeft. Thlll can be
followed bY ~ lndetInlte number of tuc:ceulve ~y. .

I

extension optlon$, which ceny the condltloM lhat the field can
be COIIIIdered d~ to bacome commerelally viable wIIhIn the
not ,~ yeIIlllncllhallhe ...... 1s ectIwIy pursuing the .
walulllon. of commerctaI v1abllily, including the conclusion 01
long bInn ..Ies cornets.
.
.
Currently, the fIeIda In the Gqgan m are hl$I undw a
Retention l.eaM, 01 which lhe current extenaIon end. In 2002.
Although Ills considered Rkely that Ihit interest hoIdenl can
convince the authorilles IhBt commercial viability on these
tiekla Is actlveIy being pursued, ills not clear whether this can
4.02 Ne the forecastl required to delnOf)8lrllte the above tondltlon
COIlIistent with those presented In Ihe Iatellt Buslnesa Plan?
.

.or 8ClUl11

'11.

,...

+

Ves, actual percentege Is reported.

. - ,..

4.05 III the hydroc:arbons PSC entltlemenllhare (net COIII oil + profit
laII onM calculated DI1XI8Itv?
4.06 Is the hydrocarbona Purchase Rlghl share (to the extent that
economic benefit Is derived from production while stiD bearing,

.

..1_.

...

Ves, total Shell equity Is ~lculated as the sum of 'dire« SheI
(SOA) participation share In the respectiw ventures. plUs the
,ndirect' SheD"'re (34.27%) In WCIOlBIde PeIrOIeumlld.
whlch he. sepllrate holctngs In the respective ventures.

,

4.04 Is the net SheI shire calculated properly (100'1l1 for
consolidated Shell companies, with mi10rIty reserves repoIted

"

+

4.03 Is the company" hycJnx:arbonS Equity she.- calculated
properly?

..

N.A

NA
NA

rds\

4.07 Ne royalties in cash (legally or Ilustomarily) counted as

1-1
4.08 Ne royeJlles in kind exeIIJded from res4!fVM7 .
4.09 he volumes given away or rec:elved IS f. . ln kind (e.g. for
infrastruelure use bv third oartleal exduded from reserves?
4.10 Has historic Group under~ overlift (compared with other eoVllIlturers\ been accounted for?
4.11 Have go volumes produeed from \tie reservoir bI,.It not yet sold
(e.g. through UGS, ilas re-lnjec:tlon Into anothllf reservoir or a
~p dea/ With another field) been property mltintained in

4.12' Have separate lubminiona been made for Equity, Enlltlement

+
NA
NA
N.A.

N.A.
NA

Separate 5U\ImISSOn& have been made for 'Direct' and 'Indirec:t'
Shen Share volumes.

+

ReselVell for the Woodside operated fields (NWS and
LaminariaICoralUna) are being kept up-to-date annually and
:revise<f aR NICElSUN.
Largely. yn. A good mak:h (or reeonciliatlCln of minor errors) .
was obtained for Oil and NGL figures, but gas volumes
appeared la show dlsc::repancies 011-3%, see All. 2.1.

alld Purchase Riaht volUmes?

5 AUDIT TRAILS
5.01 Aa. proved and JlfOIICld developed reserves ltIItimatell up-to
date?

5.02 Can reported ne! Group equity re&llMS be reeonciled With

0

individual field reserves estimate$?
\

5.03 Can repoiled net Group equity reserves be reconciled with
other relevant dala (e.g. prodUdion constraintll, gall markets.
etc.)?
.
5.04 Can reserve changes be reconciled with Individual field
changes?

All royalties are paid In cash and corresponding volumes are
included In reserves.

N.A.

Not really relevant

"

X

No IndividUal field reserves (100%) from IlIsl year's submission
were available, neither were Individual field production dllila for
1999 (see SlllO 6.Q6.(7). Spe<:ifk: eategorles for on
(purchasllSlsales in place, new discoveries, new developed
reserves) could be broadly rec:onciled to individualllelda. A
significant reduction in dewloped glls reserves was due to a
correction for (as yet undeveloped) reserves aMbutable to
future eompresslon. BOth developed and lolal reseMla had to
be reduced 10 account fO( the larger shllre that Woodaide will
..
lake in future Oorngas sales.

505 Are reserve changes reported in the appropriate c;ategories?

+

Yes, see above.

5.06 Are leehnical reports available desoribing reasons and

0

Most field reserves are In line with estimates in the latest FOP
reports, with remllrkably little change being reqUired in e.g.
Wanaea I Cossack and Laminaria I Corallina, However, Ihe
lalest c;orrec1ion in developed gas reserves (correcting lor
compression) was not found to have been documented

..

-_ ...

-_ ...

'",

- .. -

~-

. _..

._.

-

justiflcallons for new reservell estimates in sufficient detail?

+ "Good
SOA-Att3.xI., Checklist

0

= Sotl<f/lc:1ory

)( ~ U"saU.'octory HA" Hot Applicable
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CHECKUST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

5.07 Ate hIPOrtS numtl!fed , indelled properly and It there I centrII

I

•

'Attachment
, 3'

X

FOP reports ere indexed enclldentified propwly end full setI of
copies aN kept by Iha opeRItOl'l. It was found hoWever, that I
number of SOA copies 01 WoodIIde documents were
ul1lVlllll~ following Iha office mave from MeIboUme to Perth.

5.08 Is the annual reNl'VeS tubmbslon lllJIipoI1ed by a.1Ulficl8ntIy
detailed summary note expIainlng the reserves chIIng8I
(clllMilied in revi&ion8, exter'IIiona. fIllln.in.pIaee etc) per freld,

X

5,09 Ale d8III bINs conlIlinlng historic 1Ubmlaiona' data end
curreri reserves statui (e.g. RISRES) in piece and

0

A brief summary note (text only) wal produced but thlt waa
insuffk:/ent to provide 8 cornprehenslve ludIt InlII (I.g. only
expeciallon volumes rnenticlned. no tabulated del8lIs by field,
I"';,
In view 01 the lImIt.eel number Of fielda. data are kept in

5.10 Do thelle data b8ae8 also contain references to detailed
IreoItJI?

X No.

1br8ry where coples,~ kept?

tpreadlheell only.

CONSISTENCY WJTH FINANCIAL REPORTING
Are proved al1d proved developed resetWS based on fiscalised
lvalumu under sales condilionll?
6.02 Are oil, NGLt and sales gas reported in their appropriate
?
6.03 Are own use, fuel, tossn etci ucluded?

..

6

6.01

+

Vu

+

Vea, In particular LPGs Ire reported GOIl'ectly ea gat

0

YRstream own use, fUel and IosseI (estimated at 3.7% in !he
Woodskle'verslon-T IUbn\ia$IoIl to SOA, anhoUgh 2.9% was
shown In I tater submlulon) lIItl a:luded from the NWS gas
volumes., A similar 2% correction wo made for the Gorgon

,

,',
\/Olumes. '
Q!mDstrearn fuel and 10_ 0.1. In lhe LNG plant) are

~lv

,,-,"

GHVs are measured and • record is maintalned at field level
(and apparently ewn kIwer) by Woodalde, who do !he
calculation of Nm3 from am3 w1u"*,for NWS fields. An
altempl WlIS made at fIlCOIlCHing the 'SDA Nm3 submission
with IndMdual flflld'$ and Gorgon GHVa, but the resulting
average GHV did nol seem to match with the llverege GHV

6.04 Are gas GH'" properly measured for sales gill concf"ions end
accounted for in raseMls iubmisslons.?

0

6.05 Are reported proved developed reserves consistent with those

0

Ves, although the audit tld was poor: a copy of the original
note by SOA Petro!aum Eng~ advising SOA Finance
about the reterllS to be used eouId not be found.
Upon advice from StEP early In 2000, asset depreclBllon for
North R.nkin faeililies Is done on total North Rankln reserves,
whilst
those fer the other fields are done on proved developed
1._
_..

6.06 Are annual Oil+NGI. production volumes In reserves
submissions consistent with Upstream sales volumes reported
into the Finance (Ceres) system, I,e. Ceres line 0933. which is
the sum of line 7385 (Reward OillNGl) and line 0871 [= 8462OD + 8464:-NGl for Consplldated CompllOies + line 3596 ('"
0931-oil + 0932.NGL) for Assoe. Companies?

+

The end-1999 submissions for 1999 oll+NGl production
' through Ceres and through SIEP were, after some corrections,
identical.

6.07 Are snnual gas production (sales) volumes In reserves
submissions consistent With Upstream sales volumes reported
into the Finance (Ceres) system, i.e. Ceres line 0323 = 0934
(Group er net NG sales) + 3598 (Assoe.Cy NG sates),
corrected for 1404+4796 (Gas purchases) arid
4100+4510+4575+0873 (Trade. other Sales and Transfers)?

0

•

used for assat deprec:latlon in Group Accounts?

7

7.01

OVERALL
If Group gUidelines should nol or nol completely have been
followed. are results still reasonable' overstated' understated?

. . , 4\

'I

The eo1l-1999 submissions for 1999 gas sales through Ceres
and through the reserves reporting line (SIEP) were
Inconsistent with each other (some 9% d"lfferent). This was
due to LNG pllInt fuel and flare being excluded from the Ceres
figures. thus. effecllvely reporting the downstream sales. not the
upstream production. The new 1.1.2000 definitlOns in Ceres

....

0

Group gUidelines were not completely follOwed with respeclto
proved and proved developed reserves in mature fields (&ee
3,07), The potential unde~tatement in total proved reserves
could be some 12,mln m30e Group share, or some 4% of SDA
booked reserves.
Gorgon g88 reserves (some as bIn sm3 or 30% or SOA's
mJoe Group share volume) can be maintained at their present
level In the reserves poI11ollo and should only be changed jf
definitive new informalion regarding the project and/or the

0

Bearing in mind the above remarl<s, the SDA statement of
proved and proved developed reserves at end 1999 can be
considered to give a reasonably accurate refleelion of

..

~,,~:I~I_lft

7,02 Do the reported proved and proved developed reserves
estimates give a reasonably accurate reflection of shareholder
value?

'value,

+ =Good

0

=S"tl$1"ctory =UnsatIsfactory
J(

SDA,Alt3,ldS, Chec!d..is,

N.A,
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'regtien. Jeroen SDA-EP/2
Barandregt. Anton AA SIEP~EPa..GRA
Wednesday. November 22; 2000 12:47·AM
Christie, Davld DA SDA~FP; Regtlen. Jeroen JMM SDA-EP/2
Graham. Shell a S SDA·FP/421; Blaauw, Robert R SDA~EP
RE: DRAFT AUDIT NOTE

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc::
Subject:
Oavid, Jeroen,

Many thanks for yor comments and apologies for my lateness in replying - the US audit took longer than I anticipated.

As for your comments:
GHV reconciliation· I did indeed manage to extract the individual field GHVs from the various sheet~ that Shella gave
to me • they were not immediately obvious at the time and I missed them In the rush to get the report finalised. Yet,
even with these individual GHVs (see extra sheet added td Att.2) I do not seem to get a match with your overall
average GHV, see Att.2.4.
I changed the wording on shareholder approval somewhat (2.06 in Att.3). Trust the present version is OK.

Gorgon losses· again a victim of the hUtry to get the report out. I meant to check with Shella, but forgot. Apologies.
The 'unsatisfactory' rating for the mismatch in 1999 gas production/sales figures: I hope you can understand that'l can
hardly rate this as 'good'. Trust that '~atlsfaetory' is a goqd compromise. I did check with EPF here and it seems that'
the old Ceres guidelines left an Integrated OU like SOA with no option but reporting the way you did. .

As for the Issue of expectation reserves to be used for externally reported Proved Reserves, I trust that we're: all
aligned now. I will admit that the wording 'Proved' is confusing. I prefer to use 'P8S' if I refer to low case reserves.
Finally, one slTlall issue regarding point 3.10 in Att.3: Do we use partial or full independency In the in·field probabillstic
adcfltion in Perseus and. Goodwyn?
Grateful your
comment
about the appropriateness
of the choice.
.'
..
,
. reply and .
.
- '
.
"

I'U issue the report as soon as I receive your reply..
Best regards,

DEPOSITION
EXHIBIT ~
SDA-Coon.OOC

---Original Message- .

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

SUbject:

Chrlstle, Davld SOA-FP
24 October 2000 05:42
Barendregt, Anton SIEP-EPB-GRA
Graham, Shella SDA-FP/421; Blaauw, Robert SDA·EP; Parsley, A1an SDA-CEO; Grasso, Wim
Hein SOA-DC
DRAFT AUDIT NOTE

Anton,
My comments and incorporating Shella Graham's:
MAIN OBSERVATiONS:

)
I

i

ITEM 4: See comment against 6.08 below.
ITEM 6: Incorrect observation. This reconciliation was performed and a spreadsheet was given to the auditor
which included the reconciliation referred to.
.
ITEM 8. Finance in fact receive Ihe sales and production data as part of a monthly fax (not telex) containing
financial data which is also sent to the other JVPs. Finance feel that electronic transmission of this data from
Woodside is feasible and would save approximately 2 manhours of work per month.
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CHECKLIST:
2.08 Not strlctly speal(ing correct.

6.03 Incorrect. A2% correction was made for Gorgon I,osses.
6.04 Incorrect. A reconciliation sheet was given by Shella Graham to the aUditor.

6.07 How can this finding be graded as "Unsatisfactory" when SDA complied strictly with CERES guidelines,
and have already implemented the new definitions from 1/1/20001
6.08 This matter has been discussed with Group Finance who support SDA's current treatment. Initial further
enquiries have Indicated a divergence of vie~ between the reserves auditor and Group Finance on the
acceptability of using Expectation reserves for depreciation purposes. SDA will attempt to resolVe this
difference by year end, but we are puzzled why this divergence should exist on such a fundamental Issue.
Many thanks again for your useful review.
regards,
Davld
David A Christie
Gene",,' Manager Finance and Planning

SheH Development Australia

'

Tel: +61892134623
'Fax: +61 8 9213 46n
Email: davld.a.christie@shell.com.au

(

2
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-DRAFT NOTE - 21 Nov 2000

CONFIDENTIAL

From:

Anton A. Barendregt

Group Reserves Auditor, SIEP - EPB • GRA

To:

L,orin Brass
A1an Parsley

Director, Business Developm~nt, SIEP - EPB
CEO, Shell Oevelopment Australia (SOA)

Copy:

Robert Blaauw
David Christie
Wim Heln Grasso

E&? Manager, SOA
Finance Manager. SDA
Commercial Director, SDA

. Jeroen Regtlen
(circulation)
(circulation)
Rob Jager
Egbert Eeftink
Stephen L. Johnson

Page

Development Manager. SOA
SIEP - EPF: Gardy, van Nues .
SIEP- EPB-P: Bell, McKay. Aalbers
Business AdvisOr, SIEP (EPA)
Director, KPMG Accountants NV
PriceWaterhouseCOopers
/

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - SHELL DEVELOPMENT AUSTRALIA. 9-13 Qct 2000

l

I have. audited the proved reserves submissions of SDA for the year 1999 and the processes that were followed
in their preparation. These submissions present the SDA contribution to trie Group's externally reported Proved
and Proved Developed Reserves and associated changes as at 31 December 1999.
The audit 'followed the procedures laid down in the "Petroleum Re$~urce Volume Guidelines. SIE? 99·
,1100/1101" (based. inter alia, on FASS Statement 69). It included a verification of the technical and commercial
maturity of the reported reserves, a verification· that margins of uncertainty were appropriate. that Group share
and net, sales volumes had been calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes were classified
correctly. 'The last preVious SEC proved reserves audit for SOA was carried out in 1996. The audit took the
form of technical discussions with staff from Wood5ide Energy Ltd (the operator for a large part of the assets
with SOAinterest) and detailed discussions about the reserves reporting process with SOA staff.
Total booked Group share proved reserves at the end of 1999 were 44 mln m3 of 011 + NGL (of which 20 mln m3
, developed) and 217 bin sm3 of gas (of which 27 bin 5m3 developed). 1999 Reserves replacement ratios were
48% for oil+NGl and ·340% for gas.
The audit commended the high quality technical work that had been carried out by WOodslde. particularly in
assessing the subsurface uncertainties and in evaluating the ranges of in*place and reserves estimates.
IntensiVe SIEP assistance through VAR· and other reviews was noted. Maintaining the preliminarily booked
volume of Gorgon gas reserves (first done at 1,1.1999) was supported on the grounds that a gas market was
highly likely to be established In due course and that it must be considered likely that an extension of the current
5-year Retention Lease will be granted in 2002. Proved reserves In some mature fields (N-Rankin. Goodwyn
and the four oD fields) should be increased 10 expectation levels. in line with the guidelines. This could Increase
Group entitlement -by some 12 mln m30e. Concern was expressed about the lack of a concisely documented.
audit trail. which hampered a proper assessment of the reasons for the end*1999 reserves Changes.
The audit finding is that the SDA statemenls fairly represent the Group entitlements to Proved Reserves 'at the
end of 1999. There is a possibility .of a small (appr. 4%) understatement of entitlement reserves due to the
reporting of P85 (proven) reserves instead of expectation reserves in mature fields. The overall opinion from the
audit regarding the state of SDA's 1999 Proved Reserves submission, taking account of the scoring in
Atlachment3, is therefore satisfactory.

A summary of the. findings and observations is included in the Attachments.

AA Barendregt

Attachments 1, 2. 3
PER00081989
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Attachment 1
SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT • SDA. 9·13 Oct 2000
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

SOA report their Group share reserves in two separate submissions. The first contains the 'direct' share of
SOA in the successive licences and ventures in which Shell have an interest, together with other coventurers. The second submission relates to the 34.27% shareholding that Shell have in Woodside
Petroleum Ltd, who are co-venturer and operator In many of the fields in which SOA have an Interest. The
, effect is an increase in the net reported share of the Woodside operated fields.

1.

2.

Commendation is made of the excellent quality of the technical work carried out by Woodside Energy Lld in
assessing the subsurface risks and In evaluating and quantifying the probability ranges of the in-place and
reserves estimates. The fact that production history in the mature fields largely confirmed the original
estimates provides evidence for this quality. Woodside can be commended for a significant improvement of
their Internal work processes in this respect. ·It was also noted that co-venturer support, ·e.g. through regular
peer reviews and SIEP reviews (VARs a~d others} helped to further contribute to this success:

3.

SOme 10 Tcf (or 86 bin m3 Group share) of proved gas reserves,have been booked for the giant Gorgon
fleld since 1.1 .1999. This was done on the strength Of work done by the operator 0N APET, later Chevron)
showing that development of this field through an LNG facUity (stand-alone or, preferably, shared with the
existing Woodside I North West Shelf LNG facility) was commercially robust. An important challenge is
finding a buyer in a market that Is fully supplied until 2005 and in which there is stili significant competition
thereafter.. In the long term, however, there can bt;lllttle doubt that a market will be found for this gas in the
East· or South Asian rim. Hence, the Group reserves reporting guidelines do in principle allow this gas to
be reported as reserves.
.
The outstanding Issue is whether the stated Gorgon reserves can be shown to be producible within the
prevailing production licence. Gorgon is presently held under a Retention Lease, renewable for successive
periods of 5 years under the condition that the field can be considered likely to become commercially viable
within the nexl15 years and that the lessee is actively pursuing the evaluation of commercial viability,
including the conclusion of tong term sales contracts. The current Retention Lease expires in 2002.
Although there is little doubt that, on tt,e strength of the significant technical and commercial work done
todate, an extension of the Retention Lease will be granted, there is no formal right to this extension.
Hence the Group guidelines are not fully clear on this issue.
The practical way forward (i:md recommendation from this aUdit) is to maintain the presently booked volume
of Gorgon reserves (even when the actual volume has been superseded by a 20% larger VOlume, following
new technical work) and not book any Increases until either the Retention Lease has been extended or until
e.g. a letter of intent with a prospective buyer has been signed.

4.

Group reserves guidelines'prescribe that externally reported 'Proved' reserves should be made equal to
expectation volumes (in stead of P85 proven or Low volumes) in mature fields, i.e. fields with significant
production in relation to theirultimale recovery. Hence, the externally reported proved reserves in N·
Rankin, Wanaea and Cossack (and pOSsibly Goodwyn plus. in the near future, laminaria and Corallina}
should be taken as equal to expectation reserves. The same reserves shOUld then also be applied for asset
depreciation calculations for Group accounting.

5.

One of the requirements of a reserve audit is Ihat OU Group share submissions can be reconciled with
reserves volumes and changes in. individual fields. The audit should also establish that Group share
.reserves changes have been reported in the correct category (reVisions, field extensions and discoveries.
purchases I sales in place elc.). This process was greatly hampered by the lack of a concise audit note,
with full detail at field level and by the lack of a proper record of 1999 produced volumes by individual fields.
As a resull, only a very partial match could be obtained wilh individual field volumes and changes as
reported by Woodside and Chevron, see Attachments 2.1-2.4. Bottom-line corrections. nol necessarily
linked to individual fields (e.g. those made for the revised Woodside share in Domgas sales). could (and
should) also be addressed in such a note.
New guidelines for preparing a proper audit trail have recently been published on the SIEP·EPB web site. It
is the strong opinion of lhe auditor that a good audit trail will not only facilitate the auditor's task but also,
and more importantly. will greatly enhance clarity and transparency of the reserves reporting process in the
OU organisation. This will undoubtedly lead to less staff time being required during staff handovers. queries
etc.

6.

GHVs are measured and a record is mainlained al field level (and apParently even lower) by Woodside.
who do the calculation of Nm3 from sm3 volumes for NWS fields. An attempt was made al reconciling the
SDA Nm3 submission with individual field's and Gorgon GHVs, but the resulting average GHV did not seem
10 match with the average GHV implied by the submission (Alt. 2.4t

SOA-Covn.doc
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7.

Asset deprec,:iation for Group accounts is done correctly through prOVed developed (eseI'Ves depletion
(proved total reserves for the full North Rsnkin facilities. whiCh act 8S 8 hub for the entire NWS offshOre gas
system). Correct reserves values are being used. but !la copy could be found of the fonnal end~1999 note
of advice to Finance with the proper new reserves volumes to be used.

8.

Full monthly production and sales statistics (100% field vOlumes) are received by fax from Woodside. who
are the only operator at present with fields I~ production In 5DA-held acreage. A selection of these figures
(e.g. totals by assets only. not fields) Is'manually transcribed Into the Finance system for monthly I. quarterly
reporting. A parallel system (also, with manual Input) is maintained by the Development Manager for e.g.
KPI and MI5 reporting. There would appear to be opportunities for synergy and rationalisation. also through
electronic transfer of data. Incorporation of data at field level could help the end-year audit trail.

Recommendations

a clearly pOSitive event (extension of the

1.

Maintain the presently booked vOlume of Gorgon reserves until
Retention Lease or LOI with a buyer) has occurred.

2.

Raise extem'ally proved and :proved developed reserves In N~Rankin and Wanaea I Cossack, plus
possibly those in Goodwyn and Laminaria I Coralllna to expectation levels. In line with Group guidelines.

3.

Prepare a proper audit trail note, in line with published guidelines. for the 1.1.2001 reserves reporting
.
cycle.

4.

Consider possible synergy and rationali~ation between production ( sales reporting through Finance and
the Development function. ' .
,
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AREA I FIELD: ALL

COMPANY: SHELL DEVELOPMENT AUSTRAliA LTO

Dimensions (100% field figures 88 at 1.1.2000):
Avenlge Group share: 25 ·37%
1.1.2000 Proved Oil Reserves 45 10"6 m3
(Group share 1810"6 m3)
1.1.2000 Proved Developed OU Reserves 40 10"6 m3
(Group share 1610"6 m3l
6
10"6 m3
(Group share 1.4 10"6 m31
1999 Oil Production
16 10"3 m3fd . (Group share 3.810"3 m3ld)
(Group share 216 10"9sm3)
1.1.2000 Proved Gas Reserves 900 10"9sm3
(Group share 27 10"9 Sm3)
1.1.2000 Proved Developed Gas Reserves 124 10"'9 sm3
(Group share 4.110"9 sm3)
1999 Gas Production 16 10"9 sm3
45 10"6 sm3ld' (Group share 11 10"6 sm3ld)
Number of fields in area 20
Number of wells drilled I in Production

IResultl

Audit criteria

1
1.01

TECHNiCAL MATURITY
Is 3D seiSmic available and used for the field(s) in question?

+
+

1.02 Ate seismic processing and interpretation state-of·the-art?

1.03 Is well log data quantity and quality adequate?

.'

\

Comments
3D seismic has been shot and interpreted over all the fields

Although much of the seismic Vintage is from the early 1990's.
. re-proeesslng and re-interprelation using the latest techniques
is gradually being introduced (eg LambertlHermes, Laminaria)

,

+
+

1.04 Is well data coverage adequate?

extensive log and core data have been gathered In appraisal
wells and in develooment wells as aDorODriate.
certainly in developed fieldS; SUbsurface uncertainties are
property accounted for in undeveloped fields and proved
r8$efVeS are In principle not booked until data coverage is
Ad@nURtA.

1.05 Has a 'proved area' been defined (lowest known fluid contact,
no maior/sealino faultsl and is it realistic?
,
1.Q6 Is reservoir producibility for undeveloped reserves supported
bY Droduction tests or other evidence?
1.07 ts there a proper volUMetric estimate?

+
+
+

1.08 Ate representative PVT data available and have they been
Inronerlv accounted for in the volumelric estimate?
1.09 \$ a static model available I adequate?

+

1-10 is a dynamic model available I adequate?

+

+

Proved reserves are not booked until well data coverage is
adeQuate.
Ves. most notably in Gorgen
For Woodslde operated fields. SPACE Probabllistic estiMates,
validated against selected low· and high realisations in a stalle
model, are standard practice. For the Gorgon area there is a
'
lfull static model
Ves. extensive PVT analyses are standard practice and these
arA nm......r1v reflected in statie and dYnamic models.
For Woodside operated fields, SPACE probabilistlc estimates.
validated against selected low· and high realisations in a static
model. are standard practice. For the Gorgon area there Is a

run

1.11

\

+

ts a history match available I adequate?

1.12 Is the recovery factor for proved reserves realistic? .

+

1.13 Ne develOped reserves baSed on proper NFA (No further
Aclivitvl forecasts?
1.14 Ne developed reserves baSed on exiSting wells, completions
alld facilities, or do they require only minor costs «10%
.
tI to be hooked UD?
1.15 Haslhave (a) development project(s) been deffned for
undevelooed reserves or can itlthev be defined?
t.16 lsIare the projec:t(s) technicatly mature or is further data
gathering necessary?

+

t.17 lsIare there (an) audilable development project plants) with
costs benefil5and economics?

+

1.18 Ne improved recovery estimates based on a successful pilot
C6 analogue or are they otherwise supportable?

+

.

Ves. detailed dynamic models (doINnloaded from static
modelsl are available for all fields with DroVed reserves.
Hlslofy matches, ID the extent that there is sufficient
production hiStory, are good and are kept up-to-date on a
reaular basis.
Ves. the RFs fully renect the range of possible subsurface
realisations and DOSsible develOoment scenarios.
Ves; dedicated NfA dynamic model Nns are made.
indlrDOratlflO eXiStinQ facilities' conslr3lnts as relevant.
Ves. A proper correction was made at 1.1.2000 to renect the
as )"8t undeveloped state of gas reserves obtainable through
sion.

+

Yes

+

Those projects pertaining to proved reserves are mature. with
the possible exceptiOn of Egret, where the low reserves
eslilTl8te does not appear to pass so-eening criteria. In the
large Gorgon gas field, there is also a technically (and
"callv\ ,nhw.t develooment olan
Ves

NA Apart from ongoing gas recycling in Goodwyn and some
'---

tPGIgas injection in LaminarlalCorallina. there are no
imoroved recovery projects Planned.

+• GGOG o. SaUlractory x • UIISllllflCIOry NA •

Not AppllQble
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1.19 Has the project been subjected to a VAA review or other

external review and If so, what have been the main
condusions?

Attachment 3

+

All pmjects in which SOA have an interest are subjected to
regular peer reviews and VAR reviews with SIEP·EPT
assistance. In particular the StEP assistance to Wooctside
lean be-da!;sifiad as Intensive.

+

Yes: those that are not are classified as SFR

,

COMMERCIAl. MATURITY
lsIare the project(S) commercially mature (positive NPV for
Group Ref. Cm. over'a range of possible future scenarios I low
CBse reserves\?
2.02 lsIare the project(s) economically viable (meeting Group Scr.
Cm. OVef range of possible future scenarios I low case
r
2.03 Have forecasts been cut Off when rates become uneconomic?

Page 40 of 50
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2

2.01

\

+

Yes. with the possible (minor) exception of Egret, see 1.16
above.

+

Yes: thoSe that are not are classified as SFR

+

Yes (standard Group practice)

2.05 Ale assumed prices and coets RT (or juslified If nol)?
2.06 Haslhave the project(s) been approved by Shareholders?

+
0

Yes (standard Group praetlce)

2.01 Is projed financing. available or can it reasonably be expected
10 be 8v&Dable?
2.08 /Ve developed reserves actually In production?
2.09 Have all proved gas reserves been contracted la sales?

+

Shareholder approval has been obtained for Immlnenl project!;
and projectS in progress. For projects further into the future it
WIll be souohtin die course.
Yes. no foreseeable problems in this respect.

+

Yes

0

Not all of these. There is still unCOntracted gas in the NWS
fields. whilsl Goro<in gas is as vet whollv uncommitted.
ExIsting NWS gas buyers are likely to be quite willing to
extend current contracts; ExIsting facilities' life span is not
lseen as a eonstraint.
There are likely to be ample opportunities for expansion of the
LNG market in South and East Asia (Japan and Korea, but
also Taiwan. China, India). particularly post·2005. AllhOugh
there is competition on the supply side. there can be little
doubtlhal buyers can eventually be found for all economically
. ,""... nn Ih... AII"lr"U"n "h"lf

2.04 Have the latest Group Screening I Reference Criteria been
used?

2.10 If not, can they reasonably be expected to be sold in exisllng
marllels and through eXiSting facilities?

+

If neither, ~n they reasonably be expected to be developed
and sold in a future market?

+

2.11

3

3.01

REASONABLECERT~NTY

Is the uncertainly range of volumetric parameters and STOUP
estimates adequate?

3.02 b the uncertainly range of developed rEioovery adequate?
3.03 is tne uncertainly range Of undeveloped recovery adequale?
3.04 Have msr1(et I production (X)l\$trainl uncertainties been taken
into aocount?

+

+
+
N.A.

3.05 Whal is ratio offiald(s) cum.prod./ proved total recovery?
3.06 Can the field(s) be considered mature?

.

-

Yes. refleded through the multi-scenariO dynamic modelling
Since there are no end-of ·lcance issues for the NWS fieldS.
rnarlle\lfacilities constraints have essentially no effect on
reserves esllmales. For a discussion on Goroon see 4.01. '
Ranges from 0 to 40% (ellcll.iding Barrow island and
Thevenartl see also All 2.1)
Some (N.Rankin. Wanaea. Cossack), yes. The very mature
fields Barrow Island and Thevenard have been sold during

12000.

3.07 Are proved (deVeloped and total) reserves benchmarlled
againsl expectation reserves for 'proved areas' when field(s)
are mature (deterministic approach)?

X

3.08 Are proved reserves for fieldS (or other entities used for asset
depredation) added together arithmetically?

+

3.09 Are proved reserves within fields (or within entilies used for
asset depreciation) added together probabilistically?

+

-

No: Gui4elines allow externally reported proved reserves in NRankin. Wanaea and Cossack {and possibly Goodwyn plus, in
the near future. Laminaria and CoraIIlI'13) to be taken as equal
In .. ~tion reserves.
Proved reserves for fields are added toge\hef-arilhmetically.
Depreciation for e.g. the NWS gas file<lS is done on a
combined asset basis and probabilislic addition within Ihose
assets would in Drinciole be allowed,
PrObabilistic estimates for entities (areas, reservoir sands)
within fields are added together probabilistlcally. Examples
are Main. Perseus·West and Capella (added probsbilistically
to form greater Perseus and the individual reservoirs in

11

3.10 Is any assumed dependency in prObabilistic addition
aDorooriale?
4

The established procedure of fully probabilistic volumetrics
and mulli-realisation static modelling ensures that proper
re taken for each of thA vnlllm..tric oarameters.
Yes. i1takes account of the maturity of the feeld

GROUP SHARE CALCULATION

+ .. Good o· S3tlsl3CtOry
SOA.,bJl3_xls. Cr>eckLisl

X" Unutlsl;>C:lory N.A. • Nor Applicable
2711 112000. 10:05 AM
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CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

Attachment 3
( ) Licences start with en exploration permit for up to 6 yeers,

Are proved and proved developed reserves fully producible
within the licenCe period (or Its extension if there 15 8 legal
right) 81'1d within produ.ction ceilings/constraints?

4.01

renewable for up to 5 years. to be folloWed by a Production
Licence If commercial production 15 undertaken. Production
UC8nces last for 21 years. with one extension option of
another 21 years, followed by a further extension optiOn Of
indefinite duration. The Production Ucence lapses only If
there haS ~n no production for 5 successive yealll. Hence
there is no enck)f-llcence cut~ In effect for any of the t:lW§..

,.... 1

•

Fields for which the exploration licence has ended and for
which no production licence has been applied for ean be
granted a Retention Lease for a period·of 5 years. This ean be
followed by an indefinite number of successive 5-year
extension options. whiCh eaIT)' the conditions that the field cen
. be considered likely to becOme commercially viable within the
next. 15 years and that the lessee is actively pursuing the
evaluation of commerc:lal viability, including the conclusion of
long term sales conlracta.
Currentty, the fields in the Gorgon area are held·under a
Retention Lease, of which the current extension ends in 2002.
Although it is considered likely that the Interest holders can
convince the authOrities that commercial viability on these
fields is actively being pursued, it is not clear whether thiS can
'.......-... "'.... 'rl...hl I...·......." ....

4..02 Are the forecasts reqUired to demonstrate the above rendition
consistent with those presented in the latest Business Plan?

4.03 Is the company's hydrocarbons Equity share calculated
property?

4.D4 Is the net S!lell share calculated properly (100% for
consolidated Shell companies, with minority reserves reported
l:ellaratelv. or actual oercenlaoe if less than 50%~?
4..<l5 Is the hydroearbOnS PSC enliUement share (net cOst oil +
ID1"oflt oil onlvl calculated orODer1v?
4..0& Is the hydrocarbon$ Purchase Right share (to the extent that,
economic benefit is derived from production While stili bearing
share of risk!; and rewsn:ls\ calculated
4..07 Are royalties in cash (legally or customarily) counted as
reserveS?
4..08 Are royalties In kind excluded from reserves?
4.09 Are volumes given away or received as fees in kll'ld le.g. for
infreslrU"'" re ""e bv third Dl!lflies) eltduded from reserves?
4.10 Has historic Group under-or over1lf1 (compared wlIh other covenlurers\ been Rl'h"IUnlM for?
.
4.11 Have gas volumes produc:ed from the reservoir bUt not yet
sold (e.g. through UGS, gas re-injectlon Into another reservoir
or a swap deal with another field) been property maintained in
IrA-....rv....,?
41.12 Have separate SUbmissions been made for Equity .
EntiUement and Purchase Rioht volumes?

5
5.01

AUDIT TRAILS
Ale proved and proved developed reserves estimates up-lo
date?

5.02 can reported net Group equity reserves be reconciled with
Individual field reserves estimates?

N.A.
+

Yes, total Shell equity is calQllated as the sum of 'direct' Shell
(SOA) partlcipatlon share in the respective ventures, plus the
'indlrecf Shell share (34.21%) in Woodside Petroleum Ltd.
which haS separate holdi"9s in the respectlve ventures.

+

Yes, adUal percentage is reported.

N.A.
N.A.
+

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
NA
N.A.
+
0

5.03 Can reported net Group equity reserves be reconciled with
other relevant data (e.g. productiOn constraints. gas markets.
etc.\?

All roya/ties are paid in cash and corresponding volumes are
Indudl!ld in reserves.
,

Separate submtssons have been made for 'Direct' and
'Indirect' Shell share Volumes.
ResefVes for the Woodside operated fields (NW5 and
Laminarla/Corallina) are being kept up-to--date annually and
revised as necessarv.
Largely, yes. A good match (or reconciliation of minOr errors)
was obtained for Oil and NGL figures. but gas volumes
appeared to show dIScrepancies of '-3%. see An. 2.1.

NA Not really relevant

+ • Good o. Sa\\~fa",\oty x. Unntl5~e\oty "lA. Not Applicable
SDA-An3.x1~. CheckList
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5.04 Csn reserve changes be reconCiled With Individual field
enanges?

Page 42 of 50

Attachment 3

No Individual field reserves (100%) from last year's submission
were available, neither were Individual field production data for
1999 (see also 6.06-(7). Specific categories for oil
(purchases/sales In place. new discoveries, new developed
reserves) could be broadly reconciled to individual fields. A
Significant reductiOn in develoPed gas reserves was due 10 a
Q)tTeetiOn for (es yet undeveloPed) reserves attribulable to
fulure compression. Both developed and total reserves had 10
be redUced to accounl for the larger share that Woodslde Will
lake In future Oomgas sales.

X

5.05 Ale reserve changes reported In the appropriate categories?

+

Yes, see abOve.

5,06 Ale technical reports available describing reasons and
justifICations for new reserves estimates in suffiCient detaU?

0

Most field reserves are in line With estimates in the latest FOP
reports, with remllrkably little change being required In e.g.
Waneea I Cossa~ and Lamlnarla I Corallina. However, the
latest correetlon in developed gas reserves (correcting for
compression) was not found to heve been documented

5.07 Are reports numbered llndexed property and is there a centrat
library where copies are kept?

X

FOP repofts are indexed and idenlified properly and full sets of
copies are kept by the operators. It was found hOWever, that a
number of SOA COpies of Woodslde documents were
unavailable following the office move from Melbourne to Perth.

5.08 Is the annual reServes submission supported by a suffICiently
detailed su"!mary note explaining the reserves changes
(c:taSSified in revisions, extensions. sales-in-place elC) per
,field with references to det..Ut!d ....nnrt" AS ..nl\fl1nriale?
5.09 Are data bases containing historic submissions' data and
current reserves status (e.g. RISRES) in place and
1aGMSS1b1e?
5.10 00 these data bases also contain references to detailed
recarts?

X

A brief summary note (text only) was produced but this was
insufficient to provide a comprehensive audit trail (e.g. only
expectation volumes mentioned, no tabulated'delalls by field.
I"te\
.
.
.
In view of the IImiled number at fields, dala are kept in
spreadsheets only.

CONSISTENCY WITH FINANCIAL REPORTING
Are proved and proved developed reserves based on '
fiscalised volum- under ~ales conditions?
6.02 Ale OIl, NGLs and sales gas repOrted in their appropriate
c:ateaories ?
6.03 Are own use, fuel, losses etc eXcluded?

0

X

No.

+

Yes

+

Yes, In particular LPGs are reported correctly as gas

0

!.!Qslream own use, fuel and losses (estimated at 3.7% In the
Woodslde 'Verslon-T submission to SOA. atthough 2.9% was
shown in a later submission) ere elCdUded from the NWS gas
volumes. A similar 2% correction was made for the Gorgon
volumes.
~tream fuel and losses (i.e. in the LNG planl) are

0

GHVs are measured and a record is maintained at field level
(and apparently even lower) by Wood$lde. who do the
calculation of Nm3 from 5m3 Volumes for NWS fields. An
attempt was made et reconciling the SOA Nm3 submission
with Individual fleld's and Gorgon GHVs, but the resulting
average GHV did nol seem to malch with the average GHV

0

Yes, although the audit trail was poor: a copy of the original
note by SOA Petroleum Engineers advising SOA Finance
about the reserves 10 be used could not be found.
Upon advice from SlEP early In 2000, asset depredation for
North Rankin facilities is done on lolal North Rankin reserves,
whilst those for Ihe olher fieldS are done on proved developed

,

6

6.01

in ..."'.."'..'"

6.04 Are gas GHV.s property measured for sales gas conditions and
accounted for in reserv~ submissions?

.11.

6.05 Are reported proved developed reserves consistenl With those
used fOf asset depreciation in Group Accounts?

5..06 Ale annual Oil-tNGL production volumes in reserves
submissions consislent with Upstream sales volumes reported
into the Finance (Ceres) system. i.e. Ceres line 0933, Which is
II'Ie sum of line 7365 (Reward OIIlNGL) and line 0871 I'" 8462Oil + 8464·NGL fOl' Consolidaled Companies + line 3596 ('"
0931-oa + 0932-NGL) for A$SoC. Companies'?

+ .. Good

+

....

•

'4\.

.

The eOO-1999 SUbmissions for 1999 oil+NGL prodllclion
through Ceres and through SIEP were, after some corrections,
Idenllcal.

0" Sati.. fa~tory )( .. U".. "I&f.,;tory HA .. Not Applicable
27/11/2000. 10:05 AM
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SOA, Oct 2000
6.07

7

7.01

CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

Ate annual gas production (sales) volumes In reserves
submissions consistent with Upstream sales volumes reported
into the Finance (Cerea) system. I.e. Ceres line 0323 • 0934
(GrouP Cy net NG sales) + 3598 (Assoc.Cy NG sales).
COITected for 1404+4796 (Gas purchases) and
4100+4510+4575+0873 (Trade. other Sales and Transfers)?

OVERALL
If Group guidelines shoUld. not or not completely have been
followed. are results stili reasonable / overstated /
understated?

0

,........~ ~ ......I ..

0

Group guidelines were not completelyfC1l\OWed with respect to
proved and prOVed developed reserves In mature fields (see
3.07). The potential understatement in total proved reserves
could be sOme 12 mln m30e Group share. or some 4% of SDA
boOked reserves.
Gorgen gas reserves (some 86 bin sm3 or 30% of SDA's
m30e Group share volume) can be maintained at their present
level In the reserves portfolio and should only be changed If
definitive new Infonnatlon regarding the project and/or !he

0

Bearing in mind the above remarl<s. the SDA statement of
proved and proved developed reserves at end 1999 can be
considered to give B reasonably accurate reflection of
shareholder value

.

7.02 Do the reported proved and proved developed reserves

Attachmeht 3

The end-1999 SUbmissions for 1999 gas sales through Ceres
and through the reserves reporting line (SIEP) were
inconsistent with eact\ other (some 9% different). This was
due to LNG plant fuel and flare being exclUded from the Ceres
flgures. thus effectively reporting the downstream sales. not
the upstream production. The new 1.1.2000 definitions In

estimates give a reasonably accurate reflection of shareholder
value?

.

-.."..11;......;..

.,

·~

+ • Good
SO...·An3.>ds. Che<:7ilisl

0 .. Sall"factDry X" Unsatisfactory NA" Not Applk::oble
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NOTE - 8 Feb 200D

CONFIDENTIAL

From:

Anton A. Barendregt

Group Reserves Auditor, SIEP

To:

LindaZ Cook

(Previous) Director, EP Business Development, SJEP

Copy:

lorin Brass

Director, EP Business Development, SIEP

Phil B. Watts

EP Chief Executive Officer, SIEP

Roelof J. Platenkamp

VICe Pres. Strategy, Planning, Portfolio and Economics, SIEP

Remco

D. Aalbers

Group Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator, SIEP

Egbert Eeftink

Director. KPMG Accountants NV

Stephen l. Johnson

PriceWaterhouseCoopers

REVIEW OF GROUP END-1999 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
In accordance with prescribed US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (SFAS69), SIEP staff have
prepared a summary of Group equity proved and proved developed oif and gas reserves for the year 1999. The
summary (Att. 3) forms part ofthe supplementary information that will be presented in the 1999 Group Annual
Reports and has been prepared on the basis of information provided by Group and Associated companies. The
sUbmissions by these companies (excluding those by Shell Canada) are based on the procedures laid down in
the "Petroleum Resource Volumes Guidelines· (EP 99-1100/1101) which in turn are based on the requirements
of SFAS 69. Shell Canada's submissions are sUbject to their own procedures and reviews,

I have reviewed the process of preparing the above summary of proved and proved developed oil and gas
reserves in as far as these relate to companies outside Canada. This review included a verification of the
reasonableness of major reserves changes and any omissions of such changes, as appropriate. The review
also included a comparison between 1999 production (i.e. sales) volumes as reported in the DU reserves
submissions and those reported separately through the Finance system in Ceres.
Two significant additions to the Group's proved hydrocarbon portfolio have not been included in SEC externally
reported reserves this year. These are the heavy oil volumes recoverable from 0;1 sands in Canada and the
proved oil entitlements under the new Iran contract. The first is a mining project and as such cannot be reported
under oil&gas reserves, in line with SEC and Group guidelines. As for the Iran entitlements, SEC and Group
gUidelines prescribe that these should be classified as reserves. On host government insistence. this has not
been done.
The challenge by SIEP to constrain Group entitlement reserves increases in companies facing production
ceillngs and impending production licence expirations (this year primarily in Nigeria) is supported.
There appears to be significant scope for further increasing proved reserves in some areas (Brunei, Oman, and
others), where estimates tend to be conservative in comparison with expectation volumes and thereby not fully in
line with latest Group guidelines.

It was disappointing to see that, in spite of some progress through SIEP efforts, the persistent problem of
inconsistencies between the annual sales volumes reported through the Finance system (Ceres) and those in
the reServes submissions had not yet been resolved during 1999. The matter is of importance, because both
SUbmissions find their separate ways into the Group annual report and discrepancies are in principle detect/ble.
SIEP staff is commended for the effective system of electronic spreadsheets and controls goveming the DU
SUbmissions. This has greatly improved auditabilily of the results.
During 1999 I made reserves audit visits to a total of nine Group OUs. Audit opinions on six of these were
'satisfactory', whilst three of them were classed as 'good'. A summary of these audit findings is attached (All 6).
It was found that most recommendations had already b~n followed up in the 1999 submissions. Similar audits
are planned in six DUs in the course of 2000. An updated Audit Plan is attached (Atl 7).
The finding from the auclit visits and the end-year review in SIEP is that the SIEP statements fairly represent the
Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the end of 1999. The 1999 changes in the Proved Reserves can be
fully reconCiled from the individual OU submissions.

A sum

ry of the findings and observations is inclUded in Attachment 1.

V00280131
Attachments 1 - 7
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Group Proved Reserves Summaries
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ProvedlExpn reserves vs field maturity
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Production Reconciliation Ceres vs Reserves Submissions
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Attachment 1

REVIEW OF GROUP END-1999 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
MAIN OBSERVATIONS
1.

Significant reserves changes are listed in Attachment 2.
In Nigeria, Exxon have discovered and appraised the Ehra field (Shell share 44%) and are close to
producing a field development plan. On the basis of work done to date and with the analogue of SNEPCO's
Bongs field, economic viability of the project is not under doubl The proved volumes (24 101\6 m3 oil) have
therefore been included in the externally reported reserves.. This is supported.

Field studies have led to sizable proved field volume increases in Nigeria and Oman, but these have been
partially capped to reflect the requirement that proved reserves must be producible before end-of-Jicence
(see below).
An equity Increase was booked for the Troll field in Norway. Equity decreases had to be booked in
Australia (corrected gas share in line With contract) and Ornan-Gisco (lower funding and reward gas).
Add-back of volumes previously (and wrongly) excluded as royalties in kind has fed to reserves increases
in Canada.
Project start-ups (Oman-Gisco, Sable Island, F23 compression, Obaiyed) and development drilling have
helped to maintain developed reserves.
Dilution or divestment of equity has led to reserves reductions in the USA. Philippines and Canada.
2.

Two significant additions to the Group's proved hydrocarbon portfolio have not been inCluded in externally
reported reserves this year. These are the Muskeg oil sands in Athabasca, Canada (95 10"6 rn3heavy
oil), following project FIO in 1999 and the proved reserves under the new Iran ,?ontract (Soroosh/Nowrooz,
24101\6 m3 oil). The first is a mining project and as such cannot be reported under oil&gas reserves, in line
with SEC and Group guidelines. The Iran contract and associated oil volume entitlements are similar in
nature to those for the Venezuelan and Oman-Gisco contracts. The SEC and Group gUidelines therefore
prescribe that these entitlements be classified as reserves. However, host government insistence has led
to the decision not to incfude these in the externally reported volumes for 1.1.2000.

3.

In Austral/a, WAPET have re-evaluated the gas reserves in their large, undeveloped Gorgon field,
indicating that some 20% more reserves would be economically recoverable. The most likely market for
this gas would be LNG. However, customers for this additional gas cannot at this stage be readily identified
and the incremental volumes (some 20101\9 Nm3 Group share) have not been included in externally
reported proved reserves at this stage. This Is in line with Group guidelines and is therefore supported.

4.

In the Netherlands, NAM have written down exploration costs related to the Waddenzee finds, because no
development was likely to occur within the next five years, following the new Government moratorium (for
an indefinite period, but not permanent) on drilling in that area. However, the proved gas volumes are
economic to develop, a market is readily available and the licence duration Is indefinite. Hence, the proved
volumes have been maintained in externally reported reserves. This is supported.

5.

SEC and Group guidelines prescribe that proved and proved developed reserves can be demonstrated to
be producible before the expiry of current production licences (or their extension if a right to extend is
formally agreed). Whilst not a severe constraint in many cases, it is becoming a serious issue for large
resource holders that are facing production or export level constraints, i.e. SPDC Nigeria and ADCO Abu
Ohabl and POO Oman. The first two companies carry significant aspirational upturns in future offtake
levels in order to Justify their proved reserves levels. In view of the need for reasonable certainty of these
levels, total proved reserves for SPDC Nigeria have been capped this year by not booking a bottom line
increase of 49 10"6 m3, arising frorn recovery improvements in a series of fields. This is supported. Abu
Dhabi reserves had already been capped in preVious submissions. Vigilance will be required to ensure that
forecasts in Mure submissions remain realistic.

6.

A review of the margin between proved an expectation reserves for major DU fields has shown a tendency
for conservative estimating, in particular in some mature fields (see Att. 4). Potential increases in proved
reserves could be up to 100 101\6 m3 oil eqUivalent. Field proved reserves are in principle expected to grow
closer to expectation reserves with increasing field maturity. Group gUidelines also recommend that proved
developed reserves are made equal to expectation developed reserves for mature fields (e.g. where
cumulative production exceeds· some 3Q-40% of e.xpectation ultimate recovery).
From Attachment 4 it is clear that many fieldS do not fulfill these requirements. Main exceptions for
undeveloped reserves are in Norway, UK and Oman, whilst Brunei and Denmark tend to be too
conservative for both total and developed proved reserves. It is noted that Denmark have compensated for
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this by introducing, justifiably but somewhat unconventionally, probabilistic addition of their field volumes.
For Oman, this conservatism has already been flagged during the October 1999 audit and PDO have
undertaken to address this conservatism in their future field reviews. Norway will be audited in 2000.
It may be observed that there are a number of fields that show proved reserves close to or equal to
expectation reserves, even for low maturity levels. \Nhilst a number of these fields are from Shell Canada
(with only 'proved', no 'probable' reserves carried), most of these tend to be exceptions of some sort, e.g.
small fields in a larger cluster (UK, Netherlands), or reserves constrained by licence expiry (Abu Dhabi).

7.

Until this year, Shell Oil made their separate reserves submission to SEC, following their own internal and
SEC guidelines. In line with the Group's efforts at globalisation, Shell Oil's separate status was
discontinued in 1999 and they were expected to adhere to Group guidelines in their reserves SUbmission. It
was noted that Shell Oil include own use gas in their reserves on the premise that this gas is in principle
available for sale into a market and SEC guidelines do not forbid (nor prescribe) their inclusion. Group
guidelines specifically forbid inclusion of own use, fuel and flare volumes. The volume affected is someS.5
10"9 Nm3, mainly in the Area and Altura ventures. Although in contravention of current Group guidelines,
Excom advice has been received that Shell Oil reserves submission should not be changed in this respect,
pending an analysis of EP industry practice. The issue should be resolved, if necessary through an update
of the Group gUidelines.

8.

In Venezuela, it was noted during the 1999 reserves audit that reserves booked by SVSA were 100% of
their operated field reserves, even when the net fee received for the oil amounted to only half the prevailing
oil price. The Oman Gisco contract and all PSC contract entitlements booked for other OUs take account of
the net effective volumes or prices received. Current Group reserves gUidelines are not clear on the issue.
For Venezuela, it was subsequently decided that, with fees in the near future likely to rise to levels very
close to tull oj' price, the booking of 100% of field volumes was justified. To facilitate booking of future
contracts, a more structural solution, through Group guidelines, is recommended.

9.

Part of the requirements made in the Group gUidelines is that 1999 production, to be deducted from
1.1.1999 reserves in the reserves submission, should be equal to sales volumes reported under the
Finance system through Ceres, since both volumes are reported extemally. Comparison between the two
submissions is made for Oil+NGL (in m3) and gas (in Nm3 at 9500 kCaIlNm3). Results of the comparison
are shown in Attachment 5.
From the comparison, it is clear that the final correspondence between the two submissions is good for
Oil+NGL. with the main exception being Shell Canada, who erroneously exclUde royalties in cash from
their Ceres submission. The reserves submission has been corrected for this, in line with Group and SEC
guidelines.
For gas, the comparison is far less favourable. An outstanding discrepancy of 2.5 10"9 Nm3 (or 3% of
1999 sales) remains, which, because of ingrained procedures, cannot be corrected readily. Main reasons
for the discrepancy are:
- Ceres submissions for integrated companies (Australia, Germany, Shell Oil, Canada, UK) report sales
as ex-downstream, not upstream sales. Hence, downstream effects like LNG plant fuel, gas storage
movement, take-or-pay gas not taken ete cause a variety of distortions.
- Although both submissions should be in Nm3 at 9500 kCaVNm3 equivalent, the unit conversions from
scf or sm3 volumes is often done inconsistently Within OUs and between OUs. Conversions in the reserves
submissions appear to be correct more often than in the Ceres submissions. It was noted that DU staff,
particularly on the Finance side, tend to be reluctant to change their established procedures.
- Kingfisher gas in the UK is delivered free of payment as tariff in kind tor oil processing services by a third
party (Marathon). Kingfisher volumes and production are correctly included in the reserves submission, but
are still eXcluded from the Ceres submission. Shell UK Expro have undertaken to correct this tor the 2000
Ceres submission.
It is disappointing to see that these problems, most of which have been present tor several years, have not
yet been resolved, in spite of strenuous SIEP efforts. The matter is of importance, beeause both
submissions find their separate ways into the c:?roup annual report and any discrepancies are in principle
detectible. I note that steps are now underway to rfKIefine the externally reported gas volumes under
Ceres as sales ex-upstream only and that gas volumes in both reports should from 2000 onwards be in sm3
tel quel, i.e. not normalised for GHV content These changes should help to bring consistency in the gas
volumes to the same level as that for oil+NGl and they are therefore fully supported.

10.

Similar to last year, reserves submissions from OUs were made in strictly unified format through SIEPdesigned electronic workbooks, with strict controls embedded. The ample use of consistency validation in
these workbooks has greatly improved the quality of the submissions and the auditabiJity of the
accumulation process. Further improvements this year included the tables for individual field data and
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volume changes for major fields, plus the request for new developed proved reserves volumes (i.e.
transfers from undeveloped to developed reserves). These improvements have enhanced the review
process and SIEP staff are to be commended for this. A further refinement, by including an entry for
purchaseslsales-in·place for proved developed reserves changes by field would be welcomed.

Recommendations:

1.

Encourage OUs with low proved reserves in comparison with their expectation levels, to review and
upgrade these on an urgent basis.

2.

Ensure that OU forecasts to calculate proved within·licence recoverable volumes remain realistic.

3.

Implement current plans to unify submission requirements for annual (upstream) sales volumes in both
Ceres and the reserves submissions, addressing volume units (sm3 for all) and strict upstream sector
delineation.

4.

Address the issue of own use gas in the Shell Oil I Pecten reserves submissions, If necessary by adapting
the definitions in the Group reserves (and Ceresl) guidelines.

5.

For the benefit of Mure reserves bookings, amend the gUidelines to address the issue of the appropriate
Shell share to be used in the new type of incentive contracts as in force in Oman·Gisco and Venezuela.

6.

Include an entry for sales/purchases-in-place in the proved developed reserves field changes in the
reserves submission spreadsheel
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Attachment 2
MOST SIGNIFICANT 1999 PROVED AND PROVED DEVELOPED RECOVERY CHANGES

(Shell Group share)
MAJOR TECHNICAL REVISIONS
Oil+NGL
Country
(10" m))
Dev'd Total
+39
Nigeria· SPDC
+7
+27
Nigeria - SPDC

-

Niqeria - SNEPCO
Oman-PDO
USA-Shell Oil
Norway
Norwav
Nigeria - SPDC
Oman-Gisco
USA - Shell Oil
Canada
UK
Nigeria - SPDC
Malaysia
Egypt
Oman
Abu Dhabl
Australia

.
+9

-1

-

+27
+18
+5
+18
+15
+1
+4
+9
+8
-3

Gas
(10' sm))
Dev'd Total
+12

-

+24
+19
+10
+1
+1
+5

-

.-

-

OTHER MAJOR CHANGES
OIl+NGL
Country
(10" m))
Dev'd Total
+5
+4
Canada
+11
Nigeria - SPDC

-

-

-

-

+9
+15
+12
+6

-

-

..a

-

"

-

-

+59
+11
+22
+8

·
·
·-

+11
+7

·

-

-34

Gas
(10" sm))
Dev'd Total
+14
+10

-

-

Australia

~O

-0

-0

.7

Oman - Gisco

+1

+2

-12

-12

Canada
Oman

.7

-11

.

-2

-3

-17

-

-4
-49

-

-19

·

-

-25

-44

-5

·15

Philippines
Nigeria SPDC

USA-Shell Oil

OTHER MINOR CHANGES
Country
Oil+NGL
(10" m))
Devd I Total
Chad, Khazakstan
I +2
+57 I +30
Other

-

TOTAL CHANGES
Country

OII+NGL
(10" m)}
Dev'd I Total
+130 I +68

-

-

Description

Field reviews.
Late implementation of new (1998) guidelines in a number of
reservoirs.
Ehra discovery (no mar1<et vet, hence no gas reserves)
Field reviews, incl. +710"6 m3 improved recovery (undev'd) in
Marmul
Field extensions/discoveries?
Equity re-delermination Troll.
Field extension in Ormen Lanae lundev'd)
Discoveries/extensions in K1, K1 South, Uzuaku
Project start-up June '99
Development activities
Sable Island start-up Dsc '99
Development activities
Development activities
F23-KA compression installed
Obaiyed on stream Aug '99
Development activities
More detailed analysis per field
Correction for N-Rankin developed reserves requiring (not yet
installed) compression

Description

Add-back of cash royalties, previously not Included.
Effective Shell share increased from 30% to 77% in EAlEJA
offshore fields followinll new fundinll aQrlj1ement.
Re-ealculation of NWS net Shell share (direct share up,
indirect share down), to bring in line with contract provisions.
Increased NGL due to allocation of early production to GISCO
for tax payments. Overall reduction in GISCO cashflow due to
lowerfundina aareed in September 1999.
PlaIns BU divested Nov '99
Correction to reflect proper no-activity forecast to encl-of-

Dcence.
Divestment of 45% of Malampav8 to Texaco
Correction for field increases to reflect total bookable SPDC
proved reserves being constrained by an already ambitious
forecast and end of licence in 2019.
Divestments to Apache, Enterprise, plus dilution of three Gulf
of Mexico fields

Description

Gas
/10' sm))
Dev'd I Total

·

+24

I
I

·

Divestment in Chad (-0.4), First discovery in Khazakstan (+2)

+17

Description

Gas
(10' srn))
Dev'd I Total
+91 I +29
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Country Hame

All volumes net Shell Group Share

Revleione lrnproV6d Extenslon Purchase Sales In
recovery sand
s In piece place
end
RocIaMlII
Dlscoveri
cations

ProV6d

reserves
1.1.1899

Producllo Proved
Proved
n Q.e. net fllserves lit developed
sales)
31.12.1999 reseNe$
during
at

"

Algenllns
8angloldesh

Oenmarll
Egypt
Kazaicllstan - Temlr
NIgeria (SNEPCO)
NIgeRa (SPDC)
OmsnGlsco

Paldslan
PldHPI'i_
RlIHla SallllelIn
Cllad

Venezusls
Congo (OR)

Ab.. DtIlIbl
Auslrla
Australia (OI/ecl)
Auslralla (Indirec1)
Slunel
CanadII
China
Gebon
GermanV
Malavsla
N8lIledands
MolMY'

-I

mO
3;;

..,~

t\l(")

a.O

::05
(ll -

.00.

Cm
ma.
!P _.
_I»

(ll.-

0.
--

oman

~

~

4.1
-.03

50.4
429.82
32.34

·2.97
25.79
1.72

.41

6.02
.31
2.
23.98
4.78

1.1.1999

3.78

-73%

S.86
.37

28.22
2.31

2.77
3.83

3.49
-.04

6.85
.37

27.63
5.73

91%
1024%

152'4
78%

12.29
.88

39.15
9.06
2.
71.41
448.1
33.18

.05

3.82
7.69

.ll

.8

.64

149.43

44.37

18.21

92.

79.79

.93
22.76
12.73
158.4

,:,4
1.14
-2.54

,81
19.81
14.11
129.92

.93
14.63
5.57

.6

.12
4.11
1.02
23.34

.n

1,594.1&

&7.14

10.02

.31

18.65

.35

&3.81

.81

82,68

132.21

OUVol&CI1ga-Anlon.xl$ OII..NGLm3

1,8311.43
1530.43
Page 1 011

14.99
26.75

7.24
1.45

2.65

3.2
3.31

Clleck

DB 25129

103.25

7.75

.5

,
~,

o
o

W
--J
../::>.

,

c-

.59

.06

2,37
.16
4.8
.03
1.97
.79
5.
4.16
.511
5.18
.33
3.81
.76
4.82
.44
16,46
1.66
2.64
.5$
.18

w
o

../::>.

123%

1.31

.1
.17

2.15

{%)
TotRes

2.03

.02
.14
-4.31

2.63

.05
.17
.01

Replaeem
enl RaIIo

.26

.04

8.46

.13
.01
·ra
1.46
1.68

31.12.199
9

31.12.199
9

en! Rallo
(%)
OevRes

.31

9.04

·1.45

10.54

1.1.1999

R"fllacem

.01

3.64

.09

.78
.38

Mloortty
MI"",ily
ResOfVes Reserva
Included 1~llloH<l

1.97

.67

42.03
4.91

3,

.18
.05
1.86
.01

Proved
d....eloped
reserves
et

3.43

3.58
-4.75
-.42
·'.47
•.96
-.72
.01
4.05
-.24
4.19
5.72
1.03
4.89
·.34
2.02
.43

Transf", Revisions Produetio
Undevelo
n Q.e. net
sales}
pedto
during
Pevelope
1999
d

.26

-.01
11.13
5.64
5.14
·2.11
.27

Slid 011 (AIll/f3)
Shel Oil (MCC)
Slid 011 (TMR)
Shell OIIIEH) • Chins
Shell 011 (EH) • Cameroon
Shell 011 (EH) • New le...
5I1ell 011 (USA) cons
Shell 011 (USA) • 0» SI1ale
Shell 011 (WH) _$

TollOlI+NGL

.32

1999

21.43
3.22
103.28
.23
32.49
11.85
59.26
47.16
3.24
19.91
3.37
25.55
5.77
33.26
4.6
139.5
79.26
41,87
1.66
.93
3.29

25.27
4.34
108.78
.25
31.03
12.45
55.23
58.13
2.79
20.2
4.04
27.12
6.09
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Attachment 3.1

1999 GROUP RESERVES SUBMISSIONS

OIL + NGl (10A 6 m3)
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Attachment 3.2

1999 GROUP RESERVES SUBMISSIONS
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Attachment 5.1

1999 PRODUCTION RECONCIUATION • OIL+ NGL
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1999 PRODUCTION RECONCILIATION· GAS
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Attachment 6
1999 RESERVES AUDITS - MAIN OBSERVATIONS
Philippines:
There was a possibility of a slight overstatement of proved reserve$ due to the non·allowance
for own use, fuel and flare. The conversion of simulation models from Eclipse to MoReS was noted and
commended. The use of rate dependent flowline inlet pressures (now possible in MoReS) was recommended.
This could lead to a small increase in reserves, offsetting the allowance for fuel and flare. Audit opinion was
good. It was noted that own use. fuel and flare had been properly accounted for in the 1999 submission.

The generally conservative nature of individual fields' proved and proved developed reserves
Oman:
estimates was noted. However, any scope for increase in proved reserves was offset by the fact that the
expiration of the production licence in 2012 had not been properly accounted for. The net result was thal
reported Proved Developed entitlements were likely to be some 15% overstated, whilst the Total Proved
entitlement reserves were prObably of the right magnitude. Reserves reporting procedures and audit trail were
excellent. Overall. in view of the exemplary standard of field study work and procedures, the audit opinion was
therefore good. A proper correction for developed reserves was made in the 1999 submission.
Venezuela: Commendation was made of the extensive study work that had proVided a much sounder basis for
the new reserves estimates. It was noted that SVSA had booked 100% of field volumes. whilst their present
reward fee equated to only some 50% of crude market value. This malter was not fully addressed in the SIEP
reserves guidelines. Reserves repOrting procedures and·audit trail were good. Audit opinion was good. In view
of higher future reward fees. a decision has been made to maintain the reserves submission at 100%.
SNEPCO: Commendation was made of the extensive mOdelling work (both static and dynamic) which had
included a wide range of alternative reservoir and development realisations. It was noted that reservoir volumes
within sub-groups in the field were added statistically in a fully independent mode. This assumption may not be
fully appropriate and may have led to a too narrow range between Proved and Expectation volumes. Audit
opinion was satisfactory. An appropriate correction was made in the 1999 submission.
Egypt:
Commendation was made of the good use of electronic spreadsheets to preserve quality and audit
trail of the reserves estimates. There was a lack of consistency between annual production figures in Finance
(Ceres) submissions and reserves submissiqns. Further comments were made regarding the future fuel gas
allowance in Badr-el·Din and the possibility for probabilistic addition of reserves in Rosetta. Audit opinion was
satisfactory. Correspondence between Ceres and reserves submissions was perfect this year.
Thailand: The new 199B reserves guidelines had been fully implemented, particularly by equating the proved
developed reserves estimates in the S1 concession to the expectation developed volumes. It was noted that the
proved undeveloped reserves estimates were originally based on arbitrary assumptions but that these had been
made the subject of considerable ongoing stUdy work. Maintaining the present estimates was supported until
that work would have been completed. Audit opinion was satisfactory.
The new SPDC corporate PE Group shOUld be tasked with the production of a comprehensive and
consistent annual audit trail note to avoid continuing unanswered questions about the basis of SPDC's reserves
submission. The considerable scope for increasing SEC proved reserves in the fields is overshadowed by the
aspirational assumption of a doubJing of Nigerian production levels in the coming decade, prior to licence expiry
in 2019. Correct end--of·Jicence cut--off dates should be applied to production forecasts to establish equity
reserves. Audit opinion was satisfactory. Appropriate capping of reserves additions, to reflect the end--of
licence and production constraint, has been applied in the 1999 submission.
I

SPOC:

Argentina: Reserves reporting procedures, although in place, were in the process of being re-<fefined following
the recent divestment of assets and the acqUisition in 199B of shares in some gas properties with both
discovered and undiscovered gas. It was noted that proved reserves were booked prematurely in one field,
which was offset by an unnecessarily conservative booking in another field. Further comments were made
regarding Ihe scope for improvement in the reserves audit trails, for which internal gUidelines are stin under
development. Audit opinion was satisfactory. Appropriate corrections were made in the 1999 SUbmission.
Abu Dhabf: The Proved Developed reserves estimate submitted by SAD was queried. Because the operator,
ADCO. did not customarily produce proper 'no further activities' forecasts, SAD had in first instance assumed a
combined fields' production level of up to 1 MMstb/d over the period 1999~2014. At the time of the audit, hardly
any data was available to support this figure. Forecast data prOVided SUbsequent to the audit did lend some
support for this assumption, although it was the auditor's opinion that the implied watercut development is
possibly loo optimiStic. Audit opinion was satisfactory. Subsequent, more refined forecast studies by ADCO
have shown higher availabilities in early years, leading to an increase in proved developed reserves per
1.1.2000.
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Malcolm Harper

Vice Pres. Strategy, Planning, Portfolio and Economics, SIEP

Han van Delden

Partner, KPMG Accountants NV

Brian Puffer

PriceWatemouseCOopers

EPS.p

REVIEW OF GROUP END-ZOOZ PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
In accordance with prescribed US FASS accounting principles. SIEP 'staff have prepared a summary of Group equity proved
and proved developed oil and gas reserveS for the year 2002. The summary (At!. 3) forms part of the supplementary
information that will be presented in the 2002 Group Annual Reports and has been prepared on the basis at intOrmation
provided by Group and Associated companies. The submissions by these companies (excluding those by Shell Canada) are
based on the procedures laid down in the Group 'Petroleum Resource Volumes Guidelines' which in turn are based on (but not
fully identical to) the FASS definitions. Shell Canada's submissions are subject to their own procedures and reviews.
The end·2002 Group share Proved Reserves is summarised in the follOWing laDle. The figures inClude the Canadian oil sands
reserves (reportable as mining reserves) and the minority reserves in some consolidated companies (together 150 mln m30e').
U.2002

2002

Proved Tor'l

Prod'n

OII"NGL

1.601

Gas

1,580

Total Oil EQuivalent'

3,1:32

Oil mlnrn3
Gas Din m3

11.2003
Proved Tol'I

Repl.Ratio
(RR)Totl

112002
Proved Dev'd

1.1.2003
Proved Dev'd

Rep. Ralio
Dev'd

138

1.707

177"10

203%

1,513

30%

68S
729

831

97

696

67%

232

3.172

117%

USA

1,505

148%

, rnln rn3 oil equivalent (1 m30ej : '.03 bin sm3 of gas
1have reviewed the process of preparing the above summary of proved and proved developed 011 and gas reserves in as far as
these relate to companies outside Canada. This review included. where possible, a verification of the appropriateness of major
reserves changes.
The most significant commenl Is thal serious efforts have been made during 2002 towards further alignment of Group Proved
reserves wifh SEC and Group reserves guidelines. Examples of these are the positive reserves revisions by BSP and SDAN,
the negative revisions by SNEPCO and the corrections applied to ex-Enterprise reserves in the UK and Norway.
In spite of these significant efforts, there are a number of smaller items in the Group Proved reserves portfolio that are not (or
not fUlly) suppor1ed by the present SEC or Group reserves guidelines. These include:
.
Russia (KMOC):
7,6 mln m30e
Italy (Tempa Rossa): 3,9 mln m30e
NAM (Waddenzee): 4,0 mln m30e
Oman (POO):
10 mln m30e
Kazakhstan:
5.6 mln m30e

'East Bank' fields are not economic and lack clear devalopment funding sources.
Phase 1 development is not yet mature (although FID is intended for 2003).
Government moratorium on drilling is not likely to be lifted soon, if at all.
Proved forecast within·licence is unrealistic.
Best estimates of stsrt-up and end-ol-licence dates allow less volume produced.

If added log ether, these potential exposures would amount to 31 mln m30e, or 1% of the Group Proved reserves portfolio.
Most of these items relate to new items Ihal were either nol carried or not known about last year, Only NAM's Waddenzee
reserves were already recognised as a pqtential exposure before. In addition, it was fOUnd that SPDC Proved reserves had
been significantly (some 100 mln m30e)in excess of the production that could realistically be prOduced within the hitherto
assumed licence duration. This hislorical overbooking has now been removed by the recent recognition that SPDC do possess
a right to have the production licences extended upon their expiry in 2008/2019.
In previous years it was argued that any possible overstatements could be offset by possible understatements In areas like
Brunei (SSP), but these understatements have now largely disappeared. Developments regarding the conditions 'surrounding
these exposures should be closely followed in 2003 and their POsition Should be reviewed if no material change is observed.
The presence of reserves addition targets in OU and departmental scorecards will require continued vigilance to preserve Ihe
integrity ot reserves bookings, Suggestions are made to help tighten control in this respect.
During 2002 I made Reserves Audit visits to a total of nine Group OUs. Audit opinions on these varied between 'satisfactory'
and 'goot!'. As far as observable, audit recommendations appear to have generally been followed in this year's submissions.
In addition, reserves audits were made of all ex-enterprise Oil assets, With some exceptions of premature bookings, the
reported reserves were found to be in reasonable agreement with Group guidelines.
The overall finding from the audit visits and from the end-year review in StEP is that there is a possibility of an overstatement of
Group Proved reserves in cases where booked reserves are not fully in accordance with SEC or Group guidelines, The Z002
changes in the Proved Reserves can be fUlly reconciled from the il'ldividual OU submissions.
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Attachment 1
REVIEW OF GFlOUP END-2002 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES S\JMMARY PREP~RATlON
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.

Reserves Summary
The 1.1.2003 Group. share Proved Reserves can be summarised as follows:
DUmln m3
Gas bIn m3

1.1.2002
Proved Ton

2002
Prod'n

1.1.2003
Proved ion

Repl.Ratio

iotal

1.1.2002
Proved Oev'd

1.1.2003
'RePIRaIIO
Proved Dev'o
Dev'o

O\l+NGL

1.601

138

1,707

177%

669

831

Gas

1,580

97

1,513

30%

729

696

Tolal Oil Equivalent'

3,132

232

3,112

117%

1,394

1,505

Canada Oil santls

95

95

Minorlty reserves

56

53

I
I

203%

I

67%

!

148%

I

3,023
2,980
Net Group m30e
• 1 mln m3oe" 1 mln m3 0/1 ellulV3lenl " 1.03 bIn sm3 of gas
The Replacement Ralios mentioned above are with respect to lotal Group reserves, Le. inclUding the Canadian oil sands
and Minorily reserves. They'include the acquisition of Enterprise Oil assets per 1.4.2002.
A full overview of end·2002 Proved and Proved Developed Reserves is presented in Attachment 3.1-2.

2.

Significant reserves changes
A summary of major changes is given in Attachment 2, while a full list by OUs is available in At! 3.1·2.
The most significant change was the acquisition of ail Enterprise Oil assets worldwide (UK, Norway, Italy, Russia,
Ireland, Bral-il, USA). This added 136 mln m3 oil+NGL reserves and 32 bin sm3 gas reserves (total 167 mln m30e or
1052 MMboe)
Field reviews, new well reSUlts and positive field performance in the USA led to major increases in the Mars, Pinedale,
Holslein, Mensa, Princess and Ursa fields in the USA. The most significant of these was the book,ing of 8 mln sm3 of
water flood resel'ves following F1D of the Mars water injection project. Brief summaries of the reasons for these revisions
have been obtained from SEPCo and the reserves changes could be fully supported. Increases were also booked in the
Belridge heavy oil field in Califomia, where the operator (Aera) was able to pro.vide documented support for their future
well protluction projections (see Ae~a reserves audil, Att.7).
Significant contributions were also rnade by asp in Brunei, where less conseNative methods of estimating Proved
developed and undeveloped reserves have been agreed with the authorities. This actiOn was strongly supported by the
2002 reserves audit.
Field and performance reviews in the UK and Denmark led to sizeable increases. Further contributions were made in
Denmark by a revision in their 'growth la Expectation' procedure, allowing a mare pronounced increase of Proved
res~rves with progressing field maturity (a 2001 audit recommendation).
An oil viSCosity analysis and review in Sakhalin field (fOllowing rnore representative sampling) has led to the conclusion
that reservoir oil viscosity was significantly lower and that larger recoveries could be expected than previOUsly
anticipated by the old Marathon sitnulation mOdel. Further positive revisions could be made based on the higher oil
price PSV and tl'le inclusion of (cash paid) royalties in reserves.

A declaration of commerciality was made for the large Kashagan field in Ka1.akhstan. as a resull of which some 60 mln
m3 of Proved oil reserves have been declared. representing the Group share in a first phase 'experimental programme'
development (see also below).
Devalopment activities have led to significant increases in developed reserves in Canada (oil sandS, see also beloW),
USA, UK, Nigeria, Netherlands and Malaysia', Denmark and Oman.
Field anaiysis and review led to reserves reductions in the Pohokura field in New Zealand. Mapping uncertainties and
the recognltion that condensate dropout may have a significant negatlve effect on recovery has led to reserves being
halved in this (partly ex-FeE) field.

I echnical and economic reviews of ongoing and future waterflood projects in the Sirikil field lead to reserves reductions
in thailand.

.

Stricter application of SEC guidelines and a consequent revision of Group guidelines has led SNEPCo (Nigeria) to
review Proved reserves assessments in a number of unappraised areas In the Bonga and Ema fields. The resIJlling
reductions were supported by a reserves audll in September 2002.
Economic revisions led to significantly reduced Shell entftlement shares in the Malaysian gas contracts as a result of
lower demand, lower cost projections and higher PSV oil prices.
Additional leases were aCQuired in the large Pinedale gas field in the USA. Divestments and portfolio dilutions were
made in Congo (OR), Iran and New Zealand,
Although technical details were not available for the majority of the above Changes. most appear reasonable and there
seems to be no reason not to support them. Specific comments on some of these changes are however made below.
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Shell Canada's Athabasca Oil Sands Project (AOSP) is nearing completion. With less than 10% of the project capex
oulstanding and most wells drilled. Shell Canada have declared the project reserves as developed this year. However,
the 95 mln m3 oil volumes from the project are considered to be mining reserves and not"oil reserves by the US
Securities Md Exchange Commission (SEC). Hence, they will be excluded from tne Group's submission ot PrOved oil
and gas reserves to the SEC and this will be highlighted in the Group Annual Report.

4.

Enterprise Oil assets",:'_

At the request of EPF, reserJl{a~Jdits were made ot the assets included in the Enterprise acquisition in April 2002 (see
summary in At!. 6). The aUdlt$·/trund that the reserves yolumes earned by EO could largely be confirmed With the
..· "
following exceptions:
Enterprise Oil's bookings of PrOved developed reserves did not seem to have received proper care and at1ention. as
shown by a number of improper bookings in cases where development had either not been completed or not even been
started (UK, Norway). Appropriate corrections have been made to Shell's end 2002 developed reserves bOOkings where
needed.
"
Some of Enterprise's undeveloped reserves bOOkings were fOUnd to be premature and 1'101 in accordance with
guidelines. Fields concerned are in:
• Norway, where a commerCially viable gas export route is yet 10 be established for the Skarv and Idun fieldS .
• Italy, Where the Tempa Rossa project is still poorly defined and faces significant commercial challenge,
- Russia.(KMOC), where a funding shortage makes development of Ihe sub·economic 'East Bank' tields uncertain.
For all of these fields the audits noted that, if these had been Shell operated fields, Shell guidelines would not have
allowed bOOking of reserves. If is acknOwledged that the KMQC Proved reServes are based on a Ryder-Scott SEC
evaluation for these fields but it is the auditor's opinion that the authors have accepted the operator's assurance 01
'reasonable certainty' 01 development without sufficient supporting eviOence. The recommendation was theretore made
not to bOOk the associated reserves at end 2002.
SIEP have concurred with deferring the booking of the Skarv & Idun reserves and of the 50% of the Tempa Rossa
volumes that were contingent on successful appraisal. Project maturity will be reviewed in future and bOOkings will be
made Only When 'reasonable certainty' of development has been assured. The Tempa Rossa Phase I booking. which is
being maintained, will be reviewed again at end 2003 and the reserves will be de-booked if FID has not been taken in
2003 and is not likely to be taken In 2004 either. The Russian bookings have been maintained in fUll, pending the
outcome of a strategic review of this participation.
The exposed volumes remaining booked amount'to 11.5 mln m30e (3.9 mln m30e in Tempa Rossa and 7.6 mln m30e in
the KMOC fields).

5.

Kazakhstan - Kashagan field
A Declaration of Commerciality was made in June 2002 by the consortium in charge of the large Kashagan field offshore
Kazakhstan in the northern Caspian Sea. A full field development plan for the first phase of development (or
'Experimental Programme') haS been SUbmitted to the "Kazakh authOrities in December 2002. These actions imply a
commitment to development making the latter 'reasonably cenain' and they are theretore a sufficient reason 10 book
reserves.

An important issue regarding the booking of Proved reserves in Kashagan 'IS that the field is large (some 20 x 80 km2)
and thal the present four appraisal wells on the field are some 8 km apart. SEC conditions require the 'certainly' (not
just 'reasonable certainty') of continuity 01 prOduclblllty in the field, before Proved volumes can be carried for the large
unpenetrated areas between the eXisting wells. This would need to be shown by proof of pressure or fluid
communication between wells. Well correlation andfor seismic evidence alone is not sufficient. This condition is seen
as elCtremely onerous in large flat fields of the type of Kashagan. Group guldelinas are less strict and tend to align more
wilh SPE gUidelines, reqUiring only 'reasonable certainty' thaf the areas between the welfs are productive.

,""'.
"'."

Group guidelines also allow the use bf proven analogue fields and this is available in the form of the nearby (and
geologically similar) Tengiz field. which has been in production for some 11 years and which has similar or poorer
characteristics than Kashagan. In this'field,long term production has shown well drainage radii of 1 km or more. I.e.
approaching the intended primary development well distance of 2km. On the basis of this evidence (well documented by
SKD), and bearing in mind the Group and SPE gUidelines, it is concluded that carrying Proved Reserves beyond existing
tested well drainage radii in the Kashagan field is reasonable.
The Group share volume carried for Kashagan is 380 MMstb (60 mln m3). based on the operalor (ENI) estimate of 3.2
MMMslb produCjble through natural depletion from 42 +32 wells to be drilled in Ihe 'Experimental Programme' area,
Pressure maintenance through miscible gas injection will be tested in this area as well, but the associated volumes of
this unproven process have (correctly) 1'101 been included in Proved reserves.
The volume of 380 MMslb (3.2 MMMslb full field) is seen by the operator as producible between start of production in
2006 and the assumed end-of"licence In 2043. Current Shell best estimates and interpretations are a start-up date ot
2007 and an Imd-of·licence in 2041. The latter would bring producible within·licence VOlumes down from 380 to 345
MMstb, a difference of 35 MMstb (5,6 mln m3). The decision has been taken to maintain the (rathet approximate)
op~rator figure tor the time being until more precise estimates are available, to whic:h the then prevailing view (or
eVidence) as to start-up date end end·of-licence should be applied. This approach can be accepted as an interim
measure. A SEC reserves audit will be carried out in 2003.

6.

SNEPCD fields
During till! end·2001 reserves SUbmission process it was thought possible that soine of the previous Proved tl!servas
bookings by SNEPCO we~~~o Ip,rig~r,,ir~.accordance with the tightened Group guidelines regarding Proved reserves.

.. .
~
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These had 10 be based exclusively on:,'proved areas', Le, areas wilh hydrOcarbons proven by well penetralions. Early in
2002. SNEPCO commissioned SOS iri'Houston to carry out a review of prOved reserves in their fi~ldS, paying paMic::ular
attention 10 the new guidelines. The result was a 130 MMboe (20 mln m30e) reo'uction in Proved reserves in the Bonga
Erha and Abo fields. These reCluctions and the new reserves volumes were supported during an audit in September
fo'
2002,
The audil also concluded that booking of Bonga SW reserves (rejected by SIEP lasl year) was slill loo premalure in view
of Ihe continuing unresolved unitisation issue and the present marginal economics of the field.
7.

'Reasonable clIrtlllnty' of development
During 2001 the SEC re-clarified their interpratalion of the FASB rules regarding the booking of Proved reserves (Refs,
4, 5)., One of the stipulations was thal Proved reserves could only be booked for projects whose development was not
sUbject to 'reasonable doubt'. This excluded projects Ihat still faced technical or commercial 'show stoppers'. Four
projects were identified with such potential show stoppers and with Proved reserves already carried pre-2001 in the
Group portfolio: The Angola Block 1e project, the Ormen lange gas discovery in Norway, the giant Gorgon gas field
offshore NW Australia and the Waddenzee gas reserves in the Netherlands.
The Angola Block 16 project, although not fully meeting Group economic screening Criteria, received project sanction
(FIO) in 2002 and development is now ongoing, Booking of Proved reserves (120 MMboe or 19 mln m30e) is theretore
now fully justified. Proved volumes are still low in comparison with Expectation volumes due to a number of areas still
requiring confirmation ot 'proved oil' through appraisal I development drilling,
The Ormen Lange gas discovery was situated below a continental shelt escarpment that was known to have been the
source of a major sub·sea slump and tidal wave in the North Sea some 8000 years ago. This risk, it still present. COuld
jeopardise the chances ot a field development being undertaken. In the course of the last two years Norske Shell have
spent major efforts and funds, involVing universities and institutes in Norway and worldwide, to assess the danger of
such a slump re-oecurring. The unequivocal COnclusion has been that the sands below the escarpmant have been
compacted to an eX1ent whereby the riSk of a future slump could be effectively rvled out. ThUS, project development is
now more than 'reasonably certain'. While Cl 50% discounled project volume was carried to date, it is expecled that full
project reserves will be booked next year, once the commercial framework for Ormsn Lange gas sales has been
established.
The Gorgon gas field is a major gas resource (currently booked at a conservallve 570 MMboe or gO mln m30e Proved
volume) whose size and relatively remote location have thus far prevented it from b!!ling developed. There are eeonomie
synergy development options with the present WPl operated LNG venture, bl.'t different ownerships have prevented an
understanding to be reached. Even so, independent economic development sc.enarios have been formulated (either
floating lNG or a dedicated on-shore plant), but such a project would need a sizeable opening in the Pacific Rim gas
market, which Is not likely to occur before 2010. There can be linle doubt thal Gorgon will be developed at some stage
(Le. development is 'reasonably certain'), but the timing of development is sUlI in question. However, since there are no
clear 'show stoppers' there seems 10 be insufficient reason to de·book the (partly discounted) reserves already carried,
NAM's Waddenzee fields (Proved volumes some 4 mln m30e) are still facing a drilling and developmenl moratorium by
the Netherlands government until it can be demonstraled 'with certainly' (and publicly accepled) thal there will be no
damage to this ecologicillly sensitive area. This proof will be challengin:J to give and even more chiilllenging to beCome
accepted. However, public and government opinion are evolving and there are trose that hold the view tha, these fields
will, witn time, becOme developed. The Group's exploration and pre-developmenl costs for these fields have been
wrinen down in 2000. It is the auditor's opinion, taking note of the 2001 clarifil':ations by tne SEC requiring 'reasonable
certainty, that reserves should be de-booked or at the very least be reviewed closely each year.

8.

Production licence duration constraints
Externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves need to be rl!stricled to those volumes producible within the
duration of current production licences and their elltensions (if there are rights to extend). In addition, mal"ly OUs are
constrained to maximum offtake rates set either by the authorities (e.g. OPEC I'llStrictions). by contractuallerms or by
their own export facilities. If the totafvolume of the OU's recoverable reserve!' exceeds the 'box' of offtake and licence
duration restrictions il will be difficulllO book additional Proved reserves even if additional resources are found. OUs
most affected by this are SPOC (Nigeria), Shell Abu Ohabi and POO (Oman), Other OUs that see some of their
resource volumes as non.producible within licence durations are Malaysia, Syrii!, Denmark and Venezuela. At present,
some 1600 mln m30e (45% of the Group's Expectation wlthin·licence Reserves portfolio) is reported by OUs as being
non-produclble within existing licences, Similar beyond·licence volumes can be estimated for Proved reserves, Le. the
amounts by which Proved reserves would rise if there were no licence duration restrictions. OUs have been asked to
provide this data also for Proved reserves but the submitted estimales for Proved reserves seem somewhat erratic (e.g.
large variations trom last year' submissions). This should be cnallenged with the OUs and rectified.
For a proper estimation of Proved reserves (which have to fulfil the criterion of 'reasonable certainty') it is important that
OtJs with large resources and faced With the above constraints make realistic assumptions regarding their future
production profiles, The selected build·up and plateau levels should be in line with base case Business Plan
assumptions, In addition, post-plateau tail·end profiles should be technically defensible, Shell Abu Ohabi, POO and
SPDC were asked to provide details of their assumed Business Plan and Proved forecasts in order to allow an
assessment of the defensibility of the latter,
Abu Ohabi provided full details and showed that the Proved forecast was fully consistent with their latest BP, with the
end-of-licence date in 2014 and witn submitted Proved reserves.
POO did not provide a clear answer to the query, Comparison of their stated Proved oil reserves volume against their
latest Business Plan forecast showed that the Proved 'volume seems unrealistically high. The Proved developed volume
has been set equal to the Expectatlon developed VOlume and this is reasonable for a mature area like Oman, However,
the Proved undeveloped volumes which have been kepi largely unchanged for the last few years in spite of production
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disappointments, have now become very close to the reduced Expectation (within licence) undeveloped volumes, with a
Proved I Expeclation ratio of 92%. This ratio seems too high when account is laketl of the prelimina'ry nature of some of
the recently postulated projects, ~hich make up the Expectation case. These projects include infill drilling, water- and
9as Injection and new EOR proj~~i~,'Since at least Some of these projects must at t~is ~age still be considered unproved. it is likely that POO's Proyed reserves are overbooked. A Proved eSllmate WIth an undeveloped PIE ratio of
some 800;. would seem more realistic and this should be reViewed.
The above Would suggest thatthe"'amount of POO's Proved reserves overbooking might be some (92-80)% of 550
MMboe unproved expectation res/!rves. Le. some 65 MMboe (10 mln m30e). The resulling Proved reserves of some
840 MMboe (134 mln m30e) would still be slightly in excess of' the present iranche l' (Mature Projects) forecast from
the 2002 Business Plan (820 MMboe or 130 mln m30e).
.
SPDC did not provide any answer to the query at all. Calculation of their Proved Reserves I Annual Production ratio for
oil and gas yieldS time spans of 32-34 years (see Alt. 3), Since only 16% years remain until the end of the majority of
the current production licences (July 2019), this implies assumed average offtake rates that are double those of the
current rate in the remaining licence period. In view of present op!::e constraints this seems highly unrealistic for the oil
volumes. For the gas, where additional LNG plants are presently under construction, this would alleast be highly
challenging. It is noted that last year's data from SPDC already suggested that assumed Proved reserves forecasts
were well in e~cess of their Business Plan. Because of lack of lime, this could not be pursued further during last year'S
reserves submission and accumulation process.
The indications are therefore that the SPOC Proved reserves during recent years have been over-estimated in relalion to
then current licence duratiOn assumptions. The magnitude of this over-estimation is diffiCUlt to assess but a
conservative estimate, assuming an ~ rate that is 60% above the present rate (or an RIP ratio of some 26 years)
would suggest a Proved reserveS volume that is some 20%, or 600 MMboe (100 mln m30e) smaller than the presently
booked value.
ihe reason that such Proved reserves overbookings have arisen is that both OUs had at one stage Proved forecast
assumptions that were highly ambitious, i.e. a continued plateau rate of 850.000 bid in POD and an aggressive rate
increase in SPOC. When these assumptions tumed out to be unfounded by subsequent disappointments (decline in
POO, stagnation in SPDC), both DUs failed to recognise (or chose to ig/1Ore) the full extent of the negative effects that
this would have on bOOkable Proved reserves. Although POO did make a ·5 mln m30e correction this year, this has nol
been sufficient. The challenges by the reserves audilor at end 2002 remained essentially unanswered.
The above suggests a breach of Proved reserves guidelines by POO and, more seriously. by gpoe. However. their
effects on current Group reserves may be mitigated by the fact that the present licence duration constraints may not
apply for much longer, POO will be enlering shortly into diSCUSSions with the Omani government regarding an extension
of the POO licences beyond 2012, More significantly, SPOC have recently taken legal advice, which clearly indicates
that Nigerian law does provide tor a right 10 extend 'mining licences' at expiry "if the lessee has paid all rent and royalties
due and has otherwise performed all his obligations under Ihe lease". This will now allow the presenlly carried volumes
to be maintained and possibly even to be expanded. However, it will not relieve either OU of the requirement to provide
defensible and realistic composile ProveCl and Expectation forecasts for their hydrocarbon assets.
Both SPOC and POO. will b~ the subject of Proved reserves audits this year. The subjects of licence durations and that
of realistic forecasting within the licenc~ period wiJI be addressed closely.
Finally. it is noted that, at present, the Group reserves guidelines (Ref. 3) do not provide any guidance about what
assumptions to take for future forecasts in theSe cases, in spite of a recommendation by this auditor last year. This
should be rectified.

9.

PSC Reservu

Entitlement volumes that are book able as Group share Proved reserves under more modern style government contraclS
(PSCs, PSAs. Revenue Sharing Contracts etc) are generally inversely dependent on the prevailing oil price. SEC/FASB
guidance states clearly that end-year Oil prices must be assumed for calculating future entitlement volumes and thus
bOokable Proved reserves, The Brent oil price at 31 Oec 2002 was 28,66 SIb/.
With the introduction of project based reserves by the Group In 1993 (Ref. 6) undeveloped reserves and their projecls
had to fulfil Group economic screening criteria, which included a conservative flat rate price assumption. This
requirement was Introduced to ensure that booked undeveloped reserves had a sound commercial oasis. pse projects
had to be evalUated in a similar manner and this meant that their 'Proved' project economics were conservative, but that
entitlement volumes were inflated. The Current project screening value (PSV) for the oil price is 16 S/bl (Brenl). The tact
that this PSV is lower than the current end-year oil price means In principle that bOOked PSC Proved reserves have been
guidelines.
overstaled in comparison Wit"

sec

SIEP have evaluated this oil price effect On PSC reserves in the end-2002 Group portfolio and have concluded that, for
the end-year price of 28.66 Slbl, the potential overstatement would amount to 296 MMboe (47 mln m30e), The OUs
mOst affected are Gisco (Oman), SEBV (Iran) and Malaysia - together accounting for 65% of this volume, Affected to a
lesser extent are Egypt, syria, SNEPCO (Nigeria), SKD (Kazakhstan) and SPEX (philippines).
The effect of this overstatement of PSC reserves (in relation to SECIFASB guidelines) Is compensated by the
conservative effect that the low PSV screening prices have on booked reserves in other areas, Some OUs (NAM,
Thailand) have identified projects that are not economic at present PSVs but which would be undertaken if PSV prices
were closer to aetual oil prices, In addition. lower economic rate limits would mean longer econOmic life and higher
produced volumes in many fields. There are also some tax and royalty entitlements that are presently excluded from
pse entitlements (e,g, Egypt), but which, at closer inspection, could be included, An evaluation among OUs at end
2000 showed that the understatement effect~ brought significan!, but not full compensation of the overstatement effects,
It is recommended that this evaluation be repeated at regular (bi- or tri-yearly) intervals. It is accepted that a proper
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evaluation may require some effort frpfn,the OUs concemed, but it is impQrtanl that the present Group practice can
.
stand up to challenge.
.,
10.

Group Guidelines - mature fields
In 1998, a revi5ion was made to the Group guidelines for mature fields, requiring Prov.cJ and Proved developed reserves
to align more closely with Expectation reserves, in line with prevailing industry practice. The Proved I Expectation
reserves ratios shown in Anachment 5 show that most OUs adhere reasonably well to these guidelines. particUlarly tor
developed reserves. GOOd progress in this direction was made by asp (Brunei/this year, following a SEC Reserves
audit early in 2002. Reserves audits in other OUs with relatively low PIE reserves ratios have confirmed that there are
generally good reasons for these low values. An example is SEPCo (USA/ where proved reserves are held back
because of strict adherence to the SEC 'proved area' concept in fieldS with low well density. The low PIE ralio for BEE
Germany (ExxonMobil) is due to unjustifiably high levels of Expectation reserves.

11.

Group Guidelines - first tlm. bool'ling of new fields
In last year's reporl it was observed thal the introduction of reserves booking targets in OU score cards (see also below)
did encourage some OUs 10 attempl booking Proved reserves in 100 early slages of project maturation. Followmg the
clarification of SEC guidelines in 2001 (requiring 'reasonable certainly' of development/ the Group reserves gUidelines
have set minimum requirements for booking new project Proved and Expectation reserves. For all major projects this
would have to be the passing of a VAR3 (developmenl concept selection/ review, while for major projects needing
maturation of a new gas market the taking of FID would be required.
In the audilor's opinion, the passing of a VAR3 review is too 'sof1' a nurdle. An important reason is Ihat VAR teams are
rarely asked to make a clear statement whether the VAR was good. salisfactory or unsatisfactory. As a result ot this
hurdle 'softness' there is often a debate whether reserves can or cannot be booked (scorec:ards being a strong
motivator/.
The auditor recommendation is therefore la strengthen the condition lor booking Proved reserves for new major projects
to either the passing of FID or to another Slrong public commitment by the ou (e.g. a binding declaration of
commerciality 10 the authorities). which confirms that development is likely to go ahead. This would bring the Group
guidelines in full accordance with the SEC 2001 clarifications. It is Ihe auditor's understanding that such a move would
have the support from SIEP EPB-P HC Resource Coordination,

12.

Reserves Addition targets In Score Cards and Renrves Management
Group Proved Reserves receive increasingly close attention by Group Management. Reserves addition targets are set
annually. both to OUs and to SIEP Directorates and these are reflected in individual and collective score cards affecting
variable pay and bonuses 01 staff involved. This variable pay and management pressure may pose a threat to the
objectivity of OU staff responsible for reserves estimating and booking. $PE guidelines specifically reject such
dependence of staff rewards to reserves booked.
Following concern expressed by the auditor in the end·2001 reserves audit report SIEP have considered removing
reserves addition targets from OU score cards, but this was rejected by ExCom members, who see these targets as
essential in providing business focus to CUs" The reserves targets were therefore maintained, pending fUrlher review.
It is accepted by the auditor that score card targets are useful as powertul motivators for OUs and staff. However. it is
the auditor's firmly held belief thal the reserves addition targels in these score cards present a potential threat to the
integrity of the Group's reserves estimates. The Reserves Coordination function in SIEP EPB-P. with its present staff
numbers. can (and does) control only the major reserves additions. e.g. for new projects. Any smaller over-aggressive
reserves bookings may be detected by the four-year cycle of SEC reserves audits but tI,is is nOI effective in stopping
these in a timely mariner. Furthermore. it is rare for booked over-aggreSSive reserves additions, when detected, to be
de-booked again (SNEPCO being the main exception this year). The practice tendS to be to keep these volumes as
'exposed' on the books until they have either been overtaken by justified increases elsewhere or unlil they have been
thoroughly re-evaluated.
The auditor comment is therefore thAt, if reserves addition targets should remain on the Group's score cards. the Quality
of the booked reserves additions can only be assured in full if a much tighter conlrol is ell.ercised on the annual reserves
bookings submined by OUs. Good examples of such tight control are the annual reserves audils carried oul by SEPCo
in their Divisions prior to reserves changes being accepted for booking. The SEPCo audit team consists of thl! two
members of SEPCo's Reserves Management function, plus 1 10 3 selecled slaff drafted from Ihe EPT funclion. In the
international sphere, such audit teams could be drafted regionally, with parlicipation by e.g. the SIEP Reserves
Coordinator, andlor the Group Reserves Audilor andlor selected StEP- EPr staft. It Is understood that ExxonMobil
maintain a , 3-man team to carry out such annual reserves audits worldwide before reserves changes are accepted.
It would also be welcomed If ExCom members would maintain (and if necessary increase) awareness of the potential
effects by score cards on reserves estimates and take steps to preserve their integrity when threatened.

13.

Annual production - consistency between Ceres and Reserves
Group share annual hydrocarbon production is reported separately through the Ceres (now FIRST) system by Group
Finance and through the reserves submissions accumulated by SIEP. Both reports find their separate ways into the
Group Annual Report and it is therefore important that the two reports are consistent. OUs are strongly advised (and
indeed encouraged through a jointly signed submission sheet)to coordinate their respective submissions to
Ceres/FIRST and reserves. However, the experience is that inconsistencies stili arise, A comparison has been made to
check for such inconsistencies and, where significant. these have been queried with the OU. Thus, a gOOd overall match
has been obtained between the two submissions, see Altachmenl4.
The main item of exception this year was the 2002 second-quarter production from the ex-Enterprise Oil assets.
Although the acquisition date was 1" April 2002. the respective OUs did not start rei)orting their production' sales to
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Ceres 1 FIRST until the third quarter, A composite figure of all OZ Enterprise production was obtained from Enterprise
central office staff and this was entered as one line 'Enterprise UK' in Ceres. Rese....es submissionslfrom OUs at the
end of the year included the full 02-4 production and this showed up some discrepancies in the two submiSsions, Since
it was no longer possible to verify the 02 production with Enterprise staff (the London offis:e having been disbanded). the
discrepancy, which was not material, was left uncorrected.
14.

SEC Reserves Audits
A total of nine SEC Reserves audits were carried out by the Group Reserves Auditor during 2002. Of these. three audits
received 'good' opinions, the others were 'satisfactory'. Summaries of the audit reports can be found in Attachment 6.
In addition, the auditor carried out audits on the reserves carried by six ex·Enterprise OUs, One OU (USA) was
reviewed by SEPCo staff, Summaries of these audits are also included in Attachment 6.
The programme 10r planned SEC Reserves Audits in Z003 and beyond is included in Attachment 7.

15.

Electronic Workbooks
As in previous years, much benefit was derived from the SIEP·developed electronic workbooks through which OUs had
to make their submissions. As in previous years, EPB-I=' staff have made a significant effort this year to ensure thal
submissions were properly verified and that the accumulation process was compleled accurately and on time, For this
they are commended.

Recommendations to SIEP Reserves Coordination;
1.

Maintain the present vigilance regarding the continued booking of Proved reserves volumes with poor justification, as
highlighted in this report and ra-consider the booking of these VOlumes as appropriate.

Z.

Consider a further tightening of conditions Under which first-time booking of major project reserves can be allowed by
Group reserves guidelines. The prime condition shOUld be a clear public commitment by the Group that development
will be undertaken. This could be FID, but also a Declaration of Commerciality if the latter is sufficiently binding.

3,

Maintain and, If necessary, increase ExCom's attention 10 the preservation of the integrity of OU reserves bookings in
the light of the potential threat emanating from reserves addition targets in score cards.

4.

Consider a tightening of the COntrol on reserves changes by introducing regional reserves audit teams which are to calry
out annual reserves audits with OUs and which have the power to approve I disallow CU proposed reserves changes.

5.

Re-evaluate the effect of using PSV oil prices instead of end·year·oil prices on PSC and other reserves bookings at
regular (bi- or tri-yearly) Intervals.

6.

Ensure that·CUs. in particular I='DO and SPOC, prepare proper composite production forecasts (buill up from realistic
individual field forecssts, both Proved and Expectation) demonstrating the reasonable certainty that Proved reserves can
be produced within current licence durations, The annual forecast rates should not exceed those presented as the Base
Plan in the latest Business Plan.

7.

Challenge DUs with regard to their submissions of estimates of amounts by which Proved reserves shOUld rise If there
were no licence duration constraints.

8.

Inelude guidelines with respecllo appropriate methOds of proved and Expectation forecasting in the next edition of the
Group reserves guidelines.

I
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SIGNIFICANT 2002 PROVED AND PROVED OEVELOPED RE.COVERY CHAN~ES

Attachment 2

(Shell Group share)

MAJOR TECHNICAL REVISIONS
Oil+NGL
Country
/10· m)\
Oev'd
Total
+7
+26
USA
+16
+6
USA fAara)
+8
+8.
Brunei
I +4
+14
UK
, +4
+6
Denmark
+5
Russia· Sakhalin
+95
Canada AOSP
+26
Nioeris (SPDC)
+10
USA (incl Aera)
+11
UK
Nigeria (SPDC)
+0
NetMrlands
Malavsia
+6
. Denmark
+7
Oman (POOl
New Zealand
·5
Thailand
-16
Niaeria (SNEPCOI
+~
+.184
Total Maior Techn'l
OTHIOR MAJOR CHANGES
Oil+NGL
Country
/10' m')
Oev'd
Total
+64
+136
Worldwide
+60
Kazakhstan
+6
Russia - Sakhalin
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2002 SEC RESERVES AUDITS - MAIN OBSERVATIONS
(-

SHELL MALAYSIA E&P: SMEP gas reserves were based on the ambitious postulation that proved gas reserves were
equal to expectation reserves. The justification for this was the fact that a portion of lifecycle gas reserves was due to be
produced after the end of current PSC licences (hence net part of reserves) and that any s~ortfall in gas would. be
compensated by gas being brought forward from this beyond-PSC gas. thus not aHecting the within·PSC Proved gas
reserves. The auditor opinion was thal the scope for backup from beyond-PSC-licence production volumes could be more
limited than thought. This could imply an overstatement of current Proved reserves and should be evaluated properly.
Recovery factors in some of the smaller undeveloped gas fields could be overstated in cases where 1- or 2-well subsea
developments could be affected by premature well failure necessitating an earlier than planned abandonment.
The reserves audit trail was hampered by lack of ready access to a report or note showing the link between' 00% lifecycle
volumes via PSC licence volumes to Group share entitlements. The auditability of the reserves accumulation process waS
therefore inferior to that seen in the large majority of other OUs.
The audit opinion was satisfactory.
No specific reSponse to the audit recommendaliOf'ls was made by SMEP prior to the end-2002 reserves submissions.
However. SMEP have reduced their PSC gas entitlemenls following indications 01 lower future offtakes. pushing reserves
beyond end·of-licence. This has mitigated the observation made regarding the possible overstatement Of gas reserves.
BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM SON SHD: BSP followed well documented procedures in their annual reserves reporting
process. Audit trails have historically been a strong feature in BSP reserves reporting and their high Quality was confirmed
during the audit. The most significant comment related to t~e conservetiye nature of asp's Proved reserves. in particular
Proved developed reserves. many of which were too low and not in accorClance With current Group guidelines. Although
decreased substantially in recent years. the continued presence of 'Iegacy reserves' remains an area of concern. These
are undeveloped reserves that have historically been booked in reservoirs but for which no clear activities had been
identified (In line with prevailing practice at the time). These reserves Should be addressed at the first available opportunity.
while striving to avoid major reserves swings.
The audit opinion was satisfactory.
Very good progress has been made by BSP in addressing the conservatism in their Proved reserves estimates and in
weeding out remaining Proved 'legacy' reserves. This is commended.
SYRIA SHI:LL PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT; As a result of a previous lack of study effort. the undeveloped reserves
portfolio was very thin (only 2 years' production). Many of the undeveloped recoverables were still booked in the, 'scope'
categories. The reserves reporting culture in AFPC tended to encourage conservative reserves booking. Both AFPC and
SSPO maintained gOOd audit trails and comprehensive process controls in their respective reserves estimates and
submissions. However. there was no consistent procedure of determining the Low/Proved vs. Expectation reserves in
AFPC and this should be developed and documented.
There was a possibility of an understatement of SSPD entitlement reserves due to the lack of maturation in the
undeveloped reserves portfolio, and the conservative nalure of AFPC reserves estimates. APpraisal ('Deep and Lateral')
reserves should also lead to reserves additions when appropriate provisions will have been agreed ul'lder the PSCs.
The audit opinion was satisfactory.
Modest changes were made to SSPO's Proved and Expectation reserves portfolio during 2002. Reserves replacement
ratios were 140% for Proved developed reserves and 103% for total Proved reserves.

,.',
':,":

SHELL NIGERIA E&P Co (SNEPCO): ,SOS in Houston had performed a commendable eHO:1 in re-evaluating the downside
risk of poor lateral communication in the SNEPCO turoidite fields. Proved volumetric estimates were also reviewed in the
light of their needing alignment with 'Proved Areas' as defined by FASS and recently re·S5.\E!I".ed by SEC. In line with these.
evaluations. the audit supported the SOS proposal to book a Group share Proved Undeveloped oil volume of some 72 mln
m3 per' .1.2003. This compares with a previOUslY ('.1.2002) booked volume of 90 mln m3. The reason for the reduction
was that SNEPCO had booked Proved reserves additions in recent years that were not in accordance with SEC guidelines.
Firsl lime booking of Bonga SW per 1.1.2003 could 'still not be supported with the present rtl2lrginal eCOnomics and
unresolved unitisation issues.
The audit finding was that the proposed Proved reserves were in line with the appropriate Group and SEC Guidelines. The
audit opinion was satlsfil!,<tory.
The reserves reductions have been fully reflected in the'. 1.2003 reserves submission.
SHELL BRAZIL EP (Merluza Field): Tt'te Proved Reserves submissions for the Merluza fields were made largely in
accordance with guidelines. with only a few minor corrections being requirec. These related mainly to the correct (Business
Plan) forecast to be used for the submission and the inclusion of own use and fuel in reported reserves and annual sales
volumes.
The audit opinion was satisfactory.
A small (negative) correction was made to the Merluza reserves per 1.1.2003.
SHELL EXPLORATION BV (IRAN): SEBV followed good procedures with respect to the technical subsurface evaluations
that are customary during oil field development. Evaluations of life cycle recoverables from the two fieldS (SorOOSh and .
Nowrooz) were sound, although the history matches could be further refined. The relationship between life cycle reserves
Report-30jan03.doc. AIL 6-7
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and Group share reported Proved reserves was very remote, as the repMed reserves were derived from a fixed fee plus

cost recbvery remuneration that is hardly affected by (or robust to) downside and upside Mic The result was that boo kino
of the reserves could be seen as disagreeing with the feller of the Group guidelines-and (less clear1y~ with the SEC
guidelines, which apparently require a compensation that is more direclly related to oil production levels. The as yet poorly
defined status of SEBV involvement in IOOC operations in the field after completion of development Is a further
.
complicating factor. However, SEC staff have (unofficially) agreed with reporting of Provld reserves in Similar cases,
seeing the exposure of invested capital to risk as an important factor. Hence, the SEBV booking can be accepted.
The present Group accounting and reserves booking I\lles lead to unrealistically low UOP depletion charges because of the
disparity between current oil prices and PSV assumptions. This is an unavoidable effect of the present rules.
The audit opinion was Sl.QQQ.
A significant reduction in Group share reserves was reported by SEBV at end 2002. These changes were due to a dilution
of ownership during 2002 and a revised view of economic parameters, It is understood that other operators (TFE) disclose
their Iranian reserves on a similar oasis.
USA - SEPCo (AERA): SEPCo and Aera followed well prescribed procedures in their annual reserves reporting process
and there were no apparent deficiencies in these procedures. Particular commend:otion was made of the comprehensive
vetting of detailed Aera reserves volumes and changes by SEPCo slaH who then apply their own view and selection to
these volumes Oefore submitting them to SIEP. Only minor comments were made regarding the accessibility of some of
SEPCO's spreadsheets and on the usefulness of obtaining some turther data from AeTa (STOIIPs, cumulat'lve productions.
gas GHVs).
The audit opinion was good.
A significant increase was bOoked for Aera Proved reserves at end 2002, following a documented justification by Aera of
Iheir forward projections of well production rates in the Belridge field.
SHELL DEVELOPMENT ANGOLA: The new Proved reserves estimates prepared by SOS during 2002 were in agreement
with the Shell Group and SE:C guidelines and these estimates could be accepted. The Proved estimates were curtailed by
the fact that some of the six exploration and appraisal wells were drilled in not fully representative portions of the reservoir!',
(crestal and/or behind major barriers). Hence, in aCcordance with SEC and Group guidelines, some significant portions of
these reservoirs had to be considered as unproved and their associated recoveries could not be inclUded in Proved
reserves. Some limited portions of the unproved VOlumes could become proved later if a proper procedure is developed for
in channelised turbidite reservoirs, The planned temporary disposal of gas by re·
accepting seismic evidence of
injection into one of the reservoirs (none of which are suitable) may become an area of serious concem if the planned LNG
plant should become delayed.

owes

The audit opinion was 9Q2f!.
The new Proved volumes have been fully reflected In the 1.1.2003 reserves submission.
SHELL DEVELOPMENT & OFFSHORE: PAKISTAN BV: Proved reserves had been booked in two fieldS, The Bhit tield
(Pab reservoir) and the Badhra field (Moghul Kat reservoir). The Bhit field was under development (first gas expected in
January 2003) and the booked proved reserves were largely sound. More detailed modelling. planned by the operator
(Lasmo/ENI) Should address reservoir connectivity issues in more detail, As for the Badhra field, the audit found that the
booking of Proved reserves in that field since 1.1.2000 (following discovery of gas in the Moghul Kot reservoir In 1999) had
been far loo premature. A sizeable portion of Proved GIiP had been booked below Lowest Known Hydrocarbons but, more
importantly, the Badhra development project is still very immature and more appraisal is needed before a development plan
can be formulated. In addition, there are environmental issues which may prevent any development altogether. Booking of
reserves under those circumstanceS is in conflict with SEC and Group guidelines.
The audit opinion was satisfactory.
Badhra reserves have been de-bookM ,at end 2002.

EX-ENTERPRISE OIL OU AUDITS:

eO-UK: Total Proved and Expectation reserves originally bOoked by EOUK were largely confirmed but Proved developed
reserves were not always prepared with due care, Developed gas reserves in Pierce and Nevis had to be re·classed as
uhdeveloped by SUKEP because the necessary infrastructure is not yet in place. A major surprise was also the severe
reduction proposed by SUKEP in Proved developed recoveries in Beryl, Skene and SCOtt, If confirmed, these would cause
significant depletion charges against net income. The precise reason could not be established during the 2y.. day audit and
this $1'lould be investigated urgently. The moslllkely reason was too pessimistic Proved volumes forecasting by SUKEP
(ex-EOUK) staff, but less than careful (and too optimistic) bookkeeping by EOUK in pre-Shell days could be a contributing
factor, New proposed Proved volumes were in·some cases too low in comparison with Expectation volumes and these
should be reviewed. SUKEP are In the process of reviewing the fields and estimates concerned,
EO-Norway: The total Proved and Expectation reserves originally booked by EON had to be corrected downwards by
NSEP in a number of cases because of undue optimism in some of the original EON estimates and because of
disappointing (post-acquisition) reservoir evidence, These revisions were accepted as reasonable. The main exception
item was the proposed booking of 14 mln m30e EON share Proved reserveS (18 mln m30e Expectation) in the undeveloped
Skarv and Idun fields, Development of these two fields still faced major decisions regarding gas export timing and route,
Hence, the project was at the present stage too immature to allow reserves to be booked. EO's bookings could only be
maintained if there were to be certainly that BP's aggressive schedule could be maintained and thal a serious project
Repor1-30jan03.doc, Alt. 6-7
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commitment could be taken early in 2003. StEP advice to NSEP (supported by Excom members) has been that Ska..... and
Idur'l volumes should not be booked this year and they have not been included in NSEP's submission .

•

There was confusion among the ex-EO staff regarding the precise volumes carried as Proved developed reserves in the
respective fields. Data provided at the audit did not agree with data Obtained directly from EO (see Atl. 2.3). The issue has
fbeen resolved by NSEP's re-assessment of all Proved and Expectation rese .....es.
EO-Italy: The originally carried Expectation Reserves volumes in all three fields were based on reasonable assumptions
and model calculations. However, the future production performance of the fields was still sUbject to a very wide range of
uncertainty and this seemed insufficiently reflected by the ratio between Proved and Expectation reserves in the Monte Alpi
and Tempa Rossa fields. Proved Reserves in these Iwo fieldS seemed therefore too high, Since the aUdit, the r,eld models
have been re·run against negative scenarios but the OU claims that no realistic downside scenarios could be found Which
matched the present production performance and which resulted in recoveries that were materially lower than the present
Proved volumes. Hence, the volumes have been maintained.
In aadition. there were still significant unresolved commerCial issueS (inCluding poor economic viability) in the aevelopmen1
of the Tempa Rossa field. Reserves booking in Tempa Rossa should have been kept pending until these issues had been
resolved. Subsequent to the audit, a VAR4 has been carriea out and this confirmed the immature state of development
(even a VAR3 would not have been passed). Hence, the Tempa Rossa volumes remain not bookable in accordance with
the sec and Shell guiaelines. The SIEP advice (endorsed by ExCom members) has been that only Phase I reserves
(some 50% of Tempa Rossa volumes) should remain on the books at 1.1.2003 since the operator (TFE) maintains that FID
is imminent. However, it was advised that this booking should be critically reviewed at 1.1.2004 with a view to debOoking all
Tempa Rossa volumes ilthere should be a lack of substantive progress towards project sanction during 2003.
EO-Russia (KMOC): The audit found that the non·availability of docUmented ana detailed field data preventea a proper
full-scale assessment of the Enterprise I KMOC reserves evaluation process. However. it was clear that the assets were
technically and commercially not mature and that. if this were a regular Shell asset, Proved ana Expectation unaeveloped
reserves would not have been bookea on the scale that they have been by Enterprise. The impending funding shortage
raises significant uncertainty regarding the e>ctent of further field development. particularly for the East Bank fields. which
require a river crossing and new infrastructure to export the oil. The recommendation is to book unaevelopea reserves only
for the West Bank fields to the extent that development has been sanctioned by the authorities and to aefer any booking of
the remaining and East Bank reserves until the funding shortage has been resolved and until proper Fiela Development
Plans have been issued by KMOC and approved by the authorities.
A rather superficial SEC Provea reserves review was carried out by Ryder Scott in 2001 ana this was used by EO as the
basis for the Proved reserves disclosed for the company (as an associate company holaing) in its ena-2001 SUbmission
(20-F) la the SEC. The undeveloped reserves reported by Ryder Scott took at face value KMOC's statement that
development was certain and this seems now a too optimistic assessment.
SIEP advice, endorsed by Excom members, has been that the ex-EO volumes shall be included in Shell's externally
reported Proved reserves on the same basis that EO reported them. i.e. on the Ryaer Scott assessment.

(

EO-Brazil; Recoveries carried by EOB appeared to be on the high side when compared against empirical turbiaite
recovery efficiencies suggested by earlier BRC/EPT work, However, pressure observations in the recently drilled wells do
seem to be more favourable than suggested by the lowest of the BRC scenarios ana the present reserves estimates can
therefore be maintained. Detailed simulation. based on information from the new wells ana improved seismic modelling is
underway and this must be completed in the course of 2003 to allow a better foundation of reserves estimates. The audit
trail of waler injection faeilities design is poor (but neeessary for booking water injection reserves) ana a review may be
appropriate. Because of a small royalty in kind payable to the State. the reportable net reserves share percentage is lower
than the percentage share in the venture (77.6% vs. 80%).
EO-Ireland: EEl have made a comprehensive series of assessments of in-place and recoverable gas volumes. The only
issue of some concern is that of the current appeal against the building permit for the onshore gas processing plant, Which.
if sustainea. would bring the Corrib field development into serious jeopardy. In that ease. which EEl consider unlikely,
proved reserves would probably need to be ae-booked. D'evelOpments regarding the builaing permit approval process are
being followea closely.

',:,..'

EO-USA: The auait was carried out by Rod Sidle (SEPCo Reserves Manager). Only one asset (Boomvang) carried Proved
reserves. Although not well foundea and somewhat optimistic, these reserves were accepted for the time being, They
should be reviewea again following the availability of production performance in 2002 ana 2003. The audit trait for the
reserves is poor, e.g. with regara to volumes possibly not in EO acreage. Most reserves were bookea as developed at
1,1.2002. even though wells haa not been completea yet (against SEC and Group guiaelines). This has now corrQctea
itself since production has started in July 2002. The passing of a VAR4 in Uano in OctOber 2002 will mean that reserves
can be booked for this field per end 2002.

(
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Regtien. Jeroen SIEP·EPT·LS
09 January 2004 15:52
Oarley, John J SIEP·EPT
Gorgon Reserves

John.

With all the disappointing newstoclay and finally understanding the full scope of your recent wor1t I went back to my files
to check the facts on Gorgon. I found the following relevant documents:
'
1. E-man from me to Anton Barendregt on the scope of the audit, hlghfsghling our Intention to debook Gorgon (June 2000)
2.lntemal SOA message mtatlng the Intenlionlhat Gorgon should be de-booked (September 2000)
3. FInal report from SEC Reserves Aud"1t, which cleBr statement by the auditor that Gorgon bookings should be
maintained (Bee-Point 3 of Main Observations). (November 2000)

If it Is no longer material or relevant, please discard.
Regards,
Jeroan

,Rf:Gorgon
'Resetve$

vs SFR

SDA • Reserves
Audlt.tJP

Jeroen Regtlen
Manager TlT Support Team

SheH In'ernatlOnal Exploration and Production B. V:
Vofmerlaan 8, Postbus 60. 2280 AB Rijswijk. The Netherlands
'el: +31 704473419
fax: +31 704472004
mobile: +3161104 7403 a·mail: j.regtien@shell.com
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.Unknown
From:
Sent

To:
Subject: -

Barendregt, Anton AA SEPIV-EP&GRA
05 June 2000 16:35
Regtfen, Jeroen JMM SOA-EPI2
RE: SEC Reserves Audit - Australia 1 of 1

Jarosn,
Many thanks fQr)'OUr message. I'U read through your documents and 1'0 revert with questions if I have any. I'll also let
you knoW Which fields I'd like to have a closer look at

"ve got copies of your entf..1999 submissions Qnd note.
AnIOn
-OrigInal MessageFrom: Regtlen. Jeroen SDA-EPI2
Sent: 25 May 2000 11:21
To:
Barendregt, Anton SEPIV-EPB-GRA
Subject
FW: SEC Reserves Audit - Australia 1 of 1
resend due to size limitation error.
--oIlglnal MessalJ&-'
From: RegIien• ./erQen SDA-EPI2

$ent

To~

ThufsdaY. May 25, 2000 5:13 PM

Barendregt, Anion SEPlV·EPB-GRA
Cc:
B1aauw. Robeft SDA-EP; Gfa/lam. Shepa SDA-FP/421
SubJKt: RE: SEC ReslllVeS Audit· AustraHa

Anton,
We confirm your proposal to hold the audit in the week of october 9th. We are making the necessary
arrangements to comply with the proposed structure of the audit and are already making arrangements with our
Operators Chevron and Woodside to schedule interviews iNith field ~ams.

I would like to point out a possible sensitivity. As you may have heard in the press. Shell has recently made a
significant but unsoDcited business proposal to Woodslde to sell SDA'splus some international as!iets In return
for an Increase in Its shareholdlng In Woodslde from 34% to 60% (ref attached). The proposaJ is being studied by
Woix!slde and external advisers are involved. This means that the book value of SOA's and Woodside's assets Is
quite significant aodas such a Shell Group audit on SOA assets ope,raled (but co-owned) by Woodside could be
a sensllMty.ln that light we have explained to Woodslde that the upeomlng8udit Is part of a 5 year roiling plan.
was scheduled long before the merger proposal was made and that \he audit Is with respect to SOA's reserves
base only and not those of our Operators. Woodslde has In the meanUme indicated it will cooperate and
Woodsicle's reserves coordinator Jan van Elk will coordinate from their end.Some basic information on SDA:
• SDA has a large number of assets operated by Woodslde (majOrity), Chevron (a few) and ourselves (sman
proportion, eXploratlonpermlls only).
• Apart from Robert Blaauw (E&P Manager). Shella Graham (ECQOOrnist and reserves Coordinator) and myself
(Development Manager) SOA does no longer have any petroleum engineering staff. We rely on Operators
(Woodside. Chevron) and use technical and value assurance services from SIEP/SepTAR as and when
required.
.. We distinguish between a Direct interest (where we have equitY in the permits) and Indirect interest (through
our 34% shareholding In Woodslde). Attached you will find two workbooks containing the submissions for
both direct and indirect interests. The 'Field Data' sheet <:ontains an overvieW of developed and undeveloped
reserves by field.
• The majority of the assets operated by Woodside are covered by both a direct and indirect SDA interest,
except the Legendre Field, in which we only have an indirect interest.
.• The North West Shelf area is huge and comprises many oil fields (Wanaea, Cossack, Lambert. Hennes) and
1
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gas fields (Rank!n, Goodwyn, Angel, Perseus, Egret).
The laminariaJCoral6na field has come Into production November 1999 and we are watching the pressure
profile wlIh great Interesl
With respect to Chevron operated assets, the giant Gorgon field is classified as proved undeveloped and we
Intend to downgrade that to SFR during the upcomlng ARPR cycle. Also, the Thevenard and Barrow 011
assets have been sold per 11612000 10 Santos as part of.a portfolio rationalisation.

Closer to the audit date we would like to have an Indication of the fields you want to Investigate in more detail as
the allocated time would not be sufficient to cover them all. This would aUow our operators Woodslde and
Chevron to make the appropriate staff and data available in a timely fashion.
WiU you receive a copy of our ARPR eXplanatory note and formal ARPR submission to the Group from Remco
Aalbers or do you expect a copy from us?

looking forward to your response,
Jeroen Regtlen

DARLEY 1099
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Unknown

Cc:

Chlttleborough, Mark SDA-OCG
19 September 2000 09:52
Regtlen, Jeroen SDA-EP/2; Graham, Shella SDA-FP/421
B1aauw, Robert SDA-EP

Subject:

RE:G~ Re~esvsSFR

From:

Sent:
To:

No problem with your approach. On Domgas we have recently signed an MOU and CA· whilst not bankable. it does
demonstrate some acllon in the commercial area to support booking.
--original MessageFrom:
Regtlen. JeIOefl SD4-EP12
Sent
Tuesday. 19 Soptembtr 2000 16:48
To:
Graham. Shella SOA-FP/421
Cc:
ChItlIetlon:Jug MaIk SOA-DCG; Blaauw. Rllbert SOA.EP
Subjett:
RE: Ootgon Reserves vs SFR

Shella.

My vIeW is that we come to our own understanding first within the current guidelines. We then check with Barendregt
who has got Gorgon reserves on his audit programme anyhow. Afterwards we can then discuss the matter with
Aalbers.
My proposal to treat the Gorgon reserves Is based on the following:
• We have booked the Gorgon volumes as reserves in 1998(7) following the certification by NSAI and whilsl.very
close to signing an LOI with Korean LNG customers. The Asian crisis has evaporated the market and we do
currently not have an outlook to signed LOls or SPAs. Recent Domg$S optiol'lS fell through, we are now
restarting a greenfield lNG effort
•
We have a Gorgon case In our BP which meets screening criteria
• The Sunrise project is further In its commercialisation process (LOls. VAR) and has no proved reserves in the
books
•
None of the JV partners has booked the Gorgon volumes as proved reserves.

I therefore recommend and am prepared to defend downgrading Gorgon from the proved undeveloped reserves
category to SFR (commerciaVproved techniques).

I realise this may carry some sensitivity In SIEP, but it was extensively discussed at theASR and SOA was aclioned
to developed a plan to downgrade Gorgon reserves. I accept that timing may have to be dJscussed with SIEP and
suggest Roberl contacts .Jager.
I also note that Remco may not have realised In his response that Barendregt is visiting In October anyhow for the
audit. and may have thought we are bypassing him.
Looking forward to your response.
Jeroen
--ongll'lal Message-

Graham, SlIena SDA-FP/421
Tuesday, September 19, 2000 3:37 PM
RegtIen, Jeroen SOA~EPI2: ChiWetKlrough. Mark SOA-DCG
Subject: FW: Gcltgllll Reserves vs SFR

From:

Sent:
To:

Importance:

High

Gentlemen,
FYI, lets discuss and I will reply on Thursday.

Sheila
DARLEY 1100

- --Original Message---From:
Aalbers, Remco RD SIEP-EPB-P
Sent:
Saturday, 16 Seplember 2000 1:08
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To~

Graham. Shei/a S SOA·FP/421; MOOl5e. WIIn W $DA-FP/.
Jager. Rob RJ SEPl-EPA; McKay. AIcIan A SlEP-EPB-P; 8ranson, DavkI D 5IEP-EPB-P
Subjed: Gorgon Reservea vs SFR
Importanee:
HIgh

Cc;:

Wlm, Shella,
!-picked up the following comment on Gorgon reserves vs SFR In your BP'OO clarifications. This Is a very
Important and sensitive point from /::JOth a principle point as well as In light of the Groups prOVed RRR target The
~scusslon shoUld be with both Rob and myself. not with Anion Barendregl Could you please Clarify what your
-p1anl>fl$suesltlmlng vs Gorgon reserves.
Q SFR Maturation zero?
We
acutely aware of ~r reserves replacement and SFR maturation KPls. As you no doubt are aware, tack of
a gas market makes It very difficult if not Impossible to move our gaslcondensate scope from SFR to reserves.
Most of OUt on opportunities have not made it through CA and hence-no scope maturation can be expected. In
actual fact If we decide to move Gorgon back to SFR (not Included In BP as discussion Is required with
Barendregt). The SFR maturation wiU be negative.
.

are

Met VI1endelijke groeten I With kind regards.

Remco D. Aalbers
Group Hydrocarbon Resource Cootdinator
& seniOr EconomiSt

EJ>B-P SEPIV BY
Tel. +31 (0)70 - 377 2001 (faic 2460)
e-mail; reroco.rd.aalb&rs@sepivby.shen.OOID

DARl~Y 1101
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DRAFT NOTE - 21 Nov 2000

CONFIDENTIAL

From:

Anton A.. Barendregt

Group Reserves Auditor, SIEP - EPB • GRA

To:

Lorin Brass
Alan Parsley

Director, Business Development, SIEP· EPB
CEO, Shet Development Austrarl8 (SDA)

Copy:

Robert B1aauw
David Christie

E&P Manager, SOA
Finance Manager, SDA
Commercial Director. SDA
Development Manager. SOA
SIEP - EPF: Gardy. van Nues
SIEP • Ef>B..P: Bell, McKay, Aalbers
Business AdvIsor.siEP (EPA) Director. KPMG Accountants NV
PriceWaterhouseCoopers

Won- Helo Gtasso
Jeroen Regtlen

(cltculatlon)
(drculation)
Rob Jager
Egbert Eeftlnk
Stephen l. Johnson

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT· SHELL DEVELOPMENT AUSTRALIA. 9·13 Oct ZOOO

I have audited the proved reserveS submissions of SOA for the year 1999 and the processes that were foUowed

In their preparation. These submissions present the SOA contribution to the Group's externany reported Proved
and Proved Developed Reserves and associated changes as at 31 December 1999.
The audit foDowed the procedures laid down in the ·Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines. SIEP 991100/1101" (based. inter alia, on FASB Statement 69). It included a verifiCation of the technical and commercial
maturity of the reported reserves. a verlllcaUon that margins of uncertainty were appropriate, that Group share
and net sales volumes had been calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes were classified
corret:tly. The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for SDA was carried out in 1996. The audit took the
fonn of technical discussions with staff from Woodslde Energy Ltd (the operator for a large part of the assets
with SOA interest) and detailed discussions aboUt the reserves reporting process with SDA staff.
Total booked Group share proved reserves at the end of 1999 were 44 Alln m3 of oil + NGl (of which 20 mln
m3 deVeloped) and 217 bin sm3 of gas (Of which 27 bin sm3 developed). 1999 Reserves replacement ratIOs
Were 48% for oil+NGL and ·340% for gas.
The audit commended the high qualItY technIcal work that had been carried out by Woodslde, particularly In
assessing the subsurface uncertainties and In evaluating the ranges of in-place and reserves estimates.
Intensive SIEP assistance through VAA- and other 'reviews was noted. MaintaInIng the preliminarily booked
volume of Gorgon gas reserves (first done at 1.1.1999) was supported on the grounds that a gas market was
highly likely to be established In due course and that it must be considered likely that an extension of the current
s.year Retention lease will be granted in 2002. Proved reserves In some -mature fields (N-Rankln, Goodwyn
and the four 011 fields) should be Increased to expectation levels. In line with the guidelines. This could Increase
Group entitlement by some 12 mln m30e. Concern was expressed about Ihe lack: of a concisely documented
audit trail, which hampered a proper assessment of the reasons for the end-1999 reserves changes.
The audit finding is that the SOA statements fairly represent the Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the
end of 1999. There Is a posslbilily of a small (appr. 4%) understatement of entlllement reserves due to the
reporting of pa5 (proven) reserves InStead of expectation reserves In mature fields. The overe" opinion from
the audit regarding the state of SOA's 1999 Proved Reserves submission. taking account of the scoring In
Atlachment3, is therefore satisfactory.

A summary of the findings and observallons is included In the Attachments.
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Attachment 1

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - BDA. ~13 Oct 2000
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.

SOA report their Group share reserves In two separate submissions. The first contains the 'dlrecf share of
SOA in the successive licences and ventures In which Shell have an Interest, together wHh o1her coventurers. The second submission relates to the 34.27% sharehokling that SheH have In Woodstde
Petroleum Ltd, who are ca-.venturer and operator In many of the fields In which SOA have an interest The
effect is an lnaease In the net reported share of the Woodslde operated fields.

2.

Commendation Is made of the excellent quality of /he technical work c:anfed out by Woodside Energy lid In
assessing the subsurface risks and in eveluadng and quanlifylng 1he probability ranges of the In.p1~ and
reserves estimatas. The fact that production history In the mature fields largely oonflnned the original
estimates provides evidence for.thIs quality. WoodsK:le Can be c:ornmended for a significant imprOvement
of their Internal wQIk processes Itlthls respect. It was afsQ noted tllat co-venturer suppor(e.g.through
regular peer reviews and SIEP reviews (VARs and others) helped to further contribute to this success.

3. Some 10 Tcf (or 86 bin m3 Group share) of proved gas reserves have been booked for the giant Got9on

field since 1.1.1999. This was done on the strength of work done by the operator (WAPET,later Chevron)
showing that development of Illls fiefd through an LNG faCility (sland-alone or, preferably. shared with the
exisUng Woodslde I North West Shelf tNG facUlty) was commercially robust. An Important chaHenge is
finding a buyer In a market that is fully suppRed untit 2005 and In which there Is sliR slgnmcant cornpetilion
therealter. In the long term, however, there can be IlUIe doubt that a market wHl be found for this gas In the
East· or South Asian rim. Hence, the Group reserves reporUng gUidelines do In principle allow this gas to
be reported as reserves.

The outstanding Issue Is Whether the stated Gorgon reserves can M shown to be producIble within the
prevailing production licence. Gorgon is presently held under a Retention lease, renewable br successive
.periods of 5 years undet the condition that the fiekl C8n·be considered likely to become commercially viable
Within the next 15 years and that the lessee Is aCtively pursuing the ~Iualion of commercial viabijity,
.including the conclusion of long term sales contracts. The current Retention Lease expires In 2002.
Although there Is little doobt lhat. on the strength of the signifICant technical and commercial worn done
todate. an extension of the Retention Lease Will be granted, there Is no formal right to this extension.
Hence the Group guidelines are not fully clear on this issue.
The practical way forward (and recommendation from this audit) Is to malnlain the presently booked
volume of Gorgon reserves (even when the actual volume has been superseded by a 20% larger volume,
following new technical work) and not book any IllC1eases until either the Retention lease has been
extended or until e.g. a lelter of intent with a prospecUve buyer has been signed.

./

4.

Group reserves guidelines prescribe that extemany reported 'Proved' reserves should be made equal to
expectation volumes (In stead of P85 proven or Low volumes) In mature fields, I.e. fields with significant
production In relation to their ultimate recovery. Hence, the extemally reported proved reserves in N·
Rankin. Wanaea and Cossack. (and possibly Goodwyn plus, In the near future, Lamlnaria and Corallina)
should be taken as equal to expectation reserves. The same reserves should then also be applied for
asset depreciaUon calculallons for Group accounting.

5.

One of the requirements of a reserve audills that OU Group share SUbmissions can be reconciled with
reserves volumes and changes In IndIVIdual fields. The eud" should also establish lhat Group share
reserves changes have been reported In the correct category (revisions. field extensions and discoveries,
purchases I sales in place etc.). This prOC8$S was greatly hampered by the lack of a concise audit note,
with full detail at field level and by the lack of a proper record of 1999 produced volumes by individual
fields. As a result, only a very partial rnatch could be obtained with Individual field volumes and changes aB
reported by Woodside and Chevron. see Attachments 2.1-2.4. Bottom-line corrections, not necessarily
linked to Individual fields (e.g. those made for the revised Woodside Share in Domgas sales). could (and
should) also be addressed In such a note.
New guidelines for preparing a proper audit trail have recently been pUblished on the SIEP·EPB web site.
II is the strong opinion of the auditor that a good audit trail will not only facilitate the auditor's task but also,
and more importantly. will greatly enhanCe clarity and transparency of the reserves reporting process in the
OU organisation. This will undoubtedly lead to less staff time being required dUring staff handovers,
queries ele.

6.

GHVs are measured and a record is maintained at field level (and apparently even lower) by Woodside,
who do the calculation of Nm3 tram srn3 volumes for NWS fields. An attempt was made at reconciling the

SDA· Reserves AUdit
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SOA Nm3 submission with Individual field's and Gorgon GHVs, but the resulting average GHV did not
seem to match with the average GHV implied by the submission (All 2.4).
7.

Asset depreciation for Group accounts Is done correctly through proved developed reserves depleUon
(proved total reserves for the full North Rankln facDilies, which act as a hub for the entire NWS offshore gas
system). Correct reServes values are being used. but no copy could ~e found of the formal end·1999 note
of advice to Anance with the proper new reserves volumes to be used.

8.

Full monthly production and sales statistics (100% field volumes) are received by fax from WoodsIde, who
are the only operator at present with fields In production in SDA-he/d acreage. A selection of these figures
(e.g. totals by assets only, not fields) Is manually transcribed Into the Finance system tor monthly I.
quarterly reporting. A parallel system (also with manual Input) is maintained by the Oevelopment Manager
for e.g. KPI and MIS reporting. There would appear to be opportunities for sytlefgy and ratlonaHsatlon.
also through electronic transfer or data. Incorporation or data at field level could help the eoo.year audit

trail.

Recommendations
1.

Maintain the presenUy booked volume of Gorgon reserves unW a clearly positive event (extensiOn of the
Retention Lease or lOt with a buyer) has occurred.

2.

Raise externally proved and proved developed reserves In N-Rankln and Wanaea I Cossack, plUS
possibly those In Goodwyn and lamlnarla I Corallina to expectation levels, in line with Group guidelines.

3.

Prepare a proper audit trail note, In line with published guidelines, for the 1.1.2001 reserves reporting
cycle.

4.

Consider possible synergy and rationalisation between producUon I sales reporting through Finance and
the Development function.
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Anton Barendregt

'/S,J,1}1oc:

Group Reserves AUditor, SEPIV

Linda Cook

Director, SEPIV

Ron van den Berg

MD, SPDC, Lagos.

Egbert Imomoh

DMD, SF'DC, Lagos

Erik Vollebregt
Joshua Udofia

Finance Director, sPqc, Lagos
Production Director, S,PDC, Pt Harcourt

John Barry

Development Director, SPDC, Pt Harcourt

C.O.P. Nwachukwu

Petroleum Engineering Manager, SPDC. Pt Harcou

Sram Sieders
(circulation)

Chief Reservoir Engineer, SPDC, Pt Harcourt
SIEP EPS~FX: Gardy, Renard

(circulation)
Kieron McFadyen

SEPIV EPB-P: Platenkamp, van Dorp, Aalbers
Business Advisor, SIEP (EPG)

Egbert Eeftink
Stephen L. Johnson

Director, KPMG ACcountants NV
,
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SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - SHELL PEtROLEUM DEVELOPMENT

co

DEPOSITION
EXHIBIT

(SPOC, Nigeria),'

, 18-26'Aug 1999
I have audited the proved reserves statements of SPDC for the year 1998 and the processes that were
followed in ,their preparation. These statements present the extermilly reported P~oved and Proved, Developed
Reserves as at 31 December 1998 tog.ether with a summary of the changes in Proved Reserves durin9 1998.
The audit followed the procedures laid down in the "Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines,' EP981100/1101" (based, inter alia, on FASB Statement 69). It in~luded a verification of the technical and
commercia) maturity of the reported reserves, a verification that margins of uncertainty were appropriate, that
Group share and net sales volumes had been calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes were
classified correctly. The audit took the form of detailed discussions about the reserves reporting process with
SPDC staff and technical disCussions with some SPOC engineers regarding some major 1998 reserves
increases in the SPDC portfolio.
A previous SEC reserves audit had been held in April 1997. This audit found weaknesses in the SPDC
reserves definition and audit trail process and recommended a repeat of the audit in'1999.

(

Most significant comments from this present audit are as follows:

I

.in

The new SPDC corporate Petroieum Engineering Group
Port Harcourt should be .tasked. with. the
production of a comprehensive and consistent annual audit trail note to avoid unanswered questions about
the basis of SPOC's reserves submission. Seeking answers, to these questions took up an unnecessary
length of time during the audit.
"
The considerable scope for increasi,ng SEC proved reserves in the fields is overshadowed. by the
, coming decade. Any deviation from this
assumption of a doubling of Nigerian' prOduction ,levels in t~e
scenario could have a significanleffect on proved Shell equity reserves, which can' only be avoided by the
'
granting of a production licence extension o p t i o n . :

~.

Reported gas volumes in normalised m3 (Nm3) should be ba~ed on the correct gas calorific values.
.

Correct end·of-licence cut-off dates should be applied to production forecasts to establish equity reserves.

Reserves~

'\ The audit conclusion is that the SPDC statements fairly represent/the Group entitlements to Proved
at the end of 1998. The overall opinion from the audit regarding Ithe state of SPDC's 1998 Proved Reserves
,.
.
\ submission is therefore satisfactory, .

\",\(~~;~~' ;s ;"clUd,d ;" the AII;Chmoots
AA.~

Attachments 1, 2, 3
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Attachment 1
SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - SPDC, 1,8-26 Aug 1999
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

(

1.

As part of the drive to implement the 1998 SIEP gUidelines, a concerted effort has been made by SPOC \ \
during 1998 to identify 'proven faUlt blocks', based on criteria of known fluid contacts, sufficient number of
well penetrations, and cumulative production in excess of 40% of UA. This has led to a si nificant
increase (926 MMstb) in proved oil reserves during. 1998. Further extension 0 t e 'proven oc s" set to
brocks with production greater than 25% of UA is planned. This is commended.

2.

Experience has shown that older volumetric estimates based on 20 seismic tend to be conservative. This
is being addressed by the (almost complete) 3D seismic coverage, of which the results are incorporated
into the programme of field stUdies.

3.

Present oil recovery factors are in the range of 30-60%. There is ample evidence that more favourable
recoveries (in excess of 60%) are possible in many good quality reservoirs, where light oil is displaced at
low rates by active aquifers. Evidence for this is the large amount of negative reserves (production
exceeding booked recoveries), which had to be corrected in 1998. This is gradually being addressed
through the field studies programme. However, even reserves based on relatively recent field studies
show signs of being overtaken by production, e.g. Forcados-yokri. ,

4.

New wells and projects have to pass economic screening, in accordance with standard Group practice.
The portfolio of long term life cycle projects is gradually being SUbjected to eco~omic screening and
adjusted if necessary. 11 is noted that development and infill drilling costs are low to moderate, resulting in
UTCs of 1-2 $/boe.

5.

On average, proved remaining reserves per field tended to be some 60-70% of expectation. This was a
\\
wider range than would be expected from a mature area as that operated by SPDC~ This has been
.'
addressed by SPOC's application of the 1998 SIEP guidelines, bringing the average proved oil recovery to
Some 72% of expectation, with further additions planned.
.

6.

Proved developed oil reserv:es are based on best estimate extrapolations of existing drainage points. It is
noled that expectation developed ,oil reserves do also include effects of the short term remedial (rig-less)
activities plan (stimulations, new perforations etc.). There seems to be no reason Why these effects should
not also be included in the proved forecast.
'

7.

Reservoir blocks within fields are added arithmetically. It is recommended that probabilistic addition,
assuming appropriate (in-)dependencies, be considered, in line with SIEP gUidelines. This will mitigate the
conservative effect of the SEC-required arithmetic addition of many individual fields' proven reserves in
SPOC's acreage.
'

8.

Forecasts have been made for all hydrocarbon streams and these'have in principle been cut off at the end
of the licence periods (30/11/2008 for offshore and 30/6/2019 for onshore). Minor errors have occurred in
some instances in the precise date of the cut-off, by taking e.g. end 2019 and not mid-2019 as lhe date of
cuI-off (see also Att. 2.1).
'

9.

Ihe proved corporate total oil forecast used for the reserves submission has been based on the 5-year
aclivity forecast, but beyond that it is notional and aimed at Oust) producing all technical reserve!> by 2019.
A proper life-cycle projects based forecast would have been preferable and this is intended for next year's
submission.

(

'~ 10. There is no legal right to an extension in the present production licences and hence, no reserves can be
booked that are produced beyond that period. The considered legal opinion within SPDC is that an
extension is likely to be granted, al least for the fields still in production.

,

11. Ptesent gas sales contracts are in volumes only. Energy accounting of gas sales is not done, although this
will change for NLNG. Current sales contracts generally stipulate a minimum GHV of 8920 kcal/Nm3 (950
BTU/sef). Although gas streams are regularly sampled and analysed, no authoritative data base of GHV
data seemed to be available. The average SPDC gas GHV was said to be around 9700 kcal/Nm3, a
historically maintained figure, for which the basis is not dear, The 1998 submission implies a GHV of
10230 kcal/Nm3, apparently in error. The quarterly Ceres submiSsions, possibly based on the same
conversion calculation, should also be checked,
12

The onset of NLNG sales and SPDC's ambitious plans to stop flaring of all associated gas by 2008 will
require a stronger emphasis on close integration of gas supply and gas demand forecasts and on gas/NGL
reserves in the reserves submissions and audit trail.
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13. Proved developed reserves are used for asset depreciation in the end-year Group accounting submission. ,
Up--to-date end·199B reserves were advised to Capital Assets in January 1999. For audit purposes, it
.
would have been preferable if a written record was kept of this advice.
14. Both East and West divisions have produced audit trail notes summarising the individual field changes for'
oil, but sparsely for NGL or gas changes. This is seen as an improvement oyer previous years. The
usefulness of these notes could be further enhanced by a more rigorous consistency in format, such that
the two notes report fully identical sets of daia. SPOC also produce a four-volume annual Ultimate
Recovery Changes Report (URCR), where full details of.field changes, together with RISRES reports, are
recorded.
The RISRES reports have yet to include the updated proved (:: expectation) reserves in proved
,
\
~oc~.
'
,
.
15. Although individual field changes are documented, there are still unexplained differences between the
divisions' audit trail noteslspreadsheets and the corporate submission; see Atts.2.2-2.4. Due to lack of
time, a corporate audit trail note, tying together the divisions' contributions into the corporate submission,
has not been produced, in spite of an earlier audit's recommendation. Auditor's advice is that a rigorous
reconciliation, e.g. in the format of Atts 2.1-2.4, will be a powerful tool in managing the annual. reserves
and their changes.

It

16. SEC rules require externally reported reserves to be technically and economically robust, producible within
licence and (for gas reserves) committed, or likely to be committed, to sales contracts. Combined SPOC
proved ultimate oil recoveries are likely to be understated due to the conservative nature of field estimates
and due to the arithmetical addition of low reserves estimates for SPOC's large number of fields. This can
tie mitigated by probabilistic addition within fields. Gas reserves could be significantly boosted by the
identification of further firm gas utilisation projects. However, any scope for increasing reserves is
overshadowed by the assumption of a doubling 'of Nigerian production levels in the coming decade. Any
deviation from this scenario could have a significant effect on proved equity reserves, which can only be
avoided by the granting of a production licence extension.
.
17.. Bearing in mind the above uncertainties, the reported SPDC proved and proved developed reserves can
be considered to give a reasonably accurate reflection of shareholder value,
Recommendations:
1.

Consider implementation of probabilistic addition of reservoir blocks within fields to bring field proved
reserveS to a more realistic level.

2.

Apply correct cut-off dates (30/11/09 and 30/6/19) to offshore and onshore licence forecasts.

3.

Strengthen ownership of gas and NGL forecasts and reserves, preferably within the Petroleum
Engineering organisation. Those responsible should maintain close links with Gas Coordination:

4.

Review and inventorise gas stream GHVs and apply correct gas GHVs to the reserves (and
Finance/Cares) submissions.

5.

Keep a written record that up-ta-date field reserves are used in the end-year asset depreciation
calculations for Group Accounts.

6.

Produce a comprehensive and consistent audit trail note for the corporate reserves SUbmission, to be
issued (and copied to SIEP/SEPIV) concurrently with the end-year reserves submission. It should be
remembered,that tables (cf. Atts 2.1 ~2.4) are more rigorous audit trails than text. It is noted that the new
intended SPDC organisation, with a corporate Petroleum Engineering group in Port Harcourt, will help to
ensure consistency.

7.

Early agreement on extensions to existing production licences would help to boost Shell equity reserves,
particularly jf production levels in the coming years were to remain below those currently aspired.

(
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SEC RESERVES AUDIT - VOLUMES RECONCILIATION
SPDC -18-27 Aug 99

Attachment 2,1

0111 NGL I Gas Proved Reserves as at 31.12.98
Area I U-el-d

Proved

Cum.

Proved

STOIIP

Prod

fhm ..
Reco'V.

MMstbi a.cI
I

MM.Lbi'
asci

De...,.
MMslbi'
Bsc!

Proved
A..m.
Recov.
Tol'I
MMslt>'
asci

Cum.

Rf Tol'l

P,cd./

STOUP
%

%

Wilhln

Wilhin

Licence
Dev.

Ucenca

MM'ltV
asci

MMsttV

Tot'l

Bsc!

Within

Wllhin

Venture

lrc-Bnce'& UcenclJ & Shell oho,.

eom!d
O.v.
MM'lbI
asel

com1d

pe,."

ToL'1
MMslbl
asci

%

199B

Shell
Equity
Dov;

Shell
Equity
Tol'l

Subm~nO.v

1998
Subm'n
To!'l

Hi"" m3f
1O"9.m3

1(Y>6 m3I
10"9 sm3

10"6 m31
10"S sm3

to"6 m3I
10"95m3

Oil

We,1

25732.80
20492.60

5527.20
5059,40

1235.70
976.09

5105.20
3870.50

25.3%
29.5%

41.3'1".
43.6%

1227.40
901.26

5039.40
3779.40

1227.40
901.26

!ill39.40
3779.40

3tM%
30.0%

58.54
42,9g

240.36
160..27

Tota/DU

46225.40

\0566.60

2211,79

6976.70

27.7%

42.3%

2128.66

8S18.S0

212S.68

S8IS.S0

. 30.0%

101,53

420.63

We'$, I

2367.50
712.90

20.40
30,50

1042.20
330.70

0.9%
4.3')'.

44.9%
50.1%

4.40
3.30

91.12
10S.19

30.0%
30.0%

0.21
0.16

3.S7
5,16

Tolal NGL

3060.40

50.90

13n.90

1.7%

46.2%

7.70

1S9.32

30,0%

0.37

9.03

84069.500 7\95.700
38860.800 5376,6011

41166-7.200
16804.700

8.6%
13.1J.%

56.9% 2443.780
57.1'-. 1146.790

1607.400

6408.200
4126.140

30.0%
30.0%

13.666
9,750

54.483
35.0BO

Total Gas (Sscl 110"9 5m3)
122930.300 12572.500
GHV (kcaVNmJ)
(1 0"9 NmJ 9 SOOkcaUNm3 \

57471.900

10.2%

57.~.

~0534,340

30.0%

23.416
9700
22.666

89.563
9700
116.693

Easl

1112.88

420.62

11.37

9.20

39.137
10232
n.9S9

9l,OSi
10232
93.996

NGL
EasL

l
--!
..,,,

m
o
3);
CD

:a O
o
;ua,
CD _.
.Do.
C ~

,Im

g.

0.00

0.00

Gas

Ea.t
We.1

.'

..

3S90.570 .

~14B.790,

2754.190

'; -ar 0.

Conversion lacior. used by SPDC:
\ stb: 0.159\ m3
1 sel : 0.02834 sm3
15m3: 0.948 NmJ (11 G HV =9 SOOkca.'Nm3)
AUDIT TRAIL:
Dil:

NGL:

Conversion laclers used b1 SEPIV: .
1 'lb:O.15!i m3
1 s<:f : 0.02634 sm3
1sm3 : 0.9411 Nm3 (11 GHV=8 500kca~N m3)

Ine-omptet. rmI tch of o~1 -de...-. rese rvea
W 1111 in Lrc. 0 ev. 011 (ro m <lev.oil (NFA) FC
(discrepancy belween NBlC NFA ""d NFA lolal In East. 1176 ""!' 1376)
probablV dUBIo ml.maloh 01 NFA loreouls.
Wilh! n Lie. Tot'l o~ = Rem.R "" ov • Bll.8 (H&K) • 91.1 (EA)
Cum.oil from MRPW (Audil Pack)
Incomplale match in HGL lobls
P,odoll oil FC based on 5.y' IlCl.plan and made l<> rot In licence
Pmv.Dev. oil from NFA FC (W). audll tr.nole (E)
due 10 lull 2019 ue ...... d
Prov. Toll oillrom RISRES
In 8U b mission jWesl on Iy).
Wilhin Lie. Oev. NGL nol available
CIIPs.lrom RISRES prinl
Cum.NGb lrom MRPW (Audll Packl
W,lhin Uc. Tol1 NGl 001 avaiIa bI.
Prov.Oev. NG L nol available
Ineomp hllB maloh. in gas 1018'.
WIlhln Lie. ComId ev. NGllrom Olv. Gas FC (W only)
due ta 'ull 2019 ••:sumed
Within Lie. Comld Toll NGL from Oiv. Gas F.e
Prov. TOl1 011 from RISRES
in eubmlasio,! (Easl and Wesl).
Within Lie. Dev. gas Irom dev.AG· (NFA} FC + e xpn.dev. NAG from Alsre.
GlIPs lrom RISRES prinl
Wilhln Lie. To l'i gas (com!d. + llneo mid.) from NFA Fe (AG only avail.)
.
Cum.yas fmm MRPW {Audll Pack)
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P rov.Oev. gas not aVailable
.
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SEC RESERVES AUDIT - VOLUMES RECONCILIATION
SPDC, 18-26 Aug 99

Oil Re serves Changes J 998 i 100%, MMsIb, unless oth erwlse specified)
Field

Plov.Re-s_ Re....is-onsl Re....lsoos-J Ae....isoo·rl! Revl.:;Ofl.Sf ImJ>foved
1.1'.9a
oR 9C Jag rns Reclas lns A QC~ rns Reclas rns Reco....efy
G<;jdoi!ne. i,Jcence
SI udi os'
Tola!

ElIensJ

Drstov's

Purchase
In-placo

Sale,lnplaco

New
Dovol'd

P,ooucl'n Prov.R&'S
1998
31.12.98

AraS91V&!

alc

Shsll
Equily
Sha,e%
1997

w

Shsll
Eqully
Shara%
1998

Nol Sholl Not Sholl
Equity
Eqully
31.12.98
1.1.98
(MM.lb\ fM MOl b\

o

Commenls

,
~,

../::>.

o
o

Proved Tolal Reserves
Ea.1

«59.90
2651.10

Wasl

-66.80
-9UO

692.30
1 103:50

53.50

reo
3:i>
-...."

p

- _.-

l[-CD

0::-.

3O,cxn'.

30.00%

30.00"..
30.00%

1337.97
795.33

1511.82
1133.821 Discovery Aluo - 33.0 MMslb
Exlensloo Selbu • 11.5 MMslb
Exl........ Tunu • 11.0 "'Mslb

E.,I

797.30

459.70

117.40

587.10

1 '00.70

8818.801 185.89%

30.00'1'.

2133.30

CC-

25~5.64

352.110 Reservo. end fepot1 ad lIeld changes
do not malch.

1~8.70

1175.32

30.00%

30.00%

239.19

130.70

980.52

30.00'1'.

30.00%

0.00

294.19

279.40

2156.94

112.63%

30.00%

239,19

647.011

(J)

:::i

(J.)

.-1::>;

Prov.Dev. REllS

53.71

52.50
88.99

3~2AI

tiJ.71

13.33
13.33

2.55

1 - 88,99!·--Ci55!

342.41

Convefslcn ra-e' Of":S- used by SPDC:
, sib =D.' 5899 m3

"cl = O.0283~ 5m3
Ism] = 0.948 Nm3 (it GHV='95001<caVNm3)

C oovo.. lon

,

I'V
U1

102.89
~20.63

11

~
1J.3342w

J

(J)

Cl.

.....

tac 10".lIS<!(l by S EP IV:

1 5Ib=0.159 m3
I • cl = 0.02834 sm3
'5m3 = 0.94,8 Nm J (1I GHV=9500lccaIINm3)

o

t:3
o
o

r

CD

!\)

o
o
()
c

Nel Group Equily

10"'6 m3

o

}>

......

1999 Subm Iss.lon
P rov. D-ev. R e5
Plov.Tol'l Res

o

,

C-

3
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IJ
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Attachment 2.3

/
NGl Reserves.Changes 1996 (100%, MMslb, unless otherwise specified)

1

rrOVRes. 1Revlsonsl Re ,rso",1 Revlsonsi Re. rs ons: \ Imprmed, Exle os)
~ eclasfm R et taslns Redas-fns R Iil!clasfns Re-c OVEU 'I .0 I&cov's
\.1.98

F"ld

G u Ide~n 95

Ucem: IiiI

SI-udtes

,

1Pwchase
In -plac9

TolaJ

I I I

5 ales In-\ NSW, P,oducl'n P'm.R es
pi ""g
Dev,"'d
1g98
3 U 2.98
Reserve s .

ele

Shell
Eq ully
Share "'I.
1097

Sheell \ Net Shell
Equily
Equil Y
Sharg 'Y.
L 1.98
1098
IMMslb\

Net SheH
Equily
31.12.98
!MMslb)

I

w
o

Commenl,

../::>.
I

~I
o
o

Proved Total Res erves

ca'"
Wesl

'ITorl Prov.Res
I

"o Ip
m
3);

edD
- . _.-

....

;[ ~)I

I

6.711

I

lSB,5BI

'.'; ",I.
:.,~;

!"

0.421

2.00\
4,50

81. 12 1 30.0Wt.
IOB.19
30.00%

:lO.<m.\
30.00%

0.00
0.00

W
--.J
../::>.

24.34
32••6

I

C-

~: ~f

6.501

IlW.31)

O,OO'Y.

~o.OO%1

0,00

}>
'lJ

56. la

(MM.lbl

-l

I

I

0.421

I

--

CC-

.. --- .. - ....

I

East

We,1

0.20
4,50

4,40
3.30

30.00%
30.00%

30,00";'
30.00%

0.000.00

'AEFI
.1.32

•.70

7.70

JIi.OO%

30.00%

0.00

'REFI

o
o()

I

::u~

CIla.

.oCll
C

;j

m

Prov.Oe..... Aes-vs
MMSll>l

5.n

5.69

c

3

~
Ul III

<Do.

(I)

:::i

......

N el Group Equily
Proy:Oev_Res
P'OI' ToI'l Ae.
\0"6 m3
~

0.32
0.32

0.27
9.00

0,22
0.31

0.02

0.37

(J.)

9.03

../::>.

I'V
I
U1

998 Sub ml s5Joll

P.rov.Oev.R-es
Prov.Tot'l Res
10'6 mJ

0. 32 1
0,32

Comers i<:ln laclors U.e d bV SP0 C:
1 "b: 0.15809 m3
tscl :::;- 0.02834 sm3
I sm3: 0.948 Nm3 (il GHV:9500k.calINm3)
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--J- C02}

C

u=:J

_

.. r--a:i1l

~

11
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(I)
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Cl.
->.
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Attachment 2.4

SPDC 18-26 Aug 99

Gas Reserves Changes 1998 (100%, Bsc! unless otherwise specified)
Field

PJoY.Res. Revl. ons/ R.vlscos! Revl.OM! Revl. onsi ImprovBd

1.1.98

EXlensJ
Dlscoy',

R ecloslns Rec laslllS Reelas In. Reelas Ins RSCOYSIY
Gvide Iln es Ucenc & Sludles
Tolal
• Ie

Purchase
In·placs

Sales In·
place

New
Producl'n PraY.Res
Devel'd (Le. '8,"S) 31.12.~
Reserves
\998

Shell

She~

Equ~y

Nel SheU
Eqully

Nel Shell

Equ~y

Share'-.

Share".
19911 .

1.1.98
/Bscf\\

31. 12.QII
18se!\

19'97

w
,
()
<,

Commenls

0
../::>.

Equ~y

Proved Total Reserves
Easl
Wesl

33.5816408.2001
77.75 .126.140

62.67

30.00'1'.'
30.00%

30.00%
30.00,-.

0.00
0,00

0
0
W
--J
../::>.

1922..6
1237.841~sroYery Aluo • 34.2 Bscl
Exlonslon S Qlb~ • 8.8 Bscl
ExIQnslon ; unu • 19. B Bscl

,

c-

.}>
TotT Pr"". FiQ.

I~"

l&'lo

j 3"

j>
CDC)

I a. 0

:::ua.

'~

g:

U>

m

1 is

Bsen

Proved 0 -..- .... ",., .... d -.

--.

33.58

n.75

Prcv .0:9\/. Re svs
Bscll

5-32.23

233:1.2Q

0.00

3160.30

30.00%.
30.00%

30.00"10
30.00%

0.00
0.00

344.04

IJ
,
ccI

1607.40
1146.79

4112.22

0
0

111.33

2754.1Q

30.00"f.

30.00%

0.00

c

826.26

3

(J)

......

4.525
74.163

,

1'9.838
15.812

4.525'
74.163

C on....ersion 1a.i:1 ors. u:s~d by SPDC ~
I .,b ~ 0.15899 m3
1scl ~ 0.02834 sm3
ISm3 ~ 0.948 Nm3 {II GHV~95OOkeaI1Nm3)

Audit Irall,

I

0.946
0.534

18.22&1

1

(;.5341

0.~46

1

I

W
../::>.

23..16
89.563

,

I'V
U1

~
~

11
(J)

Conversion taclo,s. -used
1 .tb~O.lsa m3
1 • cl = 0.02834 sm3

I sm3

py S EPtV:

Cl.
->.

= 0.948 Nm3 ~r GHV=!l500kca~Nm3)

--

0
I'V
0
0
--J

Some mis.match in 1998 pf"od'Uctlon (1.'84 sate-s) obtained from Dlvl50n'I liOale; $tatemant and 'ore-ca.'
(92 MMs cr/d horn Ea.l, 213 MM. cUd from Weal)..

r

MI:s-match in end-y.;.ar ....o[umea due 10 fyJllllcc-o:un1Ing

z

Mi5male-h In proved devslop-ed ga9 rlserV8i

N
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:::i
Nsl Group Equily
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10'esm3

11J .... 9 5m3

o
oCl)
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()
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\
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-

~--
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CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

Attachment 3

COMPANY; SHELL PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT CO. (SPDC, Nigeria)
Dimensions:
1.1.99 Proved 011 Reserves
'.1.99 Proved Developed Oil Reserves
199B Oil PrOduction
1.1.99 Proved Gas Reserves
1.1.99 Proved Developed Gas R!9serves
1998 Gas Production

VOlumes are 100% sales, within licence period
BB1B MMstQ
2157 MMstb
279
MMslb
Mstb/d
764
10662 Bscf
1607 Bscl
Bscf
305
MMscfld
838
206, More than 5000 reservoirsl

,

Number ot fields In area
Number of weils dr1i1ed Iln production >10001

858
Audit criteria

Result

1.01

TECHNICAL MAruRITY
Is 30 seismic available and used for the field(s) in question?

1.02

Is pre·SDM available and used (When relavanl)?

1.03

Is well log data quantity and quality adequate?

+
+
+

1

N.A.

1.04

Is well data coverage adequate?
Has a 'proved area' been defined (lowest known fluid contaCt,
no major/sealing faUlts) and is it realistic?

1.06

Is reservoir producibility supported by produClion tesls or
olher evidence?

+

1.07

Is there a proper volumetric estimate?

+

1.08

Is a stalic mOdel avaitable / adequate?

0

1.09

Is a dynamic model available I adequate?

0

1.10

Is a history match available I adequate?

0

1.11

Is the recovery lactor tor proved reserves realistic?

0

+

::;l

Good

0 ~ Sati$fBctOty

Commllnts

3D Seismic now covers most of the producing fields (63% 01
acreage); a gradual programme is aimed at 100% coverage
bv early next decade.
Mostly not relevant (no complex overburden or sleep dips).

+

1.05

(

I

In view of the large number of wells, well log suiles in mature
fields are selective. However, adequate field coverage is
melntalned.
See above.
Fluid levels ale generally weil known in this Slacked reservoir
environment and any VOlumes below HOTs are discounted.
Faults are generally sealing, and any unpenetrated faUlt
blocks are not inclUded as reserves (appraisal SFR).
As part of the drive 10 implement the 199B SIEP guidelines, a
concerted effort has been made to identify 'proven fault
blocks'. based on criteria 01 known lIuid cOnlacts, sufficient
number of well penetralions, and cum. prod. In excess of 40%
of UR. This is commended.
Many 01 the fields are in a producing stage. New fields tlaVe
at least one production or RFt" tlow test in one of the
exoloralion I aooraisal weils belore they are develOPed.
A comprehensive programme of lield reviews has been in
operation for many years. (re-)addresslng· Ihe larger tields
first and gradually addressing the smaller fields. A proper
volumetric estimate (sometimes through a full stalic model,
otherwise Ihrough digitised maps) is always part 01 such a
review.
Experience has shown that older volumetric estimates based
on 20 seismic tend to be conservative. This is being
addressed by the ·(alinost complete) 3D seismic coverage, 01
which the results are incorporated into the field studies.
FUll 3D Slatic models are prepared for selected reservoirs in
the field stUdies. particularly If lateral sand quality is variable
I 'channel sandsl.
If reservoirs have a static model, this is generatly upgraded 10
a 30 simUlation model. Dedicated simulation models are alSO
prepared tor other reservoirs on a selective basis (e.g. at
least one oer li'eld\.
A history match (or material balance) is a standard part ot any
field study II adequate production data is available. It is noted
that gas measurements have historically been poor and this
may· sometimes hinder an adeouate analvsis.
Present oil recovery faelers are In Ihe range 01 30·60%.
There is ample evidence that more favourable recoveries (in
excess of 60%) are possible in many good Quality reservoirs,
where light oil Is displaced at low rates by active aquifers.
Evidence tor this Is the large amount of negative reserves
(production exceeding booked recoveries), which had to be
corrected in 1998. This Is gradually being addressed through
the lield studies programme. However, even reserves based
On relalively recent field Sludies show signs ot being
overtaken by production, e.g. Forcados-Yokrl.
Solution gas recovery tactors are similar to those 01 oil,
reflecting the predominantly strong water drive in the
re'servoirs. Free gas recovery factors are reasonable, based
on primary THPs {2500·3000 psi). without further
compression.
'

.x. Unntlstactory

FOIA Confidential
Trp.::ltment Reauested

N.A... Not Appllcoblf
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CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

1.12

Are developed reserves based on existing wells, completions
and facilities, or do they require only minor costs «10%
project cost) to be hooked up?

+

1.13

Has/have (a) development project(s) been defined lor
undeveloped reserves or can iVthey be defined?

+

Is/are the project(s), technically mature or is lurther data
loathenno necessarv?
1.15 Islare there (an) auditable development project plan(s) with
cosls, benefits and economics?
1,16 Are imprOVed recovery estimates based on a successful pilot
or analogue or are they otherwise supportable?

+

1.14

Page , 41 of.' 50
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Yes. Developed oil reserves'are based on a no·actlvity
forecast, buill up from individual existing drainage point
extrapolations and cut off at end of licence. Developed gas
reserves are eonstrained by firm gas sales contracts and their
. dedicated fields.
SPDC have set themselves Ihe challenging task of defining
full lite cycle plans tor most reservoirs. Present coverage is
some 90% of reserves.
All recovery methods are well established.
Fo! new wells and/or projects a dedicated project proposal or
FOP Is alwavs oreoared.
Water and gas injection is app.lied In very tew cases. These
are In principle preceded by adequate stUdies and injection
tests.

+
+

2
2.01

COMMERCIAL MATlJRlrv
Islare the project(s) commercially mature (positive NPV for
Group Ret. Cri!. over a range of possible future scenarios!
low case reserves)?

2.02

IS/are the project(s) economically viable (meeting Group Scr.
Cril over range of possible tuture scenarios !Iow case
reserves)?
Haslhave the proiect(s) been approved by Shareholders?

a

Have the latest Group Screening 'I Reference Criteria been
used?
Are assumed prices and costs RT(or justified if not)?

+

+

See 2.01 above.

Is project financing available or can it'reasonably be expected
to be available?
Are developed reserves actually in production?

0

Restricled government sharehOlder development lundlng Is
currenllv constraining lurther field development.
Yes,

2.03

2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07
2.08
2,09

Have all gas proved reserves

~e,n

a

New wells and projects have to pass economic screening. in
accordance With standard Group practice. The portfolio of
long teflllllle cycle projects is gradually being subjected to
economic screening and adjusted if necessary. It Is noted
that development and inflll drilling costs are low to moderale,
resulting in UTCs of 1·2 $/boe.
See 2.01 above.

All development expenditure is approved by both Government
and Shell (+ partners) 'on an annual and/or major project
basis.
See 2.01 above.

+

+

contracted 10 'sales?

Most to firm contracts.

0

11 not, can they reasonably be expected 10 be sold iri existing

N.A.

markets and throuQh existinQ facilities?
It neilMr. can they reasonably be expected 10 be developed
and sold in a fUlure market?

0

Yes. a third NLNG Irain is now committed to be put on stream
by 2003,
With tha ambitious plans to extinguish allllares by 2008, it
becomes cruciallhat all gas forecasts (particularly those for
011 well gas) are fully tied in with the oilforecasls to ensure a
consisfent view on the needs tor NAG support.

3
3.01

REASONABLE CERTAINrv
Is the uncertainty range 01 volumelric parameters and STOtlP
estimates adequate?

+

3.02

Is rh'e uncertainty range of total recovery adequate?

0

3.03

Is the uncertainty range of developed recovery adequale?

+

3.04

Have market / production constraint uncertainties been taken
inlo aCCDunt?

0

3,05

What is ratio ot tie1d(s) cum.prod.! proved total recovery?
Can the field(s) be considered mature?

The average ratio between proved and expectation in·place
volumes Is some 80-85%, This is reasonable for e mature
area with increasing 30 seismic coverage and ample well
control.
On average, proved remaining reserves per field tended to be
some 60·70% of expectation, This was a wider range than
would be expected Irom a mature area as that operated by
SPOC. This has been addressed by SPDC's application 01
the new 'SIEP guidelines, bringing the average proved oil
recovery to some 72% 01 expe,ctallon. Further additions are
foreseen (see also 3.07): 11 is noted, that, in spile of these
increases. arithmetic addition of the proved field reserves, as
required by accounting slandards, does not diminish any
conservalism and results in a too. Iow overall proved
recoverable volume.
Developed 01/ recovery is based on 'deterministic' (Le. best
estlmale) existing drainage point forecast. Developad gas
sales volume (AG + NAG) is contract constrained,
The 011 within·licence volumes depend crit ically on' the
as~umed gradual increase of Nigerian production I,evels. Gas
forecasts are based On firm conlracls or firmly plannaCl
.projects,
25% tor oil (10% lor gas).
Largely, yes.

2.10

306

. . ;;;I

SPOCAM3,xI,.

+

0 ~ SatiSfactory X ~ Un3atlsfac:,ory' NA.;;: Not Applicable

Good
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3.07

Are proved (developed and total) reserves benchmarked
against expectation reserves for 'proved areas' When lield(s)
are mature (deterministic apprOaCh)?

+

3.08

Are proved reserves for fields (or other entities used for asset
depreciation) added tbgether arithmetically?

+

."

'.
3.09

..,

Are proved reserves within fields (or within entities used 'or
asset depreciation) added together probabillstlcalfy?

0

,-

(

3.10

Is any assumed dependency in probabilistic addition
aooroori<ite?

4
4.01

GROUP SHARE CALCULATION
Are proved and proved developed reserves produoible within
the licence period (or its extension if there is a legal right)?

4.02

Are proved and proved developed reselVes producible within
oroduction ceilinos I conslraints elc. ?
Is the hydrocarbons equity share calculated properly?

4.03

(

..

4.04
4.05

4.06
4.07
4.06
4.09
4,10

5
5.01

5.02
5.03

NA

Attachment j

Proved developed oil reserves are based on best estimale
extrapolations of existing drainage points, see 3.04. It is
noted that expectation developed 011 reserves do also include
effect$. of the Short lerm remedial (rig-less) actlvilies plan
(stlmulations, new pertoralions etc.), There seems 10 be no
reason why these effects should nol also be include in the
proved forecast.
F'roved tOlal oil reserves are made equal to expectation
reselVes lor the 'proven reselVoir blocks' (see l,05)"The
current sel of proven blocks is planned to be eXltmded by
blocks exceeding 25% of UR lor the 1999 submiSSion.
F'roved gas reselVes (commilted and wilhln licence) are.
markeH:;onSllained.
Yes. The consequence is that, with the large number 01 fields
operated by SPDC, the resulting proved volumes tend 10 be
too conserviltllie. This Is somewhat mitigated by the
equalisation of proved and expectation reserves for proved
blocks Isee3.07l.7.
Reservoir bloCks wilhln fields are added arithmetically. It is
recommended thal probabilistic addition. assuming
allPropriate On-)dependencies, be considered. in line with
SIEP guidelines. This Will millgate the conservative e/feet 01
the SEC-required arithmetic addition 01 many individual fields'
Iproven reserves in SPDC's acreage (see 3.08).
Not used in the present reserves estimates, see above.

0

Yes, forecasts have been made for all hydrocarbon streams
and these have in 'princlple been cut off at the end of the
ilcence perigds (30 Nov 2006 10r offshore and 30 Jun 2019 for
onshore). Minor errors have occurred in some instances in
the precise date of the cut-oH. by taking e.g. end 2019 and
not mid-2019 as the date 01 cut-off (see also An. 2.1).
The proved corporate total 011 forecast used lor the reserves
SUbmission has been based on the S-year activity forecast.
but beyond that it is notional. to Ihe point 01 being forced to
produce all technical reserves by 2019. A proper Iile-cycle
projects based forecast would have been preferable and this
is inten'ded tor next year's submission.
There Is no legal right to an extension in the present
produdion licences and hence. no reselVes can be booked
beyond that period. The considered legal opinion Within
SPDC is that an extension is likely 10 be granted, at least lor
the fields still in production.

0

Yes. b,ut see remark under 3.04.

+

Yes, 30% (fixed).

Is the hydrocarbons PSC entitlement Share (net cost oil +
0
orolit oil onlv) calculaled orooerlv?
Is the hydrocartions Purchase Righl share (10 the extent that
NA
economic benefit is derived from production while still bearing
share of risks and rewards I calCUlated orooerlv?
Are royanies in cash (legally or customarily) counted as
+
reserves?
Are royalties in kind eXCluded Irom reserves?
.N.A.
Are volumes received as fees in kind (e.g. for infrastructure
+
use bv third oartiesl excluded?
Has Group under-or overliN been accounted lor?
+

New lundlng arrangements for oNshore fields. once
formalised, will reQuire an adjustment of the Illlt 30%.

,.

Yes. royanies (although optionally in kind) have customarily
been taken in cash in Nioeria.
Yes.
Yes

N.A.

Have separate submissions been made for Equity.
Entitlement and Purchase RiQht volumes?
AUDIT TRAILS
Are proved and proved developed reserves estimates up·to
date?

Can reported net Group equity reserves be reconciled with
individual field reserves estimates?
Can reponed nel Group equity reServes be reconciled with
other relevant data (e.g. production consuainls, gas markets,
etc.l?
\. .,
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+

+

+

Taking account of the large number of reservoirs. it is to be
expected that not all reservoirs' proved tOlal reserves are
updated annually. However, a phased study programme.
with appropriate priorities, is in place. Proved developed
reserVes are updated annuallv (see 3.07).
To the extent that they are relevant lor the Group equity
volume rLe. onlv for oill, ves.
Yes. reselVes are based On appropriate forecasts.

~

+ lli Good 0:;= Satisfactory X ~ Unsatisfactory N.A. ~ Not Applicable
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CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

Attachment 3

5.04

Can reserve changes be reconciled with Individual field
changes and are they reported In the appropriate categories?

0

Both East and West divisions have produced audit trail notes
summarising tha IndiVidual field changes for oil. but sparsely
for NGL or gas changes. This is seen as an Improvement
over previous years. The usefulness 01 these notes could be
lurther enhanced by a more rigorous consistency in format,
such that the two notes report fUlly Identical sets of data..
SPDC also produce a four-volume annual Ultimate Recovery
Changes Report (URCR). where full details 01 field changes,
together wilh RISRES reports, are recorded, The RISRES
reports have yet to include the updated proved (~
expectation) reserves In proved blocks (see also 5.08).

5.05

Are lechnical reports available describing reasons and
'uslificaUans for new reserves estimates in SUfficient detail?
Are ·reports numbered I Indexed proper1y and is there a
cenlral library where copies are kept?

+

UACA reports are produced annually. These refer further to
detailed lield studv r80arts as necessarv.
•
Aeparts are not numbered. A central sfare is available in the
East and a proper library is in place in the West. The lalter
contains all Westem reports and a good selection of Eastern
reports. BackuD cODies ·of most reDorts are sent to LaQos.
Although individual field changes are documented, there are
still unexplained differences between Ihe divisions' audiltrail
noteslspreadsheets and the corporale submisi;ion, see
Atts.2.l!-2.4. A corporate audit trail note, tying together the
divisions' contributions into the corporate submission, has not
been produced, in spne of an earlier aUdit's recommendation.
Auditor's advice is that a rigorous reconciliation, e,g. in the
format of Atts 2.1-2.4, will be a powerlulloal in managing the
annual reserves and their Changes.

5.06

0

5.07

Is the annual reserves submission supported by a sufficiently
detailed summary n01e explaining the reserves changes
(classified in revisions, extensions, sales-In-place etc) per
field, with references to detailed reports as appropriate?

X

5.08

Are data bases containing historic submissions' data and
current reserves status (e.g. RISAES) In place and
accessible?

0

A AISRES data base has been fUlly implemented. This is an
essential requiremenl with lh" large humber of reservoirs in
SPDC and is commended. Individual field Changes and
updales are intrOduced as and when field study work Is
completed. There is some doubt about the reliability of
developed reserves estimates in the data base; no-activity
forecasts seem 10 provide a beller estimat e· A
comprehensive retrieval report. properly listing e.g.
expectation estimates (Iso P65 estimates) lor 'proven'
blocks, !s not yet available, but Is being worked on.
'Frozen' versions 01 RISRES are only archived for tha ARPR
(targeted 10 coincide with ""serves submissions. but hitherto
always lale and hence fun her Updated and Changed). Only a
paper copy or the RISRES submission version was kept.

5.09

Do lhese data bases also contain references to detailed
reports?

0

RISAES provides the option of storing rafererices to reports,
but this is not used in SPDC. Instead, the URCR reports
contain all neceSsary "iferences.

+

Yes.

+

Yes .. IIIGL yolumes are reported separate,Iy. even though they
ere SOiked back into the crude stream,
Yes.

6
6.01

CONSISTENCY WITH FINANCIAL REPORTING
Are proved and proved developed reserVes based on
fiscaIised volumes under sales conditions?
6.02 . Are oil, NGls and sales gas reported in their appropriate.
cateoaries?
.
6,03 Are own use. fuel, lasses. etc excluded?

+

6.04

Are gas GHVs properly measured for sales gas conditions
and' accounted tor in reserves submissions?

X

6.05

Are reported proved developed reserves consistent with those
used lor assel depreciation?

0

Present sales contracts are in volumes. Energy' accounting of
gas sales is therefore not done (Will change lor NLNG). Sales
contracts generally stipulate a minimum GHV or 6920
kcaVNm3 (950 BTU/scf). AlthOugh gas slreams are regularly
sampled and analysed, no authoritative data base 01 GHV
data seemed to be available. The average SPOC gas GHV
, was said to be around 9700 kcaVNm3, a historically
maintained rigure. for which thll basis is not clear. The 199B
submission implies a GHV 01 10230 kcaVNm3. apparenlly in
error, The quarterly Ceres SUbmissions, apparently based an
the same conversion calculation, shOUld alsO be checked.
Proved developed reserves are used far asset depreciation in
the end·year Group a<;counting submission. Up' la-dale end·
1998 reserves were advised 10 Capital Assets in January
1999. for audit purposes. it would hi-lYe been preferable il a
wrillen record was keot o( this advice.

(
+ ~ Good 0 ~ Satisfactory X

SPDCM3.,IS, Checklist

tr Uns~tJ.dill:rory

N.A. ell Not Applicable
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Attachment 3

6.06

Are annual OII+NGL production volumes in reserves
SUbmissions consistent with Upstream production volumes
reported Into the Finance (Cares) system. I.e. Cares line 0871
(: 8462-0il + 8464-NGL) for Consolidated Companies + line
3596 (: 0931-0il + 0932-NGL) tor Assoc. Companies?

+

Both Ceres and reserves submissions use the same MRPW
(EPPROMSj end·year run. Reported volumes are consistent.

6,07

Are annual gas production (sales) volumes In reserves
SUbmissions cOrlSistent with Upstream saleS volumes
reported Into the Finance (Ceres) system. I,e. Ceres line 0323
= 0934 (GroupCy net NG sales) + 3596 (Assoc.Cy NO sales),
corrected for 1404+4796 (Gas purcheses) and
4100+4510+4575+0873 (Trade. other Saies,and Transfers)?

X?

Although both Ceres and reserves submissions use the same
MRPW (EPPF\OMS) end-year run,. making reported volumes
in principle consistent, the Ceres submission (in Nm3) could
include the same GHV·based sm3INm3 conversion error as
that in the reserves submission. This should be verified.

0

Combined SPDC proved ultimate Oil recoveries are likely to
be understated due to the conservative nature 01 adding low
reserves estimates for a large number of lields. This can be
mitigated by probablllstlc addition within fields. Gas reserves
could be significantly boosled by the Identlficalion Of lurther
firm gas utilisation projeclS. However, any scope for
increasing r~s(!rvas Is more than overshadowed by the
assumptlon of a doubling of Nigerian production levels In the
coming decade. A lack 01 realisation of this scenario could
have a significant downward effect on proved equity reServes,
Which could only be avoided by the granting of a production
licence extension.
Bearing In mind Ihe above uncertainties, the reponed SPDC
proved and proved developed 'raserves can be considered 10
give a reasonably accurate reflection 01. shareholder value.

7
7.01

OVERALL

It Group guidelines should not or nol completely have been
follOwed, are results still reasonable I overstated I
understated?

"

7.02

Do the reported proved and proved developed reserves
estimates give a reasonably accurate reflection of
shareholder value?

0

W
GOOd

o

Sallsfaclory

X

Unsill.isfactory

N.A.

Not Applicable

"':01 Good 0 ~ SatisfDctory X e Unsati.stuctof"Y N.A.:!I Not Applle.ble
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PROVED RESERVES PROCESS AUDIT - SPDC (NIGERIA), 18·19 Sapt 2003
I have audited the processes underlying the Proved Reserves submissions of $PDC for the year 2002 and the
current measures undertaken by SPDC to introduce Improvements in these processes. The reserves
submissions present the SPDC contribution to the Group's externally reported Proved and Proved Developed
Reserves and associated changes as at 31 December 2002.
Total Group share Proved Reserves booked by SPDC at the end of 2002 were 404 mln m30f Oil+NGL and 85
bin sm3 of gas. This represents some 16% of total Group share Proved Reserves on an oil-equivalent basis.
Proved reserves replacement ratios for SPDC over 2002 were -6% for oil+NGL and -55% for gas.
The last previous SEC proved reSl;!rves audit for SPDC was carried out in 1999. This current audit is a partial
audit of reserves reporting processes only, replacing a full aUdit, which was deferred to 2004 for medical reasons.
The audit took the form of two days of presentations and detailed discussions about the reserves reporting
process with SPDC staff.

tit

The audit found that SPDC's portfolio of proved oil reserVes estimates appears far less mature than during the
last (1999) reserves audit. One important reason for ~his is that the Group guidelines for Proved reserves have
been tightened considerably with relipect to the need for properly defined FOPs and the passing of either VAR3 or
Fro hurdles. It was also found that SPDC's annual prOVed oil reserves submissions during the years 1999-2002
have been 'managed' as a total sum only, without taking heed of the underlying individual field estimates.
SPDC have realised these shortcomings and hava taken steps to set up a full Inventory of 011 project forecasts
and reserves with the ultimate aim of obtaining complete consistency between the reserves data base and Capital
Allocation I Business Plan volumes. By end this year It should be possible· to have a good overview of the
maturity of the project portfolio, in terms of development hurdles passed or to' be passed. Undl;!r the present
circumstances there can be no doubt that the portfOlio of proved oil reserves per 1.1.2003 has been overstated
due to insufficient maturity in the underlying future projects. The precise correction that will be needed per
1.1.2004 will depend on further evaluations to be undertaken by SPOC during the remainder of 2003.
The audit finding is therefore that the present status of SPOC's proved 011 reserves is unsatisfactory. Efforts are
underway to address this situation. Proved gas reserves appeared insufficiently founded on firm contracts but this
will now be corrected with thl;! commitment to a fourth and a fifth LNG train.
It must be realised that the scope for increasing SPDC proved oil reserves beyond present (Inflated) levels Is
probably limited. The reason is that many projects will not be required before the next decade. It is very unlikely
that these projects will be matured in the next few years (VAR3 or FIO), which means that proved reserves for
these cannot yet be booked.
.
A summary of the findings and observations is Included In Attachment 1.
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Attachment 1
PROVED RESERVES PROCESS AUDIT - SPDC, ·18-19 Sept 2003

MAIN OBSERVATIONS
1. SPOC's portfolio of proved 011 r.serves estimates appears far le•• mature than during the last (1999)
reserves audit. The two main reasons for this are:
.
- The Group guidelines for Proved reserves have been tightened considerably with respect to the need tor
properly defined FOPs and the passing of either VAR3 or FIO hUrdles,
• SPOC's annual proved 011 reserves submissions during the years 1999-2002 have been 'managed'largely
by keeping the sum of 011 and condensate recoveries constant and by presenting declining reserves through
subtraction of annual production only, without taking heed of the underlying individual field estimates.
The latter approach did not take sufficient account of the fact that realised offtake rates during 1999·2002
remained well below those originally planned (due to OPEC quota's, local community disturbances ete), while
future planned rates (up to a doubling of offtake over a period of some 5-1 years) also proved unrealistic due
to investment level restrictions. With the perceived end-of-Iicence in 2019 this meant thet considerable
volumes of proved reserves became unbookable during these years. This was not reflected In the reported
estimates.
This approach would have amounted to a serious loss of integrity of $PDC's proved reserves submissions
over this period. However, the integrity loss was reduced significantly by the realisation by SPDC during 2002
that the present production licence agreements with the Nigerian authorities c1aer1y do proVide for a right to
extend these permits and that such extensioris have been granted without any serious hindrances In the past.
.Thus, any shortfalls in current or future production levels would no longer have any effect on produclble
volumes within-licence, and therefore not on bookable proved reserves either
However, the above does not imply that all of SPDC's currentiy (1.1.2003) reported reserves are sound.
2. To date, SPDC have maintained three separate sources of proved reserves estimates:
• The annual reserves submissions ('managed' separately, as described above),
- The ARPR reserves volumes data base, built up from Individual reservoir estimates
- The annual Capital Allocation / Business Plan ('CA/BP') SUbmissions, which prOVide production forecasts
and proved and expectation reserves estimates for developed fields and future projects.
Consistency between these three sources has been Incomplete at best and, in the case of the annual
reserves SUbmissions, it was allowed to deteriorate further. SPOC have now realised this and steps have
recently been taken to bring the three In Closer alignment, aiming for full alignment in the course of 2004.
This is strongly supported.
3. The approach taken by SPOC (with assistance by SIEP EPT-OE.vAS) has been to link the inventories of
CA/BP project data with Individual reservoir data through a large combined spreadsheet. The
reservoir data was obtained directly from the Petroleum Engineering field teams, not from the ARPR, whose
current volumes are seen as less reliable in many cases.
This spreadsheet was enhanced by the addition of a set of criteria checks, which give a reflection of the
maturity of each of the reservoirs and their development and reserves estimates. These checks relate e.g. to
the appraisal status and general knowledge of the reservoirs, but also to the passing of development hurdles
and to the potential for community disturbances (see Att. 2). These criteria checks should provide significant
insight into the appropriateness of SPDC's proved reserves submissions and they are strongly supported.
A number of the criteria checks coincide with necessary conditions for booking proved reserves, In
accordance with the most recent (2003) Reserves guidelines. These are highlighted in Alt. 2. A first pass run
through the spreadsheet data seemed to Indicate that 44% of proved developed reserves and only 7% of
proved undeveloped reserves fulfil the criteria for proved reserves. It is likely that these percentages are too
low: there are still a considerable number of 'empty' entries in the spreadsheet and these are planned to be
completed before end year. However, there is a strong Indication that In particular the undeveloped proved
reserves have not kept pace with the ihcreased requirements for booking such reserves as defined in the
recent Group guidelines.
It is noted that the availability of 3D seismic (one of the spreadsheet criteria) is not strictly El necessary
condition for booking proved reserves. However, it is unlikely that fields without modern seismic will have
passed recent VAR2J3 reviews and/or FIO.

The insertion of two additional criteria would be useful. There should be a check to Indicate whether the
proved volumes are consistent with 'knOwn' fluid levels (from logs and/or pressures) as this is one of the key
requirements for proved reserves. In addition, the intended year of start of development would allow a better
assessment of the imminence (or otherwise) of the various development activities. TheincJusion of both
criteria Into the spreadsheet is recommended.
SPDC03--Covn
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4. The Incomplete alignment between CA/BP .nd Indlvldu.1 field forecasts and plans implies that not ell
fields and reservoirs carrying reserves are taken up Into the CA/BP, nor are ail CA/BP forecasts tied into
specific fields. 80th of these 'orPhaned' forecasts and reserves are at present induded into the spreadsheet.
It Is possible that to some extent they m.~y. Cancel each oth~ .ou,t~ ,I,n any event, both groups should be
eliminated from the spreadsheet (and Indeed from the CA/BP aail). SPDC have recognised this and are
aiming towards full alignment between CAlBP and reserves data in the course of 2004. This Is fully
supported.
5. There are some obvious redundancies in the spreadsheet's criteria, This provides scope for automatic
checking for conalstency of the various entries. Examples are:
-lfVAR3 or FID has been passed, VAR2 must have been passed as well
- Brown-field developments must have developed reserves / production In the same field,
~ New field developments must have no developed reserves and zero production,
- PrOductivity is always proven If cumulative production Is >0, etc.
Use should be made of these redundancies to enhance the quality and robustness of the spreadsheet entries.

6. To provide, better insight Into the maturity of SPDC's proved oil reserves portfolio it Is suggested that, following
completion and validation of all spreadsheet entries, a distinction is made into .even categorle. of proved
011 reserves:
A. Proper proved developed reserves
B. Proved developed reserves in reservoirs that are not yet mature
C. Proper proved undeveloped reserves
, D. Reservoirs I projects that are likely to pass VAR3/FID in the next 2 years
E. Reservoirs / projects that are likely to pass VAR3/FID between 2 and 5 years from now,
F. Reservoirs / projects that are likely to pass VAR3/FID more than 5 years from now,
G Reservoirs / projects that fall into none of the above and hence are completely Immature.
It Is possible that a slightly different set of reserves categories may be more descriptive of the portfolio'S
maturity spectrum. This should be discussed between SPDC and SIEP EPS-P When the spreadsheet data
set is complete (early December). The proven (and expectation) oil reserves volumes for each of the
categories should be reported in a table format similar to that presented in the lower half of Attachment 2.
7. With a few exceptions for the more mature fields, the proved reservoir and field reserves are largely based on
probablllstlc volumetric estimates. Although the ratio between proved and expectation reserves Is
expected to show an increasing trend with field maturity (Le. with the ratio between cumulative production and
expectation ultimate recovery), this trend is not apparent in the current field data, see Attachments 3.1-3.4. In
particular It Is noted that:
.
- PIE ratios for developed 011 reserves are generally lower than for undeveloped oil reserves (the reverse Is
expected) and do rarely show an increasing trend with field maturity,
- The PIE ratios for undeveloped gas reserves are in many fields (also some immature ones) close to 1,
which cannot give a proper reflection of remaining uncertainties.
It Is suggested that plots as presented In Att. 3 are used to verify the appropriateness of proved vs.
expectation estimates.

8. During the presentations it was mentioned by SPDC that a large amount of the reservoir/project proved oil
reserves showed volumesbelow 2 MMstb per reservoir (100%). Their combined volume was said to
amount to some 30·50% of total proved 011 reserves. The reason for this could not be made clear during the
audit. SPDC should investigate whether this is due to inappropriate conservatism in the estimates, to genuine
end-of-lIfe maturity ('scraping the barrel') pr to the small size of the many (>3000) reservoirs. The subject
should be addressed during the 2004 Proved Reserves Audit.
'
9.

SPDC's gas reserves are in principle based on committed volumes to date. A gas strategy is In place.
Booked reserves volumes at 1.1.2003 included contracted volumes for NLNG trains 1·3 (all now operating), a
42 bin sm3 allowance for the DomGas·East project and a small (notional) allowance of 4 bin sm3 for the
West Africa Gas Pipeline (volumes Shell share). The latter two projects' volumes have not been secured by
contract yet and are at this stage uncertain. These will be reduced / debooked per 1.1.2004. On the other
hand, volumes for NLNG trains 4 and 5 have now been secured and these will allow an increase of some 54
bin sm3 in proved reserves, while a modest commitment for the DomGas West project will allow booking of
16 bin sm3 of gas. The net increase by 1.1.2004 could be some 30 bin sm3 Shell share. The precise status
of contractual commitments for all these volumes was not discussed in detail during this audit and this should
be addressed more fully during the 2004 audit.

10. As for further future gas reserveS volume bookings, there Is the potentia' problem that future NLNG sales
may be more on a spotmarket basis rather than a firm long term gas sales contract. This brings the NLNG
marketing closer to that of a mature gas market, similar to the land markets In the USA and Europe. Present
reserves guidelines still require firm sales commitments for LNG gas reserves volumes, elthough gas
volumes into existing (mature) gas markets can be booked without such commitments. It is suggested that
the guidelines should be reviewed in such a manner that 'existing markets' are defined more precisely and
may include mature LNG markets.
SPDCOJ..Covn
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11. SPOC's condensate reserv., (associated with non·s88oclated gas (NAG) production, have been 'managed'
In conjunction with the oil reserves, i.e. their combined volume was made to Increase with the annual liquids
prOduction, without a specific link to actual field volumes. This link should be re-established. SPDC
condensate reserves should be based fully on foreseen (and committed) NAG field gas sales and should be
administered fully separately from the 011 reserves.
12. The Nigerian authorities are now vigorously purSUing a 'flares out' policy, to be reached by 2008. This
means that Associated Gas Gathering ('AGG') plans must be In place for each of the major processing
centres and their associated fields, and that implementation must be assured by 2008 before the associated
post-200B 011 forecasts (and hence reserves) can. be accepted as proved. SPOC have rlghUy Included this
criterion Into their spreadsheet. Current Improved modelling runs (and fields gas measurements) Indicate that
GOR trends may rise more slowly than originally thought. In addition, there are continuing delays In the onstream dates of new oil projects. There is said to be sufficient NAG capacity in Initial years to take up the
shortfall.
13. In summary, the way forward for SPOC', oil, condensate and gas reserves booking per 1.1.2004 Is
suggested to be as follows:
- Proved gas reserves can be booked as per plan, I.e. for NLNG trains 1-5 and appropriate, committed
volumes for domestic gas,
- Proved condensate reserves should be evaluated In line with foreseen NAG sales and should be
administered to their full (provedl) extent, Independently from 011 reserves,
- Proved oil reserves are at present overstated, pending maturation of a large number of future 9i1 projects. In
first Instance, the 1.1.2004 proved oil volumes should be set at a level whereby the sum of proved 011 and
condensate reserves does not exceed the 1.1.2003 sum of these volumes, minus the combined 2003
production (similar to previous years). However, a further reduction In 1.1.2004 proved oil reserves may be
necessary. At the least, all volumes In category G (fully immature, see 6 above) and possibly those in
category F (long term projects) will need to be removed from the proved reserves portfolio. The precise
reduction will depend on the project portfolio's maturity spectrum, as it will emanate from the updated
spreadsheet in the coming months (see 6 above).
14. A fundamental consideration is that the Reserves / Production ('RIP') ratio for $PDC's proved reserves
submission per 1.1.2003 is 11 years for developed reserves and 22 years for undeveloped reserves. Both
these ratios are considerably in excess of the Group average, which are 6 and 7 years respectively. To some
extent this reflects the present constraints to SPDC's current and future offtake rates. However. it also
suggests that the scope for a further Increase In SPDC's proved reserves Is rather tenuous. Many of
the presently foreseen developments are not required until well into the next decade, even at a favourable
upturn In offtake levels (an Increase from O.B MMb/d to 1.4 MMb/d In 100% SPDC offtake levels is assumed
by 2009). Also, some projects need to be delayed because they reqUire ullage In presently fully utilised
facilities. This means that investment decisions (VAR3/4's and FIO's) for these projects are not likely to be
taken in the near future and hence, that proved reserves for these activities cannot properly be booked at this
stage.
Recommendations
1.

Verify and complete all entries in the SPDC reserves/ projects spreadSheet such that a proper scan of the
maturity of the reserves portfolio can be made.

2.

Add (and complete) two additional maturity criteria to the spreadsheet:
- Confirmation that proved reserves are consistent with 'known' fluid levels (logs and/or pressures)
- The Intended year of start of development.

3.

Use should be made of data redundancies to verify and enhance the quality and robustness of the
spreadsheet entries.

4.

The proved and expectation 011 reserves volumes for each of the seven suggested (or slightly modified)
reserves categories (representing varying degrees of maturity) should be reported in a table format similar
to that presented in the lower half of Attachment 2.

5.

SPDC condensate reserves should be based on foreseen (and committed) NAG field gas sales and should
be administered fUlly separately from the 011 reserves.

6.

Proyed 011 reserves per 1.1.2004 shOUld, in first instance, be set at a level whereby the sum of proved oil
and condensate reserves does not exceed the 1.1.2003 sum of these volumes. minus the combined 2003
production. Further reductions may be necessary, Le. all volumes in category G (fUlly Immature, see 6
above) and possibly those In category F (long tenn projects).

7.

Plots as presented in Alt. 3 should be used to verify the appropriateness of proved vs. expectation
estimates.
I
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8,

The 2004 eudlt should sPecifically look et:
- The status of the meturity of future projects in SPOC's portfolio and the effect that this will have on
bookable proved reserves,
- The reason why small «2 MMbl) reservoir reserves volumes occur In a large majority of cases,
• The precise status of gas contractual sales commitments,
• The reasons for the low Proved/Expectation reserves ratios in many fields (Att. 3).
These issues are already covered by the general Reserves Audit Terms of Reference, but in the case of
SPDC reserves they require particular attention.

9.

The Group reserves guidelines should be reviewed In such a manner that 'existing markets' are defined
more precisely and may include mature LNG markets (action: SIEP EPS-P).

r-~ --------_~
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ATTACHMENT 2 ~ SPOC - SPREADSHEET CRITERIA FOR PROVED OIL RESERVES
Criterion (as included In SPDC's
Integrated reserves spreadsheet)

30 Seismic available?
OWCdeflned?
No Proved volumes below LKH or
owe from pressures?
Productlvlty proven?
Properly appraised?
Near 1 far from existing Infrastructure?
AGG plans defined?

Proved Dev'd
ResYi
Prov
Resvr
Resvs
not
mature
OK

+

X

Proved Undev'd Resvs

PlOY
Resvs
OK

ResVI'
OK

ResVI'
OK

ResVI'"
OK

FIO

<2yr

FIO
2-5yr

FIO
>5yr

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

X

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+
.+

Comment
lm·
mature
projects

R
e

Community disturbance non·crltical?
Facllltles nol vandalised?
VAR2 passed recently?
VAR3 passed (I' brown-field)?
FID passed (If new field)?
Project executed 1 executing?
In production now (or shortly)?
VIR 1 economics OK?

m

+
+
+
+

a

+
+

I
+

+

+

+

n
Volume < 2 MMslb (100%)?

+

+

+

+

d
Intended year of project's staff o(
execution
CA/BP 'Developed'

$2005
+

Not relevant If VIR OK?
Needed for all post·'fIares OIlt'
(2008) reserves

X

20062009
X

~010

Only used for 'Unplanned' at
present - should be Inserted for
all
Crude screening only - shOUld be
replaced by VIR/economicscheck

e

CAlBP 'Base'
CAlBP 'Options'
CA/BP Unplanned?

X
X
X

X
X
X

+

+

+

X

+

X

+

X

X

X
X

Prov Oev must be In CAlBP
'Developed'
Prov Undev musl be In 'Base' If
pre-2010. otherwlse In 'Options'

X

All proved reserves projects must

CA/BP 'Not known'?

X

X

X

X

X

X

be In CAlBPI
All CA/BP projects must be
'known'

+

X

X
r

In ital,cs
Critena not yet In spreadsheetl
+:
Necessary cr1terion (must be 'Yes')
blank: Not needed
X:
Not allowed (must be 'No')

SPDC Group share 011 reserves volumes (MMstb) as per data base Sept 2003
Proved
Dev'd
Resvs

%of
booked
resvs

Proved
Undev'd
Resvs

0/. of
booked
resvs

Proved
Total
Resvs

%01
booked
resvs

In CA/BP, fulfilling all proved reserves
requirements

377

44-;0

125

7%

502

20%

In CA/BP. not fulfilling requirements

319

37%

1325

79%

1644

65%

In CA/BP, 'unknown' reservoirs

178

21%

198

12%

376

15%

590

35%

590

23%

Not in CA/BP. 'known' reservoirs ('Unplanned')
Total in data base

874

102%

2238

134%

3112

123%

Total actually booked 1.1.2003

854

100%

1670

100-;.

2524

100%

r---
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Attachment 3.1

sPec· OIL DEVELOPED PROVED I EXPECTATION RESERVEs 1.1.2003
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Attachment 3.2

SPDC • CONDENSATE DEVELOPED PROVED I EXPECTATION ReSERVES 1.1.2003
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Attachment 3.3

SPOC • ASSOCGAS DEVELOPED PROVED I EXPECTATION RESERVES 1.1.2003
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Attachment 3.4

SPDC • NAG DEVELOPED PROVED I EXPECTATION RESERVES 1.1.2003
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CONFIOENTtAL

From:

Anton A. Barendregt

To:

Frank Coopman
John Bell
Chrls Finlayson

Chief Financial Officer, SIEP - EPF
Corporale Support Director, SIEP - EPS
Managing Director, SPOC

Copy:

Mark Corner
Steve RatcJlffe
Cees Uljlenhoed
Promise Egele
John Hoppe
(circulalion)
Tom van Leenen
Martin .ten Brink
Ken Mamoch
Han van De/den
Brtan Puffer

Development Director, SPDC
Business Director, SPOC
Finance Director, SPDC
Petroleum Engineering Manager, SPOC
Head, ReservoIr Engineering, SPOC
SiEP - EP3-P: Hans Bakker, John Pay
Technical Director, Europe & Africa Region, SEPI- ePG
Finance Director, Europe & Africa Region, SEPI ... EPG
Internal Auditor EP, SI-FSAR, The Hague
Par1Iler, KPMG Accountants NV (2x)
PrlceWaterhouseCoopers

PROVED RESERVES PROCESS AUDIT - SPOC (NIGERIA), 18-19 Sept 2003

.

I heve,audlled the processes underlying the Proved Reserves submissions of SPDC for the year 2002 and the
current measures undertaken by SPOC to Intrcduce improvements In these processes.'· The reserves
SUbmissions present the SpOC conlrlbutlon to the Group's extemany reported Proved and Proved Developed
Reserves and associated changes as at31 December 2002.
Total Group share Proved Reserves booked by SPOC at the end of 2002 were 404 mln m3 of OD+NGL and 85
bIn sm3 of gas. This represents some 10% of total Group share Proved Reserves on an oll;equlvaient basis.
Proved reserVes replacement ratios for SPDC over 2002 were ·6% for oH+NGL and -55% for gas.
The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for SPDC was carried out In 1999. This current auClit is 8 partial
audit of r88eiVes reporting processes only (In The Hague), replacing a full audit. Which has been deferred to 20~.
The audit took the fonn of presentations and detailed discussions about the reserves reporting process with a
small selection cif SPDC staff.
The audit found that SPOC's portfolio of proved 011 reserves estimates appears far less mature than dur!n~ths~
last (1999) reserves audit. One important reason for this Is that the Group gOlOBlilles lot ProVed reserveiave
DIeM tightened ebnsiO!fably with respect to the need for properly defined FOPs and the passing of either VAR3 Of'
FID hurdles. Il was also found that SPOC's BMual proved 011 reserves 'SubmissiOns dUring the years 1999·2002
have been 'managed' as a total sum only, without taking heed of the underlying individual field estimates.

~IJ

SPDC have ~arlSed these shortcomings an(l have taken steps to set up a full InventOl)' of 011 project forecasts
and reserves with the ultimate aim of obtaining complete consistency between the reserves data blllse, capllel
AlI0Q8Uon I Business Plan volumes and end·year resarves submissions, By end this year It should be possible 10
have a good ovetvlew of Ihe maturity of the project portfolio, In terms of deVelopment hurdles passed or to be
passed. Under the prelient circumstances there can be no doub that the ortfollo of roved 011 reserves r
1.1.2003 has been overstated due
n e de n
re ru ee.
e pre
a
-nee ad per 1.12004 wm depend on further evaluations to e un
e by SPDC during the
remainder of 2003.
The audit finding is therefore that the present status of SPOC's .proved oD relierves Is unsatisfactory. Efforts are
underway to address this situation. Proved gas reserves at 1.1.2003 appeared InsufflCienUy founded on finn
contracts butlhis will now be corrected with the commitment to a fourth and allfltl LNG train.
Il must be realised that the sea e fat intreasln SPbC
ed 011
d resent Infle
vels Is
Rf,Qbab!v limited. The reason Is that many pro e will not be reqUire un
ne
aea e.
5
lliatlhese prOJects will be matured In the next few years (VAR3 or FIO), which means that proved reserves for
these cannot yet be booked
A summary of the findings and observations Is included In Attachment 1.

AA BareneJregt .

AUachments 1, 2, 3
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Attachment 1
PROVED RESERVES PROCESS AUDIT· SPDC, 18-19 Sept 2003

~AJN OBSERVATIONS
1. SPDC's portfolio of proved oil reserves estimates appears far less mature than during the last (1999)
reserves audlL The two main reasons for this are:
• The Group guidelines for Proved reserves have been tightened considerably with respect to the need for
properly denned FOPs and the passIng of either VAR3 or FIO hurdles,
• SPDC's annual proved 011 reserves submissions during the years 1999-2002 have been 'managed' largely
by keeping the sum of 011 and condensate recoveries constant and by presenting declining reserves through
sUbtraction of annual production only, without laking heed of the underlying individual field esllmates.
The laller approach did also not take sUffIcient accounl of the factlhat realised offtake rates during 1999-2002
remelned well below those originally planned (due to OPEC quota's, local community disturbances etc). while
future planned rales (up to a doubling of offtake over a period of some 5-7 years) proved unrealistic due to
investment level resbictions. With the perceived end-of-licence In 2019 this meant that considerable volumes
of proved reserves would be produced after that date and thus became unbookable. This was not reflected In
the reported estimates.
This eppl"Olilch would have amounted to a serious loss of Integrfty of SPDC's proved reserves submissions.
However, the integrity loss was reduced significantly by the realisation by SPOC during 2002 that Nlgerfan law
does provtde tor a right to extend production licences and thal such extensions have been granted without
any serious hindrances In the past. Thus, any shortfalls In current or future prodUcUon levels would no longer
have any effecl on produclble volumes wlthln-llcence, and therefore not on bookable proved reserves.
However, the above does not Imply that all of SPDC's currenUy (1.1.2003) reported reserves are sound.
2. To dale, SP~C heve maintained three separate sources of proved reserves estimates:
.
• The annual reserves submissIons ('managed' separately, as described above),
- The ARPR reserves volumes data base. bunt up from individual reservoir estlmate&,
The annual Capital AllocaUon I Business Plan ('CAlBP') submissions, which provide production forecasts
and proved and expectallon reserves estimates for developed fields and future projects.
k

Consislency between Ihese three &ources has been Incomplete at b8St and, In the case of the annual
reserves submissions. it was allowed to deteriorate further. SPOC have now realised this and steps have
recenUy been taken to bring the three In Closer alignment, aiming for full alignment in the course of 2004.
This is strongly supported.
3. The approach taken by SPOC (with assistance by SIEP EPTwOE-VAS) has beim 10 Dok the Inventories of
CAlBP project data with Individual reservoIr da~ through 8 large combined spreadsheet. The
reservoir data was obleined directly from the Petroleum Englneerfng field teams, not from the ARPR, whose
current volumes are seen as less reliable In many cases.
This spreadsheet was enhanced by the addition of a set of criteria checks, which give a refleellon of the
technical maturity of ~ach of the reservoirs plUS the maturity of their their development plannlrig and reserves
estimates. These checks relate e.g. to the appraisal statui and general knowledge of the reservoirs, but a180
to the passing of development hurdles and to the potential for CQmmunlty disturbances (se" Att. 2). These
Criteria checks should provide stgnlflc:ant insight Into the appropriateness of SPOC's proved reserves
submissions and they ere strongly supported.
.
A number of the criteria checks coincide with necessary conditIons for booking proved reserves, h
accordance with the most recent (2003) Reserves guIdelines. these are highlighted In AIL 2 A first pass run
through the spreadsheet date seemed to indicate that only 44% of proved developed resetVe8 and not more
than 7% of proved undeveloped reserves fUlfIl the criteria for proved reserves. It Is likely that these
percentages are too low There are stHl e considerable number of 'empty' entries In the spreadsheet and
these &hould be completed befora end year. However, there is a strong Indication tllst In particular the
undeveloped proved reserves estimates have not kept pace with the Increased requtrements for booking such
reserves as defined In the recent Group guidelines. The most significant of these is that the asocl8ted
development projects must hove passed either VAR3 (for small brownflald proJects) or FIO (for new field and
major p r o j e c t s ) . '
.
,

It Is noted that the avanablllty of 30 seismic (one of the spreadsheel Criteria) Is nol sb1ctly a neeesaary
condition for booking proved reserves. However, It Is unlikely that fields without modem seismic wit have
passed recent VAR2!3 reviews and/or FID.
The insertion of two addltlonal crfterti would be useful. There should be 8 Check to Indicate Whether the
proved volumes are consistent with 'knoWn' fluid levels (from logs and/or pr'8l1sures) as thI& Is one of !he key
requirements for proved reserves ('proved area'). .In addition, the inclusion of the intended year of start of
SPOC03-Roptdoe
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d~velopment

would allow a better assessment of the imminence (or otherwise) of the vanous development
acUviUas, The insertion of both criteria Into the spreadsheet Is recommended,
.

4, the Incomplete alignment between cAi~~ ahti Individual neld
and plans Implies !hilt not all
fields and reservoirs eanylng reserves are taken up Into the CAfBP, nor a,., all CA'BP forecasts U8d Into
specific' fields, 80th of these 'orphaned' forecasts and reserves are at presentlnduded into the spreadsheet.
It Is possible that they may overlap to some extent and that their addition is nol strictly valid. In any event.
both groups should be eliminated from the spreadsheel (and indeed from the CAlBP data). SPDC have
recognised this end are aiming towards full alignment between CNBP and reserves data In Ihe course of
2004. This Is fully supported_

ibr'61iiis

5. There are some obvious redundancies In the spreadsheet's criteria, this provides scope for automatic
checking for consIstency of the various entries. Examples are:
- 8rown·fleld developments must have developed reserves I producUon In the same field,
• New field developmenls must have no developed reserves and zero production,
• Productfvity Is always proven If cumulalive productlon Is >0, etc,
Use should be made of these redundancies to enhance the quality and robustness of the spreadsheet entries.
6. To provide better Insight into the malurlty of SPOC's proved 011 reserves portfolio It Is suggested that. following
completion and validation of all spraadsheet entries, a distinction Is made Inlo seven categories of proved
011 reserves:
A Proper proved developed reserves
8 Proved developed reserves Il'l reservoirs wfthout propel1y defined 'proved areas'
C Proper proved undeveloped reserves
o Reservoirs I projects that are likely to pass VAAaIFID In the next 2 years
E Reservoirs I projects that ar'B likely to pass VAR3IFID betwe~n 2 and S yen from now,
F Reservel I ro eets thal are likely to pass VAR3IFID more thenS
rs from now,
G eservolts I to ee s tha a n 0 no e
ea
en ence are corn e
lffi
It Is poss ble a a 1'1 g Y fferent set of reserves ca gones may
more
p lVe
e ortfollo's
, maturity spectrum. This should be discussed between SPDC and SIE? EPs-P when the spreadsheet data
set Is complete (eerly Oecembet7). The proved (and expectation) on reserws Volumes for each of the
categories should be reported In a table format slmBar to that presented,ln the lower hatf of Attachment 2,
7. With a few exceptions for the more malure fields, the proved reservoir and field reserves are largely based on
probabllisUc volumetric estimates. Although the ratlo between proved and expectation reserves should
show an intreaslng trend with field maturity (I.e. With the rallo between cumulative production and expectation
ultimate recovery), this trend Is riot apparent In the amenl field data, see Attachments 3.1·3.4. In particUlar It
Is noted that
- ~IE ratios for developed 011 reserves are generally lOWer than for undeveloped 011 reserves (the reverse Is
expected) and they do rarely show an incteaslng trend with fletd maturity,
- The PIE ratios for undeveloped gas reserves are close to 1 In many fields, including some Immature 0I'I8S;
this cannot give a proper reflecllon of remaining uncertalnUes.
It Is suggested that plots as presented In Alt. 3 are used to verify the appropriateness of p~oved vs,
expeclatlon estimates
8. During the presentations!t was mentioned by SPDC that a large amount of the resUlvOlr/project proved 011
reserves showed volumes belOW 2 MMstb per reservoir (100%). 11telr combined volume was said to
amount to some 30-50% of total proved oR reserves. The reason for this could not be made clear during lhe
audit. SPDC shOUld investigate Whether this Is dUB to inappropriate CQns8rvallsm In th, estimates, to genuine
, end-of·llfe maturity ('scrapIng the berrel') or to the small size of the many (>3000) reservoirS 1he subject
should be'addressed diJling the 2004 Proved Reserves Audit.
'
9. SPDC's gas reserves are In prlnclple based on committed volumes to date. A gas strategy Is in place.
Booked reseNeS volumes at t .1.2t)03lnclOded contracted volumes for NLNG tJ'tJlns 1·3 (an now operating), I
42 bin sm3 ellowance for the DomGas-East project and a smell (notional) allowance of 4 bin sm3 for the
West Africa Gas Pipeline (ell volumes Shell shere). The I&tter two prOjects' volumes h.ve not been secured
by contract yet and are at this slage uncertain. These will be reduced I debooked per 1.1.2004. On the other
hand, volumes for NLNG trains 4 and 5 have now been secured and these will allow en Jncrease of some 54
bIn.8m3 In. proved reserves, whUa a modest c:ommitment for the DemOas West project will allow booking of
16 bin sm3 of gas, The net inerease by 1.12004 COUld be some 30 bIn sm3 Shell share. The precise status
of cootractual commitments for sll these volumes was not dlscusssd In detail during this audIt and this should
be addressed more fully during the 2004 audit.
10. As for lUrther future gas reserves volume bookings, there Is the potential prOblem that future NLNG sales
may be more on a spotmcirket basis rather than a firm long term gas $8les contract. ThIS brings the NLNG
marketing doser to that of a mature gBS mar1<et. slJTinar to land based markets In the USA and Europe.
Present reserves guidelines stili require firm sales commitments for LNG gas reserves volumes, aJthough gas
volumes Into eXlstkig (mature) gas markets can be booked without such commlbnents. It lis suggested lhst
SPOC03-RepldoC
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the next (5ept 2003) guldellnes should be revised In suCh a manner that 'exisUng mar1<ets' are defined more
precisely and may include mature LNG mar1<ets.
11, Sf:'oc's condensate reserves (assoclalEid with non-assoclated gas (NAG) production, have been 'managed'
In conjunction With the on reserves. i,e.thel~ COmbined volume was made 10 increase With the annual liquids
production. without a $peclnc link to actuallleJd volumes. This kept condensatelLNG reserves artificially low
and the link with actual field volumes should be re'-establlshed, SPDC condensate reserves shoUld therefOC'e
be based fully on foreseen (and commllled) NAG field gas sales and should be administered fully separately
from the oil reserves,
' .

12. The Nigerian authorttles are now vigorously pursuing il 'flares out' policy, to be reached by 2008. This
means that Associated Gas Gathering ('AGG') plans must be In place for 8ach of the major processing
centres and their associated fields, and that Implementation must be assured by 2008 before the associated
post·200B on forecasts (and hence reserVes) can be accepted ss proved SPDC have righUy included this
criterion Into their spreadsheet. Current improved modeJllng runs (and field gas measurements) Indicate that
GOR trends may rise more slowly than originally thought. In addition, there are continuing delays In the On.
stream dates of new 011 projects. There is said to be sufficient NAG capacity In inlUal years to take up the
shortfall.

13. In summary, the way forward for SPOC's oil. condensate and gas reserves booking per 1.1.2004 Is

f1

suggested to be as follows:
• Proved gas reserves ean be booked as per plan, i.e. for NLNGtralns t·5 and appropriate, committed
volumes fol' domestic gas,
'
• Ptoved condensate reserves should be evaluated in line with foreseen NAG sales and should be
administered to their full (provedl) extent, Independently from on reserves,
,
fmve<t 00 reS81"8' ar:e at preseot Oltfl@taled and 8 reduction in 11 2004 proved 011 reserves will probablX
necessary. The precise value of the reduction cannot be assess~ at lhlsstage ss It will depend on
I'OC's evaluation of the maturi~ spectrum of their portfolio b~early December, At the teast, all votumes in
eategory G (futly Immature or un enned, see 6 above) and pro ably those ln category F (tong term projects)
will naed to be removed Irom the proved reserves portfolio.

is-

14. A fundamental consideration Is that tile Reserves I Productlon ('WP') rallo for SPDC's prQVsd reserves
submission per 1.1.2003 Is t1 yeai'll for developed res8Nes aM 22 years for undeveloped reserves_ Both
these rallos are considerably In excess of the Group average, which are 6 and 7 years respectively. To some
extent this teflects the present constraints to SPOC's current and future offtake rates. However, It also
suggests that the scope for B further Increase In spec's pl'oved reserves is ruther tenuous. Many of
the ptesently foreseen developments are not required until well Into the next decade, even at a favourabte
uptum in offtake levels (an Increase from 0.8 MMb/d to 1.4 MMbfd in 100% SPDC offtake levels Is assumed
by 2009). Also, soine projects need 10 be delayed because they require 0llage In presenUy fUlly uUlised
facUllJes. This means that investment dectslons (VAR3/4's and FID's) for these projects are not likely to be
taken in the near future and hence, that proved reserves for these actMties cannot properly be booked 8tthls
stage
'

Recommandatlons
1.

Verify and complete all entries In the SPDC reserves! projects spreadsheel such that a proper scan of the

2.

Add (and complete) two additional maturity criteria to the spreadsheet:
• Confirmation that proved reserves are consistent with 'known' fluid levels (togs and/or pressures)
• The Intended year of start of development.

3-

"Use should be made of data redundancies to verify and enhance the quality end robustness of the

maturity of the reserves portfotio can be made.

sproadsheet entries.

ij

4.

The proved and expectation oU reserves volumes for each of the seven suggested (or somewhat modified)
reserves categories should be reported in a table format similar to that presented In the lower hall of
Attachment 2.

5

SPOC condeOllste reserves should be based on foreseen (and commltied) NAG field gas sales end should
be administered fully separately from the oU reserves.

6.

Proved all reserves per t.1.2004 should exClude all volumes In category G (fully Immature or undefined.
see 6 above) and probably those In category F (long term projects), This should be reviewed jolnUy with
StEP EPS·P.
.

7.

Ptots as presented In All. 3 should be used to verify the appropriateness of proved vs. expectation
estimates.
-
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The 2004 audit should specifically look at:
- The s1.<Jtus of the maturity of future proJEicls in SPDC's portfolio and the effect lhallhis will have on

t

bookable proved reserves.
It,',..
'.,' .
• The reason why small (<2 MMbl) resetIJ81f reserves volumes !#Ut If/ "large majoilly ()f caseli,
-'the precise slatus of gas contractual sales commllments,
- The reasonS for the low Proved/expectation reserves ralios I.n many fJelds (All. 3).
These Issues are already covered by the general Reserves Audit Terms of Reference, but In the case of
SPDC reserves they require particular attention.
9

.

The (SepI2003) Group reserves guidelines shou";l be revised in suCh a manner that 'existing mar'kels' are
denned more precisely and may Include mawre LNG markets (action: SIEP eps·p).

,

!

,;
!
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ATTACHMENT 2 • SPDC - SPREADSHEET CF?/TERIA FOR PROVED OIL RESERVES
Criterion (GS Indudll(lln SPDC's
, Inlegraled reserves GprIIadsheel)

Proved De,,'d
Rasvs
Prov
'Proved
Rasvs
_a'
OK

nol.OK

Proved Undev'd RGSV$

Commenl

ProY

Rasv1'

Rt$V$
OK

OK

Resvr
OK

Re!M'
OK

Immature

FID

FIO

FID

<2yr

2·5yr

>5 yr

and
prpj,)c:ts

•

resvrs

3D 811lsmle avaUable1

owe deftlllld1
No Proved volume, beloW U<H or
owe 'fOtn~sllJtes7
ProducIMly proven?
Properly apptIllsed?
Near I far fromelitsting IntraslnJelure?
AGG plans defined?
community dllilulbancu nofl'a!Ucal1
Fecltltle. not vandalised?

•

....
..
•

•

X

•

•

•

•

•

..
..

.

x

•

•

•

+

•
..•

.

..

VAR2 /)a.lId (/l,*,lly?

..
+

CAlBP 'Develdpecr
CAlBP 'Base'
CA/BP 'OpUons'
CA/8P Unplanned?

X

CA/BP 'Not known'?

X

X
X

•

•

..

+
+

.

R

.

e

+
;,.

m

Nol relevanllf VIR OK?
Needed (Ot all posl·'flares O\If

(2008) reserves

a

t

..

.

.

.

+

I

..
..

n

..

+

£2005

20062009

~10

-x

X

X

t

.

•

•

..

VOlume < 2 MMstb (100")1

1nl/meted year 01 project's Stllrt of
eJCIIClIlIon

+
+

..

VAR3 puaed (If btOwn-fleld)?

FID passed (It new field)1
Prajed elC8CU18d IllIlllcuUng?
In produellon now (Ot shOltly)?,
VIR leCllllornk:s OK?

•

X

.

...

d

•

X

X

X

X

X

X

..

X

X

X

X

X

El

r

X
X

X
X

.

Only lI$ed for 'Unplenned' et
present - 8hoUld be lnsetCed for
aU undeveloped re$l!M!SI
CMle soteelllnO Cll'lly -lhaUId be
tepleeed by vrAle=noml. .
cheek

Pro" De" musl be In CA/BP
'Developed'
•
Prov UndllV musl be In 'Base'lf
pre.-2010, (lthelWlse In 'Optlon$'
All proved reserves projacls musl
be tnCA/BPI
AI. CAl9P ptOjeds musl be
'Imown'

In Itlll/Q
CrileM 1'0/ ye/m spreadshfJell
+:
Nece5$lllY c:l\lerion (must be 'Y 8$1

blank: NoI needed
X:
NotefloWed (must be 'Net)

SPDC Group share oil reserves volumes (MMstb) as per data base Sept 2003
Proved
Dev'd
Resvs

Proved
%of
%of
booked Undev'd booked
resys
reSV$
Resvs

Proved
%of
Total booked
resys
Resvs

In CA/BP, fulfilling proved reserves
requirements

3n

44%

125

7%

502

20%

In CAlBP, not fulfilling requirements

319

37%

1325

79%

65%

178

21%

In CAlBP, 'Uriknown' reservoirs
Not In CAlBP, 'known' resetvOlrs ('Unplanned')

198

12%

1644
376

590

35%

590

23%

15%

Total in data base

874

102%

2238

134%

3112

123%

Total actually booked 1.1.2003

854

100%

1670

1000;.

2524

100%

Nclle; 1JAknoWn and 'Unplanned' voIUtnes m;lY overlap - add.Uon Is not slrldly varKlI
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Attachment 3.2

SPDC • CONDENSATE DEVElOPED PROVED I EXPECTATlON

~;ERveS 1.1.2003
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SPDC • NAG DEVELOPED PROVED I EXPECTATION

REliEk~ES
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NOTE - 30 January 2001
From:

C'TO:
Copy:

CONFIDENTIAL

Anton A. Barendregt

Group Reserves AUditor, SIEP EPB-GRA

Lorin Brass

Director, EP Business Development, SIEP EPB

V'PhiIB. Watts

EP Chief Executive Officer, SIEP
Chief Finance Officer, SIEP EPF

v'Dominique Gardy
j/ John Bell

V
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Vice Pres. Strategy, Planning, Portfolio and Economics, SIEP EPB-P
Group Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator, SIEP EPB·P
Partner, KPMG Accountants NV

Remco O. Aalbers
Egbert Eeftink

;/ Stephen L. Johnson

PriceWaterhousecoopers

REVIEW OF GROUP END·2000 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
In accordance with prescribed US Accounting Principles (SFAS69), SIEP staff have prepared a summary of Group
equity proved and proved developed oil and gas reserves for the year 2000. The summary (At!. 3) forms part Of
the supplementary information that will be-pmsented in the 2000 Group Annual Reports and has been prepared on
the basis of Information provided by Group and Associated companies. The sUbmissions by these companies
(excluding those by Shell Canada) are based on the procedures laid down In the "Petroleum Resource Volumes
Guidetines· (EP 2000-110011101) which In turn are based on the reqUirements of SFAS 69. Shell Canada's
submissions are subject to their Own procedures and reviews.

(t: I have reviewed

the process of preparing the above -summary of proved and proved developed oil and gas
,;' reserves in as far as these relate to companies outside Canada. This review included, where possible, a
verification of the reasonableness of major reserves changes and any omissions of such changes, as appropriate.
The end-2000 Group share Proved Reserves (excluding Canadian oil sands) can be summarised as follows:
1.1.2000
Proved Tot'l

2000
Prod'n

1.1.2001
Proved To!'l

Repl.Ralio
(RR)ToU

RRTol'l
ex-MD

OII+NGL

1554

132

1550

97%

Gas

1657

65

1593

25%

Oil EqUivalent

3157

215

3091

69%

0llmlnm3
Gasblnm3

1.1.2001 Prov.
Dev'd

RR
Dev'd

RR Dev'd
exA&D

142%

711

50%

66%

46%

737

49%

57%

105%

1424

49%

75%

Following the issue of new Group. Reserves Guidelines in 1998. some 150 mln m30e (011 equivalent) had been
added to Proved Reserves in mature fields over 1998 and 1999. A further 50 mln m30e has been added this year.
Although most OUs have now implemented the new guidelines. some still offer scope for reserves additions. The
issue will continue to be addressed by SIEP staff and by myself during forthcoming SEC Reserves Audits.
Externally rep9rted Proved and Proved. Qeveloped ReserveS need. to _be confined to those volumes producible
within the duration of existing production licences. With progressing maturity, a number of OUs are seeing their
scope for increasing Proved Reserves severely curtailed because any increase In field volumes cannot be
produced within constrained production forecasts and licence durations. At present, some 25% of total Group
r~ Expectation Reserves is deemed to be non-recoverable within current licences. The corresponding figure for
V
Proved Reserves is not reported.
Group Proved Reserves receive increasingly close attention by Group Management. Target reserves additions
are set annually, both to OUs and to SIEP Divisions and progress is monitored throughout the year. With future
Proved Reserves additions becoming much more challenging, the resulting pressure on staff raises possible
.
concems with respect to the quality of future reserves bookings.
Excellent correspondence was found this year for the first time between annual production volumes as reported
through the separate Finance and SIEP systems. ~IEP and Finance staff are highly commended for their efforts.
The system of monthly monitoring of OU reserves bookings, plus striCtly controlled electronic reserves
submissions has led to a particularly smooth process of preparing Group reserves statements this year.
During 2000 I made Reserves Audit visits to a total of six Group OUs. Audit opinions on all of these were
'satisfactory'. Many of the audit recommendations have been followed up in the 2000 submissions, particularly
those aimed at raising Proved Reserves in mature fields.
The overall finding from the audit visits and from the end-year reView in SIEP is that the SIEP statements fairly
represent the Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the end 'of 2000. The 2000 changes in the Proved.
Reserves can be fully reconCiled from the individual OU submissions.
A mar

() \ '
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Attachment 1 '

(;

REVIEW OF GROUP END-2000 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY
PREPARATION
MAIN OBSERVATIONS
1,

Significant reserves changes during 2000 were as follows:
New Group Reserves Guidelines, issued in 1998 prescribe that expectation values should be used
for externally reported Proved Reserves In mature fields. This year, pOO(Oman), SOGU(Denmark),
and SDA(Australia) were able to add in total some 50 mln m30eo to Proved Reserves.
SEPCo(USA) Were able to add some 39 mln m30e to Proved Reserves, following project maturation
and/or drilling i.n Oregano, Brutus, Nakika and Mars.
Improved recovery was identified by PDO(Oman) in Qam Alam, AI-Huwaisa and Lekhwair (+18 mln
m3), by Shell Canada in Peace River (+14 mln ,m3) and by SOGU(Denmark) in Halfdan and other
fields (+5 mln m30e). Opportunities for further development through additional drilling were identified
'
bySVSA{Venezuela) in the Urdaneta West field (+17 mln m3).

A first·time reserves booking was made by SDAN(Angola) in BloCk 18(+12 mln m3). This volume

E"

. reflects a first attempt at defining an economically viable development plan for the area. In its present

,)

form, the plan is marginally commercial but not economic, i.e. the economics present positive NPVs for
a majority of scenarios, but the project dO~s not pass Group investment screening criteria. For a more
detailed note on Angola reserves see Attachment 6.
A field extension and a discovery were identified by SNEPCO(Nigerla) in Bonga and Abo (+11 mln
m3)
Field Studies led to increased reserves bookings by SPDC(Nigeria) (+15 mln m30e developed),
BSP(Brunei) (+8 mln m3) and Norske Shell (+7 mln m30e).
Corrections had to be made to Proved Gas reserves in the USA (SNEPCo and Aera), to exclude OWn
",se 1 fuel volumes, in line with a 2000 AU~jt recommendation and SEC requirements (-6 mln m30e).
Economic revisions led to a Shift from NGL to gas reserves by Gisco(Oman) (+22 mln o,30e net),
which was offset by a reduction due to lower future cost projections (-11 mtn m30e). Improved future
cash flow projections led to additions in Iran (+8 mln m3) and tax gross-up volumes were Included in
Proved Reserves by SNEPCO(Nigeria) (+8mln m30e).
AcqUisitions and divestments led to additions being booked by Shell Sakhalin following an increase
in.A~okh equity (+8 mln m3) and to reductions in the USA due to the sale of Altura (-48 mln m3) and in
the ~K' (-13 mlnm30e), following divestments in Foinaven. Franklin and Elgin.

()

Qevelopment activities led to increased Proved Developed Reserves being booked by Shell UK
mln m30e), SSB/SSPC(Malaysia) (+23 mln m30e), SEPCo(USA) (+22 mln m30e) and
BSP(Brunei) (+11 mln m30e).

~xpro (+27

'A tabulation of these changes is given in Attachment 2.
2.

The 1.1.2001 Group share Proved Reserves
follows:
0llmlnm3
Gasblnll\3

~c1uding

Canadian oil sands) can be summarised as

1.1.2000
Proved Tot'l

2000
Prod'n

1.1.2001
Proved Tot'l

Repl.Ratlo
(RR)Totl

RR Tot'l
eK-A&O

1.1.2001
Prav.Oev'd

RR
Dev'd

RR Dev'd
eKA&D

Oil+NGL

1554

132

1550

97%

142%

711

50%

66%

Gas

1657

65

1593

25%

46%

737

49%

57%

011 Equivalent

3157

215

3091

69%

105%

1424

49%

75%

Hence, the Oil+NGL replacement ratio target of 100% has been largely met, but the replacement ratios
for Gas fell short.
Group share Proved Reserves divided by Group share annual production (RIP ratio) stands at 12 years
for OIl+NGL and at 19 years for Gas.

·1 mln m30e" 1 mln m3 oil "equivalent :: 1,03 bin sm3 gas
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A full overview of end-2000 Proved and Proved Developed Reserves is presented In Attachments 3,1. 3.2.
3.

Although the tabulations in Attachment 3 include volumes for Shell Canada's Athabasca Oil Sands
Project (AOSP), these volumes are not strictly oil and'gas reserves as defined by the SEC. Hence.
they will be reported separately as 'mining reserves' to the SEC and excluded from the Group's SEC
submission of oil and gas reserves.
.

4.

The 17 mln m3 additional development identified by svsA in Urdaneta West amounts to a significant
rise in SVSA's Group share Proved Reserves (+78%). Whilst the end-1999 Reserves Audit confirmed
the scope for significant upside, an Increase of this magnitude should be supported by a technical
review and it is noted that a VAR review Is planned early in 2001. The viability of these reserves
should be confirmed by the SIEP Reserves Coordinator and the Group Reserves Auditor through
review of the VAR report and relevant SVSA documen~ation during 2001.

5.

As mentioned before,. new Group Reserves Guidelines were issued in 1998. which prescribed that
extemally reponed Proved and Proved Developed Reserves should be brought closer to, or made
equal to, Expectation Reserves in mature fields. The reason fpr tllis change was to align Group
practice more to that of other major oil operators. Significant Proved Reserves additions (+150 mln
m30e) have been booked by many DUs over 199B and 1999. PDO(Oman), SOGU(Oenmark) and
SDA(Australia) have followed suit this year (+50 mln'm30e). OUs that still seem to offer significant
scope for raising Proved Reserves are BSP(Brunel), Shell UK Expro, BEB(Germany, gas only) and
NAM and SPDC (both for developed reserves only), Some smaller targets are stili left in Norske Shell
and SOGU. Potential additions could amount to more than 100 mln m30e. The issue will be
addressed during SEC Reserves Audits w.ith Shell UK Expro, SOGU, NAM and BEB during 2001. BSP
are addressing the issue with the authOrities but pOini out that raising Proved Reserves will result in
higher tax and reduced cash flow.
A method of visualising the relative position of DUs and their fields is through plotting the ratio between
Proved and Expectation reserves versus field I DU maturity. The latter is defined as cumulative
production as a fraction of total Expectation Ultimate Recover'y (not constrained by e.g. licence expiry).
Plots showing the OU positions for Developed and Undeveloped Oil+NGL and Gas reserves, plUS their
respective target volumes, are presented in Attachments 5.1-5.2.
Uptake of the new Reserves Guidelines in the DUs has in some cases been somewhat slower than
anticipated. The issue is raised continuously by SIEP staff with OUs with potential for Prd\led
Reserves additions, and by the Group Reserves Auditor during SEC Proved Reserves Audits. The
latter approach, with its higher profile, tends to be the most effective. During the aUdits, it was found
that the slow uptake could partly be due to the new rules for Proved Reserves in mature fields not
being emphasised enough in the Group Guidelines. Although these rules are certainly explained in the
text, it is possible that their impact may not be immediately obvious to casual readers. In addition to
their ongoing efforts of keeping the issue alive with DUs concerned, SIEP staff are encouraged to
consider ways of strengthening the message In the updated Guidelines due out in 2001 and reemphasise it in the cover letter.

6.

Externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves need to be confined to those volumes
producible within the duration of current production licences, or their extensions jf there is a right
to extend. With progressing maturity, a number of OUs are seeing their scope for increasing Proved
Reserves severely curtailed because any increase in field volumes cannot be produced within
(generally constrained) production forecasts and licence durations, With ongoing annual production,
these OUs will in fact see their remaining Proved reserves decline either until forecast prOduction rates
can be lifted or until licence extensions have been agreed with Authorities. DUs most affected by this
areSPDC(Nigeria). Shell Abu Dhabi and PDO(Oman).
At present, some 1200 mln m30e Expectation Reserves are reported by OUs as being non-producible
within existing licences. This corresponds to 25% of the current Group portfolio. The corresponding
Proved volumes are not captured by the present submissions and are difficult to assess from centrally
available data, but could exceed 100 mln m30e. This volume is likely to increase in coming years.
Consideration should be given to capturing this data properly through the annual SUbmissions, to assist
in focusing attention towards early agreements on licence extensions.

7.

Group Proved Reserves receive increasingly close attention by Group Management. Target reserves
additions are set annually, both to OUs and to SJEP Directorates and progress is monitored throughout
the year, Targets are also set in scorecards for those on variable pay. Whilst these measures are
effective in ensuring proper attention to !?roved Reserves bookings. the resulting pressure on staff does
raise concerns With respect to the quality of future reserves bookings.
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·/n future, finding additions to Proved and Proved Reserves will be more of a challenge than hitherto.
The reason is that the scope for relatively easy further additions due to the new Reserves Guidelines
(Proved close to Expectation in mature fields) will reduce in the coming years, whilst a number of DUs
will find themselves constrained to volumes producible within existing production licences. Finding
genuine reserves additions will become an increasing challenge and the Group's desire to maintain
future reserves additions at the same level as annual production (100% Replacement Ratio) will raise
pressure on the staff responsible. Such pressures have this year led to the extremely marginal
reserves booking for Block 1B fields in Angola, where e.g. the operator (BP) has considered the fields
still to be too Immature for any bookings at this stage. Further development along this trend shOuld be
closely watched by the SIEP Reserves Coordinator, who continue insisting on adherence to Group
Reserves Guidelines in all cases. A similar role will be played by the Group Reserves Auditor.

/'

\.

8.

Group share annual hydrocarbon production is reported separately through the Ceres system by
Group Finance and through the reserves submissions accumulated by SIEP. Both reports find their
separate ways into the Group annual report and it is therefore important that the two reports are
consistent. Irf previous years, this consistency often presented problems, particularty with respect to
reported gas sales/ prOduction volumes. Three important improvements have been made during
2000:
- The definition for the reported gas stream under Ceres has been changed from Gas Sales (whiCh
could be affected by e.g. LNG plant losses and UGS storage swing in Integrated OUS) to Upstream Gas
Production available for Sale. This aligns it with the definition of Proved Reserves and thus with
production as reported through the SIEP system.
- The unit of reporting for gas production in Ceres has been changed from Normalised m3 (Nm3, at
9500 kCallm3) to standard m3 (sm3), thus avoiding numerous conversion errors.
- The paper copies of the OU reserves SUbmissions, to be signed by a senior member of DU
management, now include a statement confirming that the OU's Ceres and reserves submissions are
consistent.
These three measures have resulted in a significant improvement in consistency between the two
reported production streams, particularly those for gas. As far as can be ascertained, this is the first
year that full consistency has been obtained between the two streams, after some minor errors (mostly
rounding) had been forced out or cleared up. This is a significant achievement and SIEP / Finance
staff must be commended for their efforts. A summary table of the two submissions and their
reconciliation is presented in Attachments 4.1-4.2.

9.

'''),
C
',j

SEC Reserves AUdits are carried out by the Group Reserves Auditor in all OUs every 4-5 years. All
audits carried out during 2000 resulted in 'satisfactory' opinions. The audits have been particularly
successful at identifying scope for increasing Proved and Proved Developed Reserves in mature fields,
A summary of audiHindings is presented in Attachment 7. The forward Audit Plan is given'in
Attachment 8.

10. Since end 1998, DU reserves submissions are made by means of strictly controlled electronic
workbooks, which greatly accelerate and streamline the process of accumulation of Group reserves
Within SIEP. The process of gathering and accumulating DU submisslons·has been particularly smooth
this year, not least because the Reserves Coordinator has urged the DUs to address potential problems
and issues with him well ahead of the submission. dates. In addition, the system of monthly monitoring .
of DU reserves bookings tends to avoid end-year surprises. This is commended. The submissions
provide also good detail on major reserves changes and on Individual field Proved and Expectation
volumes. Both represent excellent audit trails and SIEP staff are commended for their continuing
efforts.

Recommendations to SIEP Reserves Coordination:
1.. Vigilance should continue to be applied by the SIEP Reserves Coordinator to ensure that all future
Proved Reserves Changes will be fully in accordance with Group Reserves Guidelines. '
2.

Confirm the viability of the 78% Proved Reserves increase booked by SVSA by a review of the planned
VAR report and associated SVSA documentation during 2001.

3.

Include the volume of Proved and Proved Developed Reserves not producible within current production
licences in annual OU reserves submissions.

4.

Strengthen the message that externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves should be
brought close to (made equal to) expectation reserves in mature fields in the Group Reserves
Guidelines to be updated during 2001 and in the cover letter.
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SIGNIFICANT 2000 PROVED AND PROVED DEVELOPED RECOVERY CHANGES
(Shell Group share)

MAJOR TECHNICAL REVISIONS
Country
OIl+NGL
/10 6 mal
Dev'd Total
+31
Oman - POO
+7

- USA
Oman ·PDO
Venezuela
Canada
Nioerla - SPDG
Angola
Nigeria - SNEPCO
Denmark
Brunei
Australia
Norway
--Gabon
Denmark
USA (SEPGo Aera)
UK
Malavsia
USA (SEPCol
Brunei
Others
Total Major Techn'l

+20

+2

+12
+3
+7
+3
+3

+12
+11
+10
+8
+6
+5
+4
+4

+15
+3
+12
+6

+27
+114

+19

-2

+13

+160

OTHER MINOR CHANGES
AND TOTAL
Country
Oll+NGL
(106 mal
Oev'd Total
Other Minor Chas
+14
+1
.132
Production
-132
Grand Total
-4
-66

+1
-1
+3
·3

·5
+12
+20
+10
+5
+9
+49

+1
·0
+0
+3
+2
+1
-6

+20

Gas
(109 ·sma)
Dev'd Total
+19
+32

·18
-7

+1
-3
-17
-8

-6

+5

Gas
(10' 5m3)
Dev'd Total
-1
.J
-85
-85
-43

Description

Full alignment with Group guidelines - exp'n values for mature
fields (followino 1999 AUdif)
Transfers to Proved due to project maturation or drilling
(Oreaano Brutus Nakika Mars 8.0.)
Improved recoverY (Oarn Alam AI-Huwais8 Lekhwair)
Urdaneta-West - 00 ahead for further development
Peace River· revised development plan, based on new
technoloov
Field revi$WS
First Block 16 reserves bookino
Bonos (In-field opportunities) and Abo (discoverv)
Alignment with Group Quidelines
Performance reviews (Champion, SW-Ampa)
Alignment with Group auidelines (following 2000 Audit)
Technical studies (Troll Drauaen a.o.)
Allonment with Group ouidelines (following 2000 Audit)
Imoroved recoverY (Halfdan a.o.)
Corrections for own use & fuel (followina 2000 Audit)
Development in Shearwater Schiehallion Gannet a.o.
Development in Fe (compression installed) 8.0.
Development in Conoer UrsaEuropa a.o.
Development in Champion Iron Duke, SW-Ampa 8.0.
New developments (Transfers from undev)

+16
+17
+14

OTHER MAJOR CHANGES
Country
Oll+NGL
6
(10 m3 )
-Dev'd Total
Oman ~ Gisco
-11
-7
Russia - Sakhalin
+3
+8
Iran
+6
Niaeria - SNEPCO
+7
UK
-10
-5
~O
Oman Gisco
-0
USA
-40
-46
Total Other Major
-46
-49

Jan30Note·t><t.doc, AIt. 5

Gas
. (10' 5m 3)
Dev'd Total

Description

Re·apportionmenl Gisco reserves between NGL and oas
Astokh eQuity increase to 55%
Improved future cashflow
Ehra + Bangs - tax gross-up recalculations
Divestments (Foinaven Franklln Elgin)
Revisions to economic model (lower future cost estimates)
Altura venture sold

Description

-63
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OIL + NGL (10 A 6 m3)

Country Name

Pro.ed·
Resvs

1.1.2000

Re-Ins ImptoV'e(l Ext'nsand
and
RecDY-I!IY DlscovRec...,;.
ertes

2000 GROUP RESERVES SUBMISSIONS

All volumes net SMlI Group Share
F'rtMH:l
PIJK!lSales
Prod'n
in Place (aVoIiI. to,
Resvs
ases
~n

sales)
2000

Place

jfic'ns

AUSbalja (SOA)
Austlalia (WPt)
Brunei
China
China {Shell Oii EH}
Mal.ysla
New Zeal.od
New Zealand (Shell Oil EH)
Phmppines
Thailand

32.49
11.85
59.28
3.24
3.29
25.55
4.6
.8
3.82
14.17

4.18
2.64
8.92
4.16
-3.29
-.94
·.17
.05

3.43
.81
7.75
3.22
19.91
71.41
448.1
21.43
103.26

.26
.2
-1.68
-.01
3.83
7.15
16.66
.02

9.06
23.85
2.
139.5
33.18

-2.59
7.74
.01
34.88
-12.34

7.66
19.81
.23
47.16

-.01
-1.17
.02
-1.42

2.8

2.84

-I
@"TI

1»0
3~

(l)O
~o

:::o"3t
(l)c.

.c(l)

c ::3
~.~

(!la:

c.

Brazil (Shell 011 WH)
Cameroon (Shell Oil EH)
Congo (DR)
Gabon
Nigeria (SNEPCO)
Nigeria (SPDC)
Venezuela

AbuDhabi
Bangladesh
Egypt
Iran
Kazakhslan (Temir)

Oman
Oma.nGiSC4
Pakistan
Russia (Sakhatin Holding)
Syria

Ausltia
Canada
Canada (AOSP)
Denmark
Germany
Netherlands
NolWay

r-

o

z

....o

I\)

g

SheIlOiI(MCC}
Shell Oil (TMR)
UK
USA
USA (Aefa)
USA IAltura)
Total exelCan. AOSP
Grand Total

.38
.89

29.04
17.04
69.36
5.97

3.28
.41
.11

26.85
5.
.74
3.5
15.35
11.85
3.54
.92
5.17
3.04
18.94
89.54
434.17
35.55
97.7

.7
1.04

1.34
11.85
.07
.2

.22
.09
1.21
.17
3.99

.11
.81
10.98

13.93
2.54
5.58
,58
2.
' 18.43

3.21

14.43

.01
.07

4.34

.41

..

179.4
18.48

.51
2.92

15.1
15.n

.01

39.15
3.37
5.77
33.26
1.86

.93
129.92

92.

79.2&
47.87
1,554.28
1,649.68

Jon30Note·1bI.x1s OilNGL-QU·Att3.1

7.17
-.01
-.06
5.34
-1.86
.16
.49
2.24
-3.07
.61
19.38
79.38

.03

.23

3.36

56.87
95.4
43.54
3.05
4.96
32.76

·
.77

2.89

.13
1.42
20.04

.01

.26
47.53
47.53

60.76
60.76

7.94
1.94

.08
10.49
.94
.13
47.78
87.21
61.21

7.53
i .31
.75
5.07

I

.16
21.98
'16.18
, 7.23
i .7
132.32
132.32

·

Transf. Revts-<ons Procrn
Proved
Minority
MinotiIy RIP
Proved
(ava&. for OoN'dResw Resvs incl. Resvs incl. Tal
DWd Resvs Ur>deV to
OoN'd
sales}
1.1.2001
1.1.2000 1.1.2001 (1"1
1.1.2000

14.76
5.63
28.19
2.83
2.87
13.95
2.6
.67

.jl8
102.25
97.17

69.09
1,650.36
1,646.75

6.04
.7
3.
.11

Repl'ml
Ratio
TollRt!S
(~)

.52
2.26
6.19
3.18
-2.87
.09
-.04
.06

4.2
2.28
5.54
1.43

11.04
5.61
34.88
5.27

3.28
.41
.11

RepI.R
TalIRes
(%) ExcI
Purl Sales
if>

; 3.1

Reprmt
Ratio

()

oeVRes

ID

(~)

Ul
(J)

W

7
7
13
4

18%
328%
262%
291%

101%
328%
282%
291%

12%
;99%
221%
271%

13.76
2.26
.62

8
12
7

140%
198%
45%

140%
198%
45%

94%
17%
55%

o
o

-

o

,
<,

~

()

W

-...J

,

~

3.78

.95

.33

1.04

4.02

15

214%

214%

123%

C-

2.03
.81
7.28
2.3
17.45

.06

-.Q3

16
10
4
18
5

150%
222%
-113%

150%
222%
-113%

~

~%

1.12

1.84
.92
5.
2,11
17.08

76%

96%

14%
222%
-88%
-12%
91%

iJ

.2
-1.36
-.02
2.5

.22
.09
1.21
.17
3.99

113.19
11.61
83.71

4.29
1,03
2.11

13.33
U9
.94

13.93
2.54
5.58

116.88
11.29
81.18

31
14
18

0%
656%

. 656%

O'llo

0%

126%
87%
SS%

5.73

.01

-1.69

.58

3.47

10

-447%

-447"

-290"4

BO.
16.76

-l!l9OO'l1.
340%
·523%

100%
340%
-523%

lOO".1i

6.67
-8.2

.01
16.62
2.36

o

85.

.01
4.95

-347%

.51
2.92
.03
3.36

5.86
11.35
.19
26.86

30
5
8
17

1553%
-40%
100%

·2%
-4O'!lo
lllO'llo
389%

741%
68%
100%
33%

7.53
.31
.75

32.95
2.91
3.66
23.58

6
10
7
6

158%
-3%
-8%

158%
.3".Ii

171%
48%

-8%
105%

1S8%

.61

6
5
6
10
0
12
12

131"·26%
132%
-41%
-6739%

5.89
31.59

.01
16.62
2.36

7.93

~\

Attachrn

2000

4.2
2.28
5.54
1.43

95.4

(7)

01
0:>

2.68

.98

Angola
Argen~na

3.5

.07
4.83
3.9

1.1.2001

G

.29

27.32
2.81
12.29
.19
29.13

1.19
.98

27.63
3.07
3.93
20.65
1.56

1.41
.17

.56
90.35
54.12
59.01
40.24
777.05
777.05
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4.56
.07
14.56
11.54
4.08

2.59
1..
.03
1.11

11.44
·.02
.1
3.44
-1.56
.14
-7.35
6.34
1.39

-39.54
63.64
53.64

2.36
2.35

5.07

1.03
4.97

4.98

10.36
21.2

4.74

2.77

12.49
21.08

11
8

0%

::c>

,

CC-

:r:

o
o

()

c

3

(J)

::J

389%

90%

70"

68%

......

w

~

,

I\J
ill

-n
(J)

0.
-'"

o

.16
21.98
16.18
7.23
.7
132.32
132.32

75.58
SS.82
57.25
710.72
710.72

20.31
41.51

21.03
42.11

97%

97%

181"
22%
138".39%
87%
142%
142"

131%
33%
111%
76%
.5649%
50%

i\3
o
o

-...J

SO"
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-'"

o-.,
01

o

2000 GROUP RESERVES SUBMISSIONS
GAS {10A9 sm3J
CoLIntry Name

PItM!d Resvs

1.1.2000

:;I

(Jl"Tl
,Ill

0

35>

gC)
';jg
t@ ~

!

(Jl:::J

(/l-

[~

Australia (S DA)
Australia (WPL)
Brunei
China
China (Shell Oil EH}
Malaysia
New Zealand
New Zealand (Shell Oil EH)
PhiJippines
Thailand
Angola
Argentina
Brazil (S hell Oil W H} .
Cameroon (She~ Oil EH)
Congo (OR)
Gabon
Nigeria (SNE PCO)
Nigeria (SPOC)
Venezuela
AbuOhabi
Bangladesh
Eg;'l't
Iran
Kazakhsta n (Temir)
Oman
OmanGisco
Pakistan
Russ ia (Sakhalin Holding)
S""ia
Auslria
Canada
Canada (AOSP)
Denmark

Germany
Nelherlands
Norway
Shell Oil (MCC)
Shell Oil (TMR)

r-

o
z
o

....
J\)

Cl

o

Cl
U1

UK
USA
USA (Aera)

USA (ARura\
Total exd Can. AOSP
Grand Total

176.638
40.205
102.612

All volLlmu net Shell Qroup Share
Prcd'n Proved Resvs
SlIIes
1.1.2001
in Place (_.10<

Rev'r>s Improy-ecl Exl'ns and PurehReccPi-ery DiSOC>i·
and
ases
eries
in Place
Reela..ilic'ns

2.576
1.274
-2.08

.394

.453
.155
4.023

~es)

PrtM!d
Dev'd
Resvs

2000

1.1.2000

2.356
1.45
4.656

176.917
40.184
99.899

18.583
8.147
40.744

Attachment 3.2

Transf. Revis-lOns Prod'n
lJndeyto
(....illo<
OeVd
sales)
2000

5.442

1.824
1.305
·3.601

2.356
1.45
4.656

PrtM!d
Oev'd

Resvs
1.1.2001

Minority
Minerity RIP
Resvsincl Resvs incl Tat

1,1.2000

1.1.2001

(yr)

18.051
8.002
37.929

Repl'mt
Ra~o

ToIlRes
(%)

75
28
21

112%

ReptR
TatERes
(%)Exd
PurlSsles
iP

Repfmt
Ratio
o...Res
(")

77%

90%

42%

129%
99%
42%

99'llo

40%

.
183.819
12.646
2.314
19.436
6.226

-11.93
.031
-.312
1.029
.338

1.284
4.384

1.522
1.1183

5.625
3.361

5.123
1.381
, .241

.154
3.551

.063

.619

,

()
ID
Ul
(J)

W

o

,
~,

~

o
o

-1.21
.19
-.319

5.123
1.381
.247

50.965
10.529
1.448

30
11
7

-110%
257%
-126%

-110%
248%
-126%

331%
15%
·129%

.263

.238

.431

2.833

14

92%

92%

115%

C-

.056

-.501
1.083

.036
.326

.066
5.141

. 261
16

5947%
332%

5941%
332%

-1236%
332%

iJ

31.148
11.104
2.014

20.212
.016

.431

171.191
14.811
1.155
16.914
6.189

2.169

.036
.326

9.389
5.141

.547
4.384

w

--.,J

,

~

::c>
I.

CC-

:r:

5.7
95.93

.51
-8.384

.75
1.836

7.02
85.71

37.&31

-1.987

1.836

34.014

47

-457%

-4S1%

-108%

oo

()

4.113
31.2n

.039
-2.326

.457

.384
1.455

.39

4.825
27.881

2.846
14.059

1.624

-.2
-.722

.384
1.455

2.262
13.506

13
19

129%
-133%

129%
-133%

-52'l1>

62%

c

3

(J)

::J

.......

45.693
11.339

14.272
-.152

1.012
1.476
88.31

-.074
.191
3.231

30.44
59.422
413.425
89.897
1.552
1.693
109.441
96.232
5.53
8.068
1,856.115
1,656.715

.941
1.225
.132
2.15
-1.552
-.364
1.493
-1.091
-4.036
.062
·.742
·.742

.104
.206
.711

.532

4.158
.189

55.207
9.866

45.693
3.347

.704
1.596
84.699

.598
1.441

.895

.234
.175
6.153

.208

3.105
4.659
14.828
2.06

is.352
55.988
399.851
89.781

.113
3.096
2.217
.142
8.018
19.154
19.164

.202
11.583
16.592
.117
.112
85.054
85.054

.365
1.122

2.27

.128
.075
18.564

1.421

30.382
30.3112

1.576
1.576

.052
9.111
9.111

.013

n.2

1.142

18.73
46.423
211.215
42.194
1.504
1.193

90.606

61.734

96.311
1.287

76.788
3.145
6.985
780.&68
780.668

1.6t2.822
1,592.822

3.825

.518
1.565
3.23
.224
.062
11.532
10.178
.161

5&.&9&
55.&98

w

4.758
.189

44.16
3.158

-.038
.228
.688

.234
.175
6.153

.337
1.494
66.735

2.307
1.023
•73
-3.466
-1.504
-.16
·.223
-3.968
-2.803
-8.873
.1.4.114
·14.1S4

3.105
4.659
14.828
2.06
.202
11.583
16.592
.117
.112
85.054
85.054

6.854

52

300%
-879%

3
9
14

-32'11>
169%
41%

-32%
169%

18.45
·44.352
200,347
36.892

9
12
27
44

SS%

SS%
26%
8%
104%

.893

6
9
6
11
0
19
19

19.402

8.281

18.608

67.48
68.406
.986

737.018
737.018

26.2S6
26.258

21.889
25.889

12

26%

8%
94%
-173'11>
~

101'1(,
-3S26'lI>
-7104%
25'11>
25%

3OO'lI.

80%

-398%

0'lI0
-11%
130%
.11%

56%

91'"
S6%

27%
-151%

~

,

I\J
ill

"i1
(J)

0.

.....

·117'11>
33%
lOS'"
-3405%
55%
46%

~

.-

31%
-1745'"

--.,J

46%

49%

-49'"

o

I \J

o
o

~131'1fo

49%

<0
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o
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Org'! Resvs Subm'n

Original CERES

Country

l0 A Sm3

mlnbbl

AlJstralia Tolal

Brunei
China
China (Shell Oil EH)

Thailand
Argentina
BraziL (Shell Oil WH)
Cameroon (Shell Oil EH)
Congo (OR)

c(l)

(1)::1

a.~

Q.

Gabon
Nigeria (SPDC)

Venezuela
AbuOhabi

E~yPt

·9.024
2C.618

.57

6.548
1.397

1.04
.22

.562

.Q9

7.595
1.064
25.117

121
.1 ,
3.99

87.585
15.998
35.1llll
3.632

13.93
2.54
5.58

-.01

34.64

5.54

5.54

OK
OK

9.024
20.618

1.43
3.28

1.43
3.28

Errors in SEC submission - corrected.
Rounding error • SEC submission corrected

-.03

1.04
22
,09
121

.17
-.08
3,91
13,93
2.54
5.58
.58

327

.52

6.548

1.04

1.397
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.22
.09

7.595
1.064
25.117
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,
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.

o
o

w
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.22
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iJ

.09
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1.21
.17
3.99
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15.998
35.108
3.632
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2.54
5.58

13.93
2.54
5.58

.58

.58

119.34

18.98

18.98

.17
3.99

.s

.51

3.248

.52

.52

Syria

18.349

2.92

2.92

18.349

2.92

2.92
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.00

.Cl3

.176

.03

.03

21.142
47.38

3.36
7.53
.31

3.36
7.54
.31
.75
5.07
21.97

21.142
47.38
1.965
4.701
31.908
138239

3.38
7.53
.31

3.36
7.53
.31

.75

.75

3.12
.016

.75

4.701
31.908
138239
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.01
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,
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,
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Correction to Ceres plus minor con'n for gasolines (exclucI&d) in SEC
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3.136

Total

o

6.48

.41
.11

152,638

242,

24.37

632.384

132,35

132.27

.1\)

C>

(J)
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119.34

USA (Aera)

o

-.06

,54

.58

()
Ul
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.12
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.
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1lfASm3
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z
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..
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o
....
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1.43
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o

10A Sm3

Comment

"

W
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r
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2000 PRODUCTION RECONCILIATION - GAS

()
Org1
CERES

Country

10 A 9sm3

Australia Total
Brunei
Malaysia
New Zealand
New Zealand (Shell Oil EH)
Thailand
Argentina
Brazil (Shel Oil WH)
Nigeria {SPDC}
Bangladesh
Egypt

Oman Gisl:o
Pakistan
Syria

Austria
Canada

03"
!!?Q

3»
~()
a
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.o ~

~

(t)~
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III

<b-

c.

10A 9sm3
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Difference
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Comment

(J)

W
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o
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1.45

Australia (SOA)
Auslratia (WPL)

-I

Difference

Org'l Resvs Subm'n

Final
CERES

Denmark
Germany
Nelherlands
Norway
UK
USA
USA(Aera)
. USA (AIlura)
Shell O~ (MCC)
Shell Oil (TMR)

3.806
4.656
5,723
1.381
.247
.455
.021
.326
1.83E
,384

3.805
4.656
5.722
1.381
.247
.437
.036
.325
1.83B

-.001
-.001

-,01a
.015
-.001
.002

.38

-.004

1.455
4.756
.189
.425
.175
6.182

1.455
4.756
.191
.236
.182
6.15

.002
-.189
.007
-.032

3.105
4.692
14.828
2.06
11.583

3.105
4.659
14.828
2.06
11.583

-.033

3.806
4.656
5.723
1.381
.247
.437
.036
.326
1,836
.384
1.455
4.756
.189

3.806

4.656
5.723
1.381
.24(
.437
.036
.326
1.836
.364
1,455
4.758
.189

.234
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6.153

'.175
6.153
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4.655
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3.105
4.659
14.828
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11.583

Roundirlg error; SEC submission corrected
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Ceres submissiorl irl error - corrected
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Rounding error; SEC sutJrnlssian c:orrected
Rounding error; SEC submission corrected
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Ceres corrected + minor correction to SEC
SEC submission corrected (C7NI'l use etc)
Q4 corree:tion m Ceres (adjusted pIan1 yields) to be applied - corrected
(+ minor correcticrllo SEC)
OK
Ceres corrected
OK
OK
OK

16.615
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" ., ... ,.... ANGOLA BLOCK 18 - INITIAL RESERVES BOOKING 1.1.2001
Group Reserves Auditor Comments

('

Shell Development Angola (SOAN) intend to book Proved (and Expectation) reserves volumes for some of their
deep water turbidite discoveries in the deep offshore Block 16 area per 1.1.2001. This is the first booking of
reserves for this venture, following a Series of six successful exploration wells drilled during 1999 and 2000. The
necessary development planning work has been carried out by Shell Oeepwater Services (SOS) in Houston, at the
request of SDAN. SOS have produced a report (Ref. 1) documenting the basis for a reserves booking for two
struotures, Plutonio ('73' Channel Sand) and Cobalto ('72' Sheet Sand). For other sands and for the other four
discovered structures in the area it was not possible to define a commercial development at this stage.
In, spite of the exploration sucCesses (six discoveries from six wells) the area is severely challenged to define a
technically and commerciillly robust development. The root causes for this are the high development costs, the
modest size of the discovered accumulations (150-400 mln stb STOIIP), the potentially poor lateral reservoir
connectivity in the turbiditic sands and the relatively wide spread of the accumulations (40 km overall). The most
likely development concept at this stage is an FPSO with vertical suh-sea wells tied back via suh-sea manifolds.
This concept has been used for the presently postulated ('Phase I') development plan, which foresees a net Shell
share Proved Reserves volume of 74 mln stb (12 mln m3). SOS have made it clear that this postulated plan is
only designed to support a reserves booking at this stage. Further work (and appraisal drilling) is foreseen during
2001·2002 with the objective of defining an integrated development plan for most of the BlOCk 16 area.
Prior to preparation of the present Stage I development plan, two meetings were held late in 2000 between
SOS/SDAN and SIEP/SEPCo advisers, including myself. In the face of prevailing uncertainties, marginal to poor
economics, plus a failed VAR2 review in October 2000, SOS were advised to look for a 'creaming' development
plan. This plan should be aimed at the largely crestal areas of high seismic amplitude around the existing
wellbores, where reservoir properties would probably be best and unit development costs lowest. This
confinement to 'high confidence areas' would also have the benefit that associated recoverables could all be
classed as Proved Reserves (a SEC requirement: Proved reserves should be associated with a 'Proved area'
around existing wells). In addition, SOS were advised to loOk at the valuable set of turbidite reservoir connectivity
data available within SEPTAR (BTC) and SEPCo to verify the well and reservoir recoveries that were obtained
from 9ther sources. This advice was largely followed and the resulting work has been documented in Ref. 1.
My remaining comments to Ref. 1 and the associated Proved Reserves are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

0.· ·"

4.

,.

5.
6.

The development plan, even if notional at this stage. is well documented and SOS must be commended
for preparing this within a' short time frame. In particular the relatively detailed reservoir simulations are
noted.
The 'high confidence areas' defined by SOS may not all fulfil the stringent reqUirements for defining
'Proved areas' as used by SEPCo (Ref. 2). This should be verified in due course.
Simulator recoveries in the Cobalto sheet sand have not been corrected for potential lateral connectivity
effects (SEPTAR data set). With the postufated well spacings this could expose this reservoir to a
potential downside of it 10-30% lower recovery or a correspondingly higher well count.
Recoveries depend critically on successful water injection from the start of the project. If the viability of
water injection is not proven by a pilot injection, Group guidelines require "a comprehensive assessment
of uncertainties·. Although well injectivity and bottom hole injection pressure have been correctly
modelled, further evaluation work (e.g. sea water 1 formation water compatibility tests, potential well
plugging) has not yet been done. However, experience in turbidite reservoirs off the Angolan coast and
elsewhere suggest that any water injection problems cannot be expected to be a show stopper.
Gas re-injection (for conservation purposes) is postulated from the start of the project. No injection is
. intended into any of the oil reservoirs but a potential target reservoir has not been identified yet. Hence,
no studies have been done yet regarding possible reservoir over-pressuting effects.
Project economics are marginal (VIR of 5%, UTC of 6 $/bl in the mid-case). 'Some 70% of postulated
alternative cost and well scenarios have positive NPVs. Well count variations (+1- 20%) are probably too
narrow, particularly for the P65 case. Hence the project barely passes commerciality criteria for reserves.

In conclusion, the Proved Reserves booked for Block 16 are extremely marginal with respect to criteria for
technical and commercial robustness and hence are only just supportable. Much appraisal and study work will'be
required to address reservoir connectivity (i.e. well counts) and further cost reductions before a Block 18 project
can be put forward for FIO in 2002, as presently planned.
AA Barendregt, 17 January 2001
References:
1.
2.

"Angola Block 18: Phase I Development Area, Reserve Report Documentation", EP2001-4002, SEPTAR.
Houston, January 2001.
.
"Estimating Pay Probability Oowndip from Well Control Using Seismic amplitudes·, A. Jackson, SEPTAR.
Houston, 2000.
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2000 RESERVES AUDITS· MAIN OBSERVATIONS

,

,

Australia: The audit commended the high quality technical work that had been carried out by Woods/de,
particularly in assessing the subsurface uncertainties and in evaluating the ranges of In-place and reserves
estimates. Intensive SIEP assistance through VAR· and other reviews was noted. Maintaining the
preliminarily booked volume of Gorgon gas reserves (first done at 1.1.1999) was supported because a gas
mar1<et was highly likely to be found in due course and because it must be considered likely that an
extension of the current 5-year Retention Lease will be granted in 2002. Proved reserves in some mature
.fields (N-Rankin, Goodwyn and the four oil fields) should be increased to expectation levels, in /Ine with the
, guidelines. Concern was expressed about the lack of a concisely documented audit trail, which hampered a
'. proper assessment of the reasons for the end·1999 reserves Changes. Audit opinion was satisfactory.
Proved Reserves hflve been increased by some 9 mln m30e, in line with recommendation.
Bangladesh:
The most significant comment related to the conservative nature of .the proved and
proved developed reserves estimates. Recovery factors tend to underestimate the recovery efficlencies
obtainable through compression, whilst discounting of in·place volumes in some undralned reservoirs tends
to be conserVative. Audit opinion was satisfactory. Apart from an 0.5 mln m30e addition due to successful
appraisal, no changes were made in Proved Reserves, pending further field performance.
Gabon:
Commendation was made ,of the well organised set of field notes and annual ARPR report,
providing the basis for a good audit trail. The most signifieant comment related to the unnecessarily
conservative (and somewhat arbitrary) assumption of proved developed and undeveloped reserves for
'producing fields being a flat 85% of expectation values. Group guidelines prescribe that, for mature fields
Iike'those in Gabon, the proved values should be taken as equal to expectation values. The Rabi
production licence expires at 30 June 2007. Until a new agreement (possibly a PSC) has been signed,
some 2 min m3 of Group share proved oil reserves remain out-of-licence and thus unbookable. Audit
opinion was satisfactory. Proved Reserves have been increased by some 4 mln m30e, in line with
recommendation.
Norway:
It was noted that operators Norsk Hydro and Statoll (Troll and Statfjord fields) appeared
'strangely reluctant to provide no-further-activities forecasts on which to base developed reserves. As a
result; Troll developed gas reserves could be somewhat overstated. The reserves audit trail was Incomplete
due to table inaccuracies in the respective reserves notes. Commendable development option screening
wor1< had been done on the Ormen lange field. Although seabed stability could still be a show stopper, a
first discounted slice of gas reserves was booked for this field in 1999. Audit opinion was satisfactory.
. Troll Proved Developed Reserves have been reduced by some 4 mln m30e.
Sal(halin: Presently carried 011 recoveries are low because of the need to re-inject associated gas into the
oil reservoir, but Significant upside exists through lifting of this need and through optimisation of wells and
application of horizontal weils. Comments were made regarding the incomplete state of the audit trail and
the overdue completion of important EPT reports. Audit opinion was satisfactory.
USA (SEPCo):
The comprehensIve system of quarterly and annual internal reserves audits was noted
and commended. Main deviations from Group reserves guidelines are due to SEPCo adhering to strict
interpretatiohs of the SEC rules, which are enforceable in the US. These differences relate mainly to
government royalties in cash (excluded from reserves), fuel and flare gas volumes (included) and 'behind·
pipe' developed volumes (over-included). The latter two are to be corrected, but the present SEC rules
forbid the inclusion of US royalty volumes, even if paid in cash. Audit opinion was satisfactory. The
'correction for fuel-and·f1are has led to a 6 mln m30e reduction in gas volumes, mainly In the Aera venture.
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NOTE - 30 January 2002

CONFIDENTIAL

•
From:

Anton A. Barendregt

Group Reserves Auditor, SIEP EPB-GRA

To:

lorln Brass

Director, EP SuslnessOevelopment, SIEP EPB

Copy:

Waiter van de Vij~er
Dominique Gamy
Excom Members
John Bell
Han van Delden
Stephen L. Johnson

EP Chief Executive Officer, SIEP
Chief FInance Officer, SIEP EPF
SIEPEPA, EPS.X, EPG, EPM, EPN, EPT, EP·HR
Vice Pres. Strategy, Planning, Portfolio and Economics, SIEP EPS.P
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REVIEW OF GROUP END·2001 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
In accordance with prescribed US "'ASS .accounllng principles, 'SIEP staff have prepared a summary of Group equity proVI
and proved developed oil and gas reserves for the year 2001. The summarY (Att. 3) forms part of the supplementa
information that will be presented In the 2001 Group Annual Reports and has been prepared on the basis of lnfonnati(
provided by Group and Associated companies. The submissions 'by these .companles (excluding those by Shell Canada) a
based on the procedures laid down tn the Group 'Petroleum Resource Volumes Guidelines' whiCh in tum are based on (but n
Identtcal to) the FASS definitions. Shell Canada's submissions are'subject to their own procedures and reviews.
The 'end-2001 Group share Proved Reserves Is summarised In the following table.' The figures Indude the Canadian oil saO(
reserves (reportable as mining reserves) and the minority reserves In some consolidated companies (together 150 mln m30e*
Oil mlnm3
Gas blnm3
OIl+NGL
Gas

1.1.2001
Proved Torl
1646
1593
3189

2001
Prod'n
129
93 '

' 1.1.2002
Proved Ton
1601
1580
3132

~epJ:Ratio

1.1.2001
Proved Dev'd

65%

711
737

(RR)Toti
86%

1.1.2002
Proved Dev'd'
689

,729
1394

Rep. Ratio
Dev'd
83%
91%
86%

74%'
Total 011 Equivalent *
219
1425
* 1 mln m3 on eqUIvalent (1 m3oe) " 1.03 bin sm3 of gas
,
I have reviewed the process of preparing the llbove summary' of proved and proved developed 011 and gas reserves In as far 2
these relate to companies outside Canada. This review included, where possible, a verification of the appropriateness of maJ<
reserves changes, The most significant conclusions 'are a~ follows: .
A first time booking for the BongaSW field (SNEPCD Nigeria) Was not accepted by EPB-P staff because the propose
volumes (21 mln m30e) were technically not mature and did not fuflil present reserves gUldefines. This view Is fully supp0rte(
Further reserves additions in Angola block 18 (where marginal reserves were booked tor the first time last year) were als
disallowed by EPB-P because the projeclls economically still marginal, while gas disposal could become a show stopper. rh!
view Is also supported. Without any material change In this latter project. reserves may need to be de-booked next year.
··-:-J31PJ.!p.@.MIY.es_gllldelinesnave beeQ~eYi~ed,against.lnduSiiy- p;aCilce during 1~9ii 'lln<fThls hasr.esultedin-a 200::mfomJO
Increase In Group share Proved reserves, In mature fields In recent years. However, recent clarlflcatlons of FASB reser'Ye
,guidelines by the US Security afld Exchange Commission (SEC) have shown that cuitent Group reserves practlce regardin!
the first-Ume booking of Proved reserves in new fields ,Is In' some cases too lenient. .The Group guld'elines should be revlewec
First time bookings should be aligned closer With SEC guldan~ im!f Industry practice and they should be allowed only for fim
projects with technical maturity and full economic Viability. .
.
\

/ The widespread use of reserves targets In score cards affecting variable pay Is seen to affect the objectivity of staff in soml
DUs when proposing reserves additions. ReservesicoOrdlnatlon staff in EPB~P have been alert to this and have successfull:
met the challeflges with which they were faced. HoWever, a shift in score card,emphasis from reserves booking to successfull~
meeUng project milestones is recommended.
Awareness 'of Group and SEC reserves booking guidelines was seen to be less than desirable at senior levels In OUs and ir
support funclions In the centre (RBDs, SOS, SEPTAR).' This should be Improved by Issuing appropriate high level guidellOl
summaries, organlsallon of workshops etc.
' ,
,
,
'
.
After some corrections, very good correspondence was obtained between anflual production volumes as reported through thE
separate Finance {Ceres) and SIEI' reservlilS systems, 'Both of these are reported (separately) in the Group annual report ,
, During 2001 I made Reserves Audit visits loa totalof seven Group bus•. Audit opinions on these varied between 'satisfactory
and 'g!-lod'. As far as observed, most audit recommendations appear:to have been followed In thls'year"s submissions.
The overall finding fro~ the audit visits afld from the'end-year review In SIEP Is that the SIEP statements fairly repres'ent the
Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the end of 2001. There Is a possibility of a. minor overstatement of Group Proved
reserves IfI some fields where hlS.torlcally booked reserves are not fully In llrie wlth recent SEC guidance.' However, this
overstatemeryt Is likely to be offset by reserves in areas where current Proved reserves are probably too conservative (e.g,
Brunei). The 2001 cha~ges In the Proved Reserves'can be fully recoflclled from the Individual DU submissions.
mote d talledl,ist of findings alid observations is included in Attaclunent1.'
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O~GROlip END-2001

PROVED OIL AND 'GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.

ReserVes Summary
The 1.1.2002 Group share Proved Reserves can be summarised as follows:
OU mln m3
2001
1.1.2001
1.1.2002
Gas btn m3
ProvedTot'l
Prod'n
Proved Tot'l
OIl+NGL
1646
1601
129
Gas
1593
93
1580
Total 011 Equ;valenr
3189
219
3132
Canada 01\ sands
95
95
Minority reserves
48
55
Net Group m30e
2982 ,
3046
• 1 mln m30e .. 1 mln m3 011 equivalent'" 1.0,3 bln$m3 of gas

Repl.Ratio
Total'
65%

8a·"
74%

1.1.2001
Proved ~v'd
711
737
1425

1.1.2002
Proved Dev'd
689

Repl.Rat
Dev'd
83%

729

91%

1394

86%

The Replacement Ratios mentlonedabove are with' respect to total Group share' reserves, I.e. inclUding the Canadian
'sands and Minority reserves.
A full overview of end c2001 Proved end Proved Developed Res~rves is presented In Attachment 3.1-2.
2.

Significant ,reserves ehangel5 "
Significant reserves changes during 2001 were as follows:
Acquisltlon of assets from Fletcher Challenge Energy led to Group share reserveS increases In New Zealand (+35 mln
rn30e) and Brunei (+5 mln m3oe). In the USA, the Pinedale (Rocky Mountain) gas acquisition added 10 mln m30e. Tt
, was partly offset by a net l;livestment In Pakistan (-3 mln m30e) and by a reVision of the Oman Gisco gas processing
agreement (-16 inln m30e).
Technical reviews led to reserves additions In,the Netherlands (+23 mln m3oe), in 'the USA (+24 mln m30e),In Cenmal
, (+'1 mln m3oe) and In Sakhalin ("'3 mln m3oe), whilst reductions were seen In New Zealand (-11 mln m30e), Canada
9 mln m30e) and Egypt (-5 mln m30e). New fields were booked in the USA (+10 mln m30e) and Brunei (+5 mln m30e)
New field developments added developed reserves in the USA (+26 mln m30e), Australia (+21 mln m30e), SPDC (+,17
mln m30e of gas and NGL), Phflippines (+13 mln m30e) and Iran (+6 mln m30e).
.

The reserves Increase of +23 mln m30e In the Netherlands ~as booked In the Glonlngen field. Field performance ove,
the last ten years had aUowed gradual Increases In Proved deve~ped reserves, but total Proved reserves were
maintained unchanged. Booked undeveloped reserves (e.g. as a result of very low pressure compression) became thu
., '~-~'--1ndefenslbly-low-end1hIs-han1ow1)eernectlfled.
'
,-

.F"illiher ';;aturing-~f'g';;~ii$8t1on -and ·dev~lo~me~t 'in SPDC (Nigeria) Is allowi~g g~duallncreasesin

Proved
developed and total 'gas reserves. Proved condensate (NGL) reserves do also increase, but these have to be largely
offset by cotfespOndlng reductions In Proved oil reserves because of the overall ,constraint In offtake rate and licence
duration (see also below).

\

)

A tabulation of these and some other changes Is given InAltaCtunent 2.
3.

Shell Cana~a'$ Athabasca 011 Sands

.

, The 95 ml" m3 oil volumes from Shell Canadil's Athabasca Oil Sands project (AOSP) are not strictly oil and gas

reserves as defined by the US Securities and!exchange Commission (SEC). Hence, they will be excluded from the
Group's subml!>slon of Proved 011 and gas reserves to the sec. They are also mentlontld separately In the Group
Annual Report. '
'
.

4.

Angola block 18
A total of five dlscoveHes were' made In the Angola block 18 area duHng 1999 and 2~00. Preliminary economics showe
development to be matglnal to unattractive and the 1.1.2001 booking of Proved reserves could only be justified through
a notional small scale creaming'project in the two largest accumulations. One further appraisal well and Sidetrack durin:
'. 2001 allowed In principle an increase III thase reserves by 'an enlargement of the 'proved area', However, a VAR3 ,
reView In D~cember 2001 showed project ecOnomics stili to be 'marginal at best', while the continued lack of a VIable ga
disposal solution was' seen as a potential show stopper., Hence, a further i!1C1'ease iri reserves was not accepted by
EpB-p and the possibilitY was recognised that, without further changes; ttle project reserves may have to be de-booked
next year, This view i.s also supported.,

5.

\

/

SNEPCO fields

A significant i~crease In Proved res~rWs i~19 mln m3 oil, +2 bIn sm3 g~S) was proposed by SNEPCO (Nigeria) through
, a first time booking of reserves in theIr new discovered Bonga S,W field (one discovery well In 2001). After a reView of
.• the available evidence and following adVIce frbm the Group Reserves Auditoi' a"d SEPCO's Re~erves ~anager. tI:Ie
reserves Cool1lination function In SIEP EpB-P has declined to ~ceept this proposal. Considerations were that the projee
is still immature (failed a VAR2In Sept 2001) and Is not properly defined (no dynamiC simulation studies, well targets,
foreC<ilsts or cost estimates). while its development ls uncertain (other fields co'uld be developed In Its stead)~ In addition
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the seismic response is generally of insUfficient quality to support a large enough area as (SEC defined) 'proved area' on
which to base Proved reserves. This view Is fully supported. "
,
'
It was furthen'nore noted. that$NEPCO, upon seeing the Bonga SW reserves additlo~ not accepted, withdrew, a negative
correction to Bonga Main reserves (-2 mln sm3 011, -2 bin sm3 gas), emanating from a 2001 study which showed these
volumes to be non-produclble within the prevailing PSCiicence. In addition, the technical basis for the reserves in the
Erha field, at Its first time, booking In 1999, was said by SNEPCQ staff to be of tower quality than that for Bonga SW. A
SEC reserves audit Is ,planned for 2003. Advancement of this audit Is 'being considered.
ProdlJl;:tlon licence duration constraints,

6.

"

,

Externally reported Proved and ,Proved Developed Reserves need to be confined to those volumes produclble Within the
duration of current production licences, or their extensions If there Is aright to extend'. With progressing maturity, a ,
numbe~ of OUs are seeing their possibilities for inCreasing Proved ~eserves severely curtailed because any increase 'In
field volumes ,cannot be produced within (generally constrained) future offtake proflles and licence durations. With'
ongoing annual production, these DUs will In fact ,see their remaining Proved reserves declln'e in future ye[lrs until either
offtake rates can be Increased or until licence extensions have been agreed with Authorities. DUs most affeCted by this
are SPDC (Nigeria), Shell Abu Dhabl and PDO (Oman) and, to a lesser extent, Malaysia, Syria, Denmark and,
Venezuela. At present, some 300 inln m30e Proved field volumes (10% of the Group Proved Reserves portfoflo) are
reported by DUs $S being non-produclble within eidsting licences.
.,
"

,

.

'1·,

'",

For a proper estimation of Proved reserves (which have to'fulfll the criterion of 'reasonable cel1alnty') it Is Important that
DUs faced with the above constraints make realistic assumptions regarding their future production profiles. ,The
selacted .build-up Md plateau levels should preferably be In line 'with base case Business Plan assum'ptions and with
profiles used for the SEC 'Standardized Measure,submisslon. In addition, post-plateau talloend profiles should be
, technically defensible. It is noted that PDO stili maintain a 850 kb/d plateau In their foreCast, In spite of recent problems
In maintaining that production level: SPDC seem to have Included LNG tralns,4&5 in their condensate forecast, while
the associated gas reserves have not yet been Included in gas reserves because of lack of market definition.
At present, the Group reserVes guidelines do not :provide any guidance aboUt what assumptions to take for future
forecasts in these cases. This should be rectified. !=ollowing that, the assumed forecasts should be reviewed with the
, OUs concerned.
.
,

During this year's' re~erves submission and accumulation propess, the critical information abo~ DU assumed production
profiles could In some cases only be made available to the auditor after repealed requests and In a late stage, thus
leaving Insufficient time for a comprehensive review. This should be remedied In future submissions by ensuring that tull
..
,
life cycle productiori profiles are requested from ah~ made availabl'e by OUs In an early stage.

7.

Group Guidelines - mature fI,alds

;,

Group Guidelines ·for ext~mally reported Proved reserves (Ref. 3) have hiStorically been somewhat different m;m Proved
reserVes definitions as applied by the 0Ilindustry'(Refs.1, 2). The reason for this wasthilt the Group have long based
their 'Proved reserves estlmatM on probabllistlc methods, using the 85% confidence lever criterion. This' was found to
lead to too conservative estimates in mature fields (in comparison with Industry pradtice) and the guidelines were
therefo~changed for these fields in 1998. The Updated guidelinesprescribe that, In mature fields, externally reported
.--~~tblil!d .~!i9?_teVlitJ D1Mlloped Reserves should ,be brought clos-er'ta;"Or'madtrequatto-Expectatlan"Reserves-.Slgnllltant Group share.Proved Res~ryes additlO!"s ('l:200mln f.Tl3Oe)have thus ~h bOOked'Dy many OUll ~n
1998 and 2000.
.
, ,
.
A nieth~d of visualising the rellitlVe positions cif OUs is through plotting the ratio between proved and Expectation
,reserves vers!!. averag~ OU maturity. The Iatlefls defined as cumulative prodlictlonasa fraction of total life cycle
Expectation Ultimate Recovery.. Plots showing the OU posilionsJor Developed and Undeveloped OIl+NGL and Gas
.reserves are presented in Attachments 5.1-5.2. From this It can be seen that most mature OUs show Proved /
Expectation
ratios Close to',1 for their developed and
Most
notable exceptions are:
.
. undevelopedresetves~
...
,
- BSP, where Pn;1V8!J reserves have to be agreed with the Government (a reserves audit Is planned for 2002), ,
- SEPCO, where undeveloped proved reserves are depressed becaUSE! of low SECp':Oved areas in Plnedala, '
Bl'4tuS and Mars,'
'"
" , . ., '
'
,
- BEB, who tend to maintain unrealistically high ~ectatlon reserves' (much of It to be SFR),
. - EXpro UK. Where uncertainties In undeveloped reserves are large il'i'Schiehalllon and some tight gas fields.
.

..

:...~.

.

.

Jj'.

•

6.' '. Group Guidelines - flrst time booking of new)lelds
Group gUid~llries for fields at the other end of the maturity spectrum, I.e. new discoveries, have historically been les~
well defined. ,Probablllstlc P6S estimates-were g~nerally used (which for sparsely appraised fields tended to be laiger
than the SEC guidelines allowed), but there was 'Often no darity es to the approprletemoment when first-time booking of
reserves CoUld be made•. This situation Improved somewhat in 1993 when the requirement for technical and commercial·
maturity was first Introduced In the Group reserVes guidelines. nils was later strengthened by adding the requirement'
'that ,large or frontier projects should 'in prlnclple'~rst pass a VAR review (preferably VAR3 - Concept Selection) before
any reserves could be booked. "large projects of a downstream nature (e.g.' LNG plants), whlC/lWOuld not be subjected
to aVAR review, would 'in'prlnclple' nead to wait LintU FID.
The experience since ihelntroductlon ~fthese ~ew guidelines has heen that the large established DUs (SEPCo, Shell
UK &pro, NAM) te'nded to follow thes'eg'uidell~s, gen!lrally defelTing first time bOokings for new fields until at least a
proper Development plan had belln prepared and conimerClal viability had been assured. The approach followed by',
smaller OUs and ,SOS 'tlas In some cases been more ,aggressive; even to tha point where technically and/or "
.. cOmmetcially 'Immature projects, some of those not avenpassllJg:VAR2 or VAR3 reviews, were put forward as reserves.
The main drive behind this appears to be a lack t)f awareness or Indeed a distegard for the guidelines, coupled with a
strong drlvefrom score card reserves targets. ' .
'
'
.
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The SEC Proved reserves guidelines. which all 011- and gas producing cOmpanies with a stock listing In the USA mus
adherE! to, prescribe that there' must be a 'serious commitment' by the company to develop the reserves concemed.
According to recent SEC clarifications (Rets. 4, 5) this should mean AFE, FID, the signing of fabriCation or sales
co~u:acts or at least a firm plan ,that Is .likely to become implemented. The SEC often reminds the Industry that
indiViduals responsible for- Proved reserves reporting and certification may be subject to 'potential civil liability' In caSE
non-adherence of their rules. They also reserve the right to challenge reserves submissions by companies and to for
companies to re-state their Proved reserves when necessary.
'

The observation can also be made that, for first reserves bookings,lndustry practice tends to follow the SEC guldellnl
more closely than some of the Group cases mentioned. Examples are BP (who have not yet booked any reserves for
Angola Block 18). Exxon and also SEPCo, both of whom tend to book Proved reserves only at or clOse ,to FID.
The aUditor's conclusion Is therefore that a tightening of the Group guidelines WIth respect to the timing of first reserv,E
booklngs Is required. Particularly large or frontier developments must have successfully passed appropriate mllestonl
(VAR3 review or a serious financial or contractual commitment) before first reserves bookings can be made for the
project. This implies that economic viability must pass project SCreening (I.e. not just commercial viability) since only
project viability can assure that the project is likely to become Implemented. It also Implies that identified show stOppE
must have been resolved since these bring ImplementationIn possible jeopardy. Smaller new fields In mature areas
shOUld have at least a documented Development Plan, with Identified well targets and robust economics, before
reserves can be booked. The guideline documents should be adapted accordingly.
The tightening of guidelines for first time booking of Proved reserves should not lead to a drive to bOok In first instance
Expectation reserves only and let Proved reserves follow later (cf. SK-8 volumes booked by SSPC). If no Proved
'·reserves can be booked then the development Is technically or commertlelly not yet mature and no reserves, naither
, Proved nor Expectation, should be thus booked (Ref. 3). exceptions to this could be made for smaller projects within
existing mature fields.
'
.
It should be understood that tightening of the first time booking guidelines, necessary as they are from a SEC
perspective, may affect reserves already booked In some major new fields (cf. Orrnen Lallge - Norway with 17 bin sm~
NAM's Waddenzee reserves with 4 blnsm3, Angola with 12 mln m3 and possibly Gorgori - Australia with 86 bin sm3 '
"
Group share Proved reserves).
9.

Reserves Addition targets In Score Cards
Group Proved' Reserves receive increasingiy close attention by Group Ma'~agement. Reserves addition targets are set
annually, both to -oUs andto SIEP Directorates and these are reflected In Individual and collective score cards affectln!
variable pay and bonuses of staff involved. this Is leading to a noticeable Increase in attempts to book reserves which
are not technically or commercially mature and which do not fulfil Group reserves gUidelines. cf. the new field bookings
In AngOla and Nigeria. ,
. ,
~
.
'
'.
.

It ls the aUditor's opinion that the setting'of reserves targets through variable pay score cards represents a potential
integrity issue in the reserves estimation process. Objective judgment cannot always be assured if the pay of staff is
Influenced by the volumes of reserves that are booked. Although the Group reserves reporting system does provide fOI
a variety of checks and balances (most notably that by the EPB-P reserves coordination). their effectiveness cannot
always be complete, particularly not fOr the smaller reserves ctianges (cf. Erha field). Nevertheless, It was seen that thl
•• - .-----------objeetlvlty.otttllr EPB--P>-staff was beyond question and that they successfully met the challenges With whiCh they Were

-'. "',acecr.-

.'.--"-' ....-..

.,

,'"

"""'" ','

,,, ,.

A notable effect ~f setting ~eserVes addition targets seems to be that they become targets In themselVes and thus seerr
to deflect attention away 'from the ,real target. whlchsl:lould 'be advancement of development.'
.

\.

The recommendation /s th~teforetO i:te-emPhasise'speclficreserves adcflti~n targets In sCore ~rtts and to strengthen
targets relating to advimcement of fiedd development. e.g. the passing of Clearly identifiable project milestones. These
could be specific VAR reviews (with e.g. VAR3 becoming the milestone at which reserves can be booked, .see also
below) or other project decision points (e.g. FID).
.
.
.
..

I

10~

Jl.wareness of Group guidelines'
The annual updates of the Group feserves guidelines documents are generaily distributed to staff responsible for
reserves estimation and reporting In the OUs and NVOs. This dislributi,on tendS to exclude staff at senior levels, both In
the OUs and In the central support functions (RBDs, SOS, SEP,TAR etc)•.There Is evidence that this has led to a lack ot
awareness of the princlples,and constraints in the reserves booking process /n these functions. It is recommended that
this be remedied, e.g. through wor1<Sb~p's, high '.ever guideline summaries etc.
'

11 •. Criterion for commerciality

.

A~rdlng to presem Group g~ldeii,;es,

Proved reserves should fulfil the criterion for commerclality,l.e, a posltJv~ NpV
fot a sufficiently wide range of uncertainty scenarios, inCluding the Proved case. This criterion Is more lenient than that
for economic viability, which Is used for project screening. The distinction between the two criteria was Introduced In
1993 In order to avoid too rapid reserves swings for projects that had become marginal. However, flrst·tlme reserves
bookings had to 'demonstrate positive profitability' before they Could be booked (Ref. 6). this requirement has gradual!)
bedome ignored and uneconomic projects that only pass the commerciality test have been allowed as first·tlme booklngl
(cf. Angola blo~k 18), This Implies that reserves are being booked for projects that, being uneconomic: are not likely to
be Implemented. Which is in conflict with SEC requirements (see above). The requirement that first-time bookings can
only be made for projects that are economic (and thus likely to become Implemented) should therefore be re~nforced in
the gUidelines.
.'
'."
'.
..

.."

The two Criteria (for cOmmercial and economic viability) used to be based on the 'same 011 price assumption ($14/b1 MOD
flat)., this was changed 1n 2001 when the price assumption for project screening was raised to $16/b1 MOD fiat (publicly
announced in 2001). whlls! that for reseryes commerciality was kep~ at $ 14/b1. this introduced an 'Iiiconsisten~
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because the reserves commercially cl1terion could now, under some conditions. become less lenient than that for
'projects. DUring reserves audits It was found that this has created confusion among staff in soma OUs and from this
perspectlve it would be desirable If the two price assumptions would be made equal again. It Is the auditor's
understanding that a revision from $14fbl to$16fbl is being considered. The effect on reserves Is likely to be limited in
most cases, except for PSCs and other 'innovative contracts', where booked reserves volumes would reduce because
t!ley tE!nd to be inversely proportional to the assumed oil price.
'
'
12. Annual production - consistency between Ceres aite! Reserves,
Group share annual hydrocaltJon pro'duetlon Is reported separetely'through the Cares system by Group Finance and
through the reserves submissions accumulated by SIEP. Both reports find their separate ways into the Group annual
report and Ills therefore Important that the two reports are conslstenl OUs are strongly advised (and Indeed forced by a
joint SUbmission sheet) to coordinate their respective submissions to Ceres and reserves. However; the experience is
'stili that Inconsistencies COntinue to arise. Where significant, these Inconsistencies have been addressed and a good
,match batween the two has been obtained, see Attachment 4.
A remarkable obs~rvatlOn Is that In previous years' any Consistency errors tended to occur in the reserves submissIons,
but this year most of them occurred In the Geres retums. One explanation Is that known errors In previous quarters'
cares returns had not been corrected, thus affecting the year-end total. The Improved guidelines for reserves
submissions (bringing clarity on e.g. conversion factors) could provide a further explanation.
13. SEC Reserves Audits

r

, SEC Reserves Audits are carried out by the Group Reserves Auditor in all OUs every 4-5 years. All audits carried out
during 2001 resulted In either 'satisfactory' or 'good' opinions (3 and 4 OUs respectlvely). A summary of audit findings is
presented ,in Attachment 6. As far as can be observed, most audit recommendations appear to have been followed In
this year's submissions. T~e forward Audit Plan is given In Attachment 7.
14. Electronic Wo/1(books
As in previoUS years, much benefit was derived from the SIEP-developed electronic workbooks through which OUs had
to make their submissions. In spite of being somewhat hampered by tack of staff continuity, EPB-P staff have made e
, significant effort this year to ensure that submissions were properiy challenged and that the acCumulation process was
completed accurately and on time. For this they are commended. '
'

Recommendations to SIEP Reserves Coordination:

1.

Change the Group reserves guidelines such that first reserves bookings for large and/or frontier projects' can only be
, allowed after either successfully passing a VAR3 or another clear milestone implying project viability and commitment.
, Smaller fieldS In mature are'as should'as a minimum have a documented FOP.
.
-

2.

.'.'

~.

,'..

" ' ,

• ••

. . . . ,

• _.

,',..

0"

w'

'.

. .

In the Group reserves guldelines,'lnclude guidance on assumptions to use in future productlon ,prOfiles when these'
become Important for OUs With constrained productlon licence duretlons. With such guidance, review the present
aSsumptions.used b~ ~.,SI:_S~DC .~':Id POD:
'
.
.
:,. _
__ __~
._. _. _..,_ .
_

3. '--olR!l'I1Phasl~ l1!s&rves addition targetsln individual and collective score cards and strengthen targets for reaching'
project development milestones (liAR reViewS, FID, etc).

4.'

Spread the aWareness of reserves booking principles and Constraints to senior levels In OUs and central support
'
functions (ReDs, SOS, SEPTAR etc); e.g. through workshops or high level summaries.

5.

A revision of the oil price assumption kir reserves commerciality ($14/b1 MOD nat) to bring It back in line With that for
projects' economic viability screening ($161b1 MOD flat) is e n c o u r e g e d . ,

6.

Ensure that proved future production profiles for licence constreined OUs are ma~e available to the auditor In a timely
manner, in order to allow him to asses the validity of Proved reserves.
.
.
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Attachment 2
,SIGNIFICANt 2001 PROVED AND PROVED DEVELOPED RECOVERY CHANGE,S
(Shell Group share)

MAJOR TECHNICAL REVISiONS
Country
OIl+N~~
(10' m
Dev'd Total
Netherlands
Australia
"'3
Nioeria (SPDC)
+11
Niaerla (SPDC)
+15
Phllltoines
+2
USA SEPCo
+9
USA SEPCo
+7
+2
+5 .
USA SEPCo
+3
USA SEPCo
+4
USA SEPCo
+4
USA SEPCo
+9
Denmark
'+7
+()
Aroentlna
+0
Netherlands
Iran
+6
Brunei (BSP)
+2
Malavsla
+0
Denmark
+3 ..
+3
Russia Sakhalin
+3
,Eovot
-1
-0'
Canada
·1
New Zealand
-2
-2
Nioeria {SPDC\
·17
Total Major Techn'l
+43
+32

Gas
(10' srn')
Oev'd Total
...23
+18
+6
+11
+2
+2
+1
+1

+1
+1
+2
'+7

+0
+6
+6

+1

+3
+3
+5
+1
-4

·6
·9
+39

·9
-9
+6
+30

,I

Gronlnoen review
Perseus devmt
Commissioning of llas plant
Condensate devmt Soku + ,Nun River {offset bv oil sM belo\\
Malamoava on stream
Holsteln FID (first booking)
Brutus development
Mars field oerformance and drilling results
Crosbv deyelaoment
Oreaano develooment
Various field reviewa and drlllina results
Halfdan FOP approved (Improved recovery)
San Pedrlto development
Small fields development
Soroosh on stream
BUDan discoverv I aoore/sal
Lower abandonment pressure E111F13W {offset bv Iicence\
Proved arowth to Exoectation (audit recommendatlonl
Review (new'reservolr model + external reserves audltl
Oba/ved field performance
Sable review
Maul C sands revision
Field reviews and forecast review (backed out bv NGll

OntER MAJOR CHANGES
-....._' .
,. Gas '
Country . " ..
Description
OIl+N;~
110' srn') "
/10· m
Oev'd Total Dev'd Total
.+7
NewZeaJand
AcaulsitiOn of Fletcher Challenae eaultY (Maul + Pohokum\
+10
+16
+25
., ... ,_.
.Nllw.Zaalaad
.. TB
.±L ..Be"lll8tatement.ofDRl=08ld Maul gas, .,.
--- .
USA (SEPCoI
Pinedale acaulsltion
+0
+10
Brunei (FCEl
+5
FletcMr Challenge acaulsltlon
+1
Abu Dhabf
+6
Introduce AOCO NGLs as reserves
+5
MalaYSia
E111F·13W reserves [lushed DeYOnO licence
-0
-4
Pakistan
Dissolution of PSP acaulsltlon In Bhlt Bhadra fields
-3
·3
Abu Dhabl
-4
011 croftle adlusted for OPEC cuts Cllcence constmlned\
·5
Oman IGlsco)
-16
New GISCO contract. Incl PSC effects
-4
-4
·17
Total Other Malar
+18
+4
+8
+3
.~.-

._ ..

Description

..

.:..........~

._-~

OTHER MINOR CHANGES
AND TOTAL

OIl+N~~

Other Minor Chos
Grand Total Cho$' .
Production

.

,

','

/10' m
Oev'd Total
+44
+60
+84
+107
-129
-129

Page,

:
. . . . . . . .J

"',"_

. ,.....

. Description

I

l

.
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Gas
{10' sm*'!
Dev'd Total
+43
+32
+85
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-93
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Attachment 6
2001 RESERVES AUDITS - MAIN OBSERVATIONS
UK (Shell Expro): Shell UK E~pro follow very well established and documented procedures In their a~nual reserves
reporting process. AIl example is the sbict discipline enforced by Shell Expro's data base, which contains activities
based reserves, forecasts and cost estimates. The Expro guidelines contain a strong recommendation that all Proved
developed reserves must be set equal to Expectation developed estimates, regardless of field maturity. This approach
is too rigorous for newly developed fields where uncertainties can stili be considerable. There Is thus a possibility of a
.slight overstatement of Proved Developed reserves. Proved undeveloped reserves are low compared to Expectation In
some fields, but these uncertainty margins are Justified. Overall audit opinion Is good.
'
,
Netherlands (NAM): NAM follow well prescribed procedures in their annual reserves reporting process, as shown
through annual reserves challenge sessions, the high-quality reserves data base and the comprehensive ARPR
documentation. Proved volumes'ln the Waddenzee fields, which are affected by the Dutch govemment moratorium on
.drilling, ean be maintained as reserves (current guidelineS, no restriCtion on licence duration), but need continuous
review. Some fields contain too low Proved vs Expectation ratios. The method of booking NAM/Shell share reserves in
UGS fields should be reviewed critically. Overall audit opinion Is ~.
Gennany (DSAG/BEB):
BEB is commended for their well organised data base of reserves data, wllh flexible
facilities to satisfy all reserves reporting requirements. BEB procedures for declaring Proved and Proved Developed
reserves are In line With Group guidelines. However, reported Expectation reserves tend to contain' highly uncertain and
pooriy supported elements, which should be re-classified as SFR. Group Inlemally reported E1<pectatlon reserves are
therefore likely to be overstated. There is a possibility· of a slight overstalement of Proved (Developed and
Undeveloped) reserves In some new gas fields due to the too rigorous use of Expectation I PSO volumes, rather than
pas volumes in these fields. Overall audit opinion is, good.
.
Denmark (SOGU): SOGU follow well prescribed and documented procedures In their annual, reserves reporting
process, as shown by their well organised spreadsheet syslem of tracking reserves volumes components and their
changes. Since Maersk's Proved Reserves estimates tend to be too conservative and often not up-to-date, SOGU have
devised a commendable method of allowlng these to 'grow' towards Expectation levels WIth Increasing field maturity.
Soma assumptions in this method are stili somewhat 'conservative, thus leaving scope for increasing the Proved
Developed Reserves. Overall audit opinion Is ~,
.
New Zealand (SPM/STOS):
5TOS prep'are well-documented annual reserveS evaluations In their producing
fields. There is an urgent need.for a reserves update for Maul gas, where negative field evidence In the last few years
(drilling, production performance) has made a downward correction highly likely. STOS have also identified an urgent
need fora field review In Kapuni, where significanl additional gas could be present. Take-or-pay gas paid for bul not
taken by the gas buyers In Maul should be retained in reserves until actually produced and not excluded as at present.
Overall audit opinion is satisfactory.

-.-. . Cfiln,l!'~~~l:-_.:-::J;!~~.!"~~.!l!_~~~StRrultl1:lb4:rilS"Sd-orr;rtatl\nohrpartial)-seroHuture-development-actlvities- ._- ,and their uncertainties. This could lead to an Increase in unaeveloped reserves. Apropei'ly'documenfi'daUCllftf81niote
should be prepared. Overall audit opinion Is satisfactory.
'

Austria (RAG):
RAG reserves still appeer to show remnants from the previous Mobll reserves guidelines. Many
undeveloped reserves volumes are not yet based on identified future well activities. There also appear to be some
undocumented 'legacy' reserves, which may need to be de-booked after study. The quality of the audit tialls should be
Improved by properly documenting cm;eal stages of the reserves estimation process.· Overall audit opinion is
satisfactory.
.
In addition, a brief review was made of the reasons underlying the 17 mln m3 Increase In Group share Proved reserves
booked at end 2000 by SVSA In Urdaneta West. This represented a significant Increase (+78%) of SVSA's reported
Proved reserves and was deemed a subject for review by the Group reserves auditor. Documentation received during
2001 showed that these reserves additions were based on Increasing the number of drainage points and lowering well
inflow pressures through artificial lift In the tight IcoteaIMisoa and Cogollo/Rlo Negro reservoir, thus maximising oil
recovery WIthin the reservoir abandonment pressure window. Management commitment to this addltionel development
was already given during 2000 and l1!clivlties were started during 2001. Hence, these reserves additions cOuld be
. supported."
.
.
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CONFIOENTtAL

From:

Anton A. Barendregt

To:

Frank Coopman
John Bell
Chrls Finlayson

Chief Financial Officer, SIEP - EPF
Corporale Support Director, SIEP - EPS
Managing Director, SPOC

Copy:

Mark Corner
Steve RatcJlffe
Cees Uljlenhoed
Promise Egele
John Hoppe
(circulalion)
Tom van Leenen
Martin .ten Brink
Ken Mamoch
Han van De/den
Brtan Puffer

Development Director, SPDC
Business Director, SPOC
Finance Director, SPDC
Petroleum Engineering Manager, SPOC
Head, ReservoIr Engineering, SPOC
SiEP - EP3-P: Hans Bakker, John Pay
Technical Director, Europe & Africa Region, SEPI- ePG
Finance Director, Europe & Africa Region, SEPI ... EPG
Internal Auditor EP, SI-FSAR, The Hague
Par1Iler, KPMG Accountants NV (2x)
PrlceWaterhouseCoopers

PROVED RESERVES PROCESS AUDIT - SPOC (NIGERIA), 18-19 Sept 2003

.

I heve,audlled the processes underlying the Proved Reserves submissions of SPDC for the year 2002 and the
current measures undertaken by SPOC to Intrcduce improvements In these processes.'· The reserves
SUbmissions present the SpOC conlrlbutlon to the Group's extemany reported Proved and Proved Developed
Reserves and associated changes as at31 December 2002.
Total Group share Proved Reserves booked by SPOC at the end of 2002 were 404 mln m3 of OD+NGL and 85
bIn sm3 of gas. This represents some 10% of total Group share Proved Reserves on an oll;equlvaient basis.
Proved reserVes replacement ratios for SPDC over 2002 were ·6% for oH+NGL and -55% for gas.
The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for SPDC was carried out In 1999. This current auClit is 8 partial
audit of r88eiVes reporting processes only (In The Hague), replacing a full audit. Which has been deferred to 20~.
The audit took the fonn of presentations and detailed discussions about the reserves reporting process with a
small selection cif SPDC staff.
The audit found that SPOC's portfolio of proved 011 reserves estimates appears far less mature than dur!n~ths~
last (1999) reserves audit. One important reason for this Is that the Group gOlOBlilles lot ProVed reserveiave
DIeM tightened ebnsiO!fably with respect to the need for properly defined FOPs and the passing of either VAR3 Of'
FID hurdles. Il was also found that SPOC's BMual proved 011 reserves 'SubmissiOns dUring the years 1999·2002
have been 'managed' as a total sum only, without taking heed of the underlying individual field estimates.

~IJ

SPDC have ~arlSed these shortcomings an(l have taken steps to set up a full InventOl)' of 011 project forecasts
and reserves with the ultimate aim of obtaining complete consistency between the reserves data blllse, capllel
AlI0Q8Uon I Business Plan volumes and end·year resarves submissions, By end this year It should be possible 10
have a good ovetvlew of Ihe maturity of the project portfolio, In terms of deVelopment hurdles passed or to be
passed. Under the prelient circumstances there can be no doub that the ortfollo of roved 011 reserves r
1.1.2003 has been overstated due
n e de n
re ru ee.
e pre
a
-nee ad per 1.12004 wm depend on further evaluations to e un
e by SPDC during the
remainder of 2003.
The audit finding is therefore that the present status of SPOC's .proved oD relierves Is unsatisfactory. Efforts are
underway to address this situation. Proved gas reserves at 1.1.2003 appeared InsufflCienUy founded on finn
contracts butlhis will now be corrected with the commitment to a fourth and allfltl LNG train.
Il must be realised that the sea e fat intreasln SPbC
ed 011
d resent Infle
vels Is
Rf,Qbab!v limited. The reason Is that many pro e will not be reqUire un
ne
aea e.
5
lliatlhese prOJects will be matured In the next few years (VAR3 or FIO), which means that proved reserves for
these cannot yet be booked
A summary of the findings and observations Is included In Attachment 1.

AA BareneJregt .

AUachments 1, 2, 3
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Attachment 1
PROVED RESERVES PROCESS AUDIT· SPDC, 18-19 Sept 2003

~AJN OBSERVATIONS
1. SPDC's portfolio of proved oil reserves estimates appears far less mature than during the last (1999)
reserves audlL The two main reasons for this are:
• The Group guidelines for Proved reserves have been tightened considerably with respect to the need for
properly denned FOPs and the passIng of either VAR3 or FIO hurdles,
• SPDC's annual proved 011 reserves submissions during the years 1999-2002 have been 'managed' largely
by keeping the sum of 011 and condensate recoveries constant and by presenting declining reserves through
sUbtraction of annual production only, without laking heed of the underlying individual field esllmates.
The laller approach did also not take sUffIcient accounl of the factlhat realised offtake rates during 1999-2002
remelned well below those originally planned (due to OPEC quota's, local community disturbances etc). while
future planned rales (up to a doubling of offtake over a period of some 5-7 years) proved unrealistic due to
investment level resbictions. With the perceived end-of-licence In 2019 this meant that considerable volumes
of proved reserves would be produced after that date and thus became unbookable. This was not reflected In
the reported estimates.
This eppl"Olilch would have amounted to a serious loss of Integrfty of SPDC's proved reserves submissions.
However, the integrity loss was reduced significantly by the realisation by SPOC during 2002 that Nlgerfan law
does provtde tor a right to extend production licences and thal such extensions have been granted without
any serious hindrances In the past. Thus, any shortfalls In current or future prodUcUon levels would no longer
have any effecl on produclble volumes wlthln-llcence, and therefore not on bookable proved reserves.
However, the above does not Imply that all of SPDC's currenUy (1.1.2003) reported reserves are sound.
2. To dale, SP~C heve maintained three separate sources of proved reserves estimates:
.
• The annual reserves submissIons ('managed' separately, as described above),
- The ARPR reserves volumes data base. bunt up from individual reservoir estlmate&,
The annual Capital AllocaUon I Business Plan ('CAlBP') submissions, which provide production forecasts
and proved and expectallon reserves estimates for developed fields and future projects.
k

Consislency between Ihese three &ources has been Incomplete at b8St and, In the case of the annual
reserves submissions. it was allowed to deteriorate further. SPOC have now realised this and steps have
recenUy been taken to bring the three In Closer alignment, aiming for full alignment in the course of 2004.
This is strongly supported.
3. The approach taken by SPOC (with assistance by SIEP EPTwOE-VAS) has beim 10 Dok the Inventories of
CAlBP project data with Individual reservoIr da~ through 8 large combined spreadsheet. The
reservoir data was obleined directly from the Petroleum Englneerfng field teams, not from the ARPR, whose
current volumes are seen as less reliable In many cases.
This spreadsheet was enhanced by the addition of a set of criteria checks, which give a refleellon of the
technical maturity of ~ach of the reservoirs plUS the maturity of their their development plannlrig and reserves
estimates. These checks relate e.g. to the appraisal statui and general knowledge of the reservoirs, but a180
to the passing of development hurdles and to the potential for CQmmunlty disturbances (se" Att. 2). These
Criteria checks should provide stgnlflc:ant insight Into the appropriateness of SPOC's proved reserves
submissions and they ere strongly supported.
.
A number of the criteria checks coincide with necessary conditIons for booking proved reserves, h
accordance with the most recent (2003) Reserves guIdelines. these are highlighted In AIL 2 A first pass run
through the spreadsheet date seemed to indicate that only 44% of proved developed resetVe8 and not more
than 7% of proved undeveloped reserves fUlfIl the criteria for proved reserves. It Is likely that these
percentages are too low There are stHl e considerable number of 'empty' entries In the spreadsheet and
these &hould be completed befora end year. However, there is a strong Indication tllst In particular the
undeveloped proved reserves estimates have not kept pace with the Increased requtrements for booking such
reserves as defined In the recent Group guidelines. The most significant of these is that the asocl8ted
development projects must hove passed either VAR3 (for small brownflald proJects) or FIO (for new field and
major p r o j e c t s ) . '
.
,

It Is noted that the avanablllty of 30 seismic (one of the spreadsheel Criteria) Is nol sb1ctly a neeesaary
condition for booking proved reserves. However, It Is unlikely that fields without modem seismic wit have
passed recent VAR2!3 reviews and/or FID.
The insertion of two addltlonal crfterti would be useful. There should be 8 Check to Indicate Whether the
proved volumes are consistent with 'knoWn' fluid levels (from logs and/or pr'8l1sures) as thI& Is one of !he key
requirements for proved reserves ('proved area'). .In addition, the inclusion of the intended year of start of
SPOC03-Roptdoe
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d~velopment

would allow a better assessment of the imminence (or otherwise) of the vanous development
acUviUas, The insertion of both criteria Into the spreadsheet Is recommended,
.

4, the Incomplete alignment between cAi~~ ahti Individual neld
and plans Implies !hilt not all
fields and reservoirs eanylng reserves are taken up Into the CAfBP, nor a,., all CA'BP forecasts U8d Into
specific' fields, 80th of these 'orphaned' forecasts and reserves are at presentlnduded into the spreadsheet.
It Is possible that they may overlap to some extent and that their addition is nol strictly valid. In any event.
both groups should be eliminated from the spreadsheel (and indeed from the CAlBP data). SPDC have
recognised this end are aiming towards full alignment between CNBP and reserves data In Ihe course of
2004. This Is fully supported_

ibr'61iiis

5. There are some obvious redundancies In the spreadsheet's criteria, this provides scope for automatic
checking for consIstency of the various entries. Examples are:
- 8rown·fleld developments must have developed reserves I producUon In the same field,
• New field developmenls must have no developed reserves and zero production,
• Productfvity Is always proven If cumulalive productlon Is >0, etc,
Use should be made of these redundancies to enhance the quality and robustness of the spreadsheet entries.
6. To provide better Insight into the maturity of SPOC's proved 011 reserves portfolio It Is suggested that. following
completion and validation of all spraadsheet entries, a distinction Is made Inlo seven categOries of proved
011 reserves:
A Proper proved developed reserves
8 Proved developed reserves Il'l reservoirs wfthout propel1y defined 'proved areas'
C Proper proved undeveloped reserves
o Reservoirs I projects that are likely to pass VAAaIFID In the next 2 years
E Reservoirs I projects that ar'B likely to pass VAR3IFID betwe~n 2 and S yen from now,
F Reservel I ro eets thal are likely to pass VAR3IFID more thenS
rs from now,
G eservolts I to ee s tha a n 0 no e
ea
en ence are corn e
lffi
It Is poss ble a a 1'1 g Y fferent set of reserves ca gones may
more
p lVe
e ortfollo's
, maturity spectrum. This should be discussed between SPDC and SIE? EPs-P when the spreadsheet data
set Is complete (eerly Oecembet7). The proved (and expectation) on reserws Volumes for each of the
categories should be reported In a table format slmBar to that presented,ln the lower hatf of Attachment 2,
7. With a few exceptions for the more malure fields, the proved reservoir and field reserves are largely based on
probabllisUc volumetric estimates. Although the ratlo between proved and expectation reserves should
show an inaeaslng trend with field maturity (I.e. With the ratio between cumulative production and expectation
ultimate recovery), this trend Is riot apparent In the amenl field data, see Attachments 3.1·3.4. In particUlar It
Is noted that
- ~IE ratios for developed 011 reserves are generally lOWer than for undeveloped 011 reserves (the reverse Is
expected) and they do rarely show an increasing trend with fletd maturity,
- The PIE ratios for undeveloped gas reserves are close to 1 In many fields, including some Immature 0I'I8S;
this cannot give a proper reflecllon of remaining uncertalnUes.
It Is suggested that plots as presented In Alt. 3 are used to verify the appropriateness of p~oved vs,
expeclatlon estimates
8. During the presentations!t was mentioned by SPDC that a large amount of the resUlvOlr/project proved 011
reserves showed volumes belOW 2 MMstb per reservoir (100%). 11telr combined volume was said to
amount to some 30-50% of total proved oR reserves. The reason for this could not be made clear during lhe
audit. SPDC shOUld investigate Whether this Is dUB to Inapproprlata CQns8rvallsm In th, estimates, to genuine
, end-of·llfe maturity ('scrapIng the berrel') or to the small size of the many (>3000) reservoirS 1he subject
should be'addressed diJling the 2004 Proved Reserves Audit.
'
9. SPDC's gas reserves are In prlnclple based on committed volumes to date. A gas strategy Is in place.
Booked reseNeS volumes at t .1.2t)03lnclOded contracted volumes for NLNG tJ'tJlns 1·3 (an now operating), I
42 bin sm3 ellowance for the DomGas-East project and a smell (notional) allowance of 4 bin sm3 for the
West Africa Gas Pipeline (all volumes Shell share). The I&tter two prOjects' volumes h.ve not been secured
by contract yet end are at this slage uncertain. These will be reduced I debooked per 1.1.2004. On the other
hand, volumes for NLNG trains 4 and 5 have now been secured and these will allow en Jncrease of some 54
bIn.8m3 In. proved reserves, whUa a modest commitment for the DemOas West project will allow booking of
16 bin sm3 of gas, The net increase by 1.12004 could be some 30 bIn sm3 Shell share. The precise status
of cootractual commitments for sll these volumes was not dlscusssd In detail during this audIt and this should
be addressed more fully during the 2004 audit.
10. As for lUrther future gas reserves volume bookings, there Is the potential prOblem that future NLNG sales
may be more on a spotmcirket basis rather than a firm long term gas $8les contract. ThIS brings the NLNG
marketing doser to that of a mature gBS mar1<et. slJTinar to land based markets In the USA and Europe.
Present reserves guidelines stili require firm sales commitments for LNG gas reserves volumes, aJlhough gas
volumes Into exlstkig (mature) gas markets can be booked without such commlbnents. It lis suggested that
SPOC03-RepldoC
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the next (5ept 2003) guldellnes should be revised In suCh a manner that 'exisUng mar1<ets' are defined more
precisely and may include mature LNG mar1<ets.
11, Sf:'oc's condensate reserves (assoclalEid with non-assoclated gas (NAG) production, have been 'managed'
In conjunction With the on reserves. i,e.thel~ COmbined volume was made 10 increase With the annual liquids
production. without a $peclnc link to actuallleJd volumes. This kept condensatelLNG reserves artificially low
and the link with actual field volumes should be re'-establlshed, SPDC condensate reserves shoUld therefOC'e
be based fully on foreseen (and commllled) NAG field gas sales and should be administered fully separately
from the oil reserves,
' .

12. The Nigerian authorttles are now vigorously pursuing il 'flares out' policy, to be reached by 2008. This
means that Associated Gas Gathering ('AGG') plans must be In place for 8ach of the major processing
centres and their associated fields, and that Implementation must be assured by 2008 before the associated
post·200B on forecasts (and hence reserVes) can be accepted ss proved SPDC have righUy included this
criterion Into their spreadsheet. Current improved modeJllng runs (and field gas measurements) Indicate that
GOR trends may rise more slowly than originally thought. In addition, there are continuing delays In the On.
stream dates of new 011 projects. There is said to be sufficient NAG capacity In inlUal years to take up the
shortfall.

13. In summary, the way forward for SPOC's oil. condensate and gas reserves booking per 1.1.2004 Is

f1

suggested to be as follows:
• Proved gas reserves ean be booked as per plan, i.e. for NLNGtralns t·5 and appropriate, committed
volumes fol' domestic gas,
'
• Ptoved condensate reserves should be evaluated in line with foreseen NAG sales and should be
administered to their full (provedl) extent, Independently from on reserves,
,
fmve<t 00 reS81"8' ar:e at preseot Oltfl@taled and 8 reduction in 11 2004 proved 011 reserves will probablX
necessary. The precise value of the reduction cannot be assess~ at lhlsstage ss It will depend on
I'OC's evaluation of the maturi~ spectrum of their portfolio b~early December, At the teast, all votumes in
eategory G (futly Immature or un enned, see 6 above) and pro ably those ln category F (tong term projects)
will naed to be removed Irom the proved reserves portfolio.

is-

14. A fundamental consideration Is that tile Reserves I Productlon ('WP') rallo for SPDC's prQVsd reserves
submission per 1.1.2003 Is t1 yeai'll for developed res8Nes aM 22 years for undeveloped reserves_ Both
these rallos are considerably In excess of the Group average, which are 6 and 7 years respectively. To some
extent this teflects the present constraints to SPOC's current and future offtake rates. However, It also
suggests that the scope for B further Increase In SPOC's pl'oved reserves is ruther tenuous. Many of
the ptesently foreseen developments are not required until well Into the next decade, even at a favourabte
uptum in offtake levels (an Increase from 0.8 MMb/d to 1.4 MMbfd in 100% SPDC offtake levels Is assumed
by 2009). Also, soine projects need 10 be delayed because they require 0llage In presenUy fUlly uUlised
facUllJE!s. This means that investment dectslons (VAR3/4's and FID's) for these projects are not likely to be
taken in the near future and hence, that proved reserves for these actMties cannot properly be booked at this
stage
'

Recommandatlons
1.

Verify and complete all entries In the SPDC reserves! projects spreadsheel such that a proper scan of the

2.

Add (and complete) two additional maturity criteria to the spreadsheet:
• Confirmation that proved reserves are consistent with 'known' fluid levels (togs and/or pressures)
• The Intended year of start of development.

3-

"Use should be made of data redundancies to verify and enhance the quality end robustness of the

maturity of the reserves portfotio can be made.

sproadsheet entries.

ij

4.

The proved and expectation oU reserves volumes for each of the seven suggested (or somewhat modified)
reserves categories should be reported in a table format similar to that presented In the lower hall of
Attachment 2.

5

SPOC condeOllste reserves should be based on foreseen (and commltied) NAG field gas sales end should
be administered fully separately from the oU reserves.

6.

Proved all reserves per t.1.2004 should exClude all volumes In category G (fully Immature or undefined.
see 6 above) and probably those In category F (long term projects), This should be reviewed jolnUy with
StEP EPS·P.
.

7.

Ptots as presented In All. 3 should be used to verify the appropriateness of proved vs. expectation
estimates.
-
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The 2004 audit should specifically look at:
- The s1.<Jtus of the maturity of future proJEicls in SPDC's portfolio and the effect lhallhis will have on

t

bookable proved reserves.
It,',..
'.,' .
• The reason why small (<2 MMbl) resetIJ81f reserves volumes !#Ut If/ "large majoilly ()f caseli,
-'the precise slatus of gas contractual sales commllments,
- The reasonS for the low Proved/expectation reserves ralios I.n many fJelds (All. 3).
These Issues are already covered by the general Reserves Audit Terms of Reference, but In the case of
SPDC reserves they require particular attention.
9

.

The (SepI2003) Group reserves guidelines shou";l be revised in suCh a manner that 'existing mar'kels' are
denned more precisely and may Include mawre LNG markets (action: SIEP eps·p).

,
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ATTACHMENT 2 • SPDC - SPREADSHEET CF?/TERIA FOR PROVED OIL RESERVES
Criterion (GS Indudll(lln SPDC's
, Inlegraled reserves GprIIadsheel)

Proved De,,'d
Rasvs
Prov
'Proved
Rasvs
_a'
OK

nol.OK

Proved Undev'd RGSV$

Commenl

ProY

Rasv1'

Rt$V$
OK

OK

Resvr
OK

Re!M'
OK

Immature

FID

FIO

FID

<2yr

2·5yr

>5 yr

and
prpj,)c:ts

•

resvrs

3D 811lsmle avaUable1

owe deftlllld1
No Proved volume, beloW U<H or
owe 'fOtn~sllJtes7
ProducIMly proven?
Properly apptIllsed?
Near I far fromelitsting IntraslnJelure?
AGG plans defined?
community dllilulbancu nofl'a!Ucal1
Fecltltle. not vandalised?

•

....
..
•

•

X

•

•

•

•

•

..
..

.

x

•

•

•

+

•
..•

.

..

VAR2 /)a.lId (/l,*,lly?

..
+

CAlBP 'Develdpecr
CAlBP 'Base'
CA/BP 'OpUons'
CA/8P Unplanned?

X

CA/BP 'Not known'?

X

X
X

•

•

..

+
+

.

R

.

e

+
;,.

m

Nol relevanllf VIR OK?
Needed (Ot all posl·'flares O\If

(2008) reserves

a

t

..

.

.

.

+

I

..
..

n

..

+

£2005

20062009

~10

-x

X

X

t

.

•

•

..

VOlume < 2 MMstb (100")1

1nl/meted year 01 project's Stllrt of
eJCIIClIlIon

+
+

..

VAR3 puaed (If btOwn-fleld)?

FID passed (It new field)1
Prajed elC8CU18d IllIlllcuUng?
In produellon now (Ot shOltly)?,
VIR leCllllornk:s OK?

•

X

.

...

d

•

X

X

X

X

X

X

..

X

X

X

X

X

El

r

X
X

X
X

.

Only lI$ed for 'Unplenned' et
present - 8hoUld be lnsetCed for
aU undeveloped re$l!M!SI
CMle soteelllnO Cll'lly -lhaUId be
tepleeed by vrAle=noml. .
cheek

Pro" De" musl be In CA/BP
'Developed'
•
Prov UndllV musl be In 'Base'lf
pre.-2010, (lthelWlse In 'Optlon$'
All proved reserves projacls musl
be tnCA/BPI
AI. CAl9P ptOjeds musl be
'Imown'

In Itlll/Q
CrileM 1'0/ ye/m spreadshfJell
+:
Nece5$lllY c:l\lerion (must be 'Y 8$1

blank: NoI needed
X:
NotefloWed (must be 'Net)

SPDC Group share oil reserves volumes (MMstb) as per data base Sept 2003

Proved
Dev'd
Resvs

Proved
%of
%of
booked Undev'd booked
Resvs
reSV$
resvs

Proved
%of
Total booked
resys
Resvs

In CA/BP, fulfilling proved reserves
requirements

3n

44%

125

7%

502

20%

In CAlBP, not fulfilling requirements

319

37%

12%

1644
376

65%

lT8

1325
198
590

79%

21%

35%

590

23%

2238

134%

3112

123%

1670

1000;.

2524

100%

In CAlBP, 'Uriknown' reservoirs
Not In CAlBP, 'known' resetvClrs ('Unplanned')

Total in data base

874

Total actually booked 1.1.2003

854

102%
100%

15%

Nclle; 1JAknoWn and 'Unplanned' voIUtnes mn overlap - add.Uon Is not slrldly varKlI
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Attachment 3.1
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Attachment 3.2

SPDC • CONDENSATE DEVElOPED PROVED I EXPECTATlON
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Vice Pres. Strategy, Planning, Portfolio and Economics, SIEP EPB-P
Group Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator, SIEP EPB·P
Partner, KPMG Accountants NV

Remco O. Aalbers
Egbert Eeftink

;/ Stephen L. Johnson

PriceWaterhousecoopers

REVIEW OF GROUP END·2000 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
In accordance with prescribed US Accounting Principles (SFAS69), SIEP staff have prepared a summary of Group
equity proved and proved developed oil and gas reserves for the year 2000. The summary (At!. 3) forms part Of
the supplementary information that will be-pmsented in the 2000 Group Annual Reports and has been prepared on
the basis of Information provided by Group and Associated companies. The sUbmissions by these companies
(excluding those by Shell Canada) are based on the procedures laid down In the "Petroleum Resource Volumes
Guidetines· (EP 2000-110011101) which In turn are based on the reqUirements of SFAS 69. Shell Canada's
submissions are subject to their Own procedures and reviews.

(t: I have reviewed

the process of preparing the above -summary of proved and proved developed oil and gas
,;' reserves in as far as these relate to companies outside Canada. This review included, where possible, a
verification of the reasonableness of major reserves changes and any omissions of such changes, as appropriate.
The end-2000 Group share Proved Reserves (excluding Canadian oil sands) can be summarised as follows:
1.1.2000
Proved Tot'l

2000
Prod'n

1.1.2001
Proved To!'l

Repl.Ralio
(RR)ToU

RRTol'l
ex-MD

OII+NGL

1554

132

1550

97%

Gas

1657

65

1593

25%

Oil EqUivalent

3157

215

3091

69%

0llmlnm3
Gasblnm3

1.1.2001 Prov.
Dev'd

RR
Dev'd

RR Dev'd
exA&D

142%

711

50%

66%

46%

737

49%

57%

105%

1424

49%

75%

Following the issue of new Group. Reserves Guidelines in 1998. some 150 mln m30e (011 equivalent) had been
added to Proved Reserves in mature fields over 1998 and 1999. A further 50 mln m30e has been added this year.
Although most OUs have now implemented the new guidelines. some still offer scope for reserves additions. The
issue will continue to be addressed by SIEP staff and by myself during forthcoming SEC Reserves Audits.
Externally rep9rted Proved and Proved. Qeveloped ReserveS need. to _be confined to those volumes producible
within the duration of existing production licences. With progressing maturity, a number of OUs are seeing their
scope for increasing Proved Reserves severely curtailed because any increase In field volumes cannot be
produced within constrained production forecasts and licence durations. At present, some 25% of total Group
r~ Expectation Reserves is deemed to be non-recoverable within current licences. The corresponding figure for
V
Proved Reserves is not reported.
Group Proved Reserves receive increasingly close attention by Group Management. Target reserves additions
are set annually, both to OUs and to SIEP Divisions and progress is monitored throughout the year. With future
Proved Reserves additions becoming much more challenging, the resulting pressure on staff raises possible
.
concems with respect to the quality of future reserves bookings.
Excellent correspondence was found this year for the first time between annual production volumes as reported
through the separate Finance and SIEP systems. ~IEP and Finance staff are highly commended for their efforts.
The system of monthly monitoring of OU reserves bookings, plus striCtly controlled electronic reserves
submissions has led to a particularly smooth process of preparing Group reserves statements this year.
During 2000 I made Reserves Audit visits to a total of six Group OUs. Audit opinions on all of these were
'satisfactory'. Many of the audit recommendations have been followed up in the 2000 submissions, particularly
those aimed at raising Proved Reserves in mature fields.
The overall finding from the audit visits and from the end-year reView in SIEP is that the SIEP statements fairly
represent the Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the end 'of 2000. The 2000 changes in the Proved.
Reserves can be fully reconCiled from the individual OU submissions.
A mar
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REVIEW OF GROUP END-2000 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY
PREPARATION
MAIN OBSERVATIONS
1,

Significant reserves changes during 2000 were as follows:
New Group Reserves Guidelines, issued in 1998 prescribe that expectation values should be used
for externally reported Proved Reserves In mature fields. This year, pOO(Oman), SOGU(Denmark),
and SDA(Australia) were able to add in total some 50 mln m30eo to Proved Reserves.
SEPCo(USA) Were able to add some 39 mln m30e to Proved Reserves, following project maturation
and/or drilling i.n Oregano, Brutus, Nakika and Mars.
Improved recovery was identified by PDO(Oman) in Qam Alam, AI-Huwaisa and Lekhwair (+18 mln
m3), by Shell Canada in Peace River (+14 mln ,m3) and by SOGU(Denmark) in Halfdan and other
fields (+5 mln m30e). Opportunities for further development through additional drilling were identified
'
bySVSA{Venezuela) in the Urdaneta West field (+17 mln m3).

A first·time reserves booking was made by SDAN(Angola) in BloCk 18(+12 mln m3). This volume

E"

. reflects a first attempt at defining an economically viable development plan for the area. In its present

,)

form, the plan is marginally commercial but not economic, i.e. the economics present positive NPVs for
a majority of scenarios, but the project dO~s not pass Group investment screening criteria. For a more
detailed note on Angola reserves see Attachment 6.
A field extension and a discovery were identified by SNEPCO(Nigerla) in Bonga and Abo (+11 mln
m3)
Field Studies led to increased reserves bookings by SPDC(Nigeria) (+15 mln m30e developed),
BSP(Brunei) (+8 mln m3) and Norske Shell (+7 mln m30e).
Corrections had to be made to Proved Gas reserves in the USA (SNEPCo and Aera), to exclude OWn
",se 1 fuel volumes, in line with a 2000 AU~jt recommendation and SEC requirements (-6 mln m30e).
Economic revisions led to a Shift from NGL to gas reserves by Gisco(Oman) (+22 mln o,30e net),
which was offset by a reduction due to lower future cost projections (-11 mtn m30e). Improved future
cash flow projections led to additions in Iran (+8 mln m3) and tax gross-up volumes were Included in
Proved Reserves by SNEPCO(Nigeria) (+8mln m30e).
AcqUisitions and divestments led to additions being booked by Shell Sakhalin following an increase
in.A~okh equity (+8 mln m3) and to reductions in the USA due to the sale of Altura (-48 mln m3) and in
the ~K' (-13 mlnm30e), following divestments in Foinaven. Franklin and Elgin.

()

Qevelopment activities led to increased Proved Developed Reserves being booked by Shell UK
mln m30e), SSB/SSPC(Malaysia) (+23 mln m30e), SEPCo(USA) (+22 mln m30e) and
BSP(Brunei) (+11 mln m30e).

~xpro (+27

'A tabulation of these changes is given in Attachment 2.
2.

The 1.1.2001 Group share Proved Reserves
follows:
0llmlnm3
Gasblnll\3

~c1uding

Canadian oil sands) can be summarised as

1.1.2000
Proved Tot'l

2000
Prod'n

1.1.2001
Proved Tot'l

Repl.Ratlo
(RR)Totl

RR Tot'l
eK-A&O

1.1.2001
Prav.Oev'd

RR
Dev'd

RR Dev'd
eKA&D

Oil+NGL

1554

132

1550

97%

142%

711

50%

66%

Gas

1657

65

1593

25%

46%

737

49%

57%

011 Equivalent

3157

215

3091

69%

105%

1424

49%

75%

Hence, the Oil+NGL replacement ratio target of 100% has been largely met, but the replacement ratios
for Gas fell short.
Group share Proved Reserves divided by Group share annual production (RIP ratio) stands at 12 years
for OIl+NGL and at 19 years for Gas.

·1 mln m30e" 1 mln m3 oil "equivalent :: 1,03 bin sm3 gas
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A full overview of end-2000 Proved and Proved Developed Reserves is presented In Attachments 3,1. 3.2.
3.

Although the tabulations in Attachment 3 include volumes for Shell Canada's Athabasca Oil Sands
Project (AOSP), these volumes are not strictly oil and'gas reserves as defined by the SEC. Hence.
they will be reported separately as 'mining reserves' to the SEC and excluded from the Group's SEC
submission of oil and gas reserves.
.

4.

The 17 mln m3 additional development identified by svsA in Urdaneta West amounts to a significant
rise in SVSA's Group share Proved Reserves (+78%). Whilst the end-1999 Reserves Audit confirmed
the scope for significant upside, an Increase of this magnitude should be supported by a technical
review and it is noted that a VAR review Is planned early in 2001. The viability of these reserves
should be confirmed by the SIEP Reserves Coordinator and the Group Reserves Auditor through
review of the VAR report and relevant SVSA documen~ation during 2001.

5.

As mentioned before,. new Group Reserves Guidelines were issued in 1998. which prescribed that
extemally reponed Proved and Proved Developed Reserves should be brought closer to, or made
equal to, Expectation Reserves in mature fields. The reason fpr tllis change was to align Group
practice more to that of other major oil operators. Significant Proved Reserves additions (+150 mln
m30e) have been booked by many DUs over 199B and 1999. PDO(Oman), SOGU(Oenmark) and
SDA(Australia) have followed suit this year (+50 mln'm30e). OUs that still seem to offer significant
scope for raising Proved Reserves are BSP(Brunel), Shell UK Expro, BEB(Germany, gas only) and
NAM and SPDC (both for developed reserves only), Some smaller targets are stili left in Norske Shell
and SOGU. Potential additions could amount to more than 100 mln m30e. The issue will be
addressed during SEC Reserves Audits w.ith Shell UK Expro, SOGU, NAM and BEB during 2001. BSP
are addressing the issue with the authOrities but pOini out that raising Proved Reserves will result in
higher tax and reduced cash flow.
A method of visualising the relative position of DUs and their fields is through plotting the ratio between
Proved and Expectation reserves versus field I DU maturity. The latter is defined as cumulative
production as a fraction of total Expectation Ultimate Recover'y (not constrained by e.g. licence expiry).
Plots showing the OU positions for Developed and Undeveloped Oil+NGL and Gas reserves, plUS their
respective target volumes, are presented in Attachments 5.1-5.2.
Uptake of the new Reserves Guidelines in the DUs has in some cases been somewhat slower than
anticipated. The issue is raised continuously by SIEP staff with OUs with potential for Prd\led
Reserves additions, and by the Group Reserves Auditor during SEC Proved Reserves Audits. The
latter approach, with its higher profile, tends to be the most effective. During the aUdits, it was found
that the slow uptake could partly be due to the new rules for Proved Reserves in mature fields not
being emphasised enough in the Group Guidelines. Although these rules are certainly explained in the
text, it is possible that their impact may not be immediately obvious to casual readers. In addition to
their ongoing efforts of keeping the issue alive with DUs concerned, SIEP staff are encouraged to
consider ways of strengthening the message In the updated Guidelines due out in 2001 and reemphasise it in the cover letter.

6.

Externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves need to be confined to those volumes
producible within the duration of current production licences, or their extensions jf there is a right
to extend. With progressing maturity, a number of OUs are seeing their scope for increasing Proved
Reserves severely curtailed because any increase in field volumes cannot be produced within
(generally constrained) production forecasts and licence durations, With ongoing annual production,
these OUs will in fact see their remaining Proved reserves decline either until forecast prOduction rates
can be lifted or until licence extensions have been agreed with Authorities. DUs most affected by this
areSPDC(Nigeria). Shell Abu Dhabi and PDO(Oman).
At present, some 1200 mln m30e Expectation Reserves are reported by OUs as being non-producible
within existing licences. This corresponds to 25% of the current Group portfolio. The corresponding
Proved volumes are not captured by the present submissions and are difficult to assess from centrally
available data, but could exceed 100 mln m30e. This volume is likely to increase in coming years.
Consideration should be given to capturing this data properly through the annual SUbmissions, to assist
in focusing attention towards early agreements on licence extensions.

7.

Group Proved Reserves receive increasingly close attention by Group Management. Target reserves
additions are set annually, both to OUs and to SJEP Directorates and progress is monitored throughout
the year, Targets are also set in scorecards for those on variable pay. Whilst these measures are
effective in ensuring proper attention to !?roved Reserves bookings. the resulting pressure on staff does
raise concerns With respect to the quality of future reserves bookings.
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,.
·/n future, finding additions to Proved and Proved Reserves will be more of a challenge than hitherto.
The reason is that the scope for relatively easy further additions due to the new Reserves Guidelines
(Proved close to Expectation in mature fields) will reduce in the coming years, whilst a number of DUs
will find themselves constrained to volumes producible within existing production licences. Finding
genuine reserves additions will become an increasing challenge and the Group's desire to maintain
future reserves additions at the same level as annual production (100% Replacement Ratio) will raise
pressure on the staff responsible. Such pressures have this year led to the extremely marginal
reserves booking for Block 1B fields in Angola, where e.g. the operator (BP) has considered the fields
still to be too Immature for any bookings at this stage. Further development along this trend shOuld be
closely watched by the SIEP Reserves Coordinator, who continue insisting on adherence to Group
Reserves Guidelines in all cases. A similar role will be played by the Group Reserves Auditor.

/'

\.

8.

Group share annual hydrocarbon production is reported separately through the Ceres system by
Group Finance and through the reserves submissions accumulated by SIEP. Both reports find their
separate ways into the Group annual report and it is therefore important that the two reports are
consistent. Irf previous years, this consistency often presented problems, particularty with respect to
reported gas sales/ prOduction volumes. Three important improvements have been made during
2000:
- The definition for the reported gas stream under Ceres has been changed from Gas Sales (whiCh
could be affected by e.g. LNG plant losses and UGS storage swing in Integrated OUS) to Upstream Gas
Production available for Sale. This aligns it with the definition of Proved Reserves and thus with
production as reported through the SIEP system.
- The unit of reporting for gas production in Ceres has been changed from Normalised m3 (Nm3, at
9500 kCallm3) to standard m3 (sm3), thus avoiding numerous conversion errors.
- The paper copies of the OU reserves SUbmissions, to be signed by a senior member of DU
management, now include a statement confirming that the OU's Ceres and reserves submissions are
consistent.
These three measures have resulted in a significant improvement in consistency between the two
reported production streams, particularly those for gas. As far as can be ascertained, this is the first
year that full consistency has been obtained between the two streams, after some minor errors (mostly
rounding) had been forced out or cleared up. This is a significant achievement and SIEP / Finance
staff must be commended for their efforts. A summary table of the two submissions and their
reconciliation is presented in Attachments 4.1-4.2.

9.

'''),
C
',j

SEC Reserves AUdits are carried out by the Group Reserves Auditor in all OUs every 4-5 years. All
audits carried out during 2000 resulted in 'satisfactory' opinions. The audits have been particularly
successful at identifying scope for increasing Proved and Proved Developed Reserves in mature fields,
A summary of audiHindings is presented in Attachment 7. The forward Audit Plan is given'in
Attachment 8.

10. Since end 1998, DU reserves submissions are made by means of strictly controlled electronic
workbooks, which greatly accelerate and streamline the process of accumulation of Group reserves
Within SIEP. The process of gathering and accumulating DU submisslons·has been particularly smooth
this year, not least because the Reserves Coordinator has urged the DUs to address potential problems
and issues with him well ahead of the submission. dates. In addition, the system of monthly monitoring .
of DU reserves bookings tends to avoid end-year surprises. This is commended. The submissions
provide also good detail on major reserves changes and on Individual field Proved and Expectation
volumes. Both represent excellent audit trails and SIEP staff are commended for their continuing
efforts.

Recommendations to SIEP Reserves Coordination:
1.. Vigilance should continue to be applied by the SIEP Reserves Coordinator to ensure that all future
Proved Reserves Changes will be fully in accordance with Group Reserves Guidelines. '
2.

Confirm the viability of the 78% Proved Reserves increase booked by SVSA by a review of the planned
VAR report and associated SVSA documentation during 2001.

3.

Include the volume of Proved and Proved Developed Reserves not producible within current production
licences in annual OU reserves submissions.

4.

Strengthen the message that externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves should be
brought close to (made equal to) expectation reserves in mature fields in the Group Reserves
Guidelines to be updated during 2001 and in the cover letter.
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SIGNIFICANT 2000 PROVED AND PROVED DEVELOPED RECOVERY CHANGES
(Shell Group share)

MAJOR TECHNICAL REVISIONS
Country
OIl+NGL
/10 6 mal
Dev'd Total
+31
Oman - POO
+7

- USA
Oman ·PDO
Venezuela
Canada
Nioerla - SPDG
Angola
Nigeria - SNEPCO
Denmark
Brunei
Australia
Norway
--Gabon
Denmark
USA (SEPGo Aera)
UK
Malavsia
USA (SEPCol
Brunei
Others
Total Major Techn'l

+20

+2

+12
+3
+7
+3
+3

+12
+11
+10
+8
+6
+5
+4
+4

+15
+3
+12
+6

+27
+114

+19

-2

+13

+160

OTHER MINOR CHANGES
AND TOTAL
Country
Oll+NGL
(106 mal
Oev'd Total
Other Minor Chas
+14
+1
.132
Production
-132
Grand Total
-4
-66

+1
-1
+3
·3

·5
+12
+20
+10
+5
+9
+49

+1
·0
+0
+3
+2
+1
-6

+20

Gas
(109 ·sma)
Dev'd Total
+19
+32

·18
-7

+1
-3
-17
-8

-6

+5

Gas
(10' 5m3)
Dev'd Total
-1
.J
-85
-85
-43

Description

Full alignment with Group guidelines - exp'n values for mature
fields (followino 1999 AUdif)
Transfers to Proved due to project maturation or drilling
(Oreaano Brutus Nakika Mars 8.0.)
Improved recoverY (Oarn Alam AI-Huwais8 Lekhwair)
Urdaneta-West - 00 ahead for further development
Peace River· revised development plan, based on new
technoloov
Field revi$WS
First Block 16 reserves bookino
Bonos (In-field opportunities) and Abo (discoverv)
Alignment with Group Quidelines
Performance reviews (Champion, SW-Ampa)
Alignment with Group auidelines (following 2000 Audit)
Technical studies (Troll Drauaen a.o.)
Allonment with Group ouidelines (following 2000 Audit)
Imoroved recoverY (Halfdan a.o.)
Corrections for own use & fuel (followina 2000 Audit)
Development in Shearwater Schiehallion Gannet a.o.
Development in Fe (compression installed) 8.0.
Development in Conoer UrsaEuropa a.o.
Development in Champion Iron Duke, SW-Ampa 8.0.
New developments (Transfers from undev)

+16
+17
+14

OTHER MAJOR CHANGES
Country
Oll+NGL
6
(10 m3 )
-Dev'd Total
Oman ~ Gisco
-11
-7
Russia - Sakhalin
+3
+8
Iran
+6
Niaeria - SNEPCO
+7
UK
-10
-5
~O
Oman Gisco
-0
USA
-40
-46
Total Other Major
-46
-49

Jan30Note·t><t.doc, AIt. 5

Gas
. (10' 5m 3)
Dev'd Total

Description

Re·apportionmenl Gisco reserves between NGL and oas
Astokh eQuity increase to 55%
Improved future cashflow
Ehra + Bangs - tax gross-up recalculations
Divestments (Foinaven Franklln Elgin)
Revisions to economic model (lower future cost estimates)
Altura venture sold

Description

-63
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OIL + NGL (10 A 6 m3)

Country Name

Pro.ed·
Resvs

1.1.2000

Re-Ins ImptoV'e(l Ext'nsand
and
RecDY-I!IY DlscovRec...,;.
ertes

2000 GROUP RESERVES SUBMISSIONS

All volumes net SMlI Group Share
F'rtMH:l
PIJK!lSales
Prod'n
in Place (aVoIiI. to,
Resvs
ases
~n

sales)
2000

Place

jfic'ns

AUSbalja (SOA)
Austlalia (WPt)
Brunei
China
China {Shell Oii EH}
Mal.ysla
New Zeal.od
New Zealand (Shell Oil EH)
Phmppines
Thailand

32.49
11.85
59.28
3.24
3.29
25.55
4.6
.8
3.82
14.17

4.18
2.64
8.92
4.16
-3.29
-.94
·.17
.05

3.43
.81
7.75
3.22
19.91
71.41
448.1
21.43
103.26

.26
.2
-1.68
-.01
3.83
7.15
16.66
.02

9.06
23.85
2.
139.5
33.18

-2.59
7.74
.01
34.88
-12.34

7.66
19.81
.23
47.16

-.01
-1.17
.02
-1.42

2.8

2.84

-I
@"TI

1»0
3~

(l)O
~o

:::o"3t
(l)c.

.c(l)

c ::3
~.~

(!la:

c.

Brazil (Shell 011 WH)
Cameroon (Shell Oil EH)
Congo (DR)
Gabon
Nigeria (SNEPCO)
Nigeria (SPDC)
Venezuela

AbuDhabi
Bangladesh
Egypt
Iran
Kazakhslan (Temir)

Oman
Oma.nGiSC4
Pakistan
Russia (Sakhatin Holding)
Syria

Ausltia
Canada
Canada (AOSP)
Denmark
Germany
Netherlands
NolWay

r-

o

z

....o

I\)

g

SheIlOiI(MCC}
Shell Oil (TMR)
UK
USA
USA (Aefa)
USA IAltura)
Total exelCan. AOSP
Grand Total

.38
.89

29.04
17.04
69.36
5.97

3.28
.41
.11

26.85
5.
.74
3.5
15.35
11.85
3.54
.92
5.17
3.04
18.94
89.54
434.17
35.55
97.7

.7
1.04

1.34
11.85
.07
.2

.22
.09
1.21
.17
3.99

.11
.81
10.98

13.93
2.54
5.58
,58
2.
' 18.43

3.21

14.43

.01
.07

4.34

.41

..

179.4
18.48

.51
2.92

15.1
15.n

.01

39.15
3.37
5.77
33.26
1.86

.93
129.92

92.

79.2&
47.87
1,554.28
1,649.68

Jon30Note·1bI.x1s OilNGL-QU·Att3.1

7.17
-.01
-.06
5.34
-1.86
.16
.49
2.24
-3.07
.61
19.38
79.38

.03

.23

3.36

56.87
95.4
43.54
3.05
4.96
32.76

·
.77

2.89

.13
1.42
20.04

.01

.26
47.53
47.53

60.76
60.76

7.94
1.94

.08
10.49
.94
.13
47.78
87.21
61.21

7.53
i .31
.75
5.07

I

.16
21.98
'16.18
, 7.23
i .7
132.32
132.32

·

Transf. Revts-<ons Procrn
Proved
Minority
MinotiIy RIP
Proved
(ava&. for OoN'dResw Resvs incl. Resvs incl. Tal
DWd Resvs Ur>deV to
OoN'd
sales}
1.1.2001
1.1.2000 1.1.2001 (1"1
1.1.2000

14.76
5.63
28.19
2.83
2.87
13.95
2.6
.67

.jl8
102.25
97.17

69.09
1,650.36
1,646.75

6.04
.7
3.
.11

Repl'ml
Ratio
TollRt!S
(~)

.52
2.26
6.19
3.18
-2.87
.09
-.04
.06

4.2
2.28
5.54
1.43

11.04
5.61
34.88
5.27

3.28
.41
.11

RepI.R
TalIRes
(%) ExcI
Purl Sales
if>

; 3.1

Reprmt
Ratio

()

oeVRes

ID

(~)

Ul
(J)

W

7
7
13
4

18%
328%
262%
291%

101%
328%
282%
291%

12%
;99%
221%
271%

13.76
2.26
.62

8
12
7

140%
198%
45%

140%
198%
45%

94%
17%
55%

o
o

-

o

,
<,

~

()

W

-...J

,

~

3.78

.95

.33

1.04

4.02

15

214%

214%

123%

C-

2.03
.81
7.28
2.3
17.45

.06

-.Q3

16
10
4
18
5

150%
222%
-113%

150%
222%
-113%

~

~%

1.12

1.84
.92
5.
2,11
17.08

76%

96%

14%
222%
-88%
-12%
91%

iJ

.2
-1.36
-.02
2.5

.22
.09
1.21
.17
3.99

113.19
11.61
83.71

4.29
1,03
2.11

13.33
U9
.94

13.93
2.54
5.58

116.88
11.29
81.18

31
14
18

0%
656%

. 656%

O'llo

0%

126%
87%
SS%

5.73

.01

-1.69

.58

3.47

10

-447%

-447"

-290"4

BO.
16.76

-l!l9OO'l1.
340%
·523%

100%
340%
-523%

lOO".1i

6.67
-8.2

.01
16.62
2.36

o

85.

.01
4.95

-347%

I\J

.51
2.92
.03
3.36

5.86
11.35
.19
26.86

30
5
8
17

1553%
-40%
100%

·2%
-4O'!lo
lllO'llo
389%

741%
68%
100%
33%

-...J

7.53
.31
.75

32.95
2.91
3.66
23.58

6
10
7
6

158%
-3%
-8%

158%
.3".Ii

171%
48%

-8%
105%

1S8%

.61

6
5
6
10
0
12
12

131"·26%
132%
-41%
-6739%

5.89
31.59

.01
16.62
2.36

7.93

~\

Attachrn

2000

4.2
2.28
5.54
1.43

95.4

(7)

01
0:>

2.68

.98

Angola
Argen~na

3.5

.07
4.83
3.9

1.1.2001

G

.29

27.32
2.81
12.29
.19
29.13

1.19
.98

27.63
3.07
3.93
20.65
1.56

1.41
.17

.56
90.35
54.12
59.01
40.24
777.05
777.05
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4.56
.07
14.56
11.54
4.08

2.59
1..
.03
1.11

11.44
·.02
.1
3.44
-1.56
.14
-7.35
6.34
1.39

-39.54
63.64
53.64

2.36
2.35

5.07

1.03
4.97

4.98

10.36
21.2

4.74

2.77

12.49
21.08

11
8

0%

::c>

,

CC-

:r:

o
o

()

c

3

(J)

::J

389%

90%

70"

68%

......

w

~

,

-n
(J)

0.
-'"

o

.16
21.98
16.18
7.23
.7
132.32
132.32

75.58
SS.82
57.25
710.72
710.72

20.31
41.51

21.03
42.11

97%

97%

181"
22%
138".39%
87%
142%
142"

131%
33%
111%
76%
.5649%
50%

i\3
o
o

-...J

SO"

AAB 2610110112:11'

I\J
-'"

o-.,
01

o

2000 GROUP RESERVES SUBMISSIONS
GAS {10A9 sm3J
CoLIntry Name

PItM!d Resvs

1.1.2000

:;I

(Jl"Tl
,Ill

0

35>

gC)
';jg
t@ ~

!

(Jl:::J

(/l-

[~

Australia (S DA)
Australia (WPL)
Brunei
China
China (Shell Oil EH}
Malaysia
New Zealand
New Zealand (Shell Oil EH)
PhiJippines
Thailand
Angola
Argentina
Brazil (S hell Oil W H} .
Cameroon (She~ Oil EH)
Congo (OR)
Gabon
Nigeria (SNE PCO)
Nigeria (SPOC)
Venezuela
AbuOhabi
Bangladesh
Eg;'l't
Iran
Kazakhsta n (Temir)
Oman
OmanGisco
Pakistan
Russ ia (Sakhalin Holding)
S""ia
Auslria
Canada
Canada (AOSP)
Denmark

Germany
Nelherlands
Norway
Shell Oil (MCC)
Shell Oil (TMR)

r-

o
z
o

....
J\)

Cl

o

Cl
U1

UK
USA
USA (Aera)

USA (ARura\
Total exd Can. AOSP
Grand Total
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Dev'd
Resvs
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1.1.2000
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Transf. Revis-lOns Prod'n
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(....illo<
OeVd
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5.442

1.824
1.305
·3.601

2.356
1.45
4.656
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Resvs
1.1.2001

Minority
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Resvsincl Resvs incl Tat

1,1.2000

1.1.2001

(yr)
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37.929
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ToIlRes
(%)
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112%
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TatERes
(%)Exd
PurlSsles
iP

Repfmt
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o...Res
(")

77%

90%

42%

129%
99%
42%

99'llo

40%

.
183.819
12.646
2.314
19.436
6.226

-11.93
.031
-.312
1.029
.338

1.284
4.384

1.522
1.1183

5.625
3.361

5.123
1.381
, .241

.154
3.551

.063

.619

,

()
ID
Ul
(J)

W

o

,
~,

~

o
o

-1.21
.19
-.319

5.123
1.381
.247

50.965
10.529
1.448

30
11
7

-110%
257%
-126%

-110%
248%
-126%

331%
15%
·129%

.263

.238

.431

2.833

14

92%

92%

115%
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.056

-.501
1.083

.036
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5.141
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5947%
332%

5941%
332%

-1236%
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iJ
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11.104
2.014

20.212
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.431
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4.384

w
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,

~

::c>
I.
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95.93

.51
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1.836
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34.014
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-4S1%
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oo

()

4.113
31.2n

.039
-2.326

.457

.384
1.455

.39

4.825
27.881

2.846
14.059

1.624

-.2
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1.455

2.262
13.506
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14.272
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o
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.52
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1.04

1.397
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.22
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2000 PRODUCTION RECONCILIATION - GAS
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Country

10 A 9sm3

Australia Total
Brunei
Malaysia
New Zealand
New Zealand (Shell Oil EH)
Thailand
Argentina
Brazil (Shel Oil WH)
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~
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.036
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4.659
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" ., ... ,.... ANGOLA BLOCK 18 - INITIAL RESERVES BOOKING 1.1.2001
Group Reserves Auditor Comments

('

Shell Development Angola (SOAN) intend to book Proved (and Expectation) reserves volumes for some of their
deep water turbidite discoveries in the deep offshore Block 16 area per 1.1.2001. This is the first booking of
reserves for this venture, following a Series of six successful exploration wells drilled during 1999 and 2000. The
necessary development planning work has been carried out by Shell Oeepwater Services (SOS) in Houston, at the
request of SDAN. SOS have produced a report (Ref. 1) documenting the basis for a reserves booking for two
struotures, Plutonio ('73' Channel Sand) and Cobalto ('72' Sheet Sand). For other sands and for the other four
discovered structures in the area it was not possible to define a commercial development at this stage.
In, spite of the exploration sucCesses (six discoveries from six wells) the area is severely challenged to define a
technically and commerciillly robust development. The root causes for this are the high development costs, the
modest size of the discovered accumulations (150-400 mln stb STOIIP), the potentially poor lateral reservoir
connectivity in the turbiditic sands and the relatively wide spread of the accumulations (40 km overall). The most
likely development concept at this stage is an FPSO with vertical suh-sea wells tied back via suh-sea manifolds.
This concept has been used for the presently postulated ('Phase I') development plan, which foresees a net Shell
share Proved Reserves volume of 74 mln stb (12 mln m3). SOS have made it clear that this postulated plan is
only designed to support a reserves booking at this stage. Further work (and appraisal drilling) is foreseen during
2001·2002 with the objective of defining an integrated development plan for most of the BlOCk 16 area.
Prior to preparation of the present Stage I development plan, two meetings were held late in 2000 between
SOS/SDAN and SIEP/SEPCo advisers, including myself. In the face of prevailing uncertainties, marginal to poor
economics, plus a failed VAR2 review in October 2000, SOS were advised to look for a 'creaming' development
plan. This plan should be aimed at the largely crestal areas of high seismic amplitude around the existing
wellbores, where reservoir properties would probably be best and unit development costs lowest. This
confinement to 'high confidence areas' would also have the benefit that associated recoverables could all be
classed as Proved Reserves (a SEC requirement: Proved reserves should be associated with a 'Proved area'
around existing wells). In addition, SOS were advised to loOk at the valuable set of turbidite reservoir connectivity
data available within SEPTAR (BTC) and SEPCo to verify the well and reservoir recoveries that were obtained
from 9ther sources. This advice was largely followed and the resulting work has been documented in Ref. 1.
My remaining comments to Ref. 1 and the associated Proved Reserves are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

0.· ·"

4.

,.

5.
6.

The development plan, even if notional at this stage. is well documented and SOS must be commended
for preparing this within a' short time frame. In particular the relatively detailed reservoir simulations are
noted.
The 'high confidence areas' defined by SOS may not all fulfil the stringent reqUirements for defining
'Proved areas' as used by SEPCo (Ref. 2). This should be verified in due course.
Simulator recoveries in the Cobalto sheet sand have not been corrected for potential lateral connectivity
effects (SEPTAR data set). With the postufated well spacings this could expose this reservoir to a
potential downside of it 10-30% lower recovery or a correspondingly higher well count.
Recoveries depend critically on successful water injection from the start of the project. If the viability of
water injection is not proven by a pilot injection, Group guidelines require "a comprehensive assessment
of uncertainties·. Although well injectivity and bottom hole injection pressure have been correctly
modelled, further evaluation work (e.g. sea water 1 formation water compatibility tests, potential well
plugging) has not yet been done. However, experience in turbidite reservoirs off the Angolan coast and
elsewhere suggest that any water injection problems cannot be expected to be a show stopper.
Gas re-injection (for conservation purposes) is postulated from the start of the project. No injection is
. intended into any of the oil reservoirs but a potential target reservoir has not been identified yet. Hence,
no studies have been done yet regarding possible reservoir over-pressuting effects.
Project economics are marginal (VIR of 5%, UTC of 6 $/bl in the mid-case). 'Some 70% of postulated
alternative cost and well scenarios have positive NPVs. Well count variations (+1- 20%) are probably too
narrow, particularly for the P65 case. Hence the project barely passes commerciality criteria for reserves.

In conclusion, the Proved Reserves booked for Block 16 are extremely marginal with respect to criteria for
technical and commercial robustness and hence are only just supportable. Much appraisal and study work will'be
required to address reservoir connectivity (i.e. well counts) and further cost reductions before a Block 18 project
can be put forward for FIO in 2002, as presently planned.
AA Barendregt, 17 January 2001
References:
1.
2.

"Angola Block 18: Phase I Development Area, Reserve Report Documentation", EP2001-4002, SEPTAR.
Houston, January 2001.
.
"Estimating Pay Probability Oowndip from Well Control Using Seismic amplitudes·, A. Jackson, SEPTAR.
Houston, 2000.
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2000 RESERVES AUDITS· MAIN OBSERVATIONS

,

,

Australia: The audit commended the high quality technical work that had been carried out by Woods/de,
particularly In assessing the subsurface uncertainties and in evaluating the ranges of In-place and reserves
estimates. Intensive SIEP assistance through VAR· and other reviews was noted. Maintaining the
preliminarily booked volume of Gorgon gas reserves (first done at 1.1.1999) was supported because a gas
mar1<et was highly likely to be found in due course and because it must be considered likely that an
extension of the current 5-year Retention Lease will be granted in 2002. Proved reserves in some mature
.fields (N-Rankin, Goodwyn and the four oil fields) should be increased to expectation levels, in /Ine with the
, guidelines. Concern was expressed about the lack of a concisely documented audit trail, which hampered a
'. proper assessment of the reasons for the end·1999 reserves Changes. Audit opinion was satisfactory.
Proved Reserves hflve been increased by some 9 mln m30e, in line with recommendation.
Bangladesh:
The most significant comment related to the conservative nature of .the proved and
proved developed reserves estimates. Recovery factors tend to underestimate the recovery efficlencies
obtainable through compression, whilst discounting of in·place volumes in some undralned reservoirs tends
to be conserVative. Audit opinion was satisfactory. Apart from an 0.5 mln m30e addition due to successful
appraisal, no changes were made in Proved Reserves, pending further field performance.
Gabon:
Commendation was made ,of the well organised set of field notes and annual ARPR report,
providing the basis for a good audit trail. The most signifieant comment related to the unnecessarily
conservative (and somewhat arbitrary) assumption of proved developed and undeveloped reserves for
'producing fields being a flat 85% of expectation values. Group guidelines prescribe that, for mature fields
Iike'those in Gabon, the proved values should be taken as equal to expectation values. The Rabi
production licence expires at 30 June 2007. Until a new agreement (possibly a PSC) has been signed,
some 2 mln m3 of Group share proved oil reserves remain out-of-licence and thus unbookable. Audit
opinion was satisfactory. Proved Reserves have been increased by some 4 mln m30e, in line with
recommendation.
Norway:
It was noted that operators Norsk Hydro and Statoll (Troll and Statfjord fields) appeared
'strangely reluctant to provide no-further-activities forecasts on which to base developed reserves. As a
result; Troll developed gas reserves could be somewhat overstated. The reserves audit trail was Incomplete
due to table inaccuracies in the respective reserves notes. Commendable development option screening
wor1< had been done on the Ormen lange field. Although seabed stability could still be a show stopper, a
first discounted slice of gas reserves was booked for this field in 1999. Audit opinion was satisfactory.
. Troll Proved Developed Reserves have been reduced by some 4 mln m30e.
Sal(halin: Presently carried 011 recoveries are low because of the need to re-inject associated gas into the
oil reservoir, but Significant upside exists through lifting of this need and through optimisation of wells and
application of horizontal weils. Comments were made regarding the incomplete state of the audit trail and
the overdue completion of important EPT reports. Audit opinion was satisfactory.
USA (SEPCo):
The comprehensive system of quarterly and annual internal reserves audits was noted
and commended. Main deviations from Group reserves guidelines are due to SEPCo adhering to strict
interpretatiohs of the SEC rules, which are enforceable in the US. These differences relate mainly to
government royalties in cash (excluded from reserves), fuel and flare gas volumes (included) and 'behind·
pipe' developed volumes (over-included). The latter two are to be corrected, but the present SEC rules
forbid the inclusion of US royalty volumes, even if paid in cash. Audit opinion was satisfactory. The
'correction for fuel-and·f1are has led to a 6 mln m30e reduction in gas volumes, mainly In the Aera venture.
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From:

Anton A. Barendregt

Group Reserves Auditor, SIEP EPB-GRA

To:

lorln Brass

Director, EP SuslnessOevelopment, SIEP EPB

Copy:

Waiter van de Vij~er
Dominique Gamy
Excom Members
John Bell
Han van Delden
Stephen L. Johnson

EP Chief Executive Officer, SIEP
Chief FInance Officer, SIEP EPF
SIEPEPA, EPS.X, EPG, EPM, EPN, EPT, EP·HR
Vice Pres. Strategy, Planning, Portfolio and Economics, SIEP EPS.P
Partner, KPMG Accoufltants NV
PrlceWaternouseCoopers .

REVIEW OF GROUP END·2001 PROVED OIL AND GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
In accordance with prescribed US "'ASS .accounllng principles, 'SIEP staff have prepared a summary of Group equity proVI
and proved developed oil and gas reserves for the year 2001. The summarY (Att. 3) forms part of the supplementa
information that will be presented In the 2001 Group Annual Reports and has been prepared on the basis of lnfonnati(
provided by Group and Associated companies. The submissions 'by these .companles (excluding those by Shell Canada) a
based on the procedures laid down tn the Group 'Petroleum Resource Volumes Guidelines' whiCh in tum are based on (but n
Identtcal to) the FASS definitions. Shell Canada's submissions are'subject to their own procedures and reviews.
The 'end-2001 Group share Proved Reserves Is summarised In the following table.' The figures Indude the Canadian oil saO(
reserves (reportable as mining reserves) and the minority reserves In some consolidated companies (together 150 mln m30e*
Oil mlnm3
Gas blnm3
OIl+NGL
Gas

1.1.2001
Proved Torl
1646
1593
3189

2001
Prod'n
129
93 '

' 1.1.2002
Proved Ton
1601
1580
3132

~epJ:Ratio

1.1.2001
Proved Dev'd

65%

711
737

(RR)Toti
86%

1.1.2002
Proved Dev'd'
689

,729
1394

Rep. Ratio
Dev'd
83%
91%
86%

74%'
Total 011 Equivalent *
219
1425
* 1 mln m3 on eqUIvalent (1 m3oe) " 1.03 bin sm3 of gas
,
I have reviewed the process of preparing the llbove summary' of proved and proved developed 011 and gas reserves In as far 2
these relate to companies outside Canada. This review included, where possible, a verification of the appropriateness of maJ<
reserves changes, The most significant conclusions 'are a~ follows: .
A first time booking for the BongaSW field (SNEPCD Nigeria) Was not accepted by EPB-P staff because the propose
volumes (21 mln m30e) were technically not mature and did not fuflil present reserves gUldefines. This view Is fully supp0rte(
Further reserves additions in Angola block 18 (where marginal reserves were booked tor the first time last year) were als
disallowed by EPB-P because the projeclls economically still marginal, while gas disposal could become a show stopper. rh!
view Is also supported. Without any material change In this latter project. reserves may need to be de-booked next year.
··-:-J31PJ.!p.@.MIY.es_gllldelinesnave beeQ~eYi~ed,against.lnduSiiy- p;aCilce during 1~9ii 'lln<fThls hasr.esultedin-a 200::mfomJO
Increase In Group share Proved reserves, In mature fields In recent years. However, recent clarlflcatlons of FASB reser'Ye
,guidelines by the US Security afld Exchange Commission (SEC) have shown that cuitent Group reserves practlce regardin!
the first-Ume booking of Proved reserves in new fields ,Is In' some cases too lenient. .The Group guld'elines should be revlewec
First time bookings should be aligned closer With SEC guldan~ im!f Industry practice and they should be allowed only for fim
projects with technical maturity and full economic Viability. .
.
\

/ The widespread use of reserves targets In score cards affecting variable pay Is seen to affect the objectivity of staff in soml
DUs when proposing reserves additions. ReservesicoOrdlnatlon staff in EPB~P have been alert to this and have successfull:
met the challeflges with which they were faced. HoWever, a shift in score card,emphasis from reserves booking to successfull~
meeUng project milestones is recommended.
Awareness 'of Group and SEC reserves booking guidelines was seen to be less than desirable at senior levels In OUs and ir
support funclions In the centre (RBDs, SOS, SEPTAR).' This should be Improved by Issuing appropriate high level guidellOl
summaries, organlsallon of workshops etc.
' ,
,
,
'
.
After some corrections, very good correspondence was obtained between anflual production volumes as reported through thE
separate Finance {Ceres) and SIEI' reservlilS systems, 'Both of these are reported (separately) in the Group annual report ,
, During 2001 I made Reserves Audit visits loa totalof seven Group bus•. Audit opinions on these varied between 'satisfactory
and 'g!-lod'. As far as observed, most audit recommendations appear:to have been followed In thls'year"s submissions.
The overall finding fro~ the audit visits afld from the'end-year review In SIEP Is that the SIEP statements fairly repres'ent the
Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the end of 2001. There Is a possibility of a. minor overstatement of Group Proved
reserves IfI some fields where hlS.torlcally booked reserves are not fully In llrie wlth recent SEC guidance.' However, this
overstatemeryt Is likely to be offset by reserves in areas where current Proved reserves are probably too conservative (e.g,
Brunei). The 2001 cha~ges In the Proved Reserves'can be fully recoflclled from the Individual DU submissions.
mote d talledl,ist of findings alid observations is included in Attaclunent1.'
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REVIEW O~GROlip END-2001 PROVED OIL AND 'GAS RESERVES SUMMARY PREPARATION
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.

ReserVes Summary
The 1.1.2002 Group share Proved Reserves can be summarised as follows:
OU mln m3
2001
1.1.2001
1.1.2002
Gas btn m3
ProvedTot'l
Prod'n
Proved Tot'l
OIl+NGL
1646
1601
129
Gas
1593
93
1580
Total 011 Equ;valenr
3189
219
3132
Canada 01\ sands
95
95
Minority reserves
48
55
Net Group m30e
2982 ,
3046
• 1 mln m30e .. 1 mln m3 011 equivalent'" 1.0,3 bln$m3 of gas

Repl.Ratio
Total'
65%

8a·"
74%

1.1.2001
Proved ~v'd
711
737
1425

1.1.2002
Proved Dev'd
689

Repl.Rat
Dev'd
83%

729

91%

1394

86%

The Replacement Ratios mentlonedabove are with' respect to total Group share' reserves, I.e. inclUding the Canadian
'sands and Minority reserves.
A full overview of end c2001 Proved end Proved Developed Res~rves is presented In Attachment 3.1-2.
2.

Significant ,reserves ehangel5 "
Significant reserves changes during 2001 were as follows:
Acquisltlon of assets from Fletcher Challenge Energy led to Group share reserveS increases In New Zealand (+35 mln
rn30e) and Brunei (+5 mln m3oe). In the USA, the Pinedale (Rocky Mountain) gas acquisition added 10 mln m30e. Tt
, was partly offset by a net l;livestment In Pakistan (-3 mln m30e) and by a reVision of the Oman Gisco gas processing
agreement (-16 inln m30e).
Technical reviews led to reserves additions In,the Netherlands (+23 mln m3oe), in 'the USA (+24 mln m30e),In Cenmal
, (+'1 mln m3oe) and In Sakhalin ("'3 mln m3oe), whilst reductions were seen In New Zealand (-11 mln m30e), Canada
9 mln m30e) and Egypt (-5 mln m30e). New fields were booked in the USA (+10 mln m30e) and Brunei (+5 mln m30e)
New field developments added developed reserves in the USA (+26 mln m30e), Australia (+21 mln m30e), SPDC (+,17
mln m30e of gas and NGL), Phflippines (+13 mln m30e) and Iran (+6 mln m30e).
.

The reserves Increase of +23 mln m30e In the Netherlands ~as booked In the Glonlngen field. Field performance ove,
the last ten years had aUowed gradual Increases In Proved deve~ped reserves, but total Proved reserves were
maintained unchanged. Booked undeveloped reserves (e.g. as a result of very low pressure compression) became thu
., '~-~'--1ndefenslbly-low-end1hIs-han1ow1)eernectlfled.
'
,-

.F"illiher ';;aturing-~f'g';;~ii$8t1on -and ·dev~lo~me~t 'in SPDC (Nigeria) Is allowi~g g~duallncreasesin

Proved
developed and total 'gas reserves. Proved condensate (NGL) reserves do also increase, but these have to be largely
offset by cotfespOndlng reductions In Proved oil reserves because of the overall ,constraint In offtake rate and licence
duration (see also below).

\

)

A tabulation of these and some other changes Is given InAltaCtunent 2.

3.

Shell Cana~a'$ Athabasca 011 Sands

.

, The 95 mln m3 oil volumes from Shell Canadil's Athabasca Oil Sands project (AOSP) are not strictly oil and gas
reserves as defined by the US Securities and!exchange Commission (SEC). Hence, they will be excluded from the
Group's subml!>slon of Proved 011 and gas reserves to the sec. They are also mentlontld separately In the Group
Annual Report. '
'
.

4.

Angola block 18
A total of five dlscoveHes were' made In the Angola block 18 area duHng 1999 and 2~00. Preliminary economics showe
development to be matglnal to unattractive and the 1.1.2001 booking of Proved reserves could only be Justified through
a notional small scale creaming'project in the two largest accumulations. One further appraisal well and Sidetrack durin:
'. 2001 allowed In principle an increase III thase reserves by 'an enlargement of the 'proved area', However, a VAR3 ,
reView In D~cember 2001 showed project ecOnomics stili to be 'marginal at best', while the continued lack of a VIable ga
disposal solution was' seen as a potential show stopper., Hence, a further i!1C1'ease iri reserves was not accepted by
EpB-p and the possibilitY was recognised that, without further changes; ttle project reserves may have to be de-booked
next year, This view i.s also supported.,

5.

\

/

SNEPCO fields

A significant i~crease In Proved res~rWs i~19 mln m3 oil, +2 bIn sm3 g~S) was proposed by SNEPCO (Nigeria) through
, a first time booking of reserves in theIr new discovered Bonga S,W field (one discovery well In 2001). After a reView of
.• the available evidence and following adVIce from the Group Reserves Auditoi' a"d SEPCO's Re~erves ~anager. tI:Ie
reserves Coorl;lination function In SIEP EpB-P has declined to ~ceept this proposal. Considerations were that the projee
is still immature (failed a VAR2In Sept 2001) and Is not properly defined (no dynamiC simulation studies, well targets,
foreC<ilsts or cost estimates). while its development ls uncertain (other fields could be developed In Its stead)~ In addition
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the seismic response is generally of insUfficient quality to support a large enough area as (SEC defined) 'proved area' on
which to base Proved reserves. This view Is fully supported. "
,
'
It was furthen'nore noted. that$NEPCO, upon seeing the Bonga SW reserves additlo~ not accepted, withdrew, a negative
correction to Bonga Main reserves (-2 mln sm3 011, -2 bin sm3 gas), emanating from a 2001 study which showed these
volumes to be non-produclble within the prevailing PSCiicence. In addition, the technical basis for the reserves in the
Erha field, at Its first time, booking In 1999, was said by SNEPCQ staff to be of tower quality than that for Bonga SW. A
SEC reserves audit Is ,planned for 2003. Advancement of this audit Is 'being considered.
ProdlJl;:tlon licence duration constraints,

6.

"

,

Externally reported Proved and ,Proved Developed Reserves need to be confined to those volumes produclble Within the
duration of current production licences, or their extensions If there Is aright to extend'. With progressing maturity, a ,
numbe~ of OUs are seeing their possibilities for inCreasing Proved ~eserves severely curtailed because any increase 'In
field volumes ,cannot be produced within (generally constrained) future offtake proflles and licence durations. With'
ongoing annual production, these DUs will In fact ,see their remaining Proved reserves declln'e in future ye[lrs until either
offtake rates can be Increased or until licence extensions have been agreed with Authorities. DUs most affeCted by this
are SPDC (Nigeria), Shell Abu Dhabl and PDO (Oman) and, to a lesser extent, Malaysia, Syria, Denmark and,
Venezuela. At present, some 300 inln m30e Proved field volumes (10% of the Group Proved Reserves portfoflo) are
reported by DUs $S being non-produclble within eidsting licences.
.,
"

,

.

'1·,

'",

For a proper estimation of Proved reserves (which have to'fulfll the criterion of 'reasonable cel1alnty') it Is Important that
DUs faced with the above constraints make realistic assumptions regarding their future production profiles. ,The
selacted .build-up Md plateau levels should preferably be In line 'with base case Business Plan assum'ptions and with
profiles used for the SEC 'Standardized Measure,submisslon. In addition, post-plateau talloend profiles should be
, technically defensible. It is noted that PoO stili maintain a 850 kb/d plateau In their foreCast, In spite of recent problems
In maintaining that production level: SPoC seem to have Included LNG tralns,4&5 in their condensate forecast, while
the associated gas reserves have not yet been Included in gas reserves because of lack of market definition.
At present, the Group reserVes guidelines do not :provide any guidance aboUt what assumptions to take for future
forecasts in these cases. This should be rectified. !=ollowing that, the assumed forecasts should be reviewed with the
, OUs concerned.
.
,

During this year's' re~erves submission and accumulation propess, the critical information abo~ DU assumed production
profiles could In some cases only be made available to the auditor after repealed requests and In a late stage, thus
leaving Insufficient time for a comprehensive review. This should be remedied In future submissions by ensuring that tull
..
,
life cycle productiori profiles are requested from ah~ made availabl'e by OUs In an early stage.

7.

Group Guidelines - mature fI,alds

;,

Group Guidelines ·for ext~mally reported Proved reserves (Ref. 3) have hiStorically been somewhat different m;m Proved
reserVes definitions as applied by the 0Ilindustry'(Refs.1, 2). The reason for this wasthilt the Group have long based
their 'Proved reserves estlmatM on probabllistlc methods, using the 85% confidence lever criterion. This' was found to
lead to too conservative estimates in mature fields (in comparison with Industry pradtice) and the guidelines were
therefo~changed for these fields in 1998. The Updated guidelinesprescribe that, In mature fields, externally reported
.--~~tblil!d .~!i9?_teVlitJ D1Mlloped Reserves should ,be brought closer'ta;"Or'madtrequatto-Expectatlan"Reserves-.Slgnllltant Group share.Proved Res~ryes additlO!"s ('l:200mln f.Tl3Oe)have thus ~h bOOked'Dy many OUll ~n
1998 and 2000.
.
• ,
.
A nieth~d of visualising the rellitlVe positions cif OUs is through plotting the ratio between proved and Expectation
,reserves vers!!. averag~ OU maturity. The Iatlefls defined as cumulative prodlictlonasa fraction of total life cycle
Expectation Ultimate Recovery.. Plots showing the OU posilionsJor Developed and Undeveloped OIl+NGL and Gas
.reserves are presented in Attachments 5.1-5.2. From this It can be seen that most mature OUs show Proved /
Expectation
ratios Close to',1 for their developed and
Most
notable exceptions ate:
.
. undevelopedresetves~
...
,
- BSP, where Pn;1V8!J reserves have to be agreed with the Government (a reserves audit Is planned for 2002), ,
- SEPCO, where undeveloped proved reserves are depressed becaUSE! of low SECp':Oved areas in Plnedala, '
Bl'4tuS and Mars,'
'"
" , . ., '
'
,
- BEB, who tend to maintain unrealistically high ~ectatlon reserves' (much of It to be SFR),
. - EXpro UK. Where uncertainties In undeveloped reserves are large iri'Schiehalllon and some tight gas fields.
.

..

:...~.

.

.

Jj'.

•

6.' '. Group Guidelines - flrst time booking of new)IGlds
Group gUid~llries for fields at the other end of the maturity spectrum, I.e. new discoveries, have historically been les~
well defined. ,Probablllstlc P6S estimates-were g~nerally used (which for sparsely appraised fields tended to be laiger
than the SEC guidelines ellowed), but there was 'Often no darity as to the appropriate moment when first-time booking of
reserves CoUld be made•. This situation Improved somewhat in 1993 when the requirement for technical and commercial·
maturity was first Introduced In the Group reserVes guidelines. nils was later strengthened by adding the requirement'
'that ,large or frontier projects should 'in prlnclple'~rst pass a VAR review (preferably VAR3 - Concept Selection) before
any reserves could be booked. "large projects of a downstream nature (e.g.' LNG plants), whlC/lWOuld not be subjected
to aVAR review, would 'in'prlnclple' need to wait LintU FID.
The experience since ihelntroductlon ~fthese ~ew guidelines has heen that the large established DUs (SEPCo, Shell
UK &pro, NAM) te'nded to follow thes'eg'uidell~s, gen!lrally defelTing first time bOokings for new fields until at least a
proper Development plan had belln prepared and conimerClal viability had been assured. The approachfollowed by',
smaller OUs and ,SOS 'tlas In some cases been more ,aggressive; even to the point where technically and/or "
.. cOmmetcially 'Immature projects, some of those not evenpassllJg:VAR2 or VAR3 reviews, were put forward as reserves.
The main drive behind this appears to be a lack t)f awareness or Indeed a distegard for the guidelines, coupled with a
strong drlvefrom score card reserves targets. ' .
'
'
.
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The SEC Proved reserves guidelines. which all 011- and gas producing cOmpanies with a stock listing In the USA mus
adherE! to, prescribe that there' must be a 'serious commitment' by the company to develop the reserves concemed.
According to recent SEC clarifications (Rets. 4, 5) this should mean AFE, FID, the signing of fabriCation or sales
co~u:acts or at least a firm plan ,that Is .likely to become implemented. The SEC often reminds the Industry that
indiViduals responsible for- Proved reserves reporting and certification may be subject to 'potential civil liability' In caSE
non-adherence of their rules. They also reserve the right to challenge reserves submissions by companies and to for
companies to re-state their Proved reserves when necessary.
'

The observation can also be made that, for first reserves bookings,lndustry practice tends to follow the SEC guldellnl
more closely than some of the Group cases mentioned. Examples are BP (who have not yet booked any reserves for
Angola Block 18). Exxon and also SEPCo, both of whom tend to book Proved reserves only at or clOse ,to FID.
The aUditor's conclusion Is therefore that a tightening of the Group guidelines WIth respect to the timing of first reserv,E
booklngs Is required. Particularly large or frontier developments must have successfully passed appropriate mllestonl
(VAR3 review or a serious financial or contractual commitment) before first reserves bookings can be made for the
project. This implies that economic viability must pass project SCreening (I.e. not just commercial viability) since only
project viability can assure that the project is likely to become Implemented. It also Implies that identified show stOppE
must have been resolved since these bring ImplementationIn possible jeopardy. Smaller new fields In mature areas
shOUld have at least a documented Development Plan, with Identified well targets and robust economics, before
reserves can be booked. The guideline documents should be adapted accordingly.
The tightening of guidelines for first time booking of Proved reserves should not lead to a drive to bOok In first instance
Expectation reserves only and let Proved reserves follow later (cf. SK-8 volumes booked by SSPC). If no Proved
'·reserves can be booked then the development Is technically or commertlelly not yet mature and no reserves, naither
, Proved nor Expectation, should be thus booked (Ref. 3). exceptions to this could be made for smaller projects within
existing mature fields.
'
.
It should be understood that tightening of the first time booking guidelines, necessary as they are from a SEC
perspective, may affect reserves already booked In some major new fields (cf. Orrnen Lallge - Norway with 17 bin sm~
NAM's Waddenzee reserves with 4 blnsm3, Angola with 12 mln m3 and possibly Gorgori - Australia with 86 bin sm3 '
"
Group share Proved reserves).
9.

Reserves Addition targets In Score Cards
Group Proved' Reserves receive increasingiy close attention by Group Ma'~agement. Reserves addition targets are set
annually, both to -oUs andto SIEP Directorates and these are reflected In Individual and collective score cards affectln!
variable pay and bonuses of staff involved. this Is leading to a noticeable Increase in attempts to book reserves which
are not technically or commercially mature and which do not fulfil Group reserves gUidelines. cf. the new field bookings
In AngOla and Nigeria. ,
. ,
~
.
'
'.
.

It ls the aUditor's opinion that the setting'of reserves targets through variable pay score cards represents a potential
integrity issue in the reserves estimation process. Objective judgment cannot always be assured if the pay of staff is
Influenced by the volumes of reserves that are booked. Although the Group reserves reporting system does provide fOI
a variety of checks and balances (most notably that by the EPB-P reserves coordination). their effectiveness cannot
always be complete, particularly not fOr the smaller reserves changes (cf. Erha field). Nevertheless, It was seen that thl
•• - .-----------objeetlvlty.otttllr EPB--P>-staff was beyond question and that they successfully met the challenges With whiCh they Were

-'. "',acecr.-

.'.--"-' ....-..

.,

,'"

"""'" ','

,,, ,.

A notable effect ~f setting ~eserVes addition targets seems to be that they become targets In themselVes and thus seerr
to deflect attention away 'from the ,real target. whlchsl:lould 'be advancement of development.'
.

\.

The recommendation /s th~teforetO i:te-emPhasise'speclficreserves adcflti~n targets In sCore ~rtts and to strengthen
targets relating to advimcement of fiedd development, e.g. the passing of Clearly identifiable project milestones. These
could be specific VAR reviews (with e.g. VAR3 becoming the milestone at which reserves can be booked, .see also
below) or other project decision points (e.g. FID).
.
.
.
..

I

10~

Jl.wareness of Group guidelines'
The annual updates of the Group feserves guidelines documents are generaily distributed to staff responsible for
reserves estimation and reporting In the OUs and NVOs. This dislributi,on tendS to exclude staff at senior levels, both In
the OUs and In the central support functions (RBDs, SOS, SEP,TAR etc)•.There Is evidence that this has led to a lack ot
awareness of the princlples,and constraints in the reserves booking process /n these functions. It is recommended that
this be remedied, e.g. through wor1<Sb~p's, high '.ever guideline summaries etc.
'

11 •. Criterion for commerciality

.

A~rdlng to presem Group g~ldeii,;es,

Proved reserves should fulfil the criterion for commerclality,l.e, a posltJv~ NpV
fot a sufficiently wide range of uncertainty scenarios, inCluding the Proved case. This criterion Is more lenient than that
for economic viability, which Is used for project screening. The distinction between the two criteria was Introduced In
1993 In order to avoid too rapid reserves swings for projects that had become marginal. However, flrst·tlme reserves
bookings had to 'demonstrate positive profitability' before they Could be booked (Ref. 6). this reqUirement has gradual!)
bedome ignored and uneconomic projects that only pass the commerciality test have been allowed as first·tlme booklngl
(cf. Angola blo~k 18), This Implies that reserves are being booked for projects that, being uneconomic: are not likely to
be Implemented. Which is in conflict with SEC requirements (seil above). The requirement that first-time bookings can
only be made for projects that are economic (and thus likely to become Implemented) should therefore be re~nforced in
the gUidelines.
.'
'."
'.
..

.."

on

The two Criteria (for cOmmercial end economic viability) used to be based
the 'same 011 price assumption ($141b1 MOD
flat)., this was changed 1n 2001 when the price assumption for project screening was raised to $161b1 MOD fiat (publicly
announced in 2001). whlls! that for reseryes commerciality was kep~ at $141b1. this introduced an 'Iiiconsisten~
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because the reserves commercially cl1terion could now, under some conditions. become less lenient than that for
'projects. DUring reserves audits It was found that this has created confusion among staff in soma OUs and from this
perspectlve it would be desirable If the two price assumptions would be made equal again. It Is the auditor's
understanding that a revision from $14fbl to$16fbl is being considered. The effect on reserves Is likely to be limited in
most cases, except for PSCs and other 'innovative contracts', where booked reserves volumes would reduce because
t!ley tE!nd to be inversely proportional to the assumed oil price.
'
'
12. Annual production - consistency between Ceres aite! Reserves,
Group share annual hydrocaltJon pro'duetlon Is reported separetely'through the Cares system by Group Finance and
through the reserves submissions accumulated by SIEP. Both reports find their separate ways into the Group annual
report and Ills therefore Important that the two reports are conslstenl OUs are strongly advised (and Indeed forced by a
joint SUbmission sheet) to coordinate their respective submissions to Ceres and reserves. However; the experience is
'stili that Inconsistencies COntinue to arise. Where significant, these Inconsistencies have been addressed and a good
,match batween the two has been obtained, see Attachment 4.
A remarkable obs~rvatlOn Is that In previous years' any Consistency errors tended to occur in the reserves submissIons,
but this year most of them occurred In the Geres retums. One explanation Is that known errors In previous quarters'
cares returns had not been corrected, thus affecting the year-end total. The Improved guidelines for reserves
submissions (bringing clarity on e.g. conversion factors) could provide a further explanation.
13. SEC Reserves Audits

r

, SEC Reserves Audits are carried out by the Group Reserves Auditor in all OUs every 4-5 years. All audits carried out
during 2001 resulted In either 'satisfactory' or 'good' opinions (3 and 4 OUs respectlvely). A summary of audit findings is
presented ,in Attachment 6. As far as can be observed, most audit recommendations appear to have been followed In
this year's submissions. T~e forward Audit Plan is given In Attachment 7.
14. Electronic Wo/1(books
As in previoUS years, much benefit was derived from the SIEP-developed electronic workbooks through which OUs had
to make their submissions. In spite of being somewhat hampered by tack of staff continuity, EPB-P staff have made e
, significant effort this year to ensure that submissions were properiy challenged and that the acCumulation process was
completed accurately and on time. For this they are commended. '
'

Recommendations to SIEP Reserves Coordination:

1.

Change the Group reserves guidelines such that first reserves bookings for large and/or frontier projects' can only be
, allowed after either successfully passing a VAR3 or another clear milestone implying project viability and commitment.
, Smaller fieldS In mature are'as should'as a minimum have a documented FOP.
.
-

2.

.'.'
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" ' ,
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. . . . ,
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. .

In the Group reserves guldelines,'lnclude guidance on assumptions to use in future productlon ,prOfiles when these'
become Important for OUs With constrained productlon licence duretlons. With such guidance, review the present
aSsumptions.used b~ ~.,SI:_S~DC .~':Id POD:
'
.
.
:,. _
__ __~
._. _. _..,_ .
_

3. '--olR!l'I1Phasl~ l1!s&rves addition targetsln individual and collective score cards and strengthen targets for reaching'
project development milestones (liAR reViewS, FID, etc).

4.'

Spread the aWareness of reserves booking principles and Constraints to senior levels In OUs and central support
'
functions (ReDs, SOS, SEPTAR etc); e.g. through workshops or high level summaries.

5.

A revision of the oil price assumption kir reserves commerciality ($14/b1 MOD nat) to bring It back in line With that for
projects' economic viability screening ($161b1 MOD flat) is e n c o u r e g e d . ,

6.

Ensure that proved future production profiles for licence constreined OUs are ma~e available to the auditor In a timely
manner, in order to allow him to asses the validity of Proved reserves.
.
.
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Attachment 2
,SIGNIFICANt 2001 PROVED AND PROVED DEVELOPED RECOVERY CHANGE,S
(Shell Group share)

MAJOR TECHNICAL REVISiONS
Country
OIl+N~~
(10' m
Dev'd Total
Netherlands
Australia
"'3
Nioeria (SPDC)
+11
Niaerla (SPDC)
+15
Phllltoines
+2
USA SEPCo
+9
USA SEPCo
+7
+2
+5 .
USA SEPCo
+3
USA SEPCo
+4
USA SEPCo
+4
USA SEPCo
+9
Denmark
'+7
+()
Aroentlna
+0
Netherlands
Iran
+6
Brunei (BSP)
+2
Malavsla
+0
Denmark
+3 ..
+3
Russia Sakhalin
+3
,Eovot
-1
-0'
Canada
·1
New Zealand
-2
-2
Nioeria {SPDC\
·17
Total Major Techn'l
+43
+32

Gas
(10' srn')
Oev'd Total
...23
+18
+6
+11
+2
+2
+1
+1

+1
+1
+2
'+7

+0
+6
+6

+1

+3
+3
+5
+1
-4

·6
·9
+39

·9
-9
+6
+30

,I

Gronlnoen review
Perseus devmt
Commissioning of llas plant
Condensate devmt Soku + ,Nun River {offset bv oil sM belo\\
Malamoava on stream
Holsteln FID (first booking)
Brutus development
Mars field oerformance and drilling results
Crosbv deyelaoment
Oreaano develooment
Various field reviewa and drlllina results
Halfdan FOP approved (Improved recovery)
San Pedrlto development
Small fields development
Soroosh on stream
BUDan discoverv I aoore/sal
Lower abandonment pressure E111F13W {offset bv Iicence\
Proved arowth to Exoectation (audit recommendatlonl
Review (new'reservolr model + external reserves audltl
Oba/ved field performance
Sable review
Maul C sands revision
Field reviews and forecast review (backed out bv NGll

OntER MAJOR CHANGES
-....._' .
,. Gas '
Country . " ..
Description
OIl+N;~
110' srn') "
/10· m
Oev'd Total Dev'd Total
.+7
NewZeaJand
AcaulsitiOn of Fletcher Challenae eaultY (Maul + Pohokum\
+10
+16
+25
., ... ,_.
.Nllw.Zaalaad
.. TB
.±L ..Be"lll8tatement.ofDRl=08ld Maul gas, .,.
--- .
USA (SEPCoI
Pinedale acaulsltion
+0
+10
Brunei (FCEl
+5
FletcMr Challenge acaulsltlon
+1
Abu Dhabf
+6
Introduce AOCO NGLs as reserves
+5
MalaYSia
E111F·13W reserves [lushed DeYOnO licence
-0
-4
Pakistan
Dissolution of PSP acaulsltion In Bhlt Bhadra fields
-3
·3
Abu Dhabl
-4
011 croftle adlusted for OPEC cuts Cllcence constmlned\
·5
Oman IGlsco)
-16
New GISCO contract. Incl PSC effects
-4
-4
·17
Total Other Malar
+18
+4
+8
+3
.~.-

._ ..

Description

..

.:..........~

._-~

OTHER MINOR CHANGES
AND TOTAL

OIl+N~~

Other Minor Ch oS
Grand Total ChQ$' .
Production

.

,

','

/10' m
Oev'd Total
+44
+60
+84
+107
-129
-129

Page,

:
. . . . . . . .J

"',"_

. ,.....

. Description

I

l

.
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Gas
{10' sm*'!
Dev'd Total
+43
+32
+85
+80
-93
·93
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Attachment 5.1
,.1.2002'DEVELOPED OIL+NGL RESERVES
Fields I OUl Proved I exp_tlO" tlllos vs malUr1ty
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Attaehment 5.2
1.1.20G2 DEVELOPED GAS RESERVES
Fields I DU' Proved I !Upet:tsllon r-tlos vs matultty
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Attachment 6
2001 RESERVES AUDITS - MAIN OBSERVATIONS
UK (Shell Expro): Shell UK E~pro follow very well established and documented procedures In their a~nual reserves
reporting process. AIl example is the sbict discipline enforced by Shell Expro's data base, which contains activities
based reserves, forecasts and cost estimates. The Expro guidelines contain a strong recommendation that all Proved
developed reserves must be set equal to Expectation developed estimates, regardless of field maturity. This approach
is too rigorous for newly developed fields where uncertainties can stili be considerable. There Is thus a possibility of a
.slight overstatement of Proved Developed reserves. Proved undeveloped reserves are low compared to Expectation In
some fields, but these uncertainty margins are Justified. Overall audit opinion Is good.
'
,
Netherlands (NAM): NAM follow well prescribed procedures in their annual reserves reporting process, as shown
through annual reserves challenge sessions, the high-quality reserves data base and the comprehensive ARPR
documentation. Proved volumes'ln the Waddenzee fields, which are affected by the Dutch govemment moratorium on
.drilling, ean be maintained as reserves (current guidelineS, no restriCtion on licence duration), but need continuous
review. Some fields contain too low Proved vs Expectation ratios. The method of booking NAM/Shell share reserves in
UGS fields should be reviewed critically. Overall audit opinion Is ~.
Gennany (DSAG/BEB):
BEB is commended for their well organised data base of reserves data, wllh flexible
facilities to satisfy all reserves reporting requirements. BEB procedures for declaring Proved and Proved Developed
reserves are In line With Group guidelines. However, reported Expectation reserves tend to contain' highly uncertain and
pooriy supported elements, which should be re-classified as SFR. Group Inlemally reported E1<pectatlon reserves are
therefore likely to be overstated. There is a possibility· of a slight overstalement of Proved (Developed and
Undeveloped) reserves In some new gas fields due to the too rigorous use of Expectation I PSO volumes, rather than
pas volumes in these fields. Overall audit opinion is, good.
.
Denmark (SOGU): SOGU follow well prescribed and documented procedures In their annual, reserves reporting
process, as shown by their well organised spreadsheet syslem of tracking reserves volumes components and their
changes. Since Maersk's Proved Reserves estimates tend to be too conservative and often not up-to-date, SOGU have
devised a commendable method of allowlng these to 'grow' towards Expectation levels WIth Increasing field maturity.
Soma assumptions in this method are stili somewhat 'conservative, thus leaving scope for increasing the Proved
Developed Reserves. Overall audit opinion Is ~,
.
New Zealand (SPM/STOS):
5TOS prep'are well-documented annual reserveS evaluations In their producing
fields. There is an urgent need.for a reserves update for Maul gas, where negative field evidence In the last few years
(drilling, production performance) has made a downward correction highly likely. STOS have also identified an urgent
need fora field review In Kapuni, where significanl additional gas could be present. Take-or-pay gas paid for bul not
taken by the gas buyers In Maul should be retained in reserves until actually produced and not excluded as at present.
Overall audit opinion is satisfactory.

-.-. . Cfiln,l!'~~~l:-_.:-::J;!~~.!"~~.!l!_~~~StRrultl1:lb4:rilS"Sd-orr;rtatl\nohrpartial)-seroHuture-development-actlvities- ._- ,and their uncertainties. This could lead to an Increase in unaeveloped reserves. Apropei'ly'documenfi'daUCllftf81niote
should be prepared. Overall audit opinion Is satisfactory.
'

Austria (RAG):
RAG reserves still appeer to show remnants from the previous Mobll reserves guidelines. Many
undeveloped reserves volumes are not yet based on identified future well activities. There also appear to be some
undocumented 'legacy' reserves, which may need to be de-booked after study. The quality of the audit tialls should be
Improved by properly documenting cm;eal stages of the reserves estimation process.· Overall audit opinion is
satisfactory.
.
In addition, a brief review was made of the reasons underlying the 17 mln m3 Increase In Group share Proved reserves
booked at end 2000 by SVSA In Urdaneta West. This represented a significant Increase (+78%) of SVSA's reported
Proved reserves and was deemed a subject for review by the Group reserves auditor. Documentation received during
2001 showed that these reserves additions were based on Increasing the number of drainage points and lowering well
inflow pressures through artificial lift In the tight IcoteaIMisoa and Cogollo/Rlo Negro reservoir, thus maximising oil
recovery WIthin the reservoir abandonment pressure window. Management commitment to this addltionel development
was already given during 2000 and l1!clivlties were started during 2001. Hence, these reserves additions cOuld be
. supported."
.
.
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.. Barendregt~ Anton AA SIEP~EPB-P
RE: SPDC Proved Reserves Sooklng Guidelines
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To:

Subject:
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this Is stili not the final draft (which I have not yet seen), but .it is close to being final.

The·mlnlmum objective (frommy'point of view) for the rest of the year Is to ensure that the base case Is safeguarded:
namely that oil debook,ngs are limited to an extent by which they.offset gas bookings, so that net reserves changes for
SPDC in 2003 are close tb z e r o . .
. '
. My ideal objective would be that SPDC is able to conduct the necessary technical assurance work between' now and •
the end of the year that will enable them to avoid any net debooking of oil reserves, so that there wo.uld be no change
to oil, an addition -to gas and an overall significant contribution In boe terms from SPOC. I have asked them to
seriously consider what it would take to achieve this - If the reserves were booked in the past, surely it must be
.posslble to find a way of underpinning them today so that they do not have to'be written off... It would be a genuine
shame if we were to write off reserves in ~he area that Is the ",:,ost rich resource bas~ In our portfollol

JIi Gas Reserves In
.. . NlgeFla·m...

. John Pay'
Group Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator
Shell International Exploration and Production a.v.
Carel van Bylandtlaan 30, Postbus 663, 2501.CR The Hague, The Netherlands'
Tat: +31 (70) 377 7405 Other Tet: +31 (0)65252 1964
Emall: john.pay@shell.com ,
.

Internet: http://www.sheILcom/eandp-en
····-Orlglnal Message---·
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

. Barendregt, Anton AA SIEP-EPB·P
30 May 2003 12:05'
Pay. John JR SIEP-EPB-P
RE: SPDC Proved Reserves Booki.nQ Guidelines

John,
Happy to discuss next Tuesday (3rd June). In your message you refer to 'John Hoppe's proposal' - ,is tl:lere a
, mailable doument that I could have a look at? I agree with you that in setting new rules we should be as
reasonable and as objective as possible, leaving no room for SUbjective Interpretation.
'
Anton

DEPOSITION
EXHI.pIT

---Original Message-From: Pay, John JR SIEP·EPB-P
sent:
woensdag 28 me! 2003 18:51
. ' To:
Barendregt, Anton AA SIEp·EPB-P
Subject: fW: SPDC Proved Reserves Booking GOil;lellnes

&~~~'1<J-1fZt../
2./2-170 1

Anton
we are struglling to come up with practical guidelines for controlling the proved reserves additions process in
Nigeria. I· have just had (yet another) discussion with various people on this topic, which as usual seems to
have resolved nothing. I would appreciate the opportunity to discuss this again with you next time .you are in
the office. Meanwhile, please find attached my latest plea for a pragmatic and defensible solution, on which
1
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your comments would be most welcome, '
John Pay
, : '
,
Group Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator .
Shelllntematlonal Exploration and Production B.V. '
Carel van Bylandtlaan 30, Postbus 663,,2501 CR

The Hague, The Netherlands

Tel: +31 (70) 377 7405: Other. Tel: +31 (0)652521964

, Emall: john.pay@shell.com
liltemet: http://www.shell.com/eandp-en
--onglnal Message--'From: Pay, 'John JR SIEP-EPB·P

Sent:

28 May 2003 18:44
oavts, Phtl P SEPI·EPG
Blaha, Mlchael FMJ SEPI·ePM; Ten BrInk, Martin J SEPI-EPG
Subject: .SPDC Proved Reserves Booking Guidelines

TOI
CC

Phll
following our discussion. I think It helpful to put the following stat~ments d~wn on paper as a means of helping
to shape the final guidelines: '
"
•.
,
,

v"

'

1. There is not absolute certainty on how the SEC rules must be Interpreted - we have to put our own rule~ In
place and our managers have to be,comfortable that they honour the spirit and intent of the ~EC rules.
__
.
.
.
~

2. The key test Is' "reasonable certainty" that our disclosed proved reserves will Indeed be produced. We'
" /,
must be able to stand up in front of a third partY and defend to them that the reserves we have booked reflect \,/
a scenario that is certain, within reason, to materialize.
3. This requires that a minimum level of documentary evidence Is In place to defend ,the assertion that
reasonable certainty exists; We (in Shell) have translated this Into the minimum reqUirement for technical and
, commercial project maturity. as documented in our guidelines. The only significant change to these criteria,
that is currently being contemplated Is to link reserves booking for major projects and new field developments
to FID, as.opposed tQ VAR 3. .
'

--

-

v'"

, 4. In Nigeria, the'~ltuation is made mOre d"ifficultby the fact thatthe avaUable discovered resources are vastly
, more than can be accommodated within a reasonable time frame under purrent OPEC constraints. This Is a
very unusual situation, requiring some form of ftrea$onable certainty" test to be applied to the entire Nigeria
, portfolio. Here I find It difficult to be specific, ana aeperidlng on one's affifude one can be more or less bullish
, while stili claiming ftreasonable certainty" to exist. I suggest that the current ExCom ,Would be unwilling to ove~
stretch proved'reserves bookings (but we should test them on 'his) and therefwe some form of blocker need
tO,be put In plEice to regulate the pace with which new reserves are added to the portfolio.
'
~

V

V

.

.

5.. John Hoppe'ssuggestlcin of distinguishing between,(1) incremental developments on existing producing
assets and (2) new developments requiring significant, new infrastructure provides a sensible n'l~ans of
effecting control which maps relatively easily onto the eXlstl
ul elines fOr' the rest of the Group. The former
would reCluirea relatively lower level of technical de(jnltlo VAR
an the latter (VAR 41 FIO). This In
principle prevents a whole slug of new,reserves being booke, n tt'e one han~. while allowlng~he study €Jlffort OIJ\(
,to be varied to bring ne reserves In as and when required.
'l
\I\k... cLo ~V4. ~ V A~ a,;k- C().(.. ()

V

we

t

vv

'6. Allied to this,
need sensible criteria for assessing the commercial maturity of Individual prcijectsNMof
..
the portfolio as a whole. I think it reasonable to book proved 9fils reserves In relation to LNG contracQ that We'
have in place and to cover a plausible outiook for domestic gas sales, as ,suggested by John Hoppe. For oil,
'
there is a whole range of things we might Consider, Certain¥! individual projects need to be shown to be
,commercially attractive. However, in addition we need to show that entire portfoliorefiects a plausible view of
w~~ be consid
d certain,within reason, to' materialize.' I think It would be reasonable to assume that'
tode s lev 0 Investment will continue Ind,efinlt
d this might be one factor that is taken Into consideration
in '~cheduling new deve opmen .
'
.' clearly a plaUSible outlook for SCIN's share of OPEC
quota. However, I feel that we must be careful about how far we extend this Into the future. Is It reasonable t
book reserves !,?da~ rela~ion to developments that will take FIO In 2010? Yes. I think so. In 2020? ;..p~~~
, not. In 2030? ~t cert~not. However, I don't know where the cut-off soul be and at the en of the
aayit will beu to our tfi8i1aaers(who sign off'on the reserves disclosure) to dete ine where thelr.level of '
co
rt is. erhal?s an approac wou
e as 0 ow ,
H..........,
\~ vJ'v...cJr woYY'lL.~ \Ivv...'
, .
.
·1
Establish a reasonably certain (Le relatively conservative) forecast for production and'expenditure.
. Using tfiis aj"aCOilstralht, schedule e~technlcally mature d,evelopmem ana establiSh Wheli"FID
would be,
L.o.s v<:>c,...
'P y
.
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Allow bookings only for proved reserves where FID will occur within the lifetime of the existing licence.
Such 'an approach is arbitrary, but It has the' advantages

, ,

th~t:

'-&vJ.~ w~~~.. . ,
A\c..A..Ue..& \0..0 c.o"vU1~ k0~ ,

a) genuine growth In production can be used as the justification for acceletatlng FIDs and bringing In
more reserves
'
,
,
,
bj licence extension. when secured, would allow substantial additional reserves to be booked.
c) It'would b~ difficult for a 3rd party to argue that we were being unreasonable.

I--hJ

Other approach~s are possible: we'could arblb:erily limit resel'\tes to t~day's production rate times El fixed ~"
number of years. This allows us to add,reserves every'year~ and thrQ...., more In wben '1fAs...et a~genulne and
sustal~able in~rease In offtake,rate. '
cx.~ '1-e,:)~ \,\.0\. '6~" U. '~ ~V, CA~4L
0;- ~O'V-L::.,
ru---- \ ~ c9- 0 ' ,
7. Whatever we do. It must be demonstrably plausible. I think JofIn Hoppe's suggested approach provides,
enough flexibility at the Individual project level that we can then use his suggested criteria as a means of
restating reserves bookings, yet In a controlled and reasonable manner.

v

Happy to discuss further, tiut let's try to land on an approach that we pan all feel comfortable with. If that
means we have t~ take two or more,altematlve suggestions to our m,anagers and let them decide. so be it.
John Pay
,
Group Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator
Shelllntematlonal Exploration and Production B.V.
,
Carel vein Bylandtlaan 30, Postbus ~63, 2501 CR' The Hague. The Netherlands
Tel; +31 (70) 37i7405 Other Tel: +31 (O}65252 1964 '
, Emall: john.pay@shell.com '
,
Internet: htlp:/Iwww;Shell.com/eandp--en
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011 ~ Gas' Reserve. In Nigeria

Summary

1.

I~troductlon

A moratorium on additional SPOC reserves bookings was introduced in 1999 given concerns that It may not be
possible to deliver the ambitious growth programme and produce the current proven reserves volume prior to licence
·expiry in November2019. The moratorium was extended to gas in 2001, as domestic gas sales
falling
. \(
.signiflcantly below the forecasts upon Which reserves were based. Gonse entl It
d
.
Itlonal
reserves when FID was taken on NLNG Trains 4/5 In March ~002, pending an overall review of g reserves.
..,·Reserves were one of the "Five 'Crltlcal Issues" Identified in November 2002, for which detailed action plans were 0
·developed and are now being Implemented. This reflected concems that reserves may be over booked if production
and development activity continue to be constrained by factors 'such as OP~C quota, NNPC funding constraints or
executive capacityor If growth in the domestic gas market failed to materialise. Considerable upside was also Identified
If the licence constraint could. be removed, given' SPOC's massive resource base and continuing technical success
· rate In exploration. This note details the main findings of the work carried out under the Critical Issue Plan.
.
· The work concluded that ~PDC could book reserves after licence renewa~s was unexpected and was therefore
extensively tested, both internally and externally. The conciluslons were cof'lfinned and hence this constraint has been
dropped in the reserves estimates presented in this note.
The principal, remaining constraint on reserves was found to be the technical' and commercial maturity of .SPDC's
underlying resource base. As the -Interpretation of SEC guidelines2 has been tightened' over the last few years, El'
detailed revi.ew of the resource base was undertaken to determine the volume that currently qualifies as proven
reserves. A fundamental reviEiw of domestic gas demand was also undertaken as part of a wider EP/GP Gas Strategy
Review in order to re·ass~ss gas reserves.
.
.
.
'2. .Reserves Post licence Renewal'

F~r eJde~al reporting: Group sh~~e of reserves (Proved, Proved Developed) Is limited' to future production within the ,
existlnglicenoe or contract period, including any agreed· extensions as may be covered:by documented evidence.
Recent work has confinned that both SPOC and S'NEPCO have a'legal right to licence extensions. In the case of
SPDC:
. '
,',
,-.
. '.
'
» The Government'is obliged to grant a licence renewal underthe Petroleum Act, so long as the 'Iease holder has
.·complied with th~lr licence obligations. These obligations are .In.line with normal business practices and SPDC Is
therefore unlikely to be found in default.
.... ,. . .
.
» .L1cence renewals have been granted to allJV partners In the past. A relatively low. fixed charge has also' now
been specified for licence renewai (In the past a payment was negotlated)~
,
» Legal opinions wereobtaine~ from Group Legal, Nigerian Counsel and Cravaths .~waln and Moore • All confirmed '
solid legal basis for the lease holder's right to licence extensions.
' .
.
.» A "defencell ietter outlining the position was approved by E~G, EPF, and LSEP and has b.een accepted by KPMQ.
In the case of SNEPCO:
.
'. .
"
» Licence rights under the PSc'are vested In NNPC as Iicenc'ei holder, who are obliged under the terms of the PSC
to apply for renewals.
» The r.enewal conditions areas covered by the Petroleum Act, and so essentially identical to thos~ for the SPDC
licences·,'
'
» ,If the' renewal is granted, either party to the PSC may exercise the option (provided for in the PSC) to extend the
PSC term in line with the licence renewal.

a

3. Application of SEC GUldellne~ I~ Nigeria

'J

'...

The SEC' G.uldelines, as documented in the Group's Petroleum Resource Voiume' Guidelines, ~re applied fullr.Jn (
~d SNEPCO: There are no "grey" areas allowing for interpretation. The ~ey elements are as follows:
. -0
» Reserves, being future hydrocarbon, product available for sale, are tied to projects. The aggregated production
forecast must be consistent with the reported reserves. This .also holds'for the 'proved forecast', as defined by the
.aggregated 'reasonably certain' amount. of hydrocarbons. forecast to be produced by the app~ciprlate
developmenVproductior'l.scenario, duly respecting license duration and overall constraints (e.g. quota).' "
.
» For a resource volume to pass from scope for rebovery (SFR) to reserves (for internal as well as external
reporting) the associated project(s) have to reach both technical and commercial m~turlty. This is deemed to
be the case when:
'
.
o The Shell shareholder assurance prooesses have been satisfactorily passed both technically and
commerelallyand no significant issues thalcould preclude proceeding with the project exist.
SPDC OPE-RES. - May 2003
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Restricted

t

rvlves the business planning'
onn p~ of the relevant
, ,
'
, business ptan. '
o If shoutdbe emphasized that If no Proved rese..vescari be assigned to a project; then the related
petroleum rE;lsource volume should be retained as SFR, I.e. there should b~ no ,expectation reserVes
reported without Proved reserves. ' ,
,
»Major reserves volumes that are no longer judged to be commercially mature should only 'be de-booked after
thorough (re-leyalyatlon. '
.
,
' . . ' , ..
» For project, reseives to .enter into the Proved category, ·Independent review and challenge Is 'reQuired(as a
C9ntrol) ,to preserve Integrity of'tha extemal disclosures. For major projects such re~ routinely executed'
through the Group'" Value_Ass~rance Review process. Note that cOlJfept selection ~mu8t at least have
been completed.. tif'IJ..Ud- b, cJJ; S?'DClY"'1~cA-o.,
,
\'\ow, Fro "

V )(

~.
r

'r

0

Support to fund the project Is reason,bly certain (e.g.

., •

Et

roect

,prOqes.ses of Capita,1 Allocation) and the project f~rms (~r Is reasonably c~rt,aln to

reserv~s

bee~

'esfi~ates

Initl~IIY,7In'Pla6e cO~bln~d

Historically, SP'DC's
'have
based on probablllstlc
of volumes
with
' \ ( ranges of recov~ry factors.
.
art of the t=leld Oevelo m t
rm y
ot the reserves volumes were already booked. In reeent years Ultimate ec veitc Change Re~rts '(URCRs) used to
o ,document reserves ,bookings, have included a description of a....Notlonal Deveopment Plan~at outlines how the
• / 'volumes £2YIQ be produced, but not how they xt!!l be produced. C09.eguently 'there Is now a need to reconcile the
V booked reserves numbers. with the volumes:covered by projects In the Business ~Ian.
'
.
~ ; Strictly'speaklng, booked reserves thatare-notcovEii.d by a specific project'should be r~lassified as SFA. However,
It Is recognised that project recoveries may change as, a project progresses toexecutjon, and new projects may be
" defined as a result of ongoing work in the Asset Teams. Reclassification should, only tl!lke plaCe as the result of a
thorough re·evaluaUon of ttie reserves volumes' documented in a URCR. In between 'such revisions, any varlances,
between. the booked ARPR volumes and the Business Plan project vOlumes'Sfiould be tracked and reported annually
as pan of the Hydrocaroon Master Plan. Each vanaiice shOUld De' accompanied by a' resource maturation plan,'
explaining how.and .When,1t wlll be, resolv~d; either by· maturing n~w.development activities, or by re-evaluation and
.
reclassification. "
Development projects within SPOC are defined to incorporate activities only 'from within a'slngia field. but may d~lIver ,
\ J production from several reservoirs ~nd blocks. Production forecasts associated with' each ro ect must be broken,
V down int<jl separate, forecasts for each reservoir- c to ena e accoun n9 a a eve where t e corre p YSlcal
, ..../reser'tciir behaviour can be shown to apply. Proved forecasts ar~ derived from the expectation forecasts by
/,' discounting by the ratio between the low ultimate recovery (P85 estimate) and the expectation ultimate recovery of the
res~tive reservoir-blocks. In recent years, all proved developed volumes (Le, those r~lated to the NFA forecasts)
, have been taken equal to the expectation forecasts (I.e. undjscounted)~ Clarification in the late,st Group Guidelines '
recommends that this should only apply to "matureD reservoir-blocks This vear, spec Is re~lntroducing the concept of
;..:; 'proved blocks \0 catalogue those, 'reservolr-blocks that are sufficiently mature to require no .dlscounting. Proved
~ forecasts for all other blocks are discounted from the expectation. Proved b1o.cks. are defined to be those with:
-::

v':

» ,Vol.umetrlc el.Otimates based on 30 seismic:
",
be... K . 0 ' - ' s ~ Vvvt""c... ( ~~ ~
Qj
FlUId contacts known to "reasonable cert~ln,ty';"""-:-' S<.
, ,"
.
,
"
.
» An adequate number and distribution of well penetrations:, '. '
Cumulative production In exce~s of~f the estimated ultimate recovery.
The key documentation for a'projectln SPDC is the Project,Proposal Sheet '(PPS). This provides a description of a
project and all of the information to carry out an economic evaluation. However, more, Is required to demonstrate a
. project is technically mature.
. '
.
,, '
, j» For each reservoir-block addressed by a project t!lere must be a,demonstrable audit trail for ttie ,resourCe volumes
. V ' 'Carried In the current ARPR. For some of ths older resource volumes reported before the intrOduction of the UReR
'
. ' ,
reporting system, this may require additional review.
./ » Each PPS must be based 'on a current Field (re·)Development Plan (FDP), and any changes from the FOP must
,
be documented,
.
"
,
.

/1,oj

" »

»

."I»
»

~
,

Smaller projects; for which the 'PPS is based on a "notional" 'development .plan. must be based on a well-,
establisl'll~d analogue for which there
a current FOP. The basis for the analogy and any'devlations must be
documented.
.
" ,.
',',
,',
,"
0 ~ '.t~
Projects in the "Base PlanD contribute to SPDC's provecl reserves and th~refore must have been subjected to
independent review and challeng'e (as a control) to preserve integrity of the extemal disclosures,"
,
- 0
For major proJeqts (>US$1 00 million, 100%) such a review will be an externally led.v~lA I:rvv Fj;f'j)
o For minor projects «US$100milllon, 100%) an internal SPOC Corporate Project Review (CPR) should be
carried out.
',
o Relate9 minor projects producing through shared facilities such that they may mutualiy affect each others
development decisions should be grouped for review purposes, e.g. an infill-drilling ,project, tie-in of a
satellite field through the same facilities, and the installation of associated gas gathering facilities. In_many
cases the resulting integrated project will then require a full VAR. ,

Is

::J..t
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ReSfrtcted

"

»

Resource volumes eported in' the ARPR, for which there are. no mature, projects defined, 'must have a
hydrocarbon reSou e maturation plan documenting how and when projects wl.ll be defined, or the resource
volumes removed These will Include small volumes "left over". after reconciling project volumes wltfi fhe ARPR, .
m
s an UADs and all of the SFR.
.
Resource volume!' "missing" from tli' ARPR; I:e. volumes carried In a PPS for which th~re, are no corresponding
,Volumes reported In the current ARPRmust be documented In a URCR during the current year· for reporting in the
next ARPR at the end of the year.
'
set for the Ca Ital Allocation rocess. This ';;
All projects m
e aSSessed a alnst the Gro '
not mean the projects must ran and. be funded, but they must pass the screen ng
matl.!re.
,
' ,.L,
v....o'f"
Assurance of market availability, In addition to haVing a contract, requires the avallabll,ltY of the Infrastructure to "
.
transport the'product to market. This reqUires either:.
the project will deliver product Into an 'exlstlng pipeline syStem having sUff~lent ullage to ~a~dle the full vOlumesh

».

""%

"?

' .

.....

.»

or
...
.~'.FJ::9
.',
'y
The project Includes the development of the necessaiy tr nsport il)frastructure.
"
'.:.
.c
Where major new infrastructure Is to tie built, e.g. for a ne . 0 shore field sUch as In the H~BIOck, or for a remote
onshore field such as Utapate~ the project should pass V
to ensure there are no .slgnlflcant I.ssues that could
. preclUde proceeding with the project. Moreover,. where the Ir:lfrastructure component of such a project Is dedicated to
· the project, I.e. is not providing shared capacity for use by other developments, then the project is a true ·option", aM
In order to be reasonably certain of funding by 'the Group it should take FID before being considered commercially v'
.. m a t u r e . '
. ..
."
.
.
~

»

gas

· Much' of SPDC's
reserves are associated gas volumes' subject to the same'concems. ,as the Corresponding 011
vOlum~s.Lmle nOfl-associated gas has Eieen booked.to date, and with the focus on 011, NAG reservoirs have received
little attention until recently. Further areas of concem for gas are:
The commercial maturity of the various projects. In particular the availability of evacuation routes' to thedeslgnaied
customers, and contractually bound, realistic,. as demand forecasts to constrain the sales as supply forecasts. t:
Many of the domestic gas contracts are small SPAs, effectively renewable .0 e Inlte y, an oonsequen~ y 0 not·
prOVide a clear boundary for the reserves. In such cases the reserves are constrained from· the supplv {lide,
",ensuring onl existing supplies and proj~ts in the"'Base "Ian are counted. Previously these forecasts tended to
~'assume continuity 0 sup y
9
we s as required.
Data· 8vallabiiity. '1.0 partlclllar, gas properties fromfli.ild samples, and the reliabilitY-of historical gas prOduction
~·volumes. This should.be reflected In.the range of volumetric uncertainty and the corresponding discount t!' proved
I\I1'reserves. .
.
.
. . '
.
.
"t-'Sufficlent supply projects ~redefined In the Base Pian to cover the full contractual demand for NLNG trains 1
:' but the plan assumes full' blow-down of the back-up/swing NAG s4Pplles In Bonny and Soku in the later years \
.. [ISSUE' BEING OIL RIMS?). These volumes .wlll be replaced in. subsequen~ B~siness Plans (2004/2005) by further ,l
, AG nodal projects that are not yet mature enoLlgh to carry In the Base Plan thiS year. .
"
' . : '.
With the size of SPDC's portfolio, not all projectS can be accommodated within a five-year pr.ogramme period due to
funding and other resource ·constraints. It Is important to distinguish Incremental projects Iri, ex~tlng fIelds tha~ are
reasonably certain to be funded by the Group and Partners at some time, probably soon after the five-years., from new
devell;lpments that can be truly said to be optional and therefore not reasonably certain to receive funding ..The former
category of projects are candidates to be Included In the Base Plan.
.'
-'\

»

»:
»

0

.

4.

' .

S;r(

'ry

RevlewOfSPDCR~~e,- IS:~~'

'.

'.

'.'

SPDC currently carrieS~billion barrels (100%) of expectation 011 reserves In the following categories: :'~
MMbbl, 100%

Proved Blocks

Unproved Blocks

Total.

/

.

~I

---...:------,..---........--.,...----"'--~----'------d:8-=-9~D-' t' tJ'Z. S- \ .AtJJd
DeveloPed
Undeveloped in Base Plan
Undeveloped, not in Base Plan
Closed-In Fields (e.g. Ogonl Area,
Utapate)
.

1,97:1'1 ;931
1,962.

~26. ~':I~"

"

'l

er. o.

3,132
~I
2,207
4,16~ ~ .
1 , 6 2 7 ' 1,627

~ -.tVA ~,J<l.t
I '

.

7 1"'0 \,e.. ~ FQ

Partially-Appraised fieldsl
.
3,113
3,113
\.
Unappraised Discoveries (PAF/UAD) .
Total
Here, "Base Plan~ is defined to be those projects carried in last year's Business Plan plus the critical T 4/5 gas supply
projects being matured in Soku and Gbaran/Uble this year.
.
.
Of these volumes, only the first two categories <larry corresponding proved volumes. The other three categories do
not, and therefore should be carried as SFR not reserves. A case could probably be made that the b.ulk of reserves in
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thfrd category, MUndeveloped, not In Base Plan",'sho'uld be retained as expectation reserves on the basis that they ,
represent Incremental'developments within existing developed fields. However, this will require further work to ,review' •
their project definitions and maturity. Possibly 'part Qf the PAFs & UAOs could be similarly ju~tlfled as satellite
developments tying In to existing fields. The remaining' 4 to 5 billion barrels ,should really ~e down-graded to SFR, with
lllttle prospect of adequate studies In the ,near future to matu~ or In many cases even d X their development
projects., \ L .. ~' ~ Cte..c..C)\~'\. 0\- lA\) J<..J. -okcl 'E ~ f> L
Besides the Impact on the -Grbup's Internally reported ~Iumes, It would be difficult no~ to reflect uch a change In the
volumes reported to, Government. These are reported under the, Nigerian National Standard (NNS) format based on '
the 1987 SPE definitions of Proved, Probable and Possible volumes. MOVing expectation reserves to SFR would
"
req'ulre 8:correspondlng move from probable (P2) to possible (P3). This would undoubtedly have a knock-on effect on'
" our position with regard to the Reserves Addition Bonus. particularly in the light of the ongoin~ legal dispute.
'
O~ There would also be a consecjuence ,for Expldratlon, In that most neWly discovered volumes could only be booked,as
~,.,..j discovered SFR. The only reserves would be for early hook·ups, and then not necessarily In the year of discovery. '
'/
Movl" SFR to reserves would
le'
ent Plan and commitment to develo ment sometime later.
'
, rojects In the Base Plan, which hence carry proved reserves, have been reviewed agaInst' 'the criteria for technical
maturity (see section 3 abOve: audit trail for ARPR volumes; PPS clearly linked fo a current FOP). All projects In the
Base Plan have passed economic screening against the Capital Allocation criteria, and are being proposed for
funding. They are therefore deemed commercially ma,ure. Projects are either mature or not, there Is no "In-between".
Projects that are not mature [whloh ones are these; the optlons?]wlll have maturation plans prepared by the end of
June 2003 leading to full maturity for next year's Business Plan (by 301h April 2004 at the latest).
.
, / Projects have also been' reviewed to estabUsh whether or riot they have" been subject to Independent review and
V
challenge of the selected concepts (passed VAR3 or equivalent).' Again there Is no "grey" area, they' have either
;;::::-- passed or not. Where further independent review is required, this will be scheduled as part of the projects' maturation
plans.
'
"
"
,
A comparison of the expectation Base Plan forecast using the criteria discussed above with that of last year's
(_ Business Plan is presented In figure'. The N A forecasts for drainage points producln from fields with no, associ led
-\? ~ das gathering or other as solution In the Base an
e rom
008 to comply with flares-out. A
'it . bre
own ,0 e latest' estimate 0 prove 0 volumes compared with. thOfi. as,booke ~ , • .
IS presen ad in
Table 1, and the,changes summa~zed In figure 2..--, ~ ra;d:'f ~ ~ s.~.' "
- '
'
The overall net reductlon'ls 75 Mlllto., m3 (471 MMbbJ?). An overall reduction of 150.34 million mS, within \the
"current licence period is partlally offset by 'an additional, 75.35 million mSpost licence. The bulk of the redlWlpn within
the licence period, 132.78 million mSj results from Including only the Base Plan projects. Other changes are relatively
~

.tlia

Nl'te-torOlSdl:lulonV

_

~

1

-

~

,

,

-4.40 mlllion'm3 for the reintroduction of discounting proved developed volumes In unproved blocks;'
3
}> I .7.77 milliOn m for closing In NFA production from 2008 where, there Is no associated gas gathering cir
: alternative solution to achieve flares out;
}> -5.02 million m' for the postponement of EA phase 2.
Most of the volumes that are technically and. Commercially mature have been SUbject to external revle~, but roughly
.', one third of LE volumes at 1.1.2004 require further work to 'either demonstrate they are'sufficlently-mature, or mature
them further. Of these exposures, 28.38 m(lIion mS are mature, but have not been externally' reviewed, while 81.55
million mShav.e not been demonstrated to be mature.
. "
"
"
'
A number of projects currently excluded from the base plan are' being matured and will achieve VAR3 by late 2003-or
during 2004. These could be Included in the base plan beyond the five year p,rogramme period on ,the grounds that
they enable continued' production from existing assets post-flares out in 2008 and develop Incremental reserves in
existing assets. They would be 'carried as exposures at 1.1.2004. but with clear plans In place to mature the volumes
by 1.1'.2005. Volumes are as follows:
' ,
,"
, ' ,
'
.',
.).

.. Otumara
Akri-Oguta
Remaining Uble
Land Area - West

Nun River

9.35 mln m3 , VAR3 October 2003
11.38 mln m3 , VAR3 November 2003
, 4.34 mln mS , 'VAR3 July 2003'
3

6.63 mln m

8.94 mln mS

L .. 7

,

_.' W v~

project~

AGG has VAR4twt
currently on, bald. OroniUzere fields take VAR3 in
June 2003'; Aferolo fields
take VA~3 In November
2003.
VAR3 currently planned for
JUly 2005.

...

,

The combined volume of 40.64 million m3 would reduoethe shortfall to 34.35 million m3 (216, MMbbl).SPOC OPE-RES - May 2003
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Volumes for NLNG are based on the various train 'Dcas and premised 338 stream'days per year. Oem~nd 'forecasts
are run out to the expiry of t!le basic contract terms for each train:
Trains 1 & 2 basic term expireS: 3019/2021 ,
' ',."
)- Train 3 basic term expires 30/9/2023
'.
' d'
,
~ '7
)- Trains 4: & 5 basic term expires' 30/912026 .
0"""':" ,
d..' ,

,»

~

,No discounting ,froro expectation to proved has 'been applied as su I' la s i ' sufficient NAG SWIr:'l9 capacity to
guarante, meeting demand. Bonga gas prod~ion (9.28 mllliar m, 100%) "as been exe u e rom e emend
, volumes to deteOlline SPDC supply volumes. No provision has been made for further. volumes from Bonga. These
',
"
.
, should be offset from the train 6 bookings expected next year.
'Oo~estic gas' volumes ar~ also based on the latest demand forecasts. These h.~ve been reduced from last year ,to
Include only those volumes for Which there are firm c9f\tracts in place. Gas 'supplies to NEPA's power stations (Egbln,'
Delta, Sapele and Afam)"EwekoroIShagamu cement factorles"and DSC Aladja are based on GSPAs betwe4;ln SPDC
"
"
' "
'
.
,
, and NGC:
,)-

Utorogu, ACa 66 Bcf/yi-,end date 2008;
Oben, ACa 14.7 Bctlyr end date 2012;
Sapele, ACa 24 Bcf/yr erid date 2007;
)0' , Afam/Oblgbo North. ACa 31.85 Bcf/yr end date 2016.
There Is a direct GSPA' betWeen SPDC andNEPA fbr Ughelli East. ACa 21'.9 Bcf/yr expired but under re"negotiation.
A GSPA exists torsupply gas from Alaklri to NGC for delivery to NAFCON's fertiliser plant (ACO 17.5 Bscf/yr). This
contract expires In"2008 but ha:~ similar extensibn provisions to the other GSPAs. NAECON has been dorma.DlSince
mid·jaS9 due to plant breakdowri.. Forecast gas sales to' this cU$fomer are based on expected reactivation of the"
o fertilizer plant to its existing capacity and extension ot'the GSPA beyond current contract Iif~.· However, tor the,
, purposes ~f proved reserves, reactivation of the plant haS been excluded..
, Although a GSPA has never been executed for gas supply to A~SCON, negot,iation had been ongoing since ,the early
· 1990's and there Is an Interim agreement with NGC to supply gas from Alaklri and Oblgbo. This allowed ALSCON to
start commissioning their plant, build up consumption to'30 MMscf/d before the plant shut down In 2000 for-1ack.of
tal. Current demand of abo~t 10 MMscf/d Is for utilities only."'Tfieforecast shows a restart of the plant 1n 1/
working
to .. 2ooB, bUll lng up to 102 MMscf/d h'l 2000, However, for the purposes of proved reserves, restart of the p.~nt has been,~
,excluded.·
, , '
" .
'
The'smaller customers have direct GSPAS with SPDC with various end dates. '
· All ~bove GSPAs' are not tied to fleld'depletlon and all have prOvisions 19r .extension on the basis of mutually
aCd~ptab'e terms., extension of these GSPAs has been assumed based. on historical connection to SPDC's gas
sources and the limited scope 'for. other suppliers to deliver gas m.ore competitively to mos~ of these customers 'than
.
SPDC could. In. the West, the forecast has made allowance for Chevron's share of the gas supplies.
, Work Is stili In, progress on the supply side,' partiCUlarly the existing sm~Il NAG plants; to determine the technical,
lifetime of these suppliel;l. At this sta e all domestic as volumes have been cut-off at the old licence bounda 'of 30lh
. Novembe 2019
kir:lgs.' It may be POSSI e 0 extend some volulTles beyon t at ate once the v.::
· work has ~een completed later thl~. '.
'. ,.
, .'
. . ; ' .'
The Increase In gas ,supply, to the Afam power station has been excluded for the purposes of proved reserves.
.Although the project is "committed" and being progressed on' a fasHrack; at this 'stage the upstream project definition
is barely at the VAR2 stage. By the end of the year VAR3 will have been taken, and· It may be possible to Include the
volumes. Similarly the Increases in ALSCON and NAFCON demand may' become bookable If·.we get firmer
indications that they will indeed 'increase their take.
' , ' W~·k
",,,>,.;
.
Although a l,e«er of Intent has already been signed for the West,African Gas Pipeline, there Is currently no firm su'pply
project Identified to prOVide atjdltional gas in the Western diVISion. I his may mature sufficiently during the year to allow
· booking at 1.1.2004.
' . '
. .
.
'
A breakdown of the latest estimate of proved gas volumes compared with those as booked at 1.1.2003 Is presented In
Table 2.
",
· - o ~ s ~ . ','
, , ..
The overall net Increase Is'37.5 75 Milliard sm:.4'(xx Doe). I he changes are summarised in figure 3. The reductions
in domestic gas volumes (14.478 mrd m;J, Shell share)' and removal of WAGP volumes (4.180 mrd m 3, Shell share) are
more than offset by the new NLNG bookings (56.202 mrd 3 , Shell share). Potential upsides from the reintroduction cif
WAGP, and the Afam power station, ALSCON andNAFCON increases 'could add a fl!rther 4,180,6.708,3.739 and
1.661 mrdm 3, Shell share respectively.'
.
"
"
'
)0 ,

»-'

«'.
,(l

C1

,e:..

': "

'.'

m

6. Current Reserves Position - SPDC
The overail position for SPDC Is summarized in fjgure 4, The currently defined Base Plan Includes a number of
projects requiring further maturation to be fully compliant with the SEC and Group guidelines. However, studies are In
progress to achieve compliance, Moreover, there are a number of projects currently excluded from ,the Base Plan,
Which are essentially no less mature and also being studied (Otumara, Akri·Oguta. Remainder of Uble, Land, Area
SPOC OPE·RES - May 2003
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. West; Nun River, Afam Power gas supply Including ALSCON & NAFCON Increase, WAGP gas supply). These should' ~
be moved .wi~hin the .Base Plan. Criteria for Inclusion are:
.
.> Project addresses further' development within an existing field 'or fields, and 'supports qontlnued production
beyond flares-out in 2008. .
'.
'
.
.> Studies are In progress leading to full maturity In time for next year'~ Business Plan and would result In rebooking next year If de~booked this year.
.> .Gas market availability Is confirmed.
This results In a bottom line of 2930 MMboe, Shell. share', approximately the. same as would result from continuing the
moratorium for one more YElar (1.1.2003' volumes less 2003 production giving an LE of 2921 MMboe). There Is an
·overall shift of 'about 320 MMboe from 011 to gas, but this Is all proved undeveloped. .
[In.dicate the equivalent numbers If we follow'~ Daljlrs suggestion. ref leaving the option projects out of the base plan]
. With the upside projects included (otherwise some NFA production Is lost from flares-out In 2008), proved developed
, .oil volumes d.ecrease only slightly by 8 MMbbl, Shell share. This reflects the relatively low drilling activity during 2003,
which does not quite replace production. Movements between fields. may have some Impact on depreciation
· calculations, but these should be small.
.
.
~ed reserves audit Is planned for early August 2003. This will provide the' acid-test for SPDC's numbers.

'.

7.' Current Reserves Position - SNEPCO .

.

SNEPCO's reserves were subjeCted to an exl~mal rese~es 8udl(or re"iew tast year (Houston~ Sept. 2002). All
evaluation techniques and resulting data for external disclosure strictly conform to the SEC Guidelines.
>' Proven volumes for' the SEC are booked only for those projectS where FID has been awarded (OMl11 8, OPL209
. .and OPL.219). For each of the .fields, Shell entitlement (i.e. not' working Interest) Is given.
.
> Of the current proven volumes. none are foreseen to be produced beyond the licence period. The .only volumes
projected beyond the licence period are SFR. Ho~ever, licence will become an' issue in the future: .
.
o As producing assets are developed and produced, maturing further proved volumes towards the technical ..
. expectation;
' .
.
o For bpL21~ where a conversion to an OMl Is' being pursued, and first' production .Is flOW possibly
delayed. . .
. .
.
"
'.
,'.
. .
Apart from .a fraction of. the associated gas from Bonga Where firm· gatherlrig plans are In place, all gas (and NGLs
. from the gas) are currently booked as SFR-un-colT)merclal. No P$C terms are In place for the gas: There' Is likely
I . / to be more gas to com~ from 80nga, but as yet no firm plans are published for when and how·much. This lJeeds to
be taken Into account in $PDC's future gas bookings tQ ensure nO.double counting of.the NlNG'volumes. The nas
volumes currently booked for Bonga are best left on .the b~o~s ra'her than de-booked and then re-booked later; ..
'provided PSC terms are being neg'oUsted before star1~up.·.
.
.
.'
.. '
,;
SNE(CO as at 1.1.2003, Shell entitlement .
..
.
..
.

\I
)'i
y .'

Oil
mllllonm3

Gas
milliard sm 3

Bonga
Ema (operated by gXxonMObil)
Abo (operated by Agip)

48.21
21.35
. 4.21

2.553

Total

73.83 .

. (9.28: 100%)
Gas relnj9cted
-' Gas'relnjected

-----'-2.553

the

Plans are in place to book a further 3,47 niillion m3 for
EXxonM5)bil operated Bosi 'Fleld (011 only) for 1.1.2004. AS.
with Abo and Ehra, all gas will be re-Injected and no reserves are carried.'
.
8. Recommendations [for Issues within SPDC control, I.e. most, we should prese'nt these as .a·et/on plans
rather than recomm~ndatlons] .
.
. ForSPDC:
.
/)- Seek 'EXCOM acceptance of the level ~f exposures we wl
mat d.
.
}> Prepare maturation plans for 81 expose projects by the end of June 2003. These will Include realistic timing and
resource requirements to allow them to be ranked. A small "hit squad" working with each of the Asset Teams will
tackle the top-ranked volumes~ and there will bean education and awareness campaign at all levels· to. get
things right up-front for new volumes.
. .
j;. Establish a formal resource maturation process line with' the current T&OE efforts to address the wider issues of
V
compliance with the Group Guidelines for intemal reporting. The "what" and "how" is fairly well established, but we
are lacking common tools and data systems, and need to more clearly define roles and responsibilities.
.
Broaden our LE tracking (quarterly) to address a wider range of resource categories and resource volume maturity
.
(only expectation volumes at the moment, and then without any measure of maturity)'.
.
SPOC OPE-RES - May 2003
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>, Further investigate the poSItion with regard to booked expectation reserves not ,?overed by any projects, and the
implications·of· reclassification .of volumes as SFR.
,
.
SNEPCO Is In good compliance w.ith 1he Group and SEC guidelines. The only exposur.e 'belngthe small volume of
' . " '.
."
.
80nga gas reserves. The only recommendation here Is:'.,
j.
r:nsure· that negotl~tlon. of P.SC t'rms for the gas take PlaC~·1Juring. this year or early next.

'-,»
I

Sf/DC Onshore Oil Reserves, BPG Note for Infonnation, January 2000 .
Vol~e Guidelines, Resource Classification and Value Realisation, BP 2002-1100, SIEP EPB.P, April 2002

1 Petrolellm Resource

'.e '"5 C~1~ .~C-ci.J~~
<:..0

:.~ ~oJet

V~.CJJ- ~.\- f- ~ ru.Nt"~b,
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Table 1 ~ SPDC 011 & Condensate, million m , Shell share
3

.... :'\

Within current
licence period

Post-licence

Total

BOoked at 2003(1)

-',

O\'lShore (30% Shell share)
Shallow Offshore (30%)
_Shallow Offshore (77.14%) .

360.18
1.56
42.95

'360.18
' 1.56 , ' ,

404.69

404.69

Expeoted production during 2003(2)
. Onshore (30% Shell share)
Shallow Offshore (30%)
Shallow Offshore (77.14%)

15.15
0.17
2.13

1.5.15
0.17
2.13

Tota' expected production .during 2003 '

17.45

~7.4!? .

. Total booked at 1.1.2003

'.-

Reference position at 1.1 .2004
Onshore (30% Shell share)
Shallow Offshore (30%)
, Shallow Offshore (77.14%)

345.03
1.39
40.82·

Tota', reference position at 1.1.2004

387.24

. Base Plan 2003
Developed
.,
Fuily mature
Exposures
. 'No external challenge
.'
Technically
immature
Total exposures Total Base Plan 2003
Change .w.r.t. reference position

42.95

.

.

.

·345.03
1.39
40.82
387.24
:

1~9:76

19:46
55.45

9:.02
26.10,

,28.48

'74;91

35.12

110.03

236.90

75.35

312.25

-150.34 '

+75.35.

, -74.99

72.46

,.
.'

,-

.-

25.34
14.89

'104.42
, 57,57,

81.55

Upsides (3).,
Otlimara
Akri.OgUta
Remaining Ubie
Land Area - West
Nun River

9.35
1'1.38
'4.34
6.63
8.94

Total upsides

40.64

1J Minor revisions to production data compared with 17'" January 2003 submission, ,2) Based on 2002 Business Plan forecast.
3) Includes 7.77 mln rtf, restored to proved developed by providing AGG facilities for NFA
production.

'
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From:

Anton Barendregt

I
I

L1nda Cook
Steva Ollereamshaw

I 'Director, SEPIV

Abdulla Lamki
Kees Rultenbeek
Vlnce Holtham
Said aJ·Abri
NlelO'Nelll
(circulation)
(circulation)
Charles Watson
Egbert Eeftlnk
Stephen L Johnson

Deputy Managing Director, POO
Director 9orporate Affairs, POD
Planning and Economics Manager, POO,
Re"S8rves Reporting Coordinator, POO
Discipline Head, Reservoir Engineering, pOO
" EPS-FX: Gardy, Renard '
, EPB-P: Platenkamp, van Dorp, Aalbers
,Business Advisor, 51EP (EPM)
Director, KPMG Accountants NV
PrlceWatethouseCoopers

To:

Copy:

Group Reserves Auditor, SEPIV

Managing Oirector, POO I GISCO

I

I

SI;C PROVED RESERVES AUD

, '

ha~eaudited

- PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT (OMAN) and GIS'CO

l23-27

October 1999

'

~ere,

the proved reserves statem s of poa I Glseo for the year"998 and the processes that
followed In their preparation. These statements present the externally reported Proved and Proved Developed
Reserves as at 31 December 1998 togeihe~ with a sUmmary of the changes In Proved Reserves ~url~g 199~. '

,I

, The audit followed the procedures Iald~down in the 'Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines, EP 981100J1101" (based. int~r alia, on FASa statement 69). It Included a verification ot the technical and
commerclal'maturlty otthereported fese fes, a verification that margins of uncettainty were, approprl~e, that
'Group $hare and net sales volumes had ' en calculaled correctly and that reported reserves changes were
classltl~ correctly. The audit,took the to
ot detailed discussions about the rese,Nes rePorting proeess WIth
. poa I GISCO statfand brief technical reViews with POO staff of some of the major 011 and gas fields. Total
booked reserves (Proved,Group share) we~'34 10"6 m3, of which 100 10'i6 m3 Wlls reported as developed.
'- The audlUoundthat-PDD I GISCO follow It prescribed ~edures In their annual reserves'reportlng proceSs',
sOOthet there Were no deficiencies In th
proceduras or their application. ~Part1cular commendation was
, made ot tM we1t organised system ot endr9$Etrves reporting, which ensures a sound technical basis and a
rigorous consistency and audltablll'y betwe~n reserves reported to 'SEPIV and those documented in the annual
ARPR.
The 'most significant comment coneema t e generally conservative nature ot individual fields' prov.ed
proved developed reserves estimates. HOwever, any scope for increase In externally reported reserves Is '
offset by the fact that the expiration of t!1e~'productlon licence in 2012 (within which reported volumes have'to
be d8ty\onstrably produclble) has not be properly accounted for. The net result Is that reported Proved
, Developed entitlements are likely to be so e 15% overstated. whilst the Total Proved entitlement rese",es are
probably of the right magnitude. As thf 2012 date draws nearer, the cut-ott effect willbeeome more, ' '
. pronoiJnced and It should therefore receive proper attention in future submissions.'
'"
'"
,

'l

and ,

'

Th~

audit finding Is that the POO I Glsgo statements fairly represent ihe 'GrOup entitlements to Prov~
Reserves at the end ot 1998. The 1998 cHanges In the Proved 'Reserv,es during 1998 cl;ln'be tully racoriclled
from the documents at hand. The overall9Pinlon trom the audit r.rdlng tha state of POO I GISCO's 1998
, 'Proved Reserves submlssl0t"l, laking accoUnt of the thorough technIcal· work underlying the estllN't8S, as
" reflected in Attachment 4, Is therefore gggd,
' '
,

\CTh.....,
~

m...... _bl_~lhe_...~·
1

ndregt "

.
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'SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT • ·PDO I GISCO, 23-27 act 19ge
MAIN OBSERVATI0NS

1.

The audl1 covered the combined reserves submission by POO and GISeQ (Gas Investment and Services
Co), The reserves submitte<:fby POQ related exclusively to the 011 fields in the POD-held concession, in
which the net Group interest Is 85% of the private shareholders' share of 40%. or a net 34%. No Group'
enUllement exists to any gas or condensate reserves although POO can apply any associated gas that it
produces for its own use. The private shareholders (PSH) have no title to any gas or liquids from NAG,
gas reservoirs within the POQ licence. but there Is'an agreed (In principle, bUt not exercised) purchase
right by the PSH under the new GISCO I Oman LNG contracJ. This allows NGL and NAG reserves to be
ass&ssed an~ bOoked by the PSH. Calculallon is complex and is Ejssenllally detennined by translating
forecast .P8H profits into ga&'NGL volumes through agreed NGUgas price formulae. Separate sheets
(within the same submission) have been supplied for 011 (POO equity) and NGUgas (GI8CO Purchase
Right) volumes. This is accepted because the three streams are mutually exclusive In the submissions
and do no' give rise to confusion.
"
'

2.

The Omanl Govemment are keen to see an expansion of the country's reserves base and have awaided
POO a reserves addition bonus for 'every barrel of additional reserves in existing fields agreed with the
G,ovemment. Extenslv,e study work is undel1~ken by PDa to justify reserves additions through further Inflll ,
drilling (most of It through horizontal wells) arid through a continuing effol1 of new technolQOY ,solutions and
cost reduction, in an attempt to keep Inflll drillln{l costs at their current low level of $2-3Ib1. Awell
"
established process of reserves approval Is in place. inVolving proPer documentation of the basis for the
reserves addition, followed by meetings with Ministry staff. Main focus of these ~Hol1s are the 3O-year
field reserves, but proved estimates are 'now also updated and recorded In the documentation. The latter '
. was one of the recommendations of the previous reserves audit in 1995.
.

,3. ,The audit fou~ that PDO follow well prescribed procedures In their annual reserves reporting process and
that there were no deficiencies in these procedures or their application. Particular commendation can be
made of the well organised system of end-year reserves reporting, which ensures rigorous consistency and
full audltablllty between reserves reported to 8EPIV and those documented in the annual ARPR. The ,
latter document contains eltcluslvely 100% field figures arid Includes in-place and reserves estimates for
the NAG liasJields. Whilst full au(jlttraila are In place for all updates of any significance, It was noted th~t,
some minor Updates, e.g. those adjusting too low,proved estimates when the lalter arebehig ovel1aken by
production, are handled by brief notes fOf file, which are n.ot always referenced In the text.

seems '0

4. "Many STO.IIP,p~lIistic estimates tend to be based on static well data only. No acc;'ount
be
taken of avallable performance Imaterial balance evidence. Total 011 recovery estimates tend to be based
on probablllstlc combinations of RF ranges from s1mula~~n studies and .atic SJOJIf'.....e,stlmates for~8Sch '
No probablliStic addition of reservoirs 'Within fields Is made. The result is that man)' proved total
recoveries are low in Comparison with the field's maturity (see also Fig. 1).

-.reSerVoir:'

5., ProvEjd developed reserves for each field are calculated as the minimum of either expectation develoPect
,reserves or proved total reserv~. aecau~ of the conservative nature of. the latter, that value tends to
prevail. In line with ,Group guidelines, proved developed reserves should be made equal,to expeCtation'
developed reserves for mature field$. Many fields have a rallo of NplUR In exc~p of 40% (see Fig. t).
The area can therefore be classed as mature. .
6.

The POO production licence expires on 24th June 2012. There is at present no legal right to extension.
Total proved reserves In the 1998 reserves submission have been postUlated to be produclbte Within that
period. this was done through a forecast at cutrent plateau 'level. cut ott at the point where productlon
exceeds total field proved reserves (in 2007). This forecaSt cannot be seen as realistic. '

7.

For the proved developed reserves no proPer assessment has been made of the volumes actUally
producible within the licence period. It was noted that the expectation NFA {no further activity) forecast
shows a licence produclble volume' (100% field) of only 25510"6 m3,l.e.less than the 29510"6 m3
currently carried for proved developed reserves.

8.

It Is noted that In the 1998 reserves submission for intemal rilpol1lng a flg~re of 632 10"6 m3 (100",(,)15
reported as the expectation volume produclble wit~ln licence, together with a figure of 152 1()116 m3 for ,
total fields' 3D-year ~xpectatlon reserves. The volume produclble within licence cannot, be c;orrecl as the
forecast on which It is bBsed c:ontains a,signlficant slice of volumes that are presently classified 8f! SFR.,

9.

Gisco's NGL and gas entitlements have been properly derived from a,n extensive spr~dsheetlncluding'
anticipated sales, developments and operating costs and resulUng cash flows and profits. NGL and gas
entitlements are calculated from this through
agreed prke formula.

an
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1O. Pro~r gas GHVmeasurements exist for the fields dedicated to theOmani govemment gas grid and the

Glsco contract. The reserves-weighted average of all gas fields Is calculated as 1064 BhJlsef (wlth
lredivldual fields varying between !J56 and 1137 BtU/sct l seeFlg.2). A different average may be
appropriate, dependent 6f'i which fields can actually be considered as dedicated to the gas contract. Either
way. the appropriate average seems to exceed the 1025 Btu/sef implied in the 1998 submission. see Att.

2.4.
Recommendations:
1.

Investigate ways of adjusting the proved r8S8fVes estimates in mature fields where this can ~ Justified by
performance. So~e suggestions are given in Attachment 3.
' .
. .

2. At a POO corporate level. proper allowance should be made for the licence expiry in 2012 In the end-year.
submission of proved and proved developed reserves. This-Will probably need documentatlon,ln a
sepatate note for file ol,llside (or as an attachment to) the ARPA. Suggestions are alSo given in
Attachment 3.
. S.
.4.

.

Ensure that the property calculated average gas GHV is usEJrl In the conversion to normalised gas'volumes .
(9500 kCallm3) in the annual submission.
...
.
Ensure that minor.reservas changes ere also referenced In the ARPR text.

.....
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Attachment 3

SEC PROVEDAESERVES AUDIT - PDO I GISeO, 23-27 act 1999
SOME SUGGESTED PROCEDURES FOR RESERVES BOOKING

"

),

Raising Individual fields' proven volumes;

1.

For mature fields (e.g. with,curnulatlveprOducllons of 40% of expectation UR or,more), separate'
deterministic assessment of de"yelOPed and undeveloped recoverables through simulation modelling often
becomes more appropriate than conventional probabllistic estimates of ulllmate recovery. This is In line
with the need for a gradual shift from volumetric toperfoliTlance based reserves estimates as the fields
mature, see GrouJi,guldellnes SIEP 98-1100, p.1~. '
"
.'
"
.

2. 'For proved developed reserves, Group guidelines (p.14) state that these can be made equal to
expectation develOped reserves 'for mature fields', provlded'the relevant portion of the field Can be
considered 'proven' with regard to fluid contacts and fault delineations. In the Oman environment, Where
reservoirs tend to be generally 'proven', but more complex than In many other areas, a suitable criterion
for 'maturity' could be Np > 0.4·expnUR.
'
3.

For PrQved undeveloped recoverables. a multiple scenario mOdelling approBchshould ideally be followed.
To some extent this 1& already being applied for many fields in POO. It is suggested that STOIIP ,
uncertainties (If stili presem and significant) could be InclUded in these scenarios. In any, event, an auempt
should be made to calibrate low (and high) STOUP estimates against field performance.'
'

4.

Consider the appropriateness of probabiliStlc addition of reservoirs withl~ fields. For reservoirs that cannot
be seen as fully independent, some partial probabllistlc dependency could be adopted, If Its quantification
can be property assessed and justified.

Taking accoUnt of production

llcenc.-.xplry

,

1. 'For proved developed reser,8slt Is $ugge~ed to take the cOrWra1Jl exp8ctatlon NFA for~,
' ,'
proportionally downgraded tp take !!IccOunt of the ratio between proved daveloped reserves (compounded
from Individual field estimates as suggMted above) and expectation develOped reserves: The proper way
to do this downgrading Is to transt9tlTl the forecast vs. time Into a rate vs. cumulative production forecast,
shrink the horizontal axis in proportiQn to the proV~d vs. expectation' reserves and re--expand Into a time..
basad forecast., This sho,uld leave tha prOduction rate In the Initial year of the forecast mOre or les:s
unchanged. 'The dOWngraded forecast can then be cut off at the appropriate date (24'" June 2012). '
2.

For proved total reserves a' similar approach Is suggested by taking the corporate expectation forecast for
developed ~nd Undeveloped rese~es (bill excluding volumes that are presently ~laSS8d as SFRI) and by
• following a'slmllar dOWllgtlildlng as above to reflect the ratio betweenprovli!d and expectation,total,
'
reserves. The expectation forecast Itself shOuld of course ba used for asse"ng the expectation volumes '
'producible wlthll'\ licence (see submission tor Intemal reporting).

, 3.' It can be argued that simply taking the corporate forecast ,after deduction of the SFR slice Is somewhat conservative. In reality, if no SFRwould be maturing to reserves in the coming years, It would be likely
that development of the present undeveloped reserves portfolio WDuld be accelerated. Allowance COUld -

- be made manually for this, but the only-rigorous way would be to revert to the Individual project forecasts

'

and r.schedule thoSe. -Care should be taken that the SFR forecast ilelf should be similarly adjusted, to
reflect the fact that a~celeratl6n of reerves within licence (under call1ng-eonstrained production
scenario) should cause a backout of SFR volumes beyond licence expiry.

a
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CHECKLIST 8ECRE8ERVE8 AUDIT

'AMellrnenl 4

'Om.n, 23-27 Ott 1999
COMP~NY: PDO

and GIS(;O, Oman • ,.l,- ,

A"EA IFIELD: Tobll ar••

Dlmenllons:
1.1.99 Pn)wd 011 R,solVss
1.1.99 Proved blMlloped 011 RIIHIYeS
1998 011 ProduCllon
1.1.99 Proved GallNAGI R...iYtl
1.1.99 Proved Davelopad Gu NAG FlualVl'
1998 G.s (NAG) ProdllCllon

100% F"'d volu. .s
394 10"6 m3
295 1()'\8m3
411
10"6 m3
132 10"3 m:Yd
525 10"9 Sm3
0
10"98m3
0
10"lSm3
0' 10"6 Sm3ld
- 113

Number 0' ft,'dlln '"l
Numblll 01 walll drilled / In production ~.'

IAIIIIIII

Aud'lerllllrl,
TECHNICAL MAtuRITY
1
1.01' ls 3D seismic: avallela and lIIed 101 ",.Iield(I) In ques1lon?
1.02 Is p,..SOM aYll11ltlle end used (wh,n IIl1ven!)?
1.03

Is welllllg cia'" qliallllly and qulllly adequale?

+

Is will data COYitI8(lll adequala?
Ha I 'provad am' baen delinad (lowest known "uid I;Onlad.
no maiOrJ.,,'lna '.ublend 11 H mllsllc? '
.
produclblllly luppol1ed by ~ las" or
1.06 I1
ItlIhGt allklanCll?
.
1.07 Is Ih,... a proper voIumltllc ..lImal,? .
1.04
1.05

,..,MJlr

1.08

la I static model avallabl. ( ~equale?

1.09

11 I

1.10
, 1.1 1

1.12

1.-13

dynIm~

+
+
+
+
+

model avallabl. / adlqua"?

+

la I h1$11lty match available / adaquale?
Is Ill, IICOWory IlIClOr lor pl'DYlldreservll$ reallellc?

+
+

All devaloplld ,...rvel bUed on .xlsting """Is, complalkms
and IldNliaI, or do l/Iay requl,. onty minor C'D$lI «10%
pnljecl _I) 10 ba '-ked up?

+

Hulha" (a) claY8lafl(l\8ll1 projecl(s) been dellnlld Iill'
or c;an ll/Iht!y ba.dIIlinall? _

'.

+

•

+

,undevalopllCl,~

"'4

+
+

.

IIIllIlhe ptOjltd(l) leehnlc8l1y melure or Is IUflher dIlli
galhallng riteeIIaIy?

.

,

Commenl.

Coverage 11 vlnually comptelll lar Ih' dl_wlld ""lds.
P,.SDM 11 UJed In .1I1S wllh hlgllllllll ,~(ll $Ill damu.
0lhtIf st'I&-oI·~ leet\Illques (all\PlllUdf mapplrlg. buried
1-.......".. ero$S_11 sel$mltl ara uIIICl as aixiMnriii....
Futlsutl.. 0 ' . and
alllakellllllnltlal weti and
I "1.'1& as allDlDarlola.
'
'
Mosllilldt reqUlllllllllVely dens, !""" .paclng pallams
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Produc:llon 1l1li ... , ltandem pan 01 dala gathering In
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_
All dlsC::1Id hldl have I prope, VOlumelrlc II$lImal. which
Is ......11 ,-lad as new d11la became_ awllallle.
The Ia",r n..ds / 1IIIlIYOl1I. ~~llhrn. wlIh moll .
co"'-;' aeokiav. haw DroDa,
I models.
Prqllll' lilnulallOn 1IlOda/$ (lullllald or oMnlnlllllPUlledorl)
lIlI uslld l/JIlhe I......' ,..,rvolll.
Hlltory m8lllhu III updated ragularl)', all," annually.
PIIlVIICl ..._ s RF (n lraction 01 proved STOUP) la aqua/IO
- IIlIPn RF (soma 21""). SFR vOhlmas \11110 an RF 0129% a..
IIIlO!IIlIelld and a conllnUOUI &Han la made to Irnpl'llWl
IICOYIIrIIs Illlllllah flIducIICl well _lI and naw lIchnol.......
Expeclallon ~Ioped 1111__ all baSed lIIIllIUl* NFA (ne
tu"""r IdMIy) loIIeaIlIlIld/or lun Wltn perIOtmsIl'lllI ravltWl.
No IPIlClllIc loIKaIlls made lo, pllWld IIIIIMrI. whldlli,.
detwed lIOIIIIIWahl _arvallvely'!ram ~ el8vllopall
_ 1 1.. 11103.071. .
'
All expee1ll1lan .._ . updlll" are dIIa.IMad wllh lINt
.0mMd G~"":'='"~uIra l/IamlO bIl suppoIted by
and 1 _....
ProjIIeb lll'1lIl'lI1Iy c:onsill ollnlin dlllllng 01 """la (many 01
Illarn now hortlOl'llll). Wall' and/or gal I ~ pn1jeCIa are

co'.

........,,..,Mllr

llso WIII ..l8bllShed.

1.15
1.16

laIa,. N .. (an) audllable d8Y!llapmanl pl'lljecl plan(1) wllh .
_
bIlnellta and IICIIIIOIIIICI?
...
AitlmPJovtld ~ IIIImales baled on a tuccesalUl pilot
or lnaiooue or are ...... ollIerwlse - b l e ? .

COMMERCIAL MATURITY
2
2.01 , tallre" plll/lCl(a) comrntnilally IIIIIUII (poIllIve NPV lot
GlO\lP ReI. CrIl. _ a range Ol pDlIslbIe luIunt ee-rtos /
i0oi_ reserVesl?
' .
2.02 IsI8r. the PlIlllld(l) eoanomteally viable (nleeting Group Set.
CA _ rangl 01 pos..... lulu", _rIoa / law _
...,rvasl?
' .
2.03 HarJh8vlIh, projeel(l) - . approved by Sha,.haldel5?
2.04
2.05

Hm 'Mlslast Group 8eraIInlng I Rele_ CrIlarlo bIlIIn
IUIed?
'.
.
Are ISIIIrnIICl priees and _ .. RT (Ill' lusUlied " nol)?

.'

Hava alllU provIICllIIIMlt b8erI contracted la Aiel?

12.09

" not. earl lhtioY reasonllllly ba upedad ID ba sold In exlsllng
"..""'" and lhlllllah eidlitno lacl11ll8l?

+ • Oeod o. s...ron.r,

ll.

+

VIIS: Ma" drilling ae1tvJllelln lhl n'llllew yes" hava UTCt
al S2.Mll. All MW lIeld deYIIOPmllnla are IeqUllIId 10 lulllll
Ihe ann-rIlIlI SCleenlno ertlerlll.
see sbova.

+

+

2.08

.

+

+

2.07

,....., projeell and/or wella .,. lubjeded 10 propel evaluallon
and $CIIIIIII.....

Wa"r· and gas JrljedlOft are. w..,·.....b1ll1hecl nlCOYIIy .
mlllholls In lhe POD envll'llt'Kll8lll

+

I1 projetlllftlndng avellable or can • re..-bIy be t1l1p11Cled
10 be .Wlllabie?
.
All dIYIIapIIClllllIYU aQualIy In production?

2.0!!

+

+

•

DevelopmenIadlvlllel all approved an "" annual ball, by
lharell(lldell.
-Yes.
Yes
VIIS. Illhougtl tome proj8ClS may 11llIII1im. la 1I11l1 bIl
del.mtd.
.
Vu

+
+ Va' (Ill also 4.05)
N.A.

_,,,'oe.,., tu.• _

."..........
11lI""".11:11I
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Hnel1het. CIln .... y ....onllbly be ellpeCled to be dlvHlp/Id
Ind IOld In I fuIu.. market?

2.10

Altllc:hrnonl4

N.A.

REASONABLe CERTAlHTY

3
3.01

Is Ihj ,uncan.lnty ,.nge 01 YOlumalrlc paralll8lal'$ and STOUP

0

Many STOUP PlO!Jablllsllc esttmalf.'anll to'be baled on
stallc well dB" only. No Ietxlunt Is liken 0/ pa!fOllllance .
hnalenal balance avtdence.
Tolal oH I8Cl)vtiry a.timales land 10 be beled on probablllltlc
~blnallona 01 FlF /1ltIg" I/om IIlmul8llon IIIIdIel ,nllltalk:
STOUP "timll". TIle ....un Is thalll'llny prvved IolIl '.
_11•• al8low in t:ampalllon wlth the 1l81d'IIII8tvrity (lee
al.oFIcl. 11.
Pfoved devaloped '''.lVllIlor .ach fi.1d .,. calculaled a.
, IIle /Ilinlrnum 01 elth8r lIlip«tallon developed ,..IVU or
proved 1018' reSl",". BecaU18 01 th8 conaelVallvt ""UI8 of
tha llllar. thal YlII... lendllO pltvaN. In lne wlth Group
guldennea. PIO\'8Cl Cl8llaloped re••1VI1 should be made equal
10 .llPIlCI8Illon developed ~"MIS for ll'I8b1re fia•• (see also
3.07).
~, the Impect 01 1118 apparem _ _*m 11 nullfiad
by Ihe COIIIIIlIInI lhal ,Nerves mu., be produclble wllhln
licence (_ 4.01).
..
In'lIne With Gove"""en1 dll8Clivec. poa 011 offt8kll la
~lnad 10 1.5'llo of .lIp4ICIIIIon re..""" per lIIWIum. TIle
,..~
IOme 825 kbld hu btIn Incorporeted In 8Il
reIev1lm
lotlIc:ll'II.'
Many ll8IdI (togethe, aoine lIS'" 01 UIIIIII818 R_ry) hive
a r1IIlo 01 NpAJFlIn ea.,... 01 40% (188 1'1;.1). The a_ can
lhtitIfO.. be cllllsed .a mebll8.
V18._IbOve;
No•• _
con..IV.,Iv. app,OId\ " lIk1n (SH 3.03, but
• • •01).

esdmllf'IId8!lUBI8?
" tha uncenal~1Y 18"98 0/ lolal teeO\ItIly adequale?

3.02

0

.
3.03

3.04

'.I the unCII/1alnty ,.nge 01. developed t8C0vary adeclulll?

0

Have markell produCIlOn _lnIlnt uncerl8lntl" been "ken

...

inIO.=unl?
3.05

Whit" '.110 01 field(s).cum.prod.l pfIl\I8d 1ll1l1 _Iy?

'3.01
3.07

Can ""' flekf(a) be oonllld8r1d Ill.IbI..?
AI8 "IlIVld (developed and total) ..lINe. bench"",flIed

.gIillllll .ll;peCI8Ilon ......... for 'pJvved a....•when fl8ld(a)
•ie meblni Idllermlnlatk: lisIDfvIdll?
3.01 AI8 proved ,........ for Ilelds (0' othtI, enlftilll "'ed Ior 81181
IlIllIllllClIlltlnl.ddedl-.
U Hd for
3.01 At_ proved _ a within IleId8 (or wlthIn

entIt:,

• ..., liIlDI&i:lallonl 8ddId
n8llc.ll
I. any aasum8d d8pand8nc:y ~ pn;JbabIQIIIc lIlfcII\lon

3.10

.DDIOllrl8l.?'

=::..

0

...

VIS

0

No: This SI'lOUId be considered.

NA

,
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Are PIlIVlId .nllfllDved developed 18I.""'S'proc:ludbla wllhln
lIIe licence periOd (or ItS IllIt8IIIloI\ If lhare Is .Ieg;d Ilglll)?

-

-"~.'fI.

...-

.

:

.,""" ......

,. ...... ,

-.~..... "1l~

,

TIle POO flIOC*.Ictlon Ilcenc:e .Xpirel on 2.111 'MIe 2011.
There I. " ~eni no legiIllghllO.•1lhmIl~ TOI8l pn>ved
_ _ ... postulalad 10 be JHOduclble wllt*l ..... pallod

X

-

~ • 1oraces1a1 curram.J>IIIHU 1aveI.

c:ul 0/1 lllha polnt

" when. ~ iixciaactl tollIllioIld)llOV8Cl r888NII (Ill

2007). Thla , _ . , cannot be ....... reellstlc.
No ..........m 11 made of th8 PfOV8d cIlrIIIloI*l _ _ "
~ within .... IIceI'lce period. TIle 8lIpIJCIItlOII NFA
forealSl " - .'IICInce·~Wllume 01255 1 " Ill3,
Le. .... then Ihe 295 10"1 m3 CIImIIItly eem.llor pl'lMlCl
iIeveloped _ ......

..",

IIDmta.1on lor Inl.mel repol1lrlg, fI32 10'0 m3'
(100%)11 given as the 8IlplH:I8l1on l'Olut'118 ptoducltIIe Wllhhi '
llo8rt(lI. I...... WIth 752 10"l1 m3 lot lDIIII flllds' 3D-ynr
.1IpIJCI811on ..._ . The first 0I ..... 1lgureI -uIOI be
cornoct as the ID...., on WhIch h11 bIHcf
a
""'lcant 8Ik:I of volume. Ihll ... llfll$8ntly claa.med IS
SFR.
All "'l8VInt lorecasts do lake .ccounl ollhe 825 kb'd
e:tIifi.... I... 3.041.
Vu. For Oil. 111. Shaft equfly" 85'" 01 th. Priv.18
sharehotdera' 4O'li.1ha1l oIlhtt """bill. Nel GI1IIIP.18 for
01111 Ihus 34%.
Fo, aBlllI'ld NGl., .ea 4.04 below.

, In the 11118

coni.

....02

Ant PllIved enll proved dIIV8Ioped re"",.. pn>dueibll wllhin
Iproduellon celliM.o I
1Ie:.?
••03 Is. th8 hydna:albons e~ shall calculated PfOII8IlY?

4.04

Is the hydroc:albona PSC en1IIlement WI8 Cn., _
_

oil

Id """",Itv?

llIl +

.'

+

...
N.A.

+• CDod o. ~~"0ClDfY ll. unoae.,..!OrJ, _

•

Ho' ....pllc.....

. . . 2 ... ·

',WI1I1ll. 11:"

00074~
(

I
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4.05

Is 1I'te hydnx:arbons PurdlllM RIghI shart (ID 1I'te IXleRl 1I'ta1
ee:onomlc bend•• dellYvd from produtliDn wIt"e "'0 bearing
shllrt of risks and rel¥alds) caleulltlllll p~

~ Iht privl" thareholde...

+

27 of 50
Allaehrnenl 4

(PSIi) have no We to any

,01* or llquldt 'n>nI NAG (IU ....lVDn wlINn lIle PDO
Ilcance, there Is III agreed (In prtnclple. but nol 1"1dIed)

PSIi under the new GISCO I Oman LNG .
c:onlrld. Thla ahows NGL alld NAG re..rv.. ID bI bDDkad
by Ihe PSH. ClIc:ulaUon Is c:omple. and I' estenllany
del8rmlnllll by Il'lInslallng foreca.. PSIi proflta by Igrflllcl
NGLID.. oric:e 'ormulaa.
.
RDyaUl•• are paid In cash and are nOI deducted from
nsserv.. boOk/nos.
purd)aM righ. by

4.08
4.07
4.08

A,. royalties In cuh (legally or cuslomallly) counted IS
reslrves?
Are royallllllln kind a.elUded lrom nsserves?
Are voIumea rec:tlvllll as ,... In Idnd (I.g. 'or InlraslNCI\Ira
UGI by 1I'tlrd parties) allduded?

4.09

Has Group under-or ovellUI been accounllllllor?

4.10

Have sapa,." sutllnlsslons been mid. 'Or Eqully •
Enlltlamenl and PllrchlSt RIOhI volum••?

+
N.A.
~.A:

A smaD Ihlrd party ",.am (Irom 0llY) la handled and paid 'or
InQsh. AalOCleled volumes ara .tc~dtd ....rves and
oroductton.
N.A. partner IlfIlngs a" Idllllnl"lrlIII dowlltlreant. la alt.,
,fi$Cllliollllon of Mxluction
Separate .heell (wtIllln.IIl' ..m. Submlaalon) ha... been
0
. supptied Ior 011 (equity) and NGLlgas (Purchasa Rlghl)
volumes. This la .cceptllll because lha three s _ a ....
mululny 8lIduaMlln thl submlsclons a/ld do nol ftve IIsa ID
c:onlUston.

" 5
5.01

AUDIT TRAILS
Are proved and PI'9VId deVllIOJl8d "'...... estlm.lDs up-ID
dell?

+

5.02

Can rlIported II1II Group eqully _rvos be reeoncllod wilh
Inl!Mdual fleld rasarvei ..\llfIIIeS?
.

+

5.03

Can reported 1181 Group eqully ",erves be nK:Ondled wllIl
other re"""nl da,lI (•.g. pIOduGllon c:oR$lralnlS. lIlI' markall,

+

etc.)?
5.04

c.n reserve Changes bI _died ..11I't lndivlduel field
chllngos Il'ld ara they f8POIIlld In lite .pproprllllo calogClrtel?

+

5.05

Are lachnlClll rspons available ,describing reasons and
justification, lor now. _IWS esllmate. in sutlldant delln? .

+

A",selves .ddItlon bonus of SO. 15iblla aWllrded by lha
Omanl GoVllmmenl Thl. I. a stnlRlllncentlVll lor POO 10
keep ,"0"", esllmate' up 10 CIa.. and ID allrV6 new values
when IU8IllIed, pertk:ularty ..henS previous eslllna••, hive .
tended 10 be _ _ live.
Annual r.serves sUbmlaslons ara preplAld al the I8Ill8 Ilmo
III POo-s annl,llll ARPR document Both.re luIly OORllalanl
'so An. 2.11.
For oil: Iorec:all", wIlere ""Id. I" approprlllle I - 3.04.

4~02).·

.

.

For NGU(IU: ",,,vas .re billed on curntnl bell oIIlmelDl 01
lan martcets demand.' .
VI$. lull roconcfllallon la poscl\Jle, _ Ans 2.2-2.4.
An ,.1I.rv. updelDs ....ddlacusclon end .greement with the
Om.nI Government. AdolDUed report (now atso ""-sinlI
provtd ....rve.) '" li .llIndlrd requlremelllln Ill'" plOClils.
TrfIIlal \IPlIlIlDS, ••g. upgrading too low proved
whin
lIlese Ins ~ _ken by productlon, .ns handled by a
bite! notltor tile.
All reporta a,. Indexed p~ end master eoples ere keplln
• """'rlllol:lltlon..
.. .
Accncf'l summery ARPR dClClllll""IIa ....... 81111Udy•.
log.lIIer ~Il a dallUed SUpplerrienl giYIng Indlvlllu/llllold
de"",.

ullinllles

Are 'reports numbered IlndDed property and la thara I
IoenlnJIllbrarY
0ClIlIes _ - ? -'
.
.
-5.07 Is lha ennual
sub/IlIaaIoIl supported by e sufllclenlly
. dtlleRed summary nota Illplaln,lng the _ ..... ctIInges
(claNI_tn nsviIons,
oln-pItCIlIIC) per
tktld wtIIt llIIarancee ID dlteiled -r11 .............rialo?
11.08 Are dill blses c:omalnlng hlstllric aubmlSsIons' d.te end
wmml_ status (e.lI. RISRES) In plaoIlnd
ac_lblo?
5.09 00 IhIso ,dall bulS also CllI'lIoIn ....nsllClS ID detaMIIII
_rts?
5.06,

whe"

...

S
- 6.01
6.02

8.03

res""".

+
+

_.Ion......

.+
+

CONSISTENCY WITH ANANClAl REPORTING .
Are proved and ptOVed deVll/oped re..rve. based on
llIcaIl$Od volumes under .._ c:ondltlons?
Ana Dlr..NOLs Md sal. gas reported In thelr sppropllal.
ealogo,,"?

+
.+

Are own un. fuel. losse. ate '1l(:Iudsd?

+ • 00<18 o. 8-hl",*""
e:..-n...... CI>od<liol

+

A R'SRES dele bUa Is kept up 10 dall .nd I~.n copies Of
pns\llOU. ARPRs' dliI8 are ardtlved.
V... relerences ens lnClullllllIn fllSRES eo WlIfIeolhe ARPA
documenl.
Yes; 011 votum.. arapro::~SCIIIsed. NGuga. Wllum• . a'" bAsed on cummtIv aill
1l1li n., ......
Vos; NOli lrom th. 01&1:0 con'llIC1 are In 'let splked InlD "'I
maln PDO crude stream. bUlln vtaw Of IItIIr aptICial s_tu.
...v Group entItIemlll1 ....Ir saparale boOk/ftllls Illlly Jus.ned
Aminor IxcoplIon lIldsted In ... lidvance loa' prod\It11on IIllm
two Ill' ...lIs de"1Ied for tha Glsc:o coni.... POO _
.
aAowad 10 keep the c:oncten.olD duI1ng .lItIl.2 yur lesl .
. poriocl(endodlnJuMllIHWltIl1l't._lof
dellvolloll under lho GIICO conlract). AppnIpriet. lliqw_
has boOI\ 1h8i1llor this under the oH res....... IN All :U.
Yes.... 6.01.

X• U..........,."., HA. Not AptlI_

,wnm."'"

P"ll"3"~
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ou

All
GHV. P/Oil811y rneuured Ior .... gas COIld~1onI
and Iccounllld /or In ~ iiibinlillon.?

'Altllchmenl 4

Prtlper HHV mel..._ _ 'Jdsllor tile Hlld. dtdil:llDd 10
grid Md tile GIsco COIllrIct. Their
nta-.._igIlted _1lI1$1l81C:ul/111d .. 1064 8hi1'cllwIth
IndlYiduIllltlclI Vllrylftg between lI5tI'lId 1137 Blulacf). This
doIlIlIOI _m 10 match WIlIIlIMt 1025 BlullCf ImpUld In lhI
1988 lubmtaalon. ' " All. 2.4.
6.05 Are r-portld P/OvDd dlveroped rellrves conlilllnt with lhoI' . N.A. ASS" ~Ikln la dorlIlhrougll. ~ pelCfenll91 profile
lI$8d tor lINII dlptllCl.lllon In GIllUI> Accounts?
civlr 5 Y_I'I, both for I. Puf'llOlll ,rod Iby IJCellIIQn) 'or
Gtoup AGc:ouIlb. HlrlGI. no lCOOUtllIa ..kill o. pro\/8d
· dev"OIIId rulrv...
'.
8.06 A.. annul' O\l+NGl pIVduclIon wlumlllll ....!VU
+ VII.
...brlil..1onI consl.lenl wllh Upslnlam ptOCIucIlon 1IllIIl1lll.
•
r,portld Inlo tile Flnanc;e 100rel) .ysllllJl, Lt. Col. Hne
0933, which la IhI lum 0I1IiI11385 IRfttrd OllINGl) Ind
line 0811 ,_ '8482-08 + ll464-NGllot CollfOlklalld
COIIlpll,.IIs + IInI 3S118 I.. 0931.()U + 0932.NGl) tor Aaaot;. .
8.04

0

ihe oman ~mmtnlllll4

.

.',

..

c:omi..nltsl1

8.07

.,

A.. llIIIIualllll' PfOCIuCIIon laalN) YIllurnIla ill _

N.A.

~ c;onslallnt wlth'Up$lreIm ..... ~

dIlIveI18a haw II8ItGd (June l11n), ptIldUced .nd _ _Id

r-porled Into till Flnlnet ICll_) ayslllll. LI. C._llna 0323
_ 0934 (O..,..pcy net NB 1IIw) + 3598 (Aasoc.Cy NO .....).

sa_

VOlUlll81 win not ~rily .....lc:Illhos. deemed to be 'SOld'

-.-s tor 1~796 lGaapu1lltlN..) and
4100t-4S10f04S75+0813 (TnIdI, OlhIr

1
7.01

by Glsc:o (Ind d8cluct1d Irvm IutuN anttplImen").

Ind Tianatllll?

'OVfRALl'
It Group guidIlllllS llhould nOl or IlO1 COIIlPlIllly hlVl been
~ I" IUutb la. ~/CMl""I8d1.
undel'Sl8led?

· Glaco'1 NGL *Id IIU enttlltmlllll& have beln ctel1v~ from
prollta via In .oretd price Iomlula. Htnc:e. riII<:e conlract

0

'

re_,

tor 1ndIvldU81 18ldI 130 ytS) I"
loo .co_lMt, butlhl SEC r-ported value 1$ pIlIb8bIy
_
15% loo high bacauaa no PftIpIt aciounl hI8 bean
IlI!CIII 01 VllIu/IIN nNllalleaJly ~b18 WIthin lIceMa.·
T01II PJVV8d 011 ....rvw Ire almllarly COIlIlIr\'8IlVI on In'
lndIvkIual
baa... How8Ver, IllIlI .-11411 baan I8kan
of lhI \/OlLm8I 8ClUIlly J)IUCIuCIbI8 wttIIIn llcanca and lIMt
c:oII'lICt vIIull may W8lI III llOIllpIlIIbIt to "'" V8luIl PI'IIIftIlY
1tpllr1Id..
,

· Pnmd dIvl!loplld 0/1

neld

NOt.nd gas ""I\I8I.haW baenpropelly ~ tor.
7.02

Do lha I1IpCltlId pRMICI and proIIId developId _ .
1I1lmI/II givIi I ntUO/illbly llCaIrlIto IlII1tCtion of

wrilllolda' VllUI",'

.

'

+

lalr ralllldlon 01 ahlI9hOkIerVllUl. f1oW8YIr,PlOPIrlCQO\ll1l
mull be lakln OIlIOlumeIlI/OdUCIbl8 wIlIIln lklance In IIIIln
aubmlllionl, *'"cl! lIIla b8ctlmelI
/mflO:'1IlII 411 lIMt ~12
CllIlI IIlOVlis ......,.

,

molll

,

+. Good o.

1-..

OrIlha b8tII 0I1he abOve, PDOJallcO'1 ...
01 pnMId
and pnlVld dlrorfIlopBd ....MIlI can be &lOIIIId8red to 0I\Ie I

sa."......,

X. Un....1ocIory NA.. NM ~

lW11111l1, 'I,ll

·. . . . of.
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DRAFT NOTE - 3 Nov 2003

CONFIDENTIAL

From:

Anton A. Barendregt

Group Reserves Auditor, SIEP -EPF • GRA

To:

Frank Coopman
John Bell
John Malcolm
AndyWood

Chief Financial Officer,. SIEP - EPF
Corporate Support Director, SIEP .. EPS
MD,PDO
General Manager, Shell Representative Office, Oman

Copy:

Abdulla Lamkl
Stuart Clayton
Stuart Evans
Fatlma Kharusl
Guy Jansens
Lynda Armstrong
(circulation)
Andrew Vaughan
Rene Zwanepol
Ken Mamoch
Han van Delden
Brian Puffer

Deputy Managing Director, POO
Head, Economics, Technology & Planning, pOO
Finance Director. POO
Controller. POO
Exploration Director, POO
SIEP .. EPS-P: Hans Bakker, John Pay
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SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT • PDO (OMAN), 25-28 Oct 2003
I have audited the Proved Reserves submissions of Petroleum Development Oman (POO) for the year 2002 and
the processes that were followed in their preparation. These submissions present the POO contribution to the
Group's externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves and their associated changes as at 31
December 2002.
Total Group share Proved Reserves booked by POO at the. end of 2002 were 144 mln m3 of 011. This represents
some 5% of total Group share Proved Reserves on an oil-equivalent basis. Proved reServes replacement ratio for
POO over 2002 was -19%.
.
The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for POO was carried out in 1999. This current audit verified the PDO
procedures against those laid down In the "Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines, SIEP 2,002-1100/1101"
. (based, inter alia, on FASB Statement 69). It included a verification of the technical and commercial maturity of the
reported reserves, a verification that margins of uncertainty were appropriate, that Group share and net sales
volumes had been calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes were classified correctly. It also
included a verification that the annual prOduction (sales) submission through the Finance system was, consistent
with the reserves submission. The audit took the form of detailed discussions about the reserves ·reportlng process
with POO staff. Emphasis was placed on the procedures and methods f\)lIowed and less on detailed individual field
estimates.
The audit found that PDO's Group share proved developed reserves are largely reasonable, but that the proved
total reserves are currently overttated by some 40%. The reason for this was partly the progressive tightening of
Group reserves guidelines (following SEC guidance), but more fundamentally that proved reserves had not been
reviewed and reduced In the light of recent downturns in oil production rates. The technical maturity of the projects
associated with proved undev~loped reserves had also been eroded through lack of medium- to long-tenn field
development planning work. PDO have recognised this and have embarked on an aggressive study programme to
address the maturation of these projects. A foreseen extension to the current production licence agreement with
the Govemment during 2004 may provide some relief from the necessary de-booking of the overstated volumes.
The audit recommendation is that the present erroneous volumes be continued unchanged per 1.1.2004 (reduced
by 2004 production), but that a properly based portfOlio of proved reserves should be submitted by 1.1.2005./ The'
overall opinion on the state of POO's 1,1.2003 Proved Reserves SUbmission, taking account of the audit's findings
(see Attachment 3), is unsatisfactory. Improvements !lave been set in motion.
'
A summary of the findings and observations is included in the Attachments.
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Attachment 1
SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT • POD and GISCQ 25·28 Oct 2003
MAIN OBSERVATIONS

1.

POO are the operator In a land-based concession in the Oman Interior. Shareholders in POO are the Oman
Govemment (60%) and the 'private shareholders' (Shell. BP and Partex). Shell holds 85% of the private
shareholders' share of 40% and has thus title to 34% of the POO produced crude. POO are free to use
produced gas for own use and for re-injection where needed, but the Oman Government has exclusive title to
,the exported gas. Hence, no gas reserves are earned by POO. The ,current production licence started In 1967'
and ends on 24th June 2012. .
A separate agreement has been concluded between S/:lell. Total and,~artex with the Oman Govemment

:
regarding processing and further export of the aSsoclated and non-associated gas produced from poa fields.
This gas plant has been funded Jointly betweer) the co-venturers and the Oman Government and In recognition
of this funding each of the co-venturers receives an annual fee, which is,translated back into entitlement
volumes for gas and NGL. This operation. administered by ,GISCQ. ,IS not addresse.d !n this aud" report.
POO projectS are'In principle approved by 'the POO board: 'The Group Capital Allocation system has little
influence on these decisions. The verbal statement was made that "!any of the latest projects might not haVe
passed the stringent Group criteria. Previous UTC levels were at some S4lbl. but these have risen In recent '
yea" and the current outlook Is tha1 these may rise further to levels ~p to $10/b1.

from

200 Mb/d In th~ early 1970's to a plateau of 850 Mb/d In
the late 1990's. A relatively steep decline has set In since 2000 and current production is at some 700 Mbld.
The fundamental reason for the decline Is the progressing maturity of the many producing flelds. as evldeneed
by Increasing water cuts and. to a lesser extent. Increasing GORs. The first signs of field decline had been,
countered by an aggressive drilling campaign, Including many horizontal wells, which has helped to maintain
the earlier plateau production level. Decline: or at least'productlon at lower levels, has now been accepted by
pod (and the shareholders) as inevitable,
although further development options are stili pursued
,
. vigorously.
N. the request of the Oman Govemment, POO have committed a team from SIEP-EPT to carry out a
comprehensive review of the STOUPs and reserves of the POO operated fields (the STOIIP and Reserves
, R"v1ew Team, or RSST). This review was In the linal stages of completion during the audit Preliminary .
conclusions by the RSST were that POO's STOUP estimates could largely be conlirmed and that current
reserves estimates were generally In line with field performance, with the exception of Ylbal. Marmul and Qam
Alam. expectation reserves in these fields were concluded to !le overstated by some 100 MM$lb out of a total
expectation reserves base of some 730 MMstb as at 1.1.2003. The RSSt also noted that the great majority of
'the projects associated with the undeveloped reserves were not properly defined (i.e. passed VAR3) and that
some were notional to very notional.
The auditor is indebted to !tle, RSST for sharing their preliminary conClusions with him. The review was fouM
,to be highly opportune and It provtded a 'firm basis for the audit's findings.
.
'

2. PDO production levels have Climbed gradually

\

3.

The characteristics Of the PDO field. tend to be complex in nature. The predominant reservoirs In the
northem part of the concession are the Natlh and Shualba carbonates. which are generally tight 'and which.
show varying ~egrees of fracturing. The predominant reservoirs in the South are the Halma and AI Khlata ,
sandstones. The latter Is of glacial origin and has been depos"ed 01'110 the heavily scoured and eroded Halma
'sands. It tends to be highly heterogeneous, showing poor to excellent penneabllltles.
The 011 In these reserVoirs varies from medlum.light to heavy quality, with generally low GORs. Coupled with
generally poor aquifer activity. this means that reservoir energy tends to be low and that pressure, maintenance
methods of recovery have to be applied. Water Injection Is used most widely, but gas Injection under ga8-0il
. 'gravity drainage has been implemented successfuny In the steeply dipping Fahud field. Steam end polymer'
lnjecl/on have been tried with varying success in the ~armul field, in the South. A steam Injectlon pilot has
been In progress for several years In the heavily fractur'ed Qam A1am field and a field wide application Is nqw
planned. Injection of gas alternated by water (WAG) Is seen as a possible further recovery mechanism.
Horizontal wells have been used quite successfully and these have led to significantly Improved field rates and,
10 many cases, Improved recoveries.
I
However, the heterogeneous nature of both the carbonates and the ,andstones make good sweep efficien~es
'a challenging target The current average recovery factor is some 23% and major fields like Fahud and Natlh
have recovery factors In this range. The best recoveries are In the 40-50% range (VIbal. Rima. Salh Nlhalda).
The aspiration by the Oman Government and by PDO Is to raise the.target recoveries to the latter level for all
'fields. This wm require extraction of the oh from the less permeable portions of the reservoirs, which is
,counteracted by the many bypass rout8$ (higher permeable 'thief zones' or fractures) that surround these :
tighter portions.
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Many of the PDO fields started producti6ri before or dUring the 1970~s and production declines are apparent
in a number of them. As mentioned, these declines have been countered by an aggressive drilling campaign,
and this has helped maintain the PDO plateau production through the .1990's. The many infill wells did not
always yield the addltl.onal reserves that were asplrM. A striking example Is seen in the Ylbal field, where a
massive horizontal infill well campaign did raise production, but now shows a decline towards an ultimate
recovery that Is not much different from that seen before, see Fig.1. A possible mild arrest of the decline may
be evident from recent measurements. The lesson seems to be that many fields will yield additional
,
recoverable volumes, but that they need sufficient time. The prevailing reservoir heterogenelties make gas-oil
gravity drainage or induced/spontaneous water Imblbltion the only realist/ce option for ft,Irther recovery. The
associated time frames can hardly be accelerated.

4.

The RSST have identified that lack of reservoir understandIng Is the single most Important bottleneck to ;
production increases and further 011 development maturation. Good rE!servoir: understanding requires. a reliable
and representative 3D reservoir model (first statio, then dynamic) and the experienc;e In many other operaUons
in the Group is that the availability of good 3D seismic Is key to such modelling. Spectacular results have
been seen in a number of places making e.g. reservoir character or oil fill c1earty visible. Many POO teams
claim that, due·\o tJ:le complex ove~urden (a number of strong reflective events) and due to the poor acoustic
contrast at reservoir level, little use can be made of the available seismic In reservoir characterisation and 3D
ma·pping. ThIs C!plnlon seems to be eontradleted by experience In the Rima field, where It has been shown that
. dedl~ted re~pro~~sin9. (Cheats and van Gogh filtering) and close cooperation with exploration Processing
can yield much Impr9iled results. This shOuld be pursued fur1t)er to see Whether similar results can be
obtained In other fields. _

5, 'There is mls-allgnment between Individual field proved reserves and the corporate PDO SUbmissIon.
The root cause for this has been that POO have historically focused mainly on expectation reserves because
these are the sUbjeet of intensive discussions with the Oman Government (and also the basis for reserves
addition bonuses). Proved reserves estimates for Individual fields were prepared but these have hardly been
updated and they have now shrun~ to unrealistic levels (see 6 below). Because of this, POO have maintained
corporate Group share proved total reserves as an Independent entity, not linked to Individual field volumes.
This approach has not only caused problems with the audit trail but, more sertously,lt allowed the Group
proved reserves estimate to drift away from realistic levels, see 8 below.

\

6.

Probablllstlc estimates of STOUP and ultimate recoveries have been prepared by PDO prior to and In early
stages of field development. Recovery factor ranges were obtained fr'om preliminary reservoir mOdelling. The
probabilistic parameter ranges tend still to be based on eariy well data only, Le. no adjustment has been made
for SUbsequent dynamic STOUP and recovery determination from pro~uctlon performance. Hence, the CUrrent
proved vs expectation recovery ranges are too wide for the ourren~ stage of field development The 1999
reserves audit made the same observation. It Is therefore dlsapPOintlnl:l to see that no progress has been .
made In this respect.
.
the <;onservative nature of the current field proved (P85) recoveries has been further exposed by progressing
cumulative production from the fields. With proved and expectation ultimate recovenes fixed, the range
between proved and expectation remaining reserves will widen with progressing production. This Is clearly
visible In Figure 2. Cumulative prOduction has already overtaken proved ullimaterecovery In some fields, With
the result that these fields now carry negative proved remaining reserVes, which Is of course impossible.
Examples are Rima, Bayyala, Wafra and Runlb.
Group reserves guJciellnes stale clearly that field I resefVOir reserves estimates should be· made separately for
deVeloped (no further activity, or NFA) and undeveloped reserves. The latter must be project based, I.e. they
must be associated with elearly Identified future developinent actMtles (wens, facilities). Estimation of total
recoveries based on (largely assumed) recovery factors Is archaic and Is considered indefensible with the
current state of peirol!'um engineering technology.
Proved developed reserves should be derived In a deterministic manner, using reservoir modelsimulatlons '
and prociuction trend extrapolations. Proved undeveloped reserves should be evaluated in the same manner,
usIng a faN case model realisation. 'thIs practice should tesuh In proved undeveloped reserves growing
towahfs expectation levels with progressing field maturity, see Fig. 2. I

7.

Expectation developed reserves are generaliy, and correctly, derived from well and cluster decline analysis
(through Oil Field Manager software) or from reservoir simulation modelS. The origin of the Group share :
proved developed estimate was not clear (poor audit trail, see below), but Its volume seems broadly in line with
the expectation NFA forecast, cut off at t/)e end-of·licence In 2014. This is in accordance with Group
:
guJd~llnes. However, the link between Group share I corporate prov~ reserves and individual. field estimates
should be re-established.
;
.
There is a serious flaw In the (:Ol'pOt'8te total _roved .....rves estimate (and, by implication, In the ..
:
Uhdeveloped reserves estimate) 1/'1 that mls esUmate was not reviewed when the 1='00 011 production started to.
deCline tapldly from 2000 onwards. Group share reserves should be produclble within the current licence J
period (ending in 2014) and the achievement of production of the stated volumes In that Ume period har rapidlY

8.
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become unlikely.
The majqrity of und.v.I~P&d field reserves are assOCiated with identified projects. However, ~any of these
are notional or highly notional, while others do not even have a forecast assocIated with them In the Business
Plan. There are of course more mature projects. but many of these are recognised as needing 'further work or
re-work 'in order to become matured towards the required VAR3 (or FID) level. Even some projectslvolum~s
based on FDPs from the late 1990's, which did pass VAR3 earlier. are now seen as out of date because of
sub$equent well and field performance. The estimate made by PDO and the SRRT Is that 80~90% of the ,
presently identified undeveloped reserves are yet to pass through th~ VAR3 stage. This means that thesel
volumes do not fulfil present Group and SEC gUidelines. It is aceept~d that the latter have lightened OVer the
last three years (from 'defined' projects to VAR3) and thus further Increased the exposure.
'
The main reason for this regrettable situation Is that proper modem static and dynamic modelling has'received
Insufficient atterition In PDO In recent years. Much attention was diverted towards short-term activities to .
proVide new well proposals. The situation is now being addressed through an urgent and aggressive study
programme.
Th!! GrOUp'share total, (I.e; undeveloped) reserves booked at 1.1.2003 have thus been seriously overstated. A
preliminary estimate by PDO,/sthat of the 907 MMstb (Group !>hare) booked at 1.1.2003, some 400 MMstb are
exposed as,lnsufllclenUy matu,re' acipordlng to preserit Group gUid~lnes. ,
'
The Impact of th~ ov~rstatement.of resetve~ IS'$omewhat reduced by:th~'fa6t ~at discussions between'POO
and the Oman Government tOWards extension of thecurr:ent prOdiJctli:ln Jrcence are currently In progres~
and that a Heads of Agreement Is expected before the end of 2003. A formal extension agreement could then
be signed dUring the first half of 2004. This should bring some 300 MMstb (230 MMstb developed, 70 MM~lb
undeveloped) Into the Group reserves portfolio.

an

9.

It has bee'n noted dUrl~g the .audit that PDO cany a number of proj. with positive expectation res.~
but zero proved reserveS. fhese volumes relate to projects and exploration discoveries, whose develo~ent
plan is not yet sufficiently mature to merit the booking of proved reserves. The expectation volumes have ~n
agreed with the Oman Government and .re!>erves addltlon· and exploration bonuses have been received for
them. The Group guidelines state clearly that expectation reserves Clan only be booked If the assocl$ted :
projects fullll the conditions for proved reserves. If the latter is hot the case, the expectation volumes should be
booked as SFR. Thi,s should be addr:essed In the forthcoming submission.
I

10. The consistency between reserves and Finance was good. There was full agreement between the
1.1.2003 submissions for rese",es and .for annual production through Cares/FIRST, without any correction~
, being required.
'
I
The verification of the correctness of proved developed and proved total reserves used for UOP asset
I
depl~loncalculatlons was hot relevant in the case of PbO. because UOP asset depletion has not been
applied in the past. The operating agreement stipulates a 40-30-10-10-10% depreciation profile for all capax
and this is applied for calculation of the Poa profit margin and for PPO tax retums. Shell Group accounts
returns are prepared by Shell Oman trading (SOMANT) and they dO not declare any share In the PDO assets.
po6 accounb are managed with depreciation through the abovemefltloned !).year pro1ile. Thls/s not In '
accordance with International accounting p~ctIces, which require U9P depletion, based on proved total and
proved developed reserves. This has led to quallflcaticlns In extemal auditor reports, Which the Oman
Government now warn to see removed. Hence, PDO 'will need to start maintaining proper estimates of
Individual field proved develOped and proved total (I.e. undeveloped) reserves~ In View of the current state,of
fJDO's proved reserves estimates (both corporate and by field), PDO have considered It not realistic to statl
with the new method of UOP accounting per 1.1.2004. A start per 1.1.2005 was seen 10 be the earliest '
possible as It would be desirable to avoid major swings In Individual field reserves and asset values due to the
necessary corrections to be applied during 2004. This view Is fully supported.
'
,Fonowlng the Implementation of the new methOd of asSet accounting, POO will be requlred to f'eostata their
.accounl$ back to 2000. The Intention was to:do this On the basis of the 1.1.2005 volumes, correcting back; only
'for annual production. The auditor recommendation Is to include annual transfers from undeveloped to
developed volumes (I.e. development activity) as well, since without this correction the eariler proved
developed reserves would become too large.
.
,
11. By way of audit trail. POO issue an annual ARPR report, which Iis~ full life cycle (I.e. 30-years) recovera~e
volumes of ofl+condensate (from POO facilities) and associated gasf The fon'!lat of the report seems
•
somewhat cumbersome (duplicated data and unnecessary data. e.g. depletion rates, high estimates) and !t
could benefit from a simplification.'
.
i

the

There Is no nOte or report descrtblng the basis or background for
Group share reserves submission. There
/s a spreadsheet, but this Is not very accessible. Individual field proved reserveS In the 1.1.2003 submlsslOn
,are clearly wrong (e.g.I"rg8l'thah$Xpeet8t1on volumes and "Iso
than full-fleld-Ilfe proved reserves):
'th~ sUbn'llssl~n listed changes In the 'Improved ~ecovery, ..'Ext8nslons and Dlscovertes', and 1'rar1Sfer8 form
Undeveloped to Developed' categories, but there was no audit 1nlll to nrik this back In a quantitative ma~r to
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individual fields. The audit ttail for poO's shell share proved reselVes is thus extremely poor. Guidelines for a
proper audit trail are published on the EPB-P website ('Planning'fReserves', to be moved to a new EPS
,
webslte in due course) and these should be followed. What is needed is a set of tables as presented In Att.2,
with a brief note describing the source of the constituent data.
'
It was noted that there seems to be no effective central PDo library and field teams tend to keep project
,
reports in personal filing cabinets. The RSST reported Instances whete documents had to be obtained from
the Ministry because no copies could be found within PDO. following the temporary abandonment and re- ,
assignment of the Fahud field team. This clearly an undesirable situation and corrective measures shOUld be
undertaken. '

.

12. The auditor's suggestion for
the way forward is as follows:
,
• In view of the short period left to end-2003, continue boOking the present proved developed and proved total
Group share reserves volumes In the 1.1.2004 submission, correcting only for 2003 production and for
transfers from developed to und~veloped. Total proved reserves replacement ratio shOuld thus be -100%.
• Conclude tlJe production licence extension agreement with the Oman Govemment during 2004
- Book the proper sum of full life cycle proved developed reserves for 8,11 fields and proved undeveloped
•
reserves for all projects fulfilling Group reserves criteria per 1.1.2005._, This would require the maturation of at
least some 200 MMstb of.proved project volumes, to obtain a 100% proved reserves replacement ratio over
2~04, see Table 1 below.' Group _hare re.se'rves should be a sttalg~t 34% of POO 011 reserves.
• It Is suggested to invite the Group Reserves Auditor for a consultation visit towards the end of 2004 to verify
with him the statuS of the of the proved developed 'and proved undeveloped reserves portfolio.

Group share total proved reselVes 1.1.2003 (MMstb)
2003 Production
Group share total proved reserves 1.1.2004 (MMstb)

907
-81
820

Group share total proved reserves 1.1.2004 (MMstb)
Overstatement 400 MMslb
Transfer ft"om beyond·licence
New matured proved reserves
2004 Production
Group share total proved reserves 1.12005 (MMstb)

820
-400
+261
+200
-81
620

Table 1 - Progression of poo Group share proved reserves dudng 2003/2004
Recommendations
1.

Pursue the possible improvements In reservoir characterization and mOdelling that may be obtained from
dedicated seismic r~procesSlng (et Rima).

2.

,Declare proved devel(lpBd 88 equal to expectation developed reserves In fields where the~ Is either a good
simulation history match or where there Is a well-defined decUne rate extrapolation. New fields and
reservoirs with neither of these should be assigned a conservative (Iow case) value for proved developed
reserves.

3.

Prepare proved and expectation estimates of undeveloped reserves by individual ptoJect and by field.
Proved estimates should preferably be based on low case simulation model real~l[I!lons and should be seen
to be grOwing towards expectation levels with progressing field cumulative produCtIon. Projects should be
ranked according to their maturity, e.g. 'firm' (VAR3IFIO). 'mature' (documented FOP), 'posslble'. (VAIU)
ete.
:
Invite the Group Reserves Auditor for a consultation visit towards the end of 2004 to verify the status of
Group share proved developed and proved undeveloped reserves.

4.

5.

In the re-statement of POO accounts for years back to 2000, col't'$d the 1.1.2005 volumes back to earlier'
years by adding annual production and by subtracting annual transfers ftom undeveloped to developed •
reserves.

6.

Classify projects with el9'ectallon reserves but zero proved reserVes as SFR In the 1.1.2004 SUbmission. •

7.

Improve the audit trail for the G~up reserves submission by following the guIdelines for on the
EP8IPlannlnglReserves webslte.

8.

eoRslder the Installation of a central library where I'l'Operly indexed copies of r8ports and meeting notes (~.g.
with the Ministry) can be stored and kept,
.
5
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Figure 1 - Ylbal field 011 rate decline versus cumulatfve production
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SEC PROVED RES'ERVES AUDIT, .. PDO(OMAN), 25..28 Oct 2003:

, I h~ve audited the Proved Reserves submissions of Petroleum Development Oman, (PDO) tOr the year 2002 and the
processes that were followed In their preparation. Tl1ese suhmlssloris present the POD contribUtion to the Group's
,extemally reported Proved and proved Developed ReseNes and their associated changes as at 31 December 2002.

To~1 Group share Proved Re~erves booked by pod at the end of 2002 were 144mln:m3 of oil. This represents
, some 5% oUotal Group share Proved Reserves on an oll-equivalent basis. Proved reserveS replacement ratio for
POQ over 2002 was.,.19%.
'

The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for PDO wasclilrried out in 1999. This current audit verified the PDa
"procedures against those laid down in the "Petroleurn ResOurce Volume GUideUQes. SIEP 2002~110011101· (based.'
, Inter,alia, on FASB Statement 69). ,It included a verifiCation of the technical and commercial maturity of the reported
reserves. a veiifiCatlon that margins of unce$lnty were appropriate" that Group share and net sales volumes had
been calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes w~re classified correctly. It also included a verification
,that the annual productiOn (sales) submission through the Finanee system was consistent with the 'reserves
',submission. The $Jdlt took the fonn of detailed discussions about the reserves reporting,procesS.wlth PDOstaff.
Emphasis was plaCed ~n the procedures and methods followed and less on detailed individual field estimates. "
, The aUc;iit found that POD's Group ~ha~e proved developed reserves are iargeiy reasonabie. but that some 40% of
,the submitted proved total reserves at 1.1.2003 do not fulfil present reserves gUidelines. The reason for this Is partly
the progressive tightening of Group reserves, guidelines (following SEC guidance). but more fundamentally that
submitted proved reserves have not been reviewed and reduced in the light of ~nt downturns in oU production
. rates., The technical maturity of the projects associated withplPVed undeveloped reserves' had also been eroded
due to lack of medium- and ,Iong~term' field development planning work. poa have recognised this and have
embarked on an aggressive stUdy programme to address the maturation of theassOgiated projects. An Imminent
ag{'8ement with the Govemment regarding an extension to the current production licence may provide further"
(~rtial) relief from the necessity to de-book the overstated volumes.
"
,in view of the many positive changes foreseen dUring 2004, the audit suggestion Is that the present ~Iumes be
continued unch,;lOgedper 1.1.2004 (reduced by 2003 production), but that a properly based portfolio of proved
reserves should be submitted by 1.1.20b5.. The overall opinion on the state of POO's 1.1.2003 Proved Reserves
submission, taking account of the audit's findings, (see Attachment 3j,lslJnsatisfac1ory. However,impr~lVements
, haVe been set In motion:
'"
'
,

,

A surnmary of the findings i:lnd observations Is included in the Attachments.
, A.A. Barendregt
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Attachment 1
SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - PDO and GISeO

25~28

Oct 2003

MAIN OBSERVATiONS

1.

POO arethe"operator in a land-based concession In the Oman interior. ShareholderS in POO are the Oman
Government (60%) and the 'private shareholders' (Shell, TFE and Partex). Shell holds 85% of the private
shareholders' share of 40% and has thus title to 34% of the POO produced crude. POO are free to use
produced gas for own use and for re-injection where needed, but the Oman Government has exclusive title to
the exported gas. Hence, no gas reserves are carned by POD. The current production licence started in 1967
and ends on 24th June 2 0 1 2 . '
'
, "A separate agreement has been concluded between Shell, Total and Partex with the Oman Government,
regarding processing and further export of the associated and non-associated gas produced from POO fields.
This gas plant has been fu!lded jointly between the co--venturers and the Oman Government and In recognition
of this funding each of the co-venturers receives an annual fee; which is translated back Into entitlement
volumes for gas and NGL This operation, administered
by GlseO, Is not eddressed in this audit
' .
. report.
PDOprojects are in principle approved by the !=lOO board. The Group Capital Allocation system has little
influence on these decisions. The verbal statement was made that many of the latest projects might not have
, passed the stringent Group criteria. UTC levels (an Important screening tool for the POO board) have risen
above $41b1, In recent years and,the current outlook is that theSe may rise further, up to $101bl for some projects,
'

. '

2.

POO productlon levels had cli~bed g~dUallY from 200 Mbld I~ the' e~rly 1970's to a plateau of 850 M"'d in "
the late 1990's. A relatively steep decline has set In since 2001 and current production Is at soMe 700 Mbld.
The h.!ndan:tental reason for the decline Is the progressing maturity of the many producing fields, as evidenced
by increasing water cuts and, to a lesser extent, ,Increasing GORs. The first signs of field decline had been
countered by an aggressive drilling campaign, inclUding many horizontal wells, which has helPed to maintain the
eartler plateau production level. Decline, pr at least production at lower levels, has n~ been accepted as
Inevitable by POO (and the shareholders), although further development options are still purSued vigorously.
, Prior to and dUring Progn;;rriine Build preparation in 2003, POO staff recognised that some'900 MMstb (100%
volumes) of expectation undeveloped reserves' could not be sUPPorted by identifiable projects. These volumes
.. ,were still based on assumed 'recovery factors, which should be seen as an outdated praCtice. After initial
,shareholder resistance, these 'unmatched' volumes have
been moved out of the 3Q..year Programme Build
window. To address the resulting shortfall, Shell committed a team from SIEP~EPT and other '~urces to carry
,out a comprehensive review of the STOUPs and reserves of the POO operated fields (the STOIIP and, ' '
, Reserves Review Team, or SRRn. This review was in the final stages of completion during the audit
, ,Preliminary conclusions by the SRRT were that POO's STOUP estimates could.Iargely be confirmed and that
,the expectation project resel'Ves estimates In the 2003 Programme Build could generally be supported. Some
exceptions were stili found in Marmul and Yibal, where expectation,reserves In these fields were considered to
, be some 20 mln m3 too high. The SRRT also noted that the great majority of the projects asS~c1ated with the
undeveloped reserves were not property defined (I.e. passed VAR3) and that some were notional to very
notional. '
"
"

now

The ~uditor is Indebted to the SRRT for sharing their preliminary conclusiOns With him., The review was found'
be highly opPortune' and it provided a firm basis for the audits findings.,
'
,3.

'-'

to

The characteristics of the PDO fields tend to tie complex In nalUre. The predominant reservoirs In the

northern part of the concession are the Natlh and Shuaiba carbonates, whk:!1 are generally tight and which
, show varying degrees of. fracturing. The predominant reservoirs In the SOuth are the Haima and AI Khlata '
sandstoneS. The latte~ is'of glacial origin and has been deposited onto the heavily sequred and eroded Halma '
sands. It tends to be hiSJhlY,heterogeneous" showing poor to excellent permeabilitles,
'
,The oil In these r:eseivoirs varies from medlunHight to heavy quality, with g~nerallY low GORs. Coupled with,
generally poor aquifer activity, this means that reservoir energy tends to be IOw and that pressure maintenance
methods of recovery' have to be applied. Water injection is used most Widely, but gas InjeCtion under gas-oll
, gravity drainage has been implemented successfully In the steeply dipping Fahud field. Steam and Polymer
. , injection have been med with varying success in the Marmul fl",klln the Soutli. A steam injection 'pilot has been
, In progressforseveral years in the heavily fractured, Qarn Alain field and a fiekfwide appllcati6n is now
planned. Injection of gas altemated by water (WAG) is seen as a possible further recovery mechl'lnlsm.
",
Horizontal wells have been' used qUite succe'sstUlly and uiese have led to significantly improved field rates and,
in many cases, improved recoveries.' ,
"

..

the

-

The heterogeneous nature ofboth the carbonates and
sandstones make goOd sweep efflcl~ncles a
challenging target, Theburrent average recovery factor is some 23% and major fields like Fahud and Natlh , '
have recovery factors in thisrange~ The best recoveries are hi the 40-50% range (Yibal, Rimaj Saih Nihaida).
, . PDooKovnldoc
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The aspiration by the Oman Government and byPOO is to raise the target recoveries to the 'latter level for all
fields. This will require extraction of the oil from the less permeable portions of the reservoirs, which is
counteracted by the many bypass routes (higher perme,able 'thief zones' or fractures) that surround these
tighter portions.
Many of the POO fields started production before or dUring the 1970's and production declines are apparent In ~
, number of them. As mentioned, these declines have been.countered by an aggressive drilling campaign, and
this has helped maintain the POO plateau production through the 1990·s. The many infill wells did not always
, yield the additional reserves that were aspired. A striking example Is seen in the Ylbal field, where a massive
horizontal infill well campaign did raise production, but where the subsequent much steeper decline seems to
point tow8,rds an ultimate recovery that is not much different from that seen before, see Fig. 1. A possible mild
arrest of the decline may be evident from recent measurements. The lesson seems to be that many fields will
yield additional recoverable volumes, 'but that they need sufficient time. The prevailing reservoir heterogeneities
make ga8-011 gravity drainage or Induced/spontaneous water imblbition the only realistic option for further .
recoverY. The associated time frames can hardly be accelerated.
;~

4.

The SRRT have Identified that lack of reservoir understanding is the single most Impo$nt botlfeneck to
production· increases and further oil development maturation. Good reservoir understanding requires a reliable
and representative 3D reservoir model (first static, then dynamic) and the experience In many other operations
in the Group Is that the availability of good 3D seismic is key to such modelling. Spectacular results have beer
seen in a number of other Group operated areas making e.g. reservoir character or 011 fill clea~y visible.' Many
teams in the South Oman area to claim that, due to the complex overburden (a number·of strong reflectlve
events) and due to the poor acoustic contrast at reservoir level, little use can be made of existing seismic in
reservoir characterisation and 3D mapping. This opinion seems to be contradicted by experience in the Rima
field, where It has been shown that dedicated re-processlng (Cheats and van Gogh filtering) and close
cooperation with Exploration Processing can yield much Improved results. Further pursuit of this, to see
whether similar results can be obtained In other fields~ iS',strongly encouraged and supported.

5.

There is mls-alignment between Indlvldualfleld provel;i reeerves and the corporate POO submission.
.The root cause for this has been that poa have historically focused mainly on expectation reserves because
these are the basis for business planning'. Expectation reserves are also the SUbject of Intensive discussions
with the Oman Government (and also the basis for reserves addition bonuseSI): Proved reserves estimates for
Individual fields were prepared but these have hardly been updated and they have now shrunk to iJnrealistlc
levels (see 6 below). Because of this; POO'have maintained corpOrate Group share proved total reserves as
an independent entity, not linked to individual field volumes. this approach has not only caused probl~ms with
the audit trail but, more serlously,it allowed the Gl"elUP proved reserves estimate to drift away from realistic
levels. see 8 below. .
..
. " ' ,

6:

Probablllstlc estimates or STOUP and ultimate recoveries have been prepared by POO prior to and in early
stages of field development Recovery factor ranges were obtained from preliminary reservoir modelling.
Although new well results are Incorporated, the probablllstic parameter!iJJ9d still seem to refl~ early well·
data only, I.e. little adjustment seems ~ be made for subsequent dynamic STOUP and recovery determination
from production 'performance. Hence. the current proved vs. expectation recovery ranges In Il)dlvidual fields
are too wide for the current stage of field development The 1999 reserves audit made the same observation.
It Is therefore disappol!1ting, to see that no progress has been made in this r~spect. ,
,
The conservative nature of-the current field proved (P8S) recOveries has been further exposed by progressing
cumulative production from the fields. With proved and expectation ultimate recoveries fixed, the range
'between proved and expectation remaining reserves will widen with progressing production. this Is clearly
'visible In Figure 2. Cumulative production has,already overtaken proved ultimate recovery In som. fields, with
the result that these fields now carry negative proved remaining reserves, whICh Is of course Impossible.
Examples are Rima, sayyala. Wafra' and Runlb.
.
,
Group reserves guidelines state clearly that field I reservoir fQSetves estimates should be made separately for
··developed (no furttler actMty, or NFA) and'undevelOped reserves. The latter must be project based, I.e. they
must be associated with ciearly identified future development activities (wells, facilities). Estimation of total
recoveries based on (largely,assumed) recovery factors is archaic and Is considered Indefensible with the
, current state of petroleum engineering technology.
,'. '
,
Proved developed reserves should be derived in a deterministic manner, using reservoir model simulations and
production trend extrapolations. Proved undeveloped reserves should be evaluated through simulation, using
either,a low case model :realisationor e.g. a specific assessment for Infill wells whether they address "proved
. areas'. this practice should resultlnprpVed undeveloped reserVes growing towards expectation levels with
progressing field matu!itY, see Fig. 2.
'

7.

Expectation developed reserves are generally,' and correctly. :derived from
and cluster decli~eanalysls
(through Oil Field Manager software) or from reservoir simulation models: The Group share proved d~veloped
estimate was derived from the expectation NFA forecast, cut. off at the end-of-licence in June 2012. This Is in
.accordance with Group' giJi,deli.nes. 'However, the link between Group share I corporate proved reserves and
Individual field estimates shoUld be re--est8blished.
".
' .'
,. ' .'
:
\... 0'00'16
.
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There is a serious flaw in the corporate total proved reserves estimate (and, by Implication, in the
undeveloped reserves estimate) in that this estimate was not reviewed When the POO 011 production started to
decline rapidly from 2000 onwards. Group share reserves should be produclble within the current licenf?e
period (ending in 2012) and the achievement of production of the stated volumes in that time period has rapidly
become unlikely.
.
The majority of the declared corporate undeveloped field reserves are associated with identified projects.
However, many of these are notional or.highly notional. There are of course more mature projects, but many of
these are recognised as needing further wor1< or re-WOf1( In order to become matured towards the required
VAR3 (or F!O) level. Even some projectslvolumes based on FOPs from the late 1990'S, which did pass VAR3
earlier, are now seen as out of date because of subsequent well and field performance. The estimate made by
POO and the SRRl Is that 80-90% of the presently Identified undeveloped reserws are 'yet to pass through the
VAR3 stage. This means that these volumes do nol fulfil present Group and SEC guidelines. It is accepted
that the latter have tightened over the last three years (from 'defined' projects to VAR3) and thus further
Increased the expOsure.
The main reason for this regrettable situation is that proper modem static and. dynamic modelling has received
insufficient attention in POO In recent years. Much attention was diverted towards short-tenn activities to
provide new well proposals. The situation IS.now being addressed through an urgent and aggressive study
programme.
. . .'
.
'The Group share undeveloped reserves at 1.1.2003 (and hence the total proved reserVes) contain therefore a
large portio,:, that does not fulfil curre'nt Group reserves gUidelines. A preliminary estimate made by POO during
2003 is that of the 907 MMstb (Group share) booked at 1.1;2003, some 400 MMstb 'are exposed In this manner.
It Is noted that the 907 MMstb submission at 1.1.2003'had been based on SIEP advice, reducing iUrom a
higher value prOposed by POO. This advice was seen as a preliminary correction, pending results of further'
POO investigations and the planned 2003 reserves audit The approach was supported by the Group reserves
auditor, but he did express concem in his end-2002 report that pOO's proved reserves were overstated.
The impact ofthis effectIVe overstateme~t of reserves'is somewhat reduced by the fact that discussions
between POO and the Om~n Govemment towards an e$lnsion of the current production licence are currently
. In progress and that a Heads of Agreement is expected before the end of 2003.. Aformal extension agreement
could then be signed dl!ring the first half of 2004. This should bring some 300 MMstb of mature project
reserves (230 MMstb developed, 70. MMstb undeveloped) into the Group r~erves portfolio.

f "

It was noted during the audit thatPDO are' proposing to carry a'number of projects With positive expectation
reserves but zero proved reserves.. These volumes relate to projects and exploration'discoveries, whose
. development plan Is not yet sufTk::lently mature to merit the booking of proyed reserves. The expectation
·volumes have been agreed with the Oman Government and reserves additlon- and exp!oratlon bonuses,will be'
received for them. The Group gu(delines. state clearly that ~xpectation reserves can only be 1:!00~ed If the
associated projects fulfil the conditions for proved reserves. If the latter is not the case, the expectation.
volumes should. be booked as SFR.·
. .

9.

10. The consistency between' reserves and Finance was good. There was full agreement between the 1.1.2003
submissions for reserves and for ~nnual' production through Cere~~IRST. without any corrections being
required.., .
' . ..'
'..
.
'
.
,The verification of the correctness of proved' developed and proved total reserves used fur UOP asset depletion
calOulatlons was not relevant In the case of POO, because UOP asset depletion was not applied In the past
The operating agreement stipUlates 'a 40-30-10-10.10% depreeiation profile for all capax and this Is applied for
. calculation of the PDO profit margin and for PDO tax returns. Shell Group accounts returns are prepared by
Shell Oman Trading (SOMANl) and ttley do not declare any share In the PQO assets.
· POO accounts are declaied with asset depreclatiOn through the abovementioned 5-year profile. This Is not In
accordance with IntematiOnal accounting practiC8$; which require UOP depletion; based on proved total and
proved develOped reserVes.. this has led to continuing qualifications !n 'external auditor reports (since 1967),
Which the Oman Government now want to see removed. Hence; POO will need to start maintaining proper' ,
·estimates of IndMdual field proved developed and proved total (I.e, undeveloped) reserves. In view of the ,
current state of PDO's proved reserves estimates (both corporate and by field), POO have considered it not
. .' realistic to start with the new methqd of UOP accounting per 1.1.2004. A 'start per 1.1.2005 was seen to be the
earliest possible as It would be desirable to avoid majOr swings In Individual field reserves and asset values due
to the necessary corrections to be applied during 2004. This view is fully supported.
.
.
Following the implementation of the new method ~f asset accounting, PDO'~II be required to re-state their
accounts back to 2000. The lnterition was. to do this on the basis of the 1.1.2005 volumes, correcting back only
.for annual production. The auditor recommendation is to include annual transfers· from undeveloped to .
· developed volumes (i.e. development activity) as well, since without this correction the earlier proved developed
reselVe~ would become too large.."
. . . .. .
.
11,

By' way of audit t~lI~ PDO i~ue ~Ii annUa!ARPRrePO~ which lists fun life cycie (I.e. 30~years) reCoverable
volumes of oll+condensate (from POO 'facilities) and associated gas, The fOrmat of the report seems
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somewhat cumbersome (dupiicated data and unnecessary data, e.g., depletion rates, high estimates) and it
could benefit from a simplification.
'
,
, ,

The~e i~ no note or report describing the'basis or background for the Group share reserves submission. There
is a spreadsheet, but this is not very accessible. Individual field proved reserves In the 1.1.2003 submission are
clearly wrong (e.g: larger than expectation volumes and also larger than full-field-life proved reserves). The
" submission listed changes In the 'Improved Recovery, 'Extensions and Discoveries', and 'Transfers form
Undeveloped to Developed' categories, but there was no audit trail to link this back In s' quantitative manner to
Individual fields. The audit trail for POO's Group share proved reserves is thus extremely poor. Guidelines for
a proper audit trail are pUblished on the EPB-P we!:Jslte ('Plannlng'fReserves';, to be moved to a new EPS
,webslte In due course) and these should be followed. What 1$ needed Is a set of tables, at field level, with a
fonnat as presented In Atl2 and with a brief note describing the source of the constituent data.
It was noted that, whilst there is a central POO library, field teams tend to keep projed reports In personal filing
cabinets. The SRRt. reported instances where documents had to be obtatnedfrom the Ministry because no
copies could be found within PDO, following the temporary abandonment and re-assignment of the Fahud field
team. This is clearly an undesirable situation and corrective measures should be undertaken.
12. , The auditor's suggestion forthe way forward Is as follows: ,
- In view of the short period left to end-2003. It will not be possible to arrive at a properly defined sel of Indlvidus'l
field proved reserves that could form a sound basis for the pOO corporate Group share proved reserves
'
booking.
- ,
' '
"
.
",'
- Assuming ,that 'a Heads of Agreement can be obtained with the Oman Government ,before end 2003 regarding
_an extension of the PDO production licence, it is argued that the impact of the present reserves oversta,ement,
, ' , .
is reduced.
- Hence, It is suggested that the present proved developecf and proved to~1 Group share reserves volumes be
continued in the 1.1.2004 submission, correcting only for 2003 production and for transfers from developed to
undeveloped. Total proved reserves replacement ratio should thus be 0%.
,- Theproper surn of full life cycle proved developed ..es~rVes for all fields and proved undeveloped reserves for
, ;;all projects fulfilling Group reserves criteria should then be booked per 1.1.2005. This would require the
maturation of at least'some 200 MMstb Of proved projed voll,lmes, to obtain a 100% proved reserves
replacement ratio over 2004, see Table 1 below, Group share reserves should be a straight 34% of POO oil
reserves.
':' It Is suggested to invite the Group ReservEis Auditor fcir a conSUltation visit towards the end of 2004 to verify
with him the status of the proved developed and proved. undeveloped reserves portfolio. " ,

Group share total prove,! reserves 1.1.2003 (MMstb)
2003 Production
-Group share total proved reserves 1.1.2004 (MMstb)

907
-87
820

Group share total proved reserves 1.1.2004 (MMstb)
OVerstatement 400 MMstb
Transfer from beyond-licence
New matured proved reserves
2004, Production _
Group share total proved reserves 1.1.2l?,Q5 (MMstb)

820

-400
+287
+200
- 4i7
820

Table 1 - POSSIble. progressIon of PDO proved reserves dUrln~ 2003/2004
RecommendatJo,m ,
1.
2.

3.

'4.

cOntinue purSuing the possible improvements In reservoir cheractertzationand modelling that may be .
obtained from dedicated seismic re:-processlng (et Rima); ,
Oeclare proved developed as equal to expectation develoPed reserves in fields where ttie~ is either a good .
simulation history match or Where there is El well-defined decline rate extrapolation. New fields and reservoirS
with neither of these should be aliislgne(.l a conservatiVe (Iow case) value for proved developed reserves.' '

'Prepare proved- ~~d expectation estirnate~ of u~developed reserveS by individual projed'and by field:, Proved
estimates should preferably be b~sed on low case simulation model realisations 'and should be seen to be
growing ~ards expect8tionlevels With progressing field cumulative produ~on. Projects should be ranked
'acCording to their matUrity, e.g. 'firm' (VAR3/FIO), 'mature' (documented FOP), 'possible' (VAR2) etc: '

Invite the Group Rese.....;~s AUdito~ for a consuitatio~ ~iSit towai-ds the erid of 2004 to verify ttJe status Qf Group
sharEi pn:Jveddeveloped and prcived-undeveloped reserVes.
' ,
'
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5.

In the re-statement of PDO accounts for years back to 2000, correct the 1.1.2005 volumes back to earlier
years by adding annual production and by subtracting annual transfers from undeveloped to developed
reserves.

6.

Classify projects with 'expectation reserves but zero proved reserves as SFR in the next appropriate
submission.
'

7.

Improve the audit trail for the Group reserves slibm'ission byfOI!Owing the guidelines for reserves audit trails
on the EPBlPlanningfReserves webslte. ,
'

8:

Ensure that the central library facilities are fully utilised by all teams, particularly where it relates to proper
storing and i~dexing of copies of all reports and meeting notes (e.g. with the Ministry).
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, CHeCKLIst SEC RESERVES AUDITS

PDO/GIBCO, Oct 2003

AREA / FIEilD: ALL FIELDS'

COMPANY: PDO

Result

Audit criteria

1
1.01

Attachment 3,

TECHNICAL MATURITY
la 3D seismic avaAable and used for the field(s) In question?

1.03

Is seilimlc quality used I adequate for proving hydrocarblng
bearing areas?

1.04

Is wall data coverege adequate?

3D SeismiC coverage Is universal over all discovenldfilllds.

+

1.02 Are seismic processing and Interpretation state-of-the-art?

Seismic tends to be of poor quality due to strong ,hallow
, multiples, surface rugOBIty and other lffegularties, e,g, local
sinkholes. Filmring (Cheats, van Gogh) has been applied wtth
mbald suCcess. Results Ire more promlslng In one area
(Rima cluster) where it Is anticipated that good infonnatlon
can be obtained (In structure and small scale' faulUng, but,
more ImportanUy on reservoir stratlflcatlon and pemaps

0

NA Oils tllnd to bit gllnlllally heavy and of low GOR. Acoustic
contr8a1 with water /s'smalland 011 beartng areas cannot be
dlstln"ulshed ""m ulsmi<"
,
The majority of fields haY\! been developed by numerous

+

U5 Are fluid levlll$ known?

+

1.06 Are plllrophyslcal weU data quality and quantity adequate?

0

1.07 Is reservoir produc!blllty for undeve!opad reserves supported
bll Droductlon tests or other evidence?
'
1.08 Are thllfll proper volumetric estimates?

+

walis both vertlcal'end, hrvl7ontal.
:.
Since seismic and regional aquifer pressures are not reliable
for predicting owes these tend to be specifically targeted by
armralsal wells,
Not all wells had full 8uitlls of logs during major deVlllopment .
dlllAng phasell (OR and reslstlvity only, no Porosity tools),
This is a slight hindrance In reservoir chareetetlsation.
I~c:.~elds are now In production. Production tests are ,

+

d out In exoloratlon I A....ralsal wens.
Volumetric estlrnates haw been made for aa fieldS. Most
date back from the older generation of ":I8PPlng packages
(Zyco.r, CPS, SupervoQ. Most of these were coarse layered or
coanie grldded. However, the recent (STEP staffed) STOIlP
and Reserves RevIew Team has lalllely confinned the validity
I"f fh_Sl!l ....tlMatea.
.'
..
.
PlOper sampling and analysis Is done for new fields.

+

No gas reserves are carried

+

"

.....

1.09 Are representatlvl!l PVT data available and have they been
; IDrooeltv accoUnted for In the volumetrlc estimate?
1.10 Are gea GHVs measured properly for aalea gas condltlons
ind accounted for In reserves sUbmlsslona?
1.11 Are statlc 'm~el!lavallable I adequate?
,

Comments

"X

Proper modem atatlc and dynamic modelling has racelved

In,ufficlent attantlon In recent ye.rs. A large volume of bookad
reselVes Is baaell on older and outdsted FDPs or on ealller
volumetric estimates. 'This Is now being addressed through

.

an urgent study programme. Petrel models are the prasent
" . ,
See '8bove. MoReS models are now downloaded from Petrel.

'1 "landant
1,12 Are dynamic models available 'adequate?

X

1.13 Are history matches available' adequate?

X

1.14 Are the recovery factors for proved reserves realistic?

X

'

. ,

1.15 Are developed reserves based on proper NFA (No Further
ACtMty) forecasts?
'

History matelles are gredually becoming available as models
are,.";,,.,...... .
'
PDO and the STOIIP and ReselYes Review Team have
concluded that a number of the older (FOP) opeetatkm
reserves estimates have been ~mated (Yibal, Marmul,
QamAJam).
Individual field proved reserves are sIlll based on old
probablllstlc liO!urnetilca, In. wl!1ch \!le margins are much too
wide In relatlon to the field's maturity.
As for the booked proved coi-potate Shell share reserves,
th~ cannot be tied back to reanstlc proved lndMdua':field

.

Expectation developed reserves are based on NFA forecasts •
derived from weB and cluster dacllne analysis (through Oil
FIeld Manager software: The orlglnof the co/llOrate proved
developed Ilstimate was not.clear.' bill its \/olume seems ..
" broadly ill' One with the llJq:lectatlon NFA foreea&t. cut off at the
en -;"
l,,~nu'"'
,
Yes; No behlndlllJltt reservellara camed.

'+

"
1.16 ' Are developed reserves based on existing wells, completions
al)d facillties, or dO they require only minor costs «10%
IDrolect costl,to be hooked UD?
'

+

OB'28773,
+:.. ~ood

0" Satisfactory
.
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PDOfGlsco, Qct 2003

CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITS

1.17 Have development projectll been defined for undeveloped
resetves or can they be defined?
1.18 Are there aUdltable development project plans with costa,
benents and economics?
1.19 Ate the projectll teel\nlcally mature or Is further data gathering
necessary? .

Attachment 3

X. The majority of undeveloped field reserves are associated
with ldentlfled projects. HOWllVer, many of these are notional
or highly notional, while others have nO forecast associated
wlth them In the Busille" Plan.
X A large majority of the undeveloped rellltv8s ptoJecta ere
notional, wlth at best only approximate forecasta and coat
estimales.
X The majority of projee\s are recognised 88 needing further
work m re-work In order to become matured. Even many
-. ptojeets/VOlumes based on FOPs frOm the laie 1990's are-now
seen as out of-data because of subsequent well and field

..

1.20 Are Imptoved recovery estimates based on li successful pilot
or analogue or are they otherwise supportable?

U1 Have lhe projects successfully passed a VAR3NAR4 review
or are they otherwlsa ready for applleation. for funding? .- ..

0

There are ample water Injection projects In the POO operaled
area. This could nonnally count as a sufficient enalogue base
for proving further new waler Injection projaCls. However, the
resetvolrs concemed (notably the AI Khlat. sandslone and
some shallower fractured carbonates) present a high degree
of variabilitY and such analogues may not always· be

X· POO and the STOIIP I Re$8rves Review Team have
-.
recognised that 80-90% of the undeveloped reaerves are yet
10 pass through the VAR3 stage. This Includes s number of

projects thal have gone through auch a siege In the-pasl but
AOw seen to need uodallna.
.
The Oman Govemment. 8' the major shareholder, is finmly .
commlttad lo-mllldmlse on recovery In 8 manner that la
beneflebsllo them. only projec18 with very poor eeoriomlcs
iwould be al risk ,., 1'11\1 ....1"... execuled.
.
;...i.... •-

1.22 Are the ptojec:ts finmly planned 10 go ehead • are there an~
. potenllal. show sloppera? -

0

2 . COMMERCIAL MAnJfUTY

2.01 Are the projeets economically viable (meeting Group Set. Crtt.
over range of posalble future sc::enarios flow case reserves)? -

2.02.
2.03
2.04
2.05

O· POO p~jacts are In ptinclple approved by Ihe PDO board.
The Group capital Allocation ay&tem has III11e Innuance on

Iheae decisions. The verbal statement was made thal many
projects would not have palSed the llrfllgenl Group Criteria.
Previous UTC levels were at some $4Ibl, but these have risen
III recent y6l!lrs and the Ctirrent outlook Is thal.these may rtaa
la I_Ill tlb tb S10Jb1.
-'
Have fol'ecasl$ been cut off when ralell become uneconomic? NA. Forecasts are cut off al the end of the current production
fioence (24th June 2012). Thllllong before production levels
.le flroductlon levels.
heva decll
Have the lalesl Group Screening f Reference Ctltatia bean
·0 See 2.01 above
,
.
used?'."
Are assumed price. and costa RT (or Justlfied If not)?
0 Sea 2.01 above
II expar:t InfraslNc:ture (pipelines, lennlnals ate) available m, if
+ Moal of the export "'fraslnlc:ture 18 already 'n place. Any
extensions would be InclUded In the relevant economics.
not, la IUlnnly planned. and fully Included in ·the economics?
.

2.06 Is projeCl financing available or can It reaaonably be expeCled
10 be avaDable?'
.'.
-'
2.07 Are developed reserves actually In productlon?
2.08 Have all major gas pto/eel reservell been commllled or
conlra~ 10 seln, '.g. through a HOA, GSA?
2.09 can smatler gas project reaervell reaaonably be expected to
be'sold In exlatlng markets and ihtough elCistlng I flnnly
DIaMed facUltles?
2.10 If nellher. Is there 11 fInn commitment (811 FIO) thal supports
Ihe aaaulnDllon and maturina of a futUre market?

3. REASONABLE CERTAINTY
1$ the uncertainty range of volumetric paramelers and STOIIP

3.01

..tlmates adequate?

"

-

+

.

•

•

I

Yes

+ Yes, see 1.15.
NA POO Is free 10 use produced gas for own use and for ..

Injection where needed, but they have no Iltle 10 expotted gas.
.
.

IHitnce_ no aas reserves are canled.
NA
NA

X

.

3.02 Have 'provEid areila' been defined (Iowesl known fluid contact.
+
'COn1lnulty of production', no major/aeanng faulta) and are Ihey
realistic?
3.03 Are proved (developed and total) reserves conllialent with
-+
these 'oroved ereas'?·

'.

.'

STOllP ranges were ev.luated ~blllsllcatly after the ellrty
sialiC (detetmlnisllc) modelling. Parameter ranges tended to

take Into account.weU log data only, but no adjustment W8$
made far dynamic STOllP detenrilnallon from production
perfonnance. Hence these rangas were perhaps defenalble
allhe lime of their prepllratlon but they are too wide for the
808 of field devel".......nI
Water contact levels are well known llnd well control tends ID
be more than adequale.
Yes

DB 2877.4
-

.

".
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3.04 Is the uncertainty range of developed recovery adequate?

0

Although there la no clear BudittraN for the eomposlte ,proved
developed reCO\lefY 'elitlmate, It appears to align with the
expectation NFA forecast within the licence period. This Is
la/Vllly I"llasonable for • portfolio with the siZe and maturlly of
POO's. Some dOWllW8rd colT8Clions should be made for new
developed 1jelda.
The composite proved forecast Is not linked back to proved
estlmltes for individual fields. Therelson is that no such

3.05 Is the uncertainty range of undevaloped recovery adequate?

X

The undeveloped forecast within licence contains a large
number of projects th. are far from mature and which can
therefore not be. regarded as ptoYed (or, for that maner as true
expectation). The Composite proved undeveloped estimate
Includes a significant number of these Immature projects.
This is not in IICCOrdance with SEC and Group guidelines.
As forlli. developed 1"ll1l81V8S, the'composlte proved
undevelopad forecast is not linked back to proved estimates
for individual fields because no such proved estimates are
made.

·1 ..Rti.......... " ... ,,.,,.d..

,

..

.,-.0,

.., _.

3.06 Have market I production constraint uncertainties been taken
Into account?
3.07. Is the Group I Region I Aaset Holder Cllmmitted to proceed
with develonmellt7·
.
3,08 What III ratio of fleld(l) ctJm.prod. I expectation total recovery?
3.09 can the fleld(s) be Cllnsldered mature?

'

N.A.

Offtake Is at maxlm~ field capac:ity.
Yes,. see also 1.22-

+

0.59

.

3.10 Are proved I"llserves for fields (or other entities used for asset
dapreclatlon\ added to....iher arllhmetleallv?
.
3.11 Are proved reserves within fields (or within entitles ull8d for
asset depreciation) added together probabllistlcally?

On average. yes, although there are numerous small new
fields
Y8!l

+

Field AlCQVery estimates are now'generally made In a
deterministic l1\anner. ProbabJllstlc addltlon is no longer'

0

Imml'OlJrI..IA:

3.12 . Is any assumed dependency In problllbilistlc addition
aDDl'DIJrlate?'
GROUP SHARE CALCULATION
4
4.01 Are proved and proved developed reserves fully produclblil·
. withln.the tlcence period (Or its extension If there Is a legal
right) lInd within p~dudlon ceilings/constraints?

X
.

4.02 Are the forecasts Nqulrad to demonstrate the above condltton
consistent wilIi the firm Base Case presented In the latest
.. Plan?
4.03 Is the hydrocarbon Equity share calculated properly (regular
iDtodudlon I:Ontracts\?
.
.
4.04 Is the hydrocarbon PSC anWamant share (net cost 011 + profit
011 onlvi calculated ftrrm"rtv?
:4.05 II the hydrocarbon PUrchase Right share (to the IlXlent that
economic benefit Is deriVed from production while still bearing
isha -" .
and -rds\ ealcuiamd IJIOnerlv?
4.06 Are royalties that are (forlnally or customarily) paid In cash
Includi.d In resarves?
.
4.07 Ate royalties paid in kind excludad from reserves?
4.08 Are VOlumes delivered flee of charge as fees In kind (e.g. for
infrastructure used by third parties) Included In .~IVIlS?
Similarly, ate\lOlumes received as fells In kind excluciea tom

. . .

.

.

NA

X

+
NA

The proved developed reserves align wlth the expectetlon
NFA forecast, which Is apptoprlate for mature fields. The .'
proved undeveloped lUerves are likely to be overstated
Ibecause thev are
I
' proved nl'ftlAl!hl.
The proved total estimate Is well In excess of the Tranche l'
prlljeca forecast ffom the 2002 Buslnesa Plan and' similar
farecAS'" _.... 2003 Business plan.
.
The Group shal"ll is 34%. wttlcll is 85% of the 'private .
shareholders' share /If 4iI% In thePDO OIlerale<! fields..

NA
+' Royalties are paid In cash and are not deducted from lllllngs

N.A.
NA

nor ""...." .... booklnlls.,

Minor streams of third party elUde are exported through PDO
pipelines. Fees are paid In cash.

..

.

4.09 Has historic Group under-or overtift (e.g. compal"lld with other
eo-ventul"lll'll been ~ntedfot?'
..
4.10 Have gas volumes produced from the resenrolt but not yet.
sold (e.g. through UGS, gas nHnjectlon Into another reservoir
or a swap deal with another field) been property maintained 111

.

NA
N.A.

No gas reserves ara carried

-~?

4.11 Have gas volumes paid .for by tile buyer but not yet prodUced
. and SOld ('take-or-pay' gas) been property m8lntal~din
reserves?
4.12 Have separata submls$lons been made for Equity •
, Entitlement and Purchne Rioht volumes? .
"
.5 . AUOtT TRAILS
5.01 Alii p"!ved and ptoiled developed reserves estimates up-to ;
d.e?

N.A.
NA

X

I

The COl1lpotille total proved reserves wlthln..Jicence 8!ltlmate
has largely been maintained from previous years, in spite of
the growing lmmatuffly ofthe.constlluent projects:·

"

'".,

. PDOO3-All3.lCb,

+ =Good o. Satisfactory.
X =Un'Mlllflll'lory
.
. - .r
Chee\<USt· '.

,
I

.-

N.A. a Nqt Applicable

\

.
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6.02 Can reported net Group ~qulty reserves be reconciled with
individual fiald reserves ~stlmates?

X

5.03 Can reserves changes be reconciled with Individual field

X

changes?

5.04 Are reserves changes reported In the appropriate categories?

X

5.05 li there a document In place deaCliblng the OU's reaervas

0

lreoortlno orocodures?
5.06 Are technical reporls avallablll describing reasons and
justlflcatlons for new reserveS estimates in SUfficient detail?

0

5.07· Are reports numbered Ilndaxed properly and is there a cenlral
fibrary Where copies are kept?

X

5.08. I, the annual reserves submission supported by a sufficiently
detailed summary note explaining the reserves Mangn
(classified In revisions, extensions, sales-ln-plaee ete) per
field, with references to detailed reports as appropriate?

X

..

- g. . . . . .

..

,f' • • •

~,'

~.

__

'"

... _ _

5.09 Are electronic data bases containing both historic
submissions' data and current resarws data In place and
acc:esslble?'
.'
.
5.10 Do these data bases also contain references to detailed.
reDorts?

~~:..

Attachment 3

No; rha individual f/roved I expectation resalV8S ratios for
Individual fields are too low. particularly for the more mature
;field" I"ee AIt.•'.
Changes have been reported In the 'Improved Recovery,
'extensions and Olacovefies', Trall5fera form Undeveloped to
Developed' categorles and 01 course In 'Revlsloll$'. There
was no audit trail note to link this back In a quantitative
mannar to Individual fields. The ARPR Is In full 3O-year life
'
.
levele votumesonlv
Since the source 01 the changes was not clear, It could not be
established Whether the categorisation of thl! changes was
aooroorlate.
A document has been in circulation in dnlfl lorm for sorne
time. A final version Is anllcloatAtt In N"""mber this vear.
FOP documents were prepared upon the conciuslon 01
studita. Very few of.lhese have been Issued In recent years
because 01 time nressure.
'
,
Whll$tlhere Is 11 central library ~ search facilities, field
teams tend to keep project reports In personal filing cabinets.

An ARPR report is issUed annually, which lists fullllfe cycle
(I.e. 3O-years) recoverable volumes of oll+condensate (from
PDO facilities) and associated gas. The format seems
somewhat eumbe!8ome" (duplicated data and unneoessary
....... data e.g. depletlon illtes, high esl:lmates): It I:QUId benelll
from a slmplltlClltlon.
A note describing the basis for the Group estimates was not
Dresent. t1nlv a •__....v
+ Yes,largely In the form 01 spreadsheets
.~

CONSISTENCY WITH FINANCtAL REPORTING
Are proved and proved dlllleloped reserves basad on
Ilsc:ar"ed volumes under sales conditionS?
6.02 Are oil. NGLs lInd sales gas reported In thair appropriate
categories?
....... ...._'.r." .... , ... ........

___•

..

n

0

No.

+

Yes

+

Yes; on (and any eo-produced oll9as condensate) Is reported
.,
by PDO, gas and ex-gas plantllqulds entitlements are
reDort&d bv Oisoo'Gas own fuel and losses are not relevant to the calculation 01
GroUD share 011 entlltements'
Yes

6

6~01

~

~

~

•

or

•

.~

_.,

6.03 Are own use, fuel, losses etc excluded?

+

6.04, Are annual OH+NGL production volumes In reSllIV8S
submissions consistent with Upstreanl sales volumes
reported Into the finance (Ceres) system? (Ceres line Ojl33,
Which Is the sum of line 7385 (Reward OIIlNGL), and Hne 0871
(=.8462-0U + 8464-NGL for Consolidated Companies + line
3596 (s 0931-00 + 0932-NGL) forAss~c. Companies).,

+

6.05 Are annual gas production volumes In reselV8s submisslonll '
consistent with t,JPSlrelllrJ:! Gas production available for Sales
(GpafS) volumes reported Into thl Finance (Ceres) system?
liCeres One 91301.
.'
6.06 Are the FInancial and ReSlrves aecounUng of production I
salas fully consistent with each other also In cases fil.te
royallies,'fees-ln4dnd, underllftloverllft, gas re-lnjeetlonlUGS,
'nas?
6.07 Ate the net Sheft share reserves reported properly and
oonslstenUy wiih Finance repOrung (100% for consolidated
SheD companies, with minority reserves reported separately,
or actua
... leSs than 5O%1?
'.

,

..
N.A. NO gas reserves carried by POO ,

+
+

Yes (only royaftlet are applicable here)

PDO prepares the submissions

IS

an associated company

with 34% Group share.

.....

. V00300027

"

.

..
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6.0$ Are reported proved total and proved developed reserves
consistent with those used for aSllet depreciation In Group
Ac.eounts?
.

7 . OVERALL
. 7.01 If Group guidelines should not or not completely have been .
followed, are results slln reasonable I overstated I
understated?·:.....,...·

7.02 Do the reported proved and proved developed rellerves
esllmates glvfi a.reasonably accurate reflection of shareholder
value?'
.

Attachment 3

N.A. POO ,has not applll!d UOP asset depletion In the past. The

a

operallng agreement stipulates 40.30-10.10.1 0%
depreciation prollle for an capax and this Is applied for
calculation of the Shell margin and tor tal( submissions, Shell
Group retums a're made by Somant wIIo do not hold any
share In the pod assetl, hence noaSlle! depl1lclatlon Is
applieabie for Group accounts.
POO ac:counta are managed·with deprec:iallon through the
ebovamentloned 5-year profile. This Is not in aceordanoe with
. Intematlonal accountlng practlcas, which require UOP
depletion, based on proved total and proved develOped
rellervell. This has led to qualifieatlonll in external aUditor
reportll, which the Oman Govemment now want to 588
removed. Hence, PDO will need to maintain proper estimates
of Individual field proved developed and proved total (I.e.
undeveloped) reserves, probably .startlng at 1.1.2005.

X

Group 5hare proved developed re1l8rY811 at 1.1.200~ are
largely acceptable. However, Group share total (i.e. .
undeveloped) re58IV8S ale not In ac:c:ofdanll8 with SEC and .
Group guldelirles and haw thUll been overstated significanUy.

+

In spite of the above comment, the eurrently reported volumes .
give e reallon.ble refteCUon of lIh.rehoider .value If account is
taken of the probable extenlllon of the current ~uction
licence .oree
20-12.
.

Weight Score (0-100%)
1
2'
.3
4
5.
6'

7

'TECHNICAL MATURITY .

COMMERCIAL MATURIfY
. REASONABLE CERTAINtY
.GROUP SHARE CALCULATION
AUOfTTRAILS
.
CONSISTENCY WITH FINANCIAL REPORTING

OVERALL OPINION .,'~,
. TOTAL SCORE .

30%47%
9%72%
21%67%
8%50%
18%23%
7% 100%
8%50%
100%54%

OB 28777
f

"+ .. Good
". PoOo3-Aft3..~,

.~ist

0" Satlsfactory X" Un$Oll.fac1ory NA .. Not Applicable

r--
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INTRODUCTION

Petroleum resources represent a significant part of the company's upstream assets and are the
foundation of most Of its current and future upstream activities. To aid in understanding, planning,
and decision making about these petroleum resources, resource volumes are Classified according to
the maturity or status of its ;1ssoclated development project. The current status and changes in
petroleum resources. and specUically the commercially r~overable portion (reserves), are a
signifICant concern to management The future Qf the company depends on our effectiveness in
maturing resources to the point where maximum economic value is realised.
For the Shell Group as a whole, petroleum resources are rl3'~ed annUally to senior management and
are essential information for the str~tegic planning process of \lle upstream sector, The Cl.\ffenl'Status
and changes to the proved and proved deVelOped reserves are also reported annually to the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC). .
Therefore.the importance of these figures cannot be overemphasised. Reliablllty, uniformity,
consistency, transparency and auditablllty are essential elements in the collation of petroleum resource
reports by Operating Units (OUs) and New Venture Oper.a~oos .(NVOs). These guidelines, building
on the foundation establisbed'by previous versions (References Ita 5), aim to achieve thesegoaIs.
They serve as'a reference for OUs and NVOs and 'lIS the standard against which audits will be
conducted.
The recommendations ofJ!le Hydrocarbon Resource Volume Value Creation Team have been
incorporated in this update of the guidelines. The primary changllS are increased attention to realise
maximum value from volumes and the modification of the definition for proved deVeloped reserves to
be more consistent with industry practice. The value realisation theme is reflected in emphasising a)
that reserves are project based'andb)' the importance of maturing resource voJuines to developed
reserves and hence sales. No major changes in the classification scheme are introduced.
This document contains only guidelines. The information on internal and external submission
requirements and quantification methods that was contained in previous versions of this document .
wiJI be included in other. communications. Submission requirements wiJl be communicated annua1ly
in a letter from EP Planning. Methods will be developed through the Hydrocarbon Resource Volume
Common Interest Network (Reference 7).

'.
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PETROLEUM RESOURCES
.Definition

A petroleum resource is any accumulation of hydrocarbons that is known or anticipated to exist in a
sub-surface rock formation,.located in the company's c~ent exploration and production acreage. If
the petroleum r~source extends beyond the company's licence area the resource volumes must be
divided according to the granted licence boundaries, to take :proper account of Group share,

I,

T

Resource volumes are reponed as the quantities of sales prod~cL The corresponding quantities of
field recovery shoUld be maintained by the OU (See Appendix 6). The reporting of petroleum
resource volumes should further lndicatelhe petroleum type, the reporting units and conditions, and
,the Group share,

1"

Resource volumes are tied to the project that develops them and are generally reponed by field, The
term reserves is used for reSOllJ'ce volumes assOCiated With a project that is technically mature and
commercially viable. Resource volumes that do not meet these critena are Cinea scope for recovery
(SFR). Proved reserves are the portion of reserves that is reasonably certain to be produced. These
distinclions will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

I,
:1'
i

2.2

:1"
I

'

" Only the Group share of resource volumes is reported. The Group,share is determined by agreements
with the resource holders, Resource volumes c,an be diStinguished according to three different types
of agreement, whlC~ are discussed below,

!

:1

:1
:1',
;1,

'I
I
I
-I

I
I
I

•

Group Share

,Equity Equity resources are the Group share of resources In ConcesSions, Conces~ion 'agreements lay down
the general terms and conditions of operation: These agreements with governments define the
applicable tax rules, the Group share of resources in Concessions and the duration of the prOduction
licence.
'
Entitlement

Entitlement resources are the Group share of production in acreage governed by a p(oductlon Sharing
Contract (PSC). The Group share of production Is' the Group Int~st In the sum of cost 011 plus
excess cost Oil plUS profit oil, In aetordance with the PSC terms.

Innovative
Production
,Contracts

In recent years, a number of resource holding countries have introduced Innovative production
contracts in order to attract investment by foreign oil companies while preserving the principle of
national resource ownership. These agreements typically provide for the contractor to recover costs
and profits from hydrocarbon revenues while holding no title to, or entitlement to receive, petroleum
resources.

us Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations have lagged behind these
developments and provide little'explicit guidance on reserves disclosure When the risks and rewards
of ownership are carried without legal title to mineral rights.
However, volumes covered by such innovative contracts should be included in external reports In an
informative way to be consistent with lIle spirit of the SEC regulations. The volumes from which'
economic benefit is derived should be reported if all three of the fOlloWi-!1g conditions are met:
1. The au participates in the production operations as either operator or in partnership With the
operator, and so bears a ,share of the costs and risks of the production operations.
2. The au deriVeS future economic value that is directly related to the volume ofhydrocarbons
prOduced. ,For example, a fee expressed as a fixed or indexed amount per barrel of production
would constitute a derivation of value from the produced hydrocarbons, but an operating fee that
is largely independent of production would not. The actual source of revenues used to pay the
au is not crucial to this point. For example, if the remuneration is determined by a produced gas
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volume but paid from oil revenues; the economic value to the DU Is In effcct derived Crom the
produced gas, and this volume should be reported.

3. The DU is exposed (0 the nOrmal'~isks and rewards associated With ownerShip of niineral rights,
including the downside and upside Crom changes in ttie value of future production v~lumes.
These include the risk that costs may not be recovered, due to either uncenainty as to the
presence or magnitude of hYdrocarbon volumes or to movements in petroleum prices.

OUs and NVOs working under such contracts should complete the standard resource volume
submission for the Group/Co~pany interest in these volumes, noting the nature ofthe interest
Reported volumes shoUld be in line with the reporting of traditional reserves with regard to royalties
and shoUld therefore reflect the volumes from which pre-tax cash flow is deriVed. As elsewhere, casll
royalties are regarded as a production cost.
If an DU has interests in several licence areas subject to different comract types (e.g. reward
- generating and PSC), a separate submission must be made With respect to the interest in the reward
generating contract area.
When an au is parlicipallng in a venture which grants neith~ title to, nor an entitlement to receive
petroleum, and which does not satisfy the three criteria above the DU should not repon reserves or
production volumes. -For example this might occur if the recovery of costs is guaranteed against .
adverse price moveme~ts or a shortfall in recovered volumes
Licence or
Contract
Extensions

For jnternjll reporting nUtp05CS, Gro~ share of the expettation estimate of reserves and scope for

recovery are recorded ff!!'. the total producing life, l.~. including the period beyond the relinquisJlment
dare, but not covefedby a ti~t to extend or by a letter of assurance (see beloW). The currently
existing licence terms or other anticipated terms should be assumed for thIs extrapOlation.
For exterJlal reporting, Group share of reserves (proved, proved developed) is limited to production
. withIn the existing licence or-c:ontract period. However, prOduction beyond the licence or contractperiod can be included if there is a legal right to extend a produCtion licence or PSC. or if ihe
government has formally indicaled that it will favour substantiated requests for extensions in the
futurc (letter of assurance). 'Dlen volumes recoverable dUrIng the extension period are included in the
Group share, assuming currently existing or other anticipated terms. Such conSiderations should be
documented in the annual submission.
In some countries, the issue or dttration of production licences for gas fields is effectively coupled to
the conclusion of gas sales contracts. In other areas. a realistic target date for initiation must. be set for
projects that are not yet firmly planned so that the production forecast and other screening
assumpl,ions can be used to estimate the volume produced before licence or contract expiry.

Long Term
Supply
Agreements

FASB regulations (69 para.·!3) reqUire that quantities of oil or gas subject to purcbase under long
term supply, purchase or similar agreements should be reported separately, if the DU participates in
the operation of the propertieS in whicb the oil or gas is located or otherwise serves as the ~producer"
of those reserveS, as opposed, for example, to being an independent purchaser, broker, dealer. or
importer.

I i!
'1' ;
~,

I( !

1

J
I
I
I
I

.J
-I
I
I
I

I
I
I

The "supply" agreement shoUld be a consequence of the au acting as producer. This would not be the
c.ase if, for example, others had similar agreements but did not partiCipate in the production
operations.

I'

These net quantities, as well as (he net quantities received under the agreement during the year, shoUld

I

be Included In the end year estimate of reserve volumes for external disclosure fonn.

. Royalty

9 o.f q9 .'-.,

Royalty is a payment made to the host government for (he production of mineral resources. It is
usually calculated as a percentage of revenues (payable in cash) or production (payable in kind).
Where in practice royalty obligations are met in kind (l.e. by delivering oil inStead of cash), the
share of production and reserves should be reported eXCluding these volUmes.
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Where royalty is payable in cash or is in principle payable in kind but the government has formally
elected to receive, or customarily-receives. payment in cash, Group share ofproductlon and reserves
should be reponed without dedUctlon of equivalent royalty volumes.
Fees in kind Third 'parties may in some eases,pay fees in kind for the use of infrastructure (e.g. pipeline, tarifl),
Such payments ,do not constltute a Group share in r~ources and should not be Included in reported.
VOlumes.
Open Acreage

Group share of volumes is non-existent in open acreage and acreage for possible acquiSitlo'n or farm.
in.
,

'

Under/Over Lift Group share should also allow for any historic under or over 11ft by partners or government

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
f
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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RESOU'RCE VOLUME CLASSIFICATION FOR INTERNAL
REPORTING'
Classification Scheme

The internal classification scheme shown in Figure I is intended to provide a consistent link between
a field's resource volumes and the EP business model, idehtif)'ing separately those resources that are
the focus ofthe varioUs stages in the development life cycl~.
Cumulative Production
Reserves:

Developed Reserves
Undeveloped Reserves

Dlsc,overed Scope for Recovery:

Proved Techniques Scope for Recovery
Unproved Techni,ques Scope for Recovery
Noli-Commercial Scope for Recovery,

Vndlscovered Scope for Recovery
Discovered Initial In Place
Figure I: Resource Categ,ories for Internal Reporting
A summary of the definitions for these c:a~egories is provided in Appendix I. The cascade model·
(Figure 2) illustrates the migration o~volumes between resource categories during the development
life cycle.

DiscOveredHl>l9-_-l

,11. Qt~~Q..!

.1
.

I

·11
I:
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

~

SFR

I'
ACQUIRE AND DIVEST

Figure 2: Cascade Model
A specific example of the migration ofresout:Ce volumes between categories during a field's life cycle
, is shown in Appendix 2.

3.2

Value Realisation

The most important objective of resource v'olumes management is the progression of the volumes to
the point where maximum value is realised. The main purpose ofthe internal classification SCheme
tied to the development life cycle is to enable understanding of the potential value and the actions
needed to mature volumes. In order to achieve business growth and reserves replacement objectives,
it is essential that OUs and NVOs have efficient systems to move volumes through ,the value chain
from scope for recovery to production and sales as shown in the cascade model.
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OUs and NVOs Internal reserve management systems should;
a) set targets and mOnlt9r actual performance in p\aturlng volumes towards value realisation,

I:

b) fully inveiltorise and have matUration plans for Scope for Recovery oppOrWnlties,
c) review ultimate recovery targets for existing fields and identify what activity. appraisal, Study,
new technology developJl!ent, commercial agreement, etc. - is required to reach these targets,

I

d) and have Key Performance Indicators (KPrs) to measure performance (e.g. replacement ratio,
time between discovery and first production). .
.

'I

3,'3

I
I
I

I

me

The classification scheme uses a project's technical and commercial maturity as
primary criteria to
distinguish between reserves and scope for recovery (SFR). Resource volumes can be classified
. ~eserves only if the associated project that will result iJ.1 production of those volumes is considered to
be technically mature and commercially viable. If It cannot, the resource volumes should ,be classified
as SFR. SFR needs an activity (e.g. exploration appraiS$l, field trlaI,_ gas market development, ete) to
achieve technical maturity and commercial viabiUty. Secondary technical and commercial
distinctions (between proved and unproved techniques SFR and between commercial arn:t non- .
comm';'cial SFR) further identify resource volumes at various stages in the life dCte. '
Project Basis

I·

t
I
I
I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
I

Technical and Commercial MatUrity

Techhically
MatiJre

Commercially
Mature

as

.

Technical and commercial maturity {eftects the status of remaining uncertainties in the assessment of
the optimal development project and its associated recovery. A project is anY.'proposeti or notional '
modification of the wells; the production facilities and/or the production policy, alined afchanging thecompany's sales product forecast. It cmi also be a modiftcation of the company's share in a venture '
(pUrchase! s~es-ln-place, unitisation, new terms). The generic term 'project' is also used to desCribe a
.group of (sometimes alternative) projects, each with a certain chance of realisation, depending on the
results of further data gathering. In that case, the project NPV is replaced by the Expected Monetary
Value (or EMV, see AppendiX 6).
For a project to be tec:hnicaUy mature, infonnation on the resoW"Cc volume, including its level of
uncertainty, is such that an optimal project can be defined with an audltable project development plan,
based on a resource and development scenario description, with drll1inglengin~ng cost estimates, a
production forecast and economics. The plan may be notional or it may be an analogy of other
projects based on similar resources. However, there should be a reasonable expectation that a firin
development plan can be matured with time. Projects do not have 10 have a completed development
plan.
A commercially mature project is commerclaily viable over a sufficiently large portion of the range
of possible scenarios that reftect.the remaining resource uncertainties. The definition of what
constitutes "a sufficiently large portion" may vary from case to case and could for example require the
project NPV for !he low reserves scenario to be positive for appropriate commercia! criteria. It is also
likely to include an assessment of the capital exposure in case of project failure due to adverse
resource realisations. The selected range of scenarios shOUld be documented and auditable.
A scenario is commerciaUy viable If the NPV is expected to be positive under the applicable terms
and conditions for the acreage and for the current advised Group reference ertteria for commerciality
(Reference 9),
A project is economically viable if the expected NPV under the applicahle terms and conditions for
the acreage exceeds the separately advised Group project screening Criteria or jf the project has
already been approved by shareholders. Projects generally have to demonstrate economic viability in
order to Obtain investment approval. However, economic viability or formal project approval is not
required for a project to be considered commercially mature. Reserves may be booked before project
approval is sought
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Uncertainty Estimates

Uncertainty in resource volumes arises from using data and prediction techniques with varyin~
degrees of uncertainty. The uncertainty in resource volume estimates can be assessed and represented
using a variety of methods (see Reference 7). Probabllistic methods determine a range of estimates
and the associate<! probability that they will occur. Scenario deterministic methods determine best
estimates for specific cases such as a low side case or a bl!Se case.
The terms loW, expectation or high estimates are used in this document to Simplify the discussion and
, to defin~ reported volumes where consistency is reqUired. When using a probabilistlc methodOlogy. '
low. expectation and high estimates are defined as theP85. Mean and PI5 vaJ~es from the probability
distribution fUnction (see AppendiX 7 for definitions). When using a scenario deterministic
methodology, low, expectation and high estimates are the low side case; base case and high side,
cases.respectively.
Only the expectation estimate for each of the resource categories is required for Internal reponing.
The low estimate is usually used to define externally reported proved reserves. It Is up 10 the OU to
decide whether .there is a need determine other esllm8tes.

to

Uncertainty
Reduction with
Performance

Th~ ~cenainty range of ultimate recovery genCranY decreases as it field is de~elOped

and produced.

Howev~. the uncertainty.range as a percentage of remaining reserves may not always decrease with

time. As apeld matures, initial in place volumes and recovery should shift from • vohunetric to
a performa~ce-bll$ed estimate., incorporating the additional production data to reduce the
uncertainty fa.Dge. Once the restlVoir performance has been established with reasonable certainty, a
fairly small d1ffer~ce between low, expectation and high estimates would be expected. Definition of
the Jow and high estimates may no longer be of value in mature fields with relatively little uncenainty
and use of a single expectation estimate should be considered In this situation.
Agure 3 illustrates the narrowing of the uncertainty with field appraisal and deve1~pmenl. This is a .
near ideal example where the expectation ,remains constant for most of the life cycle. This example is
also used in Appendix 2 to show the migration ofresources between internal'and external reporting
categories during the field life cycle.
The reduction in uncenalnty based on perfonnance should be adequately reriected in the animal
reserve and scope for recovery estimates for the field.
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Addition of Resource volumes are added together at various levels during the resource asses~ment and reponing
R8S0Urc~ process. Addition of reserves at or above the level used for depreciation cal.culati~ns n.!.ust be
'Volumes arithmetical for'consistency with financial accounting. Below this level, Le. normally below the field
level, addition should be done taldng into account the dependency -between the volumes to truly
reflect the recoverable volumes associated wiLh a project. Arithmetical addition is appropriate for
dependent volumes, but usually overstates the uncertainty range for the sum of partially independent
volumes. Probablllstic 'addition shOuld be used for partially independent volumes when the difference
with arithmetic addition is significant.
Below are two examples where'the method of addition Is Important to handle properly.
-I) Field A is comprised of separate layers and Lhe properties of these layers are Independent of each
other. In other words, a low result in one layer would not increase Or decrease the chance of,a
low result In the other layers. Low, expectation, and high estimates are calculated for each layer
separately. Probablilstic addition shOUld be ilsed to account for the reduced'uncertainty of adding
together independent volumes. Arithmetical addition of these estimates would understate the low
estimate and overstate the hIgh estimate of the total field.
2) A project develops three independent fields as sub--sea satellites c6nneete4 to one platform. 1n
this case, the investment in surface facilities may be totaJled for ,c1eprecill:tion1 and consequently
the reserves estimates shoUld relate to the combined fields: Probabilistic 'addition should be used
to calculate the total reserves associated with
platform.

the

Careful consideration should be given to Commercial SFR by proved techniqueS where eventual
development i~ only incremental to an existing or pla!llled development. These volumes. may have a
probability of success (POS) less Lhan one. but'wlth probabilistic addition WIll contribute at all levels •
low. expectation and high· of reserves estimates. Examples of where this would apply are:
I) A fa~t block that Is not yet tested and may be reasonably interpreted as an extension of the
delineated area of Lhe.field. The project itself is technically mature and commercially viable. The
untested block would be developed through existing field facilities Without significant additional
investment oLher than additional wells. which Is recognised'ln the project scope. The uncenainty
is geologiCal and volumes are classed as reserves•
2) A phased development where there is uncenainty in the scope (e.g, number of wells) of a project
due to geological uncertainty. However. the nature of the project remains essentially unchanged .
and additional wells could be accommodated within the flexibility of the field faCilities, design.
then Lhe whole range of recoverable volumes should be considered in deriving reserves. A
scenario tree can be developed to represent the range of outcomes. both in recovered volumes and
optimised number of wells. dependent on geological uncertainty. The uncertalnty is resolved.
with tinie, through planned data gathering eventually determining the number of wells. Hence
the volumes can be regarded as technically mature. If one branch of the scenario tree is not
economic. then the volumes associated with that arm do not -conttibute to reserves.
If
probabillstic addition is used, ensure
the methodology and parameters used are documented in the
,
,

audit trail.

3.5

Cumulative Production

The resource volume category "Cumulative Production" pertains to summation of sales quantities of
production volumes up to the date of reporting. ConSistency is required between sales and field
quantities. Production Operations and Finance functions must reconcile their figures prior to any
submission.

IGroup Accounts Should be consulted when considering combining surface facilities for different
fields for depreciation purposes.
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Reserves

Reserves are the sales quantities anticipated to be produced from a discovered,field,due and assoclilled
with a project that Is technicaUy and commerc:laily mature (see definition in Section 3.3).
Petroleum volumes have been demonstrated to be produCible from the field. A market muSt
reasonably be expected to be available.
The production forecast, and therefore the reserves. must be cut off at the point where cash generation
becomes negative. i.e. when operating costs (With appropriate treatment o~ abandonment costs)
exceeds sales revenues after rl?yaIties. If the remaining'Util production is significant, it may be
booked as Non-Commercial SFR (see below).
'
The restriction of marketability is relevant to gas reserves and for the classification of those NOL
products ~at are subject to go-ahead of a non-associated, gas project., Apart from an assessment of the
local market and identification of the type of export project (e.g. pipeline. LNG. methanol). this
restriction implie~ earmarking the gas resources suitable to feed these outlets. The restriction applies
, to all confidence levels (Iow. expectation and high estimates) of reserves.
To mininti~enuctuations over time. OUs and NVOs should exert caution in transferring volumes
between thet~erves and SFR categories. Demonstrable technical and commercial maturity will be
required wh~ri~ne; fields and reservoirs 'are added to the reserves base. The same requirement applies
in principle whe!' undeVeloped reserves' are retained. To retain develoPed reserves. their production'
sbould have a posi.tive cash generation after subtraction of operating costs and royalties.
Existing volumes ci~Sified as ,reserves, but which are no longer commercially matur~ may be
retained as reserves only in ca~es when there is an overriding strategic interest, or where a current
small operating loss is expected to be reversed in the short term. In both cases support from
shareholders must be obtained.
Developed ' Developed reserves.are the ponlon of reserves that is producible tbrough currently existing
Reserves completions. with i~talled facilities for treatment, compression, ttansportatlon and ~elivery. using

existing operating methodS. Outstanding project activities. such as initial completions. recompletlons.
hook-Up and m,odificalions to,exIstlng facilities. can be considered as existing or installed if the'
outstanding capital investment is minor.«IO%) compared to the total ,project cost and if budget
approval has been obtained or is reaSonably expected.
Developed reserves are estimated'by forecasting the production that will be contributed by the
existing wells tbroug~ the currently installed facilities assuming no future development activity.
Future wells or facilities may be pianned that add reserves and/or accelerate the reserves that would be
prodUCed by the exis~g investments. However, the portion of reserves expected to be accelerated by
future investments are classified as developed with the existing investments and nOt after the future
investments. If future investment accelerates production such ,that additional reserves are recovered
within time'limits (e.g. sales contract periods, field life), th'e additional reserves are classified as
developed only after these investm~lS are made.
Undeveloped
Reserves

Undeveloped reserves are the complement of developed reserves in the total reserves, requiring
capital investment in new wells and/or production.facilities in order to be produced.
For new development projects. developing additi~nal reserves may defer field / phUfonn
abandonment and may thereby also increase the reservesproducible from existing completions. SuCh
gains should be inclUded in the economic evaluation of the new development project and can only be
ciassified is reserves if the project meets the technical and commercial criteria.
'
3.7

Scope for Recovery

Scope.ror Recovery is the recovery estimate of any notional project for Which implementation cannot
yet be shown With sufficient confidence to be technically sOWld or commercially viable. However,
there must be an expectation that this project could mature based on reasonable assumptions about the
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success of additional data gathering, a maturing' technology from current research, relaxation in the
market'constralnts and/or the terms and condit10ns fOr ililplementing such a project.
'

I

The economic evaluatJon shoUld 1n<;lude any future pre-Investment costs required to redUCe technical
uncertainly.

I·

In the case of immature projects, the associated scope for recovery may be reported as a single
'estimate for the undiscoumed average reCoveries in the case of succ~ss (mean success volume, MSV)
together with a probability of success (POS). For aggregation purposes the risked expectation
volumes are used (POS*MSV).
'

I,-

I

Non-Commercial
SFR

-Non-commercial SFR is reported In order to retain 'lUIindicauon of the discovered resources that
could become commercial with a change of circumstances (e.g. an increase in 011 price, a change in '
tax regime, development of a gas market, tlarcdlventedJre-lnjected gas volumes if significant enough
10 be marketed).

.I
I'

.1
I
·1
I
I
I

SFR in discovered resources is considered non-commerciai for development projects which, even if
technically successful, Would not be commercially Viable. To avoid unrealistic situations the reporting'
of Non-Commercial SFR is restricted to projects with a Unit Technical cost below an~annually .
advised ceiling.

SFR wl1icb is expected to be commercially ,viable ShoUld be reponed in onc of the following three
SFR. categories, .
SFR by Proved
Techniques

SFRby

SFR by proved techniques is the volume estimated to be recoverable from diSCOV~ reSources. by ~
project uWising a recovery process or technique which has been demonstrated to be technically
feasible in the area or in the field. lmplementlition is expected to be com~eiciallY Viable, but a large
range of technical uncertainty preCludes the formulation of a technically sound project proposal.

SFR by unproved techniques is the volume believed to be recoverable from diSCOVered resources by a

Unproved' project utilising ally recovery technique or process that has not yet been demonstrated to be
Techniques technically feasible in the field where its application is considered, but which through laboratory or
uials elseWhere has a reasonable chance of being technically feasible In the future. If feasible, the

process, should be expected'to be commercial.
Future data gathering may disprove the technique. and with It the pOSSibility of development, and
these SFR volumes must therefore be discounted for,the risk that the considered technique will not
prove to be feasible.
Undiscovered
SFR

Undisco~ed SFR is the volume believed to be recoverable from as yet undrilled potential
accumulations by any, process that has been a technical success elsewhere. under similar conditJons,
and the development of which is eXpected 10 be commercial.

I'

These SFR volumes' must be discounted for the risk that petrOleum is not present or is not commercial
to develop (Probabilityof Success, see Appendix 6).

I'

Future data gathering ~ayrestilt in a total write-off of these resources. Following drilling results, the .
resource volumes are revised and. in the case of a diSCOVery, the economics re·assessed. whereupon
the resource is either discarded or reclassified.

I
I
I

3.8

Initial In Place

The petroleum volume Initially In Place (lIP) are expressed In volumes' of Stock Tank Oil hiitially In
Place (STOIIP), Condensate Initially In Place (Cnp) ami Gas Initially In Place (Gnp) under standard
conditions. For standard conditions the same PVT data must be used as adopted for the repOning of
field recoveries.

1I
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4.

RESOURCE VOLUME CLASSIFICATION FOR EXTERNAL
REPO~TING

4.1

I·:

Classification Scheme

, Externally reported resource volumes have two primary purposes - financial c'!lculations and investor
assessinents. The'reponCd figures are used to calculate Ule depreciation of BP sector capital
investments. The amount of depreciation affects the company's book earnings that are also externally
reported. Sharehol~ers and the investment conununity use~e reported volumes and earnings to
'assess, the performance and value of the company. 'It is essential that externally reponed volumes are
a true reflection of shareholder value. .
.
The ~ource categories for extern~ reporti:ng are shown in Agure 4. CUmulative prOduction. total
proved reserves and proved developed reserves are 'externally reponed annUally for oil. gas and NGL
sales quantities as of the Ist of January. The reponed volumes must comply With SEC definitions.
reproduced in AppendiX 3. The Shell Group definitions contained in this section are in full
'compliance with tlJese defmltlons. Where Group guidelines Interpret SEC definitions; as listed In
Appendix 4. these interpretations have been accepted by external auditors as fulfilling SEC
requirements. A sununary of the Group definitions for the ex~nal categories is provided In
Appendix 1.

Cumulative Production
Proved Reserves:

Proved Developed Reserves
Proved Undeveloped Reserves

Figure 4: Resoufc:e Categories for External ReportiDg
Cumulative production for external reporting has the same deftnltion as used In the Shell internal
classification scheme (see Section 3.5). An example of the migration of resource volumes between
externally reponed categories during a field's life cycle Is shown in AppendiX 2.
4.2

Proved Reserves

Proved reserves are the portionofresecves, as defined for Intenial reporting. that is reasonably
ceftaln to be produced and sold during the remaining period of existing production licences and
agreements. Extension periOds are only inclUded if there is a legal right to extend, which may derive
either from the Initial concession agreement or from a subsequent lener of assurance. Any applicable
government restrictions on oil export and conlractualor practical market 1imillitions to gas delivery
rates should be taIren Into account. Only the Group share 01proved reserves Is reponed.
If probabilistic methods are used. reserves are reasonably cenaln When tllere Is an 85% probability

that the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate. This is the P85 value of the
cumulative probability curve. If scenario deterministic methods are used. the term reasonable
cenalnty IS Intended to express a high degree of confidence that the quantities will be recovered. This
is the low side estimate. When the estimate assumes significant volumes ofhydrocarbons outside the
defined fluid contacts, or when the recovery mechanism is untested In the field or analogue fields, a
lower estimate should be used that reflects this uncertainty;
As discussed In Section 2A, proved reserve estimates should be updated annually based on

development and performance data.

Proved Developed Proved developed reserves are the reasonably cenain ponion of internally reponed developed
Reserves reserves (Le. produced from existing wells through Installed facilities). Drilllng and completing a
well essentially proves the hydrocarbons that it develops and 'therefore proved develOped reserves are
based on the expectation estimate of developed reserves adjUSted to take into account of undefined '
fluids contacts, untested recovery mechanisms. licence periods, government restrictions and ln~kel
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limitations, as discussed above. The expectation estimate is the mean value ifp!Obabilislic mClhods
are used or the base case estimate If scenario deterministic meuiods are used.

I'

Proved Proved undeveloped reserves are the reasonably certain portion of Internally reponed undeveloped
Undeveloped reserves (i.e. require additional capltallnvesunent for new wells or facilities). Reasonable certainlY is,
Reserves .met by uSing the P85 value or low side es.timilte of undeveloped reserves and taking Inlo account

I·

undefined fluids contacts, untested recovery mechanisms, licence periods, government restrictions and
marlcetllmltatlons, as discussed above.
.Total proved reserves and prov~ developed reserVes are often detetn1lned, and then provi:d
undeveloped reserves is the difference between the two. 1n mllture fields when most of the reserves '
have been developed, this approach can resll1t in values for total prQved reserves and proved
undeveloped reserves that are no longer reasonable. Once a field is at this level of maturlt·y, a -',
deterministic approach should be used for both proved developed reserves and proved undeveloped
reserves consistent with the SEC and SPE definitions .(Appendix 3, Reference 8). Total proved
reserves is then the sum of proved developed reserves and proved undeveloped reserves.

·1

1·
I.

Estimates of proved reserves should be benchmarked against the ''proved area" deterministic method
consistent with the SEC and SPE definitions (Appendix 3, Reference 8). This 'Jnetl1Od first defines the
proved area' of the field and then estimates the volumes expected to be recovered from the proved
area. If the proved and proved develOped reserve estimates are significantly different using the
proved area method (as generally us~ in the industry), a reconciliation should be made for the OU to
assure itsiM that the reported reserves'are. a true reflection of shareholder value.

I'

I
I
I

I·'
I
I
I
I
I

I'
I'
I

•

Asset holders shOUld be aware of the differences between probabilistic and deterministic techniques
since third parties, e.g. gas buyers and hence external reserves auditors for certification, may adopt
different practices..
External
Financing

For proje~ts wbich require some degree of exterl)al financing (e.g. LNO projects, major new venture
stan-ups), project fmancing must be expected to be available before proved reserves are disclosed
externally. ThiS COUld, by exception, be a reason why the reserves of some viable projects are
excluded from external reporting.

Improved

Advances in reservoir modelling techniques have greatly enhanced the systematic assessment of .
project recoveries across the full range of uncertainties, increasing confidence in the use of simulation
results as the basis for investment decisions and reserves estimation. This improved quan~fication has
in some cases shown that pilot testing is not necessary prior to project commitment (based on a Value
of Information approach). Under these circumstances, recovery from improved'recovery projectS (e.g.
fluid injection, reservoir blowdown) may be considered proved when the following three conditions
are met;

Recovery
Projects in
External
Qisclosures

1) A comprehensive assessment of uncertainties results in confidence that the actual volume will be

greater than the low estimate.
2)

The main features' of the recovery process are supponed by confirmed responses in analogous
reservoirs.

3) Project financing has been obtained or is expected to be available without a pilot testing phase.
In the case of iinproved gas recovery, the additional conditions in the following section also apply.
.

.

2 The area of the reservoir considered as proved area includes (I) the area delineated by drilling and
defined by 1luid contacts, if any, and (2) the undrilled portions of the reservoir that can reasonably
be judged as commercially productive on the basis of available geological and engineering data. In
the absence of data on l1uid contacts, the lowest known occurrence of hydrocarbons controls the
proved limit unless otherwise indicated by definitive geological, engineering or performance data
(Reference 8).
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I) that are contracted to sales; or
2~

thal can be considered as reasonably certain of belng sold based on a reasonable expectation of
the availability of markets, along with transportatlonl delivery facilities that ar~ In place; or '

3)

that, while not flrmly planned, ha,ve been ,earmarked for future development and hence may
reasonably be anticipated to be sold based upon expectation of avaiJabillty of markets and project
financing.
' '
,

These restrictions also apply to the external disclosure of condensateJNGL products that are subject to
,the go-ahead of a non-associated gas project.
Proved Reserves ,When operating under a combined production constraint (e.g. all production quota) and production
under' beyond the licence Or agreement period is expected, the capability to accelerate the post licence

Constrained' production provides a safeguard against under-performance of the planned development progral1UJ)e
Production during th~ licence period. This capability increases the confidence level that can be assigned to the
constrained production forecast during the licenCe periOd. In this circumstance, the proved resetVes
should be based on an accelerated development programme that could be followed in the e~ent that
the base plan delivered less production than expected.
Types of

Agreements

I
I" ~

In addition to the foregoing conditions, proved reserves 'of natural gas should Include only quantities
.fallin'g in the following categories:

Under US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations. separate disclosure is required
fOr all and gas volumes appllcable toditrerem types of agreements. These requirements are Illustrated
in Figure 5. '

I'
I
I
I
I
,I
',I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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0' an

enterprise'. Interest

in rIlHIV•• (FASS 19 para. 10). Exclude

~llport equity oil and 9l1S volumes

.

'volume. payable to other. through production
payment. or carried lnter••ts (FASS 19 para.
.47aandd).

I
HaiiilCompany been assigned an

.-- llfItitlement ~ receive Volumes. 0' 011 and Qlls
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NHDoes the Company own a mlnerallnt,rest In
the petroleum resourees?

I.
("

342~9

Report

,

Ye"
Typical P$C c:ase. Whether the Govllrnment
has a pt'.emptlve tight to buy ,baell these
en1ltJam"," Is hQt material.

eniJuement 011 and gas volume.
1.

' Does th. Company, li$ a c;onsequence 01 III
..-- .eting as °producllr'. have an agr..,ment with

No

Reievant where national legislation prevents
access to mineral right.: The agreement WOl,lld
no, be ill eonseqU8l1O/l 0' aotlng lIS producer it
e.g. other. hav., slmller agreements but do not

the Govemment Q( Government agehq' whleh
asslgns,tf!e right to purehllSfl· quantities 01 oil
or gas?

T

parti!llpete In produotlon operaltons.

.

Ye"
Separate dsclosure Is required. FASB 69 para.

t3.

Report separately the volumell wblch tile
Company Is entlUed to purchase.

'

.

1ho~.,. ~dllle~oIIheFAS8

regulaJitlmi fGf/iUdflwcGnlpllny W""'st. In prr><JJc//Otl ,

1
Does the Company particlpale in the
producllon Of hydroearbons from Which It
derives economle benaflt wtlIle substs.ntlally
r... anvlnn the n0rm81 E&P risks?
Ye,

1

Report sep8r.ltely the Company share of
tile p;odueUon and reserves "om whlcb
economlo benefit Is derived.

, No

_:
No volum es reported.

Normal E&P risks refer to both downsl$ and
upside exposure to ~ges In the value of
'uwre production volumes due to ullCllrtalntles
as to their pr,SQflca, volume and price.

Figure 5: Types of External Disclosures in Relation to FASB Regulations
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RESOURCE VOLUME REPORTING, RESPONSIBILITIES AND
AUDITS

5.1

Shareholder Requirements

EP Planning will communicate a timetable and the details about submission requirements to aus and
NVOs each year for both intemal and external reponing.
Volumes will be repon~.based on the c1assiflcation systems described In Sections 3 and 4.
Additional information is reported for the calculation of the Standardized Measure reqUired by the US
Financial Accounting Standards Board,(FASB).
Methods and Systems

5.2

OUs and NVOs are responsible for selt:eting the methods and systems that are technically most
appropriate for quantifying the resource volumes of their assets consistent with these guidelines. The
preferred PlCthods and systems may vary depending on the type of resource and with time as the
resource matures and technology Improves. Best practiCes will be developed, updated and shared in
the Hydrocarbon Resource Volumes Management Common Interest Network (Reference 7).. niis
network will replace the material previously covered in' Volume 2 of the 1988 guidelines (RefCren~
1).
.
A variety of commonly usea Group and 3rd party systems are available to support resource volume
assessment. Group systems are tailored to these requirements and methods and will generally provide
an inherent leVel of qUality assurance through input constraints, internal calibrations. and other
"reality checkS". Where more generalised 3rd party systems are used. OV and RBD management
,shoUld be aware of the greater burden of qUality control that will be required.
~

,

I1
I
I
~

'j

The Group Reserves Ailditor wiil review decisions on methods and systems during the periodic
'aUdits. As far as these methods bear on the estimation of externally reported resource Volumes. the
Group Reserves Auditor will ensure that recommended methods are acceptable to the external
aUditors.
In some cases. OUs and NVOs may be unable to follow Group guideiines and/or recommended
practice, due to government requirements, hardware constraints or other reasons. It is the
responsibility of the OU Reserves Custodian to bring such cases to the aUCf:ltion of the Group
Reserves Auditor, to enable him to obtain external auditors' approval of the OUs and NVOs specific
methods and systems.
5.2
,EP Planning
ResponsibHities
Reserves Auditor
Responsibilities

Responsibilities and Audit Requirements

EP Planning is responsible for complllng of the Group statiStics of resource volumes, the analySis
thereof and the conununil;:ation to other functions, EP Planning also maintains the resource volume
guidelines.
The Group Reserves Auditor will carry out regul~ detailed reserves reviews in OUs and ,NVOs to
ensure compliance with SEC requirements. The Terms of Reference of the SEC Audit are included in
Appendix 5, The external auditor will verify the data for cx!Cfnlt reporting.

Operating Unit 'Within OUs and NVOs,a Management System should be established (see Reference 6). clearly
Responsibilities defining internal reporting requirements, tasks and responsibilities. Technical and Financial functions
must co-ordinate and reconcile their figures (particularly'productiot,l volumes) prior to submission.
All levels In an OU, including Asset managers and the reservoir engineer preparing the Individual
field reserves estimates, should be aware of the'imponance of externally reported reserves (proved~
proved developed) and their impact on financial indicators,
-
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Asset a,nd OU managers are responsible to ensure that the guidelines are implemented in such a way
as to best represent to the shareholders the true value of the assei.
'
Non-operated
Reseives

Where Shell is not the operator, the local Shell EP representative should prepare lhereseives
submission. In this case the Shell representative has the responsibility of ensuring that reSQurce
volume assessments by the operator are aligned with Gt:oup guidelines before submission. This may
include reclassificatio,n of vOlumes between reserves and SFR categories where the oPerator's criteria
differ from Group criteria. As usual, an audit trail (Note for file) should be available to document ,the
reserves estimate.
If there is no EP representative or If the necessary data are not available locally, then the submission is

prepared by SIEP.
Annual Review of Until] 995, the Annual Review of Petroleum Resources (ARPR) was a constituent document of the
Petroleum annual EP Programme Documentation, providing ;in inventory of the status of petroleum resources.
Resources -While OUs and NVOs no longer submit ARPR's to SU;P, the compilation of such an overview report

will generally be necessary to satisfy the reqUirements of OU governance and as such will be a key ,
element of the OV reserves Management System referred to above.
Audff Trail

For all the reported resource volumes an audit trail IIIUlit be available of the assumptions made and
process followed. This will allow any subsequent assessor to modify these estimates based on new
information in a reconcilable manner. Thus, evaluation reports must be compiled (preferably on a
field basis) giving the basic data, the way it has been interpreted and processed, the development
options considered, and the resultant volumes with the assigned prObabilities. In'addition, a
description should bc, given of the developmem strategy,including data gathering activities. These
reports may be working files (If accq>table to local auditors), but it is recommended to make a
duplicate 'for file' in order to ensure that the data are preserved in field reports.
Wbere subsequeni small revisions are made, an update note must be compiled. Multiple changes may
be combined in one overall update of the resource volumes if they all belong to the same change
category. After several years of small changes or following a development study, a new evaluation
report must be issued. When a proposed change has a significant impact on the Company's tOtal
reserves or financials, SIEP should be advised at the earliest opponunity.

'I
,I
I
I
I
~I
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APPENDIX 1: RESOURCE CAT·EGORYOEFINITIONS SUMMARY

-•

Project is "technically and commercially mature" (dc;flned In s~tion 3.3)
Fonnal project approval or economic viability is not required
• Market is reasonably expected to be avallable '
• Includes only production with positive cash flow
Not restricted by licence,per:iod
• Group share renoned
- ' Reserves producl~le through existing completions and installed
Developed
facilities using existing operation methods
Reserves
• Outstanding projec~ activities considered completed if < I0')1, of
total
Undeveloped
• Reserves which require capital investment (wens and/or
Reserves
facilities)
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Project is.nm technically and commercially mature'
Not restricted by licence period '
Group share reponed
Discovered
Proved
• Commercially Viable
Techniques
Techniques have been proved to be feasib.le In this resource
SFR
• A sound technical project proposal Is not possible yet due to '
lar1/e tan1/e of technical unCertaintv
' DIsCOVered
Unproved
• Commercially viable
Techniques
Recoverable by techniques that have been 'successful elseWhere.
SFR
but cannot yet be demonstrated to be feasible in'this field
• ,Laboratory work or trials el~ewhere have a reasonable chance of,
demonstrating technically feasibility in this field
Discounted for the risk that the considered technique will not
Drove to be feasible
DIscovered
Non• NOl commercially viable even if technically successful
commercial
Commercially viable With a change of commercial
•
SFR
circumstances
Unit Technical cost below an annually advised ceiling
, ,
• Rernainin~ tail Production if it i,s sl1/nificant
Undiscovered • Recovery from undrilled prospects
Commercially viable
SFR
• Techniques have been successful else~ere under similar
COnditions
• Discounted for the risk that commercial volumes are .nOt oresent
Portion of rC$etYes as defined above that are reasonably certain
• Discounted for undefinedtluid contacts and untested recovery mechanisms
Restricted by licence periods, government,constraints and market limitations
• ExternaJfinanc!Ull., when used, must be exoected to be aVallable
Proved' '
• Reserves produdble through existing completions and installed
facilities using existing operation methods
Developed
• Outstanding project activities considered completed If <10% of
Reserves
total
Reserves which require capital investment (wells and/or
•
Proved
facilities)
Undeveloped
I Reserves
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APPENDIX 2: RESOURCE MIGRATION DIjRING FIELD LIFE
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APPENDIX 3: SEC PROVEQ RESERVES DEFINmONS
(Transcribed from the Handbook of SEC Accounting and Disclosure 1998; pages F3-63 to A-64)
Proved ReS8Nes

Proved reserves are the estimated quantities of crude oil, natural gas, and nat~al gas liquids which
geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable cenainty to be recoverable in future
years from known reservoirs under existing economic and operating conditions, i.e. prices and costs
as of the date the estimate is made. Prices include consideration of changes in existing prices provided
only by contractual arrangements, but not on escalations based upon future conditions.
A. Reservoirs are considered proved if economic productibliity is supponed by either actual
production or conclusive formation tes,t supports. The area of a reservoir considered proved
includes:
I ~ that portion delineated by drilling and defined by gas-oil and/or oIl-water contacts, If any,
and

2. the immediately adjoining ponlons not yet drllled, but which can be reasonably judged as
economic!l1ly productive on the baSis of available geological and engineering data. In the
absence of Information on fluid contacts, the lowest known structural occurrence of
, bydrocarbons controls the lower proved limit of the reservoir.
B. Reserves whiCh can be produced economically through application ofimprove<l recovery
lechniques (such as fluid injection) are included in the "proved" classification when successful
testing by a pilot project. or the operation of an installed program in the reservoir, provides
'suPP,on for the engineering analysis on wbicb the project or program was based.
C. Estimates of proved reserves do not include the following:

I. oil that may become available from known reservoirs but is classified separately as
"indicated additional reserves";
2.

crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, the recovery of which is subject to
,reasonable dOUbt because, of uncertainty as to geology, reservoir characteristics, or
economic factors;

3. crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liqUids, that may occur in undrilled prospects; and
4. crude oil, natura) gas, and natural gas liquids, that may be recovered from oil shales, coal
, (excluding cettain coalbed methane gas), gilsonite and other such sources.

Proved Proved developed reserves are reserves ,that can be expected to be recovered through existing wells
Developed' with existing eqUipment and operating methOds. Additional oil and gas expected. to be obtained
ReseNes through the application of fluid injecUon or other imprOVed recovery techniques for supplementing the
natural forces ,and meChanisms of primary recovery sbould be Included as "proved developed
resffVes" only after lCSting by a pilot project or after the operation of an installed program has
conf1ttned through production response that Increased recovery will be achieved.__
Proved Proved undeveloped reserves are resezves that are expected to be recovered from new wellS on
Undeveloped ' undrilled acreage, ~ frOm eXisting well$ where a relatively major expenditure is required for
Reserves ,recompletion. Reserves on undrilled acreage shall be limited to, those drilling units offsetting

productive units that are reasonably certain of production wben drilled. Proved reserves for other
undrilled units can be claimed only Where it can be demonstrated with cenainty that there is
conUnuily of production from the existing productive formation. Under no circumstances should
estimates for proved undeveloped reserves be attributable to any acreage for which an application of
fluid injection or other imprOVed recovery techniques is contemplated, unless such techniques have
been proved effective by actual tests in the area and in the same reservoir.
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APPENDIX 4: SHELL INTERPRETATION OF SEC RESERVE
DEFINITIONS
SEC Definition
Reasonable certainty; Proved
area includes portion delineated
by drilling and defined by gaSoil and/or oiJ~water contacts. if
any, and the immediately
adjoining portions not yet
drilled.. .In the absence of ,
information on fluid contacts,
the lowest known strUctural
occurrence of hydrocarbons
controls the lower proved limit.
of the reservoir.

I1
~I

;1

,'I
1
I
I
I

1

I

•

Shell Ibterpretatloh for External Reporting
If probabilistic methods are used, reserves are reasonably certain
when there is an 85% prObability that Ihe qu~titles a~tuallY'
recovered will eqUal or eXceed the estimate. This is the P8S
value of the cumulative probability curve., If scenario
deterministic methods are used. the term reasonable certainty is
' inteDded to express ,a hlgh"degree of confidence that the
quantities will ~ recovered. This is th~ low side estimate.
Wben the estimat,e assumes signifiCant volumes of hydrocarbons
outside the defined fluid contacts, or .when the recovery
mechanism is untested in the field· or analogue fields', a lower
e$tlmate should be used that reflects this uncertainty.

Fixed RT prices at level
prevailing at date of estimate

Drilling and completing a well essentially proves, the
hydrocarbons that it develops and Ihereforeproved developed ,
,reserves are based on the expectation estimatl' of developed
reserves adjusted tQ take into account ofundeflned fluids
contacts and unteSted reCovery mechan,isms.
Prices fixed by SIEP ca. 6 monthS prior to estimate date, but
amended if there is a subsequent significant change.

Fixed RT costs at level
prevailing at date of estimate.

Costs fixed by OUs and NVOs at date of estimate. Flat MOD
costs must be supponed by technology plans.

Economic productlbUity

Technically and c'onunercially mature (i.e. positive discounted
real termS cash flow for sufficient range Qf scenarios).

Productibility supported by
either acroaI production or
conclusive formation test
suppons

Productibility should normally be demonstrated by a conclusiVe
Jest, but may be based on log o~ core evaluation in an area
Where many similar reservoirs have been conclusively tested.

Improved recovery processes
included only after successful
testing by a pilot project or the
operation of an installed
program

Reserves from imprOVed recovery processes are normally
included following an in~situ test; by analogy with the same
process being used elsewhere under similar conditions, or
occasionally as a result of lab tests or simulation studies.

No gas qualifier

InclUde only gas contracted or reasonably expected to be sold.

Developed reserves are from
existing wells (including minor
cost recompletions). existing
facilities and operating methods

Existing wells, installed facilities and existing operating
methods. OutStanding project activities can"be considered
existing or Installed if Outstanding costs are minor and is
reasonably expected.
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APPENDIX 5: SEC AUDIT .. TERMS OF REFERENCE

\

'·1
,I
I.

The Auditor's task is the following:
1. Establish whether the reserves estimates for external repOrting have been prepared In accordance

with the established guidelines. If nolo to establish that the procedures' used are acceptable. and
notlilce1y to result in reserves estimates that differ from those that might be expected from the
appllcalioilofthe standard guidelines.
2.

Establish that the basis for ~sllmallng the reserves quantity infonnation is consistent with the
prevjousperlods.

3.

Ch~k that the source data is adequately documented and that movements in proved reserves are
~uppOrted by such data and are correctly classified.

:1

I
1'1!
I
I
I
I
I
'I'

4. Establish that the frequency and extent of the reserves estimates are sufficient to make the

estimates continuously rellable.
S.

6.

Investigate any differences between volumes that are reported for external purposes and those
lhat are reported to SIEP In ann"!al financial reporting.
Check the calculation ofproved developed reserves and investigate any differences between
developed reserves used for, external pwposes and those used as a basis for asset depletion
purposes.

"prOVed

7. Establish .whether proved gas r«serves agree with sales contracts concluded.
8, Ensure that all quoted proved reserves are expressed in sales quantities, e.g. own use has been

e.xcluded. In case of gas sales the production' quantity should be given as measured at the point Of
transfer.
9. Ensure that sales quantities of hydrocarbons are in line with those reported to Fmance.
The checks will be carril'd OUt by taklng at random one or more fields for detailed analysis. and a.
judgement will be pasSed accordingly. _
The audit will be carried out as a stand alone exercise based on documentation available in the
-company to be investigated. In case of queries assistance of company staff may be called upon.
An audit report will be prepa:red on site (draft) and discussed locally. The repon will conlaln an
Action List based on recommendations -of the repon.

I
I'
I
'I
I
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Petroleum Resources Tenninology

A reservoir is a discovered petroleum resource whete internal pressure communication is known to
exist between all identified geological sub-units.
In case of doubt, reservoirs are restricted to fault blocks f sedimentary units until production
perfonnance pro~es c~mmunication to exist across faults! barriers. PVT properties can vary within a
reservoir.

Field· A field is the collection of all petroleum resources within a closed areal ~undary that belong to the

same confining geologicaI stnicturt, and where the presence ofpetroleum has been demonstrated in at
, least One reservoir by a successful exploration well.'
, Field boundaries must be defined upqn discovery and should e~compass the unpenetrated pelr9leum
resources in adjacent fauh blocks and ~tratigraphic traps, if they are considered to be part ofthe same
overall confining Structure. Field boundaries m,ay be re-d~fined on, the baliis ofnew geological
information.

Potential
Accumulations

Potential petroleum resources beyond existing field boundaries, where the presence ofpetroleum has .
not yet been demonstrated, are collectively called potential accumulations.

. Producibility

Should normally be supported by a conclusive test in a drilled or immediately adjoining reservoir, but
may be based on log or core evaluation in an area where many similar reservoirs have been
conclusively tested.

Production
Facilities

The produetlon facilities consist of all hardware installed to recover petroleum nom the sub-surface
resources and to deliver a quality controJled end-product for sale. These comprise the production and
injection wells and the surface facilities for Ifeaonent, conversion, compresSion! pumping, transport
and delivery.

.Surface Facilities

That part ofthe production facilities accessible at surface, connecting the wellheads ultimately to the
delivery points.

Existing
Development
Field quantities

Sales quantities

The collection of all completed projects or sub-projects is referred to as'the existing
development.
Field' quantities (also called "Wellhead" quantities) are those quantities routinely measured at surface
for individual well strings and expressed in terms of the stabilised products oil, condensate and (wet)
gas or in terms of the type of injected fluids. These q~antities may subsequently be reconciled with
fiscalised sales and other pr()(juct outlets, see below.
The quantities sold after fiscal metering and delivered at the locations where the upstream company
ceases to have an interest in the end-products. These can be expressed in terms ofthe general endproducts oil, (dry) gas and natural gas.liquids (NGL) or in terms of the actual product.
Field prodUCts and the subsequent sales products may be different and will be affected by own use and
losses. The properties and volumes of end-products may be influenced by mixing and the petroleum
type itself may be altered during surface processing. Since surface processing conditions may change
during a project life, sales products may vary in specification and in relation to field products. To
avoid ambiguity and double counting, a clear distinction must be made between recoveries in the field
and the quantities estimated to be available. for sale,
For general sales products, oil, gas and NGLs, only the quantities sold by the upstream E&P company
can contribute to Group reserves. Condensates mixed with crude oil in the same stream and sold as
such are reponed under oil. Separator condensate from gas wells and light hydrocarbon liquid
products, derived from surface processing, if collected in a separate stream and sold as such are
reported under NGL, Bitumen may be reported under oil in summary reports (with an appropriate
foolnote),. In line with SEC requirements, sales volumes for gas should be those committed or
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It Is necessary 10 maintain a more ~etailed intern.at administration of the. actually sold products by
stream in two cases: I) If the upstream E&P company has separate contracts for delivery of special
convened sales products such as LNG, methanol, ethane, LPG, C5+, or 2) jf there are special sales
products like helium, SUlphur or genera.ted electricity.

A monthly reconciliation is made between the fiscallsed sales quantities and the quantitIes produCed
in the field. This is reported in the Monthly Report .Of Producing Wells (MRPW); The reconciliation
process corrects for own use, flaring, losses and product conversion, and provides the end-product
yield.
.
For reserves esUmal1ng pwposes an average future yiel4 factor is to be estfrn8ted (e.g. LPOI Wet gas
yield, dry gas! wet gas yield).

Ultimate
Recovery

The ultima'le recovery (UR) of a petroleum tyPe is the sum of cumUlative production and the
estimated volume of reserves.
8)

Probability
Distribution
Function

Probablllstlc Terminology

The probability distribution function of a stochastic varlate Indicates the probabiJiiy that the actual
variate va1~e lies within a narrow interval around a particular value of the possible range, divided by
the widtll of that interval.

P8S

The value that has 'a 85% prObability ibat it will be exceeded.

PIS

The value.that has a 15% prObability that it will be exceeded.

Mean
Mean Success

Volume (MSV)

The statistical mean of a stochastic varlate is the weighted average over the entire probability range..
The probability weighted average of all realisations that equal or exceed the minimum reserves
required for a commercial development of the resource.

Probability of The probability that the minimum commercial volume will be exceeded and which therefore indicates
the likelihood of any future development The product of MSV and POS is the recovery expectation.

Success (POS)

C)
Discount Rate

Net Present

Value (NPV)
Expected
Monetary Value

(EMV)

Commercial Terminology

A rate at which future real terms costs or cash-flow are discounted over time to Calculate their present
value.
The net present value of a project is the sum of the discounted annual cash flow, expressed in real
terms money, over the period from the first project expenditure to abandonment The net present
value is exPressed in million USS at the relevant discount rate.
The expected monetary value is a probabillstic balance of investments and revenues, expected from a
set of conditional operational activities, comprising data acquisition and one or more development
projects, which are arranged in an ordered sequence with probablllties assigned to each action
(decision tree).
The EMV is the summation of the NPV's of projects. reduced by the costs of data acquisition
actiVities, all expressed in discounted real term money and multiplied by their as~igned prObabilities.
EMV is expressed in million USS at the relevant discount rate.
Projects with a negative NPV for certain resource modelreallsations should be excluded from'the
EMV calculation, if the assumption is valid that data gathering will prevent such projects being
implemented.

Unit Technical
Cost (UTC)

, •• ,J,,"""""'

,
.

I~

commitable to a gas contract. Committed Gas is covered by a g~ contract. Commitable gas
reasonably expected to be assigned to a contract in the future.·

Reconciliation

31 of 50

The unit technical cOSt of a development project is denned as the sum of capital plUS operating costs,
expressed in real terms money, divided by the total production over the period from start-up to
abandonment In addition, both the COSt and the production must be discounted. The reference date for
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the discounting should be the same (or denominator and 'numerator (e,g. the first year of expenditure)
and should be staled. The unit technical costs is 'expressed In US$/bbl (oil equlvalen9 at the relevant _
discount rate.
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Meijssen, Thomas,OqP
03 January 2001 08:51
Barendregt,Anton "SIEP·EPB·GRA .
Aalbers. Remco SIEp·EPB·P; Abrl, Said CEM3; Antonlnl, Marcus CEM5
RE: Proved Reserves Visit - Group Resource Co-ordinator
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'.. MljlhY thanks for your Emai!. Based on the guidelines given in your Emall below, we hav~ evaluated the Impact on the
:, ,Pf~Y,~~~~~erves numbers,to be used fQr !3xternal r~portinguslng the notional ,ARPR1/1/20q1 data.
· 1.' :,,~~11;~
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, ~',In tlia table below, a breakdown of the total expected reserves (developed and undeveloped) versus maturity (as
: <, ~xpi'~ssedin cumulative production I expected recovery) has been given, As can be observed from the table, 61 % of
:-th~,'totiiJ'expeCtedreserves can be classi.fied as mature, usiri,g the 40'%'0 criterion,
.,','
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39%
29% .
,32% .

100%
· AILv61umes 100% PDO. mln m3 ' . . ,
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_., .~~ ~y'e~.j~W' of the. proven and expected reserves ascarried. by, PDO an. d the impact 01 using the Shell Group .".~ '..-1

, g~il~~lJrl~f-?'" externally r~ported
"
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Proven rese~es ha~ been mdlcatedln the ,table belqw.
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DevRes UndevRes TotRes
220
205
425·
380
46
425
'. Pro.VIiJD 1999 method
.'
220
567
, Prt;~ili'D8VReS40%, . ".
,
' . ,,347
'."':
: J6i6yen;'OevAes '40%. UndevRes '00%
254
'6'01
347
'651'
OevRes 40%, UndevRes 40%
347
304
Expectation
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787'
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"~':':::)h",~ and expectation reserves'
as perthe reserves booklng~.the expected developed reserves are
. -.·:,,)·~tedannually using the do-noth!ng prodiJctlon forecast. The proven developed reserves are calculated by pro~ ) . :::.~fatmg(h3n/expectation re~~ives and expect~d developed. r~~erves. '-.,; .. _\ :;:, . .: , . , '.... .' ".
'. . .. ~~
reserves as camel;! by POO at 1/1~001 '. :. :cr".,· - . '
.
'.
..
• ';'~~P.$Cation: Expected reserVes
carried by POD at 1I1i2001 . ' - :",
,.........
~.', :. Pr?~~n; 199~J method: Pr~ven reseives. mak_lng proven developed reserv~s equal ~o ,expectaled developed
, ' r~servEts foff/elds ~. but keeping t~e total proven reserves .equal. As a result the proven · . ';'iJn~l;lv~loped reserv~s reduces to 46 n'lln '!1:3 which seerps unrealistlcaIlY'IO~~c-':', =::,,'( .:;-~ ~:"_i::~:"::
'~:':':'.:'
•. ,·:proVen, Del/Res 40%: 'Proven reserves,maklng proVen' develoPed res.erV8S equal'to expeetated developed
· .. ' ::.~(erYes··for flelfJs exceeding 40,"0 ni.aturily, k~p'ing the proven.undeveloped reserves ~qual.' . .-. _. . . '. -_.
~ -, .. fr9ven;Oev~es 40%, Und&vR~s 60%: As above, bunn addltion nowm~klng the prov~h undeyelop~d reserve's \
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. ~,r.IQ(I.~!1d, tp ~eep .the, u(lde..vel~ped :r:eserve.' .for Irit~rnil.1 and external reporting t~e ume (c_as.e:_ Proyeh, 08VR.·'.e.s
~. MlI'result the total proven reserves Increases by 141 mln m3 (100% POO). Any further Increase.!n total
. P!O~e.ri .re8ei:v~s ~e~me$ more dlftic,:,1t t9 aigu~l,,! view of. the additional unc;:ertalnty of the undev~'9P~d _~e~erves
·':WhfC,h dlfflC::ultto quant!fy. "
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:~

·····Origlnol Messago·····
From:
Barandregl, Anton AA SIEp·EPB·GRA
Sent;
02 January 2001 16:05
To:
Maljssan, Thomas TEM POO·OOP I UPR
Cc:
Aafbers, Romco RO SIEp·EPB·P; Abri. Said SM POD·CEM3: Antoninl, Marcua MCJ POO-CEM5
SUbject:
RE: Proved Roserves Visit· Group Resource Co-ordinator

Thomas,
In response to your query, I fully support the conclusions reached during Remco's visit, as reflected in your note
of24 11l October. In particular, I support the move towards using expectation estimates for the externally reported
proved reserves for mature fields (Le. for fields with cum.prod. greater than 40% of expectation ultimate
recovery). I note that the 40% criterion is not necessarily rigorous: for simple clastic light oil waterdrive reservoirs
it could easily be set lower, for heavy oil reservoirs Or complex carbonate reservoirs like many of those in Oman,
it seems a realistic proposition.
As mentioned in my 1999 audit report (Alt. 3) we should move away from determining total proved reserves
through probabilistic volumetrics, combined with probabl/istic estimates of recovery factors. Instead we should
make separate estimates of developed reserves (from decline analysis or history matched reservoir simulation)
and undeveloped reserves (from reservoir simulation or other reliable predictions). Undeveloped reserves must
always be based on a well defined set of future activities (new wells, infill drilling, re-completions etc,),
Each of the two volumes (I.e. daveloped and undeveloped reserves) can have a probability range (pa5. P50, P15.
Expectalionfassoclated-with it. Group guidelines prescribe that for developed reserves In mature fields we
should take the Expectation estimate as the externally reported 'Proved Developed Reserves'. For those mature
fields it Is expected that the pas estimate would be close to the PSO/Expectation value anyway. For externally
reported undeveloped reserves it will often be appropriate to take the expectation value as well. but In some of
the more uncertain cases (e.g. different future well types) it may be more approplate to take the pas Volume.
The externally reported total reserves should be the sum of the developed and the undeveloped reserves
estimates.
.
Trust this clarifies. Good luck with your 2000 submission!
Last but no least, I wish yourself and the POO PE community a successful. safe and healthy 20011
Anton Barendregt
·····Or/ginal Message--···
MelJssen, Thomas OQP
From:
Sent:
22 December 200014:36
To: Barendregt, Anton S/EP·EPB-GRA
Cc: Aalbers, Remco SIEP·EPB·P; Abri, Said CEM3; Antonlni. Marcus CEMS
SUbject: FW: Proved Reserves Visit· Group Resource Co·ordinator
Anton.
With reference to the visit of Remco Aalbers to POO from 23·24 October 2000, we would like to know
your opinion with respect to eXlernal reporting of proven reserves. Ourlng the visit of Aa/bers the follOWing
was suggested:
Extemal reporting of proved reserves in line with Group guidelines will be handled by POO reserves co·
ordlnator and the CFOH reservoir engineering. Ills recommended to use field maturity In excess of 40%
(as expressed In cumulative production I expected recovery) as the criterion to use proved developed '"
expectation developed. As a result the total proved reserves will similarly Increase. This procedure will be
further clarified with Group Reserve Auditor Anton Barendregt.~Actlon: CEM/3, UPR
Looking forward to your reply.
Best regards,
Thomas MelJssen
CFDH Reservoir Engineering

~~--------'\
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To:
Cc

Themu,
RltfTlCO and I have kloked atyOUl'PrcPQMd ftgures and our commenlilufollows:

1.

2.
3.

4,

$.

Th, 1'ItiO.~ your Iota/pesand txptdItic>n /'HtI'VeI (4%5 Ind 787 ""n m3,.~Iy)iI 54%.
Thil it fir 100 IcW for I matu,. area Ilkl Om,n and inclicltn that there.,.. fundlmental ftaws In}lOO',
pre..nt p~ of CllC\llIlIng the prcblbllllllc rwngl of ultimate tICOVlI)' in Its "lld', In e"lnca. it
seem, Itllt /he ranlllS of YCllume* and RF parame"'" .... taken fir ~ widl, It If they IPpl1td 10 virgin .
fields [n.lIad of fteIcI, wlItllarg. numblrl of weU, and exten.lv. procIuctlOn history. The mult il1tllt Pes
UR YO/\II'I'IIt .,. netinertlHdin Unl with ~uctlOnperformance tliltory, This fIIw was highlighted
duringltl. 1991 SEC,....,.,.. ludlt and Igllln dUring Remco', villi In Odebit' 2000,
HlM\g said that, we .pprecllte that uPdlllng field PO reccMtI'lIs to mo,. ,.1/iItlc r.vell requitM
dilcuSlion witt\ the Mfnlltry and h.nce may take time. WI
lhat ptfcl'itlel " . 1ft if 1l1lCHlllY.
aiming at uPdlllnll the P85 YClIUmn llrIt for thlllr;est fttkSI
WI .treIIlglIn thlt the iIIu. of whII·ttItl'VtS ID rtport .. 'Proved, txttmdy ~rttd' 11. Ilnee tI'I.
.
1llH c:hIng.. In thllWHtV.. guldtHntI, qultl dltfMnt hm IhlIuut of whit I'IStNII ID cany .. P85 or
Low vclurn.. for Ind.Mdull ftildl.ThtlaaermlybllUbjec:t 10 dilculllotl with the MlnllUy, but th.1IrIt .
cannot De, if only btCIu" th, _ PDO Shtlllhlti volume halO be curtlilld It IQncI expiry. In iMue
Itllt dOH not inWtMt tl'I. Mlnlltry.
..
In Order 10 avoid confulion, 1110 intemllry within POO, it r1Wt be opportunl to ,...,.... Ihl term 'Pl'OVId'
IXClusivt'Y for thl extemally reported Proved l'tIINeI Ind "It 'PSS' or 'LOW' (NOT 'Proven') for th. high
conllclence ittetvIs ~/u.., w.'U conlider whittler tl'liI dllllnCtlon can pemaps be madl mora cI"rly in
futu,. vtlliOn, of Iht GuldeIJn...
. M 1or~~voh.Jm"tebook.I~~ Proved RtIItVIt(WorIlhty Ire. eut orr by
ficenCt~). your lint ·Prwen,OwA.. 40"-. UndevR.. IO"· (347 mln m3 CtY R.. and 2$4

.lIgf_
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Und~RU) $elmslt'l, best one to aim tor, It is still ccnMrvatlv, (~UH of ttl' too IOw PS5 v,lut!: in
the less m.tvre fteldl) , but it ha It'lelOven~ethllto:ne can maintain tl'llt mettlOCl of determining
extemally repolUd Proved ,...."'" lI'l tuture subml$llOnl. Any Muf1l over-repotting 01 undtvelO~
reserves (I. •. in ftelds wtlere undevefO~ reserves .re stfll so~ uncertain in sl)ite 01 the ftek:l's
m,rul"lty) iI compenNtId by the fact \1'111 we take .~tion only tor fteldl in exeus ot eo% m,wltty
(,nd not 40%) .nd PS5 tor It'lON belOw 80%.
As mentiOl'led••xtern./ly reported Proved reHt'Vlt must be cut oft.t Ilctnee .xpiry through' rulistic
forecatt. For the recommended ClM ·Proven, OevRes 40%, UndevRts eO%· we estItnaw , g..yur
plateau plulsubsequent decline (<=20%), leading to • Proved VOlume Itter Iqnce expiry =ut off (but
betore ~% Shlflshlre) ot som, 87% ot 347.25-4 mln m3. i.' some 523 mln ni3. Sht/f share would It'len
be 178 mlnm3 1/112001, vertu. 13;.5 mln m3 1/1/2000, .n inetlllla o( som. 55 mln m3 (&N4Iming 2000
prod illOm. 16.5 mln sm3).
This method relults in I proved/.xp dev mo at 3471380.91% Ind • proved',xp undev ratio tor 254J408
• 620/. (POOl. values that Ire much more in IiM with the matlJrtty of ttltl Ol'l'llt'l I\elds. even if ttle undev
ratIO is still too low.

6,

7.

We hOpe the above

elI~es,

Pltue I.t 1,11 know if you

~v,

turthtf querieS.

Belt regards,
Anten

(

--origin,l MeNage-

Mel"'en, Thorn.. OQP
Sent: 03 January 2001 09:59
To:
Barendregt. Anten SIEP·EPB-GRA
From:

Cc:
Aalbers, Remco SfEP.EPB·P; Abri, said CEM3; Antonlnl, Man::ullCEMS
SUbJeet:
RE; Proved R.."",es VIsit· Group RHO\lr<::e Co-on::linalOr

Anton, Remcc,
PI.ase note that the 1999 methOd used tor externa' repOrting mlde th. proven deYelop.a reMfV•• IqUlI to
eJ(peetaled developed reMrv" for JJ! ~lds (irrespectivt of their maturity) ind k.pt the tota/proven reservts
eQual.

eest regards,

Thomas
--Origin" ......0'
, _ : ~ 1'llcmII oaP
ID J",,,,"1 2001 , t:A
To:
'1I'tflOt'It', AftliIiI 1I1'~
cc:
Aamco SIEPoiPJ4t: Atlti, SaIel CEM3: AnIoIlinI. IotIICW C!M5
~l.ItljK't: RE:'lVIIed "--- ~ • GIlMIp " - - Co-oIeinetol'

$em:

q-..

Anion, Remco,

Many thlnkJ for your ElMII. Baltd on the guidennu given in your ernait below, we hav, IY1lluated the impact
on the proven "It/VU numbers to be used for externa' reportlng using the notion,' ARPR 1/112001 data,
In the table belOw, abrNkdown of the total expected reserves (developed and undeveloped) versus maturity
(as exprelHClln c:umUlltiv, ~roduetion ( expected recovery) hu betn given. AI can be observed from the
table. 81% oIlh'll:ltll txJ)tCtId r...",.. can be clUlifiecl .. m.tu.... using the 40% etitenon.
cc

OLE Object Mlcroaoft Excel Wolksheet n

An overview of the proven and expected "seIVU IS carTitdby POO .ndtrt. imPlet of using 11'11 Shell Group
guidellnll on PlemaIty reponed proven re..IVes has betn indicated in the tlblt belOw.
,

cc OLE ObJ-ct MlcroIoft Excel WorkSheel »
Some rema1ks:
• Th. praven and .~tlOn rtHtVtl art as per the rtMl'Ytt booking•• the ~ e:tlVtlOped rt""'''
Irt uPdated annu.", using In. do-nothing Production forecMt. The proven develoP14 reserve. Irt .
ca~llttd by'ptOorIting Ine pn)vlntlxpe<:tation reltlVtl and.xpected d....ttopecl rese",...
• Proven: Proven .....rves .. CI~ by POO .t 1/1/2001

2,
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Expeeation: Expected reserves as can'ied by PDO It 1/112001
Proven, 1999 method: Proven reserves, making pl'QWf1 develOped rtHrvU eQual to upectated
d.veloped reNNes for fields 'xceeding 40% maturtty, bvt kHPing ~. total prov.n reserves equal. ,t\J; a
result the plVVen undevelope<l reserves reduces to 48 mln m3 which seems unruJiStlcal1y low,
PI'O'I.n, DevRes 40%: Proven res'rves, making Pl'O'Itl'I developed reseNtS equal to expectlJtld
developed ruerves tor tlelds exceeding 40% maturrty, keeping the pl'OVen undevelOped r,serves equal.
Proven, OevRes 40%. UndevRII 60'%: As above, bUt in .cld1tlon now making IMe proven undeveloped
reserves equal to the expected undeveloped rewrv.. tor fields exceeding 60% m,tl.lrtfy (more relilXe-d
crit,non, to relied the additional uncertainty' related to the undeveloped reserves).
Proven. DevRes 40%, UndevRes 40%: As aoov-, bUt U$ing the 40% maturity Ctltlrion tor undevelOped
reserv....

I would prol'O" for external reserves repotting to only ICIjust the prov.n develOped reserves using the 40%
mat\lrity criterion and to keep the und.....loped raerv.. tot internal and .xtlmal rel)Ortlng tl'1e same (caSt~
Proven. O,vRes 40%). As a result IMe total proven reMrvH inCl't.MS by 141 mln m3 (100',4 POOj, Arly
fuMer incru.. in total proven reseNes becomes more dilfoeult to argue in view of the additlonal uncertaintY of
the und.veloped reserves whiCh is difficult IQ quantjfy.
.
Would you ag,... with the proposed method? FOllOwing your ad\Ii$e, I will inform POO senior management on
the proposed method tor txttmal l'UeN" reporting to the Shell Group.
Best regarda.

(.

Thom..
--ortgNl M n u ; -

I'rom:

a-nd'$ AtIbiIII AA S19.oS4P.A
02 J"'~ry 2001 111:05
To: MorisaefI. 1'II0lTIU T!M POQ.OQP I U~
~

cc:

AalbeI.... ~ lItl) SIEP-EPI-P; AOIt. Said SM

POO-CSCS: A/ltoninI, ~ MCJ ~e:u.s
RE: PflMd " - " - VlIoIl· Oo'ouo ~ COoonliMtor

Sll~

Thomas,

In response to your Query. lrulty support the conclusions reached during Rtmco's visit, as reflected in
your note of 24" Octobtf. In particular. I sUPl'Ort Itl. move lOWlIIrdS using ex~tation estimates fer the
extem.lly reported proved reserves for mature flelds (i.t. for 1I,lds with cum. prod. grainer thin 40% or
,xptOttlion ultimate te=¥.ry). I nott that the .0% crtt.tion ia not necessarily rigorous: for simple clastic
light oU Wltlrclrive re-.rvoil"l it could eaaily be set lower, tor heavy oil reservoirs or complex carbonate
,.ervoil'1lik. many of tho.. in Oman,it seems. reaHstle proposition.
~ mentioned In my 1999 ,udlt report (Att. 3) we should move away from det'rTninlng total provitd
IU4t/"IItI through probablliltle vOlumellica, combined with probabllisllc estimates or *Overy factors.
Infttad we snoul4 mike Hparate tltim.tu of dlYelOped re..rve. (~m decline anitysla or history
mltehtd raervoir simulation) .nd undevelOped reseNes (from reservoir simulation or other reliable
predictiOns). UndtvelOoed r..erves mUlt ,lWay. be based on a well defined set of ~tur. activities (new
wel", inflU dl1lling, r...completions ete.).

Each ot the two volumes (i. •. developed Ind undeveloped reserves) can 1'11'1' a probability rang, (pas.

ex~tlon) aSlOei.ttd WIth it. Grtluj) guldelinn presClibe that for developed reserves in
mature fleldS we shOuld take the expectation estimate as the extem.lly repOrted'Proved DevelOped
Rnerv..'. For tho.. m'turt fields it is ,lxl)ICtld that the pes estim.te would I:It close to the
PSCl/Expedltlon value Inyo.wy. For txtemally rtl)Orttd undeveloped reserves it will often be appropriatt
to like It" expectation value I' well, but in some of the mort uncertain cases (e.g. different future well
typel) it rM'f be mort .ppropiate to take the pes volume.

P50, P15.

The extemaiay reported total reservll ShOuld be the lum of the dev.lOped and the undeveloped relerves
estimate••

TtI,IIt tnla elartft... Good luck w1tn your 2000 IUbmissionl
Lilt but no least, I with yourself Ind the POO pe cammlolnity • successful, safe and healthy 2001'
Anten Batendregt
-, ..

--otiginal M....geFrom:
Melju.n, Thom.. OQP
Sent
22 Oecembtr 200014:38
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To: Barendr89tAtllOn SIEP·EPB-GRA
~: AalbeJ"l, Remco SIEP·EPB-P: ~ri, Said CEM3; Anton irIi, M.reus CEM5
Su~ect:
FIN: Provt<:l Re.MI'VeS Vtslt • Groop Resource Co-ot'dNlO(
An ton,

With reference to the visit 01 Remco AaJberJ to PDO trcm 23--24 Oetot>&r 2000. we would hlle to
know your opinion wtth mpec:t to extern.1 reporting ot p/'tl\len reseNts. During the visit 01 AalbeJ"l
the tollowtng was .uggts*t.
Extem.1 repcrtlng 01 proved reserves in line wtth GrouP guidelines will be handled by POC
reteNes co-on;lnator .nd lI'le CFOH reMNOir engineering. It is recommended to use fteld
maturity in excess of 40% (as IXpreued in curnulaM production ( expected ~ery) IS ltle
criterion to
proved developed. expeetltiol'l d....-loped. ~ • mutt the total proved reserves
will similarly inere.... This procedure will be furtl'lef dari1\ed with Grt)up Reserve Auditor Anton

1.1"

Barendf'e9l Action:

C!MI3, UPR

Looking fol'W8rd to your reI*!.
Best regardI.

ThomuMeljsaen
CFOH R...rvclr engineering
:'

0\\'\ 00,02.08
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From:

Barendregt, Anton AA SIEP-EPF-DIR

Sent:

03 January 2004 12:29
Coopman, Frank F SIEP-EPF

To:

Cc:

Pay, John JR SIEP·EPS-P; Oatley, John J SIEP-EPT; Bell, John J SIEP-EPS
RE: intemal control weaknesses

Subject:
Frank,

,I have added my suggestions to your text. As a further remark: are we sure we addressed some of the shortcomings
already in 2002? As far as I can see, all of the corrective action was in (late) 2003.

I have added a reference to the internal guidelines. These were, after all, the 'bible' against which I had to carry out my
audits in the OUs. On the few occasions in my early years where I signalled a conflict with SEC rules I was called back
by Remco and by the OUs who argued, righUy, that the only rules they should be bound by were the Group guidelines.
These are the backbone of our internal controls on reserves. The spear-point of the SEC reserves auditor's control
should therefore have been on a correct formulation of the Group guidelines. With hindsight, I should have been more
forceful in this respect. It would have been a clear break with all my predecessors and it would probably have cost me
my job in those days, but I should have. My successors will have the same constraints, only to be made easier once our
uidelines are fully compliant.
I realise that Curtis may not like my reference to the guidelines. I seem to remember him saying that we should not say
externally that our internal guidelines were different from the SEC's. I do not see how we can maintain that pose in
ernes\. It would imply saying that either our gUidelines were SEC compliant (which would be an easily refutable lie) or
that we had no guidelines at all, which would be unbelievable and also clearly not true.
Glad to have a further debate about this. if desired,

-·.()rjginal Message-From:
COOpmlln, Frank F SIEP-EPF
sent:
02 January 2004 16;23
To:
Frasler, Curtls R SH5EP
Cc:
Dartey, John J StEp·EPT

Subject:

Internal control weaknesses

Curtls,
Suggested text for the Note to CMD" , paragraph 3.2 Potential issues.
Control weaknesses.
With the benefit of hindsight it Is obvious where there have been control weaknesses;
At local level;
appliance of basic disciplines in proved reserves calculations were allowed to slip. Supervisory (Chief PE) controls
must have been weak..
[Barendregt. Anton AA SIEP·EPB-GRAJ Due to resource constraints, compliance checking by the Group reserves
auditor was typically once in every four years which allowed slackness in local controls to go undetected for quite
some time.
At central EP level;
reliance on the year end Group reserves aud"ors report, which would only cover the areas audited during that year.
An "independent" Group reserves auditor [Barendregt, Anton AA SIEP-EPB·GRAJ whose assessments were
bound by the internal reserves guidelines and who was therefore not completely Independent.
no comprehensive review of all the exposed areas at set interval.
At Group Level;
No assurance was demanded for proved reserves figures, yet the 20F requires certification.
1
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These control weaknesses were addressed during 2002lBarendregt, Anton AA SIEP.EPS·ORAJ 11 and 2003.
The recruitment of several (instead of one) reserves auditors ,set In train. will address the resource Issue.
The change in reporting line will be implemented in 2004 to ensure the "independence". The 2004 assurance letter
will be amended to Include proved reserves.
end afteld

I will ask John Pay and Anton Barendregt for comments.
Frank Coopman
Chief Financial Officer for EP
Shell International Exploration and Production B.V.
PO Box 60, 2280 AB Rijswijk ZH. The Netherlands
Tel: +31 704474303 Fax: +31 70447 5959
Email: Frank.Coopman@shell.com
Internet: http://www.shell.com/eandp-en
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Barendregt, Anton AA SIEP-EPF-DIR
Coopman, Frank F SIEP-EPF; Pay, John JR SIEP-EPS-P

2004-01-16 15:22:56.000
2004-01-16 15:22:59.000
Rockford - a historical prespective

RQQkfQrQ::HislPersP,QPG

Frank, John,
Having had some time to think in the last few days I have written down my thoughts on why we
ended up where we did.
I'm still not 100% happy with the text (it needs further honing), but it's in a state where I'm
happy to take comments.
I'm not sure yet whether this should be part of (or an appendix to) my end-year report. At the
least it is a 'witness statement' for when I've left.
Anton
Anton A. Barendregt
, Shell Group Reserves Auditor
I Shell International Exploration and Production B.V.
Kessler Park 1, 2288 GS RIJSWIJK-ZH, The Netherlands
Tel: +31704472351 Fax: +31704475950 Other Tel: (+31 703229452 home; +31 61097
2351 mob)
Email: Anton.Barendregt@shell.com
Internet: http://www.shell.com/eandp-en
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PROJECT ROCKFORD • A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

By A.A. Barendregt, Group Reserves Auditor
January 2004

Introduction
The impact of Project Rockford and the ensuing de-booking of 20% of the Group's proved reserves will lead to
numerous questions as to why and how such an event could have arisen. This note attempts to inventorise the
facts as seen from the perspective of someone who has been involved in reservoir engineering and reserves
reporting since 1975 and who has been present at or closely involved in critical stages of the process of
preparing and maintaining the Group reserves guidelines from the early 1990's onwards. The note aims to be
objective and it does not seek to lay blalm to specific parties.
The note follows the successive historical events, as graphically presented In Fig. 2.
References to documented evidence are given where possible.

1972-2003: Group awareness of SEC rules
In 1972, the Group introduced a new method of reserves characterisation that was at that time unique in the
industry (Ref. 1). The method was based on probabillstic assessment of in-place and recoverable hydrocarbon
volumes, using probability density functions for each of the constituent volumetric and recovery parameters.
The result would be a probability density function (or 'Expectation Curve') for recoverable reserves in each
reservoir, describing the probability that reserves would exceed each of a range of values, starting with the
100% confidence (or minimum) value and ending with the 0% confidence (or maximum) value. 'Proved'
reserves were postulated to be the value at which there was at least 85% confidence that reserves would be
equal or larger than that value. The value was referred to as the Low or P85 estimate.
Industry practice at the time was based on the notions of 'proved', 'probable' and 'possible' reserves. 'Proved'
was largely defined to mean 'more likely than not to be present', 'probable' meant 'equally likely to be present or
not' and 'possible' would be 'less likely to be present than not'.
In 1978, the SEC issued specific definitions on proved reserves (Ref. 8) and requested that companies disclose
these in their filings with the SEC. The definitions focused almost exclusively on the subsurface uncertainties
regarding in-place and recoverable volumes. For more details see Table 1 and the Guidelines section below.
The Group (outside the US) adopted the SEC reporting requirement through the introduction of various reserves
guidelines in the following years (Refs 2, 3, 4). These guidelines acknowledged (and even included copies of)
the SEC guidelines, but in all cases they concluded that the Shell P85 probabilistic estimate was considered to
be 'reasonably certain' and hence in compliance with the SEC definitions (Ref. 2, 3). One document (Ref. 4)
stated that "Shell definitions are more rigorous [than SEC definitions]", and that the Group guidelines "generate
reserves which are equivalent to those which would have been derived using the SEC definitions".
The confidence that the Group guidelines for proved reserves were compliant with SEC rules was maintained
throughout the following series of guidelines (Refs 5, 6). Statements made were "The Shell Group definitions
are in full compliance with [SEC] definitions and, in some instances, quantified in greater detail" (Ref. 5) and
"Where Group guidelines interpret SEC definitions [... ] these interpretations have been accepted by external
auditors as fulfilling SEC requirements" (Ref. 6, 1996-2001)". From 1993 onwards, Group guidelines contained
detailed lists of the SEC definitions and the Group's interpretations thereof. In some cases, these
interpretations departed from the SEC text, e.g. by allowing probabilistic estimates of volumes below lowest
known hydrocarbon (LKH) levels, by allowing PSC reserves based on Group PSV prices instead of end-year
prices and by waiving the need for a pilot before booking of water injection reserves in certain cases (see
Guidelines section below). This departure did not affect the confidence that Group proved reserves did fulfil
SEC reqUirements.
The confidence in SEC compliance had two important consequences in the Group's petroleum engineering
community:
Group proved reserves gUidelines became the only norm for evaluating proved reserves, also in proved
reserves audits by the Group Reserves Auditor (see e.g. audit TORs in Refs.6),
Education and awareness of SEC rules and their importance became neglected.
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1996-2001: A strong drive to boost proved reserves
In the mid-1990s there was considerable internal and external pressure to boost proved reserves (Ref. 7). In
particular it was found that Exxon booked higher proved reserves for their share of the (by now mature) fields in
the North Sea. A LEAP value creation team was set up and this gave the recommendation that proved
developed reserves should be made equal to expectation reserves. These recommendations were included
into the 1998 Group guidelines, together with the recommendation that total proved reserves (i.e. developed
plus undeveloped) should approach expectation reserves with increasing field production maturity. This
recommendation was duly implemented and led to the booking of some additional 1000 MMbl Group share
proved reserves over the period 1998-2000.
This major change in proved reserves reporting procedures was justified by the reporting practice in the
industry, which was indeed less conservative than the probabilistic Group approach as far as it related to fields
in mature production. However the change ignored the fact that SEC definitions tended to be more
conservative than Group proved reserves for non-mature fields and reservoirs. The reasons were the rather
strict SEC constraints to the 'proved area', which were interpreted more liberally by the Group's probabilistic
approach. Guidelines at the time (e.g, Ref. 6, 1998) only mentioned that 'a reconciliation should be made'
between proved area and the probabilistic reserves estimate, without specifying how this should be achieved,
The result was that, whilst there was a balance between over-reporting for immature fields and under-reporting
for mature fields, this balance was effectively removed in 1998, see the schematic picture below. What
remained was a potential overstatement of reserves on the immature end of the project spectrum. This was not
sufficiently recognised at the time.

Proved/Expectation Reserves Ratios • Group vs SEC Guidelines
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SEC proved reserves for immature fields (area A),
but lower for mature fields (area B). A would tend to eencel B
for a mixed reserves portfolio (Le. containing mature and immature assets).
Area B was addressed (end effectively zeroed out) In 1998. The discrepancy
In area A was not addressed and, in fact, worsened by adding area C.
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Figure 1 - Proved I Expectation reserves ratios - Group vs, SEC guidelines

1996-2001: Other aggressive reserves bookings
As mentioned, the new 1998 gUidelines resulted in a significant volume of new reserves bookings in mature
fields in most of the large OUs. Most of the OUs reported these additions in 1998, some in 1999, One of the
OUs seen to be lagging behind was PDO, During a 1999 reserves audit it was noted that individual field proved
reserves were too low in comparison with expectation reserves as many of these were still based on predevelopment probabilistic estimates, Guidelines were left on how to build a proved reserves forecast portfolio
with which to make a proper assessment of reserves producible within the duration of the production licence in
2012. However, by end 2000 no progress had been made in this respect. Following a visit by the SIEP
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Reserves Coordinator, POO were advised to amend their corporate proved reserves estimate, based on a
continuation of the then current plateau of 850 Mb/d until 2008, followed by a relatively steep decline thereafter.
This assumption of a continued plateau production was based on POO's Business Plan, which foresaw a
continuation of the 850 kbld plateau at least until 2010. The implied lifetime proved reserves were some 75% of
lifetime expectation reserves, which was not unreasonable. The implied assumption was also that POO's
drilling and development sequence would be accelerated if field reserves were to materialise at proved and not
at expectation levels.
With hindsight, this advice has been unfortunate, not least because POO's production levels declined sharply in
the following years, Implying that expectation forecasts were grossly optimistic. More fundamentally, the advice
induced POO to relinquish the audit trail to individual field proved reserves estimates. The understanding was
that POO would re~establish this link in 2001 by proper individual field proved forecasting, but this never
happened. This regrettable situation was perpetuated and in fact worsened in 2001 and 2002 when POO chose
not to reduce proved reserves even when it was clear that stated proved reserves could not be produced before
end-of-licence with the lower production levels.
SPDC had been booking significant increases in proved reserves since 1996, with major leaps in 1998 and
1999 following the implementation of new guidelines with respect to mature fields. The sum of the 1998 and
1999 reserves additions (Group share) was some 1000 MMbl of oil+NGL, of which some 460 MMbl was
attributed to the new guidelines. The remainder was the result of field reviews, correction of negative reserves
etc. A reserves audit in 1999 did not find any significant areas of non-compliance with Group guidelines, which
at that time were not very strict on project definition and maturity (see below).
At end 1998, the proved reserves over annual production ratio (RIP) was 32 years. With 20.5 years still to go to
the end of licence in 2019, this implied that the relatively steep production increase planned in those years
would indeed be required in order to produce all of the stated proved reserves before end-of-Iicence. In
subsequent years it became clear that, due to funding constraints, associated gas gathering delays ('flares out
by 2008'!) and community disturbances it would be unlikely that the aspired production level increases would be
realised. At end 2002 the RIP ratio stood still at 32 years, while the number of years to end-of-Iicence had
shrunk to 16.5 years. This should have led SPDC to reduce their booked proved reserves accordingly, but it
was decided to impose only a 'moratorium' (Le. a freeze) on liquids reserves instead.
In the course of 2002 SPOC discovered that Nigerian law does in fact provide a right for production licence
holders to have these licences extended upon expiry (subject to fulfilment of all licence obligations). SEC
stipulations require an established 'track record' of the granting of such extensions and this is available in the
Nigerian environment. These circumstances removed the potentially serious overstatement of proved reserves
on licence duration grounds. However, by that time SEC had pUblished the requirement for project maturity and
commitment (see below) and this changed, but did not reduce the focus on SPOC reserves exposures. Many of
the reserves increases booked on the late 1990s by SPOC had been based on reservoir reviews and long term
development plans which were acceptable as a basis for proved reserves under previous Group guidelines but
which could not pass the test of actual project commitment.
Significant proved reserves additions were also booked in other areas during the late 1990s. Many of these
related to first-time bookings for new fields, some of them in frontier areas. Two important examples are the
large Gorgon gas field offshore the Australian Northwest shelf and the more recently discovered Ormen Lange
gas field in the Norwegian North Sea. The first field requires a major new opening in the Pacific Rim gas
market, which seemed imminent at the time of booking, but which has been delayed significantly following the
downturns in the Asian and worldwide economies in the late 1990s and in 2002. The Ormen Lange field faced
a major technical challenge in perceived sea bottom stability, which has taken significant work to be relegated
back to the 'negligible risk' category. FID on Ormen Lange will be taken shortly. Both proved reserves
bookings were in accordance with Group reserves guidelines at the time.
Other proved reserves bookings on new field developments were made in Brunei, Venezuela, Nigeria
(SNEPCO), New Zealand, the Netherlands and Norway (see Table 2). All of these were based on proper field
development plans formulated at the time, which made them in accordance with Group guidelines. However,
actual development was only foreseen in the longer term, either because of economic competition by other
developments or, as in the case of the Waddenzee volumes in the Netherlands, because of a government
moratorium on drilling.
Two undeveloped fields with apparently premature proved reserves were added to the portfolio in 2002 as part
of the Enterprise Oil acquisition. One was in Italy (Tempa Rossa) where various licence and commercial
uncertainties made the associated proved reserves exposed. The other was offshore Ireland (Corrib) where
project development had already started but where an appeal had been lodged against the planning permission
for the onshore gas processing plant. Both of these reserves bookings had already been made by Enterprise.
Progress on the Tempa Rossa development has been disappointing during 2003 and the appeal against the
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planning permission in Ireland was sustained during 2003, making another application for planning permission
necessary.
With the exception of the ex-Enterprise assets, most of the reserves additions discussed above appear to have
been made in accordance with Group reserves guidelines prevailing at the time. They became only noncompliant when the gUidelines were tightened in 2002-2003. The exceptions were the proved reserves
moratoria in SPDC and PDO in 2001 and 2002, which, although not expressly forbidden by the guidelines, did
go beyond the 'reasonable certainty' required of them. Production constraint criteria for licence-constrained
operations were not Introduced until 2002.

Reserves targets in Group score cards
Another consequence of the drive towards boosting proved reserves in the late 1990s was the introduction of
proved reserves addition targets in scorecards for variable pay, both for individuals and for groups. This led to
some aggressive attempts at booking of proved reserves at the immature end of the Group reserves spectrum.
The prevailing mood at the time is best reflected by the often-posed question: "Tell me where it says in your
guidelines that I can't do this". The consequent discussions about the appropriateness of such bookings led to
immense pressure on e.g. reserves coordination staff in SIEP and on anyone suggesting a more moderate
approach.
The SEC have not Issued guidance on the appropriateness of individuals' pay being influenced by the amount
of proved reserves booked by them. The SPE have issued such guidance and they clearly condemn such
influence as unacceptable (Ref. 12). Concern was expressed about the proved reserves addition targets in a
succession of Group Reserves Auditor reports identifying these as potential integrity threats to the Group's
proved reserves filings (Ref. 11, 2000-2002), but the targets are still in effect.
The proponents of proved reserves addition targets will maintain that the controls in place (e.g. guidelines,
reserves audits, end-year submission reviews and now end-year challenge sessions) should prevent
inappropriate reserves being booked. However, these controls can only be effective if control resource levels
are adequate. This has not been the case. Examples are the wholly inappropriate moratoria on proved
reserves introduced by PDO and SPDC in 2001, which could have been detected by a higher frequency in
reserves audits (see below). The more fundamental objection against the setting of reserves addition targets,
i.e. that it affects the objectivity of the reserves estimator, stands unchallenged.

SEC definitions and Group Reserves Guidelines
Until 2001, there were only a few relatively small differences between the 1978 SEC reserves definitions and
the Group proved reserves guidelines (see Table 2). The most significant difference in this period was the oil
price assumption for PSCs and similar contracts, which the SEC required to be at end-year price levels and
which Group guidelines set at mid-PSV levels. Because the latter were set conservatively, this implied an
overstatement of Group PSC proved reserves, which has been maintained until 2003.
It is important to note that the SEC rules of 1978 made no reference to the (un)certainty that undeveloped
reserves would actually become developed. The only general reference was to 'reasonable certainty' (see
Table 1), The Group guidelines were, if anything, more specific about the issue. Since 1993 there was a
requirement in the Group guidelines that undeveloped reserves should be based on identified projects, with
associated well targets, costs and economics. However, these projects could be notional or simply based on
analogies with similar fields or reservoirs.
During the period pre-2001, most US based companies seem to have settled on a practice whereby proved
reserves would generally only be booked when projects were close to being committed. The explanation for this
could be that, once evaluated and quantified (making reserves bookable), a property would be developed
quickly because there were very few physical or bureaucratic hindrances standing in the way. Development
costs also tended to be low initially and risks were small.
(later SEPCo) adopted this self-imposed practice
(of waiting for full FDP or even FID) in 1986, following some embarrassment from a series of negative reserves
revisions.

sac

In 2001, following pre-announcement during the preceding year, the SEC published 'gUidance' on their website,
giving clarification about how they wished to see the original 1978 reserves definitions interpreted by the
industry (Ref. 9). The most significant new item in the 2001 guidance was that the SEC wished to see a
'commitment' to those projects for which proved undeveloped reserves had been booked. This 'commitment'
requirement was largely in line with reserves booking practice in the US. It was also seen as sensible and
desirable, providing a clear criterion against which to assess the appropriateness of booking proved reserves,
However, it presented an immediate threat to the SEC compliance of an (at that time unknown) volume of
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Group proved reserves, because these had been booked under Group guidelines that were less strict, allowing
e.g. notional projects as a basis.
In reaction to the new SEC guidance, the Group guidelines were changed gradually to the point where, at end
2003, they required either FID, a VAR3 or a full FDP for large, medium and small projects respectively before
proved reserves could be booked (Ref. 6, 2003). These changes were Introduced partly at the recommendation
of end-year reserves auditor reports and also to prevent premature reserves bookings for new projects.
The 2001 SEC guidance was followed by an exchange of letters between the Group and the SEC during 2002
and 2003, in which the SEC expressed an even stricter interpretation regarding the LKH issue.
The remaining areas of divergence between the recent SEC guidance and the 2003 Group guidelines are thus
the strict definition of the 'proved area' (producibility, LKH and continuity of production) and the price
assumptions for PSCs (see Table 1). A stricter requirement for adherence to the 'proved area' concept had
already been introduced in the Group guidelines in 2001. The divergence on the need for an improved recovery
pilot is not material in the Group's portfolio, with only some exposure in Sakhalin, which will be addressed per
end 2003. The FOPNAR3/FID criterion may not be completely congruent with the SEC 'commitment'
requirement, but it can be argued that, if there is a track record of the company to carry out its planned (FOP'd
or VAR3'd) projects this can be seen as sufficient commitment.
In summary, the most significant change in the SEC definitions and guidance in 2001 was the introduction of the
need for project commitment before proved reserves could be booked. This resulted in an immediate threat of
non-compliance to a large (but unknown) volumes of the Group's proved reserves. Group guidelines have
largely been brought in agreement with SEC gUidance in 2002. Remaining, lesser discrepancies, will be
removed in 2004.

Reasons for non-compliance
The new 2003 Group guidelines were applied in two proved reserves audits late in 2003, one in SPOC and one
in POO. Both companies had been challenged in the end-2002 reserves audit report regarding their continued
moratorium on proved reserves when it was clear that stagnant production (in SPOC) or indeed production
declines (in PDO) made their booked proved reserves questionable. Both companies had started extensive
internal reviews to investigate the status of reservoir knowledge and the maturity of their project portfolios
forming the basis for undeveloped reserves. When the potential magnitude of exposure in both companies
became clear, a thorough scan was made through the Group-wide Business Plan portfolio to identify other
areas with volumes that were based on longer term projects for which no VAR31 FID had been taken yet. This
resulted in the list of Table 2.
From this list it can be seen that the requirement of project commitment formed by far the largest reason for
compliance failure in the list of exposed proved volumes.
The conclusion is therefore that it was the 2001 insistence on project commitment by the SEC that caused the
compliance failure of the large majority of the reserves to be de-booked per end 2003. As demonstrated by
Table 1, these reserves were in compliance with both Group and SEC guidelines before 2001, because the
guidelines were either not very strict or non-existent on this issue.

Group Reserves Audits
Group reserves guidelines were the only technical control document distributed throughout the Group on the
issue of estimating and booking proved reserves. Hence, these were also the only reference against which
proved reserves audits in the OUs and at end-year in SIEP could be (and should have been) carried out.
The historically set frequency of OU reserves audits had been once every four years, or more frequently if
indicated by e.g. unsatisfactory audit results. The experience, particularly in the last few years, has been that
this frequency has been too low. Repeat audits in various OUs have shown that an OU's reserves reporting
procedures can deteriorate quite quickly upon critical staff re-assignments or re-organisations. A more intensive
programme of OU audits (at least once every two years) has now been agreed as desirable and this is being
implemented. Such a higher frequency could have detected the inappropriateness of e.g. the SPDC and POO
proved reserves moratoria in a much earlier stage.
As the potential conflicts between SEC definitions and guidance and Group reserves guidelines became clearer.
these were generally flagged in audit reports. Group reserves guidelines were then gradually adapted to ensure
closer alignment with SEC requirements where possible and when deemed appropriate.
Other follow-up from the reserves audits included the setting up by SIEP of an 'Exposure Register' of volumes
that were potentially non-compliant with either Group or SEC requirements. The total volume in this register
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was deemed to be less than material in relation to the total Group portfolio and any associated de-bookings
were held pending until more data, positive or negative, would become available.

Conclusions
In summary, it is the writer's opinion that the following factors have played a role in the
Rockford:

build~up

towards project

•

The inappropriate notion that Group reserves guidelines were in full compliance with SEC definitions,
perpetuated in the series of Group reserves guidelines since 1980

•

The lack of awareness of the significance of SEC reporting requirements among the Group's petroleum
engineering community,

•

The significant drive for proved reserves additions in mature fields in the late 1990s, without paying heed to
the requirements for constraining proved reserves in immature fields,

•

The introduction of proved reserves addition targets in individuals' scorecards, which removed much of the
objectivity required in proved reserves evaluations, and which prevented reserves de-bookings when these
would have been appropriate,

•

The historical lack of perception within the Group of the need for some form of project commitment before
proved reserves should be booked, which left the Group vulnerable to new SEC guidance in 2001.
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Reservoir 'Proved
Area':
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LKH

Producibility proven by production test
or log and core based analogue

Producibility proven by production test
or log or core based analogue
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or log and core based analogue
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'Continuity of production' uncertainty
included in probabilistic or multiscenario estimate

Continuity of production must be certain
(max. 9 well spacings around existing
wells)

I

'Continuity of
production'
'Improved
Recovery'
'Existing
Conditions'
'Reasonable
Certainty'

Continuity of production must be
certain (max. 9 well spacings around
existing wells)
Successful (pilot) test required, either in
the reservoir itself or in the same
reservoir in a different field in the area

Successful pilot test reqUired unless the
project can go ahead without it (Value
of Information' approach)

Existing (year-end) prices and cost
estimate assumptions required for
confirming economic viability

Mid PSV prices and cost assumptions.
also for PSCs

'No 'reasonable doubt' about geology,
reservoir or economic factors

Proved undeveloped reserves must be
based on an identified project, which
may be notional

Successful (pilot) test required, either in
the reservoir itself or in the same
reservoir in a different field in the area

'Continuity of production' uncertainty
included in probabilistic or multi·
scenario estimate
Successful pilot test required unless the
project can go ahead without it ('Value
of Information' approach)

Existing (year-end) prices and cost
estimate assumptions required for
confirming economic viability

Mid PSV prices and cost assumptions,
also for PSCs

Proved undeveloped reserves must
have a commitment to the project

Proved undeveloped reserves must
have an FDP I VAR3! FID for small!
medium I large projects
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

IN RE ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL
TRANSPORT SECURITIES
LITIGATION

)
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Civ. No. 04-374 (JAP)
(Consolidated Cases)
Judge Joel A. Pisano

DECLARATION OF ANTON A. BARENDREGT

I, ANTON A. BARENDREGT, declare and affirm as follows:
1.

From January 1999 through January 2004, I served as the Group

Reserves Auditor for the Exploration and Production ("E&P") business of the Royal
Dutch/Shell Group of Companies ("Shell" or "the Group"). I am currently retired.
2.

I hold a Master's degree in Technical Physics from Delft University in

the Netherlands. I am a member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers.
3.

I understand that an issue in this case involves the nature and extent of

any United States conduct from April 8, 1999 to March 18, 2004 relating to the
estimation or reporting of proved reserves that Shell later restated. I am making this
declaration in connection with Shell's submissions on this issue. I previously was
deposed in this matter on February 19-22,2007. I understand that the Court and the
parties have access to the transcript of that proceeding.
4.

Unless otherwise stated, I make this declaration on personal knowledge

and am competent to testify as to the matters set forth herein.
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As Group Reserves Auditor, I was based at E&P headquarters, which

were located for most of my tenure in The Hague, the Netherlands, and later moved
to Rijswijk, the Netherlands.
6.

As Group Reserves Auditor, I performed three principal tasks. First, I

commented on and monitored the Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines (the
"Guidelines") that were edited each year by the Group Hydrocarbon Resources
Coordinator, also known at the Group Reserves Coordinator ("GRC"). Second, I
conducted audits of individual operating units to assess whether their estimation of
their oil and gas resources conformed to the requirements of the then-extant
Guidelines. Third, I evaluated whether, on an aggregate level, the Group's estimate
of its total proved oil and gas reserves was fairly presented and whether the total
estimate was properly derived from the estimates of the operating units.
Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines

7.

Other than in 2001, I reviewed the GRC's revisions to the Guidelines

each year. Because the GRC had resigned his position in the fall of2001, I took
responsibility for revising the 2001 edition of the Guidelines.
8.

The Guidelines contained instructions to the Group's individual

operating units on the estimation and reporting of oil and gas resources. The
principal purpose of the Guidelines was to ensure that E&P received proper
estimates of each operating unit's "expectation reserves," the volumes of oil and gas
resources that were likely to be produced in the future and on which E&P made its
internal business-planning decisions.

2
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The Guidelines also, however, instructed the operating units on the

estimation of "proved reserves," the oil and gas volumes that were reasonably
certain of being produced in the future based on existing economic and operating
conditions.
10.

The estimation of proved reserves by a publicly traded oil and gas

company is governed by SEC Rule 4-IO(a) of Regulation S-X, which defines what
volumes of oil and gas can properly be designated as proved reserves, and by
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 69, which requires that publicly traded
oil and gas companies report their estimates of proved reserves as supplementary
information to their annual financial statements.
11.

I reviewed the Guidelines that the GRC revised and E&P issued each

year in order to confirm that the Guidelines would lead the operating units to
estimate their proved reserves in a manner that would yield results consistent with
the requirements of Rule 4-IO(a).
12.

Although I occasionally discussed the Guidelines and the requirements

of Rule 4-10(a) with Rod Sidle, a reservoir engineer employed by Shell Exploration
and Production Company ("SEPCO"), E&P's United States operating unit, the GRC
was always responsible for revising and played the principal role in revising the
Guidelines. Personnel from E&P would occasionally consult with Sidle concerning
reserves-related matters, but the primary purpose of involving Sidle was to help him
ensure that SEPCO's policies and practices for estimating and reporting proved
reserves were consistent with Group practices. The final decisions concerning the

3
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content of the Guidelines were always made by the GRC or other E&P personnel
located in the Netherlands.
Operating-Unit Audits

13.

My audits of the reported proved reserves of individual operating units

were generally conducted in the country where the operating unit's oil and gas assets
were located. For example, my 1999 audit of Shell Petroleum Development
Company ("SPDC"), the Group's onshore and shallow-offshore Nigeria operating
unit, took place at SPDC headquarters in Nigeria. My contacts for these audits
would be personnel in the operating unit who were responsible for overseeing the
estimation and reporting of oil and gas resources to E&P headquarters, usually the
Chief Reservoir Engineer or Chief Petroleum Engineer. [A. Barendregt Dep. at 21516.]
14.

There were three circumstances in which I audited an operating unit

somewhere other than in the country where the operating unit's oil and gas assets
were located. One such circumstance resulted from personal health issues. In 2003,
I was scheduled to perform my audit of SPDC in Nigeria, as I had in 1999. I was
unable to make the trip, however, due to health reasons. The audit of SPDC was
postponed for a short while until the SPDC personnel with whom I needed to meet
had occasion to travel to the Netherlands to meet with personnel from Shell
Exploration and Production Technology, Applications and Research ("SEPTAR"),
an E&P technical service provider based in the Netherlands that performed technical

4
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services for SPDC. The SPDC personnel extended their visit to the Netherlands so
that I could conduct my SPDC audit there.
15.

Another circumstance in which an audit took place in a country other

than the one in which the operating unit's oil and gas assets were located involved
small operating units that were based at E&P headquarters, rather than in the
country where their assets were located. For example, the staff of Shell Kazakhstan
Development ("SKD"), the Group's operating unit responsible for its oil and gas
assets in Kazakhstan, was based at E&P headquarters in The Hague. As a result, I
audited SKD in The Hague, rather than in Kazakhstan.
16.

On February 20,2007, I stated that I performed audits of operating

units from The Hague "when the effective working unit of the working company
was in fact located in The Hague." [A. Barendregt Dep. at 212.] I named the
operating units in Kazakhstan and Pakistan as examples. [Id.] This statement
pertained only to those audits of the small operating units based in The Hague as
just discussed, and not to the operating unit audits discussed below.
17.

The third category of audits that took place in a country other than the

location of the operating unit were those audits that I conducted in a location where
technical data pertaining to the operating unit's assets was stored. During my tenure
as Group Reserves Auditor, I performed five audits-other than my 2000 audit of
Shell Exploration and Production Company ("SEPCO"), the Group's United Statesbased operating unit-in the United States because technical data was located there:
my 2001 audit of Shell Exploration (China) Ltd. ("SECL"), my 2002 audit of Shell
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Nigeria Exploration and Production Company ("SNEPCO"), my 2002 audit of Shell
Development Angola ("SDAN"), my 2002 audit of Shell Brazil Exploration and
Production ("SBEP"), and my 2003 audit of Pecten Cameroon Company ("PCC").
18.

SECL. My audit of SECL in 2001 was conducted in Houston, Texas,

because SEPTAR's Houston office was providing technical services to SECL. At
all times SECL, not SEPTAR, held the final responsibility for estimating its oil and
gas resources and submitting those estimates to E&P. My understanding from my
review of the year-end 2003 proved reserves and the recategorization
recommendations from Project Rockford is that, although SECL later recategorized
certain proved reserves in 2004, this recategorization related to SECL 's use of the
Group's internal project-screening values rather than year-end prices to calculate its
proved reserves entitlements, not to any technical work performed by SEPTAR.
19.

SNEPCO. My audit ofSNEPCO in 2002 was conducted in Houston

because Shell Deepwater Services ("SDS"), an E&P technical service provider
based in Houston, was providing technical services to SNEPCO. At all times,
SNEPCO, not SDS, held the final responsibility for estimating its oil and gas
resources and submitting those estimates to E&P. Although SNEPCO later
recategorized certain proved reserves in 2004, I do not believe that SDS' s work was
responsible for SNEPCO's reserves overstatement. First, most of the proved
reserves that were recategorized by SNEPCO related to the Bonga field, proved
reserves for which were first booked before the creation of SDS in 1999. Second,
most of the reserves restatement for SNEPCO was due to: (i) E&P's decision to
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report proved reserves for SNEPCO fields before having taken a final investment
decision regarding those fields, a decision that was reversed in 2004, and (ii) E&P's
decision to report proved reserves based on an internal project-screening price rather
than the year-end price prescribed by Rule 4-1 O( a).
20.

The document Bates-numbered V00330377-V00330392, an email

string in which I discuss technical work performed by SDS on the Bonga SW field,
does not change my conclusions stated above. No proved reserves were ever
reported for the Bonga SW field, meaning that no technical work that SDS might
have performed regarding that field led to an overstatement of proved reserves.
21.

SDAN. My audit of SDAN in 2002 was conducted in Houston because

SDS was providing technical services to SDAN. Although SDAN later
recategorized certain proved reserves in 2004, I understand that SDS' s work did not
contribute to SDAN's initial reserves overstatement. First, the reserves restatement
for SDAN was due to E&P's decision to report proved reserves for SDAN's Block
18 asset before having taken a final investment decision regarding that asset, a
decision that was reversed in 2004. Second, SDS's technical work ultimately led to
a decrease, rather than an increase, in the amount of reserves that SDAN reported as
proved. Third, at all times SDAN had the responsibility for estimating its oil and
gas resources and submitting those estimates to E&P. As discussed below, both the
GRC and I attended meetings at which the reporting of proved reserves for SDAN
was discussed. It was clear at all times that any proved reserves would have to be
proposed by SDAN and approved by E&P and by me before being reported
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externally. For example, it was the GRC and me who suggested to SDAN and SDS
that a "creaming project" targeting only the highest-value resources for initial
booking as proved reserves could be pursued and could, according to the Guidelines
existing at the time, potentially support a booking of proved reserves.
22.

SBEP. My audit of SBEP in 2002 was conducted in Houston because

SEPCO personnel were providing technical services to SBEP. These technical
services, however, related to the Merluza field. I understand that no proved reserves
relating to Merluza were recategorized in 2004.
23.

PCC. My audit ofPCC in 2003 was conducted in Dallas because the

Dallas office ofNetherland Sewell & Associates had performed study work
underlying the PCC ARPR submission. My understanding, however, is that no
proved reserves were restated for PCC in 2004.
Consultations Regarding SDAN Proved Reserves

24.

In addition to the five audits conducted in the United States described

above, I briefly consulted with SDS staff in Houston on two other occasions
concerning proved reserves for SDAN.
a.

In early November 2000, I visited Houston to perform my audit
of SEPCO, the United States-based operating company. While
in Houston, I was presented with the current results of technical
work that SDS had performed for SDAN, technical work that
SDAN and E&P hoped could serve as the basis for a booking of
proved reserves in 2000. I advised SDS that its technical work
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was not sufficient to support a booking of proved reserves and
made recommendations concerning the further technical work
that needed to be done.
b.

On December 12, 2000, I attended a second meeting in Houston
where SDS and SDAN personnel presented GRC and me with
the results of its further technical work. I concluded after the
December 12 meeting that, with additional technical work, a
limited booking of proved reserves for SDAN in 2000 would be
consistent with the Guidelines.

25.

Like the technical work that SDS performed for SNEPCO, the work

that SDS performed for SDAN led SDAN to estimate and report fewer proved
reserves than it might have otherwise. SDS' s work did not contribute to the initial
overstatement of reserves. At all times, furthermore, SDAN, not SDS, held the
responsibility for making the ultimate estimate of its oil and gas resources and
submitting that estimate to E&P.
26.

The document Bates-numbered SMJ00035943-SMJ00035946, a string

of emails discussing the booking of proved reserves by SDAN in 2000, does not
change my conclusions that (i) SDS did not have the authority to propose or book
proved reserves, and (ii) SDS' s technical work, rather than contributing to SDAN's
overstatement of reserves, led SDAN to book fewer proved reserves than it might
otherwise have booked. In the email string, Gordon Parry states that "the latest
figures coming out of SDS are lower than the 293" million barrels that E&P
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personnel had proposed to report as proved. E&P proposed that the GRC, E&P, and
I meet to discuss the proper proved-reserves figure to be reported externally,

because E&P made the final determination and Shell's external auditors and I had to
approve that determination.
27.

The document Bates-numbered SMJ00036352-SMJ00036354, an email

string ending in an email from me to Aidan McKay, does not change my conclusion
that SDS did not have the authority to estimate and report proved reserves.
Although I stated in my email that SDS had asked me to "discuss Block 18 reserves
with them and advise them what they needed to do to be able to book reserves," I
did not mean that SDS itself was responsible for reporting proved reserves. SDS
was asked by SDAN to develop technical scenarios that would allow SDAN to
report proved reserves, but SDS' s work was only preparatory to SDAN's decision to
report proved reserves, and E&P, the external auditors, and I then had to agree that
the reserves could be properly reported externally as proved.
28.

The document Bates-numbered V00070311-V00070313, an email to

me from McKay forwarding an email from McKay to John Bell concerning the
circumstances surrounding SDS's involvement in SDAN's booking of proved
reserves in 2000, does not change my conclusion that SDS acted primarily as a
technical service provider to SDAN and that SDAN held the final responsibility for
estimating and reporting its oil and gas resources. McKay explains in the email that
SDS was performing technical work concerning the SDAN fields in Angola.
Although one of the aims of the technical work was to support SDAN's ability to
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report proved reserves, nothing in the email contradicts the fact that SDAN and
E&P, not SDS, made the final decision concerning whether SDAN could properly
report proved reserves for its assets. Furthermore, it is my understanding that the
proved reserves that SDAN reported for 2000 were retroactively restated in 2004
because, in 2000, E&P had not taken a final investment decision on the Block 18
project, and the Group decided in 2004 to restate proved reserves that had been
reported prior to a final investment decision. The recategorization did not occur
because of any errors in SDS' s technical work.

Year-End Review of Proved Reserves
29.

Each year, I evaluated whether E&P's estimate of its proved reserves

was consistent with the requirements of the Guidelines, and therefore with the
requirements of applicable law. My evaluation, contained in a report called the
Review of Group End-[Year] Proved Oil and Gas Reserves Summary Preparation
("Year-End Review"), was one of the many steps in the process by which the Group
compiled and reported its proved-reserves estimates.
30.

In January of each year, each operating unit submitted a form to the

GRC at E&P headquarters containing the unit's estimate of its oil and gas resources
as of the end of the previous year. This form, called an Annual Review of
Petroleum Resources ("ARPR"), divided the resource estimates into various
categories and sub-categories, including Proved Reserves, Proved Developed
Reserves, and Expectation Reserves.
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The operating units themselves were responsible for estimating,

compiling and submitting their resource volumes. While some operating units
received technical assistance from service providers such as SEPTAR and SDS, this
assistance was designed either to allow the operating unit to estimate its subsurface
oil and gas volumes and map the structures of subsurface reservoirs more accurately
or to enable the unit to develop ways to improve its production of hydrocarbons in
the subsurface. Once this technical work had been performed (either by a technical
service provider or by the operating unit itself), the operating unit needed to conduct
the necessary economic, legal, and contractual analysis to determine the appropriate
volumes of resources to report to E&P for each category in the ARPR. Operating
units often consulted with the GRC concerning whether a proposed categorization of
oil and gas resources was consistent with the Guidelines.
32.

After each operating unit submitted its ARPR to the GRC in the

Netherlands, the GRC compiled that information into an aggregate estimate of the
Group's oil and gas resources. The GRC also made a preliminary determination
concerning whether the operating units' reported oil and gas resource numbers were
appropriate.
33.

I reviewed both the GRC' s aggregate estimate of the Group's proved

and proved developed reserves and the individual estimates from the operating units.
My review was designed to confirm that: (i) the GRC had properly aggregated the
proved reserves estimates of the individual operating units; (ii) the operating units
whose reserves estimates I had audited during the previous year had properly taken
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my observations and comments into account in making their submission; (iii) any
significant changes in an operating unit's reported proved reserves were properly
supported; and (iv) any other important questions concerning the propriety of an
operating unit's proved reserves were addressed.
34.

After reviewing the ARPR data submitted by the operating units, I

composed the Year-End Review. The Year-End Review discussed (i) the results of
the individual operating-unit audits that I had conducted during the previous year,

(ii) other notable issues concerning the operating units' ARPRs, such as a significant
change in an operating unit's proved reserves, and (iii) any observations that I had
concerning changes that needed to be made to the Guidelines to ensure that
operating units conformed to both the spirit and the letter of applicable law in
estimating their proved reserves.
35.

I submitted my Year-End Review to the E&P leadership and to the

Group's external auditors, KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers ("PwC"). Around
the same time, a meeting would be held in The Hague to discuss the proved reserves
figures that the Group proposed to report externally. I attended the meeting, as did
the GRC, one or more E&P personnel who supervised the GRC and representatives
from KPMG, PwC, and the Group Controller's office. None of the attendees was
based in the United States. At this meeting, the GRC would present the Group's
proposed proved reserves figures, which the E&P leadership had approved, to
KPMG and PwC. I would present the results of my review and my opinion
concerning whether the proposed proved reserves figures fairly presented the
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Group's entitlement to proved reserves. KPMG and PwC were able to, and did, ask
clarifying questions concerning any issue about which they were uncertain.
36.

After KPMG and PwC had reviewed the proved-reserves figures

pursuant to the requirements of Statement on Auditing Standards No. 52, they were
included in the Group's Annual Report on Form 20-F and in its other public
disclosures to the market. Thus, disclosure did not occur until (i) the operating units
had submitted their ARPRs to the GRC in the Netherlands; (ii) the GRC had
compiled the aggregate proved reserves figures in the Netherlands; (iii) the E&P
leadership in the Netherlands had approved the proved reserves figures that the GRC
submitted; (iv) I had reviewed the proved reserves figures in the Netherlands; and
(v) the GRC and I had presented our results and opinions to KPMG and PwC in the

Netherlands.
37.

During 2003, I became a part of the Reserves Committee, a committee

within E&P that was established specifically to monitor the Group's oil and gas
resource portfolio and to improve the process of estimating and reporting oil and gas
resources. The Reserves Committee sat in the Netherlands.
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that the
foregoing is true and correct.
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